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SQUAWKS AGAIN
ort l^Dgliii;. BmBailey [XHIBSMM
Cvctts (or Repurchase by Family

J|J STARS ON

! The Ringling family is reported

readying- to assume the control and
jnanagement' of the Ringling Broth-
ers-Barnum . & Bailey circus, also

other big tops of the American Cir-

cus 'Corp. Shows have been under
the direction of Samuel W. Gum-
p'^rtz, for several years, he .having
supplanted the late John Ringling,

but whether Gumpertz will remain in

the set-up after this season, is not
indicated. If he leaves there will

1)6 a number, of changes in the staff.

. The shows have been in receiver-
t{iip»" having been over-financed
when the other circuses were bought
and.'some •<vere scrapped. It was
the elder Ringling's idea to eliminate
competition and in so doing bor-
rowed, large sums from Prudence
Bonds of Brooklyn/ in which group
(jrumpertz has been prominent. The
|>ahfc"actually has been the owner of

the ' outfits, Gumpertz being their
Representative. ' Just prioY to John
Ringling's death last : December it

was reported that he. planned to re-

sume as head of the outfit.

The. profits earned by the big tops
operated this year and last by Gum-
S'ertz wh6 toured with, the Ringling,

; & B. show all the distance, ac-
count for the expected return of the
properties to the circus family. Big
ehow is reported having made a
profit of over $2,000,000, while the
Barnes-Sells-Floto outfit is estimated
earning over $500,000.
Widow of Richard Ringling is now

wed' to a lawyer, and the widow of
Charles Ringling, who has been as-

sociated with Gumpertz, are under-
stood to h£i,ve decided that as the en-
terprises are in a position to pay
oft on the notes held by Prudence,
they should step in and take control.
That any of the heirs have received
coin, from the shows since the re-
ceivership, is doubtful and that is

the reason why they are stepping in
• Gumpertz and the elder Ringling

1were believed to be intimate ovier

a'lorig stretch of years. After the
financial debacle they differed on
any. number of occasions and finally

» dispute in Madison Square Garden
ended in a rift that was never

(Continued on page 62)

IREE DRINK GAME

PLAYED VIA RADIO

' Fargo, N. D., Oct. 5.

WDAY has developed an air ver-
6lon of bingo or screeno, with free
drmks going to the winners. Stunt
Is being worked With a twice weekly
program which the station clears
from its studios in behalf of a local
cocktail spot, Le Chateau.
• Titles of the tunes which the 15-
mmute program will broadcast are
passed out to the lounge's customers
and the. radio set is tuned into the
station. Every so often during the
airing an alarm clock rings at the
miKe. Person holding the title being
Played at that moment is free to
order drinks fot the entire party at
n»3 table.

Enterprise

Newest bright idea in mid-
town New York is the mugg
gag, whereby a central distribu-

ting bureau in Times Square
sells photographs of celebs and
execs at 10c a copy.

Rabid autografhounds, after

lamping the first-nighters en-
tering theatres, niteries, etc.,

scram pronto to the central bu-
reau, pay a dime for a photo,

and at the intermission or the

break of the shows, the hounds
are there with picture and pen
in hand for the autograf.

Reno Victimized

By Overdose Of

Adv.; It s Dead

By CORNELIUS VANDERBILT, Jr.

Reno, Oct. 5.

Too much adverse publicity has
clipped Reno's wings. Town's dead.

Florida cops the big divorce play.

Only a few straggling notables in

Nevada this fall. Some still pretend
they'll be Renovated, and go instead

to Idaho, Montana, Wyoming and
Arkansas, devoid of publicity-scav-

engers.

But Reno still is discreetly full of

topnotch tax dodgers. Nevada's lax

tax laws responsible. Like Florida,

it has no income nor inheritance

taxes. .Unlike Florida, it has no tax

on bonds or securities bought within

the state. Cash sunk into the

ground is still untaxed by the Fed-
eral government. Thus some of

America's biggest names are turning

'miners.'

While niteries and joints go beg-

ging, big housing boom is on the

make. Once deserted spots on city's

outskirts now boast dozens of new
homes. Rubber-tired baby carriages

(Continued on page 59)

Sunday a Dominant Day
for Film Players on Ra-

dio Commercials^—Studios

Minimize Danger to Box
Offices—State That the

Cooperation Between Pix
and Air Should React to

B. O. Benefit

USUAL PROS, CONS

Bridsh War Office

Tells 'Em What to Do

London, Oct. 5.

with a view to being helpful, Os-

car Deutsch asked the War Office

what precautions he would need to

take in building the new Odeon in

Leicester Square so as to render it

safe against bomb attacks by

enemy raiders.

They told him he might do it by

building a roof of solid reinforced

concrete 24 ft. thick, surmounted by

a layer of hard earth another 12 ft.

thick.

Picture names • on the air against
picture names on theatre screens
were put to a more effective test

Sunday (3) when an unusual flock

of playeirs featured the day's broad-
casting. Complaints were made by
theatre men that business for the
day was off, notably in the evening.
While operators are seldom able to

accurately indicate reasons for a
drop in attendance except when it's

the pictures themselves, the feeling
expressed is ' that with such strong
air shows mi put on this past Sun-
day (3), it is' unquestionably becom-
ing harder to draw people away
from their homes.

In theatre circles it is stressed that
picture or other shows must try to

vie with the gratis entertainment of
quality and name draught that is be-
ing put on the air, but incurring
greater concern than In the past is

the question of whether the indus-
try itself should contribute so un-
restrictedly to this form of competi-
tion by permitting stars to go before
mikes. This question ponders wheth-
er or not contracts should enforce
clauses forbidding any star or fea-
tured player from going on the air.

Having accomplished little more
than the assurance that filni people
and scenes from pictures will be
more effectively presented, thus to

help them on the air rather than
hurt, the radio competition commit-
tee of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners.of America, headed by Wal-
,ter Vincent, may be further pressed
for gction. This committee has never
really fought the appearance of stars

on the air, as was expected of it by
theatre owners throughout the coun-
try.

For a long time operators have
complained of radio shows on Sun-

(Continued on page 25)

GRIDDERS' BIG APPLE
Columbia, S. C, Oct. 5.

Football fans, accustomed to

marching cadet corps, band music
and singing of alma maters as cut-

and-dried entertainment between
halves, were treated to something

new Saturday (2) when hordes of

students, obeying commands of a

caller, using the field p.a. system,

did the Big Apple while Georgia

Tech Yellowjackets and South Caro-

lina U. Gamecocks rested from their

gridiron chores.

HoUywood Finger-Printing Urged

By U. S. Police to Curb Crime

Three R's with Suds

Detroit, Oct. 5.

School bell in suburban Gar-
den City this fall will summon
about 150 kids to the town's

/little red saloon."

State liquor board last week
okayed use of the Square Deal
Club's tavern to care for the

overfiow of school kids in the

subtirb, provided a curtain or

partition, cuts off the bar from
remainder of nite spot, and
provided no liquor's sold dur-

ing school hours. Saloon will

be used until school board has
time to build an addition to the
present school.

Par Sets Lehar

As Supervisor

On luxembourg

Vienna, Oct. 5.

Franz Lehar, composer of 'Merry

Widow' and other Viennese operet-

tas, finally has given in and accepted

an offer from Adolph Zukor of Par-

amount to personally direct and su-

pervise the production of his 'Count

of Luxembourg.'

Lehar: will proceed to the U. S.

early in 1938. An extensive concei t

tour will introduce him to Ameri-
can audiences.

'Luxembourg' ia one of Lehar's

best operettas. It had its world pre-

miere in the Theatre an der Wien,

under Karczag management,

Lehar is re-orchestrating most of

the songs, adapting them to the since

increased and changed orchestras of

pre-war days.

Mulling Films on Lives

Of Gershwin and Sousa
Two Hollywood studios are mull-

ing the idea of cinematic biogra-

phies on George Gershwin. They arc

RKO and Warner Bros.

RKO presumably first thought of

it. It might be considered the late

jazz composer's 'home' lot.

Washington, Oct. 5,

In convention here, the Interna-
tional 'Association for Identification,

headed by J. Edgar Hoover, ad-
mitted' that Hollywood is being used
extensively as a hide-out for every
sort, of grifter and criminal. To
this end, on Saturday (2), a resolu-
tion was adopted to have a commit-
tee confer with the WiU H. Hays
organization in order to. urge that
every member of the film industry,
and every person applying for such
employment bp finger-printed. [A
similar , resolution was passed in
Baltimore Monday (4) at the con-
venton of the Internatonal Ass'n
of Chiefs of Police].

It is claimied by the lAI, that
Hollywood is over-run with crimi-
nals of every sort, particularly thosa
specializing in blackmail, shake-
downs, badger games, . and kid-
napping threats. Also that 90% of
missing small-towji girls are to be

.

found in Hollywood, trying to break
into the picture Industry.
Thus, in establishing a finger-

print policy for the picture indus-
try, the lAI feels that it will ac-
complish a twofola purpose. The
runaway girls can be found and
identified

.
and, since squeeze artists

must be connected with the business
In order to establish contacts with
stars and executives, they can bo
apprehended when making applica-
tion, before they can work.
For some years, Hollywood has

tried to keep floaters and un-
desirables from its doors, but tha
methods used have not been com-
pletely successful. In spite of all
that could be done, many have crept
in, until now, accordii;ig to the lAI
conditions have become so bad that
something more drastic must ba
done.
However, even they will admit

(Continued on page 15)

Hollywood. Oct. 5.

All story material on John Philip
Sousa, together with the musical
compositions of the bandmaster,
have been offered for sale to the
studios by Mrs. Sousa, the widow,
who is dealing through the Stanley
Bergerman agency here.

Terms arc being talked by Ber-
german currently for a ma.ior studio
production of Sousa's 'Marching
Along,' with the cooperation of the

United States Marine Corps.

COHAN-HARRIS STAGE

SET COSTS $100,000

'I'd Rather Be Right,' which Sam
II. Harris will present, with George
M. Cohan starred, lines up as the
most expensive one-set musical ever
contrived. Estimated that the show
will represent an outlay of $100,000.
One of the largest items is the elec-
trical department, devices for which
will be unseen.
Special switchboards have been in-

stalled to handle approximately 200
lamps. There is ia maze of cable.s
back state, the amount of wire foot-
age said to be seven miles or ap-
proximately 40,000 feet. The lighting
was installed under the direction of
Abe Feder, who was engaged at the
instance of the book authors, George
Kaufman and Moss Hart. He at-
tracted attfention last season with
the lighting of 'Dr. Faustus,' a WPA
production in N, Y.

'Right' production goes to Boston
Thursday (7) for final rehearsals,

,

being .slated to open there next Mon-
' day. Tentative debut on Broadwjy
I

at Ihc Music Box is Oct, 26,
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ONLY 4 HLM CASES FACE U. S. SUPREME

COURT NEH WEEK; FWC OUTSTANDING

*Ec8ta»y' Appeal—DeMilU's Tax Review a Key

Case in Revenue Dept. Issues—Electrics to High-

est Court—Indianapolis Action

Washington, Oct. 5,

Only four cases affecting the film

Industry were included among the

more than 400 petitions which faced

the U. S. Supreme Court when it re-

convened Monday (4), following

summer recess. Action on some is

expected next week, when jurists

begin announcing what appeals they

will grant.

Aside from a renearemg plea In

th« controversy over reopening of

the Fox iVeit Coa«t bankruptcy pro-

ceeSing, the sole matters growing

out ot ,the picture business are more
or leif^ incon$eq\ientl«l and without

major iMue». First time In ieveral

yearii at least one proposition of

widespread Importance to the indus-

try has not been on the calendar.

Probably the most Important prb-

,
ceedlng In which Supreme Court re-

view is sought is the attack upon
the power of N. Y. (state) authorjl'

ties tp require licenses fpr exhlbi'

tions within the Empire State. Issue

arises from controversy over screen-

ing of 'Ecstasy/ imported film over
which hullabaloo was raised two
years ago.

Contending the N, Y. statute in-

vades Federal jurisdiction, counsel
for Eureka Productions, Inc. (Sam
Cummins) ia appealing from the de-

cision of the 17. S. district court for

Southern New ' York refusing to

order Gov. Herbert H. Lehman and
other state authorities to permit ex-

. hibitioh of the sex picture to go for-

ward. Court tossed out an injuncr
tion suit designed to prevent further
'interference with the scheduled un-
reeling after customs siuthorities had
allowed Importation of the picture.

Tax troubles of Cecil B. DeMllle
are involved In an appeal by In»
ternal Revenue Commissioner Guy
T. Helverlng from prior decisions
holding the film director innocent of
tax evasion. Review is sought of the
four-year-old tifit Involving accumu-
lated surplus of DeMUle Produc-
tions, Inc., one of the cases which
served, as ammunition Iqv New
Dealers in recent Congressional

TATDMBNT OF THB OWNERSniP.
MANAOEMBNT, C I R C U 1< A T T ON,
ETCm EEQUIRIDD by THB ACT OF
CONOREBB, OF MAROK 3. WiX

0{ VRrletv, publUh^a weekly Kt Ntv
Torlc, N. T., for October l. iflST.

Stat* ot Now TorU, County of New
Torlc. SI.

B«for« m«, «• Notary Publlo in and for
the Stdto and County aforesaid, peraos-
ally appeared Harold Erlchs, who, buv-
inc bteo duly sworn, Mcordlns to law.
deposes and sayo that he la the business
manager of Variety, and that the fol-
lowing lit, to the best of hU IcnowledKO
and belief, a ' true statement of the
ownership, manasement, etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown
In the- above oaptioo, required by the
Aot of March 8. )U«18. embodied In Section
697, Postal Laws and Reffulations, prlnirl
on the reverse of thin form, to wit:

1.' That the nantea and. addreesec nf
the publisher, editor, inao4Klnf: editor,
ana business manager, are:
Publisher—Variety, Inc., 1S4 West 4Cib

street. New York city.
Bdltor->Bldne Silverman. 1)4 West 4Ath

treet, New York ally.
Managing Edltor'^None,
Business Manager—Harold Erlcbe. 164
W. 46th street, New Torlt city.
t. That, the owners are; Variety, Inc.

1B4 West 46th street. New Vorlt city.
Sldne Silverman, 1S4 West. 4(Jth Htroot,
New York City, Estate of Rime Sliver-
man, 164 West 40th street, Now VorU
city.

3. That the knpwn bondholJera. mort.
gagoes and other security holderii awn-
ing or holding 1 per cent, or more n(
total amount of bonds, mortgnlieE' or
other seouritlee, are; None,

4. That the two paragraph!; nex(
above, giving the names oi' the owiti^t-.s.

etoukhuldere and security holders, .ir iiny.
contnin not only the list of siockhnlil"
era and security holders as tboy apuear
upon the books of the eonipany, but
also, in cases where the ato'ckholdei or
security holder oppears upon the boolu
ot the company ns trustee or In any
other fiduciary relation, the niune of iHi>

person or corporation for whom suiii
trustee 1b aotlng. is given, also ihot iiii'

said two paragraphs oontuin gtQn>meni«
embraoing altlunt's fuP knowioilKe iitnl
belief ns to the circumstances nnil cun-
dltlons under which etocUhoidcre nnd
security holders who do not appear iipui
the books of the company as tru»leo^
hold stock an(} securillcs in a ciipUcUy
ether than that of a bona flde owner,
and this afllant has ho reason to be-
lieve that any other person, assoclHtlon
or corporation has any interest, dlreci
or Indirect. In the saUi etoclc, bnndn nr
other securities than as so stHiert by
him.

6. That the average number of copich
of eaoh Issue of this publlciuion aoUI or
distributed, throuRh the mails or other-
wise, to jinld .subBcrlboru ilurInK ilic

months preceding the date almwn :ihnv'i>

la , (This infor;natlon Is ronu]rt>(l
from dally publications only.)

Harold Erichn,
Business .M.ih:iK«r

Sworn to and subucribed. bcruro me
this {!'4th day of Seplembei', l'J;i7.

Nathan Newmnn,
Notary I'lililli-

(My commission axpirea March 30, 19!lll.)

headline hunt for tax dodgers. The
Board of Tax Appeals originally

tiirned down the Government's claim

for ' huge deficiency payments and
the 9th (Pacific) Circuit Court of

Appeals refused to reverse on the

ground it had rio authority .to upset

the Board's findings of. fact.

AnU-Trust

Other picture litigation is the anti-

trust suit brbu^t by Indianapolis

Amusement Co. against six distribu-

tors, cha'rginil conspiracy, and con-
troversy over licensing rights to

sound equipinent involved in the
patent pooling arrangement which
terminated the radio trust case sev'

erajl years back.
Indirectly raising the inonoi>oly.

question, the Indianapolis ' suif in-'

volves
.
Metro-Ciroldwyn-Mayer Dis-

tributing Corp,, Universal Film Ept-

changes, .United Artists, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, Vitagrapb, iind Educa^^
tional exchanges. Direct question
put before tl^e .highest, coiurt is the
exhibitor's motion to dismiss a suit

brought by the distribs to compel

(Continued on page 58)

HOODINI'S WIDOW AS

LEAD IN ROYER IMME

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Mrs. Harry Houdinl, widow^of the

magician, plays the title part in

'Mme. Houdinl Speaks,' wl>ich Fan-

chon Royer will produce at the

Conn Stiidioii starting Oct. H,

Frank O'Connor scripted" and Will"

direct, with Dr> Edward Saint, Mme.
Houdini's. manager, playing bimseM.

Other News of Pix Interest

UA-Korda-Deutsch Ape U. S. ....,,.», ...Page 15

Bill Fields' radio future. .Page 29

Badio czar a la Will Hays .Page 30'
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'Her Cardboard Lover' (Power-Sullavan); Grover Jones'

radio script with Bosalind Bussell-James Stewart; Jack

Cohn-Jack Warner.. • »» Pages 32-33
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......Page 45

Pix panned at F.T.C* hearings on songplugs. Page 46

'Star Wagon' reviewed (Meredlth-Gish) ....Page 58

H wood Sdl Het Op Over Mm^^^

Wffl Take Rap on Pix Anyway?

Stockholders Want

Balaban to Testify

Oil Zukdr's Contract

A suit brought by Paramount
stockholders agtttnst the new Salary
contract entered into in April, 1937,

with Adolph 2ukor, production chief,

attorneys for Ella Hylm and other
plaintiffs will ask N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice William T. Collins to
day (Wed.) tx an order directing
Barney Balaban, Par president, to
appear for examination before trial.

The stockholdisra are seeking an In-
junction to. restrain Balaban and
other officers and directors of the
picture corporation from carrying
out the Zukor contract, which they
voted at an executive meeting last
April.

The stockholders want Balaban to
explain the details of the executive
meeting which awarded Zukor a sal-

ary of $3,000 a week, plus a bonus
of l^k% on net profits up to $2,-

500,000, and 5% on earnings above
that amount. They also want the
records and minutes of the hearing
produced in court of all meetings
relating to Zukor contracts.

MUSIC HALL'S RKO,

COL AND UA DEALS

Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., has
a term deal with RKO; has just
completed a three-year selective ar-
rangement with. Columbia, and very
probably will sign up for first choice
with United Artists as. main source
of feature supply for the 1937-38
season and beyond. Under the RKO
contract the Hall guarantees to pick
up a specified number of features
each season, while with Col the
house makes no commitment. Agree-
ment is that Col give the Hall first

shot at any pictures it produces.
Pending any definite arrangement

with UA, the -Hall has signed for
three more from this distributor
which it will play in the near future,
'Stand-In,' 'Sawyer' and 'Nothing
Sacred.'

Jules Levy, RKO sales chief, has
returned from Detroit and Cleveland
after closing a contract on the 1037-

38 season's product with the Butter-
field circuit in Michigan and lesser

independents in the Cleveland terri-

tory. The Butterfield deal insures
outlet for RKO pictures in a total

of 96 theatres in Michigan.

KATE SMITH

ASONGH^

Hollywood, Oct, 5.

Roy Wilson, of Wilson, Powell &
Hayward, moved in thlp we^k from
New York to talk certain radio deals

with producers willing to follow

Metro's example.

Wilson's firm* has Kate Smith and
M-G has been talking for months
about a successor for Marie Dressier

and wondering if a singing ajttrac-

tion like Kate Smith could be the

answer*
Trouble is that Kate Smith has a

$12,500 price on her and Metro isn't

prepared to. meet that.

Wilson also has Tommy Riggs,

singer on the Rudy Vallee hour, but

he's ea"61er to spot as he's out here
with the Vallee imit anyway. Ask
Ing $1,500.

Wilson, with Mrs. Wilson, plans to

head east in three weeks,

L. A, to N. Y.
Lionel Barrymore>
Joseph S. BelL
Judy Canova. . ,

Lou Clayton.
Carl Dreher.
Chris Dunphy.
Francis E. Faragoh.
Felix Ferry.
Tamara Geva.
Mack- Gordon.
Harold Hackett

- Jascha Helfetz, ,

.

Joe Hubbell.
Johnny Hyde. -

Horace Jackson. -

.

Suzanne Kaaren.. > <

Gregory La Cava.
Herbert Marsliall.

Douglas Mont^<^ery.
Robert Montgomery;!;?*"
Paul Muni.
Jane Murfin.
Lee Patrick.

Harry Revel.
Winston Ross.
James Saphier.
Dore Schary.
Sammy Selgle.

Irene M. Selznick.
Rosalie Stewart.
Genevieve Tobin.
Florence Vidor.
Florence Wagner.

FINALLY BEHAVING
"

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

"The Lady Misbehaves', goes be-
fore the camera at Republic tomor-
row (Wed,) after many delays, with
Albert Levoy producing and Lloyd
(Jorrigan directing.

Marcia Mae . Jones, 14-year-old
moppet, draws a featured role.

N. Y. 1:6 L. A.
Danielle Darrieux.
Arthur W. Eddy.
S. Charles Einfeld.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Essie Gerson.
Monroe Greenthal.
Sonja Henie.
Burnet Hershey.
Wolfe Kaufman.
Hal Kemp.
Harry Malzllch.
Sam Marx.
W. Cresswell O'Reilly.
J. M. Rubens.
George J. Schaefer.
L. K. Sidney.
Hannen SWaffer.

Best Selint Pix Scortt

'VarsUy Shew* (WB).
(Mercer-WbUlnfc.) •

'Artiste and Medels' (Par).
(Koehler-YounK-Arleu.I.ftne.Holv
loxider-BoMn.) "

.

,

•Voffues' (UA).
(Brown-Fain; Loesser-iSherwln.)

•Can't Have Everythinr* (20th).

(Gordon-Revel.) • -
'

<Mr. Dodd Takes the Air' (WB),
(Warren-Dubtn.)

'Double or Nothine* (Par).
(Coslow-Slegel ; Johnston-Burke

;

Lane-Freed.)

Another Technical

Setback in Bill Fox

Bankruptcy Hearings

Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

The U. S. circuit court yesterday

(Monday) refused to consider mo-
tlor^s to dismiss the appeals of Mrs.

WiUlam Fox and Fox's bookkeeper.

Herbert Leltstein, from a district

court order that they were in con-

tempt of .court' for refusing to testify

in Fox's bankruptcy proceedings in

Atlantic City. The motions, made by
the former producer's creditors, weire

held over until the circuit coiurt can

have a full hearing. Walter Han-
stein, creditor attorney, in petition-

ing the bench to dismiss the appeals,

maintained they had no standing, as

Judge John Boyd Avis, of Camden
(N. J.) federal court, although he

adjudged Mrs. Fox and Leitstein

guilty of contempt, had imposed ho
sentence on them. He said the de-

cisions were, therefore, merely 'in-

terlocutory
•

The contempt citation resulted

from the time Mrs. Fox and Leitstein

were called before Bankruptcy Ref-'

eree Robert E. Steedle, of Atlantic

City, to testify concerning financial

transactions of Foic. They declined

to answer questions, and after a

hearing before Judge Avis were
cited.

He gave them an opportunity,

however, to go before the referee

again and give the desired info. In
stead, they took appeals to the clr

cuit court, maintaining that Judge
Avis was in error in his contempt
order.

ARRIVALS
Fernando. Germani, Ramon Novar-

ro, Elizabeth Rethberg, Ezio Pinza,
Marcel Dupre, Jessie Ernst, Mr. and
Mrs. Hans Clemens, Grete S. Stueck-
gold, Serge Jaroff, John F. Majeski,
Mr, and Mrs. Lawrence Bosworth,
Oscar Schwar, Mr. and Mrs. Nat
Liebeskind, -Sir Campbell Stuart, J.

SAILINGS
Oct. 13 (London to New York)

Alexander Korda, Murray Silver

stone (Queen Mary).
Oct. 6 (London to New York)

Adolph Zukor, Annabella (Norman-
die).

Oct. 7 (New York to London) Jack
C. Barnstyn (He de France).

Oct. 6 (Loridon to New York)
John Abbott, Eddie Day, Derrick.De
Marney (Aqultania).

Oct. 6 (New York, to London)
Lionel Barrymore (Queen Mary).

Oct. 3 (Los Angeles to New York)
Paul Muni (Santa Paula).

Oct. 2 (New York to Caracas) Dr.
Domingo Narvaez (Statendam).

Octi 1 (New York to London

)

Charles Boyer, Germaine Aussey,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Warner, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Cohn, Pierre Sandrini
Gilbert Miller, Ralph Heinzen,
•irhomas Kernan (Normandic).

Oct. 6 (New York to London)
Lionel Barrymore, James R. Angell
(Queen Mary).

B, Priestly, David Niven, Gina Malo,
June Clyde, Mr. and Mrs. Jfean Le
Seyeux, Rene Maison, Jack Strachey,
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Maschwitz, Leon
Greanin, Mr. and Mrs. Clayland T.

Morgan, Paul W. Kesten, Lewis Tit-

terton, Bernard Nedell, Olive Blake-
ley, Jooss Ballet.

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

'

If only publicity ttiat's bad is no
publici^ at all, visit of Premier
Benito Mussolini's son, Vittorio, to

Hollywood at this time may be rated

as velvet Otherwise it rates the low
gross ol all time;

Town is seethfaig over the young
warrior's visit, and even those who
were invited to Hal Roach's party,

'

which merged young Vittorio's 2ist

birthday and Roach's 21st wedding
anny, .were sore at tiie producer for

putting them on the spot.

Statement of Roach's that V. M.'s

visit has no political significance and
that lad was in town because of 40

Italian productions a year 38 were
flops, didn't even mollify his fellow-

producers. Borne of these went to

the party, but they didn't conceal

that they thought the whole, setup

was a terrible mistake.
Fact that Walter Wanger had it in

his lap a year ago and backed out

when Warners, who were to go in

with him, took exception to certain

utterances of H Duce at the time,

should have been enough of a tip

for the rest of 1heBo,^some of these

producers argued.

Flops WUl Be Flepi

Others said that what made mat-
ters worse was that young Mussolini

couldn't possibly know what it's all

about la a visit of three weeks, and
certainly not by confining himself to

the Roach studio, a circus and a

couple of parties. Fortified by such

meagre knowledge, these producers

argued, he will go back to Rome and
turn in 39 flops instead of 38 and

.

Hollywood will be blamed for all

of It.

Still others who get Jittery about
almost anything these days felt that

they had enough trouble keeping
the waters of labor calm without

having to explain that a young
fascist's visit had no ' more signifi-

cance than Aldous Huxley's.
These relented the printing of

their names as guests, especially

when thej^ learned that correspon-

dents were now pasting the list in a
convenient place as a sort of black-

list.

Even among the talent end, who
could be figured as likely to suffer

if they stuck their heads out, there

was so much resentment against the

young Musso's visit that they de-

cided to take out a full-page ad pro-

testing his presence. Stars were
promised no names would be pub-
lished unless there were at least 100

names. In one day the list went so

far over that they decided there

were too many names to publish any
at all.

What the Hollywood literati re-

sented most was a page of pyro-

mania young Mussolini published in

'Voli Sulle Ambe' ('Wings Over
Ambe') in which he justifies the

bombing of Abyssinian towns on the

grounds that he had been denied

the sight of big fires as a child, and
justifies modern war as the 'most

beautiful and complete of all sports.'

Zukor Due Back Mid-Oct.

Postponing his departure from
abroad where he has been surveying
the production outlook in England
as well as contacting sales and t)ie-

atre operating representatives,

Adolph Zukor now will not return

to the States until around the mid-
dle of the month. At first he had
set his date of arrival in New York
as Oct. 4.

Zukor and Mrs. Zukor will now
sail from the other side on Oct. 6.

On getting back to New York the

chairman of the board will stay in

the east a week or so before re-

turning to the Coast.
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NEW U.S. STANCE ON QUOTA
Silverstone and Kprda Coming t

Over to Consummate Goldwyn-UA

Deal; Talk Foreign Fdm Merger

London, Oct. 5.

Murray Silverstone, United Artists

chieftain ini Europe, with Alexander

Korda are sailing for America next

Wednesday (13), probably accom-

panied by David Rose, to consum-

niate the United Artists - Samuel
Goldwyn deal. Understood that re-

quired amount for lifting the op-

tions from Mary Pickford, Charles

Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks^ is

available. That means around $6,000,-

000 at least, and maybe more.

Korda is understood planning a

vacation of six weeks, which prob-

ably Is meant to Infer that he will

remain abroad for a month or more.

.Whlie Korda is in the States, his

oiitfit here, it is xmderstood, will get

one of those efficiency going-oyers,

spurred by his financial backers and
apparently preparatory to laurjiching

the bigger Gbldwyh-Korda purpose.

Hereabout there Is talk of a con-

solidation whereby United Artists

and an American film company will

be amalgamated. This must be in

reference to an RKO-UA merger,
such as has been consistently . indi-

cated.

-Under the circumstances the Mer-
vyn Leroy angle in the Goldwyn-
Korda situation appears to be one
of those things, although not alto-

gether impossible.

However, it is too early to figure

what may occur ultimately since it

is now confirmed that whatever con-
clusions will be reached,- these will

be in the United States where, of

course, time and conditions may
have effect one way or another on
the situation.

Option for control of •U.A, expires
Dec. 1.

Wanger to Discuss

Home's Contract

Wlule East; Bush Out

Extension . of Hal Home's associa-

tion, as production executive with
Walter Wanger, upon the expiration
of the present agreement between
the parties, in December, probably
will be discussed during Wanger's
stay in New York. Home has been
with Wanger for around a year and
the option for extending his services
is exercisable this week, according
to understanding; Wanger is due to

arrive east today (Wed.).

Rodi}ey Bush, personal represen-
tative for Wanger in New York, is

understood leaving him. There is

no indication that a successor will be
appointed. » -

Wanger was to h^ve come .
east

early this week but "he postponed
his trip in order to meet George J.

Schaefer, United Artists distribution
chief, who is now on the Coast for
general company confabs.

George J, Schaefer and Monroe
Greenthal left for the Coast during
the past week, crossing the Dave
Selznick-Walter Wanger parties
v^hich were eastbound at the time.
Wanger flew in Friday (1), while
Selznick and his group trained in
Monday (4). Schaefer took the train
west Thursday (30), while Greenthal
flew out the day following, both to
l<iok over finished and unfinished
Pfpduct, discuss sales plans, adver-
tising, etc.

Plan to stay only one week.
_ The day Schaefer left for the west
J^tnanuel Silverstone, Alexander
•Korda's sales representative in this
country, started out on a tour of UA
exchanges in the middle west.

Benny Rubin's Play

tj.p^'^'jy
Rubin has written a comedy

u ti f-^
^v®'^ S6 Humble,' which

w-^r
on the rounds this week,

vvuuam Morris office is handling
for the RKO scriptist-producer.

Publicity Poison

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Los Angeles suburban exhibs
are nursing a peeve against an
eccentric film comedienne who,
up to the time of her. recent
divorce proceedings, has been
a surefire draw. Notoriety at-

tending court action is showing
its effect at the wickets, where
exhibs claim the turnover has
been slim enough without ex-
traneous annoyances; One
house manager reported that 50

women turned away from the
theatre upon learning from the
cashier that the gal in question'

is in the picture. Another the-

atre nearby counted 26 wornen
who refused to attend for the
same reason.

A few miles away a' house
that is generally a pushover for
the actress first yanked her
name from the marquee and
then closed out the picture after

three days.

BlAYAND MAIN

ST. LIKE SAME

PK-HAYS
In a forecast of 1937-38 produc-

tion issued this week Will Hays,
president of the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers and Distributors of America,
held that apparently Main Street

and Broadway are alike insofar as
appreciation of motion pictures is

concerned. Hays, who recently re-

turned from a summer sojourn in

Hollywood, pointed out that 'distin-

guished films of a character hereto-
fore considered class entertainment
are helping vastly to raise the stand-

ard of so-called mass entertainment.
. Current productions for the 1937-

38 season will be featured by an un-
precedented number of truly dis-

tinguished entertainment films, ac-

cording to Hays.
'The industry is beginning to reap

what has been sowed by years of

educational effort, by the production

of pathfinding pictures and by con-

stantly adding to the variety of en-

tertainment themes,' he said. 'A

sense of highest showmanship marks
many of the outstanding films of the

new season.'

HAYS ORG. MEET OCT. 14

DEPENDS ON PIX EXECS

Fall quarterly meeting of directors

for the Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors association now is

scheduled for Oct. 14. Though, this

is the tentative date, actual confab

will depend on whether leading di-

rectors, now in Hollywood or in

Europe, will be able to get back to

New York in time.

One report expected to be laid be-

fore the directorate will be that on
visual education and results accom-
plished to date.

Autograph Worth Having

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

P. A. Chase, Warner Bros, studio

complrpller, celebrated his 25th an-

niversary with the company last

week.
He started with the old Warner &

Gobel exchange in New York and

the first week signed three pay

checks, those of H. M. Warner,

Major Albert Warner, and himself.

These days, his autograph appears on

around 3,500 checks every week.

T TO MIKE

BIIIT. PIX m
Instead of Treating Quota

Films as a Gag, American
Producers Now Feel That
by Judicious Bolstering

'of B. O. Values They Can
Produce a Picture Ac-
ceptable for the Entire

Anglo-American Market

Columbia's Dramatists Guild Deal

To BankroO B way Plays Is First

Schism in United Hollywood Front

LONDON POWWOWS

Converging of high executives as
well as foreign distribution man-
agers on England in the last month
or so with expected vastly increased
production by U. S.- companies in

Great Britain is held in' the industry
to be caused by ari entirely new ap-
proach by American" production-
distribution companies to the quota
law. Fact that Metro has started

producing, has announced elaborate
plans, and is making rapid strides

towards a production setup in Eng-
land, has caused other U. S. com-
panies to take notice and often to

follow suit.

While definite plans on actual pic-

tures planned by .American produ-
cers or their subsid companies op-
erating in England are not set thus
far, there is every indication that
the present move towards hiked pro-
duction means that the major com-
panies are regarding the English
quota law and proposed new one
in an entirely different economic
Ught.

. All signs point to American pro-
ducers actually making the bulk of
the films necessary to come within
the quota. In the past, the quota
regulations were complied with by
purchasing English-made features of

a sort for as low as $15,000. Often
these were put into the vault and
never shown. Seldom was an at-

tempt made by U. S. companies to

bring these to this country for ex-
hibition because of obvious cheap
production values and otheir flaws.

New slant on the situation is that

as long as money must be paid, there
would be a 50-50 chance to .come
out ahead in actual revenue if they
made features in England, obtained.

(Continued on page 62)

McCarthy's Stand-in

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Latest quip is that Edgar
Bergen couldn't find Charlie
McCarthy the first day he went
to. work for Sam Goldwyn,
So they asked Sid Skolsky to

stand in for him.

GOLDWYN ALSO

HAS LEGIT

PROD. YEN

Samuel Goldwyn may enter legit

production ranks this season with
scripts being sought for that purpose.

Film ' magnate is not bound by the

agreement between other major
companies not to finance stage shows
because of provisions in the Drama-
tists Guild contract distasteful to

Hollywood. Other film producers in

the United Artists group similarly

are not bound but they have not in-

dicated interest in legit presenta-

tions.

Goldwyn has been toying with the

idea of producing a legiter for some
time. Understood his interest has
been revived in that direction be-
cause planning to produce more big
feature pictures and counting on the
stage to furnish at least part of the

needed material.

LeRoy's U Bid Reported

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Trade now hears that certain Uni-
versal insiders have been trying to

persuade Mervin LeRoy to become
associated with that studio in an ex-
ecutive capacity.

Conditions reported as permitting
LeRoy to write his own ticket.

Universal Home Office Consternation

Over 110 Letouts; Execs to Coast

The axe of the payroll-chopping

woodsmen in Universal fell heavily

on the heads of home office em-
ployees Friday (1), when a total of

110, some with the company up to

as long as 25 years. Were given their

notice. With the notices came
hysteria and a condition of unrest

and uncertainty ambng others.

Numerous other letouts have been
rumored, but given no official notice.

Various departments were cut to

shreds in the swoop which greatly

minimized the size of the home
office U payroll, cuts meaning a sav-

ing of somewhere between $5,000

and $10,000 a week. Sales, account-

ing, foreign, printing, publicity^ ad-

vertising and other departments in

U were affected by the chopping.

The only adjunct of U that was not

touched was the newsreel.

While majority of the 110 dropped
were employed in accounting, cleri-

cal and other work, among those

who felt the pinch of hard times for

beleaguered U were Sam Sedran, of

the accessory^ department; William
Kramer of the contract-playdate di-

vision; J., V. Ward, of the printing

department; J. Albert Hirsch, ad-

vertising manager (succeeded by his

ex-aide, Lou Pollock); Al Nathan,
in charge of press books; George
Cochrane, brother of R. H., presi-

dent of U, who has had charge of

film testing in the ea^t; Beulah Liv-
ingstone, publicity features, and
Murray Spector, foreign department.
Kramer has already made arrange-
ments on another connection, reports

being that he will join the Schine
circuit in upstate New York. Ward
had been with U 25 years.

Prior to receiving the notices Fri-

day (1), U forces were in a panic-
stricken state and the day before
had sought word from Cochrane on
the matter. Sentiment had de-
veloped- strongly in favor of joining
the Bookkeepers, Stenographers and
Accountants Union, an affiliate of

the CIO, which. has been attempting
to organize picture workers and
Cochrane had been advised of this.

The U president is quoted as having
indicated that he would be willing

to meet with a committee on the
matter of joining up with the CIO.
That's as far as it went. A group
of U employees held a meeting, how-
ever, Monday (,4J about joining the
CIO union.

The letouts occurred coincident
with the departure for the west, also
Friday il), of Charles R. Rogers,
v.-pi; in charge of production, who
had been reported figuring in fric-

tion with Cochrane and J. Chcever
Cowdin, but who returned to the

Coast with forces declared to have
been coordinated.

First outright break in Holly-
wood's united front against the Dra*
matists Guild exploded last week
with Columbia Pictures' announce-
ment that it would immediately be-
gin backing Broadway production,
denerally expected that the other
studios will follow suit, either grad-
ually or in a rush. Coast moguls
had stuck to their giins, nominally
at least, for the last year.
In his announcement of policy

shift, Harry Cohn, Columbia prez,
declared his studio will no longer
submit to dictation from Metro,
Paramount and Warners in the mat-
ter. Other . companies have been
quietly backing legit production
from the beginning, the Columbia
head stated, adding that the practice
has been unfair to the smaller stu-
dios. Fact that the Broadway pro-
ducers put on plays all last year
under the new contract Indicates it

isn't so bad, Cohn observed.
Understood Columbia's idea in

getting back into legit piroduction is

not only to hypo the value of plays
as future film fodder, but to use
Broadway for the development of
talent. Studio indicated it will im-
mediately sign a Dramatists ' Guild
contract. D. A. Doran will head
the Columbia legit production de-
partment and expects to put plays
on the stajjs as soon as possible,
though nothing is definitely set.

After his announcement, Cohn was
sought all day by Metro and Warner,
execs, but could not be reached. Ho
left for the Coast the next night
(30), accompanied by Nate Spingold.
Doran remained in New York. Al-
though officials of all the other ma-
jors declared their studios will con-
tinue to boycott the Dramatist
Guild contract, the expectation is that
the producer ranks, already waver-
ing toward overt entry into the
Broadway picture, will shortly aban-
don the hold-off stand.
Dramatist Guild pact, which pre-

cipitated the Hollywood withdrawal,
(Continued on page 21)
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Cal. Anti-Trust Law Invoked

Filing of 20 Damage Suits Against

Paramount by 25 Indie Exhibitors

Los Angeles, Oct. 5.

Paramount Pictures and Para-

mount Pictures Distributing Co.,

Inc., are charged with fraud and
monopolistic practices in 20

.
in-

dividual damage suits filed in U. S.

district court here by attorneys for

25 Independept exhibitors in Los
Angeles and vicinity, with addi-

tional actions to foUow.

Court suits are outgrowth of play-

date strike that has been waged by
local independents against Para-
mount for past two months, in pro-

test to company's alleged failure to

deliver 11 features sold on its 1936-

37 contract, but instead, assert^dly

carried over to the current season,.

For first time in history of the

industry, the Cartwright Act (Cali-

fornia State anti-trust law) has

been invoked as one of two causes

of action- cited. Cartwright Act ex-

pressly prohibits any trust or com-
bination of capital from restraining

oi-- limiting the production of any
commodity, which constitutes a re-

straint in trade for commerce, or

in any activity designed to unlaw-
fully increase the price of

.
any com-

modity.

Paramount is linked with eight

other major picture companies in

the several complaints; in the charge
that defendants, through their af-

filiation with the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of Amer-
icia, operate ' to the end that coni-

petition in all fields of the industry

may be reduced and eliminated.

Lay Into MPPDA
Each complaint further alleges

that as 4» part o£ said policy 'the de-

fendants and other members of the

MPPDA conspire and cooperate with

one another for the pturpose of

harassing, embarrassing and dam-
aging independent theatre owners,'

such as plaintiff, to the end that

competition by independent exhlbi-

toirs with, theatres owned and con-

trolled by members of MPPDA shall

be reduced and eliminated.

No speciAc ddmages are listed, but
court is asked io double any a:ward,

as provided t^t under the Cart-
wright Act; Under thfe Cartwright
Act clause of .the complaint indies

charge the defendant companies
with unlawfully and fraudulently

conspiring 'to withhold delivery and
distribution' and limit and reduce
the production of said motion pic-

tures for the purpose of injuring

and damaging the plaintiff, for the
purpose of increasing the price of

the same motion pictures and . for
the purpose of preventing com-
petition by plaintiff in the sale to
and purchase by plaintiff of said

pictures.'

Indies further charge that 'thd

defendant did arbitrarily and with-
out jiist cause- and for the purpose
of restricting trade and commerce
refuse to produce, distribute and
deliver the said productions during
the season covered by contract.

That immediately Upon the termina-
tion of said season or contract pe-
riod, the defendants in furtherance
of the said corrupt and unlawful
conepiracy, did therefore offer some
or all of the said motion picture
productions for exhibition at higher
rental prices than those provided
in the said, contracts.'

Part of ' National' Campaign
Federal court suits are answer of

Los Angeles area independents ' to
the nationwide controversy that has
been waged over the disputed Par
product, and which brought injunc-
tion suit5 by the company in Phila-
dielphia and Minneapolis to enjoin
exhibs from prosecuting the fight on
the grounds of conspiracy.

Individual complainants whose
suits have already been filed, and
the theatres they represent, follow:
Largo Theatre Corp., Largo the-

atre; Eastland Theatres, Meralta,
Wabash and Brooklyn; Hershon and
Goldberg, Garden; Emanuel Hoff-
man, Avalon; C. & S. Enterprises
Corp., Alvarado, Empire, Oriental;
Galston & Sutton,' Inc., Marcal;
Bronstein and Harter, Arlin; Ivan
C- Hanson, Cairo; C. W. Blake, Sun-
set; Albert Nadow, Hub, Florence
Mills; Olander and Cohen, Bonita;
L. R. Myers, Astor; J, C. Mingus,
Gfeen Meadows, Florencita; Bourke
and Baylis, Tivoli, Nuart; F. B.
Steck, Adams; Oxnard Theatres, Inc.,
Oxnard, Oxnard; Plaza Theatre
Co., Plaza, Hawthorne; Calvl and
O'Keefe,

. Maywood, Maywood; the
Glasswell and Riviera theatres.

FTC Sleuth in Philly

Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

Winfteld Wagner, represent-

ing Federal Trade Commission,

reported in Philly recently to

question local exhibs.

Although purpose of his visit

wasn't ascertained, it is under-

.

stood that FTC taking a pre-

liminary gander into complaints

against Paramount '
filed by

exhibs.

TWO BEFTE DAVIS FIX

BANNED AT THE HAGUE

The Hague, Sept. 24.

It is probably pure coincidence,

but the last two pictures in which
Bette Davis appears have been for-

bidden for public exhibition in Hol-

land. They are 'Marked Woman'
and 'Kid Galahad;'

.

Dutch Board of Censors is funda-
mentally opposed to all sorts of

gangster-pictures. On the other

hand Fritz Lang's "You Only Live

Once' <UA) was admitted for adults

after having been banned for all

audiences.

.

Metroers Welcome Mayer

Home—At Wrong Airport

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Imposing array of publicity and
cameramen from Metro rose before

daylight last Saturday' <2) to meet
the incoming plane bearing Louis B.

Mayer and Howard Strickling back
home after their jaunt abroad.

Everyone was on hand at the air-

port except Bob Vogel, in charge of

foreign publicity, who woke up late.

He called Glendale airport and
learned that the plane would arrive

in 35 minutes. Vogel hurried over
and when the ship dropped out of

the sky he was the only Metroite
there.

Rest of the gang had gone to the

Union Air Terminal at Burbank.

Sound Out Coasters

Hollywood, Oct. 8.

Ed L. Kuykendali, bead of Mo-
tion Picture TRieatre Owners of

America, Is expected on the Coast

Oct. 11 to sound out exhibitor senti-

ment on MPTOA's lO-point practice

plan.

He will huddle here for five days

with 'exhibs and then visit Seattle

and San Francisco,

Burnet Hershey

Promoting Pic

On Caruso life

Byrn^t Hershey who, with Lyon
Mearson, wrote an autobiographical

'Caruso' film, with the official OK of

the estate, is en route to Hollywood
to further the film venture. Idea is

to produce it independently, east or

west, and for which purpose Her-

shey's backers assertedly ' have a

$750,000 bankroll. Hershey visited

Italy for semi-official ..cooperation in

preparation of this picture.

Former Warner Bros, shorts writer

(at the Brooklyn studio) plans to

talk to Gladys Swarthout and pos-

sibly interest her on a loanout deal

from Paramount for the femmc lead.

Bing End-on-Endinfi

Hollywood, . Oct; 5.

Bing Crosby will step into produc-
tion on his next Paramount starrer,

'Paris Honeymoon,' immediately
after completion of

^
his current ve-

hicle. The Badge' of Policeman
O'Roon,' for Major.

Don Hartman and Frank Butler
are scripting,

COLUUBU'S 2 LEaiTEBS
Craig Clark and Reed Herring,

from legit, plane 'westward .this

week to the Columbia lot, having
been signatured to contracts by this

.firm through the Z e p p o Marx
agency, in New York.

Ed KiiykendaO, in Urging Quick

Accord on die Par Litigations,

Hopes for Simpler Pic Contract

ALPERSON ON COAST

TO SET CAGNEY'S NEXT

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Edward L. Aiperson, Grand Naa
tional prez. Will arrive at th6 studio

this week following huddles with

James Cagney and is expected to

make an announcement regarding

the next Cagney starrer for GN.

Cagney flew over from his farm
at Martha's Vineyard, Mass., to con-

fab with his boss, who has been
lining Up product deals with Edward
peskay, GN's v.p. in charge of sales.

Danielle Darrieux

Sets Another Home Pic

Paris, Sept. 26.

One last thing Danielle Darrieux

did before catching the boat en route

to Hollywood was^ to signature for

the next film she will make in

France.
Signed with Alex Berchoiz, one of

the producers of her last French pix
'd'Abus, de Confiance,' ('Abuse of

Confidence'). Contract calls for her
making 'Retour a. I'Rube' ('Return to

the Dawn') adapted from a Vicki
Baum story. Pierre .Wolff is writing

the dialog for the new film, while
Miss Darrieux' husband, Henri
Decoin, is expected to direct.

Hollywood, Oct, 5.

Producer-director team of Joe
Pasternak and Henry Koster prob-
ably will be- split Svith Koster draw-
ing the megging assignment on
Danielle Darrieux's debut starrer for

Universal, 'The Rage of Paris.' Mile.

Darrieux is heading west with
Charles R. Rogers, piloted by p.a.

Marc Lachmann. • .

*Snow Covered Wagon'
Wjai Have *Epic Sweep'

Hollywood,- Oct. 5,

Grand National will go to town
in a big way on its production of

'The Snow-Covered Wagon,' a dra-

matic epic of the Donner party
which perished en route to Cali-

fornia in. the gold rush days,

,

' Bud Barsky has been assigned to

produce and \yill do the preliminary

treatment as well, with a writer

being called in later, for the script-

ing chore. Footage will be shot on
the exact spot where the Donner
party met its tragic end.

Hogan May Draw 'Herds'

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

As the result of his directorial job

in 'Ebb Tide,' James Hogan looms as

the likeliest candidate for the

megging chore on Paramiount's $2,

000,000 new, western epic, 'Marching
Herds.'

Original yarn is being written by
Paul iSloane under the eye of Lucien
Hubbard, who will produce.

*GoWcn West* Tees Off
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Metro's 'Girl of the Golden West'
entered productioa last week with
Bin McGuire at the helm, Robert Z.

Leonard directing.

Musical score is by Sigmund Rom-
berg, Gus Kahn on the lyrics. Film
co-sters Jeanette MacDonald and
Nelson Eddy,

PliiDy Indies Not So Optimistic

Over Par Appeal Argument Today

BOUGH ON RE-TAKES
Hojlywood, Oct. 5.

Frank Scully (not the writer) suf-
fered a slashed hand while playing
a brawl scene last week in Para-
mount's 'Daughter of Shanghai' and
was hospitalized.

Player's right fist crashed through
a glass pane in a rough-and-tumble
involving Larry Crabbe, J. Carrol
Naish and Philip Ahn.

. Philadelphia, Oct. .5.

Ed Kuykendali was in' Philly last

Friday, presumably only to play in

exhibitor golf tourney; - but was re-"^

ported to have had Borae quiet con--'

fabs over the tees in regard to the
Par strike here< Kuykendali said

in New York last week that the
MPTOA, of Which he is the heiad,

contemplates no national action

against Par.

Uilited Motion Picture Theatre
Owners, local .exhib org, is not an
MPTOA unit. Exhibs are of one
mind that it won't become one
either. They are determined to co-
operate with other groups through-
out the country fighting Paramount,
but to avoid entangling alliances

and go on battling independently.

Group held' MPTOA membership
several years ago for one year, but
dropped out. Soifie members fa-

vored Kuykendali group, while
others wanted Allied, - so problem
was settled by calling the whole
thing off. It is unlikely that the
Old breach will be busted open by
any move now to ally nationally.

Past week has been quietest all

around since Par date and buying
layoff began more than two months
ago. Ranks held fast, with no more
indies flopping over to the seven
in Philly territory which are now
using Par product.
U. S. Circuit Court here yester-

day postponed hearing on Par's
appeal for an injunction against the
strike. Overcrowded calendar
forced hearing off until tomorrow
(Wednesday). Appeal is from re-
fusal of District Judge Oliver . B.
Dickinson several weeks ago to
grant a restraining order against the
exhibs.

Although Ben Golder, UMPTO at-
torneyj has a batting average in
court of 100^ against Par in this
and the double-feature suit, Indies
aren't overly-enthusiastic about their

chances of winning in Circuit Court
tomorrow.
Report on street Is that court al-

ready has shown . itself unfriendly,
as a result of actions by Par coun-
sel, William A. Schnader, who made
his original plea before it for Tight
to enter appeal.
But no matter what happens le-

gally, it will have little effect on
strike. Injunction, if granted, will
only prevent exhibs froin picketing
or using other means of publicizing
the action against Par. Inasmuch as
they aren't picketing now, and have
no "intention of starting, whole battle
is merely a technical one. Court
can in no way force them to date
P r product or sign contracts.

(jJeorge Aarons, counsel for
UMPTO, went to Pittsburgh last
week and spieled for an hour and a
half on the exhib strike here to
about 45 indies, representing 100
theatres. As a result, they raised
a defense fund said to amount to
several thousand dollars, and adopt-
ed a group-buying plan similar to
the one being projected here.
Dave Barrist, chairman of the local

war board, said complaints of exhibs
about absence of Par product have
practically ceased. He said that at
the beginning of the strike he was
constantly besieged with indies cry-
ing they had open dates they couldn't
fill without their Par product. Now,
he declared, exhibs have apparently
accustomed themselves to doing
without the company's output and
have made other arrangements to
fill, dates.

Powers of attorney, giving an
UMPTO committee right to do
group-buying for members, coming
in now only at a dribble. Illness of
Lewen Pizor, UMPTO prez, who was
to head a crew that intended inter-
viewing upstate exhibs, responsible
for the slow-up. Heavy percentage
of local indies have granted the
powers.

,
Coincident with the filing of dam-

age suits by 18 Southern California
independents arising out of- the fail-
ure of Paramount to deliver certain
pictures last season (1936-37), and on
the eve of hearings on the strike
case in Philadelphia, siet for today
Wed,), the

. Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America has officially

taken cognizance of the situation
and is urging an amicable settlement
o_* the difficulties, Ed. L. Kuyken-
dali, president, asks a termination of
the trouble from Memphis, Tenn.,
where he is attending a local exhib-.
itors' convention.

He discussed th^ matter with
Lewen Piwr, president of the United
Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania, who is also a member of the
executive committee of the MPTOA,
and in an official appeal says he is

'convinced that the quarrel they are
having with Paramount should be
brought to an amicable termination/
Speaking specifically of the situation

.

in the Philadelphia zone, Kuyken-
dali adds that the strike is costing

.

both Paramount and the exhibitors
who play Paramount pictures un-
necessary losses.

'There are twd sides to all con-:

troversles,' the MPtOA president

holds, 'and this one should be dis-

cussed frankly across the teble by
those concerned, It is inconceivable
that any distributor will not sit down
and discuss problems of mutual in-

terest with the retell dealers who
buy and market their products.'

Meantim'-, the outbreak in the Los
Angeles zone, where 20 independents
operating a totel of 27 theatres have
filed a complaint against Par as a
direct . result of alleged holdout of

11 pictures on the. 1936-37 season, is

characterized in New York circles as

a 'chop-suey' litigation. Pending ^
perusal'of the complaint itself which
it was declared Monday (4) had not
yet been served on Par, attorneys
for the company cannot discuss it

except to infer that from trade re-

ports the L. A. move looks like an
atteck on everything but the real

issue involved. ' -.

The southern California exhibs ar«
behind two causes of ciction,. one al-

leging fraud in connection with
agreeing to deliver pictures under
the sales contract that weren't de-

livered, the other under the Cart-

wright Act of California. Latter is a
stete anti-trust stetute which forbids

restriction or limitetlon of any com-
modity through trustification or com-
bination of capitel.

Three Keys Now
With the filing of complaint in L.

Ji., three keys now become legally

involved under' the Par failure on-,

deliveries on pictures in each case'

of which Par is declared having rea* -

sons for failure to deliver, including

fiu epidemic - last winter in Holly*-

wood, increased costs of production,
'labor troubles, etc. Appeal from the

lower court on the strike in Phila-

delphia comes up today (Wed.),

while in Minneapolis Par is await'
ing the court's decision on a prelim-

inary injunction against picketing

activities.

At this time the Kuykendali state-

ment from Memphis is considered to

be of particular import since the

position teken by the MPTOA. par-

ent organization of the UTO.of Phllar

delphia, headed by Plzor, sounds a

strong note in the direction of medi-
ation. The MPTOA itself never sup-

ported or decried the boycott move
in Philadelphia, Minneapolis or else-

where, preferring to remain silent

imtil now when it characterizes the

whole campaign, . and protracted

strained relations between indies and
Par as 'lamentable.'
Noting that exhibitors may feel

aggrieved at the failure or refusal of

Par to deliver certain pictures on
last season's contracts, Kuykendali
at the same time suggests that perr

haps exhibitors hayc. been somewhat
hasty in the action. He says:

'Maybe they failed to read the

technical, legalistic . clauses in fine

print in the Paramount contract, or

to fully realize that the pictures

they think they buy from every dis-

tributor, are seldom if ever actually

identified in the written contract

they sign, which contracts are care-

fully written by counsel for the dis-

tributor, not by attorneys for the

exhibitor.

'Clearly it proves the need for a

simpler, fairer and more ea.s.lly

(Continued on page 51

)
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Par Spreading Premieres Around

Country; Frisco, Seatde, New Orleans

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Paramount has started a mov<?

away from the bailiwick of HoUy-

wood itself for the staging of elabo-

rate film premieres with no less thai>

five forthcoming features already set

for preems elsewhere.
• Idea has been talked about for a

long time, the main objective being

to exploit picturesque regions select-

ed as the locate of important films

and to take full advantage of historic

and geographical interest attaching

to subject matter of features.
' First big out-of-town preem will

be that of The Barrier,' produced

by Harry Shehhan for Paramount
release. This qhe will make its bow
in Seattle, background of much of

the hovel by Rex Beach from which
the' picture was made.: Western'

Washington also has a peculiar in-

terest^ because a great deal of the

footage was shot in the vicinity of

Mount Baker and the Cascade
mountains.
Paramount will dispatch a full

complement of stars, featured play-

ers, film celebrities and the gala

opening will haye all the swdnk and
glitter of the customary Hollywood
Splurge on similar occasions. This

one is skeded to come off Oct. 29.

'Ebb Tide' for Frisco

San Francisco' has been designated
•a the debut spot for two other big

Paramount specials, 'Ebb Tide,' re-

cently • completed in color, and
•Wells Fargo.' SF draws the 'Ebb
Tide' preem in view of the fact that

the town takes great civic pride in

the fact that . it was the literary

home of Robert Louis Stevenson, au-
thor of 'Ebb Tide,' and of his step-

son, Lloyd Osbourne, also a noted
writer. Tljere is a Stevenson land-
mark in Portsmouth Square.
Same situation applies to *Wells

Fargo,' Frisco having been the orig-

inal western terminus of the great
Wells Fargo Express Co., around
which the story of the film is writ-
ten. Entire casts of both 'Ebb Tide!

anil 'Wells Fargo' will be hauled to

the Golden Gate metropolis for the
big 'premieres which will be put on
•with customary. Hollywood ..pomp
and grandeur. 'Ebb' goes on in mid-
November and 'Fargo' New Year's
Eve.

New Orleans Going: Gala
C. B. D'e Mille will stage a similar

•vent for New Orleans at the bow
of his big pirate film, 'Jean LaFitte,'

now in production on a budget run-
ning around the $2,000,000 mark.
Tliis premiere is currently skeded
•for late in January.

Plans are now being discussed for
preeming the Wesley Ruggles fea-
ture, 'True Confession,' in New
York. Whole plan was decided upon
at confabs held by Adolph Zukor,
Neil M. Agnew and Robert Gillham
at the Paramount convention last

summer and Hollywood is waiting
now to see if other studios will fol-
low suit.

BARTHOLOMEW BACK

ON THE Metro lot

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Freddie Bartholomew reported for
^ork on the Metro lot Monday (4)
after a superior court i\ ling grant-
ing the studio a temporary injunc-
tion restraining him from breaching
nis contract or working at any oth6r
studio.

The youngster carried with him a
letter which stated that he was re-
turning to the studio in compliance
jvUh the court order, but that in do-
in^ so all his rights to continue a
defense and to recover any possible
damages would be reserved.

Jan Peerce in Vaude

• ^^-^ Peerce, tenor, plays his first
validate week of Oct. 15 at the Fox,
L>etto,t. Booked by Curtis & Allen.
Only pop stage work Peerce has

neretofoi-e done has been in the
gf^-shows at Radio City Music

NEW METRO MUSIC

REAUGNMENT SET

As fully detailed in the music de-
partment of this, issue, Metro's music
publishing interests were realigned
over the week-end. Louis K. Sidney
becomes liaison between the film
company and Metro's subsid music
firms. Feist, Robbins and Miller.

Feist will "be 100% Metro filmusl-

cal publisher, with Jack Gregman at

the helm. Jack Robbins will worry
about the other two companies,
which will divide the 20th-Fox,
Wanger, Universal and other picture

songs.

David Bernstein, Loew's, Inc., v.p.

and prez of the Metro music subsids,

made the shifts personally.

Totce &zelte' Has

An Ultra Circulation/

50G Suit Vs. Par Avers

Paramount libelled the Police Gaz-
ette in its Mae West picture, 'Klon-

dike Annie,' which depicted 'Annie'

reading the Gazette in a bordello^

according to an amended complaint

filed in N. Y. federal court by the

National Police Gazette Corp., which
wants $50,000 damages.

.

Not only was the monthly's rep
besmirched, the detailed complaint

says, but 'that by reproducing the

trademark masthead of the Gazette,

Paramount sought to convey that the

publication is commonly read by
persons of low, vulgar and indecent

tastes, traits and character and
meant also to convey the idea that

the publication was generally to be

found in resorts for dissolut(i .and

unchaste persons.' Plaint claims

Gazette's circulation dropped $50,000

worth as a result.

Rogers' Indian Museum;

Maybe Also Okla. Park

Oklahoma City, Oct. 5.

J. B. Wise, of Oologah, states a
plan to make the Will Rogers ranch
near Oologah a state park is to be'

presented soon to^the State Park
Commission. He has received a letter

from Mrs. Rogers assuring the

Oologah committee of her coopera-
tion in the plan.

'The ranch property is not for

sale,' she wrote. 'However should
the State of Oklahoma at any time
be interested in the property as a

memorial park, I would be most
happy to cooperate in every way
possible.' The Will Rogers Memo-
rial Commission has voted to con-
struct an Indian museum at Clare-
more as the state's tribute to the

late humorist-actor.

Small-Landau Split

~ Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Agency firm of Small & Landau
is being dissolved and the two part-

ners, Maurice Small and Arthur
Landau, will set up their own quar-

ters. Edward Small has been out

of it since his return to active

production.

Details of the client division is

being worked out.

'VARIETY' MUGG GOES METRO
Wolfe Kaufman (Variety) has

joined the Metro writing corps in

Hollywood. Flew out Saturday (2).

Kauj was seven years on the New
York news staff until resigning to

take the studio job.

First assignment will be an origi-

nal for a musical, to be produced by

Nat Levine, the laller's first as a

Metro producer.

First . Time in Nearly 20
Years That the 4-A's Es-

tajblished Such Coopera-
tion-—Em b ra c e s Legit,

Films, Concert and Radio
—$30,000 Loan to AFRA

VAUDE NOT YET IN

For the first time since its forma-
tion nearly 20 years ago, the Assp-
ciated Actors and Artists of Ameri-
ca has at. last established a working
unity among its component parts.
Approval by Actors Equity Assn. last

week of the hew arrangement for
interchangeability ! of cards finally

puts in motion the machinery for
close organization among the mem-
ber groups.
Under the new rule, any per-

fornier in the four principal
branches of ' show business (legit,

films; concert and radio) must be-
long to the Four A's group having
jurisdiction in the field in which he
works. Additionally, failure to join
the orgdnizsition in any new field he
enters wiU bar the performer from
all other fields, including his orig-
inal one. %
Although all the member groups

in the AAAA have not okayed the
hew rule and are consequently not
yet covered or cooperating under its

workings, they are expected to act
on it soon, now that the work ar-
rangement has been set. So far, the
groups involved include (besides
Equity, and Chorus Equity) the
Screen Actors Guild, the American
Guild of Musical Artists and the
American Federatiom of Radio
Artists. Other Four A's bodies not
yet included are the American Fed-
eration of Actors, the Hebrew Ac-
tors Union, the German White Rats,
the Hungarian White Rats, the He-
brew Chorus Union, the Grand Opera
Choral Alliance and several other
smaller ones.
While the original Four A's con-

stitution contained a clause covering
interchangeability, it had never been
put into use. Changed conditions ini

show business since it was drafted
had made ' it unworkable. An
amendment of the constitution to
bring it up to daite is a complicated
and long-drawn-out procedure. This
new rule piitside the constitution
was therefore drawn up and ap-
proved. Figured the AAAA consti-
tution will ultimately have to be re-
written in more modern and work-
able form. In the meantime, the
new ruling will cover interchange-
ability and working agreements. Un-
der the new arrangement. Equity's
contract with the SAG remains un-
changed.

$30,000 Sans Interest

Rule, which went Into effect im-
mediately and continues for three
years, may be terminated on 60 days'
notice by any of the four parties on
notice to the other parties. Termina-
tion,- however, will not affect the
clause relating to the loaning of
money by Equity, SAG and AGMA
to AFRA. This clause states that
the fund ($30,000) loaned to AFRA
is without interest, except on de-
mand, after which 6% will be
charged annually until the money
is repaid.

Each party to the pact agrees to

instruct its members -to apply for
membership in any group in whose
field he may work' and further
agrees that non-compliance will re-

sult in suspension.
Each of the parties 'recognizes the

desirability of applying the theory
of interchangeability' and agrees to

the following rules: '(a) Any mem-
ber shall not be deemed to have
withdrawn from the field of any
party hereto until he has ceased to

work therein for a period of at least

one year. On expiration of one ycir
the member may, if not in default in

dues, be permitted an Honorable
Withdrawal Card, (b) Any member
in good standing of one group hereto

(Continued on page 19)

Catholics of Canada Want a Motion

Picture Censorship of Their Own

Working Title

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Metro has bought Marcel
Pagnol's big Paris hit, 'Fanny,'
and will star Wallace Beery
and Frank Morgan in it. Sales
price not reported. Studio" is

looking for new title.

Pagnol produced 'Fanny' in

France, both on stage and
screen, from his own script.

Frank Morgan, who gets one of
leads, also created star role of
same author's 'Topaze' on N. Y.
stage.

'Reom Service' Cost

RKO 2606, and Now

250G for Manes in It

, Hollywood, Oct, 5.

Marx Bros. ha;Ve signied with Radio
to make 'Room Service* and one
other picture, the first for $250,000

and the second at a considerably
hiked figure. Second " may

.
be 'Of

Thee I Sing,' which Radio owns for

pictiures.

Samuel J. Brlskln will produce
'Room Service,' with Morrie Ryskind
scripting and no director yet set al-

though Gregory LaCava has been
mentioned.

RKO paid $260,000 for the film

rights 'Service.'

UA SEEKING TO QUASH

BILL HART'S 2D SUIT

His original $500,000 suit against

United Artists restored to the N. Y.

supreme court calendar for new
trial, William S. Hart, with his sister,

Mary Hart, has begun a second, ac-

tion against UA, this time; for $185,-

000. Latest suit, also begun in

supreme cotirt but subsequently
moved to the U. S. district court,

claims actual damages on the film,'

'Tumbleweeds,' made by the cowboy
star in 1925. Action charges UA
knowingly committed a fraud in

signing a contract with the plaintiff

for release of the pic. UA'sl attorneys
seek dismissal of the suit on the

ground the charge doesn't constitute

a cause for action.

According to the actor's latest suit,

UA forfeited all rights to any in-

come from distribution of the; film

by intentionally making a contract

it had no intention of keeping. De-
fendant's share of the income from
the film was $185,000, which the

suit seeks to recover. UA had the
action transferred to the U, S. dis-

trict court on the ground that the

plaintiff is not a resident of New
York.
Hart's original suit for $500,000 was

brought in 1931. He won a jury ver-
dict of $85,000, plus $1,759 costs.

Appellate division last July set the
verdict aside as not supported by the

weight of evidence, with the supple-

mentary opinion that the amount of

damages ^yas not properly reached.
Plaintiff was given the choice of a

new suit in N. Y. supreme court or

an appeal to the higher court. House,
Grossman, Vorhaus & Hemley are
attorneys for Hart.' UA is repre-
sented by O'Brien, Driscoll 3e Raf-
tery.

Montreal, Oct. 5.

Another headache for exhibitors
in this city iand province is seen in
the proposal by Cardinal Villeneuve,
R. C. Primate of Canada, to establish

a provincial Catholic body to ex-
amine and censor moving pictures
in the province of Quebec and ty
take steps to provide films complying
with.strict moral standards.

. An already established Quebec
Board of Moving Pictures Censors
has worked fairly well for exhibitors
for th^e past 12 years. Eugene
Beaulac, chairman, is a former news-
paperman. The new proposal is to
act in support of the present board
by means of a 'Catholic cinema
centre, directed by a priest and in-
cluding as members the fathers and
mothers of families, preminent civic
leaders, etc;'

The duties of this body would be
(1) to deterniine the value of various
pictures; (2) to handle complaints in
connection

.. with the Provincial
Censor Bureau when instances of
laxity crop up; (3) to jstudy the pic-
ture question from all angles, re->

liglousi moral and cultural, for the
purpose of joining with other
Catholic action agencies for the gen-
eral improvement of pictures. His
Eminence adds that this organization
might well be whipped Into a power-
ful, province-wide force modelled on
the United States Legion of Decency.
The Cardinal In his statement says

that the proposed supervising body
would insist on 'morally, sound' pic-
tures, establish a classification of all

films coming to the province and
seek from the Provincial Govern-
ment laws complementary to present
legislation to assure adequate con-
trol of the industry in Quebec
Province.
The law Is already pretty rigorous

in this province, one of its most
onerous" provisions being the enact-
ment which provides that no minor
under the age . of 16 can attend a
moving picture .theatre, even though
in company of parents or guardians.

MRS. BUHERWORTH'S

$16,000 SETTLEMENT

Suit to collect, insurance on jew-
elry stolen four years ago from
Ethel (Mrs. Charles) Butterworth in
a Hollywood holdup has just been
settled after much litigation and five

appeals. Mrs. Butterworth received
$16,000 in cash as settlerhent of her
claim. She previously refused jew-
elry offered her by the insurance
company as settlement, claiming it

was inferior to h^r own.
Suit had considerable legal inter-

est as it set a precedent for insur-
ance companies which cannot sub-
stitute for stolen Jewelry if policy
holder does not wish it.

Metro's Fritz Kortner

Fritz Kortner, German actor now
in America, is being screen-tested

by Metro. He nriay go into legit

show while awaiting outcome or

test.

Kortner, who has appeared in

numerous German film productions,

has been in London legit since the

Hitler regime. He is viewed as a suit-

able type if his broad accent can be
polished up.

220 Strawhat Testees

Cut to 60; Need Only 12

List of 220 actors and actresses
recommended by scouts, after view-
ing their work in strawhat sock
companies during 'the past summer,
has been trirnmed to ,60 by Mfetro,

Not all of those originally inter-
viewed or tested were new faces,

some of them having Broadway eps.
Talent department at Metro ex-

pects to have number of candidates
narrowed down to 12 within the
fortnight, with nearly that many
screen tests to be submitted to the
Coast for final word.

Soph's Biog

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Sophie Tucker is to have her life

bioged in a book by Jack Yellen,
which will come out next summer.
Actress Is digging up data from

the time she started as a coon shout-
er. Art embellishments will bs
pose."? with royally and other titled

English friends.
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NLR6 Given Statistics on Millions

Of Feet of Film and Total Production

Expenditures; Jurisdictional Fight

Hollywood, Oct.J5.

The huge consumption of ftlm in

Hollywood was disclosed by Edward
Blackburn, vice president of Jules

Brulatour, Incl, exclxisive
.
agent on

the Coast- for Eastman Kodak Co.,

at a hearing before the National

L.abor Relations Board. The figures

were, brought out to prove that film

companies are engaged in interstate

commerce. Other enormous expendi-
tiu:es for out-of-state purchases by
the picture companies was also

divulged. .
-

Blackburn said that the studios

got a special price but that no con-

tracts were signed either way. He
testified that the weekly consump-
tion of filni is now 8,000,000 feet and
that the high for any week was
12,000,000 feet. The average con-
sumption is' about 4,000,000 feet

weekly.

Top. purchaser for the year was
Metro with approximately 10,000,000

feet of negative film and 155,000,000

feet of positive film bought An ad-
ditional 7,500,000 feet of Canadian
film is also bought .

|

.

Although objections were entered
after each item of purchase by the

attorneys for the producers and
screen writers, they were overruled
by. the examinei'. Another day will

be devoted to the expenditures and
then the writers, and studio execs
will be . summoned to ascertain the

status of a screen writer.

MG's $S3.«0e,000 Tear

Drive by the NLRB to strengthen
•its claim to jurisdiction over film

workers through the introduction of-

income and expenditure of the com
panics started with the disclosure

that Mietro ' spent • 'approximately
$33,000,000' on film production dur-
ing the last fiscal year. Figures were
given by Nicholas Nasrfack, Metro
executive, after attorneys for the

producers had fought vainly in an
effort to block such testimony.

" Objections were overruled by Ex-
aminer William R. Ringer, who said

they might be used by the board in

its effort to show tfaie'fil^n companies
are engaged in interstate business^

MUton H. Schwartz, . cotmsel for

Metro, and Walter TuUer, attorney
for' Paramount claimed such testi-

mony embodied 'trade secrets'' and
had no direct or indirect bearing on
commerce. Alfred Wright attorney
fof 20th-Fox, concurred in the ob-
jections.

Nayfack: said there was no way to

determine the gross income of Metro
because all funds for production
.were supplied by Loew's, Inc., of

New York. Walshindicated dn effort

would be made to secure these

figures from other Metro executives
or from Loew's, Inc.

Percy R. Guth, auditor for Walter
Wahger, testified the company spent
$3,500,000 on film production last

year, and additional - $333,000' for

scenarists, and received $703,000

gross income in percentages from
United Artists, which releases
Wanger .productions. He said all

equipinent and studio space is rented
from United Artists Studio Corp.
Guth testified Wanger made six

full-length features during ' that
period and no shorts. He said only
two of the pictures had been re-

leased when the figures were com-
piled.

Paid When They Work
Wanger executive said no writers

are now employed by his company,
that two still are under contract,

but that they are paid only when
(Continued on page 23)

GRINDE'S U FEATURE

GLORIFYING GRINDERS

HoUjrwood, Oct 5.

Nick Grinde, recently returned

from China, where he eyewitnesscd

the worif of newsreel cameramen on

the war front has been picked to

direct Republic's film heroizing the

grinders.

Script has been completed by
Wellyn Totman and picture goes

into production tomorrow (Wednes-
day) with Armand Schaefer in the

producer spot - Tag, 'Crashing the

Front Page,' has been abandoned and
the studio is looking for a new title.

use Team, Boy

Scouts Go SAG

For Pix Work

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Claim was that Guild shop .ar-

rangement doesn't keep amdteurs out

of extra ranks, and was no pro-

tection for pros, last week saw
U.S.C. football team and rooting

section take out Guild cards so they
could work in pix, A L, A. Boy
Scout troop did the same for an
appearance in Tex. Ritter film at

Grand National.

While Guild sanctions these tem-
porary memberships under current
setup, opposish in extra ranks feels

these calls belonged to .pros, and
that grldders or boy scouts can be
gotten out of Central (Tasting regis-

tration lists as well as any other
type players.

Recent membership meeting did
little to assuage feelings of revolter^
within extras' ranks. Many were
heard to state that same steamroller
methods had been used as in Senior
Guild meetings last May, and no
progress ' had been made. Guild
heads" outlined gains made by them,
but many extras felt they had been
arbitrary about recognizing or re-

fusing to recognize those who
wanted floor.

One extra, after the meeting,
stated, 'They're evading the issue.

The question is seeing to it that

work is more evenly divided; 10%
raises don't mean a thing if you
only work a day a month. It's just

as easy to starve oh a $8.25 check
as on a $7.50 one.'

lATSE- officials who had no sym-
pathy with this element during SAG
settlement last sprirtg are now giving
extras all atten'.ion since SAG gave
lATSE the brushoff.

Anyway It Makes Good

Bal^ Stunt for 'Zenda'

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Hollywood and Culver City cham-

bers of commerce will bury the

hatchet in the forecourt of the-

Chinese theatre here as ballyhoo for

'Prisoner of Zenda' film opening ar-

ranged by Russ Birdwell.
'

Stunt is the outgrowth of much
front page publicity over Culver

City's threat to usurp the name of

Hollywood.

FOX THEATRES

SHOW$3W5a7

RED-RECTR

Fox Theatres Corp. is in the red

for a total of $39,575,297, according

to a financial statement filed in Fed-
eral Court N. Y., yesterday (Tues-

day) by Milton C. Weisman, receiver

for thie corporation. Since going

into the receiver's hands, in 19^2,

claims totaling $28,284,741 have been
settled for $5,838,858, according to

the report .Claims still pending
amount to $6,948,623.

The receiver places a book value

of $4,561,281 on the Corp.'s present

assets and liabilities at $7,022,979.

For the period covering Dec. 31, 1936,

to Juiie 30, 1937, the corporation sus-

tained ft, net loss of $13,249.' The
report states that cash on hand as

of June 30. amounted to $541,747.

Weismani also revealed that the

total book value of assets of the cor-

poration since he was appointed re-

ceiver amounted to $17,182,877, which
were disposed of for $3,233,984, for

a loss of $13,948,892.

JOE LOUIS FILM

Colored Cliaihpicn Guaranteed lOG
for His End'

M. B. Sbanberg, former theatre
/ chain owner in the midwest, is

behind the Edwin S. Shanberg
(brother)-Lew Colder . venture in

connection with an auto"biographicaI
film of Joe Louis' life, with the col-

ored fighter starred. Primed for the
Dixie houses, Martin Finkelstein the
general sales manager,

It will be a seven-reeler, story
and cast being lined- up in, Hollywood
now for start within three weeks.

Louis gets a- 'percentage; he is

guaranteed $10,000 for the film cho.te

against the cut

Ready Made Pic Tes!$

Hollywood, Oct 5.

Fred Newmeyer has signed with
Screen Tests, Inc., to direct all tests
for the company.

Outfit was organized by J. Henry
Kruse; cameraman, as a service to
casting offices and agents.

Incorporations

CALIFORNIA
Sacramento.

f.4>t«l4jii-l{«sr(or Tli«Htr«ii, jim-., I.. A.;
.s(oi-l;, $23,000, none Kub.scrlbetl,

I Jli-fti'tor.'-
: Diivia €ioi-<Ion, D. Acctor, Jj.

Hector, JUaroltl Ulass.

Certificate of amended copy chansing
muni! «ir Hiillniit Cooler Agency, I* A,
county, to Hnllnin Vooltj Agency, Inc.,
.uiMl S. U««k'(r« tllman.

.\<1v<>n()ii'e Sfrlais ot ritliforaliv: motion
Iilctiive proOuctton; Cftpltal stock, 2,CO0
yliiMc.>!, imr $10; permitted to Insue 600

" ' Robei't MInt2, Louis

OHIO
Canton.

>l<<KiHlry fl'lt^atres, Inc., has been In-
coiijorulfd ur Culuinbiis, to operate a

,( liiiififs N'llc.i. Tl\e concern has been
KHitiied peniiLsslon to Issue ?50,000 worth
<if ;!U>cU. liH'orimralors: (leorfre Dells,
-A. <;. (•(wi.'Jimif, lifitn of .StcubcnvHlo, and
Anyi'lo AlcN, of Kast I.lVerpdoL

iiid hl.liel WpLss.

Radio Press Agent

Taplinger Heads

WB Coast PubEcity

Robert S. Taplinger, N. Y. radio

p.a., takes oyer the complete west-

ern publicity setup of Warner Bros,

gnd all subsids, in a freak, three-way
job of films, radio and music pub-
licity on Nov. 1. He replaces Eddie
Selzer, who- has been moved' up to

a production berth.

Deal made by Jack Warner an:i

S. Charles Einfeld, before former
sailed for Europe last 'week, calls

for exclusive, use,, o^.the ^T?^plinger

name , as 'wiell 5^^hi£'i(fei:yices. Re-
ported that' WB' paid specially to

take name of firm' which has been
sold for $22,000 io Tom Fizdale, Chi-
cago radio publicist,"formerly asso-

ciated with ' Earle Ferris.

Newly created 'Job'<will have Tap-
linger working in close association
with studio head Hal Wallis and
national director of advertising and
publicity, Einfeld. He will head-
quarter in Hollywood. Einfeld is

currently en route to the Coast
Einfeld has been commuting be-

tween both coasts and this time plans
an extended stay west to o.o. the
new WB product and also to set up
a new pub dept. at the Burbank
studio when he gets in tomorrow
(Thursday).
Preparatory to the shakeup, Frank

Selzer has been/ promoted to pro-
duction under Bryan Foy. Selzer is

from the east as is Arthur W. Eddy
(ex-Film Daily, N. Y.), who is slated
for studio publicity berth on trade
contacts. Eddy leaves by motor for
the Coast next week. He was 12
years on the trade daily.

Warners Mulls Book On
Behind.>Radio-Scenes

Chicago, Oct 5.

Warner Bros, has taken picture
rights on Morrie Lowell's book on
behind the scenes in radio, and plans
to make a short from it using 'Hit
Parade,' WLS Barn Dance, and NBC
Farm and Home Hour as talent.
Lowell i.s an NBC producer here.

Tom Cochrane, Par s Manager In

Orient for 17 Years, Back in U. S.

On Veit; Reviews Sino-Jap Pix Biz

PIX STILL HUDDUNG

ON DALLAS DECISION

•After several hours of discussion

Monday (4) at the Hays office, legal

representatiyeia from majors reached

no decision on what to do regarding

the adverse court decision at Dallas

against the Interstate Circuit and 10

major producers-distributors. A
wide divergence of opinion marked
the confab as to what concerted

move should be taken in seeking re-

lief from the opinion. Major attor-

neys • will
:
meet again . tomorrow

(Thurs.) in an effort to reach some
decision.

Plenty of . tim,e is available in

which to map a new course of ^ctibn

because up until yesterday (Tues.)

afternoon ,the decree had not even
been entered. Produdtioh-distribu-

tion companies will have about 60

days from date ttie decree Is en-

tered to make an appeal along the

several lines open to follow.

ENCOHE FOR 'ARSENE'
Hollywood,! Oct 5.

James K. McGujnness has been
assigned at Metro to polish up- the
script of 'The Return of Arsene
Lupin,' which has, been in the —*h-
balls for several nionths.

(liDniore at A.F.L

Conv. Will Stress

lA's Toaching'

Hollywood, Oct 5.

Frank Gillmore Monday night (4)

told a joint meeting of Equity and
AFRA that he is going to the

A. F. L. convention in Denver to in-

vestigate reports that the lATSE is

planning encroachment of jurisdic-

tion of the Screen Actors Guild.

Gillmore said, 'I don't tbihk lA
means to poach, and I use word
poach advisedly, but I intend to look
into these rumors.'

Samoff Says Tele

Costs Win Be Quite

Staggering at first

While David Sarnoff, head of

Radio Corp., following his visit to

England, where he studied television

developments, canie out officially in

favor of private enterprise rather
than, government subsidy taking care
of IT. .S. television, the enormous cost

of even two or three hours daily of

television broadcasting continued to

worry American experts in televiz-

ing. Samoff:- said that 'in due time^

,we shall find practical answers to

the practical problems that now be-
set the difficult road of the pioneer
in television.'. He also pointed out
that the range of the RCA television

transmitter on the Empire State
building is approximately the same
as that of the British Broadcasting
Corp. in London.
Aside from the competition with

radio, television authorities now
claim that the biggest handicap
towards any regular schedule of
televized broadcasts, . if only on two
or three hours' daily, is the enormous
cost of preparing and presenting a
flawless program, including tt^lent,

precise direction, • etc. There are
some in the radio-television and pic-
ture fields who believe that the use
Of dated feature films will prove the
answer to the initial perfect tele-
vision sponsored prosframs.
By employing feature film.s, out of

circulation for four or more yei;rs,
some in the two industries figure
they might be obtained at a cost of
as low as $3,000. Figure • that any-
thing comparable to this would cost
about 30 times that amount and then
might riot prove satisfactory. Other-
wise, best authorities are inclined to
believe that early televized brocd-
casts will be of such makeshift cr 1-

ibre that they will be accepted only
from the riovelty angle.

6-B Statement Thurs.

London, Oct 5.

Gaumont-British will release its-

financial statement Thursday (i)
next

By DAVE TBEPP
Seattle, Oct 5.

Uncertainty as to the future marks
the film situation in the Orient due

to China-Japanese warfare, accord-

ing to Tom D. Cochrane, for the past

17 years. mianagcE .for Paramount

Pictures Cor^. in Japan, China and
Philippine Islands. - Latest develop,
ment that has th6 Americans dis-

tribs about stymied is the ban
against all importations of foreign

films, effective at least until Jan. 1,

and maybe longer. . And from then
on there are big gobs of doubt as

to what will be. what.

Cochrane reached Seattle Thurs-
day evening on the President Grant,
which carried some 450 passengers,

one-third of whom were first class,

these' including about 60 refugee

children and their mothers. Most
are wives of Navy men, who stayed

in the Orient He left a few hours
later on the Milwaukee for the east

and will report to the homei offices-

in New York on the situation.

Cochrane has been in Japan and
the Orient on his last trip since May.
He sailed fro|n Tokyo on Sept. 19,

and when he left there was consid-

erable furore among film distribu-

tors.
'

He hadn't hopped over to Shang-
hai since the outbreaks there early

in August. In fact it is difficult to

make such a journey at this time.
'Jim Perkins, the Par manager for

China; was in Hong Kong when the
trouble broke out, and unlike many
others, he was. trying to get into

Shanghai while otheris were getting

out. His boat from Hong Kong to

Shanghai was halted at the river
and continued on to Tokyo. From
there he boarded a French steamer,
but at 4 a.m, was routed, out, with
the statement that only French na-
tionals could travel on the ship.

Later he managed to cross ' on a
Japanese boati safely to reach
Shanghai and the missus.

Situation confronting all American
distributor]; i$ that stocks are never
large, and while some product was
rushed in prior to the earlier re-

ports, that imports would be cur-
tailed, there is hardly enough to last

until first of the year. Exhibs,
among whom there are no AmeH-'
cans, in Japan, will depend more and
more on Japanese-made pictures.
There are frbm 20-30 companief
making about 400 features a year,
these cienterifig in Tokyo and Kyoto.
The Finance department has stopped
money going out of the country,
which further complicates things.

Must Conserve Product
The home office has asked the-

atres to eliminate duals and tHple
biUs, and now by necessity, due to

none too' plentiful product being
available, is backing up this request
Business has" been very good in

Japan .this year, with attendance
large. In China business ha^ been
fair. Theatres were forced to close

in Shanghai and later in Nanking,
as well as some other key cities.

There is no interference in the in-

terior, but revenue from there is

negligible, he says.
Hong Kong, British, possession, is

undisturbed, while Canton has been
running shows, but outlook is dark,

there.

From Manila Cochrane brought a

bright picture, as 'business is good
at all times.' Many refugees have
swelled the population. F. C. Henry
is manager in the Philippines for

Par. He was recruited from the

purser service of the Dollar Line for

this job. J. W. Piper, Japan mana-
Scv for Par, is in charge of the Par
clTices in Tokyo during the absence
of Cochrane, who plans returning to

Tohyo cbout Dec. 20. His wife is

now there.

.
Duties have been increased on fllm

imports, for in addition to the usual

(Continued on page 15)

'Aicatraz' Oki

Submitting a print of 'Aicatraz

T3l:nd' to the Dept of Justice before
setting release, Warners has betn
asked to make -three eliminations of

slight importance dealing with prison

technicalities, but the title is okay.

WB is spotting the pict"'-<^ in the

Strand, N. Y.,' Oct 13.
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Chi Much Better as Infantile Scare

Wanes but 'Souls' Of, 28G; Berle

Hipslusic;2^
Chicago, Oct. 5.

. lif it isn't , a championship flght,

It's a radio talk: But there's always
something. Last Friday night's "take

was hurt considerably throughout
the town by- Justice Hugo Black's
defense ' speepK over the air. iVith

some 50,000,000 estimated to have
lent an ear "to Black's appeal, -Chi-
cago certainly contributed its quota
of listeners. .

' '
.

'

•However, despite that two-hour
let-down the theatres here 'have rio

complaints currently excepting the
Chicago- wliere 'Souls' is away under
hopes.- Most ,of 'em have a marquee
loaded with high-poweired boxofflce
com'a-on, and " have » little to fear
about 'the- final register -mark for the
week. Such .houses -as the Palace
witti Milton iBe'rle, aind the Oriental
with, /Wife,' -Doctor and Nurse' are
pounding "but .cash returns 'in good
fashion.. '

• .
•

.With- the infantile paralysis ban
finally completely off this. town,
all theatres are zpo^iing away on a
r«al fall season^ with the Balaban &
Katz .houses, particularly splurging
in ad. space to exhort: 'Come ^^n,

kids. 'See: all th^sg swell pictU^-es
you've missed,' This is having a
healthful effect on the neighborhood
houses particularly., where business
has been especially bad during the
kirt ban. -

- Loop is still loaded with hold-
ovots, and Balaban & Kati is /still

I)r(»t!eedi.n^\ oil a' policy ''of two-
weeke'rs even . in the Chicago and
Oriental for top bracket pictures;

'Estimate.s for This Week
.. Apollo (B&K) (1;200; 35-55-65-75)
—'Lost Horizon'- (Col). Third house
for this picture and still "evidences
bu^insss"^ strength from certain ele-
TTientsr. Around $6,000 in the offing,
okav for'the run. Last- week 'Stella
Dallas' <UA) finished fine loop stay
tp ^6;200. ..

ChiWfro (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
^Souls at Sea' (Par) and stage- show.
Alec Templetori headlining show. In
for . two weeks, picture indicates
strength -that will add up - to only
$28,000 -for its , initial session and
shouldn't- hold at this figure.. Last
week 'Horizon' (Col) concluded fort-
night's gallop to $29,000; . - .

.. Garrick . (B&K) . (900: 35-55-65-75)—JCertain Woman' (Wp). Moved
here from- Oriental and wiU hold to
satisfactory $4,500 for the week. Last
week 'Topper' (MG) just fiUfer at
$3,800.'- •

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 35-55-75)
—'Wife; ' Doctor, Nurse' (20th) and
•vaude. . Another, femme . picture,
making it^the third straight, for the
bouse; This figures as okay booking,
since the; houise had lost much
femme patronage under former
policy. -.Again -.a -b'.o. winner at
$28,000.

;
Lsst. week 'Certain Woman'

(WB) -tuckecl away a neat $30,000
with plenty- iof aid on stage, from
Clvde McCoy and Earl Hines bands.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)

T-'iS^usic for Madaine' (RKO) ai^d
vaude-. Picture rneans nothings
strength' almost .• entirely on stage
headed :by Milton Berle.v Wicket
whirls into- hieh coin • currently for
a satisfactory $27,000. Last week '100
Men' (U) finished two-weeker to
fine $20,000.

- Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-
75)—'Thin Ice' (20th) (2d wk). Still
okay with prospects of $13,000. Last
week \t exceeded, highly^ pleasant
$19:000. .

. St^te^Lake (Jones) (2,700: 25-35-
40-55); — 'Marry Girl' (WB) and
vaude. Consistent winner' and the
fluctuations at the register are less
than any other house in loop. At
batter than $13,000 has a profit cur-
rently. Last week- 'Sing and Be
Haopy' (20th) in b.o. tune at $13,300.

^ United' Artists (B&K-UA) (1.700;
35-55-65-75)-'BigCity' (MG). Sched-
uled to quit some tinie this week to
make room for 'Broadway Melody'
iMG). Hasn't done rtiuch to get
excited about; doing an okay $15,000
last week arid scheduled lor a good
?nough $9,500 for its final seven
days; -

^
BROOKLYN BIZ FAIR

Dead End' Lively with $16,000,
'Double' Dual Nice $13,500

\ Brooklyn, Oct. 5.
..Only one. house in the downtown
area holding over this week, Fabian's
Par with 'Double or Nothing' to good
results. Weather in City of Churches
nas gotten cold with resultant spurt
at all of principal b.o.'s including
Loews Met where 'Dead End' is
click at . all shows.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (2,500; 25^35-55 )—'Make a

Wish (RKO) and 'Forty Naughty
t^-irls (RKO). Dualers will snare
P'f^asant $14,000. Last week 'Thin
;,7„/20th) and .'Flight from Glory"

tn.. ^^^^ figured for satisfac-
$13,000. -Last;week 'I3th Man'

wiil 'Wine, Women and Horses'
' li¥L\

received nice $14,000.
Mfct (2,400; 25:35-55 )-l'Dead End'

(UA) and . 'My Dear Miss Aldrich'
(MG). Destmed for good $16,000.
Last week 'Broadway Melody' (MG)
and 'Man Who Cried Wolf . (U) got
good' $15,500.. .

. Paramount
, (4,000; 25-35-55)—

; 'Double, or Nothing' (Par) and 'On
Such a Night' (Par) (2nd week) 'will
get attractive $13,S00. Last week
dualers pulled in. $17,500, peachy.

-

..Strand • (2,000; 25-35-55)—'On
Again-Ofl Again' (RKO) and. For-
lorn River* (Par) .look to passable
$5,000. Last , week 'Borneo^ (20th)
and 'Game that Kills' (Col) got fine
$8,000;

V $11,000

M' Far 9G

Denver, Oct. 5.
•

'Double or Nothing' broke house
record for. Sundays at Denham with
holdouts from noon to 10 p. . m,
Crowds pushed tlieir

.
way . in Satur-

day also. Film will be. Crosby's big-
gest Denver gross and holds for sec-
ond.
. 'Stella Dallas' turned, in a so-so
week

,
at the

.
Denver, but ; will be

taken to ' the Aladdin for si second
week, where it should pack the
house. >

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) a,500; '25-40)—

'Varsity -Show* (WB), following . a
week at the Denver, good $3,000.

Last weelc 'King Solomon's Mines'
(GB) .was good at $3,50O, registering
a holdout Sunday night.
Broadway (Fox) (1,5Q0; 25-40)—:

'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA), 2d week
here, following a .Week, at each the
Denver . and Aladdin; . good $2,500.

Last week 'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA)
did a nice $4,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,500; 25-35-

40)—'Double or Nothing' (Par). Do--
ing great $11,000. Last week 'High,

Wide and Handsome' (Par) was tops
at $7,500, and was held ah extra two
days.
Denver (Fox) (2,500; 25-35-50)—

Stella Dallas' (UA). Weeping an.
okay $9,000 into the till; Last week
Varsity Show' (WB) was weak at

$5,000 on five days and was pulled
and taken to the Aladdin.
Oirpheum . (2;600; 25-35-40) —

Madame X' (MG) .and' 'Music Ion
Madame' (RKO). . Struck a fairish

note at $6,000. Last We6k 'Life of
the Party' (RKO) arid -'London by
Night' (MG) hit along, to a nice

$7,250;
Paramount (2,000; 25-40)—'San

Quentin' ' (FN) arid 'Talent Scout'
(FN), dualing to a good $3,000. Last
week 'Confession' "(FN) arid -'Think
Fast. Mr. Moto' (20th) did a good
$3,000.

mUES' $12,000 MONTI

liADER; '100 MEN' lOG

Montreal, Oct. 5.

The big hit here is Deanna Durbin
at Loew's, where '100 Men arid a

Girl' grossed close to $14,000 last

week, and on repeat currently looks
like nearly topping the town again,

with a further $10,000. Probable top-

notoher will be 'Vogues of 1938,'

a little higher than Loew's.
'

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 50) — 'Vogues

of 1938' (UA). Big week-end biz

points to excellent $12,000, gross. Last
week's h.o., 'Lost Horizon' (Col)

made a nice $7,000.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 50) — 'Big

City' (MG) and 'Blonde Trouble'

(WB). Good going Sat. and Sun.
looks like a good $9,000. Last week,
•Broadway Melody of 1938' (MG)
very good $10,000.

Loew's (M. T. Co.) ,(3,200; 50) —
'100 Men and a Girl' (U) and 'Re-

ported Missing' (U) (2nd week).
Still packing 'em in and good for

excellent $10,000 after near-record

$14,000 last week.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 50) — 'Mr.

Dodd Takes the Air' (WB) and
'Devil Is Driving' (Col) should make
average $6,500, good. Last Week,

'Make a Wish' (RKO) and 'The Big

Shot' (WB). $6,000, good.
"

Clnema .de Paris (France-Film)

(600; 50) — 'La Porte du Large.'

This is doin? nicely and should gross

?;2.300. Last week's third h.o. of

'Jeanno' did a fair $1,500. _
St. Denis (France-Film) (-2.300; 34)

—'A Nous Dsux, Madame La Vie'

and 'Un Mauvais Garcon.' Another
good week gross. $5.000., Last week,

good $5,000 on 'Cinderella' and- An-
tonia, Roman Hongrois.'

'

Maschwitz's M-G Deal

London, Sept. 26.
Eric Maschwitz's contract as- a

writer with Metro is for. three years,
to woric six months per year. It calls
for,$1,250 per week for the first year,
$1,500 for the second and $1,750 for
the third. ...
;
Other six months of each year the

exrBritish Broadcasting, Corp. vaude-
ville chief, 'Can either loaf or write
plays and musicals.

ICE'-HALL TOP

Detroit, Oct. 6.
Big grid frays, plus several hold-

overs, holding biz down .currently,
but not too bad.
Tdwft's sUrieflre attrafction is 'Thin

I6e,' pliis Wendell Hall on stage, '.at

the Fox. 'Double, or Nothing,' bal-
lyed on statewide ether hookup, giet-
ting good play at" Michigan, while
'100 Men and a Girl' moves to Adams
for beaucoup second session.

Estimates for This Week
'. Adam& (Balaban) (1.700; 25-40)—
'100 Men and Girl' (U) (2d week)
plus 'Lady Fights Back' <U), dual.

;Durbin opus moved hfcre after n'ce
session -at Fox; figures to grab nifty
$8,000 this stan2a. Last weak 'Hap-
pened in ' Hollywood' (Col) and
'League of Frightened Men' (Col)
•around normal, $5.3'00.

F,ox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—
'Thin. Ice' (20th) with Wendell Hall
.topping vaude. Easy winner at wal-
loping $32,000.' Fine $26,500 last
stanza on '100 l^en' (U) with Jack
LaRue, Vince Barnett on stage:
Madison (UD) (2,000; 30-40-65)—

'Stella - Dallas' (UA) (3d week).
Ifolding on' for good $6,500 on third
stanza, following big - sessions of
$13,000 and $8,500. Figures to pull
out Thursday (7) at nifty profit
following longest run house has had
in, moons. -

Mfchlgan (UD) (4,000; 30-40-65)—
'Double or Nothing' (Par) with stage
show. Crosby,-Raye fiicker ballyed
extensively on city and statewide
ether setup, and should get abound
$28,000, nice but hot up to expecta-
tions. Last stanza $191500, on
•/Vogues' (UA) -plus Tommy- Farr
topping stEige show, disappointing.

". Palms-State (UD) (3.000; 25-40)—
•Bad Guy' (MG) and 'Such a Night'
<Par), dual. Things settle down a
;bit here, to good $9,000; following an
.amazing session of $13,400 last week
on 'Souls at Sea' (Par) (3d week),
plus 'Slim' (WB), 'Souls' being
•moved here after two, hefty sessions
atUA. . -, .

-United Artists. (UD) (2.000; 30-40-
65)—'Dead End'. (UA) ; (2d week).
.Figures to ^Mah around $9,000, good,
.following big $14,Q00 last session, but
stiff cdmpetish probably forbids
third w-^ek.' • '

'

9Cf
$7,500 TOR

GROSS IN PORTLAND

Portland, Oct. 5.

Double feature pix may be headed
on their way out in the West Coast.

Public suspicion exists that duals are

if.G., whereas
.
single shooting is

stirong -stuff. This week Parker's

Broadway single shot 'Stella Dallas'

and it's answering to exploitation in

a big way.
Double featuring hasn't helped the

Ot-pheum, which has changed bills

so fast in the last two weelrs no one
can .keep track of what's on. Half
a. dozen floppo pix visited the Orph,
which is making -a come-back with
'Wife, Doctor and Nurse.'

Estimates for This Week
Bro4flway.> (Parker) (2,000: 30-55)

—'Stella Dallas' (UA) answering to
heav.v exDloitation camoaign for big
$7,500. Last week 'San Quontin'
(WB) - and 'Michael O'Halloran'
barely kept up td average standard
of $5,000.
Mayfair (Parker-EVergreen) (1,-

400; 30-55) — 'Elephant Boy" fUA)
and 'Four Naughty Girls' (RKO),
fair '$2,000. Last week 'Thin Ice'

(20th) and 'On Such a Night' (Par),
(third week) closed -for successful
$3,000, following two big weeks at
the' Paramount,
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2,000; 30-55)—'Wife. Doctpr and
Nurse' (20th) and 'It's All Yours'
(Col), a good break after a run of
flops, okay $6,000. Last week 'Life

of the Party' (RKO) and 'Chan on
.Broadway' (20th),^ floppo, four days
only, $5,300.
-Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(3.000; 30-55 )-^'Lost Horizon' (Col)
(2d week) and 'Counsel for Crime'
(Col), good .^5,000. Last week 'Lost
Horizon' (Col) and. 'The Coronation'
(20th) connected for a winning week
in titis house, good $7,700.
United- Artists (Parker) (1.000: 30-

55)—'Madame X' (MG) and 'Love Is

in the Air' (FN), $3,500. poor.. Last
week 'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA)
closed a good second week at $4,800.

First week big $8,300. .

Haldovers Lead B'way; IW Men

3d Week $4()M Vorizon' 2d, 70G,

Volume of business for downtown
New York takes a marlced drop this

week, due partly to. the fact that no
new pictures, of any moment came in

to compete with the. holdovers. Lat-
ter are getting the lion's share of

.attendance. • The - week-end brought
a' strong S^iturday's play for leading

attractions, but on Sunday the gross

suffered severely by comparison, due
no dpubt to the fact that on Sunday
(3) the air, with many film names
broadcasting, -furnished dangerous
competition.

,Of the holdovers, '100 Men and a
.Girl' and ^Higfi, Wide and Hand-
some' are the strongest, followed by
'Lost Horizon,' somewhat disappoint-
ing at the' Music Hall and' 'Good
Earth' which is holding up satisfac-
torily, but not .sensationally at the
Capitol. '100 Men' is churning to a
frothy $40,000 on this, its final-third,
week at the Roxy^ bringing total for
21-day run to around $106,000. 'High,
Wide' kt the Par, aided, by th^ .Yechl
Club Boys and the Hud^on-deLange
orchestra, is po^werful enough at

$30,000 on its, sqcond .week ending
last night (Tues.) tp.go a third.

'Horizon' lo'okjB thlis. side of $70,000
on- its second, (final) week at the
Music Hall, okay, but under. hopes,
while 'Earth' is figured good enough
at $30,000 this week (2d) to go a
third,. Another -holdie is 'Something
to Sing

. About,' which yesterday
(Tues.) went into Its third stanza
at the Globe. It held firmly on its

Zenda' Dives To

;
iSeattle, Oj:t '5.

' Normalcy returning • since close of

Puyallup fair, wliich drew over. 250,-

iOOO through turnstiles. Fall biz hit-

i'ting nice level.. Fall weather, with
jsome rains/ a'help, too. ; : .

Fifth AvenUe- has big campaign
fot opening week ot- '100 Mien and
Girl'; Paramount roars' into second
oke w^ek With 'iehda,' Liberty is

getting along with •'Horizon' into
(fourth week, on top of two big weeks
at"'its " roadshowing at Metropolitan,
'and Music Box is nappy with fourth
week of "Thin Ice.'

Estimates for This Week
i Blue Mouse^ (Hamrjck-Evergreen)
i(900; 27)—'Windjammer' (RKO). and
i'Pance, Chafrlie, Dance' (FN) dual,
$2,500. Last week 'King Solomon's
Mines' (GB) and 'Public Wedding'
(WB) :dual, fair $2,300.

Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(1,900; 21-32)—'Saratoga' (MGM)
and- 'Wild Money' (Par) dual, $3,300,
good. Last week 'Captains Coura-
geous' (MGM) and 'Married Before
Breakfast' (MGM) dual, 'five days,
$2,900, good; split with 'Woman
Chases Man' (UA) and 'Born Reck-
less' (20th) dual, fo^ oke $4,100 week.

Colonial. (iSterling) (850; 10-21)—
'Three Legionnaires' (Gen) and
'Shadow Strikes Again' (GN) dual,
steady pace. at $2,500. Last weak 'Sea
Racketeers' (Rep), and 'Blazing
Sixes' (WB) dugl. $21400, okay.

Fifth- Avenue (Hamrick-Ever-
green) (2.700: 32-37-42)—'100 Men
and a Girl' (U) and 'My Dear Mr.
Aldrich' (MGM) dual. $9,500. Last
week 'Varsity Show' (WB) and 'Bad
Guy' (MGM) dual, .$5,100, no dice.
Liberty (J-vH) (1.900; 21-32-42)—

'Lost Horizon' (Col) singleton, fourth
week, ."S5.000. Last week, same film,
bic( $7,800.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(900; 32-37-42)—'Thin Ice' (20th) and
'One Mile from Heaven' (20th) dual,
4th -week, $3,000. Last week, same
films, $4,300, big.

Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(2,700; 32-37-42)-^'Love Under Fire'
(20th) and 'Mr;' Dodd Takes Air'
(FN) dual. $6,500. Last week 'Super
Sleuth* (RKO) and 'Confession' (FN)
dual, $4,800, bad.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-

37)—'Sheik Steps Out' (Rep) and
vaude. $3,500. Last week 'Small
Town Boy' (Reo) with BPwes vaude
unit, great $6,000.
Paramount (H?mrick-Everf?reen)

(3.106; 32-37-42)—'Prisoner of Zenda'
(UA) singleton, 2nd week. $6,500.
Last week, same. film. $12,800. great.

Boo:3evelt (Sterling) (850; 21-32)—
'Road Back' W) and 'Marry the Girl'
(WB) dual. ,$2,600. Last week 'Ex-
clusive'- (Par), terrible, pulled after
four days, $1,100.

second week to around $8,00D 'and
thus will show more =proflt that week
than on its first. Others that remain
are' 'Zola,' which last week (7) was
around $17,000, good, and 'Fitefly*
last, week (4th) Under $7,000. Latter
is ready ,to scram shortly but up to
yesterday (Tues.) no date was set.
It has been a weak two-bucker.
The new pjctureg and their grosses

are
; 'Back in Circulation,' only

around $15,000, mild,, at the Strand;
,Life of the Party/, a dull $14,000
at the Rivi and gets only one week-
here; 'Sophie Lang Goes West,' about
$6,000, poor, at the Criterion; 'Sea
Racketeers' probably no more than
moderate $7,000 for the Central; and
It Happened in Hollywood' about
$7,500 at the Rialto.i All of these
dont total to much more than '100
Men' will do on its third week at
the Roxy, proving among other
things that the public knpws where
to go.

The State, consistent gppss per-
former, looks to around .i!25,000 this
week with 'Broadway Melody and
the Fletcher Henderson orchestra,
good.

, Estimates for This Week
,„AJitor (1,012; 55.$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—
'Plrefly' (MG) (6th week). Lastwed^
(4th) under

, $7,000 and soon to
blow. Hurricane' (UA) being rushed
for opening here on a twice-daily
D&Slq* »

'

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-65.$1.25)—
'Good Earth' (MG) (2d week)
Climbed to beyond $40,000 last week
(1st) and IS holding up well cur-
rently, looking $30,000. Goes third
week, with 'Bride Wore Red' (MG)
instead of 'Madame X' (MG) to fol-
low. Possible latter may be shifted
lO another house.

nr*ii*J*'?i
^y'^O; 25-35-40-55-65-75-

85-99)—'Sea Racketeers' (Rep). Not
made .of the right stuff,, probably nomore than $7,000. mild. Last week.
Love -Takes Plight' (GN) no better
than this figure.

•

Criterion (1.062; 25-:40.55)—'Sophie
Lang Goes West' (Par). Aromlng
only., lesser interest,- about $6,000,
poor. Last week, 'Shanghai Express'
(Par>, (reissue), $5,000.-
GJobo,(L274; 55-$1.10-$1.65.$2,20)—

'Something to Sing About' (GN) (3d
'^^^^J' second week around
$8,000, better profit than first, and
started third lap yesterday (Tues.).
Though it will turn a profit on the
21-day run. Cagney musical is, how-
ever, cpnsiderable of a disappoint-
ment here.

<J '*54; 55-85-$1.10^$1.65-
$2.20)—'Zola'- (WB) (8th Week). Still
doing a nite business, last week

,
(7th) around $17';O00.

/oSJl.^*".i!.''°^'
25-35-55)-Thin Ice'

^l^^^*?"?. a"** 'Annapolis
iSalute'

,
(RKO) (1st run). Henie-

,Ppwer musical responsible for bulk
i'of business this Week, perhaps $11,-
lOOO; Last week's doiibleton, 'Varsity
.Show' (WB) (2d run) and 'Hide-
away' (RKO) (1st run). $10,000.

;
Paramount (3.664; 25-35-55-85-90)—

.'High, Wide'. (Par) and in pit, Hud-
;Son-deLpnge orchestra, with Yacht
Club Boys. A picture that did badly
on a $2 rUn but . aided here by pol-
icy and Yacht Clubbers is able to
brarr pbout smart business; first week
$49,000. and second week, ending last
ni''ht (Tues.) $38;000, very good, with
another seven days to go. 'Souls at
Sen' (Par) next.
Radio City Music Hall (5.980; 40-

80-85-9P-$1.65)—'Horizon' (Col) and
stage show (2d week). More had
been expected of this one, last week
(1st) $87,000,' o.nd thl.s week (2d-
final) stanza, not over $70,000,

Rialto (7.50; 25-40-.'>5)—'It Hap-
nened in HoUvwood' (Col), Expect-
ing around .117,500, oke. Last waek,
'Outlaws r>f Orient' (Col) and 'Car-
nival of Champs,' fight compilation,
57,500. •

F.lvoH (2.092; 25-55-75-85-99)—'Life
of Party' (RKO). Di.saopointer pnd
nrobably not any better than $14.-
000. getting onlv one week here.
House bvinTs in 'Wife, Dr. and Nurse'
(!^Oth) Saturday (9). Last wftek,
'Make n Wish' (RKO) did the the-
atre dirt, only around $8,000, n
went vn extra three days, on that
frp+tjn^ but !S2.500.

R"X" (5.836; 25-45-55-75)—''00
Men' (U) and stp«e show (3d wesk).
Too bid U hasn't got more like this
f^p*^. flnal (3d) week beint? a fine
$40,000 after H!50,000 iPst week (2d)
•^"d $fl8,500 the initial seven days.
V^h^w! 'Life B'^ins at College'
(2nth) in Fridav (R).

Strpnd (2,767: 25-55-75)—'Back «n
Circulation' (WB). This on- viH
•havp to go .some to too a mild !S15.O0O

but house may hold it a second v^-^^k
lanvwav. ' ^inal thr-aft davs on +hird
•»'C''\ of 'Certain Wonian' (WB) a
little better than $^000. nft'^" a p'>^-

ond w^-^k of less than $14,000. dis-
.annointiP''.
'

.S'?.*-. A50- f«!i-55-75)—'B'w-v Mel-
'»'^.v' nVIG) (2fl rim) ani Fl2^-her
'He^'^er'"^n orches^r'<. An PVP^'P'^e
•week of around $25,0nn. foori, is in
^nrospect. In ahe.ad. 'V-^""?;' 'UA)
' Cd rnn) and Vaude headed bv Fnric
.'n/^af'ri.wuera orc^^^sfr.^ and Bert
Frohman. about $28,000.
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Ready to Cafl Pulitiotor Squad In

LA.; Horizon $34,000, 2 Houses Only

Hit, -Vogues' Sad 191/20. Par's Dive

Los Angeles, Oct 5;

Something has greased the skids

and the toboggan slide that started

a week ago continues with little re-

sistance. Biz has dropped to point

where managers are really becoming
alarmed: and when 11 regular first

run houses are unable to pile up a
combined take of better than $75,500

feejuig all around is there's reason

for plenty worry.
Five Fox West Coast first runs,

will be lucky if they hit $29,000,

average of less than $6,000 each;

Only bright spots in town are the

RKO and Pantages where 'Lost

Horizon' is day-dating for its first

local run following extended road-

show engagement- at the Four. Star

few months ago. Combined take at

the two houses should hit $34,000,

very big.

E3timates lor This Week
Cirthay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 55-

83-1.10-1.65) — 'Zola* (WB) (4th

week). Biz away ofr in keeping with
rest of the tov/n, and two more
weeks should probably see windup.
Third stanza disappointing $7,800,

Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 30-40-

55.75>—'Vogues' (UA) and 'Borneo'

(20th) dual. Headed for another
nosedive, as indicated by poor $9,700.

Last week 'Willie Winkie' (20th) and
'Miss Aldrich' (MG ), $7,300, omit
flowers
DoWDtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-

55-65) — 'Confession' (FN) and
'Dance. Charlie' (FN) dual. Kay
Francis' downtown draw' a little bet-

ter than at the day-dater (Holly-

wood) so probable §Y,500, which oke.

Last week 'Dead End' (UA) and
'Footloose Heiress' (WB); held fairly

strong on second we6k for satis-

factory $7,500.
Four Star (Fox) (900; 40-55)—

*King Solomon.' From hunger for a
second week, since reverting back to

original policy of extended runs,

only the runs aren't being extended.
This week house will be lucky to hit

$1,900, plenty brutal. Last week,
•Girl Said No' (GN), $1,500, worse.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55

65)—'Confession' (FN) and 'Dance,
Charlie' (FN). Hollywood hot too
hot for this one so maybe will finish

at $7,300. Last week, second stanza
of 'Dead End' (UA) and 'Footloose
Heiress' (WB). Very good $7,000.

Orpheum (Bdwy) (2;280; 25-^30-35-

40)—'Windjammer' (RK<i) and 'An-
napolis Saluate' (RKO) dual an<;}

vaudeville. House has a first run
currently, but it doesn't mean :

thing at b.o., as weak $6,000 attests.

Last week, second runs.
PantaOTS (Pari) (2,700; 30-40-55)—

Tx>st Horizon' (CoUand 'Game That
Kills' ((jol) dual. Started consider-
ably weaker than at the RKO, where
i$ day-dating but trade "built as week
progressed, and with a preview
thrown in Monday should finish to
big $15,000.' Last week, four -day
third week for '100 Men and Girl'
(U) and 'Man In Blue' (U), very
excellent $4,400.
Paramount (Partmar) (3,595; 30-

40-55)—'Danger, Love at Work-
(20th) and 'Bengal Lancer' (Par)
dual and stage show. Combination
of a 20th-Fox pic with Par revival
isn't meaning a thing and house
looks headed for a new low cur-
rently, brutal $12,000 best in sight.

Last week, 'Something to Sing
About' (GN) bi:odied for poor
$13,300.
BICO (2,950; 30-40-55)—'Horizon'

(Col) and 'Game That Kills' (Col)
dual. First showing at regular
prices bringing smash $19,000. Last
week (4 days of third week) '100

Men' (U) and 'Man In Blue' (U),
okay $4,600.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-
65-75)—'Vo.gues' (UA) and 'Borneo*
(20th) dual.' Plenty of red ink in
sight for this stanza with, 'Vogues'
failing to hit as expected, so looks
like brutal $9,600. Last week,
•Willie Winkie' (20th) and 'Miss
Aldrich' (MG), dismal $11,300.
United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100;

30-40-55)—'Willie Winlcie' (20th) and
•Miss Aldrich' (MG) dual. Moveover
of this brace isn't helping the ex-
chequer any and at $3,000 titere will
be plenty of wailing. Last week,
•Big City' (MG) and 'Mile From
Heaven' (20th) on moveover pretty
terrible at $.3,100.

Wilshire (Fox) (2,296; •30-40r55-65)
—'Willie Winkie' (20th) and 'Miss
Aldrich' (MG) dual. If this pair
brings over $3,500 everybody will be
surprised. Last week, 'Big City'
(MG) and 'Mile From Heaven'
(20th), so-so at $5,000.

'ZOLA'S' $8,500 TOPS

'EM ALL IN LOUISVILLE

Louisville, Oct. 5.

Cream of the pic crop has landed
this week at the Strand and Mary
Anderson. 'Life Begins at College,'
plus 'Chan on Broadway' combined
to pull the best biz of the year at
the Strand, and 'Emile Zola' at the

Mary Anderson piled 'em in over the
week-end, with a holdover a virtual

certainty.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Ave.-Loew's) (1,-

500; 15-33-40)—'Wife, Doctor, Nurse'
(20th) and 'Hot Water' (20th), dual,

doing $2,400, which is good, after

big seven-day stanza at Rialto, 'Dou-
ble or Nothing' (Par) and 'She's No
Lady' (Par), rang up $2,600 last

week, okay.

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
'Wee Willie Winkie* (20th) and
'Ever Since Eve' (WB), dual, fair

$2,300. Last week 'Singing Marine'
(WB) and 'On Again, Off Again'
(RKO), dual, split with 'Midnight
Madonna' (Par) and 'She Had to Eat'

(20th), dual, light $2,200,

Loew's State (3,000; 15-33-40)—
Vogues of 1938' (UA) and 'Fight to

a iFinish' (Col), dual. Patrons lack-

ing interest in fashion show pic, but
will hold up to fair $8,400. Last week
'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA) and 'Man
Who Could Work Miracles' (UA),
with Carnival of Champions (Indie)

pic added, plenty okiay at $7,500.

Mary Anderson <Libson) (1,000;
15-33-40)—'Emile Zola' (WB). A
natural for this house, and standees
plentiful over week-end.:

.
Copped

$8,500, plenty big, and holdover looks
sure. Last week 'That Certain
Woman* (WB) on second stanza no
better than $2,800, punk.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'(Allege

Holiday* (Par) find 'Smartest Girl in

Town' (RKO), dual, split with Yel-
low Cargo' (GN) and 'Valiant Is

Word for Carrie' (Par), dual, $1,200
pjfetty slim. .- Last -week 'Mary Burns>
Fugitive* (Par) and 'Big Broadcast
of 1937' (Par), dual, split with
'Straight fr,om Shoulder* (Par) and
'Anthony Adverse' (WB), dual,
%\,m.

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-33-
40)—'High, Wide, Handsome' (Par),
Hitting along at $6,500. Last week
'Wife, Doctor, Nurse' (20th) and
'Hot Water' (20th), dual, enjoyed
fine session at $7,600.

Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,500; 15-33-

40)—-'Life Begins in College' and
'Chan on Broadway' (20th), dual.
Best Friday opening and biggest biz
in past six months, $6,500. Last week
'BuUdog Drummond Comes Back'
(Par) and 'She Asked fot It' (Par.),

dual, 'weakened badly to touch a low
$3^00.

First Rons on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Oct 7

AsU>r — 'Firefly* (MG) (6th

wk).
Capitol — 'Good Earth' (MG)

(3d wk).
Central — 'Shadows of The

Orient' (Mono) (9).

Criterion—'This Way, Please'

(Par).
{Reviewed in VARnrrY Sept 15.)

Globe — 'Something to Sing

About' (GN) (3d wk).
Hollywood — 'Emile Zola'

(WB) (9th wk).
Music Hall — 'Stage Door'

(RKO).
(Reviewed in Variety Sept 15.)

Paramount—'High, Wide and
Handsome' (Par) (3d wk).

Rialto — 'Counsel for Crime'

(Col) (8).

(Reviewed in current VAHitxY.^
Blvoli — 'Wife, Doctor and

NUrse' (20th) (9).

(Reviewed in VAiartY Sept. 8.)

Roxy—'Life Begins In Col-

lege' (20th) (8).

(Reviewed in Variety Sept^ 29.)

Strand—'Back In Circulation'

(WB) (2d wk).
Week of Oct 14

Astor — 'Firefly* (MG) (7th

wk).
Capitol — 'Bride Wore Red*

(MG).
(Reviewed in Vaioexy Sept. 29.)

Central—'Bulldog Drummond
at Bay* (Rep) (16).'

(Reviewed in Vavosty Aug, 4.)

Globe— 'Something to Sing
About* (GN) (4th wk).
HoHywood — 'Emile Zola*

(WB) (10th wk).

.

Music Hall — 'Stage Door'
(RKO) (2d wk).
. Paramount — 'Souls at Sea'

(Par) (13).
(Reviewed in Vabiety Aug. 11.)

Rialto — 'Fit for a King*
(RKO) (15).
(Reviewed in Vabiety Sept. I.)

BivoU — 'Wife, Doctor and
Nurse' (20th) (2d wk).
Roxy— 'Life Begins In Col-

lege' (20th) (2d wk).
Strand — 'Perfect Specimen'

(WB) (16).
(Reviewed in Variety Sept. 29.)

Rain Helped Plenty in hd|d$.;

%hda'-'Bad Cuy Good at lOG

Mr. Moto' (20th). Pretty good.

$1,500. Last week 'On Such a Night*
(Par) and 'Flight from Glory*
(RKO), with first three of •Woolly'

and 'Moto' okay, $1,200.

Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
'100 Men and a Girl' (U). Away to

take the cake and get about $4,000,

a new high for this house since the
summer dullness set in. Will be
fanciest Last week 'Souls, at Sea'

(ParO was a two-day pic, $3,200 on
the windup, not being much more
than average.
Varsity (Westland) (1,100; 10-15-

20-25) — 'Happened in Hollywood'
(Col) is carrying the load of single;

features for the first time in weeks
and not going too good as result
Will do good to hit $1,300 this week,
but that'll be fair enough, - Last
week 'Broadway Bill' (Col) and
•Counsel for Crime' (Col), good, $900.

RITZES SOCK IN

High' with Raft

Personal May

Get $25,000, Hub

Boston, Oct 5.

Topper for the week is 'High, Wide
and Handsome,' with stage show at

the Met but not big; ahd there are

twp strong holdovers
—'Dead End,' at

the Orph and State, and 'Vogues' at

the Keith MemoficiL

Keith Boston is getting good b.o.

attention with Big Apple dancers,

but is getting competish from the
Arthur Murray group now playing

in the Terraice Room of the Hotel
Statler.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,000- 35-55-75)—

'There Goes the Groom' (RKO) and
stage show featuring Fats Waller
and big apple dancers, aiming at
good $22,000. Last week 'Saturday's
Heroes' (HKO) and Milton Berle on
stage, ;5trong over weekend, then
sagged with $18,000 finis.

Fenway (M&P) (1,400; 25-35-40-
50)—'Back in Circulation' (WB) and
'Bulldog Comes Back' (Par), dual,
okay for weekend trade, will hit
satisfactory $6,000. Last week 'Var-
sity Show* (WB) (2d run) and 'Chan
on Broadway' (20th) (ist run) dual,
medium $5,200.

Hub (Grand) <930; 20-30-40)-'Girl
Said No' (GN) (2d run) and 'Ren-
frew of Mounted' (GN), 1st run.
double, tepid $5,500 indicated. 'GiiT
had roadshowing earlier in season at
$1.65 top. Last week, third frame
for 'Something to Sing About' (GN)
and 'Killers at Sea' (GN). dual, okay
$4,100.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 25-
40-55) — 'Vogues' (UA) and 'Lady
Fights Back' (U), dual, held over
second week, running at pleasing
$13,000 trot. First stanza very good
$21,000,

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,300; 35-55-
75)—'High, Wide and Handsome'
(Par), with stage show hypoed by
George Raft's personal, may come
through with around $25,000. Last

week srnasho $38,500 for 'Double or
Nothing' (Par) and Tommy Dorsey
on stage. George Raft in impromptu
personal appearances Monday aind
Tuesday this weekJ4-5), in connec-
tion with vacation visit to Boston.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-

50)—'Dead End' (UA) and 'Can't
Last Forever* (Col), dual, holdover,
headed for okay $14,000. First week
dandy $19,300.
Paramount (M&P) (1,800; 25-35-

55)—'Back in Circulation' (WB) and
'Bulldog Comes Back' (Par), dual,
pleasing with $7,500 pace. Last week
good $8,()00 on 'Varsity Show' (WB)
(2d run) and 'Chan on Broadway'
(20th) (1st run), dual
Scollay (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-50)— Souls at Sea* (Par) (3d run) and

'She Asked for If (Par) (1st run),
dual, made to order, will hit around
$7,000, eight days. Last week pallid
$4,300 for 'Stella Dallas* (UA) (2d
run) and 'Footloose Hbiress* (WB)
(1st run), double.

State (Loew) (3,300; 25-35-40-50)—
'Dead End* (UA) and,, 'Can't Last
Forever' (Col), dual, holdover,
promising around $11,000, okay.
First week very good $16,000.

TRUCE HELPS LINCOLN;

'100 MEN' BIG $4,000

Lincoln, Oct 5.

Ouch situation between news-
papers and theatres came to an end
(30). and a new deal is oh for theatre
row. Big weekend with the Minne-
sota-Nebraska game and complete
support of the theatres on the
amusement page^ are the result.

'100 Men' getting a wham opening
at the Stuart and heading for 4G's.
Varsity, a dual biller all summer,
adds further glory, to the row by
jumping the price from 15c. top to
two-bits and goes single-features.
Orph will take up vaude on Oct 21.

Estinutes for This Week
Liberty (LTC) (1,200; 15-15)—'13th

Man' (Indie) and Louis-Farr fight
split with 'Shadows of the Orient'
(Mono) and 'Empty Holsters' (WB).
Kids are coming Dack as the polio
scare is fading, $900. Better. Last
week 'Sea Racketeers' (Rep) and
'Pigskin Parade' (20th) split with'
'Ride Ranger, Ride' (Rep) and 'Pub-
lic Wedding' (WB). Fair, $800.

Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25)—
'San Quentin' (WB). Convention of
^iwanis and football crowds taking
lathis, house for a spin and should
bring tally to $2,800 on the stretch.
If overplayed in four days, may be
subbed Tuesday (5). Last week
'Love Under Fire* (20th). not bad,
$2,200.

Orpheum (LTC) (1,350; 10-15-20)
—'Carnival of Champions' (Indie)
and 'Trader Horn' (MG). Goes four
days with holdover of three of 'Wild
and Woolly' (20th) and Think Fast,

San Francisco, Oct 5.

Although Sally Rand will give the
(jolden Gate theatre the top biz in

point of gross of any of the ace spots

down town this week, Sally's fan and
bubble dance has failed to attract

exceptional money. Cliff Work has
surrounded Miss Rand with a good
supporting bill of vaudeville acts

and a timely football picture, 'Satur-

day's Heroes' from RKO. After tak-

ing a beating with 'High, Wide and
Handsome' last week, the Fox thea-

tre has picked up a bit with its cur-
rent bill, the Ritz Brothers in 'Life

Begins in College' and 'Charlie Chan
on Broadway.'

Estimates for This Week
Embassy (Cohen) (1,512; 35-55-75)

—'Stella Dallas' (UA) (5th week).
Engagement stretched too long. Will
see a poor $2,000 for the final stint.

Last week take in nabe of $2,800,

Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75) —
'Life Begins ija College' (26th) and
'Chan on Broadway' (20th). Ritz
Bros, very popular here, with the
natives showing considerable inter-
est in the boys' first starrer. Expect
healthy $21,000. Last week 'High,
Wide' (Par) and 'Hot Water' (20th)
did n.s.g. $14,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55-
75)—'Saturday's Heroes' (RKO) and
vaudeville. Combo of Sally Rand on
the stage and a football picture on
the screen in this grid-iron made
town looked like a world beater, but
the $18,500 in sight is way below
expectations. For good measure ihe
Gate threw in a 'March of Time' and
gave Mi^s Rand a good supporting
bill of 10 acts. Last week, 'Music
for Madame' (RKO) and vaudevUle
disappointed at $13,000.

Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55-75)
—'100 Men and a Girl' (U) and
'Counsel for Crime' (Col) (2d week).
With, everything against it, strikes,
stock market drop ana warm
weather, '100 Men and a Girl' has
managed to prove an outstanding
grosser. The second week will fall
short of the business done by 'Lost
Horizon' in its second stint, but
$11,000 is great going. Last week,
$16,500, was terrific, but not irecord-
breaking biz.

Paramount (F-WC) (2,440; 35-55-
75) — 'Madame X' (MG) and 'My
Dear Miss Aldrich' (MG). Gladys
George, who was a populat stock
favorite here, hasn't meant a thing
at the box office in any of the three
pictures which she has made since
going . to Hollywood. Her current
vehicle, 'Madame X,' will do the
poorest biz of .the three. Biz very
bad at $8,500. Last week, 'Big City'
(MG) and 'Talent Scout' (WB) did
light $9,000.

St Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 50-75-
$1.50)—'Zola' (WB) (3d week). Paul
Muni's latest biography, 'Zola,' well
liked but there are only a few who
are willing to pay road^ow prices
to catch it. Biz has been way off on
this picture from the very start
Third and final week will be lucky
to hit $6,000. Last week nabbed
$6,500,

United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-
55-75)—'Vogues of 1938' (UA) (2d
week). Off to a bad start when it

opened on the second warmest day
of the year, 'Vogues' failed to re-
cover, San Francisco looked like a
good bet for 'Vogues,' the women
here being particularly style con-
scious. Second stint will hit drab
$6,000 for this Technicolor fashion
picture. Last week $8,500,
Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)— 'Back in Circulation' (WB) and

'Sophie Lang Goes West' (Par). Biz
continues to be way off here,"Frisco
has its best weather during late
September and October. Don't ex-
pect to do over $12,000 with this pair.
Last week, 'Wife. Doctor and Nurse'
(20th) and 'Footloose Heiress' (WB),
did $9,000.

Indianajpolis, Oct. 5.

Rainy weather oVer the week-end
kept the natives from doing much
else except theatre-going with bene-
fit to the downtown box offices.
'Prisoner of Zenda,* at Loew's, given
the benefit of much ballyhoo, is on,
its way towards a strong take to
lead the first runs. The vaudfilm
Lyric with Lottie Mayer's water bal-
let oh the stage and the Ritz Bros.'
first starring vehicle on the screen,
'Life Begins in College,' is also in the
upper brackets. 'High, • Wide, and
Handsome,' at the Circle, is faring
well enough to occupy a runner-up
position in the downtown sector.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-40)

—'Lancer Spy' (20th). National as-
sist ads failed to mean a thing and
the take is likely to be $2,500, poor.
Last W€jek dual of 'Double or Noth*
ing' (Par) and 'Flight from Glory*
(Par) did okay $3,250 for a holdover
session.

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 25-40)
—'High, Wide, and Handsome' (Par)
dualled with 'Bulldog Drummond
Comes Bacl^ (Par). Former given
plenty of attention in campaign, but
take is only moderately good at $6,-

750. Last week, 'Varsity Show'
(WB) opened well and then, slipped

considerably to wind up with $6,000,

fair.

Keith's (Kane) (1,300; 15-25)—
'Rain' (UA) revival and vaude. No
names on stage and picture appat-i

ently lacks pull. Gross $2,800, bad.

Last* week, 'Hoosier Schoolboy'

(Mono) and vaude with Wendell
Hall featured did $3,000, which is un-
der piar.

Loew's (Loew's) (2',400; 25-40)-^

'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA) dualled

with 'Bad Guy' (MG). Good exploi-

tation on former picture and ^results

are excellent, with gross $10,000,

swell. Last week, 'Big City' (MG)
and 'Girl Said No' (GN) on triple

bill with 'Carnival of Champions
fight films was all iright at $7,500.

Lyric (Olson) (2,000 ;
25-30-40)—

'Life Begins in College' (20th) and
vaude headlining Lottie Mayer's
water ballet Stage show plugged in

ads on top of Ritzes film. Take is

plenty okay at $10,500. Last week,
%acfc in Circulation* (WB) and
Major Bowes* 2d Aimiversary Revue
on stage finished strong at $11,300.

dandy.

Baby Weather

SockedCincy, But

'Vogues'Gets 13G$

Cincinnati, Oct 9.

Indian summer last week took th#

wind out' of b.o. sails. Football was
another trade distracter over the

we^krcnd, Cincy's two university

teams playing home games Satur-

day (2) and the American pro league

season here getting under way Sun-
day (3), when rain was additional
opposidi.

'Vogues^ Is the important draw
currently, fetching $13,000 at the

Palace. 'Souls at Sea,' missing out

on femme biz, is disappointing in a

$10,000 stru^le at the Albee. Lyric
is bright with a $5,500 pufll on 'Life

of the Party' and 'Back in Circula-
tion' is tugging $4,000 for Keith's.

'Thin Ice,' in middle of three-week
run at the Shubert has an $8,000 tag.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42) —

'Souls at Sea' (Par). Poor, $10,000.

Last week, 'That Certain Woman
(WB), $9,000, bad.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42) —

'Big City' (MG). Moved over from
Palace for second week, fair, $4,000.

Ditto last week on 'Wife, Doctor'
(20th) (2d week).
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25) —

'Windjammer' (RKO) and 'Big Busi-
ness' (RKO), split. Average, $2,200.

Same last week on 'Forlorn River'
(Par) and '23V^! Hours' Leave' (GN),
split. ,

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40) —
'That Certain Woman' (WB). Trans-
ferred from Albee for second week.
Ordinary, $2,500. Last week, '100 Men
and a Girl' (U) (3d week), $2,800,
all right

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 25-40) —
'Back in Circulation' (WB). Fair,

$4,000. Last week, 'Prisoner of Zenda'
(UA) (2d week), $5,000, strong.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42) — 'Life

of the Party' (RKO). Good, $5,500.

Last week, 'Lost Horizon' (Col) (4th

week), $4,000, fair.

Palace (RKO) (2.600; 35-42) —
'Vogues of 1938' (UA). Good, $13,000.

Last week, 'Big City' (MG), $11,000,
fair.

Shubert (RKO) (2.150; 35-42) —
'Thin Ice' (2(Hh) (2d week). Very
good, $8,000, following big $13,000
on first seven days. Will hold-
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Pittsburgh Still Bullish; Gives

'Circulation Plus Buddy Rogers 23G

Pittsburgh, Oct. 5,

Blues being cried elsewhere

haven't yet reached Pittsburgh, and

biz continues to hold up nicely.

Fact is, however, and it's always
been so' here, that this city is last to-

feel any d.epresh and also last to re*

. cover. , .

Stanley is keeping its nose way
out in front a^ain, combo of Buddy
Rogers on stage and 'Back in Cir-

culation' proving, a surprise entry,

with takings only slightly under rec-'

ord-breaking gross of last week. H o.

of '100 Men and a Girl' at Alvin
doing fine, but house won't hold for

ihird stanza, on accoimf of product
jam, pulling .'Men' out tomorrow
night (6) in favor of 'Wife, Doctor
and Nurse.'

Estimates for This Week
Alvln (Harris) (2,000;. 25-35-50)—

<100 Men and a Girl' dJ). Second
week. Should knock off better than
.$8,000, considerably . better than
house Usually does with new ones,

and that's' real dough on top of $15,-

000 opener.
Talton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)

—'Lancer Spy' (20th). Not doing
bad at all for a flicker without a
name. Got a good week-end and
should have no trouble knocking off

around $5,000. , That's profit here.
Will stick four days beyond regula-
tion week in order to get house back
to regular Wednesday opening Oct.
13 with 'Sheik Steps Out' (Rep).
Last week 'Thin Ice' (20th) on three
days of fifth week got around $2,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

50)—'Double or Nothing' (Par).
Everywhere, but here the Crosby-
Saye combo is big. Doesn't look like
more than $13,000- for 'Double,' just
average. Last week 'Souls at Sea'
(Par) slightly disappointing at
$15,0001

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—
*Back in Circulation' (WB) and Bud-
dy Rogers in person.. Third time
Rogers has made this town, and he's
always done biz. He's doing It again,
surprisingly so, although fact is that
O'Brien-Blondell combo on screen is

helpful, too. Looks like pretty close
to $23,500, great. Last week Horace
Heidt, with 'Life of Party', (RKO),
topped all previous records for band
shows here, getting just about
$29,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000: 25-40)—'Mr.

Dodd Takes the Air* (WB) and
"Flight From Glory' (RKO). An-
other weakeroo and lucky to get
$3,500. That's about the same as last
week with 'Great Gambini' (Par),
•nd 'Wild Money' (Par).

MPLS.' SLUMP

CONTINUES,

WE' $7,500

Minneapolis. Oct. 5.

Grosses continue to plumb the

depths for the third successive week.
Generally adverse business condi-

tions may have something to do with
the boxoffice slump, but most of the

blame probably is due to the fact

that attractions still aren't of a type
calculated to excite the public or
cause it to unloosen pursestrings.

Lack of stage attractions has been
detrimental, but the Orpheum has
Fred Waring and his 'Pennsyl-

vanians' coming Friday, and it's a
safe guess that the downward box-
office trend is due to reverse itself
the impending weekend.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Publix-Singer) (900; 15-25)— I Met Him in Paris' (Par) split

with 'Slim' (WB) (2d runs) and last
three day-s dual first runs 'Hot Water*
(20th) and 'Draegerman Courage'
(FN). Looks like pretty good $1,200.
Last week, 'Exclusive' (Par) (2d
run) split with dual first runs 'Re-
ported Missing' (U) and 'Hopalong
Cassidy Rides Again' (Par), $1,000.
J) air.

Century (Publix-Singer) (1,600; 25-
35-40)—'Make a Wish' (RKO). Pleas-
ing enough picture, but hasn't
enough punch to make much of a
Doxoffice impression under present
conditions. Will be lucky to top
light $3,500. Last week, 'Love Under
Fire; (20th), $5,000. Fair.
Minnesota (Publix-Singer) (4,200;

'Wife, Doctor and Nurse'
Cast names and title luring

some feminine trade. However, film
not sufficiently outstanding to get
much of a play at 55c. after 5 p.m.

"?,,*°W3rd light $7,500. Last

PoSr'
^^^sity Show' (FN), $8,000.

25Wo!'"*.r..^P"^l'''-Si'figer) (2,890;

Rain:*^^ ?'e City' (MG). Tracy-
inpr

^^"^}^° exercising some pull-ing power, but critics and customers

have been only lukewarm toward
this one and it's not clicking on all
cylmders. Fair $7,000 in prospect
for eight days. Last week, 'That
Certain Woman' (FN), $6,000 for
eight days. Mild. Two eight-day
runs get house back from Wednesday
to Friday opening for Waring.

State (Publix-Singer) (2,300; 25-
40)—'Devil Is Driving' (Col) and
Lady Escapes' (20th), Dual bill
going along at moderate $2,800 clip.
Last week, 'Marry the Girl' (WB)
and 'London by Night' (MG), dual
bill, $3,000. Fairly good.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Face

on Barroom Floor' (revival). Strik-
ing theatre front display bringing
in some customers, but not enough.
Will be lucky to reach poor $500 and
last out week. Last week, 'Rain'
(revival), $600, Light,
Uptown (Publix) (1,200; 25-35)—

'Artiste and Models' (Par), First
riabe showing. Good $3,000 indi-
cated. Last week, 'Toast of New
York' (RKO), $2,500, Light.
World "(Steffes) (350; 25-35-40)—

'Janosifc' (Foreign). Light $1,000 in
prospect. Last week, 'Fire Over
England' (UA), $1,600, Mild,

Bowes Ams., With

'Confession Big At

in Buffalo

Buffalo, Oct, 5.

Takings here seem to have leveled

off currently, although the Bowes
Anniversary Ams are topflight at the

Buffalo. Whether it's the show or
the public yen for flesh the fact re-
mains that the ticket machines are
being kept hot, 'City' at the Lakes
held over after a rousing first week.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30r40-50)—

'Confession' (WB) and Bowes imit.
Week-end business was tops and
gross should go to smash $20,000.
Last week 'Vogues Of 1938' (UA)
bogged down and failed to reach ex-
pected figures. Fair $12,500.
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)—

'Lives of a Bengal Lancer' (reissue)
(Par), House seems to be up in run-
ning again with perhaps neat $7,500
this stanza. Last week 'Bad Guy'
(MG) and *Blonde Trouble' (Par)
jumped into winning column with
excellent $8,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 30-50)

—'Big City'- (MG) (2nd week).
Holdover for this with perhaps $7,-
500 indicated. Last week jumped
into lead at outset and drove up to
swell $15,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 25-40)—'Wife,

Doctor and ,Nurse' (20th). Nice
business indicated. Probably ovef-
$8,000. Last week TThin Ice' (20i)i)

(2nd run), return for this spelled
fair .$6,800.

Lafayette (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)—
'Gangway' (GB) and 'Small Town
Boy' (GN).( Running along evenly
to probably $6,500. Last week 'Girl

Said No' (GN) and 'Armored Car'
(U), came in with satisfactory $6,800.m OK $15,000,

K. C, 'ZOLA' UG

Kansas City, Oct. 5.

First rate film fare about the stem
currently and it's about time the
pic exhibs got a break. However,
biz is spotty. Openings not so forte,

and with Tonri Mix circus moving in

for two-day stand Monday, first part
of week is sure to feel the pressure.
Wickets twisted more tunefully
Sunday.

'Zola' drew a terrific press and
while it's doing good biz, Mainstreet
is following the Midland's 'Big City,'

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox) (2,200; 35-40)—'Chan on

Broadway' (20th) and vaude. with
Little Jack Little band. House kicked
out 25c. mats for this engagement.
Got a light opening but built over
Sunday. Experience has been that

name stuff builds steadily during
week here, Look for fair $11,000.

Last week 'Wife. Doctor and Nurse'
(20th), okay, $10,000.

Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40)—
'Zola' (WB). May be a dark-horse
but doesn't indicate better than
$11,000, fair. Last week, 'Double
or Nothing' (Par) and 'Sophie Lang'

(Par) took so-so $9,500.

Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40)—
'Big City' (MG) and 'All Yours'

(Col). Press actually gave second

feature a send-off and that's some-
thing in this burg. Looks fine for

$15,000. Last week 'Zenda' (UA) and
'Bad Guy' (MG), okay, $12,000.
Newman (Par) (1,900; 25-40)—

Double or Nothing' (Par) (2d run)
^d March of Time. Top half of last
week's Mainstreet bill moved here.
Augurs, $4,500, oke. Last week 'Life
of Party' (RKO) and 'She's no Lady'
(Par), $5,000. fair.
Uptown (Fox) (2,020; 25-40)—'100

Men and Girl' (U). Pic goes into
second week here after initial show-
ing at Fox, Did fairish downtown
biz and in first week at Uptown did
good $4,600. This week looks nice
at $3,500.

'COLLEGE' BET

IND.CJ21

Washington. Oct. 5.

Things are looking up this week
and if nobody's rolling in grosses
it's because everybody's sharing
them. Capitol is easy leader with
'Life Begins College' and plenty bal-
ly on stage revue featuring mass
Big Apple hoofing.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol .(Loew) (3,424; 35-66)—

'Life Begins In College' (20th) and
vaude. No-name Big Apple revue
helping to lead town with oke
$21,000, Last week 'Something To
Sing About' (GN) and Bob Crosby
Orch floppo $15,000,

Columbia (Loew). (1,583; 25-40)—
'Stella Dallas' (UA) (2d run). Pix
got only one week up street at
Palace and caught patrons unawares.
Looks like big $6,300 in return stay.
Last week 'Thin Ice' (20th) (2d run)
took nice $5,800,

Earle (WB) (2,244; 35-66)—'That
Certain Woriian' (WB) and vaude.
Xavier Cugat on stage and Bette
Davis new offering . unable to pull
over fair $16,500, Last week 'Souls
At Sea' (Par) and Ina Ray Hutton
led town with good $19,500.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—
•Vogues of 1938' (UA), Sock cam-
paign got opening that should bring
big $11,000, although short of hopes.
Last week '100 Men and Girl' (U)
(3d week) took nice $7,000.

Met (WB) (1,853; 25-40)—'Bulldog
Drummond Comes Back' (Par).
Mysteries favorite in house and Bar-
rymore name should help it to oke
$4,500. Last week 'They Won't For-
get' (WB) same figure.

Palace (Loew) (2,363; 35-55)—
'Dead End' iUA) (2d week). Should
stand up to fair $7,000. Last week
same pic collected under-average
$14,000.

Providence St9l

Jinxed; 'End' 15G,

Others Way Off

Providence, Oct. 5.

This looks like another poor week,

the third in a row for exhibs, and
there are no ^libis as theatre men
are at a loss as to the whys and
wherefors. Picture product is oke in
three spots. At, the other stands it's

just so-so. Tl)e bills include one
holdover, 'Varsity Show' and a re-
vival, 'Naughty' Marietta.'
Loew's with a twin bill topped by

'Dead End' leading with 'Wife,
Doctor and Nurse,' also on double
bill, at Majestic set for second
honors. Strand, the trailer, yanked
'Gangway' and 'Such a Night' yester-
day (4) after a very bad five day
showing, 'High, Wide and Hand-
some' brought in as replacement.

'Life, of Party' and 'Flight from
Glory' at Albee among the leaders.
Empire, which only recently joined
the first-run pack, is supplementing
vaudeville with revival of 'Naughty
Marietta,' and all things considered
the going is pretty good. Fay's,
second combo house in town, ahead
with 'Back in Circulation.'

Estimates for This Week
Aibee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

'Life of Party' (RKO) and 'Flight

from Glory' (RKO); if opposish
wasn't so tough house would have
surely come further afield. However,
anticipated $7,500 is oke for this

stand. Last week 'Toast of New
York' (RKO) and 'Forty Naughty
Girls* (RKO) suffered with the rest

of them, grossing a tepid $6,900.

Carlton (Fay-Loew's) (1,400; 25-
35-50)—'Varsity Show' (WB); off to
poor start on a holdover. Not much
more than $3,000 in . prospect; off.

Last week 'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA)
and 'Women Men Marry' (MG) was
ditto.

Empire (Indie) (1,600; 25-35-50)—
'Naughty Marietta' (MG) and vaude
with Stepin Fetchit in personal.
Whether it's the picture or the vaude
that's doing the trick is hai'd to tell,

but $6,000 is good coin if pace keeps
up. Last week 'It Can't Last For-
ever' (Col) and vaude was oke at

$6,600.
Fay's (2,000; 25-35-50)—'Back in

Circulation' (WB) and vaude, The
going is better than it has been, but
it's still not hitting on all six. Maybe
$6,800; just fair. Last week '100 Men

'Zola' 29G Has 'Em Singing in Philly

;

Tours,' with LaRueBarnettML 18G

and Girl' (U) on holdover was poor
at $5,100.
Loew's State (3,200; 25-35-50)—

'Dead End' (UA) and 'Dear Miss
Aldrich' (MG). Best bet . in town;
should come well in the nabe of
$15,000, great. Last week 'Big City'
(MG) and 'Girl Said No' (GN) was
among the many disappointers with
a so-so $10,300,
MaJesHc (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

'Wife, Doctor and Nurse' (20th) and
'Charlie Chan on Broadway' (20th);
this one should bring in the . coin;
woman's show and that counts in
these parts; house looks for $9,500
at least; swell. Last week 'Varsity
Show' (WB) n.s,g. at $6,600,
Strand (Ihdie) (2,200: 25-35-50)—

'Gartgway* (GB) and 'Such a Night'
(Par); house took it ,on the chin
with this one; yanked Monday (4)
with only $4,00() to show for five-day
run. 'High, Wide and Handsome'
(Par) in today (5) for ninerday run.
Last week 'Souls at Sea' (Par) on a
single bill netted a swell $12;000
leading • the town by comfortable
margin.

Benny Goodnum

Swings 'Salute'

To 20G in Balto.

Baltimore, Oct. 5.

Benny Goodman is in town apd
he's keeping the turnstiles of the
combo Hippodrome clicking in merry
style to ring up socko $20,000 for the
show that includes 'Annapolis Sa-
lute'. (RKO). Doing five a day and
six on Saturday the swingster set a
new house high for Sunday business,
'Dead End' (UA) at Loew's Century
is building nicely to an indicated
$13,500,

Estimates f«r Thld Week
Century (UA-Loew5s) (3,000; li5-

25-35-40-55) — 'Dead End' (UA)
building in nice style after fairly
steady week-end to . $13,500. Last
week 'Topper' held up to okay
$12,200,
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,200;

15-25-35-40-55-66) — 'Annapolis Sa-
lute' (RKO) and because of p,a, of
Benny Goodman and band, crashing
$20,000. Last week 'Something to
Sing About' (GN) and vaude, $12,-
600,

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 15-
25-35-40-55)—'High, Wide and Hand-
some' (Par) opening supper show
tonight (Tues), Last week winding
up 11 playing days for 'Double or
Nothing' (Par) totaled $12,800.
New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-30-

40-55)—'Life Begins at College'
(20th) open tomorrow (Wed). Last
week, second of 'Wife, Doctor and
Nurse' (20th) continued profit at $3,-
700 after excellent first session to
$5 300

Stanley (WB) (3,450: 15-25-30-40-
55)—'Certain Woman' (WB). Off to
good opening, but dropping down to
mild $8,000. Last week, second of
'Souls at Sea' (Par) held up well to
$7,400 after hey-hey opener to
$14,000.

G-Man Oswald
C. L. Oswald, for many years in

charge of Paramount's department
of investigation at the home office,

was made an active member of the
International Ass'n. for Identifica-

tion during the past week at the
23rd annual convention of the or-

ganization in Washington. The as-

sociation operates under the guid-
ance of J. Edgar Hoover, head of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation
of the Department of Justice.

For some years Oswald has been
a. member of the International As-
sociation of Chiefs of Police,

LIFT FOE NICHOIIS
Hollywood, Oct. 5,

George Nichblls, Jr., has been
upped to a producer-director berth
at Republic and is looking over
scripts to decide what is to be his

first story.

His work on 'Portia on Trial/
which he directed, brought him the
new post.

Fred Stanley's Prod. Break
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

With George Brown, from New
Yorlc, taking over the guidance of
Columbia's publicity department,
Fred Stanley, former head, remains
with Columbia.
Stanley will be assigned to a pro-

duction post.

Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

Philly wiping the tears away this

week With biz In the ' cushy classi-

fication although not ultra-socko.

After pretty punk close-out last

week, things started sudden spurt
Friday night (1) that held up to

make the weekend worthy of re-

joicing.

Principal rejoicing, however, con-
fined to the Boyd, where 'Zola' (WB)
is whamming along niftily to crack
a record mebbe at $29,500 for the
week ending today. Pic opened
strong right and should have rto

trouble at all for at least three
weeks. .

Ritz Brothers in 'Life Begins at
College' (20th) making life a little

more velvety at the Fox this week
with a very nice $19,000 after 'That
Certain Woman' (WB) left it On the
punk side of the ledger with a mere
$13,200, Stanley in its second week
of dumps now with 'Big City' (MG),
which just isn't making anything
for anybody at $11,000,

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (1,200; 40-55-75)—'Dead

End' (UA) (3d week). Profitable
$9,000. Did $11,800 last wsek.
Strong enuff for another week if
necieSsary, but being pushed by new
U.A. product, so goes out tomorrow
for 'Prisoner of Zenda.'

Arcadia (600; 35-40-50)—'Good
Earth' (WB). Brought, in yesterday
and may hit $2,000, hot much velvet.
'Star Is Born' (UA) re-lssue waS
jumped in Thursday when lack of
new product left nothing else, but
had to be pulled in four days. Did
punk $600. 'Under the Red Robe'
(20th) scraped bottom with only $600
for six days. First run, too.

Boyd (2,400; 40-55-65)—'Zola'
(WB), Sockarooing at $29,500. 'Lost
Horizon' (Col) (2d. week) disap-
pointed last week with only $8,600.

Earle (3,000; 25-40-56)—'It's All
Yours' (Col) with Jack LaRue and
Vince Bamett in fiesh. Very mediocre
in comparison with recent weeks at
$18,000. Last week, 'Life of Party'
(RKO) and Mai Hallett band did
fair $21,200.

Fox (2,300; 40-55-65)—'Life Be-
gins at College' (20th). Doing very
nicely with $19,000. Last week, 'That
Certain Woman' (WB) not up to par
at $13,200.

Karlton (1,100: 40-50)—'Lost Hori-
zon' (Col) (2d run). Good at
$5,500, '100 Men' (U) last week
clicked off nifty $6,100 for second
run.

Keith's (2,400; 40-50)—'Wife, Doc-
tor' (20th) (2d run). Just so-so at
$4,400. 'Stella Dallas' (UA) (2d
run) did much better last week with
profitable $5,800.

Stanley (3,000: 40-55-65)—'Big
City' (MG). Not helping this house
out of its recent doldrums with
punkaroo $11,000. Week-end found
it caught between 'Zola' and Rltz
Brothers without anything strong.
•High, Wide' (Par) failed to show
anything last week and was unsat-
isfactory at $13,500.

Stanton (1,700- 30-40-50)—'Bull-
dog Drummond Comes Back' (Par).
Average in this action house with
$5,500. 'Back in Circulation' (WB)
a little better than usual Ihst week
for a good $6,700 in eight days,

Sheekman Bows As
Director on Sten Pic

Hollywood, Oct. 5,

Arthur Sheekman, writer, draws
his initial directorial assignment in

'With Pleasure, Madame,' Ann Slcn
starrer for Grand National.

Dr. Eugen Frenke produces from
script by Hans Kraly and Albert J.

(johen.

Hopping Up 'Marco'
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Extensive advertising and ex-
ploitation campaign is being wor'.:cd

out at United Artists for Sa-riuel

Goldwyn's 'The Adventures of Mcrco
Polo,' with Ed Churchill ol the

Donahue & Coe agency huddling at

the studio since his arrival here last

Saturday (2).

Ben Washer. Goldwyn's New
York publicity head, also arrived for
the confabs.

Mayer's Irish Protege
Hollywood, Oct. 5,

Greer Carson, Irish player dis-

covered by Metro talent scoiiLs in

England and signed by Louis B.
Mayer to a term ticket, will soon be
at the studio to start work.
Carson currently is in the ca.st of

Gilbert Millor'.«< 'Old Mii.sic' at the
St. James, London.
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PHILLY ENTIRELY POSTED with city^s greatest
24-sheet drive and followed by giant newspaper ads!

KW* lit Fittwl H&rtl

:^^"^;;•;•:•:<:-!•!.^^.<\^^^^^^(V^l,>;ft>*^^wA«-;vi•«:>:

CASHIER'S COMPLETELY SWAMPED by steady
now ot cash during entire first day I

•:::?fe>>;>:<>l**t^V«^<V>^^^^^^^
.•.A•,.;/.^^^y,*;^>^•;J;:^;>ft;^:-:.v.v^.,

*»5,182.72 to be exact
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BLOCK-LONG LINES tie up traffic for hours com-
pletely ignorinjg SRO in vain attempt to gain admission!

WARNER BROS. Proudly Pr«$tn(

Mr. PAUL MUNI in

The Life of EMILE ZOLA
wi^ CALE SONDERGAARD • JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT

Gloriii Hdldttn • Donald Crisp • Erin O'Brien-Mooro * Louis

Calhtrn • Morris Carnovsky * Directed by WM, DIETERLE
Ufn PUy by Norman lUilly Rain*, H«Inx Htrald and Geza Hcrcxef
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STAND IN

United

kind of a splash in the dualSj where
it'll directly go. ^ ^. . .

Wnilvwood Oct 5 I
Tim Bart (Richard Dix) is a cow-

Joan'BIondoU; fcatqrea Humphrey BoRart. qualify for SOUnd. HlS leading laOV
Directed by Tiiy Garnett. Story by Clar-

^
jigy Wray) dOes get in. Rather" than

fnce' BudlniTton Kelland: • screenplay by oppgnt other roles, the COWboy- *dt

ese: S^Lp'^o^^ and
otho T.overine nnd Dorothy Spencer: musi- gfadually goes broke. He s painted
cnl dlroqtor, Heinz Rocmheld; osst. dlrcc- gg a good, -Ijig-hearted guy tryin;g tO

Thl^ot^^^^ta Bl^T'k^'^lS livfe V hara-ridin^ clean life his

time no minV, ]uve fans think he does. Conse-
Atterhury Dodd.; Leslie Howard quently he won't play gunman roles

/Qi;ra.n^T::::::::.\\\Humnhr\y ^Kr'l when the gangster-plx become. pop-

Bjmmg away from ws former
Nftisau. c. Henry Gordon leading lady; they lose touch with
Potts........... ...Jack Carson another, are finally brought to-
ponnypfldcer. Jr. ^;.J;,,Sr*?"'v.?. eether bv iointlv attending' to: th«
P«nnypacker, Sr
Pennypacker William V.

'.Tuny Marshall gether by jointly attending to. the
- MonB plight of a little crippled kid' (Billy

; Butrud), who continues to idolize

Hollywood studios and the people the cowboy even after he had faded

who make^fllms recede som^^^^^^^
ending, plot has Miss

natured ribbing in Stand In, Walter I

y^^.^^ g^^^jg^jj^ announce she's out
Wanger's production for United Art- ©f filrtis- because she can't, act, with

ists. It le^ns far to the comedy side, conviction withput the bronco-buster

and is good entertainment, chiefly m^t^^

because Leslie Howard and Joan shoots down three bank-robbers
BlondeU mix up spine very fiinny and, because of the nation-wide pub-

roughhouse with a
.
dash of solid licitg. hj^old studif, P^?,,^™^^^^^^^^^

logic.
' One sequence near film's fadeout

He may be Hamlet on Brpadway, introduces a group of doubles of

but in his last two films Howard has prominent film stars—Chaplin, Mae

reversed hi, field and *ewn him- W^.^Oerbo,^ete. . So^^^^^

self a touchdown comedian. In It s faithfiil. Doubles are rung in via a

liOve I'm After' (WB) he plays a party scene. Presence in cast can be
stage star who cures a young woman used as an exploitation angle,

of an infatuation. In 'Stand In' he I None in the cast does particularly

is a bespectacled representative of distinguished work. Pix and Miss

New York bankers who control a Wray are oke enough, Victor Kilian,

Hollywood film producing company, as a pal of DiX's* gets in some good
Howard comes west with a brief moments, as do Granville .Bates is a

case, ti college education, high re- pic producer and Franklih Pangborn
spect for balance sheets and a total as a dialog director..

.

ignorance of motion pictures. He : Direction is good, helping . the

volunteers to straighten out the pro- weak, wavering story a great deal:

duction difficulties and save Colossal camera and production par- ^e di

Films for the stockholders^ What 1 rection. Bert,

happens when he gets to Sunset
f)oulevard provides plenty of fun,

While the girls and boys around
the studio judge his intelligence ..by

JtfnSS'^^/thp iSwf?'A \
Century-Pox release ol Samuel O.,

Standm for-tbe big star, takes nlm jg„ge| pi.o4uctlon. Features Dolores Del
to one side and gives him the low-. RIo, George Sanders, Peter liorre, Joseph
down on what it's all about. He .Schlldkraut. Directed by qergory Batoff.

lenveq hi'« iswankv hntel suite -for a Story by Marthe McKenna;. screenplay byleaves nis swaiwy notei suue /lor a pun,p Dunne; camera, Barney ItfcGllI: film
Toom to a ooaraing house where ne editor, touis LOenier: musical direction,

shares accommodations with- a Arthur
.
LaHRe. Previewed at the Alex-

trained seal, a character actor who ander Sept. 29, '37. Runnlns time. 78 mlns.

has waited for years to play Abra- Praulein Dolores Darla.'. ..Dolores Del Bio

«!!rr,,,{« A* tk/Ifri/IJ^ c;„.i««r.^^ Major SiKfrlea Qrunlnp .Peter Lorro
penguin. At the studio his SUrroima- prfnce F«rdl Zu Schwarzwald ;

•

)n.gs are less comical, but equally be- Joseph Schiidkraut

wildering. The pl^nt is being run v:-i-ivv,'-"^'lF'"i?*r y-.
. — o

. ivieut. Col. GoCterfrled HolIen..Sl|7 Kumann

LANCER SPY
Glendale, Oalif., Oct. -5.

by a dizzy woman stair. There is a
smart producer who has cracked un
der amorous disappointment and
taken to the 'bottle. A foreign di

Miniature Reviews

'Stand III* (Wanger-UA). What*
happens in a Hollywood studio

when a New York banker .takes

charge. Leslie Howard, Joan
Blondell and Humphirey Bogart

provide plenty of laughs.

'It Happened In Hollywood^

(Col). Sentimental story ,of

what happened to a western

star who passed put with silent

pix. Won't particularly satisfy

'em in the duals. Richard Dix

Xancer Spy' (20th). War
meller of b.o. potentialities.

Launches <3eorge Sanders aus-

piciously. •->.
.

'52nd Street' ' (Wanger-UA).
jProgram film about the lane of

niteriea in New York.

,
'Over the Goal' (WB). Mote

rah-rahs for the adolescents.

Also-runner for the duals..

'Annapolis Salute' (RKQ).
For the dualers .with no one' in

the cast who means anything to

the b.o.

'My Dear Miss Alifrlch' (MG).

.
Nifty little newspaper comedy
geared for. double program con-

sumption; Edna May Oliver,

Maureen O'Sullivan and Walter
Pidgeon in cast.

'Forlorn River' (Par). Tepid
glorified western with Larry
Crabbe and jSyd Saylor; for

after-half, of twin bills.

. 'The Westtond Case' (U).

Crime Club story that lacks

punch; Preston Foster, Carol

Hughes and Barbara Pepper
featured. .

'

General von Melntaardl. .Maurice Moscovlch
Colonel Fenwlok I,iIonel AtwlU
.Schrn,tt .\ ...... ; Luther Adler
Prlta^ueller Fritz Feld

rector 'is spending too much,money
I grptiTNe^iViel-IIitllllh^s^'eT^^^^

and altogether more is going out Von Klln^ren .Carlos Da Valdez
than coming in. ,

Oapt.aln Freymann Gregory Gaya
With Miss Blondell as his secre- ^^^^^ v.J?,^"

tary Howard tackles the job as if he HoS.X"r;dant::-:::::v.::::;icinnl^^^^^
were running .a. shipbuilding plant. Admiral Frank Helcher
Finally, when things go from bad I

statesman Leonard Mudle

to worse, he bucks up and pulls the . _^ , ^ . .

studio out of its difficulties, in the Melodrama that is sometimes ex-

course of which he gets a hlackeye, citing, almost absorbing, and played
a lesson from Miss^ Blondell in with serious intensity, 'Lancer Spy'
rassling and his discharge by the ^^i, t^,- +;™». .,f«^„
Wall street bankers. time story of

,Film is from a Satevepost story . espionage behind the German lines

by Clarence Budington Kelland Although somewhat reminiscent of
(author of TWr. Deeds Goes' to Three Faces East' type of enter-
Town'), and a screenscriot possessing "

.

lorpc
./^ .T; . .

much originality by Gene Towne tainment, there is much in it that is

and Graham Baker. Tay Garnett di- new, and the direction by Gregory
rects ^and gets all the fun possible Rat off arrests the attention through
from the narrative.
Humphrey Bogdrt plays the pro- , . , , «

ducer who turns teetotaler: Alan „ FUm serves also to bring George
Mowbrav does the foreign director; Sanders to the front as a dramatic
Maria Shelton is the vampy film star. At the. end of the film Darryl
star, and C. Henry Gordon is the ^- Zanuck has attached a short trail-

menacing stock joliber who tries to «r vouching an important screen
get control of the studio. Casting career for Sanders. For his per-
of TuUy Marshall, J. C. Nugent and fprmance in this picture he earns
William V. Mone as three genera- the opportunity which the 20th-Fox
tions of New York bankers provides invocation would indicate. He is a
mi'oh merriment. giant of a man, stands more than six

General production is first class, I

^ee* ;^two and is proportionately

lends a tang of impending danger to

his performance. .. .

Dolores Del Rio has the only im-
portont femme ^pot in the cast. She
is the prbprietress of a Berlin nitery
and is a German agent. She helps
the Englishman, with, whom she hais

fallen in love to escape. Her char-
acterization is good, her enunciation
distinct.

Men players haVe been carefully
chosen for their respective roles. At-
will is head of the British espionage
office and does a fine job. Joseph
Schildkr&ut impersonates a German
martinet with comedy results. Peter
Lorre does a slick under officer, and
Maurice Moscovlch and Sig Rumann
are. ferocious opponents in the Ger
man war oifice. There is a good bit
by Fritz Feld as a subaltern.

Lacking big star names, film will
need plenty of advance umph, but
will please wherever shown. Audi-
ences will go out talking about San-
ders. Flin. _

staccato beats of horse hoofs for-

merly signalized the movements of

the Snobs. There is no doubt about
t: things do change with the years.

.• So far as '52d Street,' the film, is

concerned, the transition neither Is

for the better or the Worse. Such
entertainment as is. shown on the

screen as being typical of present
ni^t life in the area is as dull and
uninteresting as the' spat betweeti

the brother and sisters of long years
ago.
A programmer for the double bills.

FUn.

OVER THE GOAL
(WITH SONGS)

Warner Bros, production and release.

Features June Travis, William Hopper,
Johnnie Davis. Directed by Nael Smith.
Adopted by William Jacobs and Anthony
Coldftwny from story by William Jacoby;
sonf^s, M. K. Jerome and Jnck. SchoU; as-,

socljate producer. Bryan Foy:. Asst. direc-

tor, Marshall Hakenian; camera, Warren
Lynch; nim editor, Frapk Dowar; dlalop
director. Harry Seymour. Reviewed In

Projection • Room. N. Y., Sept. 30,, '37,

Huni^Ingr time, 08 mlns. '
.'

'

Lucine Martin , June Travis
Ken Uionins William Hopper
Tiny Waldron. . .

.' Johnnie Divls
Bee. Mnbel Tddd
Bentoln Gordon Oliver
Jim Shelly William Harrlfiran
Duke Davis .Wlllard Parker
Dr. Martin Eric .Stanley
Abner i , . Uaymond Hatton
Stanley .Short Herbert RawUnson
Dr. Marshall........ ........ Douplas Wood
William Eddie Anderson
Hannah ; Hattle McDanlela
Clay Fred MoKaye
Peters Eddie Chandler'
Teddy George OfTerman. Jr.

Pinky ,' Jack Chapln
Lnrkln .Kobert Hoover
KlixK ...Tohn Craven
Membei-s - of the XT. S. C. football squad.

My Dear Miat Aldrich
* Mett6 proOvitlon and release.- Features
Edna May Oliver, Walter Pldseon, Maureea
O'Sullivan. DIreoted by George B. Selts.
Original an screenplay, berman J. Mank'le«
Wlcz; .

musical score. David Snell: flint
^editor, WllUam S. Gray; camera; Charlea
liawton, Jr. At Metropolltah, Brooklyn,
dual, week Sept, SO, '87. Running time!
78 mlns, . I

Mrs. Atberton... ...Edna May Oliver
Martfia AldFloh.l......Maureea O'Sullivan
Ken Morley...... Walter Pldgcoa
Ellen Warn^ld.,,.., Rita Johnson
Mrs. Sinclair ,.' ....Janet Beecher
Mr, Sinclair '. .', . . . .Paul Harvey
Mr. Warfleld; Cfiarle's Waldron
Mi;. Talbot.'.;. ..«••.. ....Walter' ^Ingstord
Ted Martin. .'Rog^r Converse
Ai> Attendant. ...Gulnn Willlama
A Walter ..i. .Leonid. Klnskey
.Gregory i Brent Sargeant
'Doc' Howe. J. Farrell MncDonald
The Major Domo Robert Grelg

and the film will be- well received by
audiences that like to laugh.

Flin.

It Happened in HVood
Columbia production and rplease. Stars

RU.'hnrd Dix. Features Pny W\-ay, Victor
KUlan, FrnnUlln PanRborn. Directed by
Hnrrv Lnchmnn. Screenpla.v by l^thol Hill.
Hnrvpy ForKUsson, Sam Fuller, from orlp-
Innl by Jlyles Connolly; camera, .Toacph
Walker. At RIalto. N. T., week Oct. 1,
'HI. Running time. 07 mlns.
Tim Bart RMiarrt Dix
Gloria Gay Fay AVrny
Rllm. . Victor Klllan
Mr. T'or.iythe. Franklin Pflngliorn
.Ted Reed.......... ....OhPrllo Arnt
Snnr< Rennntt Gl-nnvIIle B.ntea
A I Howard , .William B. Davidson
Pe(e Arthur I.of

t

Stevens Edgar Denring
Shorty JnWes Dnnlan
Blll.v Blllv Buirud
Mks Goi'don. Zeflle Tilbury.
Wu'k , Hnrotrt Goodwin
Pappy Charles Brlnley

In being neither a full-blown west-
ern nor a back-of-the-cameras story

of film-making, 'It Happened in

Hollywood' will have difficulty fitting

in. The predominantly femme au-
diences which cotton to backstage
yarn.-! puffed with pathos won't
whoJly find it. to their liking, nor
will the fans addicted to oats operas.
Film wavers between the two cate-
gories and never topples into either.
Not only has the story of the pic

star washed up when films found
voice, been done before, but it has
been done so much better. That robs
this one of originality, and with a
treatmetit that Is neither bright nor
sHck, the pic will- have tough going
trying to please. It won't make any

broad. He dominates his scenes with
fierce physical vehemence, and con-
veys the impression of being a
younger Emil Jannings. He may go
far and become a real box office
puller. Exhibitors will hope the
Zanuck prophesy proves true.
Story is a war incident told In

retrospect by Lionel Atwill. whose
own acting throughout the film is

tlie best he has done in months. A
German officer captured with his
company is spirited away to British
secret service headquarters when
Englijsh operatives see a striking re-
semblance between the prisoner and
an English naval officer. This man-
euver, intent of which is kept hid-'
den from the audience, has a sur-
prise twist when the Britisher Is

apprised that his Job is to study
every move, inflection of speech and
manner of the enemy captive. Thus
he prepares himself to change places
with the German. His escape from
prison is arranged and the English-
man, in his weird and dangerous
masquerade, returns to Germany for
the purpose of learning war plans
of the high command.

^
In Berlin he is accepted ns a pub-,

lie hero, is feted and received hy the
war office. From the fir.st. however,
his identity is suspected by the Ger-
man secret service agents, and the
melodramatic incidents of his es-
cape after obtaining details of the
1917 advance, comprise the thrills
of the story.
Sanders plays the dual characters

of Briti.sher and German. Becau.'je
he is one in both parts, it would ap-^

pear a simple task, but the subtle
inclusion, of British chara.cteristlcs,
while impersonating the German,

52ND STREET
(WITH SONG^l

. Hollywood, Oct. 5.

ttnlled Artists release of Walter Wanger
production. Directed by Harold Young.
Sci-eenplev by (irovcr Jones; additional
dialog, Sid Silvers; dances. Danny Dare;
.songs, Harold Bullock and Harold Spina;
musical direction, Alfred Newman; cam-
era, George Schnelderman; film editors,
Otho Lovering and William Reynolds; asst.
director, Chorles Kerr. Previewed at the
Uptown, L. A„ Oct. 1, '37. Running time.
80 mlns. ••,

Rufus Rondell .......lii Ian Hunter
FiorellO' Zamn relH Leo Carrlllo
Margaret Rondell............. Pnt Puterson
Betty '.....Ella Logan
Letltla Rondell.. ZaSu Pitts
Adela RondoII -x TDorothv Peterson
Sid Sid Silvers
Evelyn Macy Maria S'helton
.Tack .Tack White
Minnie Collette Lyons
Lawyer , Roman Bohnen
Butler Wade Boteler
Klnuber Al Shean
Porky .Tack Adair
Benjamin fSnonarelU TCennv Baker
Sppolaltles: (Seorgie Tann.s, Dorothy Saul-

ter, Mpiirlce Rocro. A I Norman, Jerry Co-
lonna, Pat Harrington.

Another pigskiii opry for the. fall

trade. Pic is based nn the amiable

theory that Whether Siwash wins the

big game is stop-press stuff. Prob-

ably it is and probably ".Over ' the

Goal' will consequently get its share

as a bottom-deck dualei: in the

nabes.
This version of the usual football

epic is concerned with the hero's
promise to his girl not to fight any
more grid wars leist ; another injury
to his bad knee will cripple him for
life. -But it turns out that dear old
alma- mater will lose a huge legacy
tmless the boys make it three
straight against hated Squeedunk.
What makes it all pretty sinister

is the added complication that the
hero's family stands to collect some
of the coin if the college loses it.

And there's a conniving lawyer who
has the hero heaved in the brig to
prevent him from welshing on his
promise. . But Richard Merriwell
gets to the game on time and comes
through with the needed points as
the whistle blows.

It's all pure rah-rah stuff, without
too much emphasis on the logic.

Johnnie Davis is lively and insistent
as a fresh frosh, while William Har-
rigan, Raymond Hatton and Douglas
Wood are satisfactory in character
parts. June Tra-vis and William Hop-,
per are harmless as the incredibly-
written leads. As usual in football
pix the long shots of actual college
games are convincing and exciting,
but the action closeups are pretty
dreadful.
'Over the Goal' is lightweight

stuff, but it should do the trifiing

job required. Hobc.

It may have been a good idea to

make a film about the metamorphos-
ing of Manhattan's West 52d street

from a lane of stolid dwellings, where
re.spectability. once resided, into an
emblazoned row-'of niteries, but for

some reason tKe conception doesn't

come through in the finished picture.

Filmgoers are likely to wonder what
it is all about, and why. It's that ol'

debbil story again which creates the
confusion.

Trouble is that Grover Jones tells

a long-winded yarn about a brother
and two sisters who own a couple of

houses on the thoroughfare and
haven't spoken to each other in

years because the brother married
an actress. She was a very good
actress, too, atid was quite as re-

spectable as the sisters. This was
way back in 1912, the Bustanoby era.

Society and stage folk didn't mingle
in those days, according, to the film.

Maybe stage folk were a little

smarter than they are now.
Time and the montages bring 52d

street through the speakeasy years
of the 20's, the depression, ' and the

social levelings of the 30's. The row
of brownstones is now a string of
night clubs, and swing music re-
verberates from curb to curb "where

ANNAPOLIS SALUTE
RKO release of Slsk production. Features

Jame<) BlUson, Marsha Hunt, Harry Carey.
Direction and stor.v by Christy Cabaiine.
Adaptation, John Twl.st; fllm editor, Ted
Cheesman; camera, Russell Metty. At
Palace, N. T., dual, week Oct. 1, '37.

Running time, 05 mlbs.
Bill Martin James Ellison
Julia Clemmens .....Mnrsha Hunt
Chief Martin Harry Carey
Clarke Parker ^..V.m Heflln
Bunny Oliver Ann Hovey
Tex Clemmons Arthur Lake

When Metro goes oUt to make a
Class B picture, they give, it plenty
of production, steady • direction and
a certain amoimt of class. It may
hot have big draw stars and- the /

situation may be overdone, but it
certainly will stand up on the second
picture shelf in the theatres for which
it was designed. 'My Dear Miss
Aldrich' apparently fits intb this
category. It malces .no pretense at
being more than a light, fluffy com-
edy. And that's what it is.

This one is a farce- comedy built
on broader lines. Said lines come
close to burlesque at times. Motivat-
ing theme is the desire of a Nebraska
schoolmarm to prove that women
deserve a spot on the staff of a big
: T. Y. daily. This idea is kept to the
fore through the lengthy, series of
misadventures .as the Western teacher

'

(young .and .pretty) asserts herself
as owner of the publication through
inheritance.
Edna May Oliver, vet legit itrouper,

comes through with one of the fun-;
niest performances ' as the aunt of
the- youthful newspaper boss. Mau- ..

reen O'Sullivan is pert and enjoys .

able as Ae.w head of the Manhattan
daily, who decides the managing
editor should change his ideas on
feniihe scribblers. Walter Pl^geon
makes a fairly . genuine managing
editor. Rita Johnson, Janet Beecher,
Paul Harvey, J. Farrell MacDonald
and Giiinn Williams contribute the
best support. .

George B. Seitz directed with an
eye for hearty laughter even if the
moving dumbwaiter gag, a fake am-
bulance crew and several other slap«
sticky touches had to be injected.
They were not essential, but accel-
erated the pace. Oddly enough, sev-
eral of the working press fraternity
looked and acted like members of
the Fourth Estater* Herman J.
Mankiewicz put several original
twists into the -writing plot, but his
best effort is in the comed.y dialog.

.
Picture should do okay in most

places played dual. Wear.'

FORLORN RIVER
Paramount production and release. Fea;>

tures Larry. Crabbe, June .Martel, Joh^
Patterson, .Syd Saylor, Harvey Stephens.
Directed by Charles Barton. Screenplay by
Stuart Anthony and Robert Tost from novd
by Zane Grey; ,fllm editor, John Link]
camera, Harry Hallenbergnr. At Strand,
Brooklyn, double bill, -week Sept. 20, '37,

Running time, 63 mlns.
Nevada '. Larry Crabb*
Ina Blaine June Martel
Ben Ide John Patterson
Lea Setter Harvey Stephen!
.Sheriff Grundy Chester Conklln
Sheriff Jim Warner Lew" Kelly
'Weary' Plercp Syd Saylor
Blaine William Duncan
Bin HhU....'. , Raphael Bennett
MUUe Moran Ruth Warren
Duke.. Lee Powell
Sam ; Oscar G. Hendrian
Jeff Winters..... .....Robert Homan»
David Ward.. ..Pumell Pratt
Ed ' .T.,iirry Lawrenc*
Cashier. Barlowe Borland
Barber Tom Vug
Chet Parker Merrill McCormlck
Hank Gordon .....Vester Fegg

An unabashed 'B- on which the
complaint against Christy Cabanne
goes double since he wrote the story
as well as directed.. Adaptation oj;

the Cabanne ' yarn by John Twist
doesn't help it any and the dialog
is no fresher than last summer's
roses. Production is headed for the
spots -wjhere they buy two at a time
and trust to luck that one of tl-ie pic
tures will keep the patrons from fly
ing the coop. A strong No. 1 feature
is advisable with this one.

Sisk produced on a short budget,
it is obviou.s. Back,?round:hg the
story in cadet life and surroundings
at Annapolis, with a newsre€l.y boat
race included, film has sbu.sht to
instill as much color as possible to
dress up an ordinary story but it

hasn't been enough, Nor d'>es a cast
headed by James Ellison, Marsha
Hunt, Harry Carey and Van Heflin
help lift a commonplace naval ro-
mance out of the rut it fell into when
it Was written.

Ellison and Miss Hunt are paired
On top, with Heflin as a midshipman
rival and Carey as the hero's sea-dog
father.- A flasliier performance than
by any of these is provided by
Arthur Lake, whose good-looking
sister is played by Miss Hunt., Lesser
parts ave done acceptably but not
impressively by Ann HOvey, Dick
Hogan nnd Marilyn Vernon. Given
belter opportunities than provic'ed
by 'Salute,' Miss Hunt may have the
makings to scale heights. She is Jin

inteiT.'^ting screen t.ype who reminds
.somewhat of Loretta Young and in
love scenes appears to advantage in
spite of the poor dialog handed her
on this occasion. Char.

This glorifled western suffers in
early passages through tepid direc-
tion and story impediments. Several
nice performances later on help to
make it measure up with previous
Zane Grey actioners. But 'Forlorn
River' turns out to be a weak B pro-
duction, geared for such dual spots
where this type of film is needed.
It's handicapped, too, by the absence
of cast names.
Unbelievable situations and jumpy

continuity dot preliminary proceed-
ings. There is a very meller bank
holdup, followed by some hijacking
of the loot by Nevada, the daredevil
hero, who is a cross between a ban-
dit, a crack sharpshooter, and a hard-
workin.tj cowboy.
Cameraman Harry Hallenberger

has bagged some picturesque out-
door shooting of the rugged country
in which the plot is laid. He's done
a bang-ub job. Stuart Anthony and
Robert Yost have not been so for-
tunate in translating the Grey yarn.
Not only have they scatte^^ed the in-

terest buf they have failed to de-
velop the character of Nevada prop-
erly. Had this been done, the Ih-

numerrble other characters and -po.<?-

sibly the story develooment might
have chimed truer. Dialog is about
western average.
Larry Crabbe makes a commend-

able figure as the sturdy Nevada.
Syd Saylor chins in with a skillful

nerform?nce of the always hungry
'Weary' Pierce, pal of Nevarta. John
Patterson is sati.«!factory p."? the fore-
man in love with the cattle owner's
dau.Thter. June Martel nlay."! the lat-

ter in so-so fashion. Ruth Warren's
nortrayal of the camp cook is the
i^est femme thespian bit. Chester
Conklin, as a sheriff: Harvey
Stenhen."?. as the ou+lpw bos,":: Pur-
nell Pratt •'nd Lew Kellv ar«» best in
support. Charles Barton's .ci'>ection

is haphazard. Weor.
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COUNSEL FOR CRIME
roiumbla production and release. Tea-

i ntto Kiuper, Douglass Montgomery,

^T"w.auenno Wells. Directed by John

BrXm acreenploy, Fred Nlblo. Jr., Qraca

v-vilie I-ee Loeb, Harold Buchman;
ffSri Harold aitumates camera, Henry

Otto Meyer. - At Varsity,

Wncoln" dual. Bunninf ttme, 61 mlns.

William Mellon Otto Kruger
Paul Maddox. . . . . .Douglaaa MpntgMnerjr

4nn Mclntyre ^ . . . Jftcquelln* Wella
^nator Maddox..... ...Thnraton Halt

Mri: Maddox .Nana Bryant
«-ia-y . ,

Gene Morgan
Bdwin Mltfhell .Mnro l^wrence
Ail Stewart Robert Warwick
George Evuna Stanley Fields

Entertaining for the moat part is

'Counsel for Crime/ but not o£ b.o.

caliber. None of the cast is front

rank, although several able perform-

ers are listed. It's mostly Otto Kru-

ger, a criminal lawyer who flxea

alibis for his clients before they

commit murder or mayhem.

,
Makeup department added to Kru-

ger's glamour by handing him gray

hair, which he wears attractively.

General sltuatioA ftnda him the
father of a child from one of those
heaven-made marriages with Nana
Bryant, and the lad ^ows up to

study law, Douglass Montgomery.
Mids Bryant, having married long
s&ice and the wife of a senator,
Thurston Hall, had adopted the boy
and kept it a secret. On graduation
day Kruger picks off. the lad «nd
offers him a law-clerk's job, which is

seized upon eagerly.
* Thurston Hall gets the least crack
at the picture of anyone, barely
.showing in three frames, wmle^Nana
Bryant adds to it with a show of
motherhood turmoil, lest her secret
get but. . Woo interest is conflned to
Montgomery and Jacqueline Wells,
latter an office stenog and very
loyal to her boss (Kruger), even
though his policies are shady. Yeggs
doing their, bit are Stanley Fields"
and Marc Lawrence, both up to their
call. > Gene Morgan is the office
handyman, and slightly comic.
Douglass Montgoinery looks the

part of the fledgling lawyer, all their
usual top-heavy conceit, etc. He
bears the weight of the world on his
shoulders, and the earnest hope that

;
throu.^h him' all the legal malprac-

' tice shall be erased. Even though
Kruger is a bad egg, the sympathy
all goes to him rather than his son,
who is right before anything else.
Film doesn't dally much, but

builds directly to what the audi-
ence feels must necessarily happen—
the son be pitted against the father
iri courtroom encounter. Writers
added zest to it by having the father
accused and confessed a murderer.
After building all the sympathy for
Kruger, he couldn't get a first de-
gree charge stuck, of course, and so
only goes to prison for 20 years.
Fade is on his assurance to Nana
3ryant, who comes to see him in his
cell, that both will be punished, but
hevs is the worst.
Won't disappoint those who get

caught wiUi it on a dual. But will
disappoint at the wicket if standing
by itself. BttTn.

Moonlight on the Range
(WITH SONGS)

Spectrum release of Jed Buell-Gcorge H.
.
CuliaKhan production. StQjrs Fred Scott.
Directed by Sam Newfleld; story, Whitney

, Williams; screen play, Fred Myton; camera.
,
Hobei't 01 1 lie; muslr, Don Swander and
June Hershey. At Arena, dual, two days,
Oct. '37. Running time, 52 mlns.
Cast: Al St. John, IjoIs January, Dick

Curtis, Frank lia Rue, Jimmy Aubrey,
. Oscar Gahan, Georfre Morrell, Carl Mat-
thews, Wade Walker, BUI McCall, Shorty
Miller, Jack JSvana, Rudy Sooter.

Selection of a snappier title would
. have been more in keeping with the

quality and speed of this all-around
good western. Label might lead the
kiddies to believe that it's a moon-
light cream puff party and so have
a reverse action at the b.o. Follow-
ing the opening singing, run-off
•speedily dissipates false impression
6t title and develops another zippy,
fighting Sam Newfield second-
runier.
Newcomer Fred Scott is not of the

pretty boy type, but, rather, a husky
who looks more like what he's sup-
posed to be than the rest of the

. leather lads. His lusty baritone fits
his frame and fits in neatly in sev-
eral musical notches created for
'Shindig.' vSundown Trail,' 'Albu-
querque' and 'As Time Goes On.'
None of the songs is very good
lyrically, but sound nice in the sage
background, although all listen pretty
much the same.
Haart throb, Lois January, looks

more at home in parlor type stories
and would do well to steer clear of
similar western roles. Because of
the always overshadowing hero
roles, femmes don't get much chance
ft being anything but up-gazers while
the big boys emote, which frequently
makes the gals not a little ridiculous,
•ner appearance is no exception.
Suspected of being on the wrong

side of the law, because of his evil
naif-brother double, Scott is kept onme run by both the law. seeking his
mae and the fact that he holds a
grudge for his unsavory frere whom
ne seeks to rub out. He fights hisway into a job by licking a bully ex-
loreman and flights his way clear of
charires by finally collaring his
orother in a mountain cabin and lit-
eiaiiy wipmjT uo the floor with him.

^" the yarn the killer
b olher (Scott in dual role) wings

- f ,!.J^°'19 » timed gun battle be-
.
"vecn the two. Shooting match Is

very well staged, as is all the gun
and fist work. Sam Newfield some-
where learned the effect of good
hand-to-hand battles, and uses them
to advantage in all his prods with-
out once kifling his grip on what
might easily be too well staged.
Capable support and good camera

work enhance a better than average
western film wherein even the horses
are good and a little comedy is' found
in an unusual jail escape.. Hurl.

SMASH AND GRAB
(BRITISH MADE)

London, Sept. 21.
General Film DIstrlbs releasr at Jack

Buchanan Prod. Star* Jack Buchanan;
features BIsle Randolph. Directed by Tim
Whdlan. Screen play. Ralph Hpence, Jack
Buchanan: original, Tim WhelHn; camera,
Henry Harris. At Pboenix, London, Sept.
20. '37. Running time 77 mlns.
John Forrest. .Jack Buchanan
Alice Thomby KIsle Randolph
Malvern ....Arthur Harsetson
Pallno Anthony Holies
Cappelano Kdmund Wlllard
Bellini...... .....David Burns
Rankin . , , I .awrence OroNitmlth
Carole. /.oe Wynn
Prashlns I^i wrence Hanray

As near an imitation of 'The Thin
kfan' as could be wished for. There
is a distinct difference in produc-
tion cost from all angles, but the

British attempt is an excellent one
and should be good entertainment,
as well as a big draw in the prov-
inces and might even be a desirable
second feature for the U. S. The
West End might jibe at it, however,
because its story won't stand analy-
sis.

Buchanan plays ' a suave, noncha-
lant detective for a burglary insur-
ance Co., which ' is suffering from
the operations of an international
smash and grab ring. Elsie Randolph
has the role of his wife, who has to
participate in her husband's busi-
ness, accepting jobs as a jeweller's
assistant in a Bond Street shop, and
submitting to the proprietor's dis-

lonorable attentions; then descend-
ing one step lower, as manicurist in
a barber shop which is the head-
quarters of the gang.
This pair of musical comedy lumi-

naries reveal concealed talent as
straight actors, and never once re-
sort to either song or dance.' More
or less of a daring experiment for
Buchanan, who displays an earnest-
ness and sincerity one doesn't look
for or expect.

Small, but competent, cast, well
directed, with- good photography.
But whoever heard of a barber's
mud-pack hardening on the face of
a dead man and, when removed,
breaking into large sections which
could readily be put together and
form a death mask? Jolo.

WHISTLING BULLETS
(WITH SONG)

Ambassador release of Maurlcp Ponn pro-
duction. Features Kermlt MaynariJ and
Harlene Wood. Directed by Jack Hnellflh.
Screenplay by .Toseph O'Donnell from. Htory
by James Oliver Curwood; Ulm editor,

Richard G. Wray: -long:, Connie lifle; cam-
era. Jack GreenhalRh. At Ohaloner. N. Y,,

double bill, Oct. 5, '37. Running time, 68
mlns.

Iiarry Graham Kermlt Maynard
Tim Raymond ..Tack InRram
Anita Saunders Harlene Wood
Ace Beldon.. Marston Wllllama
Capt. Saunders Gnice Mitchell
Dave Stone Ka.rl HacUett
Sam. Sherry Tansey
Bart Cllft Parkinson
Karl... I Cherokee Alcorn

THE WESTLAND CASE
Universal release of Lorry Fox-Irvine

Rtwrr production. Features Preston Foster.
Carol Hutfhea, Barbara Pepper. Dlrcclcd
by Christy Cabnnne. Screenplay by Rob-
ertson White from Jonathan Latimer's
novel, 'Headed for a Hearse,' Camera,
Ira Morgan. Reviewed In Projection Room,
N, y., Sept. 80, '87. Running time, «!i
mlns.

Detective Crane .Preston Foster
Hmlly Lou Carol Hughes
Miss Kogan Barbara Pepper
Williams. ...i Frank Jenks
"rentlno ...Astrld AlUvyn
Bplston George Meeker
Wcstland., .Theodore Von Eltz
Pfazee Clarence Wll."5on
Woodbury Russell Hicks
flprague roIIo Lloyd
Warden i Selmer Jackson
Mtrom Thomas Jackson
Hnvcmeyer , . . . , Ben Lewis
Bookkeeper .Charlie Murphy
Fedfo .Eddie Kane
Mannia Grant ....Thomas Qulnn

Taking the reverse to the usual
slant on a crime-mystery story, with
an innocent man ready for execu-
tion, only a few days before s super-
detective is tumied loose on the case,

this Crime Club story fails to meas-
ure up to its potentialities. 'West-
land Case' represents expensive pro-
duction values, careful producing
and several good acting efforts, but
it seldoni rises to its initial promise.
With an apparently innocent man

headed for the chair, the high-
powered Sherlock of this fable is

handed the assignment of gathering
sufficient evidence to warrant a re-
prieve. There were numerous
angles for building the talents of the
sleuth, but only a few were taken
advantage of; Those that were over-
looked or which were not aptly
maneuvered are what weaken the
whole fabric.
Presumably the authors and pub-

lishers of 'Headed for a Hearse'
novel would have difficulty. Just the
same as film fanal will, in following
the mystery and attempts to solve it.

There is such a thing as making it
too baffling for screen consumption.
Such is the ease here. Audience is
not let in often enough on what De-
tective Crane is doing or striving to
accomplish. There is not sufficient
excuse for his bragging.
Preston Foster might have done

better with brighter dialog. Carol
Hughes is okay as the sweetheart of
the condemned man, and Frank
Jenks again scores as comic relief,
Barbara Pepper, as the voluptuous
playgirl blonde, gives a nice imita-
tion of Mae West even' down to one
or two lines. Importance of her in
the plot seems to have been a pro-
duction afterthought to give the
yarn more feminine appeal. George
Meeker provides his usual steady
performance. Remainder of cast is
featured by expert portrayals by
Astrid Allwyn, Theodore Von Eltz,
Clarence Wilson, Rollo Lloyd and
Edna Salee.
Christy Cabanne's -direction repre-

sents one of his weaker attempts.
Ira IVIorgan is fair in his photograph-
ing with the location work done
around

' Chicago outstanding. Larry
Fox and Irving Starr produced with
an eye for making it a topflight
entry. 'The Westland Case,' aside
from lacking marquee names, is only
strong enough for duo combos.

Wear.

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Heavy play being given the Jack Doyle-Judith AUen-Delphine Dodge
love triangle, with Mi.ss Allen's f2,000,000 alienation suit providing the

highlight of the week, has brought both Doyle and his Irish shadow, Jimmy
McElveen, to the attention of producers. Both Hibernian lads look like

fairish bets for films. Doyle's glamorous history since he first broke into

print as a crooning heavyweight mounted to swift climax after climax the

last few months with the colorftil backgrounds of Lake Tahoe, Cal-Neva,

Reno, and now Hollywood figuring prominently. Doyle stands around six

feet four, and is a good-looking youngster. Mclleen has a lot of m.c. ex-
perience behind him in NY niteries and now wants to act.

In the east, an indie film in which Doyle had a bit is getting quick re»

vival bookings, with Doyle's name going up on the marquees.

'Whistling Bullets' is noteworthy

in proving what an indie producer,

having a limited budget, can accom-
plish with a story about Texas
Rangers when film-making staff

works intelligently. Instead of a

meandering cactus fable, film is

nearly a full hour of tingling excite-

ment, action galore and nicely

pitched suspense. It should rate

high on twinners where they relish

western fare.

For once, the scripter followed

closely the general idea of the orig-

inal author, James Oliver Curwood.

it hinges on the effort of the Ranger

high command to locate stolen

money, by placing one of his force

in prison and getting the western

outlaw outside so he can tip-off

where the swag is cached. Not only

has the escape episode been cleverly

done, but it has been kept subordi-
nate to the exciting events that trans-

pire in the open spaces.

Kermit Maynard, the Ranger who
lives to capture the bandit and his

pals with the stolen cash, looks 50%
improved since his efforts several

months ago. It may have been the

direction, dialog and events but his

performance here indicates he is

building in deserved popularity.

Looking like a Ranger, Maynard now
adds some acting ability to his ath-

letic feats. Remainder of cast is well

chosen, with Harlene Wood as an
acceptable boyish heroine; Jack In^

gram, Maston Williams. Karl Hackett

and Bruce Mitchell adding much to

the realistic ring of happenings.

Story is kept moving at an even

tempo by director Jack English, who
has cashed in on several suspenseful

moments eflectively. Joseph O Don-
nell has done commendable script-

ing, with the producers wi.sely mak-
ing the smooth dialog incidental to

the acUoii. Jack Greenhaiah's pho-

tography, except for a few lai^se.'f. i-s

unusually good. Ylza.r.

Life Begins with Love
Columbia production and release. Stars

Douglu.sH Montgomery, Jean Parker. Dl-
rpcted by Raymond B. McCarey. Screen-
play. Thomsjs Mitchell and Brown Holme.s;
story, Dorothy Bennett; camera, Luolcn
B.illard; editor, Viola Lawrence. At Var-
.slty, Lincoln, dual. Running Mnie, 72
mill!).

•'urole Jean Parker
Drake IV , . . Dougla.<ts Montgomery
•Jortle Edith FcUowes
Mllllicnt Leona Marlde
Colonel Drake Lum.Hden Hare
Hol)prt.s Aubrey Mnther
Afc'Jraw .Tames Burko
Mr.s. Murphy Minerva Ureral
ManPhlld Scotly HeckeU
rttevie Joel DrvIh
Maggie Joyce Kay

One of the lesser prints, strictly of
second feature classification. Limp-
ness of the story lays with Douglass
Montgomery's carriage of an already
simpy role in simpy fashion. Ex-
cellent work on the part of Jean
Parker is unable to get it out in the
open. Detracts a bit, also, to have
her go hook and line for Montgom-
ery's lacey characterization.
Fourth in line:to inherit millions,

Montgomery is following the tradi-
tional path—^liquor bottles, women,
etc., while plans are being laid to
transfer to him all the vast holdings
now operated by his grandfather,
Lumsden Hare. • While wiell-juiced

one evening, he promises a street
corner soap-boxer's audience he'll

give all his jingle away when he in-

herits it.

Contrasting, Jean Parker .runs a
nursery school, with one problem
child, an orphan, Edith Fellowes.
Hookup is that the school wSis en-
dowed by the Drake (Montgomery)
millions, and in seeking refuge from
the lawn clamorers for the share-
the-wealth program, Montgomery
scrams to it and gets a job as janitor
to hide out. Ointment fly is Leona
Maricle, who wants to marry the
Drake millions through a slight altar

procedure involving the pickled
grandson.
Film belongs to Jean Parker and

Edith Fellowes, most of the gofngri-

on directly involving or attrib'utaWe
to them. For a nursery-Schooler,

Instance of the way cooperation often goes between foreign press and
studio publicity department is case of a correspondent who got a tip-

a

foreign star was coming in ahead of schedule, and called up publicity

department to let him know when they got a confirmation. Studio had
none, and each day the correspondent called up they said they were with-
out word, but would call him back qs soon as they knew when she was
due in.

Scribe's daily tickler got pretty tiring all around and studio asked the

correspondent not to be so worried about it, they'de surely let him know
long enough before her arrival for him to meet her at the fiying field.

Two hours after studio assurance correspondent picked up an afternoon
paper and on page one was a picture of the star. Story revealed star had
arrived from abroad the day before.

Though no official explanation was issued this week as to why Pathe
newsreel views of the Chinese-Japanese struggle were withdrawn in the
previous week, cameramen learned that Pathe newsreel officials were in-

censed over Universal hewsreel's attempt to put the finger on the clips

as old shots from the previous Sino-Japanese trouble. One report that the
Government ordered the Pathe clips withdrawn was discoimted by rival

newsreels, with executives recalling no previous instance where Federal
authorities ordered any deletions In the last 10 years. Th^y said that there

have been instances wher6 the secretary to the chief executive had 'sug-

gested' certain changes but these wei^o made only as a request.

Cost sheets for costumes on Warners elaborate color production, 'Adven-
tures of, Robin Hood,' have run into a very pretty penny, around $439,000

up to now, according to estimates of the costume department. Olivia de
Havilland has 18 changes, all her gowns b^ing expensive brocades costing

around $800 each. Each of the 45 court ladies has nunieroua changes cost-

ing from $75 to $200 each, while more than 200 specially designed male
costumes figure in the budget as well. Mllo Anderson is superintending
the costumes. Film also requires heavy expenditure for props while the

cost of keeping the company out on location a month or more will make
'Robin Hood' run well oVer the $1,000,000 mark.

Gang of femme scril>es from the Boston papers in Hollywood recently

gandering the lots set such a terrific pace that a flock from a rmajor studio

who had been assigned to squire them had to go to a hospital threatened
with pneumonia superinduced by fatigue. Other publicity boys cried a
halt because they couldn|t take it with the fast-stepping gals from Bean-
town. Same bevy of femmes also was spotlighted at a number of swank
social functions in the film colony and came through with colors flying

higher than the Bunker Hill monument proving themselves snappy on the

uptake.

Pix execs who were planning a certain deluxe cruise next winter to
South America were allegedly told there was a raci^il quota by the travel
bureau who have the winter cruise under charter. Some went over to
another cruise, but lately, with the market crash, the number of reserva-
tions lias created a new attitude. The film bunch, many of whom counted
on visiting S. A. . exchanges while en tour, are still burning and plan
making an issue of it either with the foreign line or the travel bureau.

Paramount turned a chilly eye not long ago when Warners tried to
borrow Porter Hall for a top role in 'The Adventures of Robin Hood,*
offering $3,000 a week for the player's services, considerably more than he
draws from Paramoimt. Hall was eager to play the part but no dice with
his bosses, who needed him for 'True Confession.' Now he's washed up
with that chore and Paramount, with nothing else for him to do, has cast
him in a routine role in 'They Knew What Happened.'

Jean is probably the best looker and
best dresser ever to draw pittance
salary. The Fellowes kid^ capability
established several times before, is a
harum-scarum with ideas about
buckets of blood, murder mysteries,
and an otherwise rampant imagi-
nary. Miss Maricle, clothes-horse
mostly, is best in a short interlude
while Si Wills (unbilled) is doing
photos of her in bridal finery. She
stops tirades and goes to milk-and-
honey poses several times in a split

second.
In oddity, the tagging of an Italian

woman with an Irish name, in-

herited from her husband, works out
amusingly with Minerva Urecal. In
the juvenile section, Joel Davis and
Scotty Beckett take it away several
times. Former is a cUte one, way-
laid at every opportunity by the
latter, a self-styled 'problem' child.'

Film is a bad break for Miss Par-
ker, who has been out for some timfe.

Will see the lesser bookings ex-
clu.siely. Batn.

THIS IS CHINA
T.i»on We'-hMler proihidlon aiid Indie re-

IcaHf. Cuincra, l^rl"' Bcrnu; niunlcal score,
Alfrpil TThI; niirrutlve fommfntary, Jack
Fo.MlPi", narration, Ahijs Xnvrllla; American
r<'-'>'1ltlii(f, Ben Uadln. Al ("ameo. N. Y.,
week Oct. 4, '37. Ilunning lime, 08 mlns.

Inside stuff on present-day China
may have some vogue because of in-
terest created by the war . situation.
Picture as first shown needs cutting
badly, but contaips some fine photog-
raphy and a high proportion of un-
usual shots. Coverage is wide and
includes shbts made in Mongolia, the
Yangtse Valley, life of a typical Chi-
nese farmer, and scenes of daily life

in Pekin and Shanghai.
Back-breaking labor and daily ac-

tivity of the average Chinaman is

shown to be so far below western
standards of living that the routine
of an auto belt worker seems Uto-
pian by comparison. Coolies pulling
ricltshaws, oarsmen, practically in

galley slavery, and other human

power machines are pointed up to
suggest that the only way many can
find happiness is in escape via the
illegal opium pipe.
Shots of a bona flde opium den,

with addicts serving as performers,
will undoubtedly be considered the
most interesting parts of the film. A
subsequent police raid on the den.
shooting of those who try to escape,
and the hospital prisons In which ad-
dicts are placed are further high
spots of the picture. Responsibility
for spreading the opium habit in
China is placed squarely at the door
of John Bull's avarice and Japan is

blamed for the present-day smug-
gling of the dream poppy into China
to lindermine morale,
Numerotis shots of invading Japa-

nese are accompanied by comment
which would serve its purpose bat-
ter if understated and if more clear-
ly directed at military officials who
rule Japan. -

Sections of the film reveal modern
progress in China. Expert medical
attention is brought to a cholera
struck community, to contrast with
treatment by ritual and prayer
shown earlier.
The frankness of this picture made

by a Swiss expedition headed up by
Leon Wechsler, who also did 'Win^s
Over Utopia,' contrasts favorably
with the Amkino handout on the
same bill titled 'Jubilant March'
showing the anniversary hey-hey of
Russia's national minorities in Red
Square.
The usual European group gym-

nastics, mass alley-OOP, and ju»^M=ng
through hoops for Comrade Stalin,
who smiles through all 20 minutes of
this film, is a poor contrast (as a pic-
ture) to this realistic film study of
an unhappy nation.
Commentary bv Jack Foster of the

N. Y. World-Telegram staff could
have been better, with narratinn by
Alois Havrilla too much in the
traveloc style for this type of pic-
ture. Ben Radin. resportsiblo for the
American re-editing, i.s the son of
the Cameo's owner, Mat.ty Radin,
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FUN RULES

Rofne> S6ptr 24,

jfew decree allowing otify two foT'

eign piTC t& be shown fctf every ItaU
ian film &chfbtted bds gone into ef'

feet. At the same time it has been
decreed thai every exhiiittor must
dhow at least five Italfait films, i»

every three-ittooth period. That
means he may sSmw 10 f&teiga. ttlms

in the same period; but he want$
to exceed that minfmttm by showing'

more foreUgn Alms, he must show
mt^re Italian film^ im, . to keep up
the ratio of two io one.

This decree will practically assure

Italian jmroducficm a market as soon
as finished It will also prevent ex-
hibitors from pntting off showing
obligation pictures .till a slack, sea-

son, when they might otherwise
^ow them all in a lump and re-

duce their operating eo^ by laying.

<^ part o€ their staffs. This way
exhibitors will at least, at first,

when it will be a question whether
or not the natiooal industry can
even iuep them sttpp^ied with a big'

enough qoantify of pix, have to

talce the good afon^ with the bad,

at^ not be able to economize.

HollanI fanports More

Hims Thn Aqrone Else

The Hague, Sept. 24.

Dutch picture trade has to face a
new problem; the imiport of foreign
films. In proportiOB to the popula-
tion and the number of cinemas,
Holland imports the biggest number
of pictures in all of Europe. In

there were 914 foreign pictures
here, in t93S^ 573 films were" im-
ported, Sweden, witil four times as
many theatres, imported 263 pix in

I9<37; Poland, with two times as many
theatres brought in 215, and Switzer-
land, with the same number of thea-
tres brought in 489.

Dutch BiosCOOf' Bond, exhib and
di>iftr»b federation, thinks that the
time has come to study the matter.
Eaughiy approximated, the 573-

picJaresf came from the following na-
timsr Anterica 300, Germany 110,

France fHO, England GO, others 13.

Six Scotch Odeoiis

London, Sept. 26,
Odeon Theatres will spend $1,200,-

000 on a group of six theatres in
Scotland, which part of the U, K.
Oscar Deutsch is entering for the
first time.

Constructional contract has been
let for the lot, and the first goes up
at Ayr, homie coimtry of Robert
Bums, without delay.

Hir^PROBE

ON CENSORSHIP

Ufa FMof m Hague

Thaf Hague, Sept. 24.

German UFA-director Erich
Waschnfecfc is here with his staff at

the Amsterdam aerodrome for the

sbooling of 'Thunder-fiight to
Claudia' with Willy Fritsch in the
stellar part,

Ffttschi, who is one of the few
Germans actors who is still very
poptdar in ff&Iimd, made personal
appearances on the stage in Rotter-
dam aind here during the premieres
of bisf last picture with Lilian Har-
vey, 'Seven Boxes oa the Ear.'.

Wopir» Union Dicker
London, Oct. 5.

Gbairfe-s M. WooM . is ho'lditig. daily
eorvlerences with his 'City^-ba'cfceTs to
ae^fFe s«ibstatitiaJ interest in 'UfttOft

Cinema's.
.

WEw rmmA tic
Vieema, Sept. 24.

M. Mairnac Prods, is. busy at the
Steveritig Studiosv fi-nrshing a picture
'Pfarrer vow Kirehfelkr (.'Priest ot
Kicchfeid'') wi-th Han« Jaray m the
tnUe role, J. Fleck is direirting.

In the large cast are Hansi Stork,
Frfe-da Richard and Ludiwig Stocsser,

"Bamstyn Ahr&ai
Jack C, Bamstyti, v.p. in charge

of foreiign operations for Grand K^a-
"onai, sails, tomorrow (TSkews.) for a
tour of En^Iartd sftd Cctotinental Eu-

to disooss varroras dfstribwtrng
*^Is now pending. Ecfward Ugast
^111 be in charge in his absence.
Al Crown, who has been setting

aeals in Central and South America
GN distribution, is now in New

but plans shoving back for
^aiin-America within a week or so.

London, Sept. 26.

• Probe into motiflwi picture censor*

ship is to be undertaken by the gov-
ernment through its newly appoint-

ed Consultative Cbmmittee. Body is

still being formed, with leading local

authorities and social 'groiipings nom-
inating rep^resentatives,. bttt move Is

to- hasten this and .circulate- ques-,

tiomtaires to bodies Iilfe|y to toe in-

terested.

. ITvidenCe is to be sought ort the

working of the.present system tmder
the British Board of Film Censors,

which works through two categories,

'A^for pictures adjudged suitable for"

adults only, and 'U' for those con-

sidered suitable for general showing.

Certificates are accepted as the

standard throughout the U. K., '
ex-

cept in individual spots, where local

authorities sometime^ override the

B. B. F. C. by permitting exhibs to

play approved 'A' pictures on thfi;

same terms as U' subjects.

Finger Pointing

(Continued from page.l)

that their concern is not entirely

for the good of Hollywood. « is as

much for the protection of the|r own
intercuts and their own communi-
ties as for the picture industry. The
finger-printing is merely the trap

at the head of the stream toward
which all the fish are heading.

While admitting this, the lAl is

also careful to point out the harm
done by the wave of scandals which
has hit Hollywood of late. As an
example of the good which could be
accomplished by a system of finger

printing the committee cited a two-
month old case in which a girl

daiming to be 17 filed criminal

charges against a man connected
with Hollywood, Fortunately, in

this case, the girl's picture was cir-

culated, and the police of her home
state identified her as a known
street-walker, 24 years of age. •

Most Hollywood scandals could be
cleared if the finger-print system

was used, the International Ass'n for

Identification feels.

This organization, headed by Hoo-
ver, and cooperating with the U. S.

Department of Justice, the U. S. In-

telligence Service, and the Interna-

tional Association of Chiefs of

Police, is government-sponsored. Its

members, .beside executives from
those three bodies, includes one
police official from each state, and
also from the majority of foreign

courktviesv

SlHwrnen-FoHce Chief
Heading the committee which is

to confer with tlire Hays organization

is L. M. Rubens, who presented the

resolution, Rubens wasy at one time,

the largest theatre owner in Illi-

nois, owning and controlling the

Great States Circuit of some 50

houses. He later sold out to Para-
mownt'PublfX, but . stiil ; retains

rights, and is, at present, president

of the Royal Theatre Corp;, and
formerly was president of the Illi-

noiis Motion Pictitre Theatre Owners
of America.

Rub-ens- has been in-teres-ted in

police work for 25 years, at one
time befing Comroissroner of Illinois

State Police,, and, at the present time
is Police Commissioner for Joliei,

ni„ location of the State Peniten-

tiary, He is European representative

for lAI and also for International

Association of Chiefs of Police,

Other members of the committee
are William E. Cashin, Director,

State Bureau of Criminal Identifica-

tion, N. Y.: and Douglas E. Walsh,

Superintendent Police Bureau of

Identification, Dallas, Texas.

IXCOME ON PIX

Briti»li Film Releaahif Sys-

tem Heretofore Too Cat-
uml—'Tied Up Coin in Pix
for Too Long « Time

—

U. S. Income in SO Days
V«. Britain's 9-10 Months

LOCAL *WAR'

London, Sept, 20,

Nice little war is brewing up on
the release problem. On one side is

United Artists, with Alex Korda and
Oscar Deutsch as seconds; on the
other hand, all the other distributors
-^wiih circuits and indie exhibs at
present sitting outside the ropes/
though they may be invited later tO
ioiti in the free-for-all.

Bone of contention is whether the
existing British svstem of delayed re-
leases shall continue or whether the
.trad* 6an be persuaded to accept
nation-wide presentation immediate-
ly after West End pre-release.

United Artists has had this bee in
its bonnet a long while, and will
definitely put it into operation, now
that it has a big circuit back of it.

Argument is that earlier release will

induce bigger attendance and assist

in creating a wider public for ino-

tion pictures. Deutsch said so in a
recent manifesto.
Real reason, however, is presumed

to be the keen desire of Korda to
touch receipts on British pictures
distributed through U. A. at an ear-
lier time than heretofore. He sub-
scribes to a theory that What is

wrong with British production is the
manner in which money is tied up
for many months in pictures before
they earn any return.

This; of course, contrasts with the
American situation, where reports
suggest the producers get back a
mrajor portion of their outlay on any
picture within three months of com-
pletion, due in part to more rapid
technical work on the exposed nega-
tive followed by immediate distribu-

tion over the Whole field.

An ass^iiqrtion in the Moyne Quota"
Report, sxwoffed by Korda in a re-

cent treati^, is that British produc'
ers must strive to diminish the pe-
riod between starting a picture and
releasing it to the theatres.

Amortization

Report emphasized that, whereas
in the U. S. producers claim at least

50% of the Cost of a picture. is amor-
tized within 90 days, in Britain nine
or 10 months frequently elapses be-
tween completion of a film and its

general release.

Situation has been claimed by
mdny independeht units as a prime
factor contributing towards, their

failure to get out of the red. Cri-

terion blamed its inability to touch
and recoup itself for heavy out-
lays for its slow-down and aban-
donment of production. Atlantic

Films felt the pinch when it had
invested heavily in only one picture

and was left with little to maintain
its overhead xirttil the profits came
home. Max Schaeh repeats the same
argument as an. answer on why Cap-
itol wilted,

Odeon, now controlling around
130 theatres in key situations, may
be able to force the pace, and a-

pretty point has arisen over 'Victoria

the Great.' General release of this

b.o. natural is timed for early spring
of 1939, long after all the.excitement
over its world premieres has sub-
sided, but Deutsch has step^d in

with an ofCtSrr to put it over his entire

circuit on Dec, 27, at the peak of the
Christmas season.

RKO's rroblem

Question RKO-Radio has to ask
itself is this: Is the company likely to

earn more by taking Deutsch up on
his offer, or will it get more and
better playdates by waiting? It can
naturally eventually get into Maxr
well's or the GB circuits of twice the

'Balalaika' Down Under

The musical, 'Balalaika,' which is

already a hit In London, has opened
strong in Australia with J. C. Wil-
liamson, Ltd,, stealing a march on
the Shuberts, who will hot have it

ready for New York showing until

around Christmas time.
Two Americans, Robert Halllday

and Margaret Adams, were signed
in New York for the Australian
production by Dorothy Stewart,

WILCOB(PIX

FORfflOl.UON

London, Oct. 5.

Sam Smith, head of British Lion,
and Herbert Wilcox have closed a
deal whereby latter produces six

pictures for Lion at Beaconsfield
studios. First picture a musical
titled IVippy/ starts In November,,
and the iiext stars Gordon Harker,
Deal is a 90-SO proposition.

Pictures will , average $150,000 in

dosti

BRITISH ACTS

THEATRES

71 CochraneBack
^Continued from page 6>

20% duty ad valorum, based on in-

voices, an additional 20% is assessed,

this based on estimated grosses that
the picture Will do. Admittedly this

is very dilTicult to figure, and the
guesses ,have to be within reason, in
order to pass the customs. How-
ever, while Vne ban is.on, this does
not «5Jpl7, but it is there to, apply
when and if.

Aside from war fervor, things are
about normal in Japan and Foreign-
ers are entirely safe. It is in the
war zone thaf danger exia,^, and
many have left for their own safety,
Cochrane is a pioneer in the

Orient first going there in 1914 as
manager for Universal. Seventeen
years ago he took on Par's manage-
ment, and for a time his scope in-
cluded India, Singapore and other
Asiatic j^ots. But now he has
enough on his bands to handle the
smaller area; which is, however, ex-
pansive, and important.

size of O^ieotif but, conversely, by
using the latter it might do more biz
with indies in subsequent runs. Also,
Deutsch may have the good theatres,
but attendance at several of his more
spectacular recent additions are re-
ported to have caused a few head-
aches.

Exhibs, meanwhile, haven't gotten
around to this problem, probably not
appreciating its significance. They
are currently squawking about their
stock demands for easier rental per-
centages, though it's dollars to
doughnuts their campaign will get
no place. Chances are they may
smell some better advantage in tak-
ing sides On the earlier release issue',

provided they can be sold that re-
vision of the system would promote
'more action at the bx>.

Main bars to extension of the U. S.

release system to Great Britain are
in the Films Act Of 1927, which pre-
vents blind booking and discourages
block booking, and which might be
involved in any revision of the sell-

ing practice here. Custom is for
theatres to make up their date books
following trade presentation of a
picture, and the law allows up to six
months from the trade show date as
the period in which release can be
withheld.

Rosenblatt's Adviee

That's the theory, but what often
happens in effect is that dates are
pencilled in well ahead of formally
confirmed by signed contract imme-
diately tradeahows have been held.

Policy may have its drawbacks,
but an interesting contribution to the
controversy recently was that of Sol
Rosenblatt, whor on his visit here,
went on record as saying that British
exhibs should stick to their own re-

lease system at all costs if they
wished to avoid the jams and legal

tussles in which U. S, theatres v
constantly involved.

London, Sept. 26.

Variety artists hav& decisively
negatived a proposal they should
permit doubling in motion picture
theatres playing mixed programs.
Decision arose out of a dispute be-
tween the Variety Artists Fed. and
Union Cinemas^ followitig introduc-
tion by the circuit ol a tttm working
policy in provincial spots, whereby
artists played daily Iti two theatres.
V,A.F, protested on the score the

practice wa« contrary to its policy,
and Fred Bernhardt at a Joint con-
ference, offered to b« ruled by a
ballot of members. Over 1,000 mem-
bers voted and the verdict turned
down the Union plan by a margin
of almost 20-U
Bemhard contended tbiit, if al-

lowed to double acts^ Union would
be able to extsnd cine-variety from
20 theatres to the entire circuit; it

would increase dates and salaries
and open a new field for introduc-
Hon of variety.

V.A,F. argued it would involve
too great a physical strain and re-
sult in inferior performance and loss
of reputation; it would also cause
unemployment through one artist

doing the work of two; and would
mean artists doing two shows for
one salary, or at best one salary plus.

XAST SnUW,' MELER,

LOOKS A LONDON HIT

London, Oct. 5.

•People in Love* was presented at
the Ambassadors theatre last Tues-
day (28) by Maurice Browne, with
Greta Kissen in me femme lead and
with a very negligible result. Un-
likely that the summer tryout at
Arts theatre has much future in the
regular season,

"Last Straw,' melodramatic
thriller, has been splendidly re-
ceived and looks to be successful.
'Take It Easy' closed last Saturday

(2), but only for a fortnight, when it

will reopen on a twlcc-nightly basis
minus Herman Tlmberg and with
several vaude acts to strengthen.

Venezaela's Tourist
Baiting Travelog: Pic

Dr, Domingo Narvaez, minister of
public works of Venezuela, sailed for
home Oct, 2 after buying $15,000
worth of film producing equipment
and negative film. He plans pro-
ducing several films of a 'national'

nature with government backing on
hfs return to Caracas,
He came here by plane last weok

and was going to remain a month
when notified by his consul here that
he must return home. He hurriedly
bought up the equipment and
scrammed Saturday (2).

On arrival he will start ball roll-

ing on a couple of chamber of. com-
merce films to show the world that
Venezuela is not a country of v )1-

canO<i3, wild Indians, jungles and
sssGTted hazards in an attempt to

build up the tourist trade and gen-
erally ballyhoo his country. Other,
more commercial product will

follow,
Jose Tomayo, formerly with Co-

lumbia Pictures and a native Vens-
zulean, was brought down there last

year to start local film production,
which up until that time was non-
existent. Nothing came of Tomayo's
appointment and he has since joined
a commercial house in Caracas.

Vienna Rotunde Razed
Vienna, Sept. 24.

'Die Rotunde,' one of Vienna's
landmarks in the Prater amusement
district, has been destroyed by fire.

It had lately been used for sample
fairs.

Old-timers remember the days be-
fore the war when Barnum & Bailey
came to town and gave its per-
formances in the Rotunde. Bufl'alo

Bill followed and then came Max
"iciiibardl, slaving 'Miracle.'
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A SHIRLEY MORE GLORIOUS THAN YOU HAVE EVER KNOWN

IN THE STORY MILLIONS WANTED HER TO MAKE!

4 Si

mm

PRODUCED in 2Qth's big-picture

tradition ... in every way worthy of

your No. 1 star! With all the warmth,

tenderness and beauty of this story

loved the world over. . . and the Shirley

who revealed a new and deeper appeal

Wee WiUie Winkie". . . now touch-in

ing the full depths of your heart in the

picture you'll always remember her for!

TEMPLE

HEIDI
with

JEAN HERSHOLT
ARTHUR """"^ HELEN

TREACHER • WESTLEY
PAULINE MOORE • THOMAS BECK
MARY NASH • SIDNEY BLACKMER
MADY, CHRISTIANS • SIG RUMANN

Directed by ALLAN DWAN
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith

From the famous story by Johanna Spyri. Screen play

by Walter Ferris and Julien Josephson. Song **In Onr
Little Wboden Shoes " by Lew Pollack and Sidney D.

Mitchell. Dances staged by Sammy Lee.

DARRYL F. ZANUCK iu Charge oj Production

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

^^^^^
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WEEK
or

BELEASB
TITLE PRODUCER DISTRIB. TYPE TALENT DIRECTOR

8/13/37
,

ARTISTS AND MODELS
HIDEAWAY

ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN
HANDY ANDY (Reissue)

DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE
DEVIL'S SADDLE LEGION

L. E, Gensler
Cliff - Reid
Sol Wurtzel
Sol Wurtzel

WB
WB

8/20/37
' OUTLAWS OF THE ORIENT

SHADOWS OF THE ORIENT
BROADWAY MELODY OF '38

SHE'S NO LADY
HOPALONG RIDES AGAIN
PUBLIC COWBOY NO. 1
FLIGHT FROM 'iLORY
love under fire

mr. dodd takes the air
Footloose heiress

Col
L. Darmour

Jack Cummings
B. P. Schulberg

H. Sherman
S. C. Slegel
Robert Sisk
N. Johnson
M. LeRoy
WB

«/27/37 IT'S ALL YOURS
KING SOLOMON'S MINES

BAD GUY
RIDERS OF THE DAWN
ATLANTIC FLIGHT
ON SUCH A NIGHT
MAKE A WISH

THINK FAST, MR. MOTO
WESTERN GOLD

DEAD END
MAN WHO CRIED WOLF

CONFESSION

Wm. Perlberg Col Comedy
GB GB

.
Spectacle

Harry Rapf MGM Melodrama
R, N. Bradbury Mono Western
William Berke Mono Western
Em. Cohen Par Melodrama
Sol Lesser RKO Musical
Sol Wurtzel 20th * Melodrama
Sol Wurtzel 20th V/estern
Sam Goldwyn UA Drama
£. M. Asher U Melodrama

WB WB Rom-Drama

M. Carroll-F. Lederer
A. Lee-R. Young-Robeson

B. Cabot-J. Chatburn
Jack Randall

D. Merrill-Lambie
K. Morley-G. Richards
B. Breen-B. Bathbone

Lorre-V, Field
S. Ballew-H. Angel
S. Sidney-J. McCrea
L. Stone-B. Reed

K. Francls-I. Hunler

E. Nugent
R. Stevenson

E. Cahn
'

R. N. Bradbury
William Nigh
E. A. Dupont
K. Neumann
Norman Foster
H, Bretherton
William Wyler
L. R. Foster
Joe May

\.HEN
TIME REVIEWED
MINS. BY VARIETY

Par Musical J. Benny-G. Patrick Raoul Walsh 95 8/4
RKO Drama F. Stonc-M. Lord Richard Rosson 60 7/21
20th Rom-Dr C. Trevor-S. Blane Allan Dwan 68 •7/21

20th Comedy W. Rogers-R. Taylor D. Btitlsr 81 8/7/34
WB Comedy S. Erwin-Jean Mulr F. McDonald 65 9/1
WB Western Dick Foran-Ann Nagel B, Connolly

Col Outdoor J. Holt-Mae Clark E, B. Schpedsack 61 9/8
Mono Drama R. Toomey-E. Ralston B. Lynwood
MGM Musical R. Taylor-E. Powell-S. Tucker R. Del Ruth 115 8/18
Par Melodrama Dvorak-John Trent C. Vidor 65 8/18
Par Western William Boyd L. Selander 65
Rep Western Gene Autry-S. Burnette J. Kane 60 9/22
RKO Action O. Stevens-W^ Bourne I). Silverstein 66 8/11
20th Rom-Com L. Young-D. Ameche

K. Baker-J. Wyman
G. Marshall 70 8/11

WB Rom-Com A. E. Green 85 7/28
WB Rom-Com C. Reynolds-A. Sheridan Wm, Clemens

80
64

59
71
75
66
60
90
66
85

6/30
9/1

9/22
8/18
8/25
8/18

8/4
9/29
in\

IT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD > M. 'Connolly Col Comedy R. Dix-Fay Wray H. Lachman 67 10/6
9/3/37 GANGWAY GB GB Comedy Jessie Matthews Sonnie Hale , 90 8/18

GIRL WHO SAID NO A. Stone GN Com-Dr R. Armstroncr-Irene Hervey A. Stone 77
BOOTS OF DESTINY Condor GN Western Ken Maynard A. Rbsson 66

BIG CITY Norman Krasna MGM \ Melodrama Tracy-Rainer F. Borzase 75 9/15
GOD'S COUNTRY AND MAN R. N. Bradbury Mono Outdoor T. Keene-C. Henry R. N. Bradbury

89 8/11SOULS AT SEA Hathaway-Jones Par Drama Cooper-Raft . H. Hathaway
LIFE OF THE PARTY E. Kaufman RKO Musical G. Raymond-H. HiUiard W. A; Seiter 86 8/25
SHEIK STEPS OUT H. Schlom Rep Rom-rDr Novarro-L. Lane Irving Pichel 65 7/28

TH:N ICE R. Griffith 20th Musical Henie-Power-Treacher S. Lanneld 78 8/25
PRISONER OF ZENDA D. Selznick UA Rom-Dr

.

R. Colman-M. Carroll J. Cromwell 100 9/1
VARSITY SHOW L. Edelman WB Musical D. Powell-Waring-Healy W. Keighley 120

1 1
'

8/11 >

9/10/37 COUNSEL FOR CRIME W. MacDonald Col Melodrama O. Kruger-J, Wells John Brahm
1

1

61 10/6
THE WOMEN MEN MARRY M. Fessier MGM Drama

'

J. Hutchinson-G. Murphy ' Earl Taggart 68 9/22
^ ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN B. P. Schulberg Par Com-Dr W. Gargan-O. Heyward Erie Kenton

65 10/6ANNAPOLIS SALUTE Robert Sisk RKO Rom-Dr J. EUi&on-M. Hunt Chris Cabanne
- BORNEO M. Johnson 20th Outdoor Mr. & Mrs. M. Johnson T. Talley 7K 9/8

WILD AND WOOLY John Stone 20th Com-Dr J. Withers-P. Moore Al Werker 90 7/21
100 MEN AND A GIRL J. Pasternak U Musical Durbin-Stokowski-MenJou H. Koster 85 9/8

WINE, WOMEN AND HORSES WB WB Com-Dr. B. MacLane-A. Sheridan Louis King 64 9/29
PRAIRIE THUNDER Bryan Foy WB Western D. Foran-E. Clancy B. Eason

0/17/37 GAME THAT KILLS
LOVE TAKES FLIGHT

THIRTEENTH GUEST (Reissue)
THE FIREFLY

MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH
VOGUES OF 1938

LADY FIGHTS BACK
THAT CERTAIN WOMAN

H. L. Decker Col Melodrama
Condor GN - Rom-Com

M.H.Hoffman Mono .Mystery
Hunt Stromberg MGM Operetta

MGM MGM Comedy
W. Wanger UA Musical
Ed Grain.ger U Drama

R. Lord WB Drama

C. Quigley-R. Hayward
B. Cabot-Beatrice Roberts

G. Rogers-L. Talbot
J. MacDonald-AlIan Jones
£. M. Oliver-J. Beecher '

W. Baxter-J. Bennett
I. Hervey-K. Taylor
B. Davis-H. Fonda

D. R. Lederman
Conrad Nagel
Albert Ray

R. Z. Leonard
Geo. B. Seitz

Irv. Cummings
Milt Carruth
Ed. Goulding

9/2-1/37 SMALL TOWN BOY
TRAILING TROUBLE

THE BRIDE WORE RED
STARS OVER ARIZONA

SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST
40 NAUGHTY GIRLS
BEHIND THE MIKE

BACK IN CIRCULATION

Zion Myers GN Com-Dr
Condor GN Western

J. Mankiewicz MGM Com-Dr
R. N. Bradbury Moiio Western

Par Par Melodrama
Wm. Seiter RKO Mystery
Lew Brock U Com-Dr
S. Bischoff WB Com-Rom

Stuart Erwin-J. Compton
Ken Maynard

J. Crawford-Tone
Jack Randall

G. Michael-L. Crabbe
J. Gleason-ZaSu Pitts
W. Gargan-J. Barrett
P. O'Brien-BIondell

Glenn Tryon
A. Rosson
D. Arzner

R. N. Bradbury
C. Reisnor
Edw, Cline
Sid Salko\^
R. Enright

65
70
65
140
73

105

91

61

100
66
62
63

100

9/22
8/18
9/6/32
7/28

10/6
8/4

8/4

9/29

9/8
9/8

7/28

JO/1/37 SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT
MADAME X

A BRIDE FOR HENRY
HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME

MUSIC FOR MADAME
BOOTS AND SADDLES

LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE
CARNIVAL-QUEEN

52ND STREET
LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA
LOVE IS ON THE AIR

Schertzinger GN Musical
J. K. McGuinness MGM Drama

Mrs. W. Reid Mono Com-Rom
A. Hornblow Par Rom-Dr
Jesse L. Lasky BKO Musical
Sol C. Siegel Rep Western'
H. Wilson 20th Musical

Robt. Presnell U Melodraima
W. Wanger UA Musical

Henry Blanke WB • Biog
Bryan Foy WB Com-Rom

Cagney-E. Daw
Gladys George-W. William

Ann Nagel-W. Hull
Irene DUnne-B. Scott
N. Martinl-J. Fontaine
Gene .Autry-J. Allen
Bitz Bros.-P. Brooks
D. Kent-R. Wilcox

K. Baker-P. Patterson
Paul Muni-G. Sondegaard
R. Reagan-June Travis

Schertzinger
Sam Wood

William Nigh
R. Mamoulian
J, Blvstone
Joseph Kane
W. A. Seiter
Nate Watt

Harold Young
Wm. Dieterle
Kick Grinde

90
75
65

110
77

80

80
123
61

9/1
9/29
9/29
7/28
9/15

9/29

10/6
6/30
9/15

10/8/37 LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE
BENFREW OF THE MOUNTED
LUCK OF ROARING CAMP
PARTNERS IN CRIME
SATURDAY'S HEROES

LANCER SPY
ROLL ALONG, COWBOY

FAREWELL AGAIN
I MET MY LOVE AGAIN
IDOL OF THE CROWDS
THEY WON'T FORGET

M. Connolly Col Rom-Com
A. Herman GN Outdoor
J, H. Steele Mono Outdoor

Par Par Melodrama
Robt. Sisk BKO Football

S. G. Engel 20th Drama
Sol Lesser 20th Western
v. Saville UA Melodrama
W. Wanger UA Rom-Dr
Trem Carr U Rom-Dr

Mervyn LeRoy WB Drama

D. Montgomery-J. Parker
J. NewiU-C. Hughes

O. Davis, Jr.-J. Woodbury
L. Overman-B. Kiirns
Van Heflin-M. Marsh

D. Del Bio-G. Sanders-Lorre
Smith Ballew

L. Banks-F. Robson
J. Bennett-H. Fonda

John Wayne- S. Bromley
C. Rains-G. Dickson

Ray McCarey
Al Herman
1. V. Willat

Ralph Murphy
Edw. Killy
G. RatolT
Gus Meins
Tim Whelan
Logan-Ripley
Art Lubin

Mervyn LeRoy

10/15/37 MURDER IN GREENWICH VILLAGE
WALLABY JIM OF ISLANDS

DOUBLE WEDDING
WHERE TRAILS DIVIDE

ANGEL
FIT FOR A KING
TRIGGER TRIO

HEIDI
THAT'S MY STORY
OVER THE GOAL

W. MacDonald Col Mystery
B. Barsky GN Rom-Dr

J. Mankiewicz MGM Rom-Com
R. N. Bradbury Mono Western
Ernst Lubitsch Par Rom-Dr
David L. Loew RKO Comedy

Sol Siegel Repub Western
R. Griffith 20th Rom-Dr

Robt. Presnell U Melodrama
Bryan Foy WB Rom-Com

Fay Wray-Richard Arlen
G. Huston-R. Coleman
Wm. Powell-M. Loy

Tom Keene
Dietrich-II. Marshall

Joe E. Brown-Helen Mack
Three Mesquiteers

Temple-Hersholt-Treacher
C. Morgan-Wm. Lundlgan
Wm. Hopper-June Travis -

Al S. Rogell
Chas. Lamont
R. Thorpe

R. N. Bradbury
Ernst Lubitsch
Edw. Sedgwick
Wm. Witney
Allan Dwan
Sid Solltow
Noel Smith

10/22/37 THE AWFUL TRUTH
KING OF SIERRAS

HERE'S FLASH CASEY
CONQUEST

THUNDER TRAIL
BREAKFAST FOR TWO

CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY
STAND-IN

MERRY-GO-ROUND OF '38

THE PERFECT SPECIMEN

Everett Riskin Col Comedy
M. H. Hoffman GN Western

M. h A. Alexander GN Comedy
B. H. Hyman MGM . Hist-Rom

Par Par Western
Edw. Kaufman RKO Rom-Dr
John Stone 20th Mystery
W. Wander UA Comedy

R. G. DeSylva U Musical
H. J. Brown WB Com-Rom

I. Dunne-Carey Grant
Rex-Sheik (horses)
E. Linden-B. Mallory
Garbo-Charles iBoyer

Marsha Hunt-Gilbert Roland
B. Stanwyck-H. Marshall
W. Oland-Joan Marsh

L. Howard-Joan Blondell
B. Lahr-B. House-Auer
E. Flynn-Joan Blondell

Leo McCarey
Arthur Rosson
Lynn Shores

Clarence Brown
Chas. Barton
Alfred Santell
Eugene Forde
Tay Garnett

Irv. Cummings
Michael Curtiz

10/29/37 TRAPPED BY G MEN
TEX RIDES WITH BOY SCOUTS

LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN
THIS WAY, PLEASE

THERE GOES THE GROOM
ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN

WESTLAND CASE
THE GREAT GARRICK

Col Col Melodrama
E. Finney GN Western
H. Rapf MGM Com-Dr

Mel Shauer Par Musical

A. Lewis RKO ' Com-Dr
L. Schwab 20th Musical

L. Fox-S. Starr U Mystery
M, LeRoy WB Drama •

Jack Holt-Wynne Gibson
Tex Bitter

R. Montgomery-R. Russell
Buddy Rogers-B. Grable
B. Meredith-Ann Sothern
Cantor-T. Martin-J. Lanff
P. Foster-Carol Hughes

Brian Aherne-de Havlland

Louis D. Collins
Rav Taylor

G. Fitzmaurice
Robt. Florey

Joseph Santley
David Butler
C. Cabanne
James Whale

11/5/37 I'LL TAKE ROMANCE
SWING IT, SAILOR
THE FIR^IFLY

HOLD 'EM, NAVY
DANGER, LOVE AT WORK

NOTHING SACRED
GIRL WITH IDEAS
ALCATRAZ ISLAND

E. Riskin Col Musical

D. Diamond GN Com-Dr
H. Stromberg MGM Musical

Par Par Football

H Wilson 20th Com-Rom
D 6. Selznick UA Comedy
Ed. Grainger U Com-Rom

Cosmo WB Melodrama

Grace Moore-M. Douglas
W. Ford-J. Jewell

J. MacDonald-A. Jones
Lew Ayres-M. Carlisle
A. Sothern-J. Haley
Lombard-F. March

W. Pidgeon-W. Barrie
John Litel-A. Sheridan —

.Edw. Griffith
Ray Cannon

R. Z. Leonard
K. Neumann

O. L. Preminger
Wm. Wellman
Sylvan Simon
Wm, McGann

72

62
68
78

60
98

10/6

9/29
10/6

C/30

86 9/22

90 9/15
73 9/1

62 10/6

56 9/29

68 9/22
80 10/6

82 9/29

72 9/15
66

62 10/6
95 9/29

140 7/28
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Advance Production Chart

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Production was at a low level in Hollywood this week, with only 38

actively before the ca,m,eras, as against 42 two weeks ago. The number in

the cutting rooms is 74, the same as last week. There are no indication? /or

on immediate pickup, since studios are about up to schedule on the 588 pix
promised by major studios for the 1937-38 season. A total of 378 remains
to go into production.

Cohunbia

Tteatures .

Westerns

Number Number Now
of tlx Com- Shoot«

promUed pleted - ing
, 40 A 1

22 Z 1

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories In

Cuttlnr Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras ilon

8 28 4
2 17 1

Total i 62
.

5 2 10 45 5
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
•MUBPEiR IN' GREENWICH VILLAGE/ formerly titled 'PARK AVE-

NUE DAME/ produced hy Wallace MacDonald for Irving Briskin imit;
directed by Al Rogell; original by Robert T. Shanrion; screen play by
Michael Simmon£(; photography by Henry Freulich. Cast: Richard Arlen,
Fay Wray, Mary RUssell, Wyn Gahooh, Scott Colton, Raymond Walbiirn,
Gene. Morgan, Marc Lawrence, George McKay.
.'PAID TO, PANCE/lormerly titled WOMEN OF THE NIGHT,' produced

by Ralph. Cbhn; dlrjected by.C. C. Coleman, Jr.; original by Leslie White;
scrieen play by Robert Cohen; photographed, by George Meehan. Cast: Don
Terry, Jaoauelinfe Wells, Ralph Byrd, Rita Hayworth, Arthur Loft, Johii
Gaillaudet, Louise Stanley, Paul Fix, Thurston Hall.

; THE AWFUL TRUTH,' produced by Everett Riskin; directed by Leo
McCarey; original story by Arthur Richman; screen play by Dwight -Taylor

and Vina Delmar; photographed by Joe Walker. Cast: Irene Dunne, Gary
Grant, Ralph Bellamy, Joyce Compton, Wyn Cahoon, Robert Alleni, Cecu
Cunningham..
TLL TAKE ROMANCE,' produced by, Everett Riskin; directed by

Edward Hi Griffith;, photographed by Lucien Andriot; no writing credits
announced as yet. Cast: Grace Moore, Melvyn Doiiglas, Stuart' Erwin,
Andre Beranger, Helen Westliey, Richard Carle, Walter Kingsford..
. 'ALL AMERICAN SWEETHEART,' produced by Wallace MacDonald for
Irving Briskin tmit; directed by Lambert Hillyer; original by Robert E.
Kent; screen "play by jFred Niblo, 'Jr., Grace Neville and Michael L. Sim-
mons; photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cdst: Scott Colton, Patricia Farr^
Gene Morgan, Ruth Hilliard, Joe Twerp, Allen Brook, Thurston Hall, Louis
De Pron.

. THE OLD WYOMING TRAIL,' formerly titled 'SMOKING SIX GUNS,'
6reduced by Harry L. Decker for Irving Briskin unit; directed by Folmer
ilangsted; original by J. Benton Cheney; screen play by. Ed Earl Repp;

photographed by Al Zelgler. Cast: Charles Starrett, Barbara. Weeks, Don
Grayson, Dick Curtis, Ed Le Saiht, Art Mix.
'CARNIVAL LADT,';produced by Wallace MacDonald for Irving Briskin

unit; directed by C. C. Cblemau, Jr.; original by Milton Raison; screen play
by Lambert Hillyer and Arthur T. Horman; photographed by Lucien
Ballard. Cast: Charles Quigle3\ Rita Hayworth, Marc Lawrence, Donald
Kirk, Dwight Frye and Arthur Loft.
1 MARRIED AN ARTIST,', produced by Sydney Buchman; directed by

Marion Gering. Magazine story by B. Avery Strakosh; screen play by
Gladys Lehman, and Delmer Daves; photographed by Merritt Gerstad.
.Cast: John Boles, Lull Deste, Helen Westley, Frances Drak^, Thomas
Mitchell, Patricia Farr.
'COLLEGE FOLLIES OF 1938,' formerly titled 'FRESHMAN FOLLIES,'

produced by Nat Perrin; directed by Al Rogell; original by Corey Ford;
camer^i by Joe Walker. Cast; Charles Starrett Joan Perry, Walter Con-
nolly, Jimmy Durante, Gertrude Niesen, Romo Vincent, Chaz Chase, Hal
LeRoy, Johnny Grieen, Rajonond Walbiirn, Howard, Fine and Howard,
Virginia Dale, Ernest Truex, Jinimy Wallington, Gene Morgan, Louis
Prima, Thurston Hall, Jeni Legon.
'HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP,' Coronet production for Columbia release.

Directed by Ewing Scott; no other credits available. Cast: Buck Jones,

Helen Twelvetrees, Grant Withers.

Columbia Pictures Now in Production

'MURDERERS WELCOME,' produced by Larry Darmour; directed by
Lewis D. Collins; magazine story by Philip Wylie. Cast: Jack Holt,

Katherine De Mille, Craig Reynolds, Luis Alberni, Purnell Pratt, Esther
Muir, Morgan Wallace. . .

'FORGOTTEN WOMEN,' produced by Wallace MacDonald for Irving
Briskin unit; directed by Lambert Hillyer; original by Mortimer Braus;
screen play by Saul Elkins; photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast: Sara
Padden, Wyn Cahoon, Scott Colton, Mayo Methot, Barbara Weeks, Arthur
Loft, Bess Flowers.

Grand National

Now Balance to

Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cottinr Before Prepara-
Promised pleted ing Rooms Cameras tton

Features 43 6 0 8 31 7

Westerns 22 2 0 2 18 ^
Total 65 8 9 8 49 9

Pictures now in the cutting room or awaiting previews are:

'HERE'S FLASH CASEY,' produced by Max and Arthur Alexander;
directed by Lynn Shores; original by George Harmon Coxe; screen play,

John Krafft; camera. Marcel pickard. Cast: Eric Linden, Boots Mallory,

Joseph Crehan, Cully Richards, Howard Halg. Harry Harvey, Holmes
Herbert, Victor Adams, Matty Kemp, Suzanne Kaaren, Dorothy Vaughn,
Bryant Washburn, Jr., Maynard Holmes,

, „
'KING OF THE SIERRAS,' Condor picture featuring three horses. Rex,

Sheik and Thunder; Frank Gayass, associate producer; directed by Arthur
Rosson; original screen play by Scott Darling; photographed by Tom Gal^

llgan. Cast: Frank Campeau, Wally Albright, Morgan Brown, Edward
Peil, Billy Van Every.

, , x , ^ *i
'RENFREW OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED,' produced and directed, by Al

- Herman; original by Laurie York Erskine; screen play by Charles Logue;

photographed by Francis Corley. Cast: James Newell, Carol Hughes, Wil-

liam Royle, Donald Reid, David Barclay, William Austin, Herbert Corthel,

Robert Terry, Kenneth Harlan, William Gould.
^

•WALLABY JIM OF THE ISLANDS,' produced by Bud Barsky; directed

by Charles Lamont; screen play by Bennett R. Cohen; from origmal by
Albert Richard Wetjen. Cast: George Houston, Ruth Coleman, William
von Brincken, Douglas Walton, Mamo Clark, Colin Campbell, Syd Saylor,

Juan Toreno, Nick Thompson, Warner Richmond, Ed Gargan, Wiluam
Benge, Chris Martin. , ^. i j u
'HE WANTED TO MARRY,' produced by David Diamond; directed by

Raymond Cannon; original by jPercy . Rowland; screen play by Clarence

Marks; photographed by Richard Fryer. Cast: Wallace Ford, Bay Mayer,
Isabel Jewell, Mary Lou Treen, Cully Richards, Max Hoffman, Jr., George
Humbert, Alexander Leftwich, Kenneth Harlan, Rex Lease,

,

'TEX RIDES WITH THE BOY SCOUTS,' produced by Edward Finney;

supervised by Lindsay Parsons; directed by Ray Taylor; original by Edward
Kelso; camera, Gus Peterson. Cast: Tex Ritter, Snub Pollard, Horace
Murphy, Heber Snow, Charles King, Forrest Taylor, Marjone Reynolds,
Karl Hackett. * j u
'MR. BOGGS BUYS A BARREL,' produced by Ben Pivar; directed by

Gordon Wiles; original by Clarence Budington Kelland; screen play by
Richard English; photographed by John ^tumar. Cast: Stuart Erwjn,
Helen Chandler, Toby Wing, Waiter Buron, Spencer Charters, Milburn
Stone, Wiliiam Moore, . , t • j
'FRONTIER TOWN,' produced by Edward Finney; supervised by Linds-

ley Parsons; directed by Ray Taylor; original screen play by Edmond
Kelso; photographed by Gus Peterson. Cast: Tex Ritter, Ann Evers, Hor-
ace Murphy, Snub Pollard, Charles King.

GN Pix Readied to Start, with Tentative Credits

'RETURN OF THE SHADOW,' produced by Max and Arthur Alexander;
original screen play by John Krafft. Cast: Rod La Roque, No other

assignments as yet. „ , i'WALLABY JIM OF THE SOUTH SEAS,' produced by Bud Barsky;
screen play by Raymond Schrock, based on original by Albert Richard
wetjen. Cast: George Houston; no other assignments. „ ,

'WITH PLEASURE, MADAME,' to be produced by Eugen Frenke; no

definite starting date; original screen play by Albert Cohen and Hans
Kraley, Cast: Anna Sten. No other assignments as yet.
'LOVE ME AGAIN,' to be produced and directed by Victor Schertzinger;

original by Schertzinger; screen play by John Francis Larkin. Cast: Anna
Sten. No other assignments as .Vet.
'ROLLING PLAINS,' produced by Edward Finney; supervised by Linds-

l?y Parsons; directed by Ray Taylor; original by Edmond Kelso; photo-
graphed by Gus Peterson. Cast: Tex Ritter, Snub Pollard, Horace Murphy,
Charles King, Heeber Snow.
'FURY'S IN THE SADDLE,' produced by George Hirliman; original by

Arthur Hoerl. Cast: Ruth Mix. No other criedits.
'RENFREW RIDES AGAIN,' produced and directed by Al Herman;

screen play by Charles Logue from story by Laurie York Erskine. Cast:
James NewiU.
•LOVE RUNS INTO MONEY,' produced ,by Bennie F. Zeidman; screen

play by. Erwin Gelsey and Marjorie Klein from Gelsey's original. No
other credits.
•SIGNALS OVER,^* produced by Ben Piyar; screen'play by Richard Eng^

lish from original by Dudley Early. Cast: Stuart Erwin. No other credits.

Metro

Now Balance to
Number Number Now in Replaced Stories in
of Pix Com- Shoot- Cuttingr Before Prepkra-

Promised pleted ing. Rooms Cameras tion
Features ,. 48 7 4 4 33 7
Hal Roach '4 0 0 6 4 1

Total 52 7 4 4 37 8
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
'CONQUEST,' formerly titled 'MADAME WALEWSKA,' produced by

Bernard Hyman; directed by Clarence Brown; novel by Gasiorowski;
screen play by S. N. Behrman, Salka Viertel, Zoe Akins, Sam Hoffenstein
and Talbot Jennings; dance direction by Val Raset; photographed by Karl
Frexmd. Cast: Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer, Reginald Owen, Henry Steph-
enson, C. Henry Gordon, Maria Ousnenskaya, Alan Marshall, George Hous-
ton, Shepiard Strudwick, Ivan Lebedefl, Bodil Rosing, Claude Gillingwater,
Noble Johnson, Roland VarnQ.

'LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN,' produced by Harnr Rapf; directed hy
George Fitzmaurice; original by Helen Grace Carlyle; screen play by
Marion Parsonnet, .Charles Hrackett and Vincent I^awrence; camera, Ray
June. Cast: Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell, Robert Benchley, Helen
Vinson, Rita' Johnson.
'BAD MAN OF BRIMSTONE,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed by

J. Walter Ruben; original by Ruben. Cast: Wallace Beery, Raymond Hat-
ton^ Virginia Bruce, Lewis Stone, Bruce Cabot, Larry Doyle, Joseph
Calleia, Guy Kibbee, Warren Hymer, Cliff Edwards, Noah Beery, Sr.,

Arthur Hohl, Robert Gleckler, Olin Howard, Mitchell Lewis, John Qualen
•THE LAST GANGSTER,' no producer credit; directed by Edward Lud-

wig; original by Robert Carson and William Wellman; photograiphed by
William Daniels. Cast: Edward G. Robinson, James Stewart Rose Strad-
ner, Lionel Stander,' Douglas Scott, Louise Beavers, Sidney Blackmer,
Henry Daniell, Allan Baxter, Donald Barry, Moroni Olsen.

Metro Pix Now in Production
•MANNEQUIN,* producfed by Joseph Mankiewicz: directed by Frank Bor-

zage; original by Katharine Brush; photographed by George Folsey. Cast:
Joan Crawford, Spencer Tracy, Alan Curtis, Mary Phillips, Leo Gorcey,
Elizabeth Risdon, Oscar O'Shea.
'THE FOUR MARYS,' produced by Louis D, Lighton; directed by Rich

ard Thorpe; original by Fanny Heaslip Lea; photographed by Karl Freund.
Cast: Myrna Loy, Rosalind Russell, Franchot Tone, Walter Pldgeon, Nana
Bryant, Leonard Penn, Ruth Hussey, Rita Johnson,
'NAVY BLUE AND GOLD,' produced by Sam ZImbalist; directed by

Sam Wood; screen play from novel by George Bruce; photographed hy
John Seitz. Cast: Robert Young, James Stewart, Lionel Barrymore, Flor-
ence Rice, Billie Burke, Tom Brown, Barnett Parker, Paul Kelly.
'THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed

by Alfred E, Green; original by J. Walter Ruben and Eleanor Griffin;
photographed by Len Smith, Cast: Judy Garland, Sophie Tucker, Mickey
Rooney, Ronald Sinclair, C. Aubrey Smith, Forriester Harvey, Eiisha Cook,
Lionel Belmore.

Monogram

Features
Westerns

Number Number Now
ot Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing
26 12 1
18 3 f

Now Balance to
' in Be Placed Stories in
Cuttinr Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

• 13 <
1 12 1

1 25 7Total .« 42 15 1 1
Picture in the cutting room:
•WHERE TRAILS DIVIDE.' produced and directed by R. N. Bradbury;

original screen play by Robert Emmett; photographed by Bert Longe-
necker. Cast: Tom Keene, Eleanor Stewart, Warner Richmond, Charles
French, Earle Dwire.

Monogram Pic Now in Production
TEDERAL BULLETS/ produced by Lon Young; directed by Karl Brown;

original screen play by Brown; photographed by Gilbert Warrenton. Cast:
Terry Walker, Zeffie Tilbury, Milburn Stone, Helen McKellar, William
Harrigan, Selmer Jackson, Matty Fain.

Readied to Start, with Tentative Credits
•TELEPHONE OPERATOR,' produced by Lon Young; original screen

play by Scott Darling. No other assignments as yet,
'PORT OF MISSING GIRLS,' produced by Lon Young; original screen

play by Paul Perez; no other assignments.
'ROMANCE OF THE LIMBERLOST,' produced by Ken Goldsmith;

screen play by Marion Orth, based on story by Gene Stratton-Porter. No
other assignments as yet.
'THE MARINES ARE HERE,' produced by Ken Goldsmith; original

screen play by Charles Logue. No other assignments as yet.
•NUMBERED WOMAN,' to be produced and directed by Arthur Collins.

Original screen play by Scott Darling and Erna Lazarus. No other assign-
incuts 3s yet.
•BOY OF THE STREETS,' produced by Scott Dunlap; directed by Wil-

liam Nigh; original by Rowland Brown; screen play by Gilson Brown.
Cast: Jackie Cooper, Maureen O'Connor,

Paramonnt

studio
Harry Sherman.

,

Emanuel Cohen ,

,

B. P. Schulberg.

,

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing
36 13 5
6 1 1
8 0 1
8 . 1 0

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Betoro Prepara-
Rooms Cameras

6
2
1
1

13
2
6
6

tion
4
1
2
0

Total .......... 58 14 7 10 27 7

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

•THE TEXAS TRAIL,' produced by Harry Sherman; supervised by Ralph
Ravenscroft; directed by Dave Sellman; original by Clarence E, Mulford;
screen play by Jack O'Donnell; additional dialog by Harrison Jacobs. Cast:
William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden, Judith Allen.
•THE BARRIER,* produced by Harry Sherman; directed by Les Selander;

original by Rex Beach; screen play by Bernard Schubert; additional dialog
by Harrison Jacobs and Mordaunt Shairp; songs, Harry Tobias and Jack
Stern; camera, George Barnes. Cast: Leo Carrillo, Jean Parker, Jimmy

(Continued on page 21)

Four A Unity

(Continued from page 5)

on ' entering the . field of another
group may, so long as he remains in

good, standing with his parent group,

only be required to pay either one-
half the dues of the new group or
the difference between the dues of

the new group and those of the par-
ent group, whichever Is greater.

Same applies to the initiation fee of

the new group. Foregoing shall ap-
ply until the member receives his
Honorable Withdrawal Card from
the parent organization, it which
time he shall begin paying full dues
in the new field and shall make up
the difference in initiation fee.

•Provisions of this sub-paragraph
(b) shall not apply to any member
of any branch of the Four A's who
has made in the preceding year or
is under contract to make in . the
current year $25,000 or more from
all activities within the jurisdiction
of the Four A's, (c) All questions of
which is the parent organization
;yithin the meaning of this paragraph
ahd all questions as to interpretation
ind application of this agreement
shall be determined by the inter-

national board qf the Four A's.'

Additional clauses state that any
other branch of the Four A's may
become a party to the agreement
by approval of all parties of the
agreement and permits any AAAA
members .to join AFRA without in-

itiation fee before Dec. 1, 1937.

Agreement was signed by Peggy
Wood and Paul Dulzell for Equity,
Peggy Wood and Dorothy Bryant for
Chorus Equity, Robert Montgomery
and Boris ICarloff t<f]c the Screen
Actors Guild, Eva Gauthler and Leo
Fischer for the American Guild of

Musical Artists, and George Heller
and Emily Holt for the American
Federation of Radio Artists.

. Agreement was worked out by
Kenneth Thomson, SAG executive
secretary; Lawrence Bellenson, SAG
attorney, and Henry Jsiffe, associate

attorney for SAG, AFRA and AGMA.
Beilenson and Jaffe actually wrote it

Explained that the sentence under
sub-paragraph (b) exempting from
the rule all performers earning a
minimum of $25,000 a year from all

activities tuider Four A's jurisdic-

tion means that such performers will

have to pay full dues to each group
having jurisdiction in various fields

in which they may work. Copies of

all performer contracts must be filed

with performer's parent body.
No Gypping: on Dues

Idea of the proviso calling on the
member to pay either half dues or
the difference in dues Is to prevent
any performer joining a low-dues
group and working in the field gov-
erned by a high-dues group. Equity-
SAG agreement is excepted in the

new rule because it was contracted

some years ago on the formation of

SAG. Under the terms of that pact.

Equity, SAG and British Equity
have a working agreement calling

for SAG to pay the Equity dues of

any members of both groups, such
money to' be deducted from the

member's dues to SAG.
SAG, AGMA and AFRA dues are

based on a sliding scale and range
from $12 to $100 annually. Equity
dues are a flat $18 a year.

Understood one of the next steps

in the AAAA revision will be lift-

ing the per capita tax each member
group pays to the Four A's treasury.

Tax is now 75c. per member, which
Js conceded to be hot more than half

the amount necessary to operate the

AAAA under its new and active

setup. Salary of Frank Gillmore
alone, as executive director, is

$13,000 a yeiar. Figuring on a present

total Four A's membership of 20,000

(a liberal estimate), the top income
to the AAAA from the per capita

tax would come to only $15,000. That
would allow only $2,000 annually for

all other expenses after paying Gill-

more's salary.

Hoped that in the next couple of

years, if AFRA and AGMA succeed
in getting Guild Shop contracts in

their respective fields, the total

Four A's membership may grow to

anywhere from 30,000 to 50,000. That
would swell the per capita tax cor-

respondingly, but would also involve

additional operating expense for the

parent body. Idea, therefore, is to

boost the per capita tax about double,

or to $1.50 annually per member.
Idea would be to arrange that,

through an agreement outside the

Four A's constitution (as was done
with the interchangeability matter)
rather than wait for the remote
amendment to the AAAA constitu-

tion. Only other course suggested
would be for the member groups to
donate additional funds to th«
Four A's.
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sweep you up to the clouds with
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RdoM'ttnd have a wonderful time ! • • •

Hollywood gave this show everything

from stolen pearls to the HOLLYWOOD
BOWL on crowded concert night • • «

to bring music and laughter and love

to the screen in a wondrously swell

entertainment . And alone worth the

price of admission is MariinVs ren-

MtioH €jf that new ballad hit of hits^

""I Mant The World To Know.""

ALAN MOUVBRAY

BILLY tILBERT

ALAN HALE

BRANT MITCHELL

ERIK RHODES

LEE PATRICK

ROMO VINCENT
A lESSE L LASKY PRODUCTION

ljlR£CTI0lBYiJ8NNjLVST0N€
8«riM Ittty jjf leHnt^ foratH ani

BrilUant_n€w~ mu§ic fy

RUDOtF FRIML
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Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 19)

Eliison, Otto Kruger, J. 'M; Kerrigan, Aridy Clyde, Robert Barrat, SaUy
Martin; Sara Haden, Addison Richards. •

«<,

•LOVE o: TOAST/ produced by Emanuel Cohen; directed by E A
Dupont; original screen play by Jane Storm, Richard Connell and Doris
Malloy; phgtographed by Charles Schoebaum. Cast: Stella Ardler, John
Payne, Graiit Richafcdb?, Katharme 'Sugar' Kane, Isabel Jewell, LuisAlberni
'BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY/ produced by B. P. Schulbergf^rfected

by Richard Wallace; original by George Auerbach; camera, Leon Shamroy.
Cast: Edward Arnold, Shirley Ross, John Trent, William Frawley. Weber
and Fields, the Radio Rogues, Ruth Davis, Kitty Kelly. .

'THBILL OP A LIFETIME/ produced by Miss Fanchon; directed by
George Archainbaud; no writing credits announced. Cast: Yacht Club Boys
Judy CanoVa; 'Ben Blue, Betty Grable, Johnny Downs, Eleanore Whitney'

. Leif Ericson, Larry Crabbc; »

<NIGUT CLUB SCANDAL/ general office production, directed by Ralph
Murphy; no writing credits announced. Cast: John Barrymore, Lynne
Overman, Charles Bickford, Louise Campbell, Harvey Stephens, J. Carrol
Naish, Evelyn Brent, Elizabeth Patterson, Barlowe Borland.
'BOBN TO THE WEST/, general' office production, directed by Charles

Barton; other credits not announced. C^st: John Wayne, Marsha Hunt.
John Mack Brown, Syd Saylor, Monte Blue, John Patterson, Nick Lukats
James Craig,, Lucien Littlefield.

'HOLD 'EM, NAYT/ general office production; directed by Kurt Neu-
mann; photographed by Henry Sharp; no writer credits. Cast: Lew Ayres,
Mary Carlisle^ Benny Baker, John Howard, Richard Denning, Elizabeth
Pdttcrson*
'BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S REVENGE/ general office production; di-

riBcted by Louis King; Screen play by Edward T. Lowe, based on original
by H. C. *Sapper' MoNiel6; photographed by Harry Fischbeck. Cast: John
.Barrymore, Louise Campbell, John Howard, E. E. Clive, Reginald Denny,
Lucien Littlefield, Nydia Westman.
'WELLS FARGO/ produced and directed by Frank Lloyd; Howard Esta-

brbok, associate producer; original by Stuart N. Lake; screen play by Paul
Schofleld, Gerald Geraghty and Fred Jackson; camera, Theodore SparkuhL
Cast: Joel McCrea, Frances Dee, Bob Burns, Lloyd Nolan, Mary Nash,
Ralph Morgan, Porter Hall, Robert Cummings, Jane Dewey, Barlowe
Borland.

Paramount Plx Now in Production '

'THE BUCCANEER/ produced and directed by C. B. De Mille; photo-
graphed by Victor Milner; other credits not yet announced. Cast: Fredric
March, Franciska Gaal, Akim Tamiroff, Ian Keith, Walter Brennan, Doug-
las Dumbrille, Robert Barrat, Fred Kohler, Sr., Beulah Bondi, Margot
Grahame, Spring Byington.

, 'TRUE CONFESSION/ produced by Albert Lewin; directed by Wesley
Buggies; photographed by Ted Tetzlaff; no writing credits. : Cast: Carole
Lombard, Fred MacMurray, Porter Hall, John Barrymore, Edgar Kennedy,
Richard Carle, Una Merkel, Fritz Feld.
•EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY/ Major Pictures production; produced by

Emanuel Cohen; directed by Edward Sutherland- no writing credits. Cast:
Mae West, Edmund Lowe, Charlie Butterworth, Walter Catlett.
'BIG BROADCAST OF 1938/ produced by Harlan Thompson; directed

by Mitchell Leisen; no other credits yet announced. Cast: W. C. Fields,
Martha Raye, Dorothy Lamour, Ben Blue, Bob Hope, Shirley Ross, Leif
Erikson, Kirsten Flagstad, Tito Guizar, Shep Fields.
'DAUGHTER OF SHANGHAI/ general office production; directed by

Robert Florey; no writing credits yet; photographed by Charles Schoen-
baum. Cast: Anna May Wong, Philip Ahn, Charles Bickford, Larry
Crabbe, Cecil Cunningham, Anthony Quinn, J. Carrol Naish, Ching Wah

'THE YELLOW NIGHTINGALE/ produced by Harlan Thompson; di-
rected by. H. C. Potter; no writing credits yet; photographed by William
MfeUor. Cast: Gladys Swarthout, John Boles, John Barrymore, Clair Dodd,
Fritz Feld.
'CASSIDY OF BAR 20/ produced by Harry Sherman; directed by Les

Selander; screen play by Norman Houston; original by Clarence E. Mul-
ford; photographed bv Russell Harlan. Cast: Frank Darien, Russell Hay-
den, Nora Lane, Robert Fiske, John Elliott.

RKO-Radio

Now Balance to
Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories In
of Pix Com- Slioot- Cutting Before Prepara«

Promised pleted ingr Rooms Cameras tion
Studio 43 8 7 3 25 15
Condor 6 0 0 0 6 2
Sol Lesser 3 1 0 0 2 1
David Loew ft 2 0 0 0 0
Walt Disney 1 0 1 0 0 0

To,taI 55 11 8 3 33 18
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
'BREAKFAST FOR TWO/ produced by Edward Kaufman; directed by

Al Santell; Original by David Garth; screen play by Charles Kaufman;
photographed by Roy Himt. Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall,
Glenda Farrell, Eric Blore. Donald Meek.
'LOVE IN A BASEMENT/ produced by Maury Cohen; directed by Lew

Landers; original by John Wells; screen play by Franklin Coen; photo-
graphed by Nick Musuraca. Cast: James Dunn, Whitney Bourne, Joan
Woodbury, Solly Ward, Franklin Pangborn, Tom Kennedy.
'HIGH Flyers/ produced by Lee Marcus; directed by Eddie Cline;

from play, 'The Kangaroos,' by Victor Mapes; screen play by Benny Rubin
and Bert Granet; photographed by Jack MacKenzie. Cast: Bert Wheeler,
Robert Woolsey, Lupe Velei, Marjorie Ford, Jack Carson; Charles Judels,
Frank M. Thomas, George Irving, Margaret Dumont, Herbert Clifton.

RKO-Radio Pictures Now in Production
'A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS/ produced by Pandro S. Berman; directed

by George Stevens; original by P. G. Wodehouse; screen play by P. G,
Wodehouse, Ernest Pagano and S. K. Laurel; photographed by Joe August.
Cast: Fred Astaire, Joan Fontaine, Gracie Allen and George Burns, Ray
Noble, Reginald Gardiner, Constance Collier, Montagu Love, Harry Watson,
Jack Carson.
'HITTING A NEW HIGH,' formerly titled IT NEVER HAPPENED BE-

FORE/ produced by Jesse L. Lasky; directed by Raoul Walsh; original by
Robert Harari and Maxwell Shane; screen play by Gertrude Purcell and
John Twist; photographed by Roy Hunt. Cast: Lily Pons. John Howard,
Jack Oakie, Eric Blore, Edward Everett Horton, Billy Gilbert, Eduardo
Ciannelli.
'WOMEN HAVE A WAY/ formerly titled 'THE FEMALE OF THE

SPECIES/ piroduced by Edward Kaufman; directed by Leigh Jason; orig-
inal by Allan Scott and Charles Norman; screen play by Scott; photo-
graphed by Peverell Marlay. Cast: Miriam Hopkins, Ray Milland, Walter
Abel, Henry Stephenson, Alec Craig. Guinn Williams.
'HIGHWAY TO HELL/ produced by Maury Cohen; directed by Lew

Landers; original by Helen Vreeland and Hilda Vincent; screen play by
Sy Bartlett and J. Robert Bren: photographed by Nick Musuraca. Cast:
John Real, Sally Filers, Harry Carey, Frank M. Thomas, Lee Patrick, Ed
Gargan. Paul Guilfoyle.
.'SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS/ feature length cartoon
now being readied by Walt Disney studios for December release.

_ 'SHE'S GOT THAT SWING/ produced by Albert Lewis; directed by
Joseph Santley; original by Joseph Hoffman and Monroe Shaff; photo-

. graphed by Jack MacKenzie. Cast: Gene Raymond, Ann Sothern, Victor
Moore.. Helen Broderick, Billy Gilbert. William Brisbane. Alan Bruce.
'BRINGING UP BABY/ produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Howard

Hawks; original by Hagar Wilde; photographed by RusseU Metty. Cast:
Katharine Hepburn, Gary Grant, Leona Roberts, George Irving, Wesley
Barry.
'HAVING WONDERFUL TIME,' produced by Pandro S. Berman; directed

by Al Santell; play and Screen play by Arthur Kober; photographed by
Robert De Grasse. . Cast: Gin.ijer Rogers, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Richard
Red' Skelton, Peggy Conklin, Eve Arden, Lucille Ball.

Number Number
of Pix Com-

. . Promised pleted
Total 52 r.

Now Balance to

Now in Be Placed Stories in

Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-
ing Rooms Cameras tion

1 4 i't 6
Pictures now in the cutting room.s awaiting preview are:
PORTIA ON TRIAL,' produced by Al Levoy; directed by George Nich-

oiis, Jr.; original story by Faith Baldwin; sci-ccii play by Sam Ornite

and E. E. Paramore, Jr.; photographed by Harry Wild. Cast: Walter Abel,
Frieda Inescort, Neil Hamilton. Ruth DonnoUy, Heather Angel.
'MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUNP/ prOdUcied by Harry Saucer;

directed by Chuck Reisner; original screen play by Harry Sauber; photo-
graphed by Jack Marta. Cast: Phil Regan, Leo CarriUo, Ann Dvorak, James
Gleason, Tamara Geva, Kay Thompson* Ted Lewis, Cab Calloway, Joe

Henry Armetta, Dorothy Paige, Selmer Jackson, Gene Autry.
•THE DUKE COMES BACK/ produced by Herman Schlom; directed by

4fving Pichel; Satevepost story by Lucien Carey; screen play by Adele
Buffington. Cast: Allan Lane, Heather Angel, Genevieve Tobin, Joseph
Crehan, John Russell, Chick Chandler, Selmer Jackson.
'SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES/ produced by Sol Siegel; directed by

Joe Kane; origiriar by Gilbert Wright; screen play by. Jack Natteford and
Betty Burbridge. Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnett, Polly Rowles.

Republic Pictures Now in Production
ZORRO RIDES AGAIN' (Serial), produced by Sol Siegel; directed by

William Witney and Jack English; original screen play by Johnson Mc-
Caufley. Cast: Duncan Renaldo, John Carroll, Elsa Christian, Richard
Alexander, Roger William, Reed Howes.

20th Century-Fox

Studio
Sol Lesser.

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ins
52 9 3
6 1 0

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prepuira-
Rooms Cameras tion

6 '34 7
0 5 5

39 12Total 58 10 3 6
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are
'LOOK OUT, MR. MOTO/ Sol M. Wu'rtzel, executive producer; directed

by Norman Foster; original screen play by Lou Breslow and John Patrick;
photographed by Virgil Miller. Cast: Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hudson, Chick
Chandler, George Regas, Robert Kent, J. Edward /Bromberg.
'HEIDI/ Raymond Griffith, associate producer; directed by Allan Dwan;

screen play by Walter Ferris and Julien Josephson; photographed by
Arthur Miller. Cast: Shirley Temple, Jean Hersholt, Arthur Treacher,
Helen Westley, Pauline Moore, Thomas Beck, Mary Nash, Sidney Black-
mer, Mady Christians, Marcia Mae Jones, Delmar Watson.

•IN OLD CHICAGO,' Kenneth Macgowan, associate producer; directed by
Henry King; screen play by Lamar Trotti and Sonya Levien, based on
story, by Niven Busch; photographed by. Peverell Marley. Cast: Tyrone
Power, Alice Faye, Don Ameche, Alice Brady, Andy Devine, Brian Don-
levy, Tom Brown, Phyllis Brooks, Berton Churchill, June Storey, Paul
Hurst, Tyler Brooke, J. Anthony Hughes, Gene.Reynolds.
'ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN/ Laurence Schwab, associate producer;

directed by David Butler; screen play by Harry Tugend ^nd Jack Yellen,
based on story by Gene Towne, Graham Baiter and G6he Fowler; photo-
graphed by Ernest Palmer.. Cast: Eddie Cantor, June Lang, Roland Young,
Louise Hovick' (Gypsy Rose Lee), Tony Martin, John Carradine, Alan
Dineharf, Douglas Dumbrille, Virginia Field, Maurice Cass, George Regas,
Douglas Wood, Sidney Fields, Warren Hymer, Stanley Fields.

•45 FATHERS/ John Stone, associate producer; directed by James Tin-
ling; screen play by Frances Hyland and Albert Ray, based on story by
Mary Sickel and Ethel Spark; photographed by Albert Hogsett. Cast: Jane
Withers, Shirley Deahe, Thomas Beck, Louise Henry, Richard Carle, Joe
and Flo McCoy. •

•BORROWING TROUBLE/ produced by Max Golden; directed by Frank
Strayer; original screen,play by Robert Chapin and Karen De Wolf; photo-
graphed by Edward Snyder. Cast: Jed Prouty, Spring Byington, Shirley
Deane; Russell Gleason, June Carlson, Billy Manan, George Ernest, Douglas
Fowley. •

SOth-Fox Pictures NOw In Production
'SECOND HONEYMOON.' produced by Raymond Griffith; directed by

Walter Lang; no writing credits; photographed by Ernest Palmer.' Cast:
Tyrone Power, Loretta Youngf Stuart Erwm, Claire Trevor, Lyle Talbot,
J. Edward Bromberg, Jayne Regan.
'LOVE AND HISSES,' produced by Kenneth Macgowan; directed by Sid-

ney Lanfleld; original screen play by Arthur Arthur and Curtis Kenyon,.Jr.
Cast: Walter Winchell, Ben Bernie, Simone Simon, Joan Davis, Dick Bald-
win, Wally Vernon, Bert Lahr.
'CHARLIE CHAN AT MONTE CARLO/ produced by John Stone; di-

rected by Eugene Foide; original by Robert I311is and Helen Logan; screen
play by Jerry Cady and Charles Belden. Cast: Warner Oland, Virginia
Field, Robert Kent, Keye Luke, Harold Huber, Sidney Blackmer, Kay
Linaker.

United Artists

Now Balance to
Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in
of Plx Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-

Promised pleted ing Rooms Cameras tion
Samuel Goldwyn. 6 - 2 1 2 1 1
Alexander Korda. 6 0 0 0 6 6
Selznick 5 1 1 . 1 2 2
Walter Wanger... 8 0 0 3 5 5
Chaplin ..... 1 0 0 0 1 1
London Films.... 8,0 0 0 - • 8 8

Total 34 3 2 6' ' 23 • 23.

,

Pictures now in the cutting rooms awaiting previews are:
'FIFTY-SECOND STREET,' produced by Walter Wanger; directed by

Harold Young; screen play by Grover Jones. Cast: Ian Hunter, Leo Car-
rillo, Pat Paterson, Ella Logan, Sid Silvers, ZaSu Pitts, Maria Shelton,
Dorothy Peterson, Colette Lyons, Kenny Baker.
'STAND-IN/ produced by Walter Wanger; directed by Tay

,
Garnett;

screen play by Gene Towne and Graham Baker, based on Satevepost story
by Clarence Budington Kelland; photographed by Charles Clarke. Cast:
Leslie Howard, Joan Blondell, Humphrey Bogart, Alan Mowbray, Maria
Shelton, C. Henry Gordon, Jack Carson, J. C. Nugent, Tully Marshall, Wil-
liam V. Mong.

'I MET MY L6VE AGAIN/ produced by Walter Wanger; directed by
Arthur Ripley and Joshua Logan; screen play by David Hertz from novel
by Allene Corliss; photographed by Hal Mohr. Cast: Joan Bennett, Hfinry
Fonda, Dame May Whitty. Alan Marshall, Louise Piatt, Alan Baxter, Tim
Holt, Dorothy Stickney, Florence Lake, Genee Hall, Alice Cavenna.
•NOTHING SACRED/ produced by David O. Selznick; directed by Wil-

liam A. Wellman; original by James H. Street; screen play by Ben Hecht;
photographed by Howard Greene. Cast: Carole Lombard, Fredric March,
Charles Winninger, Walter Connolly, Sig Rumann, Frank Fay. Margaret
Hamilton, Maxie Rosenbloom, Art Lasky, Hedda Hopper, John Qualen.
'HURRICANE/ produced by Samuel Goldwyn; directed by John Ford:

screen play by Dudley Nichols; based on original story by Charles Norhoff
and James Norman Hall; photographed by Bert Blennon. Cast:- Jon Hall,
Dorothy Lamour, Raymond Massey, Mary Astor, C. Aubrey Smith, Thomas
Mitchell, Jerome Cowan. Movita, MamO Clark, Kuleii De Clercq.
'THE ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO/ produced by Samuel Goldwyn;

directed by Archie Mayo; screen play by Robert Emmett Sherwood; photo-
graphed by. Rudolf Mate and Archie Stout. Cast: Gary Cooper; Sigrid
Gurie, Ernest Truex, Binnie Barnes, Basil Rathbone, George Barbier, Lotus
Liu, Ferdinand Gottschalk.

United Artists Picture's Now in Production
•THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER/ nroduced by David O. Selz-

nick; directed by Norman TaOrog; screen play "by John V. A. Weaver, from
story by Mark Twain; photographed by James Wong Howe and Wilfred
Cline. Cast: Tommy Kelly. Jackie Moran, May Robson, Walter Brennan,
Ann Gillis, Victor Jory, Mickey Rentcshler, Cora Sue Collins, Charles Rich-
man, Spring Byington, David Holt, Marcia Mae Jones, Margaret Hamilton,
Philip Hurtic, Erville Alderson, Donald Meek, Nan?i Bryant, Victor Kilian,
Frank McGlynn, Sr.
•THE GOLDWYN FOLLIES/ produced by Samuel Goldwyn; directed by

George Marshall: photography by Gregg Toland; original screen play by
Ben Hecht. Cast: Kenny Baker. Virginia Verrill, Adolphe Men]ou, the
Ritz Brothers, Helen Jepson, Charles Kullmann, Phil Baker, Edgar Bargen
and Charlie McCarthy. Zorina, Bobby Clark, Ella Logan, William Dollar,
George Balanchine's American Ballet, Andrea Leeds.

Universal

Number Number Now
of Plx Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing
Total 51) 6 3

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:
(Continued on page 23)

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

10 31 4

Small Pix Trading

During August, SEC

Revedls in Wash.

Washington, Oct. 5.

Transactions in six picture stocks

by corporate insiders during August
were revealed by the Securities &
Exchange Commission Friday (1).

No hiajor deals were contained, how-
ever, in the semi-monthly resume.
Following are the details:

Columbia Pictures: Jack Cohn
bought 12 shares of common, raising

holdings to 7450, and bought 973 and
sold 200 voting trust certificates,

making net gain of 773 and bringing
holdings to 39,707.

Educational Pictures: Norman C.
Nicholson, making investments from
scratch, acquired 250 shares of com-
mon and 557 common warrants.

International Cinema: Preparatory
to pending refinancing program, H.
T. James "of Los Angeles unloaded
his interest in Regan Day, Inc.,

through which he indirectly held
200,000 shares of common. Belated
report showed 40,000 common tickets

held in same fashion had been dis-

posed of by. transfer in July, 1930.

Loew's; David Bernstein, in two
transactions, sold 600 shares of com-
mon, slicing his stake of 8,680, while
J. Robert Rubin gave away 25
shares, leaving him with 16,955.

Pathe: J. Henry Briggs sold 700
shares of common in three batches,
retaining only 100 shares.

20th Century-Fox: Further small
sales of block held by Chase Na-
tional Bank under escrow agreement
cut the Rockefeller Interes't by 379
shares of common and 758 shares of
preferred; Bank still holds 345,732

common and 601,664 preferred.

Electrics Move to Kill

$6,000,000 Pacent Suit
Attorneys for A T & T, Western

Electric and Electrical Research
Products yriU move In Federal dis-

trict court, N. Y., this week for the
dismissal of the $6,000,000 triple

damage anti-trust suit brought by
Stanley K. Olden, as assignee of
creditors of the Pacent Electrical

Co., Inc.

The defendants on Friday (1) filed

a general denial to the plaintiff's

claim that they had formed a

monopoly to control contracts^ leases

and agreements relating to jnotion

picture sound equipment In violation

of the Clayton Act.

TRmmNa THE sails
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Script of 'Easy Sailing,' next
Grace Moore starring vehicle for
Columbia, is being prepared by Paul
Jerrico for production by Nat Perrin.

Jerrico has just completed writ-
ing "Twas the Night Before Chris t-

nias.*^

CoVs Legit Plans

(Continued from page 3)

was drawn up by the Guild at the

end of the 1935:36 legit season and
signed by the producers after a
lengthy scrap. Was aimed to cor-

rect 'abuses' existing undeir the old
contract, by which fllm companies
bought Broadway successes from the

producers without the playwrights
having any say in the terms of the

sale. Guild claimed that Hollywood
money in a production kept out
competitive bidding and prevented
the playwright from realizing all the
potential profit on such sales.

Added clause in the new pact
upped the author's share in the sale

price from 50% to 60%. Before and
after th6 signing of the contract by
the League of New York Theatres,

Hollywood claimed it could not
profitably back legit production un-
der the new terms. It threatened to

withdraw its financing and ulti-

mately carried out its ulti.matum.

While argument pro and con about
the new contract has continued end-
lessly in all quarters, it has gen-
erally been observed that the actual
number of Broadway productions
dropped very little as a result of
Hollywood's boycott—a trend that
had been noticeablfe for ssvcral
years before the new contract. Sale
prices, on the other -hand, rose
sharply to several sccessive new
highs—also a continuation of a
steady trend.

During its boycott, Hollywood ha.?

continued to back Broadway produc-
tions of foreign plays, since those do
not come under the provisions of tha
Dramatists Guild pact. Has also
openly invested in several plays by
American authors not members of
the Guild.
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AdpQnc€^ Production Chart
I ^ . (Cpptinued from page 21)

'IHE 40SB 6F LONEir vAlIEY,' produced by Buck Jones; directed
by Ray Tdiyloii novel by Forrest BroXvn; screen play by Frances Guihan.
Cast: Buck Jones, Muriel Evans, Harvey Clark, Walter Miller, Lee Phelps,
Ted Adams, Dickie Howland, Ezra Paulette, Matty Fain, Grace Goodall,

•ADVENTl^ItE'S END/
,
produced by Treipi Carr; directed by Arthur

Lubin: hovel by Ben Ames Williams; screen play by Ben G. Kohn. Cast:
John W&yne. Diana Gibson, Moroni Olsen, Montagu Love, Maurice Black,
Paul White; Cameron Hall, Patrick J. Kelly, George Cleveland.

BEHIND' THE MIKE/ produced .by Lou firock; directed by 'Sidney
Salkow; original by Thomas Ahearn and Walton Butterfleld; screen play by
Barry Trivers. - .Cast: William Gargan, Judith Barrett, Don Wilson, Sterling
Halloway, ,WilU&m Davidson, Gerald Oliver Smith, Grady Sutton.

SUDDEN BILL DORN/ produced by Bucjc Jones; directed by Ray
Taylor; novel by Jackson Gregory; screen play by Frances Guihan: Cast:

Buck Jones, Noel Francis, Fra^ik McGlynn, Sr., Harold Hodge, Ted Adams,
Evelyn Brent, L6e Phelps. '

. ,
.

>

.

•CAKNIV'aL 9UEE1^/' produced by Robert Preshell; directed, by Nate
Watt; screen play by James Mulhauier, Lester Cole ahd Harold Buckley,
from hovel by Richai'd 'Wormser. Cist: Dorothea Kent, Robert Wilcox;
Hobart CaVanaugh, David Oliver, G. Pat Collins, Ernest Cossart, Jonathain
Hale, Harty Tyler. , •

.

<S0M£ BLONDES ARE DANGEROUS/ produced by E. M. Asher; di-

rected by Milton Carruth; novel by W. R. Burnett; screen play, by Lester
Cole. Cast: Noah. Beery, Jr.. Nan Grey, William Gargail, Dorothea Kent,
Rowland DreWi
<A IGIRL WITH IDEAS/ formerly titled 'MIGHTIER THAN THE

SWORD/ prodiiceld by Edmund Grainger; directed by S. Sylvan .Simon;
original by Bruce Manning; screen play by Robert T. Shannon. Cast:
Wendy Barrie,' Witter. Pldgeon, Kent Taylor, Henry Hunter, George Barr
bier,- Dorothea Kent, Hobart Cavanaugh, Samuel S. Hinds, ' Horace Mac-
Mahon: '

.

flUERRX-^lp-liOVNto OF 1938,' produced by B. G. De Sylva; directed
by Irving .Cummings;j original stireen play by Monte Brice • and Dorian
Otvos', Ciapt:' Joy;Hodges, John Klhg, Bert Lahr, Billy House, MiScha'AUer,
Jiihhile Savo,' Alice Brady, Barbara Read, Louise Fs^zenda, Richard Carle,
Howard' Oaaitbnwi'ne, -Charley Williams, DaVe ApoUoh and orchestra. -

COURAGE Of TI|E WEST/jproduced by Trem Carr; directed by Joe
Ldwjls;.drig;ihal scrfe^n.play by Jay Norton Baker; photpgraphed by Virgil

Miller." Cast: Bob iBaker, Lois January, J. Farrell Mact>ohald, Fuzzy Knight,
Carl StockdaleV . :

.
•

.

.

RENEGADE (WRANGLERS/ produced by Trem Carr; directed by Joe
Lewis; ' original screen play by Harry O; Hoyt; photographed by Virgil

Miller.; Cist: Bob Baker, Joan Barclay, Fuzzy Knight.

Universal Pictures Now in Prodjaction

TUVI TYLER'S LUCK/ produced by Henry MacRae; directed by Ford
Beebe; screen play by Wyndham Gittehs, Norman S. Hall, Ray Trampe.
Cast: Frankie Thomas, Frances Robinson. , * .

•YOU'RE A SWEETHEART/ formerly titled "YOUNG MAN'S FANCY/
produced by B. G. De Sylva; directed by David Butler; original .story by
Bill Thomas, Maxwell Shane and Warrien Wilson; screen play by Monte
Brice and. Charles Grayson. Cast: Alice Faye, George Murphy, Ken Mur-
ray, the- Three Diamond Broth^rs, Andy Devihe, Larry Blake, Harry Stock-
well; CHafles Wipriinger, Frank Jenks, Frances Hunt.
tA PRESCRIPTION FOR ROMANCE/ produced by Edmund Grainger;

directed hy' S, Sylvan Simon; original by John Reinhardt and Robert Ne-
ville; screen play by James Mulhauser, Robert T, Shannon and Albert R.
Perkins. • Castr Wendy Barrie, Kent Taylor, Mischa Auer, Dorothea Kent,
Frank Jenks, Henry Hunted.

Warners

NLRB Data
(Continued from page 6)

Total

> Number ^Tumber Now^
of Fix

. . Com- Shoot-
Promise^ pleted ing

60 14 7

Now Balance to <

in Be Placed. Stories, in
Cutting Be'ore Prcpara-
Rooms Cameras tion

12: .?7 9

Pictures in tlie cutting rogms Or awaiting previews' are:

ALCATRAZ ISLAND/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William
McCann; original screen play by Crane' Wilbur; photographed by Lu
O'ConnfiU. Cast: John Litel, Ann Sheridan, Mary Maguirie, Gordon Oliver,

Addison Richards, Ben Welden, Dick Percell, George E. Stone, Doris Lloyd.
'SUjBMARINiB D-1,' produced by LOu Edelman; directed by Lloyd Bacon;

original story by Commander Frank Wead; screen play by William Wister
Haines; photographed by Arthur Edeson. Cast: Pat O'Brien, George Brent,

Wayne Morris, Frank McHugh, Doris Weston, Ronald Reigan- Henry
O'Neill, Owen King, Dennie Moore; ' •

MISSING WITNESS/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William
Clemens; original screen play by Kenneth Gamet and Don Ryan; photo-
grkphed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Dick Purcell,. Jean Dale, John Litel, Eddie
Acuff, Hugh OrConnell. •

,

EVIDENCE,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Frank. McDonald;
original; screen play by Crane Wilbiir and George Bricker; photographed
by James Van Trees. Cast: Dick Foran, June Travis, John Litel, George E.

Stone, Dick Purcell, Veda Ann Borg, Ward Bond, Tommy Bupp.
SHE LOVED A.FIREMAN/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Johnny

Farrow; original screen play by Carleton Sand; photographed by Lou
O'Conneli. Cast: Dick Foran, Ann Sheridan, Robert Armstrong, Hugh
O'Connell, Veda Ann,Borg.

.

SH! THE OCTOPUS/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William Mc-
Gann; screen' play by George Bricker from play by Ralph Murphy and
Donald Gallaher; • camera. Warren Lynch. Cast: Hugh Herbert, Allen
Jenkins. Marcia Ralston, George Rosencr, John Eldredge, Eric Stanley.

'SERGEANT MURPHY/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Breezy
Easbn; original screen play by Abem Finkel and William Jacobs; camera,
Ted- McCord. Cast: Ronald Reagan, Mary Maguire, Donald Crisp, Edmund
Cobb. Max Hoffman, Jr., William Davidson.
'WITHOUT WARNING/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Johnny

Farrow; original screen play by Crane Wilbur; camera, Lu O'Connell. Cast:

Boris Karloff, Marie Wilson, Eddie Craven, Regis Toomey, Charles Tow-
bridge, John Harron, Willard Parker, Frank Faylen.
'LARGER THAN LIFE/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Lew Seller;

adapted from play by Joseph Schrank, based on magazine story by Norman
Matson:, screen play by Schrank and I^obertson White; camera, Arthur
Todd.' Cast: Frank McHugh, Bertori Churchill, Jane 'Wyman, Ferris Tay-
lor, Dianne Lewis, Cora Witherspoon, Raymond Hatton, William Haade,
Tom Kennedy.
' 'TOVARICH,' produced by Robert Lord; directed by Anatole Litvak;
play by Jacques Deval; screen play, by Casey Robinson; photographed by
Charles Lang. Cast: Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer, Basil Rathbone,
Melville Cooper, Isabelle Jones, Anita Louise, Allan Conrad. Morris Car-
novsky, Gregory Gaye, Fritz Feld, Vladimir Sokoloff. Kurt Bois, Christian

Rub, Reine Riano, Montagu Love, George Davis, May Boley, Alphonse
Martel, Heather Tratcher.
'PATIENT IN ROOM 18,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Bobby

Connolly; original screen play by Mignon Eberhart; photographed by James
Van Trees. Cast: Ann Sheridan, Patric Khowles, Vicki Lester, Edward
McWade.
'ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by

William Clemens; original screen play by GeorKe Bricker, Anthony Colde-
way and Morton Grant; photographed by Bob Ross. Cast: Ronald Reagan,
Gloria Blondell, Addison' Richards, Hugh O'Connell, Dick Purcell, Sheila
Bromley.

' Warner Pictures in Production

'HOLLYWOOD HOTEL/ produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by Busby
Berkeley; original story by Jerry. Wald and Maurice Leo; screen play by
Wald, Leo and Richard Macauley; camera, Charles Rosher. Cast: Dick
Powell, Framces Langford, Mona Marshall. Lola Lane, Hugh Herbert,
Johnnie Dayis, Mabel Todd, Alan Mowbray, Ted Healy, Allyn Joslyn, Erie
Stanley, Edgar -Kennedy, Benny Goodman and band. Louella O. Parsons.

, 'THIS WOMAN Is DANGEROUS,' formerly titled 'RETURN FROM
LIMBO/ produced by" Robert Lord; directed by Stanley Logan; original by
A. H. Z. Carr; screen play by' Horace Jackson; photographed by Sid Hickox.
Cast: Kay Francis, Pat O'Brien, Alan Mowbray, Gordon Oliver, Ralph
Forbes, Herbert Rawlinson, John Eldredge. Thurston Hall, Grant Mitchell.

. 'SWING YOUR LADY/ produced by Sam Bischoff; • directed by Ray
Ennght; original by Kenyon^ Nicholson and Charles Robinson; screen play-
oy Joseph Schrank and Maurice Leo; photographed by Arthur Edeson.
^ast: Humphrey Bogart, Dorothy McNulty, Louise Fazenda, Frank Mc-

Vlii- -^llen Jenkins. Eddie Acuff, Nat Pendleton. • „ "
.

PENROD AND HIS TWIN BROTHER/ produced by Bryan Foy; di-
rected by William . McGann; original screen play by William Jacobs and
*iugh Cumtnings; photographed by Arthur Todd. Cast: Billy and Bobby

working. He said the company often
employs from 12 to 14 writersl '

'Witness testified his company de-
livers negatives to United Artists.,

which distributes prints to ' ex-
changes and makes own deals wth
exhibitors. He said Wanger receives
a percentage of the receipts from
United Artists on each release,

Nayfack told the examiner that
Metro produced 41 full-length fea-

tures last year and 43 shorts. He
said that company shipped 10,223
fvdl-length ptfints and 6,872 of shorts
out of the state of California during
,the last year.

\ Henry King, director at 20th-Fox.
toid of the duties' of a director, and
said the script, was the foundation
,6t. a .

picture,, and that no major
changes - -yvere made without the
presence of a,writer.

Major Nathan Levinsonj head of

sound department at Warners, ,told

of the advent of sound and imprbve-
mients that have been made up- to

date.
'

' Writers' hearing started after ,at-

•torneys for; the producers . and coun-
sel for- SP urged dismissal of SWG
petition on ground that board lacked
jurisdiction; that Nittional Labor Re-
lations Act is unconstitutional; 'that

employment- of wrlters..does 'not af-

fect commerce, and that -writers do
not dome within meaning of Wagner
Labor law. , Examiner Ring, over-

ruled- objections, to introduction of

testimony and took under advise-

ment motions to dismiss- proceedings.

Flacks Bail YiYAit Collars

Screen Publicists - Guild has nixed
admission of .office" workers, and-

voted to confine membership strictly

to publicity writers. Committee is

now drafting a bargaining agreement
to be presented to producers. Ma-
jority favor asking a weekly mini-

mum of $125 for -class A flacks.

New agreement between producers
and International Alliance of The-
.atrical Stage Employes, gi-ving make-
up artists - weekly minimum of $115

and -hair stylists $62.50, became ef-

fective Oct. 1. Pact was negitiated

by Williarit Bioff, personal represen;
tative of George E. Browne, presi^

dent of lATSE. • .

Society of Motion Picture Film
Editors - resumed negotiations with
producers by - nixing counter-pro-^

posal ofilcred by studio executives.

Editors have refused to affiliate with
the lATSE, and threaten to tasc
their case to the NLRB unless pro-

ducers negotiate agreement.
Screen Directors Guild is taking a

secret; mail ballot of membership on
proposal to appeal to IJLRB.- Pro-^

ducers halve refused to : negotiate

with the organization unless SDG is

divided into two separate ; groups,
one composed of directors and the
other of unit managers and assistant

directors. Producers claim duties

are dissimilar and that conflicting

judgments will arise.

Revoke Scenlcs' Charter
Charter of United Scenic Artists'

Local 621 has been revoked by
Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators
and Paperhangers of America - be-
cause of non-payment of per capita

tax. Members have been instructed

by President L. P. Lindelof to clear

into Motion Picture Painters Local
644. Several have already affiliated

with lATSE, but Herbert Sorrell,

business represerttative of Painters,

insists that Local 644 will retain jur-

isdiction over all workers who use a

paint bi'ush.

Culinary Workers Union has asked
Central Labor Council to place Wal-
lace Berry on labor's unfafr list.

John Sarjeant, business representa-
tive of eulinary workers, claims

Beery has repeatedly crossed picket

lines here to patronize Brown Derby^
Question has been referred to ex-

ecutive committee for action.

It was disclosed at hearing that

Actors Equity has already suspended
Beery because of his failure to join

the Screen Actors Guild. Beory now
has application pending for SAG
membership,' but no action will be
taken on. it until Equity suspension

is lifted.

The Girls' Eye View
By Marian Squire

Life of the Party' a Bit of a Medley

'The Life of the Party' has a plot hanging wistfully about somewhere,
but it's such a weak little thing it's kicked around till it gels lost among
the' antics of Joe Penner, Parkyakarkas, Helen Broderick and Victor Moore.
Majestic Margaret Dumont, as Joe Penner's aristocratic mother, wiears
handsome go.wns, one' afternoon dress, a long chiffon, with gray fox cuf-
fing the elbow sleeVes.

Designer Edward Stevenson goes in heavily for furs, spangles and metal
cloth; concentrating on short puffed sleeves for Harriet HilUard. One frock
employing the latter is black with sheer sleeves and white pique outlining
a low neckline. M6st bf the time, simplicity is passed up for glitter. Miss
Hilliard wearis sparkling metal cloth pajamas with a hip-length jacket and
rhinestone cli^s; and one sequin or something-that-glitters evening gown
with cape attached at shoulders and fallipg into a lon^ train behind. A
pencil slim coat with huge fur sleeyes in 'another a bit to the mad side.

Miss Hilliard introduces a' new hair arrangement which may sweep the
country (if you don't keep your fingers crossed). It looks well on her, but
must be the .work of an expert. Hair is parted in the cdnter with a full

combination bang-pompadour on the forehead. It's easy to imagine the
results if the girls try to do it themselves. '

Miss Hilliard is, attractive, biit as thei daughter of a countess (which she
is in 'Life of the Party') she should remeriiber that y-o-u-r is not pro-
nounced 'yer/ nor is g-o-t t-o properly 'gotta/
• Gene Raymond is Miss Hilliard's

.
boyishly exuberant swain and he

brings out a pleasant isinging voice from wherevet* ho has been hiding it

—

and of cour-se that gprgeous taffy wave. Why- doesn't his public start a
'morie light comedy for Gene Raymond' club? When nn actor is decora-
tive, it seems to taJce the powers a long time to find out that he can be
funny too. :

, . .

More Hollywood Fourth Estatelng^

Newsmen have long since ceased to widen incredulous eyes at the antics
of film newspapermen and the btmpsphpre of a HollyyVood city room. They
know by now what tp expect when the studios dish put press pictures, and
have schooled themselves to accept it philosophically. But 'Back in Cir-
culation' is too much -even for the. layman. -

Pat O'Brien, the demon managing editor, and Joan Blondell as the gal
repbrter who outvirits everybody, even herself, seem to be* having a mar-
velous time, breaking, doors and sharllng at each other. Starting off with
a perfectly, terrible railroad crash with a papier-mache train plowing
through some cardboard interferehce. it goes on where Miss Blondell,
acting on her editor's instructions, first railroads Margaret Lindsay to the
electric chair and then tescues' her from -the torrid seat. For some strange
reason Miss Lindsay is very grateful to Miss Blondell for the rescue, even
though she was oriBihally responsible for her precarious position.

Not the least of Miss Blondell's accomplishments in 'Back in Circulation*
is the management of her budget. Such luxury on a reporter's salary-^-
even a star reporter—is worthy of respect; She boasts a maid, an ex-
pensively appointed apartment.and a wardrobe that any cinema star might
en-vy. For the most part, she is neatly tailored, with two or three spiffy
suits for every day- in the week and more <hats than- even her ample apart-*

ment could- house. ' She goes more elaborate for eveninj; wearing a black,
sequin, hip-lcngth jacket with presumably;a drtiss und3.rneath^ldn't show
'as she remained' seated at a bar-. Later a white affair wiith -stiffened peplum
jacket and yards and yards of sheer skj|rt fioating behind Her, In which
she knocks Walter Byron stone' cold with one punch of her dainty paw.
Miss Lihdsay, until the final clos6-up, is much .put upon in simple

mourning with touches of white'a't.the thrpat, not. b?ing allowed out of
the funeral black until 'she departs -happily on a honeymoon aftet her
acquittal. ,' ;

Debutihjr Danielle ' Darrlcux

Universal heaved one of the season'^: mbst extravagant binges at the
Hotel Pierre, N. Y., Friday, Introducjing, its latest cinema import, Danielle
Darrieux. From five

. to sev^n, cocktilli, canapes, the press and Miss
Darrieujt circulated about while the flashlight bulbs flared, cameras
clicked, ahd the guests bewildered the poor star by trotting out their
rusty American-French for hief benefit. She does very well with English,
but so many assorted French accents haven't been heard since the boys
first came back from 'oVerseas,

In a pencil slim black Schit^parelll'^ 'with high cPllir and .a narrow gold
belt. Miss Darrieux chfcerfully faced {he cameras at the bar, with and with-
out her swarthlly handsome husband, Henri Decoin. Thyra Sdmpter Wins-
low, present, wore a smart dark street dress, with Hope Hampton choosing
a black suit lavishly black-foxed, and a tihy blue hat held to its precarious
perch over her right eye by a band across her flowing blonde waves.
Miss Darrieux doesn't care to discuss politics. New York's tall buildings

or the traffic problem. Says all she knows is what she reads in her con-
tract—first picture for Universal to 'be 'The Rage of Paris.'

INFANTILE SCARE

ON AGAIN IN OMAHA

Omaha, Oct. 5.

Ban on theatre attendance and
public gatherings of minors clamoed
on again Saturday (3) even before
it was actually lifted after six new
cases of infantile paralysis reported
to health department within week.
Dr. Kinyoun, city health medico,
early last week announced ban would
be lifted as of Saturday and schools
would open Monday (4), But new
cases and warmer weather called for

re.^cinding of order.
Order blasted hopes of theatre men

for return to normnl fall biz, as all

houses advertised with eye to juve-
nile trade most of week. Health de-
partment order gave ray of hope in

lowering age limit from 10 to 14,

as high schools open Monday while
gr.ides delayed another week.

Situation reported materially Imr

proved in past 10 days, especially
in comparison to surrounding states.
Omaha (and Nebraska) epidemic
has slackened considerably more
than any of neighboring- states.

.
Order continuing ban lifted any

hope of breathing spell and extends
to seventh week dearth to nabe biz.
Downtown houses taking it on cliin
less and less as ban c::tonds, hut
nabes heavily stifled and one cxhib
on northside reported broke by spsll.
Curtailed operations and c-tsnded
ecdhomlies have saved otbcrr;, but
continued lack of hiz may tumble
some virtually On vor-ijc.

At present outloolc is Cor 0::t
as day of relict.

11

Par to Filni Hulda'

Mauch, Spring Byington, Charles Halton, Jackie Morrow, Bonnie Bartlett,

Frank Craven.
'TOO MUCH OF EVERYTHING/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by

Arthur Lubin; original screen play by Lawrence Kimble, Jean Negulesco
and Wally Klein; photographed by George Barnes. Cast: Dolores Costcllo,

Bonita Granville, Donald Crisp, Donald Briggs, Natalie Moorhead, Lucille
Gleason.
GOLD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT/ produced in technicolor by Sam

Bischoff; directed by Michael Curtiz; story by Clements Ripley: screen play
by Warren Duff and Robert Buckner; photographed by Sol Polito. Cast:

George Brent, Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains. Margaret Lindsay. Tim
Holt. Russell. Simpson,.'John Litel, George Hayes, Pat West. Marcia Ralston.
'THE AD-VENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD/ produced by Henry Blanke;

directed by^illiam Keighley; ortginal screen play by Norman Reilly Raine
and Set6n 1.* Miller; photographed by Tony Gaudio. Ca!;t: Errol Flynn,
Olivia de Havilland, Ian Hunter. Claude Rain.i. Basil Rathbone, Patric
Knowles, Alan Hale, Eugene Pallette, Melville Cooper, Herbert Mundin.

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Paramount will fum Hella Wucli-
jeki's play, 'Ilulda, Daughter of Par-
liament/ which is reported having a
successful run in Europe.

Albert Lewin will produce wllh
Irene Dunne favored for the top role.

Art Directors Assisrned

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Randall Duell has been signed by
Cedric Gibbons as asoociatc art di-

rector on Metro's 'Benefits For.ijot.'

Gibbons als.'> h'.^s assigned Chet
Williams to 'A Matter of P^'ide/

Wade Rubottom to 'Another Family
Affair,' and Richard Duce to 'Behind
the Criminal' and 'The Bootll
Mystery.'
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HERE THEY ARE !

THE 4 HORSEMEN
OF HILARITY

HIT SONGS!
"I'm In My Glory'V'More

Power To You V'YouVe My
Dish", by JIMMY McHUGH
and HAROLD APAMSON

who 9ave you "Where'

Are You?"

ml'llllll!iu«i,,,.

'mi

V-

ALICE BRADY gushes and screams

to dizzier heights than ever as the

rich aunt who is suspicious of every-

body but believes anything !

JOY HODGES who sang her way

to Fame via radio on the Joe Penner

and otherprograms is the beauty sen-

,utionoF"Merry-Go-RoundoFl930"

with BERT LAHR • JIMMY SAVO • BILLY HOUSE • ALICE

BRADY • MISCHA AUER • JOY HODGES • LOUISE FAZENDA • JOHN
KING • BARBARA READ • DAVE APOLLON and His Orchestra

Scr«*n P(«y by MonU Brie* tnd A. Dorian OWot • Orijinal itory
by MonU Brico and Honry Myors • DirocUd by Irvinj Cummingi
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days which interfered with theat-

tres, but the past Sunday (3) prob-

ably brought a high in names on big

programs for the exhibitor to

lament. Included in those heard

who have film foilowings were

George Jessel, Norma Talmadge,

Kenny Baker, Nel^n Eddy, Dorothy

Lamour, Patsy Kelly, Irene Rich,

James Melton, Grace Moore, Jean-

ette MacDonald, Gene Raymond,
Joe Penner, Tyrone Power, Margaret

PuUavan, Jack Benny, Andy Devine,

Constahce Bennett and various

ohters, not excepting strong concert
' entertainers such' as Jeritza, plus

others on the General Motors, Chase
& Sanborn (Vallee was the m.c, in

Don Ameche's groove), Ford and
additional leading commercials.

While other factors may have con-

tributed, early box office .reports

would indicate that Sunday's busi-

ness with the air competition so

potent was undef norma.'. The mats
generally were fair or okay, but the

evening patronage was off consider-

ably in spots.

One operator of a representative

string of theatres in the east, in New
York Monday (4) on business, de-

clared that he couldn't even get his

little daughter to go out to a picture

show Sunday night (3), Op said that

she refused to budge from the radio

from 7 p. m. on and that she prob-
ably isn't any rare exception^ con-
sidering what was on the air.

Coast's Reactions

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Coast producers and exhibs' reac-
tion to picture names appearing on
the air leavfes the question still very-

much up in the air with the only
one company definitely favoring the<

tieup; a couple non-committal; one
not sure among producers, and a 'see

no harm' attitude from Fox-West
Coast exhibs. In all, five producers
were queried; also Charles Skouras,
operating head of Fox-West Coast,

and local film row.

William Le Baron of Paramount
says, 'I received no complaints on
the practice, but anticipate there
may be some. Paramount is in a
peculiar position, inasmuch as half

of the studio's biggest draws were
radio names before they came to

pictures and had as much draw on
the radio as they have in films, with
beneficial action both ways. How-
ever, the studio is trying to discour-
age those not heretofore connected
with radio from taking guest shots,

but is powerless to prevent those
With radio clauses in their contracts.'

Metro execs declare they made a
definite survey of the radio situation

before okaying the studio tieup with
General Foods. They point put that
Metro's single show is keeping its

talent from appearing on other ether
programs strung over the' week. The
Thursday M-G broadcast is especial-
ly fixed to avoid conflict with the-
atre attendance on week-ends, says
Metro. (See ITO of Ohio story here-
with on the exhib attitude.)

Zanuck Favors

Speaking for 20th Century-Fox,
Dan-yl Zanuck answered, 'Co-opera-
tion between radio and screen is giv-
ing stronger proof each day that, by
properly working together, .the ben-
efit to each is mutual. Although
radio has benefited more than the
screen through this co-operation, the
benefits will evenually be equal for
both with closer co-ordination of ef-
fort. Great care, however, must be
taken in haying screen stars on the
air, in manner and at a time that
works out to the benefit of theatre
operator's, too. This is being done at
20th Century with the added co-op-
eration of our stars who always

.
mention our picture on their pro-
grams and. where possible, even
cities and theatres Where the films
are playing.'

At the RKO lot, Sam Briskin
Wasn't sure, whether or not radio
was helpful 6r harmful. He also re-
ceived no complaints and heard no
reaction at the studio. However, he
said that radio might be a good thing
for pictures.

Hal Wallis, representing Warner
Bros., reserved comment, saying
ortly that the subject was too im-
portant and has too m&ny angles to
dismiss lightly. He thinks it re-

,
quu-cs much thought to asrive at a
hnal conclusion as to the effects of
radio on the picture business.
The canvass of film row brought

the consensus that exhibs have no
fight with radio.

.
Fox-West Coast, through Operat-

ing Chiet Charles P. Skouras, voiced
jne opinion. 'There are no obstaclesw hurt good pictures. Radio has not

harmed attendance at our theatres.
In many instances it has helped build
grosses by generating interest in out-
standing pictures.'

Suburban theatre managers share
the same view as Skouras and add
that they too have felt no change in
normal Sunday biz because of radio
activity.

WicUta 'Honor

By Bowes Slow

Cuts B.O.

Wichita, Oct. 5.

Attendance at fiver Fox theatres
here was brutal Thursday night be-
cause of radio broadcast of Major
Edward Bowes who 'honored' Wichita
on that night, according to J. Roy
Burford, city manager of theatres
here. Burford estimated receipts
cut in half because show patrons
stayed at home to hear program.

Attendance was but a little better
following night because pix fans
stayed by radios to hear what Su-
preme Court Justice Hugo L. Black
had to say about his connection with
Klan.

All of this in spite of pictures
such as 'Lost Horizon' and 'Certain
Woman' which otherwise attracted
good crowds.
Goodman Wonder Shows reported

sparse attendance Thursday night
although drawing good crowds other
nights since* opening here Monday.
Even Masons wouldn't promise to

attend golden anniversary celebra-

tion at Shrine Temple here until

general chairman, Harry Sefton,

manager of the Orpheum, promised
a radio would be installed for

Bowes' broadcast.

Mort Singer's Swing

Chicago, Oct. 5.

Mort Singer left for N. Y. last

week to arrange bookings for his

circuit after which he goes to Min-
neapolis for more confabs, and then
to some more with E. V. Richards
in New Orleans.
Latter gabfest will concern the re-

cently acquired Mort Singer house
in N. O.

CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Oct. S.

George Nichols, Jr., moves into
Republic on term directing pact.
Paramount exercised its options on

Billy Daniels, actor; Maurice Law-
rence and Sam Wineland, scorers,
and Philip Boutelje, music advisor.
Term playing ticket was doled out

to Marion Weldon by Paramount.
Sid Kuller and Roy Golden drew

new termers as Ritz Brothers gag-
men at 20th-Fox.
Universal optioned Jerry Sackheim

for another year.
Option on player services of Keye

Luke was grabbed at 20th-Fox.
Rebecca Wassem drew a Para-

mount playing termer.
New Metro contract scripters are

John B. Sanford, novelist, and David
Hertz, dramatist.
Helene Costello joined 20th-Fox

stock player roster on a term ticket.

Walter Wanger tied Maria Shelton
to his payroll for another year.
Kubec Glasmon signatured a

Metro writing termer.
Darryl F. Zanuck handed John

Stone a new two-year producer
ticket a year in advance.
Columbia renewed Jacqueline

Wells' player' pact.

Jon ' Hall's option hoisted by
Samuel Goldwyn.
Helen Broderick grabbed an op-

tion pick-up at Radio.
Warners dotted-lined Claude Rains

to a new acting contract for one
year.
Dick Purcell retained for a fourth

option period at Warners.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood. Oct. 5,

Michael Sheridan's flying yarn,

'Something of a Hero,' purchased by
Metro,
George Batcheller bought 'Queen

of Crome,' original by Martin
Mooney.

. ,

'They Didn't Want Love,' ongmal
by Adele Buft'inglon, purcha.sed for

the P. J. Wolfson production unit

at Radio.
Radio acquired screen rights to

Ursula Parrotl's novel, 'She Married
for Money.'

, ,

Julius Klein peddled his original,

'Central Park Speak.' to Columbia.
Major Productions purchased a

shooting script from Stanley Rauh
on his original yarn, 'Hold That Kiss.

Par's New Management

Deal with Kincey-Wilby

A new management deal with

Harold F. Kincey and Bob Wilby

Over a vast portion of the southeast

which will run for a term of five

years, is being worked out by Para-

mount. Y. Frank Freeman, v.p. in

charge of theatres for Par, states that

it should be consunimated in two or

three months. The old arrangement

with Kincey-Wilby, which was not

vitally different from the new one,
expired last July 1. .

The K-W interests operate in the
Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama and
Tennessee, being one oiE the largest

and most important of the units in

the Par theatre realm. With the
new five-year deal under signatures.

Par partnerships and management
arrangements will be set for some
time to come and with more perma-
nency than was possible at the time
of receivership and for the past two
years. The deal with George Trendle
over the Detroit group has three
more years to go, the management
arrangement with Marty J. Mullin
and Sam Pinanski over New Eng-
land has two years to go, and vari-

ous other large units are under per-
manent setups, including Saenger, E.

J. Sparks in Florida, the Interstate

chain in Texas, and the A. H. Blank
circuits in Illinois, Iowa and Ne-
braska. The Interstate chain and
one of the Blank groups, Tri-States

circuit, both of which were under
buy-back options of receivership
days, have sinde been declared per-
manent 50-50 partnerships.

Freeman's Dallas Trip

On Interstate Tolicies'
Y. Frank Freeman- is leaving the

end of the week, probably Friday (8)

for Dallas to confer with Karl Ho-
blitzelle and R, J. O'Donnell, whose
Interstate circuit two weeks ago
lost a decision on fixing admission
minimums for subsequent runs.
Freeman is not going on the adverse
ruling as it affects Interstcite, this

being a matter for attorneys, but
wants to contact Hoblitzelle-O'Don-
nell on policies, operating problems
in the Texas territory, fall and win-
ter plans, etc. He will be in Dallas
only four or five days, flying both
ways.
E. Paul Phillips, theatre depart-

ment executive under Freeman in
New York, was in Dallas last week
on h.o. matters. He. returned to New
York Monday (4) by plane.

Navy Fliers Glorified

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Warners has assigned Don Ryan
and Kenneth Gamet to script 'Wings
Over the Sea,' to be produced on
a lavish scale in color as an epic

of Uncle Sam's training school for

aviators at Pensacola, Fla.

Lloyd Bacon has been set to di-

rect, Lou' Edelman producing, and
Wayne Morris likely to draw the

male lead. ?•

Barbara Blane's $200

Award Against Agent
Barbara Blane, child actress, won

her suit against Sam Collins, agent,

in N. Y. municipal court Oct. 1. She
sued for $200 alleged due her, and
which Collins claimed from 20th-Fox.

Judge's verdict was based on the

plaintiff's testimony that the defen-

dant was operating a theatrical

agency without a license.

Suit originally was instituted

against 20th for money withheld un-

der an assignment of wages execute^d

by Miss Blane. Film co. deposited

the money with the court after in-

terposing Collins, who claimed it was
due him and not Miss Blanc.

Chief Anzac Censor OKeilly Says

U. S. Pix Cuts Sparse Since Breening

Here's Hoping

United Artists sent out a card
to which was affixed a nickel
and a riequest to read current
page 8 in the Satevepost.

Boys are hoping that U.A.'s
next item of interest will be in

Esquire, which will call for half
a buck.

.
Story in two parts, by Grover

Jones on '52nd Street* (which
he wrote for Wanger) vir-
tually makes the SEP a trailer
for the picture.

Stenog's Hmn Now

Pointing at Col.;

Not Very Successful

Having campaigned against larger
companies in New York in an effort
to organize home office clerical and
other help, the Bookkeepers, Sten-
ographers and AecoTintants union is

now going after the lesser producer-
distributor offices. During the past
week organizers pointed their objec-
tive toward Coltimbia, getting out a
brochure with attached application
coupon which was worded as though
it was prepared by Col people them-
selves. It read in part:

'We film office workers have stood
apart, hoping we were closer to the
bosses, trusted and indispensible

—

indispensable to work overtime,
trusted to take low wages.'
Headed up as Columbians, it also

urged that 'we need a union' and
that 'we, too, can win wage increases
and job security but only by joining
our union,'

For some time bombarding em-
ployees of Paramount, Loew's, Me-
tro, RKO and other home offices

with demands to organize, so far as
learned the drive of the GS&AU has
been ineffective.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, 02t. 5.

Radio's 'She Married for Money'
hits the release sheet as 'Trailer
Romance.' 'Stolen Honeymoon' gets
the call over 'Perfect Harmony' at
same studio.
Warners switched 'The Fourth

Estate' to 'Unfit to Print.'
Release tag of Universal's 'Young

Man's Fancy' will be 'You're a
Sweetheart.'

Title Of 20th-Fox's 'Career in C
Major' now is 'Such Women Are
Dangerous.'
Radio transmogrified 'Highway to

Hell' to 'Danger Patrol'; 'Love in a
Basement' to 'Living on Love,' and
'The Shadow Speaks' to 'The Perfect
Alibi.'

BACK TO SUN VALLEY
Hollywood, Oct, 5.

Wesley Ruggles, directing 'True
Confession,' featuring Carole Lom-
bard and Fred MacM'urray at Para-
mount, is looking for a story that

he can film at Sun Valley, Idaho,

whe'n the snow falls.

Success of 'I Met Him in Paris,'

largely made at the Idaho winter
resort, suggested the locale.

SHUBERT-WB SUIT SHIFTED
Piracy suit brought by Select The-

atres Corp. (Shuberts) against War-
ner Bros., involving the picture

'Ready, Willing and Able,' was trans-

ferred Monday (4) from N. Y. su-

preme court to the federal district

court. Select avers the scenario is

based partly on the story 'The Audi-
tion,' which it owns, and asks $10,000

damages.

ITO of Ohio Urged to Back Metro's

Radio Night (Thurs.) with M-G Pix

Columbus, Oct. S.

'Play MGM percentage films on

the nights of the MGM radio show.'

is the advice handed out by P. J.

Wood, secretary of the Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio to members
of his organization. Wood believes

the radio hour which Metro will

inaugurate Nov. 4 will keep the cus-

tomers away from the nabes on that

night and hurt business in the thea-

tres where pix play only two and

three nights.

'Metro's advertising agenls in-

forentially admit that these broad
casts might be harmful on the night
they are given.' Wood said, re-

ferring to the film company's state-

ment that broadcasts were spotted
on a night which would interfere

least with the habits of the theatre-

going public.

'Wo are therefore advising our
members to play as many MGM pic-

tures as possible on Thursday nights

(the broadcast night), especially

those pictures on which t'^oy arc

giving a porcentngo.'

Only about half as many deletions

are made in American film produc-
tions by the Australian censors sincft

the Joseph I. Breen 'purity' produc*
tion code of the Hays office was
invoked, according to W. Cvesswell
O'Reilly, chief government censor
for Australia, who was in New York
last week on his way home to Syd-
ney. O'Reilly, who conferred with
Hays organization offcials and briefly

saw Breen in N.. Y., will stop off in

Hollywood foi" about four days on
his way to catch the boat home from
the Pacific coast.

Asked if British pictures were
more difficult to handle than U. S.
productions, O'Reilly simply referred
to the inner reform (worlced by the
Hays office) which began three years
ago ^s Explanation of the change
in American standards for screen
decency.

'Formerly we had to make 50%
cuts in American features,' he said.

'Now, the deletions average only
about 25%, with a number of pic-
tures requiring only 21% alterations.'

Corhparing the improvement in
U. S. features, as viewed by the
Australian censors, he said that re-
jections for American films how run
1.7%, Seven years ago rejections
were 6% of the total.. O'Retlly at-

tr,ibutGd this to the reform which
began throe or four years back.

Aside from general government
rules, O'Reilly pointed out that each
production was judged on its merits
and intentions of the producer. There
also is an appeal board in Australia
in addition to the censorial group
of three wiiich he heads but it sel-

dom is necessary to call this Into
service.

The Public's Pulse

Correct censorship should reflect to

a large degree what the people want
and do not want, in O'Reilly's

opinion. He said that he kept tab
on English and U. S. pictures by
attending film shows and watching
the audience reaction. In that way
he learned what the general public
desired and did not have to depend
on his own pet ideas on censorship.
The Australian censorship board
keeps abreast of what other cen-
sorial bodies are doing by means of
regular lists of cuts made by other
boards. His board in Australia re-
ceives Copies of these frpm all state
censor boards in the U.-'§. and from
England. '

Questioned as to whether Australia
censors watched out particularly for
cruelty to animals in American films,

O'Reilly said that any obvious cru-
elty was trimmed but that so-called
cruel treatment to horses in battle

scenes were not clipped unless they
were certain there was mistreatment
rather than an illusion of such.

O'Reilly envisioned an Increase in
feature production in Australia. He
indicated that the Australia quota
act encouraged some of this because
it required a certain number of

Australian-made productions be
shown in each cinema. At the pres-
ent moment the bulk of screen pro-
duction is in the short feature field

where a large degree of perfection
has been achieved. The strides that
have been made with short features,
including newsrcol.s, now point the
way for building up feature produc-
tion, in his opinion.

Considerable enthusiasm was
shown by O'Reilly for what was done
with shorts. There are two news-
reel companies presently In the
Australian field, Cinesound and the
Australian division of Fox Movie-
tone, he said. There are between
3,000 and 4,000 picture houses in
Australia now, with the finest located
in Sydney where the average seat-
ing capacity is about 2,500.

O'Reilly spent five months in Eng-
land and has been away from Aus-
tralia tor seven months, this bolng
his first big vacation in the 40 years
ne has been in government service.

Government rules allowed him 12
months off duty, and he will have
spent approximately nine months of
it away from his Australia when he
gets back. O'Reilly will study pic-
ture-making technique arid opera-
tions of the Haysian code admini.s-
tration in Hollywood, again confer-
ring with Breen while on the Coast.

Mono's 'Rose' Itcadyln°:

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

JoliMstcjn McCulley, fiction .scrib-

bler, has checked in at Monogram t»
script 'Rose of the Rio Grande.'
Film will servo a.v" a starrin?? ve-

hicle for Movita.
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WHY YOU SHOULD

RUSH TO DATE THE

COMEDY

OF THE YEAR...!
Uecauie "THE AWFUL truth" tops the comedy cycle now

making ttox 'o^^ice hisl^ory!

S^CauiQ all the world wants to Uu^k . . « and it's willing to pay
Millions for it!

Seeauie ''the awful truth'' comes from COLUMBIA . .

.

creator of comedies without a peer!

]SecdU5C IRENE DUNNE'S more 'Tk^odotakU than ever, topping

her greatest acting triumphs!

aecau5e CARY grant delivers the ioekUit clowning perform-

ance of his career!

SeC&Uie LEO McCAREY, of "Ruggles of Red Gap" fame, pro-

duced and directed it . . . iuptamelul

Because VINA DELMAR, who gave you unforgettable "Bad
Girl", wrote the iu^e// screen playl

Uecause its east includes Ralph Bellamy, Alexander D'Arcy, Cecil

Cunningham—:ALL TOPS I

Secau5e even tW producers predict overwhelming box office

success; say it's "TERRIF"!

And that's the truth ... the whole truth ... and nothing
but "THE AWFUL TRUTH"!

^iSoeUtt JOxoduett EVERETT RISKIN • A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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EXPLOITATIOH : : By Epes W. Sargent

Mickey's Birthday
Rochester-

Manager Lester^ Pollock circusing

ticket selling for Saturday morning
Mickey Mourse birthday sho;y.

Pasteboards on sale at three promi-

nent downtown stores, Sibley's,

Scrantom's and Liggetts, with post-

ers and window displays. Chief ben-

efit, aside from advertising value,

will be to avoid mobbing the box
office with 4,000 kids and mothers

trying to buy tickets in the last few
minutes before the show starts.

Show,' which includes 10 Mickey
Mouse cartoons, sells for two bits.

Campaign also includes releasing

1000 Mickey Mouse balloons, con-

test over WSAY with dolls for

prizes, teaser series of spot an-
nouncements over WHEC, boy in

Mickey costume giving out charms,
posters in schools and libraries, let-

ters to clergymen, line over cartoon

in the Sunday D. & C, notices to

16 country newspapers and special

lobby display. ^
For the Football Fans

Spokane.

The Orpheum will do anything.

At the Gonzaga-Washington State
football game Sept. 25, a record
crowd of 12,000 ogled a figure in long
nigthshirt and night-cap walking
across the gridiron between halves.

When he came closer to the
stands, words on the shirt became
visible; 'I'm A night owl. Late show
tonight at the Orpheum.' It got a

big laugh from crowd.

What's in a Name
Cleveland.

Present craze of contests 'naming-
something-or-other' was legitima-
tized in a unique 'Name-a-theatre'
contest for Warner's new nabe house
that out-classed every other bally-

hoo stunt of season for perfect tie-

ups,
Being built in Shaker Square,

heart of wealthy suburb.' theatre
won't be finished until mid-winter
and is still nameless. Syd Dannen-
berg, Warner p. a., thought up neat
stunt of niaming it that got a quick
okay from Nat Wolf as well as co-
operation of morning 'Cleveland
Plain Dealer.'

Prize of $100 is offered for best
suggestion along with explanation
or reason in 25 words or less for it.

Winner to be guest-of-hdnored, dined
and wined at opening, too. Paper
went to town for stunt, giving it

three-week daily run, as a circula-
tion good-yrill builder.

Answers ran up in the genuine
thousands, three stenogs needed to

open and sort out entries. System of
judging suggestions was worked out

BETTY ALLEN
HELD OVER

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK

THIRD WEEK—NOW

Paramount Short in Preparation

Vitaphon* Short to Ba Released
This Month

CONDUCTOR
VIOLINIST

2nd Tear—Sben'a
Buffalo

"A first late presentation wllh
Arse very food as fiddle colora-

tarist. Foot bews—that's »p-
' plaiise."—'Boffalo Times.

^OR SAUc—uirrowN theatre,
"OTidence, B. J. 1,45* ae.ts. ITor-

fv. . manared by KeUli-Alkee
^^rP' Saorlfloe for «iiick sale. Terms.

WB DUMPING MORE

DIXIE THEATRES
by Dannenberg to avoid any talk of
favoritism. ,

Titles only were typed off in lists
of 500 each, corresponding to staclced
letters, so judges-, would not be in-
fluenced by entrants' names.

Whiskers for Zola

Norfolk, Va,
A beard growing contest among

the male students of the Norfolk
Division of the College of William
and Mary has been started by Man-
ager Pierre Buologne of the Norva
theatre as build-up for 'The Life of
Emile Zola,' which begins Oct. 22.
As reward for the bearding the

Norva is to give the 15 most success-
ful growers two passes to the show.

Moore's Big One
Fort Worth.

Clever exploitation stunts were
used by Marsline K. Moore, man-
ager of the Hollywood theatre for
'Stella Dallas' in competition for
the Samuel Goldwyn $1,000 in prizes.
Among them were:
A man dressed as Santa Claus

bearing k sign: 'Shop Early and
Then See 'Stella Dallas' at the
Hollywood.' Flags on seven tall
buildings. Three sheets pasted to
the lobby floor. A trick mirror
lobby display. Many curb signs all
over town. Pavements signs at
corners. Cabs carrying signs. Plane
with loudspeaker. Girls on bicycles,
each one with a letter from pic
title.

Hankies given to women before,
opening with hunch it would be
needed at show. Many window tie-
ups, among them one with Wool-
worth and Montgomery Ward, the
latter giving out heralds in all
packages. Five 24-sheet cutouts on
sidewalks about town. Small fence
on curb in front of theatre. Radio
announcements and gobs of news
plants. These included 8-col. strip
five consecutive days in press. One
entire shopping column carried
puffs.

Elliott Roosevelt and wife guests
at preview. T, C. U. band played
for it. Mayor on hand, and other
notables.
Show ran eight nights and seven

days, second longest run ever scored
at • this theatre. Business big.

Theatre Changes
Omaha.

In view of -compromise settlement
reported month or so ago District
Judge Ffank Dineen last Wednesday
dismissed without prejudice foi'e-
closure suit on Paramount brought
by Omaha National Bank against
A. H. Blank Theaters Corp., Tri-
States Theatres Corp, and Creighton
University.
Action returns theatre to Blank

control. Evert Cummings, district
manager for Tri-States, announced
possibility of opening theatre is im-
decided. Infantile paralysis epidemic
of past six weeks thought to have
nullified any possibility of house
opening. Past two seasons house has
opened during fall season and re-
mained dark rest of year.

Relinquishing operation in various
parts of the south where its chain is

spottily represented, Warner Bros,
has just turned over ihe Broadway.
Charlotte, N. C, lo the Kincey-Wilby
interests, this elimination in its

theatre empire of around 30Q houses
following disposal of certain houses
in Kentucky. The Charlotte theatre
is a first-run house.

In Kentucky two theatres^ at Dan-
ville were taken over by the Soutiiio

Theatres Corp., a Paramount sub-
sidiary in Ohio under management
of Tracy Barham, while theatres in
Owensboro, Edison, Fulton, Mayfield
and Henderson have'^been acquired
by Malco Theatres, headed by M. A.
Lightman. Malco, with headquar-
ters at Memphis, operates in Ten-
nessee, Arkansas and Mississippi and
is a Paramount partnership.
In all instances the theatres are

completely taken over from Warner
Bros,, removing this distriubtor en-
tirely from operation in the situa-

tions involved. WB has felt that
these southern towns presented
operating problems since the houses
were so separated from other units

of the chain.

WB is retaining its M'emphis hold-
ings, according to the home office.

Detroit All Set to Admish Tilts

Ranging from 15-40%; Trendle Idea

Hot and Cold

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Harold Lloyd passed up Carol
Hughes as femme lead because
she's 'too hard' for the part.

Actress claims she lost many
parts because she was consid-

ered 'too soft.'

ST. LOO POLL SWINGS

F&M MORE TO DUALS

RKO-Par Pool in Upper

N. Y.; Par-Levy Extend

Coincident with consummation of
a pooling arrangement in Yonkers,
N. Y., between RKO and the Para-
mount-George Walsh interests, with
RKO having operating control, the
closed Broadway in that town has
been reopened for week-ends. The-
atre will play pictures Fridays, Sat-

urdays and Sundays.'Under the pool
five houses are affected, the Proctor,
Strand, ' Central, Park Hill and
Broadway.
The five-year operating arrange-

nrient between the Par-Walsh group
on the^ one hand and Eugene Levy
on the' other, which has two more
years to go, has already been ext
tended an additional 10 years. This
covers the Broadway, Ritz, Cameo
and Park in Newburgh, N, Y., where
Levy has been an independent op-
erator for years. The Par subsid-
iary over this and other upstate
towns, Netco theatres, is headed by
Walsh, who is in active operation
of the chain of 18 houses.

St. Louis.
Frisina Amus. Co., Springfield, III.,

plans 700-seatei- in Effingham, 111.,

where it now operate the Effingham,
l.OOO-seater.

T. E. Wilhoit erecting new house
in Plattsburg, Mo.
Headquarters of Sparta Theatres,

Inc., recently incorporated by Steve
Farrar, O. L. Turner and J, T. Gas-
kin, located in Orpheum Theatre
Bldg., Harrisburg, 111.

The Modernistic, Onarga, 111., for-
merly operated by Irwin Gromoll,
acquired by Kerasole.s Bros, of
Springfield. 111. George Kerasotes
will manage house.
New theatre being completed by

Creighton & Shaver, Kewanee, III.,

is being readied for October Opening
in Keithburg, 111.

The Hollywood and Lyric, down-
town houses in St. Louis, reopened.
Both shuttered during summer be-
cause of no cooling systems.
Grand, Sparta, III., now under

management of Egyptian, Amus. Co.;

formerly operated by Charles Wells.
Mrs. J. D. Williams, who owns

Liberty, Union, Mo., is planning an-
other house for same town.
Steve Farrar and Oscar Turner

have opened Cozy, Vienna, III.

Fred McLaren, owner of Ada,
Monmouth, III., disposed of house to

Red Johnson. McLaren also has
taken over Ada, Hoopeston, 111., 460-

seater which he intends remodeling.
Flora Amus. Co., Flora, III.., plan-

ning new 500-seater as competish for

the Florence and Orpheum. operated

in the same town by John Spaulding

San Antonio.

Jack A. Pickens, Jr.. of Jack Pick-

ens Theatres. Inc., here, opens his

San Marcos theatre Oct, 7, and on
the following Thursday will open

the new Cuero house.
Fire destroyed the Pearsall theatre

in Pearlsall last week. House was
owned by Gidney Talley. operator

of the Ritz. colored theatre in the

Alamo City.

Lynchburg.
New theatre seating 1,000 will be

built In Danville. Va.. by General
Guarantors Corporation of N. Y.

Theatre-Press Declare

A Truce in Lincoln, Neb.
Lincoln, Oct. 5.

Truce came out of the 12-week
difference between the newspapers
and theatre row here when Lou
Finske, division manager of the

J. H. Cooper Enterprises, conferred
with Joe W. S^acrest, ad manager
of the Journal and Star, and the dift

was called off.

Originally started when the news-
papers asked for theatre row rev-

enue up to a year ago, or would
have to raise rates. "Theatres said

nix and asked for a reduction from
the $3.70 rate asked. Papers jacked
to $3.80 and the theatres went to

billboards and throwaways, cutting

paper ads completely or to the bone.
Under new setup, $3.80 slays on

with rate goiiig down to $3 per inch

for more than 50 inches weekly per

house, which amounts to about equal

concession. Papers nov.' go back to

pix house support which had been
withdrawn. Deal also takes in the

Westland Theatres, City Manager
Milt Overman having withdrawn for

them at the same time. . .

St. Louis, Oct. 5.

While final tabulations have not
been completed in Fanchon &
Marco's poll of the likes and dislikes

of patrons in 31 theatres it owns and
controls in St. Louis and St. Louis
County, there has been a decided
swing to two-feature programs, with
stage shows, in the last few days.

First returns showed customers of

nabeS were satisfied with two fea-

tures while those Who patronize the

de luxe houses wanted their enter-

tainment to consist of one feature,

selected shorts and stage shows. Now
the first run theatre frequenters are
switching to two features and the
ratio of the entire voting is about 2-

to-1 for stage shows, with vaude acts

predominating.

Philly Drive to Attract

80,000 Hard-of-Hearing
Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

Campaign to add 80,000 hard-of-
hearing patrons to film-attending
public here has been started by
Philadelphia Motion Picture Forum.
Group has issued appeal to ops of

leading houses to install hearing
aids for" deaf. Only two Philly the-
atres now have such equipment—the
Fox and the Terminal.

Rosamond G. Wright, chairman
of hard-of-hearin£ committee of

Forum, said aim was to have at least

a dozen houses in the territory
Wired with hearing aids, Advent of
talkers, she said, has deprived deaf
of chief form of amusement.
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Detroit, Oct. 5.

General admish boost, ranging
from 15-40%, is hanging fire here,

and awaits only okayof a few hold-

out exhibitors before going into

effect. Agitation, led by George W.
Trendle, prez United Detroit (Par)
chain, is gaining momentum and an
early

,
hiking of admishes is expected.

First-runners, of which Trendle
operates four of town's six, are be-
hind the proposish to a man, but are
wary of uppin^ prices unless nabes
join in; thereby avoiding a possible
boycott of bigger houses in favor ot
nabe spots.

As now planned, admish would be
jumped from 65c. top in town's four
big houses to 75c. The advance, ex-
hibs figure, will just about take care
of increased cost of product, labor,

etc.

Size of boost for nabes hasn't been
fully worked out as yet. Some of

operators seem to favor a boost from
the current 25c. top to 35c„ which is

thought too steep by other exhibs. A
majority feel a 20% (or 5c.) to 30c.

top, would be just about right for
payees' purse.
There are ' few dissenting voices

against the proposed boosts; and
fewer who believe the increases will

have an appireciable effect on the

b.o., what with boosted auto payrolls

and higher prices on about every-
thing else.

Hamilton, O., Oct. 5.

Tracy Barham, general manager
S o u t h i 0 Theatres, headquartered
here, has upped admissions 5c. at

the Paramount, Rialto and Palace
here, and the Paramount, Sorg,
Strand and Gordon, at Middletown.
Children's admission hiked from 10
to 15c. Sundays and holidays. This
is the first price boost in this terri-

tory for past several years.

$20,000 THEATRE BLAZE
Salt Luke City, Oct, 5.

A $20,000 fire destroyed the Holla-

day theatre Wednesday (30). About
50 patrons fled the building unin-

jured. Nels Hansen, owner, and
William Newman, projectionist, suf-

fered minor cuts and burns.
House is located la a suburb of

Salt Lake City.

N.O. Downpour Ruins B.O.

New Orleani?. Oct. 3.

A cloudbui'st in which 12.25 inches

of rain fell, paralyzed are theatre

business here Saturday (2). The
rain began falling at 3 p.m. Friday

and continued most of Saturday.

Transportation and power lines were
crippled and it was not until late

in the afternoon that service was
restored.

The deluge for a time spread ap-

prehension as to the approach of a

tropical storm which was brewing
south of the city in the Gulf of

Mexico.
In a number of instances theatre

managers brought sandbags into

play to keep the water which had
risen above street curbings out of

the lobbies.

The Tulane-Auburn game was
called ofT, too, because the Green
Wave's stadium here was under

three feet of water at the time.

••BROADWAY MELODY OF 1936'^

I'letrlier Ifenderfton Orcheutrn
SurtliiK (Tliurs., Oct. 7) the
New York Stuffe, HU. "l>EAl>
KND," hC ropulnr PrlceH.
Horace Heldt un«1 OrclieHtro

TMi At. * Itih M.

ROXY
AIX OK« TO

''Life Begins

in College"

THE KIT% HItO.S.

Specliil Htiiir«
Attmctloii

^^.^«/MUNI/.

PARAMOUNT/"™
HKI.n OV£R 3np WCIBk

IJ!4 PERS<>NI
taoht Club

'High, Wide

and HandBome'

Iron* Dunnfl

Randolph Scott

Boyi

Hudson
D«Lang« Band

BASIO
CITY MUSIC HALL

"STAGE
DOOR"

Sp»cta«ular Stag* Prerfu*ti«na

PAT
O'BRIEN r^tim.miij'~''^^m

BLONDELL ^trO^f*^^''^*Opens 9:35 a.m.

FUN - FROLIC . ROMANCE • RHYTHMt

"THIS WAY PLEASE"
A Paramtunt Picture

With CHA8. (BUDDY) ROfiERS, BETTY
QRABLE. NED SPARKS, FIBBER MiQEE,
Mi MOLLY Mi MARY LIVINGSTON

Criterion I 25c^ BS*ay4 451h8t. I
0»M» t •.M. Mlililflit Shaw* I t( I P.M.
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SENSATIONAL,
NEW ATTRACTION

ON THE ENTERTAINMENT HORIZON!!

held over for a third week at the

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
NEW YORK

on its initial Broadway engagementp the

is creating musicai hiistory over-n/ghfJ

HERE IS A BAND THAT DARES TO BE DIFFERENT

distinctive music is its trademark!

Week of October ISih

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS
making an original short

Week of October 22nd

LOEW'S CAPITOL THEATRE
Washington, H^, C.

niHSIER REIORD ^ttiM

I

I
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SHOWS
Programs Using Studio Audiences

Following is the list of New York-originated network Commercials which
bave studio audiences:

NBC
ACCOUNT

American iRadiator COi

American Toba«^o Co.

Elizabeth Arden
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.

Cities Service Co.

Cummer Products Co.

Cycle Trades ol America.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

Gen. Flectric Co.

Gen. Foods Corp.

Gen. Motors Corp.

Gtiilih Manufacturing Co., Inc.

Grove Laboratories, Inc.

Gruen Watch Co.

Koppers Coke Co., Inc.

The liambert Company
Lamont Corliss & Co.
Macfadden Publications, Inc.

Philip Morris & Co., Ltd.

Packer Tar Soap, Inc.

Pacific Coast Borax Co.
Radio Corp. of America.
Sealtest, Inc.

Shierwin-Williams Co,
Sterling Products, Inc.

Sterling Products, Inc.

G. Washington Coffee Refining Co.

PROGRAM
Fireside Recitals
YoUr Hit Parade
Eddy Duchin
Tommy Dorsey
Cities Service Concert
Vox Pop
Bicycle Party
The Voice of Firestone
Hour of Charm
Believe It or Not
Gen. Motors Concerts
Time to Shine
Gen. Hugh . Johnson
The Time of Your Life
Eddy Duchin
Grand Central Station
Husbands and Wives
True Story Court
Philip Morris Program
Thatcher Colt Mysteries
Death Valley Days,
Magic Key of RCA
Sealtest Party
Metropolitan Opera Auditions
Waltz Time
Manhattan Merry>Go-Round
American Album of Familiar Music
Uncle Jim's Question Bee.

u.mm
Practically All Network
Programs Except SeriaU
and Commentators Now
Work Before Sponsors'

Guests

BIGGEST YET

CBS
American Tobacco Co.
Chevrolet Motor Co.
Chrysler Corp.
Coca-Cola Cor
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
E.- iTDu Pont
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Philip Morris & Co.
Nash-Kelvinator Corp.
Pet Milk Sales Corp.
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Sterling Products, Inc.

Stewart-Warner C«>rp.

Time, Inc. ^

United States Tobacco
Ford Motor Co.
Cren.' Baking Co.
Creh. Foods Corp.
Gen. Foods Corp.
Hudson" Motor

'

Co.

Your Hit Parade
Dramatic Rhythm
Major Bowes' Amateur Hour
The Songshop
Gang-Busters
Palmolive Beauty Box Theatre
Your Adventure with Floyd Gibbons
Calvacade of America
Chesterfield Presents Kostelanetz's
Orch. & John Charles Thomas

Johnny Presents Russ Morgan's Orch,
Professor Quiz
Pet's Sat. Night Show
Benny Goodman
Famous Actors' Guild Presents Helen
Menken

Aiemite. Half- Hour with Horace
Heidt's Brigadiers

March of Time
Pick and Pat in Pipe Smoking Time
Watch the Fun Go By
Guy Lombardo & His Orch.
Kate Smith
•We, the People* .

Hobby Lobby

MPPA WARNDffi

ON OFF-AIR

RECORDING

"stations throughout the country
were advised this week through a
circular letter from' the Miisic Pub-
lishers Protective Association that
they must obtain the customary
manufacturer's license whenever
they take a program off the air for
future- broadcasting. Letter pointed
out that this dealing for musical
rights is necessary regardless of

whether the program is commercial
or sustaining.

Checkup by the MPPA has dis-

clpsed that while the take-off prac-
tice, principally as applied to com-
mercial programs, has become com-
mpn a goodly percentage of the sta-
tions involved were not obtaining
the required licenses. The MPPA
holds that it cannot logically enforce
the copyright owner's rights in the
instances of networks and indie sta-
tions which do comply and permit
others to escape.
Harry Fox, MPPA gen, mgr., pro-

poses to work <iut a uniform con-
tract covering those irt the business
of taking broadcasts off the air for
3d agencies and artists as soon as
he has obtained the necessary trus-
tee agreements from all the major
rnusic publishers. This type of off-
the-air recorder will likely have the
royalty terms of the uniform agree-
rnient based on his gross turnover for
the preceding year.

'

Ed Turner has joined WSOC,
*-harlotte, as salesman.

MAXON NAMES BOB WILSON

First t* Holi Arency's Title m
Radio Director

Maxon agency has established its

first titular office of radio director

and spotted Robert Wilson, Jr., in

the job. Pat Barnes formerly advised

on radio for Maxon, but held no
official title. Wilson comes from
CBS, where he handled time-
peddling in the Philadelphia office

and area. He will headquarter in

N. Y.
At present Maxon has two net-

work programs riding. 'Heinz Maga-
zine of the Air' on Columbia, and
Phil Spitalny's all-girl orch for Gen-
eral Electric on NBC. Agency is

now buzzing a bee in the bonnet of

Gillette Blades, which faded its pro-
gram, featuring Milton Berle, off

CBS during the summer. At the time
of the program's fold( Maxon got the
account back from Ruthrauff St

Ryan.

KLZ Has Man-on-Street
Show in Negro District

Denver, Oct. 5.

Denver's colored section has been
given a once-a-week 'man on the

street' broadcast by KLZ. During
the broadcasts Matthew McEniry,
announcer, interviews residents of

the black belt, and Larry Robar does

the m.c. job.

Entertainment includes a barber

shop quartet, a mammy singer and a

singing bootblack.

Ed Sprague Joins WLW
• Pittsburgh, Oct. 5.

Ed Sprague has left Pittsburgh to

join sports announcing staff of WLW,
Cincinnati.

He dropped out of radio tempora-

rily this summer to 'manage Beach

Club, nitery, in nearby Conneaut

Lake.

By BEN BODEC
Any network commercial origi-

nating this fall from New York
without a studio audience will rate
as an exception to the rule. Broad-
casting before onlookers has devel-
oped to. the point where none but
small intimate dramatic programs
and news commentators still hold to
the practice of strict privacy.
Percentage of audience broadcasts

will be away over what it was last

season. In the case of Columbia the
increase will figure around 30%.
Because of the capacity of its outside
theatre studios CBS will play to
considerably more sideliners than
NBC.
Columbia has 25 shows of this

classification already set to emanate.
With 'previews' ' and rebroadcasts
added, the list of audience attended
programs will total 30. CBS esti-

mates it will be catering to between
35,000 and 40,000 ticket holders a
week by the time the current broad-
cast season reaches its commercial
apex. .

NBC has 26 commercials scheduled
for studio audience Indulgence. With
the rebroadcasts the actual Instances
of open house will tally 34.' NBC
estimates, a weekly attendance of

between 30,000 and 35,000 persons,
excluding the invites to sustaining
programs. Latter might figure any-
where between 10,000 and 15,000 a

week. Mutual and local stations

also have audience shows.

ASSOCIATED BAKERIES

CONTROL 'JIMMY ALLEN'

Chicago, Oct. 5.

Rights to 'Air Adventures of
Jimmy Allen' transcription series
have been purchased for Associated
Bakeries by Russel C. Comer ad
agency, as ^t-Pct. 1.

Series, fopnji'erly on to plug Skelly,
Richfield, Hickock and Pocahbntas
Oil, now to air for bread in 32
cities of midwest and south where
Associated Bakeries have plants.

Edward G. Robinson Will
Play Tabloid Daily Editor

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Edward G. Robinson program to

fill Out the Lifebouy-Rinso hour was
set by Myron Kirk, radio director
of Ruthrauff & Ryan agency, before
he hauled east. Femme lead goes
to Claire Trevor, with material to be
scripted by Irving Caesar, Courtney
Riley Cooper, Eddie Holden and
Arch Obler.

Half hour show carries title of 'To-

day' and will be a series of dram-
atized news events. Robinson is cast

as the editpr of a robust tabloid

who later reforms to become a

righteous crusader. Plot will be
maintained, although each episode
will be complete in itself.

Taplinger's Film Job

Robert S. Taplinger has sold his

N. Y. radio publicity office to Tom
Fizdale of Chicago. Taplinger on
Nov. 1 joins the Burbank studios of

Warner Bros, to handle film, radio

and music publicity under Charley
Einfeld. Fizdale reportedly has ar-

ranged to pay $22,000 for the firm.

Taplinger built up radio's most
impressive p.a. office through his in-

side track at CBS, He was formerly
with CBS and quit in 1935 to open
his own office, in the same building.

Further story on Taplinger appears

in film dept.

Mugpg for the Studio Audiences

Again Notable; Hollywood Repeating

Picking Bones Clean

Los Angeles, Oct. S.

New program on KECA is

*Joe Miller's Opera House.'

Local gag writers will be
there in force to. see if there's

anything they missed.

L(^ion Whams

For Criticism

Schenectady, Oct.. 5.

Jim Healey, himself a member of

the American Lpgion, has been given
an uncomfortable time of it by
fervid members of that group since

he criticized over the air the State

of New York for donating $50,000

of taxpayers' money to help defray
expenses on the recent New York
City convention. Under consider-

able pressure Healey back-tracked
and broadcast a squaring statement
that didn't square the Legionnaires'

peeve.
None of the taxpayers that Healey

was worrying about came to his aid

so he got nothing but abuse. This
has been directed at him personally

in his club, on the streets, and in

his office. Others have gone to the

station, WGY, and Healey's sponsor.

McEroy Will Act In

Ethered 'Father' Series

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

J. P. McEvoy will lay aside his

typewriter as soon as he completes
his' current scripting chore at Para-
mount and turn ether actor, playing
the papa in an air dramatization of

his Satevepost series, 'Father Meets
Son.' Sponsor stands ready to shell

out heavy coin for the feature but
insists on McEvoy playing himself.

'Father and Son' series started
more or less on the level,, being
founded on Mac's letters to his boy,
Denis, now at the University of Chi-
cago. Author feels qualified, be-
ing at 42 a grandfather.

Uncertain Bill Fields

Hollywood, Oct, 5.

W. C. Fields has told friends that
he is quitting radio And will with-
draw from the Chase 8c Sanborn
program. He has absented himself
frqm the last three broadcasts but
Danny Danker of J. Walter Thomp-
son agency denies the comic is void-
ing his five year contract. Exclusive
deal calls for $5,000 weekly.
Comic has a double reason for

wanting to quit the air show. Claims
to be unable to get good script ma-
terial and anyway wants to rest.

Field's appearance on the program
has been so uncertain in the past
few weeks that the agency had
standby material ready for emer-
gencies.

WJSVs Cup-Collectors
Washington, Oct. 5.

Week-end golfers of CBS Wash-
ington staff have cleaned up lately,

four web and WJSV figures winning
trophies at recent tournaments.

Jess Willard, station manager,
Harry Butcher, web v.p., Larry Elli-

ott, chief announcer, and Paul A.
Porter, headquarters attorney, all

have brought home silver platters

and such.

Harry Pomar at WATL
Atlanta, Oct. 5.

Harry Pomar, formerly with
Harvey Mas.sengale Adv Agency
here, has joined staff of WATL.
He ha.^ taken charge of station'.s

merchandising actup.

Mugging for the benefit of studio
audiences is again emphasized as
the new season gets under way. It

has been weighed pro and con by
admen in Hollywood lately as in the
east.

Hollywood may be repeating in its

radio . newness the cycle that New
York production saw couple of sea-
sons ago. They are reported, cling'
ing to the 'need' for studio laughter
to put comedy over with loud.speak-
er listeners.

Advertising agencies have been
subject to outside and sponsor criti-

cism on the score of allowing actors
to suit their own habits of stage de-
portment when working before stu-
dio audiences to the more or les??

neglect of the real audience scat-
tered over the country.
Recent example on a Hollywood

origination had two comedians
working together. Studio audience
was convulsed. At the loudspeak-
ing bench in the American parlor
the deadpans were slightly corru-
gated by frowns of perplexity. What
was funny? Nothing coming over
the air accounted for the rather pro-
nounced enjoyment of the studio
audience. Only two theories were
possible: (a) the homefolks were
getting short weight on the enter-
tainment; or (b) the people who at-
tend programs in Hollywood are
giggling Imbeciles.

In another case the death-like
silence of the Hollywood studio
audience endured for 20 minutes.
Then there were a couple of snickers.
In this case the studio audience gave
gruesome testimony on the spot of
how dull and boresome the program
had been. In reverse the behavior
on this occasioii called attention to
the agony of a clambake. Thousands
must have been keen enough to get
that studio audience corroboration
of their own suspicions that what
they were getting was pretty blah.
One of the criticisms most per-

sistently made' of commercial radio
by the average layman appears to
be this njatter of studio laughter,
studio applause and the whole riga-
marole of having two targets, one
visible, one invisible.

Local Rivah7

Bans Actors

From Station

Bridgeport, Oct. 5.

New Haven's WELI, riled by re-
moval to WICC, Bridgeport-New
Haven, of last season's prize pro-
gram, 'The First Offender,' Sheriff
J. E. Slavin's correctional drama
series, advised all actors in show that
any making switch couldn't work
both stations at same time.

Immediate consequence was that
Jeanne Poli, granddaughter of late

S. Z. and leading lady of 'First Of-
fender,' hired out to WICC for an-
other chore, a daily eye-opener.
Another echo of WELI-WICC

rivalry is former's signing of Eddie
Krolikowski, long-time Polish fave
at Bridgeport station, for commer-
cial.

WICC now feeding 'First Offenc'cf'

as sustainer to Colonial not o£ 13

stations.

Bill Hedges Resigns

Cincinnati, Oct. 5.

William S. Hedges resi.tjned yes-
terday (Monday) as vice president of

the Crosley radio properties. He
hooked up Jan. 1 last and hi.s con-
tract has until next year to go but
was mutually terrninated.

Hedges is dickering with a couple
of offers. Not known if he may re-

turn to NBC with which he was
many years as.sociated in various
executive capacities.
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RADIO MARKS TIME; QAR IDEA FOCUSED;

WEBER IRONS OUT NETWORK BUMPS

Stations Worried—Southern Broadcasters Reported

Incensed at Unionization Wave Going Through

Dixie—Other Factors

Broadcasting is marking time un-

til the special N.A.B. convention in

New York, next week, is over and

the Musicians -Union matter settled.

Mental attitiide of many station

Qwners is very unsettled. While

some stations have gotten used to

the prospective increase or have

comfortably discovered that their

present disbursements for music will

probably more than cover their

quota, others are uncertain and un^.

happy.

Stations in the South are said to

be among the most vitriolic in their

denunciations (mostly private) of

the American Federation of 'Musi-

cians. This is because the aggressive

outcropping in Dixie of C.I.O.-in-

spired unionization has sent shivers

through the business community
down therie. South is notably not

mentally conditioned to labor groups

and is bitter.

Southern stations have been es-

pecially loath to reveal, even to their

trade association, any facts^ statistics

or payroll percentages as affecting

talent, musicians or sustaining poll-

.
pies. '

Joe Weber, American Federation
of Musicians prez, was trying hard
at press time yesterday (Tuesday)
to arrive at a compromise with NBC
on the new originating-station con-
tract and also put the finishing

touches to the uniform indie sta-

tion agreement so that he could
leave New York to attend the clos-

ing sessions of the American Fed-
eration of Labor convention in Den-
ver. If thesis matters . weren't
closed by this morning Weber in-
tended to call off the Denver trip.

Columbia had readily agreed to
accept the AFM's proposition that
the network increase their musi-
cians expenditures at each of the
originating stations by $60,000, but
NBC insisted that the International
give it credit out of this 'amount
for the extra money it was spending
jfor the 51 men added for the Arturo
Toscanira programs, all of whom are
to collect above, scale.

- With either major network it

would be a new two-year contract,
becoming effective immediately and
replacing any previous, commit-
ments. With the $60,000 increase
per year, CBS' annual bjU for staff
-musicians in New York would go
over the $550,000 mark, while
NBC's would be appreciably over
$1,000,000. Boost is also to apply
to the webs' musical payrolls in
Chicago and Los Angeles.
Weber said yesterday (Tuesday)

. that his board had not decided just
what increase it would ask of the
three chief Mutual originating sta-
tions, WOR, New York; WGN, Chi-
cago, and KHJ, Los Angeles. In-
dications are that it will be between
$25,000 and $30,000 a year. James
Petrillo, Iicad of the Chicago local,
is slated to discuss the matter with
WGN when he returns home next
week, while the KHJ situation will
be .taken up with tewis Allen %eiss,
Don Lee gen. mgr., when he ar-
rives in

.
Now York next week for-

the general broadcasters' convention
at the Waldoi'f Astoria.

Stations affiliated with NBC and
ColuiTibia are set to meet the day
bafore the general broadcasting con-

'^cntion opens at the Waldorf-As-
toria to listen to the report of the
specinl committee which negotiated
the contract with the American Fed-
eration of Musicians. . Time of the
IRNA's gathering at the same hotel
will bo 't p. m. Monday (11),

One thing lh;it this committee has
io decide in the meanwhile what
effect the resignation of William S,

Atlas Huddle Due

Hedges as gen; mgr. of WLW, Cin-

cinnati, will have on his services as

chairman of the negotiating group.

Despite the peace pact" signed last

weekend between the Philly music

union and WCAU there, the Penna,

State commercial program which re-

sumes over CBS next Sunday (10)

night will originate at WABC, New
York, at least for the present. When
the show debuted several months

ago it ozoned from WCAU, Philly,

May return there later, although re-

sentment of the sponsors and agency

men^over the union situash there is

hurdle to 'that move. Tentative

plan is to take the show to WHP,
Harrisburg, for permanent origina-

tion.

ARTHUR B. CHURCH
KMBC, KANSAS CITT

Understand N. A. B. board of di-

rectors to shortly consider further

problem of obtaining counsel to

represent broadcasting industry.

Meanwhile, therefore; I prefer to

make.no personal statement. I plan

to attend special" N. A. B. conven-
tion.

According to my understanding
of A, F. M. demands and reported
negotiations of committee for in-

dependently owned network af-

flUated KMBC would be little af-

fected either as to minimum num-
ber of men or salaries paid mu-
sicians as we have for many years
employed staff of imion musicians.
Unquestionably musicians generally
have some causes . for complaint
which should be rectified but A.
F. M. demands appear excessive and,

in some cases, would seem to work
extreme hardships on some small
independently owned stations.

I am confident majority broad-
casters appreciate problems and
wish to co-operate with musicians
in every way possible to reach rea-
sonable imderstanding.

body to give his undivided attention

to his own business.

At this time we do not expect to

have anbody present at the conven-

tion. We've got lots of work to do

right here.

BIRTF.nSHER
KJRp-KMO, SEATTLE

Stations KJR and KMO will have

representative at broadcasters meet-

ing in New York next week but

prefer not to comment on issues in

advance.

LEO FITZPATRICK
WJR, DETROIT

. Personally I halve always been in

favor of having a representative

citizen to represent the broadcasting

industry.

I believe that the musicians' union

has a just cause for asking some
kind of readjustment of present

conditions . and have littlei fear but
that it will be worked out amicably.

I shall be at the convratioh.

JOSEPH 0. MALAND
WHO, DES MOINES

any Congressional investigation. Our building a trade association that will

need now is for association repre- inspire confidence and respect both

sentative of entire industry without inside and outside the industry,

politics and clique control. Only in- ;.If that is accomplished and N. A.

dependents owned stations should B. is truly representative of the in-

be members of such an association, dustry witH sufficient dues—paying

We need networks as much as they members the appomtment of a co-

need us, however, there should be ordinator might be warranted,

closer cooperation. Such association Will certainly attend New York

should be headed by an outstanding meeting and have personally written

individual who has respect of nation, two letters to every American radio
'station xirging 100% attendance.

Have always, been on record fa-

voring more local programs by radio
stations but thus far have always
found that newscasts, special fea-

tures, sports coverage get better

Czar for radio broadcasting is a I audience acceptance than use of

great idea theoretically but wonder local musicians,

how we can find man big enough If musicians., have something to

for job to work for an association sell us that will improve our service

with inadequate funds on yearly and please our listeners we are ready

basis. It cannot be done unless net- to buy it but don't think any or-

works or small group of stations un- ganization should be granted the

derwrite proposition for three to five privilege of forcing us to uise its

ycaxs. I

service regardless of merit.

Regarding Musicians Union prob-

lem we think that Advisory Com-
mittee of IRNA has done wonder-

ful job in handling almost insolvable

problem and will approve any rec-

ommendations made by them even

though we may not agree in every

particular.

EUGENE PULLIAM
WIRE, INDIANAPOLIS

CLUR M'COLLOUGH
MASON-DIXON GROUP

FARM STATION
IOWA

(Name withheld by request)

HUGHA.LHALFF
WOAI, SAN ANTONIO

In my opinion appointment of so-

called czar to represent broadcast

ing industry in manner of Will

Hays office for motion pictures is

not only desirable but almost nec-

essary provided that one selected is

of the highest character and great-

est ability commanding the respect

of all. Anything short of that, in

my opinion, would be a waste of

time and money.
Expiect to' attend New York con-

vention accompanied by" Beeman
Fisher, new general manager; of

WOAL
Without having the latest infor-

mation or angles not in position to

express opinion of musicians imion
problem.

HERB HOLUSTER
KANS, WICHITA

Will attends convention in New
York. Have not formed an opinion

regarding a czar for the radio in-

dustry.

Think there is something to be

We have been busy here for a
great many years, trying to give our
listeners worthy entertainment and
information, and trying to give

enough service to bur advertisers to

pay expenses.
Frankly, we don't believe that

any 'so-called Czar could run our
business any better than we can;

neither do we believe that any mu-
sicians* union can or will do any-
thing but make trouble for them-
selves and for us, by dictating as to

how many entertainers we shall

have, and what we shall pay them,
I don't care to influence anybody

else, any more than I care to have
them influence us in the conduct of

our business. Seems to me there is

a great and crying need for every

Believe appointment of proper
outstanding personality to represent

broadcasting industry will solve

many of our problems and. favor

prompt action in this direction. Will

attend New York convention, which
I think is essential due to necessity

of submitting all angles of Musicians'

Union situation to all stations. Hope
othets realize this..meeting of»tran^
scendent importance.

A conference in Now York (I!ity is

scheduled for later il)!.<; week be-
twocji the members ol . the group
pvcmcting the Atlas transcription

fu'M. Laticr has hitcmplod to set up
a t\nrji,crjyjtion hiz on a fihri ex-
clion.'.:c bJccl: booking theory but has
not rch'firrt;! far to date,

T.T.inc,VMi:in Hopper of Cinema
Mercanliic Credits, Hollywood is due
a^. ccnfevcnco along, with Herb
Eber.EtcIn, Leu Winston and Leon
Lcc.

STANLEY HUBBARD
KSTP, ST. PAUL-MINNEAPOLIS

Musicians have justifiable com-
plaint against some stations, hoW'
ever, consider it unfair to penalize

those who have used musicians since

inception of radio at great financial

loss.

Am opposed to czar on basis of

possible investigation of industry,

Stations such as ours will welcome

What radio heeds is not a czar,

but a closely knit association with a
pliblic relations department that wiU
effectively interpret the industry to
the public, generedly, and to the gov-
ernment specifically. The frequently
heard, but inadequately challenged
statement that radio is a bonanza
must be. specifically answered in the
very near futiure if irirepairable harm
to ^the industry is to be avoided. The
recent- demand of the musicians

union is only additional evidence

ART MOSBY
KGVO, MISSOULA, MONT.

sqid for all sides m the controversy credehce given this bonanza
between the radio industry, as a l^^y^j^^

^^^^ minded broadcaster
whole, and as ^groups, and

.
the 1 ^ ^^^^^^ ^ collective bargaining,

American Federation of Musicians Lig^i^^g ^ ^nion contract, or having
Believe all this can and will be ^^.^^^^^ relations with organized
straightened out in a satisfactory L^^^^.

However,' the economics of
manner to all parties and factions.

| ^^^.^ operation must be taken into

accoimt if a workable agreement is

to be effected. The facts in this

question and in other problems con-

fronting the industry must be pre-

sented with such frankness and sin-

Feel appointment of radio czar 1 cerity that the public will under-

very important to hold together a stand just how absurd this radio

very disorganized broadcasting bonanza myth really is. I don't be-

group. - lieve a czar is the answer.

Having already made two trips to The very appointment of a czar

New York this summer doubt I will would be prima-facie admission that

personally attend next week's con- the industry needs policing, which,

fab. . of course, is not the case. The radio

WPA has no musicians on relief industry has blazed the trail for a

in Montana. Problem is local rather great new vehicle- of information and

than national. Feel Petrillo activity entertainment. With few exceptions

has forced Weber to adopt unusual its record is clean, not corrupt. The
tactics which should have been di- public generally and Government

rected at theatres and night clubs specifically will be fair and reason-

rather than radio which has helped able in appraising this record if it

rather than injured musicians.

CHARLES W. MYERS
KOIN, PORTLAND

Regarding so-called czar, or bet-

ter called counsel, for radio indus-

try I would first have to know the

man* before answering."I Tie not be-
lieve in magic.
Musicians controversy partly

caused by a few greedy operators

within the industry. KOIN has al-

ways employed musicians. My at-

tendance at meeting undecided.

is properly presented and honestly

interpreted. Radio is certain to hav»
more regulation, but it should be ad-

ministered with a sympathetic un-
derstanding of the industry's prob-

lems,- and this can be accomplished

if the industry is organized and
united for its objective development
as well as for InteiUigent defense of

its record of highly creditable

service.

LLOYD THOMAS
WROK, ROCKFORD, ILL.

GENE OTALLON
KFEL, DENVER

I do not consider radio industry

ready for a czar. Consider it morg
important to strengthen present

I

'""^

N. A. B, by departmentalizing and '

^'^^

How ^Czar' Idea Works in Film Biz
By ROY CHy^RTIER

Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America,

Inc, was founded in March, 1922, at which time Will

H. Hays resigned as Postmaster-General from Harding

cabinet to head it.

UNDERLYING MOTIVES:
A trade association representing all major producer-

distributors as a group was ielt. to be imperative. Pro-

ducers were running wild and it was felt that co-

ordination was needed for the benefit of all, curbing

those of the prod-distrib group which might be en-

dangering others by their actions. This has been im-

portant at times when certain producers have gone too.

far with 'censorable' material on the screen, in adver-

tising or otherwise.

With legislative troubles back in '22 becoming more
and more a nuisance and relations between distribs

and independents becoming more strained, it was felt

an organization was also needed which would be of a

protective nature.

ANNUAL COST OF MAINTENANCE:
Variously estimated from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 a

year, cost of operating the 'Czar' set-up in filmdom is

largely dependent on what work comes before the

association in any particular year including lobbying,

legislative, litigation, etc. Hays' personal salary is prob-

ably around $300,000 yearly with liberal expense ac-

count added,
ACTIVITIES:

"

MPPDA has fought adverse tax and other legislative

action every year both in Congress and in the various

states, maintaining close legislative connections at all

times and close checks on bills affecting the industry

as they come up. Has been very successful, in co-

operation with producer-distributors and theatre oper-

ators in keeping adverse legislation and other State or

Federal moves aimed at the industry at a minimum.
MEMBERSHIP:
Members, including Paramount, MGM, 20th-Fox,

United Artists, Warners, Universal, Columbia, Republic,

Educational and various individual producing units

such as Sam Goldwyn, are assessed- a percentage of

their annual gross business to help maintain the

MPPDA.
INDEPENDENTS' ATTITUDE:

Attitude of indies toward the Hays office is mixed,
some always having regarded it as representative of

the 'tyranny' major producer-distribs have over indies

while others seek and do cooperate with MPPDA on
various matters vital to the whole industry, such as leg-

islation. In its work against legislation, the MPPDA
is always effecting results which are just as beneficial

to the indie as to the big producer or chain operator.

What radio broadcasting needs is

better coordination and closer co-

operation between stations in differ-

ent groups, namely national high

powered network and independent
regional and local. Poorest organ-

ized are the independent regional

N,A,B. will only do its

job properly when it is so organized

that it gives help to all classes con-

cerned.
Radio does not want and does not

need a czar. It is not comparable
with motion picture industry and is

not suffering from same evils. We
are strongly and definitely opposed
to a radio czar. Will be represented
at New York N,A,B. convention.

District organizations of broadcasters
plus proper departmental setup in

N.A.B, will help solve problems.
We believe musicians' union deal-

ings with independent local stations

will be fair and demands equitable,

taking their financial limitations and
resources into consideration. WROK
has union musician's payroll now
equivalent to that requested by mu-
sicians' union. If local stations were
properly organized in groups with
proper representation such prob-
lems could be handled much more
easily and satisfactorily.

S. C, VINSONHALER
KLRA, LITTLE ROCK

I belieye the proper man to rep-

resent broadcasting industry would
be splendid thing.

At present time I will be unable

to attend . New York convention.

However, plans may change.
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CBS MAY END CHAINBREAKS
Chain Income from Time Sales

NBC
1937 193G

January $3,541,999 $2,681,895
February 3,295,782 2,714,300

March 3,614,283 3,037,873

April 3,277,321 2,741,928

May. 3,214,819 2,561,720

June 3,003,387 2,323,546

July s. 2,707,450 2.449,983
August 2,784,977 2,422,431

-September 2,850,581 2,886,637

Total ..$28,290,599 $23,820,313

CBS
1937 1936

January $2,378,620 $1,901,023
February 2,264.317 1,909,146
March 2,559,716 2,172,382
April 2,596,238 1,950,939
May 2,552,574 1,749,517
June 2,476,576 1,502,768
July . i;988,412 1,292,775
August 1,955,280 1,232,588
September 2,028,585 1,838,932

Total $20,800,118 $15,550,070

MUTUAL
1937

January $187,362
February 202,088
March 212,861
April ; 167,590
May 133,431
June 99,136
July 84,362
August 79,555

September 119,210

Total $1,285,599

1935

$2,895,037

2,758,319

3,025,308

2,682,143

2,685,211

2,380,845

2,208,935

2,021,365

2,163,317

1934

$2,391,667

2,211,637

2,507,890

2,373,890

2,475,173

2,177,857

1,864,420

1,735,555

1,860,166

$22,820,480 $19,598,255

1935

$1,768,949

1,654,461

1,829,553

1,615,389

1,287,455

1,066,729

910,470

879,019

1,086,900

1934

$1,405,948

1,387,823

1,524,904

1,371,601

1,255,887

925,939

620,290
513,315

700,491

$12,098,925 $9,706,198

1936

$166,266

152,064

191,483

137,934

129,907

104,510

109,561

122,085

168,919

$1,282,709

September Slows Pace But Good

NBC Took In $2,850,581—Columbia Copped $2,028,-

585

Upward surge in time billings

•mong the. networks was sharply
checked during September. Co-
lumbia's comparative percentage
dropped off to 10.3%, while NBC
took in 1.2% less than it did for Sep-
tember, 1936. Election business
which started coming the latter part
of last September created a gross, it

was explained, that made tough
hurdling.

NBC's billing for the past month
came to $2,850,581. Tally for Colum-
bia was $2,028,585. Breakdown of

WCAU-UNION

COMPROMISE

Mutual Arithmetic

Figure which Mutual re-
leased yesterday (Tuesday) as
the

. network's Income for
September, 1936, represents the
residue after income frofn po-
litical business had been ex-
tracted. Tally as given last

year was $168,919. With po-
litical billings out this gross
for September, '36, comes to
$136,334.

Compared to the latter fig-

ure, Mutual's revenue for this
September, $119,210, represents
a drop of 12.5%. Figured the
other wiay the decrease is 29%.

the NBC figure gave the red
(WEAF) link $2,057,513 and the blue
(WJZ) network $793,068. Compai-ed
to September, '36, it was. an increase
of 3.2% for the red and a drop of
11.2% for the blue. On the com-
parative nine months of the year.
Columbia is still-up 33.6% and NBC
the same way by 18.9%.

In September, '36, NBC accounted
for $2,886,637 in hookup time sales.
For the previous like month it was
$^.163,317, and in 1934, $1,860,166.
Columbia's September, '37, billings
were almost,three times what they
had been for the parallel month of
34. $700,491. Gross for September,
1936, figured $1,838,932, and the next
year, $1,086,900.

Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

Two years of bitter feuding be-

tween WCAU and the Musicians'

union, during which the station was
on the unfair list, has finally ended
with the signing of a- contract for

a house band.
Bob Golden's crew goes into sta-

tion next Monday. Termer, which is

only temporary, depending upon
outcome of national situation, rep-

resents a tremendous compromise by
both sides. It provides for 16 men
at $45 a week.

"This price is for sustaining only,

but station may subtract from it pro-

rata for any time the men play com-
mercial and get paid at regular com-
mercial rates.

Agreement was drawn up through

the efforts of M. Herbert Syme,
Philly labor attorney and impartial

mediator. It was consummated last

Friday in the New York office of

Sol A. Rosenblatt. Doc and Ike. Levy
represented ' the station, with A. A.

Tomei, Rex Ricardi, and Joseph Levy
representing the union. Tomei and
Ricardi are prez and secretary, re-

spectively, of the Philly local.

Station agreed to spend $800 a

week for musicians. This is figured

as four times the card rate for a

quarter hour. Rate card method of

determining how much a station

shall spend for music is an alterna-

tive to national plan that each sta-

tion spend 5% of its gross.

A meeting between the union and

WFIL will take place today to ar-

range a similar contract for that out-

let.

3 Marshalls trio under pact to
NBC Artists Service, debut on first
nnery date at Arcadia, Philly. Oct.
IS.

Faulkner Honeymooning
Ed Rice did the writing for last

week's (30) Rudy Vallee-Royal

Gelatin show, pinch-hitting for

George Faulkner, who wais on his

honeymoon at the time,

Faulkner resumes the chore with

tomorrow's (Tiiursday) program.

Network Favors Deference
to Criticism Although
Will Cost Several Hun-
dred Thousand Dollars

FOR OWN GROUP

Through the change in policy it is

now considering Columbia may
drive off all chainbreak announce-
ments from the stations the net-

work now owns and operates. These
outlets have an aggregate income of

several hundred thousaii^s of dol-

lars a year from this type of adver-
tising but the heads of the web feel

that the time ha^ come for CBS to

take the lead in curbing the
prevalency of the chainbreak blurb.

Columbia proposes to start the
campaign in that direction by put-
ting a strict limit on the number of
words used in chainbreak copy on
the stations it controls. Newly im-
posed limit will be no mor^ than a
dozen words. It may be diecided to

make it 10 words. In any event the
stricture is on the way, but it won't
be made effective until the subject
has been discussed with the man-
agers of the various CBS operated
outlets when they come into New
York next week for the general con-
vention of the broadcasting industry.

CBS' practice has been to confine
the ch£unbreak blurb to spots fol-

lowed by sustaining programs, as
far as its own stations are con-
cerned, thereby hoping to set an ex-
ample for the network's affiliates.

American Association of Advertising
Agencies started a campaign on the
chainbreak issue a couple of years
ago, charging that hookup stations
weren't playing fair with network
commercials by interpolating an-
noifticements between two such pro-
grams.
Young 8c Rubicam and N. W,

Ayer subsequently wrote certain
stations that stated chainbreak an-
nouncements were impinging on net-
work time bought by accounts. Also
that the insertion of spot announce-
ments under such circumstances
tended tdf give the listener the im-
pression that the announcement was
identified vith the network program
which paie!C6dea or followed the
chainbreak blurb.

t - '

•
. :

——
Charles Speer Chancres Jobs

Charles Speer has resigned from
the continiiity department of CBS
and has gone over to Douglas Storer
office for a similar job.

Speer will be assigned particularly
to the Robert Ripley show in new
location.

flak 4,000 Actors Organized,

Separate flauses for Singers;

Rival Guild, C.I.O« Problems

Don't Get Sore, But-

Hartford, Oct. 5.

WDRC has started a school
for its own spieling and script-

ing staff.

On purely voluntary basis,

announcers . and scribblers get
together for a weekly session of
picking each other to pieces
under the direction of Walter
B. Haase, station manager,
liatter tickled with results,

some of which have already
shown up on air.

FEDERATION

INVADES flNCY

Cincinnati, Oct. 5.

Enrollment of 110 members is re-

ported to have developed at the first

organization meeting here of the
American Federation of Radio Art-

ists, A. F. of L. affiliate, held Sun-
day <3) midnight in the Hotel Alms,
hilltop hospice that is the home of

WKRC.
Powwow is said to have been at-

tended by 125 persons 'on mike and
writing staffs of the five local sta-

tions. Meeting was presided over by
fedetation officials on from New
York and Chicago, Sam Jaffee and
Mrs. Holt.

Lou Levy, free lance actor, was
appointed chairman of the local

board. Lawrence Menkin, of WLW,
was selected to represent the division

of continuity writers.

A membership drive will be iii^ef-

fect until Oct. 17, when the second
meeting is to be held.

WBBM's Radio Bus

Chicago, Oct. 5.

Jack Van Volkenberg, Les Atlass'

assistant at Columbia-WBBM, has
been bujang a portable studio for

the company. Has ordered an auto
and a trailer, with the latter being
specially built in Detr;dit at present.

Trailer, pulled by a Dodge, will

house a portable recording equip-
ment, among other gadgets. Will
record speeches of midwest notables,

with the waxed spiels later to be put
on WBBM as a salute to the various
midwest cities within the WBBM
radius. Station spending around
$4,000 for the outfit.

A Fred ADen flassic

(A letter written about 13 years ago to his then vaudeville agent, Arthur
Klein (now in Hollywood) by the radio comedian has been «neartlie4 from
the archives. Letter was written from the MvClure Hotel, Wheeling, West
Virginia.)

Dear Doctor;
Enclosed testimonial will speak for itself and .should convince the ever-

ailing and skeptical performer that your treatment will work wonders.
My case to wit: early last spring I found myself in a deplorable condi-

tion. I suffered loss of blood at 23rd St., and also at Jersey City. Upon
complaining to my advisor, at the time, was treated with cuts at Harlem
and Mt. Vernon, also well salved at the Colonial. Bad reports had set in

and I was breaking out with terrible spots. Friends advised me to see
Dr.. Markus before giving up hope entirely. -

One day, after Freeman had cleaned his windows,' your mouth-to-ear
specialist (Dr. LeMaire) while passing, accidentally saw me and suggested
that I try your 20-week poultice starting September.
Having completed your treatment, after 25 pleasant weeks, I report the

following results;

My grouch bag is much larger, thanks to your doses of Sunday concerts.
Due to small jumps I find my truck in dandy shape and my torso more
flexible for bowing. The wear and tear on my bladder has been saved.
Your audiences don't demand it.

Also I find my reputation greatly enhanced through quick repeats, at

your various theatres and after Saturday night at Washington I find that

my spots have entirely disappeared (for week of March 12).

You may refer any doubtful patients to me for next season. Meantime
I close, hoping a relapse of small-time will not set in.

Gratefully yours,

Fred Allen.

Recognition as bargaining repre-
sentative for all actors and singers
and for the majority of NBC an-
nouncers will be sought by the
American Federation of Radio
Artists in the next couple of weeks.
Claiming to have the entire • New
York singer-actor ranks organized,
AFRA is now--drawing up standard
scales of pay, hours, rehearsals and
working conditions for submission to
the networks.
Separate committees will draft the

terms for singers and actors. Sing-
ers' committee has already been ap-
pointed and is at work. Actors* com-
mittee will be picked next M<inday
(11) night while ballots^ are being
counted in the local executive board
election. Pending the actors' com-
niittee actual selection, however, in-
dividual members are drawing up
terms. AFRA will- open offices late
this week at 2 W. 45th street, N. Y.

Besides claiming 100% representa-.
tion among N. Y. actors and singers,
AFHA says it has the majority of
NBC announcers organized and • a
large membership among CBS an-
nouncers. Statement is disputed by
the American Guild of Radio An-
nouncers and Producers, which
claims the majority of CBS an-
nouncers and a large representation
in the NBC announcer ranks. Re-
ported that a group of AGHAP mem-
bers, dissatisfied at the prospect of
an AGRAP merge with the CIO.-
affiliated American Communications
Assn., has formed a committee to ap-
proach AFRA for a possible amal-
gamation of the two organizations.
That coulij not be confirmed, how-
ever.-

Claims 4,000

AFRA, now claiming a national
total of 4,000-odd members, has
locals in Lps Angeles, San Francisco,
the northwest (headquarters will be
in Seattle or Spokane), Chicago,
St. Louis and Cincinnati. Spurred
by AGRAP's entry into the picture,
AFRA is putting additional steam
into its national campaign, both
toward gaining membership and in
seeking recognition from the net-
works. Idea previously was to move
slowly until a powerful meoajjcrship
was established, but' with AGRAP
signing contracts with various sta-
tions, AFRA has altered plans and
is figuring on a more active drive to
meet the threat. Campaign will be
concentrated in the major cities,
with the smaller spots to be worlwd -

on at some later date; Conceded
that the small stations will be a
long, tough problem to organize.
ACA, the CIO group organizing

the technician field, is currently
negotiating with WCAU, KYW and
WFIL, Philly, for the engineers at
those stations. Dickerings with
WCAU and WFIL are in the preliani-
nary stage, but terms with KYW are
virtually all set, though still merely
verbal. Expected that final agree-
ment and a contract will be reached
in a few days. Organization is seek-
ing closed shop, wage raises, over-
time and improved werkdng condi-
tions.

National Labor Relations Board
hcarinRs on the ACA complaint
againKt WABC are still going on.
First two days, of evidence regarding
representation have bean concluded.
Further haaring will be held on the
ACA charge that AssAcialed Broad-
cast TcchniciaTis (nee Associsiiad
Columbia Broadcast Technician.-,) is
a company union. That- accusatiDn
was ruled put at the first hearings,
but has been raised again and will
be heard.

i

Dawson Turns Spieler

Omaha, Oct. 5.

Fred Dawson, former football
coach at U-niv. of Ncbi-aska, is in
town to do his stuff .on an ether
series for WOW. Coach has an-
nounced retirement from active team
developing to bring football lore and
experience to radio.

New series, yet untitled, will aim
at spirit and philosophy of games
rather than seasonal hullabaloo.
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iGrover Jones, Vet Film Writer, Shows

How Radio Script Should Be Written

Grover Jones, veteran writer of

screen scenarios, is the author of this

running story, 'First Love' (Rogers

Bros, Silver, .-.tarring Rosalind Rus-

sell and James Stewart; produced by

Conrad Nagel). And although the

acting and direction rate compli-
mentary mention also it is the script

that professionally arouses admira-
tion for the implications of future

radio development it suggests. There
has been good dramatic acting on
the air but remarkably little good

. original dramatic writing.
Jones obviously thought his radio

chore out carefully. He sets all the
essential plot details with the canny
craftsmanship of a guy who's been
making them make sense for years
in the celluloid factories. It re-

quired some daring for Yoimg &
Rubicam to fork out the reputed
$2,0Q0 fee per script, but Joneis jus-

tifies the value' of hiring the toppers
rather than relying upon the in-

betweeners who have not had the
fine sandpapering of grueling ex-
perience.

This is standard boy-meets-girl
stuff, which keeps it universal just

as the writer keeps his two main
characters squarely centre stage. Its

skill arises from the^ small details,

the clear, plausible dialog that, line

by liiie, btiild up character and plot
and sympathy.
Nothing new. The heartache of a

girl who stuThbles on her 'first try
to crash the jEIoUywood film studios.
The super-press agent, who, in spite
at his former boss, undertakes to
tnake a star of what he thinks at the
moment is a waitress. Stripped
down to this stark statement of. situ-
ation it's yesterday's hokusti.. Hence
the tribute to the craftsmanship that
has put flesh and color on that im-
promising skeleton. -

Jones uses the lap-dissolve tech-
nique .of quick flashes a la cinema.
This was extracted for an introduc-
tory theme as the program came on
the air and subisequently for reprise.
!AI1 in all Jones gave a startling con-
trast to the usual slapdash, heavy-
handed writing. With several pro-
grams in Hollywood nonv devoted to
story telling, the importance of the

. script must inevitably grow. It be-
comes doubtful if the relatively care-
less adaptations (even Lux has been'
guilty) will suffice in the near fu-
ture.. "Not with Jones keeping up a
pace like this or others, entering the
fray with so much impact.

Rosalind Russell rates an adjective
more effusive than customarily trot-
ted out by a hard-to-enthuse trade
paper. She sunk her molars well
Into the girl part while the intimacy
of the microphone actually strength-
ens James Stewart's quiet, non-as-
sertive personality so that he stood
forth brightly.-
Conrcd Nagel is billed as the di-

rectbr of the piece and attjears for
a few words of introduction ahead
of the narrative after the spiel for
International Silver which ties-up
the title of the show. 'First Love*
with the title of the Roger Bros.'
new table pattern. Miss Russell is

represented as having picked the
name—and will appear in jewelry
store windows in a tie-up along those
lines. It was this endorsement that,
among other things, caused Claudette
Colbert to spurn the program.

EDDIE CANTOR
With Deanna Dorbin, Pinky Tomlin,
Helen Troy, Jimmy WalliDgton,
Jacques Renard Orch.

30 niins.
TEXACO
Wednesday,. 8:30 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

{Buchanan)
Seven years consecutive as a big-

league comic is a career in radio.

And, in starting his seventh term,

Cantor is still strong. Always a
smart showman, he realizes he can-
not carry a program on his own
shoulders alone these days. His
aggregation of supporters not only
is strong, but they complement his

personality adroitly. This is a
switch . from the Sunday night spot

with which he's been identified.

Just one 4tem might be criticized.

Cantor is still treating Deanna Dur-
bin as his young, eyelid-fluttering

protege. True, he brought her up
the' ladder via his program, but to-

day she's full-fledged in her own
right and deserves, that recognition.
Miss Durbin had only one number,
the 'Madame Butterfly' aria 'One
Fine Day.' She might rate more at-

tention.
Wallingtoii, who handled the sum-

mer show, is still the straight for his
mentor. Pinky Tonilin and Helen
Troy are set with Cantor for the
winter as a result of their work dur-
ing the "summer. Tomlin romps with
Cantor in the skits and sings- his
usual high-nasal songs. Miss Troy
labors under the label 'Saymore Say-
more,' which tips her brand of
babbling comedy chatter. As a group
they work well with the boss comic,
That Cantor can still work 'em up

was demonstrated by a skit in which
he taught Wellington how to feed
baby; Jimmy, on the McCoy, became
the papa of a girl six Weeks ago
And Cantor, of course, knows some-
thing about that.
Program, in being very bright,

beat the jinx which has been attach-
ing to most variety programs return-
ing to the ozone in recent weeks
after their summer layoffs. It was
in that golden groove from the time
the first gag was teed off. Bert.

*LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE'
Juvenile Serial
15 Mlns.
OVALTINE
5:45 p.m.
Dally
WEAF-NBC, New T«rk

iBIacHeit-Sam'ple-Hummert)
Back for its eighth season, after

Its customary summer slumber, and
for the same sponsor, the 'Orph' con-
tinues to plow the same productional . play as the double premise of pic

HAWAHAN MOON
With BUI Goodwin, Loretta Puck,
Bernadene Florey, John Deering,
Charles Carroll, Dick Mclntyre's
Hawailans

15 Mins.—^Looal
LEHN & FINK (TUSSY)
M-W-F; 5:30 p.m.
KNX, Hollywood

iWilliam Esty)
Nothing pretentious about this

one; just a quarter-hour filler that
was sneaked in on two Columbia
Coast stations before the heavy run
of evening shows. On the opener it

shaped up as neither fish nor fowL
A dash of dramatics and then a
sprinkling of hula guitaring. Over-
lapping on all sides is a heavy spread
of sales come-on for the femmes.
Program is way overboard on com-
mercials and doesn't give the p-lece

a chance to get moving.
Locale of the dramusiker is a

night club. Plot stems- from a film
star on the make for the flower gal,

whose sweetie is an -entertainer at
the hut. Wise cracking dame lets gp
with 'most picture stars are sour
notes outside the studio' which -won't
win any biz from the fliclcer mob.

Bill Goodwin, in addition to play-
ing a bit in the serial, produces the
show but runs into too much com-
mercial blathering to even off into
stride. Characters are just so-so,
probably drawn from the stock list

Hula music is no better, no worse,
than the mill run of twangers,
Some interest" might be worked up

if the commercial layer is consider-
ably thinned and judiciously spotted
Running story should be given fuller

KATE SMITH SHOW
With Ted Collins, Tallnlah Bankhead,
Henry Fonda, Henny Youngman,
Ted Straeka Chorus, Jack Miller

Orchestra
60 Mins.
SWANDOWN-CALUMET
Thursday, 8 p.m.
WABC, New York

(Young &• Rubtcam)

Getaway program of the new Ted

Collins series was not up to that

showman's own record and best

judgment. First of all there was a

surprising scarcity of Kate Smith

herself. In an hour's time she could

do more singing to the indubitable

improvement of the program. The
improvement would be doubly ,

cer-

tain if in the process of letting Miss
Smith do more the program had
less time for the sort of blah that
slowed down the inaugural broad-

There seemed, too, a slight but de-
plorable return to the over-honeyed
technique from which Miss Smith
has heretofore been progressively
graduating. Her standard act as the
humanitarian, the warm and sym-
pathetic hostess, etc., "is now, as. al-

ways, good and effective showman-
ship. No criticism of that funda-
mental characterization is impliedr
But obviously whsn the drip-drip of
the sweet syrup tends to thicken
there must arise a danger point.

Thousands may sense a synthetic
quality that will set up a resistance.

At least it's a possibility and a, danger.
Continuity oh the opening program
tended to ipver-do a good thing.

More res^ramt would not weaken the
charm of Miss Smith yet might pre-
vent the loss of those who sniff when
the sentimentality gets too pungent.

•Camille' .as laboriously acted by
TailuJah Bankhead and Henry Fonda
proved a gruesome session of death'
by-inches. This may have been in

tended as high drama. It was prob
ably the high tide of switchovers to

Rudy Vallee on NBC.
Still later in th^ program Joe Wil-

liams, the sports writer, introduced a
series of ranking champions in vari-
ous sports. Dialog was partly silly
and mostly petty, and the entertain-
ment value for the average person,
not a sport fan, was negative.
Program hit its stride and got in

its winning licks when Miss Smith
was singing, when Jack Miller was
musicking and when the snappy
vocal brigade was giving out in a
steadily pleasant and quite moderne
manner.
Henny Youngman got some laughs

with, a line of gags reserved for the
final eight minute sprint on the hour.
It was bad spotting, too late to give
the show the saving grace of humor
almost entirely lacking until that
point. Camille's death gurglings and
the private fun between the sporting
fraternity had, damaged the program
beyond Youngman's abilities or Miss
Smith's charm to bring it in a win-
ner on the first time out
Against the consistently smart and

sophisticated entertainment avail-
able at th6 same hour from Rudy
Vallee, this program needs to . aim
for a smoother-flowing arrangement
of bits and, more than that,, more
certain entertainment elements than
were lined up at the getaway. Grim
tragedy is scarcely a reliable choice
for an escapist form of diversion.
And with the air already' clutterec
up with scores of football games,
sports commentators, coat:hes, handi-
cappers and play-by-play reprisers,
there's little novelty unless done
with richer humor arid skill than the
No, 1 sample.
Program is out to ' re-educate

American women to the art of bak-
ing their own cakes, etc Land.

JACK BENNY
With Mary Livingstone, Kenny
Baker, Phil Harris, Andy Devfne,
Don Wilson, Abe Lyman

Comedy, Songs, Band
30 Mins.
JELL-O
Sun., 7 p. m.
WEAF, New York

(Young & Rubicam)
Jack Benny returned Sunday (3)

with both the old gang and the old

gas and probably the old following.
The script took no chances for the
occasion. It even revived an old
feud, and by doing so accounted for

the only unquestionable sock inter-

lude of the program. Abe Lyman
proved a big gun, in oral volume
and dramatic effectiveness, during
this laugh whirlwind. He didn't

stumble even over a syllable.

Before Lyman's entry the kidding
ran pretty much to the thinner side,

with most of the slo-w jockeying ob-
viously due to the formalities of cast

reintroduction. Kenny Baker gave
evidences of. a decidedly improved
voice and style, while the larynx of

Andy Devine showed that it was
more c?ipable than ever of producing
stsitic*

Bill Morrow and Ed Beloin the
program's co-authors. Odcc.

furrow. In recounting the adventures
of Annie, Joe, Potato-Pace, Squinty
and Skippy, the treatment is the
same.

Careful stop-watch check on pro*
gram caught, last Wed. (29), reveals
this break-down of time from start
to stop:

Musical opening: 1 niin.
Co7nrJierciol; 1 min., 45 sees.
Summary: 55 sees.
Drama: 9 mins.
Summary: 35 sees.
Commercial: 1 min., 10 sees.

-

Mxisical jadeoff.: 35 sees.
Nine minutes of meat isn't at all

bad for the kids, when one harlvs
back to the agonies of suspense and
disappointment they were once sub'
jected to. In- recent years the franiers
of the 'Orph' have hepped to the
trends of not being too greedy in

grabbing minutes for the plugs.

.

Announcer-narrator of the pro-
gram continues to address his young
audience in that hushed, serious
manner—laying emphasis naturally
yjhen telling 'em to quaff Ovaltine.
When ear-cupped, the yarn had

Annie and her gang proving their

school-marm did not have a ren-
dezvous late at night in the darkened
school-house with a man. That's
rather a bit matured material for
kid consumption, but the story treat-

ment did not rfially hint at amorous
•sslgnatioa. Bert,

tures and Hawaiian atmosphere is

just now- in high favor. Helm.

'K-PLAN'
Number Game
15 Mlns.—Local
KAY JEWELRY CO.
M-W-F; 6:45 p.m.
WTHT, Hartford

(Hammer)
Kilos' version of Bingo's here at

last with blessings of sponsor, tele
phone company and Hartford Times,
which operates WTHT.. Only group
out in cold are listeners who haven't
got phones; all they do is bend ears,
pretty isMly under the circumstances.
Aside from natural objection of

limiting participants to phone cus
tomers, which is necessary, session
makes awful listening. Battery of
telephones constantly ringing in
background, an annoying obligato
for barrage of called numbers. Re
quests made not to phone in for info,
but they do anyway. Understood.
Canadian test of game at CKCL,
Toronto, practically wrecked phone
"system.
Kay Jewelry Co.'s blurbs effective

only before game started; later an
nouncements lost in the melee,
Seems underwriter's taking a chance
with the non-phone public.
Jack Lloyd's spieling o.k. under

circumstances. Elem.

YOUR BIRTHDAY PARTY
With David Ross, Melvin Allen, Phil

Cook, Riith Carhart, Freddie Rich
Orchestra

30 Mlns.
Sustaining
Sunday, 8:30 p.m.
WABC, New York
CBS stuck this one into an open

spot in the battlefield, with the Gen-
eral Motors concert firing on one
side, and the Chase & Sanborn hour
on the other. This is a pretty hot
place for any, competitor, but re-

gardless 'Your Birthday Party'
would hiave been in hot water of its

oWn anyhow. Production isn't so

bad, but the idea and a goo.d deal
of its execution, is a hodge-podge*
John Alcorn -wrote the show, ai>d

gets billing on the ether. He pre
viously -wrote the 'Popeye' kid se
rial.. In this one, the angle is to get
people whose.birthdays fall on Or
near program "dates to tune in to a
sort of community party.- That's
small town stuff. Nor is it particu
larly Sunday-nightish to hear David
Boss, the Diction Award winner,
clowning in pseudo-Russian. He also

talks falsetto. At the end he puts his
pipes through a piece of poetry in

the straight Ross manner. The end
is the best part of the program, ex-
cept for Rich's yeoman chores on
the musical assignment, but it should
have come at the middle.
Program is obviously a show-off

for talent that CBS is trying to
dangle in front of a client—and it's

good talent, too—^but in this case
the show window needs polishing.
Ross piping up falsetto and doing a
ventriloquist act may be 'radio slap-
stick' as the press handouts state,

but it's about as sensible as Pader-
ewski doing a Helen Morgan on the
piano.
They've got community singing on

the show, reading of important birth-
days, a birthday cake, comedy
sketches, and guesters. Phil Cook in
this latter role put on a good act (3).

But it all doesn't fit together sen
sibly, although it runs smoothly, ?.nd

the hoi polloi will listen for a men-
tion of the average man's birthday
in vain. This is the original fault of
the whole idea. It's local stuff going
sour on the webs.
Melvin Allen is announcer. Ruth

Carhart sings nicely. Earl .McGill
produced the show, and like Alcorn
draws ether billings. Edga..

ANDRE KOSTELANt:TZ ORCH.
With John Charles Thomas
30 Mins.
CHESTERFIELD
Wednesday, 9 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(Newell-Emmett)
When Chesterfield ciggies went

semi-Diamond Horseshoe last spring
by using Kostelanetz and a 45-piece
orch and Lily Pons, the program
clicked. Back again to face the fall
and winter, the coloratura cannot
commit herself because of other en-
gagements, so the oTch will use a
series of guests of '"concert-platform
snd operatic renown. To tee off,

John Charles Thomas-, who led off
the guest series for the FOrd Symph
on Sept. 12, was a natural and good
choice. ^
Thomas baritohed his usual tjrpe of

three varied selections in polishing
off three of his faves—'Figaro,'
'Home on Range' and 'Little .Girls,
Goodbye,' which he did in the'musi-
comedy 'Apple Blossoms' on B'way
in 1920.
Orch will again claim the strain-

eared interest on listeners of both
classical and pop music. Kosty can
wield a baton like, a ball-bat, yet
succinctly draw out the slenderest
tone-thread. In those thunderous
strings, which for clinical criticism
claim almost all the attention, Kosty
ha? his a>set. And he seems to us?
it to full value.
When caught, on the fall opener

(29), Gershwin's tone poem- 'Ameri-
can in Paris' was very well done,
but the next-to-shut stunt was the
standout: the fantasy overtone of
'Romeo and Juliet.' -

With the Hal Kemp-Alice Faye
half-hour on Friday over CBS, plus
this program, Chesterfield is stoutly
entrenched.

of

'COMEDY STARS OF BROADWAY'
With Frank Crumit
Transcriptions
ALKA SELTZER
Tues.-Thurs., 6:15 p.m.
WGY, Schenectady

(Wade)
Pleasant and diversified entertain

ment is offered on this series
quarter-hour platters, spotted over
string of stations to supplement
sponsor's 'Uncle Ezra' program on
NBC red rim three other nights of
the week. Waxed show is more in
the sophisticated, zippy vein. The
probability is, therefore, that it will
have greater appeal for younger and
urbanized listeners than does the
mellow small-town sketch.
Frank Crumit is the biggest radio

name on the platters, although the
guest acts are not unknown to dial
ers. Johnny Burke led off the spe-
cialty group, others including Hilde
garde Halliday, Bert Swor and part
ner, Fields and Hall and Mr. Thing'
elbob. Each made two records.

Jaco.

ON BROADWAY'
With Aiice Falfc, John .Bro-wn,
Jean Paul King

Dramalets
30 Mins.
DIAMOND CRYSTAL SHAKER
SALT.

Sunday 3 P. M.
WJZ-NBC (split web), N. Y,

(Benton & Bowles)
'On Broadway' augurs the start of
good series of dramalets back-

grounded against the Great White
Way, with the announcements doing
everything possible to build up the
glamour of the Main Drag, -and
promising to use it as a setting for
a different dramalet every Sunday.
Give My Regards to Broadway' is

:he musical theme, and reference? to
Lindy's, the French Casino, etc., in-
dicate that the local color will be
;!aithfull(y maintained. - Mention .that
:;hese eateries or cafes use Diamond
Shaker Salt. ...
Prime appeal to the series is that

each of the shots is a corhplete tale.

That makes necessary a full half
hour's slot and, while a long session
for dramatic- sketches, the scripting,
judging by the first story anyway,
will be primed.. for variegated -ap-
peal, a rapid shift of scene and

~

multi-actioned episodes.
First story is one o"' -those things,

a bit on the obvious, side, but since
radio's dramatic sketches are chiefly-

primed for the not too disceminig
customers what matters sophistica-
tion? Preihiiere saga revolved about
Mister Manhattan,^ topflight Broad-
way columnist, who falls for a Park
avenooer and is resurrected by his
faithful Girl" Friend, alias his secre-
tary. He goes tophat, |ets fired,

finds that the radio and pix bids he
iiad previously - 3purned don't ma-
•lerializfe with knowledge that he's
.ost his byline, .and finally comes
back after the faithful iamanuensis
—carrying on in his place, and doing
an even better 'job of his 'Broadway
Runaround' column—^influences the
managing editor to. bring back the
errant columnist.

Faithfulness in detail must be
overlooked in sagas of this sort.

That takes in the wisecracking of-,

fice boy; such casual cracks by the
columnist- as 'mail my check for a
couple of hundred' to the former
matinee idol, etc. " However, lor gen-
eral purposes, -it's a good commer-
cial script show.-
Jean Paul King does the plugs al-

tei^nating with a.femme voice. Spiels
are in nice restraint, fore, after and
in midriff, at a good script break
when a climactic situation occurs.
Alice Falk and John Bro-wn are the
Girl Friend and Mister Manhattan,
otherwise Ted Blake, of the script,
and all right in their assignments.
King promises another 'living

drama from the pages of the Great
White Way' next week, hinting it

would be a tale of an ambitious
playwright, unscrupulous agents, etc
There is no author s credit, although,
rating the billing.
Coming at mid-Sunday afternoon,

with the winter months in the offing,

it's an ideal spotting. Agency's
time-reasoning Is tipped by the an-
nouncer's spiel that 'now that you
(the housewives) have finished the
biggest meal of your week,' then fol-
lowed by the plug for the salt quali-
ties. Ahel.

'MY ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S
ISLAND' .

With Wright Esser, James Simmons,
Elliot Bergfeld, Allen Anthony
and Gordon Sommers

ST. LOUIS GLOBE-DEMOCRAT
Saturday, 8:00-8:30 p.m.
KWK, St. Louis

First chapter of thrilling serial,
appearing in the only a.m. rag in.

town, was .the basis for. an entertain-
ing and exciting program skillfully
put together by Danny Seyforth,
program director of KWK* While
the terrors of the French penal col-
ony is not a new story and is not
exactly suitable for children it is of
interest for adults.
Cast selected by Seyforth put

across their story in sock fashion*
the sound effects were in keeping
with what the story called for and
the music by Al Sarli sustained the
tension throughout the 30-minute
program.
Story deals with the experiences

of Rene Belbenoit, former French
journalist (Esser), convicted of a
theft and sentenced to Devil's Island;
his four unsuccessful attempts to es-
cope, and the manner in which he
recruited five ' companions on the
fifth perilous adventure • that cul-
minated in a successful although
hazardous trip that enabled him to
escape to the United States which
had been his objective for many
years. Sohu.

TOP OF THE MORNIN'
With pinty Moore
Sales spiel and discs
15 Mins.—Local
GEO. A. HORMEL & CO.
T-T-S; 8:30 a. m.
WCCO, St. Paul-Minneapolis

(B. B. D. & O.)
Commercials are evidently aimed

for the mob, since low cost of Dinty
Moore food products is. stressed, but
the sights should be adjusted be-
cause there -won't be many bulls-
eyes if the firing continues along the
present line. Chatter is weak, bogs
down when the characters get all

balled up in their attempts at emu-
lating the rolled Rs of Old Erin.
- All in all the quality of this stint
is mile.<5 away from the quality the
.public has come to take for granted
from HormeL Rash.

VARIETY HEADLINES
Guessing Contest
One Hour—Local
Sustaining
Thursday, Z p. m.
KEHE, Los Angeles
Variety's headlines are given a

contest twist in this hour sustainer
and kicks up a lot of laughs. So-
called tricky vernacular is bandied
between Emcee Al Poska and the
studio, band crew, idea being to
guess what the titles mean.
Among those called off by. Poska

were 'Stix Nix Hix Pix,' 'Heat No
Crimp To B.O. Pix In Chi' and
others in similar vein. For a teaser
he tossed in a few words like 'who-
dunit,' 'SRO* and 'tag.' Tootlers and
-vocalists ran up a fairly good score.
George Jay, the station's film gos-
siper, stubbed his toe on the one fed
him. One of the gal singPTS had
quite a time v;ith 'b.o.' . Helm.
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SHEILA BARRETT
With Joe Rines Orchestra, Roy
Campbell's Royalists, Graham
MoNamee

30 Mins,
GRUEN WATCH
Snnday, 5:30 p. m.
WJZ, New York . . ,

(McCann-Enclcson)
Sheila Barrett has lots to draw

UDon for radio. She is many things

by virtue of her mimicry. With the

itijcic touch of voice emulation she

can" reproduce known people or

handle a variety of characterizations.

Essentially a vaudevillian in the best

sense of that tradition and word (al-

though of late more identified with
other branches of amusement), Miss
Barrett is adept in more departments
than one. She can thus be heavy Or

light, can talk or sing and can roam
the range of methods from hokum
to high satire.

She will need, as all artists need,
intelligent spotting and handling and
a sympathetic environment, but she
herself can and should contribute
much showmanship to the program.
For her, radio starring is a logical
culmination of her increasing prom-
inence as a reliable stellar enter-
tainer. Since the regretted invalid-

ism of the varieties, performers of

such versatility have been getting

ever scarcer and they never were
numerousl Miss Barrett has been
more or less a fixture at the Rainbow
Room, class N. Y, nitery.-

Gruen program- got off, in general,
to a satisfactory start. Joe .Rines'

music was especially well arranged
and had both lift and body. Roy
Campbell singers very okay, too.
Then there was Graham McNamee

out over his head. Because the big
name announcers get such substan-
tial honorariums, .the idea continues
to fester in radio that they must,
.per se, be actors as well as an-
nouncers. McNamee himself added
some credibility to this usually—misr
taken notion oy establishing him-
self as a first rate vaudeviUe-style
straight man. for Ed Wynn.
Material handed McNamee on the

Gruen premiere seriously endan-
gered the program. Momentarily the;

.level of professionalism and first

rate production swerved oS. the road
into a bog of silliness. Crossfire with
Rines required too much of
McNamee. He had to register the
whole scale of anger, exasperation,
pique and other emotions. Common
sense suggests for his own sake and
for the program's sak6 that
McNamee be hereafter worked into
the script with greater restraint.
Gruen is selling watches, a luxury

Item. On CBS just a half hour, ahead,
the International Silver program also
hypoes articles for sale via jewelers.

Land.

CHARLES M. COURBOIN
Organ
30 MIns.
Sustaining'
Sunday, 12 noon
WOR-MBS, New York
Courboin is the only member of

his clan holding forth on the webs
currently. He's been on the Mutual
web for a number of years, .original-
ly shoved into all sorts of program
vacancies, but . now getting a betler
break because of the publicity he
garnered as organist for the Roose-
yelt-duPont nuptials.
As an organist playing straight

organ music, and not transcriptions
from piano, saxophone, etc., Cour-
boin is tops. His favorites appear to
be Bach, Widor, .Guillmant and
Franck, which makes for an impos-
ing repertoire, though slightly too
heavy. Courboin needn't get out of
the fold of the masters to find plenty
of shorter, more sprightly stuff, and
a nod or two in this direction
wouldn't hurt along about the mid-
dle of the program.
Stanza is nicely placed on Sunday,

but should be spotted somewhat
later in the afternoon. Works is fed
to Canada, where organ music is a
favorite (due to the large church-
going sector), and a better time
break would reap heavier on this
situation. Edga.

VARsirr SHOW
With Paul Dumond
30 Mins.
PONTIAC
WJZrNBC, New York

(McManus, John & Adam)
This program comes back much

Improved from a -production stand-
point. An idea plausibly capable of
surrounding and holding a large
mass of collegians—past, present
or prospective, and their aunts,
uncles and sires— has needed
seasoning to find a formula which
met the showmanship problern both
jvays. University of Alabama night,
the opener for the new series, was
light, swift, relieved by a faint but
extremely welcome touch of spoof-
ing.

Paul Dumond now travels for
Henry Souvaine and Pontiac to ar-
range the programs. His manner is
aulhoritative and the tempo notably
steadier than last season. But most of
an and best of all, the script, the gen-
eral conception of the pro.gram, the
retention of the good and the gentle
^.^?{">nation of the awkward has in-
siuied a higher tone of professional-
ism in the arrangement and ring-
niastership of the talent which, of
°i""se, is amateur campus stock.

V.?^ of a student announcer with a
sunt edge Dixie drawl, thick as pea

,

™up. was a cute idea. Program ad-

o^y^ }° ^he usual straight diet of
siudent band and glee clubs and the
«'rna mater heart-tug stuff. All
nicely done. Land.

'HER CARDBOARD LOVER'
With Tyrone Fower, Margaret Sulla-
van, Harry Sosnik Orchestra (Dar-
ryl F. Zanuck guest speaker)

30 MIns.
'

WOODBURY SOAP
Sunday, 9 p. m.
WJZ-NBC, New York

(Lennen & Mitchell)

Spectacular upward zoom of Ty-
rone Power in the past year under
20th Century-Fox, like the saga of
Deanna Durbin, at Universal, is one
of those Hollywood fables that the
broadcasters, quite as much as the
film biz itself, dote upon. Young
actor tops off several attention-com-
manding screen performances with
this new radio program of his own.
(Miss SuUavan co-starred only for
the first broadcast.)
•Her

.
Cardboard Lover* was not a

very sturdy script. And not too ably
adapted for the air. Several lines,
including one about a yellow rose,
on the lady's chest, were oblique
snickers.
Sheer acting and story-telling on

a half-hour program is one of the
most difficult—not the easiest—of
program formulas. Power gave a
good' performance as did Miss Sulla-
van, but the artificial basic situation
of the story was not glossed over
for easy digestion.
^A gracious gesture to the actor
from his boss and good showmanship
by reflected glory for the program
was the appearance of Darryl Zan-
uck. Producer is proud of picking
Power when others snubbed him.
Confirmation of his choice even out-
side pictures .by the Woodbury radio
contract pleased Zanuck and he said
so in his spiel. Incidentally the pro-
ducer speaks well on the air.
Another asset to the first show was

the original score of background
music writteh.and directed by Harry
Sosnik, one of the eastern composer^
arranger-conductors who has gone
west along with the umpteen person-
ality programs. It was excellent
tie-together and mood stuff reveal-
ing even in its small touches con-
siderable musicianship. Land. •

JACK COHN, JACK WARNER
Shlpside Interviews
Sustaining
WMCA-Interoity, New York
Martin Starr called Jack Cohn

(Colimibia Pictures) and Jack L.
Warner (Warner Bros.) by their first
names in these gangplank interviews
etherized the night of their sailing
via transcription, preceded and sup-
pleniented by live filler material,
Starr and (Miss) Frankie BascK split
the S. S. Normandie interviews, lat-
ter doing a more dignified chore
with her Pat Paterson crossfire.
Jack Warner tipped off the inter-

viewer's first-meeting by asking
Starr his name and, once introduced,
pulled the usual polite glad-to-
meetcha stuff. But that didn't stop
Starr's 'Jack' salutation to both the
Columbia^ and WB execs.

Starr, in these theatrical inter-
views, soimds like an-audible Broad-
way column, with a slight tinge of
Variety lingo. And while it's a type
of language that may read interest-
ingly, it certainly doesn't listen too
well.
Both pix execs took care of pro-

Hollywoodian plugs in no Uncertain
manner. Cohn woimd up dubbing
Columbia 'the house of joy,' as the
climax to a buildup for light comedy,
ranging from 'Theodora Goes Wild'
to 'The Awful Truth,' the latest due
from the studio. Warner didn't over-
look 'Tovarich' and 'Zola,' with 'Dis-
raeli* and 'Pasteur' in between.
Both also weren't at their usual

ease with the passinjg of time. Cohn
started off with fine restraint and
dignified address, until Starr led him
into the plugs for the pix. Then the
Col. v.p.- (whom the studio voice, in-
cidentally, mis-identified as chair-
man of the board of Columbia

—

wait 'til Harry gets a load o' that!)

let himself go.

Warner likewise was easy for a
time but then tried to get flip and
caught himself by cracking 'we could
go on for hours,*^ etc. Warner's tag-

off to Starr was something to the
effect 'it was nice meeting you, and
when you come to Siberia I'll make
my salt mine yours.'
Rudy Vallee's father and brother

also were among the Normandie de-
parters as were Miss Paterson and
her husband, Charles Boyer, latter

interview well handled by Miss
Basch. Abel.

CARSON ROBISON BUCXAROOS
With 3 Mitchells, Frankie Novak
$ongs ' ^

15 Mins.
E. W. ROSE CO.
M-W-F, 1.15 p.m.
WOR-Mutual, New York

iEricin, Wasey)
Carson Kobison, that radio vet (he

helped make 'The Prisoner's Song'
popular back in the air's antedelu-

vian days) is presenting his stand-

ard hillbilly album of songs and
prairie plaints on a new layout over

a 33-station spread on Mutual. Type
•of program is a thoughtful selection

for the sponsor who wants to reach

an audience interested in Musterole;

and Zemo, pair of patent medicines.

Robison's singing is less annoy-
ingly nasal than most warblers using

songs in same category, and his tonal

sense is far superior to average.

Backed up by his familiar standbys,

who join in on the vocalizing and
twang the string instruments which
accompany. Pearl Mitchell, ridge-

country soprano, does a solo now
and then. Bert.

PHIL BAKER
With Patsy Kelly, Harry McNaugh-

toh. Ward Wilson, Al Garr, Oscar
Bt-adley orchestra

30 Mins.
GULF
Sunday, 7:30 p.m.
WABC, New York

CYou7io & Rttbicam)
Virtually the same show, a la the

same formula, as last year. During
the foregoing season Baker ended up
in eleventh place in the Cooperative
Analysis of Broadcasting cumulative
(standard time) reports. With prac-
tically the same show imder prac-
tically the same competitive circum-
stances. Baker looks due for a repeat
of his last year's performance—if his
writers can keep up practically
their 1936-1937 pace.
Whole show leans with exceptional

heft on Baker's trio of scripters
(Sam Perrin, Arthur Phillips and
Hal Block). Baker has always read
his stuff off the paper straight, with-
out injecting any mannerisms of his
jown save a slight air of nonchalance.
This makes him a tough guy to
write for, and may be one reason
why Baker,, of all ranking come-
dians, stuck to gags when the tirend
was to situation comedy. Gags, ac-
cording to the initial sample (3),
appear again to be largely of the
insult variety.
Patsy Kelly is a good fit in this

setup. She's been the rowdy ex-
ponent in the films, and she's roWdy
here. Her voice matches the part
well.
Bottle (Harry McNaughton) and

Beetle (Ward Wilson) are standard
fixtures in the program, with Wilson
again drawing his role anonymously.
Also in the holdover class is the
Bradley orchestra. : Al Garr, singer,
is new, and his first assignment con-
sisted of a chorus to Baker's ac-
cordion pumping, rendered okay.
Continuity is fluent, and the com-

edy progresses through gags to. a
blackout sketch, .this one being en-
titled 'Dead End.' Writing on the
whole classifies as fair, and in an
attempt to leave as many loopholes
for escape as possible, the scripters
this year have dropped the tourist
and country, editor background of
other years. Baker is simply Baker
now, with a couole of stooges to pass
the. gags around.
Show this season comes from

Hollywood because of Baker's piC
work (Sam Goldwyn), which means
that Young & Rubicam pipes the
works across a lot of open soaces,
whei:e there aren't any Gulf gas
pumps, to the east. Agency has
dolled up the program with several
touches that by now are tjrpically
Young & Rubicam—mention of other
Y, &, R, shows and kidding the or-
chestra leader, etc. Edga.

DON ISHAM'S ORCHESTRA
'Sunday Evening Playhouse'
30 Mins., Local
Weisfield & Goldberg
KOL, Seattle.

First show opened with intro by
band followed by three act playlet.
One of performers was hard to im-
derstand at times. Between second
and third act first commercial
cleverly worked in and not too long.
After drama proper, boy with the

horns gave out. Music provided the
wallop necessary for presentation of
a five-minute story in the form of a
tribute paid to an outstanding Seattle
figure. Woman who did some rescue
work in a fire got the blurbing.
Story itself was read rather tamely
by the announcer. Good idea here
but needs more punchiness. Longer
commercial followed with band do-
ing a fadeout nicely.

'This show was built for the wash-
their-own-clothes listeners as spon-
sor credit jewelers looking for the
$1 down boys and girls. Spotted
every Sunday at 7 to 7:30 evenings.

Smith.

MOSHE NATHANSpN CHOIR
Songs
15 Mins., Local
JUNKET
WMCA, New York

(American Broadcasxing)
Weekly program for the dessert-

preparation sponsor consists of
songs assertedly popular in Pales-
tine. They are acceptably and sen-
sitively sung in Jewish by tenor
Nathanson, backed up by a male
quartet. Not strictly religious vo-
cal fare, romantic ballads being ren-
dered as well.
Program aimed to appeal to Zion-

ists in that a femme talker delivers
a minute or so each period to in-
terpreting news from Palestine. It's

interesting in that at the moment
Palestine is making news—of page-
one calibre—with England trying to
solve the Arab-Jewish problem.
All the .spieling is in English.

Plugs for product are prudently
placed. .

LYNN WALDORF
With Francis J. Powers
Football TalkoVer
15 Mins.
Sustaining
WMAQ, Chicago

Intelligently authoritative go-over
of college football situation.
Name value of Waldorf, North-

western U. Coach, is good locally
and his delivery is that of a profes-
sional radio actor. Interviewing
done by Friancis J. Powers, Consoli-
dated Press sports writer. Is okay,
but his voice is a little light.
Material well chosen, being non-

technical enough to grab those only
mildly interested . in the game, and
yet solid enough to catch the rabid
fans. . Loop.

Oton Cross Regrets He s Unable

To Contact Mr. Tauber by Shortwave

GENERAL MOTORS CONCERT
With Grace Moore, Maria Jeritza,
Helen Jepson, Richard Tauber,
Joseph Schmidt, Donald Dickson,
Erno Rapee and Orchestra, Erna
Sack, Jussi Bjoerling, John B.
Kennedy, Milton Cross

60 Mins. -

Sunday, 8 p.m.
WJZ-NBC^Niew York

(Compbell-Eiuald)

New streamline version of this GM
show represents an attempt to keep

Ford from playing with any of GM's
marbles. Ford and GM have been

in each other's hair ever since both

got hepped on high class music, with

the upshot that GM this year has

hired eight singers exclusively for a

season to keep Ford and all other

comers out of their backyard.

Like all competitive maneuvers of
this kind, the GM stunt involves a
number of intangibles. Out of the
eight singers picked for the series,

Erna Sack and Jussi Bjoerling are
total newcomers to the average
listener, while Dickson's status in
topflight musical circles still needs
some tempering. Grace Moore, Maria
Jeritza, Helen Jepson and "Tauber,
on the other hand, are pretty well
fixed in the public mind, as is Rapee,
the conductor.
Last year Ford and GM had,

within a short space of each other,
the following identical guesters:
Flagstad, Swarthout, Melchior, Hof-
man. Pons, Lehman, Menuhin,
Crooks and

.
Rethberg. That makes

nine. Variety Radio Directory info
shows Ford had .'em on ahead of
General Motors five times, and GM
beat Ford the remaining four.
GM idea is not to plaster all eight

singers into each program, but to
arrange a

.
partial list each time. As

usual, the series emanates from
Carnegie Hall, where a visual audi-
ence can be piled in.

Initial shot (3) sounded nicely
tempoed, which may turn out to be
an asset to the pirograhi if the dyed-
in-the-wool music crowd doesn't
squawk about undue, sprightliness.
Coupling Dickson with Jeritza in a
duet, gave the former, still some
what untried in this type of work,
the chance of building up with the
aid of ranking operatic help.
Attempt to go overseas, however,

via short wave and garner greetings
from missing, members of the com
pany was a notable flop. After what
seemed like a considerable silence,
an announco.ient had to be made
that Europe wouldn't come in via
the peewee waves. Looks like this
detail, which magnified itself in the
actual program, should have been
attended to before things got started.
Program, all told, is of the variety

that can't be sized up on one listen-
ing. Until GM puts its singers
through their combinations, the series
stands as a competitive experiment
which probably involves a lot of coin
in signing eight exclusive contracts.

Edga.

FOOTBALL JAMBOREE
With Bob Newhali, Red Barber,
Mary Paxton. Peter Grant, Joe
Lugar Orch. and Male Octet

30 Mins.
KELLOGG
Saturday, 2:30 p. m.
WLW Line, Cincy

(N. W. Aver)

Here's a potent pre-game cocktail

for Notre Dame rooters who sit in at

football via radio. Packs a wallop
from first to last. Sponsor is smart
in lining up this series to prefix the
Fighting Irish, which has as great
a following as any college's team,
through the season. School will not
permit commercial linking with
play-by-play accounts of :its grid
tilts. So .Kellogg stepped in and
sandwiches the game broadcasts,
carried as a sustainer by WLW and
the WLW line, with in-the-groove
stanzas for pigskin bugs.
For the opener, Prentice Winchell

and Mason McGuire of the Ayer
production staff, hopped in to smooth
out a hurry-up job with Crosley's
program groomers. All hands scored
a touchdown.
Rah-rah spirit sets in with the

opening gun. A sweet male octet,
tagged Kellogg's Collegians, dishes
up the college tunes, sans accom-
paniment. Orchestra music is sup-
plied by a combo that's beaucoup
strong on volume and quality. Mary
Paxton, pop songstress, is fitted nice-
ly into two spots. On initial show
she war.bloin 'Sailboat in Moonlight'
and 'Me, Myself and I.'

Commercials, for Kellogg's Pep
Bran Flakes, are loosed efleclively
by Peter Grant.
Gab wallop is by Bob Newhall. vet

.sports commentator of Crosley's
super waiter. lie comment.'? on and
predicts winners of principal college
games of the afternoon. But real
sock is the cutting in of Red Bar-
ber, from the scene of battle for the
Notre Dame griddera, with eight
minute.s of just-before-the-kickoff
dope on the game he's about to de-
scribe. Koll

. The almost painful dignity of the

General Motors Concert premiere

was sadly shaken Sunday (3) night

by a couple of unforseen events, but

it takes a great deal to shake an-

nouncer Milton Cross as he proved

on the second attempt to reach

Richard Tauber In England. Cross

will probably rest more easily when
he doesn't have to depend on short

wave. You can't trust these foreign

stations. Several times Cross re-

gretted that 'conditions' would pre-

vent hearing from Erna Sack and
Jussi Bjoerling, in Sweden, so no
one was expecting them.
Mme. Jeritza, being no farther

away than the wings, appeared oh
schedule, in fact, just a tiny bit

ahead of schedule. It Is quite likely

that the opera star had a few well
chosen words to say to someone
about the arrangement of the en-
trance. Said entrance was neatly
Blocked by a large potted palm. To
exit bowing, and still not connect,
with the palrh required something'
in the nature of acrobatics.

Mme. Jeritza was an imposing
figure in petal pink satin with deep
deooUetage front and back, out-
lined in sparkling bands. An in-
genious scarf draped across the
bac^c formed elbow sleeves.

At the conclusion of her first num-
ber, and a duet with Donald Dick-
son, Mr. Cross again regretted the
non-appearance of the Swedish
artists, and announced that the
audience would now hear greetings
from Richard Tauber in England. A
few minutes of breathless silence,
and something that sounded remark-
ably like Donald Duck filled the vast
reaches of the Hall. It wasn't Mr,
Tauber, though. Jqst static. After
several uncomfortable moments Mr.
Cross gave in, and resumed the pro*
gram.

It was his second attempt to bring
Mr. Tauber to Carnegie, which
really proved Mr. Cross* metal—rand
broke down the persistent reserve of
the respectful audience.
Birmingham, England, was again

told that Carnegie was ready, for
Mr. Tauber. Followed an indis-
tinguishable series of sounds after
which Mr. Tauber was clearly heard
to say, 'Good night.' Mr. Cross
firmly said, 'Thank you, Mr. Tauber.'
That's when the audience-reserve
broke down, and laughter echoed
from Carnegie's astonished walls.
Hollywood came through nobly,

though, and Grace Moore was heard
in a burst of girlishly enthusiashi
greeting Helen Jepson in song.
Newspaper advertising listed all

eight artists as coming 'direct from
Carnegie Hall,' which must have
been a bit confusing to listeners un-
prepared for the hazards of short
wave reception.

'MORNING VARIETIES'
With Joe Gentile, Gordon Fleming,

Bill Lewis, Bobbie THeureaux.
Walter Townsend, Toby David

30 Mins.—Local
PARTICIPATING
Daily, 8:30 a.m.
CKLW, Detroit
Jiarly-morning stuff which spells

sock. Show's talent comprises sev-
erer of station's headliners, and it's
knitted together by Joe Gentile's
nifty m.c.'ing.
Background and Interludes are

provided by Gordon Fleming at the
organ, while Bill Lewis uncorks his
baritone pipes for coupla neat num-
bers. Bobbie I'Heureaux, a new gal
songstress on program, contributes
two contralto tunes which set well,
while Wally Townsend performs on
the ivories. Show abounds in short,
snappy skits, ..nd listeners' interest is
piqued by u.se of request numbers.

Blurbs for participating sponsors
are okay. Pete,

MAREK WEBER ORCHESTRA
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Tuesday, 10 p.m.
WJZ, New York
Weber is from Europe. It is a

Viennese type of light music he spe-
cializes in. His arrangements have
lilt and beauty and sedative charms.
That ha offers something distinctive
for American radio in obvious.
He's got plenty to sell. But needs

to be sold. He is not a name in
the U.S.A., known only to a limited
number via his recordings, and the
spon.tor.s. ednosjlcd by their adver-
tising agencies, have a phobia on
that.

Arresting, enchantingly pleasant
Weber makes mu.sic that is the happy
oppo.site to the shrlU swing emphasis
which kids like but older folks tend
to abhor. Land.
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Radio Has to Buy World Series

Ducats; Sports Writers on Culf

CRITICAL BUT INDIFFERENT

Osffoods, Both Rftdioites, Take the

Divorce Route

With the World Series going sus-

taining, all describers, color-men and

technicians being sent into the Yan-

kee Stadium and Polo Grounds have

to use stubs bought by their respec-

tive webs, CBS, N 17 and Mutual,

Each net is sending in eight men,

and at $6.60 per each game, ticket

costs will mount to around $300 for

each network. Both Giants and

Yankees refused to cuff the broad-

casting employees as they do the

newspapermen. Last three years,

when Ford Motors sponsored, the

sponsor arranged for the ducats on

a deal with the clubs.

Oa Monday (4), after each of the

networks had already bought tickets,

six employee-passes to each game
came from Judge Landis' Chicago
office. Mutual approached Ed Bar-
row, Yankees' business manager, and
wanted rebates on the bought tickets.

Barrow told thfe web that Landis*

okays would not be honored. Con-
- tactlng the secretary of baseball's

czdt, who happened to be in New
York, Mutual was told that the ex-
change passes had been sent out in

error.

Another rule being adhered to is

the Landis order that the nets must
use describers who have been work-
ing all season at ball games. Since
no New York mik'emen had covered
big league games because the three
Metropolitan clubs have not lifted

their broadcasting ban, describers
had to be imported. Mutual is using
Bob Elsdn, WGN, Chicago, and
Johnny CHara, KWK, St. Louis.
CBS has Prance Laux, KMOX, St
Louis, and Bill Dyer, WCAU, Philly.
Red Barbar, WLW, and Tom Man
nlng, WTAM, Cleveland, are han-
dling for NBC.

All-Night Angle

Seattle, Oct. 5.

KRSC, Seattle's all night sta-

tion locks the doors and takes

the telephone receiver off the

hook at midnight until six the

next morning. Operator on

this shift found that requests

coming in after midnight were
usually from femme beer guz-

zlers as well as male foam
blowers that wanted .to be

funny.
Only thing that can open the

KRSC switchboard after mid-
night is a ilre.

CANADA ON 12

HOUR SKED;

16 LATER

Detroit, Oct. 5,

Richard Osgood, scripter at WXYZ,
has filed suit for divorce here against

his wife, Nancy Osgood, women's
commentator at same station. Os-

good, author and spieler on WXYZ's
'Factfinder' program, charges wife

was 'censorious, indifferent and criti-

cal.'

Mrs. Osgood, who said she won't

contest the case, is the former wife

of Harvey Hayes, announcer and
production man at NBC.

Associated Press Is

Mulling Radio Set-Up;

Would RiYal United

Buffalo, Oct 5.

Jim Britt, WBEN sports com-
mentator, is being picked up here
for his nightly stint by direct wire
from Radio City beginning tomor-
row (6). He's covering the World
Series. '

Private lines being used with no
talk-back sustem, so Britt will have
to follow introductory announce-
ment here by tuning alone and cue
out the same wayi Ed Relmers is

handling the commercials here for
Socony and also will take over the
nightly later broadcast at 11:17 and
handle football scores on Saturday.
Same New York to Buffalo line

arrangement was worked by George
Sutherland, then KBEN sportscaster,
last fan and worked fine except for
one night when lines were crossed
and WBEN listeners suddenly found
themselves hearing Tom Manning of
Cleveland.

TIM AND IRENE SHOW

DUE FOR REVAMP

'Fun in Swingtlme*" program for
AHmir.nclnn .shampof*. with Tim
(Ryan) and Irene (Noblette), may
leave Mutual and go WEW-Line.
Decision will be made later this

week by the Charles Dallas Reach
agency of Newark, which handles
account. Satisfactory time on the

Line Is how being negotiated, and
the switch from Mutual may occur
Oct. 17. At present the show rides
14~ MBS stations on Sunday nights.

Oct. 17 broadcast of the program
will also see D'Artega's orch replac-

ing Bunny Berigan's. Latter leaves

program to go on a vaude tour.

D'Artega worked the summer show
for Jcllo over NBC-red.
Another switch in the 'Fun in

Swingtime' setup will have Charlie

Gaines, of the Wotld Broadcasting
Company, replace Roger White as

the prociucor of the program. Ac-
cordin.'j to the agsncy^ an effort will

be made to spruce up and sped up
the comet" 3' on fhe show..

Toronto, Oct. 5.

• Canadian Broadcasting Corp. sta-

tions across the country inaugurated

a 12-hour daily broadcasting schedule

Sunday (3), upping air time six

hours each day. Plans call for a
boost to 16 hours before the year is.

out.

On Oct. 15 CRCY, Toronto, will

switch from 1,400 to 960 kilocycles.

Several other CBC stations will

change call letters. CRCO, Ottawa,
will become CBO; CRCW, Windsor,
will be CBW, and CRCV, Vancouver,
will be CBR.
Tentative arrangements are to

broadcast most English programs for

bl-lingual Montreal from CRCM un-
der the new call, CBM. When a new
Ontario transmitter is completed late

this year, CRCT and CRCY, Toronto,
will be amalgamated In a station

called CBT.
Four new announcers have been

added to the local corporation staff.

T. O. Wiklund is in from CKOC,
Hamilton; G. Earle Whittaker of

North Bay,
. Raymond Mackness of

Vancouver and William O'Reilly of

Ottawa are in town for spieling over
CRCT and CRCY. Ernest Morgan
and George

,
Temple have been

switched to the production staff and
Norman Lucas, another erstwhile an
nouncer, now is in the commercial
department.
CBL, the Canadian Broadcasting

Corp.'s new 50,000-watt station now
under construction at Hornby, about
30 miles from here, will possess an
aerial tower reaching 647 feet into

the sky and said to be the tallest

structure in the British Empire.
Right now the tower is as tall as

the Empire's highest building and has
200 feet yet to go.

New transmitter Is to cost the CBC
$250,000 and will be the first in a

chain of eight to reach across the

Dominion. Another station is under
construction' at Vercheres, Quebec,

Others are to be started next year

It is expected that the Hornby and
Vercheres plants will open in No-
vember.

Liberty Adaptations by WLW
Cincinnati, Oct. 5.

A new weekly series of dramatized
programs for Liberty Magazine on
WLW starts tonight (Tuesday) from
9:30 to 10. Paul Sullivan will be m.c.

Script, prepared and acted by
members of the Crosley staff, will be
from stoties in latest issue of the

mag. Stanza to be known as 'Behind

the Headlines.'

Allen Franklin, from KVOO,
Tulsa, and Robert Gels, lately with
WHBG, Canton/ O.; additions to an-
nouncing staff of WKRC, Cincy.

One of most important matters to

be . considered by the Associated
Press board this week will be that
of launching an elaborate radio de-
partment patterned along the gen-
eral lines of that now in service by
the United Press. Good-will broad-
cast on NBC last week in which the
comprehensive line-up of the A.P.
service was stressed is regarded in

xade circles as a prelude to this- ac-
tion. Broadcast had bureau and staff

writers speaking from Spain, Shang-
hai and Tokio.
Though entrance Into the commer-

cial radio field has been before. the
A. P> previously in the last year, this

is the fif'st time that the idea was
given more than a fighting .chance of

jeing adapted; Clause in the asso-
ciation's by-laws stipulating strict

rules iwder which radio stations may
receive comnjerclal news service
may be altered in part or in full.

Report in radio circles is that one
rule makes it necessary for a broad-
caster to publish a newspaper in

order to receive the service, but
newspapermen say that this may be
circumivented by publication of a
small tabloid or altering the rules.

LANGENDORF ON 18

DON LEE STATIONS

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP
(Attention-Getters^ Tie-Hps, Ideas)
— r—

MICHIGAN ORGANIZES

state Association Formed by broad-
casters

Detroit, Oct. 5.

Michigan Broadcasters Association,

first organization of the . state's sta-

tions, was formed Monday (4) at a

meeting attended by 12 but of Michi-

gan's 20 stations. James F. Hopkins,
WJBK, Detroit, was elected presi-

dent. Purpose of the organization is

to promote co-operation and unity

among; members . and protect them-
selves against bad legislation, etc.

Other officers picked were: John
Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo, v. p.;

Howard Loeb, WFDF, Flint, secre-

tary-treasurer; directors, Arch
Shawd, WXYZ, Detroit; William

Scripps, WWJ, Detroit; Owen Uridge,

WJR, Detroit; and Roy ilRadner,

WIBM, Jackson. Other outlets rep-

resented were WMBC, Detroit;

WKB, Muskegon; WELL, Kalanwzoo,
WFDF, Flint; WBCM, Bay City, and
WEXL, Royal Oak.
James W. Baldwin, managing di-

rector of the National Association of

Broadcasters, was also present.

CiO. AFTER AD

ACENCYHElP

Organization campaign among
advertising agency workers, di-

rected at account executives as well
as others from office boys • up, has
been launched by the C; I. O. Firist

move was to distribute leaflets in

the Lexington and MadisOn avenue
sectors.

Pushing the campaign is the
American Advertising Guild, which
holds a charter from Local 20 of
the . United. Office and Professional
Workers of America,

'

Outstanding Stunts

NEWSRBEL TIE-UP
WTCN, MINNEAPOLIS

PROGRAAl SCHEDULE
WSPR, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

WTCN's Local Newsreel
St. Paul.

Marking the first tie-up of its kind
in this heck of the woods between
a radio station and a theatre, WTCN-
World Theatre news reel is now un-
winding its second edition at the
latter show house in both Minne-
apolis and St. Paul..
Reel covers all Twin Cities news

during the week, with special em-
phasis on events broadcast by
WTCN, newspaper-owned NBC blue
network affiliate. Theatre furnishes
cameraman and equipment, while
Stephen Wells, station p.a., edits the
film and writes the continuity, and
Charles Irving of the station's pro-
duction dept. acts, as commentator.
Wells and Irving planed to Lin-

coln with two cameramen to catch
Minnesota's 14-to-9 defeat by Ne-
braska Saturday (2), with the film
ready .for screening Monday (4) at
the World theatres in both Twin
Cities.

A Contrast to the Average
Springfield, Mass.

Station WSPR here takes the trou-
ble to arrange, each week its pro-
gram schedule in convenient daily
log form. Obviously inspired by the
networks (CBS and Mutual) that
employ a similar program' schedule.

- Fact that a small station in a small
community will do this job so neatly
and smartly contrasts vividly with
th; sloppy handouts,, jumbled, \min-
telligible and quite useless, that

many radio stations all over the

country permit to go out under their

names.

C. W. Myers Back

Portland, Ore., Oct. 5.

Charles W. Myers, ex-president of

N. A. B., returned to KOIN from
Washington, D. C, hoping that the

F, C. C. will approve his petition for

proposed new half wave vertical

radiator for KOIN. Myers' plans call

for erection of new vertical towers
540 feet high for KOIN. Present
towers are 300 feet.

This is the second big expansion
deal that Myers has put over re-

cently. KOIN's -sister station, KALE,
linked with Mutual chain last month.
KOIN is strongly established as the
CBS outlet here.

Bill Rambeau's New Staffmen

Chicago, Oct. 5.

William G. Rambcau has made a
couple of additions to his radio sta-

tion representation sales staff. Myron
Elges, formerly with Transamerican,
joins the Rambcau office in New
York.
Clark Branion, formerly" with

WJR in Detroit, gets a desk in the
Detroit sales office.

San Francisco, Oct. 5.

Preceded by a two-week build-up
as a sustainer, a new script show
tabbed 'The Phantom PiloC^iU be
sponsored by Langendorf United
Bakeries starting Monday, Oct. 18,

over 18 Don Lee-Mutual outlets in
California and Washington. Signed
through McCann-Erickson. Calls
for quarter-hour broadcasts, Mon-
days through Fridays, at 6:15 p.m.

Title role in the shows will be
handled by Howard Duff. Others in
the cast will Include Jack Edwards,
Marjorie Smith, Stanley Farrar,
with Herb A'llen narrating.
According to Wilbur Eickelberg,

manager of KFRC, local Don Lee-
Mutual station which will originate
the programs, total cost of time,
talent, etc., will approximate $100,-
000.

Outlets releasing the series will
be KFRC. San Francisco; KQW, San
Jose; KDON, Monterey; KPMC,
Bakersfield; KHJ, Los Angeles;
KDB, Santa Barbara; KFXM, San
Bernardino; KVOE, ' Santa Ana;
KGB, San Diego: KXO, El Centro;
KIEM, Eureka, all in California, and
KVOS, Bellingham; KOL, SeatUe;
KPQ, Wenatchee: KIT, Yakima;
KMO, Tacoma; KGY. Olympia;
KXRO, Aberdeen, in Washington.
Langendorf recently, ended its

'Pictorial' broadcasts with Rush
Hughes on the Coast NBC-Red web
after a five-yeair stretch.

WKRC, Cincy, Ups Rales

Cincinnati. Oct. 5.

With local rates on the majority
of stations here being considerably
lower than the station managers
consider profitable. Radio Sales is

instituting a revision nf the local
rate structure on its Golumbia-
WKRC station.

Local rates will be eliminated from
the class A time (6-10:30 p.m.) with
only national rates prevailing at

that time. The rest of the time on
the station for local advertisers is

set up at a rate equal to two-thirds
of the national rates. Formerly, the
local rate was only one-third of the
national rate.

This new rate card goes into ef-
fect on Nov. 1. On Nov. 1, 1938, the
local rate will be eliminated com-
pletely from the Radio Sales station
here, with national rate prevail'ng
throughout the clock.

last winter.

Dick Anderson^ last week resigned
from network's stations' relations be-
cause of ailing health..

Barney's Charges

Radio Time Chiselmg,

Sues WNEW for 106€

Alleging that W. B, O, Broadcast-
ing Corp., which operates station
WNEW, had deprived It of full time
as called for in nine separate con-
tracts covering February, 1934, when
the station was inaugurated, to Oc-
tober, 1936, Barney's Clothes, Inc.,

filed' suit in the N. Y. supreme court
yesterday (Tuesday) to recover a
total of $105,910 it had paid to the
broadcasting company. Barney's
allege it was damaged to that extent.

Defendant answered the suit with a

general denial, and will ask Justice

Robert P. McLaughlin to dismiss the
action today (Wednesday) on a plea

of insufficient grounds.
Besides alleging the broadcasting

corporation had shorted it of from
one, to two minutes on each daily

15-minute airing and from two to

four minutes on Sunday half-hour
broadcasts to the benefit of other ad-

vertisers, Barney's avers the de-

fendant corporation failed to live up
to contracts under which Barney's
was to receive a certain number *of

daily, Sunday and 'Milkman's Mati-
nee' announcements. In some in-

stances, plaintiff claims, it was de-

prived of from 8-lO announcements
below the number called for in the

weekly quota.
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Irv Brecker^s Conditions

Irving Mills left for the Coast
Sunday (3) to handle the details

of a radio connection for Irv
Brecker, who did the scripts for

Milton Berle on the Gillette show.
Brecker is under contract to Mer-
vyn LeRoy as a picture Writer,

but will accept a bid made by Jack
Benny if his work will be con-
fined to putting the final touches
on each script
Brecker has also been approached

by Benton & Bowles, agency on the
Jack Haley-Log Cabin Syrup show,
but the writer likewise in this case
wants to make it an cditino; a.'^'si^n-

ment

Harry Maizfish in N. Y.;

Clairol Account Closed

Through Transamerican

Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television yesterday (Tuesday)
closed with Clairol Shampoo for the

bankrolling of a musical-dramatic
series, 'Let's Go Hollywood.' over

the California Network, with KFWB,
Los Angeles, the point of .

origin.

Account is figuring on expanding
the show's hookup from Coast to

Coast after six weeks.
,

Program
starts this Friday night (8), with

8:30 to 9 PST the period. Harry
Maizlish, of KFWB, has been in

New York several days.
Cast will include Paul Keast,

tenor; Owen Crump, m.c. and film

gossip chatterer, and Leon Leon-
ardi, batonist. Dramatization will

involve scenes from coming picture

releases. Linked with the program
will be a beauty and personality

contest, with a Warner Bi'os. screen

test and contract going to the weekly
winners.

It's the first program venture
for Clairol.

Herb Carlborg's Detroit 3oh
Chicago, Oct. 5.

Herb Carlborg has been appointed
Detroit manager for Radio Sales. Co-
lumbia web's spot sales subsidiary.

Appointee was brought over into

Radio Sales from C'olunibla network
sales staff in the motor city.
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Meat Packers, with Prices at 18-Year

High, Avoid Radio BaDy This Season

Meat, packers have about wholly

vamoosed Jhis autumn as air ad-

vertisers. They're off the- networks,

and the Big Four, Swift, Wilson,

Armour, Cudahy, have pulled in

their horns in local situations, too.

Cudahy and Swift continue to plug

their soap cleansers, but meat isn't

even being mentioned.

Attitude of the packers is to mute

the matter of meat due to the
.
fact

that the shorage of beef, occasioned

by the cattle-slaughter by the gov-

ernment's AAA bureau two years

ago, and the droughts in the west,

have boomed prices to an 18-year

high. Last week in Chicago beef

was being sold at $19.50 a cwt.

Companies do not want to present

the question to the consumers, even

though the firms continue to com-
pete against one another. Fear is

that by reminding the housewife of

the high cost of medt, via air enter-

tainment, the packers would be
. throwing the sore spot of buyers in

bold relief, and reminding 'em of it

when otherwise it would be out of

their minds.

Saturday (2) Swift aired a 15-min.

progtam over 60 NBC-red stations

at 8 a» m. which was directed solely

at dealers. An institutional single-

shot, the period was designed to help

dealers explain to the public high-

cost causes. For that reason the pe-

riod was aired early in the morning.
Only packing accounts still riding

No Strike Truce In

Spokane Even For

Native Son, Crosby

Spokane, Oct. 5.

The Central Labor Council has re-

fused to consider calling a one-day

truce in the picketing of the Daven-
port hotel in a laundry strike so that

Bing Crosby and the troupe that will

come here Oct. 21 for a homecoming
celebration can be feted at a ban-
quet there.

Crosby, Bob Burns, Trotter's orch
and others who will come belong to

unions or guilds and would not walk
through the AFL-affiliated laundry
union's picket lines. Committee in

charge of banquet is looking else-

where for dinner spot.

The Gonzaga University Glee Club
has been signed to appear on the
Kraft Music Hall with Crosby when
he broadcasts the program from here
Oct. 21.

in local situations are those plug-
ging sausages and tinned meat.
Even though beef quotations are

high, the .packers have been hit in

the pocketbooks, which further ne-
gates ozone splurging. Cudahy last

week skipped a dividend payment,
first time for firm since 1924.

C.A.B. Bunchings

Causing some comment
around the New York ad
agencies currently are.' the num-
ber of ties shown among the
program leaders in the latest

popularity ratings issued by the
Co-Operative Analysis of
Broadcasting.
Major Bowes and the Lux

Theatre, for example, are tied
for second place witti a score
of 22,4, while Burns and Allen
and the Rudy Vallee-Royal
Gelatin show share the next
slot at 17.4.

Chase & Sanborn Coffee's
Sunday night stanza has No. 1

place in this particular report.

W. R. Baker to L A.

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

William R. Baker, Jr., vice prez of

Benton & Bowles agency and a part-

ner in the outfit, arrives here from

Ney/ York next week to head the

Hollywood office. While having no

direct connection with the firm's

radio productions here, he will look

after personality tieups for news-
paper and magazine testimonial copy.
He has been an account executive on
the General Foods commercial since
1933.

Ilerschel Williams, former pro-
duction head here for B & B, re-
mains in the east to handle the
Robert Ripley program for Huskies.
Tom Revere continues as head of
radio, alternating between the New
York and Hollywood offices.

San Francisco Radio Editor Blasts

Press Agents and General *Hush-Hush'

San Francisco, Oct. 5.

Charging that press agentry, with

the advent of expensive radio shows,

has reached a new low, radio editor

Darrell Donnell of the San Fran-

cisco Examiner last week bitterly

assailed the 'hush-hush and mustn't

say that' attitude of Hollywood and

New York radio 'public relations de-

partments.'

'The point has been reached where
only a few radio editors continue to

read press blurbs other than those
released by the national networks
And the radio editor who does pub-
lish the stuff in other than a face-
tious mariner is two steps on the way
to becoming pet editor of the Zing-
ville Gazette,'

Referring to the Hollywood press
agent, Donnell wrote *He . has but
three lines of attack. They are in-

cluded in a biography of the star

who (1) began his career by sing-
ing in a church choir, (2) has
worked at many amusing occupa-
tions, other than radio, and (3) en-
joys any given number of hobbies.
At this point the press agent is done.
If he isn't, the star, the sponsor's
wife, and a few hundred other hush-
hushers will see to it that he is.'

'Unimaginative, often inaccurate
tripe' was Donnell's description of
the copy released by Hollywood and
New York flackeries, which 'bad-
gered editors sometimes publish, to

the great confusion of everyone con-
cerned.'

Recently several Hollywood agen-
cies threatened to remove Herb
Caen, radio editor of the San Fran-
cisco Chronicle, from their mailing
lists because they objected to the
manner in which he treated their

blurbs in his column.
'The lesser of two evils i.s to keep

a radio editor on the mailing list,'

Donnell declared in his tirade.

'Otherwise he is likely to listen to

the show and then tell the whole
truth about the thing.'

D'Artega Booked Ahead

D'Artega has been resignatured
as batonist for Jell-O's summer
show. New contract calls for a

.

larger band and gives him 13 weeks
through the summer of 1938.

He also has been given the con-
ducting assignment of the Adniira-
cion Shampoo program, with Tim
and Irene, on Mutual Sundays. This
one starts Oct. 17.

-

Dave Brown a Composer
Dayton, O., Oct. 5.

George Duffy introduced 'Doggone
the Moon,' new tune, to listeners

Monday (4) night on a CBS net from
Dayton Biltmore's KIttyhawk sup-
per club.

Ditty is brainchild of Dave Brown,
WHIO's commercial manager.
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REGIONAL HEARINGS, MOTIONS DOCKET

AMONG THE PROBABLE F.CC REFORMS

Many Strict Rules Expected When McNinch Regime

Gets Into Full Stride—Washington Debating

Pros and Gons

Washington, Oct. 3.

Radical changes in .administrative

procedure, i n c 1 u d i n g innovations

which would tend to counteract po-

litical influence and personal favorit-

.B|5»vism, are in prospect in connection

with the Federal Communications
Commission house-cleaning.

That Washington headache, which
repeatedly destroys -the good humor
of license-holders, may be partially

alleviated, although there are possi-

bilities that, instead of reducing the

cost of doing business with the Gov-
ernment, overhauling of F.C.C. ma-
chinery may make the lawyers even
more important in the scheme of

things. Series of unusual steps

which would bring some badly-
need'id reforms, is' being mulled by
individual Commissioners and other

, F.C.C. attaches.

Like all . policy questions, the

problem of procedure is expected to

wait until after Frank R. McNinch,

new chairman, gets full opportunity

to become thoroughly acquainted

with all phases of Commish opera-

tions and responsibilities. Shortage

of funds and personnel may further

complicate and delay the prospective

administrative reform program,
While inclined to wait on Mc-

Ninch, other Commissioners and
varous F. C. C. attaches already have
paved the way for definite improve-
ments in the handling of broadcast-

ers' applications. Conferences have
been held by persons pondering de-

fects in existing machinery.
,
By

tacit approval, one informal policy

with direct bearing on the conduct
of hearings has gone into effect.

Principal question under consider-

ation concerns the manner in which
the Commish shall prepare lor for-

mal action on applications. Chief
factor is the functioning of and re-

lations between the examining, le-

gal« and engineering departments.

First Chance

First move in the renovation

came to light this week when Com-
mission attorneys ceased participat-

ing in hearings. This sensational

step—^which prompted rumors of in-

ternal feuding that were denied by

all involved—was taken without ex-

planation after the Broadcast Divi-

sion heard Assistant General Coun-
sel George Porter complain that his

staff is badly overworked.
Withdrawal of Commish counsel

is in accordance with suggestions

that have been advanced previously

by persons within and outside the

Commish. Argument is made that

legal staff is unable to take judicial

slant in advising the Division or the

full Commission when its members
participate in preparing the record

upon which decisions are based.

Short-handedness of the General
Counsel's office, combined with the

fact that last-minute withdrawal of

numerous applications causes much
waste effort and time, is one of the

iprimary reasons for this departure
from custom which has been fol-

lowed since inception of the old

Radio Commission.
In the future. Commission exami-

BOSTON HOUR
'o NEW New Bngland Fragrant open

to parfidpating sponsors • • •

1. Up-fo-tha-minute reports of POLICE octivitios

•f th« day Police Reporier Charlie Ashley 1

2. FIRE news -right off the official record

— direct from Boston Fire Headquarters re-

ported by Inspector John Galway in person I

3. Interviews with the GREAT and NEAR-

GREAT ''in th» flesh"! (88 nationally and in-

ternationally famous guest stars in 5 months I)

4. MAN ON THE STREET period broadcast direct

from Tremoiit Street opposite Boston Common!

5. Dramatized stories from the day's NEWS by

Director Jay Wesley and large supporting cast!

Here is a 5-starWEEI program of the daily goings-on in

New England's Big City. And that means news^o New Eng

landers from Buckspbrt, Maine to Barnstable on Cape Cod.

Good news to advertisers is that this audience-built show is available to sponsors

on a participating basis. The program is currently broadcast from 5:30 to 6 P. M.

(just before the big 6 o'clock radio edition of theWEEl-Herald Traveler News)

Monday through Saturday. . .Write WEEI direct or consult Radio Sales.

WEEI BOSTON
5000 high-fidality watt* day, 1000 night—operated by

tha Columbia Broadcasting Sytttm. Ropratented by
RADIO SALES: Now York, 4S5 Madlion Avonua

Chicago, 410 N. Michigan Ava. • Dalrolt,

rtsbar Udg. • Lot Angelai, 5939
Suniot Blvd. • San Francisco,

601 Rust Building

Slowed Down

Washington, Oct. 9.

Delicate problems involving

basic policy are being side-

stepped by Broadcast Division

until restaffing of the Federal
Communications Commission is

done by Chairman Frank R,

McNinch. More than a dozen
casies of outstanding importance
have been skipped over re-

peatedly because of unwilling-
ness to settle controversial

questions by two-man 'decisions.

Keeping many licensees on
the anxious seat. Commission-
ers Eugene O. Sykes and Nor-
man S. Case have refused since
ending, their summer recess to

rule on anything except most
innocuous matters.

ners not only will act as presiding
officers in quasi-judicial proceedings
but will be directly responsible for

bringing out all pertinent facts. Bur^
den of cross-examining applicants'

witnesses falls on them, while they
will handle quizzing of Commish
experts which.formerly was done by
Commish lawyers.

Significant step in prospect is to

change the present rules " on the
point .of when hearings shall bie

held. Probable that in the future
public ventilation will be automatic
on all pleas of certain cases, notably,
requests for consent to acquire con-
trol of licensee corporations Or to

make voluntary license assignments,
for new transmitters, and for power
increases. This has been advocated
often in the past by key figures

within the Commish.

Lawyers Break

If this policy is adopted, it will

mean more business for the lawyers
and more trouble for licensees, but
it ^ill have compensating advan-
tages. Would eradicate skulduggery
by which fair-haired boys have
been given inside tracks, would cut

the amoimt of time involved in get-

ing action, would prevent certain

Commish employes in strategic spots
from rigging dockets, would insure
full disclosure of all pertinent facts,

and would tend toward formation
of clear-cut policies on some of the
most vital questions confronting the
F.CC.
At present there is no clear-cut

rule to show when hearings are held.

New Station requests, for example,
may be granted without hearing in

the absence of competition or maybe
refererred to examiners even when
unopposed if the legal or engineer-
ing departments suggests or the
Broadcast Division sees fits to . do so
on its own motion.

Greater latitude and more restric-
tions for examiners both have been
suggested and are being discussed.
One salient proposal which is known
to have been muUed would prevent
the examiners from making recom-
mendations, limiting them to flnd-
iniss of fact only, as is done by the
Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion. A conflicting idea is for ex-
aminers not only to recommend how
cases should be decided but to writ^
proposed decisions which could be
adopted by the Broadcast Division
whenever ii agrees, thus speeding
up final settlement and wiping out
one type of serious criticism.
Ways of insuring a more judicial

deal for applicants are perplexing
Commish members. Some would
like to see clearer demarcation be-
tween the persons who hear cases
and those who advise the Division
what to do. There is talk about de-
taching an attorney and an engineer
for service with the license division
or the examining department, so that
other attorneys and engineers could
be more independent when it comes
to commenting upon examiners' rec-
ommendations. Another idea is cre-
ation of a review board which would
weigh examiners' reports, possibly
considering formal exgeptions by
both applicants and Commish lawyers
and submitting super-reports to the
Division.

Motions Docket
Establishment of a motions docket,

recommended a year ago by the
Federal Communications Bar Asso-
ciation and debated for a much
longer period, may result. With
such an innovation, all applications
would go directly to a new section,
which would .handle petitions for in-
tervention, dismissal, postponement,
etc. End to deposition racket-^where
numerous requests for permits to
take absentee testimony are filed—
and to the practice of endless con-
tinuances, would result, attorneys
predict.

Fact-finding unit, which might be
separate from examiners, may be
created as aftermath of discussion
about procedure. Attorneys often
have hinted that wholesome step
would involve setting up an outfit
which would inquire into engineer-
ing, technical, legal, and financial
questions which have no bearing on
policy, reporting independently of
examiners or even supplying info
which could be included in the re-
port of the subsequent hearing. This
idea is one which reputedly, has the
backing of Chief Examiner Davis G.
Arnold. Offers solution to question
of either 'restricting or widening
powers of examiners.

Political blvoroe?
Objective of reform talk is to put

examiners in spot where they for-
get their records and act entirely
as mediums by which Commish can
obtain pertinent information. As it

i8> the staff tries to find out how the
political wind is blowing before they
submit reports and recommendations.
Or else they descend into a welter
of technical terms which means noth-
ing and do not clarify the case. If

procedure were changed, examiners
would not be so concerned whether
they were upheld or reversed, it is

contended.
Barrier between the examining de-

partment and the. leg^l and engi-
neering staffs would contribute to
the ideal of more independence and
greater honesty. Now examiners arc
able to consult privately after hear-
ings with technicians and barristers
and get suggestions, which they in-
corporate in their reports. This ex-
tra-legal practice has infuriated
counsel, who lack simlar privileges.
More publicity all around is al-

most certain to result. Pre-hearing
publication of the reaction of engi-
neers and lawyers to applications—
for new -facilities, transfers, power
jumps, or better frequencies—is be-
ing cogitated for the piui>ose of
minimizing the star-chamber aspect
of F.C.C. proceedings. Applicants'
coimsel often have protested that
Commish people raised imsuspected
issues when hearings occurred. Step
of this sort would erase bleats, be-
sides putting both the outsiders and
the insiders on an equal basis.

NOTICE!
Notice Is Hereby Given That

"The Healthcaster*'
Is Fully Protected By Copyright

A new program idea utilizing the news technique and fore-
casting of health in the headlines has been sold to one
sponsor in four markets. This program has been fully

tested and results have proved to be phenomenal. Rights
are available for select sponsorship on an attractive basis
in other territories. This program is copyrighted and fully

protected. Any infringement or use of this idea, plan or

procedure, without the consent of the owners will be
prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

For full information Address:

RAYMOND SPECTOR
1270 Sixth Avenue

New York City
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PHONEY
'Inhence for Sale

Skeptics won't believe it—the report that Washington's ward-heeler type
of radio politics will end. Nevertheless, incredible or not, there is a mount-
ing pile of evidence that the grim clenching of Frank McNinch's jaw is

Bpeciflc omen- for specific individuals.

The specific individuals* seems a warranted statement because while
McNinch may attack conditions rather than personages the logic is simple
—those who have specialized in 'influejace for sale' must be affected by any
new dispensation seeking to move the moral tone of radio regulation up
out of the cellar.

Piquancy for those who know the recent realities in Washington will

be found In the reports that members of the once-influential radio clique

are now not welcome in certain offices. Wire-pullers, inside information
passer-alongers, and good time Charlie hosts to amiable secretaries, have
gotten a chilly reception. In a couple of cases the chill has solidified into

a barrier of ice.

F.C.C;S 1ST

pnEii!) mm
McNinch Plows In—Prom-

ises That the Inside Track
Will Be Torn Up

Block WGAR Stock Transfer to WJR

MANY CHANGES

Naturally those who participated in the big fun during the glad bad
days are now applauding the new regime and numbering themselves as
conspicuously as possible among the 'we've-been-urging-this-very-thing-
all-along' chorus. Right now these lads are uncertain. They have been
doing an active trade in alleged influence. All this publicity from head-
quarters about the wriath of the new viceroy is bad for their reputations as
potent politicians with a map of everybody's cemetery. How can they
undertake to deliver when it becomes widely rumored about that they are
not recognized as brokers and have no standing? It must be quite dis-
tressing!

'GOOD WILL HOUR' IS

NATION-WIDE MAYBE

Discussions are on for Macfadden's-
True Story mag to extend the aii"-

ing of 'Good' Will Hour' from coast

to coast.

Current setup on Mutual Sunday
nights limits the program to WOR,
Newark; WGN", Chicago, and CKLW,
Detroit, with a separate broadcast
over WMCA, New York.

George Mcnhi^jaey has joined
Bales staff of WTMV, E. St. Louis.

WBT's Long Air Days
Charlotte, N. C, Oct. 5.

WBT is shifting into a new daily
schedule that will lengthen the time
of the broadcasting day by one hour.
The change was made with the end
of the seasonal daylight saving plan,
and has been gradually smoothed
out since. Now the station is on the
air from 6:30 o'clock a.m. until 2
o'clock the following morning. The
sign-off time all summer has been
1 a.m.

WOAT, San Antonio, has Beeman
Fisher as new general manager and
Joyce Williams, publicist

Washington, Oct. 5.

Driastic control of broadcasting

with goldfish-bowl administration

was promised by Frank R. McNinch,

new Federal Communications Com-
mission chairman, within 24 hours

after taking helm of the regulatory
outfit.

Providing no comfort for in-

dustry's big boys and fixers, aggres-
sive reformer quietly but with re-

markable firmness laid down plat-

form which foreshadows sensational
policy reversals and hints broaden-
ing of the government's scrutiny

over all business affairs. Rate regu-
lation, up-to-the-hiit supervision of

financial operations, end of personal
and political favoritism, and com-
plete publicity for Comniish opera-

tions all were promised directly or

indirectly.

While cautious about stating opin-

ions on many prime issues and hesi-

tant to forecast definite changes in

personnel, policy, or procedure, new
broom-wielder bluntly served notice

that days of industry dictation to the

(Continued on page 44)

Precedent-Establishing Ruling Handedr Down-
Refers to ly2m% Stock Dividend

Washington, Oct. ."5.

Stock selling by broadcasting sta-

tions • received severe rebuke from
the Federal Communications Com-
mission last week when explanation
of the reasons for failure to approve
transfer of control of WGAR, Cleve-
land, was made public.

In a formal opinion , enunciating
a policy of greatest significance, the
Broadcast Division took the stand
that transactions : which merely ben-
efit owners without bringing any
advantages to the public cannot be
tolerated under the Communications
Act. On these grounds. Commis-
sioners Eugene O. SyKes and Nor-
man S. Case refused to grant con-
sent for paper transactions which
would put actual control of the
Cleveland transmitter Into the hands
of corporation owning WJR, Detroit.

Although three' of the four stock-
holders in The WGAR Broadcast-
ing Co. are also owners of stock in

WJR, The Goodwill Station, the
Commish held that the potential
benefits would not be siifficiently

great in the public interest to justify

approving the proposition. Case and
Sykes used the Incident as an op-
portunity to express general views
on the subject of security' peddling
and profit-making from broadcast-
ing.

Blocked deal provided that hold-
ings of George A. Richards, prin-
cipal owner of both the Cleveland
and Detroit transmitters, and his
associates would be shifted to the
WJR corporation on a basis of 20
shares in WJR for 1 share in WGAR.
Vital feature of the plan was agree-

ment to market 9,200 shares of WJR
paper to the public via W, E, Hut-
ton & Co., with understanding thJrt'

the marketing would not occur un-
less the F. C. C. consented to" merg-
ing ownership of the two stations.

Present ownership of WGAR is as
follows: Richards, 625 shares; Leo
J. Fitzpatrick, 225; P. M. Thomas,
50, and John F. Piatt, 100, Papej? of
WJR is distributed in this fashion:
Richards, 28,700; Frances S. Rich-
ards, his wife, 42,000; Fitzpatrick,

21,040; Thomas, 5,360; and 400 out-
siders, 32,900.

Agreeing that WJR renders meri-
torious service, that transfer of con-
trol would not adversely affect op-
erations, and that station's financial
positI(>n Is undebatably firm, the
two Commissioners discussed at
considerable length the social aspects
of the proposed transaction. Con-
cluded that private benefit to own-
ers cannot be given preferential
consideratloh over public nterest.

MoneywMaking; Motives

Money-making motives In the
radio industry were frQwned upon
by ^he Commish, which pointed out
that WJR two years ago declared a
breath-taking 1,200% stock dividend
and that over 28,000 shares were
peddled by insiders. Clean-up from
this maneuver exceeded $650,000,
with the New York banking house
making an incidental haul of sev-
eral thousands. Commish observed
that no corporate benefits were ob-
tained nor were there any compell-^
ing reasons for such an operation'
except the desire of the directors.
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Political Discussion, and How Much Of

It, Agitates Canadian Radio System

Montreal, Oct. 5.

Whethier station revenue or public

Interest should have priority with
respect to the buying of radio time

by political parties in Canada is an
immediate problem for which a so-

lution is to be sought at the next
meeting of the board of governors
of the Canadian Broadcasting Com-
mission.

With a major election pending,
CBC officials will quickly have to

decide whether restrictions are to be
placed on political speeches via the

or their unlimited flow per-
mitted.

Political spokesmen have been
vigorously complaining to CBC au-
thorities that the party with the
heaviest war-chest will have the bet-

ter advantage in snaring radio time.
Judging from the purchase of this

to date, there is yet no indication as
to which party has the most money.
As a federal government ap-

pointee, harassed Gladstone Mur-
ray, CBC's g.m., is again the target
for. Liberal, Conservative and other
political party detractors. As a BBC
expatriate, Murray points out that,

in England, the political parties have
had for some years an agreement
limiting their use of radio time to

party leaders only. To date, the par-
ties in Canada are not amendable to

falling in with this arrangement,
there being a plethora of influential
henchmen who must be satisfied by
being permitted to promulgate their
theories over the air,

Murray's main concern is with the
restricting of station revenue should
any new regulation be legislated
which further curtails political
broadcasting. Already, CBC has
passed new regulations, effective No-
vember 1, whereby radio time is to
be 'allocated fairly' to all political
parties, the political group any
speaker is acting for is to be named
as sponsor immediately before and
Immediately after any talk-fest, the
time is to be paid for in advance,
and no party spogesman is to be al-
lowed to go on the air on election
day or two days before. Ano&ier
point made by Murray is that only
by broadcasting will ruralites hear
the. point of view of all political
parties.

Vine Street
Crosstalk

Pierre Normandin and Alain Gra-
vel have been added to the an-
nouncing staff of CKAC, Montreal.
One of them replaces Ferdinand
Biondi, who has been advanced to
production.

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Bob Orr and Mann Holiner, of

Lennen & Mitchell, pitching Coast
headquarters in the county strip

just outside of Hollywood.

Los Angeles Soap Co. withdraws
sponsorship of Gus Edwards' 'School
Days of the Air' over KFWB and
KNX (Hollywood), Oct. 10, after

13 weeks. Looking around for a
script show.

Bob Lusk on the Coast lining up
Post Toasties tieups with Walt
Disney for Benton & Bowles.

Norman Best dispatched to Coast
by Lennen & Mitchell, taking over
radio production duties of Blaine
Butcher, who returns to New York
to whip up a new show.

Elwood Whitney, art director of
J. Walter Thompson, crayoning
film beauts for Lux layouts in a
corner of Danny Danker's Hollywood
office.

Ray Syllivan, account executive
on Cocomalt for Ruthrauff '& Ryan,
in Hollywood for the opening Joe
Penner broadcast.
Myron Kirk hiked back east after

setting the Edward G. Robinson dra-
matic series from Hollywood for
Lever Bros.' Rinso.

Milt Gross tagged by William
Esty agency to write scripts for
'Oakie College.'

Earle Ferris making his first

Hollywood call in five years.
John Barrymore will have the

highlights of his picture career dra-
matized on the Feg Murray airshow
Oct. 17.

Walter Huston goes for a guest
shot on Kraft music hall Oct. 14.
Don Gilman and Danny Danker

laid out the Community Chest quota
for L, A. radio trade.

Virginia Lindsay departed KNX
(Hollywood) publicity staff for a
berth with Helen Ferguson office to
handle radio contacts for her clients.
Tom Harrington took to crutches

to keep going after cracking an
ankle.

Bill Bacher aided J. L. Rawlinson
in the production of last week's
Vick's Open House by arrangement
with Metro.
Irene Rich absenting herself from

Hollywood for four weeks of per-
sonals for her sponsors at food shows
in the east.

Herman Bernie getting fed up on

studio cancellations of guesters he

lines up for brother Ben's broad

cast.

,
Francia White hopped east to

audition for a utility-bankrolled

show.
Edgar Bergen and 'Charlie Mc-

Carthy' set for solo spots on Rudy
Vallee's broadcasts from Hollywood

Betty Furness fitted into a guest
niche on Bing Crosby's Krafter this

week.
Harold Saz installed as sound ef-

fects head at National Broadcasting
Hollywood studio. He will handle
the Metro-Maxwell House program
among other duties.

Willis Cooper trying his hand at
scenarizing the 'Hollywood Hotel'
airers.

Ben Larsen producing Al Jolson
show in Hollywood, relieving Tiny
Ruffner, who has supervision of
three Ruthrauff & Ryan Coast
shows.
Murray Bolen and Charles Flesher

augmenting Young & Rubicam pro-
duction staff in Hollywood.
George Corey has the most com-

plete medicine chest of any Holly-
wood air scripter.

WHIG SETS DP

WEEKLY KIITY

Dayton, O., Oct. 5.

Execs at WHIO have concocted a
novel bonus scheme designed to
stimulate added interest in com-
mercial plugs among the program
and production department boys.
Advertisers pay a service charge of
two bits per announcement, 50 cents
per five minutes, and $1 for other
time units in addition to regular card
rate.

Added dough goes into a kitty
which is si)l it evenly in program and
production dep'artments every Friday.

Stack-Goble Finds Out

Buffalo, Oct. 5.

In advance of General Hugh S.
Johnson's debut as a radio commen-
tator, Stack-Goble agency handling
the account sent a letter to Louis
W. Kaiser, director of WEBR here.
Suggested that WEBR, carrying
Johnson's talks, might make a fine
tie-up with the Times, Scripps-
Howard daily, which rims Johnson's
newspaper column.
What the agency likely didn't

know is that WEBR is owned by the
Buffalo Evening News, afternoon
opposish to the Times

Reporters Grumble, Radio Purr

That Justice Black Broadcast Had Various Trade
Aspects "*

Washington, Oct. 5.

Hottest competition the broad
casting business has witnessed was
staged by two major networks last

week in gaining credit for. the un-
precedented address by Justice'Hugo
L. Black defending his right to a
life-long 3i20,000-a-year Supreme
Court perch.

With President Roosevelt's ap-
pointee dealing newspapers their

soundest face slap, webs were in-

spired to exceptional vigor to out-

maneuver each other for whatever
advantage could be obtained.
Trophy for being the first to mus-

cle in on the Black furore was
snared by NBC. In face of prece-
dent that keeps justices aloof from
politics, reporters, and personalities,

NBC execs offered facilities for any
statement he might care to make
even before vessel bearing him back
from Europe was in sight of land.

Dealt rebuff at the outset when
Black refused to step to the micro-
phone upon landing, NBC broke the
news that he would fireside-chat

yiiih. the people Friday (1). An-
nouncement qahie Thursday (3()),

getting as much attention in political

and press circles as a major disaster,

with Columbia left in the. ruck and
forced to make a 'me, too' statement

half an hour later. Mutual finally

tagged along with report it wag
trying to clear the clock and carry
the feature.

After losing the two first rounds,

CINCY'S HRST

ADMISH VISUAL

Cincinnati, Oct. 5.

Cincy's first broadcasting show with
an admission charge gets under way
Saturday (9) with the start of a
weekly series bearing the tag of the
Renfro Valley Barn Dance. Spon-
sored by Pinex, an hour of the 150-

minute program will be aired by the
WLW Line, starting at 7 p.m. Pop
prices will be charged. To be staged
in north wing of Music Hall, which
seats several thousand and has been
redecorated with barn atmosphere.
Account is handled by Baggaley, Hor-
ton & Hoyt.
John Lair, director, and a flock of

hillbilly talent are on from Chicago
for the stage show and also for the
Pinex barn dance program which
started on WLW Sept. 27 to run
Mondays through Fridays, 7:45 to 8
a.m. Advance ads in amusement
columns of the local dailies herald
'an all-star radio cast of more than
40, headed by Red Foley and the
Girls from the Golden West, and in-
cluding WLW favorities,' for the
Saturday night shindigs.
Other talent, it is reported, in-

cludes Slim Miller and his rustic
rhythm makers, down from Chicago
From the WLW staff will be McCor-'
mick's Fiddlers, the Brown County
Revelers, Slim Smith and His Ari-
zona Ranch Riders, and the Drifting
Pionieers.

Tossed m Show, Writer

Sues L. A. Station for 160G

Los Angeles, Oct. 5.
Suit for $160,000 against KFAC

has been filed by Tom Gibson,
author and producer of 'Doctors
Courageous,' sponsored dramatic
series. Gibson charges that after he
was dismissed the station continued
to use the title with other scripters
engaged to provide the material.
He handled the program for 40

weeks and allows that priority and
duration of use entitles him to
ownership of . title. Complaint also
carries plea for injunction against
further broadcast of the series under
that title as it would damage a deal
now assertedly being negotiated in
ttie east.

Frank Arena Injured
New Orleans, Oct. 5.

Frank Arena, veteran radio actor
and singer of WWL Is recovering in
Hotel Dieu here where he was taken
Wednesday (29) suffering from head
injury.

Meanwhile his partner. Bob Cain,
is cariyiug on alone.

CBS outmaneuvered the opposition

in distributing text of the speech to

the disgruntled reporters. Initially

NBC announced it would dish up
transcripts after the airing but CBS
came back with declaration it

would have exclusive hold on ad-
vance copies. Latter also scored
another point in playing a leading
part in determining where the
speech would be made.
Radio crews worked under some

difficulty arranging for the broad-
cast. Given only a few hours' no-
tice about the place where the Jus-
tice" preferred to talk, engineers
had to rush lines into suburban
Chevy Chase to the home of Claude
E. Hamilton, Jr., Government law-
yer friend of the Black family.
Quarters available, for equipment
were not as spacious as could be de-
sired,

,
while other personal ac-

quaintances tried to crowd into the
living room. Mikes were placed
first on an antique table which tot-
tered under the load, and finally was
replaced with a kitchen table. Only
15 announcers and technicians and
close friends were admitted to the
impromptu studio, while hordes of
reporters grumblingly waited out-
side without glimpsing the justice.

SUCCESS STORY No. 4
WHN

Originol Amateur Hour

In response to 2 broad-

casts of the WHN Orig.

inal Amateur Hour cam*
72,900 mailed requests

for merchandise sam-
ples. This program, how
in its 3rd year, is still

tops in listener-appeal.

WHN's affilia-

tion with the

Metro-Goldwyn -Mayer stu-'

dios and Loew's Theatres re-

sults in SHOWMANSHIP!
. . . Showmanship attracts

AUDIENCES I . . .Audiences
mean SALES lor youi prod-^

uct in the world's richest

market I...Get in touch with

WHN's Program Planning

Department today.
^

1540 BROAdWAV^^
,NEWYO RK CITY

CFCF
MONTREAL

The French - Canadians in
Montreal ars not mono-
linguists ! They enjoy Jack
Benny—Bing and Bob—Vallea
and Charley Butterworth
through CFCF. Thsy'll rs-
ceivs and raspond to your

imm* too.

N. B. C.
RED ^ BLUEA

M'EKD ft COMPANY, CVCV . UNJTKD
STATES BKPRESKNl'ATlVJiJa
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Look and Listen

My Second Year
1

1 (iii

CBS Coast to Coast
Network

Every Sunday
3 to 3:30 P.M. P.SX

6 to 6:30 P.M. E.S.T,

THAI^S

Samuel J. Briskin

Executive Producer

RKO

THANKS

Myron Kirk

Radio Producer

RUTHRAUFF &
RYAN, Inc.

Wm. Morris Agency - - . . . - - . Pictures

Rockwell O'Keefe, Inc. -

Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc. - - - Advertising Agency

R. B. Davis Company - - - - Sponsor (Cocomalt)

Monroe M. Goldstein - - Personal Representative
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Agencies-Sponsors

Oldsmobile Dealers have signed

•with WWSW, Pittsburgh, for play-

by-play account of four«away-from-

home games of Pittsburgh Pirates,

professional football team, Joe

Tucker, station's sports announcer,

will handle the description. Account

placed direct.

Max Azen has renewed for 13

weeks contract of Sophisticated

Ladies on WCAE, Pittsburgh. Twice-

weekly progriam features harmony
trio, Rosenberg Sisters and Jeanne

Galbraith, in song session. Gals are

also spotted on Old Shay's 'Night at

Inn' show on same station but under

biWjng of The Three Little Maids.

Jtaggsiley, Herton & Hoyt signa-

tured Red Grange for a IS-minute

Saturday spot to report football

scores plugging Hinkley & Schmidt.

Start is Oct, 2, on WENR, Chicago,

Pacquin Laboratories to use a

three-arwieek transcription series

over WMAQ, Chicago, beginning
Nov, '1. Agency is Wm, Esty Co,

day only on WHO, Des Moines. .

BroM'n & Williamson Tobacco
Corp., Louiisville, through B.B.D.&O.,

starting Sept. 25 for seven or nine

periods ranging from two to three

hours each with play-by-play ac-

count of State U, of Iowa football

games from playing field, on WHO,
Des Moines.

Lydia Pinkham, through Erwin
Wasey for five quarter hours weekly
on KRNT, Des Moines;

Important to Actors

story on the new Associated

Actors and Artistes of America
interchanseabllity rule, which
vitally affects all radio per-

formers, may be found on
Page 5 of this Issue.

remedy) on WOR, New York, with
thrice-weekly . musical transcrip-

tions. Lucky Bowman set.

Auspitz & Lee have renewed Evans
Fur three-a-week musical on.WMAQ.
Chicago, ,

Flagstaff Brewing Corp., St. Louis,

through Gardner Advertising Co.,

starting Oct. 18, for one year, haU-
hour show from network on WHO,
Des Moines.

iDrugr Trade Products, Chicago,
through Benson & Dall, starting
Oct, 18, Half hour programs Mon-
days through Saturdays using WHO
talent. Also, starting Oct. 2 half
hoyr of Sunset Comers Frolic Satur-

Pedlar & Ryan placed a 10 times

weekly one minute transcription

series on WQXR, N. Y, (high brow
station) for 26 weeks for Pintioleum

Co. Martinson's Coffee, same sta-

tion's firi?t sponsor and only one
running through the year, renewed
for another year starting Sept, 30.

New York State Milk Publicity
Bureau has placed on WGY and a
dozen other stations one-minute
transcriptions, first block running
five times weekly from Sept. 27 to

Dec. 18, and the second from Jan.
10 to March 15. J. M. Mathes, Inc.,

is the agency.

California Fiff Syrup placing 15-

minute transcriptions on southern
stations. Thbmpson-Koch agency,
Cincinnati, placing.

Seven-Up, soda pop, on WOAI,
San Antonio, with fiVe-a-)yeek quar-
ter-hour

.
sports' ' periods. Pat Fla-

herty doing the resumes..

'Old Family Almanac,' which
John Jaeger handles on WNEW, N.
Y., Monday through Saturday, at

9:15 a.m., now is being sponsored
by Minervite. Schillin Advertising
Corp. handled the deal.

Chrysler Motors is dibkering for
local programs through Ruthrauf? &
Ryan. WABC.'iN. Y., is among those
auditioning a l5-minute program.

Esso Dealers of Roanoke County,
Va., are using spot annoimcements in
an intensive sales promotion drive
covering a period of 10 weeks.
Houck & Co., of Roanoke, is the
agency.

Schoonmaker Laboratories (cold

Youth Center (juve clothiers) sup-
porting Sterling Counch's 'Young
Folks' program, one of oldest fea-

tures at WDRC, Hartford. Same
sponsor also using 'Magic Island'

e. t.'s twice a week.

Kelly Clothing Co., St. Louis, is

sponsoring a new program, with
Harry Cool, tenor, and 'The Har-
monettes,' a girl singing trio, over
KMOX, St. Louis.

Vapcx Co., through Small & Seif-

fer, Inc., New York, signed for seven
five-minute transcriptions on KFRC,
San Francisco, Sundays, starting

Nov. 7.

Year's contract for 401 one-minute

^^^^
:
L^i^^ u

m »

Myrtle Labbitt^ the woman commentator with the '^rocking-chair'' style

that appeals to ALL women. University groduate, Home Economics

expert and editor, mother and housewif*, Myrtle Labbitf KNOWS
"household problems": Her informal and helpful morning chats draw a

big audience; her natural but effective way of introducing a sponsor's

product is PRODUCING RjESULTS for ddverHsers. If you want to cap-

ture CKLW'S large and responsive woman s audience, include your

message on Myrtle Labbitt's "Home Chats."

fllEmBER OF

Inside Stuff-Radio

John Iraci, new owner of WPEN-WRAX, Philadelphia, ran into several
difficulties when he took possession of the station last week. One tiff grew
out of his letting out of Charles Stahl, manager, and the other had to do
with the dismissal of the outlet's entire staff, of 10 announcers. Following
a complaint to the Labor Relations Board, the announcers were re-em-
ployed, while Stahl is preparing to take his grievances to the local courts.
No successor to Stahl has been named.
Under the rehiring agreement the announcers have a closed shop and

are to receive an increase in pay and shorter hours; Iraci is alleged to
have cleaned house after the announcers had wired him that the station
was 100% organized and they wanted to meet with him for collective
bargaining.

Iraci, it is said, has also agreed to meet with the American Communi-
cations Association to discuss a new contract for the engineers at WPEN-
WRAX.

Despite Maxwell House Coffee's tieup with the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios, there will be Metro contract stars working on other commercials
for some time after the new java series starts Nov. 4. General Foods'
exclusive call on the producer's contract players does not affect any pre-
vious commitments made by these actors, and in a number of instances,
it now develops, the commitments extend over months to come.
Month after Maxwell House has put its alliance with Metro into effect

it will be faced with the circumstance of one of the Metro's lot's topliners
appearing on the program of a competitive product, Chase & Sanborn
coffee, Clark Gable has a guest date on the latter show Dec. 3. Three
hours earlier of the same Sunday he is scheduled to do a dramatic script
for International Silverwve.

transcribed announcements on KYA,
San ' Francisco, has been signed by
H. R,,Jessup, Oakland, Cal,, for La
Vida water. Placed direct.

Vermont Maid Syrup, through J.

Walter Thompson, Ne-w York, spot-
ting 102 transcribed announcements
between Oct. 1, 1937, and Nov. 29,

1938, on KFRC, San Francisco.

American Popcorn Co., through
Coolidge Advertising, Des Moines,
la., set five-minute transcribed pro-
grams Sundays, starting Oct. 17, on
KFRC, San Francisco.

WNEW, New York, new biz in-
cludes Alkine Laboratories on 'The
Joymakers,' the American Institute
of Food Products on 'For Women
Only' show, Minervite (Nostdne
Products) for the 'Old Family Al-
manac,' all from Schillin Advertis-
ing; Jules Chain Stores, for 'Earl
Harper's Paramount Party,' Klihger
Agency; Olson Rug Co., on 'Make-
Believe Ballroom,' Rambeau Co.,
Chicago; Eagle Tire Co.; for Earl
Harper's 'Sportoscope,' via Ravett
Agency; and Slater's, Inc., Alvin
Austin Agency, for 'Joymakers.'
New live talent show is 'Sunday

Swing Concert,' which Madison Per-
sonal Loan started last Sunday (3),
with Klinger Advertising Co. as
sponsor. Spot announcements have
been set by Darrigo Bros, Neff-
Rogow, Inc., while Busch's Credit
Jewelry has contracted for 77 spot
announcements per week for a year,
this being a renewal.

Montgomery Ward has renewed
the 'Daily Messenger* program on
KSTP, Minneapolis, for another year
but this time making it five qUarter-
hour periods a week. New after-
noon series but be mostly institu-
tional.

Save-the-Baby, William W. Lee &
Co., cough preparation, using blocks
of 100" dramatized announcements

over a 20-week period. Set by
Leighton & Nelson on 10 stations, to

start Oct, 11. Calls for the use of:

WGY, WSYR, WGR, WIBX, WNBF
and WHEC in New York State;

WTIC, Connecticut; "VJTMVA, West
Virginia; WBZ-A, Massachusetts,
and WNBX, Vermont. Only WGY,
WBZ-A and WNBX were employed
last year.

'A Year Gone By' began to un-
fold en WGY Oct. 5, under the spon-
sorship of Kimmey's Bakery of Al-
bany. Leighton & Nelson is han-
dling.

New Departure Coaster Brakes is

placing chainbreak announcements
through Lord & Thomas. KDYL,
Salt Lake City, is among the stations

that has already been contracted for

39 of them.

NBC's Personnel SGce

NBC yesterday (Tuesday) applied
the broom to the statistical depart-
ment, with the final count of let-

outs figuring 17 rule-sliders, clerks

and stenographers. It's all part of
the network's latest periodic econo-
my campaign, with the clipping di-

rected principally at what are rated
as the unproductive departments.
Several persons had previously

been dropped from sales promotion.

George Clark on WNEW
WNEW, New York, starts first of

bi-weekly broadcasts today (6) of
'Deadlines,' which will be presented
under direction of Charles Martin,
producer-director Philip Morris*
shows. George Clark, N, Y. Daily
Mirror city editor, and Dave Char-
ney, reporter on Mirror, will play
city ed, reporter roles, with scrib-

bler relating big news of day and
news behind stories.

New program set for Wednesday
and Friday nights at 8:45.

FACILITIES

• WKY's studios outclass anything in the
Southwest for size and equipment . . . From
microphones to antenna, WKY is RCA high-
fidelity engineered throughout. Its staff, fa-
cilities and performers, are geared to the
production of air entertainment enjoyed
most and responded to best in this area.

WKY beats all in Oklahoma, too, in cover-
age, programming, showmanship, and in
volume of local and national business. But
most important of all , . .

H Beats All How It Pays Out for AdvertisirsI

f ^\Jk OKLAHOMA CITY
fjv WITH TH£ DAILY OKLAHOMAN. OKLAHOMA
yyC/7-y TIMSS AND TH£ FARM£R.STOCKMAN»NATIONAL
m nepr>£itNTATive . e katz special AoveRTisiNG agency
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KQL-CBS-KIRO Tangle Still Is

Columbia Says Mutual Service as Announced Will
Violate Its Agreement in Seattle

Phone Girls Work WCPO Request Show

in Full View of the Cincinnati Public

Seattle, Oct. 5.

Archie Taft, v.p. of station KOL,
rtresent Columbia affiliate, has made

the long awaited announcement that

the Mutual-Don Lee web hooks into

this station next Sunday, Oct. 10.

KOL's contract with CBS does not

expire until Dec. 31 when KIRO
takes oyer CBS wires. When asked

it this station would step into the

Trole of Columbia outlet on and after

Oct. 10, executives of KERO said that

any statement anent such a transfer

would have to come from the CBS
ojlicials. It is known that equipment

is in place and wires, already in-

stalled, could be hooked to Columbia

so that no delay would be experi-

enced as far as these programs com-
ing from a local station was con-

cerned.

While KVI, Seattle-Tacoma, CBS
outlet from TacOma with studios here,

claims a large local audience, this

station does not enter into the con-

fusion of Columbia's outlet caused

by the KOL jump to MutuaL
Under the new Mutual Northwest

web, Carl E. Raymond's KMO, Ta-
coma, will clear all programs. Ray-
mond is president of the new North-
west Mutual web with Louis Was-
nier, sec. and treas.

Columbia's home office has ap-
parently given up all hope . of ad-
justing the situation with KOL. It

reports that KOL has been formally
advised that the network has no in-

tention of switching its programs
from KOL to KlRO until the expira-
tion of the CBS-KOL contract, Det.

31, 1937, and that if KOL takes any
Mutual programs in the meanwhile
it will have violated its contract with
Columbia.
Tangle- may yet be straightened

out through conversations held when
the heads of KOL come into New
York for the general broadcasting
meeting' next week.

Bay Markey, formerly at WNBR,
Kew Bedford, sports casting at

WTHT, Hartford.

I

PURDUE STATION TO

ENTER COMPETITION?

Indianapolis, Oct. 5.

Local radioites are puzzled over
amendment to recent petition of
WBAA; West Lafayette (Ind.), now
before FCC. Amendment asks that
commish grant permission to move
studios, or establish new quarters*
in Indianapolis.

Nothing has been heard locally as
to just why the Purdue University
operated station wants to come into
the city. Opinion from some sources
looks with alarni on proposal, as
may mean definite attempt of WBAA
to enter the commercial radio field,

for the first time. Station hereto-
fore has been strictly non-commer-
cial.

Hormel Back on WCCO
St. Paul, Oct. 5.

Disgruntled when its WCCO time
was taketi by the network after day-
light saving folded for the summer,
Rormel Packing Co. of. Austin
(Minn.) canceled six i5-minute spots
a week over that station.

Now its bounced right back with
purchase of three .15-minute ayem
spots weekly, besides mulling an
additional three-or-six times a week
strip at 2 p.m.

Scanlon Back at GJSM
Regina, Sask,, Oct. 5.

Radio station CJRM is undergoing
renovations. Influenced by forthcom-
ing opening of new CkCK studios.

Several staff changes.
Fred Scanlon back to CJRM as

manager after loan to All Canada
Radio Facilities, Ltd., Winnipeg.
Claire Chambers, announcer, goes to

Winnipeg's CJRC; Bruce Ogilvie, an-
nouncer, to Regina from 'Peg,' and
add Bill McDonald to engineering
staff. •.

BUICK SATISFIED

Will Continue Sponsorship Bouts
DespHe CrUicism

Detroit, Oct. 5.

That Buick will continue sponsor-
ing championship fight broadcasts,
despite round of criticism heaped on
recent airings by Clem McCarthy
and Edwin C. Hill, is seen in an an-
nouncgment made here last week by
Thomas H. Corpe, ad director for
motor car company.
In revealing details of advertising

splurge on Buick's 1938 cars, Corpe
declared that the company's ether
budget will be on a par with 1937.

And that 'Buick has completed ar-
rangements for broadcasting the
forthcoming Joe Louis-Max Schmel-
ing heavyweight championship fight

when it is definitely scheduled.'

Associated Oil Spends

$250,000 for Football;

100 Far West Stations

San Francisco, Oct. 5.

Spending $250,000 for station time
and in payments to western col-

leges for broadcast privileges at grid
games, the Associated Division of

"Tidewater Associated Oil is airing

play-by-play reports of 90 football

contests this season over more than
100 stations in California, Washing-
ton, Oregon, Montana, Nevada,
Idaho, New Mexico, Arizona and the

Hawaiian Islands,

Cash outlay this year is about 10%
higher than in the 1936 season, and
20% more radio stations are Iseing

utilized' for this year's gridcasts.

Mikcmen signed for the broadcasts
include Ernie Smith, Doug Montell,

Hal Wolf, Harry Lantry, Frank Bull

and other coast sportscasters.

Heavy merchandising campaign is

being conducted in connection with
the football broadcasts, including
distribution to motorists of 750,000

printed schedules of games, display

of special posters at all Associated
gas stations, dealer ads in local news-
papers, and a radio question-box fea-

ture with answers posted on dealers'

windows the Monday following the
gridcast.

Associated football broadcasts are
arranged by advertising manager
Harold Deal.

KTSA, SAN ANTONIO,

EXPANDS PRODUCTION

San Antonio. Oct, 5.

Radio Station KTSA having moved
into new studios in Gunter Hotel,
began broadcasting an enlarged
schedule of locally produced pro-
grams Sunday (3). Now has audi-
torium studio seating 150 guests, a
smaller studio for regular produc-
tions, a small announcers' studio and
Clients' audition room, a reception
room, a music library,, news room
and announcers' office. Station has
personniel of 35.

Sunday's opening ceremonies was
attended by thousands of citizens in-
cluding the Mayor and city com-
missioners.

$18,000 Frisco Budget
San Francisco, Oct. 5.

Transcribed series of dramas to be
used by the Electric Appliance So-
ciety in a special campaign this

month are being written and pro-
duced at KSFO, local CBS outlet,

by production manager J, C. Morgan.
Campaign, during which about

$18,000 will be spent for time on
bay area transmitters, out of a total

expenditure of $40,000, will plug new,,

high fidelity, radios.

Adele Starr Active

Cleveland, Oct, 5.

Dorothea Beckloff, who used to

broadcast over the networks as Adele
Starr, returns to local air on new
weekly variety show over WTAM
for I. J. Fox, the furrier. Program
will also have Rex Griffith, tenor,

formerly with WLW; Pinky Hunter;
Myron Roman's Band.
Hollywood screen chat will be

by Sidney Andorn.

WooUey Resumes at NBC
Easton C. WooUey has rejoined

NBC stations relations department.
Left couple years ago to manage
WWJ, Detroit.

Cincinnati, Oct. 5.

A new Weekday morning hodge-
podge of piano and organ caperings,

singing of old and new pop tunes,

and hillbilly hoedown, that carries

on for three hours, was inaugurated
last week by WCPO, of the Scripps-
Howard chain. Labeled the Six to

Niners club, the 180-minute stanza

has Andre Carlon as m,c, Harry
Ogden, recently engaged as the sta-

tion's first staff musician, hits the

ivories and handles the console. Ken
Beghold, announcer, doubles as

songster. Hillbilly combos ayAf*

shoved in, catch as catch can.

Entire routine is ad lib.

Listeners are frequently Invited to

telephone in requests for vocal and
instrumental renditions. As a bal-

lyhoo, two telephone operators are

seated in the display window of the

station's studio, occupying a store-

room in the Keith building, in the

heart of the theatre district. An
outside sign explains what they're

doing. Stunt is a traffic blocker.

Peak numbei: of telephone calls

in a day thus far is 470, says Bill

Kirkendale, manager.
Period is, cut Into quarter hours

for commercials, five of which were
sold by Saturday (2). Sponsors get

their names on the front window.
On the air they receive three .200-

word announcements, with ad lib

plugs entwined.
Exploitation prizes are offered, A

Philco radio set weekly for the best

four-line jingle on the program's
sponsors. A grand prize of $500 in

merchandise for the winning jingle

in 13 weeks.
To publicize the Six to Niners

Club and Its news programs, the sta-

tion is using trailers In five neigh-

borhood cinemas.

10-Lanfuage Siilllvan

Schenectady, Oct. 5.

Nelson Selby, accordionist, and
Mickey Sullivan, tenor and guitar-

ist, recently at the Club Petite,

Schenectady, are a new WGY act,.

Sullivan claims to sing in 10 lan-

guages.
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C% of Chicago May Have Director

Of Educational Radio for Adults

Chicago, Oct. 5. •

Meeting. . of representatives • from

, all Chicago radio stations, has been

. called for today (5) by Dr. Harry

Johnson, bead bf Chicago Board of

Education, regarding a continuance

of the • educational p'rograms pro-

' duced during the recent infantile

• paralysis epidemic.

Programs were produced for
"

graide schoolersj while schools were

.closed because of the .recent epi-

demic. Future programs aim at advilt

-Tj^ducation. T6 this end. Dr.' Johnsoft
"
is said to )x .preparing to '

ask the

city toiincil. to
' create the office. oiE

radio director in the Chicago 'Board
;

' of Education.

This office will concern it^lf pri-

marily, with adqlVeducation in radio,

ON TOUR

ARnSTS MANAGEMEN'

JIMMY BRIERLY

JEANNE ELLIS

ICING'S MEN
tiOff LAV/RENGE

MARION MANNERS
HARRY ROSENTHAL
CHARLES SABli^

VIVIENNE SEGAL
3 BAD HABITS

ARTISTS MANAGEMENT
2 : r r A ; ; n c

17 East 45th Sireet> New York

Tel. MU. 2-1888

but be ready, in case of emergency,

to cater to. kiddies. It will outline

certain courses, not only In the three

R's, but in art appreciation as well.

All courses will be arranged by'

grades, presented in proper sequence,

and aired, by experts: in thfe different

subjects, chosen from among, ;Chi-

cago educators. A complete super-

vising and checking service, a sys-

tem of examinations, and' • definite

; schedule? .are to be worked out.

There have been sevefal' changes,

in plans since last week. At that

time, Dr. Johnson said he would like

to see the prbgrams continued, but

he knew that radio time cost money,

so he hoped that stations would, go

out arid find sponsors who would

like to have this new type children's

program.' •'

; .

Since then. Dr. Johnson has,

learned' that radia stations .operate

in' thie convenience of public neces-

sity,; and are, therefore,' quite will-

ing to donate time.

Also, it seems how, wUh the kids

back, at school, it "would b^.wi^er to

direct- the stuff to adults. With these

things in mind; 'the • meeting- was
called today, and station men will

be asked to contribute any iaeas

they. have. . , ,

.

. Newspapers felt a little hurt that

they hadn't been asked, since they've

co-operated' through the current

series by printing both -lesson sum-
maries,! questions- and 'answers, ' and

publicity.

Edacational Shortwave,

Boston to So. America,

Due to Start Oct 15

RADIO

PEDAGOGS' SESSION

IN CHICAGO NOV. 2d

' Drake Hotel, Chicago, on Nov. 29,

30 and Dec. I 'will have the second

ahhual confeirence on Edudatiorial

Broadcasting. George Zobk of

American Council on Education will

preside at several sessions.

Walter Dill Scott and Robert

itutchins, toppers, respectively, at

Northwestern and Chicago univer-

sities will participate.

Wednesday, Qclober 6, 1937

AIR-
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American Assn. fpr Adult Education has published ($1.25) a com-

mentary On. the set-VP in .educational radio entitled 'Listen and Learn.'

tx^njf: : Ernest JUU iS ;
th^ author. ^,

, ,
JSiimmarizing, he tirges a solution of ^tbe, present 'unsatisfactory*

relationship of commercial radio pnd education these points:

(a) Commercial radio should fully admit a responsibility to edu-

cation.

(b) That responsibility should go beyond mere giving of time and
should include music, staff production, etc.

(c) .A set schedule of programs should be prepared in advance un-

der a master plan, , . ; .,

(d ) Good hours, fixed hours arid full network clearartce should be
guaranteed educational programs.

jiill's book displays a fairly realistic knowledge bf what goes on in

commercial radio and' also takes note .of the fact that there is no
agircemerit aijnbng pedagogs on just what educational radio is or ought

"

to' be and that faculty members have often been indifferent, c^re-

lessly prepared to broadcast, heedless of reliearsals and in general
'

have not either appreciated, opportunities pffered or taken full ad-

vantage.- On the other hand the stations have given them stepchild

treatriient, undesirable. tirtife, no cooperation and so on.

Hill's book is the first volume on broadc^isting to quote among its

sources the hew Va^uety Radio. Directory issued six weeks ago.

STAGE - SCREEN - RADIO

Centrcil Booking Office, Inc.

54 \V. Randolph Bt., .CIiIcoko, III.

THE KING'S JESTERS
AND THEIA OnCnESTBA

with MARJORIE WHItNEY
DT.UK FOUNTAIN ROdil

HOTEL IjASALLE, CHICAGO'

Dir.: ConMlldnt^d Radio Artist's. Inc.

Washington, Oct. 5.

. .New series of educational pro-

.grams, for -Latin American dial-

twisters debuts Oct.' 15 under' joint

sponsorship of Pan A'mefican Union
and World Wide Broadcasting Foun-
dation, Bostqn. Beginning fortnight

later,, features will be aired weekly
via WIXAL. .

Roster of guest speaker^ for the

send-off includes Secretary of State

Hull," chairman of the Union govern-

ing bo^rcj;' Ecuadorian Ambassador
Capt. Colon ,Eloy Alfaro, arid Dr.

William Mather Lewis, president of

Lafayette College.

Well-known intellectuals and civic

leaders, as well as diplomats, from
the U.;S. 'arid member countries of-

the Uriiori will dress up the future
' menu. Transcriptions will be made:
in South American countries and
shipped to Boston for use'^in pro-

gram building. Spanish, Portuguese
and French features contemplated.

Statibri whiqh will be the outlet

currently is one of three applicants

for the four government short-wave
spots being released for experimental
use on non^commercial basis.

St. Paul; Oct, 5.

Local public school, .officials are

shyina away from using radio time,

probably remembering too keenly

their recent' experience - of donating

public' school talent for commercial

programs, a practice which' went

fiooey when both Minneapolis and

St. Paul educational boards tabooed

it on behest of a flood.of letters de-

crying it.

: In a recent confab with ^CCO's
production dept.; regairdirig plans for

the annual' series of. school and
P.T.A. programs, pedagogs stated

they had had more requests from lo-

cal' stations for spots than they

could fill alnd voiced their opinion

that stations were merely trying to

fill in idle time with educational pro-

grams.
When WCCQ bigwigs crackpd that

there was no such thing as 'idle time'

arid that their sole aim in offering^

free time to schools was, to render
public: service,' pedagogs, came . off

their high horse. At WCCO's sug-
gestion, schools Will determine and
build the type of prograiri'thjey feel

should go .over the air, rath^ than
have outsiders try to reflect the edu-
cational system's work second-hand.

It's a cinch, however, that there'll

be no more donated school talent on
commercial programs.

Cleveland, Oct. 5.

Stations WHK and WCLE will
tie up safety . campaign with high
school radio workshop this; season.
A series of eight broadcasts drama-
ti/'ing traffic Occidents is planned.
The school radio groups' will

present scripts for the broadcasts.
The best ones will be . aiired', with
the winning schools receiving
plaques. .'

Education Dept. Demands

3 Hours Daily on WGST,

Now Under Staters Wing

Atlanta,. Oct.. .5.

Everybody's gonna w^ipt a .finger

in thQ tiine-pie of state-owned
WGST> Columbia outlet here,- if and
when Commonwealth of Georgia
takes over -its actual operation, for

which " purpose a State 'Radio Com-!-

mission was created at last session of

General Assembly.
Gov. Ei D. Rivers annoimced that

station would be u^d to advertise

Georgia to. rest of nation,
.
newly

created State Highway Patrol ex-
pects to .use it to aid in catching

criminals. Department of Agriculture

plans to broadcast crqi^ reports and
quotations, etc. '.

Now comes the State Depj(rtmpnt

bf. Education with its bid for two or

three hours .per day on WGST for

L. L. Perry, of Education Depart
ment, precedes Southwide confer-

,ence qn.use of radio and motion pic-

jtures in educatipn here Oct; 15-16,

which is expected to attract 1,000
•

people interested in movement to

Atlanta.

Among leaders backing plan to

hook up WGST with education is

Lambdin Kay, general' manager of

WSB, Atlanta Journal'is station.

fl^ilmar Simpson, one-time KTSA
aliliouncer in San Antonio, has joined
"Tommy Blake's combo, formerly at

the Gunter hotel in that city, as

trombonist and vocalist.

HALL
NOW

FOX, DETROIT
WM. HORRIS AGENCT

Fe^turlnr
His latest, "One Eyed I.oTe," Shapiro

Gordon WUcpx, ex-WHDH, Boston,

angl Alison Tripp hired for spieling

and continuity writing, respectively,

at WATR, Waterbury, Conn, >

By JANE WEST

now radio's most popular

family brings you more

[aughter Jears and )-|eart-throbs

Presented by Ivory Soap 99'' loo : pure

LISTEN '^^^^^ DAILY
.NBC Blue Network, Mon. to Fri. 11 a.m. EST

IM NBC Red Network, Mop. to Fri. 3:45 p.m. EST
• • COAST TO COAST

Dir., COMPTON ADVKRTISINR AdKNCT
MGT. ED WOLF—RKO BLPC. NEW YOF^K CITY

Buffalo, Oct. S.

New novelty broadcast , on WKBW
each M-W-F at 5:30 ties in with
general Buffalo traffic safety cam-
paign.

Equipped with a mobile short
wave unit (W8XAZ) Spieler • Sig
Smith and Police Lieut. Tom Mc-
Mahon cruise the downtown streets
for 15 minutes, stopping: and talk-
ing to motorists about traffic rules
and also occasionally catching a
violator and giving him a dressing
down before the mike—sans pro-
fanity.

DON WITHYCOMB PUTS

IN EDUCATIONAL DEPT.

Lloyd SKaffcr
and His ORCHESTRA

Griffin

NBC

7:00^7:30

P. M.

- Ph>l'adelphia, Oct. 5.

With recent success of radio as
educational medium during Chi in-

fantile scare, WFIL here planning
new aijgressive educational policy.
Don Withycomb, g.m., has named
Margaret Schaeffer, production di-

rector, to head a new 'Educational
Division.'

Plans have been completed with
Board of Education for twice weekly
vocational series, to be conducted
by studesJhemselves...Tliey will plan,
produce and announce programs
under guidance of Miss Schaeffer.
Two other series are being de-

vised now. One. will deal entirely,

with civics and relation to municipal
affairs and will feature weeldy tour
of a government department, with a
city official at the mike. Radios will

be installed in. all schools, under
proposed plan, so that airings sup-
plement schoolbooks.

.

School for Broadcasters
Sponsored in Buffalo

Buffiilo,' Oct. 5.

New WGR 'Little Show* starts

Sunday (10) at 3 p.m., with Alan
Savage in charge of production! Idea
behind the show is a radio school

to train writers, actors, annoimcers
and novelty acts for future profes-

sional engagements.
There is no charge for the instruc-

tion which members of the WGR
staff give prior to the actual pro-

duction of the show. Amateurs who
appear on the 'Little Show* are given
further , professional coaching if their

air performance holds promise and
will later be given programs of their

own on
.
spots on established pro-

grams on a paid proffessiohal basis.

Howard's jewelry store sponsors.

I . I II r I fi K

DONNA DAE
rii I K n iM, \(. I M t N I

COLLEGE INN, Chicag:
11;^ ( .... V r I :,(.,. I , I

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
I Ul M. |< \ \\

I M. .1 , . N 111 111,1.

- -I

NBC NaOs Salzbiirg

NBC has renewed for the ex-
clusive rights to the Saliburg Music
Festival for the next two years. John
Royal, the network's program chief,

paved the way for the clinch during
his recent visit abroad.
Same web started bringing over

the series two years ago.

KONG broadcasted the jlingling
Brothsr-Barnum-Bailey circus from
the grounds Saturday. Station Man-
ager Gene Roth did the job with
Announcers Bill Laurie and George
Downs.

-ITS FUNNY-
Xhe MIdsct vras the highest imid
freak In ,the .museum, still he
was always short.

It's ORIGINAL, Too—And Planty

Mors on Hand

BILL THOMAS
. t

WBITINO ORIGINALS

Address: Box 4, Variety, Neir Sorlt

JOE
RINES

MAESTRO-COMEDIAN
And His Orchestra

OPENING FRENCH CASINO
NEW YORK, OCTOBER 14TH
GRUEN WAXCli I'ROGRAM

>'IIC Red, n:»0-6 P. M.
Brunswick Records

John H.. Cl^rk, former emcee .at

Lookout , Mountain ^ hotel, Chatta-
nooga,- latest addition to WATL, At-
lanta, announcing staff.

AND HIS

ORCHESTRA
Admiracl'on Shampoo

6:30.7.0O~WOR
Commencing

Sunday, Oct. 17

LARRY THORNTON
Tenor and M.C.

Just Cdncludad 15 Weeks, Third Return Engagement, The Mayfair,
Boston. Opening Oct. 10—Stork Club, Providence, Third Return
Engagement.

' ' Broadcasting

—

Inter-City Network
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(ADVERTISEMENT)

LOCAL
FLAVOR

LOCAL
FAVO R

!

"Community News
and Views''

This ptogram goes on the air

^from WFBR six times a week

—

1 to 1:30 P.M. It features music,

news and interviews from the self-

contained^ self-conscious "cities

within a city" that make up met-

TopoJitan Baltimore.

''Local flavor means
looal favor'*

F.CX.'S WASHINGTON DOCKET

DECISIONS

Newspaper tie-

ups witli 7 county

papers
Newspaper tie-ups with seven

leading Maryland county news-

jiapers have made a hit with ad-

tertisers as well as listeners in

the following thriving. Maryland
communities: Cainbridge, Ches-

. tertowh^ Crisfield, Denton, Havre
de Grace, Towson and Westmin-
ster.

^'Local flavor means
local favor'*

Movie tie-ups witli

7 nelghiborhood
tlieatres

Neighborhood movie houses

carry a loyal and partisan clien->

tele. ,
Trailers on the screen seen

by these folks means a friendlier

acceptance of your product when
it's advertised over WFBR.

''Local flavor means
local favor''

Complete mobile

radio station
A broadcasting studio that goes

to the source of news; covers spe-

cial events; tours outlying towns.

Equipped with studio, control

. room and short wave transmitter.

Plans are now being made to visit

every city, town and hamlet in

Maryland.

*'Local flavor means
local favor"

Why iMt cash in •n

WFBR's local favor?

NOTlONflL REPRESENTBTIVES
E^DWflRD RETRY & CO.

Washington, Oct. 5.

Californift: KMPC, Beverly Hills, granted modifica-
tion of license to change name to KMPC, the Station

of the Stars.

Connecticut: WNBC, New Brita:in, granted power
change from 2.50 watts days to 250 watts nights, 1 kw
days, change in hours of operation from days to un-
limited, installation of directional antenna and changes
in equipment,, Gommish supporting Examiner M. H,
Dalberg.
Honolulu: Honolulu Broadcasting Co., Ltd., Honblulu,

application foi new station to be operated on 1010 kc
with 250 watts dismissed at applicant's request; KGMB,
Honolulu, application for frequency shift from 1320 to

580 kc dismissed at request of applicant.

Idaho: KTFI, Twin Falls, granted extension of special

experimental authority to operate with 1 kw nights,

from Nov. 1 to Jan. 1.

Iowa: WHO, Des Moines, granted special experi-
.•nental authority to use 50 kc transmitter for experi-

nental transmission facsimile signals, 12 midnight to

6 a.m., CST, daily on regularly assigned frequency of
1000 kc; The Rapids Broadcasting Co., Cedar Rapids,

denied new station to be operated on 1310 kc with
100 watts, Examiner George H. Hill sustained.

Louisiana: WJBO, Baton Rouge, present license ex-
tended on temporary basis only for period ending Nov.

1, pending action on renewal application.

Minnesota: WLB, University of Minnesota, Minne-
apolis, granted frequency change from 1250 to 760 kc,

power boost from 1 kw to 1 kw nights, 5 kw days,

change hours from .specified to sharing with WCAL,
Northfleld, install new equipment and make changes in

antenna, Examiner P. W. Seward sustained; WTCN,
Minneapolis Broadcasting Corp., Minneapolis, granted

change of hours from specified to unlimited, on 1250.

kc with 1 kw nights, 5 kw days, Comrriish sustaining

Examiner Seward; WCAL, St, Olaf College, Northfield,

granted frequency change from 1250 kc to 760 kc,

juice-jump from 1 kw nights, 2'/^ kw days, to 5 kw,
change hours of operation from specified to sharing

with WLB, Minneapolis, make changes in equipment
and install new antenna, Commish upholding Examiner
Seward.
Nebraska: KGKY, A. W. Hilliard, Scottsbluff, granted

authority to transfer control of Hilliard Co., Inc., from
prei^ent stockholders to L. L. Hilliard.

New Yorli: NBC granted two new relay stations, to

be operated on 1606, 2022, 2102 and 2758 kc, with 100

watts.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
Louisiana: Expansion of WSMB, New Orleans, to in-

clude construction of a new broadcast station was ad-
vocated last week by Examiner Melvin H, Dalberg.
Group's plea for a transmitter to be operated on 1500

kc with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days, was based on
asserted desire to render local service to the New
Orleans public. At present tied up with NBC, WSMB
iS' unable to give satisfactory service of a local nature

without abandoning certain national programs, testi-

mony showed. Cancellation of contracts by large na-
tional advertisers resulted from an attempt to supply

local service, according to Dalberg's report.

Owned by two corporations, the Maison Blanche
Company and Saenger Theatres Corp., WSMB showed^

I

assets of $98,154 and proposed erection of a new trans-

!
mitter costing between $11,000 and $19,000. Fact that

;
one of the six directors of the Saenger Theatres chain

was a British subject would not affect transaction, Dal-
berg claimed, and granting of the request 'would be
entirely in consonance with the provisions of Section

310 (a) of the Communications Act of 1934.'

Granting of the application would cause 'small

aniount' of objectionable interference, in the event a

pending application for a station at Bogalusa, La.,

should be granted, Dalberg admitted, and would pre-
clude granting of another application from New Or-
leans for the same facilities requested by WSMB.
Counsel for New Orleans transmitter was Paul D.

P. Spearman and Horace L^ Lohnes.
Texas: Okay for an elaborate station at Houston, to

be owned and operated by a millionaire minister, was
recommended to the commish by Examiner Tyler
Berry. Request of Dr. William States Jacobs—minister
of the Southern Presbyterian Church, oil and cattle-

man, student and philanthropist—^for a one-kilowatter
to be operated on 1220 kc, should be greenlighted.
Berry said, because of unusual educational and civic

programs proposed by Dr. Jacobs and fact that three

existing Houston transmitters devote greater portion of

their time to chain broadcast.
With an estimated net worth of $1,150,000, Presby-

terian cleric proposes to invest up to $300,000 in the
station, erection of which would cost approximately
$23,000.

Station programs would be primarily devoted to wel-
fare work of the state, according to Berry's report,
with impartial presentation of *all questions affecting
the public interest, and public discussions of all char-
acter, labor disputes and controversial subjects . . .

elevating and inspirational religious programs,' etc.

Limitation of the service of the proposed station to

approximately the 3.1 millivolt per meter contour for

10% of the time, through interference with WREN and
KFKU, Lawrence, Kans., would not, in Berry's esti-

mation, outweigh advantages to the community which
would accrue from granting of the application.

,
John Walsh and John Wattawa appeared as counsel

in behalf of the applicant.

NEW APPUCATIONS
Alabama: WBRC, Birmingham, involuntary transfer

of control of corporation from Marcellus D. Smith, Jr.,

deceased, to Eloise H. Smith, executrix; Birmingham
News Co., Birmingham, two new relay broadcast sta-

tions to be operated on 31,100, 34,600, 37,600 and 40,600
kc with 2 watts,

California: KEHE, Los Angeles, change power from
1 kw nights, 5 kw days, to 5 kw day and night; KIEM,
Eureka, authority to transfer control of. corporation
from Harold H. Hanseth to William B. Smullin, Times
Publishing Co., and Standard Printing Co., 18,750 shares
common stock; Don Lee Broadcasting System* area of
Southern California, two new relay stations to be oper-
ated on 31,100, 34,600, 37,600 and 40,600 kc with 2 watts;
Mollin Investment Co., Huntington Park, new station
to be operated on 1160 kc with 100 watts, days only;
Kenneth H. Thompson, Whittier, new station to be
operated on 1170 kc with 100 watts, limited time to
WCAU, Philadelphia.

Colorado: Mountain Top Trans Radio Corp., Denver,
new station to be operated on 1370 kc with 100 watts
nights, 250 watts days.

Florida: WTAL, Tallahassee, boost day power from
100 to 250 watts.

Illinois: WHBF, Rock Island, install directional an-
tenna for night use, jump juice from 100 watts nights,
250 watts days, to 500 watts nights, 1 kw days, change
frequency from 1210 to 1240 kc; WCLS, WCLS, Inc.,

Joliet, transfer control of corporation from R. W. Hoff-
man to L. W. Wood, 51%.
Iowa: Clinton Broadcasting Corp., Clinton, new sta-

tion to be operated on 1310 kc with 100 watts nights,
250. watts days.

Nebraska: KGFW, .Kearney, Install new transmitter,
erect vertical antenna, boost day power from 100 to

250 watts. .

New York: Sentinel Broadcasting Corp., Syracuse,
new station to be operated on 620 kc with 500 watts,
using directional antenna nights.

North Carolina: Piedmont Broadcasting Corp., Salis-
bury, new station to be operated on 1500 kc with 100
watts, days only.

^

WMCA
2 ducats to the Rose
Bowl , . . and all ex-

penses paid ... is top

prize in bi^ football

contest beinit spon-'

sored by Sobol Bros. IS weekly award$<

for best prognostications on nation's

grid scores. For details, stop c.'.' at any
Sobol Bros. Gas Station ... or tune in

the Sobol Spurts Review at 6 :30.

Saturday...Yale Bull-

dog greets PennQuak-
ers I Sponsor Socony,

Agent Getchell and
Station WMCA invite you to tune in.

Incidentally, all of the Yale games are

being broadcast over WMCA excU'
sively in New YotV,

Noteworthy among this weeks premi-

eres is the SEVEN o'clock REVIEW
presented by Madison Personal Loan.

Talent includes Brusirofi's 14-pieee

orch., Jane Clifton, Bob Parker, Jack
Eigen and Guest Stars. Sponsor made
radio debut last Feb. with spot an-

nouncements. Upped time to 5, then IS

minute periods as adv. began clicking.

Agency copy-writers and radio-scrip-

tprs have been spotted among contes-

tants in barney's new quiz-bee, titled

"you DON'T SAY I";

Come up to our stu-

dios at 9 some night

and testyour skill pro-

nouncing such words
as ennui, assignor, fracas, inveigle.

There's a Benrus wrist watch in it for

you . r • if you win.

Frankie Basch and Martin Starr,

WMCA Street Interview Team, are

stirring up plenty of lather askinU

passers-by THE question of the day!

LeftyGomez will give his "9lanti'*on

above question ( ?) over our mike next

Monday nite as guest of Dick Pishell.

WMCA

How. Chamberlain at KLZ
Starts Ranchers' Program

Denver, Oct. 5.

With daily opening time set ahead

to six a. m. Station KLZ is now of-

fering a program devoted to the

farmers and ranchers of the region.

Howard Chamberlain, new Pro-

duction Manager at KLZ, is han-

dling the program. He was formerly

at WLS, Chicago, and produced and
announced the National Barn Dance.

Included on the broadcast will be

informative data gathered by Bob
Buchanan, such as crop reports,

farming and ranching bulletins to be

supplied by the Colo. Agricultural

College, and various governmental

agencies; early-morning livestock

estimates and reports; news-flashes

and weather information; and enter-

tainment by Captain Ozie and his

Colorado Rangers.

WFIL INSIDE ON EVENT

NO JOY TO RIVALS

Herb Nelson itt WBBZ
Wichita, Oct. 5.

Herbert E. Nelson, formerly with

WLW, Cincinnati, several Kansas

City, Mo., .stations and recently with

the Oklahoma network of Mutual, i.s

the new manauer ol .station WBBZ at

Ponca City, Okla.

Station is owned by Mr.s. Adelaide

L. Carrel).

Dorian St. Georire Seasoned

Lynchburg, Va., Oct, 5.

Dorian St. George, farmed out to

>yLVA for two years to gain an-

nouncing experience, ha.« been

switched by ; NBC to WMAL in

Washington a.s member pj' .the an-

nouncing staff.

Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

Constitution celebration in Philly

still bothering radio since State

stepped in to honor the founding

fathejjl' with a $50,000 appropriation.

Every special event man in town
annoyed now becuz it looks like

WFIL's headed -or the best of every-
thing the State does in connex with

celebration.

Topping the State committee is

Albert M. Greenfield, owner of

Philly's largest real estate business.

Vice-prez of Albert M. Greenfield

Company is Sam Rosenbaum, who
is also prez of WFIL. WFIL is half-

owned by Lit Brothers, which in

turn i.s owned by Greenfield. And
appointed to take charge of radio

for the State celebration committee

is Joe Connelly, who by coinci-

dence is p.a. and special events man
for WFIL.

First burn other stations got wa.s

last week. Arrangements were made
to have governor and other biggies

lay wreaths and make speeches at

grave of Constitution writer. WFIL
.sent out publicity that it would carry

the show.
After this publicity was out. Con-

nelly called all the other outlets in

town and offered them the program,

too. State agreed to pay wire charges

with WFIL- pumping and collecting

service fee. Everybody turned down
the offer.

WE ARE !

If you could see the letters we receive

cotTiplimenting us on the wide variety of

shows we originate, you'd agree we have

a right to feel pretty good.

THOMAS PATRICK, INC.
HOTEL CHASE, ST. LOUIS

REPRESENTATIVE: PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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Issue of Pos^Dated 'Reasons

For R C. C. Decisions Is Up

But Probably Doomed Anybow
j

Washington, Oct. 5.

A definite court ruling concerning

the legality of the Federal Com-
munications Commission's procedure,

in deciding broadcast ceises first,

and later adopting reasons fot the

decision, rieared last week with the

filing of briefs In the St. Louis case.

\ Packed with significance for disap-

jjointed applicants and for broadcast-

ing attorneys throughout the coun-

, try, highly controversial question of

procedure" is nub of dispute over

grant of new station to the St. Louis

Star'Times. Decision, which was at-

tacked several weeks ago by WIL,
St. Louis transmitter owned by Mis-

Bouri Broadcasting Corp., was de-

fended, this we^ by Commish law
staff.

Issue- of conslltutlonality of the

Communications. Act is raised in the

proceeding, which will definitely

establish whether the Commish shall

continue to think up reasons for its

orders selveral weeks after their

publication.,

• Uncomfortable spot which the

Commish now occupies resulted

diirectly from squabble between the

Star-Times and WIL. Comnvish
order-okaying rag's request for a

new sta^tibn on 1250 kc. with 1 kw.
power and tossing out WIL pleas for

a change from 1200 to 1250 kc. and
power boost from "^100 watts nights,

250 watts days, to I kw. all times-
was published Sept. 22, last year, but

Federal body neglected to issue its

statement of .facts i^id groimds for

decision imtil Oct. 7.

Defense of the practice, which al-

ready has been frowned on in the

courts and is studiously avoided by
the Securities and. Exchange Com-
mission and the Interstate Com'
merce Commission, was made Thurs-
day (30) in 30-pagc brief filed by
Kampson Gary; F.C.C, general coun-

sel, and two aides. Commish was
entirely withui its rights, Gary
claimed, because under the Com
munications Act 'it is apparent that

the only 'finding' the Com
mission is required to make. ..is thai;

of 'public interest, convenience and
necessity.''

Commish's Brief

. Flatly denying charges of Louis G
Caldwell and Donald C. Beelar, WIL
counsel, that the decision was not
preceded tir based on any finding Of

fact, Commish. brief contains an
elaborate explanation of why it is

entirely proper for Communications
Commissioners to issue . an order
several weeks in advance of any
statement of facts. After publishing

its decision, based on 'public interest,

convenience and necessity' findings

*it was perfectly proper for the Com'
mission to make additional sub
eidiary findings of fact as a part oil

the record, the whole matter beii^

still within its jurisdiction,' F. C,

lawyers averred.
Other points in, the F. C, C. de

fense refuted the claim that the peti-

tion of WIL for rehearing was sub-
ject to review *in the absence of

showing of abuse of discretion.' • It

also was claimed that the appellant

had had 'due process' of law and
that 'an unusually fair opportunity

to be heard of which it took full ad-
vantage' had been offered.

Another sore point with the Gov-
ernment agency involved the activi-

ties of Commish atborneys in prepar-
ing the statement of facts for the

St. Louis cases. Opposish averred
that dabbling by the F.C.C. law de-

.
partment in the cases was illegal.

AcLually, the Commish declared,

'necessity existed' for any govern-
mental agency to have assistance in

administering and expediting the

work involved in executing the

duties incumbent upon ^t Under the

law *of its creation.' .

Unique Mess

Mess, which is a duplicate of many
^ Involving tiffs between broadcasters

and Uncle Sam, is extremely inter-

esting to radio, in that it may defi-

nitely establish the right of the Com-
mish to talce sides before making
formal findings in cases which come
before it. Additional defense for the

Government came from Paul D, P.

Spearman, representing the Star-

Times Publishing Co., intervener. In

Spearman's opinion, 'for the Court

to hold that an order is invalid un-

Jess it actually contains the findings

which actuated the Commission or

Is released simultaneously with the

Commission's statement of facts and
grounds for decision would not only

be contrary to the established law,

but would be futile and absyrd.'

According to counsel for the loser,

WIL, the decision rendered was con-

trary to statutory and Constitu-

tional requirements; the 'ex post

facts findings' are contrary to due

process of law; the Commission's de-

cisions without findings are put of

line with established administrative

practice; and. 'the judicial function

of making determinations of fact was
not and cannot be delegated to the

law department.'
In addition, WIL counsel charged

that failure to consider petitions for

rehearing on their merits was er
roneous; that the Commission's de-

cisions in preferring new applicant

over existing utility (WiL), under

circumstance;? of this case, consti-

nutes misapplication of legislative

standard, public convenience,' inter-

est, and necessity, ?ind that the Com-
mish's .

'supposed findings are not

supported by substantial evidence

and are arbitrary and capricious/

Despite impending law fight, indi-

cations this week pointed to a gen'"

eral clean-up of identical conditions

—coming from the F.C.C. itself. New
Commish chairman, Frank R. Mc-
Ninch—who took office Friday (1)—
already has indicated that former

policies of issuing orders in ad-r

vance of finding the^facts will be out,

:lrom now on. Reversal of the cur-

rent practice undoubtedly would
mean curry-combing of numerous
old cases which were tossed out

when it was the fashion to speak

first and think afterwards.

Stan Hubbard in Wasb.

On H^ontal Power

Issue; KSTP Petition

Washington, Oct. 5,

Horizontal power boost issue, un'

der consideration by Federal Com
munications Commission for the past

year, was raised directly this week
when hearings opened on joint ap-

plications of WJSV, Washington, and
ItSTP, St. Paul, for permission to

jump to 50 kw.
With the commish still waiting for

additional reports before taking sides

in the fight over uniform juice jolts

for transmitters on identical frequen-

cies, array of technical experts be-

gan the first proceeding which wiU
lead toward policy-setting precedent,

Both transmitters, operating simulta-

neously on .1460 kc, currenty use 10

kw nights.

Slowed down by detailed testi-

mony regarding program service, en-

gineers today (Tuesday) got around
to the delicate problem involved in

increasing wattage under present

mileage separation requirements. Ar-

gued that directional antennas will

minimize prospective interference, as

well as protect stations on adjacent

channels.
Present for the sessions is group

of CBS experts, as well as St. Paul
reps. Web contingent Includes E. K
Cohan> chief engineer; W. E. Lodge,
Jr., frequency engineer; Guy Hut-
chins,. Frank White and Kenneth
Raine from New York offices to

backstop local network execs and
witnesses. Stanley Hubbard, presi-

dent, and Hector Skifter, chief en-
gineer, of National Battery' Broad-
casting Co., licensee of KSTP, here
from St. Paul.

WKY Keeps Priyilege

Over Mutual Protest

Oklahoma City, Oct. 5.

Exclusive rights to broadcast Uni-
versity of Oklahoma football games
in the Big Six conference \yhich are
played at Norman this fall will re-

main with WKY, Oklahoma City,

Governor M'arland announced fol-

lowing a meeting with members of
the university board of regents.

'I don't like this .contract,' Mar-
land said, 'but there doesn't seem to

be anything that can be done about
it.'

• Representatives of the Mutual
Broadcasting Systsm, which had pro-
tested for its Oklahoma Network
members, were in attendance.

Phoney Fixers

(Cpntinued from page 37)

government are finished. Shoe will

be on the other foot henceforth.

Accompanied by a personal brain-

truster, W. J. Dempsey, former

!Power Commission lawyer who will

go on the F.C.C. payroll as special

counsel, he moved into the office pre-

viously occupied by the late Anning
S. Prial Friday (1). Active steward-

ship: was postponed, however, until

Monday (4), although he hosted fel-

low Commissioners and key figures

at luncheon immediately after swear-

ing-in ceremonies.

First Press Conference

Radical innovations we're prom-
ised by new reins-holder. Startling

cbllesigues by staging the first press

conference .in the history of -the

Commish, he pledged himself to con-

duct public affairs in the public

sight, declared there will be no more
back-door entrahces, came put strong

for thorough-going watch on the en-

tire radio biz, and hinted that clear-

cut policies will eliminate confusion,

imcertainty and bewilderment. Open
covenants openly arrived at, was
the slant he took in serving notice

that wire-pulling must cease.

Despite hi^ reluctance to commit
himself in advance to any course ex-

cept efficient, honest administration,

McNinch either declared or indi-

cated himself in favor of the follow-

ing 'principles; •

(1) Rigid limitation of profit-mak-

ing station sales.

(2) Determination of question

whether newspapers shall be allowed

to engage in broadcasting.

(3) Absolute end of monopolies,

with probable curbs on network
ownership,

(4) Revision of inefficient Com
mish machinery.

(5) Probable request that Con-
gress broaden the law and give the

Commish more precise authority to

dictate conduct of the industry.

(6) Remedial action to correct

past mistakes and covmterac't pre

vipus unsound administration, fa-

foritism, etc.

With assertion that 'there will be
no secrets about anything I do or

any opinions I may hold,' McNinch
.ultimatumed lobbyists that they can'

not reach him. While he does no :

intend to 'spend my time in grave
yards listening to ghpsts,' he will

launch comprehensive investigations

of past performances and do every-
thing possible to rectify wrongs. In

the fujture, he will not 'do anything
for aiyrbody.'

Although he does not Intend to

call a halt in routine functions un-
til he becomes acquainted, McNinch
wants to take a reasonable period
of time educating himself before
tackling knotty problems such as

lease and sales policies, super-
power, . reallocation, and such.

Doesn't wish to cause any hardships
to present or potential industry

members.

.

License Trafficking
Sternest view . taken by the in-

coming chairman was on question of

license trafficking. Will carry out
to the letter the prohibition in the
statute which prevents licensees

from gaining permanent toe-hold on
facilities.

'The Communications statute makes
it perfectly clear that there is not
nor can be any vested right in radio
facilities,' McNinch asserted, 'I shall

do what I can to prevent or break
Up what has been called trafficking

in licenses.'

Emphatically declared he will not
tolerate those fat 'good wiU' items
which have brought barrage of criti-

cism from Congress, but said there
may be justice in an allowance for

going concern value,
Rate-Fixin;

Rate-fixing and profit limitation

were hinted as probable aftermath
Of policy cogitation. Conceding that
the statute , currently forbids the
Commish

. from requiring . broad-
casters to gain consent for their

charge schedules, McNinch observed
it may be found desirable to ask
Congress to amend the law so the
Commish can dictate make-up of
rate cards. Not necessary to be a

common carrier to be subject to rate
regulation, he opined.

'I have read a good deal about the
amount of money made by certain
stations,' chairman elaborated. 'I

question the wisdom of a policy that

leaves free from regulation the
charges by any public utility.'

License fee and watta.ge tax ques-
tions were unanswered. McNinch
said he has given too little considera-
tion to these policy matters to ex-
press an opinion. Added that he
hopes to have his mind made up on
these and other topics before Con-
gress reconvenes.

Rebearsals for F.C.C. Reform
Washington, Oct. 5.

Standard of *publlc need' is being apjplied rigidly by the Federal

Communications Commission in deciding upon requests for. new trans-

mitters. Yardstick is employed particularly In settling tiffs for fa-

cilities in metropolitan areas.

While the Commish often has fallen back on the question of whether
more outlets are required in determining both unopposed and con-

tested applications, past few rnonths have seen Increasingly religious

observance of the principle . that new Pr better assignments will not
be authorized without convincing deinonstration that either existing

stations do not fill the bill or that some unique type of service will

be rendered. Growing file of decisions attests that mere proof of

financial, technical, and leg&l ability, combined., with observance of

engineering standards, is not sufficient to win construction permits.

Even strong political backing is not enough to overcome the -re-

vitalized Insistence of the Broadcast Division that applicants must
prove existence of a need as well as their ability to satisfy it. This
is obvious from analysis of findings .Issued recently, notably those'

which were adverse to former Senator Clarence C. Dill of Washing-
ton and Scrlpps-Howard interests, both of whom were turned down
in search for new stations despite unquestioned right to favoritism
oh political grounds,

Brooklyn Chop Suey Cases

Unsettled; May 6e Saved

By Washington Changes

Via an indefinite stay issued by
the Court of Aftpeals, Washington,

D. C., stations WARD and WLTH.
Brooklyn, N. Y., ordered silenced on

Sept. 16, will continue uninterrupted

operation until such time as the

opinions of the FCC are heard on
appeal. Cluttered court calendar

promises year's delay. Stations be-

lieve promise of senatorial Invesfiga-

tion of matter brightens the outlook

of the losersi .

•

Stations are operating on the 30-

hpur weekly basis on 1,400 meter

band, same as heretofore. Imme-
diately on receiving the formal state-

ment of fact handed down by the

FCC the Stay was obtained. It was
later vacated and then regranted as

of Sept 29. Their time was to have

been split, between WVFW and
WBBC, latter taking three-quarters

Of the total. Situation Is status quo
as of five preceding years when
scramble for sole title to the 1,400

band was started and all the. stations

w^re at odds.

WCCO Boys Realigned
St. Paul, Oct. 5.

Preparatory to moving into new
quarters two months hence, WCCO's
office staff was reorganized last

week by Earl H. Gammons.
Ken Titus, formerly traffic mgr.

and in charge of announcers, is now
office mgr. with supervision of all

office routine and activities. Max
Karl has been assigned exclusively

to production dept., in charge of an-

nouncers, public events and good
Will broadcasts. Charlie Ross, an-

nouncer, is in charge of all tran-

scriptions. Including testing, timing
and announcing all disc programs
which come during his shift.

Vice Probe May

Be Broadcast

In

'WFBH's Girl Announcer
' Indianapolis, Oct. 9.

WFBM added a full-time staff

femme spieler, Gwendolyn Short, on
last Monday (4). Gal will do two
daily shows, one in morning and
other in afternoon.
Miss Short did a series of tran'

scriptions for Boncilla beaUty prod
ucts, made in Indianapolis, about
three years ago, and has been tied

up with Civic Theatre here for some
time.

Philadelphia, Oct. ,5. ,

Three-way political fight between
:Mayor Wilson, District Attorney
Kelley and the courts here may give
Philly stations one of the most sure-
fire shows they have ever had—and
right from City Hall.

Mayor Wilson last Thursday
threatened he would ^old his own
investigation of vice and crime in

Philly in opposition to the present.

Grand Jury probe. Hizzoner said

he planned to bring all witnesses
into his reception roqm,' where local

stations could set up mikes and air

entire proceedings.
Whether Hizzoner will go through

with the threat depends upon
whether State Attorney General
Margiotti agrees to take the Grand
Juiy probe out of the hands of the
District Attorney. Wilson, the po-
litical enemy of D. A. Kelley, claims
Kelley imfit to conduct the inquiry
because of suspicion which has
fallen on his office recently. In-
cluded in Wilson's radio hook-up
quiz will be a probe into the D. A's
office, too.

Second-Besting President's
Presence Via Retinue

Seattle, Oct. 5.

During President Roosevelt's stay
in Seattle there was no radio appear-
ance of the chief executive. Newa
Reporter Bon Ackerley brought to

KJR dialers an imusual three-way
interview with NBC's Presidential

Announcer Carlton D. Smith, Lyla
C. Wilson, manager of. the Wash-
ington, D. C, Bureau of the United
Press, and Richard L. Harkness, U.
P, White House staff man.
KOL had H. E. Jamison, pop

waterfront columnist, shooting out

sustainer in the form of taking the

listeners over the President's itiner-

ary in the Puget Sound region.

Every place the President went Jam-
ison took the listeners and told what
kind a place it was and what the

President was doing.

Graves Taylor on Own
Cleveland, Oct. 5.

Graves Taylor, vet WGAR mike-
man and publicist, left the station

Oct. 1 to open his own publicity

bureau. Will continue to handle the
station account and that of the Hotel
Statler, in which WGAR has its

studios.

Civic Hands Study Radio
Mangum, Okla., Oct. 5.

City employees are attending
classes in radio laws, rules, . and
regulations, held in preparation for
installation of the city's radio station,

KADH, which, is to- be installed

within the next few months.
First piermit obtained for the city

station, expired before the station

could, be installed, and another ap-
plication for a new permit lias been
filed with the FCC.

Forum Goes to WCLC
Cleveland, Oct. 5;

City Club Forum aired over WHK
weekly for the past nine years shifts

to WCLE this season. Forum broad-
casts will be started Oct. 16 with
Mayor Harold Burton and his Demo-
cratic opponent, John O. McWil-
liams, debating campaign issues.

Foreign Language Events

Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

With the no-spika-da-English biz

here whamming put nifty grosses

for stations that take that type ac-

count, WDAS going in heavily for

foreign-language special events.

Latest is set-up to handle Colum-
bus Day dinner next Tuesday by
Italian organizations. Station will air

whole event in foreign tongue. Re-
cently carried Marconi Day celebra-

tion similarly. When Mayor Wilson
spoke in English, station's Italian

gabber translated for WDAS and as

he went along.

Outlet has also, started 'Man in the

Street' broadcast in Yiddish? Making
pick-up from heart of Philly ghetto.

Questions are pf American-Jewish
interest.

Staff Additions at WIRE
Indianapolis, Oct. 5.

New faces around WIRE include

following who moved in last week:
Luke Walton, sales, coming from
WBOW, Terre Haute; Woodrow
Magnuson, spieler, from WHBF,
Rock Island, and D. L. Groom, scrib-

bler of continuity.

Latter previously with KOBH.
Rapid City (S.D,).
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BOBBINS WOULD SELL OUT
" . ^

Availabifty Committee Edits Ratings,

But Santly Bros. Not Elevated

4 r

Santly Bros.-Joy, Inc., proposes to

appeal from the refusal of the pub-

lishers' availability committee in tiie

American Society of Com^sers, Au-

thors and Publishers to raise fbat

firm's rating. Santly's was practi-

cally the only plea for a boost that

the committee did not^ act on favor-

ably at the sessioa it held last week.

SB-J will first go to th6 availability

appeals committee, and if tj^e con-

cern fares no better iiere it will take

its case to the entire ASCAP board.

Among the firms whose availa-

bility ratings came in for reduction

by the committee were ABC Stand-

ard Music Publications, Inc., a sub-

sidiary of Irving Berlin, Inc.; Don-
aldson, Douglas & Gumble, Inc., and
;Ager, Yellen & Bornstein. Saul
Bornstein, business head for Berlin,

' and Waiter Douglas; prez of D. D.

& G-., were absent from this meeting
of the coiranittee, of which each is a
member. The iivailability ratings of
these three catalogues have be^ the
target of attack of raise-seeking pub-
lishers for some time.

Readjustments which took place
at ih!e ikst meeting of ihe availability
committee follows:

Pvfafets Points
PCBUSHER Betere Now
Reaiitik 450 475
MUb Mssle ..... 425 4S0
E. B. Mules...., 425 450
J«e Morris 75 85
Sam Fox ........ 60 35
New: World ...... 40 60
.SMrtherm Music .. 30 40
Sehet ,;. 2 5
ABC 100 50

. DMHiKis«n 225 2O0
Atcr, Y&K 200 175

Mob's Cocktail Hour

Chicago, Oct. 5.

A certain hotel haunt for the
Chicago we-boys and mobsters
has

.
also joined the . cocktail

babit with a special cocktail
siesta.

It's 4-7—in the morning.

FOn niSlTEII[ST

Deal Looks to Go Through
Shortly— See Metro^20th
as Purchasers of Jack
Robbms' Music Publish-

ing Combine—Metro Al-
ready Controls 51%

Drastic Realignment of Metro s

Music Interests; Bregman Heads

Feist Jack Bobbins at Bobbins Co.

INFRINGERS'

PENANCE IS 6G

25 YEARS TO BUILD

Settlements ' aggregating $6,000
were obtained through the Music
Publishers Protective Association
last week from organizations sued
for the illegal use of .copyrighted
music. The W. T. Grant chainstores
agreed to pay $3,000, the Duquene
Brewery Co., of Pittsburgh, chose
to settle for $2,000, while the Pierce
Building News Co., a distributing
agency in St. Louis, made it $1,000.

Grant stores and the St. Louis
outfit were charged with handling
contraband lyric folios. Beer bottler
had put out a song booklet of its

own without getting the necessary
permission from copyright owners.
There is an action on the bootleg
folio angle still pending against the
Walgreen Co.

DYNAMITE LAKE FOR

LOST BAND LEADER

Zigsniidi-Leafer Case

Sealed for $2,000

Al Zugsmith's suit against Allen
Leafer, band leader, for alleged
breach of management contract was
settled out of oourt Sept 30 for
$2,000. Reuben Caidin tried case in
City Court for the plaintiff.

Miisix^l pilot disputed the validity
of the contract in opening argument,
but the court held it was valid. Set-
tlement was reached shortly there-
•fter^

Music Notes

Kefan recording four num-
f#'.^ers from 'Manhattan Merry-Go-

'Hound' for Brunswick. They are 'I

Owe You,' .'Have You Ever Been in
Heaven?' TMlama, I Want to Make
Rhythm' and 'Roundup Time in
Reno.'

. ^ Wmxman scoring Metro's
Kim' and 'The Four Marys'; Dr.
William, Axt on 'Thoroughbreds
Don't Cry,' and Edward Ward as-
signed to "The Ljst Gangster' and
Wavy Blue and Gold,' all chores
aealt out by Nat Finston, music chief.

Ralph Freed and Frederick Hol-
tender cleffed 'It's Raining in Shan-
|nai'. for Paramount*s 'Daughter of
Shanghai.'

Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur
*reed have turned , in '.Sunshowers'
•Id Got a New Pair of Shoes' for
"se in Metro's 'The Ugly Duckling.'

Chet Wriirht and Bob Forest have
completed 'Save the Last Grave for
«e for Metro's 'Bad Man of Brim-

Sftt T "»"sic supervisor for
•01 Lessor's Bobby Breen film
^>wwaway in Paradise.'

l-evant movied to Selznick
nwrnational under contract to score
^Nothing Sacred.'

Oscar Levant scoring Selznick In
winatwnal'fi 'Nothing Sacred.'

St. Louis, Oct. 5.

Creve Coeur Lake, fishing resort
in St. Louis County, was unsuccess-
fully dynamited last week in an ef-

fort to. locate the body of Maxwell
Goldman, local orch leader, who has
been missing since Sept, 28. Gold-
man, 55, led bands at the old Grand
Central and Kings theatres and re-

cently waved baton at Bevo Mill,

swank South St. Louis dining salon.

He was last seen in a rented boat on
the lake. His locked automobile
was nearby.
Before leaving home Goldman

left a note for his wife saying he
intended trying his luck at fishing.

County authorities recovered a boat,

with one oar missing, near the south
end of the lake, where the water is

about six feet deep. No fishing

tackle or bait were found in the

boat. Dynamiting was resorted to

after dragging the point near where
the boat was found proved unsuc-

cessful.

HARMS' DEFENSE

Says April Productions Suit Is

Without Merit

Harms, Inc., music publishers, will

ask N. Y. Supreme Court Justice

Charles B. McLaughlin to dismiss the

$100,000 suit , of the April Produc-

tions, Inc., for radio rights infringe-

ment on musical scores of the op-

«reitta, 'The Student Prince.^ Harms
avers plaintaflTs case has no merit

and besides the matter is outside the

jurisdiction of the State Supreme
Court.
Action grows out of an agreement

made in 1924 between Harms and

the defunct Shubert Theatres Co.,

tinder which the music house ob-

tained the rights, to publish and ex-

ploit the musical numbers of 'The

Student Prince,' on a 50-50 profit

basis. Later the Shubert Co. assigned

the ' contract to April Productions,

and the latter insists the agreement

did not permit the broadcasting of

the tunes.

Despite this, plaintiff avers, Harms,

under an arrangement with ASCAP,

has repeatedly permitted the airing

of the numbers without its consent.

April figures the broadcast arrange-

ments have netted Harms upwards

of $100,000, and demands that sum

besides an injunction and rescinding

of the original conti-act.

When and if Jack Bobbins retires

from thie music busineses in which
he's been 25 years it will be for a
consideration in cash of $500,000. That
means almost. $800,000 ss the music
publisher wants the half million tax
exempt before selling out to the film

interests—it may be to Metro and
20th Century-Fox—with whom he's

presently partnered in the Bobbins
Music, Leo Feist, Inc., Miller Music
and Sherman-Clay publishing houses.

Originally selling 51% interest in

his firm in 1929, to. Metro, during
the height of the depression, for

$75,000, Bobbins derived immediate
benefits in getting all the Metro pic-

ture songs. This has yielded him
some $300,000 in net profits, in the
form of dividends, ever since, not
figuring his salary, expenses, etc. He
personaly controls 26%, the rest split

among- his associates in the biz.

Bobbins places a $4,000,000-$5,000,000

valuation on his entire business.
Any deal, when and if, whereby

Metro-20th, or other film interests,

buy out Bobbins' holdings in the
three music firms, would not forfend
Bobbins' re-entry into the music biz,

should he so desire at some future
time.

Hie switch on the Robbius-Metro-
20th tieup, however, is that be had
been expanding the Bobbins music
publishing dynasty to embrace what
assumed Gargantuan fllmusic pro-
portions. The steady acquisition by
Bobbins of Feist <for $400,000);

Miller ($25,000); and most recently
the valuable Sherman-Clay music
firm of San Francisco for $00,000
(reported previously as at around
$75,000), placed Bobbins in parallel

position to Warner Bros.' extensive
music holdings (Harms, Witmark,
Bemick, T. B. Harms, etc., known as

the Music Holding Corp.).
Tied in- with these firms, Bobbins'

deals give him more or less ex-
clusivity with Metro, 20th-Fox,
Walter Wanger, Universal and
others. A deal witii RKO was also

pending.
Instead, therefore, of Bobbins

dominating, now that the assemblage
has been made, the picture com-
panies may buy him out. This coin-

cides with Robbins' plans for a world
tour and a general respite from the
grind.

Robbins for quite a time was sta-

tioned on the Metro lot picking song
material for his firms. More latterly

he was held east in an executive

capacity, and song material given

him more or less automatically.

Sometimes it devolved upon Rob-
bins to create song hits or get 'most

played' performances on the radio

in the interests of making the songs

musical trailers for the pictures.

Robbins ofttimes balked at this on

the ground it was too costly, and if

the song material utilized an abnor-

mal expenditure to 'make' it, the

firms would show a loss, and where
would he be?

If the film companies owned 100%,

that element wouldn't bother, since

it would then become a proposition

a la Paramount which looks upon

its Famous Music Corp. as a song

e3g)loiteer for Par pix. Warners,

t6'o, relies on its music firms to bally

the WB pix, although all music pub-

lishing entities naturally try to be-

come self-sustaining and show a

profit. Especially Warners, consid-

ering its original $9,000,000 invest-

ment for the several Max Dreyfus

firms.

Besides the WB and Bobbins-

Metro as outlined above, the third

major group in Tin Pan Alley cbn-

And Did He?

London, Sept. 26.

Jack Hylton was arraigned for

dangerous driving at Bedford
and fined $50, with $25 costs.

Witnesses who testified against

him later asked' him to sign

their autograph books.

JACK HYLTON

COMING OVER

London, Oct. 5.

Jack Hylton, British bandman,
says that he intends to sail for the

.United States at the end of this week.
While abroad, Hylton adds, he will

try to straighten out the difficulties

he has had with the Music Corp. of

America.

William Goodhart, MCA v.p. in

charge of the New York office, de-

clares that no one in his organiza-

tion has been apprised of Hylton's

coming trip. As for difficulties, MCA,
said Goodhart, knows of none that

he has had with it, unless it con-

cerns the money which MCA was
compelled last year to turn over to

the U. S. Internal Revenue depart-

ment.
Federal authorities served the at-

tachment on MCA after Hylton had
left this country. Before the goverif-

ment stepped in with the plaster

Hylton and MCA had had some dif-

ferences of opinion over commis-
sions on Hylton-controlled acts.

MAX DREYFUS TO

EXPOUND HIS VIEWS

Max Dreyfus is slated to tell a

group of representative publishers

this afternoon (Wednesday) how the
music industry can make peace with
the Songwriters' Protective Associa-
tion. (Jathering will be in the offices

of the Music Publishers Protective
Association.

Dreyfus, who has held unofficial

talks with the SPA council, will. It

is understood, point out wherein the
latter is prepared - to revise the
standard contract it sent out to tiie

trade several weeks ago. Through
this uniformi agreement the SPA as-

sumes control over the mechanical
rights deriving from the works of

its members.
It is also understood that Dreyfus

will advise the publisher group that
the controversy with the SPA can in

a large measure be settled if the
dominant factions in the business
immediately renewed their agree-
ments for a long term period witti

the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers. The pres-
ent membership agreement expires
at the end of 1939.

Jack Mills Returns
Jack Mills, head of Mills Music,

Inc., returned to New York last

week after a seven-week tour of
England and the Continent. While
on the other side he put the final

touches to the agreement which
gives him the exclusive call for this

country on the catalog of the Cine-
phonic Music Co., of London.

Mills started the deal in July dur-

ing the* visit in this coimtry of

Jimmy Campbell, of Cinepbonic.

stitutes Dreyfus' own Cliappell,

Crawford and Mario music firms.

WB's firms realize about $400,000

in royalties from ASCAP. Robbins'
firms collect around ^300,000 annu-
ally from the society.

A friendly pow-wow over th6

Week-end In the Loew-Metro home
offices in New York^ between David
Bernstein, treasurer of Loew's, Inc.,

and Jack Bobbins and Jack Breg- .

man of the Metro-Bobbins music in-
terests, resulted in Bernstein's edict
that Robbins assume active direction
of the firm bearing his name, plus
also the Miller Music Co., another
subsidiary. Third Metro music firm,
Leo Feist, Inc., is to be general-
managed exclusively by Jack Breg-
man, heretofore g.m. of the Bobbins
Co., and Feist simultaneously be-
comes the exclusive publishing out-
let for Metro filmusicals.

At*^e same time, Louis K. Sidney
becomes the Loew-Metro liaison be-
tween the film company and Feist,
Sidney to assist in picking songs,
supervise writers, etc. This means
that Sidney and Bregman, long old
friends, will be making periodic visits

to the Culver City studios of Metro.
Robbins could never see eye-to-

eye with the song material the studio
executives put .,ihto .pictures. He
always argued ih&t no amount of

exploitation can successfully 'make'
a song, no matter how riiuch was ex-
pended, unless the song was basic-
ally there,

Robbins thus, when he selected
'That Old Feeling' from Walter Wan-
ger's 'Vogues' (Feist publication), felt

that he could and did make it a
hit. Robbins, when taking over the
Sherman-Clay catalog, made 'So
Rare' a No. 1 song.
Metro squawked that its tunes

weren't up there among 'the most
played.' Likewise^ 20th-Fox, whose

.

Gordon and Revel score, 'You Can't
Have Everything,' Was published via
the Miller Music firm, squawked
similarly, and wanted to know the
same thing—why weren't that film's

songs among the 'most played' in

Variety's listings?

Robbins retorted .that he could
subsidize "bands and singers and get
performances, but when and if he
did that the overhead mounted and
all three firms suffered.

Bregman Atitonomoua

By appoihiiiig Bregman to worry
exclusively about Felsl-Metro, that
will be an autonomous unit, and it's

hoped the overhead will thus be
kept down.
Robbins likewise will have to see

that the firm bearing his name and
the Miller companies likewise make
hits and make money. Bobbins-Mllr
ler will publish the 20th-Fox pic-
ture songs, the Walter Wanger song
material, Univorsal's tunes, and the
BKO-Radio tunes, when and if that
deal is consuipmated.
Meantime, Robbins Is still intent

upon retiring and is dickering lor a
sell-out. Nothing concrete has been
achieved in that direction.

In tilie personnel realignment, Abe
Olman shifts from Feist to become
g.m. of Robbins Musiti Corp., under
Jack Robbins. Bregman heads up
Feist, and Chester £!ohn remains as
his professional manager. Murry
Baker is prof. mgr. of Bobbins. Wil-
lie Horowitz is prof, and biz mgr.
of the Miller firm.

Bregman has been given a salary
boost and goes on the Metro pay-
roll in his new Feist connection.
Bobbins' salaries from the Robbins
and Feist firms are consolidated, at
no cut, but come out of one pay-
roll—the Robbins firni.

Bregman and Bobbins, long busl^
ness associates, continue personal
pals. Sundry clashes between Rob-
bins and various Culver City studio
executives forced Robbins off the
Metro lot on two separate occasion.s.

.
Sidney designation as liaison is in

line with that Metro exec's current
radio activities on behalf of Loew-
Metro. It parallels the Lou Diamond
situation within Paramount in rela-

tion to Par's subsid. Famous Music

Johnny Lan^e and Fred Stryker
sold 'Little Tenderfoot' and^On tha
Wide Open Plains' for Jack Randall
to sing in 'Danger Valley' for Mono*
gram.
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TWO-HOUR SESSION BEFORE TRADE BODY;

A. M. FISHBEIN RAPS FILM COMPANIES

Testimony Rapidly Taken Down as Nearly-Unanim-

ous Front Is Marshalled— Only Handful of

Dancemen Don't Take, Says Marks

Washington, Oct. 5.

Outlawing of the practice of song

plugging and establishment of a code

of fair practice for the music pub-

lishing industry was requested of the

Federal Tra^e Commission Monday

9mm
Season's l/ovellest Ballad

MOON AT SEA
New Mills Meloar Special

DREAMS FOR SALE

Tane-terrlllc! Melodynamlc

!

Srore of the 3rd Edition
COTTON OliVB PARADE!

SHE'S TALLI SHE'S TAN I

SHE'S TERRIFIC!
I'M ALWAYS IN THE MOOD

FOR YOU
HARLEM BOLERO

Emery Deatsch'a Swlns-Jincle

HE'S A GYPSY FROM
POUGHKEEPSIE

rinky TotnlUrB Top Tune

I'M JUST A COUNTRY
MY H HgABT
Two 'SonKlorlons Hits
from GB'B ^GANGWAY"

Lord and Lady Whoozis

Moon or No Moon

Mius Music, Inc.
ittt MtoaaWAT MM yam, h. t.

AMNOUMCING
A KBW BA1XAD

"THERE'S MUSIC

IN MY HEART,

CHERIE"
Br the Ace Writer* •

JOSEPH McCarthy
^ and

JAMES HANLEY

SAM FOX
PUBLISHING COMPANY

IJiO SIXTH »V[Nl/t

NtW tool

(3) by industry leaders who ap-

peared virtually unanimous in their

desire to re-regulate the song busi-

ness.

At a swiftly-moving hearing be-

fore Judge George McCorkle, direc-

tor of trade practice conferences for

the Cbmmish, a group of industry

reps from both major and minor
houses joined hands, in beseeching

Government assistance in the for-

mulation of a code which will exile

pernicious practice of bribing band-
leaders to plug tunes. Love feast

was marred only by the insistence

of Arthur M. Fishbein, head of

Southern Music Publishing, Co., and
Schuster & Miller, that 'the concen-

trated plug is the only means of

making, a song a hit.' Fishbein ex-

plained, however, that free song
plugging should take the place of

present hold-up system.

;
High-lighted by the • opening

speech of John G. Paine, general

manager of ASCAP, proceedings

moved without a hiitch, each witness

testifying to the need throughout the

industry for regulation. Tentative

code was presented Judge McCorkle,
with slap at song plugging consti-

tuting meat of proposed trade agree-

ment and excerpts from the Robin-
son-Patman act added for trimming.

Laying stress on thef 'unique and
unusual' problems of. the music in-

dustry, whbse . merchandizing pow-
ers must cover sale of intangibles

(sale of rights) as well as tangibles,

Paine • declared that the entire in-

dustry would 'welcome with open
arms' a code of fair trade practices

and that both the big publishers and
the small indies would abide by the
regulations; Poitited out that the

music boys never wilfully violated

the NRA music code in the old days
and said that large and small pub-
lishers were unanimous in their de-
sire for a new set of regs.

. Pattycaking was continued by Ed-
ward B. Marks who scored all band
leaders with the .exception of White-
man, Lombardo, Murray, Vallee and
other recognized topnotchers, for

participating in song plugging racket

and declared that 'since the passing

of NRA, chaos again has been the

rule' in the music publishing indus-

try.

Bribery In Dozen Lots

'Pay -overs' have become so bra-

zen, Marks said, that plugs can now
be bought in 'sets of three, six, or

more,' and industry is being hurt be-

cause 'music becomes monotonous
and unbearable' to listeners who
have to hear the same tunes over
and over again. Also charged that

majority of band leaders demand
$15, $25 and $50 tot plugging airs

and squawk loudly if payment is not

made pronto.

Further criticism of prevailing

conditions was offered by Louis
Bernstein, president of independent
Shapiro Bernstein Co., who brought
nine proxies from small publishers

and one from a major concern, con-

demning song plug practices and

urging adoption of code. Bernstein

attacked 'bribery and • chiseling'

which had led to some members of

the industry 'being forced to resort

to the same methods.' Insisted in-

ferior tunes were being forced upon
listeners because 'people are being

bribed to perform inferior music'

and said that today soipe of the

'poorest' songs on record were being

dinned into the ears of the American
public for this reason.

Taking opposite stand, Arthur
Fishbein pleaded for insertion of

more provisions in proposed code-
notably permission for tunc peddlers

to contact performers for free plugs.

'More public performances .on the

radio mean that' much more in dol-

lars and cents to the publisher,'

Southern Music exec declared, 'and

publishers ought not to pay for plugs.

My idea is that it (plugging) benefits

the industry.'

Fishbein also tore into the film

industry with charges that big pro-

ducers are not interested in whether
songs are hits, but glut the tune mar-
ket with advance releases of airs

from forthcoming musical hits for

advertising purposes. 'The reason for

inferior music today is the motion
picture producers' companies,' he
said, flatly. 'It is an unfair practice

to have motion pictures hits played
on the radio.'

Other industry reps who appeared
before the commish included Harry
Fox .and Joseph V. McKee, general
manager and general counsel, re-

spectively, for the Music Publishers'

Protective Association; Lou Diamond,
president of Famous Music Co., and
popular Melodies,. Inc., Paramount
Pictures music publishing concerns;

Jack ' Bobbins, Victor Blau, of War-
ner Brothers' Harms company; Mose
Gumbie, president of the Profes-
sional Men's Association, organization

of contact men, and Paul Johnston,
artists' representative, who declared

he believed performers 'will be en-
tirely in accord' when they imder-
stand the purposes of the code.

Harmonious get-together occupied
only two hours, belying scare that

music publishers would squabble
among themselves, with small inde-
pendents raising the squawk that

major, indies would favor a code only
out of fear of reprisals from ASCAP-
dominated producer companies.

Defunct Blue Eagle, of NRA days,
came in .for highest praise from ma-
jority of testifying publishers, who
pointed out that revival of a code
would bring about the better days
which were in sight when Gen.
Johnson's bird was slain by the Su-
preme Court.
Pubs will be notified of the com-

mish's attitude toward their sug-
gested trade agreement, after Judge
McCorkle and his colleagues have
had time to digest Monday's testi-

mony. Music reps left town confi-

dent of a favorable outcome, how-
ever, after witnessing unusual dis-

play of cooperation between oppos-
ing factions and basking in the smile
of the qommish trade practice di-

rector.

Last Week s 15 Best SeDers

Harbor Lights .......Mario

My Cabin of Dreams Berlin

So Rare • .Robbins
^Whispers in the Dark ....Famous
Have You Any Castles, Baby? .'. Harms
•That Old Feeling .' Feist

Remember Me? , » Witmark
Moon Got in My Eyes Select

Afraid to Dream .
' Miller

You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming.. Remick
One Rose Left in My Heart. ^ Shapiro
The First Tima I Saw You. Santly-Joy
Vieni-Vieni . , Witmark
Roses in December , Berlin
Blossoms on Broadway ........ \ Famous

Indicates /ilmustcal song. 1[ Indicdles stage production song.

otheTs are pops.
The

With SL Francis Hotel

Resuming San Francisco

Dance Spots Look O.K.

San Francisco, Oct. 5.

With the Hotel St. Francis re-

opening its Mural Room Oct. 7, all

of the first class hotels here wiU be
back into full swing with dine and

dance spots.. Red Norvb's orchestra
and Mildred Bailey will come into

the ist. Francis on.. that date from
the Palomar in Hollywood.

For a long time NBC had lines

into every first class hotel here with
the exception of the Sir Francis
Drake,- which has always been iden-
tified with the Mutual-Don Lee web.
Now, however, CBS has Griff Will-
iams at the Mark Hopkins, Sterling
Young at the Palace, and will have
Norvo at the forrher NBC strong-
hold, the St. Francis, a spot all three
networks sought to line up. Mutual-
Don Lee broadcasts frbm the Fair-
mont and the Sir Francis Drake.

NBC is airing Leon Mojica's band
from El Patio, ' Ellis Kimball's
swingsters from Topsy's Roost,
Frank Castle*s band from the Deau-
ville Club, all of which" are Consoli-
dated Radio Artist$ bands, and Jack
Winston's orchestra at the Bal
Tabarin.

L.

SONG FAVORITES FROM FEIST

I STILL LOVE TO KISS YOU GOODNIGHT

I'D LIKE TO SEE SAMOA OF SAMOA
BY WALTER BTJI.I.OCK AND H.XROI.D SPINA—ITROM WAI-TEB WANGER'S "52ND STREET"

DON'T YOU KNOW OR DON'T YOU CARE
BY IRVING KAHAIi AND SXmMT ITAIN

MAKE A WISH
BY Ti. ALTER,' 1'. WEBSTER AND OSCAR STRAUS

JOSEPHINE
BY GVA KAHN. MAYNE KING AND BURKE BIVENS

LOVELY ONE
FROM UALTKR W.INGER'S "VOGUES OF 193B"

FROM WALTER WANGER'S "VOGUES OF 1938"

THAT OLD FEELING
BY l.KW BROWN AND SAMMY FAIN

LEO FEIST, Inc. 1629 Broadway, New York

Nidorf to Chicago

Mike Nidorf, who has been In
charge of dance bookings for the
Rockwell-O'Keefe office since its in-
ception, transfers to Chicago next
week for a stay of several months,

Nidorf will operate out of the
firm's local branch quarters.

Frank Luther's Orch
Frank Luther, who recently sur-

rounded himself with a band, was
auditioned last week for the Hotel
New Yorker, N. Y., job,

Luther's manager is Jesse L. Kauf-
man and his p.a., Charles Washburn,
of legit.

Bernie Cammins' Tour
Bernie Cummins closes at the

Hotel Biltmore, N. Y„ Oct. 14, and
plays the southern colleges en route
to a Cincy spot.

He winds up at the Edgewater
Beach hotel, Chicago, for the winter
season.

POLLACK A MITCHELL
Score Again with

*'MY SECRET
LOVE AFFAIR"

'«-OVER NIGHT"
V'MY SWISS
HILLY BILLY"

From the SOtli Ontnrr-Fox
Musical, "THIN ICE," starrlnv

Sonja Henle

T MOVIETONE
MtSIC CORPORATION

1250 Sixth avenwE

N EL v\ V o k

They're H»r»

"Why Talk About
Love"

''Big Chief Swing ir
''The Rhumba Goes

Collegiate''

N«w Sonrs Hlti by
FOX/LACK and MITCHELI.
From 'thg forthcomlav SOth
Centnry-Fox Collere Maslcal

''LIFE BEGINS IN
COIiLEGE"

HOLLYWOOD SONGS*^^
. RCAwtuNNCHUowanr-NEWwnua

HIILKOBNHEUER. Cw>.M<r. .

"POLYNESIAN
ROMANCE"

"JUST ABOUT
RI6HT"

Get In tha Yangrnard with

VANGUARD SONGS
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

THE NATION'S BIGGEST SELLING SOfjG HIT

HARBOR
LIGHTS
FROM THE BKO FICTCRE, "FIGHT FOR YOUK I.AtH"

(SCNG BY JOHN BOI>£B>

BLAME IT ON
THE DANUBE
MARLO MUSIC CORPORATION

1619 Broadway, New York
BRANCH OFFICES: CHICAGO AND HOLLYWOOD
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Mai HaDett Shared Jointly By

BaOroom and Theatre in Delaware

Mai Hallett was sold to Moe Gale

on a freak booking deal for $3,500

weekly by the CKarlle Shribman

office tor a new type theatre-

daricery tour of the south , which

ooened in Wilmington, Del., Oct. 2.

Freak tieups between theatres and

local ballrooms for a combination

admission ticket for the' one. day

stand was effected by Gale for the

tour. He gets all over sale amount.
- Stunt calls for the theatre and

dancery to get together on their

split of the total take. Both sell

ducats for the event with the the-

atre getting the straight band at-

traction on stage until 9:00 p.m.

and then turning it over to its part-

ner for a night's dancing engage-

ment Usually means three or four

shows and then straight dance mu-
sicklng in ballroom. . Spots make
their own sharing deals.

Stunt has been tried by small

local bands in their home territory

but this is the first time that the

gimmick has been used with a name
band on a large scale tour. Others

are b6ing lined up to follow, among
whom are Chick Webb, but time Is

not set yet pending outcome of the

Ice breaker.

In addition to some Wilby-KIncey
time to follow dates now lined up
were opener at Warner theatre and
Dupont ballroom,. Wilmi^igton,. Del.;

Sunhybrbok Park and Sunnylorook
theatre, Pottstown, Pa.; Keith the-

atre and ballroom, Baltimore; Nor-
folk theatre" and Town Club, Nor-
folk, Va.; Danville (Va.) theatre and
local armory: National theatre and
Trianon ballroom, Greensboro, N.
C; ' Carolina theatre and armory,
Charlotte, N. C; Williamsburg the-
atre and ballroom, • Shelby, N. C;
Plymouth theatre and Danceland,

Asheville, N. C, and full theatre
week at the Lyric theatre, In-
dianapolis, Ind., starting Oct. 15.

Similar stunt Is being tried for
Paul Whiteman's first return date
at hl.s home town, Denver, Colo.,
Oct. 7. CRA has arranged for a
combo ticket at the concert-dance
in the Civic Auditorium for the
one

;
night stand on leader's route

east to the Drake hotel, Chicago,
for a return date.
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Thit sensational seorc for
Darryl Zanuek 20th C*n»
tury'Pox produetion:

*You Can't Hav« Ev«ry«
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AFRAID TO DREAM l|

11

II /

THE LOVELINESS |l
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1

1

OF YOU

YOU CAN'T HAVE
EVRYTHING
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PLEASE PARDON US il

-WE'RE IN LOVE ||

Fishman, Calvert, Robbins

Quit R.O.C. to Organize

Own Band Booking Biz

Frances Fishman, Bob Calvert and
Sam Robbing, all formerly with

Ralph Peer's Radio Orchestra Corp.

(n^e Orchestra Corp. of America),

quit that organization this week to

form their, own band booking com-
bine.

Robbins has been associated with

the firm for about one year and was
recently in charge of the office. Miss
Fishman, who has applied to courts

to change he? name to Forster for

the new indie enterprise, Is the last

of the Fishman . trio, formerly with
ROC and the old OCA. Ed Fishman
left about six months ago to join

west coast office of Rockwell-O'Keefe
after being in charge of the reorgan-
ized ROC. Frank Fishman, brother,

left a month ago and now sister,

Frances, quit,

Recent exiters are now operating
out of Sam StlefeVs office in N. Y„
but open their own outfit sometime
next week after . a name has been
selected,

M.C.A/S Frisco Office

San Francisco, Oct. 5.

Hotel managers, orchestra leaders,

newspaper editors and executives

from the radio stations and theatres

here with the guests of the Music

Corporation of America at the offi-

cial opening of their new offices at

111 Sutter street hpre Oct, 1.

Lyle Thayer, formerly of the Los
Angeles o^ice of MCA, and Dorsey
Forrest, who was Hal Kemp's per-
sonal manager for years, presided at

the cocktail party which marked the

christening. Thayer has been named
the MCA manager here.

New MCA office will handle all

local bookings and one-night dance
stands here and in the northwest.
Previously the bands had worked
out of Los Angeles, which arrange-

ment proved unsatisfactory.

11

II

DANGER-
LOVE AT WORK
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N. Y.'s Anfi-ASCAP Move?

Buffalo, Oct. 5.

Reliably reported that the Motion

Picture Theatre Owners group here

is set to introduce a bill into N. Y.

state legislature this winter abolish-

ing music tax and outlawing ASCAP
and similar associations.

A Naw Universal Smash Music FUm „.
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938," praduced by BUDDY DaSYLYA

with thia top aeope by Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adameon.

YOU'RE MY DISH
MORE POWER TO YOU

I'M IN MY GLORY
9

A.NKW HIT ON fHK HOKI/ON

ONCE IN A WHILE
MitLCR. ^mc, lime.

1270 SIXTH AVt.oU «- NEW YORK

Moit Played on Air

Combined plugs on WEAF,
WJZ and WABC are computed
for the v)eek from Sunday
throtigh Saturday (Sept. 26-
Oct. 2;.

>That Old Feelinr

'^Remember Me?
(Wltmnrk)

"^Roses in December
(Rerun)

'*Moon Got in My Eyes
(Scleot)

Have You Any Castles, Baby?
"Harms)

Whispers In the Dark
(Famous)

So Eare.
. (f^o'ltlns)

Can I Forget You?
(I'tiappell)

Cabin o( Dreams
(Berlin)

Afraid to Dr«am
iMUler)

So Many Memories
(.Shapiro)

tYou and I Know
(nobblnsl

Harbor Lights
(Murlo)

Yours and Mine
rnobblns)

One Rose Left in My Heart
(Shapiro)

Can't Stop Me from Dreaming
(Rcmlpk)

First Time I Saw You
CSantly-Joy)

I Know Now
(ttcmlcU)

Blossoms on Broadway
(F.-xmous)

Tears In My Heart
(Marks)

Goodby Jonah
(Robbins)

Moonlight on the Highway
(Morris^

Natural Thing to Do
(Select)

Stop Breaking My Heart
(FamoUH)

Loveliness of You
(Miller)

* Indicates /ilmusical song,

t Production Number^

MPPA Probing Disc Sales;

Tor Our Peace of Mind Only

Indpls. Qubs,

Hotels Consent

To Closed Shop

Indianapolis, Oct. 5.

An agreement has been made be-

tween the local Musicians' Union and
hotels and clubs employing whereby
no non-union entertainment will be
permitted on the premises. Hereto-

fore social, fraternal, and business

clubs have been in the habit of hir-

ing a few non-union entertainers to

play during meetings or at meal-

time.

Under the new ruling, all talent

bookings will have to be submitted

in advance, and if union card is not

in evidence, club or hotel will re-

fuse to rent space for meeting.

On the Upbeat

Rita RIo'a Hollywood Restaurant

engagement starting Oct. 4 Is first

important Broadway placement for

an all-girl outfit.

For the first time in the history

of the business music publishers, as

a group, are conducting a probe of

the accountings on manufacture and
distribution kept by the various

phonograph record companies. Sift-

ing of the ledgers and other data
started Monday (4), with Prager &
Martin, certified public accountants,

retained by the Music Publishers
Protective Association to direct the

job. While the investigation has

been under consideration for some
time, there was a reluctance to act

until at least 12 important publishers
had given their written consent for

the procedure.
Things that for some time have

stirred much curiosity in the minds
of the publishers is the wide dis-

crepancy shown between the total

of the disc sales as carried on their

statements from phonograph com^
panies and the huge amount of rec-

ords that It is estimated are neces-
sary for the 9ervicing of the 400,000

coin-operated machines which have
been installed throughout this

country and Canada.
Tips?

Information which has come to

publishers from various sources iis

responsible for . the general impres-
sion, that some of the record .com-
panies have not been accounting for

such wholesale disposals on the

grounds that; the jobbers servicing

these machines ore allowed unlimit-

ed return privileges. Also that in

some cases the turnover is not

treated as an outright sale but a

rental.

Publishers who okayed the MPPA's

probe figured that everything may
be aboveboard but that it was worth
the investment in the service of a

firm of CPA's to allay their doubts.

Opinion in this quarter ie that if

the investigation unearths substan-
tial discrepancies the present royalty

arrangement of IViC. will be can-

celled and the major pubs will do
their business with the phonograph
companies through a central' licens-

ing bureau.

All-Colored Unit Topped

By Ethel Waters to Tour

Dixie Theatres^ Ballrooms

Ethel Waters being set for her first

one-nighting stint through the south

accompanied by her husband. Paul

Mallory's band by Harry Moss* As-

sociated Radio Artists. Tour will

open around first week of November.
Company will total about 30 people

including the musicians and will tour

the entire south as a revue attraction.

Advance man makes arrangements
for structural work in danceries

minus d stage for the revue, Will

include theatres and concert engage-

ments, where there are no dance

dates.

It's first all-colored unit to play the

south although Miss Waters and sev-

eral other top negro performers have
toured with musicals and other

shows.

Jimmy Lunoeford opens at Sebas-

tian's Cotton Club, Los Angeles, Oct.

7, for Harold Oxley.

Nina Rinaldo booked by CRA for

the Chez Paree, Chicago, opening

Oct. 10.

Emll Velarco's crew open at Show
Boat, St. Louis, Oct. 10 for six

weeks.

Peter Kent's band out at New
Yorker hotel Oct. 6 to open at the

Congress hotel, Chicago, Oct. 9.

Don Bestor into the New Penh
Club, Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 23. Harold

Stern succeeds Bestor on Nov. 4,

Sammy Kaye pulls out of Bill

Green's, Pittsburgh, next week after

a month's stay and will embark on

flock of one-nighters. He'll be suc-

(Continued on page 54)

ROBBINS offer.-

The Year's Most Imporfant Music

The Greatest Production Score of the Decade
ARTHUR SCHWARTZ' and LCONARD STIULMAN'8

Sonati for Radio Olty's MunIcmI Bomance . "VIRGINIA*'

YOU AND I KNOW

AN OLD FLAME NEVER DIES

GOOD-BYE JONAH

IF YOU WERE SOMEONE EL^E
I - . .

BROWN and FREED SCORE AGAINI

"Broadway Melody of 1938," and These Hits:

YOURS AND MINE

I'M FEELIN' LIKE A MILLION

YOUR BROADWAY AND MY BROADWAY

EVERYBODY iSING

GORDON and REVEL'S OmUvHt Kcore from »dak> Caator^it

^Otli C'«iitury-rox I'rodiictlon, "All Itaba Ooei to -Town"

I'VE GOT MY HEART SET ON YOU

LAUGH YOUR WAY THROUGH LIFE

SWING IS HERE TO SWAY

SO RARE

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 Seventh Avenue New York

A HIT FROM -THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" STILL TOPS

ROSES IN DECEMBER I
MY CABIN OFDREAMS

IRVING BERLIN Inc
• 799 SEVENTH AVKNUE, NEW YORK • HARRY LINK. Gon. Proi. Mgr.
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Lefty Heads for Home and Goes Vande

Sentimental as Re-Plays the 'Route

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

En Route, Oct. 5.

Well we're on the last lap home and it won't be no time before I'll be

back in Coolacres with you, and to tell you the truth, eyen though the

trip has been swell and I had a great time I sure will be happy to get

back with you and put my feet under the table to one of your good square

Driving through these big towns and cities and flag stops sure bnngs

back memories when me and you trouped and the laughs and heartaches

we had many a season. We were young then and so were the towns; now

they're grown up too, and they don't seem to be as jolly as they used to

be. I showed Kerwin and Mallen through PhiUy but it ain't the Philly

of Keith's Bijoii and Chestnut St., of Dad's, the Hurley House, Mother

O'Brien's and Mike Tuller's. I showed them Wanamaker's where Raymond
Hitchcock used to be a shoe salesman. I showed 'em where the Barry-

mores played, where Jack Norworth and W. C. Fields were born. Where

Herb Williams played piano, where Frank Orth, Jimmy Conlin, Walter C.

Kelly, Oscar Shaw, George Kelly, Ann Pennington and hundreds of other

great performers hung out. I showed 'em the little park where Frank

Tihney, the greatest natural comic that ever lived, likes to sun himself

these days. Philly sure, produced plenty of talent.

When we drove through Cleveland I showed 'em the old Hippodrome

—you remember how scared we were that they wouldn't hear us when we
opened there the first time—they had no mikes those days—but they heard

, us. Arthur Hopkins and Eugene Walters, the playwright, come from that

town. ,

In Detroit I could just picture old man. Williams sitting in the first en-

trance reviewing the acts. That town is kinda proud of Mary Boland,

Marguerite Young and Helen McKellar.

. Then we stopped over night at Chicago. Of course that is always a

great city to me. You remember the laughs at the old Saratoga and the

Grant and City Hall Square? You remember the old Palace and the

Majestic and the hundreds of swell dates we played outta there?' cThat's

a town that gave plenty of good troupers to vaudeville and show business

-—Dorothy Dalton, Irene Fenwick, Madge.Kennedy, Charles Richroan, Cort.

nelift Skinner, Gloria Swanson, Felix' Adler, Beirnard Granville, Louise

Closser Hale, Clara Lipman, Jimmy Hussey, William Anthony McGuire,
and Flo Ziegfeld. Npt.ji bad layout eh?
Driving through Omaha you couldn't help but think of George Sidney

and Fred and Adele Astaire. Lincoln, Nebraska, brought back memories
of the time Walter C. Kelly would fight with the local Chjunber of Com-
merce and write letters about the town to Variety. Plenty of laughs!

Denver brought back memoriies of Max Fabish, the manager of the
Orpheum, with his swell dialect—^real Cherman. That town did all right

by show business giving it Doug Fairbanks, Fred Stone and Paul White-
man. We are now at Salt Lake, the town where many a . good act got a
bad i-eport, but it's a swell, burg—it gave .us Maiide Adams and Joe Santley.

Gee, it's a grand bunch of memories. Aggie, art you're' in all of 'em.
Vaudeville sure was a lot of furi while it lasted. You know Aggie, at home
sometimes I am too busy and sometimes a little neglectful. I'm not an
old guy but the years somehow cut a guy down; they take their commis
sign, and so I don't stop to think to give you a. routine of nice talk like I

used to years ago, You know us being together all the time kinda ties down
my tongue for those pretty speeches, but being away from you kinda got
me closer to you. You're- a swell pal and a grand wife—^it won't be long
noyr when I get back home and maybe get into an argument with you, but
always remembet I love you, funny face.

Have my picture on the dresser, I'll be playing your house in a few days
Love and kisses, sez , Lefty.

P. S.—Bill Gaxton says 'The hardest time to get a baby to sleep is when
she. is 18.'

Buffs 1-a-Month Flesh

Buffalo, Oct. 5.

Shea's Buffalo, ace deluxer here,

will feature one stage show a month
beginning with the Bowes unit cur-

rently.

The house abandoned stage pres-

entations several seasons ago and the

partial resumption of the .presenta-

tion policy is thought to be influ-

enced by the much touted revival of

Buffalo interest in legit which has

marked the opening of the present

season here.

ONION RATE DP

IN Pin CAFES

Pittsburgh, Oct. '5.

General raise in pay scale has just

been placed into effect here by mu-
sicians' local and affecting every

hotel, nitery, cafe and restaurant in

town. Boosts will range from 5%
to almost five times that much in

some cases.

General realignment of Pittsburgh

spots has been made by the local,

with every place using music get-

ting a special classification with a

uniform scale for each one. Only
Class A site will be the William

Penn hotel, where rate from now on

will be $1.75 an hour, with other

hotels falling into B and cafes and
niteries ranging down through C, D,

E and F,
Under latest readjustment, too,

spots have to use musicians a min-
imum of 3Q hours, a move directed

principally at a flock of roadhouses

operating nightly only from 10 p.m.

to 2 a.m. Pittsburgh entrepreneurs

were given no notice by local, all of

them being informed only few days

ago that new scale would go into

effect 1st of October.
Set-up, however, doesn't apply to

theatres, since these contracts are

negotiated separately and, anyway,
current one still has until next Sep-
tember to run.

Hounded by Suits,

Pircker Starts

Another Cleve Spot

Cleveland, Oct. 5,

Herman Pirchner, \vho operated
four Tyrolean niteries this summer,
is being hounded by lawsuits, but
they didn't stop him from opening
another Alpine Village on main
street last week. Three creditors*

claiming Pirchner owes them a total

of $986, filed an Involuntary peti-

tion in bankruptcy against the Al-
pine Exposition Co., which he ran
at the Great Lakes . Exposition.

Plaintiffs include a milk company
wanting $358, a paper company seek-
ing $485 and another creditor ask-
ing $147.

Pirchner got another tough bump
when the Government attached a tax
lien of $1,242 against his two Expo
cabarets. Tax officials say he didn't

pay cabaret and social security taxes
for August and September." Insist

he owes Uncle Sam $333 for his

Showboat, $601 for his Expo Alpine
Tavern and $306 in social security
deductions. Operator answered that
he turned those amounts over to

fair execiitives to be paid out, but
latter deny ever receiving it.

Operator's floating nitery on the
lakefront folded a couple of weeks
before Expo shut down, after Faith
Bacon failed to pizll it out of the
doldrums. Centennial was just a
heavy headache to Pirchner, who
says he lost $70,000 on ' his

ventures.
'

Fair

CALLAHAN'S N.E. TRIP

AS APOLLO EXIT, VIEW

Enmiett Callahan, associated with

Max Wilner in operation of the

Apollo, Times Square burley house,

left for a motor tour of New England

this week.

Departure gave rise to reports
that he had relinquished interest in

the house and that Wilner would
carry on alone. Neither principals

could be reached for verification.

Ayars Lamarr*s Suit
Indianapolis, Oct. 5.

Local band leader Ayars Lamarr
(now of Chicago) last week flled suit

in Chicago for $25,000 against the 120
Lake Garage Corp. Lamarr alleges

in his suit he was injured by an
auto backied by a garage attendant,

Has played numerous times at In-

diana Roof ballroom here for Tom
Devliie, and "formerly had a band
at Indiana University while a student
there.

Lamarr's attorney, Harve Robert
Hectman, said the funds for educa-
tion of Lamarr were furnished by
late Sen. Huey Long.

Hirst Circuit

Week of Oct. 10

•Babea "With Chafms"—Hudson, Vnlon
City.

'Moonlight Malclfl'—Howard. Boston.
'Pageant of Folly'—Troc. Phlladelnhla.
Toot Loose Parade'^—Gayety, Wash-

ington.
•JoUea Begere'—Gayety, Baltimore.
•Cupid's Carntvar—Capitol, Toledo.
•Beef Trust'—Gayety, Cincinnati.
•Stage Scandals'—Casino, Plitsbiirgli.
'Say It With Girls'—National, Louis-

ville, I

'Bars and .Stripes'—Gnrrick, ,<!l. Louis.
•Frisky Frolics'—Rlalto, Clilcago.
•Parfelan Flirts'—Casino, Toronto.
•Jleet the Girls'—Embassy. Bochester.
'Pirate Belles'—Empire, Npwark.
'Merry Models'—Jacques, Wiiterbury.
'Pleasure Mad' — Lyrlo, Alleniown,

Mon.-Tues. ; Ornheum. Ttendlnc:. Tliurs.

;

Earl, Atlantic City, Frl.-Sat.-Sun.

SIdrbon Miills Flesh

For Barry, Pittsburgli

Pittsburgh, Oct, 5.

William SkirboU, operator of

Barry, downtown subsequent run

house, considering switch from
straight pix to combo flesh and flick-

ers. Consulting now with unions

trying to set scale for musicians and

stagehands. Only one other site in

town playing shows, WB deluxer,

the Stanley, but Barry figuring on
using lesser imits and vaude.

Barry was formerly Pitt, a Shu-
bert legit house, and then beceime
vaude house under management of

George Shaffer. Since being taken
over almost two years ago by Skir-
boll, who changed the name, to

Barry, spot, however, has been
playing duals with three changes
weeldy.

N.O. NITERIES BOOM;

FOUR SPOTS OPENING

Walkout and Picketing

By Newark Music Umon

Newark, Oct, 5.

New season at Empire Burlesque

hits a snag with union musicians

out and replaced by non-unionists.

Local, union has demanded that

Brock, entering his third season of

managing the house, add two men.
to the regular orchestra. Brock
requested only one man be added,
due to uncertainty of business in
this field, with the understanding
said man would be made permanent
if business

. warranted. House has
suffered' with rest of circuit, so
Brock had to let extra man go.
Union ordered rest of orchestra

out Saturday (2). night and picket-
ing of house started Sunday (3).

House is, of course, 100% union and
is not affected otherwise by orches-
tra walk-out. Brock in high stand-
ing with union, so amicable arrange-
ment in near future not improbable

RepubGc-Star's Rotate

. Rotating stock deal has been made
between Weinstock interests, oper
ating the Republic, N. Y., and Messrs.
Raymond, operating the Star, Brook
lyn, N. Y., whereby shows at each
house will alternate weekly.
New arrangement went in this

week when the Star dropped wheel
road shows for stock policy. Inter
change deal makes it easier for both
houses.

Dorotky Kay WiD Do

Oversea Bally for F-C

Dorothy Kay, partnered until Sat-
urday last with Monte Proser's
pressagentry, is slated to accompany
Clifford C. Fischer back to iParis and
London and do overseas ballyhoo at-

tendant to the next imported revue
for the French Casino, N. Y. Fischer
arrived yesterday (Tuesday) with
Henry Lartigue, the new general
factotum of the French Casino, who
will take over the general direction

of the Broadway tiitery. Fischer,

after installing his charge, sails back
pronto, Miss Kay to accompany him.

Idea is to advance-bally the im-
ported shows long before their ad-
vent to New York, giving the French
Casino the aura of a Franco-Ameri-
can institution. Of course, the re-

cent advent of the International
Casino, now clicking after a false

start, has much, to do with it.

Miss Kay's severance from Proser
doesn't hami>er Proser's retaining
the French Casino account per
usual. She merely will be payrolled
by Fischer personally,

Lartigue's mission will be run the
F.C. as he has the"" smart casinos in
Pau, Cannes, Biarritz, etc., and thus
relieve Jack Shapiro and Louis F:
Blumenthal of executive headaches
as heretofore.

BROADWAYTTE

UEAVES BlAY

New Orleans, Oct. 5,

Nitery operators are smiling again
now that autumn weather has in-

vated the city. Business has shown
a decided spurt. Club Plantation,
operated by Pete Herman, ex-
bantam champion, put in new
floor show Saturday (2) topped by
Helen Savaga, warbler, and includ-
ing Dillon and Parlow, dance team.
Place completely renovated.

Jung Hotel will enter nitery busi-
ness when it opens roof as nitery in

December „ featuring name bahds.
Cotton club, . closed for sometime,
also reopened its doors past week
with a good crowd on hand, by Ed-
ward and Dave Beckerman. Leon
Prima, brother of trumpeter Louis,
has reopened his French Quarter
club, which was closed all during
summer while he operated Pent-
house, lakefront spot.

TRANSPLANTED YACHT CLUB
Larger, more elaborate Yacht Club

N. Y., is scheduled to have its formal
opening tomorrow (Thursday), one
block west of its former 52d St. site

Talent list headed by Henny
Youngman, Frances Faye and Bert
Frohman, backed by Peggy Seel,

dancer; Johnny and George, Siboney
Quartet and Eddie Elkins orchestra

Delayed Layoff
Kansas City, Oct. 5.

After appearing at the Fox ToWer,
vaudfllmer, for 1,275 consecutive
days, Judy Conrad and his orch
moved out for a week's vacash.

Little Jack Little's band in for
current week, allowing Conrad's
crew a week off with pay.

Dancer's 3d Suit Against

76-Yr. Oldster; $533,500

Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

Jeanne de la Mar, brunet terper,
started another legal action last

Tuesday (28) against Ralph Mod-
jeski, 76-year-old bridge designed.
This time she asks $533,500. Action
is third in six years as a result of
femme's claim that Modjeski prom-
ised to marry her in 1930. Wheii
he divorced his wife and married
Mary T. Giblyn, Miss de la Mar
sued for $1,000,000 and settled for
$35,000. In 1933 she sued again,
claiming she got only $1,500. _
Last week she asked $500,000 for

breach of promise and $33,500 dam-
ages for failure of settlement nego
tiations. She said she parted with
various 'friendly' letters and wires
when settlement was negotiated.

Michaels' Hub Burley

Max Michaels, formerly associated
with the Weinstock-Minsky interests
in operation of the Park", Boston,
has taken over the Columbia, Bos-
ton, and will relight the house Oct
11 with stock burley policy.

Columbia has not had burley in 25
years, but -about everything else in
amusement classification has shown
there. Its reopening will give the
Howard, currently playing the Issy
Hirst roadshows, only opposish in

several years since the Park scrapped
burley for pix policy.

By JACK OSTERMAN
Cleveland, Oct. 5.

Martha; Raye, who was born with a

silver shovel in .her mouth, divorces

Buddy Westmore, Hollywood make-

up artist whom Martha won't make
up with. ..claims he refused to pay

the iiills. . .theme song for Martha,

'Buddy, can you spare, a dime?'

Colored maid claims she served

them pies- in bed. Hollywood pies

were evidently made for two-reel

comedies . and one-reel marriages.

Had she served matzdhs that would

have been crumbs for divorce or cof-

fee would hsive been grounds. [Two
more like that and we'll get our own
radio .prograrh!]

Congrats to Belle Baker on her
marriage to the editor of that trade
paper. Good luck ' Belle, but you
always got good notices anyway.
How can a man with a name like

Black joia the Klan the first place?

Structure here that housed the
'Aquacade' will remain intact...

Shubert operettas will be presented
there next summer, probably open-
ing with 'Student Prince.' My gosh,

when is that
,
prince going to grad-

uate?
.

.

Richard Wall, Toledo farmer, in-

herits a .100 grand... throws away
his Sears-ftoebuck catalog and' buys
Esquire!
Burlesque theatre "here is called

the Roxy...Joe Yule, starring this

week, bills himself 'Father of

Mickey Rooney,' That's something-

new... can't wait till we see Martha
Sleeper, 'niece of J. J. Murdock.'

Billy Rose thinking of making pic-

tures in Hollywood... using Culver
City for studio and Santa Monica
for a cutting rooml

Appreciate this Variety come-
back, . .maybe if we play our cards

right with Joe Laurie, Jr., we can
work our way into the Index.

There's an idea. How about starting

a feud with Joe's Lefty? Nothing
like a good old feud these days...

if it's good enough" ifor Winohell,

.

Bernie, Allen and Benhy it ought to

be good enough for us, eh Joe?

Night club entertainers here hav«
to give a new kind of audition; it's

not, 'Girlie, how can you sing?' it's

'Girlie, how can you drink?' One
girl was such a big hit in a spot

here she had her salary raised three

quarts. •

Hope Henny Yoim,gman keeps
working so we won't be forgotten on
the Main Stem.

Always interests me...w« mean
O. O. Mclntyre's 'Thoughts While
Strolling'...he always starts with
'Out of bed . . .then through Wash-
ington Square lor a stroll. ..looking

at the artists' paintings on the street

...then for a chat with Sinclair

Lewis'. . .don't you ever eat breakfast

first, Mac? O. O. is a Buckeye like

ourselves.

Archie Bell Laid Up
And speaking of Ohio newspaper-

men remit»ls us that the first thing

we did when we arrived in Cleve-
land was to look up the dean of mid-
\Yestern critics, Atchie Bell, who for

three years has been confined to his

home with heart trouble, most of

the three years flat on his back. For
21 years he was dramatic editor of

the Cleveland News and a great

authority on the theatre he loved so

well. We've known him since we
were a baby and he confided to us
that it was pretty lonesome being

shut up away from what little the-

atrical activity remains here. He
also said that the Alfred Lunts,

Rudy Vallee and yours truly were
the only visitors he has had in his

days of illness. We remember the

time when any actor or press agent
would rush from the train to the

News office to try to land a story

with Archie, and 10-1 he would
oblige. A word from him was
theatrical dynamite. It wasn't a ter-

rific compliment to cater then, but
now that a lounge replaces the

swivel chair, and he grabs medicine
bottles instead . of his typewriter,

with a greater Power hovering over
him than the power of the press...
now that he can no longer literally

'make or break you'... now is the

time to renffember past favors and
when visiting Cleveland, vi^it

Archie Bell and 'tallc shop'...he still

loves it.

But as Archie said as we parted,

'Jackie, remember that most peo-

ple's memories fade as fast as yes-

j terday's write-up.'
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Vaude Return as Theatre Biz Hypo;

3 Chi Nahes Evidence It at the 6.0.

Chicago, Oct. 5.

Annual talk which hits town every

year at this season, that there should

'

be more Vaudeville, has a little more

force to it this time,

Mostly,; it's by vaudeville agents

and talent against theatre operators.

They want vaudeville, arid claim that

the public does, too. They cite the

Stratford, Ogden and Kedzie as

proof. On the nights these theatres

play flesh attractions, it's tough to

get a seat, while on the same nights

at the adjacent Southtown, Engle-

wood, and Senate, a customer can

walk down to the 10th row center.

Agents 'are. making an effort to

swing some of the. old neighborhood

stands over to a flesh policy, starting-

them off as week-end stands. They've

succeeded to some extent during the

last couple of weeks, and are pro-

viding bills costing not over $250 for

the day, $500 for the weekend.

However, the agents' are running

tip against plenty of trouble in get-

ting houses to swing over from a
policy of straight duals. Operators
claim that, despite s.r.o. signs on the

doors of other houses on flesh days,
' just as. much j^roflt can be m'aide on
a policy of straight duals, and with
a lot less bother.

Squawk goes on. with a long list of

complaints to show that operators
are actually determined to keep
vaudeville out. Operators claim
there's no such thing. Show th6m
how vaudeville will increase the net
appreciably, and they'll gladly take
it, they say.

Agents are also crying that with
vaudeville not having any stahds,
pictures and legit won't have any
place to get talent and that the
operators don't seem to care at all

Furthermore, say the agents, the
exhibitors are cutting their own
throats by not playing vaudeville,
because with no place to get talent,
the picture business will start to go
down, and finally die of talent
starvation.

But to all wails about such matters,
the exhibitors turn a deaf ear, for
they feel that such isn't the real
reason agents want vaudeville stands.
There's a percentage angle involved,
say the ops.

NBC Discontinnes

Production of Units

For Yaude Dates

NBC Artist iService isnt putting
out any vaude imits this year. Chief
reiasoji. is that names repped by the
Service who could play vaude are
tied, up by radio commitments and
cannot go on tours. Those avail-

able haven't the marquee magnetism
which v^ould- necessitate the Service
getting outside talent, and that isn't

NBC's idea. The units were chiefly

fashioned to use up the talent on the
Service list.

NBC got into unit production as a

result of the Major Bowes amateur
outfits which were first sent out
three years ago last summer. For a
while the Service and Bowes' office

worked in tandem and split the

profits. Then Bowes wised and went
Into amateur unit production solo.

Only dealings with vaude which
the Service will continue will be the

booking of individual talent. Jack
Von Tilzer handles that end for the

outfit.

More Bowes' Units

Latest pair of Major Bowes' units

make their respective preems in

theatres this week. Dixie Jubilee

colored vmit, recently revamped,
xiwed at the Plymouth, Worceister,
Mass., Oct. 4. The Transcontinental
unit breaks in at Fay's, Providence,
Oct. 8.

Lloyd Marx former musician and
now producer of Bowes' units has
built 32 units including two new
ones, during the two years.

NO-BURLEY TAG

F0LDS2UNnS

Two Issy Hirst wheel shows, 'Bozo
Snyder's Own Show' and unit head-
ed by Harry- J. Conley, are folding

this week (9) to counter-balance the

circuit because of house dropouts.

Snyder, standard burley name for

years, was reported dissatisfied with
the non-burley classification of the

roadshows which hurt biz all around.

In some spots, however, Snyder's

show did biz with payees about con-

vinced it was burlesque becaus6 of

Snyder's appearance therein.

AUSSIE CIRCUIT BOOKER

HERE ON TALENT QUEST

George Dickerson, representing the

chain of Tivoli Theatrics in Australia,

arrived in New York this week to

round up vaude talent for the Aussie
houses.

Charlie Allen, of the Curtis &
Allen agency, which is the U. • S.

rep for Tivoli, will, cover the town
with Dickerson, looking at both
vaude and nitery acts.

Last autumn Frank Neil came over
for Tivoli. Curtis & Allen rented a
dark Broadway legit house and held
a series of auditions of acts at the
rate of 25 a day. . This year the turns
will be caught publicly if possible,

and those not working which have
been tabbed for a look-see will be
auditioned at Dickerson's con-
venience.

Am Gags for Prizes;

Answers Pre-Historic
Washington, Oct. 5.

With emphasis among house p.a's

perforce placed on flicker bally,

stunt along regular contest lines to

put over a new vaude act is out of

the ordinary. Idea cooked up by
Daily News' acting drama ed with
Ray Bell, Loew's Capitol ballyboy,
demonstrated it can be done profit-

ably, however.

Crick turned out column recalling
fact that vaude audiences are prone
to make cracks about caliber and
staleness of many gags peddled by
emcees, using idea as excuse for
lengthy blurb on emceeing in gen-
eral. Piece wound up with sugges-
tion that Capitol give local squawk-
ers a chance to write better stuff by
offering to buy three best gags sub-
mitted.

Column was followed up for two
days v/ith plugs listing prizes of $10,

$5 and $3 with 10 pairs of guest
tickets for runners-up. Stunt was
laid, in lap of Sammy Walsh, making
his bigtime debut here after season
at Old Point Comfort Hotel, listing

him as sole judge of gags and giving
him the right to present them any
way he saw fit at the last show on
the second day of his stay. Judging
was strictly on the basis of audience
applause at the show in question,

the giggles being measured by deci-
meter machine loaned by a local re-
cording studio.

Stunt made a nice piece of busi-

ness, Walsh explaining idea, pulling
gags out of his pocket one by one
and reading them. He used about
12, which were too many, but at

least half went over well and com-
petitive angle socked 'em home. Be-
sides giving Walsh a trio of good
yarns for use the irest of week, the
stunt copped plenty of space in the
paper and sent the audience away
talking. On the strength of the
three-day build-up, nearly 100 en-
tries were submitted, most of them
pre-dating Joe Miller.

toew-Rappaport-Sherman Deal

For 31/2 Weeks to Battle WB In

Pitt, Washington, Philadelphia

Melton's Detroit Fair

Detroit, Oct. 5.

James Melton has been signed as

chief guestee at Detroit's
,
'Little

World Fair,' to be held in Conven-
tion Hall here Jan. 21-30.

Melton replaces Lanny Ross, who
headed the entertainment at the ex-
position for the last two years. Acts
to fill will be selected from among
local - ether performers, with an
orch and a coupla other acts prob-
able.

Continue Femme Line

At Fox, Det., for Fall
Detroit, Oct. 5.

Gae Foster 16-gal line, originally

set in for only the summer months,

will remain on indefinitely at the

Fox theatre, here. Eve Ross and Pat
Mason handling routines.

Set in by Manager Dave Idzal to

.
carry the house through the hot

months with a minimum of effort

through Fanchon & Marco's supply-
ing of settings for the Fox's huge
stage, the line has built up a fol-

lowing hereabouts with its versatile

routines. Given top billing several
times during the last few months
and furthered its rep considerably.

Figured the line will remain on at

least until the Skouras brothers take
over the house, expected around the
first of the year, and house's policy
is definitely determined.

$5,00a Suit Vs. Nitery

For Injury, No Payoff

Detroit, Oct. 5.

Consuelo Gomez, hoofer under tag
of 'Chiquita,' is suing the Corktown
Tavern here and Proprietor Richard
S. Thomas for $5,000 damages for an
injury she charges was received in

May, 1936, when a porter at the
nitery dropped two cases of beer
bottles on her.

Hoofer, who claims Lefty Gomez,
N. y. Yankee hurler, as a cousin,

charges that the porter bumped into

her while she stood waiting in the
performers' dressing room, which
she said was then used also as a
storeroom.
As a result of the injuries, she

testified in circuit court last week,
she has lost her ability to do a fancy
tango number with her partner,
Jesus Alfero. She also charges
Thomas refused to pay her the night
of accident because she was unable
to work-

Pro Audish Gag

As N. Y. Break-In

For Vets, Tyros

professional audition gag, not an

amateur show, is the deal Kathryn

Parsons has with^ the new El Do-

rado (new Club Richman), N. Y.,

starting next Friday (15). Only pro

acts will get contracts at $50 a week,

two weeks' minimum, to work with

her in her cavalcade of variety tal-

ent. Auditions will be once a week
and acts booked only through regu-
lar agents; no ams.

Idea is to insure a Broadway
showing for new faces or vet acts

who haven't had a N. Y. showcase
opportunity because of the paucity
of available spots. There's also a
radio hookup involved with it.

Helen Morgan continues at El Do-
rado.

.

BAA-AFA RENEW

JURISDIX TIFF

Jurisdictional ' fight between the
Burlesque Artists Assn. and the
American Federation of Actors, the

vaude union which gained recogni-
tion of burlesque in New York, has
flared again. Thomas J. Phillips,

BAA head, has filed a complaint
against AFA with the Associated Ac-
tors and Artistes of America, parent
body of both groups under an Amer-
ican Federation of Labor charter.

It is charged that the AFA Ms
been conducted in a manner prejudi-
cial to member unions of the Four
A's, particularly to the BAA. Spe-
cifically, the AFA is alleged to have
forced burlesque union members ap-
pearing out of town to join the
vaudeville branch under threat of

dismissal. Charged, too, that the
vaude union organizers were aided
by the Hirst circuit.

When the charges were filed, the
Four A's immediately ordered the

AFA to desist from such 'prose

lyting' imtil the matter is thrashed
out at a hearing to be held shortly.

Alleged that coercion has been car-

ried on despite the fact that bur-
lesque as played outside of New
York has not been changed in any
degree since before the classifica-

tion was ruled out in the metropo-
lis by the license commissioner with
the support of the mayor.

It is also contended that the term
vaudeville as applied to current bur-
lesque shows in New York is a mis-

nomer, that the class of perform-
ances has changed very little and
that most of the players are identi-

fied as burlesque people. BAA ex-
pects to prove its accusations at a

supplementary meeting when the
charges will be heard. Hopes to re-

gain jurisdiction.

Lincoln Readies' Vaude
Lincoln, Oct. 5.

Vaude opens here, according to

Walt Shultee, city manager of the
Lincoln Theaters Corp., about Oct.

21. Has 'Bell's Hawaiian Follies' for

the first .<;how on that date. Said he
might spot another show in before,

if possible.

Orpheum is the stage show house
here.

Lomas' Legiter

Lomas Troupe, stilt performers

from vaude, have been added to

George Abott's forthcoming produc-

tion of 'Angel I.tiland,'

Act's last legit was in Billy Rose's

'Jiunbo.'

Heiler Ducks Nervous

Breakdown by Layoff

Pittsburgh, Oct, 5.

• Ordered by his physician to take a

complete rest following threats of a

breakdown, Jackie Heller has can-
celled everything for the next
month, including flock of radio and
nitery dates. He's vacationing here
with his family for a few days and
sails from Nev/ York Friday (8) for

Bermuda where he will spend couple
of weeks.

Heller on Nov. 4 picks up again at

Loew's State, N. Y. Dropped out of

College Inn show in Chi and left

number of NBC programs behind
there when medico told him he had
to take it ea.sy.

FILMS LOOK GOOD, SO

VAUDE'S OUT AGAIN

Proposed vaude policies for Tivoli,

Brooklyn, and Grand Opera House,
New York, has been set back until

after the Xmas holidays.

Plan had been five acts on split

week on interchange basis since both
houses are under same management.
Good lineup of strong pictures de-
cided management to forget about
vaude until next January.

Loew circuit, down to two weeks,
has been feeling the competition of

Warner's three stanzas and as a re-

sult concluded a deal on Monday (4)

whereby it can offer shows playing
Loew's Capitol, Washington, a total

of two-and-half weeks additional
time. Deal involves Izzy Rappaport,
operator of the indie vaudfilm Hipp,
Baltimore; and Eddie Sherman, who
books that house as well as Fay's,

Philly, Atlantic City's Steel Pier,
and the Colonial, Lancaster.
Loew's Capitol has a policy which

differs from the other circuit house,
the State, N. Y. Latter has been
playing predominantly colored bands
lately, which do hot meet with such
favor in Washington as In New York.
That means the Capitol must more
or less be booked as a single stand,
and Warners, in having Earle the-
atres in Philly and Washington, plus
the Stanley, Pittsburgh, has been
buying the best acts and names away
from Loew's by offering more time.
Meeting Monday was called by

Carton Barron, Loew's southern
division manager, and attended by
Sidney Piermbnt, Loew booker, as
,well as Rappaport and Sherman. The
total of three-and-half successive
weeks offered shows through the
combination of circuit and Indle the-
atres is calculated to offset the three
Warner weeks.

Piermont .Booking'
Piermont will continue to book

Loew's Washington spot indepen-
dently of Sherman's spots; the play-
ing time is the only thing pooled.
First show set for the new layout
will be a unit produced by Harry
Crosley, onetime presentation pro-
ducer at the Capitol, N. Y. Show, as
yet uncast and unnamed, will open
for three days in Lancaster on Nov,
2, then successively troupe through
Washington, Baltimore and Philly.
Sundays being out In Philly, the
show will dll in that day at the Steel
Pier.

Another Crosley unit will flit

around the 'circuit,' opening in Lan-
caster on Nov. 30. Crosley was
brought originally into the picture
by Loew's, when he was asked to
produce a show for the Washington
theatre and refused unless he was
given more consecutive guaranteed
playing time than the one-week cir-
cuit could offer. The producer's nix
led to the overture made by Barron
to Rappaport and Sherman.

Colncidentally, the deal just made
casts a new light on the relationship
between Rappaport's indie Baltimore
house and the Loew circuit. Four
years ago, when Loew had 12 weeks,
it declared Rappaport's sole indie
'unfair' and told acts that if they
played the spot, Loew time would be
closed to them. At that time the
circuit had the Century, Baltimore,
opposing the Hipp with flesh. The
'unfair' listing against the Hipp was
lifted shortly after it was posted.
The Century went straight-film last
year, leaving Rappaport unopposed
in the downtown Baltimore situation.
Arrangement which has been

worked out Is the flrst In which a
circuit has sought help from a setup
of Indies for sufficient playing time
to offset competition from rival the-
atres, . Heretofore, the circuits have
been prone to playing ball with each
other rather than align with indies.

EDWARDS VS. LASKY—$95
American Federation of Actors has

brought .siiit in behalf of Irving Ed-
wards against Andre Lasky, western
unit producer, for $95 allegedly due
Edwards on back salary claim.

Claim is for salary due when Ed-
wards worked in one of Lasky's units

in 1935. He was paid off with an
I.O.U. and had made several efforts

to collect since, prior to turning mat-
ter over to the AFA.

Stagedodr Audish
Pittsburgh, Oct. 5.

A stagedoor audition at the Stan-
ley last week by Bernard Morgan,
12-year-old Pittsburgh tap dancer,
won the youngster a spot in Horace
Heidt's show. Maestro put him on
at WB. deluxer for one performance
and kid stopped the show, with re-

sult that Heidt decided to keep him.
Boy opened with Heidt on his one-

nighters in this sector over weekend
and will be with him at Loew's
State, N. Y., Thursday (7).

LaPorte, Ind., Goes Vaude
LaPorte, Ind., Oct. 5.

LaPorte theatre here inaugurated
new policy of two days a week of

vaude, in conjunction with present
weekly gimmic nites and replacing
current dual-bill card.

Gus Sun agency will book. Shift

is effective Oct. 14.

Singing Waiters

And Vodka Actors

Talking AFA Tie-In

Singing Waiters' Association,
claiming membership of 500, has
opened negotiations for affiliation
with the American Federation of
Actons. Most of the members of the
table chirpers' outfit are already af-
filiated with regular Hotel and Res-
taurant Employees' Alliance, but
since a number of unemployed per-
formers have taken to this type of
emoloyment, group wants to affiliate
with AFA.
Newly organized Russian Actors*

Union may also affiliate with'AFA.

lela Moore's Frisco Date
Lela Moore, with her 'Dance of

the Lovers,' opens at the Golden
Gate theatre, San Francisco, Oct. 6,
for three weeks.
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INTL CASINO
(NEW YORK)

J be caught at such a disadvantage,

I
After numerous postponements, how-
ever, they couldn't defer it any

, J K,. \ longer, espiecially since it was only
•Brav^.' revue In two

P^^t-'Xrin'par^a an hour before curtain that things

Tnd j\"chaSe/(of ?he Mo'^iin^Rouee' were discovered.as having gone awry
Paris) at the International Casino, atop ^j^f^ again. (Olsen still insists it was
Criterion thentre. N. T., owned nn?.,oil-

| sabotage, and maybe he's got some-
eiatcd By BMO Corp. (Lou^ J. Brecker,

JoHCph H. Moss .and GeorBO Olaen). Ballets

nnd dances staged by Marcel Ber(?e. asst.

IKoducer: Cbeater Hole and Gertrude Hott-

man troupes. 20 and 17 respec; bjulet of \i;

.W ahowKlrIa; 1-* nets; macstroed by Tasctia

Bunchuck, alternating with George Olsen

and Basil Pomeen'a orchestras,
, , „

I>conco.ni,c.'s, and acts mre Artlnl, Bobby
May, Callgary Broa,. Chrysls.de la Grange.

Jeane Devereaux, Enissabeth Dell Adamt,
(Inudsmlth Bros., Jacqueline Sllgnao. Myr-
till and Pacaud, Queens at Heart (9) (Ed-

mund Prltjs'fl Viennese Harmony Slngcra),

S>nla Gorjanc, 3tadler & Roee, Vera Trol-

zky.

thing there).
Anyway/ considering the invest-

ment which runa up to $400,000, this

is one of Broadway's miracles in . a
street already accustomed to mir-
acles—that a class joint, with ao

severe a handicap could successfully

overcome it As a matter of fact, the

gross intake has been terrif regard-

less, what with the Legionnaires, the

heart-of-Times-Square location, the

natural drop-in convenience, the

to speak, with the beauts parading

their stuff, with all the lights up.

Once that's over with the show pro-

ceeds its course.

The 'Fashion Parade from Gaston,

Paris,' preceding the Gaudsmiths, is

a corking sartorial spec with extra-

ordinary blues figuring in the color

scheme. The lighting throughout the.

show is of high calibre. The French
idea of a school act CHow to Learn
Your Grammar' and ^Conjugations')

is among the stuff that could stand

the shears to speed things up.

(Starting at 8' and with but a short

dance set, the second half finales

11.10. That's an hour too much, and
doesn't permit for the desiired 'break*

between the dinner and supper
crowds. As result latter have to be
held out).

Food, as observed before, is good
and service considerable improved
under maitrc d'hote! Fred Chiavan-
ton. Besides the Casino, the pop
priced. 75c-up luncheons in the salon;curiosity, etc.

, ^ ^
And what helped the most was the the steady bar trade all through the

imusual consideration from what is day at the $17,000 spiral bar, and
usually among the hardestboiled k the cocktail sessions should sse the

collection of newshawks—the Broad- I international bettering a $50,000
Abel

Bravo for *Bravor, the Sandrini-

Charles show at the new Interna-

tional Casino, which makes it a
double-salute considering the inaus-, .

; ,

Dicious start originally two weeks way and mtery reporters-^to lay off weekly gross

Sgo. From a clambake, brought until a better presentation became i

about , by mechanical deficiencies possible. For this the establishment
^ « a n * f^wpc m v

which completely stymied the pro- owes much to Olsen's. gracious first- PARADISE, N. Y.
duction, the show, as it. presently night proffer of a raincheck to aH*

,

shapes up. is something of an object plus the International's p.a.'s own Trend ^way from dressless dolls

lessen to showmen on what a differ- press connections who promised hun m favor of stronger body of show
ence the 'presentation' makes, every consideration. As result, the Ithrough a standard type of entCT-

While 'production* is an element- lavishness of the three-storied nite tainment for punch, via basic abiltly,

ary show biz axionx, none the less club was emphasized, and the show is. percolating the portals of this

the strettrh of imagination at the itself given a once-over-lightly.
.

well-established Broadway establish-

original showing couldn't .conceive 1 show' and the L C. alike perforce ment. Just a heavily-powdered nud-
~'

must stand comparison with the ity seemmglr has had its day. pe
French Casino, and that the Interna- girls are still scantily-elad, but ihey

Itional doesn't suffer in the least I ain't what they used to be to the

speaks plenty. I
costumer. Latter now has more ot

its present-day magnificense. Now
that thie moveable stages are mov
ing, the descending-lrom-tbe-skies
runways and elevators are desceild

ing, and the escalator platforms- are
escalatin^^ It's two other fellers,

Ot course, primarily, it was a mis-
take ior the Brecker-Moss-Olsen

white, figures for this number.
•Devil's Holiday,' the finale by

Dave Franklin, Sam Ward and
Lionel Clauser, has Sullivan as Satan

and the girls appropriately back-
grounding, with steam out of the

stage for Hades effect, etc. It's well

done.
, ^.

Lyda Sue Leeds' clever acrobatic

specialty is up front, immediately
on top of the first number done by
the Readinger Twins, also dancers.

It might be wiser to spot Migs Leeds
further away from the twins, pos-

sibly between Miss Johnson's singing

and the 'Posin' production effort.

Jay Freeman continues here with
his orchestra, while Harold Rubin-
stein did the orchestrial arrange-
ments on the new show. Costumes,
excellent throughout, were designed

by Billi Livingston.
A really g&od show, well but-

tressed by competent entertainment,

and fast from start to finish..

Char.

ter is smart and clever. He's got a
brand of comedy and delivery that's
unique and funny. Has appearance
and style which clicks with an audi-
ence. His act la made up of routine
bits rather than jokes, having devel-
oped several charactervations which
are excellent comic impressions.

Gold.

STEVE

EVANS

It's certainly the most iroprespive an assignment in their behalf^

restaurant revile, lavish on spec, size, t George Hale's new production,

scenery, numbers (over IQO people ['Bed Hot and Beautiful,' is given
^

r including the bands) and general [strong entertainment substances, not
management to pemut themselves to Qargantuan .proportions. It has only by the production numbers he

beautiful girls," impressive produc- has put on,^ but more vitally by such
tioQ and solid entertainment values.

[
legitimately acceptable performers

Any captiousness devolves chiefly on
\
as the Three Diamond Tiros., the

the quantity, not the quality. But [Rteadinger Twins (New Acts), Lyda
it's subject to pruning, especially on 1 Sue Leeds (]>rew Acts), Gebrgie
the ballet stuff, [Tapps, Lucilfe Johnson and Lee Sul-

In sequence, after Leonce's m.cing, livan, latter the m.c. These people-

there are Elisabeth and DeU'Adami, form the nucleus of the kind of a

dance act comprising a man and two show that could play any jniyture or

girls, both lookers, with the man a vaude house with girls to back them,

personable partner; the Queen of The whole Paradise production could

Hearts (6) with their tittle-tattle be transferred for such purposes and

type of vocalizing, unique but a bit they wouldn't have ^ to order any-

overdone; the Gaudsroith Bros, with thing additional in the costume Ime
their standard comedy dog act, a for the feromes. Those are the

soeko: Bobby May with his ultra jug- changes that have occurred here and
gling, another solid click; Stadler elsewhere, forced largely no doubt
and Rose, Mickey and Minnie Mouse by the important opposition from the

acro-dancers, with amazing contor- French Casino. International Casino

tive tetps by the girls, another and other places,

standard act; Chrysis dc la Grange
|

Thus, the darlings of the floor
(new acts), a Leitzel type aerialist f shows (40 girls here, inclading the
and a looker, .novelly presented; [showgirls) are called upon in pro-
Vera Trofzky and Leonce working ducti<m numbers and elsewhere to
singly and as a double in comedy of Ljo a Bttle more than jwst pose or
indifferent appeal to the U. S. patlafe; parade, such as the paper-tearing
Myrtil and Pacaud (new acts), a [tricfo, announcements, etc. On looks
stand-ont with their crystal paint there's no change. The 'Posin' num-
dance; Elisabeth Adami, Soma Gor- ber, in which there is a bit with
jane and Artini in more tcrps; the Charlie McCarthy . dummies and a
original French Cancan from the hectic dance number in .which the
Bal Tabarin of Pans (impresanoed I lassies of the ensemble have col-
by Sandr^pi), excellently presented f jegiated dummies tied to their toes
in a Gay 90's badtgreund; a con-Pi^ enterta'iranent knockout. It
teit titled 'Le Bain de la Pansienne has heayy comedy punch, idea being
with Elisabeth Adami the shaiwlyl that the girls dance their collegiate
bather; and unquestionably the hg^jciies ' around so feverishly they
comedy stand-out of the evening, the Iftnaiiy pass out. The Readinger

"VARlRTYj-^ iBsne of Sept. 3«Ii

By Loop
SrATE-LAKEv GHI

Chicago, Sept. 2S.

Mister, U you're nalUnK. thai vaadevllle
weiit with Herb Wtltlamff, Jimmy Hussey niu)

.Sort* Bayo, then ttn into the S(ate-£a1ie
tTifs week, catch a guy named Steve Eyaw,
iiul dry those te«ig, has the snme spirit

-Rives, ^t at mueti entertahnaent.' md is m
oipinl mnater' of hir trwle,

As far as miiterlaf (roes, a sood deal or
Rrom' itiitr ts tmlndrnl eC Jim Baitottr but
tlmlnK. business and deltvecy stack up to

DMl;e' Entns n somebody that the blgitfcf

almitM \m flcMtiif for,. And (eon. The third
nhow. opcnlnB day, ran 10 minutes- over.Uuio

hecwise- t*oy 'i»»«l**'k ht Mm gn
' Stwndmrt 'is E«an»' Pbllsk laborer (Tnmtc

I4t. .Mao UussoUtii and I<otv Ch»ney's
HurtchhorW."

Rest of the bill nte» » so-so 1r the
invjurll;. It suffers- frooi bad spotting, and
tnfl> inurh comedy. Also, why liavo two nets
ffilhiWlBff eocb olfi«r wMota depend pclnofpnllr
aa iinpresKlons-wf atuB.Z Ver ll>at mutter
wbr have 'em wen onr th» same blltr

Opening London, Oct. 15th
Theatres and Doubfmjy m Cafss

IMrectroB

l^bnon Agenvj and Harry Votinc^

VOODOO CLUB, N. Y.
Harlem vogue is spreading all over

New York, just as is the Spanish
vague. Both are quite colorful in

their entertainment patterns and it

was inevitable that Negro entertain-

ment would spread beyond- its Har-
lem confines, and similarly the

xhumlKi popularity has spotted
conga-tempoed nrte spots all over
the metropolitan map.
Now comes the Voodoo Club in

Greenwich Village, nitery adjacent
to the Pepper fot (it has a kitchen
fieup with the PP) and is so called

as d setting for the Yanyego Voodoo
Dancers. This is the Alro-Cuban
troupe which came to attention last

winter at the smart midtbwn Bali
and Le Mirage. After a return to

Cuba,, they're back in this jungle
setting, as befits the Voodoo Club
background,., under the aegis of
Ralph Revik). He's a Village art

s^op prop of 1^ years' background,
antJ for 75 years, coincidentally, .he

was an aide to the late Florenz-

Ziegfeld.
Fiir an intime room to a $1.5(1

minimum, Revilo offers a good value:

With the Yanyegds as the prime
draw, there^s good 52d street swingo
provided by CliiE Allen and Billie

Hayward, vet team of Leon &.

Eddie's, et al.; Johnnie Tonsil; femme
colored scat songstress; Roy Rector,
white-tied m.c; and a sizzling little

dance combo. Not forgetting the
four singing waiters (colored also)

who comprise the Chanticleer Quar-
tet 'They chant tod miich heimwei
for Dixie, which slows up the hectic

tempo of the" Congo motif.
Heading up the Yanyegos are Papo

and Pioly, mixed dancers, doing
characteristic native tribal dances
that a« a hybrid of Harlemese and
wilds-of-Cuba ferps. Pioly is a
more comely gal up front who wears
a crucifix and does unsubtle Cuban
bumps in interpreting the tribal

dances, AbdU

Callgary Bros., who stop the show
with their unique panto and knock-
about.
The two finales, first and second

half, are punchy. A Circtis spec
closes the first portion; an aesthetic

'The Sun's Glory' finales the second
act. Both are highly impressive; the
Circus specialty staged by Chester
Hale perhaps a bit more in the- pop-
ular idiom.
There's the usual portion of nudity,

forthright, open and unashamed so

BOB RiPA
HELD OVER

THR^ WEEKS (Sept. 17-24-Oct, 1st)

ROXY. NEW YORK
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE

O. L OZ
COOK A OZ

CAFE MARGUERY
(HOTBX ADELPHIA, PHILLY)

Philadelphia, Oct, I.

Jack Ljrnch has moved down for

the winter from the rambling roof

garden to the much more faved

Cafe Miargqery, right off the main
lobby of the Hotel Adelphia, Spot

is one of town's most consistent

grossers with a niche all its own. Not

so austere- and imposing
, as some .

niteries in. town and not so raucous

as others, it gets the mob between
the college couples and oldsters who
spend.
Show is always a big one and can

be depended upon for ' solid enter-
tainment without offering sensaticuis

in the way of name bands or acts.

Keeps two orchs going continuously
for terping and playing the show,
Momentasy interim spots filled by
Agnes Toiler who plucks a harp in a
little balcony all her own over the
orch platform. Prices about same
as. similar spots. No couvert, but a
$L minimum rap weekdays and
double that on. Saturdays.
Show this stanza is long on enter-

tainment value throughout, with
some neat novelly acts that are ultra-
clidco. Weakness in the works a
whdle lies in terping. Three hoof
act^ with two. only fair and one
punk. .

•

-Bob Roltner, a |>articnlarly pleas-
ing emcee, is dignified and person-
able. He brings on acts straight-

forwardly, without halts for stale

gags and patter, and has swell pipes.

Boes a S9cfc rendition of Ttgaro'
from 'Barber ot Seville;* m Italian.

Brings coopla encores. Simpson's
Marionettes provides interesting nov-

Twins' vocal, 'Posin' is topped with
one of their cute dances. Up ahead
an adolescent dance also is very
striking.

Diamond Bros, take^ top honors
with their slambang slapstick, sing
ing, acrobatics and dancing, A swell
act for a spot like the Paradise. Boys
retain some of the tomfoolery they
did for years in vaudeville where
standard for a long time, but it still

is plenty surefire. Diamonds work
fast and furiously, quickening a tern
po for the show toward the end that
had been zippier than usual up ahead
of them.

Lucille Johnson, prima with good
screen possibilities, scores strongly
in three song numbers, 'Love Is on
the Air Tonight,' 'I Know Now,' her
best of the trio, and a new arrange-
ment of 'The First Time I Saw You.'
Her soprano voice hits high enough
for operetta purposes in films. Miss
Johnson, is a holdover here.

Georgie TappS, in tails for a
strziight tap and hyd own version of
a tango taps, is featured further
down in Hale's production display
around Ferde Grofe's 'Metropolis,'
with the stage converted into sem-
blance of an animal cage and the
girls as tigers linder training from
Tappsv It is an effective number.
The first stage presentation of

Nacio Herb Bvown's 'The Carlo,'
sub-billed as ,'the American Bolero'
and somewhat like Ravel's compo-
sition, is another Hale number of at-
tractive proportions and interest.
Sullivan is on the soloing end while
the girls and tom-toms add color as
well as production essence. Stunning
Spanish costuming, dominantly

STORK CLUB
(CHICAGO)

Chicago, Oct. 1.

Far on the northside of town the
old Via Lago has been renamed the
Stork Club. The Via Lago was a
ball of ftre for the smart boys and
the Northwestern University crowd
during the tumbling '20s,. but since
then the northside has slipped con-
siderably as a nei^borhood and so

did tTie nitery.
This new venture shapes up as an

attempt to rehabilitate and revitalize

the nrte club. It's going to take plenty
to get the place going oiice more,
since it is mighty difficult to restore
pep to a nite spot once it has' fallen

on dog days. When the Via Lago
was first built much was made of the
all-glass dance floor. But today the
glass floor isn''t even mentioned.
And the show, except for m.c.

Jerry Lc-jter, has little to commend
it. The line of gii'ls are as- sloppy a
sextet as has been seen. They pay
little attention to their jobs and work
with indifference of burlesque
chorines. Joan Leighton is the war-
bler who sings popular songs, but
nobody cares. Frances Wills has
better luck with her acrobatic dance
snecialty. Tries hard and comas
through with a good finish. Trudy
De Ring is the niidie strioner. She's
been around town a long time. She's
an un-cloaker.
But Jerry Lester makes every-

thing worth while. Pi-obably the
fastest m.c. around these days, Les-

LELA
MOORE
Golden Gate nieatre

San Francisco

THREE WEEKS
Sfarffng October 6

dirace Kingsley of th« Los
Angel** Tint** says:

"K more acts like I^ELA
MOORE'S rtence ot the Lovei-s'

can be protfuced, vaudeville will

see another heyday. The act ia

very novel besides It* otiiciuo.-

nes3. MISS MOORE Is very
beautiful and graceful."

mreotton; WOf. MORRIS AGKNCl

DfAMOND BROS.
Dreased by

SIDREY FISHER
75/77, ShaftMbupy Averrue

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

ALWAYS WORKING

'WHiTEY' ROBERTS
Week Oct. 4fh—Capitol Theatre

Saskatoorr, Carr.

Last Week— Pfayhouse
Wfnnfpeg, Can.

Christmas Card Agents
Large- profits easily earned aeVIInp
new :il Folder Assortment. f<eHs on
slight for $1.00. Other HoUdny as-

sprtmentg. Write for particulars. .

DOROTHEA ANTEL
\!1!a West IZni St., THevr T«rk, N. V,

riVK YK.VKS OF TOl' KNXERTAINMENT!
IVriKE FRfTZEL and JOE JACOBSON'S

CHEZ PAREE
«»0 FAIRKANKS fOrilT l)el«^varc :l4a4 CHI<'A<JO

AMERtCA'S SMARTEST THEATRE RESTAURANT

GERALDINE and TOE
INTERNATIONAL JUVENILES ^

LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK, THIS WEEK (SEPT. 30)
RECENTLY RETURNED FROM A SUCCESSFUL 16 MONTHS' TOUR OF EUROPE

Dfrectron, SIMON AGENCY, RKO Burlcfmg, Radio City, New York
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fliv turn. Simpson and femme work
on portable platform decked with

velvet drapes that hide them from
waist down. Rest of them clearly

visible 50 that aud can watch adept

manipulation. Notable Is Simpson's

marionette magi, who pulls rabbits

out of hats and yards of colored

handkerchiefs from sleeves.

Another novelty Is Four Vespers,

a flash tumbling act. Clean-looking

youths, neatly dressed in sweaters

and white trousers, work in lightning

fashion tossing "each other around.

Nora Williams is another pleaser.

Femme is a vet, with a tprchy voice

and a manner of putting it over.

Aside from pipes themselves, her

broad smile, personality and differ-

ent manner of presentation account

for it. Swell comedienne, too.

Eleanor PoweU-type terper is Jean
McCuUy. Shows off good machine-
gun technique in tapping, but rou-

tines lack variety. Another terp

stanza by Gene, De Quincey and
Lewis. Two guys and a gal in mock
ballroom turn, that's lost good bit of

its humor.
Last of hoofologistjs is ballroom

duo of Theodore and Denesha, weakie
act of this type. Herb.

NIXON CAFE
(FITTSBUEGH)

• Pittsburgh, Oct. 3.

. Fall opening has Tony Conforti's
flourishing Nixon in a new dress.
Spot has been completely renovated.
Although it nev6r really fell off

.too noticeably during the summer,
biz has shot right back into high
again and looks like Conforti is in
for a big season again. Dinner trade
.is practically capacity every night
and supper crowds also have been
filling the sptot.

. With all this Conforti should
loosen purse • strings for entertain-
ment and give the customers a
break. Current show is hardly up to
snliflt for town's leading nitery. Spot
has dropped femme lines for addi-
tional acts, but chorus wouldn't hurt
here because it would lend a bit of
.flash.

FloQF acts Include Bobby Cook,
mistress of ceremonies, Biaco, ma-
giqian; two dance teams, Darrow and
Costa and Valdez and Peggy, and
Angelo Di Palma, operatic tenor
who's rounded out 85 consecutive
weeks here. He's still a pushover
.for the Nixon mob, but aside from
.Miaco, a slick sleight-of-hander, and
Miss Cook, formerly of Tic-Toe
girls, who puts over a song smartly,
show is pretty drab. No life to it

and even less talent.
Herman Middleman's orch still

aroimd and a fixture here ap-
parently, like Di Palma. But Mid-

" dleman's delivering, getting a rep
via the air and is rapidly developing
into a bonafide 'name' locally.

Cohen.

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
(NEW YORK)

Year after year Guy Lombardo
and his freres Carmen, Liebert and

: Victor, come back to the Roosevelt

hotel grillroom and year after year

.
they prove big b.o. When Lombardo

• opens on East 46th street that means
fall is officially here. Not since the
halcyon days of Ben Bernie when

• the ole ^maestro bought into this
'•hostelry -as a stockholder. . .Edwin.
, Clinton Fogg was managing director
at that time... has the Roosevelt

• clicked in really big style until the
Lombardos came in.

Not to gild the lily, the lasting
Lombardo vogue manifests anew the

;
swing versus sweet thing in music
modes. The 52d streets cats and ali-

gators give the jam, but the nice
boys and girls still support the Lom-

; bardo dansapation which, while not
salon in the senders' idiom, is still

quite subdued; But it's sweet-hot
music, a cinch for the hoof and per-

' enially surefire b.o. for the Roose-
velt hotel. Abel.

HoUenden Vogue Room
(CLEVELAND)

Cleveland, Oct. 1.

With Sammy Watkins' orchestra
back to start its winter season, Dick
Marsh, of the Hollenden Hotei, is

trying out a different type of floor

show for his Vogue Room. Revues
in this ultra-modernistic, intimate
spot were formerly composed ex-
clusively of polite and rather dull
singers or ballroom te&ms, but the
new one is fired by two corking, un-
orthodox acts.

Jason and Homer, 'the Human
Echo,' are the magnets that have been
packing the room in the last week.
Jay Jason's a wild-eyed m. c. whose
taffe-offs can kick up a few laughs.
Three-fourths of team, however, is

Homer di Pietro, whosie uncanny and
astonishing vocal tricks baffle
crowds. Partner first asks somebody
to step up to mike and say anything.
Talker is usually knoiiked off his pins
when Homer with dead-pan repeats
every word verbatim, with same
vocal intonations and mannerisms.
It's a venti-iloquistic mental-wonder
slimt in most respects. Although
an Italian, he can even give an iden-
tical imitation of anybody gabbing
in French, German, Yiddish or what-
have-you. Sounds like an echo or a
phonograph record, when he's rat-
tling off somebody's speech.
Roy Campbell's Ambassadors

makes the first vaude name act with
such a big cast that the hotel has
ever booked. Male octet wearing
'Student Prince' uniforms has a col-
orful dash as it marches out on small
floor singing a lusty operetta tune.
Boys do about four rollicking num-
bers, ranging from 'Vagabond King'
to a comedy bass sea ditty.

Jackson and Blackwell glide
through conventional boy-meets-girl
ballroom steps. It's saved by slap-
stick travesty in which gal takes
some banging falls and is spun all

over the scenery. Song duo of Jerry
and Lita Marsh stroll around tables
in nicely delivered ditties. Sammy
Watkins' band much smoother this
visit, due to new Hainmond electric
organ. Pull.

GROSVENOR HOUSE
(LONDON)

London, Sept. 24.
' It was a cute idea to, stage a cir-

cus in a hotel restaurant, and the at-

mosphere is well created. First inti-

mation is a bit of scenery indicating

a side-show wagon in the hotel

lobby. Inside, a tent ceiling covers

the dance floor, and when the show
begins there are a few pieces of
scenery suggesting a sawdust arena.
But here the resemblance ceases.

Idea isn't carried out with the acts
employed, not even with Texas
Tommy and his pony, which is more
a stage turn than a ring act. An-
other animal act is Carlton Emmy
and his dogs, but this also is de-
signed for the theatre platform.
Dare and Yates, misfit comedy

tumblers, and Fred Emney in the
old vaude act, with a girl, are all

variety turns.
In spite of this, the circus idea Is

travestied to a nicety at the open-
ing, with Emney as ringmaster.
Georgie Hale's American Glamour

Girls are back once more, after . a
season at the Palm Beach Casino,
Cannes, and they have an entirely
new routine, with, alluring unclothed
costuming. Girls bear a slight re-

semblance in their make-ups to ani-

mals, after which they are named,
such as Pansy the Panther, Tallulah
the Tiger and Cissy the Seal.

Not very easy to put on animal
acts in an eatery, when the pony
has to be escorted through the kitch-

en and pantry, etc. Neverthelc-is, it

is a pity the idea couldn't have been
carried out more completely. Jolo.

CLIFFORD C. FISCHER'S

RUS» MORSAN
ft LOU MECSE
ORCHESTRAS

7th Ave. and 50th SL • Res. COL 5-7070
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• 15 YEARS AGO •
(From TAsnerr md Clipper)

Steve Lynch experimenting with
stock companies in his southern
theatres. Few good road shows in
the south. Saenger readying to fol-
low suit.

Screen. Writers Guild, in Holly-
wood, offered a dinner to Daniel
Frohman. He nixed the dinner and
asked that the money be given the
Actors' Fund.

Music biz excited over Edison's
announcement he was going to jazz
up the classics for dance phono-
graph numbers. Hired Sam Coslow
to do the arranging, but did not get
very far with the scheme.

Big demand for world Series
tickets sent prices kiting. Getting
from $20 to $35 for single $5^ seats.

First National decided to come
into the Hays organization. Had
been holding out.

Servais LeRoy introduced a new
illusion in which a girl was sup-
posedly pierced by bayonets. Fore-
runner of the sword box still cur-
rent.

Sophie Tucker doing 43 minutes
at the Palace, N. Y., and winding up
at 11:15. Five other acts using grand
pianos on stage out of the nine
turns.

Alice Brady headlining at the Riv-
erside, N. Y. Doing 'Cassie Cook, of

the Yellow Sea,' an excerpt from
'Drifting,' Last four minutes saved
the sketch.

Johnnie Burke doubling the Pal-
ace and Colonial, N. Y. Believe it

or not, he used a grand piano, too.

Charlie Ahearn busting things
open at the Broadway, N. Y., with
his trick band.

Both Orpheum and Loew circuits

passed up dividends. Building a re-

serve fund. Orph was building in
Chi.

Will King, who was doing mu-
sicals for Pantages, with a weekly
change, passed up an offer of 75
weeks. Wanted to try stock in

'Frisco. Just a route in those days.

A miracle now.

Loew planning to drop a couple
of acts when playing 'Prisoner of

Zenda,' which was overlong. Silent

version.

Jean Bedini paid May Wirth $1,500

to do her riding act in his 'Chuckles

of 1922.' Strengthener for his week
at the Columbia, N. Y. Fancy money
for those days.

Managers still bothered over N. Y.
critics, alleging a 'ring.' It cost $55,-

000 for extra advertising to iJring

in 'The Tavern,' which was a.popu-
lar hit, but adversely commented
upon.

Nitery Placements

Diaz and Lawton, singers; Le
Mirage, N. Y.

Sheila Barrett; Dario and Diane,
dancers; Senator Ford, comedian;
Rainbow Room, N. Y.

Patricia Ryan, singer; Rainbow
Grill. N. Y.
Fisher and White, comedians. Park

Central hotel, N. Y.
Eddie Kinley, m.c; Esther Martin,

dancer; Eileen Roberts,
,
Arlene

Grant, Louise Bryden; Greenwich
Village Casino, N. Y.
Gomez and Winona; Versailles,

N. Y.
Eleanor Bovvers, singer; Chez

Maurice, Montreal.
Henny Youngman. comedian;

Frances Faye, singer; Bert Frohman,
.singer; Peggy Seel, dancer; Yacht
Club, N. Y.
Berger Sisters, Rita West; El Do-

rado, N, Y.

Makeup Poisoning Eases
Act Out of French Casino
Lucienne and Ashour, Apache

dancers at French Casino, N. Y.,

were replaced Monday night (4)

when girl in act was taken down
with makeup poisoning.

Geraldine and Joe, dancers, dou-
bled into vacancy from Loew's State.

Palace, Buff., Drops Wheel

Palace, Buffalo, drops wheel
shows after thiis .

week, -eplacing

with stock hurley policy.

John Grant goes in as producer and
straight man for the stock,^ with

Dorothy Maye, a stripteaser* fea-

tured.

QuickParAccord
(Continued from page 4)

understandable form of exhibtion

contract, free irom trick clauses and
technicalities, as .

the basis of better

trade relations between distributor

and exhibitor in this business,

whichever way the ultimate decision

of the courts goes in the suits insti-

tuted by Paramount, such a legal

battle is bound to leave a trail of

suspicion and ill will if carried

through to the bitter end. And it

will again demonstrate how little

the courts understand the economics
and commercial operation of our
unique business.

'We must learn to settle our dis-

putes and controversies by confer-

ence, negotiation iand voluntary
agreement, rather than by strikes

and organized reprisals, spectacular

law suits and appeals to the govern-
ment for intervention and statutory

regulation. Surely we have enough
intelligence, brains and man power
in the business to solve our commer-
cial disputes' and controversies by
other means than beating the other

fellow into submission.
'A fairer trade practice relation-

ship must be followed or we are

headed for governmental regulation.

MPTOA's ten-point program of

trade practices is badly needed and
we are still fighting for it. Mr. Pizor
and his associates are willing to try

to negotiate a fair settlement with
the Paramount sales executives or
through an impartial committee of

arbitration or mediation. It is to be
hoped that this controversy will be
settled and out of the courts, for the

sake of the motion picture industry

3 U. S. Femme Singles

Sail for London Cafes

CoUette Lyons, Ann Greenway and
Ramona, trio of American entertain-

ers, sailed Friday (1) to fill London
nitery dates. Upon embarking they
found there were 400 Legionnaires
en route, so the trio arranged to

domicile in the same suite.

Miss Lyons will go into the Prince
of Wales upoh arrival. Miss Green-
way will join the show at Cafe de
Paris,* while Ramona goes to Giro's.

All deals set by the William Morris
Agency.

Lou Holtz's $500 Frolics

Lou Holtz opens a two-week stfind

at the Frolics, N. Y. tomorrow
(Thursday) night. Getting a flat

$500 a night.

Curtis & Allen . agency set the
booking Monday (4).

Swing High, Shake Low
(PALACE, BUFFALO)

Buffalo, Oct. 2.

One more week and it's curtains
for the Hirst burlesque operas at this
house. As forecast, these shows are
too polite for the local raw meat
eaters. Here they want their bur-
lesque high, wide, hot and bother-
some. It's got to be plenty- salty and
irritating—or else. As a matter of
fact, the local management has been
shaking up the proceedings each
week and has established previews in
Rochester to get the performance in-

shape for local consumption. Return
to home talent is figured to save-^the
house at least half a grand a week
and at the same time give the fans
what they want.
This screwy-titled performance is

above average for the wheel but ap-
parently means little at the box of-
fice. Mike Sachs is the featured
comic. They ought to apply the
anti-smoke ordinance to his material.
Alice Kennedy (Mrs. Sachs) does the
straights in the comedy skits. Al
Pharr is assistant comedian and
Jack LaMonte handles the male
straights convincingly. Milt Hamil-
ton. Helen Carroll, Primrose and
Gold, and Paul Rich complete the
principal contingent. ' Strip a.ssign-

ments are handled by Hazel Miller
and Dianne Johnson. Jai Leta is the
featured 'exotic' dancer. Jai offers
something new in the form of a
couple of hand flashlights to illumi-
nate the torso during stage-darkened
strips.

So the Palace, Buffalo, closes the
book of 1937 Hirst hurley history

the -

-

, , , ^ , and ' reverts to the old before-
as a whole, before it becomes any LaGuardia policy of 'burlesque that
more bitter.' -- '

—

f —
is burlesque.' Burton.

The THEATRE of the STARS

10th RECORD-BREAKING WEEK
STILL GOING STRONGEDOIE GARR
BEN MARDEN'SRIVIERA

CLOSING OCTOBER 19
Exclusive Management WM. MORRIS AGENCY
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STATE, N. Y.
Vaude bill which links one show-

ing of 'Broadway Melody of 1938'

(Metro) to another comprises four

acts of better than passable dimen-

sions. Couple of them are what used

to be aptly referred to as standard,

one- is a recruit from operetta, while

the fourth, Fletcher Henderson's

band, suggests the case of a once

pacemaker and pioneer who seems
to be on the way to catching up
with the parade. Fletcher's is top-

line position with this setup and he

docs a solid job of upholding the

designation. At the performance
caught lousiness w-as even more solid.

. Only flick that might be taken at

the turn being offered by the daddy
of the swingstcrs is that it is a little

t<>o long, The arrangements and in-

terpretations of the more modern
tempos pack enough sizzle and var-

iation for even the most ardent of

awing fans. The trip that Fletcher

and his unit take on the 'Big John
Special,' particularly leaves nothmg
wanting in that direction. On hand
also with Fletcher in a turn which
could stand tightening as to general

routine is a barytonic crooner whose
chief .stock in trade is a keen sense

of dramatic values and an exception-

ally fine diction, and the Ebbett Sis-

ters, two youngsters With more hot
licks in their tootsies than are to be
found in a 52nd street Jam session.

The girls curl the act up to farethe-

well, taking ofl the edge of whatever
follows. From the applause angle it

was crack sailing for Henderson and
his crew. ^
Henderson consumes almost 'half

of the hour allotted the stage show.
Preceding his act, and In that order,

are Geraldine and Joe, Guy Robert-
son, and Artie Lewis with Peggy
Ames. The items dovetail neatly

and the runoff caught had each turn
coUiteting handsomely.
Geraldine ahd Joe push thbigs off

with a fast bounce, mixing the most
complicated of ofl-the-floor acro-

batics with good foot rhythm and
slapping both themselves and the
audfence silly with an apache of no
common design. Guy Robertson put
his sturdy baritone to work on a cur-
rent pop release and The Song ot
the Vagabonds' and what comes out
of the loudspeaker stirs up a strong
demand for morcr With Lewis and
Ames the routine is little changed,
but the laughs come consistently.
Kxpert at keeping just this side of
the blue and at measuring either the
low or high -watermark of .their audi-
«nces, this pair go otx dishing them
off the arm with. sUrefire precision.

The customets have seen that bare
calf of I^wis* over and over again,
'^t the gkg jibout the ofher sOck
^l^h he would have bought if he
had had th^ lOc< . still scores. 100%.

'.
'

,

' Odec.
.

bers and two pops, 'Vienl, Vienl,'

and 'Cherry Blossom Lane.' Boys
are both personable and able, pos-
sessing good harmonizing voices, hut
needing a mike.
Next to shutter is Mardo and Kay,

male and femme, with a piano and
a bull terrier. It's old hokum of

dog doing nothing but dead pan and
a walkofi for flnale when master
plays 'music dog likes.' Hackneyed
running patter for hound bit and
eccentric dancing by male was old
when the heavy kid audience were
in bibs, but it meant laughs to them.
Girl is included in a piano-playing
number and some lightweight tap-
ping, but is obviously present for

her s.a. Has plenty of looks and
weairs a fetching costume.
Taylor's exit act never impresses

as being built for anything but bur-
ley. Five fat gals, some easily over
the 300-pound bracket, in ruffles and
rags, go through comic, dancing and
singing in the rough manner while
commercializing their beef. Parts
of the act would panic 'em in the
Minsky type emporiums. Bump
dancinig, pratt grabbing, cootching
and smoking car humor of Taylor
smears the act too much for many
vaude dates. Show was caught on
second night, so it cannot be blamed
on break-in or opening day audacity,
Poor condition df the stage and its

trimmings do not assist the acts in

selling themselves, but rather de-
tract from the general impression
of a not too impressive array. Maybe
it's the coffee and cake dough that
fails to inspire turns, but, in the face
of everything, they try and succeed
a little after cursory intro by Buddy
Rich, alleged m.c. Hurl.
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STANLEY, PITT
Pittsburgh, Oct. 1.

Vaude isn't dead, it's just been
sleeping. Stanley's current layout

looks more like two-a-day tried to

look than that type of entertain-

ment ever did. What's more, the

whole thing's consistently entertain-

ing, a tight, compact show that has
variety and .comedy, youth and
speed.

House, for the Arst time in several

months without a name band, isn't

taking any chances with the cus-

tomers and has planted Dave
Broudy's pit crew on the stage,

divides the baton between Broudy
himself and Buddy Rogers and at

least gives the outside impression

that the orch policy is still oh hand.

It's a smart move, too, and with the

Stanley's regular outflt decked out
nattily in white coats and Rogers in
front most of the time, general im-
pression might be that the erstwhile
flicker star has his own orch with
him. Which is exactly the manage-
ment's idea.

For Rogers, making his third
Pittsburgh visit in the last Ave years,
it's a slick set-up. He goes through
his old instrumental bag of tricks
again, always a good flash; handles
thfr m.c. duties effectively and works
with a gal, Irene Stone, in a duet
Utilizing the familiar medley trick
.ot'thteoting'-flcneHtities' st-each other-
in a session of crossfire. Rogers is

mixing up his musical bits through
the show, but for the curtain finish
does his ttjarathon around the stand
picking, up. otie instrument after an-
other in the big ta-da manner. He's
a liard worker^ gives each act a
strong build-up and gets himself
bver Ivith fhe' mob through a lik-
able eagerness to please.
Op^tt has the .Five Co-Eds com-

ing on for a' sock interlude of acro-
Mtie' dancing.. Gals have little to
offer on looks, but once they start

S'inc across the stage, annihilating
e lHW of gravity, ; the absence of

s,a»^ really isn't .important. Turn
might scissor that song at the be-
«ii|atthirr however; it's not forte.
Following them on js Judy Starr,-

niijt- Of vocal dynamite. Alumna
gr iludy Vallee college, <sute-

looker,^ outfitted- in White slacks and
waistcoat I. shoots three numbers
acEOst^flie plate With the zing of
Dlua^ 'Dean's list one. One miscue
iA^ i^ing -couplet- from 'They Alt
Laughed*, in.her special arrangement
#*t«te of the Party' und then doing

^r tune im tdto imm^mdiately.
Creates' a.- partially false im-'

<>n that she's dding the same
fiwicn,^. Otherwise the Starr
ii n cUich.
" »«B, too, lot Mitzi Mayfair,

%st^nt in this burg on
^ - mgc. What . the $4

. ^«Pr- is caviar^ for the
l^iaul iihe's passing, out the
' CWking legmania that

tjjxe best little eccentric
maoxL these days. Opens
t^tap display and 'then
r loose-limbed swinging

,
Blues' and apparently

Atuck siround forever.
Is paved the way for

:o of the afternoon, the
i Juggling wizards, with
Cpmedy on the ball,

d th^ biijgest chunk of the
noon's steady applause and took
boyrs before getting off. As it

fits, the moh was still clamoring for
flfte Swifts, even after Rogers had
eWtbarked on the flnale.

Picture. 'Back' in Circulation'
.(WB), with- cartoon and Par news-
reerwlndihg up. Biz good without
being exceptional. Cohen,

OGDEN, CHI
Chicago, Oct. 1.

There'll be a louder note to the

public - wants - vaudeville cry now
that showing nights have been

switched from the Stratford to this

other Warner house. Every one of

Its 2,065 seats was loaded, standees

leaned against the walls all the way
up to the last row in the balcony,

and others outside couldn't get in

at all.

This audience is composed of

people who don't get down to see

loop bills, except occasionally. They
don't know What vaudeville is. Prob-
ably 65% are kids. All of which
means.that, besides boosting the b.o.,

the Ogden is helping develop a new
audience for vaudeville.
Of course the programs'll have to

be watched carefully. For example,
with an audience composed mostly
of adolescents and their gals, Morey
Amsterdam pulled at least three
gags which have absolutely no place
in a vaudeville theatre, not even
for a dressing-room telling.

Why he did so is a mystery, since
in his recent two weeks In the loop,
one at the Oriental and one at the
State-Lake, proved him to be a
capable performer who doesn't need
dirt. He couldn't have been mis-
guided into it to get applause or at-
tention, this audience being enthusi-
astic. But Amsterdam did use in-
excusably deep-dyed blue stuff. His
opera singing-commentary isn't as
funny as the act he's been using.
Other material ranges from old to
bright new gags.

Bill was opened by Dorothy and
Rella, who, along with several other
turns on the bill, deserve to get
work around here. Theirs is mostly
iron-jaw routine, but throw in some
contortion stuff. Woman is mainly a
prop for the man. He does the usual
table whirling, woman-in-the-chair
circles, and swings her around in-
side a trunk for the finish. Act is

short and fast.

Ju Fong, spotted second, is capable.
Good voice, and cracked out a pop,
opera aria, and an Irish number.
Does the gabbing in nice style (ex-
cept on his entrance), but could im-
prove by cutting down on the act's
time and in eliminating some of the
jerky wooden soldier movements.
After entrance, removes the Chinese
costume and works the rest of the
way in full dress.
Third spot held a not too novel

midget and man dancing turn, Betty
and Bob. It's class for the smaller
houses, with good costuming, rou-
tines and delivery. Girl midget does
a tap routine alone, then works with
the man for ballroom routines.
Audrey Dempsy, tapper. Is shoved
in between the routines.
Wilkey and Hay are still a hard-

hitting fast knockabout team. Both
boys have a swell appearance, and
they go to their stuff with gusto.
Some of the falls are a little too
brutal to be entirely funny, though.
Following turn is the Elite Trio,

two men and a girl doing ballroom
and adagio satire. Better than aver-
age of the type, and looks well.

Entire set-up of the bill was di-
rected toward Australian booking,
with representatives of Australian
circuit looking th'e acts b^6?. While-
the showing nights are part of the
William Morris office activity, this
arrangement was made at the re-
quest of the Billy Diamond office.
Double feature bUl with the flesh

show. Loop.

LYRIC, INDPLS.
Indianapolis, Oct. 2.

This week's bill is short but sweet,
with the running time curtailed by
the, extra long pic, 'Life Begins in
College' (20th), which is given equal
billing' with the four acts—Lottie
Mayer's Water Ballet, Britt Wood,
Ross Wyse, Jr, and the Keller Sis-
ters.

Show opens with 12 Lottie Mayer
girls doing a heat wavfe chorus rou-
tine in attractive new satin evening
dresses iand top hats: They retire
after the one dance to return again
to close the shoW with the water
ballet. ^

Deuce spot is held down by the
Keller Sisters,- who sing harmony,
but miss the assistance of Lynch,
former member of the act. Benefited
by pleasmg arrangements, their ren-
dition of 'Orgna Grinder's Swing,'
Siboney and a, pop medley which
included 'I Know Now.' 'Where or
When' and 'AH God's Chillun,' was
well received.
Followed by Ross Wyse, Jr., who

mixes comedy talk with acrobatic
dancing. Assisted by Jane Mann,
oversized femme. half of the team,
"he gets most of his laughs when the
girl mounts to his shoulder on one
knee, and keeps her balance with the
toe of her slipper in his posterior.
He works hard doin? whirlwind
cartwheels and back flips, and they
finish in duo with an acrobatic dance.

Britt Wood is playin? the house
for the 12th time. The audience
knows every note that he is going to
Dlay on his harmonica, from his en-
trance to the strains of 'When You
•and I Were Young. Maggie,' to his
finish with comedy lyrics of 'Darling
Nellie Gray.' In between these num-
bers he tells of his historic 'trip to
Ohicaco.' plays 'Under the Double
Ea.cle.' 'My Hero.' and exits with his
nmusing old soldier walk. He re-
turns to do a yodel to his own guitar

accompaniment, and then closes the
act with the 'Nellie Gray' song. His
patter is ai familiar to the audience
as their own names, but they cat it

up. "The orchestra has to beat down
the applause to let him get away
after his final encore,
Lottie Mayer's Water Ballet is

breaking in the act for the first time
this season. Set has been repainted
and decorated, and Is pleasing to the
eye. The girls wear gowns which
are as attractive as possible, consldr
ering the fact that they must also

be waterproof. The act does 15 min-
utes to close the show, which does
not include the time of the first num-
ber. Used as a curtain raiser. The
12 girls add .mystery to the grace of
their acrobatic springboard feats, as
they dive and walk into the water to

disappear for long intervals. Attired
In white rubber bathing suits, they
appeal to the masculine eye as well
as execute complicated diving feats

with finesse.

Final show Friday played to full

house, with a few standees on main
floor at curtain time. Kiley.

FOX, K. C.

Kansas City, Oct. 1.

Little Jack Little and his bandmen
headline the stage section of this

week's bill. And it's sixty-five min-

utes of peppy entei:tainmefnt strung

out in unit fashion with help of four

vaude turns. .Screen feature is 'Chan

on Broadway' (20th).

At show caught audience was slow

to take to Little's tongue-in-the-
cheek brand of humor, but by time
the musikers get into their series of
impersonations of other bands it's

smooth sailing.
In presenting impressions, Little

pokes some good-natured fun at his
brother band leaders. Little works
hard and he's in the thick of it the
entire route. He takes quite .a sUce
of time with a medley of his own
compositions, alternating between
the mike and keyboard. Little's

mannerisms at the mike keep the
audience continually conscious Of the
mike. ' His speed flashes at the piano
with good lighting is nice stuff.

Paul Robinson with his harmonica
runs Little a stiff race. Works well
with the band. ' Joe Ross and Gladys
Bennett get by in spite of their ma-
terial. Comics handle their lines
okay, but their stuff lacks punch.
They're plenty active during their;

ten minutes, action plus, but nothing
much comes of it., Janis WiUiams,
a blonde speed tapster, is at a dis-
advantage as band crawler; is too
far front for her to let go. Penny
and Joe, Negro lads, have a flock
of rhythm steps and go in for chal-
lenge work.
Dick and Dottie Remy were

booked for current week, but a
motor accident, en route from Chi-
cago, at Bloomington, HI., kept them
out. Robinson fills for them. Line
is seen in two routines. Boys usually
in pit. Judy Conrad's band, getting
a week off. Hoyt.

PALACE, CLEVE.
Cleveland, Oct. 2.

Coming only a few weeks after

Jimmy Dorsey, Ina..Jlay. Hutton's
swing stuff at the RKO Palace cur-
rently isn't striking customers as it

ordinarily would because of in-
evitable comparison. What also
hurts is that platinum blond maestro
has been booked in here too often.
She's developed a new musical style
for 'Melodears.' But the setup is too
much the same, without enough
novelties, to do more than fair biz.
Bill's top assets are three fast acts
penciled in and 'Wild and Woolly'
(20th-Fox) on screen.
Judging from lukewarm responses,

day for straight femme orchestras
in a one-set like this has lost its
b.o. value. Gals get too hot, in fact
a bit blarey, in trying to catch up
with the swing fad. Only stand-out
number is tricky arrangement of
'Trees,' vocalized by a musician. It
takes all of Hutton's energetic, show-
manship plus four changes into
tight-fitting gowns to steam up the
revue. She gives baldheaded row
such a heavy dose of hip-shaking
that at a cold supper show some
rube let out a derisive 'hee-haw' that
started general snickers.
Margie Palm, added to her own

unit, collects better reaction with
some smart handless springs and
acrobatics, Elaine Meritt handles
two songs, particularly swinged-up
All God's Chillen,' with equal capa-
bility. Winsted Trio works up
sweet harmony until it dusts off the
old 'Peanut Vender.'
Curtain is rolled up on Shanghai

Wing troupe of Chinese gymnasts,
all tearing off colorful and agile
tumbling, plate juggling and pyra-
mids. Seven-year-old lad can be
counted the ace flipper.
Condos Brothers deserve a more

flattering spot than the deucer.
Might have been worked into band,
much to its advantage. Pair of tap-
pers are slick and expert hoofers.
Johnny Burke .follows them in an
old doughboy outfit, cracking puns
and army wheezes of the World War
era. That was 20 years ago, so long
that his gags sound fresh and funny
to younger generation. Piano bit of
clowning with Maurice Spitalny's
pit orcli in fi\'e tunes simultaneously
is another old but sure closer.

'

Pull.

PARAMOUNT, L. A.
Los Angeles, Oct. 2.

Pretty much straight vaude in cur-
rent stage offering, sans names and
including one holdover from pre-
vious week. Show moves raptdly
and at opener today was purposely
speeded up because of extra long
program, occasioned by double fea-
ture screen bill.

Opening has a football atmosphere
with the Fanchonettes on for a rah
rah routine, utilizing varicolor
lighted megaphones for an expertly
executed picture.
Rube Wolf puts the stage band

through a rendition of 'Humoresque'
in swmgtime, then introduces Maidie
and Raye, mixed tap team with rope
while stepping. Boy is particularly
snappy, while girl does a series of
floor rolls while swinging the lariat.
It's a corking good opening turn.
Rubberneck Holmes, a negro hoof-

er, holds over from last week. Lad
offers a complete new act, opening
with a smoke-exhaling stunt, in
which he consumes numerous cigar-
ettes and winds up with some fast
hoofing.
With' Fanchonettes grouned on

olatform backstage. Bob Gatley, ro-
bust bcuritone, does a number, then
moving to front for another number,
while girls in shimmery garb and
huge green disc headgear do an in-
tricate routine. " Gatley has a pow-
erful voice and handles it effectively.

Girls then go into a sort of rhumba
routine with winduo serving as an
Introduction for the Reddingtons,
trio of bouncing - tumblers. Two
girls and a man execute a difficult
routine on a suspended mat, with
Rube Wolf homing in- for a few
bounces to add a little extra comedy.
Biz at opener today a little better

than it has been for past few weeks,
indic'atin.e better than average week.
Screen also has few clips ^^f Par
News. • Edtoo.

CAPITOL, WASH.
Washington, Oct. 3.

House, which specializes in pro-

duction, hits its stride again this

week with cast of 41 worked into an
elaborate overture and revue that is

sending 'em home talking plenty. As
usual when the spot rounds up a big
array of entertainers, no single star
is big enough to plug in ads, but bill-

ing the show as 10-act bill, plus play-
ing it up as town's first 'Big Apple
Revue,' is kicking up a deal of m-
terest
Overture, worked out by House

Director Charlie Kurtzman ..and
Maestro Phil Lampkin, is dedicated
to the Red Cross roll call drive,
opening night finding house filled
with bigwigs rounded up by Red
Cross officials. Music is medley of
patriotic ditties with curtains open-
ing on two tableaux—one of soldiers
marching and the . pther 'of nurse
ministering to wounded man. Three
soldiers, two sailors, two- marines are
assigned to the cast free by their
commandants, and local hospitals are'
furnishing two nurses a day gratis.
Show proper opens with 16 Harry

Crosley Girls in a marching number
which brings on Billy Reed to lead
in a mass challenge tap. Gals off
and Reed starts emceeing with in-
troduction of Nelson's Cats, who go
through their boxing match on a
table near foots, getting off just be-
fore the novelty begins to die.
Reed returns to sing 'Truckin* (of

which he claims to be one of the
originators) and romp through a
demonstration, encoring with truck-
in'-a-la-chorus boy and encoring
again with same a la Sonja Henie,
skating effect, in latter wowing. Next
it's Luba Malina, suffering from bad
cold at show caught, but scoring
nicely with smart .gesture-filled vo-
calizations of Russian Pretzel ditty
and Cuban serenade.
Four gals holding flashlight bou-

quets appear in boxes and center
aisles while Reed warbles 'Crinoline
Days' on offstage mike. This leads
into appearance of Three Yates Sis-
ters in a varied toe-tapping routine,
getting off as ensemble hoofs on in
hoop skirts to clinch theme of num.-
ber. William and Joe Mandel take
over next with their burlesque
strong-arm work. When Joe starts
bouncing from the trampolin to be
caught 15 feet away in two-high
handstand they have to take two
bows. Minor and Root follow with
smooth and sophisticated ballroom
dancing, slithering through spins and
lifts, with gal's red gown a hit in
itself against black drop. Waltz,
modified rhumba and sock spin wind
'em up.
Full stage opens to find ensemble

at work following Reed through
demonstration of Big Apple, with
Reed usin.? Anne Woods as partner.
Quitting to lot 'everybody regain
breath. Reed i.ssues invite to audi-
ence to come up and join in. Three
couples scamper up from the orch
floor as Reed explains they are
Washington chair p applers. Kids are
all young and bona fide, having been
spotted by Crosley and Kurtzman at

President's Cup Regatta. They get'
about two minutes to hoof simulta-
neously.

. Entire cast on for fini.sh.

which finds the Big Apple ring fill-

ing the entire stage and Joe MandeT
working out around ramo and down
into the pit to shag with Maestro
Lamokin. No attempt at precision,
but it malces an riotous a climax ft*

house has had in months. Pic i."?

'Life Begins in College' (.SOth). and
biz nice, Craiff,
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EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Oct. 2.

Switching policy completely from
name bands and ultra family-style

vaude the Earle this week is pre-

senting a Hatrv Howard' unit with

Minsky aspirations, called •Holly-

•v/ood Hotel Revue,' To this, for

marauee hypo, has been added Jack
lSiuc and Vince Barnett .anid Mar-
jorie Gainesworth. Pic is 'It's All

ypurs' (Col).

As often happens when name
-bands are absent, biz was oft. High
school and college trade,, which
avidly follows big orchs, is entirely

missing. LaRue and Barnett, not

particularly w.k. or socko here,

failed to shine bright enufi in the

^Howard unit is stunning. Unfor-
tunately, it doesn't click ip a spot

like the Earle. Immense production
numbers with handsome ' scenic ef-

fects and coupla dozen swell-lopking

femraes shpwin| plenty—six. of 'em
with their upstairs entirely undraped
—brouglit no response from house.

With the unit are Mariora, juggler;

Robert Berry, warbler; Mae McSim
and Boy Friends; Del Carman, Span-
ish terper; Clark and Eaton, adagio
team, and Marty May, emcee. Open-
ing show ran 86 minutes, which was
cut to 65 in later stanzas by elimin-

ating gal number, encores and some
pure dribble. Drapes were also

ordered on the chesty gals.
. Opener is 16 ladies of the line at

flashing switchboards announcing
this is 'Hollywood Hotel.' Gals also

do a forte routine in the dark, using
their' telephone cords as luminous
jumping topes. Are nifty lookers
and well-synched.
Mariora is next. Gal is a standout

juggler, works at rapid paoe^ and has
nice personality. Much improved
over last appearance. Another pro-

' duction number follows while Berry
sings, in hurley manner. • More spec,
with Clark and Eaton coming out of

a spangled pillar to do their adagio
turn. Nifty grace and form, but still

no strong applause.
LaRue and Barnett do a knock-

about stooge act with Barnett taking
plenty of falls. Absorbed a tough
one into the pit and got some laffd

out of working in aisle. LaRue did
impersonation of Otis Skinner's
'Blood and Sand,' followed by satire

. of same thing by Barnett. Gags
brought chuckles, but lacked
strength for anything m6re power-
ful.

Gals again, in more burley-esque
costuming. This time Del* Carman
with them to do okay Spanish terp.
Then Marjorie Gainesworth. This is

third time femme hgis been brought
back to Earle in two months. She
goes over like nothing else. House
could probably keep her as per-
manent, although she seems to be
running low on routine and did pure
repeat of previous turn.
Another production scene follows,

ending with a spectacle of femmes
colorfully lined around the edges of
a fountain while Clark and Eaton
work in the background. May is

next in a turn of gagging. Some
stale, a lot of them pretty fresh, all

put over. McKim and Boy Friends
(3), swell-pii>ed lookers chirping
combo, unfortunately pushed on so
"late, they get a chance at only one
number. May and Gainesworth pre-
ceded reprise finale with an exceed-
ingly questionable -kissing scene,
which was later yanked. Herb.

VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS VARIETY S3

PALACE, CHI
Chicago, Oct. 2.

Show this week includes Milton
Berle as m.c, Milton Berle as comic,
Milton Berle as impersonator, Berle
as stooge, Berle cross-fire straight,
Berle as a sponsor and a guy named
Milton Berle. It shapes up as one of
the mos^ unusual and fastest vaude
and variety bills seen around any
house in a long time. Show ran 75
^minutes at the last performance on
Friday, and it seemed short.

If Berle can do nothing else, he
rates as a top m.c. for keeping a
show pacing along without a hitch
or a slow-up. His ability as an m.c.
makes up for his occasional lapses
into questionable material, especially
the nance stuflf.

Berle is working alone and with
two stooge comics, both of whom
are no newcomers to vaude and who
make Berle step plenty to keep up
with them. It takes plenty of Berle
technique to keep Tommy Mack (as
Judge Hugo Straight) and Bert
Gordon (as Mischa Moody) from
walking oflf with the Show. Both
Gordon and Mack are smart comedi-
ans who know what they're doing,
and who can stand up against any-
body on any stage. The three of 'em,
Berle, Gordon and Mack contribute
some walloping laugh sessions on
this show.

• Entire show is played in 'one,'
"With the small exception of the
adagio act of Don, Diaz, Dolores and
Demis. who rate as just another
adapio act. Thesis femme-tossing
turns have gotten the girls so small
that pretty soon they'll be making a
bid for Olive of the Buster Shaver
act.

Rest of the variety is right in one
or on the footlight platform. Yet,
despite this setup, it is an excellent
show from all angles. Particularly
effective is Jack Gilford and his im-
personations.

Eileen Barton (in the show here
as Jolly Gillette, the sponsor's daugh-
ter), socks home a good vocal ses-
sion. Exhibits a strong pair of pipes
and is a cinch with an Hawaiian
number. Doris Rhodes is another

surefire performer with plenty of
stuff on the warbling ball. In ad-
dition to some crossfire with Berle
for an opener,, ptoves a genuine
entertainer with her fine arrange-
ments of pops.

Berle, working as hard as ever,
keeps in there, banging away with-
. ut a let-up. Through it all, he has
a remarkable sense of timing and
pace, not only to his own material
and act, but to the show as a whole.
However, Berle is beginning to re-
peat on his material, and he shouldn't
try to come bade this way again
with the same stuff. It's tough, ad-
mittedly, to get hew material when
it goes so fast. But, for Berle, it is
becoming essential.

Business was excellent. Picture is
'Music for Madame' (RKO). Gold.

KEITH'S, INDPLS.
Indianapolis, Oct. 2.

Succession of four man-and-wom-
ah teams and two singles assembled
under a lean budget, lacking in flash
values, and paced slowly, marks this
vaudfilmer's fourth week of trying
to break the ice..

Jay Ulis, of Ulis and Clark, serves
as emcee without making any great
contribution to the art; He first in-
troduces Everett Sanderson, who
does a fairish instrumental novelty
turn' to open the bill. Sanderson
plays a sax, clarinet, accordion, and
uses three clarinets simultaneously
for a finish. He also does a number
a la Ray Saxe while spinning a rope,
tap dancing, and playing a clarinet.
He is aided by Nanone Gardner, who
does a tap specialty to give . him a
bteather.
Lynne Jordan, girl single, sings

pops in the deuce spot with little

success and is followed by another
single. Chic Thomas. Attired in sol-
dier uniform, Thomas does Johnny
Burke's familiar monologue virtually
word for word without getting the
laughs that are there. For a forced
encore, he resorts to some blue gags
that don't belong in yaude.
Gavin and Marguerette, dance

duo, occupy the next spot. Their
work includes an eccentric routine, a
tap number on midget stairs, some
talk that is not forte and could be
pruned to advantage, and a comedy
apache for a moderately good finish.

In the next-to-closing spot, Ulis. the
emcee, brings on Minerva Clark,
his partner, and they do their own
act.: The comedy talk is lightweight
and the girl's prop laugh is the only
thing that keeps it from being re-
ceived in brutal silence. 'Smiling
Irish Eyes' is used as a last resort for
a singing finish. Pat and Willa Le
Volo close the bill with a draggy
slatik wire act that does have a real
climax when the man does a neat
bicycle ride on the slender steel
strand.
Film is revival of 'Rain' (UA),

and biz was very light at third show
Friday (1).

KEITH'S, BOSTON
Boston, Oct. 1.

Well-rounded, cleverly routined,
and well rehearsed show opened
lere today and promises to give
much customer satisfaction during
the week.
Fats Waller is headlined and the

feature of the lineup Is the group
of 16 Big Apple dancers from the
Savoy Ballroom, N. Y. That the ap-
ple terpers are somewhat disappoint-
ing is apparently beside the point,
because undoubtedly they are bring-
ing in the vaude fans this week,
after a good advance campaign by
the Keith press department.
Closing the show, they are given

all of ten minutes to show off their
stuff, with the Waller band backing.
Hefty lad announces the various
turns, but because the band is blast-

ing so hard they are mostly unintel-
ligible. In fact, it's just one con-
tinuous brass barrage in the back-
ground, with the heated duskies
romping like maniacs in front of the
orch. Up to a point it is exciting,

but this gang stays too long, and
the noise and nip-ups become over-
whelming after about seven minutes.
Even so, it's a swell novelty act and
a timely one.

It's a dancing show, anyway, with
such enjoyable performers as Helene
Denizon, and the Dancing Rockets,
mixed group. Rockets open with an
Hawaiian number, commendable be-
cause of the fine precision work by
this outfit; and they follow up with
a more exciting adagio routine. Miss
Denizon, with the right restraint,

toe-dances beautifully to spontaneous
plaudits of the rough, tough morning
mob.

Surprise of the show is Phil Estes,

unbilled, who follows the opening
Hawaiiari number with a solo ses-

sion of the clearest, sweetest taps

shown on local boards in many
moons.
For the hokum hoUnds the Three

Nonchalants fill the order with a
smoothly routined mess of clever

acrobatics, rough-house clowning
and general nonsense. George Beatty
closes the first half with a handout
of swift and slow gags, embroidered
with some vocaling. One about the

tattooed lady is n.s.h.

Waller band sounds even better

on this trip, and 'Marie,' 'Don't

Know-Don't Care,' 'Caravan,' 'Any-
thing for You' and 'Jammin' gave the

boys an opportunity to display their

musical wares. Ford, Marshall and
Janet are the featured hoofers of

the Waller unit, and Myra Johnson
.solo-vocals. She stopped it cold.

.'There' Goes the Groom' (RKO) on
the screen. Fox.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
Sino-Jap war scenes continue to

get emphasis in- the collection of film
on the Embassy screen this week.
As usual the scenes are vivid and
shocking, although the number of
horror -shots is less than in recent
weeks. Universal, which had been
supplying a major share of the war-
fare films lately, isn't represented
on this bill. Fox, Paramount and
Pathe supply the clips.

This time most of the scenes are
eithei; behind the Japanese lines or
taken with the Jap troops. There
are the by-now familiar views of the
shelling and bombing of Shanghai
and coupla arresting pictures of
burning buildings. Cameramen ac-
companying the Japanese army have
gotten plenty of troop movements,
soldiers marching triumnhantly .in'o
Chinese towns and the like. Some of
these; such as scenes in the moun-
tains of North China (Par), are
striking, but the amount of real iaic-

tion is less. No evidence of library
clips in the string. Follow on the
Chinese • hostilities includes the
League of Nations session at Gensva
(MG), Spanish war scenes (Par),
mock air rards in Berlin (Fox) and
then, as an illustrative contrast,
Roosevelt's current western trip and
his speech at the Bonneville dam as
he calls attention to the way the
U. S. spends its billions for peace
rather than armament (Metro).
Chuckle is provided by an inter-

view with' a Grand Dragon of . the
K. K. K. (Pathe), with reporters not
getting even close to first base in ef?
forts to pin the Kluxer down as. to
whether Black waj or is a member

—

yet that and the next shot, of Black
landing from his European trip to
evade questions, both give the
definite impression that the new
supreme court justice was a hooded
knight.
W, C. Fields gets a, plug from Par

on his return' to that studio after his
recent illness and turns the brie.fe

into a sock laugh session. Ritz
Brothers also get a nod (Fox) on
their hand and hoof recognition
from Grauman's Theatre in Holly-
wood. Metro supplies a short and
effective bit of a Berlin tennis match
with Tilden and Stoeffen against a
German pair and there are the
usual collection of fires, explosions,
ship V.unchings. fashions, county
fair stunts, parades, etc. Hobc.

New Acts

READINGER TWINS
Singing, Dancing
8 Mihs.
Paradise Restaurant, N. Y.

. The Readinger Twins are two
young-looking, nice-looking girls
who flavor their adolescent novelty
dancing with a faintness of comedy
that is both refreshing and highly
entertaining. On the show here they
appear twice, first in a spring ballet
type of novelty as young girlies, later
on doing a song topped by a cute
novelty number.
They are fast and agile on their

tootsies, being all over the stare with
routines that have been . cleverly
worked out. Considerable personal-
ity goes along with these routines.
Readingers will fit anywhere ex-

cept in the Met opera or Harlem.
Char.

Unit Reviews

MTRTIL and PICAUD
Dancers
4 Mins.
International Casino, N. T.

Mixed team who are seemingly in

gold-leaf costuming with a gilt

rhinestone covering, but the manage-
ment avers it's a patented paint-on
process, with the miniature rhine-
stones blown onto them. The theory
apparently is correct as the little pel-

lets are to be seen whirling off in

fine sprays of gold, once the ada^io-
esque dancers get into their routine.

The odd costuming combined with
their Grecian-style terps—they're a
shapely pair—commends them in

a'ny revue, rostrum or cafe. It's a
novelty of the first water and a de-
cided hit here. Abel.

RAINBOW REVUE
(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)

'

Atlanta, Oct. 3.

Jack Lane, home-town boy who
towers 6 feet 10, tops this show, with
his contortion act. Giant, who start-
ed by winning the Capitol's first am-
ateur contest several years ago on
the- same stage, has acquired pro-
fessional polish in the interim, and
lis bending and twisting, done with
unusual grace for a big fellow,
brought several encores.

Show gets under way with Irving
Lewis, owner and producer, leading
band and acting as emcee. There's
13 tooters on band car, five vJth
j,how, which has 18 members. Five-
glri line, billed as Rainbowettes,
sta 't proceedings with a tap rdutme
to 'Sing, Sing, Sing,' and are followed
by Loretta Sisters, Daisy and Betty,
in an aero novelty, including flip-

flops and a bit of handbalahcihg, plus
Daisy's work on the slack wire.
Okay.
Mozelle and Zita, man and wife

dance team, then offer a speedy led-
hot Harlem number to "Tiger Rag.'
Terpers are followed by Emil Mat-
zos. juggler, who specializes in hoop
spinning. He wears bright ftreen
tights, with brief tails, to represent
goodness knows what, but got .1 good
hand with tricks done w.lile .stand-

ing on his head atop small perch.

Line trips back for a modi^vnistic
roctine to 'Sophisticated Lndy,' and
goes into picture stance to pi ovide
setting for Irving Lewis .singing
'Midnight Blue.' Number is further
built up by Mozelle and Zita appear-
ing for their 'Racketeer Dance,'
tougher than the old Aoache, with
man snatching femme hither and yon
by the hair of her head.

Joe Kirnes, chunky impersonator,
scores with his impresisons of Ed-
ward G. Robinson, Henry Armelta,
Herman Bing, Benito Mussolini,
Charlie Chan and Oliver Hordy.
Kirnes was handicapped no end
when house p.a. system conked out
on him, but it was okay as far as the
front rows were qoncerned.
Two personable girls, Barnett

Twins—Dot and Kate—then use the
mike, which miraculously came to
life to warble 'Where Are You?' and
'Nobody's Sweetheart Now,' a la
Boswell sisters. They encore with
'Yoohoo 'and finish with a frst tap.
Irving Lewis and Rose Sydel, niece

and namesake of Rose Sydel, queen
of burlesque in good old days on
Columbia wheel, work in one with
gags and hokum. Their .crossfire and
patter has a newness to it that
pleases, arid they wound up singing
parodies on 'Rain.'

It is at this point that Lane does
his stuff.

Silver streamers let down from
flies set. a colorful background for
flnale, all principals coming on to
applause, with traveler closing while
Rainbowettes do a military buck to
'Don't Give Up the Ship.'
Show is clocked in 50 mins. Per-

formers are due a bouquet for their
work Sunday, since they hooped into
Atlanta from Reidsville, N. C, 425
miles via auto over .slipper.v roads,
to flU this date. Lewis has had this
gang filling fair dates in the West,
and after finishing Lucas and Jen-
kins' time here and in other points
in Georgia will hop to Ohio for ^
swing aroimd the Gus Sun circuit.

Pic is 'Annapolis Salute' (RKO),
and biz was overflow despite rain,

Luch.

CHRTSIS de la GRANGE (1)

Rope Act
5 Mihs,
International Casino, N. Y.

Chrysis de la Grange is a Leitzel
type aerialist doing amazing work
on the rope and on the taut pole,

above the loose tape. She has n male
aide (in tails) who sinks into a trap-
door onstage aind anchors the rope
on occasion.

Mile, de la Grange is a comely
woman, youngish, of nice propor-
tions, working skillfully and with
dispatch. Shapely and not tod over-
dressed, she is careful about her
rouged toenails, etc., so that she
makes an entirely class appesrance.

Abel.

LTDA SUE LEEDS
Acrobatic Dancing
3 Mins:
Paradise Restaurant, N. T.

An acrobatic dancer of charm,
fleetness and agility whose specialty
work conforms to better than aver-
age requirements of niteries, the-

atres, etc. Lyda Sue Leeds should
also screen satisfactorily.

Her technique is somewhat off the
beaten path and effective. What
helps make Miss Leed's specialty
acrobatic routine flashy is the fast

manner in which she performs it.

Char.

encore with 'Good Night, My Love.*
Opening the second half are Swan

and Leigh, horizontal bai gymnasts,
with a sprinkling of comedy which
is effective.

Sid and Max Harrison, two boys
who have been doing straight hoof-
ology, have now developed some
good comedy, Obviously studied the
various American knockabouts in

'

recent years, without lifting braz-
enly. Can also sing a. number, and
came near stopping the proceedings
when caught.
Gypsy Nina, with her accordeon,

is a real -asset to the aggregation.
Her excellent pipes and playing are
giving the yokels here a treat. One
of the outstanding hits on the bill.

Bit of comedy between Larry
Adlcr and Max Wall, with the for- ,

mer playing his harmonica and the
latter strumming a guitar, . is go6d
clowning, and will be even better as
the show gets going.
. Show is already booked for 26
weeks, and undoubtedly has a year's
woi'k ahead of it. To inject sex. ap-
peal there is a line of tight youth-
ful looking girls whose strutting is .

up to average..
Charles Tucker, agent, has 50%

in the show, in partnership with
Adlcr, which should garner him
plenty on top of his usual 10%^ '

IN TOWN TONIGHT
(STRATFORD EMPIRE, LONDON)

London, Sept. 20.

'In Town Tonight' is the second
vaudeville unit operated and headed
by Larry Adler. Last one ran for
48 weeks and grossed heftily in most
spots. This one should duplicate its

last grosses and might even top 'em,
as Adler is now one of the biggest
names in England.

Besides Adler, Max Wall and
Tommy Trinder are retained from
the last show, which is all to its

good. Only important newcomer is

Gyp.sy Nina, also quite a name in
English radio and vaude.
Show has all the elements of

youth, and although pretty rough
on opening night, should develop
into a smooth proposition, as the
entire company seems to put their
hearts into the work.

First real sock are the Three
Whirlwinds, also in the last show.
This is an American standard, used
to be four, but Miss Richard has quit
the act through indisposition.
Threesome has no opposition and,

besides the usual swings and lifts,

ha.s a nice comedy climax.
Tommy Trinder, recruited from

the .seaside concert field, has great
possibilities, being aggressive but not
annoying. On too early' to really
sock 'em, and will probably be shift

ed to a later spot on the program
before the week is out.
Max Wall has improved beyond

recognition. Now does very little

of his established dancing, a la Hal
Sherman, but relies mcstly on gab,
and can vie with most of them, de-
spite his material being mostly of
ancient vintage. With the right ma-
terial, this boy should gain stardom.
Larry Adler, also in an early spot,

relies on some pops for opening,
climaxing with Gershwin's 'Rhap
sody in Blue,' but is compelled to

SPICES OF 1937
(UTAH, S. L. CITY)

Salt Lake City, Oct, 3.

Doris Dupdnt, good-looking ta|iper
who can click off all the- notes in
the scale on toe and heel; Wally
Brown, gagsler, and his midget foil,

Annette Ames, whose comedy antics
click, and a polished p&iitdmime rou-
tine by Dave Tannen—these jire, the
pimgent ingredients of Count 'Berni
Vici's fast-paced 63-minute Variety
bill at Utah, nee Orpheum, this
week. ,

On its opening, unit looks to be a
smasher. It's been many a moon
since Salt Lakers witnessed a re-
volving stage in accion, and that's

one of the redeeming features of the
billed Hungarian nobleman's unit.
Besides, there's a 15-piece all-girl .

band, a fiock of adagioists, a line of
seven hot-too-well porportioned
hooferg, and a crooner. . But the
stage, due to its uniqueness, amazed
the patrons.
Stage is composed of two parts,

enabling band to occupy lower sec-
tion, while top serves as a locale for
dances, tableaux and a finals num-
ber. Count, working in a candy
unit, directs the femme tooters, and
emcees the show, except brief spot
which was introduced by Wally
Brown. Opening . act finds Brown
In front of, a prop with three en-
trances, through which a fan dancer,
balloon shuffler and a capsule strip
teaser appear. Has. a gag for er.ch
exponent.

Vici does a fine job of a violin
solo, augmented by the band. First
tableau depicts launching of the
Queen Mary. . Merely a painted hull,
rotating on the stage. • The band
plays 'God Save the King,' and
members of the company engage in

a spirited marine tempo dance. Not
a spirited marine dance. Not very
spectacular.
Miss Dupbnt's tap solo is a stand-

out and her accompanist, Lee Bro-
dye, on a miniature electric organ,
is excellent. Organist displays a re-
markable bit of virtuosity that has
the fans highly enthusiastic. She
uses varied tones and tempi through-
out the .show, adequately amplified
by loud speakers on each side of the
stage.

In a hoke garb, Tannen flashes
some comic hoofery and pantomime
that sold him quickly. His hand
sewing bit is played to the hilt.

Taras and Masters are given the
glad-hand for excellent dance turn.
Male member of team, despite his
short stature, is as limber as
spaghetti. Mostly clean and pleasing
adagio steps that win their audience.
They also have two other turns.

Mile. Adye Adyn Dore—that's how
she's billed—Introduces her powder
puff dance, while Brown glibs a
hokum expose of burlesque. Pro-
duction makes Mile. Dore's numbers
more a dance and less an exhibi-
tion, although at the end there's she
posing in her 00% birthday dress-^
the deducted 10% representing a
pair of flesh tights. .

Tony Angelo, whose stage appear-
ance is almost on par with his tenor
voice, dishes out three solos in
punchy manner. His first, 'Night
and Day' and remainders, 'A Typical
Tropical Night' and 'My Sombrero,'
sung while chorines followed with
well-executed routines. Tannen fol-
lows juve warbler with a comic imir
tation of the 'Sombrero' dance.
Deconti and Romaine follow with

an dlcay dance on upper tier of stage.
Artificial lighting forces audience
attention.
Brown and his elfin partner. Miss

Ames, are spotted next to last.

Theirs is a meritorious mixture of
slngin?. tap.9, knockabout iand chat-
ter. Brown's mortologue of a bus
ride is socl'eroo. Miss Ames' pipes
have enough volume, personality is

contagious and humor is of a good
sort. A natural comedy team.

E<!ther Harsh, swing harpist, does
corking wire pulling; while the
seven gals do a unison dance on
suitcases. Guas.
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Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK (Oct. 11)

THIS WEEK (Oct. 4)
c

Numerals in c»nnect;ion with bills below indicate opening day ot

show, whether full or split week

RKO

ALBANY
Grand (8)

Camera Caper?
<1> ^Don Kedman Ore

Chuok & Chuoklea
Ford Bowie & D
Blla Mae Waters
Louise McCvroU

BOSTON
Boston (7)

Horton Spurr
Vox & Walters
Muriel Pase
Harris & Shaw
Slim Tlmblln
Olymt»lo S
(One to nil)

(80)
Helena Denlzon Co
Noncbalants
George Beatty
Fats Walter Bd
Ford Marshall & J

CHICAOO
Palace (8)

ford Marshall & J
Zephyrs

Fats Waller Bi
(One to All)

(1) •

Milton Berle
Bert Gordon
Tommy Mack
Jack Guilford
Jolly Gillette
Dltt?!, Don & D
Dorla Rhodes

CIJ5VECAND
Palace (8)

5 Skatine Marvels
Brltt Wood
Buster Shaver Co
LaRue & Bnrnett
Cass, Mack & T
Gwynne Co

(1)
Shanghai Tr
Condos Bros
Johnny B.urke
Ina Ray. Button Bd
Margie Palm
SCHKNKCTA]>Y
Proctors (7-9)

S Star Follies
TBOY

Prootors (8-11)
M»J Bowes Int'l Rev

ERIC WOLLHEIM

ARRANGED
ANOTHER MONTH

(OCTOBEh)
, FOB -

JACK POWELL
AX

Folkan Theatre, Stockholm,

Sweden
Via LEDDY A SMITH

Loew

NBW TOBK cm
State (7)

Horace Heldt Oro

WASHINGTON
Capitol (8)

MaJ Bowes V

Paramoiint

CAMDXN TOWN
Gnumont

MunroQ Bros
Sobsky's Dogs

CLAPTON
Hlnk

Calores & Barry
Dennis Gilbert
Duncan Grey

£AST HAM
Granuila

Torrani
(Feddes Bros
Crane Bros
Pointer 8

ISDMONTON
' Empire

'

Don Rico Bd
HAMMERSMITH

Poloce
6 Harmonists

ISLINGTON
Blue Hall

1st half (4-6)
Eddie Smith Co
2 PerceIlys •

2nd. half- (7-9) .

Mellno, Kiaye & M
Buddy Martin

LKWISHAM
Palace

Billy Cotton Bd
LEYTONSTONE

Rtalto
Geddes Bros
Charmaine & Julian
Pointer 3-
SHEPH'RDS BUSH

INiTlllon
6 Harmonists '.

STREATHAM
Palace

Savoy- Jr Bd
TOOTING
Graaada

Savoy Jr Bd
TOTTENHAM

Palnce
Calores & Barry
Dennis Gilbert
Duncan Grey
WALTHAMSTOW

Granada
Don Rico Bd

WOOLWICH
' Granada -

.

Andos Fam.
Murray & Mooney
Lee Donn

Pmvmcial

Week of Oct. 4
ABERDEEN

Tlvull
Dampler & Carlyle
Nelson & Hagen
Joe (XRourke
Jack Stocks
Ralphono & Page

ALDERSHOT
Hfppodrome

3 Sparkes Bros
Jones S( Thomas
Reading & Grant
Stan ft Jan ,
Leon & Kikl
Hill & Arnold
Joy ft Savlna
D'Amsel ft Boy
Dorothy Dakln

GLASGOW
PajUlon

Trolse MlandoUerti
RadcUffe & Rodgers
Playtime In Toyl'nd

Peter Cotes
Joy, Jack ft Joe
Society 4

,

Hdna Ashby
.KINGSTON

Xlmplre
2 Leslies
Wilson. Keppel ft B
Dtck Henderson
Nlcol & Martin

LIVERPOOL
Sliahespeare

eastern's Bd
Angers & Waller
Alt Thomas
Brlc Randolph
Freddie Bamberger
Raynor Lehr & W
Helena 3

PLTMOUXH
4 Palace
MantovanI Ore
Hlrukawa Co

Cabaret Bills

NEW YOItK CITT

KBW TOBK crre
Panunonnt (6) ..

Hudson-Del Oro
Tacht Club Boys
Tip, Tap ft Toe

BOSTON
Metropolttan (8)

Block & Sully
Stone ft Collins
jo'e Jaokson
Sellers
Lester Cole Co

CHICAGO
' Chicago (8)

Alex Templeton
Gloria Gilbert
Shea & Raymond-
Lai Founs

Oriental (8)
Ina Ray Hutton Bd
Jack Williams

DALLAS
Casino (8)

Anson Weeks Oro
Art Jarrett

B Minevltch Co
Stan Kavanagh
Barto ft Mann

DETROIT
Michigan (8)

Lottie Mayer Co
Hudson Wonders
Frank ConvUle Co
Bob Hall
MINNEAPOLIS
Orplieum (H)

Fred Waring Bd
MONTREAL
Loew'B (8)

H'wood Bandwagon
Abbott ft Coslello
Lorraine . ft Rognan
Melba Brian
Kean 2

Vic & LaMarr
Walter Jjong
(jarolo Manners
SALT LAKE CITT

Orphenm (8)
Ted Mack Co

Warner

PHII.ADELPHIA
Earle (8)

Buddy Rogers
Toby Wing
Roy Atwell
Judy Starr .

Noncbalants
DeLloyd ft McKay

(1)
LaRue & Barnett
MarJ'rle Galnsw'rth
H'wood Rev
PITTSBUKGU
Stanley (8)

Xavler Cugat Ore
(1)

Buddy Rogers
Mltzl Mayfalr

Judy Slarr
6 C.o-Tids
3 SwltfH

READING
ANtnr (8)

rnlif CoUrglnns
MarJ'rie Galnsw'i'tU

WASiriN(iTON
Eiirle (H)

Fayne ft Fowtpr
Joacphino Hu-lun
Boy Foy
Tjiirry Blako
Saul Grauniiin vjo
Shiiw ft lice

(1)
Xavler Cugat Ore

independent

CHICAGO
Oriental (4)

Collins & Peterson
Don ft Shirley
Stapley Bros
Oharlos Carrer
PanI Small

State Lake (8)
Shanghai Tr
cure ft Dell
Billy ft B Bemls
Joan Brltton
INDIANAPOLIS

Lyrlo (8)
Ice Carnival

Kit Klein
P LaVune fr Bros
3 Heat AVuVPi)
KANKAil CITY, MO

Tower (8)
Carl Freed Co
Ruthons Doga
Troy & Lynne
3 Lprrnlne H'lsi

MEAtPHIS
Orplieum (8)

PIfl D'Oraay
Paul KlrklDiid Co
Berkes fr. Dwan
Roy Rogers
(Others lo 11 II)

London

Canterbnry M. H.
1st half (4-6)

Mellno, Kaye ft M
Buddy Martin

2nh half (7-9>

Week of Oct. 4
Eddie Smith Co
2 Percellys

Dominion
Younknmn's Bd

Barney Gallant's

Betty Bowker
3 Musical Rogues

Bertolottra

Joe Hembree's Ore
Angel's Rhumba Bd
Cascade Billy
Anne White
Lillian Lnralne
Renee Villon

Bill's Gnr no's

Bthel Gilbert-
Ann Courtney
Spike Harrison
Bmrnett Casey
Jerry White
Henry IiaMarr
Jack Arnold
Sid Hawkins
Jerry Ryan

Cnliehte

Beth Raborn
Helen Shaw
Ruth Wayno
Carol Sis
3 Rhythm Boys
Callente CaboUeroa

Chotenu Modems
Jack Monte Ore
Maryon Dale
CoiiHUPio l''lowertoD
Trlnl Plaza^

CInremont Inn-'

Carl Karte Ore
Club Cavalier

Mark Sable Oro
Henry Berman
.rackie Qleason
Siindrn T>nndl
Mildred Roselle
Honey & J Wilson

Club 18

G Andrews Ore
Jfick While
Put rinri'lngton
JpiTy Blancliard

!
I'^rank Froeba

I .Terry Kruger
Jerl WJthee

Club R2t1 St.

Snub Mosloy Ore
Club Gnnciio

r,os (iauchoa Oro
I'ttilro

Dolores.
CblQuim
iSllnH.

Carmen Llta

Club Norniiimlle

KiKlrty Wagner Ore
loan Hill

Club Yumurl
TCllseo Grcnet Ore
Roslta Ortega
Dio.sa Costella
MAnchito
Felipe De Flores

Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Ore
NiuUoIiis Bros
Tip. Tap ft Toe
Avis Andrews
Tnvnip Bd
Vodery's Jublleera
(^hoi-ii.lalei^rs

OV.ldy ll.-ilo

'.I'ouetcle.vo

Dynamite Hooker
Jack Dempsey'*

n Carpenter Oro
Don Alberto Ore

Kl Chloo
Carlos Montoya ^

3 l.'anipero
D'Avolos & A
Anlonila Morales
Jo.se & Patricia
J.H.<» Ouarecitaa
Rolando

Kl Dorado
Cass Hagen Orq
Helen Morgan
Dave Fox
Bergere Sis
Cordobaa
Franco & Franclnl
Freddie Bernard
Cuban Rhumba Bd
Rita West

El Toreador
Don Juan Ore
Fausto D'e Igado
Teddy Rodrigues
Cortes ft Malda
Ricardo De Caro
Titl & Pellln

French Casino
(Folles Bergere

Bevue)
Russ Morgan Oro
Lou Breese Oro
Les Aurette
B.I and B.I
X.iind Caren^io
Corlnne
Dormonde Bros
Irene Helda
Herman Hyde Co
Jjcs Juvelys
Lllyan, Danla, Malo
Luclenne ft Ashour
Ketty Mara Co
Les MenchlassI
Les Robenis
Roberton
Germalne Roger
NIco Roschin
Carmen Torres

Frolics

Ralph Watklna Oro
Joe LcwI.s
G & R McDonald
Terry Lawlor

Greenwich Village
Cnslno

Alberto Malenga Or
lOddle Klnley
Esther Martin
JOIlcen Roberta
Arleno Grant
Louise Bryden

Harlem Uproar
House

Brsklne Hawkins Or
Bobby JBvans
Socarass
Kddit Smith .

Lillian Fitzgprld
Flasa Sextette
Reo ft Curley
Spoon.i Brown
Bubbles Wilson
Yelma Mlddlelon
Willie Jaolcaon
Loucey Lane

Havana-Madrid
Nllo Mencnde?. Ore
Jose Manzaneres

lilckory Honse
Joe Marsala Ore
3 Peppers
Adele Glrard

Hickory Lodge
(Lnrolunonf, N. X.)
Zinn Arthur Ore
Elaine - Howard
ll'lyvr'd Beslauraai
Mitchell Ayres Oro
B Jelosnlck Oro
NTG Rev
Joey Ray
Hotel ArobaHndor
Larry Slry Ore

Hotel Ulltmore
IMoonllglit 'i'erraoe)

Kernte Cummlnir Or
D'Angelo ft Porter
Walter Cummins
Dorothy Crone

Hotel Commodore
(Palm Boom)

Tommy Dorsey Ore
Edythe Wright
S Esinilres
Jack Leonard

' Hotel CdlsoD

Billy Swanson Ore

Hotel Esses Uoune

Nat Brandwynne O
Dick Stone
R J Callman
Hotel Gov. Clinton

Phil D'Arcy Ore
Stuart Jules
Kay Maraholl
Dorothy Daniels

Hotel Hnie Moon
(Brooklyn)

Ken Casey Oro
Bette Carter
Virginia Dare
Betty Williams

Hotel LexliiKtoa

Andy lona Ore

Hotel Lincoln

Isham Jones Ore

Hotel lllcAlviD

J Messner Ore
Jeanne D'Arcy
Gonzales ft Menen
Hotel New Yorker

(Terrace Boom)
Benny Meroff Ore

Florence Cast
Jack Marshall
Larry Powell
Holel Park t'enlrai
(Coconnnt Grove)

Jerry Blaine Ore
Johnny McKeever
Evelyn Ran
Fred Cameron
Fisher ft White
Phyllis Kenny •

Hotel Piccadilly

Jeno Bqrtal Ore

Hotel Pierre

Harold Nagel Ore

otel Placa
(Persian B-oom)

Duchin Ore
Paul Draper
Hotel BIta-Carlton

Rudolf Frlinl Oro
Ralph Rogers Ore

'Hotel Boo.<ieyelt
Guy'IiOmbardo Ore
Hotel Suvov -I'lMKi*

mile Petti Ore
Dwlght Fiske
Hotel St. George

(Brooklyn)
Ell Oantzlg Oro
Hotel St. Uoritt

Hal Richards Oro
Griaha
Carleton ft Juliette
Paul Thompson
Ed Singer

Hotel St. Kegis
(Viennese Roof)

Jacques Fray Ore
A Rasch Dancers
Charles Walters

Hotel Shelton
Gene Fosdlck Ore

Hotel Tan
Geo. Hall Ore
Dolly Dawn
otel Waldorf-

Astoria
Leo Relaman Bd
Ralph Rutgers Oro
Marlssa Flores
Raphuel
Hotel Wellington
Ed MayehofC Oro
Jimmy Kelly'a

Allan Small Ore
Joe Capello Ore
Montmartre Boys
Carter & Schaub
Mary Lane
3 Raymonds
Danny Hlggins
Inga Borg
Lee Leslie
Gene Wallers
Gladys Faye
Vaughn Comfort
Internntionnl Cusino
Geo Olsen Ore
Yascha Bunchuk Or
Basil Fomeen Ore
Calgary Bros
Artlnl
Jeanne Devereaux
Maurice ft Crance
Jacqueline Mignac

Kit Kut Club
Maurice Roeco Ore
Dorothy Saulters
Cliarloteer.q
Cook & Brown

Larae
Cddia Davis Oro
Hlrado Ore

La Conga
Jose Sscarpenter Or
Ramon Littee Bd
WIda Salazar
Havana 3

Le Coq Rouge
Horaclo Zito Ore
George Sterney

Le Mirage
Harry Horton Oro
Diaz ft Lnwlon
Grace Morgan
Ruth Long
Sing Trio
Leon 4k Eddie's

(Pugo-Pago Boom)
I'Ou Martin Oro
Hawaiian 4
Eddie Dnvls

Mary Burton
Burnett & Watt •

Alfredo ft Dolores

MIrador
Phil Romano Oro
Bobby Gilbert
Armando ft Fleur'te
Roy Sedley
Ruth,^ennlng
Danny Rogers
Jean ft Gloria

Mori's

Lou Ferris Oro

Murray's
(Tnckauoe)

Ray Keating Oro
Buddy Kennedy
Lambertpns

The Ouks
Al Lambs Ore
Tommy Lyman
Gene Archer

Oii.i'x ('llit»

« Spirits of- Rhythm
Maxine & Janice

Paradise

Jay Freeman Ore
Lucille Johnson
Diamond Bros
Georgie Tapps
Readinger 2

Pavilion Royal

(Valley Stream L.I.)

A Warren Ore
Delia ft Billy Mack
Danny Beck
Jill Dener -

Virginia Vaughn
Cackles O'Neill

Place Elegante

Larrv Maddl Ore
Bin Farrell
Helen Cagle
Jack Rose
Toto Canglosi
Mario BE^alnl

Queen Mary
.Toe Webb Ore
Valerie Dumont
Bernlce Horton
Ray Jones

Balnbow Grill

Eddy Rogers Ore
Helen Myers
Glover ft LaMae
Patricia Ryan

Rainbow Koon
Al Donahue Ore
Eddie LeBaron Ore
Durelle Alexander
Sheila Barrett
Darlo ft. Diane
Senator Ford

Riviera

Mickey Alpert Oro
Val Ernie Oro
Eddie Garr
Wlnl Shaw
Ramon ft' Renlta
Lois Kay
Wes Sommerfleld
Lou Valera
Ben Yost Collegians

Bnsslan Art
Yasha Datsko Ore
Anna Kouznetzova
Mara
SInda Voella
Alex BolshakofC
Ell Splvack
Zachar Marttnoff

Russian Bear
Cosrya Krumin
ICarlo
Lonya Kalbouss
Elena Slavnaia
Nicholal GrushUo
Julian Altman
Ivan Kornllolt

Russian Kretohma
Nicholas Matthey Or
Michel Mlchon
Nadla Ludova
Volodia Katov
Marusia Sava
Simeon Karavaeft

Arcadl Stoyanovsky
Daria Birse
Sands Point Club
Paul Rebuccl Ore

Stork CInb
W Feldkamp Oro
Gus Martel Oro

Sorfslde

(Atlantic Beach)
Bobby Hayes Bd
Honny Youngman
Don Ragonese .

Patricia Gllmore
Harry R6..se
Gypsy Lee
Tavern On Green
(Central Park)

Hughle Barrett Ore
Valhnlla

Maurice Shaw Oro
Marlta
I..orratne Barrett
Rond Hal

Versailles

M Bergere Oro
Val Ernie Or(!
Goinez & Winona
Gall-Gnli

Voodoo
Voodoo Dancers
Cliaa Strickland
Billy Haywood
Cliff Allen
BaHin St. i
('lin)>ti(>lppr 4
Cireeii .'Bros 4
Marie Almonte

Wlvel
Bob Asen Bd
Arllne Whitney
Ei'elyn Neabltt
Bob Lee
Ginger Sutton

•Yttcht Club
Eddie Elkins Ore
SIboney 4
Henny ' Youngman -

Frances Faye
Ben Frohmajj
Peggy Seol

Little Clmh
Jane Jones
Paul Kendall
Gladys Bagwell
Rose Valyda

Onar'e Dome
George kedman Qro
Elmer
LoUta AndA
Burnett ft Mandel
Dee Sis
Dorothy Black

Palonuir

Hector ft H^s Pals
2 Collegians
Mildred Bailey
Red Norva Oro .

Hudson Metzger Gls

. PArls Inn
Pete Contrelll - Ore
Uomlnlc Columbo
Ken Henryson
The Blus Gls Rev
Henry Monet
Thora Maithnlaon
Marguerlta del Rib
Juan de Martinis

Seven Sea*
Lily Gibson

Honolulu Dancers
Jimmy Lowell Co

Somerset Ho'u*«

Jack Owens
Betty Borden
Somerset Swing Bd

Swing' Club

Nan Blackstone
4 Squires
Hal Brown
Frankle Gallagher
.Swing Club Girl Rev
Dorothy Roberts
Guy Rennle
Fred Thompson Ore

Topsy'e

Thelma Tyndall
Mona Alzoe'
Pat O'Shea
Chuck Fody Oro
Arnold Sis
Jean Rogers
Barney LInd
Leona Rice
Agnes Johnson

Troeadero
Garwood Van Ore

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES
Ball

Brua Fletcher
Charles Lawrence

Beverly Wllshlre

Ted FloRito Ore
3 Debutai)ta
Marc-ell Muzzy
Aggie Auld
Nick Cochron

Blltmore Bowl
Jimmy Grler Oro
Julie Gibson
DuahoB
Glen Pops
Jan Rubiiil
3 Blltmorettes
Delores ft Andre
Dick Webster
t Rhythm Rascal*
Cafe International

Lee Murray -

3 Rhythm TCIngs
Herblo Kay Ore
The Theodora

Blackliawk
.Foe Sanders
Romild ft Roberta
Pete the Newsboy
June Glory

Cher Pnree

Belle Baker
Jackie Beekman
Jimmy Savo
Barbara Parks.
Corinna' Mura
Beniis Kids
Henry Busaia Oro

Coloslmns

Bob Tlnsley
Roscoe Alls
Inga Borg
Mile Zee Zee
Ashley &• Ware
Gladys Crane

-

Nina Rlnaldo Oro
Ga7 fO's

Lew King
'Marne'
Marion Parker
Colleen
Emmet Vance Oro

Harry'* M> I.

Cabaret
Chas Engles Oro
Jack Irving

Yvette
Theo Troy
Mildred Rock
8 Parisians
B; B. B.
Rider Sis
Palmer Sis
Dorothy' Johnston

in-Hat
Armida
Willie Shore
Cher!
3 'C Notes

Hotel Biemarck
(Walnut Bpeas)

Eddie Varzos Ore
Luclo Garcia
W-alker 3
Tho Duanoe
Dean Murphy

Hotel BreToerl
Jaros Sis
Earl Smith

' Commodore Duo
Jo* Parlato

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Boom)
Fred Warlnga Oro

Grand Terrace

Ada Brown
Andy Kirk Ore
Geo D Washington
Al & Anise ^

Hotel Edgewnter
Bench

Roger Pryor Ore
Enrico ft Novello
Les' Trluner -

IClutinga Aiilmalb
H Smith Ballet

Hotel Pkimer House
(Empire Koorn)

Tho DeMarcos
Alexander Gray
Wayne King Ore
4 Aristocrats
Abbott Dancers

Hotel Shermaa
(College Inn)

Frankle Masters Or
Jackie Heller
Donria Dae
Ahearn Bros
Chas Carrier

Hotel Sievene
(Continental Boon)
Sande Williams Ore
Music Hall 'Boys
Pierre ft Temple
Covert & Reed
Carlos Molina Ore
Jerry McGlnty
Herbert Dexter
Irene St. Clair
Marya ft Martin

Boyale Frolic*

Mark Flaher Ore
9ld Tomack
Reis Bros
Karre LeBaron 8
Frances McCoy
Sinclair Sis
LeRoy ft Sharp
Nancy Healy
Jack Hllllard

The Bose Bowl
Bernard ft Henri
Dixie Painter
Jo-y Glynn
Ann Bolen
Billy Scott Ore

Yacht ClDb
Oshlns ft Lessy
Ruth Petty
Jeanne Walker'
Belva White
Ted Cook Ore

Dutkln's BathekeUer

Thelma Shearon
Mayo Sheridan
Marlene Chester
Sunny Nash
Victor Nelson Oro
Vranb PontI

BuBSlan Kretckma
Sonya KotUarskaya
Fronla Stanislavsky
Gypsy Rita
Teva Gorodetsky Or

Savor Tavern
James Hall
Del Rio .Sis

Hazel Arlck
Frances MoDonald
John Rellly
John Pole .

Savoy Swingaters
Stamp's Cafa,

Bella Belmont
Marie Latell
Charlie Kay
Dolly Vaughan
Billy, Ray ft Kay
Maurice ft Rodell
Elaine Owens
Jack Hutchinson
Irving Braslow Oro
Streets of Paris

Bablette
Len Parker Ore
Mildred Barth
Kay Allen
Dorothy Dawn
Leslie Sis '

isi4 Club
Allan Gale
Vera Dunn
Shirley Hale
Jimmv Blake
Lou Lantos
1214 Girls (8)

21 Club
Tommy Monroe
Sally La Marr
Marion Kingston
Nancy Barry • -

Ann Rush
Connie' Lee
Melody Blenders S
Jean Rlccardl Ore

Venice Grille

Dolly Parker
Lee Rogers'

philaoelphia

International Girls

Cafe La Maa*
Wm HolTman
Stan Clare Ore

Club Hawaii
Janet .Tordan
Andy lona. Co
Cocoauut Grove

Donald Novls Ore
Hal Kemp Ore

Cosmo Club
Candy Oandldo
Elinor Troy

Fambn* Doo>
Rddle Beal
IjuuIs Prima
Hawaiian Paradise
Sol Brlghts Ore
Satlnl Tual Loa
Sol Hoopl Ore
Wanda
Diana Toy

Anchorage
Marie Little
Rochell ft Rlnata
Mystic Pialo
Ed Silverglade
Johnny Graft Oro
Izzy Bellis .

Arcadia Int'l

Milton Kellem Oro
Don Renaldo Oro
Mayfalr Girls (1)
Gloria Grafton
Rosaleen ft Seville
Bob DuPont
Gilbert Bros
Mildred King
Kee
Judge

Bala Inn
Continental 3
Joe JjinCy

.

Itarrltz Cafe
Joe Rellly
(.Tortez & Pfiggy
Xi'ene Kellly
Dan Anion Oro
Bellerue-Stratford
(Planet Boom)

Meyer Davi* Ore
Ben Franklin Hotel

(Coral Cafe)
Mo* Jaffe Oro
Bennr the Bum's
Deloyd McKay
.leffrey Gill
Eddie Long
Kathryn Case
Benny's Swingstera
Dorman Bros ft M

II tern ft Borgia
Lpe Lamont

Cafe Metropole
(Camden)

Bernie Berle Ore
Cedarwood Inn
(Malaga. N. J.)

Clarence Mich Ore
Franky Schluth .

Del Monina ft P
Rose Marie

Colony Club
.Tackle May
Marcla Lloyd

Embassy Club
Helen Benton
Grace Manners
X'edro Blanco Oro
Helen Heath
Warwick Sis
Edith Roark
Gloria Mausier
Bert Clemoux
Vera Burgess
Clift Hall

Brorffreea Casino
Henry May Oro
Tom Barry
Walter Ijong
Rhoda Lee
Ben Raymond
Bonnie Stewart
Helalne & Don' Ids'

n

June Collins

iS'iZ Locnst
Rubb'r liCgs Wlll'ms
Mercle Marques
Ollia Potter
Patsy Evans
Lulu Maye
Honey Brown

Stella iBrooka
Florence Harrla
Fata Smith
Bubbles Shelby
Jane Fairrar
Linda Rae
Sam Woods Ore"
Swing Kings Ore

Hotel Adelphta
(Cafe Marguery)

Vincent Rlzio Oro
Bob Roltner
4 Vespers
Simpson's Marlonets
Theod're ft Deneaha
Ginl, DeQulncy ft L
Nora Williams
Jean McCuUy
Florldlann Ore
Agnes Telle
Bvan B.Fontaine

Lamb* Tavern
Larry Mel I Oro
Little Rathskeller
Jack Grinin Orb
Marty Bolin
Nancy Lee-
Pat Perry
Mlml Stewart
Don ft Dorese
LIndsley Sis

Latimer Club
Eileen Mercedes
Ann Morgan
Mildred I^ando
.Tana Warren
3 Musical Rascals

Pnlumbo's
Eddie Thomas
PattI Crawford
MlirionetteB
Bobby Movro Org
Montez & Maria
Frankle Rlchnrdeon
Snowball
Len Sarner
Moe Glatt

RItx-Oarltoa
(Crystal Room)

Van Levis Oro
81 Club

Gens Osborne

tl
Frisco OYo

ill Sasord
S,x HendrlX

Gene OsbiSrn
Helen -<Vlls'cln

Jane Patter.<ion
Dolly Nixon
Nlokl Gallueol

Silver Lake Ina
(Olementoa)

Jo* Millkopf Oro
Beth Chains
Jules ft J Walton
Freddie Swift
Margie Lane
30th Century Tkvern
Lou Longo Oro
Powers Girls (8)
Wetson Sis
Ted Pike
Ned Walsh
Beth Calvert

Parrlsh Cafe
Ted IJnssy Ore
TJiln Bones 4^ F
llanolje Washiiigf
uta Prlnxere

3 Parlsettea

Doris Field.s
li'ay Kay
Marty Barton Ore

Viking Cnfe
Billy Caliahon
Al Shumaker
Leonard Cooke
Grace CKHora
Frank Sprlngman
Puggy O'Neill
Ann Carroll
La Verne -

Whitey
.
Verlllo Ore

Wnlton Boot
Raye,. Prince -ft. c
Earl Denny Ore
8 Llbby Girls
Mildred ft Maurice

Weber'* Hof Bran
(Camden)

Loitls Chalkln Ore
Ray MUler
Carlos society Clrcu.s
Lorraine Clievallei-
Carlton ft Selig
Int'l Instrumental 3
Use. Hart
Hugo IClee
Sid Golden
Gregory Qulnn ft B
Eldoradlans

Ubangi Club
Doc Hyder Ore
Buhrman ft Scott
Lethla Hill
Valda Hatton
Rose O'Neill
Danny ft Edith
Blanche Saunders
Le Roy McCoy
Donnle Lyons '

Yacht Club
Mary Hubbard
3 Caslmera Girls
Margie

. Drummoud -

Barbara Jardin
Viola Klaiss Ore
YorktoMrn Tavern

Bin Bllger Ore
Marie Duval -

Peggy Andrews
Suez ft Meln
Dick Pell
Heney Nathan
Al-rMacool
Eddie Blum

BETBOIT
Bloeiom Henth

Moore ft ^evel
Albemtce-
Geo Sterney Ore
Brodell Sis tZ)

Book-Cadlllae Hotel
(Casino)

Bob Crosby Orc-
Kay Weber
Ames ft Arno

Chalet
Hank. Fomlsh Oro
Commodore Club

Miller Sla
Bill Snyder
Frank Gagen Ore
Lew Hoffman
Lee Morse

Blue Lantern
Maude Feely
Nat Alonzo
Pat Burns

'

Maria Paul
Al Hanaway Oro
Club Continental

,

Chlco Reyes' Oro
Jessie -Pengra
Continental 3
Ruth ' Martin
Corktown Tavera

Phil Kaye
Healy ft Garnella
Stanbeck (3)
Millie Obenor
Chalan ft Aldytbe
Zeller ft Wllburn
Marlon Melrose
Paul Reno-
Alexander Ore

Cozy Comer
J Hubert
Helen Dorsey
May Joy
6 Cozellea
Bill Godden
Marj'rie Montg'm'ry
Claudia Wheeler

Geo Willlam.s
Bill Johnson Ore

. Northwood Iim
Russ Lyon - Ore
Woods ft Bray
Geraldlne Ross
Bob King
Rhythm Redheadn
Palm Beach Cafe
Geo. Presnell
Floyd Pike
Daly Craniptou Or

Oasis
Ken Conroy
Bob Shepler Ore

Plantation
Earl Walton Ore
Ted Blackrnan
Lois Deppe
4 Cats ft Fiddle
Mae Allx
Harvey ft Ethel

Powataa
Ruby Ore
Heat Waves (3)
Covert ft Reed
Carsons (2)

Saktt

Eddie Bratton Oro
Bert Gilbert
Michael ft Diane
H Smith Girls

Ten-Forty Club
Joaquin Oaray
Lewis Sis 2
Shavo Sherman
Al Da Lage Co
Coyle McKay Ore

Club Villa D
Irving Alexander
Chuck Slevens Ore
Webster Hall Holel

(Cocktail Grilii
Ted ft Mary Taft
Emerson GUI Oro

PITTSBUEGH
William Penn
(Urban Roof)

Orrin Tucker Oro
Bonnie Baker
Bailey Sla
3 Internationals

New Penn
Jack Denny Ore
Judy Lane

Bill Green's
Sammy Kaye Ore
Tommy Ryan
Charlie Wilson
Jhnmy Brown
3 Barona

Harlem Cusino
Jimmy Wad kins Or
Larry Steele
George Gould
Louise Mann
Hejen Wiles
MSlry Richards
3 EHquirea
8 Harlemettes

wniows
Bob Claymnn Ore
Elaine Grey
Milt ciaymah

Nixon Cafe
H Middleman Ore
Sally Hughes
Bobby Cook
Towna ft Knott
Olivette ft Diuitrl
Miaco Co
Angelo di Palma
Hotel Boosevelt
(Cocktail Bur)

BiJIy -Catlzone I

Union iirlll

Karl .'DuLaney
Blllle Bugbee

.Show Boat
At Marstco Ore
Edith DeLaney .

Marvel
Mary I<ee
Wayne Tliomas
Noel Sherman Giria

Plaza Cafe
NIkl Lov Norman
B»rt-A ai Clalr Rev
Plaza Ore

Italian Gardens
Etzl Covalo Ore
Carmen
White Mtuaslons

Dale HarknesH Ore

On the Upbeat

(Continued from pag« 47)

c««ded at Green's by Jimnvy Joy,
playing his second engagement bhere
in three months.

Xavler Cueat, booked at Stanley
theatre, Pittsburgh, ior weak be-
ginning Friday (8), will carry his

own stage show with him.

Larry Funk one-nit^d Sunday (3)

at Hitx ballroom, Bridgeport. Chick
Webb set tor Oct. 10 and Sammy
Kaye Oct. 24.

Sd McGraw set for Madura's
Danceland, Hammond, Ind., Oct. 18.

Chauncey Cromwell opens at the

Brown hotel, Louisville, Ky., Oct. i.

Mike EUey preems at Chez Mau-
rice, Dallas, Tex., Oct. 15.
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MULL EMOLUMENT PLAN
Theatre Council to Aid Embryonic

Talent Via Showwindow Plan

Another committee of th6 Amei*-

Ican Theatre Council, organized for

the welfare of the theatre, has

started to function. This group

assigned io develop or discern talent

'Which is regarded as one of the most

Important aims of the council. Audi-

tions are to be given aspiring young

players who complain that they do

pot get a chance to display their

ability. .
.

Applications from such talent are

to be made by mail and the com-:

mittee will select those who will

get a chance at showing their stuA
'

by means of auditions. If judged-

okay, they will then be cast for per-
formances to be given on Sunday
eveningis. Managers will be invited

to attend and it is hoped' provide
engagements for then). Stage hands
will be asked to make some con-
ceission since the performances will

not be given for profit. Managers
,
are expected to permit the use of
certain theatres without charge.
.In considering the applications

from young players, the committee
will learn whether the talent is pro--
fessional or has a professional- back-
giiound, whether graduates of dra-
matic schools or products of summer
theatres, or whether they are just
floaters. A large number of ap-'
plications will prpbably .be filed and
it is likely , that some will.not.be
acted on, there being limitations in
handling the embryos. What pro-'
portion is to be okayed has not yet
been determined by the committee.
The committee has Antoinette

Perry as chairman, others including
Herman Shumlin, Philip Loeb,. Mar-
got Stevenson and Blanche Yurka.
The applicants will be' required to-
state whether they belong to Equity
or not. If so they may receive'
preference. Claimed that a num-
ber of young players unable to .get
placed acted in small parts, or were,
understudies. As such they joined
Equity but have had little chance of
getting regular engagements. •

FLEISHER SEES GOOD

LEGIT YEAR FOR N. Y.

Hollywood. Oct. 5.
Broadway is headed for . a good

legit season in the opinion of Sidney
R. Fleisher, negotiator between the
Dramatists' Guild and the Producing
Managers' Association, under the
minimum basic agreement.
Recognized and experienced dra-

matists who have been working in
the Hollywood studios the last few
years are . again turning to the the-
atre, he declared, with the result
that many fine playis -will once more

seen on Broadway.
Here for the first time, Fleisher

Is getting a loolcsee at the inside
workings of filmtown. He succeed-
,ed the late Joseph P.r,Bickerton, Jr.,
with whom he was long associated,m his present post two years ago.

NYTPA Meet to Fffl

Henderson's Post

Sudden death of Ray Henderson,
who was killed last Friday in a
plane accident oft the coast of
Greece, will probably result in some
changes being made within the New
York Theatrical Press Agents, of
Which he was president. P.a. group
Will meet Thursday (7), at which
lime it will be decided when a new
leader will be elected.

Elise Chi.sholm, who is vice-presi-
dent of NYTPA, has been acting
Prez .since Henderson started on a
world trip early in the summer.

WATCHING OVER IT
Prancis Edwards Fafagoh, Coast

scenarist, is in New York looking
alter production details on his new
Play, 'Sun Up to Sun Down.'
Piece is scheduled for fall on

^roadway.

GILLMORE BEnER, TO

ATTEND AFL CONFABS

.Frank Qillmpre, president, of

Equity; -who sailed for the Coasij last

month after his physician ordered a

Qpmplete rest, is reported to have

improved during the trip. Boat

docked at Los Angeles Saturday (2),

according to schedule, but he' sent

no 'direct word to Equity's offices

here.

Upon returning Gillmore is slated

to relinquish his duties with the as-

sociation and assume active charge
of -the Four A's. He will attend some
of the American Federation of Labor
convention ' sessions, which started

Monday in Denver and will continue
for two weeks.
Kenneth Thomson, executive secr

retary of the. Screen Actors Guild,

who has-been east on a vacation trip,

has started, west. They may get io-r

gether in Denver.

In

Mean

Shortage

Chicago, Oct. 5.

- - American - Theatre Society sub-

scriptio'n seaisori this year is the

largest in years, with 13,000 registra-

tions on th6 books and more than

$ilO,obo in the bank already.

Difficulty which' has arisen, how-

ever, is the inability to get a house

for the- ATS- shows. Regular houses.

Grand, Erlahger, Selwyn and Har-
ris, which have arrangements with

the United Booking Office, are

booked up almost solidly for months.
This being the case, the ATS ife

now considering the possibility of

going into the Studebaker. Should
the deal materialize, it would have
to be handled through the UBO, of

course.

Demand has completely sold out

both matinees, with the nights rapid-

ly being subscribed for, also. This,

despite the fact that the ATS is sell-

ing tickets for shows which are, as

yet, homeless.
First show on the list is 'Tovarich'.'

AGAIN POSTPONE SALE

OF ZIEGFELD PLAYS

Auction sale of the rights to the

plays in the Plorenz Ziegfeld estate

was again postponed last week and

the new date set for Oct. 15 at the

County Court Hou-se, White Plains,

N. Y. Application for the postpone-

ment was made on behalf of Jerome
Kern, Irving Berlin, and Oscar Ham-
merstein, 2d, and was granted for

the purpose of determining in the

meantime what rights, if any, the

estate has in the play.<; to be sold.

The action grows out of the refusal

by the administrators of the estate to

disclose in advance of the sale ex-

actly .what play properties are to be

sold.

Hoboken's Legit House

'Portuguese Sweetheart,* authored,

directed and produced by Murray
Brown, will bow in at the Riallo,

Hoboken, next week (11) a.«5 initialer

for new legit roadshow policy there.

Cast includes Judith O'Neill, Ru-

bino Valero, Frances Kane. 'Vera

Kane, Edgar Winslow. Betly Pitts.

Herman Rothstein, Helen Sawyer
and Carmelita, dancer. Abe Cole-

man is business manager for Brown.

[

STUDY WORK

Eciuity Appointing Commit-
tee to Talk Over Details

of System Which Would
Guarantee Legit Actors
Six-Month Season with
Bonded Salaries

GROUP ANGLES

Something new in legit actors

emoluments is being considered,

general idea being to guarantee

salaries of players for a period ot

six months. 'While the plan has not

reached Equity formally, council ap-

pointed,a committee to report on the

feasibility of such' an arrangement.

Idea is being worked on by several

proposed repertory groups.

General proposition as far as
known would call for pay assurance
by means of surety bonds. That
•system is now in force under the
Equity regulations but the minimum
guarantee is for two weeks, -w'ith

some variations as applied to plryers
with run of the play contracts. It is

believed that actors would be will-

ing to accept lower salaries if gtiar-

anteed engagements for six. months.
In any event Equity would not

permit disturbing the $40' per week
minimum ($25 for juniors) and it is

expected that a movement will start

this season to push those figures up-
ward, proposal to abandon the junior
minimum still being on the sched-
ule of changes in the association's

rules.

The six months salary guarantee
plan is predicated on the. under-
writing of. the rep groups interested.

An attempt was made last year to

form such a group by the sub-
scription route. Board of directors

started squabbling after a fairly

.sizable sum had been received and
the plan was abandoned, money be-

ing returned to subscribers. - •

Group's Experiment
Gro^p Tlieatre which presented

several worth-while plays was the

nearest thing to the six months
guarantee idea. Its members received

minimum pay but participated in

the profits if any at the season's

end. The Group, however, came a
cropper after getting some outside

backing and , dissolved. . It has re-

organized along somewhat the same
lines and is readying a new play.

Equity has been asked to consider

another rep idea, that of putting on
one play per month, sponsors seek-

ing concessions. Latter feel that such

an enterprise should not be held

down to a strict adherence of Equity
rules and there is a chance that the

plan will receive the nod from the

association if assured proper
financing.

If the six months salary guarantee

plan eventuates, it is likely that all

players so engaged would be placed

under term contracts and in that

way defections from the cast would
be virtually eliminated.

Cochran Back, Sets

Plans for Musical

Charles B. Cochran returned from
the Coast after a stay ' of several

month.s, He will remain in New
York about . three weeks, then .sa'ls'

for London after getting set for his

first Broadway nroduction, wh-cli

will be 'Nymph Errant.' Showrr^.n

is reported having arranged for

backing from persons not dir-^-tly

in .show business or pictures. Sev-

eral are resident on the Coast and
others are Britishers.

Cochran has temnorary qu'^rtor.s

in the offices of WiUiam A. Bra'iiy

in the Playhouse. Revisions of t^o

.<^corc snd book are bein'» made by
Cole Porter and Romney Brent, who
wrote the show, originally presented

in London.

Shock of Henderson s Death May

Cancel Kit Cornell's World Tour

4^A's Pevelopments

story on the new Associated
Actors and Artistes of America
interfchangeability rule, of. in-

terest to legit, appears on Page
7 of this issue.

ODEIS PLAY TO HAVE

FARMER AS TOP FEMME

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Frances Farmer dra^vs the femme
lead in the new Clifford Odets play,

'Golden Gloves,' and plans to de-

part soon on leave from Paramount;

where she is under contract.

Player's work in 'Ebb Tide,' Para-

mount color feature, cinched the job

for Miss Farmer when Odets. eyed

the film with Group Theatre repre-

sentatives.

Legit Shovrmen

Elated Over Co-op

By Bufalo Press

Press support for road shows in

Buffalo, as promised during the legit

convention last May, is being favor-

ably commented on by showmen
whose attractions ° h ai v e already

played, there this season. Some at-

tractions have received first pa;;e

mention and dailies have been liberal

in giving space in the amusement
sections.

Buffalo Times has been especially

generous to visiting shows. That

sheet got out a convention extra by
remaking page one and planed the

edition to New York for distribu-

tion among the legit showmen pres-

ent. An address by Merlin Ayles-

worth at one convention session

stated that the Scripps-Howard
papers would support the road and
particularly those shows which
played Buffalo. Aylesworth joined

S-H last year, withdrawing from the

radio field.

Other papers in the upstate stand

have indicated they also favor more
road shows there. Reviewers have
either praised shows or commented
in generalities and therefore avoided
panning. Times is edited by George
Lyon, the dramatic editor being
Ardis Smith; who was with the

World-Telegram last season,, latter

being one of the S-H chain.

ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN

RETURNING TO B'WAY

After being away from Broadway
participation for five year.s, Arthur
Hammerstein is priming a straight

play and two musicals. Formerly
he was an ace presenter of oper-
ettas, with an occasional drama also

under his direction. Last try was of

Ihe latter kind, it being 'The Man
^yho Reclaimed His Head,* present-
ed at the Broadhurst in 1932, in as-

.sociation with L. Lawrence 'Weber.
First production on the Hammer-

stein slate is 'One Flight Down,'
which awaits a name player from
Hollywood. Skedded to follow are a

n.usical based on the highlights of

hij father, Oscar Hammerstein, and
a musical satire by Otto Harbach

i

and Rudolf Friml. Oscar Hammer-
I

stein, 2d, and Herbert Stothard will

I

be concerned with the fir*t named
! musical. All four authors figured in

j

'Rose-Marie,' the manager's out.?tand-

I
in.c .^ucce-ss.

I
Morris G. Green, formerly of the

' Weber ofliccs, will be general man-
I
ager.

Passing of Ray Henderson who
died last Friday (1) when the
plane which was taking him from

'

Alexandria, Egypt, to Europe on his

final stops in advance of the pro-

posed world tour of Katharine Cor-

nell, fell in the sea, is expected to

result in the star calling off the

journey.

Acknowledged to be the road's

numiaer. one advance man and presi-

dent of New York Theatrical Press
Agents, It was intimated that had his

journey been completed he would
have advised against the tour any-
how. Miss Corbell, however had
been- preparing for the long, unique
trip. She worked for thvee seasons
without much surcease aiid is not
slated to appear on the stage thi^

season until next March, the tenta-
tive start of her debut in Washing-
ton, D. C, with 'The Ivory Fan,'

a new play to be added to her
repertory for the proposed tour, with'
Broadway not slated to see It until

after she returns.

Miss Cprneirs Plans
Miss Cornell's plans ware com-

pletely upset however by the pass-
ing of the ace publicity' man who
was 48 years of age. He was
especially well known in newspaper
circles \n. Manhattan, yet in many
hinterland stands Henderson w.-«s

something of an intimate to editors.

His letters to them vvere started with
their first names and contained news
items in addition to his releases.

The plane came down near Athens,
Greece, the flying boat nosing under
water for some unknown reason.

Henderson and three other pas-
sengers were killed or drowned,
others being seriously injured, while
the five man crew escaped. He
sailed to New Zealand last June,
thence to.Australia and later stopped
at .Java. London was to have been
Miss Cornell's finale to her tour.

In Bali he sent word that it was
the ideal holiday spot for a pre.ss

agent because there are no news-
papers. At the time he was rtariijig

for Singapore, one of the prospec-
tive stands oh the Cornell tour.

Advanced Many Stars

When he departed for the Coast
early In the summer to take ship for

the Antipodes, friends reminded him
what a soft assignment it was.

Henderson started in a box office at

Colorado Springs, also doing publici-

ty for the house. His first road as-

signment was with Johnston Forbes-
Robertson remaining with that actor

until he retired. He was pre.ss

agent for William Faversham, Ethel
Barrymore, Sir Herbert Tree, E. H.
Sothem and Julia Marlowe, George
Arliss and Winthrop Ames' attrac-

tions. For the past seven years he
has been publicity head for Miss
Cornell and Guthrie McClintic pro-
ductions. His full name was John
Raymond Henderson.
He was ever watchful that dailies

spell Miss Cornell's first name with
two a's—Katharine. When it ap-
peared Katherine he would .send , a
flock of postcards to the editorial

and proof rooms. Curiously enough
the N. Y. Times in its obituary story

spelled it the wrong way.
The fatal flight was a side trip

Henderson was miaking. He had
planned to spend several days in

Athens to see Miss Marlowe who has
been visiting there. Remains are be-
ing brought back by order of the
McClintic office.

It happened that the attorney for
Lillian Gish was also in Athens and
she cabled him with the request that
he handle the matter. Mi.^s Gi.-vh

opened in 'The Star-Wagon,' a Mc-
Clintic show at the Empire. N. Y,
topping the cast with Burgess
Meredith.

Aldrich Snags One

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Play tagged 'This Glorious Life,*

by . John Stur;iis, former Texas
newspaperman, has been optioned
for six mpnths by Richard Aldrich,
New York stage producer, '

He may give it a Broadway show-
ing next winter.
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Costume Workers Affiliate With

Wardrobe Union; to Halt hports

More Great Players in Great Phys

By Frederick Kelly
Maude Adams : 'The Little Minister'
Edwin Booth ; ^Hamlet'
Blanche Bates 'The Girl of the Golden West'
Charlotte Cushman , • . . . . .'Macbeth'
Charles Coglan 'The Royal Box'
Mrs. John Drew t % 'The Bivals'
Henry E. IXxey ; 'Adonis'
Julian Eltinge r'The Fascinating Widow'
Dustin Famum : 'The Virginian'
Caroline Miskell Hoyt , 'A Contented Woman'
Lotta «. 'Little Nell and the Marchioness'
Richard Mansfield 'Richard IIP
Lulu Glaser .'Dolly Varden'
Francis Wilson , 'Erminie'
Lewis Morrison .' 'Faust'
Julia Arthur ...^ 'Mor& Than'Queen'
E. S. Willard 'The Middleman'
Mary Maiinering. •. .'Janice Meredith'
Charles Fletcher , ..'The Duke's Motto'
Marie Doro , , 'The Morals of Marcus'
Annie- Russell ; .t 'Miss Hobbs'
Joseph Murphy 'Kerry Gow'
Vir^nia Harped 'Iris'

Annie Pixley '. 'M'Liss'
Neil Burgess .The County Fair'
Holbrook Blinn The Boss'
0131*3 ^¥oi*3ris • •»«•)•«••••••«••••*•••••.«»-t«***«»a««4«t'« * • L ^Li^iolc 47'

Anna Held i : 'Miss Innocence'
Eleanor Robson .'Salomy Jane'
Jessie Bartlett Davis ^ .... 'Robin Hood'
Thomas E. Shea 'Dr. Jekyell and Mr. Hyde'
Edmund Breese ,-. . .'Tlie Laon and the Mouse'
Agnes Booth ; 'Old Love Letters'
Annie Clarese 'Peg Woffington'
Mrs. Leslie Carter .'. 'Zaza'
J. H. Stoddard 'Beside the Bonnie JBrier Bush'
Alice Nielsen , 'The Serenade'
Fred Stone and David Montgomery " ...'The Wizard of Oz'
Raymond Hitchcock. ... I 'The Yankee Consul'
Mrs. G. H. Gilbert *A Night Off'
Cora Tanner ' 'Alone in London'
Mildred Holland 'Two Little Vagrants'
Helen Ware 'The Third Degree'
Madge Carr Cook .'Mrs. Wig^ of the Cabbage Patch'
May Robson 'The Rej.uvenation of Aunt Mary'
Clara Bloodgood 'The Girl With the Green Eyes'
Cyril Maude 'Grumpy'
Emma Dunn 'Old Lady 31'

Emma Trentini 'The Firefly'

Rogers Brothers 'Rogers Brothers in Ireland'
Thomas Wise 'The Man From Mississippi'
Elsie deWolfe 'The Way of the World'
Robert Hillard ...*A Fool There Was'
Jessie Millward 'The- Hypocrites'^
Chairles Barron 'A Celebrated Case'
Peter Dailey 'A Litle Bit of Everything'
Nora Bayes and Jack Norworth One of the early jZiegfeld Follies
Milton and Dolly Nobles » 'The Sphinx'
Pauline Hale 'Puritana'
Wright Lorimer .'The Shepherd King'
H. B. Warner .......'Alias Jimmy Valentine'
Donald Brian 'The Merry Widow'
Lester Wallack 'Rosedale'
Ward and Vokes .'A Run on the Bank'
Marie Cahill 'Nancy Brown'
Mrs. Sarah CoWell Le Moyne 'The Greatest Thing in thfe World'
Tomasio Salvini , 'Othello'

Mary Anderson t . , . , 'Pygmalion and Galatia'
Henrietta Crosman 'Sweet Kitty Bellaire*
J. E. Dodson 'The House Next Door'
Margaret Illington 'The Thief
Andrew Mack .'Myles Aroon"
Richard Carle 'The Spring Chicken*
Clifton Crawford , 'Three Twins*
Leo Carrillo .'Lombardi, Ltd.*
Maggie Mitchell 'Fanchon the Cricket*
Janusekeck '. -The Great Diamond Robbery*
Charles Hawtrey , . , . .'A Messenger From Mars"
Mrs. Thomas Whiffen 'The' Goose Hangs High'

[Mr. O. M. Samuel h^d Ada Rehan listed as pliaying 'Vanity Fair.* If I ^

am not incorrect it was Mrs. Minnie Maddem Fiske that made famous
Becky Sharpe in 'Vanity Fair.' Ada Rehan was noted for her Katherine
in Taming of the Shrew.' The late William Winter haa her exalted in
thit part in many of his books.]

Costume workers are affiliating

with the stage crafts unions by join-

ing the wardrobe mistresses union,

the principal objectives being a

closed shop and prevention of the

importation of costumes. M&ss meet-

ing will be held totjiglit (Wednes-

day) preparatory to the adoption oif

a clause in the wardrobe union's

constitution prohibiting members

from handling any but union-made

Anne Nichols Moves

Anne- Nichols has moved her offices

from the Little theatre, N. Y., to

Radio City. Miss Nichols leased the

house last season but recently sub-

let, to Bonftls and Sommes.
Although she retains an interest

for the duration of the lease, deal

called for the new lessees occupying
the offices except the suite in which
Brock Pemberton is quartered.

Shows in Rehearsal

. 'Amphitryon 33'—Theatre
Guild.

'The Manly Art'—Group The-

atre.

'Between The Devil'—Shu-

berts.

'Ghost of Yankee Doodle'—

Theatre Guild.

'I'd Bather Be Rlffht'—Sam
H. Harris.

'Hooray f»r What'—Shuberts,
'A Doll's House' (revival)—

Jed Harris.

'Angel Island'—George Ab-
bott.

'Follies* (road)—Shuberts.
'Father Malachy's Miracle'—

Delos Chappell.
'Antony and Cleopatra'—Row-

land Stebbins;

*St»gt Door' (road)—Sam H.

Harris.

'May Wine' (road)— J. J.

Leventhal.

May Cancel Chos.

Equity Meets Due

To Lack of Interest

Quarterly mee.ting of Chorus
Equity which was set for Friday (1)

was, called off when a quorum failed

to appear. Officers, waited around

an hour beyond gavel time when a

count of noses showed 22 members
on hand, whereas a minimum of 25

is required.

At the annual meeting application

for three meetings during the season,

was made. Proposers said that so

much time was taken up with the

treasurer's and seciretary's reports

that there was not time left for new
business. Equity's council ordered
quarterly chorus meetings held.

Lack of interest or of topics may
lead to cancelling further sessions

until the end of the season.

Expect Tax Easement

To Aid L'?3ie Legit

Louisville, Oct. 5.

J. H. Thuman, Cincinnati, has de-
cided to bring several road shows to

Louisville during the current sea-

son, in spite of the heavy tax which
is levied by the state on admissions.
A campaign is being waged to have,
the tax removed, and indications are
that the legislators will tackle the
matter and remove the tax, or at
least modify the burden in a meas-
ure, so that roadshows may again
find it profitable to play here.

Shows booked for the Meinorial
Auditorium are Ziegfeld Follies, Oct.
29-30; Ruth Gordon, in A Doll's
House,' Nov. 1, to be followed by
Tallulah Bankhead in 'Antony and
Cleopatra' and Tovarich,' in Noverh-
ber. December dateg are 'Babes in
Arms'' and during -the Christmas
holidays a three-day engagement of
The Women.' 'Room Service' is

scheduled for January, 1938, as well
as Maurice Evans in 'King Richard
II,' the Theatre Guild play, 'Masque
of Kings'; Charlotte Greenwood, In

'Leaning on Letty' and 'Frederika,'
a musical, also on the list.

It is expected that the discrimi-
natory tax will be removed by Jan. 1.

Bia viCTOEY
Edward Hayden O'Connor was

awarded judgment of $35 against
Joseph Byron Totten in small claims
court, N.Y., last week.
Amount involved salary due

O'Connor on an ill-fated strawhat
venture of Totten's last summer.
Plaintiff had worked as p.a. and
manager of the outfit.

Totten defended the suit upon the
grounds that O'Connor had been em-
ployed by a corporation and not by
him as an individual. Court, how-
ever, ruled Totten responsible.

Musical Tiyout
'Whims of 1937,' revue by Louise

Howard and William Lord, with mu-
sic by Claude Lapham, will be given
a show-window preem at the Pent-
house theatre of Villa Venice, N.Y.
Sunday evening, Oct. 17..

Cast will comprise old-timers and
newcomers and, if the show evi-
dences sufficient b.o. stamina, it will
be transplanted to a Broadv/ny the-
atre later for a run.

Current Road Shows

Week of Oct. 3

'Behind Red Lights,' Shubert,
Newark, N. J.

'Brother Rat,' Selwyn, Chicago.

'Brother Rat,' Trenton, Lynchburg,
Va, (4); Jefferson, Charlottesville,

Va. (5); James, Newport New,"3, Va.
(6); Lyric, Richmond, Va.' (7-9).

'Dangerous Corner,' Embassy, Port-
chester, N. Y.

Her Unborn Child,' Brighton,
Brighton, N. Y. (4).

'Leaning on Letty' (Charlotte
Greenwood), Chestnut St., Phila-
delphia.

'Madame Bovary,' National, Wash-
ington, D. C.

'Passing Of The Third Floor Back'
(Walter Hampden), Werba, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

'Room Service, Copyley, Boston.

'Room Service,' Biltmore, Los An-
geles.

'Show Is On,* Grand Opera House,
Chicago.

'Tobacco Road/ Nixon, Pittsburgh.

'Toni.^ht at 8:30,' Ckirran, San
Francisco.

'Tovarich,' Hanna, Cleveland.

'Tovarich,' Box, Cincinnati.

'Victoria Regina' (Helen Hayes),
Shubert, Boston.

'Wise Tomorrow,' Ford's, Balti-
more.

'Women,' Erlanger, Chicago.

'Yes, My Darling Daughter,' Cass,
Detroit (3-9).

'You Can't Take It With You,'
Harris, Chicago.
'You Can't Take It With You/

Plymouth, Boston.
'You Can't Take It With You/

Eilauger, Buffalo.

'Road' Lost $300,000,

Needs $60,000 to Tour

Appointment of a trustee to handle
the affairs of the Eternal Road Corp.
was recommended yesterday (Tues-
day) by H. P. Coffin, special master-,

in his report on the financial condi-
tion of the corporation to N. Y. Fed-
eral Judge John C. Knox. Court set

Oct. 15 for the hearing on ratifica-

tion of. the report.

Special master's report reveals that

the corporation's debts are approxi-
mately $300,000 Invested In the pro-

duction and $30,000 in rental of the

Manhattan opera • house. It would
cost $25,000 to reopen, the spectacle,

the report states, and about $60,000
to put it on the road. Only a nom-
inal amount could be obtained for

the spectacle's stage property and
other effects if disposed of at auction.
Coffin believes.

'Eternal Road.' the Meyer W.
Welsgal-Crosby Gaige spec Imporla-
tlon of last season, finally folded last

spring at the M. O. H. without ever
approaching a profit.

Future Plays

'Young Mr. Disraeli,' by Elswyth
Thane, has been placed in reheat-
sal by Alex Yokel. Opening tenta-
tively set for Nov. 10. Margaret
Webster directs. David Ffolkes has
designed the settings and costums.s.

'Edna His Wife/ from a novel by
Margaret Ayer Barnes, dramatized
and produced by Cornelia Otis Skin-
ner. Elliot Ja'coby will write the
musical score.

'The Doctor Is In/ a farce comedy
by Abner Kvoll, is slated for presen-
tation in December by Jacob A.
Weiser,

costumes.

Costumers Association of N. Y.,

employer group, has signified accept-

ance of the closed shop, but the

wardrobe union agrees not to work

on new costumes as has been a prac-

tice when shows go on the road. By
barring foreign-made costumes, it is

figured the makers will get the con-

tracts heretofore filled by importa-

tions.

The several imported attractions

and fioor shows.now current will not

be aftscted at this time, as the stip-

ulations will not be retroactive.

Hereafter managers bringing shows
from abroad must have costumes

made hare and the same will apply

to French and International casinos.

Rental costume firms and employees

will be included in the new set-up.

Organization in the costume^ field

also includes designers. Latter, most-

ly free lance, have been joining the

Scenic Artists union.

New Decf^bani Scsde h,

Ti}o»gii Not Signatured

Although the new wage scale

agreement between Broadway legit

.managers and the stage hands' union

Local No. 1 has been written the

contract has not been signed. De-

spite the delay in signaturing the

new scale is being paid, restoring

the cuts that were in for four years.

It seems that attorneys for the

showmen and the union are .merely

checking up on the provisions and

there is no need for further huddles,

Boosted wages were retroactive

to Sept. 6, so that crews which
have been working in the holdover
shows and some road attractions will

get the difference in wages this

week.

The bunch back stage at the Music
Box, however, declined to take full

advantage of the retroactive provi-
pl6n. Stated that in 1932, when the
<cuts went in Sam H, Harris refused
to make wage deductions which
were allowed on two previous weeks.
Deckhands are returning the favor
but chalking off two weeks of the
boost in wages.

Tricky Sets I^elay

'Bovary' Preem in D. C.

Washington, Oct. 5. .

Opening of 'Madame Bovary/ first

Theatre Guild show of season here,

was postponed from last night (4)

to tonight, due to trouble getting 17

set changes working smoothly.

Play being first .American Theatre
Society event of season, letters were
rushed to every subscriber holding
Monday night seats with request
that they get in touch with box
office to switch to another night dur-
ing week.

Cap's only legit spot goes dark
again next week, resuming Oct. 18
with Lunt and Fontanne in 'Amphi-
tyron 38.'

Balto's FTP Sked

Detroit, Oct. 5.

Local WPA theatre project re-
turns to activity here Fi'iday (8)
with two performances of 'Tragical
History of Dr. Faustus' at Ca.ss

Tech aud. ^

Under new policy set up by Fred
Morrow, supervisor of local proj-
ect, this season's productions will be
presented in schools, clubs and com-
munity centers, at free admlsh.
Lineup for season Includes 'Anna
Christie,' 'Chalk Dust,' 'Let Free-
dom Ring,' and 'Dr. Faustus/

Stark, in Resigning WPA

Post, Airs His Peeves

Resignation of Wallace R. Stark
from the Federal Theatre Project

on Saturday (2) was accompanied
by a letter addressed to Hallie Flan-
a.?an, director, in which he charged
'disgusting conditions' existing in

the Project made it impossible for

him to continue working. He is a
part of a group representing War
Veterans. Employed by the FTP. -

He charged that non-relief super-
visors raised their ow'n salaries, that

aliens were employed on the Proj-
ect, while veterans vfere receiving

wage reductions, and that he was
kept on the 'referral bench' for
seven months because administrative
Interference prevented him, from, be-
ing transferred to work for which he
was qualified.

Federal Theatre officials deny that
supervisors raised their own salaries.

Presence of aliens on the Project
was virtually impossible under the
Relief Act of 1937, only rare exemp-
tions being obtained in cases where
the . talent concerned was unique.

Plays OutofTown

WISE TOMORROW
Baltimore, Oct. 5.

Drama In three acta by Stephen Powys;
presented by Bertiard Klawans (Warners);
directed by ITugh MacMuHan; settings by
Watson Barrntt, Tord'a theatre, Baltimore,
Oct. 4, $2.20 top.

Tony Campion.,.. Edith Barrett
Norman Weldon..,. Nuunton Wayne
Peter MarBh Theodore Newton
Helen tteitz Rosemary Ames
Bob Ebury Calvin Thomas
Jonn Campion '.Glpria Dickson
ninnii Ebury .Josephine Victor
Colley ? Olive Reeves-Smllh
Alice.... Florence Edney
Newsman Joseph Taulane

Billed as being presented by Ber-
nard Klawans, this play is never-
theless a British importation spon-
sored by the Warner Bros, which
already owns the picture rights.
Klawans heads the play department
for the Brothers. As possible pic-
ture material, 'Wise Tomorrow' offers
one of those moot mysteries of the
industry that escapes belief. It is
a story of one woman's love for an-
other and as such pulls no punches.
Without the sympathy and drama

of 'The Captive' and lacking the
power of 'Children's Hour,' Mr.
Powys' play might stand comparison
with 'The Green Bay Tree' with the
sexes in reverse minus its subtlety
and showmanship. It's an unvar-
nished tale of a woman's yen for an-
other, selfish, cruel and entirely
without plausible reason.
Joan Campion is a young actress,

doing her stuff in the straw hats,
torn between a career of domesticity
with a man she doesn't entirely .love
and a chance on Broadway under
the guidance and possesiSive influ-
ence of Diana Ebury, an aging ac-
tress of another d«y. Through three
talky and slow moving acts this
conflict rages, With only here and
there a bit of smart writing and
dramatic pointing. The end, entirely
unreal, finds the embryo star emulat-
ing her menace and following in her
footsteps even though she has de-
parted this world in broken-hearted
and unsatisfied disappointment. So
strong is this all empowering post
mortem influence on Joan, the final
curtain finds her draped in purple
and walking out on it all escorted
by a low-heeled, tailor-made dame
who promises to lull her to restful
sleep with pianistlc bedtime songs.

Gloria Dickson as Joan is dec-
orative and struggles hard with the
material on hand. Josephine Victor
as the lady with the yen has her
moments, overstressing somewhat at
times. Excellent jobs are turned in
by Edith -Barrett and Naunton Wayne
in secondary roles. The rest of the
cast is comuetent. Direction could
stand considerable hyping through-
out.

It will take a whale of a job to
ready 'Wi.se Tomorrow' for the rig-
ors of a Broadway opening. As con-
structed at present it is not good the-
atre ai)d certainly not picture mate-
rial.

Burin.
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iromen' Tops Chi with $17,000,

%anVM Still Getting Coin

Chicago, Oct. 5.

Every house, with the exception of

the Studebaker has legits. And with
the demand still climbing it appears

the Studebaker will have a full legit

season for the first time in years.

The American Theatre Society may
take the house for its subscription

season since the other four houses
tire booked ahnost solidly.

Fourth show for the loop Is 'Show
j3 On' and opens tonight (Tuesday)
at the Grand. Other three shows
aire doing excellent business,
especially the latest one, The
Women,' which is getting mobs of
femmes. Matinees are wonders in

this town, and it's possible that the
^ows here may add another matinee
and drop an evening show. The
afternoon shows are in great de-
mand and are practically sell-outs.

Estimates for Last Week
"Brother Bat,' Selwyn (1,000; $2.75)

(7th week). Comedy is settling for a
run from present indications. Again
around $12,500.
'The Show Is On,' Grand (1,300

$3.30) (1st week). Opens tonight
(Tuesday), having been postponed
from opening originally scheduled
for yesterday. Advance good for
town^s only musical.
•The Wonjien,' Erlanger (1,300;

$2.75) (3rd week). Getting big play
despite early squawks in the dailies

. about the cast Up to $17,000.
'Tou Can't Take It With Tou,'

Harris (1,000; $2.75) (35th week).
.Wonder run of the loop, and holding
to a pace consistently profitable.

Close to $13,000.
WPA

'Monesh,' Great Northern. Yiddish
folk show is getting sell-out nights
due<to huge party demand.

One-actors, Princess. Doing fair
biz.

OLDEST LECIT IN U. S.

GOES YIDDISH PIX

Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

Walnut St. theatre, here, oldest
playhouse in the country, has been
opened for Yiddish films by Robert
Hanover, Built in 1B08, to house
Pepin and Breschard circus, it has
since then been used, for upper-crust
legit, opera, burley and pix.

First legit show ever given in this

'country opened at Walnut, on New
Year's Day, 1812.. It was Sheridan's
The Rivals.' House was then called
Olympic.
From then until late '20s, boards

were tread by such as Edwin Booth,
Sarah Bernhardt, Ellen Terry, Char-
lotte Cushman, Lily Langtry, Julia
-Marlowe, DeWoKe, Hopper, Weber
and Fields, Maude Adams and
Chauncey Olcott House was used
by Yiddish legit company last year.

'Snsan' Got $13,400

.
On Baitiinore Break-h

'SERVICE' LOOKS SET

FOR HEALTHYU RUN

Los Angeles, Oct. 5.
George Abbott's 'Room Service'

debuted at the Biltimore (4), booked
for four week's stay to what should
be healthy trade, based on advance
and interest manifested.. Noel
Coward's 'Tonight at 8:30' wound up
two profitable weeks (2), final stanza
runnmg to near top inoney.

Estimate for Last Week
Tonight at 8:30,' Biltmore (D-1,656:

$2.75) (2nd-final wk). Trade .jumped
nicely on final week and finish
brought cool $13,000 which plenty
healthy, indicating this town wiil
pay for legit if it's up to their ex-
pectations.

WPA
'The World We Live In,' Mayan.

Czechoslovakian drama opened (30),
John Baird directed.

'Captain Bcas^ound's Coversion,'
Hollywood Playhouse. Now in sec-
ond week with two more to go.

miNA'S' 28G

SOCKO FOR HUB

Baltimore, Oct. 5.
This town is going for legit in a

vwy big way. Current season her-
alded in advance by local press and
opening auspiciously with profitable
grosses for repeats of 'Dead End'
and 'Brother Rat' gathered momen-
tum this week with a resounding
$13,400 for 'Susan and God,' pre-
Broadway presentation at Ford's.
Opening with a promising advance
under its belt and cashing in on a
pleasing braoe of reviews from local
cnx, biz continued solid throughout
week, winding up with a capacity
matmee and night for. the closing
Saturday.
- 'Wise Tomorrow,' the Warners' ini-
tial legit venture entirely on their
own. getting its prior to New York
workout here, is currently at Ford's
With some sale mounting up for the
opening night. Maryland, town's
other legit house, has the Columbia
J»rand Opera Company in reper-
toire at Dop prices with some In-
terest indicated.

Estimate for Last Week
to ?nP" Ford's (1,988;
^•jO). Very nice going for this John
^oiden opus starring Gertrude Law-
rence^ and headed for Broadway,
with $13,400 in the till at the end of
ine week.

Two Flops Out

Two quick flops were r.oted last
week among Broadway legit arrivals.
On Location,' presented at the Ritz,
was withdrawn after the eighth per-
formance. Play drew caustic criti-
cal comments and first nighters fig-
'Jred it had no chance.
How Come Lawd,' a colored cast

5«?u'
°P^"«.<i Thursday (30) at the

^Jth Street, but failed to go on after
ine following night's perfcnmance.
«ated ho|)eIes«.

Boston. Oct. 5.

'Victoria Regina' crashed through
again with a take that doubled com-
peting shows here. Miss Hayes
played a special good-will perform-
ance to the New England press Fri-

day (1), and the public sale of bal-

cony seats swelled the take to $28,-
000, exceeding the opening week's
gross.

'To Quito and Back,' played four
days without Leslie Banks, co-
starred with Sylvia Sidney, when he
went to the Massachusetts Memorial
Hospital for kidney treatment. Wal-
ter Greaza took over Banks' role
from Monday to Thursday, inclusive,
then Banks stepped in Friday night
(1>. Jan Ulbrich played Greaza's
part during the stars absence. Sec-
ond stanza slightly better than the
opwier.

'Can't Take It With You' shows
hardly any pace-slackening after
four weeks at the Plymouth, and
appears set for a good run. 'Room
Service' opened an indef run in the
newly renovated Copley Monday
night (4).

Estimates for Last Week
^Victoria Begfna' (Shubert) ($3.30)

(2nd week)—Crashed through again
with a solid week of capacity-plus
houses, topping the first week with a
big tally of $28,000. Two more stan-

Can't Take It With Tou' (Plym-
outh) ($2.50) (4th week). Whacking
along at swell pace, finished fourth
frame with dandy $15;000.

'To Quito and Back' ^Colonial)
($2.75) (2nd w«ek). Held medium
pace, with aid of Guild subscription
list during two-week tryout. Closed
Saturday (2).

'Room' Dips 'Neadi 6G

On Frisco Getaway

San Francisco, Oct. 5.

*iloom Service,' which closed at
the Geary Saturday, Oct. 2, after a
run of five weeks, has moved on to

Los Angeles, leaving Frisco with one
legit, the Federal Theatre Project's
production of Eugene O'Neill's 'Be-
yond the Horizon' at the Alcazar.

Estimate for Last Weeli
'Room Service' (Geary) (5th week)

(1,700; $2.50). Failure of the com-
edy to do better in its final stanza
attributed strikes, stock market dip
and warm spell. At that the show
closed to the tune of $5,500, which
isn't at all bad, considering.

WPA
'Beyond the Horixon' (1st week)

(1,269; 50c). Performances cut to five

a week which brings the gross down
a bit. The first week was marked
by spotty business, the take reacliing

a fair $2,000.

ITovarich's* $14,000

Good for St. Loo

NEWARKBIZ OKAY
'Behind Red Lights' Grabs $11,000

Opening Week at the Shubert

Newark, Oct. 5.
'Behind Red Lights,' in for two

weeks at the Shubert, is doing
capacity, due to crix stressing the
sensational angle. S R O sign out
for several performances with sell-
outs as early as noon.

Estimate for Last Weelt
'IBehfnd Red Ligrhts' (2d week)

Shubert (1960; 50-1.50)—Dramatic
expose of vice packed house all
week, with two-for-ones on three
nights only. Splendid $11,000.

WS' $li5i

STRONt PTTT.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 5,

'Brother Rat' proved smash Jot first

order at Nixon last week, proving
that road doesn't need names if the
goods are there, although George
Abbott seems to be the only bird
who knows the formida. Playing at

$2 top, comedy click knocked off

over $14,500, a - sock any time and
at any scale for this spot, and could
have hung around another stanza
without any trouble.
'Tobacco Road' had previously

been booked in for this week, send-
ing 'Rat' out, and chances are that
'Road' could stand two weeks, too,

but won't get it because ATS season
opens with 'Madame Bovary' next
Monday (11).

'Road' making its third visit here
and playing at $1.50 top, same as last

year when it pulled surprise of sea-
son by getting close to $18,000.

Estimate for Last Week
'Brother Bat' (Nixon; 2,100; $2.20)
—Comedy ai winner. Rave notices
on all sides, with balcony and gal-
lery just about going clean at every
performance. Over $14,500, with in-

expensive set-up, a wow.

'Star-Wagon First Hit of New Season;

Both English Comedies Jnst Fair

'The Star-Wagon,' which opened
at the Empire,, N. Y., last mid-week,
immediately jumped to the straight

play leadership. Based on the pace
of the first five performances, the
show should top $18,000 this week,
approximating capacity.

,

Two English comedies turned, in
faif grosses, both 'George and Mar-
garet,' at the Morosco, and 'French
Without Tears,' at the Miller, getting
$9^000. Other newcomers appear to
be in doubt. 'Blow Ye Winds' topped
$6,000 at the 46th Street; 'The Lady
Has a Heart' was estimated 'under
that mark; the Abbey Players start-
ed with the wrong play. CKathie
Roche') at the Ambassador. Two
of last week's entrants were hastily
withdrawn, 'On Location' stopping at
the Ritz and 'How Come, Lawd,' disn
appaaring after two performances at
the 49th Street. '

After the Legion convention lull

Broadway grosses bounded upward
with some of the strong holdovers
bettering their previous- Wfiek by
more than $3,000. 'The Women'
topped $17,000; 'Room Service' got
more than $16,000, and- 'You Can't
Take It With You,' which was the
least affected, grossed $15.000—ca-
pacity. Current week should be as
good or better, what - with the
World's Series starting today (6).

Season still is laggard. There are
only two regular premieres this week
and a brace for next week when
'Wise Tomorrow' debuts at the Bilt-

more ('Brother Rat' moving to the
Hudson), and 'In Clover' at the Van-
derbilt, latter being set back from
this week, leavtsg 'Susan and God'
and 'To Quito and Back' as this

week's entrants. A revised version
of 'Virginia' started Monday (4),

with the operetta rated about the

same as the original.

WPA offered a fairy tale called

inside Stuff—Legit

'Virginia,' the Rockefeller-backed operetta at the Center, Radio City,

N. Y., is now being presented with its book revised and in part restaged.

Harry Wagstaff Gribble has supervised rehearsals for the last several

weeks, work of revamping having started soon after the premiere Sept. 2.

It was first reported that Gribble rewrote the script, but that work was
done by Owen Davis, who collaborated with Laurence Stallings, after the

latter turned in the original. Gribble's name does not appear in the pres-

ent billing, either as stager or co-author, and he stated he did not wish

to be known in either capacity so far as 'Virginia' is concerned. Yet there

is some talk of Gribble getting a slice of royalties.

It is claimed that not more than six speeches remain of the original

show but the story rimains essentially the same. Several reviewers, who
looked the operetta over for a second time Monday (4), perceived no

radical changes though the performance has been hypoed and the book
lightened, with some changes in the musical numbers aljjo.

Program remains the same with Leon Leonidoff credited with the. pro-

duction staging and Edward Clark Lilley for the book direction.

The Comedy theatre on 41st street near Sixth avenue, N. Y., will be
renamed the Mercury, same title applying to a repertory group which will

present plays there. Group is headed by Orson WellOs and John House-
man, formerly of the WPA Theatre project. They secured a leave of

absence when there was a mixup over the presentation of a relief show
called 'The Cradle Will Rock' just prior to the deadline for cutting down
on the project. They did not return to WPA.
Piece went on independently at the theatre originally called Jolson's

and now the Yiddish Art theatre. There were no settings and the players

went through the performance from seats on the first floor.

Group's schedule calls for 'Julius Caesar,' 'Shoemaker's Holiday,'

'Dutcherr of Malfi' and 'Heartbreak House.'

Very
St. Louis, Oct. 5.

Aided by recently formed Play-
goers of St. Louis, which now is

guaranteeing $3,000 a week in seat

reservations, legit season got under
way last week at American theatre

with 'Tovarich' copping $14,000. Con-
sidered fine biz because of unusual-
ly warm weather and stiff opposish
from the Horse Show, where the

admission is scaled to $1.50.

American will be dark next Iwo
weeks, but reopens Sunday (17) with
Tobacco Road.'

Short Plays Theatre which will present plays running from 30 to 60

minutes will be conducted along legit lines. Presentations will be under
the regulations of the Dramatists Guild agreement and Equity require-

ments, while the ticket scale will be similar to that of usual Broadway
attractions.

Clarence D. Jacobson who has been mulling the idea for several sea-

sons, heads the managerial end, also being business agent for the Theatrical

Managers, Agents and Treasurers union. John J. Dillon formerly general

manager for the late A. L. Erlanger, will have the same post with the

short plays project.

Some time before Phillips and Barratt opened 'Th6 Lady Has a Heart,'

Longacre, N. Y,, they wired Darryl Zanuck requesting that 20th-Fox hold
back the release date of the film version so that the stage version could
have a better, chance to encompass a run. The answer was no, although
the starting date for shooting the picture has not been set. Twientieth
bought the screen rights when the. play was presented in Vienna under
the title of 'Jean.' Broadway press reception Was doubtful.

Picture's .start waits on the return of William Powell who will enact the

male lead. He recently sailed for Europe on a vacation.

'The Star Wagon' was especially written by Maxwell Anderson for
Burgess Meredith who with Lillian (jish is cO-Ieatured in the play which
opened at the Empire, N. Y., last week. The young actor lives near the
Anderson domicile and they are close friends. 'Wagon' was originally
planned as a light comedy but appears to have gotten out of hand some-
what during the authoring which explains the presence of several scenes
not related to the story. «

.

After the play opened several cuts were made and one appendage to
the second act finale was tossed out entirely.

After five months of hospitalization George Holland .is hobbling about
on crutches. Former Broadway press agent who has been crilic and col-
umnist for the Boston American, fractured a leg and the bone would not
knit. While in the hospital he contracted pneumonia which prolonged
his stay in bed.

Injured leg is supported by a brace. Holland at present is in the country
to gain strength.

'A Hero Is Born' at the Adelphi last
week and slates a revival of 'Proces-
sional' at the Elliott next week.

Estimates for Last Week
'Babes in Arms,' Shubert (26th

week) (M-l,385-$3.30). Picked up as
expected and slated for another
month; takings around $15,000
claimed to be okay.
'Blow Ye Wind^s,' 46th St. (3d

week) (C - 1,375 - $3.30). Audiences
like show but press hurt; first full
week over $6,000, and may climb. .

'Brother Rat,' Biltmore (43d week)
(C-991-$3.30). Improved considerably
over convention week and ap-
proached $8,000 mark; moves to Hud-
son next week, 'Wise Tomorrow' next
attraction.
'French Without Tears,' Miller (2d

week) <C-944-$3.30). Smart opening;
got ^9,080 in seven performances;
looks like lower fioor draw with
little in balcony.
'George and Marenret,' Morosco

(3d week) (C-961-$3.3Q). First full
week promising; takings of $9,000 in-
dicate English comedy has good
chance despite mixed press.
'Having Wonderful Time,' Lyceum

(33d week) (C-l,000-$3.30). Went up
materially along with field, with ex-
cellent weeh-cnd attendance; around
$8,000; indefinite.
'How Come Lawd,' 49th St. Col-

ored cast drama dropped out after
two performances; panned; some talk
of resuming.
'Lady Has a Heart,' Longacre (2nd

week) (CD-l,019-$3.30). Some extra
space ads for foreign comedy which
drew mixed notices; matinee trade
claimed strong; $5,500 indicated.
'On Location,' Ritz. Yanked Satur-

day; one week after press toasting.
'Room Service.' Cort (21st week)

(C-l,059-$3.30). Came right back as
expected, with gross over $16,000;
cinch to go past first of year
'Susan and God,' Plymouth (1st

week) (CD-l,036-$3.30). Presented by
John Golden; written by Rachel
Crothers; well regarded out of town;
opens Thursday (7).
The Star Wagon,' Empire (2d

week) (CD-l,096-$3.30). Opened last
mid-week; press divided, but cork-
ing business with capacity draw;
should top $18,000 this week.

'The Women,' Barrymore (41st
week) (C-l,048-$3.30)..Jumped more
than $3,000 and topped $17,000; mat-
inee attendance went to standee pro-
portions.

'To Quito and' Bacli,' Guild (1st
week) (D-914-$3.30). Presented by
Theatre Guild; written by Ben
Hecht; tried out in Boston; opens to-
night (6),
'Tobacco Road,' Forrest (200th

week) (C-l,107-$1.65). Low top run
leader still going along to profit; last
week, estimated around $6,000.

'Virginia,' Center (6th week) (M-
3,438-$3.30). New version now in;
business improved $3,500 last week,
and takings are estimated topping
$20,000.

•Yes, My Darling Daughter,' Play-
house (34th week) (C-878-$3.30).
Jumped last week, with the gross
quoted close to $10,Q00; looks set
well into fall period.
'You Can't Take It With You,'

Booth (43d week) (C-708-$3.30).
Bounded back io full capacity, plus
standees, with the gross around
$15,000; should go through second
season.

Revivals
'King Richard II,' St. James; final

two weeks of repeat date.
'Abbey Players, Ambassador; Irisli

troupe got weak start with 'Katie
Roche.'
'The Fireman's Flame,' American

Music Hall;"' old timey meller opens
Saturday (9).

WPA
'A Hero Was Born,' Adelphi; fairy

tale.

'Swing It,' Lafayette, Harlem; col-
ored revue.

'IFfTY' AT $13,000

A SMASH IN PHILLY

Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

Town's only legit is 'Leaning on
Letty,! now in its third week at the
Chestnut, and doing nicely.
Next week the Erlanger rejoins

the procession with a week's en^ aTe-
ment of 'The Passing of the Third
Floor,' with Walter Hampden, but it

is on the 18th that the real activity
starts. Two musicals, one a tryout
ond the other a revival, and Helen
Hayes' long-awaited 'Victoria Re-
gina' are the trio. Tryout is 'Be-
tween the Devil,' with Jack Bu-
chanan and Evelyn Laye, and other
tuner is 'May Wine,' revived with
Use Marvenga and Michael Bar'clctt
in leads.

.
Estimates for Last Week

'Leaning on Letty' (Chestnut) (2d
week) (1,646; $2.50). Holding up
okay, especially with matinee and
balcony trade. Grossed over $13,000
and stays two more weeks.
'Tobacco Road' (Erlanger) (final

week) (1,850; $1.50). Ended prof-
itable stay Saturday, although might
have stayed 3rd wfeek. Low scale
kept actual figure down to $8,500.
House dark this week.
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Plays on Broadway

THE STAR WAGON
ComeJv drama In three acta prlsaenleil nt

Fmplre. N. Y., Sept. ai), '37. by GUllule

McC'llnllc; written by MflxwolJ Anderson;

mnTert bv- presenter; Burpr.-B. Meredith ond
.l.lllinn GIsh featured; *3.«0 top; *•>.•>«

premiere.

"Hani's WlekS,.i ;. Russell Collins

Manila MInch. -..Lllllnn Glsh
Stephen Minch Burprrsi Me>-e(lllU

J»arlt. V i Whitner Blssell

Rlppip i,,.\Inn Anderson
An.'Te'a .Muriel St:irr

'Apfel.... Howard Freemnn
ru(T\'. .• Kent Smith
First Thi'-'.v. .Barry Kelley
.Second Thus.,...,'. Chnrles For""<s^^r
Miai y ..... . ..Tohn PhlUlber
Faille .\rltr,Tion .'. Jane Buchr\n.in
Mr. Arlington. .T. Arthur Voitnr?

'M;t nutlpdse Mildred Nntwlck
*P;\jil Relprer Ednjond O'Brien'
Chrl^iabel.....I. Evelvrl .Vibott
•DBlln . . . . ; 4 ... J .Rdlth Smith
^Oelethorpe WllU^m Garner

. Manager-author ' combination of

Guthrie McCliiitic an^ Maxwell
Anderson is clicking again, this time

.• with an interesting, though over-

long play which' should register

^fairly well and certainly supply] rich

-material for commentators on the

drama.
' Last season , they fashioned

. 'High

Tor,' a fantasy. . 'The Star Wagon,'

.too, turiis baclc the years and is

fantasy of ia deeper tonel Ariderson

appears' to be on a philosophical

bender, as -indicated by the welter

of observation before his play gets

to its point, There are, however,
diverting Interludes in the eight-
scaned. play, with settings adroitly
designed' and operated. -

Idea of middle age reverting to
.youth-, is .not .new, and the .device
used ^here '^eems not the best fea-
-ture of .the -author's imagination. In-
ve'ntori in the play builds a gadget
which ;resembles'a safe. Within are
.dials, tubes 9nd - colls, the machine
.supposedly . being empowered to tal^*

persons back to any given date and
, leave them as > they were then.

• Theory is that any wave or impulse
in the air can be recaptured, since
it never dissolve^. The prop ,used is

, a strange object in the general at-
mosphere of the presentation, as
though Anderspn was stuck with his
iitory and found no other solution.

Steve Winch, the genius, and his
pal, Hamus, are at breakfast. He
^as been wed to Martha for 35 years,
and. ,this morning she rebukes faim

for plodding along at, the same $27,50

oar week pay. Steve should* have
shared in- the many inventions he'

contrived,, including' a piano- ahdi

motor car; he should have married
Hallie. . anyhow, she ..

being the

daughter of a. rich man who became
a millionaire after buying Steve's

gasoline buggy.

Palis are late reaching the labora-

tory, where they have labored these

many years. They are fired by the

boss, who was their' boyhood chum,
mostly because Steve , had invented

a. rubber, tire that won't wear out.,-

Two cars have beeji run for 120,000

miles in a test and the tires still

okay. . What was wanted was a little

better tire than formerlyt but ilot

that good, . Scene is . one of the

humorous bits ,qf th^v performance.,

What with Martha telling 'em off,

and being sacked, . the pals, operate

the machine, setting it for early July,

1902, Following scene . finds them-
back in their bicycle ' shop of that

time. Th2re is- the early motor -car

with a whip and socket in frpnt, in

case it flops, and they have to hitch

-

uo a horse. Here -comes Martha, in

,

bloomers to get a tire pumped up,

then Hallie enters with her rich pop.

That evening the lads and the

fjirls of the . choir . gather . in the

church loft for practice. Martha, at

the organ,' and Steve , are left alone,

and • he : sings his solo composition.

'The Palms,^ surprisingly well war-
bled for an actor like Burgess. Mere-
dith. Next day is the church picnic.

That is the end pf the . second • act,

but it takes that long for,, the play
to reach its crux. Steve is about to

:

marry Martha, but becomes, engaged

.

to Hallie instead; even though he
tells Hanus he doesh't want it that

way.
Last act shows Steve and iHallie

as an unhappy coupla, he tied down
to office work, scheming how to

get other people's money. Martha
is well off with the n!an who was
Steve's boss at the beginning. Hanus
has walked out on a crabby- widow
who taught the choir. -Pals are -disr.

.<»usted and resort to the star;-wagon.
Dials are set for the present^ and
they go back to the modest dining
room that opens the play.

There the story concludes, tfut not
without the disclosure ' that' all the
characters had reverted to the scenes
of the generation pfevious, Martha
said she had been asleep in -the chair
waiting for them, , but she , knows
what would have happened had she

married the other man and had
Steve wed the other girl. Boss, too,

is in the know, for he comes to re-

engage Steve, this time as consult-

ing engineer on his own time and at

a decent compensation.
Author's evident intent is to show

that whatever happens is .fpr the

best, tending to prpve this by show-
ing what might hfive happened. Be-
fore, permitting the curtain to fall

oii his how contented trio, however,
he reaches out into the mystical.

Wife is now contented with ner lot;:

but the delver-husband still reaches

out. He comments- that we came
from the darkness, . and return to

darkness, yet some day we^ may
"reach out there end learn what was
before and what is to come. So, ac-

cepting the contraption that is the

star-wagon; the drama 'leaves 'plenty

for audiences to 'ponder -over.

In direction and production Mc-
Clihtic 'has riot" achieved a better

presentation for a play of this type
could have become a shambles. Cast-^

ing, ' too, is crafty, while the acting

is something to admire-. Meredith is

on
.
stage' .virtually throughout,

switching from a middle-aged cod-
ger to 'a young man and back' again,
an" assignment that advances him
further in the high rating hi? yomfi
career has already reached. 'Lillian

Gish as an aging .wile switches dejc-

terouSly to a young woman • with
equal skill. Russell Collins a^ Steve's
pal and a fellow given to speakings
asides seems to fit into the trhim-
yerate with ease. Then ^there is

Mildred. Natwick as • testy widow,
Kent Smith as the boss, Jai>e

.
Bp-

chanah as the s.weet Hallie, among
the others who stand out.

'The Star-Wagon' is the first

thoughtful play, of the neM(r season,
and, when most-' of the. other early
.arrivals have .evaporated, it should
still lure draixia lovers. • Ibce,

French' Without Tears
Orilbert Miller production (In association"

wJtll Howard 'Wyndham ond Bronson
AlVery) of three-act- comedy (In five scene.s;
ninele act) by -Terence R.nttlffaa; directed,
by Harold French; setting, Raymond
Rovcy, ,from original sketch by G. K.
Benda; opening Sept. 28. '37, at Henry
Miller. N. Y.; |3..'J0 top.

Kennel h Lake , . Ph'lllo . Friend'
Briiin 'Curtis .....Guy Mlddlelnn
Hon. Alan Howard Frank Lawton
•Miiridnne. ,

." Slmone Petltjean'
Monslour Maln«rot. Marcel Vnllee
,I,lput.-Commander Rogers. .Cyril Raymond
Diana Lake, , , ^ . i , . ,Penelope Dudley Ward
KIt;Nellan. . . .Hubert GregR
JacQueline Malngot Jacqueline Porel
Lord Hcybrook .....Edward Ryan, Jr.

value or cold blooded b,o, appeal.

Yet it was well received by* the' first

liighters, Imbgtly dyed-jn-^he-'wopl

fans of Celtic drama who seemed- to

get more than others out of the pro-

ceedings. They were a- clannish lot.

who probably felt that the several

fine performances were sufficieirt in

a compensatory way to Offset story

thinness and plot familiarity.
" Then too, others may have been
that human- irtteTest angle anent the

Slay beipg. the work of Teresa
leevey, mute from birth, who sub-

mitted 'Katie* and won the prize In

a play contest held at the home thea-

tre in Dublin.
. .

Miss Deevey, with that accredited

handicap,', should- be happy m that

she -displays a flair ,for playwrltmg
far frqm .fully developed - but ^of

sufficient, promise to have her try

again. ,
•

.
,-

Plot and story is folksy drama
with' occasional tinge;? of lighter

relief. - It's . the yarn of a • highr

spirited, over-ambitious Irish lass,

Katie Roche, to win what she fefels

her . proper, place; in the suri and

what goes',with it, ,. ;
•

'

, rier romantic plan? get early upset

when the gossoon Katie loves brmgs
do-ivh the wr&th of his parents upon
both becau.se Qf Katid's doubtful

parentage. Seems she yras born out

of wedlock and' Michael's kin will

have no part* of .such an aUiaince. .

- .Katie rebels but finally, contracts

a marriage , of. .convenience 'with

Stanislaus Gregg, somewhat her

elder. Wedlock does not cramp
Katie's capricioushess nor flirtatious-

ness. Before-the marriage is shattered

upon the proverbial roeks there is a

partial 'solution, - ^

Eileen Cro-we gives a fine perforrti-

ance in the Vt^e xole,. making Jier a

combo of vixeri and lovable at the

same time." F. J. McCormick is

smooth and repressed as the elder

husband while Arthur Shields ^does

okaV as Michael, the. sweetheart be-

yond reach lof Katie. Other good

performances are turned in. by

Michael J. Dolan,-BiaMooney, Denis

O'Dpa, Maureen Delany^.and Austin

Meldon: • > ' .
..

'Katie* remains the bill until

Thursday (t), when the players will

revert to an old standby, _Sean

O'Casey's 'The Plough and the Stars.

ences who infrequently attend
Broadway shows.

Judged by stringent, professional
Standards, however, *A Hero Is
Born' is unsatisfying. Script lacks
the deft: touch needed for a fantasy
of the sort, and the dialog misses
ridescent humor.' Score is generally
undistinguished and occasionally
touches the reminiscent, while the
singing and dancing are woefully
inadequate.

.

Most of the acting fails to. enliven
he material, but Ben Starkie has a
satisfactory swagger as the prince,
Drue Leyton is a prettily fragile
leroine', Frederic T6?ere is an -amus-
ing king until he tries -to italicize the
comedy of the part, while Margaret
Wycherly is constricted-by the role
of the .queen. Several small parts
have ' momentary ' lu.iter. All the
acting is frequently inaudible.

..By and large, 'A^IHerO ls Born* is

one. of the, novelties that "seem par-^
ticularly' suited'; to - Federal > theatre'
production;.' But in this case the
effort lacks - inspiration arid, skill.

- '
. . Hobe. ;

WILLIAM LIEBLING

Is Pleased to Announce

That He Now Has Under

Personal Management

WPA

AND

For Legitimate 'Productions

in America

NOW
APPEARING

METROPOLITAN

BOSTON

'French Without Tears,' another

trahsplanted-frOm-London play," is

captioned 'a light comedy -.in -three

acts.' It's light, all right. Toomuchso,
in fact, to stay anchored for long on
Broadway. Not even the fine Gilbert

Mil.er investiture and an expert cast
can bolster it to any great degree,
because,, once having exhausted the
class trade for .which it. is best
primed, it wiL pass on quickly.
Pait'amount is said to have' paid

$50,000 for tho film rights!, with Die-
trich in mind. Unless the Penelope
Dudley Ward assignment in the play,
and the entire dramatic structure,
in toto, is considerably embellished
for cinematic' purposes, one wonder^
what Par has to make a fihri out of.
Locale is on the French Riviera

and title is borrowed from a French
primer.- Seacoast villa is M. Main-
Sot's pension and school for young
Englishmen who are cramming for
the diplomatic service and, as .part
of the curriculum, must master a
sufficient amount of French in order
•to pass preliminary exams.
Amidst the pensioners in the Mairi-

.Tot (capitally- trouped by Marcel
Vallee) household is Miss Ward, a
frankly flirtatious female, who makes
the rounds of the -masculine mem-
bers, and thus catapults them into a
oerpetual state of emotional unrest.
That's all there is to itj 'esoecially
nnce Frank -Lawton, playing his
standard gentlemanly role, is also in
the cast." Anybody who's ever seen
Lnwton in a play must know that
it's inevitable

. that Miss Ward's ro-
ma'ntic peccadillos will ultimately
settle on- him; also that he will bs
responsive, despite his seeming gen-
eral callousness during most of the
firet two acts.
Guy Middleton, Hubert Gregg.

Cyril Raymond (l^c^avily playing the
naval commander), and Jacqueline
Porcl. are most prominent throu'jh-
out. Edward Ryan, Jr.. personating
-^n im-n-'.ture Lord Heybrook, comes
in just before the curtain to suoply
the blackout finish, when Miss Ward,
havin.? set her bast swimming suit
Tet-un for a now conquest, is re-
buffed to find the new pupil a strip-
lirT in his early teens.
Single set is ^ood and effectively

haclr^rounds the French s''"'"^ast
locale. Abel.

A HERO is BORN
. Musical e.xlrovaganza in two acts (nine

.scenes); pr=sentftd by the Feder&l Theatre

Project of the WP.\, at the Ad^lphl. N. T.,

Oct. -1. •»•: $l.ia top. Adapted by Theresa

irelb'urn from .
orlglnttl 'story- by Andre*

liane; srore. A. . liehman ,
Engel; lyrlcB.

Agnes Morgan;. BtfVBed by Agnes. Morgan
(innce.s, .Sylvl.a Manning:, muslc&l direction

Alexander - Saron; - aet-i. Toni Adrian era-

craft; costumes, Alexander Jones;. -techni-

cal direction.- Adams T. -Rice: supervision,

Edward .Goodman.

Cast': Margaret Wyetierly Frederic To-
i!?ra, Drue 'Leyton. Ber\ Starkie, Eawarcl
Forbes. .Toh'n' SIcNulty, Alfred. Allegro, laa-.

bpl Mnvlyn, C'amfeUa. Campbell, .
Jennie

Wren, Tjoul.^ej Swahson, Jane Jonson, .Eliza-

beth Bilfencrtva, • Eleanora' BsirVle; Mary
Roth': Bpatrloe -Olson. Elinor. Flynn, - lone

Bright, : Lllljun sJteele. ' Eleanor BenedlUt,
Minnie Stanley, . WIlHam Vaughan, - Mar-
jorle 'Brown, Helen TMorrow. John Farman,
Cl^y Cody, poan Borui), Harey Bedding,
Janet P.athbun, Oeorga ' liePolr, .' Robert
Brucfe, • Harry- : Sothern,- Walter Burke,
Charles -Henderson. ;

'
-'

,

CAESAR'S RADIO SKETCHES
Under the title 'In Your Ear' a

collection' of 20 radio sketches

written . by' Arthur Caesar will

shortly be pui)lished. Included will,

be' 'Napoleon's Ba'Tber,' which he
wrote, prior to 'the time he went to'

Hollywood.
Next artist to use 'Barber' in a

broadcast- will probably be Edward
G. Robinson.

4 Film Cases

(Continued from.page 2)

production of books; and records in

connection with related charge that-

the distributiori 'firms are guilty of

restraining trade. More important
action, hot currently before the .Su-

preme Court, is based on contention

that the distributors forced the ex-

hibition company to pay -excessive

rental? and accept poor films, thus

causing bankruptcy.

The licensing case is btought by
.General Talking Pictures Corp.,

which, is attacking a decision of the

2n4 (N, Y.) .Circuit bench charging
Infrihgement on amplifiers. Radio
Corp.' of America, Western Electric,

,£leqtrical Research Products, Inc.j

and American. Telephone & • Tele-
graph Co. are seeking to .'block- Gen-
.eral "from "using, tubes bought from.

Anieilican TransformiSr Co., a fir

censee. of the pool.

Remaining fllix) business before the
court is the petition of Col. William
H. Neblett to reopen the Fox West
Coast^ proceedings on ground of-con-
spiracy and illegal, practices. For-
mer law' partner of Senator William.
Gibbs McAdoo previously was re^

buffed by.' the Supreme Court but
now is- charging: Chief Justice
Hughes -with improper conduct in

participating- in discussions which
led to denial of his appeal. -

- This ' production, the first with a

$1.10 top, , is one of the most ambi-

tious yet attempted by the Federal
theatre.- Is so . elaborate, . in faqt, .it

almost bur-ies the stages and does
bog down the action , in a muddle of

sceniery arid pror#i. Music and dances
also hamper the pace of the produc-
tion.
Nature of the original story and its

adaptation limit it as a prospect for
Broadway or 'films, but as a WPA
presentation 'A Hero Is Born' should
attract sizable .audiences. Fable of

the prince who didn'l. believe in

fairies, but gained faith and success
through the love of a beautiful lady
has 'a certain ingenious appeal. Com-
plicated, showy production should
captivate the bulk of federal audi-

KATIE ROCHE
r"i);necly In three nct.i by Teresa Deevey

priven Amerlcxn jiromlere ns Inl.luler of
Abbey Theatre Players' repertory seasotS
nl Ihp Ambassador Theatre. N. V.. ()(-t. 2
':<7. Presrntcd by .-Vbbcy Theatre,- Dublin
In ns<!nplntlon with Jlo.spr.". Shiibert. Staged
by Arthur Shields. ?:!.30 top.

SlanLslnua Gregg J. McCormli-k
Kallo Hocho Klleen TroWo
li^uben Michael ,T, Dolnn
-Mk-hacl MoGuIre Arthur Shields
.\iiiella. Gregg ; ui.i .Mooney
.'rt M.nhony D.^nls 0'De:i
M:irgnrct - Drybone.. , Mnureen D-'lany
l-'runk Lawlor Austin Mcldon

'Katie Roche' may not have been
an auspicious .start for the Abbey
Players from either entertainment

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON
Columbia Studio/- H'vyood

miller;;
..••••••....••*•••.

iginators of the matching idea in.;

ACCESSORY AFFINITIES IN

Colors

Raven b/oclc • A4eac/owfar/c brown
Starling green • B/ue/a/ blue
Wooc/pecfcer wine
The roomy flued suedd bog, 10 Inch

• 6.00
Classic slipon suede glove in the sdnie
colo"

.
• . . . . . 3.ob

I. Miller "Plumage" shades in hosiery
are keyed to our "Wingd" colors
1.00 to 1.95 pff"'

562 FIFTH AYE, 450 FIFTH AyE. 48 W. 34th 9T. 1552 BWAY
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Football

By Dick FUhell

After a look at last Saturday's

scores, particularly the Minnesota

and Colgate orgies, we know that the
^Reason has definitely gotten under

way. Unless we miss our guess,

Minnesota is over-confident and cer-

tainly Colgate can't be that bad!

Whateve^ became of the football
' experts?

Brown at Harvard
This Brown- squad Is the best

they've had at Providence since the

days of the iron mien. It's practically

a sophomore squad which means
they're 'not quite ripe. The sons of

old Harvard in contrast, are a sea-

soned, well-coached ieleveh, and Dick
Harlow must produce this fall or

else. It*ll be a 20-point margin for

Harvard or else.

Washington State at California

State has been, unimpressive par-
ticularly on offense,

.
showing little

punch. The Bears of California with
two decisive victories .under their

belt look like the tops on the Pacific

Coast. They should have little diffi-

culty in grabbing points against

State.

Carnegie Tech at Purdue
Tech was a good first half club

against NYU but an adrial raimpage
had them bewildered in the second
half. The Boilermakers from Purdue
have a strong groiuid attack and can
toss 'em hither and thither which
will be enough to down the Skibps,

much. Maybe It's a little warm for
the pigskin game, in their section of
the country. The Temple' Owls have
been coming slowly and though fail-
ing to score against ole Miss, were
far and away the superior team.
They'll take advantage of the op-
portunities they missed against
Mississippi to down Florida in no
uncertain fashion.

Georgetown at Holy Cross
The Hilltoppers from Washington,

D, C, always play rugged football.
They have many veterans back and
Jack Haggerty - tutors well. That Holy
Cross crew, better known as the
Purple Crusaders, so far have been
starving on the desert, as far as
touchdowns are concerned. One of
these Saturdays their line will start

blocking and Osmansky, one of the
East's best backs, will run wild. He's
due this Saturday.

Georgia Tech ati Kentucky
Sims and Koneman are the boys

that make the residents of Atlanta
very jubilant. Kentucky is having
an off-season and this will be no
exception as the ramblin' wreck of
Tech goes to town.

Notre Dame at Illinois

The fighting Irish have not shown
anything to rave about, while Illi-

nois, has looked bad, "There is no
question that the South Bend man-
power is superioi: to that of Bob

Probable Football Winners

And Proper Odds

(Oct. 9, 1937)

By DICK FISHELL

(Intcr-City Networl{' Sports Cnmmentator)

SCHOOLS WINNER ODDS
Brown-Harvard Harvard 3/1
Washington State-California ...... California ZVi/l
Carnegie Tech-Pordue Purdue '. ... 8/5
Columbia-Army Columbia ^, 5/9
Cornell-Princeton Cornell . 8/5
Tennessee-Duke Tennessee Even
Pltt-Duquesne Pitt 8/5
Florida-Temple Temple 8/5

,

<3eorgetown-Holy Cross Holy Cross 6/5
Georgia Tech-Kentucky Georgia Tech 2/1
Notre Dame-IIllnols Notre Dame 2/1
Indians.-IVIinncsc.'a Minnesota 2^/1
Nebraska-Iowa State Nebraska , 3/1

Michigan State-Manhattan Michigan State 7/5

Michigan-Northwestern Northwestern . . 2 <4 /I

No. Carollna-NYU North Carolina .Even
Penn-Taie Yale 9/5
UCLA-St rnford UCLA 7/5

Ohio Statc-Sb. California Ohio State 6/5

(PredictioTW Based on Fair Weather)

COPYRIGHT, 1937, BY VARIETY, INC.

Rodzinski's Home Stand
Cleveland, Oct. 5.

Artur. Rodzinski, after a summer
batoning at Salzburg, Vienna and
in Poland, is back again rehearsing
thp Cleveland Symphony orchestra
for the opening- of its 20th season
Oct. 14 at Severance HalT.
Conductor spent several days In

New York conferring with NBC of-
ficials on plans for local broadcast-
ing as well as the symphony he and
Arturo Toscanini will direct this
winter over the air.

Reno Dead
(Continued from page 1)

who are not yet accustomed to their

new system of play.

Columbia at Army
Lou Little has 11 real ball players.

Beyond that is a big Question Mark.
Luckman and his two ends, Radvillas
and Siegel, compose one of the best
overhead threats in the nation. The
Cadets as usual, have plenty of

ammunition, but their big gem of ti

year ago, Monk Meyer, is gone.
Army, because of their reserve
strength, are the favorites, ljut stick

with Lou Little who can really bring
a club up to a pealc

Cornell at Princeton

The team from the banks of Lake
Cayuga surprised not only them-
selves and their coach, Carl Snavely.
but most everybody in the football
busines.s. A strong forward wall,
with talented backs, overshadow
Princeton's green line, with only
Charlie Toll, Jack White and Bill

Lynch remaining from the '36 Tiger
squad. This will be closer than it

appears, because of past perform-
ances, but the Cornellians will win.

Tennessee at Duke
The battle of the South with

strength in both lineups and two top-
notch mentors! The Dulces hjive the
better array of ball toters, but are
weak at the flanks. Tennessee is a
potent, well-rounded squad that will
edge out Duke in a ding-ddng battle,

Pittsburgh at Duquesne
Remember this a year ago, when

the great Pitt was bowled over un-
expectedly by their fellow towns-
jnen? This .shindig will be another
ferocious battle, as both squads are
well loaded. Whoever gets the short
end will probably take its only loss

the year. Nominate tjle Pittsburgh
.anther.

Florida at Temple
The 'gators haven't shown too

Zupke's, and on that basis alone, it

is a Notre Dame victory march.

Indiana at Minnesota
It is only a fair Indiana squad that

meets an enraged Gopher at Min-
neapolis. The Minnesota defeat by
Nebraska should prove a tonic for

Bierman's moleskinners. They'll take

it out on poor Indiana,

Nebraska at Iowa State
,

How you gonna keep those Corn-
huskers down on the farm after

they've seen Minnesota and taken
them? If. there's no letdown, they'll

breeze through State to win handily.

Michigan State at Manhattan
From the way State defeated

Michigan via the air and Texas
A & M turned back Manhattan using

the same methods, the invaders, will

give the Meehan forces their second
succe.ssive licking, though Manhattan
will be tough in losing.

Michigan at Northwestern
Hunk Anderson is doing a swell

job assisting Harry Kipke at Michi-

gan. The Northwestern Wildcats

are moving nicely and this is their

first Big Ten encounter. It won't be
too ea.sy, but Lyn Waldorf's crowd
will wind up on the long end.

North Carolina at N. Y. U.
The Violets showed surprising

comeback strength in defeating Car-
negie Tech. The win was a costly

one and they lost their best ball-

toter, George Savarese, for the sea-

son. Carolina swamped Carolina

State and with the best backfleld in

the South parading at Ohio Field,

they'll renew the- Civ 11 War, but this

time the verdict will be reversed,

with the Southerners drinking mint

juleps to celebrate.

Penn at Yale

,
Peon had lots of trouble getting

rid o£ Maryland and lucky to win

by one touchdown. The Bulldogs

coasted through Maine, and Penn's

ply listless residential streets once
the hangout of local Lu-Lu Belles.
Station-wagons have taken the town
by storm. '

•

Cocktail crowd makes the River-
side and the' Town' House its rendez-
vous. Sipping begins at 6. Dinner
crowd gives its play to Tavern and
Columbo. Dancing feet take over
the Tavern, Colombo and Town
House. Stayer-iippers .use the Dog-
House—quite the most unique joint
in the west. Luncheon gang take
Club Fortune and the Riverside by
storm.

Gamblin"
Gaming, which is legal in Nevada,

and from which the state once de-
rived sizable income, has shrunk to
almost nothing. Club Fortune's
binTO game keeps place alive. Bank
Club still gets a big Saturday night
play, mostly from picturesquely-
clad miners, sheep-ranchers, railroad
section-hands and tourists.

'

The Inferno and The Ship bars do
a sp-sb trade from weekend tour-
ists; and so does the Silver Dollar.
The Roundup gets the dude-wran-

I

"lers; and Toscano's also. Reno's

I

far-famed Capitol has lost prestige,

I

''.nd so has the Alpine, since Jack
' ^empsey and his followers left town.
; Evon Jrck's Rox lags. The Waldorf
' rnd El Cortez serve a dozen whiskies
every p.m. to the local merchants.
Alamo, Meadowbrook, Nevada Stock
Farms and Cedars have a Saturday
night play from State University
kids. But 19 other Joints are starv-
ing, and will take on any kind' of
business. Even the Bull Pen isn't

'amusing' any more:
Dude ranches, hotels, boarding

houses and camps note swift drop in
once lucrative divorce trade. River-
side hotel still gets large overnight
tourist trade, and the best of the
divorce circuit. El Cortez ranks
next. Parkway gathers up third.

Many ranches closing for winter;
others barely making ends meet with
a guest or two. Lack of organized
publicity prevents guest ranches
from working togiether. Even polo's

been given up, as no esprit de corps
seems left.

Reno,, overbuilt by bungalow
camps, many exceedingly nice, does
land-office overnight tourist trade at

$2 per. Silver State Lodge, collec-

tion of commodious log cabins, turns
them away nightly at $3.50 per. On
main San Francisco-Salt Lake road,

it adjoins the Tavern, which gets

the best of the dining-supper trade.

Provides accommodations for trail-

ers, as does Chisms, just across the
track from it.

Nevada, Unlimited, new state cor-

poration for advertising beauties and
values Of Nevada, was recently

formed. Will not dwell too seriously

upon divorce element, though will

mention it as part and parcel of its

advertising scheme. Once the Con-
fession and Detective story writers

cease playing up the lurid side of

town, it is believed RenO Will come
back. But right now it's apathetical-

ly in low gear.

ine?cperienced backs will have diffi-

ciiitv cverint^ Ciin^ li'-^nk's -nasses.

which should give the New Haven
boys a good win.

UCLA at Stanford

Cooked up as one of the best in

the Far Wc '. the R; -'
.-cl Indians

have only been that on paper.
They've been ragged, lacked the
punch, and in all, played sloppy
football. The boys from the initials

school have found the touchdown
formula and will use it effectively

to romp over the Indians.

Ohio State at So. California

The Ohio Buckeyes have had two
tough games under their belt and
were successful in both. They're
reputed to be a good forward and
lateral passing squad but have also

proven in their two victories that

their ground f-rn:'; hr.s got some-
th'n", use, in l-.r^n-. to Wcshin-jion,

was still a good team but don't be-
lieve they're quite ready to cope
with the type of ball that Francis
Schmidt teaches his Ohio State team.
State will keep its record clean.

,

Protest Furore Vs. Toscanini s

Saturday Night Spnph Dates

Inspired by CBS, Is NBC View

Ferde Grofe's Concerto

For Own Carneeie -Date

Ferde Grofe is at his Teaneck, N.'

J,, home preparing for his second

concert at Carnegie Hall, N, Y„ set

for next March. It was originally

set for October of this year but
was postponed because maestro was
unready then.

In addition to a new piece, 'Trail

Pictures,' hlf Charles Wakefield Cad-
man, he will present a new piano
concerto of his own and the first

symphonic suite of a colored com-
poser, John Work, at the Carnegie
show. A new jazz arrangement for

the 'cello and a symphony by J,

Fred Coots, called 'Manhattan
Moods,' will also be presented.

Nazi Govt. Rule

Delays Yehudi's

St. Louis, Oct. 5.

Edict of German government that

Robert Schumann's 80-year-old 'Lost

Concerto' be played for the first

time anywhere at a Berlin concert

Nov. 13 has resulted in shifting of

dates here. . Yehudi Menuhin, 20-

year-old violin virtuoso, was
skedded to world preem the com-
position Nov. 12-13, when he ap-

pears as guest soloist with the St,

Louis Symphony Orchestra.

Rearranged plans call for Menu-
hin's appearance Sunday afternoon,

Nov. 14, and Monday evening, Nov.
15, and the cancellation . of the ap-
pearance of Serge Rachmaninoff,
pianist, skedded for appearance Sun-
day, Nov. 14, under sponsorship of

Alma Cueny, to avoid conflicting

appearances of the two artists.

.

Groups from Chicago, Kansas City,

Memphis, Louisville and other mid-
western cities have reserved seats

for Menuhih's appearance, according
to Arthur Gaines, m&nager of the

St. Louis Symphony Orchestra,
Originally William Strecker, Ger-

man music publisher, who located

the lost concerto <ind Jirrahged for

its playing throughout the world,
gave his consent for Menuhin to be
the first to play the work. Arrange-
ments were made by Gaines for the
playing to be here.

Several weeks ago Strecker sent
word to Menuhin that 'the German
government decided world premiere
of Schumann concerto can only take
place at official anniversary Reich-
kulturkammer, Berlin, Nov, 13. All

previously announced first perform-
ances everywhere with piano ac-

companiment must be postponed to

Nov. 14.' Message was relayed to

Gaines . and shifting of dates, etc.,

was perfected last week. Concerto
was composed by Schumann during
the period of his growing insanity

and was sent by the composer to a

violinist friend, who never played
it publicly and ruled in his will that

it could not be played for 100 years
after his death. Although the 100

years is not auite up, the German
government recently issued a per-

mit for the will to be broken.

Victor's Concert Disks

First' deal for a phonographic re-

cording of a chamber music concert
series has just been concluded by
RCA-Victor and The New Friends of

Music, Inc. Latter organization spon-
sors a series of 16 Sunday p.m.
chamber music and licder concerts
featuring rarely heard works of

leading musicians. Second season
starts Nov, 7, at Town Hall, in N. Y,
New Friends is a non-profit or-

ganization headed by Ira A. Hirsch-
mann, v.p. of Saks 5th Ave.; Richard
Moses as executive sec'y. Concerts
this season will be selected from
works of Mozart, Schubert and
Schumann. Subscriptions are re-

ported to be well ahead of last year's

sales.

NBC believes that concert man.,

agement interests allied with CBS
have had much to do with stirring

up the flurry of protest which is rag-

ing currently against the evehing of

the week that NBC has picked for

the Arturo Toscanini series. Most

of the squawking is predicated on

the claim that the Saturday night

sked will chloroform the b.o. for

other symph groups. Chicago Sym-
phony Orchestra started the attack,

with the Cincinnati and St. Louis
symph organizations making it a

chorus by the following week.
NBC declares that the protests

take on a curious hue when it is ob-

served that the initiative came from
the Chicago Symphony, This or-

chestra, NBC points out, has been
broadcasting Saturday nights- over
Mutual for the last three years and
is slated to resume a similar sched-

ule on the same network Oct. W.
Only reason Toscanini will go Sat-

urday nights, says NBC, is that pre-
vious commercial commitments bar
any other evening. NBC also would
have preferi^ed not using the same
day, Saturday, for the clearance of

both the Metropolitan Opera and the
Toscanini series. Met broadcasts re-

turn Nov. 13, under the RCA ban-
ner. Mentioned by NBC as having
likely had some part in inspiring the
barrage of letters is Arthur Judson,
head of the Columbia Concerts
Corp., half of whose stock is con-
trolled by CBS.
Although Toscanini won't start to

broadcast for RCA-NBC until Dec.
25, the symphony orchestra put to-

gether for him, will be heard before
that date. NBC contemplates intro-
ducing it Nov, .6, over a Joint red
and blue hookup (10-11:30 p.m.,
EST), with Artur. Rodzinski con-
ducting.. New orch, first full-slz»

symph organized specially for radio,
has been recruited from ^mong
leading instrumentalists of other
orchestras throu^out the country.
Series was formerly skedded for 9
p.m. Saturdays, but was moved back
an hour.

NBC Nixes CBS Spieler

For Philly Orch Series

Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

Norris West, who has announced
practically every Philly Symph
broadcast during the last seven
years, has been ruled out by the
National Broadcasting Co. for com-
ing season. West was informed
NBC could not use his services be-
cause of his affiliation with Co-
lumbia. He is a staff gabber at
WCAU, CBS affiliate.

Wessel agency, Chicago, which is

handling the new series of Philly
orch airings sponsored l^y asso-
ciated banks, requested West as the
spieler. James Sauter, prez of Air
Features, Inc., operating for Wes-
sel, carried the fight to John Royal,
but West was declared out,
Sauter pointed to Horace Fehyl,

production director at WCAU, who
announced Tastyeast Jester show
on NBC blue for more than two
years. Appropriateness of this set-
up was questioned when Fehyl
started, but it was apparently
smoothed out and he continued
spieling.

Reported several other nien with
CBS-affiliated stations have been let
out of jobs on NBC shows recently.
Orch. concerts will be carried by

WFIL locally, but pick-ups will be
mpde by KYW, NBC-leased outlet
here. Show was carried by Co-
lumbia last season, with WCAU as
the Philly link.

Goldman's New March
Edwin Franko Goldman has writ-

ten a new march which the Goldman
Band will play for the first time at
the opening concert of the fall series
by this organization at Kismet
Temple, Brooklyn, Title of the new
march, descriptive of Brooklyn, is to
be left to the audience, which will be
asked to subrntt titles within one
week of this initial concert.

Dr. Goldman and Richard Frank
Goldman, associate conductor, will
be among the judges for the best
litlc SLibmillcd,
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Guild's Be»rstlan Opposish
: Los Angeles ExamUier has been

made the ' spearhead' of a thrust to

drive back the encroaching forces of

the Newspaper Guild, with the L. A.

Central. Labor Council fostering the

establishment of a rival editorial

union under auspices of the Ameri-

can Fed. of Labor. Grapevine word

has gone out that Examiner em-

ployes join the mushrbom outfit 'or

else', ahd many are said to have

complied. Meanwhile, Guild heads

have requested the National Labor

Relations :Board to order an election

to determine how the Examiner crew

will vote, predicting that the nose-

couriting will reveal at least 85%
pio-Guild. •

Dog-flght has the Herald and Ex-
press Guild contract negotiations at

a standstill and there is a growing

murmiir among newsmen that "the

whole thing is another Hearst stall,

for which there can be no cure but

a strike. Here, again, the H. & E.

execs are ih'betWeen because word
has come from 'the chief that a

strike must be avoided at all costs,

end if one is called he will promptly

lop off a bevy of exec, heads.

Freelance icorrespondsnls covering

Hollywood, nearly all of them Guild

members, were warned of the need

to stick by their ' guns because the

A. F. of L. is threatening to move in

and ordeir their studio credentials

canceled, 'thereby shutting .
off their

meal tickets.. Flbrabel Muir and
Frank Scully addressed the session

Freelanbers decided to inaugurate a

demand that the hapding put of

press credentials be taken from the

Hays office and vested in the .Guilpl,

thus dej>riving an: outside organiza

tion of the jright to. decree, autocrat

Ically who shall work and who shall

not

A. F. L. Bally Fizzles

A. F. of L.'s attempt to organize

newspaper workers in Philly turned

out to be A-1 floparoo. Phil Wagner,
organizer, called a meeting at 8 p. m.
last Fridsiy : and sfent notices to all

editorial and business office em'

ployes to attend.

At 8 p. m. David Schick, militant

editor of the CIO Labor Record; ar-

rived with I K, Fagan, one of the

most active proponents at the St,

Louis convention of the Guild shift

irom A..F. of L. tp CIQ. At 8:15, Al
Jones and Mrs. Frances Moor ar

rived, both strong CIO Guildsmen
Shortly afterwards Tom McCarthy,
Guild organizer^ came in. They were
all the 'prospective' members who
arrived, and the meeting was not

held." .'

Wagner was a former Guildsman
In Philly and New York.
PhiUy Guild has taken up sword

for James Straub,' recently fired from
the News there, without notice after

two years employment. Guild re-

vealed Straub, working in sports de-

partment, was getting $8.45 a week,
plu§ stock.

Ap unit of the Guild in Philly

I>e.titioned International Executive
Board at a meeting addressed by
Morris Watson last Sunday, to . file

.
Labor Board proceedings against the

press association for .its company
! union campaign. Watson . said AP
unit in Philly is most militant in the
country.

Guest-Picketing

New gag are guest-rpickets of

the Brooklyn Eagle.

It's a lark but kidding on the

square , the guest walker-

arounders with the regular-

Guild, picketers being Broad-

way p.a.'s, et al., who sympa-
thize with the striking news-

papermen and evidence their

sympathy by actually parading

with placards, besides dis-

couraging advertising, not sendr

ing in press matter, etc. The
Broadway bunch has also con-

tributed to the Eagle's strike

fund.

On the Brooklyn Battle Line

Management of the Brooklyn

Daily Eagle made a public statement

last week <30) for the first time since

the Newspaper Guild strike began,

via ads in the N. Y. Herald Tribune

and the N. Y- Sun. Ads stated that

the circulation was higher than it

had been in the paper's 96-year his-

tory. •

The statements were challenged by

the strikers. Photostats of a letter

written the next day (1) by the cir-

culation manager to subscribers, ex-

plaining that delivery was impos-

sible, were sent, together with these

advertisements tp Senator Lewis B.

Schwellenbach, sponsor of truth in

advertising legislation. Striker's al-

lege they have cut the Eagle's circU

lation in half.

A statement was, issued'by John L.

Lewis supporting the strike and
promising the help of the CIO.

Suit seeking a permanent injunc-

tion and damages was filed by Mrs.

Laura J. Wolfe against the Eagle

naming the firm and its publisher,

editor and business manager for us,-

ing the by-line . Helen Worth in the

struck paper, claiming -she was 'diis-

tressed and humiliated.' MVs. Wolfe,

who states that she created the name
Helen Worth when she came to the

papet in 1922, is out on strike.

Ed Hughes, striking sport, cartoon-

ist and columnist, was attacked and.

slugged by two men on Monday (4)

night while on his way to address a
meeting of Catholic priests in Brook-
lyn in regard to the strike. Jack
Ryan, a Guild organizer, was with
Hughes at the time. The attack was
made by two imldentifled men who
jumped out f of a car and questioned

Hughes as to his identity, after which
they slugged him. He was given
hospital treatment and was able to

go home.

The Times

'Magic Key' program Sunday (3)

short-waved' back and forth an
interview with Fred T. Birchall from
Geneva, Switzerland, and- Linton
Wells in New York. N. Y. Times
catight the program and on day fol-

lowing carried talk of two in full

as a news story.

Birchall, being Times' chief Euro-
pean correspondent, was dignified in

the story by being raferred to as
•Mr.' l)uririg the talk. Wells, one-
time foreign news-getter for N. Y.
Herald. Tribune, called his inter-
viewee 'Birch.' The Times altered
the nickname to 'Mr. ' Birchall'
wherever it appeared in Wells'
lines. However, Wells was not ac-
corded same dignity.

Guild Wins In Waterbury

Strike called last month (24) at

Jthe Waterbury .(Conn.) Democrat
"^as won by the Newspaper Guild
and all eight strikers returned to

work on Monday (4). Raises of from
$22 to $40 a week were granted.

Question of the'Guild shop will ba
submitted to the State Board of Arbi-
tration.

Cobb-Mclntyres' Vacish

Irvin S. . Cobb laaves Hollywood
Nov. 1 for Houston, Tex., to spend
two months hunting with Milte and
Alice Hogg on their Mexican ranch.

The O. O. Mclntyres will join them
<or the Xmas holidays.

CDbb may take up a Ions standing

radio offer when he returns to the

Coast the first of the year.

One-Newspaper Omaha -

Merger last week (Sept. 29) of

World Herald and Bee News leaves

Omaha with only one newspaper,
first time in about 75 years of city's

history. Henry Doorly-and interests

of Herald purchased outright entire

plant and circulation lists of Hearst-
owned Bee News and acquired wire
rights to INS and Universal Siervice.

Deal gives World Herald virtual

monopoly oh news service in Omaha
including AP, INS, NANA, Chicago
Daily News Cable Service, .Consoli-

dated News Service, Chicago Tribune
Wire Service..

New publication policy of mo-
nopoly holding W-H is entirely

different morning city edition from
evening edition with different per-
sonnel for each edition; separate
features and various other services.

This is in contrast to W-H former
policy of a morning replate of eve-
ning columns,

Ad rates already jumped some-
thing like 50% although circulation

list extremely unsettled. W-H
circulation at time of merger in

neighborhood of 135,000 with 200,000

goal by Jan. l in order to hold rates.

About 50 .Bee News employes
worked into W-H organization with
about 15 in city room. Bonuses to

B-N men ranged from two to seven
Aweeks with some amounting to $500
for higher execs most of whom under
contract and will be located on other
Hearst enterprises. Several- non-
contract men already located in

newspaper spots, but town for
present over-run with newshawks oh
loose.

Under new set-up film, drama and
radio in handis of Keith Wilson.
Wilson now carries title of editor

with S. J. Melingagio as assistant.

Jake Rachman (Jack Reel), Bee
News critic, remaining in town al-

though not yet located. Merger
wound up 12 years of critic work.
Sale of Omaha News-Boe by W. R.

Hearst to Omaha World^Herald is

reported to have brousht the pub^.

lishor $750,000; Poor crop conditions
in the region said to have pegged
the price.

New .Periodicals

Two new ' Munisey fiction mags
are All'- Ahdeficah Fiction and

Double Detective Magazine: Each

will be upwards of 160 t>ages and

larger in word content than any

other similar mags now on the mar-

ket. Both will sell for 15c.

Scholastic Publications has added

a new weekly for Juves to its list,

titled Junior Scholastic. Phyllis and

Omar 'Goslin will handle news With

Helen M. Burgess, librarian, doing

a book column. M. R. Robinson is

editor and publisher.

Popular Publications has two new
magazines set, Candid Confessions, a

small size mag to sell for 25c., and

Strange Detective Mysteries, 10c.

pulp.
Cordelia B. Makarlum is editor of

(jandid' and Rogers Terrill, who also

handles Dime Western and other

mags, handling Strange Detective.

New class mag will hit the stands

on Oct 15. Tagged Pleasure, it will

be published by Joe Godfrey, Jr. as

president of the company. Jack

Smalley is editor-in-chief, S. E. Lin-

ton, business manager and C. C.

Hemmick, art director.

Will bp a 50c niohthly, published

out of Chicago. . First Issue will be

a quarterly, with the second issue to

follow on Jan. 15, and the others to

hit the stands each month after that.

Will be printed on enamel stock.

Is guaranteeing a circulation of 100,-

000 net paid, with advertising rate

to be $1,000 per page.

Will carry fiction, article^, cartoons

with features directed towards all

phases of pleasure-seeking; taking In

sports, travel, theatre, resorts, etc.

Preliminaty work- on a possible

new picture magazine is being car-

ried-on by Popular Science Moijithly,

with J. Sterling Getchell, ad agency
retained as consultant. Tentative

title for the mag is Picture, and an
ofiElce has. been taken by the -pro-

jected outfit in the Chrysler Build-

ing in N. 'Y., with F^ank Sharpe in
charge. Mag is only in the experi'

mental stage, with nothing definite

scheduled as yet
Editors of Scribner's Magazine are

currently working on plans for a

j
new publication, with mass appeal
and intended to have a circulation

of 3,000,000. Appearance is currently
not expected before the fall of 1938,

but articles have beeii ordered and
plans are imder the direction of Har
Ian Logan. Mag will be heavily il-

lustrated, carry fiction and non-flc
tion, and'wiU be in large size format.

Scribner's will also launch a new
class radio magazine titled The
Listener's Digest which is expected
to be ready in January, 1938. It

will be 'a- -small monthly, slightly

larger than the usual digest size. No
advertising ^will be solicited and the
publishers hope for a large circula'

tion. Mag Will sell for 25c. Har-
lan, Logan, editor of Scribner's, will

also edit the Digest,

Douglas Lurton's new pocket-size
magazine will be titled Your Life
with the suh-title, 'The Popular
Guide to Desirable Living.' The
ftrst issue will be dated November
and will be on sale this: week a

:

25c. per copy. Mag will be printed

by Rumford'Press at Concord, N. H,
Lurton was formerly managing edi-

tor of Literary Digest;

Scully Biles Grldders

Frank Scully's football expose in

jiberty, advancing the thesis that

you don't have to be a halfwit to be

a halfback but if you're a halfback

_ong enough you willi be,, looks

headed for plenty of offside play, and
roughing before the game is over.

Coaches and sports ; ieditors, as well

as radio commentators, are' taking

exception ; to much of it, with
parents of growing boys inclined to

agree with Scully.

Hep gridders believe they can
spot most of the case-histories used
in the Scully brief against what he
contends is the mass manufacture
of slap-happy sophs on college grid-

irons. Looks as if Stanford boys
cissed- and told.

Piece is called 'Stvunble-Backs,'

word of -Scully coinage to cover
pathological result of all this in-

tercollegiate brain-bashing.

Baron Sues Boulevardler
Boulevardier Publishing Co., anc

the Interboro'News Co., were namec
defendants Monday <4) in N. Y
Supreme Court . in a $50,000 libe
suit by Giorgio Sudani, who claims
to be the Baron di Castelnueve, of
Italy. Suriahi complains his rep was
damaged and he is held to ridicule
through the publication in October
issue of The Boulevardier of his

photo captioned,. 'His best friends
never told him.'

Suriani recently broke into print
when he announced the organization
of the Noblemen's Club of New York
City. .

ifhe New Champ

Bob Bumf, formerly, of

vaudeville, now of radio and
pictures, is currently rated. as

the Highest, paid writer In th«

country, reckohing by word-
count.
Working on a royalty basis,

his 150-200 words are carried

by 255 papers daily*

Georfe's N. T. Berth

G. L. George, ex-Hollywood , corr.

for Ce Soir, of Paris, has arrived
in New York to take oyer New York
beat for sheet. Ce Soir, evening
daily of People's Front sympathies,
celebrated its eighth month Oct. 1

by striking out for provincial cir-

culation of type enjoyed by other
evening sheets. Till now Ce Soir
had restricted sales to Paris alone.
George replaces Bob Stem, one-

time Varietxl Paris correspondent,
who had done the Ce Soir New
York stint since start of paper.
Full time U. S. coverage is part of
sheet's plan to compete with other
evening rags.

Aleen Wetsteln on Coast

Aleen Wetsteln, who writes 'One
Girl Chorus* column daily for the
Pittsburgh ' Press, has been on the
Coast tbt' the past' month doing her
stint from there.

'

' Last week she'

landed a wiitiiig' "obrit'riact at Colum-'
bia, but plans to 'continue her con-
nection With the' Press, getting off
'One Girl' with "a Hollywood slant.

Miss Wetsteiii is a frequent con-'

tributor of the Saturday Evening'
Post dhd has authored several one-
act and feiature-length plays, none
of which' has ever been produced
professionally. Ifs her second visit'

to Hollyw'ood •within a year.

Broun's Opsn Letter
Heywood Broun'a 'letter to a fa-

mous newspaper publisher' which
appeared in last week's New Repub-
lic, is the buzz of the news shops.
Couched in terms of 'no living per-
son intended' and- using fictional

names throughout, the piece is

widely interpreted as a publisher
whose relations with Broun have
been strained for some time.
Broun recently switched from The

Nation to New Republic following a
disagreement with The Nation's
board on editorial policies.

Athens (Ga.) Times Bankrupt
Judge W. G. Cornett, referee in

bankruptcy, last week signed an
order declaring The Athens,; Ga.,
Dally Times bankrupt.
Paper had suspended publication

Sept. 10 ahd L. Ei Sullivan, owner
and former editor, did not oppose
the bankruptcy proceedings filed in
behalf of the creditors by State
Senator Preston M. Almand.

Herald Trib's Luncheons

Free lunch with the boss is some
thing new initiated at the N. Y. Her
aid Tribune last week. Move is re
ported to be an effort on the part
of publisher Ogden Reid, to get to

know his staff better, and also to
build up staff loyalty. Three men
have deserted the Trib in the past
10 days and the paper is generally
understood to have the lowest city

room salaries in New York.
Among those leaving are Lincoln

Barnet, who has joined Life Mag;
Jack Gould, who covered the Broad-
way beat, and Robert Neville, bridge
expert who joins Time mag with a
roving European assignment.

Maxihe Smith's Air Try
Maxine Smith, until recently film

editor of Hearst's Chicago Evening
American, is taking a flyer in radio.

Arranging a gossip session to be
written and aired by lierself.

Largrer Atlantic Due
Atlantic Monthly has changed its

format and. will have 30 pages more
than heretofore in future issues
Page size of the mag will also be
slightly larger. Three full length
novels or biographies a year will be
serialized in 20,000 word install-

ments.
First is 'Enchanter's Nightshade

by Ann Bridge, winner of the At-
lantic's 1932 prize novel contest. •

Rochester D. & .C. Shakeup
New shakeup on the Rochester

Democrat & Chronicle moves George
Shoals from the slot to news editor,
newly-created job. Ted Doyle is

shifted from telegraph editorial to
the slot, Paul Tanner from makeup
to telegraph and Frank Lonergan
front the copy desk to makeup.
Arch Merrill; former city editor

of the Rochester Journal, joins the
city editor staff,

.
alternating with

Norris "Vagg and Bill Lewis In a two-
shift, 5-day week setup.

LITEBA'n OBiTS

Ed Howe, 84, the 'Sage of Potato
Hill,' nationally known editor who
started hits career as a tramp printer/
died in his sleep on October 3 at his
home in Atchison, Kan. He was the
founder of the Atchison Globe which
he sold to his staff in 1911, after
which he' published E. W. Howe's
Monthly until

.
1933.. His witty, pun-

gent aphorisriis attracted national
attention to the publication.- His first

book 'The story of a Country Town*
set a precedent for a new school
of American fiction^

Three children survive, Eugene A.
Howe, publisher of the Amarillo
(Tex.) News-Globe; James Pomeroy
Howe, of the Washington bureau
of the Associated Press, and Mateel
Howe Farnham, of Westport, Conn.,
who. In 1927, won the $10,000 Dodd,
Mead-Pictorial Review contest for
her first hovel 'Rebellion,' the story
of a daughter's revolt against a ty-

rannical father. Mr. Howe's ex-wife
who was 90, died last week at West-
port, Conn.

,

Robert Lathan, 56, editor of the
Asheville (N. C.) Citizen, died last

week from ,cerebral hemon-hage. .

Widely known in Southern journal-
istic circles, Lathan was one of the
few Dixie editors ever to -win a
Pulitzer prize for an editorial. His
'Plight of the South Politically' won
him the award in 1924, when he was
editor of the Charleston, S.. C, News
and Courier,' He started with the

Columbia, S. C, State, went to the
News-Courier in 1906 and worked
up to general managership before
'becoming associated with the Ashe-
ville sheet.

Augrust . H. Top' Jaeger, veteran
Philadelphia newspaperman, died of

pneumonia in the Philadelphia Gen-
eral Hospital last Friday (1). Worked
for many years as reporter for the

Philly Record.
A member of the pre-typewriter

school, he always carried a black,

folded vunbrella—badge of the old-

time n^wsgatherer. He was a mem-
ber of the Pen and Pencil Club and
Writers'.Guild.

Joseph P. Rawley, 51, co-publisher

of the High Point Enterprise, daily,

of High Point, N. C, of which he
was also general manager and sec-

re.tary-treasurer, and president and
general manager of the Burlington
(N.C.). Times-News Co., died Sept.

27, after a long illness.

CHATTER
Bnfihiett Maun, City News reporter,

ba<ik from Europe yesterday (5).

.
Book'and Magazine GuUd Is spon«

^riiig 12 lecture courses starting

-this month.

Funk and Wagnalls, hitherto only

in the- non-fiction field, now has a
fiction editor, George W. Jones.

Hugh v. Haddock, city editor of

the Tulsa Tribime, has written a
novel titled, 'City Desk,' due out

today (6).

Home of Robert Grannis, B'way
columnist working as a strike-

breaker at the Brooklyn Eagle, wa«
picketed by six strikers last week.

John McManus, who left the N. Y.

Times to join Warners publicity de-

partment a few weeks ago, has now
left Warners to become film eric

for Time mag.

Richard W. Randolph, With Inter-

national News Service in Denver,
has

. been appointed journalism
teacher in the Denver University

School of Commerce. Randolph
formerly taught school in South
Dakota.

Life Magazine has signed Darret
B. MoDougle, Columbus free-lance

photographer - and Ohio State Uni-
versity .senior; to cover Ohio State-

Southern California football game
Saturday.
Lew Johnson, editor of the Labor

Tribune, official publication of Co-
lumbus Federation of Labor, has re-

signed as outgrowth of charges that

sheet was swinging toward CIO. No
Successor appointed.

J. C. Herrick, who has headed
N. Y. editorial offices of Look, has

gone to the coast to head up the

L. A. office. Gideon D. Seymour,
who resigned as head of Associated

Press of Great Britain, Ltd., has

come to N. Y. to head up Look's

eastern offices.

T, Leeford Givens, city editor oC

the Wichita Beacon, and his bride,

the former Jessie Lou Tucker, fea-

ture writer on the paper, are on a

three-weeks honeymoon on the wzst

coast. Mrs. Givens, who had been
with paper eight years, resigned a

week before her marriage.
Fred Walker moves into the San

Francisco office Of International

News Service as bureau manas^i'
a transfer from Los Angeles. Aboli-

tion of Hearst's Universal Service,

a.m. wire unit, brings Frank GooH-
man into the L. A. office under JncU

Jordan, with Griffing Bancroft ouL
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Broadway

G. Oliver Smith In from Holly-

yfdod for visit.

Maurice Conn, of Ambassador Pic-

tures, to the Coast.

Cotton club grossed almost $40,000

during its first week.

Ailcen St. John Brenon is in Mad-
'

ison, Wis., for a conuXe weeks.

Ned Brown' ditched wrestling p.a.

job at Hipp. Too busy otherwise.

'Carnival of Champions' boxing

show went into the red for 30 G's.

Lou Holtz succeeds Joe Lewis at

the Firolics tonight, plus a girl show.

Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., to Hol-

lywood for a stay after a Reno stop-

off.
,

Sam Grisman back at the office

after being confined with heavy
cold.

Lou Diamond iri tails at the Par-

adise oigling the antics ' of the Dia-

mond Bros. •

' Ursula Parrot's srory, 'She Mar-
ried for Money,' sold to RKO for

Ginger Rogers picture.

Y. Frank Freeman is breaking in

a menacing-looking Dunhill present-

ed t\) him by Bob Weitman.

Charles R. Rogers shoved off for

the Coast on the Century last Fri-

day (I) after confabs in N. Y.
Maurice Lehmann in Paris Is

readying rehearsals for the French
version of 'Forbidden Melody.'
Judge Lester Roth,- Hollywood at-

torney, extending N .Y. stay by a
motor vacation into New -England.

• Harry Luxenberg is now manag-
ing the theatrical depts. of Edward
Reed, Ltd., and William Roberts, Inc.

Bill Boehnel (World-Telly pic
. crick) lost his tonsils over the week-
end and out of the hosp. oh Mon-
day;
Franklyn Fox liked Wantagh, L. I.,

so well when playing at Jones Beach
last summer that he has moved
there.
Judy Canova, Par comedienne ac-

companied by her mother, Mrs.
Retta Canova, due in N. Y. this

week.
Jill Stern, daughter of J. David

Stern, publisher of the N. Y. Post,
is in road company of 'Children's
Hour.'

'' Nan Schwartz, secretary to Joe
PhUlipson, of Paramoijnt. sailed
Saturday (2) on a 10-day Caribbean
cruise.

E. Paul Phillips comes by flying
naturally since he's a major in the
air corps and has won contests at
flying meets.
The cats who can 'dig' 'jive' are

now starting to talk in .double-jive,
which is the ultimate in Harlemese
swln|[-cat lingo.

^. lAiiversal home office tossed a
press cocktail party Friday (1) at
Hotel Pierre for new U French star,

Danielle Darrieux.
House of Fu Mzmchu, new Oriental

restaurant on West 49th, opened last
night, under direction of Al (no-

. longer-crying) Goldman.
The Big Apple has gone Gallic. A

new La Grande Pomme cafe on E^ast

55th has been opened with the Dixie
dance as its thematic.
William Frawley in town for the

world series and brief vacation from
the Coast; also George Raft, Mack
Gordon, Mack Grey, et al.

• Lillian Leff, assistant to Raymond
Moore at the Cape Playhouse, Den-
nis,- for nine years, has quit. She is

currently in Florida on vacation.
Al AltmJui, Metro talent executive,

has had a siege of appearances on
radio via WGN recently but still

working overtime on hunt, for new
faces.

Brock Pemberton still planning a
London production of 'Personal Ap-
pearance' this season and figures on
going over to lineup co-producer
there.

^

Floyd Gibbons has bought a farm
arid is the latest addition to the
writers' colony at Stroudsburg, Pa.
Another recent joiner is Edwin
Justus Mayer.
Joe Schoenfeld (Variety) removed

to Sydenham hosp. for a second op-
eration following the original ap-
pepdectomy. StiU in serious condi-
tion; no visitors.
Marc Lachmann preceded Uni-

versal's new import, Darielle Dar-
rieux, by plane hops tq Chi and
Hollywood, she following by train
to^ttend press confabs en route.
George Andre, son of Walter

Andre, bass fiddler at Loew's State,
W. Y., won .first place in National
symphony Concert Contest this
"Week on same instrument his dad'
strums.

Sydney
By Eric Gorrick

Theatre growth in the nabes con-
liriues apace.
,„NIna Mae McKlnney in Melbourne
fop Prank Nell.

fi, S5™ Whitely exploiting 'Wings of
the Mornmg' (20th).

m5r*"i1^°"'^<^'s 'Tall Timber' smash-ing all records in Queensland.
L-onnors-Paul revue unit playinga nabe center for Snider-Dean.

nf Zy^^. Goes' clicked' up a run
^^B^^eht weeks for Williamson-Tait.

All
.Randall is producing 'They

^n,* °' Sophia Cleugh, for a
short run in Melbourne.
v:7^"«nce Badger still grinding out

a «ariy pic days fora weekly. No production listed bb

yet for Argosy Films, the unit Bad-
ger is hooked with as director.
Hal Carleton, Mike Lustig and Bill

Tinkler are working on exploitation
for Metro's 'Maytime' at the Liberty.

. Charles Moses, g.m. of the Aus-
tralian Broadcasting Commission, in
Melbourne to look over the concert
season.

,™G^®S^" McMahon will - produce
The Rivals' for a short span, after
which comes a revival of 'Henrv
Fourth,'
Plans are set for the visit here of

Kirsteh Flagstad and the Don Cos-
sack Choir under Williamson-Tait
management.
With the warm weather here, big

hopes are held for the new outdoor
season, which will commence at the
end of this month.
Looks like the Fullers will stick

to their ' Melbourne Bijou theatre
site, instead of parting to any com-
mercial organization.
Lloyd Hughes to work for Cine-

sound in 'The Broken Melody*' He
recently completed 'Lovers and Lug-
gers' for the same unit.
Acta playing here for Frank Nell

include Ten Amerlcanadians, Three
Flames, Christy and Gould, Earle,
Pope and Lang, George Hurd, Pat
Henning, Betty Raye, Joe Petersen,
Joey Porter.
Jack Percival is already introduc-

ing advance exploitation for the
Marcus show, due to open in Mel-
bourne next month for Fullers-Sni-
der-Dean. Percival sold the show
in Sydney.

Artists coming in with Fay Comp-
ton for Williamson-Tait include
Bruno Barnabe, Michael Wilding,
Peter Dearing, Stafford Hlllard, Ann
Codrington, Hayley Bell, Jack Mc-
Naughton and Yvette Anning. Open-
ing is set lor Oct. 23 with 'Victoria
Reglna.'

Paris

Mary Shuck in from Munich.
Dorothy Parker off for ^aln.
Henry Bry at Chez Suzy Solidor.
Molly Wakefield at the Villa d'Este.
Pierre Richard-WiUm off for

Vienna.
Georgius topping the new Euro-

peen bill.

Reine Paulet Engaged for a new
ABC -show,
Jeanne Aubert broadcasting over

Radio-Cite.
Samson Fainsilber talking of an

Amerlcail contract.
Jerome Andrews rehearsing in a

new O'Dett revue.
William Powell and. Richard

Barthelmess to Budapest.
Jean-Pierre Aumont urgently oper-

ated upon for appendicitis.
Mistinguett eating steak at tHe

Bagatelle in the wee hours.
'La Fesse,* at the Theatre de Paris,

passing its 350th performance.
Cecil Sorel planning a 'retrospec-

tive* recital at the Salle Pleyel.
Marlene. Dietrich catching 'Three

Waltzes' at the Bouffes-Parisiens.
Nyota Inyoka dance-recitaling at

the Comedie des Champs-Elysees.
Ketti Gallian off for London to

talk contract terms with Korda.
Alberta Hunter topping at the re-

opened Harlem, Montmartre nightie.
Opening of 'Paciflque* at the The-

atre des Ambassadeurs set for Sept.
30.

Jean Delacroix to make a film
based on boy scouts, called 'Chef-
taine.'

'Black Legion' (WB), long banned
by the censors, finally opening at the
Apollo.
Chez Charpini, nightie, reopening,

with Raphael Medina at the top of
the bill.

Chez Ray Ventura, Champs Elysees
spot, reopening for tea dances with
Ray s band.

'Sixieme Etage,' new play by Al-
fred Gehrl, in rehearsal at the The-
atre des Arts.
June Knight to London to take

part in the film originally offered to

Adele Astaire.
Andre Mauro is giving up his crit-

ic's place on weekly Marianne, be-
ing replaced by Henry Bidou.
Two galas of Spanish music given

at the Theatre des Champs-Elysees
under direttlon of Perez Casas.
Jean Gremillon shooting the first

scenes of 'Hercule,' with Gaby Mor-
lay and Gernandel in the leads.

Marianne Oswald making her first

public appearance in months at a
song recital at the Salle Gaveau.
Premiere of Sacha Guitry's 'Qua-

drille' given at Orleans before open-
ing at the Theatre do la Madeleine.
Pierte Chenal starting 'L'Affaire

Lefarge,' starring Pierre Renoir,
Marcel Chantal and Eric von Stro-

heim.
'La Belle Saison,* operetta starring

Lucienne Boyer, Pills and Tablet,

passing its 120th performance at the
Marigny.
Three evenings of Swiss music

scheduled at the Comedie des
Champs-Elysees as part of the Expo
programs.
Revue, 'Ca C'est Marseilles,' pro-

duced last season by Henri Varna at

the Alcazar, off on tour, with Varna
in the cast.

Jean Gabin, Marcel Came and
Jacqueline Laurant off for Germany
to shoot scenes of 'Quai des
Brumes;' Game's latest.

'Catherine Empereur,' by Maurice
Rostand, in rehearsal at the Odeon,
with Yvonne de Bray, Franclis Royet
and Louis Seipner in the leads.

Nouveau Parislana, boulevard
music-hall, readying for an early

opening; Yvos Bizos and F. Lum-
broso have the booking rights.

London

'He Was Her Man* scheduled to
start at Dehham Oct. 18.

'Gertie Maude,' orohn Van Di'Uten's
latest at St. Martin's theatre, closes
Oct. 9.

Wiere Bros, are under option to
Walter Wanger, but Metro is also in-
terested.

Ernie Blake, kodak chief, sailing
for India to survey the company's
activities there.

Loper and Hayes returning to
London to open at the Savoy Nov.
4, for a fortnight.

Palladium 'Crazy' show is. grossing
$35,000 per week, which is almost a
record for the house.

.
Zena Dare selling her Scottish

home, where her husband was acci-
dentally shot last year.

Entire British sales organization of
First National flitting to Blackpool
for annual convention.

Duncan Sisters in a split,
, Rosetta

went home, while Vivienne is stay-
ing here to do a single. •

Harold W. Speer toting around a
new color system, claimed ch6ap to
produce and quick to print.

Irlna Baronova down with flu and
out of the Ballets Russes season at
Covent Garden temporarily.

"The Feud,' novelist David White-
law's first play, folded at the Cam-
bridge Sept. 18 after five days.

Sydney Bernstein and Oscar
Deutsch have an agreement where-
by they do not build in each other's
territory.

Irving Asher claims discovery of
a 22-year-old Swedish blonde named
Aino Bergo, who he thinks is going
to be a star.

Merle Oberon to Budapest on a
brief vacation before working on
Robert Sherwood's 'Over the Moon'
at .Denham.
The Playgoers Guild, on the lines

of New York's Theatre Guild, in-
augurates its activities at the Wnite-
hall, Oct. 7. s

Muriel Abbott girls, in the Henry
Sherek Dorchester cabaret, being
used by British Broadcasting Corp.
for television.

Morris Davis, Metro's general
manager in South Africa, here on
vacation, mainly to see his folks. He
is Londoi^-born;
Charles A. Davis rejoiped the

board of Union Cinemas to fill the
vacancy caused by the death of
David Bernhard.
Twentieth Century Picture thea-

tres, a circuit of six picture theatres
operated by Victor Sheridan, chang-
ing hands shortly.

Frederick Spinelly, vaude act and
band leader, sentenced to six
months' imprisonment In connection
with share frauds.
London Films washed up 'Divorce

of Lady X* in seven weeks, claimed
the shortest shooting period ever on
a Technicolor feature.
Emile Littler to stage a musical

version of 'Aloma of the South Seas'
first in the provinces, then in the
West End, if successful.
Pearl Osgood, American dancer,

married Walter Greenwood, author
of 'Love on the Dole,' at a London
register office, Sept. 23.

Alfred Esdaile estimates the new
Prince of Wales theatre will give
employment to 350 people. Cast will
account for well over 100.
Austria restaurant and Salzburg

grill in Piccadilly Circus aiming for
picture patronage; four local film
stars officially opened the joint.

Raymond Massey's illness and Iso-
bel Jeans' commitments with War-
ners in Hollywood holding up Lon-
don production of 'Idiot's Delight.'

Sir John Martin-Harvey , tourihg
with a new play, 'Tuberin 5,' from
the Austrian of Hans Mueller, which
he hopes to give a West End produc-
tion.

'The First Legion' closed at Dalys,
Sept. 25 after three months. House
will then be demolished for the
erecting of Warner's new picture
house.
Edith Ellis' new play. 'The Dan-

gerous' Age,' being produced at the
Embassy theatre Oct. 6 by Andre
.Van Gyseghem, starring Jeanne de
Casalis.
John Woolf, son. of Charles M.,

and in charge of distribution for
General Film Distribs, married Dor-
othy Vernon, stage and film actress,
Sept. 24.

Otto Horcher's restaurant, at St.

Regis, due to open Sept. 26. post-
poned to early October, due to
Horcher being ordered by Hitler to
stay in Berlin.

Sir Hugh Allen, director of the
Royal College of Miisic since 1918,
is retiring, to be succeeded by Dr.
George . Dyson, directoi: of music at
Winchester college,
Clive Brook gave the. bride away,

and Elizabeth Allan was matron of
honor at Florence Desmond's mar-
riage to Charles Hughesdon, airmah-
stockbrokei", Sept. 23,
Harry Roy and his band go to

Buenos Aires in March for six
weeks. Gets $7,500 per week, trans-
portation both ways for 14 people,
with six weeks guarantee.
Bronchial chill incapacitated Bob-

by Howes, necessitating two days'
postponement of the Glasgow pre-
miere of 'Hide arid Seek,' new musi-
cal co-starring Cicely Courtneidge,
Phil Reisman followed 'Victoria

the Great' round key cities in the
provinces when It was given gala

previews to trade buyers; Herb Wil-
cox and Anna Neagle also ran along,
As soon as Gilbert Miller returns

from America reheatsals will start
on 'The Silent Knight,' from the
Hungarian, This will replace 'Old
Music' as the St. James's about the
middle of November.
-Lord Chamberlain, one of whose

duties is to censor plays^ said to be
retiring. Post at present held by Earl
of Cromer, and successor will be
Earl of Clarendon, recent Governor-
General of South Africa,

'Yiddle and His Fiddle,' Yiddish
film, starring Molly Picon, is playing
at the Rlvoli, Whitechapel, after
nine weeks in the West iSnd, with
the theatre mobbed and police being
called in . to regulate the conges-
tion,

'The Whole Town Is Talking,'. Anita
Loos tarce, produced here in 1926.

has been musicaUzed. - Jack Waller
intends to present it in the West-
End, starring Sydney Howard and
Wylie Watson, as soon as, he can get

a theatre.

Berlin

Premiere of 'Internes Can't Take
Money* here.
Maria Roland waxing new records

for Telefunken.
Franz Nickllsh in 'Wallenstein'

at the State theatre,'

Hell Finkenzeller taking it easy in

Bavaria for three weeks.
Albrecht Schoenhals pencilled in

for Pola Negri's next pic,

Arlbert Mog for the Jacques Fey-
der film, 'Fahrendes Volk.'

State opera opens Its new season
with Wagner's ^Melstersinger,'

Festival of German church music
to take place in Berlin next week.
Cameras skedded to roll next week

for Brigette Horney'a new pic at

Ufa,
•Die Fahne* by Otto Emmerich

Groh, opens at the Saarland state

Karl Bohm to baton a big symph
concert at the Teatro CommUnale in

Florence,
Hans von Benda scoring In Poland

With the Chamber orch Of the Phil-
harmonic.
Leny Mayenbach holding down the

lead in 'Five Million In Search of an
Inheritance,'.

• Bamin-Wolfi-Grummer trio -to give
their only Berlin concert Oct. 8 at
the Singing Academy,
Berlin Landesorchestra skedded

for eight symph concerts this sea-

son, Elly Ney among the soloists.

Luis Trenker's latest pic, formerly
tagged *Kampf ums Matterhorn,' to
be released as "the Mountain Calls.'

Carl Froelloh'g new pic, 'Die Um-
wege des Schoen Karl,' with Heinz
Ruhmann in the title role, to the
studio.
Kurt Atterberg, Swedish composer

and conductor, giving a concert of
Norwegian and Swedish music with
the Philharmonic.

Philadelphia
By Herb Golden

'Mayor' Neufeld managing Miss
Philly.
Ben Kassoy back on street after

long illness.

Manny Munzer bragging about a
10-pound boy.
Tom Lark recuping from acute ap-

pendicitis attack.
Sam Lefko won the Record's hole-

in-one golf tournament.
Leonard Mintz named to succeed

Al Truell, -who resigned, at 20th.

Bill Dyer continues sports talks
nightly despite demise of baseball.
Rem! Martel, former Mask and

Wigger, reported cast in 'New Faces.'
Gene Marcus visiting town and

reported looking for a Vine street
site.

Powers Gouraud lined up for more
than 50 p.a.'s during coming fall and
winter season.
June Collins forsaking WIP pro-

gram department for nltely turn Of
song and piano at Evergreen Casino.
Hank Geist, former Philly panel-

man, now in New York twisting dials

for many of sanrie artists he en-
gineered at WCAU.

Quebec

Joe Lightstone to Toronto.
Russ Titus back from Laurentians.
Max Chamitov and Alec Kramer

to N, Y.
U. H. Pelletier in from St, Joseph

D'Alma.
Izzie Allen, Dave Copland, Jim

O'Loughlin in from Toronto,
Montreal Symph starts 10-concert

season at His Majesty's Nov. 7,

France-Film takes over Corona, St,

Hyacinthe, English and French pix,
Frank Veitch, former theatreman

of Montreal, found drowned in St,

Lawrence,
Two new second-runs under con-

struction for United Amusement

—

Verdun and north end, Montreal,
His Majesty's, stopped by union

trouble from giving season of legit,

will go back' to British pix. Jack
Reedy to manage,
Hamilton Kennedy, Irish song-

writer and composer of 'Old Faith-
ful,' publishing, in conjunction with
Harold M'oon, six songs now in hands
of N. Y. publishefs.

Hollywood

Sbnja Henie back from O.slo.

Grace Moore basking at Arrow-
head;
Mary McLaren staging n come-

back.
Fred Purner now publicizing Santa

Anita.
Jack Kapp, Decca prez, winged

to N. Y,
Mickey Rooney halfbacking for

Fairfax hi.

Harriet Hilliard and Ozzie Nelson
in from N. Y. .

Tex Ritter off for Louisville and
Detroit p.a.'ing.

Leon Gordon scripting 'I Loy^ You
Again' at Metro.
Richard Halliburton being actor-

tested at Warners.
Billy House left, for his farm at

Mattapolset't, Mass.
Ben Markson cut an ear in fall

on the Santa Paula.
Robert Lively broke a foot step^

ping from the bawth.
John Wayne stalking seven-point

bucks in the Sierras.
Robert Glllhatn here for Para-

mount studio huddles.
Becky Baer, screen novice, to be

billed as Gwen^ayer.
Bing Crosby's buddies dining on

swordflsh snared by Bing.
Karl Freund has devised a camera

that will shoot film undersea,
Richard Bond, N. Y. stage player,

here to start his Radio termer.
John D. Clark, 20th-Fox sales

chief, here for studio huddles.
Harry Warren went classical with

a new piano opus. 'Octoroon.'
Paul KirbXi European defler,

joined Metro's music department.
Fred Keating staggad It for a gang

of pals at his San Fernando rancho.
Pinto Colvig, cartoon vet^gai

Metro's 'The Captain and the ftids?
Peggy Conklln here from N. Y.

stage for 'Having Wonderful Time.'
Eleanor Holm, swimming champ,

arrived for role in 'Tarzan's Re-
venge.'
Toby Wing flew out over the week-

end to join the Buddy Rogers band
in the East. "

.
,

Fractured wrist keeping Gene Pal-
lette out of. Warners* . 'Robin Hood'
for 10 days.
Jay Dratler, author of 'Manhattan

Side Street,' joined the Metro script-
ing brigade.
Lloyd Bacon back to .direct 'A

Slight Case of Murder' at Warners
following vacash.
George Rector here to play him-

self in the Mae West film, 'Every
Day's a Holiday.'
The Three Vagabonds stepped into

featured routines for Radio's 'Having
Wonderful Time.'
Joe E, Brown ussented Paul

Kelly with a. pair cf goats tagged
Romeo and Godiva.
Grace Rosenfeld, N. Y. exploiter

for Hal Roach, came west with her
boss and Vittorlo Mussolini.
Eddie Sutherland has bookec". pas-

sage on the China Clipper to view
the war front In the Orient.
Frank Morgan snagged a starfish

while fishing for tuna and is saving
It for hiis dressing room door,
Emlle de Ruelle will be produc-

tion manager on the next two Joe E.
Brown films for David L. Loew.

Sol Wurtzel hosted a stag s^ndoff
for John Stone, leaving for two
months' vacash in South America,
Romer Grejr, son of ?Iane. making

a series of single reel fishing and
adventure shorts for Indie release.
Otto Ludwig trying to frame a

leave so he can direct 'Love of
Women' for the Shuberta on Broad-
way.
Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone

getting ready for their winter flight
to New York for the Broadway
shows.
Francis X. Bushman (Sr.) sold his

hot dog stand and stepped into the
cast of Metro's 'Thoroughbreds
Don't Cry.'

Sid Solomon, ex-Central Park
Casino (N. Y.) restaurateur, o.o.'lng
the local eatery scene. Wants a spot
with a park attached, he says, and
he doesn't mean just an auto park.

Chicago

Lester Santley came a-vislting,
WPA musical directors convention

in session here.
Arthur Usher out, running around

his territory all week.
Jack Bregman in town conferring

with local music men.
Frank Sammons in from Omaha

for a week's hullabaloo.
Frank Schreiber spent the week

gadding about the country,
Randolph street excited over open-

ing of. the new link bridge,
Dave Apollon luncheonlng a half

dozen Balaban & Katz execs,
Ople Reade, dean of Chicago

writers, in Executives Club talk,
Mike Nidorf at local Rockwell &

O'Keefe office for a couple weeks.
Marvin Lee in town with his 'Blue

Sweetheart,' which looks like a hit.
Mary Oatdner in, catching her

husband. Bert Gardner, in 'You Can't
Take It With You.'
Sam Leeds has opened his New

Weston hotel, catering to show busi-
ness,' and has Civic Opera chorus
ensconced.
Charles Gaylord and Keith

Beecher handling most of the fill-in

orchestra jobs in town since the six-
day ruling.
Mort Singer and Warren Jones

played off their tie for Chicago the-
atrical golf championship at North-
more, with Singer winning four up.
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East

Cornelius V. Whitney to sell his

racing stable and quit the turf. Will
retain his stud farm.

International Mercantile Marine
planning to switch its three big mo-
tor-vessels, California, Pennsylvania
and Virginia from the Panama-
Pacific run to down the east coast

of South America. Partly due to

shipping strikes.

N.B.C, had a special program Mon-
day to mark fete of Herald Tribune

> Paris office. Partly short waved
from the French capital, with local

and Washington pickups.

Guy de Vestal, last season director
of the French theatre has resigned
his post to try an English-speaking
part in a B'way prodvction.

William Moore, son of Dinty, in

$100 bail charged with having pasted
Barbara Bannister in the eye.

Mara Tchukleva, former Chauve
Souris performer, who married to
avoid deportatibn, now seeks divorce
in N. Y. court. Says she has not
seen hubby for five years, and" waints
to Enoch Ardenize.

Libby Holman reported convales-
cing after a minor operation at Hos*
pital for Ruptured and Crippled,
N. Y. Registered as Mrs. Reynolds
and escaped notice.

Rodeo at Garden brought iii 600
head of stock last Friday. Now quar-
tered at the Garden.

Edwin Franko Goldman, band
leader, crashed the papers' last week
with the explanation of the once
mysterious clock of P. T. Barrium,
which apparently; operated without
connection between the 'vvoi'ks and
the dial. Glass drive running through
a glass column is the answer. He
has offered to put it on display if

sufficient . interest is shown. .In-
herited it from his uncle, the late
Sam Franko.
Cuban government planning a

village for the N, Y. world's Fair.
Not a refreshment concession^ but a
model. Will also show the complete
details of sugar manufacture.

Business show, set for Oct. 18,
promises 1,500 exhibits. In Port of
Authority building.

'Yes My Darling Daughter' to give
« benefit for the Actors' Fund. Fri-
day. 'Room Service' had one last
Sunday.
Columbus ball team, playing sec-

ond game in Little Worlds Series a.%

Newark Thursday lost about $1,000
when sneak thief got into the dress-
ing rooms during the game.
Mother of Josef Hoffmaf^, pianist,

to come to N. Y. for her son'is cele-
bration of his first U. S. recital 50
years ago. To be held at the Metro-
politan Nov. 28. She's 84.

Picket trouble Friday over patrol-
Ihg^ of B'way offices of Max
Fleischer. Cop told the boys to cut
clown to 10. They refused and eight
were tossed into the wagon. One
picket slightly hurt.
Three all-men juries having failed

to agree on a verdict in the divorce
case of Joseph Kimball against his
wife Gladys, WPA actress, she will
now face a jury composed entirely
of women.

Gloria Allen, who was badly hurt
when her parachute ripped during
an exhibition at a Virginia fair, died
at Farmville, Va., as the result of
her injuries.
King Gustav of Sweden pinned

a medal on Lawrence Tibbett last
week. Litteris et Artlbus is' the
decoration.
Ben Marden to keep his Riviera

open ill winter.
N. Y. World's Fair to devote 10

acres to a town of tomorrow. To
erect 30 model homes incorporating
ultra modern ideas.
Dick Merrill trying to duck $500

fine imposed by Washington airport
for not observing new regulations.
Plea is that regulations had not yet
been put into effect.
Mercury Theatre players drop

*King John' from its nlanned reper-
tory as 'too grim.' Will do instead
the Falstaff cycle: 'Henry IV,' parts
one and two, and 'Henry V.' Also
will do Gillette's 'Too Much Johnson'
and 'Julius Caesar.' Due to start
Nov. 6,

Sidney Fox out of Mt. Sinai hosp.,
and to Hot Springs to convalesce.
N. Y., according to Nat. Safety

Council, has the lowest death rate
from auto accidents of any of tha
large cities. Still, that's 528 deaths
in eight months.

Estate of the late Theodore A.
Metz. composer of 'A Hot Time in
/the Old Town Tonight,' is quoted at
$l,t5G5 gross and $1,120 net, but De-
partnient of Welfare asks $2,000
imnies advanced for relief.
New state law put 12,000 slot ma-

chines out of business in Florida
last week. Had been legal for two

Baltimore amusement park owned
Tjv J, .T. Carlin and covering seven
city blocks destroyed by fire last
Wednesday. Loss in excess of
$2?in.000.

New Friends of Music to open a
series of 16 concerts Nov. 7. Town
Hall Sunday afternoon.

i

Coast

Amended complaint has been filed

by Edward Mayo, agent, in his suit

against Glenn Morris, champion ath-
lete and now a film actor, asking
conunissions totaling $288,000. Mayo
claimsjie has a contract with Morris
for 10 years calling for 25% of his

film and radio earnings and 30% of

returns from endorsements.
Government's claim for $34,000

from the estate of Will Rogers has
been taken under submission on the
representation that the question at

issue is solely a legal one. Settle-
ments were made with the following:
Ruth Chatterton, $10,343 for 1932;
George Brent, $253; Claudette Col-
bert, $7,155; Josef von Sternberg,
$3,586 on a claim for $5,740; Robert
Riskln, $162; Ted Healy, $1,751.

Stipulations will be filed in the case
of Mary Boland, claim for $2,337.
Settlement was reported from Wal-
lace Beery and wife for $6,902.
Ethel Margaret Rlgby filed suit for

divorce from L. Gordon Rigby,
scenarist, seeking custody of six-
yeair-old son. Rigby filed counter-
complaint.
Upped tourist travel to Southern

California is reflected in the report
crediting the Ambassador Hotel with
a profit of $133,606 in the first six
months of 1937 compared with $15,-

979 in the corresponding period last

year.
Protest was filed with the govern?-

ment by ZaSii Pitts and her former
husband, Tom Gallery, against a
claim of $15,305 for back income
taxes for 1932-33.
Freddie Bartholomew must work

out his contract with Metro which
runs until 1940, court ruled. Moppet
now receiving $1,100 yreekly and
had sought permission to cancel his
ticket and acqept other offers said
to range as high as $7,500 weekly.

Ringlings

(Continued from page 1)

patched up. Regardless of differ-

ences which may have continued be-
tween the Ringlings and Gumpertz
the latter appears to have definitely

lifted the outfits out of money dif-

ficulties.

That Tax Matter
For several years an indictment

against John Kelly, the Ringling at-

torney .and others, has been pending
in regards to alleged tax frauds.
Cases are expected to come to trial

in November. Kelly was regarded
as a tax expert and wrote long briefs
when the federal income tax laws
were originally framed. An array of

character witnesses are slated to ap-
pear in behalf of Kelly with the
idea of showing that if there were
irregularities, there was no intention
of deceiving the government.
This perhaps marks the final

chapter in the story of the rise and
fall of the American Circus Corp.,
which was founded by a combination
between John Ringling and the Mug-
givan-Ballard interests. It was
RInglin'g's idea th^t the ruinous
competition between the various tent
organizations might be avoided were
they aU brought imder a single man-
agement. The country could be ap-
portioned among the various outfits

and routes so laid out that costly
billing fights and day-date encoun-
ters could be avoided. Only the
mud shows were to be ignored.
The idea came at a time when the

country had gone mad over specula-
tion. Gigantic industrial rriergers

Were forjned solely for the purpose
of creating securities to be sold to
an eager public, and the circus idea
was right in line with the . general
trend, and much more promising
than some of the other securities
listed. There was no difficulty in
obtaining the necessary financing
from the Prudence, a Brooklyn cor-
poration which also supplied the
financing for the Brooklyn Para-
mount and other amusement ven-
tures. Gumpertz, long prominent in
Dreamland and other ' amusements at
Coney Island, was prominent on the
board and one of the chief advisors
of the company on theatrical matters.
The deal was consummated through
him.

When the Botton Dropped
For a season or. two the scheme

worked out admirably. Each show
stayed in its own territory and
escaped the terrific costs of fighting
shows of similar csdiber. Then came
the crash and, as though that were
not enough, an agricultural depres-
sion partly due to low prices but in

many sections complicated by un-
toward weather and dust storms.
Circuses, appealing vividly to the
rural patronage, dropped their re-

ceipts, and to help along the Pru-
dence was forced into bankruptcy.

Some of the shows were sold off,

but Prudence tightened its grip on
the big show, putting Gumpertz in

control as representative.

A highly-trained showman since

long before his Coney Island days,

Gumpertz reorganized the show,

staffed it efficiently . and when bet-

tering conditions made it possible,

turned in some remarkable grosses,

due not only to the revived pur-

chasing power of the farmer, but to

the greater appeal of a circus more
smartly dressed and more ably han-

dled.

The Ringlings, in spite of their

long connection with the circus busi-

ness, never were the smart show-
men they were credited with being,

and hit an even keel only when the

death of James A. Bailey left the

Barnum show without a competent

head. Relatives of Mrs. Bailey

sought to carry on, but without

marked success and the show and

the Buffalo Bill outfit was sold

to the iElinglings, who already

had purchased the Sells-Floto from
Harry Tammen arid his Denver
associates. . The acquisition of Bar-

num show was the natural next

step, paving the way for the

formation , of the American Corp.

through the control of most of the

leading outfits, including the Fore-

paugh show, that title being dropped

until temporarily revived during the

currient season.

OBITUARIES

MARRIAGES
Vivienne . Bernstein to Lionel

Royce in N. Y., Sept. 30. Groom is

an Austrian actor, recently signed

by MGM. Bride is a writer and sis-

ter of Felix Bernstein, MG rep in

Austria.

Gloria Seiter to Edgar B. Sligh in

Crown Point, Ind., Oct. 3. Bride is

dancer, professional Gloria Sutter,

and groom is member of Sligh &
Tyrrell booking office.

Virginii Berioit to Eugene Mitten-

dorf, in Chicago, SeptJ 22. Groom is

station manager of WIND, and bride

his assistant.

Alice Link, to Arthur K. Horner,

Sept. 30, at Los Angeles. Bride is

secretary to Charles Richards, Selz-

nick International casting director,

and groom is in the SI transporta-

tion department.
Betty Caine to Raymond John-

son in Chicago, Oct. 1. Bride and
groom are radio team.

Clarice Weiner to Hoe Turner in

Omaha, Oct 1. Bride is Chicago
radio actress.

Marjorie Rice to George Faulk-
ner in Brooklyn, N; Y., Sept. 25.

Groom is a radio scriptist for J.

Walter Thompson.
Grace Caskey to John Jones, In

Pittsburgh, Aug. 9. Groom is a
reporter on the Post-Gazette.

Dorothy. Kearns to Steve Mat-
thews, in Pittsburgh, Sept. 27. Groom
is a band leader and bride is fea-
tured vocalist.

Katherine DeMille to Anthony
Quinn,,Oct. 2, in Beverly Hills. Both
are film players. Bride is adopted
daughter of C. B. DeMille.
.Mary . Edwin Thorpe to John

Stewart Lucas, Oct. 2, at Savannah,
Ga. Groom was formerly connected
with the Lucas .& Jenkins theatre
chain, of which his father is prez.
Bettina Martinelli to Mario Libotte

in N. Y., Oct. 2. Bride is the daughter
of Giovanni Martinelli, Met Opera
tenor.

BIRTHS
. Mr. and Mrs. Ed Voynow. daugh-
ter, in Chicago, Oct. 4, Father is

member of Ed Petry station rep firm
and chief of Chicago office.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter 'Red' Barber,
daughter, in Cincinnati.- I'ather . is

sports announcer at WLW, Cincin-
nati. ' /
Mr. and Mrs. John Brill, son, in

Cincinnati. Father is engineer at

WLW, Cincinnati.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Stewart, son,

Oct. 3, Los Angeles. Father is with
Edington-Vincent agency, Holly-
wood.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Huffine. daugh-

ter, Oct. .4 in Los Angeles. Father is

animator for Walt Disney.

CRA Coast Spread

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Upswing in band music biz dur-
ing September has resulted in Con-
solidated Radio Artists enlarging its

Hollywood headquarters and open-
ing new offices In San Francisco,
with Bob Sanders as manager in
charge of all Coast operations.
Charles Green, CRA prez, was due
on the Coast tomorrow (Wed) for
huddles.

Outfit,^ handling around 18 bands
in the Pacific Coast territory, grossed
upwards of $85,000 in September.

ED MOZART
Ed Mozart, 81, vet carnival show-

man and theatre - circuit operator,

died in Los Angeles, Oct. 3, after a

lingering illness.

He started with carnivals in the

'80s and was the first manager of the

Tom Thuthb co. in America. He was

also associated with many carnival

outfits, including Vic Leavitt and

Ferari Shows.
With Benjamin Morris, in 1906, he

operated a theatre in Lancaster, Pa.,

and later spread his holdings to

other cities in the state and (jlovers-

ville, N. Y., which in those days had

vaude supplied by Freeman Bern-

stein. In 1909, Mozart bought out

his partner, Morris, and started the

Mozart circuit. He relinquished

active interest in 1918 and went to

the Coast, where he aligned himself

with several carnival tricks since.

Surviving are his widow, who
booked his circuit; two brothers, a

sister and a nephew, Bert Levey,

vaude agent. Services will be held

Oct. 6, in Los Angeles.

CLYDE ARMSTRONG
Clyde Armstrong, 58, stage and

screen actor, died in his sleep in his

New York home -Sept. .30.

His last stage appearance in New
York was in 'It Pays to Sin' in 1933.

Since that time he had been dramatic

coach in a .theatrical sphool. He ap-

peared on the stage in support of

many well known player?, had his

own vaudeville ict for a couple of

years and supported James J. Corbett

in one of his vaudeville ventures. He
had' also appeared in a niunber of

films.

He is survived by his widow, the
former Jidiet Goodwin.

NATALIE ALEXANDER
Natalie Alexander died Oct. 2 at

the Long Beach hospital. Long
Beach, N. Y.
Mrs. Alexander for many yfears

played leads in the vaudeville acts

produced by Jessie L.' Lasky. She
was also associated 'with Fritzi

Scheff in ivnie. Modiste' and with
Lillian Russell and Weber and
Fields in the Big Jubilee.

Survived by her husband, William
Alexander, long associated with the
Fox Film Corp., and now an inde-

pendent distributor, and a brother.

GEORGE DENMAN
George Denman, 66, died of a

heart attack in Bridgeport, Conn.,
Sept. 30.

He was for many years in charge
of the elephants of the Barnum
show, and was reputed to have
better command over the bulls than
any other trainer. He joined the
Barnum show in 1888 and remained
with the outfit until illness necessi-
tated his retirement in 1933.

JESS GREEN
(Hi) Jess Green, 57, former

Variety correspondent in Tacoma
and for years moving picture critic

of the News-Tribune, died in a Se-
attle hospital after a lingering ill-

ness.

He is survived by two sisters in
Seattle, one sister in New York and
a brother in San Francisco. The
body was cremated.

RAY HENDERSON
Ray (John Raymond) Henderson,

48, was killed when a plane in
which he was traveling from Alex-
andria to London dived into the sea
off Athens.
He was doing preliminary agent-

ihg in advance of Katharine Cor-
nell's proposed world tour. Details
story in the legit department this
issue.

LOUIS NEWMAN
Louis Newman, 56, veteran legit

manager, died Sept. 27 in Los
Angeles following a long illness.

Newman was with the Shuberts
for years handling roadshows and at
one time had Ethel BarrymOre under
personal contpct. The widow and a
daughter survive.

JOHN O. KRUSE
John O. Kruse, 50, superintendent

of Loew's State theatre in New Or-
leans for the past 12 years, died
Sept. 29 o{ a heart attack at his
home. He had previously been su-
perintendent . of the Orpheum for
25 years.

Survived by his widow, a daugh-
ter and two grandchildren.

CHARLES WERNER
Charles Werner, 74, film exchange

manager in West, died from heart
trouble at his home la St. Louis last

week. A close friend of the late
Marcus Loew, Werner was branch
manager for Metro Pictures Corp.,
which later was merged into M-G-M
Pictures, retiring in--1925 because of
ill health.

LOIS FRANCES CLARK
Lois Frances Clark, .74, died in

Brentwood," L. I., Sept. 30.

Going on the stage in the early
80's, she had played in numerous
Charles Frohman productions and
supported WlUiani H. Crane in the
original production of. 'David Ha-
riim.'

GEORGE HUMPHRIES
George Humphries, 46, senior

partner of film laboratory firm
George Humphries & Co., Ltd., died
in London, Sept. 18^ after a year's

illness. Survived by wife, son and
daughter.

IDA GRAY
Ida Gray, member of a carnival

company, was instantly killed when
the car she was driving went out of

control near Owen Sound, Ont., last

week. . Details in outdoor pages.

Morris Golden, father of Gilbert
Golden, of Warner Bros.' home office

advertising department, died sud-
denly Oct. 1.

Father, 78, of Leo F. Forbstein,

Warners' music director, died Sept
I in Los Angeles.

Quota Stance

(Continued from page 3)

the rentals from themi in British the-

atres and also, benefited by
.
having

them available for showing in

America.-

Britain's 'White Paper'

Back of all this is the knowledge
that the legislation outlined in the

(Jovernment's 'White Paper* in Eng-
land would put a crimp in the prac-

tice of buying these quickie Eng-
lish-made films and shelving them.
Parliament goes into session this

month to consider the recommenda-
tions of the Board of Trade. It has
until early simuner next year to act

on them. . ,

There is one stipulation which re-

quires that the cheaper films of

around $15,000 production cost ba
submitted to a panel of viewers to

determine whether they are suitable

for general release. While there

have been some objections raised in

England to this because it is held
that this subjects the minimum cost

films to a viewing tesi^ and tends to

eliminate the cheaper pictures, this

clause is given a good chance of

passage.
Idea of centering production by

American majors in Great Britain is

best shown by the number of for-

eign managers now out of New York
City. This weak, only Arthur Kelly,

of United Artists, and Arthur Loew,
of Metro, were in N. Y. Walter J.

Hutchinson, of 20th-Fox, was headed
home because of the Far East situ-

.ation after an extensive trip abroad.

Metro Started It Big

A big production unit has been set

up in England by Metro, with Robert
Taylor already in a feature now in

work. Louis B. Mayer just returned
from abroad, where he was in active

touch with 'the English situation. Al
Lichtman goes to London in about
10 days to further MG production
plans abroad.
Jack Warner, vice president, in

charge of production . for Warner
Bros., is now en route to Europe,
bearing out the contention that none
of the majors intends to be outdone
by Metro* in English production.

Warner Bros, have been in the pro-

ducing end for some time in Great
Britain. Latest rei>orts from abroad
indicate that an expansion progi'am
is contemplated for Teddington
studio. Jack Cohn, of Columbia Pic-

tures, also is bound for England,
where ostensibly, he is merely to size

up European distribution and learn

facts about the newly-opened Paris

and Prague offices.

Adolph Zukor, production chief for

Paramount, also in London, where
he is credited with saying that there

is plenty of picture talent dormant.

TEREELI'S mFECTED FOOT
Chicago, Oct. 5.

Zack Terrell of the Beatty-Cole

Bros, show in hospital here.

Has an infected foot.
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DALIAS FAIR'S

FREE GATE

OPS BIZ

Dallas, Oct, 5.

Pan American Exposition opened

Its gates Sunday (3), discontinuing

the 50 cents charge, which has been

vigorously opposed for several weeks

by business-starved midway show-

men and concessionaires. Director

General Frank McNeny had made
reiterated refusals to take this ac-

tion but unbelievably low attendance

figures convinced boai^d . ot .directors

they couldn't lose anything by mak-

ing the gate free.

Outstanding ticket books may be

redeemed at the Road to Rio show,

a village affair which now is being

oper.aied by fair management Wal-

ter Herzog and Jimmy Smith tossed

in the towel on this concessicn after

about $30,000 had dribblM away.

Midway showmen, with Joe Rog-

ers and Nat Rodgers as spokesmen,

had threatened to close up shop on
Monday (4) if the gates were not

made free: They claimed no con-

cessionaire had been able to avoid

digging In sock for payroll money
since faif opened. They now hope
that the weather ntah will give them
a break: for final four weeks of ex-
position, especially on weekends
Tvhen football games are carded in

the Cotton Bowl on the grounds.
They claim that attendance break

for next four weekends will give

them get-away money.
Casino opened with a new show

Saturday night (2), two of the three
acts coming back for a repeat visit

Borrah Mhievitch's harmonica troupe
(without Minevitch) and Stan Kav-
anagh are doing encores. Barto and
Mann came in to complete the line-

up. Opening night audiences gave
loud approval to all three acts.

Visit of Ringling Brotfaers-Bamum
and Bailey circus made a deep dent
in exposition business last week. The
show was in town two days and
rolled up approximately $54,000 for
the stand. It was reported similar

business was encountered through-
out section.'

BALTO PARK WIPED OUT

BY FIRE; HAY REBUILD

Baltimore, Oct 5.

A $250,000 lire hit CarUn's Park
here early Thursday (30), wiping out
a major portion of the equipment
standing and necessitating an almost
cohiplete rebuild fbr future opera-
tion. Starting in the Arena, in

which wrestlihg, boxing and roller

skating is accommodated, the fire

gained rapid headway and, aided by.

strong head winds, soon spread to

other bviildings In the park.
Plans for the immediate future of

the park have not as yet bee.n an-,

nounced by owner John J. Carlin,

but it is understood that he will pro-
ceed with the immediate construc-
tion of another, building to replace
the Arena which was the town's only
spot for boxing and wrestling shows.
Roller skating has be^en temporarily
transferred to the dance hall which
is being readied for the coming ice
hockey season.

Rodeo Riders Hurt
New Braunfels, Okla., Oct 5.

Two rodeo men were injured after
\vmning their events at the Comal
County Fair held here three days.
During the second night's per-

lormance, Webb Moran of San An-
wnio, lost his left eye When thrown

a brahma bull against the side
or the grandstand, and George Jime-
nez, also of the Alamo City, broke
nis right arm and coUarbone when

was thrown from a bucking

PIEE WIPES OUT FAIE
Huntsville, Ala., Oct 5.

«9nn^ '"en were injured when a^w,m holocaust swept Madison
^ounty Pair Grounds on eve of

«v^W °* *air last week and left
exnjbit hall and grandstand iflat

blamed on electric spark,

A^^ •

'^^ of Farm Security
Aammistration in exhibit halL and
spread to 4,000-seat grandstand, lev-

-5m,
in less than an hour.

Ir,H
<^i"am. 24, of Evansville,

h;n" I
Carney employee, hurt his

n P when he leaped to safety from
^'azing structure and Robert Moor-
nan 25, of here, was burned while
.'ightmg flames.

TRENTON FAIR CUCKS

UNDER NEW OPERATION

Trenton, Oct 5.
New Jersey State Fair at Trenton,

with George A. Hamid at the helm
for the second succe/ssive year,
wound up a 7-day prograin Saturday
(2) with a total turnstile click ex-
ceeding ^he half-million mark that
had Fair officials scratching their
heads and wondering where all the
people came from.

Only two years ago the Trenton
Fair was considered a dead issue.
Then last year Hamid came along
with his streamlined ideas about
how a fair should be run. and hyjioed
the attendances and grosses. This
year the fair officials found them-
selves going back to a dozen years
or 60—when the fair was. in its hey-
dey here—to find figures comparing
with last week's take.

Everything thrived during the
7-day stand except the wheel opera-
tors, police cracking down on them
hefore the fair was 48 hours old.

Operators were compelled to stick
to blankets and dolls instead of cash
prizes, virtually ruining many of
them. SideshoWs. were also kept
under constant surveillance, but
there were no raids and business
was more than satisfactory.

Fair opened with a bang on Sun-
day, Sept 25, with a draw of 60,000,
chief attractions being Lucky 'Teter
and Franko Goldman's Band. It was
the biggest Sunday crowd in l^r
history here. Monday schools' closed
down and 80,000 children turned out
giving the Cetlin-Wilson Shows on
the midway their biggest take on the
week.

AAA sanctioned auto races on
Saturday, were the magnet for a
55,000 attendance. Hamid's 'Revela-
tions of 1937," night revue, brought
an estimated 40,000 into the grand-
stands.

Washington, Oct 5.
World-wide interest in the New

Yotk World Pair was expressed last
week in list received by the Com-
merce Dejpartment of countries en-
tering exhibits with Uncle Sam for
1940 jamboree.
With 37 countries replying, 24 for-

mally accepted invitation of Secre-
tary of State Hull to participate ac-
tively. Other 13 indicated their in-
tention to exhibit at the show.

FT. WORTH SEZ

ENCORE IN

Fort Worth, Oct 5.

Plaoi for another show next year
aru under consideration by directors

of the Fort Worth Frontier Fiesta

Association, James F. Pollock, gen-
eral manager, announced.

No details were releiased, but it

was indicated a proposal definitely

is taking shape to perpetuate the
reputation Fort Worth has made as
an entertainment center the last two
years.

The Fiesta board issued the fol-
lowing statement, in part:

'Records revealed that the total at-
tendance during the 93 days of the
operation was remarkable for the
second year without the stimulus of
the Centennial interest of the pre-
ceding year.

"That the show benefited the city

generally is evidenced by the fact

that more than 1.000 people were
employed during, the 27 weeks of the
preopening and show period.'

Carney Member Killed

London, Ont, Oct. 5.

When the automobile in which she
was riding failed to make the turn
in approaching a bridge near Owen
Sound, Ont, and crashed into the
bank of the river, Ida Gray, of this

city, a member of the Gray's Great-
er Midways, met almost instant

death.

She was with Mrs. James Mac-
intosh, of Toronto, who was seri-

ously injured and is at present in

Durham Red Cross Hospital.

The women were driving from
London to Owen Sound to nart-"--

pate with the midway at the fall

fair in the Northern Ontario city.

Body was shipped to this city for

burial.

FOREIGN FAIR EXHIBITS.

Certaja Thai 24 Will Show WUh
13 Othcra rremisinc *

Amusement Parks Weigh Chances;

Fmd litde to Fear from ^39 Fair

JAM ON LIVCSTOCK

Hamid Settles eat af Court Claim
*t Max Cross over Debt

Circus Routes

For Annual Event

To Hypo Summer

Chicago. Oct 5.

Of the major events which com-
prised the 'seven ' months* Chicago
Cliarter Jubilee celebration, two will
probably become annual affairs. Ex-
ecutives of jubilee committee feel
that both the Art show and the Car-
nival of Lakes lend themselves to
an every-sQmmer production, and
are working toward that end.
Carnival of Lakes drew an esti-

mated 1,000,000 in its week session,
and SRO signs were hung out night-
ly two hoiu-s before the performance
was scheduled to begin.

Political and business leaders have
for a long time been scratching their
heads to discover some annual fiesta

for the town comparable to the New
Orleans Mardi Gras or the Pasadena
Carnival of Roses. They believe they
have found that something in the
Carnival of Lakes, since Chicago pro-
vides the natural setting for such an
affair, and, judging from this year's
attendance, the public is interested.

While there was no gate fee for
the first one, the general feeling is

that a nominal charge won't affect
the attendance one way or another.
But the fee will be limited to two
bits or half a buck, since the main
idea of the thing is to use it as a
hypo for summer cash registers.

Also, with a gate charge, the affair
can be made more elaborate. This
year, due to various and sundry ini^-

haps, the entire' subscription for the
seven months' Jubilee was only
$134,000, less than Kansas City
spends for its one-week Jubilesta.

Leaders for the movement feel that
at least that much can be spent on
the Carnival alone, and make a real
b.o. draw for summer business in
Chicago.

^

As to the art show, there will be
very little change in policy if the
event is held next year^ This season
was the first time the various quar-
reling groups of artists ever got to-

gether on anything, but they did on
this, under the hanuner of Chauncey
McCormick, and whipped out a show
that received world-wide publicity.

Located on Navy Pier all during
month of August it was the longest
if not the largest art exhibition in

the world, 600 artists each display-

ing two pictures, all in a line that

reached a full mile. The no-jury,

no-censor policy will be continued.

Capt Jack Riley, co-manager in

charge of events for Chicago Charter
Jubilee committee, is understood to

be backing the promotion for mak-
ing these events annual affairs. It is

understood, also, that he intends to

have a get-together with the news-
paper boys the first of next week,
and lay his cards on the table.

He will ask their help in promot-
ing a club here similar to the AU-
Year Round Club of Southern Cali-

fornia. From there on it'll be
clear sailing.

There'll be some changes in rais-

ing money over this year's practices.

Committee felt that the Charter Ju-

bilee would be most beneficial to

I
restaurant and hotel operators, yet

those organizations were at the bot-

tom of the list as far as conributioris

were concerned. At the top were,

to the surprise of the committee, the

railroads; then followed utility com-
panies, and, finally, the State street

merchants, and the bankers.

Charlotte, N. C, Oct 5.

Sam Hamid, acting as agent for

George A. Hamid, Inc., signed a war-
rant against Max Cross, who oper-

ated the Hinkle Rodeo at the Rowan
fair, charing that he stole 'steers,

horses and equipnient' to the time
6t $1,800 from George Hamid and
MUt Hinkle.
This concerned ^tock removeid

from the fairgrouridjB oh closii;ig day,
and was.followed by an attachment
against the stock remaining in the
grounds. Cross said he was part
owner of the rbdeo.

. A debt of somie ,$200 seemed to' be
involved, and this was fixed and .iht

cases settled in local court
Ideal Exposition Shows have an-

nounced Charlotte as winter quar-
ters this year. The Sheesley Midway
is also wintering here.

Week of Oct 11

Barnes-Sells-Floto

Bi)fin. Tex.. 11: IViIesHne. 12; Tf«>n-

ilei-.<<)ii, i:!; Tyler, 14; Terrell, 15; UaiiKer,
IC.

Cole-Beatty-Maynard

Ran Anionic. Tex., 11; Corpus nhrlsti,

12; Huy Clly, i:t; HoUKLon, H; UiilveHlon,
l.'i; fjoope I'i'eeU. 1'!.

Ringiing Bros.-Barnum & Bailey

II.-Clllo.xhurK, Miss.. 11; >r<'rl<llH n, • ;

'ru.ucn liiosd. .U;i.. I ;i ; .Monlfromeri', 11;
Hirniingh.Tin, l.'i; Guilsdcn, IC.

No Fan; Pinched
Commerce, Okla., Oct 5.

Maiy White, 28, faces a vagrancy
charge in justice of peace court here
following an alleged nude show act

in a carnival at Pichar.

Sheriff Young said .she was arrested

as she w<n.«: dancing 'without fan.' He
stated the management had been
warned against such performances.

COPS SCOTCH

FOOTBALL POOL

Salt Lake City, Oct 5,

California and Nevada police

sought several Utah and Salt Lake
City sportsmen for questioning in

connection with the operation of a

phoney $3,000,000 football pool in

which participants hadn't a ghost of

a chance of winning prizes.

San Francisco coppers have ar-

rested Gene d'Artner, said to be
head collector of the 'Great Amer-
ican Football Pool, Inc,;' Charles A.
Warren, said to be president of the

Nevada Trust and -Funding Com-
pany, and Julian B. Ephraim.' al-

leged director of the pool. State

directors and salesmen have not yet
been apprehended.
Since Sept. 1 pool hustlers have

collected nearly $2,000,000 from grid

fans on the Coast and intermoun-
tain states. The pool had $3,000,-

000 worth of tickets to sell, of which
$538,160 represented grand prizes.

Total football scores of colleges

were to be added, then multiplied
by the number of games played.
The resulting figure was to be the
lucky number, provided the letters

on the ticket corresponded with the
initials of the Pacific Conference
team'playing in the Rose Bowl con-
test this year.
There couldn't be any lucky num-

ber,' McConnell said, 'because the
system of arriving at it would re-
sult in a fraction.'

Pool's purpose. Warren said, was
to collect funds to build a national
children's hospital in Nevada at a
cost of $4,000,000.

ANTI-GAMBLING

CRUSADE GOES WJR

Detroit Oct 5.

State Rep. John F. Hamilton,
whose charges of wide-open gam-
bling in Detroit and other parts of

Michigan have produced little police
activity,, carried his crusade direct

to the people last S?iturday evening
(2) in a 15-miriute spiel over WJR,
as his own personal expense.

Hamilton's original probe, which
named several big clip joints and
led to several voluntary closings by
spots themselves, was balked re-

cently when Attorney General Starr

ruled tha:t Hamilton's three-man
legislative committee was without
legal authority after the law-mak-
ing body had adjourned in July.

Coney Island amusement opera-
tors and the Rosenthal Bros., on-
lease operators of Palisades Park,
Cliffside. N. J., see no threat to their

respective existenoies during' the
commg N. Y. World's Fair of 1939;

Instead, both sides are confident that
their enterprises will floiirish during
the two-year jEair period and to this

end are planning investments in new
rides and tricks, modernizing and
redecorating and a general sprucing
up of any and all attractions in their

.respective locations. Announcement
of no midway or kindred effiects at

the 'toney' Fair lends some added
hope to the carney and corney older
enterprises, but there are. other. con-
trary factors worrying oldsters.

. I. H. Eiein, pr^ident of Coney's
Chamber of Commerce, has issued
ordeirs for physical improvement of
all existing a'ttractiohs and enter-
tainment sites and a- general clean-
ing up and rooting out of all shysters
in his territory. New dough has been
invited and is showing interest, ac-
cording to spokesman. This will
mean new rides, new concessions,
etc, which hope to cash in on the
prospective overflow. Absence of

complaints with the license depart-
ment of N. Y. C> against hawkers
on the Island during past year is an
indication of the dry cleaning, says
Klein.

In addition to the pruning, Coney
will maintain an exhibit at the Fair
aimed to attract visitors to its own
more carney atmosphere. They are
also helping sell the Fair bonds and
cooperating with and advising Fair
officials.

Palisades Park ops share the same
optimistic views as their Brooklyn
brothers and will also dress up for
the event. They are a little better
situated than Coney, being just across

the Hudson river from Manhattan'
where all must land before hitting

out for the Fair. Coney being at

lower end of Brooklyn is in a less

advantageous location but has the
international rep which Palisades

has not
Prices io Stay Down

There will be no upping of prices

at either of the local stands despite
the lush period anticipated. Coney,
always known as the playground of
the poor, will remain such and thus
have an edge on the high powered
Fair, which will have a gate admish
of 50c. Games, sights, exhibits, tricks,

etc., at the Fair will also be cor-
respondingly higher than at either

of the established spots. Both see the
advantage of maintaining a normal
price level and doing a volume biz

rather than xupping and losing less

flush customers.

What both will suffer from pri-

marily will be the loss of native
New Yorker patronage, which is

their lifeblood. Neither park can
exist for long on the visitor pickings.

Latter are likely to visit both the
Fair and parks providing they have
sufficient cash. Not so with locals,

who will feel that they can always
see the two parks, whereas there is

only one Fair and that won't last

forever. Added to this is the fact

that the average native New Yorker
has never seen a Fair and would
naturally prefer that to the parks,

anyway.

Situation was a little different in

Chicago during that town's World's
Fair a couple of years ago. Natives
there are more fair conscious than
the N. Y, people since they are

located in the fair belt. However,
despite the fact that fairs were not
exactly new to them, the Riverview
and White City parks of Chicago
practically went into bankruptcy
during the Fair and have only re-

cently come out of hibernation.

Strip-Tease No Fair At

County Fair; Padlocked

Detroit Oct 5.

The strip-tease invaded the staid

domain of the Leamington, Ontario,
county fair last week and drew
packed houses at each performance.

Spectators at one of the peelings
were Mayor H. S. Ludlam and Chief
of Police John Lamsrah, who de-
cided the epidermis opera wa.s a bit

too hotcha for Lcamingtonites and
closed ,b. 0.

Still Tough in N. B.

St. John, N. B., Oct. Oct 5.

For the second consecutive week,
the Ben Williams' Shows took it on
the chin as a fair midway. First it

was at the St John fair and then
at the Frederieton, N. B. fair, the
two best spots in the annual tour of
the carnival
As at St John, the infantile

paralysis .scare put the carnival on
its back. Charged with the responsi-
bility for keeping children under 16

from without the fair plant at

Frederieton, the local fair associa-

I

tion engaged 40 .special policemen
I
for the week, in addition to a half
dozen membez's of the local force
and mounlics.
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^OSMETIC S] , _
tiny blemishl^Jv ^ii^^gi^tJ

pores— comes when;:^r^ ^ ,«tr^,

choked. UxetXSi Yoi^f^^'^
out of 10 other screeti^^^^^^., ,

protects her sldn with LuxwoiJ^^sJ^.-^' : ^
'

Soap.' This fine white soapl^^^^^^^^^^ '

^

an ACTIVE lather that remo^,.^^,,

fouge and powder thoTought^^''/:i-

"Lux Toilet Soap keeps skin:^^^^^^^^.J^?;;:^^^

.

soft and smooth/' this famous
^

star tells you. ''That'swhy screen

stars us6 it."

Start using this gentle soap to-

day—before you put on fresh

make-up—ALWAYS before yov

go to bed at night.

Clever girls

everywhere

use Lux Toilet

Soap as a

bath soap, too.

Its ACTIVE

lather protects

Daintiness

THIS BEAUTY BATM
MAKES VOU SURE OF
DAINTINESS - LEAVES
^KIN FRA6PANT

you LOOK so
SWEET BETTV-
AlslD you ARE
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Self-Panning Sponsor

. Oklahoma City, Oct. 12.

ilig a re^lisir daily broadcast for a local sponsor known
ay'l£i{i^0"1B8Prnie's. Operating- two gas stations near downtown Okla-

h^fiS^Pity, advertiser has eyerything done in 'reverse English.' Here's

a. sample of the spiel that is bringing cars in lines to the station just

to see how much oithe stuff is true:

, ''Even it>I had a model T Ford I wouldn't let Little Bennie service

it... '.In the first place, I've heard that he waters the gasoline until

it will hardly fire at aU... I'm telling you Little Bennie will hook

you every. chance J;ie gets.... If you should ever drive in there watch

out for your 1;ifes... .Bennie keeps glass and tacks all over the drive-

way so you'U have a' puncture or blow out. . .

.

'I told .you something about the trailers that Little Bennie has

awhile''^^ but I happened to be down there yesterday when he vras

buildinj^TSne....Don't ever let him palm one off on you 1 never in

iny .life ;saw so much jrotteh wood nailed onto such a rusty frame.'

Kpdeos SeMtykd 'Amateur' Shows

Despite Purses; Has Big, Small Time

, Rodeo shows are considered the

Recond largest grossers among out-

door amateur sports in the country,

^timated the annutd gross of rodeos

to be between $1,00,0,000-$1,500,000

tech year. College football is rated

tiie leading amateur b.o.

' Rodeo- is considered by those con-

nected with it to be an amateur
port, since there are no salaries for

• tiie performers and contestants.

They compete for cash prizes, but

consider the sport an amateur one.

Entrants in rodeos are not only on
their own, but must pay entrance

tees.

' The annual Madison Square Gar-
den show, which is now on, is a

proposition jointly handled by the

Garden and the WorldTs Champion-
ship Rodeo Corp. Evelett E. Col-

born is manager of the vatter, with

(Continued on page 63)

Garbo'ts $3,800,000 Pic

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Top cost for one film production

since • •Ben-Hur* is estimated to be
Greta Garbo's 'Conquest.' Those
close to the budget are figuring on a
$3,800,000 outlay for the pic.

That's only $200 below that of

'Ben-Hur.'

H. G. Wells Taking No

Chances on His Own

U. S. Concert Future

Kansas City, Oct. 12.

K G. Wells may go in heavy for
long-range prophecy but apparently
he doesn't care to be bothered with
hazarding guesses about his own
near future. Instead he lays down
the law.

_The British author opens his
American lecture tour with a date
here Nov. 1, under auspices of The
Center. Center management re-
ceived these questions from Wells'
representative:

•Will the microphone and voice
amplification be without flaw?

'Will an electric light for the
speaker be of at least 100-watt in-
tensity, yet shaded properly so as
Hot to annoy the audience?

Will a throat specialist be avail-
able in case of throat irritation in
the speaker?'
British tact being what it is, the

above were not interpreted as inter-
r^TiU^iv; by Hie Center.

WAR SCARE MAY

COST THE B.O.'S

• Chicago, Oct. 12.

America loCf.ts like a pushover
audience as far as war talk is con

earned. Did an almost complete

switch in attitude from Tuesday to

Wednesday of last week, as the di-

gestion of President Roosevelt's talk

in Chicago progressed. Talk, which
changed the ..stance of the people

from a keep-away policy to a can't-

keep-out idea, may cost show busi-

ness $1,000,000 in grosses this year.

No actual drop in business has hit

the theatres as yet, but operators o£

houses catering to labor families,

bot'h vaude and pictures, have ex-

pressed themselves 'as expecting the

effect, if something isn't done to stop

the war scare.

TO OFFSETMW
N a t i o n a listic Restrictions

Around the World by
Japan, Germany, Italy,

Russia, et al., Cut .Into

American Foreign Film

Revenue —- Extending
U. S.-British Cooperation

on Improved Quota Pic-

tures, for Mutual Benefit

BRITAIN'S BIG CHANCE

Back of the recent converging of
topflight American executives on the
London ..scene is a desire to expand
the foreign market from the British

Empire sources and thus take up the
slack created by nationalistic re-
strictions around the world on
American films. With Japan's re-
cent embargo until Jan. 1, with the
German political attitude, the Italian

government's restrictions, with Rus-
sia's market virtually nil and with a
general condition which has tended
to minimize U. S. film revenue
abroad, it's obvious that the exten-
sion of Anglo-American film rela-

tions is the most practical solution,

British interests look with favor
on it, also, Deoause, for the first

time, the quota film situation will be
treated as seriously as was the Brit-

ish legislators' original intent. Thus,
the trade practice which came about
with the goshawful 'quota films,' that

were foisted on the public as a neces-

sary evil, should result in generally

improved Anglo-American produc-
tions.

U. S. resources, Hollywood tech-

nique and American stars will col-

laborate with native English finan-

ciers and producers to the mutual
(Continued on page 2)

ODD McINTYRE'S FUM BIOG
William C. Lengel, formerly east-

ern story editor for Columbia Pic-

tures, now in the literary agency

business, has sold the picture rights

of 'Life of O. O. Mclntyre,' by

Charles B. Driscoll, to Warner
Bros. Understood that Mclntyre

yarn is for immediate production

and is to be a new type of columnist

screen pix.

Story is to appear as a serial in

Garfield Bows Out

Of $300 Role for $40

With Group Theatre

Voluntary' withdrawal Saturday

(9) of James Garfield from the cast

of 'Having Wonderful Time,' Lyceum,
N. Y., was doubly sacrificial. Young
actor not only relinquished a lucra-

tive engagement but in stepping into

'The Manly Art,' switched from a

lead to A minor part.

Garfield was getting' $300 weekly in

'Time,' His stipend in the new play

will be $40, the part calling for five

sides. 'Art' is being readied by the

Group Theatre with whom Garfield

was connected and, although the

'Time' management sought to dis-

suade him leaving, the actor finally

declared he owed the Group an obli-

'galion and withdrew.
In so doing he gave up an engage-

Pix-Radio Tie-In Seen As a Proving

Ground with an Eye to Idevision

And No Stage Waits

Lew Miller and his educated
police dogs, Pal and King, are
playing the Broadway sidewalk
circuit.

Pooches give auditions for

passersby, after which Miller

hands out his card asking for

bookings.

'BENEFIT' CHIZ

TO BE CURBED

ALL OVER

New York Theatre Authority's pro-

posal for a check-rein on gimmick

benefits will be okayed within the

next couple of weeks by the Screen

Actors Guild, the American Guild

of Musical Artists and the American

Federation of Radio Artists. Heads
and memberships of all three organ-
izations favor the idea and only
minor details remain to be worked
out, one being the question of di-

vision of the 15% receipts tap.

Actors Equity and the American
Federation of Actors (vaude) are al-

ready cooperating in the scheme,
which has been in effect for several
seasons. As the plan works, the
legitimacy of all benefits must be
approved by Alan Corelli, TA secre-
tary, before Equity or AFA members
may appear. When SAG, AGMA and
AFRA join the lineup, members of

those groups will likewise be barred
from unauthorized benefits. Most o£
the TA's 15%-of-the-gross goes to

(Continued on page 62)

.Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Feeling that if their engineers
haven't got it, somebody has, Holly-
wood motion picture studios are get-
ting ready for television. However
much they might laugh It oIT olTi-

cially they don't intend to be caught
napping on television the way they
were when sound turned every stu-
dio in the. town into a panic.
Just as the .introduction of sound

made the stage actor more impor-
tant than the old picture star, so
will the introduction of television
make the radio actor who photo-
graphs well more important than
any other.

With this in mind the studios want
their actors to prove themselves be-
fore radio audiences and if a spon-
sor wants to spend $20,000 to $30,000
a week breaking studio talent In to
the idiosyncrasies of ether waves,
that's okay with the studios.

Of course none of this appears on
the surface in any of the deals be-

(Continued on page 13)

&$ OPERETTAS

SET FOR FILMS

London, Oct. 12.

After years of opposition from
the copyright holders, the Gilbert
and Sullivan operas will reach the
screen via C. M. Woolf's General
Films. The plays and tradition de-
veloped around them have been
against their production in pictures,
the D'Oyly Carte company, which
holds the rights, being die-hard oa
previous attempts to film.

'Yeomen of the Guard' likely first
to go into production at Pinewood.
Geoffrey Toye has adapted, and will
produce as well as direct musical
and artistic features.

THE HOUR OF GHARM
MUSIC THAT LINGERS ON '

"'^

PHIL SPITALNY PARK CENTRAL HOTEL, NEW YORK
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England to Exchange Data With

U. S. to Smoke Out Hidden Tax Coin;

More Fiimites Abroad Than Ever

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Jack M. Rubens, London Income
tax counsellor, paying his first visit

to Hollywood, • brought news here

that British ' aftd American tax

authorifies have gotten together, af-

ter many huddles, on a reciprocal

agreement to dig out hidden tax-

able wealth in the two countries and
that henceforth they will inter-

change all information bearing on
income tax and surtax collections

affecting the nationals of the two
countries.
• Rubens is well known to profess

sionals oh both sides of the water as

the . man who put over the 'prestige

allowance' in the British income tax

rulings, permitting stage, screen and
radio artists to knock heavy lumps
Of their living costs off their tax im-

posts.

Also originator of the 'one man,
limited, corporation,' better known
.on this side as the 'personal service

corporation,' Rubens claims to have
delved into the regulations' and come
up -with another out for taxpayers

in the higher brackets The per-

sonal service corporation has been
kayoed in -this country.

. Watohini; Sabatini Case

Right BOW, income tax experts on
both sides of the Atlantic, he said,

are watching the outcome of the

Rafael Sabatini tax case pending
before the United States Board of

Tax Appeals. Sabatini, a Briton,

earns the major portion of his in-

come in the United States, Rubens
pointed out When that decision is

handed down, ttie Arm, of Rubens &
Pole, Bishopsgate, London, wiU, toss

its new ace-in-the-hole up to the

legal sharks in the governments of

Britain and America.
Rubens is interested ih the. cur-

rent development in. picture produc-
tioa that is sending a flock of high-

priced playing, writing» .directing

and technical talent to the London
studios. This practice, it's generally

believed, will become even, more
common in subsequent years, with
Metro and 20th-Fox bellwethering
the movement abroad currently.

iPicture folk who make commitments
for their income tax experting prior

to sailing abroad will find themselves
at a tremendous advantage in hold-
ing onto the heavy coin they earn
abroad instead of passing it over to

the tax collectors.

British income taxes are figured on
« flat rate of 25% with a surtax be-
ginning at 10,000 pounds (roughly
$50,000) income (5%) and graduated
sharply inward, so that an in-

dividuikl .earnings 50,000 pounds in-

come tosses back more than half,- or

around 28,500 pounds.
Rubens admits he's been amused

occasionally when American clients,

accustomed to free-and-easy ways,
want to know how and when to 'put

in the flx.' The 'flx,' he emphasized,
is unknown in Britain, where to be a

'B.C.S.'—British Civil Servant—is

considered an honor. So scrupulous
are the sons of John Bull in these
matters that on one occasion when
Rubens sought an exemption for a
performer because of 18 changes of

costume which she had to wear in

her act, the tax inspection chappie
insisted he'd have to see the act

first. Rubens obligingly sent him
tickets which were haughtily re-

turned.
Another time Rubens sfent an in-

spector a copy of a novel by Sax
Rohmer, who writes about the
mystic Orient and has to travel a lot

to get his material, . hence snagged
some travel expenses "off His tax.

The inspector consulted four superior
officers before deciding that it was
cricket for him to keep the volume.

HVood Quickie

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

New York writer came hot-

footing to Hollywood at the

urgent summons of a major
studio and was set furiously at

work pounding out a yarn with-

in two days of his arrival.

Itrs a footbaU opus for 1938-

'39 program.

M-G'S ANGLO-AMERICAN

EXCHANGE OF TALENT

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Louis B. Mayer has announced the

signing of several European direc-

tors on his recent tour abroad, also a

.number of outstanding players and
the inception of a talent exchange
policy between foreign companies
and Metro.

"

New directors taken on include

Viqtor Saville. Julien Duyivier,

Rheingold Schunziel and Walter
Reisch.

Lionel Royce, singing actor from
Vienna, arrived at the Metro Culver
City studio last week to start work
on the contract which he sighed

with Mayer ifi .
Europe

.
recently.

Mrs. Royce, the former Vivienne
Bernstein, accompanied.

London, Oct. 1.

Metro looks like having plenty to

show for Louis B. Mayer's recent
trip to this side. As well as launching
the British production unit at Den-
ham, he did a bit of signing, and
among those whose nsones he got on
the dotted line are:

Victor Saville, former director for

GB, currently producing for iKorda,

through an individual unit; Julien
Duvivier, French director and win-
ner of Mussolini cup at this year's

Venice Exposition for 'Carnet die Bal,'

who goes to the Coast, but Saville

will work -with the British unit here.
Gretsr Garson, titian beauty of Ca-

nadian origin, currently in Keith
Winter's 'Old Music* .play, who has
been a stage notable here a year or
more, and who goes to Culver City
on a term ticket as soon as West
End engagements terminate. .'

Griffith Jones, juvenile, now play-
ing in 'A Yank at Oxford' at Den-
ham, and who hdd his picture debut
in the Bergnef pic, 'Escape Me
Never,' in which he played quite a
piece,

role.

outfit work in complete accord with
the Hollywood organization. For a
beginning, production here will be
supported by imported big name
talent from the Coast, but in return
it is intended to develop new talent

here, which will probably be shipped
to Hollywood for grooming after try-
ing out in British pictures.

Y. to L. A.
Frank Albert.
Dr. V. C. Arnspiger.
Thomas Beck.
Jack Bregman.
Roy Disney.
Madge Evans.
William Frawley,
Charles E. Green.
Jack Lait.

Giovanni Martinelli.

Gene Normile.
Lee Patrick.

Stroud Twins,
Tom Wood.

Cammings at U

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Irving Cummings checks in at Uni-

versal on a one-picture deal and
draws the directorial assignment on
Deanna Durbin's 'Mad About Music'

His last for U was 'Merry-Go-

Round of 1938.'

U-DURBIN TIFF

UPSETS THE

ENTIRE LOT

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Current squabble between Univer-

sal execs and the Deanna Durbin

management is keeping the studio

personnel up in the air. With! the

main attraction of the company in

doubtful status right now, her next

picture, 'Mad About Music,' is be-

ing postponed until a settlement is

reached. , •

-

Every other picture on the U
schedule has been juggled, with

starting dates undecided, seven being

affected in addition to the Durbin
feature. Others are three ,Tirem

Carr's, 'State Trooper;' 'Border

Wolves' and 'The Welcome Im-
postor"; two E; M. Asher produc-

tions, 'The Cat and the Canary' and
:Let's Be Candid'; 'Mountains Are
My Kingdom,' a Henry MacRae fea-

ture, and a new serial, 'Flash Gor-
don's Trip to Mars.'

Representatives of the 14-year-old

starlet are demanding $2,000 a week
plus a voice in the selection of

stories instead of the revision up-
ward to $1,250 weekly offered by the

studio.

Backed up by recent court rulings

regarding contracts of minors such

as Freddie Bartholomew, U execs

promptly nixed the proposish. Dur-
bin camp also insisted on right to

okay supporting caSt and director on
'Mad About Music,* and to pass on
the complet<\l film. U pointed out

that it is privileged to force Miss
Durbin to live up to-the^terms of her
ticket as written, which would call

tor a salary- of $150 a week.

ROXY GAVE U $45,000

ON 3 WEEKS OF DURBIN

Universal took a rental of $45,000,

probably the highest it ever received
on any first run engagement in his-

tory, out of the Roxy, N. Y., on the

three weeks' engagement there of
'100 Men and a Girl.' The picture
grossed a total of $157,500 on the 21

days, giving it rank with but few
films that have gone into big
brackets here in the past seven or
eight years.

U has made no fii^st run. deal for

New York so far, offering its pictures

on the open market to the highest
bidder as they are available.

Par Screen-Tests Godfrey
Washington, Oct. 12.-

Arthur Godfrey, . WJSV silvei"

tongue, may switch from radio to

motion pictures, following an audi
tion wtith Ruby Co.wan, visiting scout
from Pariamount studios.

Other personalities figuring in the
talent search irffcluded Preble Don'
oho, boy piano prodigy; Ward Du'
Vail, baritone and accordion player
known as the 'Gypsy Minstrel' on
WJSV programs; and Vincente Del
Garza, guitar-playing Mexican isinger,

recently on Continental Baking pro
gram as the 'Masked Gaballero.'

HINT BRITISH PEER

EYEING H'WOOD FITCH

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

The Hon, David Adams, M. P.,

British coal and shipping magnate,
and thrice mayor of Newcastle-on-
Tyne, was a Hollywood visitor last

week, his presence giving renewed
strength to reports that a British
syndicate is looking over Hollywood
prcpertiies with a view to planting
heavy investment coin.

?ycoon chinned with Cecil B. de
Ml.Ie on the set of 'The Buccaneer'
at. Paramount and let it be known
thr.c he has been here several weeks
under cover.

Other News of Pix Interest

G-B's $2,800,000 profit ' Page 13

Par's IBalalailka' deal not set .......... ^ Page 13

Distribs panicked over Jap ban ..Page 13

Radio 'czar' sessions and NAB convention details Pages 28-29-30-31

Radio reports on George Jessel-Norma Talmadge; Jack Oakie
Stu Erwin-Ray Hatton (2d review) Page 34

Radio studio famine in Hollywood .Page 40
Posthumous Gershwinians Page 41
Jackie Coogan disbanding band Page 45
Sylvia Sidney in Ben Hecht's 'Quito'! Page 5(;

Constance Cummings in 'Mme. Bovary' Page 50

Suit hy Minority Stockholders

Awaits Zukor; English Prod. Survey

Best Selling Pix Scores

'Varsity Show' (WB).
(Mercer-Whiting.)

•Voffaes* (UA).
(Brown-Fain; Loesaer-Sherwln.)

'Mr. Dodd Takes Air' (WB).
(W'nrren-Dubln.)

.

'Artists and Models' (Par).
. (Koehler-Toung-Arlert-Lane-Hol-

lander-Rubln.)
"

'Double or Nothing' (Par).
(Coalow-Slegel ; Johhson-Burke

;

liftne-Preed.)

'Rigbf Wide, Handsome' (Par).
(Kern-Hammeretein.

)

GN TO EXPORT H'WOOD

TALENT FOR 2 BRIT. PIX

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Project to make two pictures In

England, using Grand National per-
sonnel and Associated British Film
Distributors equipment, will 'je

talked here next month by Edward
L. Alperson, GN( prez, and Basil

Dickey, head of ABFD, who is com-
ing here for the purpose.

Confabs will settle which' Holly-
wood players are to be sent abroad.

SAILINGS
Nov. 3 (New York to London),

Hannen Swaffer, J. M. Rubens
(Queen Mary).

Oct. 20 (New York to London),
Karl Freund (Queen Mary).

Oct 20 (London to New York)
Alexander Korda, Murray Silver-

stone (He de France).

Oct. 16 (Los Angeles to Honolulu),
Joel McCrea, Frances Dee (Lurline).

Oct, 15 (New York to London),
Ray Ventura (Normahdie).

Oct. 13 (London to New York)
Richard Tauber, Diane Napier, David
Rose (Queen Mary).

Oct. 9 (New York, to Rio de
Janeiro), Tecl. Adair, Roberts -and
White (Western World).

Oct. 8 (New York to London), Mr.
and Mrs. John C. Wilson, IMrs.

Natalie Kalmus (Bremen).
Oct 8 (London to New York) H. G.

Wells, Al Hoffman, Sammy Lemer
(Washington).

L. A. to N. Y;
Gracie Allen.
Henry Armetta.
Richard Bennett
Charles jsrackett
George Bums.
Christopher Dunphy.
Lawrence Evans.
Wallace Ford.
Donald Friede.
Franciska Gaal
Ernest Gann. ,

George R. Giroux.
Paulette Goddard.
Samuel Goldwyn.
Margot Grahame.
Richard Hageman.
Leland Hayward.
Muriel Hutchison.
Helen Jepson.
Gregory La Cava,
Joshua .Logan.'

Haven MacQuarrie.
Jimmy McHugh. ..

Dr. Joel Pressman.
Grace Rosenfield, ^ ...

Charles P; Skouras.
Edward Stevenson.
Charles Vanda.
Lewis A. Weiss.
Billy Wilder.
Sam Wood.

ARRIVALS
Aile6n Stanley, Elsa Maxwell,

Alan Plaunt Nelson Doubleday, Wil-
lem von Hoogstraten, Sergei H^ach-
maninoflf, Walter Gieseking, H. 6.
Boehme, Joseph Green, Anna Neagle,
Herbert Wilcox, (5iovanni Martinelli,
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Fowler, Fred
Leister, Sophie Stewart, Denyse
Clarouin, Ci'awford and Caskey,
Derrick De Marney, Mr. and Mrs.
Lauritz •Melchibr, Mme. Lotte Leh-
man, Harald Kreutzberg, Annabella,
Claire Luce, Max Reinhardt, Adolph
Zukor, John Loder, Arthur Bodan-
ski, Leopold Sachse, Rold de Mare,
Emil Ludwig, Colette D'Arville,
Vina Bovy, Marcel Olivier, Giacomo
Rimini, Rosa Raisa, Buzzi Beccia,
Franco Ghione, Mr. and Mrs. John
Hartigan, Col, John P. HOb'an, John
Abbott. Eddie Day, Morton Downey,
Hairy Foster, Jack Hyman.

Process servers will be. trying to
tackle Adolph Zukor tomorrow
(Thurs.) on his scheduled arrival
from London, from whence he sailed
Saturday (9), in an effort to force
his appearance ih a minority stock-
holder action designed to upset the
new contract voted Zukor last spring,
II served, .this action may force Zu-
kor to remain in New York longer
than he may wish. Testimony of
Barney Balaban, president, is also
desired by minority stockholder
forces fighting to invalidate the new
contract for the chairman of the
board.
In Addition- to rendering pep. talks

to distribution forces in various
branch centers abroad, Zukor has
carefully looked over the prospects
for ehtet-in^ production in England
and it is reported operations may '

begin within six months. It is ex-
pected that Zukor will discuss the
foreign outlook on production as

well as otherwise, based on his sur-

vey, with both' Balaban and Stanton
L. Griffis befoi^ definite plans are

laid.

Zukor^s $3,000 and 7>/<^%

Effort to have Barney Balaban,
Paramount president, appear in N.
Y. supreme court to explain details

of directors' meeting of last April
when Adolph Zukor, Par board
chairman and production chief, was
given a new contract calling for a

large bonus in addition to a salary

of $3,000 a week for 1937-1938, was
put up to Justice William T. Collins

last week. Ella Hayim and other

minority stockholders want Balaban
to be examined before trial of their

suit to resti'ain ZUkor, Balaban and
21 Par directors from carrying out

the Zukor contract. Trial of the ac-

tion is; due in December.
Under the April contract* Zukor

was vo^d a $3,000 weekly salary

plus a bonus of T^^' of profits up
to $2,500,000 and 5% over that

amount. It is the latter stipulation

the plaintiffs object to. They want
to .question Balaban on several

points, claimitkg they are material ta

their suit. These questions include:

details of a .contract given 'Zukor.
covering July 1, 1936-June 15, 1937,

its terms, conditions, coinpensation
and expenses paid him, also as to his

duties.

Receipts, expenses, profits as to

'film operations as defined in the
April contract and receipts and ex-

penses of the corporation from Aug.

'

1, 1936, to Dec. 31, 1936. 'Similar

details as to all other Zukor con-
tracts and as to the capital employed
by Par and subsids in production
and distribution of 'film operations'

as defined imder the April agree-

ment Plaintiffs also want Bajaban
to explain as to the money and
property disbursements, made and
incurred by Zukor and money due
him from Aug. 1, 1936, to Sept 23^

1937.

$2,500,000 Reserve

Plaintiffs want specifically to know
details as to $2,500,000 or any portion
thereof set up as of Dee., 1935, as a

film reserve and the crediting there-
of to profits of 1936 from 'film opera-
tions' as defined in April contract on
which sum compensation to Zukor
was computed.
In opposing the move to question

Balaban, Paramount and its di-

rectors, through Simpson, Thacher
& Bartlett, point out that the plain-

tiflls' action is vague and general and
that the Zukor April agirfeement Was
ratified by a stockholders' vote of

3,571,056 as against 11,722.
'The complaint in this action was

verified June 12,' the answer states,

'iEour days before the stockholders'
meeting and the action was com-

(Continued on page 60)

Film Front
(Continued from page 1

)

benefit of both U. S. and British in-

terests.

For Britain it's the most direct

forward step in the international ex-
pansion. It already is being crystal-

lized via an exchange of talent; a
program of superior productions in

Britain, with American stars and re-

sources; and a shift of British capital

into the Hollywood scene as illus^

trated by the Korda-Goldwyn-United
Artists situation for one thing, pU'S

other Hollywood reports, herewith,

of British capital seeking investment
in the film cap'.t.al on the Coa.'^t;

Mayer's and Zukor's plan, etc. <.av«J

adjaceift^^ news accounts.)
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TALK RKO WITH UA DEALS
Dave Selznick and Paramount

Doing More Than Just Ftrting

Hollywood, Oct. 127*

Authoritative studio indications

are that David O. Selznick and Para-

mount are not merely flirting but

actually talking a deal whereby the

producer, ' upon expiration of his

present releasing arrangement with
United Artists, would produce tor

Paramoxmt. Whether Selznick will

go into Par as a tmit or an independ-

ent producer, or into an executive

studio, post, is among the curious

angles of the situation.

Naturally, with Adolph Zukor
running the Par lot, there is no
Tpom for Sel;Enick at the top. Zulcor

holds a one-year contract with
Qptions in favor of the company for

several additional years.

- Talk here is that Stanton Griffis,

chairman of Par's executive commit-
tee, is swinging the Selznick angle.

- Should David Selznick enter Par
as Zukor's aide-de-camp and No. 2

man at the studio, the question,

arises concerning. William LeBaron's
future, since LeBaron is now the

No- 2 man on the Par lot

.

. • On the other hsind those who know

.Selznick consider ih&t imless the
future should hold a top berth for

him> he is unlikely to relinquish
his present independent producing
status, under any terms.
Also, that he is determined to leave

U. A., were that firm's new setup to

be such as to place Samuel Goldwyn
in the dominant role over all U. A.
production. Others figure that Selzr
nick aims to leave U. A. anyway, if

he can get a good deal elsewhere.

:
Selznick's propensities for Para-

mount are not secret, and the -trade
has been aware of these for some
time. Also, that he had leanings to-
vvards RKO and vice versa and, of
course, that Metro would^ like to

have Selznick on its producer rolls

is likewise well known.
Selznick is now in New York, with

his brother, Myron, who is financially

interested iii his producing activities^

The two Selznicks are understood to
have huddled with Paramoimt
officials several times in the past
several days.

Selznick's present contract with
United Artists has arbimd a year to

go.
• With the completion of 'Tom
Sawyer,* production comes to a
standstill on the Selznick Inter-
national lot for around four months.

Studio remains active, however,
with preparations for other films,

with 'Gone with the Wind' getting
plenty attention.

REP SETTLES ZOBE
SUIT TOR $6,300

Hollywood, Oct, 12.

Salary, and damage suit brought
against Republic by Victor Zobel,
former producer at the studio, has
been settled out. of court for $6,300.

.
Sum is said to be the full amount

asked by Zobel.
Ralph Staub is back at Republic

on a producer-director deal and in-
itials his new pact with 'Paradise
Park.'

,

•
.

He had been away from the studio
for six weeks after a disagreement
during which time he produced a
short at Metro.

LaCava May Go Col.

Hollywood, Oct. 12,

Gregory LaCava left for New
York over the weekend to confer
with Myron Selznick, latter l/.ving
a deal with Columbia in the fire for
the director. ^

Understood that the Columbia deal
would have LaCava handle his own
production on a imit basis.

Herman's Vacash
Hollywood, Oct. 12,

Pandro S. Berman is taking a six
weeks' layoff.

^'^O producer will pass most of
tne time in Mexico City.

Selznick Won't Talk

David O. Selznick, in New
York^ has made no comment re-
garding any possible deal he
may be considering.

However, so far as his aim
is concerned it is generally ac-
cepted by the trade that one of
his chief aims while here is to
get set on a releasing deal to
follow his present deal with
United Artists, and which runs
out in about a year.

HwooD Piers.

NEE CONDOR.

SETSSKED

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

A $2,000,000 budget has been laid

out for films to be produced by Hol-
lywood Pictures Corp., with financing
by interests formerly connected with
Condor Pictures. Season's slate calls

for six featuring George O'Brien, 26
sport shorts with Don Wilson and
Bill Corum, and. 13 musical shorts.

Sol A. Rosenblatt and Lloyd
Wright are looking after the legal

setup, with M. B. Silberberg repre-
senting Automatic Products interests.

Lester Cowan is lining up the per-
sonnel this week. W. G. Hutchinson,
former biz manager for Mary Pick-
ford, is watching out for Condor,
creditors' interests, with half of them
signing a payoff agreement.

Condor creditors are to be paid
15% of their claims under an agree-
ment recently adopted, with the rest

coming along in 10 installments and
income ifrom certain pictures

pledged as security to cover claims
in full.

Debts aggregate between $100,000

and $150,000. Some of the funds to

reduce obligations were advanced
personally by several of the com-
pany's directors.

Bill Rowland's Indies

William Rowland is setting an in-

dependent production deal. Plan-
ning on a series of exploitation films.

Has financing lined up.
. Releasing now being worked out.

May be through George W. Weeks'
new sales organization or via Harry
H.Thomas,

1
Executives from London and
Hollywood Converging

. East— Dave Rose Pre-

cedes Korda to U. S.

—

Latter Coming Next Week,
Possibly Also Murray
Silverstojie— Factor of
Goldwyn^s Dominance
Figures

STOCK MARKET ANGLES

By SAM SHAIN
It is the opinion of financial ex-

perts conversant with the situation
that if ever there is to be an amal-
gamation deal between United Art-
ists and RKO, it must be made soon.
Those lads should know. It is no
secret that the continued declining
state of the market is one of the
strongest infiuences behind such an
opinion. That is why Samuel Gold-
wyn's expected visit to New York in-

creases trade and downtown inter-

est in the Goldwyn-Alexander Kor-
da option deal for the United Artists

buy.
Goldwyn is coming among other

things, principally to get a report
from David Rose' on his London talks

(Continued on page 60)

3-WAY DEAL ON

LONDON LAB.

London, Oct. 12.

Signatures on a three-way deal

gives Metro, 20th-Fox and Alexan-
der Korda equal holdings in Den-
ham Laboratories, operated in con-

junction with London Films at their

studios.

German financial interests were
understood to be involved in original

formation of the company, whose
capital has twice been boosted to its

present standing at $1,000,000 since

inception of the labs. Existing board
is Alex Korda, S. G. Warburg, C. H.
Brand, E.,H, George, G. von Schulze
Gaeverhitz and M. Marks.

Under the new set-up . Metro and
20th buy into the concern with a

third interest each, with Ben Goetz
reported as probable first chairman
and managing director.

Rose Preceding Korda-SOverstone

To U.S.; London Also Hears RKO Angle

• London, Oct. 12.

It is now indicated that David

Rose, United Artists official who
has; been here conferring on the

Goi'dwyn-Korda options for control

of United Artists, and represent-

atives of Prudential Assurance
(Lever), are preceding Alexander
Korda to New York, where they

will meet Samuel Goldwyn. Korda,
possibly with Murray Silyerstone,

U.A.'s European chieftain, will leave

for New York, Oct. 20, according to

latest advices.

The Goldwyn-Korda group has so

many irons in the fire that it is not

easy to conclude which positive ar-

rangements may yet be made,
whereby Goldwyn and Korda gain

control of United Artists.

Possibility of a merger between
United Artists and RKO is still

griddling, but there's also still an-

other deal on whereby British bank-
ers would sponsor the Goldwyn-
Korda control. However, details

are not known, and some talk is

heard that one o£ the deals proposed,

under which Prudential might con-
sider putting up the fullest amount
required for exercising U.A, control,

would be a deal whereby the finan-

ciers would hold the balance of

power.
It is some kind of an accord

whereby Goldwyn and Korda would
be given equal equities with a third

equity going to the bankers, pos-
sibly 2%, but under which the bank-
ers could swing domination.
Of course, whether Goldwyn would

go for that knd of a deal is some-
thing else, as it is indicated even
here that Goldwyn's idea is to be the
top kick, or else.

It is also intimated that regard-
less of whatever primary deal is

consummated to exercise the control

options, that a merger later with
RKO might still be feasible. But
that may be an open angle.

In any event the huddles in New
York should result in most interest-

ing developments. Not much is heard
now of the Mervyn LeRoy angle,

although that may not be 100%
cold.

Goldwyn-Korda-UA Deal Also

Brings Wanger-Selznick to N. Y.;

Geo. Schaefer s Walkout Feared

WHAT RKO-UA DEAL

COULD MEAN TO COS.

A wealth of manpower and
talent would be combined in a
merger of United Artists and
RKO, but additionally, and in-

sofar as known, such a merger
is the only deal which bears
promise of providing produc-
tion cash and financial surcease
to both Samuel Goldwyn and
Alexander Korda. Such a deal
possibly would require $10,000,-

000 to $15,000,000. .

Goldwyn and Korda, if and
.

when tieing in with a major
circuit such as RKO would thiis

become part, owners in a front-

rank producer-distributor-the-

atre company.
The U.A. deal Is essentially a

' deal by individuals and for

themselves, while the RKO deal

is a company deal.

For RKO, it means adding a

British business link in Alex-
ander Korda and Murray
Silverstone and an association

with the Odeon (Deutsch) cir-

cuit in London, already partly

owned
,
by U.A. The Odeon

deal is one which £>r. A. H.
Giannini, president of V.A.,

engineered.
,

There is the chance that both
Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks would stay on and

.
dispose only of a portion of

their U.A. equities in any deal

made.

PAR'S SCREENED

GRAND OPERA

WITH PONS

Hollywood, Oct, 12,

Lily Pons Is holding off signing

new film commitments with the

washup of her RKO contract with
the idea of arranging to star in

screened opera, preferably 'Madame
Butterfly' or 'Carmen,' both owned
by Paramount,
Her bow-out on her three-picture

contract with RKO is 'Hitting a New
High,' following which she will open
a concert tour in San Francisco Oct.

29, scheduling appearances on the

air and at the Metropolitan opera
next winter and European vacash in

early spring.

LEWIS' TIME OUT FROM

PIX FOR STAGE RETURN

Hollywood, Oct. 12. .

-Al Lewis returns to the stage at

the expiration of his current pro-
ducer ticket at Radio on completion
of 'She's Got That Swing,' and ex-
pects to put a legit play on Broadway
this season.

He will be associated with either
Max Gordon or Sam H, Harris in

the Broadway ventures, both being
former partners of Lewis. He re-

sumes picture production in the
spring at a major plant.

Blumey Deal Frosted

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Deal being talked by A. C. Blu-
menthal and Jack Leighter with
United Artists for production o£ a

series of pictures has failed to jell

because of financial terms.

Leighter, who has a number of

players under contract, expects to

take his ideas to aii independent.

Hollywood, Oct, 12.

That deal whereby Samuel Gold-
wyn and Alexander Korda with the
aid of British influences propose to

divvy control of United Artists fore-

bodes internal complications, and
George J. Schgiefer, general manager
and chief of distribution, may walk,'

although he holds a contract that has
more than a year to go.

Walter Wanger, producer, whose
contract' has nine years to go, is

another, David Selznick is a third.

They are now in N. Y. Goldwyn is

en route east.

As the outlook appears from here,
what happens depends upon the kind
of setup Goldwyn and Kord?», with
the aid of their financial sponsors,
creates, after obtaining control of
the firm. Goldwyn has been thus in-
formed, although corroboration ia

not obtainable. Alexander Korda will
be lilceWise so infoi'med upon his

arrival in New York, from London,
next week.
United Artists' distribution income

has soared to new highs, according
to inside accounts, under operation
of Schaefer, coupled with quality
product,
Another angle to the walk talk I.i

that perhaps Schaefer has possible
proposals from other firms. That's
not been ascertained.

. Wanger's situation concerns finan-
cing. When. Goldwyn and Korda and
their financier associates begih con-
fabbing in New York, this month,
their discussions will include whether
the new U.'A. setup shall include pro-
vision for financing certain ot
Wanger's producing activities.

Schaefer was here for confabs
with Goldwyn last week. James
Mulvey, Goldwyn's New York chief-
tain, accompanied him, but what
transpired is cloaked in mystery.
Wanger, Joshua Logan, Wanger di-

rector, and Percy Guth, comptroller
of Wanger Productions, hopped for
the New York conferences. Three
Wanger films, 'Stand-In,' '52nd
Street' and 'I Met My Love Again*
are ready for exhibition.
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WORLD INVESTMENT IN FILMS OVER 2i

BILUONS; $1,000,000,000 B.O. LAST YR.

NLRB Investigation Discloses Some Fancy Figures

—

$200,000,000 Spent by 8 Cos. in Year on Pro-

duction—Further Breakdowns

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Tot&l irtv^stment in the world film

industry was placed at $2,650,000,000

in figures submitted tp the National

Labor Relations Board by William

Walsh, special counsel, in the course

of the screen writer jurisdictional

hearing. Figures were calculated by

Nathan D." Golden, of the U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture and were

stated to be as of Aug. 1, 1937. Thea-

tre inv€fistment is listed at $1,880,-

000,000; studios, $100,000,000; dis-

tribution. $20,000,000, with $9,800,000

annual cost of expansion.

Industry spends $30,000,000 a year

for insurance in this country, and

yeai'ly tax bill is $100,000,000. Thea

tre box ofllceg returned around

$1,000,000,000 in 1938, an increase of

$2po,66o,d00 over the previous year.

Weekly attendance in picture houses

is 220,000,000, of which 88,000,000 are

in the United States. .

Theatre accessories bill is $25,000,-

000 a year. Construction,trom April,

1936, to June, 1037>- amounted to

$46,275^000, while from .1529^1937 the

total theatrfe construction cost was

$424,914,000.

Of : 764 pictures released in this

country last year, 547 were Ameri-
can-ihade and 217 foreign. Distribu-

tions costs for the Industry were

2G% . Estimated cost of production

was $135,000,000 in 1936, and studio

capital investment was $108,000,000,

with annual Hollywood- payrolls of

$85,800,000. Wages represent 64% Of

the cost of pictures and average

negative cost for features was $300,-

000. Industry employes 282,000 per-

sons in the U. S. Cost of advertis-

ing was $110,000,000 in the world
market, $77,000,000 of the total in

this country.

ieoo,ooo,o6o rjrOd. costs

"Eight motion picture corporations

expended upward of $200,000,000 on
production, distribution and theatre

operation during the fiscal year end-

ed June 30, ld37, according to in-

complete figures filed before the

National Labor Relations Board.

Statistics form part of the record of

evidence in the .fight of the Screen
Writers Guild to be designated as

bargaining representative of the film

writers with the producers.

William WAlsh, special counsel for

the NLRB, cites the figures to sup-

port his contention, denied by the

producers, that the picture biz in

its production end is engaged in in

tersttkte commerce. His idea, he
' said, was to demonstrate the gigantic

proportions which the biz has at'

taihed.

Metro reported expenditures" of

more than $33,000,000 for production.

Paramount's gross expenditure was
$96,370,445 including production, dis-

stribution and theatre operation

Samuel Goldwyri' reported costs of

$3,480,645; 20th-Fox, $21,868,103; Hal
• Roach, $3,126,784; Universal, $8,000,

000; Walter Wanger, $3,833,000; Re
public, .$2,019,483.

Paramount filed a gross income of

$107,347,115; RKO-Radio, $27,298,594;

Selznick International, $1,760,000;

Grand National, $1,205,651, and Wal
ter Wahger, $703,000.

RKO Data Detailed

Detailed. . reports on RKO-Radio
showed the following facts and fig-

ures; 38 features and 24 shorts pro-
duced; 31 feature prints shipped out
of California;, physical properties,

14.5 acr«s in Hollywood, 13.(53- acres

In Culver City pl.ant under lease to

Selznjck International; 89 acres in

San ^Fernando valley; 40 acres under
lease in Culver City; 13 sound stages

in the Hollywood plant and 12 at

Culver City. . .

Paramount made 45 features and
eight shorts, shipped 49 feature nega
tives anil 9^720 positive prints out

of California; physical properties

consist of 27 acres in Hollywood; 15

sound stages, and 10 acres on the back
lot. . . .

Goldwyn produced six features

and shipped four negatives out of

the state, owns, no physical property
except cameras and two automobiles.

Republic produced 42 features and
three serials and shipped entire

product out of the state for distribu

Hearst Papers

Mdl Emulating

SrH Fix Section

Windsor Xzar' Report

Irks Film Execntives

Hearst interests in N. Y. were re-

ported this week as approaching

various 'film conipariies to go in oh
a special newspaper section similar

to the picture special which the

N. Y. World-Telegram is scheduled

to issue for the first time this week,
It is due out today (Wed.). Tele-

gram's per page rate is $ll,50O.

Section goes to all Scripps-Howard
papers.

Outlay, for the proposed. Hearst

special 'Section Nvould " be ;arounfl'

$18,000 ^er page. It would com6 out

Saturday and besides appearing in

the Joutnal-American, would go to

all Hearst newspapers. Picture com-
panies have- not- indicated if thfey

will go for the Hearst proposition,

and. are not so siire they will clig

down eaph week for Scrjpps-How-
ard proposition.' 'Ihrobably will wait
to see how the first issue looks and
the results obtained.

Scripps-JHoward section of 18 pages
will carry approximately 8% pages
of natioiial ' film advertising, every
one of the larger companies being
represented with a full-page Spread.

RCA and Technicolor companies will

have advertisements in the section

which, it is estimated will carry
around $100,000 in film advertising.

The section contains advance rC'

views on coming pictures by Scripps'

Howard crittcs, and spreads of pho-
tographs and feature stories about
the business and its'people, including

articles by some in the trade.

M. H, Ayleswortb, former head of

RKO, now a member of the manag-
ing board of SCripps-Howard, con-

ceived the section, with Don D. Pat-

terson, national advertising director

for S-C, executing the business end.

Jack Foster, Jr., N. Y. World-Tele-
gram, managing-edited the section.

Statement by George Fischer over

the radio network Sunday (10)

night that 'was carried . by United
Press wire service,- that the Duke of

Windsor was Hollywood-bound
.
to

become 'the world film czar,' was
described by Will Hays 'No basis

for reports.' Fischer, pn Jergen's

radio program, set up the Duke of

Windsor as an international good-
will ambassador at a salary of $100,-

000, with his time to be split be-

tween Hollywood and Virginia. Be-
cause carried by a press association-

wire service the press-radio bureau
picked it up for broa'dcasting Mon-
day (11) morning.

Reverberations of the Windsor re-

port may be reflected in future deal-

ings between radio and pictures.

Some high officials yesterday (Tues.)

thought that steps .should bie taken
to curb the indiscriminate dissem-
enation of hews reports and gossip,

especially as it pertains to the pic-

ture business.

Mih Shubert Goes WB

Deval Made Xhib de

Feinme' in 21 Days

h Paris for $21,000

•Jacques- • Deval, author of such
plays as 'Tovarich,' ; 'Cardboard
Lover,' says he made his 'Club die

Femmes' film in Paris in 21 days,
for a total cost of $21,000.

Questioned as to how much the
production would cost in Hollywood,
he ventured an estimate of $200,000
He thought for a brief moment and
looked up quickly, adding 'plus

Jacques Deval, -and plus Miss (Else)

Argall (MVs. Deval).'

•Picture productions by one man
are no jaore the general thing in

France than they are here»' Deval
continued, 'but those who have tried

them have found- that they paid.''

Among those who have written

and produced their own pictures, he
named Sacha Guitry and Yves Mi-
rande, French playwrights. Guitry's

'Les Perles de la Couronne' and
'Baccarat' by Mirande,. were ex-
amples which he cited. Only Ameri-
can who does this is Chaplin.

Deval is now with 20th-Fox;.

Currently in New York, new play
'Soubrette' -will be produced shortly.

Miss Argall will star.

A Banker's Stance

As the story goes, a production
exec, and the chairman of his

company who had been quar-
reling informed the chief

banker of the company that

they had 'kissed and made
up.'

'Is that so,' is the accredited

reply from th'e banker, 'You'll

have to do more than that.

That doesn't bring in money.'

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Warner Bros, has signed Milton
Shubert, nephew of J. J. and Lee
Shubert, as a producer. He has been
associated with his uncles for the

past 20 years and leaves them to re-

port at the WB studio the first of the

year.

His deal allows him to take occa-

sional time out for legit enterprises.

tion by Republic Pictures Corp.,

New York.
Selznlck's 800 Prints

Selznick produced four features

and shipped 800 prints out of the

state, owns $100,000 worth of equip-
ment, pays RKO-Radio $125,000 a
year for its Culver City lease and
$4,292.50 additional for use of 40

acres in the back lot.

20th-Fox produced 53 features and
shipped all out of Califoi-nia.

Columbia produced 47 features and
40 shorts. and shipped "lJ-,000 feature

prints and 7,628 shorts; owns six

acres in Hollywood with nine sound
stages and 80 acres in San Fernando
valley.

Additional figures . disclosed at the
writers hearing before the National
Labor Relations Board show cash re-

ceipts of the Academy on December,
1930, report at $97,000, of which $60,-

000 was contributed by the Produc-
ers Association. .

Studio expenditures for last year
included Monogram's $443,000.'

RKO listed gross receipts of $27,-

500,000 and net of $893,580.

Columbia reported spending $7,-

000,000 for features, $1,000,000 on
westerns, and $1,500,000 on shorts

Disney reported gross incOme of

$765,000 from United Artists.

Sessions all through early part of

this week are expected to be con
fine it to the question 'What is a
screen writer?'

Woods Recounts

Acad Formation

At Scrib Hearing

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Circumstances surrounding the

formation of' the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences, with

Louis B. Mayer playing the stellar

roli, were related before the Na-

tional Labor Relations board here by
Frank K. Woods, credited with hav-
ing been the original Hollywood
scenarist, starting work in 1908.

,

Woods was .employed .in the early
days of film biz by D, W, Girffith,

Famous Players-Lasky, Kinemacolor,
Selig and Universal. No one ever
thought of copyrights, directors were
the whole'^ works, and producers
never figured they knew anything
about a scrip. Woods testified. He
recalled the organization of the Pho-
toplay; 'Authors League in 1914 as the

first attempt of writers to organize.

Screen Writers Guild, he said, was
first formed as far back as. 1920 and
in 1924 at1;empt to bargain with the

producers. .

Three years later, in May, 1927,

the Academy was brought into exist-

ence after a dinner staged by Mayer
at the Biltmore hotel. Fred Niblo,

Fred W. Beetson and Conrad Nagel
were leading.lights.; .Asked a,s to the

Academy's purpose, Woods testified:

'Well, Mayer felt that an organiza-

tion such as this would be prefer-

able to, any craft organi;zations an-
tagonistic to the producersr .He. Said

it would be better to discuss affairs

arOtmd a table and settle them that

way.*

'CHINESE HOOEY' NEXT

BROWN PIC FOR. LOEW

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Next Joe E. Brown starrer for
David L. Loew will be 'Chinese
Hooey,' Starting around the last of
October with Edward Sedgwick di-

recting.

Brown is taking a vacation watch-
ing the ponies run on the northern
California tracks before starting

work.

Velez's Mex fie

Lupe "Velez reports to Jose Cal-
deron, Mex film producer of Mexico
City, Nov.. 1 for picture work which
will gross her 12,000 Mex pesos or
approximately $3,500 weekly for
three weeks.
Figure is an all-time salary high

for any Latin-American production
and represents about a quarter of

the . total expenditure for the film.

Jorge Negrete, Mexican sustainer
for NBC, in N. Y., is also • being
dickered for a role.

Lubitsch Touch-and-Go

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Ernst Lubitsch's production of

'Bluebeard's Eighth Wife,' with
Claudette Colbert and Gary Cooper,
went before the cameras at Para
mount yesterday (Mon.).

Cast also includes Luis Alberni
and E. E. Horton with a number of
others to be announced, Charles
Brackett and Billy Wilder screen
played from the Alfred Savoir play.

THREE DIRECTORS ON

PAR'S 'BROADCAST '38'

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Paramount has assigned three dl
rectors to 'Big Broadcast of 1938,'

with Mitchell Leisen handling the
main unit consisting of Shirley Ross,
Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Dorothy
Howe and Rufe Davis.
Edgar Anderson has charge of

megging the Shep Fields orch se-

quences, while Ted Reed is directing
W. C. Fields' golf routines.

Olivia de HaviOand's

Contract Sold for lOG

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Managerial contract on Olivia de
Havilland has been peddled by Ivan
Kahn to thfe Leland Hayward agency
for a reported $10,000,

Kahn recently left the 10% biz.

'Road Show' Stalled

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Hal Roach has indefinitely post
poned 'Road- Show,', the feature
which" Lewis Milestone was all set

to direct.- Milestone denies he is

checking off the lot, asserting he is

consulting with Marc Connelly on
the script and that the starting, date
has merely been' set back.
Roach's 'Easy to Love' rolls Oct

18 with Constance Bennett and Brian
Ahearne heading cast/ Norman Mc
Leod directing.

*Topper* Tops for Aug.
Hollywood,. Oct. 12.

The Screen Actors Guild aware
for the best performance in August
goes to Roland Young for his work
in 'Topper.'

Accolade for best supporting labors
bestowed on Donald Meek for his

part in 'Toast of New York.'

BROADWAYITE

LEAVES B'WAY
By JACK OStERMAN

En Route, Oct. 12.

Here ,we are on Route 5 out . of

Cleveland headed east where we

'

open next Friday at a new spot, the

Club Paldi^ama in. Schenectady
. .

.

lad to look' at our contract to spell

it right. . .we're in there for two
weeks. . .that's if the Rotary Clubs
from Troy, Albany, Poughkeepsie
flld Peekskill shoW up. But we have
a guarantee and -who ever heard of a
night • club owner breaking his

word? . (Three minutes elapse while
we fix typewriter ... it broke down
after that last sentence.) That thea-

tre-restaurant" ' in Cleveland was
swell though, we asked one guest

10w he. liked us and he answered,
"It was the best show I ever ate!"

Stopped off in Buffalo and took a
quick flash at Niagara Falls. . .that •

place is having a helluva run. (Just

jrushing up on -my radio material.)

Saw that picture '100 Men and a
Girl'. expected to. see Peggy Joyce
in it but Deanna Dutbin did okay^
Thought the fiiiish>>vas. kinda cute,

where Stokowski asked her what she

.

wanted to sing and she said,

'Traviata* ,then he turns to his 100

symph.ony men says, 'Traviata boys'

and they, hop right into it... direc-

tor evidently forgot to tell him to

say, 'Number 8 in the red books!'

.

Well, here yre are in Syracuse...
we know it's Syracuse because a
cop just made the 20th Century pull'

over to the curb and gave the en-

gineer a ticket for passing a light.

(Ed. Note.-rSyracuse is only city

where trains run right through the
town proper...we explain every-
thing as things are tough enough,
without wotrying our readers.)

Stopped .here tO; get a bite to eat

.saw a sign Girisburg's. ..Kosher
Dining and Dancing. . .it's right

across from the Syracuse Hotel...

we had bologna and eggs and two
choruses of 'Eili Eili,'. . .food was oke
but. from where .we sat the dancing

wasn't strictly Kosher.. Good place

for the boys in tl^e summer to break
their jump to the Ciatsfcills.

incidentally, now is the time for

those guys to start stealing material,

for next season...you know the old

saying, 'the' early bird catches'

Grossingers.' Mr. Ginsburg told, us
he had read our column in Variety
and gave us an extra order of

pickles on the house... Ah! the

power of the press!

Congrats to Lou Holtz and hii

bride. . .can't understand a guy with
Lou's dough spending his. honey-
moon at the Frolics. ..read report he
is getting $50d a night Holtz is a.

brave fellow. . .most night club en-

tertainers only have to worry abou^»,

Saturday . . . not Lou ... he worries

every night.

Stopped in New York for a hot
minute to see what the Legion left

of it, and the first place we visited

was the Palace of Fu Man Chu, the
beautiful new Chinese restaurant on
the site of the old Giolito's. There's

a League of Nations for you...Al
Goldman turns an Italian cafe into a
Chinese eulogy with an American
bar. We told Al the food was grea.t

and he said, 'It should be fresh,

'we're" only open five days.' Al has

a keen eye for the future,, says he is

already working on a coolie system
for next summer. He has a pact

with his help. , .he. teaches them
English if they teach hiiii Chinese. ...

progress is fine. We asked the

Oriental head waiter how the open-
ing was and he said, 'Veil, I'll tell

yal'

Here are a few theme songs we
thought of while touring., .for

actors gettinig paid off in night clubs

...'Whispers in thie Dark'... the

Brass Rail.,. 'So Rare', ..the Rain-

bow Room. ..'Ciold Mine in the Sky'

.^.Ted Collins (Kate Smith's mgr.)

. . .'Moon'Gbt In My Eyes' and Judge
Crater. ..'Where Are You?'

Dusky Mustangers

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Jed Buell is preparing to produce

a series of singing -westerns with an

all-colored cast to be known as Lin-

coln Pictures. Sam Newfield directs

the first with Herbert Jeffries, vocal-

ist, with Earl Hines band in the lead.

Pictures will be roadshowed in a

tie-up with Negro theatres. First will

be 'Harlem on the Prairie* with

Maceo Sheffield,. Negro theatrical

figure, supervising.
j
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Par s New Tack in Philly-^Selling

To Opposish; Co. Argues Its Appeal

Philadelphia, Oct.- 12.

Paramount has opened up on two
Jacks here in what looks like con-

certed drive to bring to a finish 10-

jveek-old date and buying strike be-

j^g staged against it by indie exhibs.

fleither of its boycott-busting tactics

appears to be bearing fruit.

.

First move is attempt to sell away
.lt$. product to exhibs in compeitish

: %ith those regular customers whb
h^ye refused to sign up for 1937-38.

Officials of United Motion P'icture

Hrheatte Owners, which is conducting
i^rike here, claim Par salesn>en are

joffering to sell away at ridiculous

bargain prices. Only one house, it is

aid, has bitten so far, and whether
or not contract will stand is ques-
iionable. Theatre is the Frolic, a
IBOO.-seater owned by four partners,

George and Sam Felt, Abe Rovner
. and Nprman Lewis. It is managed

jby Iz Schwartz, who is officially

listed
. by Film Board of Trade as

buyer and booker.

, While Rovner, Lewis and Schwartz^
on ope hand, are actively participat-

ing in the strike, the Felts turned
Itrbund 9nd signed with Par, UMPTO
execs charge. Latter claims io have
Exclusive power of attorney signed
by Schwartz to do any buying for
jFrolic. UMPTO threatens legal ac-
^on and has taken matter up with
^ts attorney, Ben Gplder.
Schwartz, it is reported, threatened

to resigix because of the row. • Rov-:
ner and Lewis also, said to be wild
at partners. But termer, is now in
tmd it is presumed house wiU shortly
begin showing pix in opposition to
Apollo, oWhed by Charley •• Segall,

IJMPTO's chairman of board.
' ^ '

.
Boomerang?

Plan of selling - away, which was
inade public at UMPTO meeting last

.Tuesday,' may turn into another Par
boomerang, same as its court action
did. Exhibs. were terrifically burned
at the move. They pointed out it

could be nothing more than a puni-
tive measure. Inasmuch as Par
couldn't possibly recoup in that way
an iota of- what it has lost since
strike began. There are only about
aix possible houses in territory,

UMPTO execs say, which are in elig-

ible position to use Par and haven't
given p. of a.

In exhibitor battle with Warner
feros. three years ago over exchange's
pemand for 50% on 'Gold Diggers,'

selling away was also tried. Only
two opposish exhibs bought and
when strike was settled WB found
Itself in embarrassing position of
having to buy these two indies off.

Second move to break the back of
the revolt, UMPTO officials charge,
is Par's inviting in of exhib leaders
Individually and offering bargain
prices under a 'new selling plan.'

Leaders claim Par willing to make
Single deals, but not bargain with
group as a whole, under a plan
which forgets entirely about 'split

figure' ^nd high-percentage pix.

Decision Reserved -

.
The U. S. Circuit Court last

Wednesday (.6) reserved decision on
Par's appeal froni Dis.trict Court rul-
ing dismissing company's suit to
prevent striking indies ftom boycot-
ting Par. •

. Pr-oducer's counsel, William A.
Schnader, teiterated arguments he
gave before lower court and cited
decisions of JJ: S. Supreme court to
show exhibs were in restraint of
trade. He charged them with con-
ducting 'vicious and libelous' cam-
paign against Par in urging other
exhibs to join boycott.
.Golder caught both opposish and

his own clients unawares when he
openly admitted leaders, were wrong
'when they planned picketing, black-
listing and other militant measures'
to force other exhibs into the strike.

'There is no law in the world,
however,' he declared, 'to compel
these exhibitors to buy from Para-
mount if they don't want to. It is
a fundamental right of people in a
democratic country to band together
to act in a common cause.'
Golder denied Sc'hnader's state-

rnent that exhibs are trying to fix
prices. 'AH we ask,' he said, 'is a
fair price at which we can make a

SIDNEY ON METRO LOT,

ON RADIO-MUSIC DEALS

Hollywood, Oct.. 12.

Louis K. Sidney has been estab-
lished in an office on Metro's Culver
City lot as business executive on j^ll

Metro radio and music affairs, han-
dling the biz end, while Bill Bacher
looks after ether ptoductioh.

L. K. Sidney, Metro-Feist's new
Culver City delegate, is currently on
the Coast getting his bearings on
song material for publication via
Metro's Leo Feist, ' Inc., music sub-
sidiary. This follows last week's ap-
pointment by David Bernstein,
Loew-Metrb treasurer and prez of
the music subsids, of Jack Bregman.
as g.m.. of. Feist, Inc.", with Sidney!
as liaison between the picture com-
pany and the song firm.

Bregman ultimately will also make
trips to Culver City on nevf Met^o
filmusicals, and with Sidney will be'

the film firm's executives in charge.'

Jack Bobbins, whose Robbins
Music Corp. owns 49% of Robbins,
Feist and Miller Music (Metro con-
trolling 51%) will devote himself to

building up the other two companies.

Jack Bregman leaves ' N. Y. for
Hollywood on Saturday (16) on his

first Metro o.b.

Visio-Educ WiU

Be Among Items

At Hays Confab

Submission of the visual-educa-

tion report, compiled by the ad-
visory committee consisting of edu-
cators working in cooperation with
the Hays organization, will be one
of principal things up for considera-
tion at the Motion Picture Producers
& Distributors quarterly directors'

meeting tomorrow (Thurs.). This
report will summarize results ob-

tained as a result of the appraisal of

old short features carried on last

summer by the committee of educa-
tors from the National Education
Association.

Work pf this committee and other

details connected with new visual

education lineup was covered by the

$50,000 fund of the Hays organiza-

tion. But the matter of printing any
special shorts for strictly schoolroom
use must be approved by the direc-

torate and steps taken either for

each production-distribution com-
pany to malce prints, or a fund ar-,

ranged so that it can be handled via

the Hays organization and educa-

tional leaders. No hint this week as

to what action the directors would
take, if any.

Santa Clatis at Col.
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Harry Lachnian and Columbia
have agreed to kiss, and malce up,

and in order to make it all sound
hunky-dory Lachman's first direc-

torial assignment is 'The Night Be-
fore Christmas.'
Lionel Stander, Mary Astor and

Edgar Kennedy have been pencilled

in for the leads.

profit. We have millions of dollars

invested in our theatres and' face

ruin if we capitulate to Paramount's
demands.'
UMPTO's war board skedded to

meet today to discuss Par's two
strike-breaking moves and appoint

committee to call on Joe Bernhardt,

Warner g.m., in New Yprk. They
seek a renewed pledge that WB
won't play Par pix in spots in oppo-

sish to indie houses if Riey didn't

use Par there before.

N. W. INDIES TO

IPPtllL 111 MPLS.

Federal Judge Nordbye
Rules Exhibitors' Griev-

ances Must Be Ruled
Upon at Trial of the Is-

sues—Meantime the Pick-

eting Is Held to Be a Re-
straint of Trade

REVERSES PHILLY

Minneapolis, Oct. 12.

-Northwest Allied States and in-

dependent playdate striking ex-
hibitors, defeated in their effort to
have Paramount's suit dismissed,
were to file an appeal this week
frdhi Federal Judge G. H. Nordbye's
decision holding them guilty of - a
consparacy .in restraint of trade and
granting Paramount a temporary in-

junction prohibiting them froni
pidketin'* itz exchange and theatres
showing its pictures or otherwise in-
terfering with its business. The de-
cision, handed down last week, came
as. surprise and disappointment to

the ' defendants,, inasmuch as in
a similar action in Philadelphia the
court ruled exactly opposite.

In his lengthy decision. Judge
Nordbye intimated that the de-
fendants' charges in their answer
and argunients that Paramount it-

self was guilty of conspiracy in re-
straint of trade, bad faith and fraud
and that its standard film contract
and film selling methods are invalid
and illegrl rnr.y l:r»vj a Liaring when
the ca^e is tried on the merits, with
the introduction of testimony to de-
termine if a permanent injunction
should issue. Judge Nordbye made
the point that the defendants' re-
course if contracts have been vio-
lated and legal rights flaunted would
be to resort to law, instead of try-
ing to redress wrongs by 'open
violation of the laws of this land.'

In this connection, L. B. Schwartz,
of counsel for the defendants, an-
nounced that a test case will be
brought against Paramount by one
of the independent playdate strik-

ing exhibitors to obtain- a mandatory
injunction to compel delivery of one
of the pictures, non-delivery of

which caused the playdate strike. He
also stated that a motion would be
made for an immediate hearing of
the appeal and of the suit.

Meeting after the decision, the
playdate striking exhibitors made it

clear that the latest development
would not alter their stand. Act-
ing as individuals, they will con-
tinue to refrain from booking Para-
mount films -and will not buy new-
season product, they asserted. Pres-
ident "W. A. StsTos d-iclared 'we
have just begun to fight.'

'Irreparably Injured Par'

Judge Nordbye found that the de-

fendants' conspiracy in restraint of

trade in .violation of the Sherman
anti-trust law has 'irreparably in-

jured Paramount and caused it the
loss of large sums of money, and the
complainant's business will continue
to suffer the loss of large additional

sums of none*, 7'>".din.'3 thb trial of

this cause upon the merits, unless
the defendants are. temporarily en-
joined by this court in the manner
and form prayed in this petition.'

The court points out the 'concert

and combination and the acts and
things done by the defendants in

pursuance of the. conspiracy.' It

specifies coercion of exhibitors, cus-
tomers of Paramount, to refuse to

carry out their contracts and to re-

frain, from making new-season
deals. Among other acts and
threats mentioned are picketing of

the exchange 'designed to induce the
motion picture theatre-going public
not to patronize the complainant's
pictures of theatres showing them,'
threats to picket • theatres showing
Paramount pictures, threats to post
names of exhibitors olaylng Para-
mount pictures, threats to publish
a 'slacker list,' threats to broadcast
by radio and sound trucks requests

(Continued on page 8)

II Duces Phone Call to Vittorio

In H wood Climaxed Italo-U. S. Idea;

TiDo Much Opposish to Roach Plan

NATHANSON'S U, PAR

0.0.; COWDIN POWWOW

Hollywood, Oct.- 12.

N. L. Nathanson; Canadian distrib-

utor of Universal arid Paramount
pictures, arrives this week for con-
ferences with J. -Cheever Cowdin;
al^o to get 9 line on the product he
handles.

Will vacation in Palm Springs be-
fore returning home.

See Extra Loew

Diwy; 20th s 39

Weeks-^j

Action on the final regular dividend

for 1937 is expected to be taken by

Loew's, Inc., directors .when they

meet tomorrow CThursday), with

the chance that consideration also

will be given to. an extra payment.
At least a melon^cutting in excess of

the regular 50c. quarterly declaration

is anticipated in Wall Street despite

the fact that Loew's Had paid $0 oh
the common already this year.'

Company's report . for the fiscal

year ending Aug. 30 is. expected out
soon, with net earnings in excess of

$14,000,000 full anticipated. This
would make per common share earn-
ings for the fiscal year around $9.

Because current earnings are run-
ning ahead of this time in 1936, a
healthy extra distribution is looked
for. Loew's com^ion stock has held
up well against the continued selling

throughout the stock market in re-

cent weeks, never dropping below
$64.50 and generally snapping back
to above $71 or $70 per share.

. Earnings statement of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, covering the first three
quarters of 1937, due out in the next
three or four weeks, is expected to

reveal the profits to be maintaining
the pace set in the first 26 weeks
whien the company had a net con-
solidated operating profit of $3,755,-

483. The net profits for the 39-week
period are counted on to be in excess
of $5,400,000, though some estimates'

in Wall Street run as high as

$6,000,000.-

This net profit will not include any
dividends from National Theatres
Corp., as generally these are declared
in the closing months of the year
and added in the final quarter. Pres-
ent estimates in the street are that
20th-Fox will show aj:ouiid $3.50 per
common share in 1937, depending to
some extent on how business holds
up in the next three months.

Small Agents Snubbed

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Artists Managers Guild, composed
of around 20 top 10%ers, has de-
cided to continue to snoot the small-
fry and keep them out of its mem-
bership.

AMG members are believed to con-
trol more than 75% of the agency
biz here.

Go Their Separate Ways
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Dissolution of the Small-Landau
agency will become effective Nov.
1, with Morris Small continuing to

operate the agency in its present
quarters.

Arthur Landau and his son arc
entering the percentage biz at an-
other location, with clients appor-
tioned between the two.

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

,
Three polite brushoffs In one day

by actors on lots in production,
combined .with . President Roosevelt's
speech against war-dl-eased nations,
not to mention a concerted drive of
the- Anti-Nazi League against his
presence in town, made Vittorio
Mussolini's Hblly\^ood visit too much
for the 21-year-old boy to support
in a style to which diplomacy is ac-
customed.

Pr, Renato Senise's suit for $30,00.0
against Hal Roach and Metro on tha
grounds they handed him a freeze-
out after he h^d made the deal be-
tweeh Roach and 11 Duce possible,
had little to do with the decision to
close the show. It had pancaked
days before that.

II Duce had been made aware how
badly his son's visit was going and
the Roach Interests didn't see why
they should subject themselves to
all sorts of economic kickbacks at
home over a few. doubtful lire in
Italy,

Roosevelt's speech gave II Duce
a grandlosle but. He telephoned his
son in Hollywooii trie night the Prez
blasted in ChlcagQ and the next day
Vittorio was.en route to Rome, leav-
ing, behind, him a week of cancelled
conferences, parties and dance dates.
That made It look as- If Vittorio

had quit In high dudgeon and that n
Duce had scored his first reprisal
against America in one of the few
places where It Is possible to hurt
the country in world markets—pic-
turds—but actually those In the
know never saw .anything but head-
aches ahead for Roach In Italy and
the loss of a flock of American dol-
lars as well.

Bankers Were for It

Certain banking Interests here, al-
ways friendly to pictures and anx-
ious, too, because of racial and- eco-
nomic ties with Italy, would have
liked to see the thing click, but they
were in it a year ago and pulled
out, feeling It was better that way.

Difficulty of getting any money
out of certain European .countries Is

convincing Hollywood more 'and
more that pictures will have to be
made to pay their way handsomely
in America and the British Empire,
and the rest of the world considered
as chicken feed—nice to get, but not
worth going after.

Italy is particularly 'difficult,' even
going so far as to beef about char-
acters in American pictures in Amer-
ican settings, merely because they
suspect said characters with a bill-

ing of 'Nick' might be Italian.

All these things might have been
smoothed over if II Duce hdd sent
over anybody but his son. Kid had
to take cracks from every direction
and was under orders to stay dead-
pani Being no Duke of Windsor it

was a tough role for him to play.
Then when Hal Roach made that

cradk about Italy up to now making
40 pictures; of which 38 were flops,

he not only burned II Duce, but led
his rival producers to ask what
could young Vittorld learn in three
weeks except to go back to Italy and
raise the flops to 40 and then blame
it all on Hollywood.

Pdst Exoerlencea
Old-timers in Metro recalled that

two efforts to make pictures along
the Mediterranean with Metro
douizh cost plenty. From 'Ben-Hur'
to 'The Garden of Allah,' to the front
office, is still known as the retreat
from Rome to Nice, with the Italians
getting the best of it all along the
way. Metro finally surrendered
'Mare Nostrum' to II Duce, every-
thing but the negative, and he can
have that any time he wants to pay
for it, with the German market,
where it has never been shov/n,
thrown in for good wiJi.

Others pointed out that II Duce
isn't only a dictator; he's a disap-
pointed dramatist and .•'.uro as fate
would be stippin.tT his script': into the
production schedule. f.nd it v/oulda't

(Continued on pasc 02)
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Upbeat Carries L A. Out of Sloqgh,

'Zenda' Up Front, $29,500 Double Entry;

This Way' Ml% WB Dualer, 1^^

, Los Angeles, Oct. 12.

Trade- took a turn for the better
on current week and combined first,

run gross is around $15,000^ better
than it was ioi^ previous stanza. Top
grosser currently fs 'Zenda/ headed
ior combined $29,500 at the State-
Chinese.

Par's "Iliis Way, Please,' isn't any
too hot at the Par, although take
should keep house out of the red.
Second stanza of 'Lost Horizon' is

holding strong at the day-date RKO
and Pantages, With third week in-
definite. .

There's still plenty of room for
improvement, especially in the ex-
tended first runs and a few of the
otiier' spots.

.
.

Estimates for TUs Week
< Carthay. Circle (Fox) (1,518; 55-
a3-$1.10-$1.65)—'Zola' (WB) (5th
week. Holding up . particularly well,
in the face of decr.eased grosses all

over towil, and shpiild' do oke on
final two weeks, one. more to go-

after this. On fourth week hit neat
$7,200.

Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 40-55-
75)—'Zenda' (XTA) and 'Women Men
iltaxty' (Mfjt) dual. Trade up a bit
over previous week, and should wind
up with agreeable ^13,000. Last
week, 'Vogues' (UA) and 'Borneo'
(2QthX big disappointment at $9,500.
Downtown (WB) (1,860; 30-40-55-

65)—'Back in Circulation' (WB) and,
'West of Shanghai' (FN), diiaL Not
too hot but should finish with fair

$7,50&. Last week, 'Cortfession* (FN)
and 'Dance, Charlie'- (FN), oke
$7,300.
Fenr Star (Fox) (900; 40-55)—

•Doctor Syn' (GB). Arliss apparent-
ly doesn't mean a thing these days,
so will have to b6 satisfied with bru-
tal $1,500. Last week, TCirig Solomon'
(GB)- pretty bad at $2,000.
Hollywood (WB) (2i756; 30-40-55-

65)—'Back in Circulation* (WB) and
'Shanghai* ' (FN), dual. Running
about on par with the Downtown
for normal $7,500. Last week, 'Con-
fession' (FN) and 'Dance, Charlie'
(FN), not too hot at $6,800.
Orphetim (Bdwy) (2,280; 25-30-35-

40>—'Hideaway' <RKO) and 'Wild
and Woolly- (20th), dual, and vaude-
ville. Ann. Pennington is topping
bill' and gets credit for bulk of draw,
Which, should hit around $6,500. Last
weefc^ 'Windj&nmier* (RKO) (XsX
run) and 'Annapolis Salute* (RKO),
lair $6,000. • • ^

Pantaecs (Pan) 30-40-55)—
*Lost Horizon* (Col) and lAie Be-
gins With Love' (Col) dual (2nd
week). Boulevard house running be-
hind its day-dater (RKO); but this

attributed to long two-a-day run
that drew heaVUy from Hollywood
mob. Second, stanza looks like
$8,500 following big $14,100 on ihl-
tialer. «

Faramovnt (Partmar) (3,595; 30-
40-56)—This Way Please* (Par) and
stage ' show. Got away to a little

- better start than previous week, al-
though early take not too hot, so
so-so $13,000 looks like the answer.
Last week, 'Danger: Love at Work'
(20th) and ^Bengal Lancer* (Par)
(revival), finished to brutal $ir,00O.

: RKO (2,950; 30-40-55)—'Lost Hori-
zon' (Col) and 'Life Begins With
Love* (Col) dual (2nd week). Head-
ing for second sma^ week„ $11,500
in the offing. First week terrific $18,-

500, house tops on the new season.
State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; rO-40-

55-75)—'Zenda' (UA) and 'Women
Men Marrjr' (MG) dual. House back
to fair stride currently and $16,500
not to be sniffed at. Last -week,
•Vogues' (UA^, 'Borneo' (20th), $9,-

300, worst in a long tiirte.

-United Artists (Fox-UA) (2.100;
30-40-55)—-Vogues* (UA) and 'Bor-
neo' (20th > dual. Movcover -isn't

helping this brace any and- on basis
of weak opening- will be lucky to hit
$1,800. Last week, 'Willie Winkie'
(20th) and 'Miss Aldrich' (MG), on
moveovei"; slim. $3,300. ' •

Wllshire (Fox) (2,296; 30-40-55-65)—'Vogues' (UA) and 'Borneo* (20th)
dual. Will hit around $4,000, not
healthy for this class nabe move-
over. Last week, 'Willie Winkie'
(20th) and IMiss Aldrich* (MG),
very poor $3,800.

Portland Just So-So;

Full of Holdovers
Portland, Oct. 12. .

'Lost Horizon,' which clicked big,
moved to the Mayfair for a third
stanza. 'Stella Dallas' is worth an-
other lap at the Broadway. 'Bride
Wore Red' is a b.o. winner at Par-
ker's UA.
General b.o. biz has dropped to a

so-so state. The burg's total grosses
stand at par, and it's merely a ques-
tion of which strong pic can pull the
edge.

Estimates for Tliis Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-55)—

•Stella Dallas' (UA) (2d week). Good
returns, $2,700. First week regis-
tered well and piled up'a big score
for this house with $7,200.
Mayfair (Parker-Eyergreen ) (1,-

400; 30-55)—'Lost Horizon' (Col).
Third week following two big stanzas
at the Paramount better than a nor-,
mal first week at this /house- with
Sood $2,900. Last week 'Elephant
loy' (MG) and 'Naughty Girls'
(RKO) five days only, average
$2,000.

,

Orpheiim (Hamrlck-Evergreen)
(2,000; 30-55)—'Wife, Doctor arid
Nurse' (20th) and 'It's All Yours'
Col),, Registered well and picked up
good business; in spite of a mid-
week opening, held up for strong
$7,000. ,

,

Paramount (Hatnrick ,- Evergreen

)

(2.000; 30-55)^'D6uble . or Nothing*
(Par) and 'Counsel for Crime' (Col).
Answered to exploitation for okay
$6,500. Last week 'Lost Horizon'
(Col) cloised a good second week at
$5,000 and moved to the ipAayfair.

.
Ignited Artists (Packer) (1,000; 30-

55)-^'Bride Wore Red' (MG) and
'Bad Guy' (MG). Getting big play
on the first pic, a b.o. winner for
$6,000, Last week 'Madame X' (MG)
and 'Love in Air' (FN) pulled after
five days for weak $3,500.

Heat Socks Frisco;

'Stage Door 22G,

'College' 12G, Good

San Francisco, Oct. 12.

The Golden Gate' is letting Over

$22,000 this week with 'Stage Door'
which had its World premiere here
Wednesday (6). Picture didn't get

off lo as big a start as expected, the
day being a scorcher. However, as

soOn as the town cooled off biz

picked up.

Matinee trade at the houses has
been way 'off . because of the heat
spell, it's been so warm tiiat thea-
tres dusted off their '|t's Cool Inside'

signs in an effort to get them off the
stteets; The Bride Wore Red,' al-
though not playihg to smash biz, is
headed for a better than average
week at the Paramount

Estimates for Tbis Week
Embassy (Cohen) (1,512; 35-55-75)—'Love From a Stranger' (UA) and

'When Thief Meets Thief (UA). Not
anything to write home about, fair
$3,000. Last week (5th) 'Stejla
Dallas' (UA) was held too long so
folded with meagre $2,500.
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

•Life Begins in College* (20th) and
'Chan on Broadway* (20th) (2d wk).
Initial starrer for the Ritz Bros, got
such a hefty reception last week that
'Life Begins' has been held for a
second week. Holdover gives the
Fox a -nice $12,000. Last week did
great $!?i,00(^.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55-
75)-r-'Stage Door* (RKO) and vaude-
ville. Although Hephum gets first
biUing on the RKO paper, Rogers is
getting the first spot in all of the
Golden Gate ads, lobby , displays and
on ,the marquee; $22,000 which is
terrific." Last week 'Saturdays
Heroes* (RKO) and Sally Rand did
disappointing $18,000.

'

Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55-75)
—'100 Men' (U) and 'Couhsel for
Crime* (Col) '(3rd wk). Deanna
Durbih picture has held up strong in
three powerful sessions. If the
weather doesn't knock everjrthing
into a cocked-hat, Durbin picture
will be good for five weeks, (jurrent
stanza pulled healthy $8^500. Last
week big $11,000.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,440; 35-55-

75)—'Bride Wore Red* (MGM) and
'Wine, Women and Horses' (WB).
New Joan Crawford starrer will
double biz done with 'Madame X*
which took a terrific nose-dive at the
Paramount last week. Good $16,000.
Last week 'Madame X' (MGM') and
'My Dear Miss Aldrich' (MGM)
slipped badly and wound up in the
red at $8,000.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-
75)— Hell Divers' (MGM) &nd 'Part-
ners in Crime' (Par). Holding up
fairly well considering the' Clark
Gable-Wallace Beery picture is a re-
issue. Fine $6,000. Last week (3rd)
'Zola' did $6,000.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-75)—'Vogues' (UA) (3rd wk).
Weather plenty hot but biz is luke-
warm. Tnird and final week gives
'Vogues' $5,000. Last week did good
$6,500.
Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)

—'Lancer Spy' (20th) and 'Women
Men Marry' (MGM). Plagued again
by rather weak bill, only fair -at

$12,000. Last week 'Back in Circula-
tion* (WB) and 'Sophie Lang Goes
West' (Par) ended with $12,00.0.

First Runs on BVay

fSubject* to Change)

Week of Oct. 14
Aslor — 'Firefiy' (MG) • (7th.

wk).
jCapitol — 'Bride Wore Red'

(MCJ). . . . . ,

"

(Reviewed in Variety Sept, 29)
Central—'Dangerously Yo'xirs'

(20th) (16).

Criterion — 'Over the Goal*
(WB), 'Nation Aflame' (Indie)
(15) .

(Reviewed in Varietv Oct. 6)
Globe—'Girl Said No' (GN)

(16).

(Reviewed Iw Varoty June 23),.

Hollywood — 'Emile Zola'

(WB) (10th wk).
Music Hall — 'Stage Door'

(RKO) (2d wk).
Paramount — 'Souls at Sea'

(Par) (13),.
(Reviewed in Variety Aug. 11)

, Eialt* —"Fit for. a Kathg'

(RKO) (15.),' ^ V

^Ret^iewed in Variety Sept, \)
Rlvbli — 'Wife, Doctor and

Nurse' (20th) (2d wk).
Roxy — 'Life Begins in Col-

lege* (20th) (2d wk).
Strand — 'Alcatraz Island'

(WB) (13).
(Reviewed in current Variety)

Week of Oct. 21

Astor — 'Firefly' (MG) (8th

•wk).
Capitol — 'Double Wedding'
(MG).

(Reviewed in Variety Sept. 22)
Criterion

—
'Music for Madame'

(RKO) (22).
(Reviewed in Variety Sept. 14>
Globe-^'Girl Said No' (GN)

(2d wk).
Hollywood — 'i!mile Zola'

(WB) (11th wk);
Music Hall— 'Victoria the

Great' (RKO).
(Reviewed in .Variety Aug. 25)

. Paramount—.'Souls at Sea' .

(Par) (2d wk).;
Rivoli— Wife, Doctor, Nurse'

(20th) (3d wk).
BOxy 'Ali Baba Goes to

Town' (20th) (22).

Strand — 'Perfect Specimen'
(WB) (23).
iReviewed in Variety Sept. 29)

TENDA' SOCKO

12G, MOflTREia

Montreal^ Oct. 12.

High spot for the week is 'Zenda'

at Palace, with socko $12,000. Loew's
will beat this,' but on stage shb'W.
'Double of Nothing* got a nice play
at Capitol and general main" stems''
grosses are well on the ups^Artng,

Estimates . for Tliis Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 50)— 'Zenda'

(UA). Going great guns for rousing
$12,000. Last week, 'Vogues' (tIA)
grossed good $9,000.
Capitol (CT.) (2,700; 50) — 'Double

or Nothing' (Par) and 'On Such a,

Night' (Par). Should gross $9,000,
good. Last week, 'Big Ci^' (MG)
and 'Blonde Trouble' (WB), super-
average $9,500.
Loew's (M.T.Co.) (3,200; 50) —

'Sheik Steps Out' (Rep) and 'Holly-
wood Band Wagon' sta/ge show.
Packed them in for handsome
$14,000. Last week's repeat of *100

Men and a Girl' (U) excellent
$10,000.

Princess (CT) (2,300; 50) — 'Var-
sity Show' (WB) and 'Salute to
Valor' (Canadian Government), $6,-
500, good. Last week, 'Dodd Takes
the Air' (WB) and 'The Devil Is
Driving* (Col), good $6,000,
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600; 50) — H. O. *La Porte du Large'
good $1,600 on repeat after a very
nice $2,200 last ^N&ek/
St Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 34)—'Courrier Sud' and 'La Dame de

Vittel,' $7,000, very good. Last week,
'A Nous Deux, Madame La Vie* and
'Un Mauvais Gafcon,',good at $6,500.

Waruig-Xirculation' $20,000

'BRIDE,' $20,000, BEST

IN D.C.; AMS FLOP, 15G

Washington, Oct. 12,

. Football playing havoc with the
flicker b.o, this week, both after-

noons and night. Only one house
playing new celluloid is really in the
money and that's the Palace, which
opened to laugh at critics with "The
Bride Wore Red,'
'Annapolis Salute,' filmed 30 miles

away at Naval Academy, was heavily
sold by Earle along local lines but
isn't clicking as expected. Neither is
'Music for Madame,' although Nino
Martini's success in same house with
'Gay Desperado' looked due to clinch
sock debut.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,424; 35-86) —

'Madame X* (MG) and vaude, Bowes*

s.JiiH;iP0Men;i^

all-colored> ams- no -help at- all with
flop $15,000.. ]jaM^,week 'Life Begins
in College' (20th) and big apple
revue clicked with good $21,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,583; 25-40)—

'Double or Nothing' (Par) (2d run).
Re-opened on mainstem to average
$4,5()0. Last week 'Stella Dallas*
(UA) (2d run) took big $6,000.
Earle (WB) (2,244; 35-66)—'An-

napolis Salute' (RKO) and vaude.
Adjacent Naval Academy angle
heavily sold but got light $15,000.
Last week That Certain Woman'
(WB) and Xavier Cugat siame figure.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—
'Music for Madam*' (RKO). Mats
off and take fair $7,000. La^ week
'Vogues' (UA) slipped swiftly after
sock opening to $10,000.
Met (WB) (1,853; 25-40)—'Souls at

Sea* (Pat) (2d run). Repeat good at
$5,500. Last week 'Drummond Comes
Back' (Par) hung on to oke $4,000:
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 35-55)—'The

Brido Wore Red' (MG). Only star
studded )narquee in town and lead
ing all with hefty $20,000 despite
crix mild reception. Last week 'Dead
End' (UA) (2d week) fair. $7,000.

But 'Bride

Torgef 8G, Good

Indianapolis, Oct. 12,

Sl\mip in matinee trade noticeable

with broadcasts Of world series and
football games over weekend keep
ing natives at their radio sets and
away fi:om the downtown theatres
until evening.

'Bride Wore Red' is setting the
pace in the first runs with a strong
take at . Loew*3. 'That Certain
Woman' " at the Circle is faring
mildly, while 'They Won't Forget' at
the vaudfllm Lyric with 'St'Moritz
Ice Carnival* on the stage is okay
without being big.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (SatzTDoile) (1,100; 25-40)

—High, Wide; 'and Handsome^' i (Par

)

dualled . with 'DruBunond ~ Comes
Back' (Par). Moved over for a
second week from the Circle. Take

f
3,000, eyem -

. Last week -'Lancer
py* "(20th) jin first; fun- Ayas'.iW red

with only $2,200.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800: 25-40)—'TJiat Certain Womariv (WB) on

t^^^n' bill - with 'Annapolis Salute'
(RKO ):

- 'National ads on. former pic,
but miodest $5,00(). Last week 'High,
Wide, and Handsome' (Par) dualled
with 'Drummond Comes Back' (Par)
did all right at $6,700.
Keith's (Kane) (1,30(); 15-25)—

'Artists and Models' (Par) (second
run) and vaude. Pic billed over
sta^e show in ads. Everybody won-
denng what keeps house open with
gross carmine for five weeks in row.
Take $2,500^ poor. Last week '^Rain'

(UA) revival and vaude, $2,800, bad,
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-40>—

'Bride Wore Red* (MG) on dual with
'My Dear Miss Aldrich' (MG), Take
$9,000, very good. Last week
'Prisoner of Zenda* (UA) dualled
with 'Bad Guy* (MG) $9,200, oke.
Lyric (Olson) (2,000; 25-30-40)—

'They Won*t Forget' (WB) and
vaude. Ice carnival featured on
stage about equally with the pic-
ture. Grossed $8,000, .good. Last
week 'Life Begins In CoUege* (20th)
and vaude headlining Lottie Mayer
water ballet finished strong at
$11,000, dandy.

'VOGUES' DUALLED WITH

lONDON' IIG, TOPS KC

Kansas City, Oct. 12.
Looks like an off week, for pic

houses currently. Rain and World
Series socked most. Some recovery
Sunday night, but little hope for a
foirte week. .

. 'Vogues' at Midland has shown
best night strength, with all houses
weak on mat biz..

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—'Lancer

Spy* (20th) and vaude. Oh the chin
with weak $7,500, Last week, 'Chan
on Broadway* (20th) and Ljttle Jack
Little Band, $10,000, so-so.
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40)—

'High, Wide and Handsome' (Par)
and 'On Again, Off Again' (RKO),
$9,000, fairish. Last week 'Zola*
(WB) went to riice $10,000 and
moved to Newman,
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40)—

'Vogues' (UA) and 'London by Night*
(MG), Topper expected to be a mat
draw; got bad break from weather
man and series; fair $11,000. Last
week, 'Big City' (MG) and 'All
Yours' (Col). Uhdef expectations at
$14,000, but okay.
Newman- (Par) (1,900; 25-40)—-

. TMRnneapolIs, Oct, 12.
.The- depression has 'vanished at

least for a week. It took' Fred War-
ing and his 'Pennsylvanians' on the
Orpheum stage and '100 Men and a
Girl' on the Century screen to turn
the trick, routing old man gloom,
who has been around too long. The
way business is bouncing back at
these' two loop hOuse^ 'shows that
there's still plenty of public response
on tap for outstanding entertain-
ment.

.

Transients attracted to the Minne-
sota-Indiana football game, which
.drew 42>000, helped weekend trade;

Estimates for This Week
, Aster (PUblix-Singer) (900; 15-25)
—'Between Two Woinpn' (MG) (2d
run) split with dual - first runs,
'Borneo' (20th) iand "You Can't Beat
Love' (RKO) last four days. Hit
fair $1,000. Last week, 'I Met Him
in Paris* (Par) split with 'Slim*
(WB) (2d runs) and last three days
dual' first runs, ..'Hot Water' .(20th)
and 'Dfaeigerman Courage' (FN):
$900, Light.

'

Century (Publix-Singer) (1,600;
25-35-55)—'100 Men and a Girl' (U)-
Raves by. critics and customers will
spell an indefinite, run. Fine $10,000.
Last week, 'Make a Wish* (RKO)»
weak $3,000 fcr six days.
Minnesota; (Publix-Singer) (4,200;

25-35-55)—'High, Wide ahd Hand-
some' (Par). Nothing spared thi^
one in the way of exploitation and
advertising, but it isn't delivering
at the boxoffice; $7,000, Last weekj
'Wife, .Doctor and Nurse* (20th);
$8,000. . Mild. '

.

-Orpheum (Publix-Singer) (2,890;
35-40-55)^'Back in Circulation* (FN)
and Fred Warihg's Tennsylvanians*
onstage. Latter the. big draw, and
how. Big $20,000. Last week, 'Big
City* (MG), $7,000. Fair.

State (Publix-Singer) .(2,300; 25,
40)—'Bad Guy* (MG) and '^he's No
Lady' (Pat); Dual bill hasn't much
in Way of b.o. appeal; light $2,500;
Last week; 'Devil Is Driving* (Col)
and .'Lady. Escapes* (20th), $2,800.
Mild;

Tinie (Berger^ (290; 15-25>r-'Magi
nificent Obsession' .(V). ReissuQ
really bringing in customers despite
numerous loop'and neighborhood en-^
gagements and good $800. Last week;
'Face oh Barroom Floor* (revival),
$400. Bad."
Uptown (Publix) (1,266; 25-35)—

'One in Milliok* .(20thX Fifst habe
showing. .' Fair $3,0PO. .'Last week,
'Ariists and Mpdels* (iPar), $3,200.
Pretty good,

'

World (Stcffes) (350; 25-35-40-55J
—'From Tzar to Lenin* (Foreign).
Limited interest for light $900. Last
week, 'Jiahosik* (Foreign), $1,200.
Light-'

,

;

Rain He^d Nebraska;

'Ice,' 1% $4,700, tops AU

Linqoln, Oct. 12.
Rainy and cool wealheif weekend

is what the exhibs have been pray-
ing for

,
and finally got it. Sends

'Thin Ice* oUt and away with the
money, very good $4,700.
New ad . policy with the theatres

has them spreading themselves, ahd
it's hitting the patrons right in the
eye.- All houses up. •

Estimates for This Week
Liberty (LTC) (1,200; 10-15)—

'Bride for Henry* (Mono) and 'My
Man Godfrey' (U) split with 'Hit
the Saddle* (Rep) and 'Windjammer'
(RKO). Biz fair, $900. Last week,
'13th Man* (Mono) and Louis-Farr
fight split with 'Shadowis of the
Orient* (Mono) and 'Empty Holsters'
(WB), fair, $925.
Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25)—

'Confession'' (WB). College^ dames
giving this a play, good $2,600. Last
week, 'San Quentin* (WB) ran itself

out on the weekend, but nice $2,400.
Orpheum (LTC) (1,350; 10-15-20)

—'Love from a Stranger' (UA) and
'Blonde Trouble' (Par) split with
'Knight Without Armor* (UA) and
Handy Andy* (20th). 'Stranger* was
a wow on a keen dare ad campaign
to the women by Manager Kenny
Mead. Carried the b.o. battle to

$1,700, very good. Last week, 'Car-
nival of Champions' (Indie) and
'Trader • Horn' (MG) isharing with
'WUd and Woolly' (20th) and 'Think
Fast, Mr. Moto' •(20th), n.s.b;.. $1,400.

Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
'Thin Ice' (20th). Henie pic okay at

$4,700. Last week, '100 Men and a
Girl' (U) got $4,700, ultra-nice.
. Varsity (Westland)- (1,100; 10-15-
25)—'Boots and Saddles* (Rep) ajid
first chapter 'Jungle Menace* (Rep):.
Inaugurates western and action
policy here, dropping back to 15c
any time. Good breaking on this

one. $1,100. Last week 'It Happened
in Hollywood' (Col) did $1,000.

'Zola' (WB) (2d run). Did fair

$4,500. Last week, 'Double or Noth-
ing' (Par) (2d run) mild $4,000.
Uptown (Fox) (2,020; 25-40)—

'Wife, Doctor and Nurse' (20th) (2d

run). Got away to fine $4,500. Siflst

week, '100 Men and Girl' (U) (2d

week), good $3,2(K).
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Loop Holding Up Nicely Topped By

Ritz Pic^Hutton Band,

'High/Wide Oke $31,000, Palace 18G

Chicago. Oct. 12.

Gener^ . business ' 4ow>^town is

"jfioiding up well currently, with the

oustanding; note being . the forging

ahead of tVie Oriential to the iore-

"iront of the grossing brigade, pass-

ing tbe traditional leader, the Chi-

'cago'..'
'

•

•
. Combination of Xife Begins

.
at

College' on screen and Iiia Pay Hut-

'tdn on stage is the lure at the Orien-

tal, and the take will easily estab-

lish a new higb mark for the newly
• established flrst-class policy for this

'house. Looks as if the price of 75c.

itap doesn't interfere with grosses if

the attractions are there. .

• igtatie-Lake is trying ,' once mpre
Wiih' .a reyival flicker, this time
'Roberta.' House has had phenome-
nal " success with- its previous re-
-jp&aters» but' currently indications are
^that it will be just another week:
;0h the profit side but not the busi-
ness expected.

. Holdovers at a number of theatres.
•Lost ' Horizon' continues at the
'Apoll<i on its third showing in the
• loop,' having moved over from the
.Chicago. Aside from' the Chicago is

'Souls at Sea,' now at the Garrick.
f*Thin Ice' holds at the Roosevelt, but
,goes out shortly. - The • Chicago
; doesn't hold over its picture, but
dbfes continue' -with the previous
'Week's stage show. Show had been
booked in originally on a two-week
contract with Souls at Sea,' but •^vas

'•withdrawn after a single session.

j ' Estimates for This Weiek.

: Apollo (B£fK) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
-^^Lost Horizon' (Col). Holds for still

"another (fourth) • week in loop,
around. $5,000 .currently, okay, fol-

-lowing , good $7»000- last week.
' Chioagro (B&K) (4,000; 35-55'-75)—
"High, Wide' (Par) and stage show.'
'Didn't get aWay with any real power;
, being particularly just : so-so during
the afternoons. Nights are better,
-but doesn't indicate any genuine
'strength at $31,000 pace. Last week
''Souls at Sea' (Par) good but not
'exciting at $33,000.

. Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

.r-!Spuls.at Sea' (Par). Moved here
from the Chicago, looks ' for fiatis-.

factory $5,000. X^St week . 'Certain
."WOmaii' '(WB) just lairish. with
1$4,100;

; Oriental (B&K) (3,200: 35-55-75)77-
.•Lif3 .Begins' (20th) and Ina Bay Hut^
'ton band on stage. Accounting for
.considerable, share .of business boom-',
:,'irig currently. Heading far to thfe"

front to a mighty ^38;000. Doing five

. and six shows daily to handle the
"crowds. Last we6k *'Wife, Doctor'
;(20th) turned in. fine $25,000.

, -palace (RKO) (2,500; 35'55^65r75>
—'Breakfast for Two' (RKO) and
Fats Waller, on; stage. Moying along
.to a fair $18,000. ..Last week. Milton
. Berle on stage .topped the picture,
'Music for Madame' (RKO) with an
'excellent coin count of $26,6j)0. ^

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-
75)—'Thin Ice' (20th) (Sdrflnal
week). About $8,500 for its final
seven days, . nothing of importance.
Last week touched

, $13,000 for the
second session of the picture, good.

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-45-
55)—'Roberta' (RKO) and vaude.
.Revival flicker doesn't have the
-strength of the previous repeater
pictures. However, still a money-
maker on steady patronage of this
house at $13,000. Last week 'Marry
the Girl' (WB) took good $13,400.

United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700:
35-55-65-75)—'Broadway Melody'
(MG), Opened Saturday (9) and
looks for good $20,000 on its getting-
away week. Last , week 'Big City'
(MG) finished to fair $9,100.

BIZ N.S.G. IN SEAHLE,

'ZOUT $9,200 TOPS

Seattle, Oct. 12.

'Lost Horizon* ended okay month
run at Liberty after two good road-
shows weeks in Seattle, giving way
to Dead End.' 'Zola' is getting at-
tention at Fifth Avenue, with '100
Men' moving to M. B., while 'Zola'
•bows out at Paramount to 'Wife.
•Uoctor and Nutse.' Orpheum is
making a big advertising play for
rnat Certain Woman,' while the
vaudefilm Palomar is playing up
i-agney in 'Something to Sing
About.' This sums the local situa-
iion, with general biz none too tor-
rid.

Estimates for This Week
/•n]?r!"^

Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(900: 27)—'Shanghai Express' (Par)

y^V-^^^^- 'Footloose Heiress'
(VVB) dual. $1,500 on six days bid:

eight days, 'Windjammer'
,
L^^d 'Dance, Charlie' (FN)

dual. $2,700, okav.

finAH'^*"™ (Hamrick-Everi?reen)
(1.900: 21-32)—'Emneror's Candle-

?9muv 9^GM) and 'She Had to Eat'
^20th) dual, $3,300, fair; last week

•Saratoga* (MGM) and 'Wild Money'
(Pat) dual, $3,400^ good.

. Colonial (Stirling) (859; 10-21)—
'Lash .of Penitentes' (Ind). and
,'Bribe For Henry' (Mono) dual,
$2,200, fair;' last Week 'Three Legiori-
aires' (Gen), and -'Shadow Strikes
Again* (GN) dual, nice enough
$2,500.

Fifth Avenue- (Hamrick-Ever-,
green)-. (2,400; 32-37-42)-,-'Emilei
Zola' (WB) and 'Disney Academy.
Award Revue' (UA) played as other
half of dual, oke, $9,200; last week'
'100 Men.' and Girl' (U) and 'My!
Dear Miss Aldrich' (MGM) dual,',

solid $9,700, big.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 21-32-42)—
'Dead End' (UA) single bill, bilK
board and newspaper • campaign,,
good $9,000; last wfeek 'Lost Hori-'
zon' (Col), 4th week, $5^200, ex-
cellent. •

,

. Music 'B.OX (Hamrick-Evergreen).
(900; 32-37-42)—'100 Men and Girl',
.(U). and 'My. Dear Miss Aldrich'
(MGM) dual, moved from" Fifth. 2nd
week, $4,200, great; last week' 'Thin'
Ice' (20th) and 'Mile From Heaven';
(20th) dual, $2,800, okay.

Orpheum- (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2.700; 32-37-42)—'That Certain
Woman' (FN) and 'Big. Shot' (RKO),
dual, . indicating $5,0(10 mild; ' last
.week 'Love Under Fire' (20th) and
'Mr. Dodd Takes Air' (FN) dual,
$6,200, good.

Palomar ' (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-
37)—'Something to Sing About'
(GN) and vaude, 'headlining Hilton
Twins, indicating > $3,600;- last week;
'Sheik Steps Out'. (Rep) and vaude,'
so-so $3,30Q.

'

. Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen).
(3,106; 32-37-42)—'Wife, Doctor and
Nurse' (20th) and 'Annapolis Sa-
lute' '(RKO) diial, expected $10,000;
last w^ek, 'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA)
single bill, 2nd week, $6,400^ good,

• Roosevelt (Sterling ) (850; 21-32)—
'Toast of New York) (RKO) and
'Talk of Devil* (GB): dual,^ likely
reaching - $2,200; last week 'Road
Back' (U) and 'Marry the Girl'

(WB), .$2.5t)0, mild. .

*Bride,j^$l4,

sP

• Providence, Oct. 12.

Mediocre film fare" for the most,
and grosses are likewise. Loew's
State only real grosser in town,
crowds swarming- to see 'Bride Wore
Red' on double bill. In second place
is Majestic again with' 'Life Begins
in College,' also on dualer.

Fay's leading Empire with Bowes
unit doing most of the pull On bill

including 'Footloose Heiress.' Albea
yanked 'Music for Madame' and 'An-,

napolis Salute' yesterday (11), not
only because of poor showing but
also to cash in on Columbus Day
holiday, trade today (12), .

Estimates for This Week
Albee (2,200; 25-35-50)—'Music for

Madame' (RKO) and 'Annapolis
Salute' (RKO); five days only; $4,000.

'Breakfast for Two' (RKO) and
'Saturday's Heroes' (RKO) in today.
Last week 'Life of Party' (RKO) and
'Flight From Glory' (RKO); got the
overflow from Loew's to garner a
fair $7,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew's) (1,400; 25-35-
50)—'Dead End!. (UA) and 'Dear
Miss Aldrich' (MG); brought in for

second week from Loews; $5,003.

Last week 'Varsity Show' (WB)
badly off at $2,300,

Empire (Indie) (1,600; 25-30-40)—
'I Cover the War' (U) and vaude.
Bad start, but cut in prices helping
a lot; $5,500. Last week 'Naughty
Marietta' (MG) on revival, was nice

at $6,100.
Fay's (2.000; 25-35-50)— Footloose

Heiress' (WB) and Bowes Internar
tional Unit: $6,900; good. Last weak
'Back in Circulation' (WB) under
expectations at $5,900.
Loew's Slate (3.200; 25-35-5.3)—

'Bride Wore Red' (MG) and 'Coun-
sel for Crime' (Col.); $14,000. Last
week 'Dead End' (UA) and 'Dear
Miss Aldrich' (MG) was one of the

choicest grab bags at $16,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'Life Begins at College* (20th) and
'Lancer Spy' (20th); $8,500. Last
week 'Wife, Doctor and Nurse' (20th)

and 'Chan On Broadway' (20ri)

came through with swell $9,000.

Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'High, Wide and Handsome' (P^r);
disappointing at $9,500 on nine-day
run. Last week 'Such a Night' (Par)
and 'Gangway' (GB) only $4,000 on
five-day run; n.s.g.

$3 Matinee

Toronto, Oct. 12.

With an infantile paralysis
epidemic murdering biz here,
theatres are-' chalking up new
all-time lows for b,o. grosses
and many are indeflnltely call-

ing off matinees,
"

Lansdowne, 1,300 - seater,

screened two-feature pictures
and a short for 30 kids on a re-
cent Saturday aft. B.o. take—$3.

'Bride Tops UvOle

M$1P;%'
Fikker, Okay 6y2G

Louisville, Oct. 12.

Takings have ' been running along

at a pretty good clip, in spite of stiff

opposish from the KentUckiana

Women's Institute, a promotion of

the Courier-Journal. "Various free
events drew plenty of film patrons
to the Fair Grounds for a swing
session.

Topping .first runs currently Is

'Bri^e Wore Red' and 'Miss Aldrich'
at Loew's . State,' Plenty of femme
interest. 'This' Way,' Please' is null-
ing the radio - fans "at "the Rialto.

Holdovers tire' doing' nicely at the
other downtown houses;

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Ave,-Loew's) (1.,-

500; 15-33-40)—'Prisoner of Zenda'
(UA) . and 'Man Who Could Work
Miracles' (UA), dual, in second
downtown week okay at $2,?00. Last
week 'Wife. Doctor, Nurse' (20th)
and 'Hot Water' (20th), dual, good
$2,400.

' Kentucky (iSwitow) (900; 15-25)—
•Exclusive' (Par.) and 'Suner Sleuth*
(RKO), dual, split With 'San Quen-
tin' (WB ) and 'Dance, Charlie,
-Dance* (WB), dual, okay for 42.100;

average. Last week 'Wee W'Uie
Winkle* (20th). and .'Ever Since Eve?
(WB),'good $2,300.

-Loew's State (3,000: 15-33-40)^
•Bride Wore Red* (MG) and 'Miss
Aldrich* (MG), dual. Femmes show-
ing plenty of interest in this pair
for healthy^ ftlO.OOO. to too the town.
Last week 'Vogues' (UA) and .•Fi«ht

to a Finish' (COl ), dual.- not- out«!tand-
ing,-but tallied satisfactory $6,400.

Mary Anderson '

(Lib.<!on) (1.000;
15-33-40)—'Emile Zola' (WB). second
week. Take .about $4,000, fair

enough, considering first week's big
$8,500. •

Ohio (Settos) (900; 15) -r 'Swing
Time* (RKO) and 'Great Guy' (GN)^
dual, snlit with 'Go West, YoUnt
Man* (Par) and •Accasln*r' =Finser*

(Par), dual, average - $1,300, Last
week 'College Holiday* (Par) and
•Smartest Girl in Town* (RKO V .dual.

.sDlit with 'Yellow Car»»o* (ON^ and
'Valiant Is Word for Carrie* (Par),

dual, fair $1,200, n

Rialto (Fourth Ave,) (3.000: 15-33-

-^O)-'This Way, Please* (Par) f>nd

'Partper.<! in Crime* (Par), dual. Fib-
ber McGee and Mollie. nlus Mary^
Livingston, proving note^t draw for

!56.50O, okay. I.fst week 'High. Wide'
(Par) fine $6,400.

Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,500; 15-

33-40)—'Life "Begins in CoHeizc*

(20th) and 'Chan ,on BroadwfV
"(20th), dual. HolHover s^-inzn still

nacks nlenty of null ?t $3,700. Ooen-
'"nft stanza ^""•s one of year's biggest
for house. $7,000.

Chill Weather Aids B^klyn

*End/ 14G;*100 Men/ 14G
Brooklyn, Oct. 12,

Real cold weather and all down-
town deluxers are cashing in on
good flickers, especially Loew's Met.
where 'Dead End' is hold in over
second week, RKO Albee with '100

Men and a Girl,' and Fabian's Par
with 'That Certain Woman.'

Estimates for This Week
Albee (2.500: 25-35-55)—'100 Men

and a Girl' (U) and 'Annapolis Sa-
lute' (RKO). Nice $14,000, Last
week 'Make a Wish' (RKO) and
'Forty Nau»hty Girls' (RKO) got

$14,000, good.

Fox (4,000; 25-35-55) — 'Soohie
Lang Goes West' (Par) and 'It Hap-
pened in Hollywood' (Col), Sati.s-

factory at $13,500. Last week 'Out-
laws of the Orient' (Col) and 'Foot-

loose Heiress' (WB) got okay $13,000.

Met (2.400; 25-35-55)—'Dead End'
(UA) and 'My Dear Miss Aldrich'
(MG) (2d week). Good $14,000, Last
week $16,000.

Paramount (4,000: 25-35-55)—'That
Certain Woman' (WB) and 'Small
Town Boy.' Swell $17,000. La.<!t

week 'Double or Nothing' (Par) and
'On Such a Night' (Par) (2nd week>
got attractive $12,500,

Strand (2.000; 25-35-55) — 'She
Asked for If (Par) and 'Two Min-
utes to Play' will get $4,500, quiet.
Last week 'On Again-Off A.i?ain'

(RKO) and 'Forlorn River' (Par)
got okay $5,000

Series Mob Booms B way; 'Stage

Door Sock $112,000, Ritzes

Both Hold: Heidt-Tnd' Record 45G

Tone of business - along Broadway
is much firmer this week and with
yesterday's holiday (Columbus Day)
as help, the totals on the treasurer's
reports will be something to look at.

Saturday and Sunday patronage was
up considerably over" tne prior wfeek
due no doubt' to World's Series
crowds, and expectations were that
yesterday (Tues.) wOuld finish big.

The flies show that Columbus Day is

always a good one foir the theatres.

One record may topple, that of the
State where Rudy Vallee established
the all-time high ' of $44,500. House
had the biggest Sunday's business in
its history and Monday (11) Was
running ahead of Vallee, indicating
a likely $45,000 or better. State is

playing 'Dead End', on second run
after a five weeks* Engagement at
the Rivoli, together with Horace
Heidt's orchestra. Latter is credited
with much of the draught that's pro-
ducing record business.
' Three new releases,- 'Stage Door,'
'Life Begins at College' and 'Wife,
Doctor and Nurse' are all highly
welcome visitors at their respective
houscsi 'Door' is away up in the
smash class at the Music Hall which
looks to at least $112,000 on the first

week. Picture is in for a fortnight
with a control figure, set for a third
week.
The Roxy continues its fancy trade

with thO' new Ritz Bros, picture,
'College,' off to a whale of a gallop
and likely to have enough steam to
hit $65,000. It is also a holdover.
'Wife, Dr. and Nurse' is not. com*
paratively as big at the Rivoli but
stacks up strong enough for about
$30,000 on its first week, good.

'This "Way, .Please' is better for the
Criterion than has been, its luck
lately, possibly ^9,000, while 'Counsel
for (Jrime,' nestling at the Rialto,

shpilld end at arOund $7,500., Central
does not improve its : position with
'Shadows of the Oflent,' probably
no mbre than $7,000, moderate. House
last week finished at $6,900 with 'Sea
Racketeers,'

Two holdovers^, both on third
Weeks, are strong flnisheirs. 'High,

Wide and Handsome,' with the
ftudsoh-deLange orchestrd arid Yacht
Club Boys last night (Tues.). wound
up its third' semester at the Par
with $32,000, While .'Good Earth' is

maintaining good Strength at the
Capitol where it ought to get $25,000
or better compared witti ' around
$30,000 last week (2d). 'Souls, at

Sea' and the Benny Meroff band,
plus Jane Froman, opens at the
Paramount today (Wed.), while the

Me,' MM'Do

Big $14,000 As

Cincy Leaders

Cincinnati, Oct. 12.

Only three new releases at the
major cinemas " currently. Two . of
'em, 'Artists and Models' at the Pal-
ace, and 'Bride Wore Red' at the
Albee, dead heat for the top take at

$14,000, 'Chan on Broadway' is

tugging $4,500 for Keith's.

Estimates for This Week
Albec (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—

'Bride Wore Red' (MG), Excellent,
$14,000. Last week 'Souls at Sea'
(Par), $11,500, fair.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
'Vogues' (UA). Transferred from
Palace for sacond week, fair, $4,003.
Last week 'Big City' (MG) (2d
week), $4,500, fair.

Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—
'Stuttering Bishop' (WB), 'Mr. M'oto'
(20th), 'Flyaway Baby' (WB), sepa-
rate. Good, $2,300. Last week 'Wind-
jammer' (RKO) and 'Big Business'
(RKO), split, $2,200, average.

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—'Life
of the Party' (RKO), Moved over
from Lyric for second week. N.s.g.,

$2,500, Last week 'Certain Woman'
(WB) (2d week), $2,500, ordinary.

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 25-40)—
'Charlie Chan on Broadway' (20th).
Fair. $4,500. Same last week on
'Back in Circulation' (WB).
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—'Souls

at Sea' (Par). Switched from Albee
for sacond week, poor, $3,000. Last
week 'Life of the Party' (RKO),
$6,000, very good.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—'Art^
ists and Models' (Par), Very good,
$14,000. Last week 'Vogues' (UA),
$13,000, good.

Shubcrt (RKO) (2,150; 35-42)—
'Thin Ice' (20th) (3d week). All
right, $4,!500. Last week $7,500, good.
Will hold for fourth and final week.

Cap brings in 'Bride Wore Red' to-
morrow (Thurs.).
•Back in Circulation,* off last night

(Tues.) after four days on a second
week at around $7,0tf0 is. replaced
today (Wed.) by •Alcatraz" Island.'
'Circulation' finished better than it

started, first full week having been
under $15,000.

'Zola' continues at the Hollywood
at a pace of around $17,000, while
'Firefly,' tenanting the Astor, is run-
ning around $7,000 and with the nut
trimmed away down is not yet dated
for closing.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)

—'Firefly' (MG) ,(6th week). Last
week (5th) stuck to around $7,000,
at which it is claimed small profit is-
shown through greatly reduced nut,
and no closing date up.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
'Good Earth' ,(M(i) (3d week). On
this, the 3d-flnal, week this spec is
comparatively better than it was on
the second and should wind up with
$25,000 or more, compared with
$30,000 the second stanza. 'Bride
Wore Red' (MG) arrives tomorrow
("Thurs.).

.
Central (1,000; 25-35-40-55-65-75-

85-99 )-^'Shadows of Orient' (Mono).
Not arousing much interest, around
$7,000, under average. Last week
'Sea Racketeers' (Rep) dragged
down $6,900.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'This
Way, Please' (Par). Conditions are
considerably better with this one,
possibly $9,000, okay. Last week
'Sophie Lang Goes West' (jPar) niah-
aged only a little over $5,000.

. Globe (1,274; 25-40-65)—'Some-
thing to Sing About' (GN) (4th
week).. . Started on its fourth-
final week Monday (11) but will go
only, five days to be replaced Satur-
day (16) by 'Girl Said No' (GN)»
Th^d week for the Cagney musical
around .-$6,500, fabr.
^H«"ywood (1,454; 55-85-$1.10-
$1.65-$2.20)r-'Zola' (WB) (9th Wk).
Mahitaining stamina at pace of
around $17,000 and in here indefi-
nitely. Best money-maker house
has ever 'had.
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'That •

Certain Woman' (WB) (2d run) and
'Footloose Heiress? (WB) (1st run),
doubled. Off a little here, but okay
at $9,500. Last week the take ran to
slightly over $10,000 with 'Thin Ice'
(20th) (2nd run) and 'Annapolis
Salute' (RKO) (1st tun).
Paramount (3,604; 25-35-55-85-99)

-'High, Wide' (Par) and, in pit,
Hudson-deLange orchestra, plus
Yacht Club Boys (3d-flnal week).
Turns in . big profit at $32,000 on
third (final) week ending last night
(Tues.) after a second week of $37,-
500, Dropping only $5,000 in itsielf

indicates now much firmer business
Is this week as aj^ainst the prior lap.
'Souls at Sea' (Par), following recent
$2 run at the Globe, plus the Benny
Meroff band and Jane Froman opens
today (13).
Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40-

60-85-99-$l,65)—'Stage Door' (RKO)
and stage show. This one is amighty puller-inner, Indications
pointing to a very big $112,000, or
bit better the first week. Goes a
second. In ahead, 'Lost Horizon'
"(Col), on its second week piclced up
toward the last, to finish at $72,000.

Rialto (750; 25-40-55)—'Counsel
for Crime' (Col), The house of
thrillers will get about $7,500 with
this one. Last week 'It Happened in
Hollywood' (Col), got the same.
RlvoH (2,092; 25-55-75-85-99)—

'Wife,. Dr. and Nurse' (20th). Opened
Saturday (9) and off to a good start,
looking in vicinity of $30,000 the
first week after two RKO disap-
pointers here. 'Life of the Party*
(RKO) died, only $11,000 on its sin-
gle week here.
Eoxy (5,836; 25-45-55-75)—'Life

Begins at College' (20th) and stage
show. Started out like a house afire
and is burning its way through to a
first week's gross of $65,000 or there-
abouts, immense, holding, Hoiiite
hit $35,000 first three days with this
package of sweets from the 20th-Fox
factory. Third (final) week for '100
Men and Girl' (U) very strong,
$40,800, picture on its 21-day run
going to $157,500 and returning a
rental to U of $45,000 under deal
made.

Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)—'Back in
Circulation' (WB) (2d week). Hsld
four days on a second week, closing
last night (Tues.) with around
$7,000 on the holdover, comparative-
ly better than on its first seven C^\s,
when doing under $15,000. 'Alcatraz'
(WB) debuts today (Wed.).
State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Dead Erd*

(UA) (2d' run) and Horaco Heidt
orchestra. A new high of $45,000 or
bit over is in nro.suect in soite of t*"e
fact 'Dead End' did five s'-'on?
weeks at tbe Riy first run. Heidt is

held to be very imoortantly respon-
sible for the smash busimss boiig
done. Record was $44,500. set, by
Rudy Vallee. Last week, '"??:"^r'-lway
Melody' (JVIG,) (2d run) nnd Fletcher
Henderson's orchestra, $28,000, good.
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100 Men-W Leads Hub, $2S,000;

Dorothy Stone Plus 'Wife,' Good 24G

Boston, Oct 12.

'Big City' at the Orph and State
and '100 Men' at the Memorial, both
on dual bills, are leaders this week.
'Wife, Doctor, Nurse,' with stage
.show, is slightly off at the Met,
while 'Music tor Madame,' with stage
show, is very aenemic at the Boston.
George Raft, in a sudden, im-

promptu personal appearance at tiie

Met for two days last week, helped
the b.o. finale, and another p.a. by
Saft at the Scollay where 'Souls at
Sea' was filming caused a jam out
front that necessitated calling the
riot squad.

Efitimates for This Week
Boston <RKO) (3,000; 3S-S5-75)—

'Music for Madame** (RKO) and stage
show, h.s.h., around $13,500. Last
week There Goes the Groom' (RKO)
and Fats Waller stagie show, okay
$19,000.

Fenway (M&P) (1,400; 25-35-40-
50)—'This Way, Please' (Par) and
'They Won't Forget' (WB). dual,
satisfactory $6,500. I.ast week so-so
$5,000 for 'Drummond Comes Back'
(Par) and 'Back in Circulation'
(WB).
Hub (Grand) (930; 20-30-40)—'Two

Who Dared' (GN) and 'Here's Flash
Casey' (GN), dual, tepid $5,800. Last
week $5,300 for 'Girl Said No' (GN)
^d 'Renfrew of Mounted (GN).

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 25-
40-55)—'100 Men' (U) and 'Idol of
the Crowds* (U), dual, spinning the
wickets to tune of big $25,000. Last
week 'Vogues' (UA) and 'Lady
Fights Back' (U), second week, dual,
swerved after the weekend and
finished with pallid $12,000.
MetropoUtan (M&P) (4,300; 35-55-

75)—'Wife, Doctor, Nurse' (20th) and
stage show headed by Dorothy
Stone, adequate $24,000. Last week
good $25,500 for 'High, Wide and
Handsome,' with stage show, plus
two-day p.a. by George Raft.
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-

50)—'Big City' (MG) and 'Women
Men Marry' (MG), double, very
staunch, $19,000. Last week 'Dead

• End' (UA) and 'Can't Last Forever'
(Col), dual, second week, $14,800,
good for h.o.

Paramount (M&P) (1,800; 25-35-
55)—'This Way, Please' (Par) and
•They Won't Forget' (WB), dual,
satisfactory $8,500. Last week medium

• $6,800 for 'Back in Circulation' (WB)
and 'Drummond Comes Back' (Par),
dual.
ScolUy (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-50)

—'Varsity Show' (WB) (3rd run)
and 'Back in Circulation; (WB) (2nd
run), double, around $8,000. Last
week (8 days) 'Souls at Sea' (Par)
(3rd run) and ^She Asked for It'

(Par) (1st run), dual, satisfactory
$7,200, aided by single p-i. by George
Raft.

State (Loew) (3,300; 25-35-40-50)—
•Big City' (MG) and 'Women Men
Marry' (MG). dual, right in the big
groove, $14,000. Last week h.o. for
•Dead End' (UA) and 'Can't Last
Forever' iCol), dual, very good
$11,500.

BUFFALO BIZ BRISK;

'BRIDE,' 19G; 'SING,' 9G

Buffalo. Oct. 12.

Looks like another week of upper
bracket business for downtown pic-

ture houses here. After last week,
in which the box offices consider-
ably bettered expectations, the pres-
ent stanza sees little recession in
takings,
'Dead End,' at the Century for

a third downtown run, is still sen-
sational.

EsMmatcs for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600: 30-40-50)-^

•Bride Wore Red' (MG). Opinion
somewhat divided but nice $19,000.

Last week, 'Confession' "(WB) and
Bowes unit, ams get most of the
credit for fine gross of over $22,500.

Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)—
•Dead End' (UA) (3rd run). Still

plenty of life at $7,500. Last week
'Lives of a Bengal Lancer' (Reis-
sue) (Par) and 'Fly Away Baby'
(WB), off somewhat but okay at
$6,100.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.400; 30-50)

—'Toast of New York' (RKO). Nice
$8,000. Last week 'Big City' (MG)
on second week hit good $7,500.
Hipp (Shea) (2.400: 25-40)—'That

Certain Woman' (WB). Satisfactory
takings of $8,500. Last week 'Wife,
Doctor and Nurse' (20th), skyrock-
eted into fine $11,000.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25-35)—

•Something to Sine About' (GN).
Excellent at $9,000. Last week
•Gangway' (GB) and 'Small Town
Boy' (GN), okay at $6,000.

mCE DOOR'S' BIG 12G

TOPS 'EM ALL IN DENVER

$7,000 Coast Fines
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

The motion picture local has col-

lected $7,000 in fines from its mem-
bers who remained at their posts

through the studio strike last May.
Only two workers, presently un-

employed among the. stickers, failed

to kick in their levies.

Denver, Oct 12.

'Stage Door* broke house record at
the Orpheum Saturday, with stand-
ees all day and with business holding
up swelL

'100 Men and Girl,' which did okay
at the Denver, goes to the Aladdin
for second week. Grand National's
doubler. 'Something to Sing About'
and 'Small Town Boy,' broke open-
ing day records at Paramount and
will go to the Rialto for a second
week, with Rialto prices boosted to
usual Paramount sc^e.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—

•Stella Dallas' (UA) after a week at
the Denven Fair $3,000 and moves
to Broadway. Last week 'Varsity
Show* (WB) did a good $3,000 and
was moved to the Broadway for a
third week.
Broadway (1,500; 25-40)—'Varsity

Show* (WB), after a week each at
Denver and Aladdin. Fair $2,500.

Last week 'Prisoner of 55enda' (UA)
was good at $2,500, 2d week here
after a ^ek each at the Denver ?nd
Aladdin.

.

Denham (CockriU) (1,500; 25-35-
40)—'Double or Nothing' (Par) 2d
week. Good, $6,O00. Last week
•Double or Nothing* (Par) broke the
Sunday house record, standing them
up from noon till past boxofflce
closing time, and turned in $11,000,

best Crosby figure for Denver to

date.
Denrer (Fox) (2,500; 25-35-50)—

•100 Men and a Girl' (U), and stage
band. Good $10,000. Last week
'Stella Dallas* (UA) was good enough
at $9,000 to warrant moving it to the
Aladdin.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

^'Stage Door* (RKO) and 'My Dear
Mrs. Aldrich* (MG). Socko $12,000.

Last week •Madame X' (MG) and
•Music for Madame' (RKO) did only
a fair $6,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,000; 25-40)^

'Something to Sing About' (GN) and
'Small Town Boy' (GN). Fine $5,-

000. Last week 'San Quentin' (FN)
and 'Talent Scout' (FN) were good
at $3,000.

water ballet

plusioman;

26G, DET.

Detroit, Oct. 12

Only one holdover in town's crop

this week, and total grosses zoom
upward. World Series didn't mean a

thing after Yankees' first two routs,

and doubtful if it'd make any dif

fereQce anyway out this far.

That Certain Woman,' with Lottie

Mayer's diving ballet on stage, get

ting good play at Michigan; ditto on

'It's All Yours,' plus Cowboy Tex
Ritter on stage, at Fox; 'Prisoner of

Zenda' at Madison, and 'Dead End'
at Palms-State.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 25-40) —

'Thin Ice' (20th) (2d week) and 'Mr.
Moto' (20th), dual. Henie opus
moved here after big session, at Fox,
and figures to do nice $7,400. Last
week pretty close to $8,000, fine, on
'100 Men and Girl' (U) (2d week)
plus 'Lady Fights Back' (U).

Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—'It's

All Yours' (20th), with Cowboy Tex
Ritter topping vaudc. Should do
okay $21,000. Bumper $31,500 last

week on 'Thin Ice' (20th) and Wen-
dell Hall on stage.
Madison (United Detroit) (2,000;

30-40-65)—'Zenda' (UA). Ballyed ex-
tensively and figures to get smash
$15,000. Third session of 'Stella

Dallas' (U) brought in good $6,500,
following sessions of $13,000 and
$8,500.

Michiffan (UD) (4,000; 30-40-65)—
'Certain Woman' (WB) and Lottie
Mayer's water ballet on stage. Com-
bo off strong and looks like nice
$26,000. Last week $23,500 on
'Double or Nothing' (Par) plus stage
show.
Palms-State (UD) (3,000; 25-40) —

'Dead End' (UA) (3d week) plus
'Dodd Takes the Air' (WB), dual.
Former film moved here after two
big sessions at UA and should garner
bumper $14,000. Last week $9,000,
nice on 'Bad Guy' (MG) and 'Such a
Night' (Par).
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 30-40-

65)—'Bride Wore Red' (MG). Opened
fair and should get around $10,000.
Second week of 'Dead End' (UA) got
good $9,000 after first week of
$14,000, big.

KID BAN OFF, OMAHA

BOOMS; 'VARSIH' IIG

Omaha, Oct. 12.

Theatres get back in game -this

week as attendance ban due to in-
fantile paralysis epidemic lifted
last Saturday. Kids and parents are
piling in for strong biz. Nabes espe>
cially benefited from released juve-
niles.

Leader is Orpheum with 'Varsity
Show' as main reason, biit Saturday
midnight show boosts figure for
week considerably. Featuring 'Big
Apple' intest on stage with pre-
view of forthcoming attraction, late
show is proving capacity draw here.
Annual Ak-Sar-Ben horse show

cuts in on trade for a week.
Brandeis in xtews with ' holdover

on 'Lost Horizon,' bringing biggest
double bill figure in months.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 25-

35-40>—'Lost Horizon' (Col) and '40

Naughty Girls' (Col) (2nd week).
After pushing for near new figure
first seven days, second week will
top $5,000. Last week, over $7,200,
surpassed by only two programs in
past year.
Omaha (Blank) (2,100; 25-40)—

'High, Wide and Handsome' (Far)
and 'She's No Lsdy' (Par). Likely to
hold eight days, although biz only
average; extra day may run .it over
$8,000. Last week was one of four
days with 'Hell Divers' <MG) and
'King of Gamblers* (Par) dualled,
held only five days. Reissue and
new release combo week at $3,500,
but battled poUomyelitis ban.
Orphenm (Blank^ (2,976; 25-40)—

'Varsity Show* (WB) and 'Man Who
Cried WoU* (U). Kid attowiance
plus midnight show Saturday with
Big Apple dance contest on stage
and screen preview of 'Zenda' (UA)
will send week over $11^000. strong.
Last week Thin Ice' (20th-Fox) and
'Wild Money' (Par) over the top
with first of midnight show series,

$11,250.

'ZENDA; $22,000,

TERRIFINPin

Pittsburgh. Oct 12.

First slight pinch of the new sea-

son is putting in an appearance .this

week, but drop isn't general, how-
ever. For instance, it's hot affecting

Trisoner of Zenda' at Penn and

Wife, Doctor and Nurse* at Alvin
even remotely, with both of these
pix rolling VP high grosses and al-

most a cinch to h.o.

On the other hand, thfe remaining
first-runners are feeling the slide

plenty. Combo of That Certain
Woman' and Xavier Cugat's show on
stage is going nowhere at Stanley,
and will probably wind up with low-
est gross here in several months.

Estimates for This Week
Alvlii (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-50)—

'Wife, Doctor and Nurse* (20th).

Lukewarm notices can't keep the
Baxter-Young-Bruce trio ftom going
to town, and comedy is sailing along
at top speed at $11,500. Last week,
second of '100 Men and a Girl* (U),
quite formidable at $8,200 after sock

Enlton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)
—'Lancer Spy' (20th). Second week.
Doesn't really rate a h.o. at $2,000.

First full week was profitable with-
out being exceptional at $5,100.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; .25-35-
50)—'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA).
Looks like this is UA's year at this

site, what with 'Stella Dallas' and
'Dead End' already having been
smashes, and this one running ahead
of both of them. Socko $22,500. Last
week 'Double or Nothing' (Par)
n.s.h.. folding up arid hardly better-
ing $13,500.

Stanley (WB) (3,600: 25-40-60)—
'That Certain Woman' (FN) and
Xavier Cugat's band. ^Slim $14,250.

Last week 'Back jn Circulation'
(WB) and Buddy Rogers in person
feU oflE after sizzling start, but still

did all right . at $21,000.

Warner (WB) (2.000; 25-40)—
'Blonde Trouble' (Par) and 'Annapo
lis Salute' (RKO). Dual hasn't any
thing out of the ordinary and set-

tling down into regulation money
*rroove of $4,000. Last week 'Dood
Takes the Air' (WB) and 'Flight
from Glory' (RKO) about $3,750.

Off to the Jungle
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

George Archainbaud has been
switched from the directorial as-

signment on Paramount's 'They
Knew What They Wanted' to 'Jungle

Love,' starring Dorothy Lamour.
Harold Hurley produces.

Buddy Risers Swings 'Salute to 22^/^6

In Philly; 'Zola $17ji; %nda

.(Continued from page 5)

REP'S 'RODEO' ROUS
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Republic's 'Wild Horse Rodeo,' fea-

turing The Three Mesquiteers, rolls

Oct. 15.

Film brings George Sherman his

,

first directing opportunity.

to the public not to patronize
Paramount pictures, a published cir-

cular giving strikers' names and the
announcement of the • strike pub-
lished in trade papers. .

Judge Nordbye found that a strike

committee was organized under
JN'orthwe^ Allied supervision arid

control, that notices were sent to

the exchange that they wouldn't ex-
l^it Paramount pictures and were
withdrawing dates for showing films
and that other customers were in-
duced to do the same. He also calls

attention to the fact that many ex-
hibitors are satisfied and content to
continue to do business with Para-
mount "Diat the defendants'
charges are denied by Paramount
and must be proved, is another point
made by Judge Nordbye. The com-
plainant has no adequate and speedy
remedy at law for. the cause or ac-
tion arising by reason of said, de-
fendants* concert and

.
combination,

the court states.

VidatioB of Antl-Ti:iuit Act
Hie concert and combination of

the defendants has resulted in a re-
straint upon the free flow of the
complainant's motion pictures in in^
terstate commerce channels in viola-
tion of the Sherman anti-trust act by
burdening, restricting and prevent-
ing the shipment of complainant's
motion piclures to the complainant's
local exchange from California and
New York, by burdening, restricting
and preventing the shipment and de-
livery of complainants motion pic-
tures for exhibition purposes in Min-
neapolis across the bonders of Minne-
sota to North and South Dakota, Wis-
consin and Iowa, by interfering with
and preventing the complainant's ne-
gotiation of license agreements for the
exhibition of 'its films in Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Iowa and
Wisconsin for the 1037-38 season, by
burdening, restricting and prevent-
ing the exhibition of complainant's
motion pictures in accordance with
its license agreements in Miane$ota,
North and South Dakota, Iowa and
Wisconsin,' the decision says.

Judge Nordbye goes to cohsider-
able pains to answer the three pri-
mary questions raised by the de-
fense—as to whether the court has
jurisdiction of the controversy, as to

whether the complainant has been
guilty of fraudulent or imconscion-
able conduct in its dealings with the
defendants, and as to whether the
complainant should be denied equit-
able relief if it comes into court with
unclean hands.
"The complainant is engaged in in-

terstate commerce,' the decision says.

'Interference with that commerce is

direct and substantial. I^lanifestly,

the inability to obtain license con-
tracts in the territories served by
the Minneapolis exchange by reason
of this conspiracy will restrain and
control the number of films entering
into and moving in interstate com-
merce. The very intent of the de-
fendants' entire plan and scheme in
entering into the conspiracy is to ac-
complish the restraint and limitation
of the complainant's films in inter-

state commerce. To limit and bar,
as much as possible, complainant's
trade in this territory was the. whole
movement's object.

'In passing it may be noted that,

even though interstate commerce
were not involved, it is entirely
probable that this court would- not
be justified in refusing to assume
jurisdiction. It appears froih the
complaint that diversity of citizen-
ship exists, and while the amount in
controversy is not specifically stated
it does appear that the controversy
involves large sums of money,

'It is elementary that he who
comes in equity must come with
clean hands, but it does not follow
that he who has been guilty of in-

iquitous or vmconsciable conduct has
no standing in court. . .It is not seri-

ously contended that the license con-
tract binds the . complainant to de-
liver any pictures except those gen-
erally released, but defendants urge
very earnestly that the exhibitors
relied on such representations and
they were induced by them and so-
licitors' assurances, ads, etc., to enter
into the license contracts for that
particular season.

Productions Delayed
*An. affidavit is filed in behalf of

complainant by the person in charge
of all its production activities, and

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Although not precisely stubbing
its toes on rock bottom, biz .'n-Philly

very so-so. Last week very mediocre
and this week promising even less
with two hold-overs. 'Zenda' at Al-
dine providing only shot in the arm.
Moving along nicely at $1€,000.

Knocked out of top spot tempo-
rarily last week. by 'Zola's"sockaroo
$25,80Q at the Boyd, Earle is again
in its accustomed pqsitibn this turn.
Buddy Rogers, Toby Wing and Roy
Atweil on the boards, with 'Annap-
olis Salute* flickering, spinning wick-
ets for a very good $22,500.

Estimate for This Week
AUUm il^m 40-55-75).—'Zenda'

<UA). Opened well and holding up
with, nifty $16,000. Giood for three
weeiks unless pushed out by product,
'Dead End' (UA) .fell off pretty
sharply in its third stanza last week,
clicking off average $7,000
AreadU (600 35 -40 -SO)—'Shiek

Steps Outr (Rep). Even with this, its
only first-run with a name in weeks,
biz brutaL Suffering badly wiUiout
Paramount, which it has eliminated
because of stnke trouble. Lucky at
$1,000. Re-issue of 'Good Earth*
<WB) last week also failed to catoh
and was yanked in three days.
About $40C|.

B«yd (2,400 40-55-65)—'Zola' (WB")
<2d week). Sliding off,a little more
sharply than expected, but still hit-
•ting a highly profitable second
week's $17,500. Ultra-sockiarOo dur-
ing initial week with $25,800.

Earle (3,000 25-40-55)—'Annapolis
Salute* (RKO). Puddy Rogers, Toby
Wing, Roy Atwell on stage. Just
give 'em a good band or names they
know here and the wickets spin.
Nice $22,500. Last week 'It's All
Yours' (Col) and Jack LaRue and
Vince Bamett in flesh not strong
enough to be . outstanding at $18,600.

Fox (2,300 40-55r65)—-Life Begins
at College' (20th). Started off good
with 'if you like this type of picture*
notices, but was punk choice for a
second week. .Grabbed off only $10,-
000 after a favorable $18,000 the first

week. 'Heidi' (20th) pushing Ritzes
out tomorrow.
Karlton (1,100 40-50)—'High, Wide*

(Par). Doing nothing much on sec--^
ond run at $3,500. Another one that
suffered fxom punk over-the-fence
reconitmendations. Last week 'Lost
Horizon' (Col) was. a little better
than average at this spot with $4,500.

Keith's (2,400 40 - 50)— 'Certain
Woman* (WB) (2d run). Dismal at
$3,100. 'Wife, Doctor' (20th) last.

wed£ also a turkey, got itself only
$3,800.
Stanley (3,000 40-55-65) —'Bride

Wore Red* (MG). Still nothing \h
rouse this lethargic spot. Poor $ll,r
000. Last week, 'Big City* (MG) also
fared badly with $10,100.

Stanton (1,700; 30-40-50)—'Dead
End* (UA> (2d run). . Unusual ex*
periment of puting this !2d run In
first-runner seems to be working.
Got "^7,500.' 'Drummond Com*s
Back* (Par) failed to live up to ex-
pectations last week with only $3,500.

he recites a. detailed account of the

progress made in the preparation,

filming and final production of each

feature film which defendants con-

tend should have been^ released. If

this affidavit correctly portrays the

situation it would seem there is no
basis or justification for the charges

made or the grievances entertained

by the defendants. But, obvjously,

this court cannot determine that

question of fact on the affidavits and
pleadings, and if that question be-

comes material it is evident that it

must' iawait the frial of this action

on the merits.

•This necessarily must be true

when on this showing it demon-
strably appears that the defendants

are clearly violating the law and are

causing substantial damage to com-
plainant's business. Certeinly, it

would be presumptuous for the court

to conclude on conflicting affidavits

and assertions that complainant does

not come into court with clean

hands.
'Defendants also aver that com-

plainant is itself engaged in an un-

lawful conspiracy in restraint of

trade, that the complainant monopo-
lizes the motion picture industry, to-

gether with six other distributors

who are named in the answer, and

it is contended that this circumstance

likewise supports the maxim assert-

ed. But the mere stetement that this

monopoly exists would not justify the

court in denying the complainant re-

lief in face of the complainant's ex-

plicit denial. The court cannot say

that the showing as to bad faith or

other inequitable, conduct prepon-

derates in defendants* favor.*
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S.A.G.-EQUITY NEW DEAL
J. H. Cooper s Lin£oh> Neb., Buy-Up

Would Benefit His Charity Fund

The foundation for children under

a charitable trust set upi. by J. H.

Cooper about two years ago is to

be further benefited on conclusion

btnegotiations through which Cooper

plans to buy out . Paramounfs in-

terest in the Lincoln Theatre Corp.,

controlling five houses in Lincoln;

Ncb^ one of the Par-Cooper strong-

holds.

:,tbe deal acquiring the 50% in-

terest held in these theatres^byPara-

jaouht is dose to completion. On its

consummation, the half interest

owned by Par will be turned over

to the account of the -foundation for

l^hich Cooper has very elaborate

plans. The value of this group will

prdbably exceed $250,000.
' .'In founding the charity trust about
tyro years ago. Cooper arranged to

Jibing profits from certain of his the-

jitre oi>erations in Oklahoma to the
fund. The five houses in Lincoln
which are owned 50% by Cooper
and 50% by Paramount are the Colo-
nial» Lincoln, Orpheum, Stuart and
Liberty.

^

CADU-Fleisclier

Wrangle Now Is

Worse Ulan Ever

20-FOX BREAKS OFF

SCHWAB PROD. DEAL

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Contract of Laurence Schwab as a

producer at 20th-Fox has expired

and will not be renewed owing to
failure of Schwab and the studio to

get together on a deal.

He plans a vacation before seekihg
a new affiliation. Last work for
20th-Fox was an associate on *Ali

Baba Goes to Town.'

Reportedly because attorneys for
Max Fleischer did not prepare a
contract in conformance with the
verbal understanding reached with
the Commercial Artists & Designers
Union in settlement of a protracted
strike, the situation is now more
enarled than ever, and new ap-
proaches are being made to theatres
to keep Fleischer, cartoons off the
screen. Both the Paramount and
Boxy, on Broadway, are not running
the shorts following blow-up on
terms for peace, ostensibly for fear
M new picketing strategy or other
action.

Meantime CADU Is preparing to

. go ahead with its strike, laying new
lines of attack against Fleischer and
those in the middle of the dispute
.who are innocents, such as theatres

playing 'Betty Boop' or 'Popeye' car-

toons, in addition, to Paramount,
which acts as distributing agency for
the shorts. Because of the strained
relations between Fleischer' afiH the
union, three weeks ago Lou Dia-
^inond, par shorts chief, stepped into

the. ring to act as mediator. He sue
ceeded in bringing both sides to-
gether for negotiatibn, and a verbal
settlement was reached. But when
the contracts were drawn. CADU
officials declared tliat Fleischer at-
torneys lifted one imderstanding
reached and inserted another clause
Vrhich might be interpreted as-an out
for Fleischer so far as a closed shop
was concerned. CADU turned down
the contract and now feels that the
next step is up to Fleischer.
CADU during the past week re

wived added support from the
Screen Actors Guild and the Ameri-
can Guild of Musical Artists, both
also A.F.L. affiliates. SAG and
AGMA both made 'substantial' cash
contributions to the union fimd and,
|h addition, SAG is understood to
have made representations to Para
mount, Fleischer's releasing outlet,
m CADU's behalf.

DIREaORS PUT

PROD. PEEVES

BEFORE NLRB

Hollywood, Oct 127

Complaint was filed Monday (11)

with National Labor Relations Board

by Screen Directors Guild charging

11 studios refused to recognize bar-

gaining representative selected by

the meggers' assistants and unit

managers. Guild asked board to set

hearing for Oct. 18 to determine if

election of three units shall be
ordered. Separate complaints were
signed by Lewis Milestone, Guild's
acting prez.

Studios named are Columbia, First

National, Metro, Paramoimt, BKQ,
20th-Fox, Goldwyn, Selznick, Uni-
versal, Wanger and Warners.
Producers hav* offered to recog-

nize units if Guild dissolves into

separate groups. Guild has member-
ship of 200 directors and 400 assist-

ants and unit managers.
Dr. Towne Nylander, NLRB r«-

gional director, said unlikely the

hearing fixed for th« 18th will even-
tuate, as the Screen Writer^ Session

is expected to run beyond that time,

and 35 other cases involving film

workers are awaiting trIaL

FIlMEffS WHOMyFOR

TIKEBW FlIEB

It's a Switch on the General
Inter changeability Be-

tween Equity-SAG-AGMA-
AFRA—Meantime Situa-

tion Between 4-A*» and
the lATSE Remains Status

Quo—-Gillmore's Ideas

Unknown as Yet

Act Type of Anti-Pictures

Legislation Tiewed with Alarm' by Biz

BROWNE-GREEN PACT?

LESSER RUSHING 6REEN

BEFORE VOICE CHANGES

Hollywood, Oct. U.

Bobby Breen steps into the stellar

role in Sol Lesser's production of

'Lucky Star,' from the pen of Bene
Fulop-Miller. as soon as the moppet
warbler cleans up hi* current H6no>
lulu assignment, 'Stowaways la

Paradise.'

Idea is that Lesser desires to take

full advantage of the ^reen voioe

before the voice change set^ In.

Tentative date of Deo. 1 has been
set for 'Star,' with Eddie Gline draw-
ing the megging assignment and a
cast that will include Benny Good-
man, Phil Baker and Joe Penney

Holtz's 2 Pix Dates

MARX THEIR SPOT

Ebsen, Keaton, Healy As New
Metro Comedy Trio

Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Metro is grooming Buddy Ebsen,

Buster Keaton and Ted Healy as a
comedy trio with the idea of build-

them up to featured status suc-
ceeding the Marx Bros., whtThave
signed on with RKO.

.^irat of a series with the three
Will be produced by Nat Levine.
^iieinal story now being scripted.

On a limited engagement now at

the Frolics, N. Y., nitery, Lou Holtz

goes into Loew's State the week of

Oct. 28 prior to leaving for the Coast.

He expects to be out there before

the end of November.
He is getting into a picture called

'The Earl of Chicago' for D. O. Selz-

nick and also will have a spot -w^ith

Warners in 'Golddiggers.'

'TOM' ON TIME
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Director Norman Taurog brought

in Selznick International's 'Adven-

tures of Tom Sawyer' last week on

schedule after 12 weeks of shooting.

Film now goes to the editing stage.

Eric . Stacey was assistant director

with James Wong Howe head man
at the cameras with Wilfred Cline.

Screen Actors Guild contract with
Actors Equity Assn. is being, dis-
cussed by reps of the two groups as
to interpretation, clarification and
possibly minor revision. Henry
Jaffe, SAG attorney; Mrs. Florence
Marston, eastern rep; Paul Dulzell,
Equity exec secretary, and Paul Tur-
ner, attorney, held a lengthy huddle
on the matter Monday (11) after-
noon. Understood several sugges-
tions were made and will be con-
sidered by the. SAG board on the
Coast, probably this week.

Principal question imder discus-
sion is interpretation of the pact as
it affects film players making brief
or occasional legit appearances, par-
ticularly junior members and seniors
in the lower salary brackets. Be-
lieved the Guild would like to .work
out some arrangement by which
legit players could obtain honorable
withdrawal cards from Equity for
transfer to SAG without being in-

active on the stage for a full year.
Idea would be to effect' a setup be-
tween Equity and the Guild some-
what like the interchangeability rule
recently passed by Equity, SAG, the
American Guild of Musical Artists

and the American Federation of
Radio Artists, but which does not
affect the Equity-SAG dealings un-
der their previous contract.

Because of the verbose, involved
wordage of that contract, several of

the conditions governing actors al-

ternating between legit and films are
inconvenient to all concerned. Be-
lieved there has recently been some
criticism from the Equity member-
ship on that score, although Equity
is virtually kept alive by payments
from the Guild under the pact. Re-
ported, also,' that the suggiestions

made at Monday's session were
merely interpretation and clarifica-

tion of existing rules rather than any
revision. Points decided will prob-
ably be referred to Equity council as

well as the Guild board, however.

Gillmore's Report

Meanwhile the situation between
the Associated Actors and Artistes

of America and the International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees remains unchanged, at least

on the surface. Frank Gillmore,

AAAA executive director, has not
returned to New York and it is not

known what, if any, action he took

at the American Federation of Labor
convention in Denver regarding the

IATSE threat to take over jurisdic-

tion of film actors. But it is figured

unlikely he made any move at all.

On the other hand, it is reported

that George Browne, lATSE head,

got to William Green, AFL prez, and
obtained an undercover okay to go
ahead with his jurisdictional inva-

sion of the Four A's. Browne and
Green are known to be on close

terms. In connection with such a

possible okay from Green, it is

pointed out that just as the threat

broke a few v^eeks ago, Kenneth
Thomson, SAG exec secretary, start-

ed east on a motor trip and was un-

available for comment or action for

a couple of weeks. Also, a sched-

uled Four A's board meeting, at

which it was planned to move for a

protest to the AFL against the

lATSE, was suddenly called off just

before Thomson reached New York
and the lATSE matter has been

strangely quiet thereafter.

Just what, if anything, is in the

Ode to Guild

Hollywood, Oct, 12,

Checkers for the Screen Ac-
tors Guild threatened tO halt

production of Major's Mae West
picture, 'Every Day's a Holi-

day,' on discovering a player in

the cast who owed $65 dues.

Arrangements were made
promptly for the deficit to be
settled.

SAG CANT JOIN

INIMICAL'

GROUPS

Hollywood, Oct 12.

Screen Actors' Guild amended its

bylaws at a meeting Monday night

(11) to block formation of any dual

organizations by barring members
from belonging to any trade union
considered inimical to the Guild.

Kenneth Thomson, executive sec-

retary, made it emphatic that alli-

ances with other organizations that

might imperil the Guild's 10-year

contract with producers would not

be countenanced.

Horizon' Proves R. C.

Music HaU Gets Big

Out-of-Town Draw

When a picture plays too much of

the country before it gets into the

Music Hall, N. Y., on first run, it has
less of a chance to get the maximum
on the New York date. This is one
explanation why 'Lost Horizon' on
its two weeks' run didn't go to

grosses proportionately as high as

in other keys. Hall contending that

it depends on a lot of out-of-town
trade regularly and too many people
from everywhere probably saw
'Horizon' on a local showing. Pic-

ture did well on the two weeks, get-

ting around $155,000, but more had
been figured for it.

Plan of independent exhibitors,

headed by Allied leadership, to para-

phrase the Duffy Coal Act and jam

it through Congress at the first reg-

ular session, is now viewed by alert

major chieftains as a genuine threat
to the present equilibrium of the
picture industry. Reason for this

'view-with-alarm' attitude is. that
Congressmen are not likely to find

any loopholes in a well-framed film

industry measure patterencd after
the Duffy Act.

Industry veterans who have been
through numerous legislative battles,

too, fear the undercurrent of senti-

ment with the Washington solons at
present time as regards the picture

business. Squawks of independent
exhibitors from every section of the
U. S. have been piling up in the last

six or seven years, with the indies
charging that pleas for relief have
been denied. Independent leaders
believe that the major companies
have no intention of doing anything
in the matter of- relief until forced
to, and they are leaping at this op-
portunity to do the forcing.

Projected Duffy formula would lay
out a statutory code for the indus-
try to follow so that blind selling,

block booking and so-called unfair
allocfttion of product would be treat-

ed. It would set up a federal com-
mission to operate the code, with a-

tax arrangement to force the obdu-
rate into line. This would simply
mean that those failing to abide by
the code alignment would sufier a
heavy tax all out of line with the
negligible fee that would be put on
the code observers.
Government Commish probably

would be made up of some eight,

with two from exhibition field, two
from distributors, two from the labor
group and two from the public or
theatregoing group. It would have
final authority and could force its

decision to a marked degree by
means of the excessive tax bracket
fixed for non-code observers.
Suggested out for the industry is

to have similar self-governing com-
mission or body vbluntarily set up
and operating before consideration
comes before Congress. But just

now the film business is apathetic to

such inner-industry regulation.

Readying Next 'A&M'
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Arthur Homblow, Jr., has assigned
Kurt Siodnak to collab with J. P.

McEvoy in preparing a shooting
script for the next edition of 'Artists

and Models' at Paramount.
No director has been set.

LOCATING ON LAKE
Hollywood, Oct, 12,

Final sequences on Paramount's
'True Confession' are being shot at

Lake Arrowhead.
Director Wesley Ruggles led his

entire troupe and principals for a
week's location work, including
Carole Lombard, Fred MacMurray,
John Barrymore and Una Merkel.

Coburn Goes Metro
Schenectady, N. Y., Oct 12.

Charles Coburn, director of the
Mohawk Festival, this city has suc-
cumbed to the call of Hollywood.
Metro has him on an arrangement

whereby he will act in one picture
this year, with an option on his ser-

vices for one film each for four suc-
ceeding years,

wind is one of those deep, dark mys
terles which no one involved will

discuss. All profess to know nothing
about it. Hints have been dropped,
however, that Browne's position with
his own membership is not as strong

as it was, While it is true, as ar-

gued, that lATSE presidents rarely

linger long in that post, the idea of

a revolt against the current prez has
the appearance of wi.shful thinking

by those concerned.

METRO WANTS PICTURE

FOR FREDDIE PRONTO

Hollywood, Oct, 12,

Writers and producers at Metro
are concentrating on a yarn for

Freddie Bartholomew. The studio

wants to put the moppet to work but
has no story available.

Front office orders are that every-
thing else is to be sidetracked and
for the scribs to concoct a fable for

the court-ridden youngster.
Young Bartholomew is back on

the Metro lot restored to the pay-
roll at $1,100 a week and his aunt,

Myllicent Bartholomew, is taking a
weekly stipend of $100 for attend-
ing to the moppet's afTairs.

Boycott charges preferred by
counsel for the boy were denied by
the studio.

GN Campus Series
Hollywood. Oct. 12.

Grand National is getting under
way with preparations to produce
'Campus Frolics of 1938,' projected
as an annual scries, with David
Diamond assigned to produce and
Evelyn Daw set for a featured role.

Clarence Marks is scripting.

HOMICIDE SWINGER
Hollywood. Oct. 12,

Robert Page, formerly ta.t,';,'ed

David Carlyle, goes into the roman-
tic lead of Columbia's 'Murder in

Swing Time,' with a dicker on for

Wyn Cahooii (o lake the femme lead.

John Gallaudet is the only bther
player so far ca.sti

Leon Barska diioct.s for the Irving
Briskin production unit.
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Legislative Warfare Looms Again

On All Fronts, in States and D. C;

FTC and Justice Dept Main Worries

Though the threat of new legis-

lation on censorship, admission taxes,

block booking and all the rest of it,

in the next 12 months is slight, old

perennial legislative . warfare is ex-

pected to break out shortly on .the

Washington front There is little for

the industry to fear from state solons

in the final months this year and in

1938, but plenty of legislation-

•washirig may face Congress.

Latest Indications point to two
main sources of worry. One is threat

of a new investigation of Paramount
by' the Federal Trade Commission,^

while other is the recently intensified'

activity by the Depcirtment of

Justice. Xiatter .
looms as most qmi-

nus because ' of implications which
present probing by, t). J. " agents

carries.

No state legislatures have any-
thing but .general taxation that ap-

pears threatening during the eight

regular sessions scheduled for. 1938.

in any of special mieetings this fall

or SO-40 special sessions looming for

iic::t year.
'

Consdrship is tabbed a dead issue

currently because basic! reason has

.been removed and because few leg-

islative bodies can consider the

m^.tter in their special sessions.

Block booking automatically will

go to Congress because of licensing

under copyright and interstate com-
merce angles. Think there's small
chance of any state solons trying to

pass laws on this because of danger
of being held imconstitutional.

Moves for admission taxes have
been halted invariably in various

states- recently and no legislature,

except in regular session, cah pass

on the subject. -Some 20 states have
a disguised form of admission tax
operating through state levy on re-

tail sales. .
'

•.'
•

Anti-Chain- Moves

Biggest tax furore in state bodies
will be attempts by several states to

push through, chain theatre taxation,

modeled after the Louisiana chain'

store law, already held constitutional.

These are designed to penalize affili-

ated circuits and not indies.

On Capitol Hill, however; pressure
iis being brought to bear on the
FTC to begin^a probe of Par but it's

likely this, body will wait to see

what finally happens at Philadelphia
and Minneapolis. In the latter suit,

Par won out. In Philly, Par is ap-
pealing from an indie^s victory.

But the probing by Department of

Justice operatives is rated more
serious. Though' they've had access

to books in the industry for seven
years, present 'research' has been far

more searching. Impression is preva-
lent that results Of this, probe will

produce more than anti-trust actions.

Moves by Government in insti-

tuting actions against majors in the

oil business are rated 'first of several

huge investigations against business
groups, one of which is the film in-

dustry. Belief in picture business is

that Homer Cummings, attorney-
general, will seek to change present
anti-trust lav(s if no convictions are
obtained in initial actions. If he
finds that, courts are unable to obtain
results under existing laws, , his de-

partment may lay facts before Con-
gress for remedy, probably next
year. Which is believed why present
Department of Justice probe of pic-

ture business is so sweeping in

detail.

MXAREY TALKING OWN

UNIT AHER COL SPLIT

•

;

HoUywopd, Oct. 12.

..Leo McCiarey hais severed with

Columbia following 'The Awful
Truth' find negotiations between him
and the studio, are ,o"flf.

Major conipany has tendered Mc-
Carey a propbsish td handle hi^

own unit on a flat picture basis, plus

percentage of the t>r6flts

Colins fCoL) and Brandt

Win Again in 219G Suit

Request of John L. Loeb, ColuniT

bia Pictures stockholder! for. pern^is-

sion to appeal to th6 State Court of

Appeals from a dismissal 'of his ac-

tion' to recover $210;000 from Harry
and Jack Cohn and Joe Brandt was
denied last week by the Appellate

Division in N. "Y. .

'

' Loeb sued oh . the claim that the

defendants had 'destroyed' -the yalue

of options granted Him. by the.de-.

fendants to purchase Columbia stock

which had been issued jointly by
the Cohns and Brandt as voting

trustees of tht corporation. Lower
court had held Loeb had failed to

state a. cause of action in his com-
plaint.

$100,000 ROXY DIVVY

That's Wh&t Bondholders May Get
Shortly

Chances are that approximately

$100,000 may be distributed anjbng

Roxy theatre (N. Y.) bondholders

out of available cash now in hands

of the trustee, depending, of course,

upon the final, aggregate amount
of fees which may be allowed by
the Court. 'Understanding • is that

applications for such fees must be

before the Federal Court, Friday

(15), next. The amount of cash. In

hands of the trustee is put at an

estimatied $325,000 to $350,000.

Conjecture is rife as to what How-
ard S. Cullman, ttiistee; may finally

apply for in fees, arid" Altogether it

is expected that such applications as

finally allowed may ruh around

$200,000, although no definite, opinion

in. this .regard is possible. That's

beicause' it is up to the court to de-

termine such things.

The theatre is now controlled by
izOth Century-Fox' under the plan of

reorganization, which had been ap-

proved by the court after adoption

by th(f creditors and security hold-r

.ers of the theatre company.
.

.

Griffith in Okla.-Tex.

Believes Shorts May

Be Billed Into OK B.O.

Nix sterilization Pic

In N. Y., Up for Appeal
In an action to compel the N. Y.

State Censorship Board at the De-
partment of Education to reverse its

recent findings barring the. showing

of the picture, 'Tomorrow's . Chil-

dren/ Supreme Court Justice Francis

Bergan in Albany declined to pass

on the matter and referred it to the

Appellate Division of the Court

The Censor Board had barred the

picture, a Foy production, on the

ground that the- subject matter re-

lating . to sterilization is illegal in

the State and also that it was in-

decent. Former Judge Jonah J.

Goldstein, appearing for the pro-

ducers, disputes the board's view.

He contends that the question has to

do with the treatment of the sub

ject and not to the subject matter of

I the picture,

I 'If the same theme was produced

on the stage,' Judge Goldstein con-

tends, 'it would be allowed not on

the basis of the subject matter or

sterilization but on the method in

which the matter is handled.'

The suit is the first to be brought

on question of the treatment of a

delicate subject, the producer hold-

ing that the picture should not be

classed indecent.

U DENIES ANY PLAN

TO SWITCH NEWSREEL

Universal newsreel is not being
sold nor is any new sponsorship
planned. Reel has had a tieup with
55 newspapers throughout the U. S.

for some time, which has amounted
to local sponsorship, with U news-
paper newsreel exchanging credit on
screen for space in the papers, com-
bining stories and gratis ads.

Present intention of newsreel is to

tighten up on this sponsorship so

that the guaranteed amount of space

is given in each paper. "Where this

Is not possible another newspaper
may be obtained. ^ Typical of correct

results obtained in the Chicago
News, which supplies 100,000 lines

of news stories and ads on Universal

nov/sreel, described as the equivalent

of more than $70,000 if paid at usual

scale.

. Oklahoma City, Oct. 12.

- Short subjects -are receiving more
and more attention from exhibitors

aU over the state.' Lpcally, Standard

h^atres has been playing them up in

airadvertising and in some instances

arranged short subject bills whereon
cartoons riedeive more advertising

than featuf-e pictures and are said to

puU the dollars through the ticket-

window.

C. O. Fulgham of Griffith Amus.
Co. which • operates more than 200

theatres in' this state and Texas has

appointed H. O. Stark ' to
.
supervise

shorts aijd bill them more appro-

priately to all theatres.

There ivill be no more blind book-

ing of shortg In Griffith houses with

Stark viewing all before booking to

the various hoyses and in instances,

where justifiedi, shorts will receive

comparable advertising- to feature

billing as tests have shown many
people come. to. see outstanding

shorts rather than average features

Hull's Film Bids
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Henry Hull is mulling film deals

and is said to have several offers in

his lap for a return to Hollywood.
'Tobacco Road* star will be here

around the end of October in the

legit play, 'Rouverol.'

Marg Churchill Strolls

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Marguerite Churchill has obtained

a release from her Columbia con-

tract due to dissatisfaction with the

roles handed her.

Deal is now pending between Miss

Churchill and Republic for the lead-

ing femme role in 'The Lady Mis-

behaves.*

Amus. Stox (W $56,102,246

Continued slump in the stock market, which began on ,an extended

scale on Sept. 6 and kept up, right until final gong last Monday (11),

has produced a $56,102,246 depreciation in the value of eight principal

amusement stocks as against quotations in comparable week last year.

Decline in the market has beeri marked by only a few minor tech-

nical rallies. This is in direct contrast with 1936^ when eight amuse-
ment issues about a year ago had just completed ^a three-iftonth rise

during which tifne .the?e stocks had appreciated $83,143,100 in value.
• Of the eight companies, only the shares of Loew and Paramount
shov(red gains over last year as of last Monday. -Common of former
was more than 6 points ahead" of 1936' while Par common was 4%
points in advance though selling at the lowest figure for this year.

Univeisal preferred was . 80 points behind last year but the dollar,

value dipped only- $1,360,000 because of - small number of shares out-

standing.
Paramount common showed- the greatest amount of appreciation

tot this class of stock, with a g^in of $10,200,000. Heaviest dollar

decline of a picture issue was sustained by Warner Bros., with a dip.

of $17,117,125, though the stock was Only off 4%.- Large number of
shares outstanding produced the result,

. ;

'With the better theatre months, and subsequently increased rentals

ahead, amusement shares now are in a .position to stage an abrupt
about-face once the present selling movement in the stock market
slows down.
HOW AMtJS. ISStES LOST GROUND IN SIX-'WEEK STOCK '

MARKET. SLUMP ' .
:

Gain or Loss
Oct. 14,

'
36- Oct. 11, 'Change . lit Dollar Val.

Col. Picts. ..... . . . 38% xl8 —20% —$5,652,000
—38,267,000East. Kod. ...... ... 17514 159 • —16l^!-

Loew ... 50i)fr + 6% + 9,543,375
Paramount . . . ^ .i. ;.io.v4 xl5 .+ 41/4 + 10,200,000

... 7?/8 — 2V* — 5,790,4C6
20th-Fox ...... .30% x26y4 —

- 4^!
•• — 7,650,000

' Universal • pfd. ...^ 111 31 - —80 ' — 1,360,000
Warner Bros.. •'. .... 13% xS'/b — 4% —17,117,125

Total loss in value ......$56,102,246
X Low price for 1937.

Lefty Runs Quadruples; Cops Haunt

His Theatre for Missing Persons

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Heavy Entertainment Schedule ofWHP

Bailyhooed in Harriskurg Theatres

Harrisburg, Pa., Oct. 12.

Station WHP in connection with

the new broadcasting season baily-

hooed its CBS and local entertain-

ment offerings in giant placard dis-

plays in the lobbies of Harrisburg

theatres. Spotlights were focused

upon the displays.

Coincidentally' WHP promoted
through the Harrisburg Telegraph
and local radio set merchants a spe-

cial section that listed the sched^

ule and stressed:

Seventeen and one-half hours

of entertainment daily, 16 hours

on Sunday.
Willingness of theatres to co-

operate due to reciprocity of ad-

vertising plugs between air and
screen.

20th-Fox Director Switch
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Because 'Giant Swing' is not yet

ready to roll at 20th-Fox. director

Henry King has been s"ivitched to

'Alexander's Ragtime Band.'

Gregcfy Ectofl lakes on 'Swing.'

H'WOOD MOVING IN ON

VICTORVILLE RODEO

Victorville, Calif.. Oct. 12.

Hollywood is moving in for the

annual 'Victorville rodeo, only non-
pro show of its kind, which take<'

place Oct. 16-17, but because of ex-

cess of entries officials have to run
off prelims this year on Friday as

weil.

Ranches report SRO and any
visitors coming from now on will

have to say it with trailers. Sunday
is such a sellout that 5.000 will be
forced to get the results by loud
speakers.

Eateries across the way from the

rodeo grounds are already selling

tickets on their roofs at two .bucks,

50c over tlie official price, arguing
that scats there are out of the dust
zone and worth more.
Lnst year's show was dedicated to

William S. Hart. This year's to

Frank Scully, "VAniETY mugg emeri-
tus.

Coolacres, Cal., Oct. 12.
Dear Joe:

First, let me thank you for showing me such a swell time while I
was in New York. It's nice to meet an old pal that remembers, because
the' toughest thing in this racket is the short

,
memory that most people

have. As you know I got a great kick outta coming back to the big
town and looking it over, but believe me Joe when I say it made me
more satisfied to stay here in, Coolacres. I know us troupers are • sup-
posed to have itchy feet, but when I looked over the big town and saw
the changes I got kinda scared.

Our business has sort of spread out. It ain't like years ago when a
guy could make the rounds of all the offices within a couple of blocks
and stand outside of the Palace and get all the news, but now, why
to go through Radio City alone would take a couple of days. A guy '

has got to go to the advertising agencies, see the commercial picture
agents, the few vaudeville agents, the agents for shorts and clubs.
There is no time to stand around and get a few laughs; it takes you
nearly all day answering guys why you ain't on the xadio.

It's telling on a lot of our boys and girls; they've replaced the twinkle
in their eyes with their security numbers. I admit it's too big for me.
That's why .1 say I came back more satisfied. Of course I ain't sayin'
if me and Aggie got a good crack at a show or on the radio or even
in vaudeville that we wouldn't take it, but it would have to practically
be set in our laps. Running a small picture house in a little town ain't
half bad; it don't scare you like show business does in a big city—unless
you look at the pictures and at the faces of the natives.

I found plenty of trouble. here. Aggie did her best while I was away.
She booked a picture giving the exchange 45% of the gross. When I
asked her why she did it, Aggie said, 'How did I knoW I . couldn't do
business with the checker?' It seems this mugg had no good habits
like walking around to see the town, flirting with the gals or taking
a drink; he had one bad habit and that was sticking close to the box
office and watching Vic at the side door.
One of the Fisheye salesmen came around and when I told him people

were tired of seeing double features he sold me an idea. He said, 'Why
not give them four features. . ,1 can give 'em to you at a price.' Well
that sounded good to me. So I advertised it big and on my marquee
I had, 'Come in when the sun is shining and come out when the stars
are out.' I ran 'Intolerance.' Birth of A Nation,' 'The Big Parade' and
'All Quiet On the Western Front.* The natives had the best cry they've
had in years. People brought their lunch and the cops came in looking
for people that were reported missing from their homes. And just to
show you some people are never satisfied a few guys came out and
said, 'What's the idea, no shorts or^a Mickey Mouse?' There was plenty
of excitement but very little profit. ' It was a good ad anyway, but now I
suppose, when I go back to my two lousy features they'll kick. You
never know what the public wants these days.

rx^v r,^'"->: •F'n Bark Into Theatres
These picture stars on the radio keep a lot of people away from,

the picture shows but it proves one thing—some of those stars can be
lousier on the air than they are even in pictures. That may bring the
customers back to the theatres. . .the lesser evil of the two.
Vic has a new suit and Aggie thinks she saw Km in the alley after

Bank Night cutting up the take with a shill, but she ain't sure. If he
buys anything else I'll get rid of him. It reminds me of the time the
N. V. A. used to make collections and the next week nearly all the man-
agers and ushers would be dressed up. Maybe it was just a coincidence
but I never heard of a Dress Up Week for ushers and managers.
Aggie looks alright but a little thin. Poor girl worked pretty hard

while I was away so I'm letting her take a few days off and I'm in the
box office. She was like a kid when I arrived and we stayed up nearly
all night, me telling her about who I met and how they're doing, and I

think she's a little more satisfied being here now. She said, 'Lefty, we
ain't making the dough ' we 'used to make in show business, but out
losses are surer and steadier.' That's the way Aggie has of saying she's
satisfied.

Wo took another lease on the theatre and the banker was swell, he
didn't take any advance. Some of these small town guys are pretty
nice: maybe we're getting used to them.

Well, give our best to all the boys and girls and tell 'em not to forget
how I0 laugh, 'cause everything is gonna to alright, the Big Stage Man-
ager has all our soots laid out. Best to you sez Lefty.

P. S.—J. Frank Holliday sez 'Our rich relatives are the kin we love

to touch.'
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Teli'vlione Temple Bar 0041-0»1!! IS

QUOTA COMES

TOAHEAD

NOV. 4

.' ' I:iondon, Oct 1.

They're suddenly getting all; het

up again over quota in these parts,

due in the main to., thfe fact • re-

opening ot Parliament at the end of

the month draws steadily nearer,

and with' it likelihood oi early at-

tention by the government to the

new Films Bill. Latest info has Nov.

4 as: date for tabling first reading of

the measure in House of Commons,
which means official text will prob-

ably be Issued towards end' of the

current month.
Whatever the cause, Cineina.Ex-

hibs' .Association has had its legisla-

tion committee in a huddle on two

or three occasions the last week, and

they wound up with a round table

parley with producers on the Films

Group of the Federation of British

Industries. Angle of the talk was,

they say, to meet half way on the

matter .of minimum standard for

quota product.

Labor interests, too, are keeping

abreast of the situation, and a joint

meeting- of National Association of

Theatre Employees and Association

of ' Cine-Technicians decided on a

joint memorandum to the board of

trade urging attention to require-

ments of workers under the new
setup. Chiefly desired are stipula-

tions protecting Britishers against

invasion of vforeign .talent, aldng

lines iaid down at nationai TTrades

.Union Congress some weeks, back.

Indie producers and distribs still

continue to scratch around the sur-

face of the problem, though seeming
to lack the determination necessary

to promotion of their calls for a

deal which will keep them alive.

Kinematograph Renters' Society, on
the other hand, continues to lay off,

major distribs recognizing there are

no strings they can pull.

Anzac Film Biz Brisk

Sydney, Sept, 30.

Best biz currently is being copped
by 'Maytime' (M-G), 'Wings of

Morning' (G-B), 'King Solomon's
Mines' (G-B), 'Take My Tip' (G-B),
and 'Elephant Boy' (UA). New ones
include 'His Affair' (20th), 'An-
other Dawn' (W), 'Ever Since Eve'

(W), and 'High, Wide and Hand-
•ome* (Par). 'Captains Coura-
geous' (M-G) quits soon for 'Sara-

toga' (M-G).
Biz is also good on weekly change

with 'San Quentin' (W), 'The Lady
Escapes' (20th), 'Family Affair'

(M-G), "Cherokee Round Up' (W),
and Louis-Braddock fight. Marcus
unit is still playing to smash biz

at $2 top.

Melbourne, Sept. 30.

Infantile paralysis has eased
somewhat and trade is picking up
again. List includes 'When You're
in Love' (Col), 'Maid of Salem'
(Par), 'Seventh . Heaven' (20th),

'Pagliacci' (UA), 'Slim' (W), 'Man
in Possession' (M-G), and "Laugh-
ing Irish Eyes' (AD). 'Balalaika'
should prove a big success for W-T,
and Nina Mae McKinney is pulling
plenty for Frank Neil.

Auckland, Sept. 30.

Biz is good throughout Dominion
with 'Wee Willie Winkie' . (20th),
'Rainbow on River' (RKO), 'Lost
Horizon' (Col), 'After Thin Man'
(M-G), 'Prince and Pauper' (W),
'Tall Timber' (AD), 'Elephant Boy'
(UA), 'Love on the Run' (M-G).

Greenway's Material
Hampers London Date

London, Oct. 12.

Ann Greenway opened at the Cafe
de Paris last night. (11) to but fair
returns because of indifferent choice
of numbers. This may be remedied
later.

.

^

It had been anticipated the song-
stress would duplicate success
achieved on her" last visit here three
years ago.

English Comic Vows

No More Berleing, As

He Has 'Found God'

Capetown, Sept. 25.
The last show of Tom Arnold's

Revue at the Alhambra, Capetown,
before sailing for England was some-
thing unusual. At the fliial curtain,
George Lacy, the comedian, thanked
the audience, and then startled the
crowd by announcing he . had sur-
renderied himself to the Oxford
Group, and found God in South
Africa.

Audience were startled, and sev-
eral laughed tskking it as one of his
jokes. Lacy was serious, and when
interviewed said he had been bad,
a drunkard and a sinner, but that
was finished. He was but for a clean
religious life, as God had come, into
his existence. Hie, had always quar-i
reled with his fellow "artists, stole,

others' gags, but now he would hold
out the hand of friendship to all, and
use only his own stage gags, No
more

.
rjsque gags, but clean stuff

that any child can listen to. When
asked how long this change vfill last,

Lacy said he left that to Go'df. He
l\oped to again tour South Africa in

one or two years time, and then his
.So. Africa friends can judge what
God- has done for him.

PiX'Radio

(Continued from page 1

)

tween sponsors and the studios. The
sponsors think they • are getting

names and material which wDl sell

thQir' product and are hot in thie least

interested or concerned about tele-

vision, for the j)resent.'-. They weren't

even interested or concerned about
radio as a means 'to selling their

product until all other forms of ad-

vertising seemed to have been ex-

hausted.

But the studios, being in, the busi-

ness of selling entertainment, can't

just get a single formula like a soap
manufacturer and keep turning it out

for generations. They have to keep
catering to a public whose . taste

moves around like the -eyeball of a

baby. That public can take one form
of entertainment just so long, and
then it begins to get restless. Right
now it seems reasonably happy di-

viding its time between stage, screen

and radio, but producers have
learned from past experience not to

bank on that sort of contentment. It's

usually symptomatic of an impending
winter of discontent.

Their only consolation Is that with

so many mediums of entertainment

now using Hollywood as a proving

ground, television is more than like-

ly to come here for the same reason,

if it hasn't already.

6ne of the difficulties with televi-

sion as presently presented is that it

can only project as far as the eye

can see. While Hollywood has no
skyscraper like the Empire State

building it has hills within shouting

distance of town that make the Em-
pire State look like the old Flatiron

building.

These hills survey a population of

2,000,000 within an area of 20 miles

and that's enough, television engi-

neers say, for their present prac-

tical purposes.

What these engineers are worried
about , is the rumors that others of

their kind have something which
makes the present television sets

look sick—sets which could work on
shortwave arid would be conditioned

as little as shortwave radio sets are.

conditioned. These are also said to

take grain as halftones take it—that's

to say they screen both ways instead

of in horizontal lines and with the

aid of adequate amplifiers are able

to balloon it up to the size oi mo-
tion picture theatre screens.

'AH this explains why the motion

picture studios are training their

troupers to be ready for the assault,

though they don't deny that money
from commercial sponsors of air

programs isn't exactly an obstacle

in their way.

EMIL JANNINGS' NEXT
,

Berlin, Oct. 1.

Fahrt nach Orplid' is to be Emil
Jannings' vehicle next season.

It is a play by Bernd Hofmann
^vhich has just opened at the Leipzig
Schauspielhaiis and was immediately
scooped up by Tobis.

Washington, Oct. 12.

Elaborate plans for establishment

of a television system throughout the

U. S. bobbed up Thursday (7) with

filing of the registration statement of

the Universal Television Corp.. 515

Madison avenue. New York, with the

Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion.

Dreams of two scientist;;, Arno
Zillger and John W. McKay, to put

into circulation the fruits of their

experiments in the television field

were ILsted with the government
agency, with request for filing of

Short Run for 'Sex'

Berlin, Oct. 1.

The Dominant Sex,' by Michael
Egan, is having a one< month run at

the Kammerspiele, which in the old
days saw so many Reinhardt pro-
ductions.

Gustav Froelich, who is cast in
the lead, was released from his.

Tobis contract for one month only,
which will limit run.

G-B WILL SHOW

PROHTOF

mm
London, Oct. 12.

At next meeting on Oct. 15 Gau-

mont-British - will show a net profit

of $2,800,000 for the year ending

March Bit After appropriation and

distributions' a l^alance.,of $160,000 is

carried forward.' 'There will be ho

dividend declared on CQmrnbin shares.

Figures show provision for losses

on .film production and. distribution

totaling $3,800,000. The directors'

report states that the high cost, of

production showed no appreciable

fall during the y^r and that failure

to recover a proportion of such costs

from the American, organization re-

spited in the heavy losses being sus-

tained by. the distributing company.

Board also, states that realization

of film stocks is affecting the gradual
reduction of the bank, overdraft and
corresponding improvement in the
financial position of the company.
All subsidiary companies show im-
proved results and the standard of

the theatres within the group has
been maintained, says report.

500,000 shares common stock, which
will sell to outsideris at $2.50. Mc-
Kay will head new . enterprise ' as
president, with Zillger as v. p.

New corporation is offspring of the
Eastern Television Corp., organiza-
tion formed to implement the inves-

tors' inventions and exhibit their

practicality, according to the state-

ment. McKay and Zillger received
$2,000,000 for their cut of the East-

ern company—raised -through a pri-

vate syndicate which sold 20,000

shares of common stock at $10 per
share—all of which has been con-
verted into $1 par value stock of the

issuer company.

Deutsch-Sagall Coordination

London, Oct. 1.

Moves to coordinate television and
motion picture interests in a plan
for development of a theatre tele-

vision service throughout the U. K.
are being worked out by Scophony,
which has concentrated on presenta-
tion on large screens as opposed to

miniature home sets. Company has
Oscar Deutsdi, of Odeon Theatres, as

chairman, but current negotiations

go outside that group to take in other

major interests.

Idea is to build up a service inde-

pendent of the British Broadcasting
(Torp., making use of picture facili-

ties in the way of producers, stars

and other personnel, and studios.

Project is considered logical by Solo-

mon Sagall, managing director ot

Scophony, who holds that motion
pictures, with their ready equipment
and organization can knock the B. B.

C. cold, and demonstrate juSt what
television should be.

Sagall also has it that devielopment
of the service is more likely to catch

the public imagination if presented
on a big scale in theatres rather tiian

on 12-inch by 9-inch home apparatus,

which is the limit of what set manu-
facturers can at present offer.

Whole fate of the plan appears to

stand on what attitude will be taken
by the Government and its foster-

child, the B. B, C, which operates

under charter as a monopoly organi-

zation in the broadcasting field. Co-
operation of the post office places

the corporation in a powerful posi-

tion, where usfe of landlines and com-
munication is concerned, and if

Sagall hopes to become its rival hell

need courage and imagination.

Additional finance, meanwhile, has
just come into Scophony with pur-
chase by the London & Yorkshire
Trust of a block of 140,000 5s. shares

at 7s. 3d., with options to take up
a further 200,000 shares at 7s. 6d.

within three years.

Distributors Panicked Over

Japanese Ban on Foreign Fibs

Jap Films' Year Book

Intelligently edited by Tadasi

lizima, . Akira Iwasaki and . KasaQ
Ucihda for the International Cinema
Assn.^ of Japan, the Cinema Year
Book of Japan for 1937 just makes
its appearance, though dated last

May.

It is an imposing volume well cal-

culated to impress the reader with
the growing importance of the Japa-
nese film industry and is lavishly il-

lustrated with scenes and portraits

from, recent films.

Nite Races Loom

Aussie Theatres

Sydney, Oct. 1.

Begins to look like film and legit

theatres are in for additional tough
sledding this yeat with the proposed
introduction of night trotting races.

Theatres- last year started to get
slapped around boxofficely when
yrrestling caught th* fancy of the
public and added to the dog racing
iand radio competition of the last

couple of 'years;

Large tax returns from- sport to

governments of South and Western
Australia is calculated to influence
the New South Wales officials to
great extent,

Trotting operates on Saturday
nights which is death to theatres.
Wrestling hits it off on Mondays
.and combination means bad b.o. not
only in the city but also in the nabe
spots as well owing to fully de-
scribed radio broadcast of grunt
events. Inside is that trotting 'y^iU

be inaugurated before long and add
to headaches of getting 'em In which
has been plenty hard of late.

MALAIKA'

DEAL NOT SET

London, Oct 3.

The Par 'Balalaika' picture deal,

while not actually cold, is by no
means signed, sealed and delivered.

Deal involved $110,000, Par pay-
ing $5,000 deposit, with Adolph
Zukor to finally close while here.
Zukor Is quite satisfied with the
purchase, but the snag is the Broad-
way showing, which is to be done
by the Shuberts.
Shuberts were to stage the show

on Broadway early in October, but
casting difficulties make it impossible
for piece to be staged before Decem-
ber or January. With possibility to

duplicate its London success, it is

figured with Broadway run and
road tour show would run the whole
of next year.

Shuberts' contract with Tom
Bostock, head of As.sociatcd Theatre
Properties, who sold the show to

them, as well a.s having disposed of

the film rights to Par, calls for the
picture not to be made until the
American run is ended. Which means
that Par cannot show the film till

well into 1939, which is what Zukor
is objecting to, with the deal hang-
ing in the balance.
Meanwhile, the .show has been

running at His Majesty's theatre for
nine and half months, and has al-

ready grossed $800,000,

*Dead Hand' Misses,
But Still Good Fun

London, Oct. 12.

'Dead Hand' opened at the White-
hall theatre (7) and probably will

rriiss success by a very small margin.
Play is a melodrama of implausi-

bilities but is good entertainment.
Just misses the hit class.

BERLIN'S SHOW REVIVAL
Berlin, Oct. 1.

Rehearsals are under way for the
new season at the English theatre.

First production, opening Oct. 15,

will be Shaw's 'You Never Can Tell.'

Edward P. Melotte will direct.

Tokyo, Oc(. 1.

'Foreign clistribs here Jiaven't be-

gun to recover from the shock ad-

ministered by the government in

banning Imports of all foreign flick-

ers. Such, drastic action was en-
tirely unlocked for, the worst ex-
pected being a flat turndown of
around 50% of Import applications

on file. Although government an-
nouncement fixi^d the period of the
ban as three months, all indications
point to a much longer period, prob-
ably until April 1. - •-

Foreign distribs were not caught
entirely flat-footed, as there are
around 150 unreleased subjects in
the vaults. Under normal conditions
this would be sufficient to supply
the market for about four months,
but with careful booking and elimi-
nation of hiany double bills, this
supply could be made to last for
nine months.

Even though all pix now here are
played, the coin situash must yet be
hurdled and the Finance Office isn't

showing much inclination to Idosen
up in that respect. One Jap sales
manager, however, stated that he
had been Informed that remittance
permits would soon be forthcoming,
but indicated that the amount would
be but $500 per;month for each dis-
trlb. This is .

such a ridiculously
small figure that it's very doubtful
If the matter has even beon consid- .

ered by the authorities. Finance
Office consistently remains mum oh
the subject*

With the definite knowledge by
all distribs that they will have, to
get along, for somq time, without
additional imports, and with future
conditions so uncertain, it's a cinch
that their drgs will be considerably
revamped. Several smaller outfits

are even talking cf the possibility of
closing up shop entirely.

Producers here are not in any too
happy position to take advantage of
a shortage of foreign product, due to
rapidly rising costs. Raw stoqk Is

skyrocketing, and because Jap man-
ufacturers don't make a satisfactory
negative, moat of this Is coming
from outside, thus bringing it under
the control of the Finance Office on
remittance matters. "To hold down
requirements as much as possible,
producers have voluntarily agreed to
limit all features to 7,000 feet.

Home Office hasn't Issued any defi-

nite Instructions to exhlbs regard-
ing shortening of programs, although
it is known that authorities have had
matter under consideration for some
time. Prospect of product shortage
may hasten a decision, but exhibs
show indications of putting up a
scrap to retain present three hours,
even if reissues have to be used to
keep it going.

G-N'S $300,000 DEAL

FOR BRITISH PRODUCT

London, Oct. 1,

Reggie Baker, joint managing di-
rector with Basil Dean, of A, B.
F. D., has a cash guarantee of be-
tween $250,000 and $300,000 from
Grand National as advances on six
British pictures contracted for dis-
tribution in the U. S. next sea-
son. The deal is subsidiary to the
existing tie-up between the two out-
fits.

A. B. F. D. ha.s contracted to dis-
tribute 40 G. N. productions here
next season^

Metro Leases Newsreel
Theatre for 10 Years

London, Oct. 12.

New newsreel house, seating 500,

is being erected for Arthur Ciaver-
ing on a site adjoining the Empire
theatre.

On completion it will be sublet to
M-tro for 10 years at $600 weekly
rental.

Par's Odeon Outlet
London, Oct. 12.

Paramount and Odeon- (Oscar
Deutsch) Theatres are talking
about a possible deal for routing
Par product under a franchise basis
through this circuit.

Odeon comprises 150 or more the-
atres. , .



DAILY NEWS
if'The Musk Hall has a hit in 'Stage Door.' • . • Ont leaves the theatre with

o feeling of satisfa€tien of. having witnessed a perfectly grand shew . , ^

All the performaneei are so absolutely right that it is hard to choose

antong them . • • Ginger kogers is superb in the handling of the snappy,

incisive dialog which keeps the audiences in stitches • • • Miss Hepburti

|rfses to dranHftic moments with a fine show of histrionics • • • One of ffio

most entertaining pictures of the Fall season**' —ICbfe Cameron

N.Y.TIMES
^Ho9 merely a brilliant picture, but as well a magnificently dev€istating

_ "^w -Hani tHk

reply on Hollywood's part to all the catty little remarks that George

Kaufman and Bdna ferber fiocfmode obouf if in their play. ...It is wittier

than the original, more dramatic than the original, more meaningful than

the original, more cogenf than the original." --'Frank S. Mugent

HERALD-TRIBUNE
^"Brilliantly written, directed and acted • • . o far more sittisfying enfer-

tainment than the play • • • if has such a burden of emotional power that

jf betters ifs sffoge prototype as an exatmg and moving tribute to the

abiding fascintition of the f/ieofre • • • A brilliant, witty andmoving show."

-^Howard Barnes

DAILY MIRROR
^'Startling in ifs daring, the idea of teaming arty Katharine Hepburn and
realistic Ginger Rogers in the Ferber-Kaufman 'Stage Door' has proved

^

on inspired one. Their roles might have been written for them. Backedby
a great cast which includes Ado/phe Menjou^ the co-stars give the^show

.of their lives . .jJKII the fans will relish^tage Door.' 7T. In acting, direct-

ing^writing, it represents the finest flower of movie craftsnwnship7'

-*B/oncf Johtmeson

cure

STAGE DOOR". . NOW PACKI



I

1»<

WORLD-TELEGRAM
HiRKO h€t$ Indmf over most of fhm Iroces ofUna ferber and George 5«

fCocifmofi^s 'Siage Door' ond remocle/ecf ffte essenfiof icfeo info on^ of flie

livoliost and nmif ingntliaiing foflries of ffie seoson • • • A vosff/ enfer-

foiiMfig pitturo, and one ffiof moviegoers, cis well of pfaygoors, will

as a HollyYfood triumph over Srotidway^" —George Ross

JOURNAL-AMERICAN
''A sr/mu/ofrng, hugely entertaining picture • • • If brings Xaffcorine

Hepburn bade to the spot she occupied . •*lt brings new laurels to Ginger

Rogers • • • If brings still more applause to Adolphe Meniou. . . • Under the

expert guidiemce of DirectorGregory La Cava 'Stage Door * takes its place

as one of the season's best," —Rose Pe/swiclr

N. Y. SUN
"One of fli* funniest, best-made films that has come along for quite a

while. The Music Hcdh accustomed to fine pictures, can mtdce 'Stage

Door' quite at home, which is lust as we/I. This is a picture that should

remain at the big theatre for two or three weeks ... If would be missing

a lot to miss this one." --Eileen Creelman

N. Y. POST

1Ccure.

"If you ore thinking of going to the movies once in flie nexf f/iree weeks,

fWs is Iff . > . It's the top in entertainment ...The picture gives just about

everything you want for mnefy-one minutes. Whereupon you can sit

back and wish that all the other pictures attempting the hill-and-dale run

from comedy and tragedy, and return, could achieve the same balance."

-^Archer Winston

RADIO CITY MUSIC
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THERE GOES GROOM
RICO release of Albert Lewla" production.

Blars Ann Sothern, Burgesi] Meredith, Mary'
Iloland. Directed by Joseph Santley.
SiM-een play hy K, K. Lauren, Dorothy
yost, Harold Kusell, from original by
D.ivid Garth; camera, Milton Krasner. Re-
viewed In Projection Room, N. Y., Oct, 8,
•;»7. Running time, ' W mins.

lietty RuHsell Ann Sothern
l^lc'lt Mathews.'. Burgess Meredith
Airs. Russell Mary Bolnnd
l^r. Becker Onslow Stevens
Potter Russell William Brisbane
J.inet Russell Louise Henry
H:xrtk ,, .Roger Imhof
Billy Knpp Sumner Oetrhell
Yacht Captain George Irving
IVIartha Leona Roberts
Eddie. < .Adrian Morrla

"There ftoes the Groom' looks
likely to wind up unfortunately.
It'll droop right into the duals, gen-
erally, upon release, and probably
won't get the recognition it deserves
at all. The yarn is well-worn.around
the edges, but so buoyantly and skill-
fully acted by each least or large
member of the cast, so smartly di-
rected and generally entertaining,
that 'it's a shame the sum total isnt
sufficiently magnetizing to lift the
pic from its ordained fate.

It's farce of fast order and the
whole-hearted manner in which a
good cast threw themselves into
their jobs helps a great deal. Bur-
gess Meredith, in the male lead, is

doing his second film chore and t^ie

role is completely reversed in tone
and type from his Hollywood break-
in role in 'Winterset.' Meredith has
the same youthful personality in the
light part that he has on the' hick-
ory . boards. ' And he does his role
up brown.

He's cast as a kid a few years out
of college who went to Alaska and
gutted a gold mine. Buys a yacht
and comes bounding home to claim
Louise Henry on the strength of a
vague campus promise of three
years before. She's interested in a
psychiatrist (Stevens) but, urged by
her penurious mother (Boland), sh?
tries briefly to get interested again.
Meantime her younger sister (Soth-
ern) has set her sails for the same
port-

. Meredith and the family, which
certainly doesn't exclude the girls'

Big Bright Brother (William Bris-
bane), who's spearing to take a- bite
out of .the lad's bankroll, soon are
leading so helter-skelter a farcical
life t^iat Roger Imhof, an old handle-
bar mustachioed panner from the
Klondike whom Meredith brought
back with him, has a hard time
keeping the lad normal and rea-
sonably thrifty.

Finally after a series of funny se-
<(uences involving wedding rehears-
als, psychiatric treatments for
Meredith and episodes on ihe yacht,
the right girl gets the boy. \,

The lines are, in the main, exceed-
ingly bright and pepper up the
otherwise hackneyed plot. Miss Bo-
land especially stands out more de-
finedly than she has in recent re-
leases due to the more illumined
dialog given to her.
The direction, camera and produc-

tion are all first-rate. Theatres ca-
tering to smart clientele should espe-
cially look into 'There Gofs the
Groom.' Bert.

viously with Gaumont-Britlsh in
England.
The action opens on an island In

the South Seas, where Homolka,.
Fitzgerald and Milland, latter an
English outcast, have become beach-
combers. Their escape comes when
the island commissio is Homolka to
take a visiting pestilence ship away
from the shores which it endangers.
Learning the cargo is champagne,
Homolka and his comrades conspire
to take the ship to Peru instead of
Australia, its' destination, with the
thought of selling the 'cargo and the
schooner as well. Plot is built
around these plans, the fruitless an-
tagonism of the girl, daughter of the
captain- who had died, and the grad-
ual change of mind that comes over
Milland after becoming smitten.

Melodramatics figure around the
drunkenness of Homolka and his
Cockney conspirator, a tjrphoon
which nearly wrecks all plans plus
the ship, and an encotinter with a
psychopathic heavy on an uncharted
isle who murders the HomoUca-Fitz-
gerald pair, leaving Milland and Miss
Farmer to do as they please. In
many ways the action leans to the
unnatural, in respect being too far-
fetched. The storm scene is effec-
tively Dhotograohed, yet lacks real-
ism. The smallpox with which the
ship was afflicted when it was shooed
away from a frightened South Sea
Isle is forgotten after that and no
one seems to be dying from it, let

alone suffering. Moreover, the
schooner anpears to be manned by
an incredibly short crew without
worry in that direction becoming the
concern of anyone.. Although the
production has ^cope and importance
of background, as well as suspense,
it does not seem to have the neces-
sary pace. This may be due partly to
the amount of attention given the de-
velopment of characters, Homolka's
deliberate manner of performance,
the lack of strong dramatic clash and
a feminine' interest that isn't up to
hopes. Miss Farmer is no more than
satisfactory in what- she does or has
to do, being far from impressive.
Milland tops her considerably as
hero interest. Lloyd Nolan, the man'
who rules a roost of three natives
on his lost isle, is eiccellent. He
reaches footage, in the last reel.

The coloring throughout ' adds
much to the canvas of the sea pro-
duction, this picture being the type
that lends itself admirably to ram-
bowing. South Sea Island scenes and
those on the tramp schooner are par-
ticularly well photographed.
Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin

wrote' a special title number for the
picture called 'Ebb-Tide.* It is heard
vocally only on the sign-oft when
an unseen chorus does a brief ver-
sion of it.

I
Char.

EBB-TIDE
(IN COLOR)
(WITH SONG)

Paramount release of Luclen llulibard
1)i'uauctlon In Technicolor. Fea'.uroa Oacnr
Homolka, Frances Farmer, Ray MiUund,
liloyd Nolan, Barry Fitzgerald. Directed
l)y James Hugan. Story. Robert Louis
Stovenaon and Lloyd Osbourne; adaptation,
Bertram Mlllhausor; camera, Leo ToVer;
npoclnl music, Ralph Rainger and Leo
Robin. Reviewed In Pro.leotlon Room,
Y., Oct. 8, '37, Running time, 01 mIns.

Capt Ttiorbeckd Oscar HomoIkA
Fnlth Wlshart « .Frances Farmer
Robert Herrlck Ray Milland
Attwater Lloyd Nolan
lIulRh Barry Fitzgerald

ALCATRAZ ISLAND
Worner;. Bros, release of Cosmopolitan

production. Features Ann Sheridan, John
T^ltcl, Miry M&guire, Gordon Oliver and
Dick • Purcell. Directed by WllUam Mc-
Gann. Story and adaptation. Crane -Wil-
bur; film editor, Frank Dowar. Reviewed
In Projection Room. N. Y., Sept. 10, '37.

Running time, Ul mIns, .

Flo Allen Ann Sheridan
Anil Brady Mary Maguire
•Harp' >rantell Dick Purcell
Fred Maot'lane... Addison Richards
'Tough Tony' BurUe George E. Stone
Miss Maruand Doris Lloyd
Warden .Tnck«>n Charles Trowbridge
The Red Head Veda Ann Borg
Crandall Edward ICcane
V. S. Attorney Ed Stanley
'Oaf Rr.-idy John T.ltel

George Drake ..Gordon Oliver

Miniature Reviews

There Goes the Groom'
(RKO). Entertaining farce,

well and intelligently trouped
by Burgess Meredith, Ann
Southern, Mary Boland.

'Ebb-Tide' (Par). The first

for,Oscar Homolka in America, a
story that is more pretentious

as to production than dra-
matically. Does not suggest,

big b.o. In color.

'Alcatrax Island' (WB). Prison
melodrama of only passable
entertainment worth. Probably
will be fair at b.o.

'Small Town Boy' (GN). Oke
story lost in the production
shuffle. Second-rate dualer,
'The Wronr Bead' (Rep).

Weak crime-doesn't-pay dualer
with Helen Mack, Richard
Cromwell and Lionel Atwill.

'Two Minutes to Play' (Vic),

Two minutes is right.

under, who was in 'Confession,' is a
very appealing type and has a screen
voice that lands strongly.
One of the troubles with Crane

Wilbur's story and the direction by
William McGann'is that Litel is tar-
geted for sympathetic interest which
is never very definitely, aroused. He's
the racketeer who's sent, to stir by
Federal government on ah income
tax violation just as he's beginning
to go soft over the daughter he has
succesfully hidden from himself in
boarding schools for hiany years.
The sympathetic interest goes en-
tirely to tbe daughter. At the out--
set the situations, developed are very
promising, but in attempting to point
a moral—even for a racketeer—^the

story struggles along without the
benefit of real dramatic energy.
Threat of one of the hero racketeer's
henchmen to get even ,with him
forms the basis for plot matter which
aids ini a Federal conviction for Litel,
then in transfer from the nicer con-
fines of'Leavenworth prison to the
tougher routine of Alcatraz, followed
by accusation there of a murder he
didn't commit, and, finally, a wishy-
wasny. exoneration of nearly every-,
thing. . -

-

The prison scenes at both Leaven-
worth and Alcatraz are interesting,
notably at latter, where the producer
..«!hows the folks what 'the rock' is
like, but the' action is lacking in reaj
Dunch. A district attorney, who by
some considerable stretch of things
contrary to normal exoectations,
helps send Litel to prison, then
t.hrou»?h love for his daunhter, -^rorks
for • his freedom^ Gordon Olivpr
nlays this part, but he'g too boyish
f^r a d. a. JieF^er ro^es are handled
f.bly hv Dick Purcell. Dori,<? T-lovd,
p/»p WeHo", Matty Fain anri ^n!}di-
rir Sokoloff. Char.

'Ebb-Tide,' in which Oscar Homol-
ka makes his bow under a Holly-
wood contract, is an ambitious pro-
duction effort that relies more on
striking backgrounds, good color ap-
plication and performances by a
handful of players than it does on
etory development or other factors.

It misses being a big picture, though
above average, because the plot is

not strong enough, the situations
lack compelling force . and the love
etory isn't the kind that guarantees
cat.i.sfaction.

The story and the manner in which
Jt is brought to the screen are some-
what unorthodox,, result being that
audience appreciation may be ques-
tionable except for consideration of
two notable characterizations, that of
Homolka and Barry Fitzgerald.
Quite palpably the development of
the two characters done by these ac-
tors has been more important than
other matters, not the least of which
is the romantic interest dealt to

Frances Farmer and Ray Milland.
This is secondary to the free rein
given Homolka and Fitzgerald in

creating the characters of a dis-

graced captain and a conniving
Cockney, respectively. The perform-
ances these skilled artists give be-
comes the outstanding feature of the
picture.
Homolka, the capt. who has lost

his ship, plays his part more method-
ically and less naturally than does
Fitz!?erald, but is strong all the way
in the character he sets up. Fitzger-
eld, however, nearly steals the pic-

ture from Paramount's redent im-
port. Former is one of the famed
Abbey Players. Homolka was pre-

'Alcatraz Island' should about
complete the Warner file on prisons
that may have some box office about
themv company having done 'San
Quentin,' '20,000 Years in Sing Sing,'

'Devil's Island' and a few others of

life in stir, including 'Fugitive from
Chain Gang.' Because it deals with
the Dreyfus case, 'Zola' also pos-
sesses that flavor. That is a new
season's release, as is 'San Quentin.'
This one makes it three in a row at a
rather fast clip. The gross poten-
tialities are .iu.st fair, with the title

expected to help more than anything
else.

Having a penchant for following
the headlines, WB this time stops to
consider the way the Federal gov-
ernment stepped in to round up
racketeers and built Alcatraz as a
suitable spot where the' tougher ones
could be. tamed. Every, effort is made
to give the picture an authentic Alca-
traz. background, as has character-
ized other Warner prison releases,

but, due to weakness Of story, an
average directorial job and failure
to inject desired menace, it has its

drawbacks as entertainment. The
none-top-well-known members of the
cast, from whom b.o,, draught is not
to be expected, provide perform-
ances that lend the most impressive
note.

If nothing else, 'Alcatraz' furnishes
further proving-ground for some
newer players in films, and, though
he doesn't get much footage, .brings
fresh lu.<;tre to the personality of
George E. Stone. Long in pictures,
Stone stands out sharply in pri.son

.sequences and has the best of the
few good comedy lines contained in

the .scrint. Ann Sheridan, John Litel
•md Mary Maguire. freshmen in
films, are all excellent, but Miss
Sheridan has had better roles in her
brief career, including in 'San Quen-
tin.' Picture is more concerned with
Litel and Miss Maguire in a father-
and-daughter situation. Miss Ma-
guire, looking around 16, has been
dubbed ' A.ustralia*«i Mary Pickford'
bv the Warners. The de'signatinn is

okay. The young actress from down

the business it might, because it

lacks name value and hasn't any
definite selling point.

Story, from an original mag yarn
called 'The $1,000 Bill,' has a piquant
(though hardly new) idea which keen
adaptatioa and capable production
could have built into a boxofflce
kayo. Basis of the plot is the char-
acter development of a diffident
smalltown lad who finds a $1,000
bill. Suddenly a man of consequence,,
he asserts himself- for the first time
in his life and discovers . he's a de-
mon goi-getter.

That shred of story, if adapted by
someone with a sanse of characteri-
zation and subtleties of wit, if given
adequate production, knowing direc-
tion and a lustrous cast, could have
been turned into one of those oc-
casional coniedies that critics and
word-of-mouth send into big grosses.
But apparently, the studio didn't
really Jjelieve in its possibilities, for
the yarn has been- slipped ' one of
those once-over-lightly treatments
and the answer is just a regretful
nix.

As the worm - will - turn hero.
Stuart Erwin injects all the life he
can into a bloodless character. Per-
formance is understanding and has
commendable variety and tempo. But
it suffers from its surroundings.
Joyce Compton does as well as could
be expected with the pastel part of
the heroine, while Jed Prouty, Clara
Blandick and Clarence Wilson turn
in the sure jobs of "dependable
troupers. Glenn Tryon's direction
isn't much better than his adaptation-.

Hohe.

Shadows of the Orient
Monogrram release 'of Larry Darmour pro-

duction. Features Esther Ralston, Regis
Toomey, J. Farrell MacDonald, Oscar
Apfel, Sidney Blackmer. Directed by Burt
Lynwood. .Original by L. M. Helfetz.
Adapted by Cttarles Francis Royal. Camera.
James S. Brown, Jr. At Central. N. T,
week Oct. 9, '37. Running time, 70 mlns,
viola Avery Esther Raleton
Baxter i... Regis Toomey
Sullivan J. Farrell MacDonnId
Judge A.very Oscar Apfel
KlnR 'MoBS 'Sidney Blackmer
FIOBbr '...i.... Eddie FeAtherntone
Nolan Kit Guard
Gangster Matty Fain
Chfn Chu James Leong

FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS
Warner Bros, production and relc'x.'e.

Poaturfis Craig Reynolds, Ann Sherldah,
Anne Nagel, William Hopper. DlrertPd by
William Clemens. Screenplay by Robert-
son White, camera. Arthur Rdesnn. At
Fox, Bklyn, dual, week Sept. 30. '37. Run-
ning time, 01 mlns.
Bruce 'Butch* Baeder Craig Reynolds

'^llY" Ann Sheridan
Linda Plerson.... Anne Nagel
•Taj-k Pler.son.... William Hopper
Jolin„C. Allyn Hugh O'Connell
Charlie McCarthy.... Teddy Hart
Luke Peanealher Hal Nelman
.Tu.stico Abner Cuttler..., Frank Orth
Wilbur Frost..., Wllllani Eherhardt
Sarah CulUer Lois Cheaney

This is the kind of a picture that
might have been made off the arm
and for that type of picture not bad,
considering that it's intended only
for multiple programs.
Same old story where the hero

turns out not to be the lowly fellow
he at first appears to be, but a rich
and worthy individual besides. Hero
is a railbird who minds somebody
else's business and by doing so wins
the friendship of the eccentric father
of a self-willed debutante. The
pappy is an advertisin.g man, or
something, because he finally gets
tha lad to write radio copy for him
to hold a client (the hero also be-
ing a cooywriter, just like that).
Familiar finale. ^

Craig Reynolds and Ann Sheridan
both are ingratiating. Hugh O'Con-
nell as poD Allen is burdened with
th principal comed.y role but he
doesn't have the material. Shan.

SMALL TOWN BOY
Grnn-l Natlon.Tl rflease ot J'.Ion Mvei^s

production. Stav.s Stuart Erwln. ' Featiirc!
.Toyce Coniplon, Joa Proiity, .r.TniPs Hl.ikely,
Clara Dlandlck, Uovnthy Apidebv. Dlrefted
by (31enn Tryon. Adapted by 'i'ryon, from
original by Manuel ICornroff; oamcvn, 15d-
word Snyder; iirodurl ion 'mannsor, Cinston
CiUisn; lllni- editor. James .Morley: sound.
W. If. AVIInuilh; inu.<tical .siipervlslon, A\)r
Meyer. At I'nra niouiit, UroolUyn, week
Oct. 7. '."57, duiil. Running thu'o. (11 mtn.s.
ITpnry .7>Jv^tu.'irt Krwin
Molly Jtlyce Coinplon
Mr. Armalron.i; .Ted I'routy
Mrs. Aruisti-ong '. ..I'iara HJandlck
Uddle FniDps IJliiUply

Pandra Dorotliy Anplcby
Mr. Krench. . . . 4 Clarence Wilson
Lafferty I'aul Hurst
Sloane Udw.nrd Waller
Tony Kddle K.ine
Clipper , (Seorge Chandler
Sklndle ICrvillc Aldcrsnn
'rowner Victor Potel

Strong story nullified by weak pro-
duction. Result is merely a so-so B
pic for runner-up spotting in nabe
duals. Even at that it won''t pull

Amazingly rudimentary in action

and dialog,' this picture is almost
amateurish In' spots. For the sure-
peater multiple grinds only. It's

about smuggling Chinese into the
Xi. S. by plane.

I
Esther Halston, daughter of a

judge, in an unnamed locale, gets

mixed in a raid on a Chinese gamb-
ling spot The fantan place is head-
quarters also for Sidney Blackmer,
chief of the smugglers, who planes
Chinese illegally into the U. S. Regis
Toomey is the immigration inspector

who solves all by falling for Miss
Ralston.
That's the outline of . the story,

which is just another cops-and-rob-
bers tale. Picture treads slowly and
Regis Toomey is an obvious lover.
Miss Ralston is a coy heroine.
Neither becomes the role. Blackmer
and J. Farrell MacDonald havn't a
chance to defend themselves here
and they have to take the rap, too.
The actmg is uniformly bad.
Drab interiors and shaliby ex-

teriors. Camera work nothing to
boast about. Shan.

BOOTS AND SADDLE
(WITH SONGS)

Republic release of .Sol C. Slegel produc-
tion. Stars Gene Aulry. Features Judith
Allen, Ra Hould, Smiley Burnette. Di-
rected by Joseph Kane. Story, Jack Natte-
ford; soreeh play, N'altetord and Oliver
Drake; camera, William Nobler. Reviewed
In Projection Root. N. Y.. Oct. 8. '37.

Running time, 00 mlns.
<3ene Gene Autry
Frog i . .Snillev Burnptte
Bernlce Allen .ludlth Allen
Spud na Hould
Colonel Allen Guy Xl.sher
Neale Gordon Elliott
AVyrtdhani .Tohn Ward
Shorty Frankle Marvin
•["in r.hrls Marvin
.Sergeant Stanley Blystone
Joe Larklns Bud Osborne

Another of those convey-nothing
titles which .hide a good picture,

westernly speaking. Everything in

the production bespeaks a more than
average investment. Autry is too
good an asset for Republic, hence it

would be a good idea to embroider
him equally well in subsequent re-
leases. His own name and Miss
Allen's (currently

,
getting page one)

should help where the title discour-
ages,.

In a couple of spots the film will

taX' credulity even of youngsters.
Autry's first romancing with Miss
Allen, thanks to dialogiciahs, is
askew, but in the main picture is
plenty horsey and tricky to sate the
Alamo addicts.
Autry is given the added advan-

tage of good pop tunes. 'Give Me
My Boots and Saddle' is well sung
while mounted star lounges over his
saddle. Other tune, 'You're The One
Rose That's Left in My Heart,' in a
nitery setting, is also cleverly han-
dled.

Cast, like rest of film, of better
grade. Both Miss Allen and the New
Zealander, Ra Hould, kid, turn in
good performances.

THE WRONG ROAD
Republic release of Colbert Clark produc

tlon. Features Richard Cromwell, Helen
Mack, Lionel Atwill. Dlrectad by James
Cruze. Screen play by Gordon RIgby and
Eric Taylor; original by RIgby; camera.
Ernest Miller; supervising editor. Murray
Seldflen; film editor, William Morgan; mu-
sical director, Alberto Colombo. Reviewed
In Projection Room, N. T., Oct. 7 '37
Running time. 02 mlns.
Jimmy Caldwell.......... Richard Cromwell
SV^" ^''l^^f ......Helen Mack
Mike Roberta Lionel Atwill
niackle. Horace MncMahon
f^V*"^ > • • • "^^'^ Powell
McLean... : Bljly Bevan
Mrs. Foster rMarJorle Main
Holbrook Rex Evans
District Attorney Joseph Crehan
Beamish ...Arthur Hoyt
Big Hobo ; syd Saylor
Judge Selmer .Taekson
O'Fearna Chester Clute

Not ihuch can be said for this
crlme-doesn't-pay-even-if - you - get-
away-with-it picture. A minor
dualer. Boy and girl, in . this one,
decide that with her family broke
and prospects df promotion for the
lad who is a bank clerk, negligible, it
would be a smart move to lift $100 -
000 from the bank where he works.
They do this apparently with the
greatest ease, but instead of the old
shoe, the authors have picked an
old-fashioned music box for the
amateur crooks to hide the swag in.
This they expect to recover after
serving out their sentences.
As planned, they resist all at-

tempts by third-degreeing to make
them disclose the hiding place and
are sent up for tei.ns, frankly ad-
mitting they have the doutrh socked
away. By serving out their few
years in prison to earn it, they fig-
ure, to pay their debt to society,
harm nobody and be on easy street
when they get out. .

Trouble from several sources
overtakes them. First the music box
eludes them and is sold at auction
following the death of an antique
dealer with tvhom they left it.

Blackie. a former cellmate of the
lad's, shows up and wants a cut of
the swag. Finally a special officer
of the surety company, who in some
mysterious manner always turns up
at the right moment, introduces the
moral aspect and says that until the
youngsters return the money they
won't have any inner contentment.
Despite the weak scrint, Lionel At-^

will, as the parole officer, turns In
a good actim* performance, and Hor-
ace MacMahon, the villain of the
piece, does okay. Richard Cromwell
and Helen Mack seem pretty bored
with their drab dialog, which is no

.

wonder. Not much can be said for
this triviality, even for the duals.

Versprich Mir Nichts
('Promise Me Nothing')
(GEEMAN MADE)

Berlin, Oct 1.
Terra-Fllmkunst release of Meteor-FIli*

production. Director,
,
Wolfgang Llcbe-

nelner. Features Lulse Ullrich and Viktor
de Kowa. Screen play, Thea von Harbou.
Camera, Fried! Behn-Grund. At Glorl*
Palast. Running time, 105 mlns.
Monlka Lulse Ullrich
Martin Ihratt, Viktor de Kowa
Mr. Felder. Helnrleh Georg*
Dr. Elk Hubert von Meyerlnck
Consul Brenkow Will Dohm
Vera Brenkow Charlotte Daudert

This legit hit seems okay at the
pic b.o., too. Thea von Harbou, in
charge of the book, turned the trick
well and Wolfgang Liebeneiner with
the help of a competent cast has
developed it into a money-maker.
Yarn opens in the Pratt studio,

where Martin, so absorbed in his
canvasses, does not notice how his
wife, Monika, Is gradually wasting
away from starvation. Even when
she rounds up a butter and egg man
who is just dying to part with a
husky wad, Martin refuses to sell

—

the pictures are not good enough,
says he, though admitting that he'd
find them pretty fair If daubed by
somebody, else. This gives Monika
a brainstorm. Martin's signature is
M. P. The initials could be her own.
So, with a painting under her arm,
she braves her way into the presence
of the awe-inspiring art dealer,
Felder. He's not only wild about the
picture and buys it, but arranges an
exhibition so that the. Pratts are
soon rolling in lucre and Monika has
become a celebrity.
But Martin becomes jealous of

Felder's attentions to Monika and
leaves her. In the meantime the
Lucas-Cranach prize is bestowed
upon her, whereupon she blurts out
the whole truth to the committee,
telling them that she had entered
into this nefarious scheme only to
keep the wolves from the door. It

looks as if Monika is headed for a
sweet session in the cooler when
Felder comes to her rescue, con-
vincing all concerned that art is art
after all. and it makes no diff who
holds the brushes and wins the
prize.";. He also arranges the in-
evitable reconciliation.
Luise Ullrich, one of Germany's

most capable thespers, makes a crcat
dc.^1 of an already juicy part. She is

only disappointing in the grandc
dame role, to which, fortunately,
I'ltle footaae is allotted. Viktor de
Kowa as the young artist is charm-
ing and in toto covers his assign-
mont okay. The high •'spots are the
Ullrich-de Kowa scenes, which are
excellently megged and have bits of
bu<iiness that are pips.
Heinrich George as the art dealer

cAves a fine portrayal. Those ef-

fectively draoed around the central
roles are Will Dohm, Charlotte Dau-
dert and Hubert von Meyerlnck.
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I Fratelli Castigrlioni

('The Castlfflionl Brothers')
(ITALIAN MADE)

Rome, Sept. 27.

Produced by Amato Film; distributed by
E N I. 0. Directed by Corrado D'Errlco.

pialoB, D'Errlco., baaed on comedy by
Alberto Colutuonlj- camera, Vaclav Vlch.

liimaele CastigUonl ...Ugo Ccserl

Mario CaattgfUonl... CarolUo Pllotto

X'anilllo CastlRllonl.t....Armando Mlgllarl

jTuIvlo Cast!snonl....«>«».Amedeo Nazzarl
I>(lna , .TjUlaa Ferlcla

Olfta,.... .Vanna Vannl
Provincial Lawjfer. Enrico Vlarlslo

(In Italian)

This film is based on Alberto
Colantuoni's comedy, which has been
translated into six languages and
played all' over Europe. But the

film is more than mere theatre
transported to the screen, director

having used all the possibilities of

the . screen and • added atmosphere
which could not possibly have been
achieved on the stage. Beautiful
photography of Vich and excellent
musical accompaniment do much to
build up atmosphere.
Story centers aboiit the four Cas-

tiglioni brothers, as ruthless and un-
scrupulous a bunch of hotheads as
can be imagined. .

Their uncle,
Pompeo, drew a winning lottery
ticket, worth 2,000,000 lire, but be-
fore he could cash in on the ticket

he died. And after his death the
ticket was nowhere to be found.
Great consternation among the

four brothers. Great family meet-
ings and consultations as to where
the uncle might have left the ticket.

AH . his clothes, all his belongings
are searched. Even Nina,, the cousin
who has had an illegitimate child,

and whom the ruthless brothers have
expelled from the family, is called
in. They hope phe may have an
Idea what the uticle could have done
with the ticket. But the poor girl

has no more idea than the rest, and
the righteous (Quartet mjtke her f$el
thoroughly miserable. Only her
cousin Gisa, of all the family, is nice
to her.

Finally a letter is discovered say-
ing the ticket was sewed into the
lining of Uncle's blue suit, and after
more family consultations it is dis-
covered that this was the suit Uncle
was buried in. At noon of the next
day the term for presentation of the
winning ticket is to expire. Brothers
call in the village lawyer for advice.
But the youngest brother, Fulvio,
who is the most impulsive, decides
that action is best, so goes off to the
cemetery to dig up Uncle. 'A little

later the two older brothers, Mario
and Ismaele, decide iii favor of
action, too. When they .get to the
cemetery they find the grave has
already been opened. Then they see
Fulvio leaving.
They call another family confer-

ence, and Fulvio is called to ac-
count. He produces what he found
In the blue suit—not the ticket, but
a letter announcing that Uncle will
phone tomorrow.
Next day sees the castlglloni fam-

ily—more or less' jittery—sitting

around the phone. When it finally

rings, a sepulchral voice announces
that the ticket has already been
turned in. Great fury on the part
of" the brothers.
Whereupon Uncle's lawyer arrives

and announces that he had instruc-
tions to cash the ticket, that the
family is to enjoy the use of the
interest on the fortune, provided
they recognize Nina's baby as the
owner of the estate. Film ends with
the assembled family at the railway
station to receive the baby heir on
his arrival from town.
While the film is not suitable for

the American market, it is, never-
theless, excellent. Scenes showing
the four brothers striding through
the streets in their long, dark capes,
cycling down the rural lanes to the
cemetery, holding midnight confer-
ences by candlelight, are all delight-
fully weird and creepy. Graveyard
scene has plenty of scares, without
being too slapstick. Luisa Ferida
makes a very appealing and snirited
fallen cousin, and Amedeo Nazzarl
as Fulvio, the youngest and most
hot-headed of the brothers, cuts a
very dashing figure. Camillo Pilotto
as Mario, and Enrico Viarisio as the
provincial lawyer give the best char-
aoterizations. Music and photog-
raphy excellent. Heln.

YOUTH ON PAROLE
Republic release of Phil Rosen produc-

tion, directed by Rosen. Features Maritin
Marsh, Gordon Oliver, Margaret Dumont,
Pesrgy Shannon. Screen play, Hershel Reb-
uas; camerafnan, Edward Snyder; acUll-
tlpnal dlalop, Henry BlanUfort, Jr. Bp-
vicwed In Projection Room, N. Y., Oct. 8,
37. Running time, €0 mins.
Ronnie Blatr.. Marian Mar.sh
Phillip Henderson Gordon Oliver
mndlady . . ,

. , Margaret numont
f^esKy.; .....Pcgjry Shannon
^parlclor Mllc.<> Mander
Mia. Blair. ."Sarah PaOdon
Mr. Blair ..AVade Boteler
Aloe Blair

, Mary Kornman
*'"B'e... ...Joe ('alts
"n'ly ..Mllhurn .«?tone

i',''}"»y Harry TylPr
V'"""ael Ranny "WppU.s
l'iw.ver..; Thcodor Von Kltz
^"''•IP VAa. l.ovc
inspector .Paul Stanlon

With only the name of Miss Marsh
}o attract, 'Parole' can't hope to pass
the light end bracket of the dual
depots. It will hold its own in that
classification, however, and helps
Duild Gordon Oliver as one of the
minor .iuve actors.

Stoi'y goes to extremes in building

^ .
hardships confronting former

prisoners, however youthful and in-
nocent, when they return to outside.
A rials are laid on too thickly to im-

press as anything else but syrup for
the commiserate love story mag
addicts. To average filmgoer it's a
little too much ill wind and not
enough entertainment.
Framed into the cooler, two white

collar workers try to rehabilitate
themselves on release. Although
strangers on entering, boy and girl
find solace in each other after first
few disappointments on exit. Love
follows but only complicates until
boy exonerates himself and the girl
by \mcovering the real culprits.
In all but action scene at end di-

rection is standard. Cast is handled
well, although Miss Marsh and Miss
Dumont get out of line occasionally.
Camera work is so-so, including sev-
eral library snaps.
There's very little suspense be-

cause the climax is arrived at too
swiftly after Icid gets going on his
own sleuthing. After seeing so much
elevator-like ups and downs of the
pair, the finale comes with a snap,
leaving one a little behind the ac-
tion.

Miss Marsh does well enough con-
sidering her lines, and looks well in
the plain business frocks selected
by wardrober, Oliver also turns in
a fairish performance, Peggy Shan-
non and Margaret Dumont play their
rolies without exciting themselves or
anyone else. Hurl.

Two Minutes to Play
Victory release at Sam Katzman produc-

tion, ' Stars Herman Brlx, Features Eddie
Nugent. Directed by Bob Hill. Story and
adaptation, William Buchanan; production
manager, E, W, Rote; camera, Bill Hyer;
flim editor, Charley Henkel, At Strand,
Brooklyn, week Oct. 7, '37, dual bill. Run-
ning time, 60 mlna.
Martin Granville Herman Brlx
Jack Galnea ..Eddie Nugent
Fat Meredith ., Jeanne Martel
FlufE Harding Betty Compaon
Hank Durkee. , .Grady Sutton
Lew Ashley ^ Duncan Rlnaldo
BOzzy. Vincent David Sharpe
Abie ,. Sammy Cohen
Coach Rodney ' Forrest Taylor
Gaines Senior .....Richard Tucker
Granville Senior Sam Flint

Signals off. Also story, production,
direction, playing, camera^ lighting,

sound—in fact, just about everything
is off. Few more pix like this and
individual communities in these
United Stated will be setting up their

own quota laws.

For the record, the idea (courtesy
term) of this one is the rivalry of

a couple of young red-blooded
studes. There's also something or
other about the glory of dear old
Franklin U. and the affections of a
fiirtatious co-ed. Oh yes, and the
fond poppas of the lads were also

hated rivals in their undergrad days
—and they keep it up throughout .the

pic. Well, the hero wins the game
with (surprise, surprise) two min-
utes to play, and all animosities are
forgotten. Fadeout, but quick.

Kobe.

Yodelin' Kid from Pine

Ridge
(WITH SONGS)

Republic release of Armand Scha-ofer pro-

duction. Stars Gene Autry, Directed by
Joe Kane. Story, Jack Natteford; screen
play, Natteford, Stuart McGowan and Dor-
rell McGowan; camera, William Nobles;
Bongs, Autry, Smiley Burnett. Frank Har-
ford, Jack Stanley, William Lava. At
Arena, N, T., dual, Oct. 11-12, '37. Run-
ning time, -H'l minfl.

Gen» Gene Autry
Frog Smiley Burnette
MUly Baynuui Betty Bronson
Len Parker Le Roy Mason
Autry, Sr Chas. MIddleton
Bayliss Baynuiii Rus. Simpson
Tenn. Ramblers Tenn. Ramblers
Jeff Galloway...; Jack Doueherly
Clem , t^uy WUkerson
Luke FranUle Marvin
Sheriff Henry Hall
Sam Snowflake

There's a minor lesson in geog-
raphy for the kids in the foreword
of 'Yodelin' explaining that the
Carolinas and Georgia, story loca-

tion, also have cattle ranches. There
is nothing else since even the prom-
ising names featured, Betty Bronson
and Gene Autry, disappoint in this

release for the triple-bills.

Unhampered by . a too familiar

story, director and others concerned
might have done more with the ma-
terial. Instead it looks like nothing
was done anywhere, net result be-
ing that nothing gets anywhere.

Lack of direction is seen every-
where in acting of both featured
players and supporters and the

ridiculous business allowed in the

story. Usual swingy western music
and singing of Autry is way off

standard. There's not a memorable
musical moment with exception of

Tennessee Ramblers' tramp band
rendition.

Even Gene Autry can not stop a

mountain feud between cattleman
and 'turpentiners,' but that is what
film portrays. Raging forest fire

adds to tlie hazards among which
are guns vs. his bare hands. Kids
snicker at that. The early Spanish
arch in a Georgia town, very ob-

vious stock shots from 'Annie Oak-
ley' film, and the totally unbeliev-

able and stupid finish of gunman
chase betweisn Autry's wild west
show pais, using blank catridges, and
the rustlers are other un timed
laughs.

, ,

•

Betty Bronson never played a less

important or le.ss convincing part as

a hillbilly on the side of the cow-
men. Smiley Burnette, lost behind
the regalia of a circus ownc. was
never unfunnier. Hurl.

ONE MAN JUSTICE
Columbia production and roleaae. Stars

Charles Starrett. Directed by Leon Bar-
sha. Story, VVIlJIam Colt MacDonald;
screen play, Paul Perpz; cameraman, John
Stumar. At Arena. N. Y.. dual, Oct. 8-9,
•37. Runnlne lime, 50 mlna.
Larry Clarke Charles Starrett
Mary Crockett Barbara Weeks
Sf^'.i^*"*^ I'll Taliaferro
Sheriff.... jnpit Clifford
«ed Grlndy Alan Bridge
Doc Willat..,..., Walter Downlnpr

Mory Gordon
.Tai-it LIpson

i-'"'.^^!'®.^ • Edmund Cobb
Hank Skinner Dick Turtls
Lefty Gates._, .Matson Williams
Joe Craig.,./. ....Hurry Iflelschman

This is probably the fist fightin'est
western yet which, coupled with
some unusual story treatment and
directing gimmicks and the Starrett
moniker, should make for some of
the best returns which the double-
duty stands afford. Runoff is a vir-
tual fistic exhibition which makes
the bona fide fight reels look tame by
comparison. When the kids start
talking about what they saw in ac-
tion, picture can't help doing biz.
Characterizations are never per-

mitted out of bounds bv "director
Barsha, new to the sage field but
displaying an astute knowledge of
what goes and what does not. Ex-
pert guidance can be seen through-
out production and not at a great
cost. Budget was probably observed
but there is no evidence of scrimp-
ing, what with different looking sets,
etc.

Opening with a terrific street
brawl, wherein Starrett slaughters a
renegade and halts the attempted
gunplay of another, action never
stops. Effects of plunging- through
horse post rails, doors, etc., is realis-
tically carried out. Punching looks
so McCoy it always hurts. Gunning
while mounted, jail escape where
sheriff is slugged, timed gun fight
between Starrett and town's terror
for supremacy, of good over bad, are
all sure clicks with juves.
Crookedness and disregard of law

is so open that honest people of
Mesa welcome presence of Larry
Clarke, newcomer and spittin' image
of late Ted Crockett, disappeared and
thought dead. When he proceeds to
clean up it's a sweep that is un-
equalled for action starting in town,
extending to what was Crockett's
ranch, neighbbrhing stakes and back
to town. Calls in his own pals from
Texas to help clear up mess which
includes making all baddies named
on sheriff's list walk out of town
minus guns and horses for keeps.
Turns out that .Starrett is really

Ted Crockett who, when slugged five

years nreviously, lost his memory.
Crockett's wife, true to him despite
similarity between her supposed de-
ceased mate and Starrett, finally gets
her reward but not before turning in
a good account of herself in a minor
spot.
Jack Clifford, is easily the best of

the cinematic constables with his
dry manner and smooth, believable
performance. Others equally good
including Dick Curtis and Alan
Bridge, heavier.

CLUB DE FEMMES
('Girls' Club')

(FRENCH MADE)
Arthur Mayer and Joseph Burnstyn tp-

lease of 'B-E-L-F production. Stain Dan-
ielle Darrleux, Elaa Argall. Features Jo-
sette Day, Junie Astor. Eve Francis, KIssa
Kouprlne. Betty Stockneld. Written and
directed by Jacques Deval. Associate di-

rector, J. ICruger; director of production,
L. Schlosberg; musical dlrpclor, Marlus-
Francol.s Galllard. Revlpwed In Projection
Room, N. 1'., Oct. 8, '37. Running time,
R.'i mins.
Dr. Gabrlelle Aubry Valpniine T(«.«ialer

r:ialrc Danielle Darrleux
Carol Royce .. .Gportfette

Juliette Jnselte Day
Helene Junio Astor
.Tacqucllne. Mnrtlnf> 'Mouneyros
Franoolse .Marlon Dclbo
Mme. Fargeton...' ...TOve Francis
Ijuclle KIssa Koiiprlno
Alice. KNc Arwll
Robert Ilaymond (Inll

Greta Betty Slockllcid

(In French, with Enplish Titles)

This is lively, satirical entertain-
ment, based on the loves of bachelor
girls in a Parisian clubhouse for
women. Despite the most vigilant
precautions t>v careful chaperones,
love, barred Irom the door, creeps
down the chimney.

It was written, produced and di-
rected by Jacques Deval with skill-

ful artistry and a distinctive conti-
nental touch. Casting, sets, cos-
tumes and production are excellently
and imaginatively handled. In parts
the pace is a bit rapid, with occa-
.sional abrupt transitions. This is due
to plot complicatons. but docs not
seriouslv affect the merit of this ex-
cellent film.

Picture develops the love-lives of
.several inmates of the cliil). One is

mischievously romantic. The second
goes on the loose. A third, a la

'Maedchcn in Uniform.' i.s altracled
to a f»irl friend. All of Ihcm get in

trouble;
Danielle .

Darrieux, of 'Mayerling'
di.stinotion, gives a sweet and thor-
oti^hly en'''"Ting perfomiance ns mis-
chievoi"? Claire, the first of these
•^irls. She introdurn.s hf»r lov^r into
the clubhnii.sr> In femminn di.sfru'se.

Bfivmond r."!!. the o"1v rrr'n in the
nlav. is w^ll selected for this nart.

A touc^i nf nlcpsant pbsnrditv bomos
when dnire's. love-child i.s borr> in
tho Hiibhouse bnrmd to m"n. The
.stork T(\!!r\Qrt-<s the. club's rules, how-
ev"''. and dpiivprs a ijirl,

Th« second .pirl. Orot'>. is

.student, who t?ofS in fi^r w«»nlthv
Americans and nobility. Depicted as

frivolous, her trouble comes when
she is jilted by a titled octogenarian.
Played by the lovely English actress,
Betty Stockfield, cameramen wisely
take plenty of photographic advan-
tages with her figure.
Elsa Argall (Mrs. Deval in private

life), in her screen debut scores
heavily and adds much distinction
to the picture as the third girl who
is attracted to her friend Juliette,
Latter is well played by Josette Day.
Junie Astor, Kissa Kouprine and Eve
Francis all deserve mention, as does
Valentine Tessier. Latter portrays
the sympathetic Dr. Aubry, resident
woman house physician, who helng
the girls when they get into diffi-
culties, and fits into the picture well.
Wbrth seeing for its bevy of

French lookers, of whom there are
140. Picture has a serious side, which
is handled with a delicate touch.
'Club' is a clever, sophisticated pro-
duction and ought to go well in
America with the art bunch.

MAMMY
(With Songs)

(HUNGARIAN MADE)
Budapest, Oct. 1.

Budapest Films production and rcleiise.
•Scenario, Gabor Va37.ary; ndiiptPd from
Rczso' Torok'a nlay; directed, by .Jano.q V«s-
7.ary: music. Denes Buday, Jeno Sandor;
camera, latvan' Elben.
Mammy,.., Sari Fodak
Tlonka. Lia SxcpeR
CiRbor Torday .Teno TorzH
Gaspar Torday Jpno PalaUy
Mr.s. Szabo Piroska Vsznry
ARent Istvati B.'xri--ony

Karpatl Sandor P(»tl
.Tullka Antiio Rothy
lilva.. Marv Va<ro
Behedek ,,, Bela MihalyfCy

(In Hungarian)
Budapest Films, new producing

firm working on a larger scale than
any other here, declared it would
make bigger and better features than
average local produfct. 'Mammy,'
first, falls short of this aim. It's just
the sort of silly story; slow moving,
improbable, as are most of the other
home-made pictures.

Sari Fedak, Hungary's ace musical
comedy star in the first quarter of
the century, is starred. She is a cap-
ital actress, and the part might fit

her if the story were not so exag-
gerated. Her makeup and clothes
are wrong, too.
She plays Mammy, a golden-

hearted rough diamond of an old
lady, who. returns with her equally
rough-diamond grandson (Pataky)
to a distinguished European father
(Torzs), who had been unaware of
his existence. He wants to educate
the boy and teach him decent man-
ners, but no one can manage, the
young Texas cowpuncher except
Ilonka (Lla Szepes), whom wise
Mammy engages to tame him, think-
ing that a pretty girl will succeed
where dull old schoolmasters failed.
She succeeds so well that, with
Mammy's help, the boy marries her.
Texas boy's golden-heart-under-a-

rough-exterior is mainly exoressed
by putting his feet on the table and
smashin<! crockery. Pataky gets
away with it as well as he can. He
Is young, good looking and attrac-
tive, new to the screen, and a dis-
tinct asset. So is Lia Szepes. already
lost to Hungarian pictures, since she
is tinder contract to Metro, Jocobi.

Wenn Wir Alle Engel

Waren
( 'We Can't All Be Angels')

(GERMAN MADE)
Casino Film Exchange rcloase of Tobls-

I'^uropa film,. Stars Heinz Kuohmann, Ijcnl
Marenbach; features Harald Paulsen, Di-
rected by Carl Froehllch, Adapted from
novel by Holnrlch Spoerl. Production inan-
RBcr, Frlodrlch Pflughaupt; aHst. dIroc.lDr.

liolf Hansen; camera, Rclniar Kuntze; mu-
sical director, Milde-MclSHncr; dcLh, Franx
Schroedler: editor, tiustuve Lohse. At
Casino, N. Y., week Oct, 8, '37. Running
time, t)7 min.i.
Christian Kcmpcnlch .... Hoinz Rtiehmann
Kedwls, seine Fruit , Lent Marcnbacli
Marie, Dionstmagd Ijotte nau.<jcli

Tante Sclma Klsri DalundH
Falottl. Gesanffslehrcr Harald Paulsen
BurgormcMtcr , Hans .H«rleii
Amtsrlchter Will Doliin
Amtsanwalt Paul Mi»'Joriivv

I'ollzelkoiiii.iRar Krnat Wfldoiv
Justlzrat Genius ,, Hugo Fruohllcli

(In German, No English Titles)
Gay German picture has some

amusing situations and a pleasant
Rhineland spirit which make a fair
but overlong. comedy. Just why it

should, in the eyes of the Vaterland
officials receive the highest possible
rating and be touted as 'extremely
valuable for the State and for Art'
is something only Herr Goebbels,
whose censors rate all local produc-
tions, can explain.

It all grows out of the misappre-
hensions of Herr Christian Kempen-
ich and his wife, each of whom has
been away from home overnight,
after which mutual suspicions of in-
fidelity are aroused. There are sev-
eral good laugh situations in this
picture before the final denouement
when hubby forgives wife for hav-
ing done nothing, and wife forgives
hubby for his one night's trespass.'js.

Picture is a fair production, with
poor sound track. There are some
nice views of the Rhine, a quaint
German town and some shots in a
Cologne nitery. The print used was
rather poor.
Heinz Ruehmann does well . as

Christian Kempenich. Lenl Maren-
bach, as his wife, gets acro.ss her
part in a pleasing humoresqUe vein;
Harald Paulsen, as the singin'j
teacher who complicates matters to
form the triangle, has an agreeable
voice and is mildly amusing.

ROARING SIX GUNS
Ambassador release of Maurlca Conn pro-

dui'tlon. Features Kerinlt Maynanl, Murr
Hayes, Sam Flint, John Morton. Ulrocte*
by J. P. McGowan. Story, James Ollvor
Curwood; screenplay, Arthur Everett; cam-
era. Jack Groenlmlgh; editor, nirhard (J.
Wiay. At Klva, Lincoln, dual. Kunulti»
(line, CS mlns.
Uuck Sinclair .....ICermlt Maynanl
H'^th Mary Hayes
i:in(7old Sain Flint
Mlloaway John Merti>n
WiUlont Bud l}u.sler
Harmon Robert Fl.slc
Coniml.ssloner Ed CassMr
S^l"g C^irley Dre.iden
'"11 Dick Morohead
Skector....... Charles (Slim) Whitaker-
Sundown Knrl nodRes
Reno Rene Slon»

A little slow for a western, which
should above all things have action,

'Roaring Six Guns' will find most of
the fans accepting it on a run-oj^-mill
basis. Fact that those who attend
western pic showings seldom show
much qualms about quality, is big-
gest thing in Its favor.
Kermit Maynard, by a fine line,

IS usually a better performer than
the more illustrious Ken, but he's
still no rafter-shaking thespian by
any means. Here he's faced by an
irate father of his best girl, who
wants to get some government range
land for grazing. Maynard wants the
gal and the ground. Opposition forma
around Sam Flint, the father, and
his unscrupulous partner, John Mer-
ton. Latter is one of the screen's
most often worked heavies, and
capable.

Femme Is Mary Hayes, not so bad
to look at, but a little light as an
actress. While he lasts. Bud Buster
gives a good accounting, but finally
winds up as a bulls-eyed target.
Film will have to have dual sup-

port in most cases. Born.

PLOMIENNE SERCA
('Hearts Aflame')

(POLISH MADE)
ICInopol release of Polaka IMlmowa pro-

duction. Features Elzblofa Barazczow.ika.
Mlusozyfllaw Cybulski, Bloczyalaw Malecltl!
Directed by Romuold GnntkowsUI. Scret-tt
play by Gahtkowakl; dialog, Adam Bied-

.""Sr^^i. VVogrzyn; music,
MIchal Mlchttl Jaworskl; camera, Jakob
.TanUqwlcz, Reviewed in Projection Room.
N. Y , Oct. 8, '37. Running time, UO mlns!Wanda Poreboka . , , , 131zbleta Barszczewska
Kazlmlorz PoreljBkl '...Pawel Owerllo
rerosa Porebska Helen Zahorsica
/08 a Konarska. » . , . ,Hallna Kamlttska
Kpt, Lukasz Smiglelskl.,

, „ , . . .
'T'i'Ieuaa JUlaloszczynskI

Krystana Smlglelska i,55oflB LlndorC
ArtoksorkflBB Kulculka. .Stanlalaw LaplnskI
MIchasla.

, , . ,Allna Zollska
Stanlalaw Korczynskl. .Mleczyalaw Cybulski
»ir.^*^.,^r?''°***^"*'' MioozyBlaw Maleckl

Marewlcz Mleczyalaw Wegrzyn
WpJol¥ch CIotrzewa...StunlaIaw Josklewica
Wlodzlmlerz SteplnskI

K. Junosza PtopowBkl
Slorzan Zwardon .li'ranclteok Domlnlalc

(In Polish, with English Titles)
Vigorous 90 minutes of Polish mil-

itary propaganda. Despite its banal-
ities, huzzahs for God, country and
the army, it manages to be a pretty
good film. It undoubtedly pleased
the Polish audiences at home, for
whom it was intended, and Polo-
philes the world over will like it.

Nobody else will care.

Picture, of which the totalitarian
Polish government has a substantial
piece, is the prototype of any made
in a militarized country. More ap-
propriate title would be 'Poland in
Goosestep.' Idealized officers control
hot only their fledglings' behavior,
but their mental attitudes at social
functions. Chivalrous swinging
around the wall flowers is made
compulsory, and the boys have to
like It.

'

War maneuvers, attacks In gas
masks, and the like occupy a sub-
stantial portion of the film, with the
last 10 minutes devoted to parading,
reviewing and showing off tne tanks,
infantry and planes to the best ad-
vantage. Here it suddenly develops
that the hero of the story is not the
hero at all. Actually he's Poland's
martial, Smigly-Ridz, whose mugg
comes on at the finish, together with
display of the Polish flag.' Evidently
intended to bring down every Pa-
lish house, this substitutes for the
clinch. Anyhow, the cadets whose
heartthrobs make the plot don't get
married. They have joined up in
the regular army first.

Story Is simple enough, and deala
with the rivalry of two Polish cadets
in the officers' training corns for the
same wench. Fierce contest eventu-
ally is concluded and the two are
reconciled after injury to one in a
melodramatic fire.

Young Polish lads seem to behave
pretty much as do any other young
men of the day. Those in training
even hav^e Princeton crew haircuts.
Or maybe it's a copy act at Prince-
ton. The net impression is that Po-
land is a marching man's world, in
which lovely girls sigh and express
the wish that women could be in the
army, too. Mighty pretty girls they
are, especially Elzbieta Bar.szc.sew.ska.

I

Actors are all good and the picture
' has some splendid genre photogra-
phy. A few older rushes are slipped
in for atmospherf, but on the whole,
it is technically 'creditable. One un-
Lisiial looking boy who appears for
only a brief moment in the grand-
stand reviewing scene might be
worth a talent scout's o.o. Engli.sh

j
titles would look better if all were
polled right.
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FILM BOOKING CHART
(For tnfortnatton of theatre and film exchange bookers. Variety presents a complete chart of feaitire release^ of all the American distributing companies for

the current quarterly period. Date of the reviews as given tn Variety and the rtmning time of prints are included,)
COPTBIGHT, 1937, BY VAB1ET7, INC. ALL BIGHTS BESEBVED

WEEK
OF '

BELEASE
TITLE PBODUCEB DISTBIB. TYPE TALENT DIBECTOB

8/27/37 IT'S ALL rOUBS
KING SOLOMON'S MINES

BAD GUT
BIDEBS OF THE DAWN
ATLANTIC FLIGHT
ON SUCH A NIGHT
MAKE A WISH

THINK FAST, MB. MOTO
WESTEBN GOLD

DEAD END
MAN WHO CBIED WOLF

CONFESSION

Wm. Perlberg Col Comedy
GB GB Spectacle

Harry Rapf MGM Melodrama
R. N. Bradbury Mono Western
William Berke Mono Western
Em. Cohen Par Melodrama
Sol Liesser BKO Musical
SolWurtzel 20th Melodrama
Sol Wurtzel 20th Western

Sani Goldwyn UA • Drama
E. M. Asher U Melodrama

WB WB Rom-Drama

M. Carroll-F. Lederer
A. Lee-B. Youne-Bobeson

B. Cabot-J. Chatburn
Jack Bandall

D. Merrill-Lanibie
K. Morley-G. Bichards
B. Breen-B. Bathbone

Lorre-V. Field
S. Ballew-H. Angel
S. SIdney-J. MoCrea

L. Stone-B. Beed
K. Francis-I. Hunter

E. Nugent
R. Stevenson

E. Cahn
R. N. Bradbury
William Nigh
E. A, Dupont
K. Neumann
Norman Foster
H. Bretherton
William Wyler
L. R. Foster
Joe May

9/3/37
IT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD

GANGWAY
GIBL WHO SAID NO
BOOTS OF DESTINY

BIG CITY
GOD'S COUNTBY AND MAN

SOULS AT SEA
LIFE OF THE PABTY
SttEIK STEPS OUT

TKN ICE
PBISONEB OF ZENDA

VABSiTY SHOW

M. Connolly Col Comedy
GB GB Comedy

A. Stone , GN Com-Dr
Condor GN Western

Norman Krasna MGM Melodrama
R. N. Bradbury Mono Outdoor
Hathaway-Jones Par Drama

E. Kaufman BKO Musical
H. Schlom Bep Rom-Dr
R. Griffith 20th Musical
D. Selznick UA Rom-Dr
L. Edelman WB Musical

R. Dlx-Fay Wray
Jessie Matthews

B. Armstron?-Irene Hervey
Ken Maynard
Tracy-Bainer

T. Keene-C. Henry
Cooper-Baft

G. Baymond-H. Hilliard
. Novarro-L. Lane

Henie-Power-Treacher
B. Colman-M. Carroll

D. Powell-Warinsr-Healy

H. Lachman
Sonnie Hale
A. Stone
A, Rosson
F. Borzage

R. N. Bradbury
H. Hathaway
W. A. Seiter
Irving Pichel
S. Lanfleld

J. Cromwell
W. Keighley

9/10/37 COUNSEL FOB CBIME
THE WOMEN MEN MABBY
ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN

. ANNAPOLIS SALUTE
BORNEO

WILD AND WOOLY
100 MEN AND A GIBL

WINE, WOMEN AND HOBSES
PBAIBIE THUNDEB

W. MacDonald Col Melodrama
M. Fessier . MGM Drama

B. P. Schulberg Par Conx-Dr
Robert Sisk » BKO Rom-Dt
M. Johnson 20th ' Outdoor
John Stone 20th Com-Dr
J. Pasternak U Musical

WB WB Com-Dr
Bryan Foy WB Western

O. Krnffer-J. Wells
J. Hutchliison-G. Murphy
W. Gargan-O.. Heyward

J. Ellison-M. Hunt
Mr. Sc Mrs. M. Johnson
J. Withers-P. Moore

Durbln-Stolcowskl-Menjou
B. MaoLane-A. Sheridan

D. Foran-E. Clancy

John Brahm
Earl Taggart
Erie Kenton

.Chris Cabanne
T. TftUey
Al Werkef
H. Koster
Louis King
B. Eason

\,HEN .

TIME REVIEWED
MINS. BY VABIETY

80
64

59
71
75
66
56
90
66
85

67
90
77
SB
75

89
86
65
78

100
120

61
68

65
75
90
85
64

6/30
9/1

9/22
ai/18

8/25
8/18

8/4
9/29
7/ai

10/6
8/18

9/15

8/11
8/25
7/28
8/25
9/1
8/11

10/6
9/22

10/6
9/8
7/21
9/8
9/29

9/17/37 GAME THAT KILLS
LOVE TAKES-FLIGHT

THE FIBEFLY
MY DEAB MISS ALDBICH

THIKTEENTH GUEST (Beissue)
VOGUES OF 1938

LADY FIGHTS BACK
THAT CEBTAIN WOMAN

H. L. Decker Col Melodrama.
Condor GN Rom-rCom

Hunt Stromberg MGM Operetta
MGM MGM Comedy

M. H. Hoffman' Mono Mystery
W. Wanger UA Musical
Ed Grainger . U. Drama

R. Lord WB Drama

C. Quiffley-B. Hayward
B. Cabot-Beatrice Boberts
J. MaoDonald*Allan Jones
£. M. Oliver-J. Beeoher

G. Bogers-L. Talbot
Wr Baxter-J. Bennett
I. Hervey-K. Taylor
B. Davis-H. Fonda

D. R. Ledej^man
Conrad Nagel
R. Z. Leonard
G6o. B. Seitz
Albert Ray

Irv, Cummlngs
Milt Carruth
Ed. Goulding

55
70
140
73
65

105

91

9/22
8/18
7/28

10/6
9/6/32
8/4

8/4

9/21/37 SMALL TOWN BOY Zion Myers GN Com-Dr Stuart Erwin-J. Compton Glenn Tryon 61 10/13
TBAILING TBOUBLE Condor GN Western Ken Maynard A. Rosson

THE BBIDE WOBE BED J. Mankiewicz MGM Com-Dr J. Crawford-Tone, D. Arzner 100 9/29
. STABS OVEB ABIZONA R. N. Bradbury Mono Western Jack Bandall R. N. Bradbury €5
SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST Par Par Melodrama G. Michael-L. Crabbe C. Reisner 62 9/8

40 NAUGHTY GIBLS Wm, Seiter . BKO Mystery J. Gleason-ZaSu Pitts Edw. Cllne 63 9/8
ABIZONA GUNFIGHTEB A. W. Hackel Bep Western Bob Steele Sam Newfleld
BEHIND THE MIKE Lew Brock U Com-Dr W. Gargan-J. Barrett Sid Salkow

7/28BACK IN CIBCULATION S. BischofI WB Com-Rom P. O'Brien-Blondell R. Ehcight 100

10/1/37 SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT
MADAME X

A BBIDE FOB HENBY
mCd, WIDE AND HANDSOME

MUSIC FOB MADAME
BOOTS AND SADDLES
YOUTH ON PABOLE

LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE
CABNIVAL QUEEN

52ND STBEET
: LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA
LOVE IS ON THE AIB

Schertzinger . . GN Musical
J. K. McGuinness MGM Drama

.

Mrs. W. Reid Mono Com-Rom
A. Hornblow Par Rom-Dr
Jesse L. Lasky BKO Musical
Sol C. Siegel Bep Western
Phil Rosen Bep Melodrama
H. Wilson 20th Musical

Robt. Presnell U Melodrama
W. Wanger UA Musical

Henry Blanke WB Biog
Bryan Foy WB Com-Rom

Casmey-E. Daw
Gladys Geor^e-W. William

Ann Naffel-W. Hull
Irene Dunne-B. Scott
N. Martini-J. Fontaine
Gene Autry-rJ. Allen
M. Marsh-G. Oliver
Bitz Bros.-P. Brooks
D. Kent-B. Wilcox

K. Baker-P. Patterson
Paul Muni-G. Sondegaard

. B. Beapan-June Travis

Schertzinger
Sam Wood

William Nigh
R. Mamdulian
J. Blystone
Joseph Kane
Phil Rosen
W. A. Seiter
Nate Watt

Harold Young
Wm. Dieterle

.

Nick Grinde

90
75
55

110
77
59
61
80

80
123
61

9/1
9/29
9/29
7/28
9/15
10/13
10/13
9/29

10/6
6/30
9/15

10/8/37 LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE
BENFBEW OF THE MOUNTED
LUCK OF BOABING CAMP
PABTNEBS IN CBIME
SATUBDAY'S HEBOES
THE WBONG BOAD

LANCEB SPY
BOLL ALONG, COWBOY
FABEWELL AGAIN

I MET MY LOVE AGAIN
IDOL OF THE CBOWDS
THEY WON'T FOBGET

M. Connolly Col Rom-Com
A. Herman GN Outdoor
J. H. Steele ' Mono Outdoor

Par Far Melodrama
Robt. Sisk BKO Football

Colbert Clark Bep Melodrama
S. G. Engel 20th Drama
SorLesser 20th Western
V. Saville UA Melodrama
W. Wanger UA Rom-Dr
Trem Carr U Rom-Dr

Mervyn LeRoy WB Drama

D. Montgromery-J.i Parker
J. Newill-C. Hughes

O. Davis, Jr.-J. Woodbury
L. Overma;n-R. Karns
Van Heflin-M. Marsh
B. Cromwell-L. Atwill

D. Del Bio-G. Sanders-Lorro
Smith Ballew

L. Banks-F. Bobson
J. Bennett-H. Fonda

John Wayne-S. Bromley
C. Bains-G. Dickson

.
Ray McCarey
Al Herman
I. V. Willat

Ralph Murnhy
Edw. Killy
J. Cruze
G. Ratoft
Gns Meins
Tim Whelan
LoganrRipley
Art Lubin

Mervyn LeRoy

10/15/37 MUBDEB IN GBEENWICH VILLAGE

WALLABY Jm OF ISLANDS
DOUBLE WEDDING

BOYS OF THE STBEET
WHEBE TBAILS DIVIDE

ANGEL
FIT FOB A KING
POBTIA ON TBIAL
TBIGGEB TBIO

HEIDI
THAT'S MY STOBY
OVEB THE GOAL

W. MacDonald Col Mystery
GB GB Drama

B. Barsky GN Rom-Dr
J. Mankiewicz MGM Rom-Com
Wm. Nigh Mono Com-Dr

R, N. Bradbury Mono Western
Ernst Lubitsch Par Rom-Dr
David L. Loew BKO Comedy
A. E. Levoy Bep ' Rom-Dr
Sol Siegel Bepub Western
R. Griffith 20th Rom-Dr

Robt. Presnell U Melodrama
Bryan Foy WB Rom-Com

Fay Wray-Richard Arlen
George Arliss

G. Huston-B. Coleman
Wm. Powell-M. Loy

Jackie Cooper-M. O'Connor
Tom Keene

Dietrich-H. Marshall
Joe E. Brown-Helen Mack

W. Abel-F. Inescort
Three Mesquiteers

Tcmple-Hersholt-Treacher
C. Morgan-Wm. Lundigan
Wm. Hopper-June Travis

Al S. Rogell
Neill-Howell
Chas. Lamont

R. Thorpe
Wm. Nigh

R. N. Bradbury
Ernst Lubitsch
Edw. Sedgwick
G. Nicholas, Jr.
Wm. Witney
Allan Dwan
Sid Solkow
Noel Smith

10/22/37 THE AWFUL TRUTH
KING OF SIEBRAS

HEBE'S FLASH CASEY
CONQUEST

THUNDER TBAIL
BBEAKFAST FOB TWO

CHABLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY
. STAND-IN

MEBBY-GO-BOUND OF '38

THE PERFECT SPECIMEN

^Everett Riskin' Col Comedy
M. H. Hoffman GN Western

M. 8c A. Alexander GN • Comedy
B. H. Hyman MGM Hist-Rom

Par Par Western
Edw. Kaufman BKO Rpm-Dr
John Stone 20th Mystery
W. Wanger UA Comedy

B, G. DeSylva U Musical
Hi J. Brown WB Com-Rom

I, Dunne-Carey Grant
Bex-Sheik (horses)

E. Linden-B. Mallory
GarbD-Charles Boyer

Marsha Hunt-Gilbert Boland
B. Stanwyok-II. Marshall
W. Oland-Joan Marsh

L. Howard-Joan Blondell
B. Lahr-B. House-Auer
E. Flynn-Joan Blondell

Leo McCarey
Arthur Rosson
Lynn Shores

Clarence Brown
Chas. Barton
Alfred Santell
Eugene Forde
Tay Garnett

Irv. Cummings
Michael Curtiz

10/29/37 TRAPPED BY G MEN
TEX BIDES WITH BOY SCOUTS

LIVE. LOVE AND LEABN
THIS WAY, PLEASE

THEBE GOES THE GBOOM
BIDIN' THE LONE TBAIL
ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN

WESTLAND CASE
THE GBEAT GABBICK

Col . Col Melodrama
E. Finney GN Western
H. Rapf MGM Com-Dr

Mel Shauer Par Musical
A. Lewis BKO Com-Dr

A. W. Hackel Bep Western
t. Schwab 20th Musical

L. Fox-S, Starr U Mystery
M. LeRoy " WB Drama

Jack Holt-Wynne Gibson
Tex BUter

B. Montgomery-B. Bussell
Buddy Bogers-B. Grable
B. Meredith-Ann Sothern

Bob Steele

Cantor-T. Martii>-.T. Lang
P. Foster-Carol Hughes

Brian Aherne-de Haviland

Louis D. Collins
Ray Taylor

G. Fitzmaurice
Robt. Florey

Joseph Santley
Sam Newfield
David Butler
C. Cabanne
James Whale

11/5/37 HOLLYWOOt) ROUNDUP
NON-STOP NEW YORK
SWING IT, SAILOB
THE FIBEFLY

HOLD 'EM, NAVY
FIGHT FOB YOUB LADY
DANGER, LOVE AT WOBK

NOTHING SACRED
GIBL WITH IDEAS
ALCATBAZ ISLAND

11/12/37 I'LL TAKE ROMANCE
MB. BOGGS BUYS BABREL
THE LAST GANGSTEB

THE CARRIER
LIVING ON LOVE

SPRINGTIME IN ROCKIES
DANGEROUSLY YOURS
STORM IN A TEACUP

ADVENTUROUS BLONDE

Col Col Western
GB GB Rom-Mel

D. Diamond GN Com-Dr
H. Stromberg MGM Musical

Par Par Football

A. Lewis BKO Com-Rom
H. Wilson 20th Corh-Rom

D. O. Selznick UA Comedy
Ed. Grainger U Com-Rom

Cosmo WB Melodrama

E. Riskin Col Musical
Ben Pivar GN Com-Dr
MGM MGM Drama

H. Sherman Par Outdoor
M. Cohen BKO Com-Rom

S. C. Siegel Bep. Western
Sol Wurtzel 20th Rom-Dr

Korda UA Rom-Dr
Bryan Foy WB Com-Rom

Buck Jones
Anna Lee-J. Lbder
W. Ford-J. Jewell

J. MacDonald-A. Jones
Lew Ayrss-M. Carlisle

J. BoIesrI. Lupino
A. Sothern-J. Haley
Lombard-F. March

W. Pidgeon-W. Barrie
John Litel-A. Sheridan

Ewing Scott
R. Stevenson
Ray Cannon

R. Z. Leonard
K. Neumann
Ben Stoloff

O. L. Preminger
Wm. Wellman
Sylvan Simon
Wm. McGann

X.

Grace Moore-M. Douglas
S. Erwin-H. Chandler

E. G. Bobinson-R. Stradner
L. Carrilio-J. Parker
W. Bourne-J. Dunn
G. Autry-P. Bawles
C. Romero-P. Bro'rtks

V. Leigh-R. Harrison
G. FarrcII-B. MacLane .

Edw. Griffith
G. Wiles

E. Ludwig
Les Selandcr
Lew Linders
Joe Kane

'M. St. Clair
V. Saville

F. McDonald

72
64

62
58
62
78

60
98

78
58
85

90
73

85

62

90

60

58
65
68
90

82

72
64

62
95

140

64

10/8

9/29
10/13
10/6

6/30

9/22

9/15
9/1

10/6

9/29

9/22
10/6

9/29

9/15
10/13

10/6
9/29

7/28

10/13
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GTP Vs.W£ Gets D.S. Supreme Court

Review; DeMille, F-WC Sustained

• Washington, Oct. 12.

Review ol one of the four cases

brought before the U. S. Supreme

Court by. i>ictiu:e .
interests was

granted Monday (U), with prior de-

cisions in three <5t^er proqeedings

being sustained. .

Sole .film matter' which the high

tribunal will ogle during coming

weeks is tiff between General Talk-

ing Pictures and Western Electric,

a patent dispute involving validity of

license agreements to use certain

equipment covered by the. patent'

pool set! up after the radio trust con-

sent decree was promulgated. Still

banging fire is sideline row growing

but of charges in India.na that major

distributors /conspired to put out of

business the Indianapolis Amus. Co.
• Tentatively carded for hearing in

November; the General Talking Pic-

tures—^Western Electric fuss raises

the question of whether major
equipment makers can restrict the

use of their products and of parts

turned out by their licensees. De-
cisions may have profound effect

upon the future: of independent re-

prdduction systems. . .

The question is the legality of

General's use of amplifiers bought

ffom American Transformer Co.,

holder of a pool license for tubes

designed for radio receivers. The
inajprs contiend that - use - of these

parts in soun(^ pictjure sets is illegal;

sinde the ampliders were not manu-
factured- for reproduction purposes.

Equipment concern charges that the

law does not allow .a patent owner to

liniit -the '.us^, . of : devices, manufac-
{ured under a valid patent.

'Ecsiasy' Nixed

Cases in' which the final .bench re-

fused to intervene are the tax fight

between the Government aind Cecil

B,; DeMille, the Fox-West Coast
bankruptcy, and the" refusal of Ne\v
York State authorities to permit un-
reeling of 'Ecstasy,' imported sex
film.

Without giving, explanations, court
turned down requests for review of

the DeMille matter and the 'Ecstasy'

Xuss, and for the second time de-
clined to consider whether the Fox-
W.C. matter should be reopened.
Effect of these actions is to sustain

lower courts in their denial of re-

quest for injunction compelling Gov.
Herbert H. Lehman to grant license

to Eureka Productions for exhibi-
tion of 'Ecstasy,' in affirming de-

cision of the U. S. Board of Tax
Appeals that DeMille "is not a tax-

dodger, and in disregarding charges
that law violations are being coun-
tenanced in allowing reorganization

of the Wesc'o properties to continue.

Considerable significance attaches

to- decisions in the DeMille and
Eureka cases. In former instance,

the review denial establishes the
right of film directors to amass funds
with which to finance contemplated
Independent productions. In the
latter situation. Supreme Court has
granted that State authorities may
dictate the showing of pictures re-

gardless of the fact that films are
shipped in interstate and foreign
commerce.

M. P. ENGINEERS' CONV.

UNVEILS 3D DIMENSH

Third-dimension sight and sound
were highlighted demonstrations
Monday (11); opening day of semi-
annual convention of Society of
I lotion Picture Engineers in N. Y.
Two separate demonstrations indi-
cated strides taken in getting life-

lilce reproduction of originally pho-
tographed arid recorded scene.

Electrical Research Products un-
veiled for fl:st .time its stereophonic
sound . or- third-dimensional effect

with sound,, enabling the sound- to
come from .point of origin on screen.
Depth element in. screen films, long
sought, wa3 revealed in third-dimen-
sion pictures by G. W. Wheelwright,
of Laind-Wheelwright Labs, com-
pany which has experimented in re-

cent months with polaroid in per-
fecting the tliird dimension for

screen productions. .

Neither will be marketed till back-
ers believe industry is fully prepared
to absorb new expenditures involved
with either technical improvement.

Rackett's Pastel Jaunt

Hollywood,. Oct. 12.

Gerjald F. Rackett, Technicolor
v.p. in charge of the Hollywood
plant, departed last - week for

Rochester, New Yprk and London
in .connection with the. outfit's

$1,500,000 expansion program.
Huddles with Eastman experts

regarding the new JMonopak film is

the Rochester objective. Fo^ow^lg
a stopover in New York for confabs

with I>jc. Herbert T. Kalmus, Techr
nicolor pr'ez, Rackett boards ship for

England.

Natalie Kalmus sailed Friday (8)

for London to Supervise color work
oh two pictures that will be pro-

duced by Englsh interests. London
Films will make one, 'Over the
Moon,' with Merle Oberon in the
south of France, While the other y/Hl

be done in London, 'Lawrcfnce of

Arabia.'
On this trip Mrs. Kalmus wUl also

contact Italian film officials in Rome
on the first featiure' to be made there

in technicolor.

Uurel-Hardy Reomted

In New Roach Contract

Hollywood, Oct. 12,

Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy
have been signed to a straight two-
year contract to team up in a series
of comedies for Hal Roach.
Comic duo went their separate

ways last April. Under the ticket
reuniting them they will be giyen
hiked budgets on their films.

Len Schlesingelr's Exec
Post in WB Home Office
Joseph iBernhard, g. m. of Warner

Bros, thaatres, has advanced Leon-
ard Schlesinger to the home
office in an executive capacity.
Schlesinger has been in charge of
the 60 neighborhood theatres in the
Phll^idelphia zone.

Starting in the business as a re-
lief uslier at the Missouri. St. Louis,
in 1921, in five years Schlesinger
hecame manager, then manager of
the St, Louis neighborhood houses,
then transferred to booking and buy-
ing for

. the Skouras Bros, theatres,
hecominT assistant to Charles Skou-
raij in 1930. A year later sent to

Philadelphia as booker and buyer.
Iti January, 1934, he was promoted
to operation of Philadelphia theatre.";.

CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Oct 12.

Jane Darwell's player option at

i20th-Fox been taken up for the sixth
consecutive time.
Robert Yost's scripting option

lifted at Paramount.
Metro exercised its option on Bar-

nett Parker, actor.

Edward Seward signatured a War-
ner writing ticket.

Option of Fidel La Barba, ex-
featherweight champ, has been
grabbed at 20th-Fox where he's a
scripter.

,

Edith Skouras joined the 20th-Fdx
writing staff on a term pact.

Eleanor Harris moves into the
20th-Fox scripting cohort.
Mary Brodell of the N. Y. stage

johnhancocked a playing termer at

Universal.
Chick Chandler handed a playmg

termer at 20th-Fox,
Lucille Ball wangled a. new term

playing ticket at Radio.
Monty Wooley signatured Metro

player ticket.
.

Joan Fontaine's option exercised

at RKO.
Frances Dee drew Paramount

playing termer.
, x ^ ^

Frances Maclnerney ticketed to

Metro stock list from dress extra

Merna Kennedy returns to films

on termer ticket at Radio.

Hearings on Form

Of Dallas Decree

Open Today (Wed.)

Course of action which be fol-

lowed on any appeal from the

federal court decree in the Interstate

Circuit case at Dallas doubtlessly,

will be determined after the hearing

on the form that the degree will

take. This hearing opens today

(Wednesday) in Dallas.

The exceptions taken to the decree

and the full content of the decree,

once it actually is signed, probably

will determine the eventual course

of action to be followed' by the major

producer-distributor companies. The
government Thursday (7) submitted

to the legal departments in N.Y. the

form of decree to be suggested.

While not setting forth the actual

content as it probably will be sig-

natured by the court, it provided the

basis for arguments to be submitted
today by the .majors.

Attorneys for the majors again
met last "Thursday for - another
lengthy session, without reaching
any decision as, to how an appeal
shall be framed.. With the decree
yet to be entered and exceptions
taken, opinion of many legal lightis

was. that no definite stand can be
taken until late this week or early
next.

A . concientration of home office

man power in Dallas has 'on the
ground, among others, • Y. Frank
Freeman, Neil F. Agnew, Austin C.
Keoughy J. J. Unger" and Leonard
Gpldenson, attorney froni h.o., who
acts as assistant tO' Freeman. .

'While Freeman stated prior to'

leaving Saturday '(9), accoinpanied
by Goldenson, that he was going
down OA general theatre matters,
presumption is that the h.o. contin-

gent will discuss the adverse Dal-
las decision, its effect on the situa-

tion in "Texas and preparations on
appeal. Goldenson Was in New
England through the reorganization

of Olympia Theatres, Inc., in ah ex'

ecutive legal capacity, having been
brought down to the Par h.o; about
a month ago.

It is expected that the Par group
from New York will return toward
the end of the week or shortly
after. Agnew left in advance the
middle of last week to make stops

at Atlanta and New Orleans before
going on to Dallas.

N. Y. Operators Union Threatens

Re-Classiiication of Theatres

In Move to Jack Up Scales

SHEARER'S lARIF

ON DECK AT METRO

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Oct, 12.

Republic has set 'News in the Air'

as release tag for 'Crashing the

Front Page,'' •

.

'

, ,
'Cowboy in Hawaii,' Sol Lesser

picture, goes out as 'Hawaiian
Buckaroo.'
Grand National's Anna Steh star-

rer, 'Love Me Again,' switched to

'Don't Lead with Your Heart.'

Kay Francis' Warner feature, 'This

Woman Is Dangerous,' now is 'Wo-
men Are Like That.'

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Oct 12.

Eric Hatch, has peddled his origi-

nal yarn. 'The Captain Needs a Mate,'

to Paramount as Jack Benny vehicle.

Karl Freund, Metro cameraman,
has taken Over screen rights to

'Beggar's Chance,' by Fulton Draper.
20th-Fox purchased 'The Boy, the

Girl, and the Do?,' original yarn by
Sandor Farw and Alexy Denek.

'Hall on Wheels.' fiction story by
Thornton Marl'ln, acquired by Metro.

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

' Metrp launches a heavy fall pro-

duction schedule this week with
three rolling today, 'Benefits Forgot.'

'Everybody Sing' and *A Matter of

Pride.'

Following in the next 10 days

will be .'Marie Antoinette' starring

Norma Shearer; 'Girl of the Golde;i

West' and "Test Pilot,'

'Becky' Fmally Away
* .

'

Hollywood, Oct. 12.'

' After 10 days' delay due to nego-
tiations' to borrow Randolph Scott

from Paramount, 20th-Fc:«: rolled

'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,' Shir-

ley Terhple starrer,' last week with
Allan Dwan directing and Raymond
Griffith associate prodi^cer under
Darryl F. Zanuck.

'

Cast also includes Jack Haley,

Phyllis Brboks, Gloria Stiiart, Helen
Westley, Slim Summerville, Bill Rob-
inison, Alan Dinehart, Dixie Dunbar,
William Demarest, Peters Sisters and
the Raymond Scott Quintet.

'NEWS' TRAVELS
.1 Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Republic started production on
'News in the Air* last Friday (8)

with June Travis in the femme lead

opposite Wally Ford and Arthur
Lake ;featured.

Nick Grinde directs with Armand
Schaefer in the associate producer
spot.

Forman's Sino-Jap Sptelin;

Harrison Porman, March of Time
cameraipan, just back from the

Orient, leaves shortly on a lectiore

tour en route back to the Sino-Jap
front. Forman brought back the first

films of the Chinese Communist
army.
After completing his chore with

Columbia as technical director on
'Lost Horizon,' Forman left for

Mongolia and Tibet last spring and
has been over there since.

Gov. of Pa. OK s Spanish Propaganda

Film but Deprecates Such Subjects

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Pennsy Censor Board's recent ban
on film, 'Spanish Earth,' was Over-

ruled by Governor George H. Earle

after he viewed pic at private

screening in board's Philly office;

Film can now be released for gen-

eral exhibition in Pennsy.

Gov. was led to give personal o.o.

to fiicker as result of wide criticism

of censors for nixing it. Reason
given for digits turned fioorward on
it was that it was propaganda. Pro-
p.dnunistration Philly Record, in edi-

torial campaign, . maintained censors

have no legal right to ban pic on
that basis. Charged abrogation of

freedom of speech. Liberal groups,

who have already gone to court on
board's nix of another Spanish
Loyalist .film, 'Spain in Flames,'

were, talking of adding this film to

their suit.

This is believed to be first flicker

ever okayed by the governor over
disapproval of board. In giving it

the nod, he said: 'It is' certainly a

ghastly spectacle; nevertheless, I feel

that in showing the horrors of war
the film is a good lesson for us
Americans.

'That it is propaganda for the

Loyalist cause is certain. For in-

stance, it shows German planes shot

do\yn by Loyalists, but, of course,,

does not show Communist planes

shot down by Fascists.

'Most important of all, I do not

feel 'Spanish Earth' in any way en-

deavors to recruit our young Amer-
icans to fight and die in alien causes,

as did 'Spain in Flames.'

'For these reasons I have instruct-

ed the Board of Censors to release

the picture. I await with interest

the time when Herr Hitler send.'? us

a picture glorifying Nazism. Will

there be the same clamor about free-

dom for alien propaganda as there is

now?
'I regret that this country is rap-

idly becoming a dumping ground for

propaganda pictures, sometimes sub-
tly disguised, which attempt to sell

to the" American people the doc-

trines of Communism, Fascism and
Nazism.* •

Judge Louis E, Leventhal, sitting

in Common Pleas Court, heard an
argument on appeal from the state

censor board's ruling which has pro-
hibited the public presentation of

'Spain in Flames.'' Judge Leventhal
reserved Jjis decision, but. it is gen-
erally believed that the pic will get
the official OK since Governor Earle
ordered the ban off on the other
Spanish propaganda film, 'Spanish
Earth.'

'Spain in Flames' was originally

banned by the censor board last

February because of propaganda and
too grim shots of dead and mutilated
bodies.

No witnesses were called ait yes-

terday's hearing although it was at-

tended by Mrs. A. Mitchell Palmer,
censor board chairman, as well as

representatives of the American
Civil Liberties Union.

An entire re-classification of thea-
tres in the Greater New York area,
a possibility elsewhere as well, is

threatened by union operators as a
means of jacking up the scales that
apply. The result would be that even
if an increase were not granted, the
cost, of booths for all but a small
handful of de luxers would be auto-
matically increased.

In setting up contracts, the highest
scale applies to the de luxers, while
a lower rate of pay figures for other
first ryns and graduated- scaled dowit
the line fpr subsequents depending
oh their importance and run. Pi-os-

pects of a .concerted campaign for
re-classification of theatres in New
York, Brooklyn and nearby boroughs
became known during the past v/cek
when representatives of the Moving
Picture Machine Operators of N. Y.,
Local 300, in meeting with managers,
began negotiating to raise the rating
of houses in its jurisdiction. Al-
though a 10% raise has already been
granted operators in all but dc luxe
houses for this year, a rc-classlflca-

tion would bring the booth costs up
further.

While the 10% Increase is being
paid now in all but de luxers, noth-
ing has been set on latter and their
payrolls carry the old pre-Sept. 1

figuresj Now, the operators im-
mediately want to increase the size

of the de luxe group, putting into the
classification with such houses .as the
Music Hall aqid Roxy various other
theatres in K Y., Brooklyn and Th*
Bronx.

Into the De Luxe Class

Among theatres paying less than
the de luxers at present, but whose
classification the operators want
raised immediately, are Loew's State
(2d run on film), the Paradise in the
Bronx (Loew's);. Met and Kings,
Brookljrn, both in t^e Loew chain;
Paramount, B'klyn, a Si Fabian op-
eration, and the RKO Albee, B'klyn.

A battle .'with the managers is not
unlikely since, if theatres were
stepped up in rating all along the
line, the booth costs would be im-
portantly increased throughout the
entire Greater New York zonc^
Similar re-rating in other keys with
a vie'V to swelling the basic scales in
houses, aside from any increases,
might follow the plan as inaugurated
in New York, depending on what
success Local 306 has in its campaign.
Negotiations with stage hands for

the film theatr,es in New York have
gone no further than a demand by
Local No. 1 for a 15% increase retro-
active to Sept. 1. This boost was
denied by the managers and No. 1

has not reported back since then, but
believed that a compromise agree-
ment may be reacfied shortly.

Johannesburg, Sept. 25.

South African Minister of the
Interior has been requested to decide
if the film, 'Defense of Madrid,"

passed by the S. A. board of filrin

censors is suitable for public exhi-
bition. Pic was screened in Johannes-
burg in aid of Spanish war charities.

Strong objections plaCed It as

Bolshevist propaganda.
Trade and Labor sections back the

pic, say it is of common news inter-

est, and solely shown for raising

money for charity.

'Chain Gang' Plaintiff

Wins Point in lOOG Suit
Atlanta, Oct. 12.

"Vivian L. Stanley, member of
Georgia Prison Commission, won
another point in his $100,000 suit

against "Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

and six other defendants for alleged
libel in connection with the showing
of 'I Am a. Fugitive From a Chain
Gang.' The Georgia Supreme Court,
Thursday (7), denied a writ of cer-

tiorari to the defendants on appeal
from the Court of Appeals. This
action sends the case back to the
Fulton superior court for trial on its

merits.

Commissioner Stanley filed the
original suit in Fulton court, where
the defendants demurred to the peti-

tion, but were overruled. The Court
of Appeals upheld the lower court
and the defendants appealed to the
state supreme court. •

Other defendants in suit are Vita-

phone Corp., Vltagraph, Inc., Rlalto
Theatre Corp., R. B. Wilby and Earle
M. . Holdcn. Pic was shown at

Georgia theatre here, which was
being managed at time, by Holden
for Wilby. Theatre, now dark, is now
under Lucas & Jenkins' banner and
Holden is manager of their Capitol.

KEENAN SEC OF CHI A.F.I.

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Joseph D. Keenan, formerly secre-

tary of the electrical workers union,

local No. 134, has been named sec-

retary of the Chicago Federation of.

Lnbor.
He tnkcs over duties of the late

Edward H. Nockels.
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

While' many exhibitors are hopeful that something will be done either

by independents or majors about giveaways, current move of Independent
Theatre Owners Assoc. to eliminate them is not regarded too seriously by
major circuits. Claim of ITOA is that 240 have agreed to quit giveaways.

This iieseribed, as a mere publicity bally by certain exhibitors in Man-
hattan, being based on their past experience with the organization.

Previously, the ITOA has shown inability to get members to stay in

line on certain things. It will be recalled that several times recently the

association said they were going to quit giveaways and games associated

with them. Big difficulty is that numerous independents, either with ITOA
or not associated, fail to see the logic in giving up these means of at-

tracting extra business and combating better or newer product in major
circuit houses, ,

.

Waging a new campaign to organize home office employees, the Book-
keepers,' Stenographers & Accountants' Union is trying to steam up pros-

pects by sending out headlines of which the following are typical:

; Tar,: Metiro 0'k» wage tilts for Coast office workers. '

•Warner Bros. h.o. increases salaries.

'Wage boost at Mexican exchanges averts strike.

'All New York exchanges sign with union.'

The B; S. & A. U. reminds that 'these headlines tell a ithrilling story of

wakenitig motion pictute employees and that by joining the union 'you

can do what others already have shown can be done.'

Chief of the' story department at a major, studio has found himself in

the doghouse with his superiors as the result , of having turned^ the chill

on a number of topflight Broadway stage shows on which he had first call

and which have turned out to be Al picture material. When hit shows
were offered for his consideration he questioned the authenticity of the

offers and when delivery was guaranteed by agents the story executive

merely grinned. • Agents thereupon peddled their wares at other studios

and now are giving the exec a return cold shoulder although his studio is

still raising a howl for stage stuff from which smash films can be fashioned.

Bad- manners that formerly characterized the smartaleck yokelry at

Hollywood pirevieWs noyf- are manifesting. themselves in a highly objection*-

able fashion,from special studio preyiew sections themselves, and the sit-

uation -is getting so bad that (numerous squawks have been set up ,:fi:6m

those.who attend previews on. business.- Used to be that the whispering,
conversational buzzings, ill-<tlmed laughs and general, loud talk came from
th? cash cuistomers but now it's the studio folk who commit the nuisances,

with claque applause one of the worst and silliest practices indulged. Most
of the disturbance has been traced to studio smallfry.

Since the. official Italian motion picture Fascist organ.^the Gioi'nale .dello

Spettadolo, generally 'hints broadly before putting into practice, the 100%
subsidization, of the Italian motion picture industry is pretty well indi-

cated. The Giornale stated baldly in its recent issue that 'there were vast

advantages' to be had in the placing of the Nation's entire pix industry
under a I^ascisf supervision. Account cited the shortcoming, incompetencies
and sundry other t)rbblems: of the biz would be obviated if the Fascist

government came in as 'rescuer.'

. Anna May- Wphg i^ ,doing a mioniunental burn because Stage magazine
used a photogrsiiib of a Japanese givl and captioned it with Miss Wong's
name. Stage,' in wired explanation and apology, said the photograph was

' iii'^de of a Japanese girl in Paris where the original caption' was attached.

Mag will run Miss Wong's phiz in. its next issue explaining that she's ^
patriotic Chinese girl soon to be seen in Paramount's 'Daughter of

Shanghai.' ..y< i-i .
•

. . .
"

England's committee 6r\ the 2,000-foot reel and its suitability for exhibitor

use in Great Britain is '^ill- stalling, according to latest word received by
the Hays organization. Situation remains status quo as English ekhibs
'continue using Ithel old l,OpO-foot spools. It means that the films are made
up on the old ,l,6()0-'fodters ih exchanges here before going tb 'theatres lil

England, the same i^rocedur^ 'which is followed in many other foreign

countries. • --i i
' . - I

'

Chi Exhibs Again Foolin'

Around with Clearance
Chicago, Oct. 12.

Attempt is being made locally to

rearrange the releasing system, and
to change the standard week of the

30c admission houses (C-week. of

pre-release) from the present Sun-
day start to a Friday start. Allied

and the indie subsequent run houses
are howling their heads off at this

possibility, and frona present indi-

cations it's unlikely that this move-
up of the C houses will be accom-
plished.

Houses in C-week are basing their

campaign on the fact that the other
two houses in pre-release. A-week at

55c and B-week at 40c, start the'r

weeks on Friday. However, the gen-
eral release houses, charging 25c and
less, object to this proposed move of

C-week from Sunday to J'ridaiy,

since it would give the 30c houses

a fuU weekend advantage -over the

subsequent- run theatres. And these

houses arie putting up such a yowl
that it's practically a cinch that the

campaign.will be a bloomer, for the

C-weekers.

The Girls' Eye View
By Marian Squire

Pinanski Heads N.E. Body

Sam Pinanski, who with Martin J.

Miillin, operates the Paramount New
England M; ^ P., phaiii, is the new
president of Allied Theatres of Mas^
sachusetts, Inc., whicli .has headquar-
ters in Boston. John H."- Devlin,

Loew's .New England theatre execu-
tive, was. made vice president; Stan-

ley Sumner of the University, Cam-
bridge, treasurer, and Joseph H.

Brennan of Allied Theatres •fit Mass;.,

secretary. -vThe exhibitor bo.dy is a

unit in th^ Motion Picture Theatre

Owners- of America in- which Pinan-

ski is active^ ;
. ,-

in' addltibii' to hewly elected of-

ficers who serve on the bbiard, di:

,rectorate includes leading chain and
in(^e 'theatr? man in the Ne>y En,'»-

labd zone,' ; including Charles W.
Koerner, Max.Mellincoff, M. J. Mul-
lin, E. Al Cuddy, H. M. Addison,

G^btge Xi .
jones,

;
,E. . Hoffman,

George . fi.-t'i?erich, J(iHn' J. Ford, Al
Somerby, James H. Doyle, John S.

Giles and George V. Brown.

Fisticuuffs arose lietween' Sid Rogell, business manager of the RKO-rRadio
studio, and Felix Young,

;
producer on the lot> when Young insisted on

driving his car through the gate contrary to regulations. Rogell first tried

to laugh off the dilemma created by Young's insistence, but no dice, and
Rogell planted a right on the producer in a convincing manner. Car did
not get on the lot.

Twentieth-Fox has assembled almost an entirely new group of expert
iceskaters for 'Bread, Butter and Rhythm,' the. new Sonja Henie starrer, as
echo of an argument about overtime on the-last Henie film, 'Thin Ice.'

Skating extras who . toiled in that one raised a row over their pay and
received no satisfactory adjustment with the result that they nixed invi*

tations to appear in the new one.

Cle?e; Stickap Epidemic

Cleveland, Oct; 12.

Different technique is used by a

slick-'em-upper,in rolling bo:{offlees

of nabe housas. Wearing a dark hat

that half disguised his face, gunman
jegan talking to cashier of Warner's

Uptown, as if. ?he were a long-lost

sister. Nonchalant pose fooled by-

standers, who couldn't see his gun

which persuaded Gertrude Grusse

to hand him $75. :.

Same slicker pulled same stunt on

Knickerbocker, taking $25 from Ader
line Chertoff in box office. Exhibi-

tors so worried about number of

robberies that . they're asking for

more police protection.

Credit fjr the stunt of offering $250. in prizes for the best dressed woman
attending Grauman's Chinese and Loew's State theatres in L. A. during
the run of 'Vogues' goes to Russell Phelps of the Wanger staff. Candid
cameramen stationed at theatre doors bulbed the fefnmes as they passed
in. Usherettes reported that seldom have they observed so many dressed-
up females at matinees.

Jimmy Wall, manager of the Penn, Ambridge, Pa., was elected com-
mander of the American Legion Post in that city at the same time Daniel
J. Doherty was named national head of the Legion. Wall and Doherty
were both born in Woburn, Mass., sold newspapers there together and
played high school football and baseball side by side for four years.

It cost Fanchon & Marco in St. Louis $1,000 to learn that natives prefer
MG stars who are first shown at Loew's, an opposition house. Cost was
entailed, by clerical help in tabulating votes in recent poll to determine
the likes and dislikes of patrons of F&M houses.

Leon A, Flax, representing Major Pictures (Emanuel Cohen) has closed
a deal with Whitman Publishing Co. for publication rights to an autobi-
ography of Kitty Clancy, child player under contract to Major..

Warner Bros, reissuing its old Edgar Bergen-'Charlie McCarthy'' Vita
phone shorts, .on strength of the- radio popularity. Only then, Bergen got
the entire billing instead of the present 'McCarthy' vogue.

M-G Pares Percentages

'Los Angeles, Oct. 12.

Metro has revised its selling sched-
ules, lopping off 5% from its high
percentage rentals for the 1937-38
season and accepting 35% instead of
the 40% that formerly prevailed.
Houses rating under the 40c. ad-

mission classification benefit by the
new policy. Metro has further come
to the aid of the small exhibs by re-
allocating a number of films on the
37-38

, program to lower classifica-
tioas.

Coast Exchange Sale

Los Angeles, Oct. 12.

Syndicate headed by Samuel Berk

owitz lias taken over the All-Star

Features Distributing Co, in a pur-

chase deal with George D. Mont

gomery, who has operated the out-

fit since 1912.

All-Star now rates the most im

portant indie distrib in the L. A.

area. Company will handle Conn,

Victory, Imperial and other indie

product.

ScUesinger Upped

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Leonard Schlesinger, in charge of

Warner Bros, nabes in this territory,

has been upped to assistant to Joe

Bernhard, WB general manager in

New York.
John Flynn, district manager un-

der Schlesinger, replaces him here.

Steve Barutio, district manager
under David Weshner, zone manager
in charge of downtowns, takes

Flynn's place, Larry Graver, Stan-

ley Theatre manager, goes into the

spot vacated by Barutio. Al Reh,

manager of the State, set for the

Stanley post.

Ira Cohan's Free Feed
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

Exhibs in tri-state territory are

plotting testimonial dinner to Ira

Cohan, manager of 20th-Fox office

here, at William Penn hotel on Dec.

6, to honor him on 17th anniversary

with same company. Nine of these

years he spent in Pittsburgh ex-

change. C. V. Kellenberg is general

chairman.
Testimonial dinner market has

been rather low around here of late.

It's the first in more than a year,

or since John Maloney's, of MGM.

Mishaps at the Music Hall

An Indian dagger dance starts off the Radio City Music Hall stage show.
The girls wear modernistic vari-colored satin trousers, with bibs and green
sashes;, but feather headdresses and Rose Akersten singing 'Indian Invo-
cation' supply the Indian atmosphere. And to make doubly sure, there's

a huge figure of a wooden Indian on stage.
An unrehearsed bit was added to one of the numbers on opening night

(Thursday). It's Victor Herbert week, and Evelyn Case had just soared
into 'Sweet Summer Breeze' when someone dropped a fairly large piece

of scenery back stage. Miss Case, of course, went right on as though
nothing had happened.

.
'

'

And nothing else did happen—that is, until the ,next numbor when
another minor mishap took place. Whirling through a wait? to 'A Kiss

in the Dark,' Naldi. of Mary Raye and Naldi, suddenly sat down on the

floor, a step which was obviously' not in the routine, judging by Mr.
Naldi'sl expression. Miis 'Raye's waltz costume is beautifully simple, de-

pending on line and cut for decoration. The bodice is low and square,

and the circular skirt, layers and layers of sheer white. She wears
hq Ornament in her -sleek black madonna-dressed haiir^a departure
from the present trend to make the head look like a spring garden or
an aviary. '

- ,

For the finale, the Rockettes burst into view as dolls Standing on
shelves in a huge box, one row in white, one in pink and one in blue
doll dresses, banded in silver with perky stiffened sUlrts showing ruffled
white panties. Shelves lower to let the girls off for a tap routine to
'March of the Toys.'

Ginger Bofrers' 'Stasre Door' Click:

The popular' conception that Katharine Hepburn is a great actress
and Ginger Rqgers merely a clever hoofer must undergo a radical change
after the advent of 'Stage DpOr,' current at the Music Hall. Miss Rogers'
fortliright naturalnes? makes Miss Hepburn's 'lady' very artificial and
stagey. It is possible that the blame should fail on direction rather
than Miss Hepburn, it being a west doast theory that 'lady' is a charac-
ter .part. She goes through all the accepted Hollywood motions of being
a 'lady,' but h^r .famous throaty voice makes her sound like a very tough
lady, indeed.

Wisecracks abo.und in the hbme for actresses on the way up—and
down—apd mqst of them are fresh and fuiiny. Ginger Rogers gets every-
thing there is to. ps gotten out of the ones allotted her.

As usual. Miss Hepburn remains sevetcly tailored throughout, even
her evening things -being high at the throat and dimply decorated. One
of her most ^attractive suits It light .with a full blacic .fichu, 'fitted jacket

with a tiny plfeated peplum and a flat bow at the waist in the back.

Ginger Rogers dances in/. black saqiiin- high .hat, bolero and fitted

trousers, and drinks champagne with 'the- phtlandei'ing Adolphe Menjou
in starched white chiffon with full circular skirt and two bands of ma-
terial forming the precariously low bodicQ.

(Sail Patrick, as the lady from whom Miss Rogers purloins Menjou,

wears an abuhdance of sumptuous furs, hats 'fof the most part being

small draped turbans.. Margaret Early, as 'Mary Lou' contributes in a

refreshingly ^authentic southern accent to the procesdings.

A beautifully dbne bit is staged for Andrea Lcods, as the discouraged

actress who decides to end it all. But as" a whole, Ihe evenings belongs

to Miss Rogers and Menjou.
There's a ,'neatest trick of the week' pulled in the play in which Miss

Hepburn is supposed t6.be acting.' She ad libs ah entire dramatic scene,

but all of the other performers manage tO' pick up cues and deliver

their own lines as written, Nifce going.

, ,
Prevlewlnar at the World's Fair

The World's -Fair now assumes an air of -authenticity. There is a pea-

nut vendor stationed at .the gates as you, approach the huge electric blue

and white Administration Building. He refuses to say whether he has

been ,
granted the concfession stoutly maintaining that he is 'only selling

peanuts.'

Four sample exhibits are now on view, one drawing the greatest num-
ber of gapers, male and female, being 'fashion.' 'Fashion' is a group of

mannequins in a space less than 20 feet long, length doubled by trick-

ing the eye with a mirfor ingeniously placed at one end. Five exact

replicas of the same .model were turned over to five leading department

stores for gowning, idea being to show how much different draperies

can change the lines of the same figure. Five shades of copper velvet

are employed, ranging from cream to a deep almost red. The five dummy
ladies are dun-colored with startling, copper lips. They're gohig to have

copper finger nails too,' as soon as they get around to it.

Despite the best efforts of Bonwit Teller, Saks Fifth Avenue, Henri

Bendel, Bergdorf-Goodman and Jay Thorpe to change the lines of the

figure through different gowning, the model remains persistently in a

debutante slough—remember? Caved-in diaphragm, outrolling tummy

and drooping neck. Intimation seems to be that that stance will be with

us again in 1939—just as you thought the regal carriage was here to stay.

Latest suj'gestion to the fair committee Ls that shoes be checked at

the gate and moccasins rented for the day to save the visiting tootsies.

Committee fled in horror from the notion; They had a mental picture

of all the thousands of visitors (they hope) trying to find the right shoes

when it came time to go home,

Same Trlanffle, New Clothes

A-^ain Virginia Bruce loses the handsome doctor, but this time through

no fault of her own. She's the nurse in 'Wife, Doctor and Nurse,' instead

of the spoiled wife, as she was when she lost out in 'Between Two Women.'

Miss Bruce is persistently businesslike in tailored frocks, arid Loretta

Young, the wife, is persistently beautiful in lots and lots of expensive

wardrobe. Several ot her giddier hats elicit snickers, such as an enormous

Spanish effect with high crown and veil falling to her hips, and a matador

with rolled up brim, high crown and fringe dangling from the top of

the crown to her chin.

As an impetuous and boyish young surgeon—the very best., of course-

Warner Baxter is required in one scene to become very, very lit. There

are about three actors in Hollywood who can do swcU drunlcs. Mr. Baxter

is not one of them.
Much time is spent in getting over the idea that Baxter is frequently

called by duty from his charming wife's side. A line or two coyld well

have indicated this situation and speeded up the action considerably, in-

stead of going through a dozen or so operations, assisted by Miss Bruce,

complete with all the technical details crisply dictated to a stenographer

after each one. But then they'd, have had to fill lit with something else,

Edwards' Coast Expansion
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

W. J, Edwards, theatre operator,

has purchased a site in the Valley

Center section on Tujunga' and will

erect an 800-seater costing close to

$50,000 with equipment.
Edwards, also is building houses

in .Los Angeles and Rosemead, an

L. A. suburb.

and that would have been a nuisance.

Miss Bruce gives a new slant on what the well dressed surgeon's as-

sistant will wear. Her neat uniform is topped by a white draped turbnn.

All this goes on while Miss Young waits at home in lounging pajamas

with black, patent leather-looking beplumed jacket; in hostess gown with

flowered cutaway coat falling into a train; and various other fetching and

ornate waitirig-for-doctor-to-come-home costumes.

Miss Bruce and Miss Young, both in love with Baxter, have several ultra-

modern discussions about the matter Fir.st Miss Bruce goes away and
then Miss Young starts to leave—but they end up happily with the situ-,

ation well in hand—right back where they started from
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EXPLOITATION ; . By Epes W. Sai^ent

Posted the Highways

posting the lobby floor -with a
three or six sheet is old stuff, but the

Capitol, Wilkes-Barre. adapted safety

messages to a three sheet for

•Stella Dallas' and pasted 50 of these

on the concrete roadways, the safety

angle obviating police interference.

Stunt was evolved by Al Cox, for

the house, and Leo Pillot for United
Artists. Paper stayed up long
enough to get the message over be-

fore being defaced by traffic.

Local, transportation lines offered

free passage to the theatre between
9:30 and 10:30 a.m. and 1-2:30 in the
afternoon, assuring fuU houses at

the openings, and the string of

people swarming from the cars and
buses into the theatre had an ex-
ploitation value, as welL

Six boys promenaded the football

field just in advance of a game, and
the usual radio broadcasts were ef-

fected, as-well as the serialization.

A special drive was made on trade
hook-ups, cuts being loaned all mer-
chants who were willing to come in.

Jt brought nearly 14,000 lines of free
space. This drive also brought in a
number of valuable windows, and
some stores used imprinted bags.
Ringed photos were used by three
stores, with a change of pictures
daily, and a drive was made on fac-

tory workers through talks at the
plants. The ringed photos were also

used in the plants, pictures being
taken in.the plant and posted on the
bulletin boards. It all worked out
to big business.

Heanie Cops
Spokane.

H. D. McBride's big stunt to ex-
ploit 'The Devil Is Driving' failed to
get under way when the police de-
partment withdrew their coopera-
tion at last minute.
McBride had it all set for 32

traffic policemen to hand out
courtesy traffic tickets to motorists
observed driving correctly. Tickets
good for admission to Granada thea-
tre to see film. Names would be
published in The Press. Day before
stunt was to start Police Chief Ira
Martin, upon orders from Police
Commissioner A. B. Colbum, de-
cided that the department could not
take part.

Football Tactics

Louisville. .

Strand usually has second choice
of product in this town, as big stuff

as a rule is set in Fourth Avenue
Amusement Company's Rialto. How-
ever, E. J. Kalberer and his assistant,

Carrol Hannah, worked out a cam-
paign on 'Life Begins in College,*
which was productive of the biggest
Friday opening in the past year.
Three boys were used, wearing

misfit football uniforms with. signs
on their backs, and carrying a foot-

ball, on Thursday (30th) and open-
ing day Friday (1). The lads
worked six hours each day, from 11

to 2 and from 3 to 6. They simu-
lated a huddle on principal corners,

then io football playing fashion
canie out of the huddle, had a fight

over the football, and one boy would
dash madly to the next comer with
the ball tucked under his arm, with
the other two in hot pursuit. The
gag easily copped attention of down-
town shoppers, and proved to be a

most novel method of exploiting the
picture.

Tie-ups were arranged with nut
shops on the main stem, with large
window display cards featuring the
Ritz Brothers 'Nuts to you,'* and
calling attention to a jar of nuts.

Those estimatin.? the number of nuts
in the jar were presented with
tickets to the show.

Loew's Hustlers
Intensively driving on the fall fes-

tival in Loe\y's N. Y. theatres, Oscar
Doob's department shows that the
local houses have staged 90 parades
to mark the season, one an eques-
trian parade, several bicycle turn-
outs and general processions, all with
bands. In addition most theatres
used some soecial ceremony in the
lobby to make a fuss, over a tape
cutter or some such event, using
local political and other celebrities
as a central figure.
All houses were extensively deco-

rated with pennants, etc., and most
used autumn leaves for a soecial
lobby motif. With extra good pic-
tures on the early schedule this year,
the theatres had cause to extend
themselves, and they made it a rec-
ord breaker for attendance and re-
ceipts.

Columbia's Stooges
Columbia Pictures announces the

xying up of some 300,000 grocery
stores to their special book with
I'ulsbury's farina. The milling com-
pany will supply stores with deco-
rative displays on the Three Stooges
snorts and supply huge quantities of
a mechanical toy based on the trio's
antics. Will include mention in its
radio programs and do other promo-
tional stuff.

Columbia, working through the
theatres, will have trailers, lobby

autogrfiDhed photos and sim-
ilar aids, making a super-feature
"Campaign for the bobtails.

^. Baby (Pip) Giveaway
An" interest-arousing and busi-

ness-building stimt put on Monday
night (11) at the Fordham, N. Y., anRKO first run nabe, by Solly
Schwartz, had the police and the
Children's Society (SJ.C.C.) mak-
ing a case out of the matter in ad-
vance. The SJ.C.C. wanted to see
the baby the house was advertising
it would give away Monday night,
while the i>olice were querjang on
how RKO could get away with giv-
ing a baby away.
The stunt was that the theatre

dldn t say it was going to be a baby
pig, mstead of a human, but pro-
voked plenty questions by promis-
ing prizes with the babe that .would
include a complete baby's wardrobe,
bottle sets, toiletries, sterling baby
silver and three months of diaper
service^ A lucky stub holder drew
the whole works.
Business an the day was 25% over

a normal Monday or around $1,400.

Jnst Wishing

^ „ New Haven.
Ben Cohen put Ttfake a Wish'

across at the College with a couple
tf tie-ins on the 'Wish' angle. First
was an Oakley contest on quotations
of famous wishes in history or liter-
ature. Second was a Santa Claus
window display captioned, ^ake
your wish early this year.' Cohen
also used the film to inaugurate a
booster club in honor of Bobby
Breen. Members were given cards
which, when punched ten times for
paid admissions, gave eleventh trip
free.

Football Stuff

Wilmington, Ohio.
A newspaper contest which cost

the theatre $5 in cash and 10 pairs
of ducats, but which obtained for it
over 200 inches of free newsnaper
art and publicity, was succes^tdiy
conducted in Wilmington^ Ohio, by
William Nasses, manager of the
Chakeres-Murphy theatre, and
Kroger Babb, zone publicist for
Chakeres Theatres.

Contest, run in connection with
the approaching engagement of 'Life
Begins in College,' exploited this film
as the year's big football thriller and
offered prizes to newspaper readers
submitting the best accounts of ttie
most 'sensational football finish' they
have ever witnessed.
Over 3,000 entries were received

and judged by local football coaches
and officials. Every kind, of a hair-
raising finish a football game could
possibly have was submitted by the
contestants.

Theatre Changes

Pittsburgh.
Pat Natarro, for the last five

years assistant* manager of the War-
ner, has been sent to East Liberty
by WB to take over the Regent. He
succeeds Sam Gould, transferred to
the Kenyon on the Northside to re-
place William Mahoney, xesigined;
With withdrawal of Joe Blowits
from WB managerial staff after a
decade to make his home in Cali-
fornia, his post as manager of th^
Manor, another of circuit's nabe
spots, has been assigned to Allan
Davis," shifted from the new Squirrel
Hill job. This, in turn, has been
handed toi Jules Green, upped from
the asst. mgr. ranks. Anotiier to
move up in Warner ranks is Harold
Friedman, asst. at Squirrel»Hill, who
moves downtown as mgr. of Ritz.

BAN DRINKING SCENES

Okl»homa State Pastorate Petitions
Fix Prodneers

Oklahoma City, Oct. 12.

Exclusion of drinking scenes from
motion pictures was demanded In a

'resolution voted unanimously last

week by more than 100 state pastors

at the closing session of the annual

synod conference of the Presbyterian
Church, U. S. A., held' here.
A copy was prepared for forward-

ing to Will Hays. The censure was
aimed at scenes in film productions
which portray drinking as 'the smart
thing to do.' Drinking by screen
idols encourages use of liquor among
impressionable persons, the resolu-
tion said. It stated:

'We wish to express our apprecia-
tion of the action of motion picture
authorities in making marked im-
provements morally in recent screen
productions.

'We approve the high type of pic-
tures that have been produced in the
last two years. However, we deplore
the frequent showing of drinking
scenes as disgusting to many patrons
imd when indulged in by screen
idols as tending to create in the
minds of youth the idea that drink-
ing is necessary to be smart and up-
to-date.

The heavy toll on highways caused
by drinking and the poverty brought
about by the same evil should be
sufficient reason for barring any-
thing from the picture industry that
encourages the use of alcoholic bev-
erages. >

*We therefbre, realizing that great
importance of the motion picture,
hereby respectfully request that
drinking scenes be barred from pic-
tures.'

Balladeering Mustang Stars OK B.O.;

Autry Started It, Others Now Click

Los Angeles.
Bill Hendricks has moved in as

manager of Warners Downtown the-
atre replacing Jimmy Hicks, re-
signed. Howard Ralston shifts from
Ritz, San Bernadino, to Hendricks'
spot at the Granada, Santa Barbara,
and John Robinson takes over trie

San Berdoo post.

Philadelphia.
Walter -Yost, Harrisburg exhib,

building new house in Harrisburg.
Dave Titelman, former manager of

Harry Fried's Lawndale, now hold-
ing similar post at Fried's new Sub-
urban Theatre, Ardmore.

Newnan, Ga.
Lam Amusement Co., owner of

Gem theatre here, has purchased
Alamo theatre from Newnan Amuse-
ment Co. Consideration was $50,000.

Syracuse, N. Y,
Schine circuit of Gloversville an-

nounce that work will start Nov. 15

on construction of new picture

house, its third, in Cortland, N. Y.
Plans call for a one-story building
costing $70,000 to be ready in March,
1938.

Hpls. Again Nixes

Further Theatre

Bldg.; to Appeal

Minneapolis, Oct. 12.

Concurring in its license com
mittee's recommendation, the city

council by a vote of 16-10 went on

record against the construction of

any more new theatres here, reject-

ing the application for a permit for a

de luxe house (independent)

planned for an uptown business

street adjacent to an exclusive

neighborhood. The defeated theatre

group, which has been fighting for

more than a year to obtain the per-
mit, has announced that it will carry
the scrap into court and attempt
to mandamus the council into

issuing the license.

A number of other independent
groups desiring to build new up-
town theatres here also have had
their applications rejected by the
council license committee. If a

favorable court ruling is obtained at

i least foui: new neighborhood show-
houses wiU be constructed, it is in-

dicated.

The Minnesota Amusement Co.
(Piifolix) and independent exhibitors

alike, combating further theatre

building here, have argued with the

aldermen that the city already is

considerably overseated and has
more theatres in proportion to popu-
lation than tlie vast majority of

other cities. They claim that theat-

rical business conditions do not war-
rant any additional theatres and that

further construction would jeop-

ardize their investments and result

in a lower quality of film entertain-

ment generally.

Those desiring to build aver that

they have, the right to use their

properties as they may desire when
it comes to engaging in legitimate

business enterprises. They declare

those now owning and operating

theatres are no more entitled to a

monopoly than individuals and cor-

porations in other industries.

Playing It Safe

Hollywood, Oct, 12.

Mildred Brown, Carthay
Circle usherette, was spotted by
a Warner talent scout, given
tests, and urged to quit her job
for a film career.

*Heck, no, nothing doing,' she
retorted. 'I should give up $18
a week that Pm sure of.'

3 CONVICTIONS

IN DETROirS

ANn-BANKO

Newcastle, Pa.

John M. Ball 3d resigned as direc-

tor of publicity for Cathedral (New-
castle Theatre Corp.) to become asst.

mgr. to M. D. Cohn of the Penn
theatre here.

Charlotte, N. a
Fire broke out Oct. 5 in the pro-

jection room of the Palmetto,
Chester, a few minutes after the last

show of the evening wa? underway.
The loss was estimated at $350.

Par Sets Up 'Happened'
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Paramount's 'They Knew What
Happened' goes before the cameras
tomorrow (Wed) with James Hogan
directing.

Cast includes Lew Ayres, Louise
Campbell, Virginia Weidler, Ed Ken-
nedy, Cecil Cunningham, Elizabeth

Patterson, Esther Howard, Fay Hol-
den, Roscoe Karns, Porter Hall. Jo-

seph Crehan, Jan Duggan, Jed
Prouty and Louise Beavers.

Detroit, Oct 12.

First convictions in new police
drive on screeno and similar theatre
devices were obtained in ordinance
court here last week, with the fining
of three local theatre operators. A
similar case brou^t against Jacob
Schreiber, op of three houses, was
adjourned till Oct 22.

Fined $20 each and warned to dis-
continue the game immediate were
Burton W. London, manager of Lin-
coln nabe; Clare Winnie, manager
Dix theatre, and Melvin Doerfler,
asst manager of Courtesy, nabe.
Convictions are the first results of

a, concerted drive against theatre
lotteries, begun coupla months ago
by first-run houses and big nabes, led
by George Trendle, prez of United
Detroit chain (Par). Claiming un-
fair opposish, leaders of drive have
been waging a war on the devices
for more than two years, about a
year ago getting a state supreme
court ruling against 'bank nights,'

etc.

Nathaniel H. Goldstick, assist' fit

corporation counsel, said the prose-
cution will continue until the games
are ended entirely now 'that court
has ruled screeno as falling within
the lottery laws.' Walter E. Kelley,
representing theatre managers, con-
tended element of consideration re-

quired by law in lottery was not pres-
ent, declaring it was not necessary
to buy admish to play game. Loud
speakers, he said, made it possible
for persons in the lobby to play
game without any payment.
Judge Thomas F. Maher, upholding

Goldstick's contention, ruled that
the purpose of the game is to attract

patrons, whose admish payments con-
stituted consideration under the law.

Goldwyn's 'Graustark'

Remake; Stewart Script

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Samuel Goldwyn will remake
'Graustark,' from the George Barr
McCutcheon novel.

Scripting job has been assigned to

Donald Ogden Stewart, Merritt Hul-
burd picking up the production on
returning from his European vaca-
tion.

Third 'Moto' Tecs Up
Hollywood, Oct 12,

With Peter Lorre again in the title

role, 20th-Fox rolls 'Thank You, Mr.
Moto,' third of the Moto series, next
Friday (15).

Sol M. Wurtzel produces.

ROD BUSH'S AGENCY BERTH
Rodney Bush joins the Buchanan

advertising agency in New York
Nov, 1- in charge for that agency of

the 20th-Fox account. Meantime he
is planning a short cruise, having
wound up with Walter Wanger last

week.
Bush's contract as eastern repre-

sentative and publicity-advertising
representative ran to Nov. 7, but it

was paid up to that date.

Sindlinger's 'Time' Post
Albert E. Sindlingcr appointed di-

rector of promotion and advertising
for March of Time by Producer
Louis de Rochemont yesterday
(Tuesday).
New post carries managing direc-

torship of Photo Reporter, monthly,
issued to schools.

Distribution home offices have
noted a decided trend in popularity
of cowboy singing stars in the last

few years, based on actual sales and
fan mail. Gene Autry (Republic)
started the vogue. He was the first

of the singing boys to achieve favor-
itism, his phonograph records help-
ing in building him.
Tex Ritter (Grand National), Jack

Randall, and Tom Keene (Mono-
gram) and Dick Foran (WB) are
other fave balladeering mustengers.
Randall is a boots-and-saddler who
is credited with having studied voice
in Italy,

The 1937-type westerns arc those
having a cowboy who can wield a
guiter and warble in the off-mo-
ments when he is not punching the
villain or shooting it out with his
rival. Yodeling cowboy stars on per-
sonals in the middle west, southern
area and as far east as Chicago, have
helped build strength with exhib-
itors. Thus far these p.a.'s don't
mean much in the cast, but they are
rated stalwart draws elsewhere.

Antry Held by Republic
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Report that Gene Autry, now rated
among the top giddyap warblers,
had signed to make two pictures for
Paramount one in December and
the other in January, brought swift
denials from Herbert I. Yates, char-
man of the Republic board, and
Autry last week.
William LeBaron, Paramount pro-

duction chief, said Autry would not
work for Paramount if there is any
hitch in his Republic tieup. Yates
wired all Republic exchange man-
agers that Autry will make pictures
for no studio except Republic dur-
ing the life of his contract which
still has five years to run.

TALK ABOUT LA. VS. S.F.,

TWIN CIHES' B. 0. FEDD

Minneapolis, Oct 12.

Minneapolis-St. Paul rivalry is
cropping out in a new theatrical
way. St Paul civic organizations
are up in arms because Minnesota
Amus. Co. (Publix) has been show-
ing pictures in its Minneapolis
houses houses in advance of the St
Paul presentations.
Claiming that St Paul people as

well as transients are attracted' to
Minneapolis because the latter gets
the new picture releases first, the
St Paul organizations claim that this
city has been getting a business
break and

' is enjoying a trade ad-
vantage. The St Paul Association
of Commerce, arguing that the policy
is detrimental to their city, brought
pressure to bear on John J. Friedl,

*

Publix general manager, to change
it

As a result of the fuss kicked up,
pictures now will play Minneapolis
and St. Paul day and date as far as
practicable, Friedl has announced.
Thus, St. Paul has won the fight

PIX TRUCKIN'

Looks Like Studios In Midst of
Highway Carrier Cycle

Hollywood, Oct 12.

Picture biz is facing a cycle of
films based on the adventurous char-
acter of night croKs-onuntry trucking
transportation, with Paramount lat-
est to enter the parade announcing
'Highway Racketeers.'
Now scheduled in addition are

'Highway Pirates,' Warners; 'Any-
thing Can Happen,' Metro; 'Hi/jhway
to Hell,' Radio, and an untitled truck
story being worked up for produc-
tion by the Irving Briskin unit at
Columbia.

CO-ORDINATINGr PAR PUB
Bob Gillham has decided t3 re-

main on the Coast two or th -oe
weeks longer coordinating forccj rnd
making some changes in staff dul cs.

With this in view on synciicr.'.e

publicity, Gillham sent for Tom
Waller, of the h.o. staff, who left

Friday (8) by train. Waller will
spend about a week at the studio.

Rep Tags Air Beaut
Hollywood, Oct 12.

Daphne Lane, first prize winner
in a contest to determine tiie nation's
most beautiful air hostess, drew a
one-picture ticket at Republic.
She plays herself la 'The Lady

Misbehaves.'
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&ott' to /^^ MiOtion Picture Industry

. . .from the SCRIPPS-HOWARD NEWSPAPERS

SGRIPPS-HOWARD takes pride in the 18-page

Hollywood Forecast which appears in all 22

Scripps-Howard Newspapers, on Wednesday,

October 13thi

We are deeply grateful for the whole-hearted

cooperation of the great Moving Picture Producers

who collaborated in making this Hollywood Fore-

cast so lively, sO authoritative, so timely.

This fea,ture supplement is of vital interest to all who
are associated with the Motion Picture Industry.

But it holds an even greater interest to the millions

of picture fans who live in the 22 Scripps-Howard

cities, from coast-to-coast.

The Scripps-Howard Newspapers wish Holly-

wood the success it iSO richly deserves, during the

coining year.
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SURVEY PRICE

BOOST BY

PARNW

Minneapolis, Oct 12.

The Minnesota Amuse Co. (Pub-

lix) is taking a survey of the circuit

to determine in what situations ad-

mission price boosts are advisable.

Each- situation v/ill be torisidered in-

dividually, John' J. Friedl, the chain's

general managet, has announced.

Rising operating costs justify the

price tilt, it is pointed out, but con-

ditions are such in much of the ter-

ritory that the traffic won't bear the

additional customer load.

In a comparatively few instances,

Minnesota Amus. already has upped
the admission slightly, but it has

hesitated to move generally. Inde-

pendent exhibitors in the territory

have been, waiting for it to take the

lead and have indicated they would
follow along with the big circuit.

Salt Lake City, Oct. 12.

Intermountain Theatres, Inc., op-

ferators of- the six largest houses in

Salt Lake City, have upped admish
prices at three principal downtown
theatres.' Heaviest tilt in effect at

XJtah,'formerly Orpheiun, ^yhe^e loge

seats, formerly costing 55c have been
advanced to 75c.

Orpheum and Paramount, 50c each
tiow, uppjed a dime.

Par's 18th in Detroit;

Netco's 18th in New York

Detroit, Oct. 12.

United Detroit chain (Pat) will

lidd its 18th house to Detroit area
circuit,, with erection of a new 800-

seat house in the Birmingham and
exclusive Bloomfield Hills section,

i^lans for new 'intimate type* house
ivill be completed- this week and con-
struction will start immediately,
.with completion - expected around
first of year.
UD chain recently added the 1,500-

Reat Cinderella nabe on the east

Bide, and is now building a ~new
house on the northeast side of town.
iKddition wiU give George Trendle's
idircuit almost complete coverage in

iU the various sections of the Detroit

irea and suburbs.

The Netco theatre chain subsidiary

In Paramount, operating in upstate

New York, will be swelled to 18 the-

titres next month when a new house
iipens in Arlington, N. Y., across the
itreet from Vassar College. It is a
800-seater and will be called the
'Juliet on a suggestion for name made
jby Pres. McCracken of Vassar.
In Poughkeepsie nearby the same

ielrcuit has the Bardavon and the
^tratford. Netco is operated for

Paramount by George Walsh.

St. Louis, Oct. 12.

Harry Greenman, indie operator,

has added another house to his string

Jvhich brings the number to six.

Latest acquisition is The Studio, in
pine Lawn, suburb. Greenman has
purchased the building and ground
find takes possession Friday (15).

trreenman plans a String of 10
houses and in less than a year he
has .achieved, more than 50% of the
igoal.

Incorporations

CALIFORNIA
_ Sacramento,

c*?™""* Artists Corp.; capital stock,
5.000 Bhares; subscribed, $4. Directors:
garry E Edington, Charles K. Feldnian,
j. W.- Vincent, Ralph H. Blum.

FOB SAliE—rPTOWN THEATRE

,

"oTWence, B. I. 1,450 seats. For-
merly managed by Keltli-AIbee
Corp. Sacrifice for quick sale. Terms.

Indiana Indies' 11th Meet
In Indianapolis Oct. 26

Indianapolis, Oct. 12.

The 11th annual convention of the
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
will be held here Oct. 26, according
to R. R. Bair, president. Theatre
men representing Michigan, Ohio,
Illinois and Kentucky will attend the
meetings which will be held in the
Variety Club.
The convention is in charge of

Marc Wolf, Carl Niesse, Maurice
Rubin and Bair. Banquet will be in
the Claypool hotel during which
Bob Newhall, sports commentator
from WLW, Cincinnati, will speak.

2 Grand Jury Probes

On IBEW Kz Agent;

Exhibitor Complains

St. Louis, Oct. 12.

Arthur Schading, business agent
of the local IBEW, is under investi-
.gation by two grand juries, one here;
and the other at Clayton, St. Louis
County, as result of statements ^nade
to authorities by Henry R. Wendt,
operator of the Osage theatre, a pix
house in Kirkwood, Mo.
Wendt charges that a day before

his theatre was opened last Jan. 7
vandals broke into the building, tore
electric wires out of the walls, broke
fixtures 'and. jerlced switches from
two projection machines in the
booth. On the advice of friends
Wendt, who had hired union elec-
tricians to do the work in his house
after the general contractor refused
to do so, visited Schading to ask
what the trouble was all about.
Wendt's statement to authorities

is that Schading said 'the building
could be put back in good grace if

Wendt would pay $2,000.' Wendt said

he didn't have the money and later

returned with a friend who has cor-
roborated his statement that Schad-
ing allegedly said, 'You. will pay or
your show won't open.'

Again Wendt said he ignored
Schading's suggestion, hired non-
union electricians, who worked day
and night and the theatre opened on.

schedule. As the vandalism oc-

curred in St. Louis County and the
$2,000 conversation here, both inde-

pendent political subdivisions, au-

thorities of both places are asking
their grand juries to look into the
matter.

Jurisdictional trouble between the
IBEW and the Sign Hangers' Union,
both affiliated with.the AFL, has re-

sulted in so much damage to electric

signs and sign companies that A. J.

Davis, president of the Industrial As-
sociation of St. Louis, has requested

William Green, president of the AFL,
to settle the strife which is resulting

in loss of business by the sign com-
panies. The employers are willing to

hire workers of either branch but
when they do so they find their prop-
erty damaged.

Several sluggings have resulted

from clashes between members of

the IBEW and the Sign Hangers'
Union and several weeks ago the

plants of three sign companies were
bombed almost simultaneously. Local
gendarmes have had Schading and
his aidea in for questioning without

being able to learn who have been
the pineapple-tossers.

Some Chinese Cinemas

Still Open foir Business
Although few prints are going into

China's war zone, pictures already

in that area are being circulated and

some film theatres are open, accord-

ing to latest advices received at N. Y.

home ofi^ices. A few houses are still

open in Shanghai although the

spasmodic bombing of Canton has

halted a few cinemas.

Japanese operations are not inter-

fering with normal life in South

China, say recent advices.

Of the two, China and Japan, the

latter is regarded as having the most
money, most modern theatres and

naturally the greater source of in-

come to American distributors.

ANTI-DUALS' LEAGUE

PROMPTS SINGLE PIX

COPIES OF THE LATEST SURVEY OF

MOTION PICTURE COMPANIES
AVAIL.VBMi: OX WRITTliJN' BKQI EST

MERVIN ASH & CO.
MEMB-ERS NEW YORK .m'OCK KXCirAXClO
AND OTHKll l>UlN('ri>AIi K.KCHANCIW

One Wall Street Phone WHitehall 4-3400

Private Wire to Our California Branches

LOS ANGELES
550 South GraYid Ave.

HOLLYWOOD BEVERLY HILLS
6253 Hollywood Blvd. Beverly- Wilshiro Hotel

Due to the pressure exerted by
the Anti-Double Feature League of
America, new policies have been
adopted, by the Century Circuit,

owner and operator of a string of
eight houses on the south shore of

Long Island, New York, and the
Franklin theatre, Nutley, N. J,

Emanuel Friedman, district manager
for Century, announced that only
single bills will be shown for the
next five weeks, and J. Hamilton
Cherry, manager of the Franklin
said that his house will run single
features for three days and the ^re-
mainder of the week will be devoted
to dual bills. .

Two Nutley, N. J., men, William R.
Clay, 28, makeup editor On the Nut-
ley Sun; and George H. Siegel, 30,

insurance broker, are responsible for
the formation of the league which
started out as a local project, but
which received such acclaim that it

mushroomed throughout the nation.
Sixty-five chapters of the league
have been established as far west as
San Francisco, south to Virginia,
north to Massachusetts, but the main
strength is concentrated in metro^
politan New York.

Iftdies Peeved at Col/s

U% Cancellations Nix

Los Angeles, Oct. 12.

Indie exhibs are nursing a couple
of peeves against Columbia Pictures
for changes in standard contracts.
Elimination of the customary 10%
cancellation clause from contracts of
the distributing outfit is the first

beef.

Owners are also riled at the forced
buying of trailers for Col's serials,

but are primarily burned over can-
cellation ousting.

Saenger-Loew-Singer

Take Over St. Chas., N.O.
New Orleans, Oct. 12.

. A combination of the Saenger,
Loew and Mort Singer interests

which operate here has taken over
the St. Charles, one of the oldest
houses in this key. Deal acquiring
it from independents has been closed
a d a new corporation is being or-
ganized with E. V. Richards, head
of Saenger, in control of operation.

Policy, which may include vaude-
ville, will probably be discussed here
later in the week when Y. Frank
Freeman, Paramount v. p. over the-
atres, arrives on a stopover from
D'illas en route to New York. Rich-
ards, who is planning a trip to New
York, may go up with Freeman or
follow him shortly.

In Familiar Footsteps
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Leatrice Joy Gilbert, 13-year-old
daughter of Leatrice Joy and John
Gilbert, has been cast in a featured
role in Metro's 'Benefits Forgot,' her
first important film work.
Film went before the cameras

yesterday (Monday) with Clarence
Brown directing and John W. Con-
sidine, Jr., producing. Cast includes

also Walter Huston, Beulah Bondi,
Lewis Stone, Charles Grapewin,
Guy Kibbee and Ted Healy.

Tenrod's* New Pal
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Warners has set 'Penrod and
Danny' as the second of a Penrod
film series costarring the Mauch
twins . with William McGann set to

direct immediately following com-
pletion of the first, 'Penrod and his

Twin Brother,' now before the

cameras.
Crane Wilbur and Ernest Booth

are screen playing.

Mono*s 'County Fair'

Hollywood, Oct. 12,

Howard Bretherlon will direct

'The County Fair,' initialer of four
productions to be made for Mono-
gram by E. B. Derr.

'Fair' rolle today (Tues.), with
'My Old Kentucky Home' skedded
as Derr's next.

FEMME IN STRIPES
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

'Cond,emned Woman,' an original

by Lionel Houser dealing with be-

hind the scenes life in a women's
hoosegow, win be prodviccd by Rob-
ert Sisk at RKO.
Lew Landers will diiecl, a cast

topped by Sally Eilers.

Duals Eat Up Too Many New Pix,

Reissues in Chi Prove Strong B. O4

Anti-Twins Stance a Civic Issue

Chicago, Oct. 12,

Reissues are getting a bigger play

in this town than in any season in

recent years, due in part to a minor

shortage of product caused by heavy

programing of double features, and
in part because they fit in with an
exhibitors' desire to put out less

cash. In line with the latter reason,
operators have found that net profits

on duals with one feature a reissue
have been greater than one with two
current releases, even though a lit-

tle more exploitation had to be
done.

Especially have the reissues been
getting a heavy play during the last

weeks when kids were barred from
theatres because of the infantile
paralysis epidemic. Operators claim
that their neighborhood house audi-
ences are behind the times in, pic-
tures just enough so that they're
more conscious of Wallace Beery in
'Hell Divers' than . they are of
Deanna Durbin in '100 Men and a
Girl.'

With the kids in the audience, the
same isn't true, but in. making a
special play for adults during the
kidless weeks, exhibitors found that
resisues rate as a best bet, and in-

tend to continue the policy somewhat
in hopes that they've developed a
new audience.

Pioneer in the field here was the
State-Lake, combination vaudfilmer,
which ran programers and played up
the flesh attractions. First reissue,
'Hell Divers' came near breaking the
house record, two following reissues
did almost as much business.

Since that time, neighborhoods
have jumped at the reissue idea, and
have found the policy paid when
they could get the right features.
They're picking stuff that's not too
old, most of it with a release date
during the past three years. Added
to that, the reissue must be one
which has had top campaigns in ex-
ploitation and publicity during for-

mer runnings.

Only contract reissue on the books

are the Pox features starring Will
Rogers, but there's some talk of
reviving those in which Je^in Harlow
appeared. As a general rule ex-
hibitors shy away from any such
move, however, feeling that no star,

except Rogers has been successful to

the box office after death, and that
they'd rather not take the, chance.

Weekend ads in dailies showed
nine reissues playing in theatres in
Chicago. Titles included 'Night at
the Opera,' 'Hell Divers,' 'Captain
Blood,' 'Ambassador Bill,' 'One
Night of Love,' 'Thirteen Men' and
'Manhattan Melodrama'

Battle of. double features iti this

territory has been now taken up by
the Child Welfare Committee and
the Board of Managers of the
yeoman's City Club, Board, under
the chairmanship of Mrs. Alfred
Wagenfuhr, has come out with a
blunt stand against the twin bills

because of two points: (1) Double
features tend to slovv down family
attendance as a unit, and (2) the
twin shows keep the children In the
theatres too long.

Exhibitors, especially the smaller
indie houses, are making as much
hay as possible out of this Woman's
City Club pronuncaimento, and ia
some instances are actually trying
to stir up additional public feeling
on di^ubles.

Stringely, the public reaction,
vocally, remains the same: They are
still against double features. When
they're talking. But instances of
a single feature house operated
against double feature houses have
proved in nearly every case, that
while the people talk singles, they
buy doubles, . Where all houses are
singles, the people are evidently sat-
isfied enough to get their variety
program, but in cases of singles vs.

doubles in actual operation, the
money still goes to the house with
the bargain bill. This is the gen-'

eral statement of all exhibitors, and
they admit without hesitation that
the elimination of doubles depends
strictly and solely on unanimous
action by the exhibitors.
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Xoiluy — "GOOD 15AKTH"
—STAKTINO THUnSDAY—

.JOAjr CUAWFOBU
In Matro-G*ldwyn.M*yer'»

"THK imiDK WOBU BED"

Franrhot TONK Bobert YOVSO

"DEAD KND"
Horaes Haidt and Oreheiira—STAHTINO TJIIIUBDAY -

BIng CROSBY — MiHha RAYE
In "DOUm.K OB NOTIIINO"

also Big Stage Show featuring
Wloi Sbaw

Start) Thure,

"OVER
THE GOAL"

with iohn.Scat Davli
and June Travers

First N, Y, Shewing

"NATION
AFLAME"
Natlan's Menace

Exposed

Triterion
\ 2^o^ B'way 1 45th St. I

Opens 9 A.M. Midnight Shews Elo 3 P.M.

mi iiH vr iMiii

Twite Oally2:40-8:40 p.m.

Buy Scats In Advance

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
Bway. at SI 8t.—CIrtle 7-554J

TODAY 1^ 0:80 A.M.

'ALCATRAZ ISLAND'
Wurnernros. STRAND • 9(>r

Scoop B'wny 47th St. to I VMi^i

PARAMOUNTs:r.B
"SOULS

AT SEA"
<»ury George

COOPliB BAFT

IN riSRSON

Jane Froman

Benny Meroff

AND lUS
OBCUBSTBA

SfiS" MUSIC HALL

"STAGE
DOOR"

Spactaculur Stag* Productiont

Ytb At, A OCKh 84.

ROXY
ALL OCf TO
HBATa'"^ 1 P.M,

Orrold Over 2«1 Wo«»k

"Life Begins

in College"
Midi

TIIK JCIT/i BBOS.

Special .KinRe
Attrnrtlou
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ONLY $1,000 IN N. A. B. CASH BOX;

CZAR BLAH AT MOMENT, MAYBE LATER

Need fcr Stronger Trade Association Fully Realized

—Nature of Reorganization Now, Under Consid-

eration—N.A.B. Prestige tit Low Ebb

Special assessment of: $100,000

as well as an: Increase of .50%
iQ.,due.s, Is'in prospect for N.A.B.

..members because of the near-

^m^sty treasury at' the moment;
. Xack of funds made the -czar'

idea ^idicu^o^s to thq men who .

understood, ;Wtiat that iwoold
cause,

I
•; . ,

••

Appointme'nt- of a 'cisir' of bcoad-

casting this week seemed improbable.

But such a flsure may due time

make an appea'rance through and :as

the mouthpiece of -the now-crystalliZ';

ing organization of the bigger, richer

and stronger 'affiliate' stations.
"

What is happening in I'Tew York
at the Waldorf-Astoria is, it is gen-

erally sensed, the\ gradual knitting

together of the
;
broadcasters, who

demand firm, leadership and an ^nd
to incessant bickering and monltey-

wrench-throwing. •
'

A cleavage is visible between 'the

Main- Streeters and the' big leagiiers.

out of -that -may result the drugging
into innocuous" desuetude of the Na-
tional ' Association of Broadcasters

. as it 'now exists,' in which the Main'

Street influerice forms a body of re-

sistance to the things bigger stations

desire and 'the ' compact, integrated

trade cohesion' thejr feel absolutely

necesjsary.
,

Prestige Down'

. N. A. B; has lost prestige terrifical-

jly, due to Ahe .whole .Musicians'

Union crisis. It Is charged- that, it

has neglected to study and prepare
and . equip itself to cope with 'the

threat. At the Chicago convention

last June, although fully warned of

Joe Weber's intentions, the N. A. B.

scarcely troubled to dignify the

problem with any real attention. A
policy of drifting underlined the in-

ability of the N. A. B. to act.. It was
beset with cliques, distrust and in-

ertia. That, of course, was behind
the 'czar' agitation.

M. H. Aylesworth was the name
most mentioned as a possible 'czar,'

but his friends brought in a negative

report from him. Aylesworth is

said to have a sweet spot now with
ScrJpps-Howard. And -he knows
radio too well to care much for the

role his rooting squad suggested. No
other name was seriously put' for-

•ward Sunday and Monday,
Members of the National Associa-

tion of Broadcasters will be faced

with the problem of deciding whether
thsy want a complete reorganization

. of the association before the current

industry meet at the Waldorf Astoria
' dissolves. NAB's board of directors

at a Sunday .night (10) get together

voted to recommend that the or-

ganization be completely revamped
and that the niew system of opera-'

tion revolve- around three newly-
created boards. Also that dues be
lipped 50% in order to take care of

a badly depleted treasury.

Under the revised setup as pro-

posed by the board there would be

a labor relations board, an economics
or research board, an engineering

beard, a public relations board, and
a legal board. Each of these would
engage its own all-time expert and
the latter would report directly to

the board that hired him. It is hoped
that with the introduction of the new
organization system the NAB's value
and activity wfll be revitalized and
the evil of administration by clique

will vanish. Through the. organiza-

tion the current heads of the asso-

HERBERT ROSENTHAL

PROMOTED AT CBS

ciation to prevent the insurgent In-

dependent Radio Network Associates

from "developing into a permanent,
d"ues-pay'ing project, with consequent

loss of income and prestige to the

NAB. It was conceded at the meet-

inrr of, the board that the present

setup of the. association had proved
both impractical and.cumbersome.

$1,000 Jin Treasury
.

Financial need of the organization

was brought forcibly to attention

-when it: was- disclosed that although
the Nab had' been taking in,$80,OOQ.

a year in dues the treasury -was

down ^0 $1,000. It was also revealed
that the association had spei^t;$5Q,OpO

to promote the NAB's transcription'

library,^ which uses non>-copyrights

exclusively and was originally cre-

ated as a protective mechanism
against future trouble with ASCAP.

Increasfe of the membership) dues
would raise the. association's income
from that source to $120,000. Each
of the new . boards of departments
would be budgeted 'from this money.

TALENT WINS

SIRKEVS.

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Slice; from the excepted standard
of $10 per performance, ' to a low of
$5, for live jshow airings of 'Kitty

Keene, Inc.,' a Blackett-Sample-
Hummert Chicago produced serial

for Procter & Gamble, had the cast

up in arms. All refused to cash
checks, and, after a couple squawk
sessions among themselves, met with
B-S-H executives and demanded the
cuts be restored. They were.
Contract players for the show re-

ceived the regular $10 fee, only oc-
casional players and minor roles
were offered the five spot.

SORRY, BOYS!

Rcfgie Schuebe'l Isn't .in New York
For il^e ;CbiiyentiQii

Reggie Schuebel, radio head 0f the

M'Uton Blow agency^ left Saturday

(9) for a countrywide - tour in con-

nection with the Bulova watch ac-

count. She \yill. be gone about a

month with most of the traveling

done by plane. .

After a tour of the middlewest,

Miss Schuebel" -will swing put 'to

Denver .and then up to 'the- Pacific

northwest. Her ^ return will . be
through the soulh, following stops

at San Francisco, Los
.
Angeles and

Dallas, •

PRO AND CON ON RADIO CZAR
Mustn't Say *Ctar»

Word 'Czar*, has become extremely distasteful to many broadcasters.

They prefer that their prospective front' inan should bear, the innocuous
title of counsellor.

Mary Dolores Hantord, soprano,
switched from WICC, Bridgeport, to

WEVD, New York.

ETHERIDGE

RAPS NAB.

Mark Etheridge of WHAS, Louis-
ville • (the parent corporation ), tore

into the ' National ' Association of

Broadcasters at . the Tuesday morn-'
ing meeting. He was both' vigor-
ously frank and sarcastically biting.

Complete dofnothingism in the face
of the present crisis emphasized, he
said, the failure of the trade organ-
ization and 'its amazing .lack of

united front on the serioys problems
facing, all.'.

He stated the Affiliates* negotiating
committee had exhausted every
means only to retreat defeated ' be-
fore the lethargy and the bias of the
N.A.B. administration.

He hoped that the trade associa-

tion could be saved and the affiliates

organization would be only a
temporary necessity. But he left no
question that the bigger stations

would not be found again, if they
could help it the helpless victim of

an organized attack from the outside.

Kentuckian, reversely, was blunt
about the A.F.M. He termed their

demands 'arbitrary, high handed
and blackjacking.' -

John Elmer, N.A.B. prez, preceded
Etheridge. They were the only
speakers of a short morning session.

Bill Dyer, sportscaster at WCAU,
Philly, piped his regular nitely com-
mercial from WABC while in New
York play-by-playing World Series
for Columbia.

Radio Industry in a Mess, WBEN Heads

Declare in Letter to Broadcasters

(Letter which follows was sent out generally last xoeek from Buffalo. Al-
though probably received by most broadcasters, for the benefit of the
current convention and the broadcasting trade generally, the, expression
seems worthy of inclusion in the record.)

Herbert I, Rosenthal officially as-

sumes on Jan. 1 post of general man-
ager of Columbia Artists, Inc., sub-

s d of CBS which reps and agents

talent. Rosenthal has been with Co-
lumbia for seven years, last two as

Bss stant director of program opera-

tions.

Spot Rosenthal will fill ha^ been
vacant since Ralph Wonders quit las';

•winter to join Rockwell-O'Keefe.
Since that time CBS v.p. Lawrence
Lowman, who includes Artists, Inc.,

in h s jurisdiction, has' been keeping
•n eye on the department.

This is no time to beat around the

bush.
If independent radio broadcasters

know anything, they know that their

industry is in a mess. The condition

will become worse rather than better

unless we take ourselves by the boot-

straps and apply effective, correcti've

measures.
This is written without hostility

toward NAB, but the facts are that

the association, for one reason or an-

other, has failed to meet every crisis

that has confronted the industry. It

isn't functioning now and there is

next to no hope that it can be of as-

sistance in sojving problems which
now are developing.
We believe it to be as plain as the

nose on your face that the broad-
casters need an effective associa-

tion, headed by the best qualified

man in the country for such a job.

We believe Merlin H. Aylesworth to

be the man. We believe he could be
drafted for such a service under the
proper set-up, which is the only kind
we ought to consider. We believe we
ought not to waste time seeking
futile formulas that probably won't
produce anything better than we
have had. There is a place for NAB
in the picture, but it must be a re-

vitalized NAB, headed by inspired

and informed leadership. -

If the NAB doesn't submit to -the

major operation necessary to save
the industry from the dangers that
threaten, those of us who sense what
is transpiring must press on without
it. Ther is not time to. wait until

next year.

We believe that ^Ke correctness
and force of the conclusions and be-
liefs here stated are self-evident,

and rest upon that, ..because this is

neither the time nor occasion to

bring forward innumerable argu-
ments that might be advanced in

support of these propositions.

If you agree, let us go to New
York to support such a plan and put.

it through. This is the time to act.

If industries with such diverse in-

terests as baseball and the movies
knew how to clean up one of their

greatest problems, we believe there
is enough intelligence among inde-
pendent -broadcasters to face the
issue squarely. This Simply is for
each man to surrender a few pet
ideas and be willing to pay a rea-
sonable amount as insurance against
all kinds of dangers that threaten.

We're going to hang separately if

we don't hang together.

A. H. KIRCHOFER,
Vice-President.

E. H. TWAMLEY,
Station Director.

Smitller Stations Suspicious

.

Czar or cpunsellorv the smaller stations don't seem to fancy the proposal.

Always suspicious they fear that the C-man would become; however dls-

tirtguished, the private boiled shirt of the big stations ancl/or .the 'net\vorks.

Weary of Do-Nothlngism
There ^s likelihood that the small stations will balk at the C-n>an and

that the more dominant group of : stations, sick and 'weary of the* indus-
try's drifting, will organize separately to bring the C-man principle into

reality.' That implies a flanlc attack on the N. A. B.

Help Wanted-^Must Be Brieht
Speculation has naturally been rife aS to who the C-»man,. if and when

annointed, should be or would be. Should be and 'would be were not
"vibwtid as hecessarily ldehtical> Prior antecedents of any 'candidate must
be weighed..,- Someliody 'from- the radio business,, broadcasters point out,
would almost certainly mean somebody favored by one clique and hated by
another. ' Somebody outside the radio business and not: 'up' oii what's what
would be handicapped. by ignorance and would be 'peculiarly susceptible
to whoever put him in.^or, better,, got and held his ear afterwards.

Not Following Will Hays Model • .,

It does not seem probable that the- broadcasters^.can or -will .emulate the
Motion Picture -Producers and Distributors of. America (the Will Hays of-

fice) in either the scope and costliness of that far-flung lobby or in the
drastic delegation of internal authority: and external power of. attorney.
A Crman must inevitably overshadow the position of managing director of
the N. A,,B."ahd by the same token, it has been argued,^ the N.-.A.. B. itself

must either be, taken over or will become a competitive spokesman for
the industry. .

>

Biff Fellow—Little Fellow Clash
Clear-cut eleavage between the small towners and .the big;towners was

predicted as one pos.«iible outcome of the New York special convfentioin.'

Some of the bigger boys are in a mood to tell the obstructionists and
critics to take a jump. . They recall the two Chicago conventions. C-man
issue alinost as

. much , as the Musicians' Union, which may, relatively, go
lightest on the biggest and heaviest or the smallest, seems potentially cap-
able of a. first class schism. •

Indies Stay Away in Hobs

Only 215 Stations Represented at New York Broiad-

casting Convention

Lawyer CoGn Upped

Ralph P. Colin, general counsel

for CBS, was made a director by the
network's board last week.

S. B. Dean was promoted at the
same meeting from comptroller to

assistant treasurer.

FRISCO OIL SHOW

GOES HOLLYWOOD

San Francisco, Oct. 12.

Signal Carnival, NBC variety
show, currently sponsored hy Signal
Oil will originate in the web's Holly-
wood studios beginning next Sunday
(17). Program, tmtil this week
known as the Carefree Carnival, has
been aired from the Community
Playhouse in^the Western Women's
Club building here.
Move south is being made at the

request of the agency handling the
Signal account, Logan & Stebbins.
who'se headquarters are . in Los
Angeles. A new cast will be used,
with the exception of the musical
director, Meredith Willson. who has
been commuting between Hollywood
and San Francisco for the weekly
broadcasts, and Charles Marshall
and "Vera "Vague (Barbara Jo Allen),
both of whom are under contract to
Signal. Arnold Maguire, NBC pro-
ducer, will go south to handle the
shows.

Schlllin Agency Shifts

;

Tappe Replaces Reid
New re-alignment at Schilljn Ad-

vertising Agency, New York, moves
up Louis Tappe, who has been con-
tinuity chief, to chief of program-
production for the agency. Lewis
Reid, who has held down production
post for about a year, is out. Pearl
Greenwald, secretary to Tappe at

WHN, now joins. Schillin agency in

same capacity.

Changes also bring C. A. Kracht,
formerly of WHN and Columbia
radio sales, to the sales force at the
agency. Anna Weinstein, secretary
to A. B. Schillin for tiie last four
years, has resigned, with Gertrude
Freidlander taking her post.

Independent broadcasters -have
stayed away from the special Ne'w
York N. A. B. convention in platoons.
This was dramatized when the co.unt-
up at the Waldorf-Astoria .hotel
Tuesday morning showed only 215
stations out of 700 in the country
with representatives. Many delegates
held proxies for as high as five sta-
tions. /

Staying away of the nouraffiliates
is based on their reasoning that they
have received no direct communica-
tion at any time from Joe Weber or
the American Federation of Musi-
cians and that, if, as and when necesw
sary to hire musicians, they will do
biz with their locals.

Network affiliates have carried the
entire burden of negotiations.
N. A. B. officials argue that the

boycott of the New York convention
by the .non-affiliates is sufficient de-
fense of the N. A. B. failure to take
action. In the face of disunion and
two clearly differentiated bodies the
N. A. B, could not take the initiative,
they aver.

Dec Levy Near Accord

With C.LO. Panel Union;

Balks on Hiring System

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

WCAU panelmeri, now 100% signed
up in American Communications As-
sociation, CIO affiliate, met in initial

confabs with Dr. Leon Levy, prez of

outlet, last Friday. Levy granted
7'/^% wage increase,' and agreement
was virtually reached on all except
three points. •

.

Doc objects to clauses in contract
which would forbid ACA members
going to work through a picket line;

objects to hiring through ACA hall,

and objects to paying cash for over-
time: wants to give men time off in-

stead.

Bob Hall, radio editor of the San
Francisco Call-Bulletin, is batching
it for a month while his wife
vacashes in New York City. Mrs.
Hall is visiting Jean Ellington, NBC
warbler, formerly of San Francisco.

Clear Channel Meeting

Names Louis Caldwell

Clear channel grouo of stations at

a meeting in the Waldorf-Astoria
Sunday night (10) appointed Louis

G. Caldwell, Washington lawyer, to

represent it at the wavelength re-

allocation convention slated to be
held in Havana.
Meeting was called by Ed Craig,

of WSM, Nashville.
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BACK
Network Cost:

CBS, $350M

NBCJSOM
- Offer of - NBC and CBS to share

their affiliates' added cost for mu-
-fiicians to the joint amount of $200,-

000 was accepted with practically no
.dissent by the Independent Radio
Networks Affiliates in iheetihg at the

Waldorf-Astoria Monday (11). NBC's
.contribution figures $120,000, with

_^

Columbia putting up the balance.

In the Columbia camp it is esti-

mated that by the time the issue of

.increased musicians employment is

settled the network will have come
out 6f the controversy with a debit

of between $350,000 and $400,000.

This includes the $160,000 extra that

CBS has, agreed, to spend
,
for mu-

'iicians in New York, Chicago,, and
Lo3 Angeles.'

, . NiBC bill in- that direction is ex-
pected to range between $650,Q00 and
$750,000. The two . nets- last week
compromised with the AFM on the
originating stations demand of the
union to make it an additional

$60,000 a year fot each of the staff

orchestras in these spots.

AFM is asking Mutual to up the.

musicians expenditures at WOR,
Newark, WGN, Chicago, and KHJ,
Los Angeles, the web's three origi-

nating points, by $85,000 a year.

BAD NEWS IN SEALED

ENVELOPES FROM CPA

About the only tense moment pro-
'.duced by the meetings of the affili-

ated stations on the AFM agreement
occurred Monday . morning (11) when
islips concealed in envelopes were
passed out among the attending
broadcasters. These ^lips showed

' what share of the promised $1,500,-

OOOj each affiliated outlet might ap-
proximately expect to pay for musi-
cians under a r^tio system worked
out by Ernst & Ernst, certified pub-

.lic accountant that had been retained
by the group.
Figures given the stations were

based on their net income for the
year prior to Aug. 31, 1937, and also
allowed for what they were already
spending for musicians. Formula de-
vised by the CPA's made it 5.49%
of the net receipts.

Ernst & Ernst will also have the
fespohsibility of determining what
part of the $200,000 contributed by
NBC and CBS will be allotted to
each affiliate in meeting its increased
cost for musicians.

P.&F. Cough Med on CBS;
Mento Everitt in Lead

. r.&F. cough drops debuts on a

network Oct. 18 with a series of

dramatic scripts labeled 'Jenny Pea-
body* over 42 Columbia stations.

Program, placed by Blackett-Sam-
ple-Hummert, will ride quarter-hour
niches on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. Till now the. sponsor has
Used only spots, locally placed, in

its air campaigns.
Mepto Everitt, vet radio character

actress, will essay the lead role in

the serial.

Abbey Players Ogle Air
Abbey Theatre Players, legit

troupe from the Emerald Isle current
on Broadway "in a cycle of Irish
plays, are being offered for radio
by the Curtis & Allen agency.
Group is being offered to do play-

lets as guests on network variety
programs. Scenes from their reper-
tory of dramas are included.

Levys Look In
Ike Levy, WCAU, Philadelphia,

niade this his first attendance at a
broadcasters meet since his walkout
fi'om the NAB convention in Chi-
cago in the summer of 1936.
Doc Leon Levy was also on hand.

Station never resumed its'mernber-
ship in the NAB.' •

'Bob Convey, KWK, St. Louis,
Bin Ecrlpps, WWJ, Detroit,
E. H. Twamley, WBBN, Buttalo.
Hugh A. • HalK, WOAI, San. Antonio;
Clarence Wheeler, WHEC, Rochester.
C. D. Martin, W.NBP, BlnKhamton, N, T.
Harvey wixson, KHQ-KftA, Spokane.
Trlford Jonea, KTRH-KPRCKXTZ,

Houston,
John Shepar'd, Yankee Network.
B. J. Oluck, WSOC, Charlotte, N. G.
John J. Glllen, WOW, Omaha.
Edgar Tr BeH, "WKT, Oklahoma City.
S. D. Gregory. WOWO-WGL; Fort

Wayne.
Herb HoUIflter, KANS, WIchtU. Kans.
G. Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia. S. C.
Hdrry Sedgwick, CFRB, .Toronto, Ont.
E. B. Craney, KGIR. Butte, Mont.
Ralph R. Borston, KQW.' San Jose.
W. C. Bridges, WEBC, Buluth, Minn.
LiBle Baker, Jr., WHAS, Louisville,

William W. Behrnrian, WBOW, Terre
Haute. .

"
Martin L. Biirbank, WJAR. Providence.
J. C. Bell, WBRC, Birmingham.
Mark Etteridge, WHAS.' LoUlsvlUe.
Wlllard D. Egolf. .KVOQ. Tulsa.
C. M. Everson, WHKC, Columbus.
Don S. Ellas, WWNO, Ashevllle, N. C.

Earle,,Wlnger, WDOD, Chattanooga.
T. C, Ekrem. KVOD, Denver.
Howard A. Sherman, KTHS, Hot Springs.

Beeman Fisher,- WOAI, San Antonio.
George Forge, WEBR, Buffalo.

Dean FItzer. WDAP, Kansas City,

Russell L. Lowe, KPH, Wichita.
Harry Spence, KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash.
Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC, Memphis.
Earl S. Glade, KSL, Salt Lake City.

lAmbdln Kay, W8B-WAGA, Atlanta.

Palmer Hoyt, KGW-KBX, Portland.
H. W. Batchelder, WPBR, Baltimore.
Donald B. Albert, WTMJ, Milwaukee,
P. Weiss, WSTB, Rutland, Vt.
Lewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee Network.

• Arthur B. Church, KMBC. Konsas City.

I. R. Lounsberry, WGR-WKBW, Bu«alo.
Hope H, Barr6ll, jr., WFBR,' Baltimore.
F. W, Borton, WQAM, Miami.
Franklin >M. Doollttle, WDRO, Hartford.
Cedric Foster, WTHT, Hartford.
William Fay, "WHAM, Rochester.
Frank Megargee, WGBI, Scranton.
E.' T. 'Gough,"" Hearst Radio.
James C. Wagner, WHBT-WTAQ, Green

Bay.
C. T, Lucy. WBVA, Richmond.
Hal Leyshon, 'WIOD. Miami.
H. William Koster, WPRG, Providence.
Norman A. Thomas, WDOD, Chattanooga.
J. L. Relnsch, WHIO, Dayton.
W. J'. Damm, WTMJ. Mllwaukep.
Martin L. Lelcb, WGBF-WEOA, Evans-

vllle.

Gene O'Fallon, KFEL. Denver.
J. T. Lyons, WCAO, Baltimore.
Earl G. Relneke, "WDAT. Fargo.
J. T. Ward. WLAC?, Nashville.

J. M. Moroney, WFAA, Dallas,
Fred Lelber, WGN, Chicago; CKLW,

DetroU.
P. G. Streibert, WOR. New York City,

Lloyd Thomas, WROK. Rookford. III.

J. D. Bloom. Jr., WWL. New Orleans.
Alexander Sherwood,. Chlcajro (Consultant

to stations).
Vincent Callahan, WWL, New Orleans.
Harold E. Smith, WOKO-WABY, Albany.

N. Y.
Gregory Gentling, KROC, Rochester,

Minn.
G. W. Martin, WAVE, Loul.svllle.

D. S. Poyncr. WMBH, Joplln, Mp.
E. J. li'rey, WBRY, . Waterbury.
John T. Calkins, WRSG, Klmlrn. N. Y.
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-WRTD. Nor-

folk Va.
Ray P. Jordan, WDBT. Roanoke, Va.
H. J. Brennan, WJAS'-KQV, Pittsburgh.

Robert M. Thompson, WJAS. Pittsburgh.

I^eo Fltzpatrlck. WJR. Detroit.

J. H. Ryan, WSPD, TolPdo.

Sam R. Roaenbaum. WFIL, Philadelphia.

H. J. Powell, KGGF. Coffeyvllle, Kans.
E. Flannigan, WSPD. Toledo.

John Patt, WGAR, Cleveland.
S. D. Quarton, TVMT, Cedar Rapids.

Luther Hill, KSO-KRNT-WMT, Dea
Moines.
Don Searle. WIBW. Topeka.
Edgar L. Bill, WMBD. PeorU.
Jack R. Howard. WMPS-WMC, Memphis,
John E, Fitzer, WICZO, Knlnma/.oo.

George Kelly, Jr.. WCKIf, Portland. Tfe.

John Storey, WTAG, Woroo.Mter, Muss.
Vernon H. Smith, WREN, Lawrence,

Kans.
. ,

M. C. Coleman, WATL. Atlanta.

Richard H. Mason. AVPTF. RHielpb. N. C.

Walter Evans, WOWO-WGIi. Kort Wayne.
Harry Wilder, W.SYR, .Syiacusp.

Norman Reed, WPG, Atlantic City.

William C. Gillespie. KTUL. Tulsa.

Dale Robert.ion, WIBX, "ITtloa.

John Kennedy, WCHS. Charleston.

William K. Donovan. WCOA. Pen.saeola.

Thompson L. Gurnsey. WL,BZ, Bangor,

Me.
T. W. Symona, Jr., KFPY, Spoliane.

Harold Wheclahfln, WS.VIB. New Orleans.

O. G. Phillips, KinO, Bol.sp.

Harold Hough. AVBAP. Fort Worth. •

Clair R. McCollouKh. WDI5L. Wlhnliigton.

Glenn Snyder. WLS. Chloaco.

nurrldge D, Butler. KOY. Phoenix.

H. K. Carpenter. WMK, Cleveland.

,T. O. Malrind, WHO, Doa Molnoa.

W B. Dolph, WOT,, Wnnhlncton.
R. E. Bausman, WIRE. Indianapolis.

Don WIthycomb, WFIL. Phlladelphl.i.

J L. Bowden, WKBN, Yoiinirstnwn.

Stuart Sprague, KSFO. Ran FranclHco;

Samuel Woodsworth. WFBL, SynicuHC.

Leon Levy, WCAXT, PhllndelDhla.

Martin Campbell, WFAA, Dalla.".

L, B. Wilson, WCrCY. nnrlnniitl,

Lester 10, Cox. KGBX, Sprln'fnoM, Mo
Don Dnvl.<<, WltB, Kiin.ons ("ll.v,

Paul W. Morenry, WTH'. Harlfonl.

Diilton LeMa.surlnr. KT)AI,, Diilutli.

Allpn T. RImmon.i. WADC, AUioii.
' EOney Rldge, WDIG, Crppnsbovo, N. (.

J. w: Bunyon, KRLD, DallUM.

Tnm C. Goof^h, KRLD. Dnllii.-'.

O Tnvlor K(JN(\ Amnrllln, Tp)c»s.

J. T, Grifnn, KTUL.. TulHa,

Tracy in *Arrowsmith'
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Lux has Spencer Tracy in the

lead for their airin.tj Oct. 25 of

'Arrowsmith.' J. Walter Thompson

had Fred MacMurray set for 'The

.General Died at Dawn' on the Oct.

18 broadcast but had to substitute

when story couldn't be cleared.

.

In guest section on 'Hollywood

Hotel' Oct. 29 will be Brian Aherne

and Olivia de Haviland in a sequence

from 'The Gfeat Garrick.'

IS

Burden on Station Overhead
Should Have Many Re-

sults^—See Historic Com-
parisons with Old Film

'Presentation Policy*

FEAR LOCALS

By BOB LANDRT
Assuming—as seems reasonable

—

that "the broadcasting industry will

ultimately patch up an understand-
ing with the American Federation of

M\isicians and as. a result thereof

staff orchestras will become com-
monplace-all- over the country, the
question no-v^ comes up as to the
practical' results in terms of local

station -showmanship.
It is widely believed that the staff

orchestras — bitter . financial pills

though they are at the moment for

stations—^will unquestionably en-
courage a considerable increase and
variety in local programs.
At the same time it appears prob-.

able that by reason of added over-
head • imposed upon the networks,
heaviest losers in the Musician situa-

tion, the network level of sustaining

service may fall off. Curtailment of

budget in that direction is expected.
Possibility of a network charge to

local station on a per-program-aq-
cepted basis' for sustalners would
further stimulate local stations to

local production activities.

Get It Back

!

With a staff orcliestra on the pay-
roll nine months a year and with an
eager and aggressive desire to get

an, or part, of the cost back in the

form of sponsorship stations will un-
questionably exploit their orchestra,

build programs around them, and do
everything practical to turn unwel-
come ' necessity into an eventual
asset.

Perhaps an equivalent value to the

old time vaudeville may emerge.
Fact that stations will have musical
resources may also increase the num-
ber of travelling singers and enter-

tainers:—a clan now mostly limited

to hillbillies—that migrate between
the stations.

Arrogant Locals

Attitude of the local unions is ob-

viously feared by the broadcasters.

While feeling that the national union
and Joe Weber personally have beeh
reasonable and courteous the idea is

widespread among radio men that

the officers of musicians' locals in

small cities and towns are often ar-

rogant, dictatorial and offensively

rude.

Out of the current settlement it is

hoped by broadcasters that Weber
can do something to make the locals

less disagreeable in manner and less

autocratic. Station men have been
especially fearful of the 'no arbitra-

tion' policy of the A.F.M. Some sta-

tion men around the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel this week have freely ex-

pressed an anticipation of hard-
boied rub-it-in tactics from their

locals.

Another problem certain to de-

mand solution is what happens in

towns where the existing local can-

not possibly supply musicians of

either the number or quality re-

quired. In the event the smaller

cities drain off some of the unemr
ployed siirplus of Chicago, New
York, etc., that would presumably
have two desirable results: (a) a

social result—it would relieve unem-
ployment rolls and (b) a .showman-
ship result—it would re-distribute

talent outside a few over-congested
centers.

Revive the M. C.?

It is thought, too, that ' the staff

orchestras may, and logically should,

make the conductor a local person-
ality. Leaders who can sing, talk,

entertain 6r display master ,
of cere-

monies versatility ought to be in for

a boom.
Broadcasters who have already

SHOWS
Spph Sponsor Jeopardized By

Musicians Situation in PhiDy;

Union Spurnsi% as WHL Cut

Radio Psychosis

Rated among the prize cracks
pulled during the broadcasters'

meet at the Waldorf-Astoria
was the one that Harold V.
Hough, of WBAP, Ft. Worth,
delivered regarding a pro-
nonunced tendency in indie sta-

tion ranks.

Hough said that he has yet to

see the time when three or
more broadcasters, after being

' together for a half hour, could
refrain from diverting the con-
versation to the subject of

hiring a lawyer or an engineer.

LOHR FAVORS

AT SOURCE

PAYMENT

Lenox R. Lohr, NBC prez, was
disclosed at the general convention
of .the broadcasting industry as hav-
ing his own solution for the music
copyright problem. Lohr was quoted
as having declared himself in favor
of having the commercial fee for

music applied at the source of the
program and deducting the pro rata

share from each station's compensa-
tion.

As Lohr has it figured the tap
could be diminished for individual

stations by showing the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers how this method would
appreciably reduce its bookkeeping,
and collecting costs. ASCAP would
also be certain to collect all com-
ing to it.

Broadcasters' contract with the
society has two years to go, but
Lohr is said to be of the opinion
that the method of collecting net-

work commercial fee could be- re-

vised at thi3 time. Previous NBC
administration stoutly opposed the

source idea. '

—

ONE WORRY LESS

Respite for Broadcasters on Off-the-

Alr Problem

Music Publishers Protective Asso-
ciation will not attempt to negotiate

a license for ofT-the-air recordings

until after the broadcasters have
settled their problem with tlie Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians. Harry
Fox, MPPA gen. mgr., figures that

the musicians employment demand
presents enough cause for brain

racking on the part of station men
at this time and that, even if he
got a deal under way, it wouldn't
mean anything as long as there was
a possibility of restrictive action by
the AFM.
Survey by Fox has diclosed that

stations were taking musical pro-

grams off the air for future broad-
casting without obtaining the re-

quired "permission from copyright
owners.

canvassed the available musical tal-

ent of their communities are not uni-

formly enthusiastic.

Many inland musicians are musi-
cians as a sideline to barbering, sell-

ing real estate or working on the
police force. They are, in the opinion
of broadcasters, extremely rusty and
sour.

Hillbilly music is likely to be a

problem. Many locals will not al-

low them into membership, denying
they are musicians. Yet for many
farm and back country stations hill-

billy music is a prime item of audi-

ence iippeal.

Philadelphia, Oct. .12.

Possibility that series of weekly
Philly Symphony concerts skedded
to start on 22 National Broadcasting
Company stations next Monday (16)
will be postponed or cancelled com-
pletely loomed this week.

Failure of, WFIL here as yet to
come to agreemient with Musicians'
Union, thus depriving symphs of an
outlet in its home city, causing the
trouble. Pennsylvania Company for
Insuring Lives and Granting Annui-
ties,, sponsoring bank in this terri-
tory, won't put up coin if show isn't

heard here. And Inasmuch as com-
pany Is principal contributor m^y
cause nixing of entire works.
Only quick action by Joe Weber

or national exec board of American
Federation of Musicians apparently
can save situash now, admitted Don
Withycomb, WFIL g. m. Reginald
Allen, inanager of orchestra, told
Variktt that, so • far as he is con-
cerned, he has cbntract and intends
going through with it. Symph . is

depending largely on cash received
from this program to help smooth Its

usual deficit.

Bankers' show last year was ' a
similar headache^ here. Then it was
carried on Columbia. Inasmuch as
WCAU, Columbia link In Philly, had
no house band at tirhe, rule of ToOt-
ers' Union made it necessary to pay
orch double. New ukase prevents
airing at any price over a station

without union band;

Offers 5%
Following settlement of WCAU*S'

long feud with musickers and
avowed anxiety of WIthycomb to
sign up, too, because of impending
Philly concerts, things looked bright
for a settlement. But sides now
planets apart! Withycorhb offered
A.' A.A. Tomei, union proxy, 5% of
gross, in accordance with expected
national agreement.
This amounts to only about $15,000

a year, or $300 a week, in WFIL's
case. Which would give it only, six
or' seven men. Last year, Tomel
pointed out, station had 14 men at

$37 a week. In other words, over a
year station would have spent $2G,000

(actually had band only six months).
'We're certainly not going to take

just a little more than half of what
we got last year,' Tomei told

Vaructt, 'unless we're forced into it

by the national board. The new
arrangement is designed to help us,

not hurt us.'

Illustrating further the impossi-
bility of accepting the deal Withy-
comb offered, Tomei pointed to new
WIP and WPEN contracts. Both- arc
much smaller outlets. WPEN has no
nets and WIP only the intercity.

Former's termer calls for 12 men at

$00 (play double time), and WIP's
for 10 men at $37. WIP contract also

requires that men be finished by 6

p. m, every day.

Withycomb sent a two-page letter

to Tomei and a copy to WeDer,
claiming local's refusal to accept 5%
offer was keeping men out of work.

WKY, OKLAHOMA CITY,

HEARS FROM UNION

Oklahoma City, Oct. 12.

More pay! Or else more union
men!
That is latest edict handed WKY

by local musicians' union following
controversy over the Approved
Laundries sponsorship of The Four
Aces, song and instrumental team.
The act, playing at Ormond.s, new

niterie, was 'loaned' to the laundry
program to build up publicity for

the niterie. No payment is involved,

authoritative sources .state.

Union kicU.s because four unioa
men are being thrown out of work,
and demands something be done
about it. So fat nothing has been
done.
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RADIO'S FEAR OF FISCAL BALLYHOO

A SEF-TARGET FOR POUTIQANS, ETC.

CBS Stock Behaviour Scrutinized

Harold Hough's Resolution at New York Convention

—Doubtful If Networks Would Cooperate
—

^Their

Securities Listed

Growing sensitivity among broad-

casters toward outsiders knowing too

much about the financial returns of

the . radio industry is reflected in' a

resolution which Harold V. Hough,
WBAP, Fort Worth, introduced .yes-

terday (Tuesday) at the general

meeting of the industry at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria hotel. Hough's resolu-

ti'ii urged that the industry stop re-

ferring to its time turnover in terms

Of dollars bui instead compute and
publish its broadcast business in

terms of unit hours.
.

Movemept to curb the publicity

given the business done by broad-
casting and also the profits has been
in the making for some time, but it

wasn't imtil recently that the cry In

that direction became both fearful

and urgent. Washington office hold-

ers have beeft anything but hesitant

in seizing upon such figures as far

vorable ammunition for some cause

or another inimical to commercial
radio. These citations of income
have become cbthmon at Federal
Communication Commission hearings
and in Congressional demands for

separate educational facilities, taxa-
tion of wavelength franchises, strict

regulation of license transfers and
whatnot.

Too Much Ballyhoo
What has intensified the income

suppressive movement even more
than the Washington huUubaloo is

WJR's 3tatement

Detroit, Oct. 12.

With sales amounting to

$1,043,013 in the first nine
months of this year, as com-
pared with $917,029 in the cor-

responding period , a year ago,

WJR, reports, a net profit of

$390,399 during the period,'

after depreciation, federal tax,

ets., but before imdistributed

t>rofits surtdx.

The net is equal to $3. per
share on 130,000 shares of com-
mon outstanding, about half of

which were sold to public ydar
or so ago in the first public sale

of radio station stock in U. S.

history.

Profit for the first three quar-
ters this year compares with
$322^39, or $2.48 a common
share, for the same months in

1936. The firm declared the
regular quarterly dividend of

40 cents a share, payable Oct.

30 to stock of record Oct. 20.

mltted to the public by the ngenclea, Rta-
tions and chains, docs not nhuw thut puv-
tlon being actually received by the Rtatluns,
but makes a misleading aiiolysls, as no ac-
count is .published of the percentage goins
to the stations, nercentage tor commissions,
or the percentage for line ' charges, which
Is misleading to the public, the Federal
Communications Commission, and Ihe ad-
vertisers; therefore be It -

Resolved, That It is the wish of the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters that the
standard yard stick of measurement on
broadcast business, in the future, be com-
puted and published in the terms of unit
hours. Instead of gross dollars: be it further
Resolved, That the National Association

of Broadcasters urge all agencies, member
stations and non-member stations to- adopt
the policy of presentation of unit hours,
Instead of gross dollars; and be it further
Resolved. That a request be made to the

National Broadcasting Company, the Co-
lumbia Broadcasting System, the Mutual
Broadcasting System, and ony other chain,

to use the practice ot presenting any vol-

ume In phrases of unit -hours instead of

gross dollars; be It further
Resolved, that the Dresident of the Na-

tional Association of Broadcasters appoint
n 'committee to confer with the chain man-
agement ond to present to them the views
of the National Association of Broadcapte^.

Killer of Radio?

In Forum this week is a very
interesting letter oh what may
kill off radio, as it did vaude-

ville.

The sameness of the comedy
show formulae, all more or less

like the Benny-Allen shows, is

taken to task by Variety's cor-

respondent.

Mary Roberts Rinebart

Cuffoe$ Tish' Rights

For WPA-CBS Show

AUSSIE HIGH COURT

OKAYS RACE AIRING

Sydney, Sept. 30.

High Court of Ausrtalia decided by
majority verdict that airing of race

description from outside a track en-

closure was legal.

The Victoria Park Racing Club re-

cently appealed against- a decision

by Supreme Court of N. S. Wales
dismissing an application for an in-

junction to prevent Commonwealth
Broadcasting Network from airing

descriptions of races from a tower
outside the track. High Court de-

cision means that airings may con-
tinue, although it is certain that the

Victoria Racing Club will appeal
against the decision of the High
Court, and that other clubs will sup-

port the appeal.

Race. descriptions are tremendous-
ly popular with all classes. Govern
ment has been trying to stop start

ing price betting without much suC'

cess. Protests against aircasting

races have be$n mainly from relig

ous bodies, but the fans themselves
lave protested against any govern
mental interference with radio de
scriptions. Race-track controllers

are not in favor of airings because
they hurt attendance.

Mary Roberts Rinehart has do-

nated the radio dramatization rights

of her novel, 'Tish,* to the WPA
radio projept. CBS has consented to

carry the progrom on a 10-10:30 p. n>.

niche every "Thursday, starting this

week.
Columbia was originally ap-

proached by the WPA with the air

draniatizat.'|n of James Truslow
Adams* 'Epic of America,' which the

author also gave the project. CBS,
upon hearing of th^ -Tish' gift, chose
that one since WPA offered the net-,

work anything it/had for the chance
;o ozone on a chains After the deal

was set Mutual was approached on
he 'Epic' series, and has agreed ten-

atively to start the series on. Nov. 7.

Spot on CBS is the first network
nook WPA has had since NBC
dropped the 'Professional Parade'
: ast April, at that time aimouncing
hat the program, which aired on
he blue band Wednesdays opposite

Tred Allen, was not worth the ex-
pense entailed.

the experience which the industry is

now passing through with the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians. Major
figures in the broadcasting business
hold that the AFM would not have
singled out the industry for its oner-
ous demands if the industry hadn't
paved the way with its ballyhooing
of growth and prosperity. Also that
if something isn't done to put the
quietus on business and profit pub-
licity broadcasting will be faced with
similar pressure from other unions.

Broadcasters who have sat in with
Joe Weber and his AFM executive
board report that the latter invari-

ably answered any plea for abate-
tivbtit with citations frorn the press
and even the NAB's own monthly
bulletin showing time sales for both
network and spot on the substantial
upbeat. Weber repeatedly aired the
viewpoint that broadcasting was
reaping big profits and it was noth-
ing but fair for the industry to di-

vert some Qf the prosperity to the
employment of more musicians.

It is generally doubted whether
the networks will abide by the terms
of the resolution, even if it is piissed.

Both have stockholders and either
directly (CBS) or indirectly (RCA)
have listing on the Big Board, and
indications are that while the trend
ia upward, particularly, nothing will

be done to discourage any activity in

that quarter.

Hough resolution follows:
Whereas, It has been the custom of agen-

cies, broadcasting stations, and the man-
agement of the chains to use the term
'dollars' in referring - to gains and losses
uni) amount of brondca-sting buRlncss; and,

Who)-c.ns, This method doe.? not present a
trup, fair, accurate picture ot the busi-
hp'-.s of the bio.idcasting lndu^try. partic-
nlivi-ly, In relation of the receipts to the
l.ntlon.x.

Whereas, The published revenue, as sub-

Imogene Coca, Wm. Lynn
As Radio Comedy Team
Imogene Coca, legit-musical come

dienne, and William Lynn,, who hac

the lead in 'Three Men on Horse,

have been paired as a radio comedy
act.

Curtis Sc Allen agency, which
melded and is offering the team;

looking at comedy material to sup
ply the pair for two auditions set,

Mrs. .L. B. Wilson In N. Y .

L. B. Wilson of WCKY, Coving
ton-Cincinnati, is accompanied to the
convention by Mrs. Wilson, the for

mer Jean Wilson of the dramatic
stage.

Stopping at the Plaza.

Spokane's Big Excitement

Spokane, Oct. 12.

Edmund Lowe, Bob Burns and
Mary Carlisle wiU be brought here
by Bing Crosby for his homecoming
celebration Oct 20-24 and to appear
as guests on the Kraft Music Hall
Oct 21. Jimmy Monaco and Johnny
Burke, songwriting, team, will also

accompany Bing. Trotter's orches

tra will use chartered plane to come
from Hollywood and return imme
diately after broadcast.
Extensive plans' are being made

for a $5 a plate banquet for Bing,

special repeat of his radio show, and
appearance at the Gonzaga Univer-
sity-San Francisco University foot-

ball game Oct 24. All proceeds to

Gonzaga, his alma mater. No place
has been selected for Kraft broad-
cast yet. No local studio is big

enough.

Interest in Columbia Broadcasting System stock, both A and B, has
been wan since the securities went up on the Big Board at the outset of
the summer. There are around, of course, the usual rumors that a kill

is being planned by speculators, but through either bull or bear binoculars
that supposition appears groundless. What does appear as likely explana-
tion is the manner in which CBS' expenditures are mounting along with
its grosses., .

• . .

Angle is, although the increase in gross for the initial six months of
1937 exceeds the take for the similar period in 1936 by $4,476,727, the net
difference is only $436,963.

Comparative statement of CBS for the. periods:

June 27, 1936

Gross .Income from sales , $13,163,457.22

Profit from operations for the six months,
after provision for depreciation amount-
ing to $203,860.59 in 1936 and $248,452.66

in 1937 $2,453,212.65

Add—Miscellaneous. Income . (net) 57,592.27

-26 weeks ending-

Deduct-r-Provision for Federal Income
Tax and Surtax; estimated

$2,510,804.92

423,954.68

July 3, 1937

$17,640,184.35

$3,001,899.62

52,711.11

$3,054,610.73

530,797.25

Net profit for the period k $2,086,850.24 $2,523,813.48

. First Entire First

26 weeks 53 weeks 26" weeks
^Earnings per share ; $1.22 $2.20 $1.48

Calculated upon the 1,707,950 shares of $2.50 par value stock presently
outstanding or to be outstanding upon completion of exchange of old $5.00
par value stock.

Money this year was spent in Hollywood on Coast set-up equipment
but almost equally as much was spent during the '36 period, and at that
time returns from the investment weren't nearly as much as they have
been this year^ In New York a legit theatre was bought for broadcasting,
but one,was last year, too. A big blow to the profl!t column this year was
the $2,000,000 prexy William S. Paley put away for television expenses, as

he testified before the F.C.C. Tele experiments, are going on 'ahd they
are costly.

Numerically, employment figures haven't risen' appreciably in the year,
nor have salaries boomed, nor. has the network hired expensive brasshats.
Expensive series of sustaining Shakespeare was last summer, and hence
included in the books for this half of '37.

This week CBS stock tumbled to all-time low.

RECRUIT TO RADIO

American Chicle Is Sponsoring for

First Time

American Chicle Co. is airing its

first radio program-^Lou Little, Co-

lumbia grid coach, on a quarter-hour

for eight Friday nights over Mutual

stations fed by WORi Heretofore

the sjionsor's onl7 ether placements
have been a few spots on southern
stations.

Little dopes following-day foot-

ball' games. Just before signing with
American Chicle, he had a -deal hot
with B.BJ).&0. to ozone for Brown
& Williamson Tobacco, which was to

have aired over WOR only. Last
fall the coach was on for the same
agency in behalf of White Owl
cigars.

John T. Casey, public relationist,

handles Little.

Winchell Back Nov. 14
Walter Winchell returns to the

Jergens' air show Nov. 14 after a
two months' hiatus during which
period Gegrge Fischer substitutes

and Winchell will have completed
his 20th-Fox film, 'Love and Hisses.'

Lenhen & Mitchell has been talk-^

ing to O. O. Mclntyre for a radio
program; also Ed Sullivan, among
other newspapermen and columnists,

but it's for another sponsor and not
the Jergens' Journal.

WHN. New York, May Go NBC

Loew Outlet Would Be Optional Supplement

Either Red or Blue

to

NBC is talking with WHN, New
York, about making the station avail-

able to clients on either the red
(WEAF) or the blue (WJZ) that want
to supplement their coverage in the

metropolitan area. Proposition was
put to the Loew outlet as a sort of

sequence to arrangements previously

made for WHN to carry along with
WEAF the Metro studio show which
Maxwell House Coffee starts bank-
rolling over the red link Nov. 4.

Doubling the clearance of this pro-

gram over WHN was made part of

the deal between Metro and General
Foods.
In industry ranks NBC's move to

bring in WHN on an optional basis

is interpreted as suggesting the ad-
mission that there are several blind

spots in the two 50,000-watters' cov-
erage of the country's most thickly

populated markets. NBC not so long
ago went to considerable expense to

overcome this and other like situa-

tions as far as WJZ was concerned
Transamerican is reported to have

received assurance from WHN that

any tieup with NBC would not
hamper the station's relations with
the WLW Line. Herbert Petty, as

sistant director of WHN, declared
Monday (10) that while the hookup
with WLW would be maintained in

tact he would take the position of

first come first served.

JAMES HAYS A SUICIDE;

LOST EYE ACCIDENTALLY

,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

Missing for three days, body of
James M. Hays, well-known in radio
circles here, was found in the Alle-
gheny river here last week. Suicide
was attributed by friends and rela-
tives to despondency over ill health.
Hays entered broadcasting work

here about eight years ago as an an
nouncer at WCAE and in 1932 mar-
ried Florence Schmallhurst, secre
tary to Jesse L. Kaufman, then sta-

tion manager. From there he went
to Sun-Telegraph as radio editor,

severing that connection trt become
head of Gulf Oil Company's radio
department.
Last year he had charge of air

production department of Walker
Downing advertising agency in Pitts-

burgh, resigning that post several
..months ago. During the World War
Hays served as a lieutenant com-
mander in the navy and had written
several sea stories, recounting many
of them on the air with late Will
Rogers when latter was sponsored by
Gulf.

A recent accident cost him an eye
He leaves a small son in addition to
his widow. Before leaping to his
death, Hays telephoned his wife and
told her: 'No matter what I do, I am
thinking of you and my boy.' That
was the last she heard of him un
til his body was found 72 hoiurs later.

ASCAP Fighter in N. Y.

Harold Davis, the Seattle attorney
who handled the anti-ASCAP cam-
paign in the State of Washington, is

in New York for the big goings-on
this week.
He's at the Taft

ANTI-DIVORCE

RADIO BALLY

San Francisco, Oct 12.

Special audition of the new Suss-

man & Wormser dramatic show, 'I

Want a Divorce,' whi,ch debuts Sun-

day (17) over the Coast NBC-Red
web, will be piped from the network
studios in San Francisco to - Holly-
wood Wednesday (13) for the ears of

radio editors and trade papers in

3oth cities. First script in the series

was written by Peter B. Kyne, who
will be present at the audition here.

Boys will be guests of the Emil
Brisacher agency at a dinner follow-

ing the preview.

'I Want a Divorce' will be aired

twice weekly, Sundays at 8:15 p.m.,

PST and Wednesdays at 7:45 p.m.,

using quarter-hour dramatizations

by Kyne, Elsie Robinson, Hugh
Wiley, Carlton E. Morse and other

w.k. writers. Idea is to point out that

divorce is often unnecessary, with
each case dramatized

.
ending in

reconciliation.

Heavy merchandising campaign is

planned in connection with the

broadcasts, including a 'perfect mate'

contest to be plugged both on the

air and in newspaper ads. Six-

column, 16-inch ad . announcing the

contest will be spotted in principal

dailies in key cities on the Pacific

Coast by the Brisacher agency.

RADIO'S SEX APPEAL

CAN'T MAKE GRADE

N. Y. World-Telegram, which has

been carrying in its Saturday edi-

tions a full-page devoted to radio, is

ceasing using stills to brighten up
the layouts.

Reason is that radio was not pro-

ducing enough leg and bare-back art

of the sort the Tele wanted. Sheet

wanted stuff comparable to the

Hollywood handouts, and radio p.a 's

couldn't get such stills from air per-

formers.

O'Keefe to Europe

Walter O'Keefe, who winds up ior

Bristol-Myers over the NBC-red
Nov. 10, has arranged to leave the

following week for a European va-

cation.

He'll cable his Scripps-Howard
column from the boat and the other

side.
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POLICEMAN ROLE ODIOUS
Knee-Deep in Committees

Probably at no other gathering of broadcasters has there been the,

multiplicity of group and faction meetings as that which marked the

general industry pow-wow at the Waldorf-Astoria, Average delegate

who attempted to keep track of these groups and their exact func-

tions' found himself headed for confusion. For a certain number of

the conventioneers it became a matter of hopping from one huddle to

another.
Among the groups that took up more or less time of the assembled

station men were:
Independent Radio Network - Affllia.tes: stations taking the NBC,

Mutual or Columbia services.

Contract Negrotiatingr Commitiee for the IRNA: those delegated by
the previous IRNA meeting to discuss details of the agreement with
the American Federation of Musicians and work out a fund partici-

pating arrangement with JNBC and CBS.

.

IRNA Allocations Committee: assigned to develop a yardstick for

deteriAining what part of the guaranteed increase of $1,500,000 each
station would be expected to pay for musicians.

National Committee of 48: composed of indie non-affiliated broad-
casters, ^ch one representing a different state in the union, with
John Elmer, IS[AB prez, doubling as chairman.

Clear Channel Group: self explanatory.

Open Convention of the Broadcasting Industry; called by the NAB
but including non-miembers.
.. Board of IHrteton of the NAB.

Associated Stations of the NBC-Blue Network: called together for

an informal dinner staged by NBC last night (Tuesday).

UWYERS MUCH

IN

Discussions of the American Fed-
eration of Musicians' pact by the

indie affiliated, stations took on the

aspect of a side Convention of one
of the h^T associations. The lawyer
'<jbunt at the various meetings of the

contract negotiating committee meet-
ings never came to less than five.

Other counsellors occasionally con-

tributed an opinion, but the official

coterie of if-and-or interpreters con-

sisted of Sol A. Rosenblatt and Sam
Jaffef, retained by the negotiating

committee; Sidney Kaye, CBS staff

attorney; Gardner Prime, of NBC's
legal staff, and George Norton, of

WAVE, Louisville, who doubled as

another law adviser to the , commit-
tee.

KIRO'S DISC-THROWING

iSeattle Station, Newly Network,
Unloads Via Athletic Contest

MRS. HAYMOND PROTESTS

Visitors Were Outraglncr KMO's New
'Studio Decor

Tacoma, Oct. 12.

Visitors to KMG-s new studios

here were breaking Mrs. Carl Ray-
mond's heart the way

.
they tossed

around lighted cigarettes on the new
furnishings. When a gal buried one
in the new carpet the istation own-
er's missus urged a station 'no smok-
ing| rule.

> Management was dubious about
enforcement, but everybody seems to

obey. If they burn anything now
it's their own pockets.

3RD CONVENTION

IN YEAR FOR

NM
Seattle, Oct. 12.

Seattle will witness a wax pancake
throwing contest. Those in charge
of the affair said they thought a

world record for an event of this

kind might be claimed.
KIRO, which has been a record

station, with some local talent at

interveils, has accumulated one of

the largest record libraries in this

section. With the station going Co-
lumbia, and no need for thousands
of discs, ITubby' Quilliam, manager,
Suggested a throwing contest from
the roof of the Cobb building, one
of Seattle's skyscrapers facing the
Puget Sound six blocks away. As
the studio is located in this building,

the pancakes will be taken up oh the
elevators and the judges will award
suitable prizes to the persons fling-

ing the discs toward the Sound.
Variety's Seattle representative is

to referee.

Russ Hodges' Sports Siege

Chicago, Oct, 12.

Addition of a 30-minute daily

period of racing from Sportsman's
Park to the WIND schedule gives

Russ Hodges five and a half hours a

day on the air five days a week, plus

Satui'day and Sunday football.

Station carried city series, racing,

race results, rebroadcast of world
series games and .sports commentary.
Most of it's sponsored, so Hodges
isn't squawking.

Roy Maypole Joins WCFL
Chicago, Oct. 12.

Roy Maypole added to WCFL,
Labor station, staff as announcer to

handle special events program with
Ed Burke. Station planning to go
in more iar stunts and events with
the coming power increase to 50,000

watts.

Maypole was foi'insrly with NBC,
Affiliated regional not, and WHBF,
Rock Island.

A reprieve for the N.A.B. and a

reorganization in January or Feb-

ruary became the official sense of

the present meeting in New York
at the Tuesdr.v session. Convention

will make three, within a year. It

will be held in the middle west. Pos-

sibly Cleveland.
Meanwhile Mark Etheridge, Ed-

ward Allen, Ed Craney, Walter

Damm and John Shepard are a com-
mittee of five to devise means and

ways of reorganizing the trade assn.

A new election in January, prob-

able appointment of a salaried presi-

dent, loomed.

FINANCE NON-AFFILIATES

Cash Aid From N. A. B. for Negoti-

ations With AFM

Lloyd Thomas of WROK, Rockford,

as spokesman for the non-affiliates,

did some nice footwork Tuesday af-

ternoon to get the weary affiliates—

the dominant .group—to okay the

financing of the negotiations of the

indies with .the AFM.
Affiliates tried hard to get out of

voting on that one. Finally okayed.

Money will come from N. A. B.

treasury.

Stromberf-Carlson Sets Exec.

Rochester, Oct. 12.

Lloyd Spencer, sales manager of

Gross Sales Inc., New York and New
England representatives of Strom-
berg-Carlson company, has. been

named general sales manager of

Stromberg-Carlson. Position has

been vacant since 1934 when George

A. Scoville was advanced to vice-

president and general manager.

Radio and telephone divisions of

the company have separate sales

managers.

OTHERWISE A.F.MJI'''' Radio Frowns on Aoti-ASCAP

DEAS PREVAIL

Regardless of Action of

Non-Affiliates Indus t r y
Leaders Believe Terms
Will Be Concluded with

Musicians Union

ARBITRATION

By BEN BODEC
Firm conviction prevailed yester-

day (Tuesday) among the more au-
thoritative leaders of the industry
that, regardless of whatever in-

surgency might arise from the ranlcs

of non-network affiliated stations,

the crisis between broadcasting and
the American Federation' of Mu-
sicians is over. These leaders ex-
pressed tiiemselves as equally confi-

dent of a general endorsement of
the AFM agreeihent, at least,- in
principle, before the adjournnient of
the convention of the radio indus-
try which officially opened at the
Wialdorf Astoria- hotel (N. Y.) yes-
terday (Tuesday).
Sharp conflict of viewpoint and

politicals between the present ad-
ministration of the National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters and the vast
thjajotity of those composing the
Independent Radio Networks Affili-

ates was markedly evident in the
maneuvers which- preceded the
opening of the general convention.
The IRNA in .an all-day session
Monday (11) voted to accept the
broad points of the agreement

3 Busy Gents

Johnny Gillin of WOW,
Omaha, and Arthur Church of
KMBC, Kansas City, have been
notable for their strenuous ef-

forts at the Waldorf to fore-
stall the breaking 'up of the
N.A.B,
Sam Rosenbaum of WFIL,

Philadelphia, has been one of

the hardest workers in the ac-

tual union dickerings and bick-

erings.

Frank Goodson, operator KFXR,
Oklahoma City, latest to join ranks

of married.

worked out with the AFM, but in-

structed its negotiating committee to

prevail upon Joe Weber, AFM prez,

to delete or revise certain clauses

from the standard contract.

Objections involve legalistic (ele-

ments which have caused consider-

able qualms among the network af-

filiated broadcasters. Also the refusal

of the AFM's executive board to in-

sert a clause granting individual sta-

tions the right to arbitrate any dif-

ference or grievances between them-
selves and the AFM's local branches.

Policinjr the Biz

It was the overwhelming senti-

ment of the convened affiliates that

the clauses in the uniform contract

which placed thism in the involun-

tary position of policing one another

were not only arbitrary and im-

practical but might expose them to

damage suits under the Clayton Act.

Under the terms of the agreement as

it now stands no other obligations

could take precedence over a sta-

tion's obligation to the musicians'

union. If one party to the general

agreement were deemed a violator

by the union any network or station

doing . business with the alleged

miscreant would have no alternative

but to cut off all relation's.

Affiliates felt that such breaches
should be matters concerning the

union only and that by making the

whole chain of the industry respon-
sible for its weakest links, the AFM
was seeking to introduce a pattern

that no one has before ever dared
to apply to employer-employee re-

lations. Idea, it was agreed, was
neither equitable nor economically
sound.

It was generally believed among
the affiliates that, since they have
approved the expenditure o£ $1,500,-

000 more a year for musicians during
(Continued on payc 40)

Proposal in State Legislature;

Favors National Tactics Only

ASCAP'S Own Paper

ASCAP Journal has made its

first appearance, new monthly
house organ for the American
Society of Composers, Authors
and' Publishers. Obviously
primed for goodwill propa-
ganda.
Several charts are included to

indicate what happens to music
when H's plugged much on the
air, in relation to sales.

WARING -WDAS

CASE HITS

INDUSTRY

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Radio stiktions cannot air records

made by an 'orchestra without per-

mission from that orchestra, Pennsy

State Supreme Court ruled Friday

(8) in sustaining lower court on

much-debated question. Case con-

cerns Fred Waring effort to prohibit
station WDAS here from using his

discs. WDAS fight was taken up by
National Association of Broadcasters
when suit was started several years
ago. It was argued for them by for-

mer Attorney General William A.
Schnader here last spring.

Although the station derived no
immediate pfoflt from use of Waring
music, Justice Horace Stern's opinion

said, it did get an indirect benefit,

and was in active competish with
Waring and advertisers who might
diesi|:e to use his orch.

NAB argued that by becoming a

member of National Association of

Performing Artists, WaJring had au-

tomatically assigned to ^that group
whatever rights he may have had in

the records, and therefore had no
right to interfere.

Decision stated, that NAPA *un-

doubtedly should have been a party
to fthe sui^' but that the court wpuld
consider Waring to be 'identical' in

interest with it. •

Property rights clairhed by stick-

swisher 'admittedly' are not the sub-
ject of protection' under existing

copyright laws, opinion stated, but
'reservations or restrictions im-
posed by him' on the reproduction
of the waxings limited their use.

• Concerning the suit. Justice Stern
said: 'The problems never before
have been presented to an American
or English court.'

See Hedges' NBC Return

William S. Hedges, who recently
resigned from WLW, Cincinnati, was
reported yesterday (Tuesday) as

slailcd to return to NBC in the post
of assistant to Frank Mason, v. p. in

charge of station relations.

Hedges, who was manager of NBC,
managed and operated stations be-

fore he quit last spring to become i

gen. mgr. of the Cincy outlet.

Opposition to an anti-ASCAP bill

introduced in the Texas state legis-
lation last week was voiced Monday
(11) by a group of Texas broadcast-
ers attending the general industry
convention at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Acting on the sentiment of this co-
terie, O. L. Taylor, head of |^GNC,
Amarillo, and president of the
Texas Brbadcasters Association,
wired the legislator responsible for
the measure that his confreres were
completely out of sympathy with
any such law and that he would fa-
vor the TRA by putting the thing
on the shelf and forgetting about it.

,
Texas station men on hand at the

convention expressed themselves as
amazed at the procedure. Idea of
thie .bill had never been taken up
with the regional association, nor,
as far as it was known^ had any one
in the group advocated its Introduc-
tion. Feeling among them was that
nothing was to be gained by trying
to harass ASCAP through the pass-
age of local legislation, but that the
whole copyright campaign should
be confined to national or . Congres-
sional pressure.

Measure, as introduced by Pen-
rose "B. Metctlf, representative from
the San Angelo district, seeks to Im-
pose a tax of 25% on the gross col-
lections made in Texas by any per-
son, organization, or corporation
acting for one of more copyright
owners.

D!A RECORDS

MAY LOG RADIO

Madia Records, Inc., tabulators of
newspaper linage, mulling an idea
whereby checks on ether time can
be tabulated for sale, to stations, etc.

Plan, not yet worked out nor more
than tentatively broached to any-
body, involves a system .pf keeping
ti;-ack of total station airings, both
commercial and sustaining. Would
be somewhat a la the logs now kept
by broadcasters for FCC inspection.

Media Records is' currently hunting
for a feasible system to put this

scheme into operation.

OFF THE LETTERHEAD

S. M. Aston Goes to Detroit in Re-
vamp of Rep Firm

Chicago, Oct, 1*2.

' Gene Fuf-gason takes over lop

billin/c of the rep flrrh of Furgason
& Aston, with the station rep outfit

to be known in the future as Gene
Furgason & Co.

S. M. Aston will head the Detroit

territory, while James Waric and
Pete Wasser head , the New Yoi'k

eastern territory as vica-prciiclcnts.

Bill Lintecum chiefs it in the Kansas
City ofl'ice.

Latham kin G. W. Hill

KYW Feeds 20 to NBC
Philadelphia, Oct. 12v

Two more sustainers—bringing
total up to almost 20—being pumped
now by KYW to NBC red. ^

Latest additions are Arthur Hinett,

organist, which' started last Thurs-
day (7) and Carlile and London,
ivory dUQ, with Frances Carroll
chirping, which preems' today.

Glen Snyder, WLS, Chica;^o,

around boosting Lambdin Kay.
WSB, Atlanta, for the job of indus-
try czar.

Jack Latham quits as spot lime
ijLiycv for Young & Rubicrm :'t the
end ol this week to become arsintant

to George Washington Hill, Jr., v.p.

in charge of advertisinj- for the
American Tobacco Co.
Latham, who is also well known

to the. industry aS a yachlsniun, has
been with Y&R for over five years.

Uiiiilcy Fill In at Wr.BM
Chic:i:{:). Ool. 12.

Special events staR' V/BIj.U nclcled

T.-.o Ifi'.nloy to act as Joi-iii H'.i;-' iiig-

ton's ob.:crver durin;,' football

I.- l'^ : biolhor of Dl.-k II:;!ilc.y, for-

.n •! IC;M-lh\vo.stt'rn C.;:":'i, anr.l will
I. nil .iM» to h')ld down hi-, salci job
at L; -.ti'A'.K week days.
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HERE'S THE FIRST STUNT IN YOUR

. . . . THE SJnvRlMYEVBl

• ••this

week's and next

week's issue . • . bringing

into 3,000,000 movie-going

homes the fascinating story

of liow **52nd Street" was made

, . . f.rpni the inception of the

unique idea behind it to the

delivery of a big box-office

attraction to your

theatre!.
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PL AYDATE
WILL ANSWER
'THE QUESTION
THAT MILLIONS OF
SATURDAY EVENING
POSTREADERSARE
ASKING..."WHEN
CAN WE SEE

IT?" y

presents
.ith IAN HUNTER • ZASU PITTS • LEO CARRILLO

MARLA SHELTON-PAT PATERSON-JACK WHITE

ELLA LOGAN • COLLETTE LYONS • SID SILVERS

AL SHEAN and KENNY BAKER
Plus! A mad, tncrty galaxy of Entettaincrs that made 52iid Street famous! * Directed by

HAROLD YOUNG • Screenplay by GROVER JONES • Released thru United Artists
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JACK OAKIE
with Stuart Erwln, Raymond Aatten,

IVilllam Austin, Helen Lynd, Kath-
erlne Kane, Harry Harris, Georgle
Stoll's Orch.

30 Mins.
CAMEL
fuesday, 9:30 P.M.
WABC-CBS, New York

{William Esty)

Grade of humor hasn't been el-

evated. Last year the program never

found its legs for really hearty go-

ing. Experiments wei-e made, cast

changes were fairly fx-equent, and
the show often gave quite obvious
evidences of being 'in the works.
All those factors negated it some-
what for full audience appeal and
grasp.
Program is still, at this seasons

start, 'promising.' It's an original

enough idea and a fecund field for

amplifications of entertainment via

singers, choruses; comedy sequences
and stooges. That the program con-
tinues never-arriving is. a problem
for the producers.

Oakie, as the debt-dodging prexy,
has a capable r<^tinue of supporters
in Stuart Erwin, as a corn-led foot-

baller similar and. seemingly drawn
on from the character he played in

•pigskin Parade' (20th); Helen Lynd
as a femme straight; William Austin
as a pontifical, science-spouting prp-
fessor; Raymond Hatton as a harass-
ing sheriff; Pat C. Flick as another
stooge. Katharine Kane is a con-
tralto bjlues bawler, Harry Harris a
semi-scat swing singeit. That's a line-

up that, can be worked on.
Program caught last week (5) pre-

sented such weak, comedy bits that
often the tag-lines were mumbled
into their beards by the players as
though they iVere ashamed of the
material's watery . qualities.
Fact 'Oakie's College'

.
precedes ' a

half-houf .of Benny Goodman and his
orch, also under Camel sponsorship,
should make the framers of the first

program -strive to hold the' audienpe
for the Itist half. - Goodman has his
following and he delivers, b\it there's
something in keeping those tuned :in

for the first portion holding to their
dial-settings throughout to. be claimed
for thel lapt half automatically when
the Swing King and his crew of cats
get into the groove. Bert.

HOUSEBOAT HANNAH
Transcriptions
Mon. Throueh Frl., B:45 a. m.
PROCTER A . GAMBLE'S LAVA
l>ally, 9:45. a. m.
WGY. Schenectady

iBlackett'Sample-Hummert)
Title suggests a lusty, earthy

character, but as the discs Untrdck,
'Houseboat Hannah' is ir r'athfer syn-
thetic creation set among other
dramatis personae .in the type of
sketch which has come io be con-
sidered surefire with the average
housewife-listener. Typical daytime
cheap budget show. A thing possi-
bly in 'Houseboat Hannah's' faVor,
as spotted here, is that it leads oft
the morning marathon of homey
hoke.

This one deals with the struggle be-
tween Mrs. O'Leary, nvoving in from
a houseboat, and hoity-toity women
neighbors, determined to snub her
and to protect their children from
Hannah's 'witchlike' influence. A
one-armed husband, Dan, the
O'Leary and neighbors' youngsters,
and friends of the O^Learys from the
other side of the track (including
Mrs. Pasquale, of Shantyfish road),
figure in the action. A foregone con-
clusion that the stout-hearted Han-
nah will be able to match wits with
her onponents and that heart throbs
•will be plentiful.
Sketch 'starts slowly and not too

clearly, on voice contrasts, until Mrs,
O'Leary, Mrs. JPasquale and Dan
corce into the- scene. Even then .it

i.s leisurely naced. Episode in which
a little girl dissects her mother's
motives and tactics is psychologically
unsound. Actress playingf title role
uses something of a 'stai?e Irishman's
brogue,' as does Dan. Real Emerald
L<der.s will probably not feel flat-

tered,
Enisodes run 10 minutes. Rest of

time taken io plug Lava, to explain
previous action, and to space a niano
signofT. Jaco.

YOU DON'T SAY'
With Sid Walton
Pronunciation Contest

' BARNEY'S CLOTHES, Inc.
Thurso-ay, 9 P.M.
WMCA, New York

(Austen)
.Bigger audience would probably

provide heartier laughs for., this pro-
nunciation contest. It's another of
the how-smart-are-you affairs which,
along with spelling bees and other
quizzes are now common on the air.

Sid V/alton, imported from Balti-
more, is Mr. Wordmaster for this
one, in which contestants are asked
to pronounce correctly not oyer-
difficult words.
Program went on Sept. 20, and

will continue nightly for 14 weeks
until Xmas.
Six syllabic twisters are selected

by lot nightly from about 100 who
show up at the studio. Only restric-

tion is that they must live in the
borough or suburban area for that
night's contest. Nightly winner gets
a Burrus watch, weekly winner a
Stromberg-Carlson and champ gets

$100.
Walter Kelley of Barney's ad de-

Rartment is in charge, though Emil
[ogul of the Avin Austen agency is

given credit for the idea, Sam Brown
is the announcer assigned by the
•tation.

GEORGE JESSEL
With Dorothy McNulty, Norma Tal-

madffe, Amy Arnell and Tommy
Tucker Trio, Tommy Tucker or-
chestra, Eddie Cantor (fuest),
Josephine Starr, Edward Steven-
son (guest)

Variety-Comedy
30 Mins.
CRAWFORD CLOTHES
Sunday, 6 p.m.
WOR-Mutual, New York

(Red^eld-Johnstone)

Barring the error of putting 60
minutes' worth of material into half
that space, this stanza sounded as
good on the opener (10) as anything
yet piped over the Mutual wires.
Errors can easily be eliminated, be-
cause there's good production for a
backbone. And competition from the
big chains at this time period
amounts to only one first-line show
—the Joe Penner opus.
Commercial background of '30

Minutes in Hollywood' (label for the
series) is similar to the department
store program on Mutual a couple
of years ago. Which is to say that
a lot of local sponsors cut their
blurbs into a package sent around
the web wires. In New York,
(Crawford clothes pay the bills.' In
Detroit it's a brewery. And so
forth. . Rocke Productions built the
stanza and did mueh of the peddling,
while Redfield-Johnstone acts as
agency for everybody.

Jessel, in his first full-length web
assignment, gdve a good account of
himself backed by a fair scripting
job from Sam Carleton. Same goes
fpr Etorothy McNulty, his comic vis-

a-vis, Jessel can plug a tdg-line or
a comedy twist with emphasis, while
Dorothy McNulty comes as close to
sounding like Gracie Allen as any
femme on the web ether, Rfesem-
blahce. of course, is by way of a
coincidence.
Pattern of the program sounds like

a hash of the Benny, Cantor and
Burns-Allen shows, and this is the
major weakness; Unscrambling the
omelette should be the producer's
next task. There's simply too much
of everything. Jessel has a .couple of
stooges, one t»f whom i*s liAjeled
Schlemiel' in- a hebe.role which Is'

tbb Close in every respect to Benny's
^chleppern^an. Singing of Josephine
Starr, a seven-year-old kid, sizes up
as one of Cantor's prodigies. With
the McNulty voice somewhat 'echo-,
ihg' Gracie Allen, the whole program
too closely anpr- aches a pot-pouri
from NBC-CBS topnoich comedy.
Remedy here is simply one of de-

tail, rather than tevamping a po-
tentially able show in its entirety.
With half as many wheels, it would
be a much better clock.
Another unfortunate turn^ln the

opener was a fashion interview be
tween Norma Talmadge (Jessel's

wife) and Edward" Stevenson (RKO
stylist). While the fpfmer had
nlenty of poise and a nice voice, the
latter's stuff aired as though he had
a lily in his hand. Interlude any^
way is one of those lah-de-dah
things that would fit better in the
wastebasket. If Norma Talmadge is

to be on the show, she has the equip-
ment for a legitimate role rather
than Dhoney gab.
Eddie Cantor came in for a brief,

and Okay, guest interlude (on the
condition that Mutual not advance
publicize his appearance). Tucker
orchestra performed nicely, with
Tucker himself doing a bit of clown-
ing. Sticking Josephine Starr into
a spot where this infant had^-to strain
through the 'Street Song' from
'Naughty Marietta' was nice showr
off stuff, but it'll sound like cruelty
to children to keen this up. For her
age she ought to be assigned simpler
stuff, now that the show-off is over.

Edga.

Those Entrance Receptions

Several of the heavy sugar productions are wasting time and an-

noying the rank and file of listeners with their Gaston-Alphonse stuff.

Gotten so certain programs write the scripts to give the star, the lead-

ing lady, the orchestra, the tenor, the announcer and each separate

stooge an individual welcome, a deliberate pause to encourage studio

audience applause.
Repeated week after week the build-up, while flattering to the

performers, is not helping the show. Nor helping radio.

MARY MARGARET McBRIDE
Commentator
15 Mins.
MINUTE TAPIOCA
M- W-F, 12 Noon
WABC-CBS, New York

(Benton & Bowles)

When caught (11), . the former
newspaperwoman who dame up in

the world after a start on the Paris

(Mo.) Mercury, concluded by offer-

ing a recipe booklet to her listeners

and said 'please, please, please' write
in to me.'
That nicely describes the manner

in which Miss McBride tries to

please (better, known as 'Martha
Dean' when on WOR), Miss Mc-
Bride might profitably find for her-
self - some 'wrong' - to occasionally
editorialize against; as is, her copy
is sweet to an occasional danger of

lieing cloying. And being so nice

and complimentary and cheerful in
her comments means h'er" mentions
—and they're too frequent—of the
product are too gooey, .even for .the

ironing-board brigade,
- Commentator has a prime -pair of
pipes and a swell air personality
and a sw^ll record -as a saleswoman.
So it may be captious to emphasize
as defects exaggerations which very
likely -are the essence of her success
in peddling cookies, '

.
Bert

Follow-Up Commeiits

HAROLD BETTS
Songs, Piano '

15 Mins.
Sustaining
Saturday, 12:45 p. m.
WHN-WLW Line, New York

Betts is an air vet, having been
broadcasting a decade or more on a
flock of stations, chiefly in the mid-
west WHN is now broadcasting
him out of the Big Burg to the
WLW-Line.

It's a mild, nationally standard
sort of one-man program, with Betts
pleasantly warbling to his own
Steinway-stabbing. Dress-up is the
song-travelog trick, with Betts an-
nouncing visits to various parts of

the country and warbling songs na-
tive to and suggestive of the locales;

When caught he was in the west-
ern badlands, which, next to. Dixie,
are riper in material than any. other
spot in his broadcasting Baedeker.
'Home on Range' and 'Last Round-
up,' etc., served nicely.

'Nigrht at the Inn? on WCAE, Pitts-
btu-gh, has wisely recognized need
fOx comedv in half-hour show, with
result that sketch describing the do-
ings of the 'Snaffles' family has sup-
planted the customary heavy drama-
tization. Penned by Fnaii Siegel,
skit has Carl Do^er. Stephanie Dia-
mond and 'Jimmy Fitzgerald, as Ed,
Susie and Jimmy Snafi^es, the
plagued husband, dumb-dora wife
and hard-boiled kid, respectively.
It's geared for laughs and introduc-
tory idea had plenty of .them, with
gal getting the lion's share with a
voice that suggests Jane Ace and
Gracie Allen without being an imi-
tation of either. Opening adventure
had to do with 'Susie buying a set of
books, only to have hubby discover
that an insurance polic.y he had just
purchased called for free delivery,
of same volumes. *

Cast seemed to be feeling its way
aroimd a bit in opener,, but should
coine around and give Old Shay's
musical half-hour a much-needed
laugh punch.

G.eorgie Price has a corking switch
on the amateur gag, using the ama-
teur script writer as the focal point.
It's a free-for-all, the selected tyro
authors contribing four minutes of
comedy material. Instead of the
gong. Price has a showmanly 'groan'
(siren) as the hook. WOR offers a
contract as a grand prize. Idea is

new and novel and should help land
Price a commercial. Show has been
a Sunday night sustainer but is on
a new Monday groove " in view of
Georgie Jessel's new MBS regional
commercial hitting N.Y, at the same
Sunday hour, 6 p, m., from the Coast,
Morton Gould's orchestra is a

zippy combination backing up Price
whose expert manner of song sales-
manship and ingratiatingly easy
style of comedy should command
commercial underwriting. Andrews
Sisters are a new sister team in sup-
port with their scdt singing.

ARTHUR MARKEY
Sports Commentator
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Daily, 715 p.m.
WJAR, Providence, R. I.

This one rates as a leader among
the sports programs going over the
local ether waves. Markey, sports
editc^r of News-Tribune in Provi-
dence for 14 years, is handling this

job with breezy and refreshing style
characteristic of his writing in sports
column. Diction good, and comment
is kept at a racy clip,

Markey covers entire sport field of

the day, interspersing his comment
with items of interest to local fans.

For the most, however, he makes
observations on national happenings
of a topical -nature. • Marc.

RCA's Mag:ic Key program a
week ago Sunday (3) cashed in

heavily on up-to-the-minute news
events by presenting recent French
cinematic importation, Danielle Dar-
rieux, enroute to Hollywood for
Universal and a press interview by
NBC's own Linton Wells and N. Y
Times' chief European correspon-
dent, Frederick T. Birchall, between
N. Y. and Geneva,
. If initial U. S, performance of Mile
Darrieux is any gauge of what is

to be fexpected in her film chores
on this side then her chances of
clicking are in the proverbial bag
In one French song she practically
poured charm into the mike with an
extremely light and altogether pleas-
ant voice and manner. Sight unseen,
she's plenty oke and if her phiz
matches her voice she's a gem. Air
break should help her in western
ventures.
Other interesting event was first

in series of international gabs be
tween the two journalists. In analy
tical answers to Wells' interrogations
on European war situation, Birchall
completely overshadowed the ques-
tioner.

Norman Terry, formerly with Oak-
leigh French Advertising Agency
and the Laclede Gas & Light Co., is

newest addition to KSD, St, Louis
sales staff.

WE, THE PEOPLE
With Gabriel Heatter, Mark Warnow
Novelty
30 Mins.
SANKA COFFEE
Thursday, 7.30 p.m. ^
WABC, New York

(Young & Ruhicam).

One of last season's more success-:
ful samples of the novelty group re-
turned last week (7) with but three
changes. . Gabriel Heatter has re-
placed Phillips Lord as the perma-
nent m.Cn. it has an evening spot on
CBS instead of running Sunday
matinees over the NBC-blue and
Mark Wamow has been brought in

to bolster the incidental niusic. Gen-
eral Foods is still footing the bills,

though Sanka coffee has been sub-
stituted for Calumet Baking Pow-
der foe the plug alliance.

Standard of production is up to
that -which prevailed for last season,
items dealing with human behavior,
adventure, opinion and whatnot are
skillfully fashioned foi: listener con-
simiption, with much restraint
shown in not resorting to melodra-
matics and others exaggerations for
sensationalizing purposes. Good
judgment is used in aligning the
tj^es of personal adventure exhibits
with the 'result that tragedy, humor
and curiosa are pretty well mixed.

Initial program . dealt with the
daredevil cameraman who had a
narrow escape when his balloon
stunt went awry, a woman who suf-
fered a iail term because of mis-
taken identity, a public library
worker who finds the remarks' of
book boirowers amusing, an eye-
witness of the Chicago Fire who
knew Mrs. O'Leary's cow, and gn
Idaho farmer who turned the mis-
fortune of sinking terrain 'into a
sideshow promotion. Also a mem-
ber of the Lost Battalion, who in
sombre tones expatiated on the hor-
ror pf war . and wound up with a
plea for peace.
What dramatizations were inter-

polated proved fitting and well done.
Mark 'Watnow did aptly by the
musical .selections, while Gabriel
Heatter just about filled the bill.

One plug interlude had Heatter giv-
ing personal testimony to the virtues
of Sanka Coffee, whUe the other
was delivered by Harry Von Zell.

who stressed the lack of caffein and
the non-insomnia producing quality
of the brew. Odec.

ZION VARIETY SHOW
Music, Singing, Dramatized News
30 Mins.—^Local
ZION NATIONAL SAUSAGE
Monday, 7:30 p.m.
WMCA, New York
Designed to reach the ear of Jew-

ish families, this new variety show
has several new angles and should
accomplish its purpose. It will ap-
peal to those counted on heaviest as
consumers of the meat products ad-
vertised because bulk of singing,
choral work and quartets is in Yid-
dish. Artists prt program are sup-
posed to come from the east side
stage, with Abe Ellstein, native
composer, credited with having
participated in framing the broad-
cast.

What is announced as sort of Hebe
'March of Time' consists of a weekly
news dramatization of Jewish events.
On premiere broadcast, new events
in Palestine, Hugo Black's reference
to his friendship with a Jewish resi-
dent in the south and a sketchy
handling of the butchers' strike in
N. Y. were included. All well en-
acted though the latter event might
well have been dropped considering
the sponsorship and the manner in
whicii the commercial was Im-.
mediately rung in.
Aside from several nicely blended

voice combinations and such artists
as Anna Faber, Bobby Miller and
Oscar Julius, highlight of vocal
work was the voice displayed by
youngster Bobby Miller, Wear,

JOSE ESCARPANTER
Rhumba Orchestra
15 Mins.
Sustaining
WJZ-NBC, New York
From a new Cuban nitery in mid-

town Manhattan, La Conga, cbmes
one of the crack rhumba bands of
the land, Jose Escarpanter, It's little
wonder the . NBC is giving this
combo an ideal sustaining spot for a
periodic series of broadcasts,

Escarpanter sounds smooth and
ultra, assisted vocally by Hilda Sa-
lazar and Panchito, two femme vo-
calists. His tempos and rhythms are
very daiquiri, and the usage of the
odd conga drums (actually the jaw-
bones of a horse) is a new and un-
usual effect for the radio. It's a
surefire b.o, builder for La Conga
and a novelty for the air, amidst the
cavalcade of post-10 p,m, dance
bands. Abel.

•LET'S PLAY GAMES*
With Jane Martin
Parlor Games Novelty
15 Mins.
VAPEX
Friday, p. m., EST
WOR, New York
Reminiscent of qiiestion-bee and

spelling bee studio seances, even
down to filling in missing stanzas
of familiar songs and the cash
prizes, this entry should provide
some amusement for tunner-inners
and the studio crowd. Smacks too
much of these other predecessors to
rate as A-1 novelty. Jane Martin
conducts the games and questioning
with eclat, though perhaps a bit too
school marmish at times.
Tongue twisters, in which four

contestants were asked to repeat
three like-sounding words-, with rap-
idity predominated in the so-called
Games and grabbed most laughs and
applause. Nearest to outright game
was that of guessing from a definite
description the object or person de-
scribed. Awards go to those sending
in- best game ideas and $25 to prize
competitor on broadcast. There's
also Miss Martin's booklet on games
if the box tops, are sent in.

For a small budget local show,
however, this one is probably getting
.good value doIlaV for dollar on
WOR. Weor,

YOUTH PAKADE
With Jaok Flyan
15 Mins.
BBESLAW BROTHERS
Satnrday* S a. m,
WOT. Sohnectady

{Leighton & Nelson)
Chain furniture outfit, which has

niade great strides through continu-
ous use of radio on WGY since 1929,
is sponsoring its first children's pro>
gram. Parade marches on same spot
filled by a musical clock the other
days of. week. 'Smiling Jack Flyhn'
(Ed Flynn) drum majors' the ' pro-
cession.
One caught did not- move with

quite the speed, the warmth and the
human interest expected. Two slow-
ing-up factors were the direct ad-
vertising, And, more so, the repeated
announcements on manner in which
six to sixteeners can obtain an audi-
jtion. There were about four Spiels
of latter type. Took four minutes to
get the Parade strutting.
A fair array of talent came up to

the mike, but too much cold studio
atmosphere seemed to creep in. No
applause for or by the kids, and lit-

tle of that high-good-time .spirit

which should prevail. A small' au-
dience might send youngsters' Spirits

soaring. Best and longest bit was
harmonica playing, solos and duets,

by Italian lads from Schenectady
Boys' .Club. Return dates by pre-
vious week's wihners-^a boy singing-

to his guitar accompaniiiient and a
seven-year-old girl warbling a pop.
Two final mikers were older girls

singing standard numbers, but their
stays were brief. A minimum of ex-
hibitionism among eight entertainers
heard.
Flynn, a clear-voiced chap. Intro-

duces juveniles and explains pro-
cedure to secure an audition. " He

.

might strive for a more 'fatherly'

approach. Two merchandise awards'
are dangled weekly. At end of eight

week.<? individual winners will com-
pete for more valuable prizes.

Jaco.

'THE FUN BUG'
Music-Comedy
30 Mins-Local.
Sunday, 1:00 P.M.
BARNSDALL PETROLEUM
KTUL, Tulsa, Oklahoma
This local program is a credit to

station. Compares favorably with
programs of much bigger commu-
nities.

An orchestra. Colonel Courtesy as

m.c, a tenor-bass group in a singing

debate, an eight-year-bid singing
youngster, adS^ up to nice program.
The 'Fun Bug! Stuff comes in with

a musical bug w'ho buzzes about and
suddenly lights upon someone in the

cast, generally in low spirits, where-
upon that individual forgets his

gloom and despondency and bursts

forth into cheerful music or song,

whichever the case may be.
Generally, such programs overdo

themselves, to such- an extent as to

pall on the audience; but there's no
such over-dose in this. Fair.

'SOUVENIRS'
With Mischa Kottler's Melody Strlng^s,

Winifred Heidi, G. Herbert Peter-
son, Wynn Wright, Rita Alcock

Miisic, Songs, Rcminiscendes
30 Mins.—Local
Sustaining
Tuesday, 7:15 P.M:
WWJ, Detroit
As one of WWJ's new-policy shows,

which won't be moved from the
7:15-7:45 p.m, daily bracket, regard-
less of commercial prospects, 'Souve-
nirs' ranks among station's better all-

around shots. It's been on ozone
before, and returns with added
sparkle.
Although its appeal may be some-

what limited, show is more than a

pleasant relief from usual stuff. Built

around Grandad and Nancy, en-
acted by Wynn Wright and Rita Al-
cock, respectively, and recalls the

past with story and song. Both turn
in meritorious work, especially

Wright, who's ^Iso sh.ow's producer
and station's production manager.
Old-time tunes by Mischa Kottler's

Melody Strings, Soprano Winifred

(Continued on page 53)
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UNION
Mrs. Holt Organizes Chicago Actors;

National Angle on Local Complaints

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Governing Board for Chicago

Americaii Federation of Radio Art-

ists local had first meeting Thursday

-(7) night, with Emily Holt flying in

"to attend. Board appointed commit-
tees to investigate working condi-

tions of members, and will make a
plan for future wage and working
agreements to be submitted and rati-

fied by National Board and Chicago
.local.

'.. So far, AFRA has made no offi-

cial agencies here; consequently,

none of them has taken any official

'notice of the union. However, as'

soon as the newly appointed com-
;mittee works out the policies and
demands, and had them ratified by
the National Board, those policies

. will be made known and put in

force.
According to AFRA regulations,

.the various locals will refer all com-
plaints to the National council for

^handling, rather than try to enforce
them through local channels. It is

not known as yet just where the
National Council will be located,

but, in all probability, the headquar-
•ters will be in N. Y.
' Board of Chi local also scheduled
a special open meeting for singers
only, to be held tomorrow (Wednes-
day) night

Stirton Joins Saphler

James Stirton last week quit as
talent-peddler at NBC Artist Service
to take charge of the New York of-

fice of James Saphier, talent man-
.ager.

Saphier himself Is on the Coast,
taking care of that office himself.

CHARGE WKRC, CINCY,

FIRED UNION-JOINER

Cincinnati, Oct. 12,

A charge of discharging an em-
ployee for union activities was filed

here Friday (8) against WKRC and
CBS with Phillip G. Phillips, re-
gional director for the National
Labor Relations Board-
Mrs. Emily Holt, secretary of the

American Federation of Radio Art-
ists, filed the charge. She claims
that William Seymour, news writer,

was discharged by WKRC after be-
ing active in forming the Cincy
chapter of the AFRA. Seymour re-

ported that the station management
told him he was dismissed for' a
mistake in writing.

John McCormick, general manager
of WKRC, answered the charge with
a statement that 'the station's policy
is not to interfere with union ac-
tivities* and added that he deferred
making staff changes which he had
under consideration since M'ay, when
he assumed his present office.

Move Aimed at CIO Unions
Seeking Jurisdiction Over
Various Crafts Within
Broadcasting

RECONSIDERS

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Henry Jaffee, head organizer for
American Federation of Radio
Artists, went to Cincinnati last week
to investigate Bill Seymour case.

Milland's Silver Date
Hollywood, Oct. 12,

Ray MiUand will do the Silver

theatre playlet Nov. 21.

Joan Fontaine is set for Nov. 28.

Chicago, Oct. 12.

James C. Petrillo, president of the

Chicago local, American Federation

of Musicians, has stepped into the

radio union situation by signaturing

radio iJroducers, announcers and
sound effects men as associate mem-
bers of his musicians' local.

First group coming in with Pe-

trillo are some 28 employees of Co-

lumbia Broadcasting System here

and for whom the music union head
has already obtained 20% wage
boosts. National Broadcasting Co,
and Mutual men will be organized
next. petrillo is ignoring the
American Federation of Radio Art-
ists as being a union of no im-
portance.
AFM exec claims the AFRA

leadership is too inactive and Is

without sufficient organizing ex-
perience in the union field to be ca-
pable of putting up a strong fight.

Petrillo is convinced that it is nec-
essary for him and his union to enter
the radio employee picture to fore-
stall any CIO activity in the field.

Fears that if the CIO organized
large groups of radio employees it

might take over the whole radio

Script Writer Loses Suit Charging

'Slander Through Gibbons Ad Libs

Jurisdiction?

American Federation of Radio
Artists already has the AFL
jurisdictional nod in the an-
nouncer field and claims to have
a large proportion of NBC an-
nouncers organized. Ben Grauer,
George Hicks, Nelson Case,
Alan Kent and Robert Waldrop
are members of the New York
local board, while James Wall-
ington is one of the national
officers. AFRA also claims a
large membership in the CBS
and Mutual announcer ranks.
American Guild of Radio An-

nouncers and Producers, which
Petrillo says is a . CIO affiliate,

has its largest announcer mem-
bership in CBS. Ted Husing
and David Ross are the best
known.

lineup by showing it had a major-
ity of radio employees under its

jurisdiction.

By stalling this move, Petrillo

feels he is protecting the AFM
jurisdiction in radio. He claims that
the American Guild of Radio An-
nouncers and Producers is a CIO
affiliate despite the declaration of

Guild officials that it is an indie
group.
Chicago music union exec was

contacted by announcers at NBC
about six months ago and was re<

quested to organize them, but at

that time he declined. Since then
the CIO activities have increased to

such an extent that ' he has recon-
sidered and stepped into the radio
scene.

:Suit for $150,000 damages which
Paul Locke, soriptist. had brought
against Floyd Gibbons, Benton. &
Bowles and Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
was dismissed by Justice Ferdinand
Pecora in N. Y. Supreme Court
last week. In a lengthy decision the
court expressed itself as unable to

see wherein Locke had been slan-
dered when Gibbons had departed
from a continuity which Locke had
written for him.

Litigation stemmed from a broad-
cast which Gibbons did as part of
Colgate's 'True Adventures' series
Jan. 28, 1937. Locke charged that
he had been engaged to prepare a
script describing the disastrous ef-
fects of the Ohio Valley flood around
Cincinnati but that when Gibbons
went on the air he gave the impres-
sion that he was actually witnessing
the scenes involved.

Ruffner Gets Title

Hbllywbod, Oct. 12.

Tiny Ruffner has been m6de a
vice-president of the Ruthraufl &
Ryan agency.
West Coaster will stay here and

supervise all western radio produc-
tion for the agency.

KOMA'S FOOTBALL RESUME
Oklahoma City, Oct. 12.

Wayman Ramsey, sports' com-
mentator for KOMA, is presenting a
new Saturday night football broad-
cast half-hour period in which scores
and comments of the day's games are
given.

NATION'S STATION
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MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Proudly Presents

I

"The Premiere of the Yearf

SATURDAY
OCTOBER 16TH

Casino-on-the-Park

In Person

MR. RICHARD

and his .

ESSEX HOUSE ORCHESTRA

In His First Hotel Appearance
in Three Years

Featuring

STUART ALLEN
Radio's Foremost Soloist

ALICE MARION
Songstress Sophisticate

ADRIAN ROLLINI TRIO

Oscar Wmtrftb

ESSEX HOUSE
160 CEPiTKAt PARK SOVTH

MR, RICHARD HIMBER and his

Orchestra return to the LUCKY
STRIKE "YOUR HIT PARADE''
Saturday, December 25, over CBS
from coast-tO'Coast, and is starred in

a new PARAMOUNT SHORT com-
pleted October 25th for nation-wide

release.

VINE STREET

CROSSTALK
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Charlie Vanda and Jon Slott shar-

ing the Carnegie prize award 'for

Colvunbia's (KNX) 'White Fires/

called one of the year's best educa-

tional dramas.

Wynn Rocamara now hustling tal-

ent- for NBC artists' bureau.

Jack Albertson breezed in from"

the east for a few air chores and a*

visit with his sister, Mrs. Ken Eng-
land. .

'

Don Becker back at the Warners'
studio producing, the audition show
for Lucky Strikes.

jack Dolphi,. KNX exec, flew to

Portland for the ' funeral of his

brother, killed in an auto crash.

Buddy Twiss and Joe Parker, NBC
announcers, sold' a quarter" hour,
twice weekly program < to' Globe
Mills.

Tom McAyity and . Jack Runyon
moved their Lord & Thomas radio
crew tc Hollywood boul! quarters.

Lewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee chief
ain, hopped east for the meeting of

Mutual higgled and NAB confab. -

Rush Hughes doing his commeu'
' ating in -pictures after washing up
on the air. He'll be seejji and heard
in Metro's 'Rosalie.'

Edward G. Robinson, 'now that
le's a Ruthrauff & Ryan air worker,
took a guest shot on Al Jolson's pro
gram Oct. 12.

,

Don, Martin In . from- Kansas City
for a. barker role at KMPC.
Hal Block says that' Hollywood is

the land, of optional illusions.

John . Conte doing the commer
cials for Graipenuts^ his fourth week-
ly payoff.

Arthur Kemp and Paul Wilson
prowling the Coast for Radio Sales.

Tiny. Ruffner met his match in
Donald . Cope, Showboat producer.
Both dust out the dandruff six feet
six inches above the turf.

'

Atherton Hobler and F. B. Ryan,
agency execs, passing, a few days
with their Coast operatives.
Harry Maizlish back from New

York with brief case bulging with
new biz for KFWB.

Sheilah Graham flew to Chicago to
see what she can do about that 15-

second wait on the Campana pro-
gram.
George Fischur being groomed for

a new commercial by Lennen &
Mitchell.

O. B. Hanson, chief engineer for
NBC, looking over the jiew studio
site.

Tom Revere trained back east on
Benton & Bowles air biz. William
Baker, Jr., in to take charge of the
Hollywood office.

Jean Hersholt signed .for the new
Standard Oil (vaseline) series*

which debuts here next month.
Katherine 'Sugar' Kane set for 13

weeks as Camel Caravan thrush.
Raymond Paige will don grease

paint for Bobby Breen's 'Lucky
Star.' He also scores the film.

Bing Crosby takes his Kraft music
hall crew to Spokane Oct. 21 so he
can receive degree from Gonzaga,
his alma mater.
Louise Squires and Harry Lang

auditioning their script show for in-

terested food account.

Frank Braucher, Once Hadio-Baiter,

New Sales Boss at WOR, New York

Ford Smart

Widespread opinion of th«
broadcasting trade is that Ford
and other sponsors ' weire
shrewd in passing up the
World's Series this year. As
doped in advance it was a dull
affair with few outstanding mo-
ments and little enthusiasm be-
cause of the second successive
intra-city rivalry.

.

Even the one game the Giants
won offered radio listeners

little . excitetnent;

NBC-CBS PACT

ON SALESMEN

COLD?

Long, existent understanding be
tween NBC and Columbia against
raiding each other's sales staffs seems
to be^ off. John H. Bachem, who has
served NBC as a salesman and sales
executive for the past six years. Is

goini with CBS' sales department
Under the old 'uriderstanding 'a man
had to be out six months before the
other network would consider taking
him on.

Bachem's last title was assistant to

,Roy Witmer, v.p.. in charge o< NBC
sales, with the sales manager of the
branch offices reporting t6 him di
rect. Prior to the entry of Ken
Dyke into NBC, Bachem was eastern
sales mgr.

MANTLE LAMP 1ST OF

CHI FEEDS TO LINE

Chicago, Oct. 12..

Inaugural of Mantle Lamp's new
weekly 15-minute series Friday (15)
night will be first Chicago produced
show for WLW-Line.

Set by Presba, Fellers 4; Presba ad
agency for WIND origination, show
is to be called 'Friendly Philosopher'
with talent list to include Homer
Griffith, Phil Kalov quartet, and
Leonard Smith, organist.

Gene and Glenn at WOW

CBS STRENGTHENS

ITS FOREIGN END

CBS has hired William L. Shirer,
for 'ign newspaper correspondent, as
its Central European rep. He will
work under Ed Morr(j\^, CBS chief
abroad.

Shirer is w. k. in Germany and
Austria and will headquarter in Vi-
e na. CBS took him on because the
network's relations have been notably
•weak in the countries Shirer will
operate in. Joe Goebbels, boss of
Nazi propaganda, has repeatedly
nixed Columbia bids to shortwave to
the U. S. special events. NBC has
thus been scooping CBS, and the lat-
ter wants to get in the swim.

12.

been

Patrician Feek-a-Boo
Chicago, Oct

Patricia Ann Manners has
set with iiew Hollywood chatter pro-
gram for the Gay-Time frock com-
pany here.

Will do a weekly shot on WBBM.
Miss Manners is writing her own
material, under the show tag of
'Pertinent Peeks by Peek-a-Boo,'
with the good notices differentiated
from bad by 4abeling them 'Jiissos'

and 'kisses.' Hits every Sunday
afternoon, through the Hartman
agency.

< Omaha, Oct. 12.

Gene .and Glen, who aired via
cornbelt network ' last spring, are
back in town headquartering at
WOW for two week spell. Lined up
for daily broadcast via WOW, and
string of personal appearances in
nearby towns. Ak-Sar-Ben sponsor-
ing ether work as plug for annual
horse show, Oct. 10-15. Duo will
likewise climax stay here with p.a.
show at the Ak Coliseum closing
night of show.

Booked solid on personals in near-
by stix houses and making route as
shuttle circuit dashing out from
Omaha for each date, and returning
for next broadcast.
Team spent summer in Cleveland

at Great Lakes Exposition, Now
heading West for Coast connections.

Status Quo at WLW
Cincinnati, Oct. 12.

WLW denied a rumor circulating
thr.ough the trade over the past
weekend that the superwatter was
on the verge of resuming stockhold-
ing and close programming relations
with the Mutual Network.
Fred Weber, Mutual gen. mgr., was

in town to see Powcl Crosley, Jr.,

last Thursday. It was declared at
the station that there was no 'change'
in its relationship with Mutual.

Strouds Go Sanborn
Stroud Twins have been added to.

the Chase & Sanborn program Sun-
days from Hollywood; Go on this
Widk and run until the first of the
year.

Ciomics got their break recently on
the Vallee show. Sammy Weisbord.
of the Morris office, handling.

Influx of ex-magazine salesmen,

execs, etc. into radio got into tha
bigshot class on Monday (11) when
WOR, New York, named Frfink
Braucher, formerly v.p. and director

of the Crowiell Publishing Co., as v.p.

in charge of sales. Braucher takes

up the reins, next week.
In the mag biz, Braucher was

noted for his connectipris
,
with two

movements:* (.1)
' the fight, three

years ago, of the . big publishing

houses against radio; and (2) his

knowledge of the consumer protest

groups! . In neither of these cases

did Braucher openly get on 'the plat-

form, but in each instance he was
prominently identified with behind-
the-scenes maneuvers.

Led the Attack

In the mag-radio fracas,' the fight

was carried on under the aegis of

the Periodical Publishers' Associa-
tion, of which Crowell Pub. was a
member. CiroweU's salesmen, under
Braucher, af that time made a to-do,

like the salesmen of other publish-
ing' houses, 'against radio's alleged
phoney statistics. In' the 'consumer
smooth-oVer campaign,'Braueher had
close contact with ' the protestors
through Anna Steese Richardson,
Crowell's emissary of gpodwill and
platform woman. -

>
.

Braucher had a rep in the Mag
biz for his sharpness as a contact
man. Rumor in other =publishing
houses is that he quit Crowell when
the Maxwell faction, With which h«
was supposedly identified, was eased
out of control by the Beck faction.

Shift of Braucher into broadcast-
ing accentuates an axiom that first-

line 'radio salesmen are drawn from
the ranks of magazines, at lealst

more frequently than from the new^s-
papers. Virtually every major rep
house and chain has several ex-mag
people on the peddling roster.

George Tolln, KYA, San Francisco,
is being used by the Associated Oil
Company in between-halves com-
mentary spots on some of its local
gridiron broadcasts.

/wo^tdtes for +kepKi'

o( One Cltu
ce

/

VERMONT AND
NEW HAMPSHIRE

SPRINGFIELD. VERMONT

HAIL, COLUMBIA!

Now, WNBX offers the pro-

grams of the Columbia Broad-

casting System.

This means more listeners for

a station already heard regu-

larly by 70% of th6 popula-

tion of Vermbnt and New
Hampshire.

A BIGGER audience, a BET-

TER buy, than ever.

The ONLY CBS outlet in Ver-

mont or New Hampshire—the

largest station in either State.

WNBX
SPRINGFIELD, VT.
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JITTERS AT NBC
Memphis.—Rev. C. E. Hurley advertises as follows:

The broadcasting station: Heaven.

The inusic: God's love for man.

The audience: Everyone.

The static: Sin.

New York City,—Phyllis Roque, for past four months vocalist at WHN,
has been getting buildup from • station p.a. Al Simon as the girl with

raclio's inost beautiful legs. Miss Roque now demands that publicity men-
tion- her voice. ;

'

.

' WasUngton—It is doubtful if Justice Hugo Black will acknowledge the

following publicity telegram from Mark Warnbw and Harry Salter: 'Caught

your act Think you aire' wondetful, too.*
"

Seattle—^Arthiir lj)ailey, manager, announcer, salesman, bookkeeper, pro-

duction manager, etc., of one-man station' KEEN, after office hours relaxee

at home with his short-wave set.

Denver—^In a^kin^.for, a boost in power from 500 to 1,000' watts, Dr. Ray
B. White, director, djeclared Pillar of Fire Church station KPOF, Denver,

has 'prevented suicides, welded broken families and has been a vital moral
force in Colorado.'

Charlotte, N. C.—^Proving something no doubt Clair Shadwell reports

that a fan trapped in an overturned automobile killed time while awaiting

rescue by listening,, upside down,: to WBT.

New York City—Myra Kingsley, WOR astrologer, declares: 'If radio per-

formers would teU the truth about their ages their horoscopes would show
; up a lot better.'

Seattle—^Four Bellboys, radio singing act, got 30 days in the local lock-

up. ,Granted a request they demanded a copy of Variety.

San Antonio—^With the thermometer hovering in the 90's last week, one
of the local radio station announcers was plugging local store advance of-

ferings for Christmas.

- KMBC's Artist Bureau
Kansas City, Oct. 12.

Arthur Church' station, KMBC,
has taken on, an artists' bureau.
Jimmie McConnell, late of KDKA,

Pittsburgh, imported to handle the

ten-percent arrangement.

Only other local station with an

artist's bureau Is WHB and is

handled by Charles Lee Adams.

SUSTiINC COSTS

TO

Letouts in Many Depart-

ments, but
, Particularly

on Sustaininsr Programs

—

Causes
^
Flurry of Specu-

lation

ECHOES

In addition to putting through a
wholesale slashing of the personnel
payroll, NBC has und^ij'taken to op-
erate on a sustaining talent budget
of $20,0p0 a month, exclusive | of; mur'
sicians' costs. Indications ar^ that
before the network's latest economy
campaign is brought to ah -end the
payroll rostisr will have been
slashed by 30%.

Where the ax took its hefiviest
toll; from the salary angle, was the
NBC Artists Service. Among the
letouts ill this' division were Ches-
ter Stratton, Fred Niblo, Jack Pot-
ter, Ernest Cutting, Ed Sickles,

James Stirton and Al Cook. There
were also several stenogriaph6rs and
clerks. Other departnlents that
came in for wide clippihg were
statistical and cost accounting, while
press and program are two on the
proscription list which are slated to

get a going over by Friday (15).

Among those who drew the chalk-
mark on the sustaining artists pay-
roll were Jimmy Kempner and
Carol Deis, while choral groups were
practically eliminated.
Speculation immediately was

Radio Sponsors Reported Behind Play,

But It s a CarefuDy Guarded Secret

aroused to the motivation. Two
were widely .credited; (a) that the
employment of such personages as
Dr. James R. Ange.ll . and Arturo
Toscanini and expensive, gestures to
education, etc., had thrown the
oper^iting budget out of line and (b)
that it was all preliminary to thihgs
happening to and within the NBC
blue network.
NBC, in explaining' the dismissals,

holds that the company Is now em-
ploying in its New.'York office many
.more than it did last year, even with
the grand total of 46 ^ahplbyees fired,

Network also pooh-poohs any alarm
that serious payrojll fence-mending
is being done. At; the. present time
the .company will not go on recoird

with. a Statement that. the wave of
firing is overi In the Radio City
office thire are at present 1,222 on
the payroll.

Walter Craig, the radio producer,
will direct and present a legitimate
stage show this fall. It's called y^.

'Barnstorm,* and was written by
Sheldon Noble, a banker of Detroit,
with little theatre experience via the

'

Players Club of the Motor City. •

Craig -refuses to divulge financial
backing of the play or the officers
of the corporation putting up the
coin. ' It is reported that a group of
radio sponsors are behind the Ix-os-

pective production. Apparently the
one. thing they dpn't want is public
mention of the fact.

No legit theatre, opening date or
cast has been set.

Chicago, Oct 12.

NBC last week, suddenly, and
without ceramony^ dropped some 15

persons from its payroll. Entire sta-

tistical department, headed by Carl
Doty, was cut aw^y, •

G. Bi McDermott, who had been
with NBC nearly seven years,, and i

had been its national spot sale^rchief
|

in Chicago, was also shown "th^^ door.

His duties will be taken over by Ken
Carpenter, who also has official rat-

ing as top man of network sales in.

the midwest. Witmer Clement, mem-
ber of thie local sales staff, is also

out.

'DO WE NEED OUR OWN'

TRIP BY NELSON HESSE

Alfred C. Rogers added to sales

stiaff of KTOK, Oklahoma City,

comes from Penn Tobacco Company.

Nelson Hesse, of Hesse & McCaf-
frey, left for Hollywood ^unday (10)
to m^kie « . preliminary survey, be-
fore ^ed^iji^g .;*j/hether ,tQ establish •
locial office or turn over the Coast
representation of H & McC acts to
andthep

. talent agepcy. - .

If Hpsse elects tp 'set up his own
branch he'll .stay on^ the Coast for
several weeks, getting, the project
under way. .

"

Charley Kerr, ' vet orch leader,
back on air with dally, show over
WCAU, Philly. Kerr arranges, di-

rects, announces, writes continuity
and produces entire 15-mlnute daily
show.

or business men who
love the beautiful upward

swing of a sales curve

S0,000 WATTS PHILADELPHIA
BOBEBT A. STBEET. Commercial Manager

/
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SMTH-SEGAL DEFEND TACTICS IN NEW

REPLY TO F.C.C; DENY FIRM 'ONETHICAl'
^- i

Assert Innocence of Conniving—-No Intent to De-

ceive or Mislead—^Various Charges Due for Venti-

lation Oct. 19

Washington, Oct. 12.

Flat-footed denial of any intent

to deceive or mislead the Federal

Communications Commission by

using dummy applicants was eft-

lf*red with the government body last

week by Paul M. Segal and George

S. Smith, prominent radio attor-

neys, in answer to citation threaten-

ing disbarment

In formal resi>onse to amended

charges, two assailed lawyers testi-

iBed they were acting in good faith

when representing Commercial
Broadcasters, Inc., of Moorhead,
Minn., Great Western Broadcasting
Association, Inc., of Utah, and Geral-

dine Alberghahe, of Pawtucket, R.

I. Disclaimed any knowledge that

their; applicants were not acting oh
the level, repeating prior plea for

dismissal of the charges, which are
due for ventilation next Tuesday
(19).

Giving detailed explanation of

their handling of the three addi-

tional cases, the two barristers ad-
mitted that in both the Great West- '.

ern and the Commercial matters
there was eventual plan to shift

' control of corporations to present
licensees. In the Alberghane in-

cident,' they disclaimed any back-
ground knowledge, insisting that
they only acted as coimsel after ar-
rangements to file the application

had been completed.

Not Unethical

Another denial that use of an
artificial corporation to $le construc-
tion permit applications is unethical
or illegal was made by the Segal-
Smith team. Simultaneously they
declared they never have taken ad-
vantage of possibilities of hindering
Qr obstructing rival applications and
added refutations of prior charges
growing out of their connections
with Richard M. Casto, applicant
for facilities at Johnson City, Tenn.,
end with Palmer Broadcasting Sys-
tem, which wanted outlets at Lew-
istbn and Portland, Me., as well as
In Wyoming.

Detailed response to tKe charges
contained the following explanations:
' 1. Commercial Broadcasters, Inc.,

chartered in Delaware, was created
at request of WDAY, Inc., Fargo,
N, D., which asked in February, 1935,

about possibilities of obtaining facili-'

ties at Moorhead, Minn. At client's

suggestion, applicant company, with
ioo shares of no-par capital stock,

wa^ bom, with papers signed by
E. C. Murphy, employee of the
lawyers' office. Application for 100-

watt outlet on 13190 in the Min-
nesota town was filed Feb. 26, 1935.-

Previously pending were two other
pleas for same facilities, those of
George B. Bairey, Valley City,

N. D., filed Nov. 13, 1934; Robert
K. Herbst, Fargo, N. D., filed

Jan. 5, 1935. Nothing done by Com-
mercial Broadcasters injxired Bairey

'

or Herbst, or interfered with sub-
sequent application of Roberts-Mc-
Nab Hotel Co. for a 1310 plant at
Jamestown, N. D.

2, Great Western Broadcasting

Association, another Delaware com-
pany, was set up at the instance of

Sidney S. Fox, principal owner of

Intermountain Broadcasting Corp.,
which operates KDYL, Salt Lake
City, as initial, step towa'rd pressing
pleas for new 109 watters at Logan
and Provo, Utah. Stock was regis-

tered in hands of Helen R. Duvall,
one of thie Segal-Smith office staff.

When hearing was held in January,
1935, Examiner George H. Hill was
informed of plan to shift the stock
to Intermoimtain. Fact that appeal
has been taken from Commish denial
of both Great Western applications
shows that Segal and Smith have
acted in good faith, doing nothing to
hurt rivals in the involved Utah
scramble.

3. Only Segal-Smith connection
with the Alberghane case was ap-
proval of the form of application for
daytime station using 720 kc at Paw-
tucket and formal entry as counsel
in the matter. Attorneys said they
.did not prepare the application and
in about three months they were in-

formed of plan to drop the request,

which was not pressed at hearings
this past summer. Nothing in this

matter injured Bay State Broadcast-
ing Co,, which sought identical

facilities for a Providence outlet.

Giving the Commish further facts

about Casto and Palmer Broadcast-

ing, which were mentioned in the

original show-cause order, barristers

said they still feel, after further in-

tensive investigation, that they are

not guilty of any improprieties

in representing these applicants.

Averred added probing confirms

their belief that Casto was a bona
fide applicant who intends to go
through with plans, to set up a John-
son City, Tenn., station. Pointed out
that the Commish once before heard
complaint at?out Paliner and by re-

fusing to dismiss this firm's applica-

tion tacitly approved of handling.

KOL-KIRO,
SEAmEOFF,

ON CBS

Seattle, Oct. 12.

Although its contract w'^h the net-

work had until Dec. 31, 1937 to go,

KOL closed down its facilities to

Columbia' Sunday (10) and started

carrying Mutual-Don Lee° programs.
CBS was prepared for the con-
tingency with a line into KIRO,
which was slated to take over from
KOL Jan. 1. CBS programs clearing

over KIRO early Sunday without a
break in the service.

KOL advised CBS several . weeks
ago of its ihtention to switch to
Mutual Columbia's reply was a

statement that any such move would
be in violation of the contract be-
tween CBS and KOL, with a copy
of this letter being sent to !Fred

Weber, Mutual gen. mgr. In the ex-
change between CBS and KOL there
was also talk oh the latter's part via
Attorney Kenneth Davis (now in

New York) of! bringing suit for
damages against the network. Also a
threat to cite KIRO in conspiracy
litigation.

Alan Scott Gulf-Backed

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Alan Scott, commentator of WFIL;
Philly, went commercial last Mon-
day. Airing Mondays through Fri-

days for Gulf Refining at 10,30.

Formerly heard sustaining at 7.30

p. m.

REVERSE SURPRISE PARTY

Surprise Party for Guest of Honor
Overwhelms Miss Giles

Philadelphia, Oct " 12.

WFIL studio employes decided to

give Gabber Vernon Crawford a sur-

prise party for his birthday this

week. Stymied fQr a site, they de-

cided to use apartment of Music Di-

rector Erva Giles. Guest-of-Honor
Crawford and his guide arrived same
time as Hostess Giles.

Hostess fainted; Crawford only

grinned. He knew about the sur-

prised party; she didn't.

WELI, NEW HAVEN,

FLIRTING WITH CBS

New Haven, Oct. 12.

Probability of WELI joining Co-
limibia system, if and when FCC
grants .indie's application for full

time, again noted when CBS fed
World's Series to station. Washing-
ton action on 900-kilocycler's request
has been held up pending solution

of transmitter re-location problem.
CBS has been hungering for a

southern Connecticut vent ever since

its former Bridgeport-New Haven
outlet, WieC, hooked up with NBC-
Blue last.January. Network even got
its Hartford : basic rep, WDRC, to

apply for a JNew Haven booster, but
latter plan was withdrawn when
WELI began its FCC negotiations.

Another Columbia possibility has
been WBRY, Waterbury-New Haven
full-time kilowatter up on the 1530
band. Latter has asked FCC for

boost to 5 kw., assuring plenty of

coverage. However, WELI appears
to be prior and, furthermore,
WBRY's seat in Waterbury is pretty
close to jurisdiction of WDRC.

mWS POLITICAL POLL

Hires Students for Quiet House-to-
House Stunt

Detroit, Oct 12.

Poll prior to Detroit's mayoralty
election last week, grabbed front-
page banner splurges for WJR in

local sheets day before election.

Straw vote 'was espe<iially oppor-
tune in view of irenzied interest in

this yearJs vote due to CIO's an-
nounced intention of taking over
city's government via a mayoralty
and five council candidates. Poll, a
house-to-house affair, was conducted
on the q. t. for a month in 116

scattered precincts.

WJR hirfed 16 TTttivei-sity ol IDet'foit

engineering students to make canvas,
studes being paid on an hourly basis
and repeated checks were made to

confirm accuracy of poll. Total of

22,040 votes were cast in the poll,

and station issued a detailed printed

summary showing probable winners^
why and how.

Verdi*s Forgotten Opera
Broadcast in Vienna,

Vienna, Oct. 1,

State Radio produced one of

Verdi's forgotten operas 'Luise

Miller,' which had its premiere in

1849 in Naples, and never played
since. n
Professor Kabasta directed. Cast

consisted of Alsen, Godin (state

opera), Levko Atosch, Staeren and
Maria Tauber,
Opera was written shortly after

'La Traviata.'

Press Agent Excavates

Schenectady, Oct. 12.

Construction of WGY's new five-

studio building has been retarded
due to soil conditions, encountered
while excavating. Site is on the old

Erie' Cahjd bed, which had . been
filled in and engineers decided that
it would te necessary to sink 200

foundation piles.
'

. All sorts of stuff has been dug up
by the steam sh6vel, including por-
tions of old barges. Confederate
money, etc. Finding of such curios

has made clicking publicity releases.

Bob Convey Makes Award
St. Louis, Oct. 12.

Robert Convey, president of KWK,
presented the annual KWK trophy
to Harry Shatzman for 'outstanding

service to the St. Louis Advertising
Club' at a meeting of the ad club
last week. Shatzman is a member
of the publicity staff, of the Mis-
souri Pacific railroad company.
At the. same meeting Convey was

installed as a member of the Board
of Governors of the club.

'

Prelim Steps

Taken in Chi

Pedagog Setup

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Representatives of all Chicago sta-

tions met in offices of Dr. William
H. Johnson, supetintendent of schools,

last week to make plans for sys-
tematic adult education by radio.

.

Council to direct radio education
was appointed. Headed by Harold
Kent; principal of Prussing elemen-
tary school, and Allan Miller of Uni-
versity Broadcasting Council, and in-

cluding teachers representing each
elementary school, and representa-
tives of each radio station, the coun-
cil is to work out methods and sys-

tems for the work.
At next meeting, which is sched-

uled foi: Oct 19, council will have a
skeletonized plan down on paper,
ready for presentation to Dr. John-
son. With this in hand. Dr. Johnson
is to appear .before the City Council
with reeommendations to create an
office of radio director in the Chi-
cago Board of Education. .

NOT SURRENDERING

ONE-BREATH BLURBS

Oklahoma City, Oct. 12.

One-breath , chainbreak ads on
local stations are here to stay, de-
spite protests. Some squawks have
been received at the chain stations

from network advertisers to the
plugs before and after chain pro-
grams but unless more serious
threats are forthcoming no action
will probably be taken.
WKY and KOMA have thought

some of discarding the practice after

six p.m. but have made no move to
do so. KTOK and KFXR derive a
goodly part of their revenue from
one-breathers the latter not being
network aligned.
Trend for the present seems to go

right ahead, ignoring, ahy
.
protests

except to keep plugs down to a
minimum. WKY ties in Pepsodent's
Amos-Andy cast with a local drug
store blurb -Oirhich .often calls at-
tention to the Pepsodent . cast to
follow.

Tito Guizar Qnits B. A.

Tito Guizar left Buehos Aires Oct.
8 by plane for Hollywood, where he
reports to the Paramount lot for
film work.

Singer was down in B. A. for eight

weeks, doubling between Radio El
Mundo and the Cine Opera theatre.

He returns again next year.

WCAU Adds Talent

Philadelphia, Oct.. 12.

WCAU has inked five new ^?hirp-

ers to terms for coming season. All
to be aired' oyer station exclusively.
Set are Robert Grover, Margarie
Dunn, Ann Gilpin, Craig Campbell
and Junia Culbertson.
Dornan Brothers and Mary, pipe

trio,' preemed coupla weeks ago and
now on regular sked.

Currently Writing

JACK HALEY

LOG CABIN SHOW

In Hollywood

NBC—Coast-to-Coast

HUNTING SEASON

IN MICHIGAN ! ! !

Not for nlmrods—But for manu-
factUKers who want to "Spread
Their Shot" and not lose density
and penetration..

^JE.i£hiea" Radio Network spreads
coverage with maximum density by
virtue of Home Station Location
and Popularity. . ;

WRITE FOR MARKET
AND COVERAGE DATA

WFDF Th< Onl> Slalion in Fli-.'

W J I M Tht Only SlJllon ,n Lar v -t

WIBM 0-i> SlJtlon in Jac^or-

WKZO 1 Only ilalion in Kalamaioo

WELL Thr Only Slallon in Baltir C i-rch

WOOD-WASH i::„°i"„:.r'"
-

WXYZ Kry Slallon Octroli

Operated Continuously -Just Like Coast to Coast Networi\s
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Buffalo, That Big Dramatic Script

Town, Goes On to Bigger Scripts

Buffalo, Get. 12.

Locally produced drama is looking

up. WGR, WKBW, WEEN and

WEBR all putting the stress on as-

sorted emoting as the fall season

gets under way. Prize package per-

haps is 'And Now Goodbye,' adapted

from James Hilton's novel, rights to

which have been acquired by Her-

bert Colin Rice, WGR-WKBW pro-

duction manager. Cast now being

chosen lor early presentation.

WBEN and WEBR are stressing

edutation in their dramas. iFormer's

new educational director, Ben H.

Darrow, has dug up some plays pre-

pared at Ohio State University when

he served there. They're being pro-

duced Monday nights under Ed Cul-

len's direction. Each one is a bio-

graphical sketch of famous person.

Newspaper tieup on this series in-

cljides a picture-question game.

Photo of the night's hero is pub-

lished, along with ten graduated

facts about his life, each succeeding

one miore likely to give- away his

identity than the last.

Jf you can t6ll the name of the

character from the photo, you grade

yourself 100, if after reading fact

No. 1, your grade is 90, and so on

No prizes.

Indian Lore Used

.WEBR is going in for historical

drama. Actor-director Al Zink has

gone into a huddle with Robert W

Bingham, director of the local his-
torical society and come up with a
series of sketches about the Niagara
frontier when redskins roamed the
plains.

'The Mysterious Island,' by Jules
Verne, has been adapted as a nine-
episode Simday night tidbit for

WGR. Ardis Smith, dramatic critic

of The Times, and his wife, Kathryn,
former Times radio editor, doing the
doctoring. When they finish this

they'll get to work on 'Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea.'

Erie County Bar Association is

planning another 13-week series of

dramas telling what a good guy the
lawyer is. Such , a series was pre-

sented last fall and won nation-wide
comment. Idea is to counteract some
of the bad rep lawyers have been
getting through stories about shy-

sters, ambulance chasers, etc.

Only delay how is getting some-
body to do a script that will be sat-

isfactory to the lawyers' committee
of ten.

Over-Eager Actors

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Plan being tried here by sev-
eral stations 'of running own
drama group or stock company
from which to draw talent is a
floparoo, claims WFIL. Sta-
tion declares it has learned by
experience idea doesn't work
out because most of talent is

so amateurishly anxious, it's

continuously in production de-
partment's hair.

Latest to attempt gag is WIP.
It had about 900 applicants, it

claimed, for its WIP Dramatic
Association. .About 50 were
chosen. They'll have first con-
fab iSaturday (16) to learn dra-
matic work, scripting, sound ef-

fects and production.

Radio Bingo Overloads Local Phones;

Flourishes in Anti-Bank Nite Town

NEWS IN RHYME

WCAU, Philly, Launching: Six Local
Programs This Week

WOR ADDS SPIELERS

WITH ACHIEVEMENTS

Pontiac Song Blurbs

Minneapolis, Oct. 12.

Mid-West Recording, local makers
of electrical transcriptions, have fur-

nished Pontiac with what are be-

lieved to be the first one-minute

singing commercials to be used for

sjpot announcements throughout the

United States.

WOR, New York, this week took
on pa:ir of announcers in Heyb Mor-
rison and Charley Godwin.
Morrison came in for some fame

last May via his eye-view recording
of the Hindenburg disaster, when he
was sent to Lakehurst field by WLS,
Chicago, to record a routine land-
ing of the airship. Godwin came
from WJSV, CBS-owned station in

Washington, D. C. Mikcman was Co-
lumbia presidential announcer for a

year, intro'ing F.D.R, on CBS for his

fireside chats.

Mrs. Helen McCabe has been
named secretary to Joseph W. Lee,
manager KTOK, Oklahoma City.

Philadelphia, Oct, 12.

Six new shows set for WCAU
ether starting this week. Include
'Singing Parson,' twice weekly;
'Golden Music,' with new house band
directed by Bob Golden, twice week-
ly; 'Get Going,' afternoon reviews
with Larry Vincent, Kitty Cooper,
Marjorie Dunn, Dan Kelly and
house band.
'Pepper Rhymes the News,' will

have newscasts in rhyme three times
a week with orch and soloists, Con-
tinentals Orch, with Don Bovay and
Robert Grover will be on twice
weekly. Charles P. Shofljner will do
'Topics in Season.'

WMT's Fire Loss

Waterloo, la., Oct. 12.

WMT Little Theatre wa.s destroyed
when the industrial exhibition build-
ing at the Dairy Cattle Congress
burned last week. Fire also damaged
much engineering equipment be-
longing to the station.

Though every show scheduled
from the congress went off the air,

WMT broadcast a phone-relayed de-
scription of the fire.

Hartford, Oct. 12.

Entire telephone system in Hart-

ford and West Hartford thrown out

of commish Friday (8) via over-

loading caused by *K-Plan,' new radio

number game at WTHT. Estimated
that minimum of 27,000 calls at-

tempted to station in connection
with 15-minute aerial version of

Bingo.
Southern New England Telephone

Co. filed complaint with Hammer
agency, representing sponsor, Kay
Jewelry Co., with new phone set-upr^-i;

ordered for first trial Monday (11).

'K-Plan,' sttictly for local con-
sumption because of limitation to

single telephone system, geared to

phone numbers of subscriber-listen-

ers. Announcer reads series of digits,

and String' coinciding with telephone
number means free prizes (merchan-
dise) for first ones calling in with
good news,
Complaints from listeners who

can't participate In three-a-week
bonanzas because they have no tele-

phony augmented by critlclshi of

those who object to games of chance.

Another interesting angle is that

Hartford county's official attitude

has been Connecticut's toughest to-

ward Bank Night, Bingo, etc. WTHT
is owned by Hartford Times, which
gave number . game plenty of ad-

vance.

Charlie Haaser
WTHT, Hartford.
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Studio Famine Grips H wood; Chains

In Huge Dither, All Sites Snapped Up

Hollywood, Oct. 12,

As if there weren't enough head-

aches in this mushrooming radio vil-

lage, up jumps another one that

really has the boys frowning. It's

the small matter of where to broad-

cast from. Months ago the network
and agency biggies knew what was
coming but did nothing about it.

Deluge was definitely rolling this

way but the dike builders were look-

ing out the window.

Take the case of National Broad-
casting. They knew their Sunday
iKg^edule would be a frightful mess,

and try as Don Gilman, Coast chief,

would to remedy the chaotic condi-

tion before the shows started barg-
ing in he couldn't ruffle the painful

dignity of New York.

His first move to alleviate the

travail to come was a tieing up of

the new studios erected by Warners
on their Sunset boulevard lot So
far so good. Then came news of the
Metro-Maxwell House deal and the
worrying started in earnest Where
to put it? Gilman got busy at once,

but met failure at every, turn. Hol-
lywood Playhouse, under lease to

Federal Theatre Project, was avail-

able but treasury department heads
in Washington insisted that signoff

must carry tag that show originates

in a Federal theatre. That killed the
deal quick.

Another Croes Cold

Next Gilman .turned to Henry
Duffy's El Capitan theatre, currently

shuttered. Sure they'll deal — on a
long term lease. That was out, too,

for NBC needed a studio for the

MG colossal only until that time
that the picture outfit biiilt their

own on the Culver City lot. Now
Gilman doesn't knpw which way to

turn. Hollywood spots are all taken,
•the rival chain, Columbia, having
four of the choice sites sewed up.

Columbia's Don Thomburgta also

has his troubles, even With foxir

houses at his command. When Phil
Baker let out a yelp after one airing

from the funereal' downtown Fi-

gueroa Playhouse he really dumped
ft problem in the Coast chief's lap.

Some bright youngster remembered
that KEHE has a fine studio with 300
seats. Thornburgh got busy. Along
about the same time it dawned on
NBC that here is something which
has too long been overlooked. Net
result is that both chains are using
the spot for Sunday transconti-
nentals. NBC spotted its 'One Man's

Family' in the organ auditorium.
Baker took the big studio.

Called Out at Home
Harry Maizlish, KFWB manager,

found himself in the hole after turn-
ing over his two .studios to NBC
and had to cast about to take care
of one of his own commercials, Sun-
set Oil variety show. By adroit
manipulating he planted the gang in

Fig Playhouse.
Mutual wasn't altogether in the

clear oh the housing condition and
struck a deal with Fox-West Coast
for their Filmarte theatre with 800
seats to accommodate the George
Jessel opus.

Some wag suggested that NBC go
under canvas with the Metro-Max-
well House show. Don Gilman didn't

laugh when the crack was made

—

that's how serious it is.

Hollywood, Oct liZ.

NBC has taken over the El Cap-
itan theatre on a . short term lease
to use as a radio playhouse for Coast
emanating shows. New Metro show
and Maxwell House program and
other transcontinentals will be lo-

cated in the Capitan.
Turn to radio of Henry Duily house

leaves Hollywood with ottly a single
leg;iter. The £1 Capitan was a con-
sistent money maker for the past
dozen years. but last season failed to
clear the red line and shuttered for

several months. Duffy took no
chances this year and let out at an
assured rentaL

MORE REXALL PLATTERS

Two New Series of Recorded Shows
Plug Special Sales

Rexall through Street & Finney
agency will augment its twice-a-

year schedule for one-cent sales with
two further series of transcriptions

to ballyhoo 'birthday sales.' First

hits in February.
Practice has been for some years

to wax five 15-minute programs for

each specific occasion. Walter Craig
will continue to produce. In all there
will be 20 quarter hours for con-
centrated placement on four seasonal
points.

Don Ross, Don Vorheies, Walter
Cassell and Willie Morris will cut

the birthday series at RCA, New
York, early in December.

FURNITURE STORES SPEND
MORE MONEY WITH KLZ!

• Denver furniture stores, de-

partment stores, men's cloth-

ing, ladies' ready-to-wear and

jewelry stores all spend more

money with KLZ than with any

•
I

other station . . . for the one

ii^ffi^ and only reason retaiJeri oan

k consider:

t RESULTS!

Bool

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Who's afraid of the big, bad
mike? Sid Skolsky, for one, is.

So as to steel himself against

the mental ogre, Bromo chat-

terer buries himself in a huge,
over-stuffed chair, has -a goose-

necked mike warped around so

,
it falls just off his lower lip

and reads his script from a
music stand.

DORA MAUGHAM AS

RADIO TALENT AGENT

Dora Maugham, vet vaude and
cafe single-woman, has joined the
Harry Bestry agency. It's her first

biz slant. Has been headliner for

years.

Songstress is selling aicts reppcd
by Bestry to radio.

Wriitcn to Order
Charlotte, N. C„ Oct. 12.

WSOC has new sustalner called,

'What's the Name of the Song?'

Byron Smith is annoimcer vocalist

and Clemmle Reid, is pianist and
singer.

They offer to concoct original

songs, for anyone who will send in

a suggested title, lyric oir melody. -

Policeman Role

(Continued f^om page 31)

the next two years and have agreed

to the formula for apportioning this

money among them, the AFM board

will be inclined to compromise on
the objectionable features of the

standard contract
|15-or-Under Exempt

AFM's general agreement totally

exempts from having to employ mu-
sicians those stations whose quarter

hour rate is $15 or less. This, it is

estimated, will remove some 100 sta-

tions from the AFM's reach,, Quite a
number of the small non-affiliates on
gathering for the industry meeting
expressed themselves as not worried
in the least by the threat of a strike.

They pointed out that any pressure

attempted by the AFM against them
would prove futile in their localities

as theii: communities were pretty

much isolated from either industrial

activity or union sympathy.
It was the opinion of the network

affiliates that the AFM should not
expect ihem to exert pressure- on
the non-affiliates in the matter of

acceptance of the AFM general
agreement or uniform contract Nor
should the affiliates be penalized for

anything the non-affiliates refused to

dp. The AFM will have achieved its

major objective by getting 3,000 more
musicians employed by the networks
and affiliated stations.

AFM has other means of 'getting

at' the unreconcilables, such as cut
ting off their supply of transcribed
program libraries and commercial
shows. Once it has settled with the
networks and the affiliates on the
issue of increased employment the
musicians' international should, it is

argued, be willing to assume the en
tire burden of getting the rest of the
industry into line.

Committee which took part in the
negotiating of the deal with the
union and also the development of
a formula for apportioning the $1,-

500,000 'Consisted of Samuel Rosen
baum, WFIL, Philadelphia; Mark
Etheridge, WHAS, Louisville; L. B.
Wilson, WCKY, Coyington; Ed Craig,
WSM, Nashville; Emil Gough, Hearst
Radio, Inc., and John Shepard, Yan-
kee Network.
IRNA's negotiating committee

won't be"able to do anything toward
carrying out the instructions of the
group until next Monday (17) when
Weber is slated to return from Den-
ver where he is attending the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor convention.
It is on this same date that he is

scheduled to meet with the manu-
facturers of phonograph records and
transcriptions and advise them as to
what procedure they would have to

follow in servicing radio stations.
Latter meeting will undoubtedly be
postponed.

Shanghaied Transmitter

Despite U. S. Attachment, It Winds Up in Mexico
XERB Woes

-
: f •

BESS JOHNSON TO N. Y.

Lady Esther Will Be Itflsslngr From
Cosmetic Commercials

.
Chicago, Oct 12.

Bess Johnson, who has been dol-

ing 'Lady Esther* and "Today's Chil-
dren,' goes east for a new show
slated to start on Nov. 1, under the
eye of the Benton & Bowles agency.
According to present plans there

will no longer be any 'Lady Esther'
on the cosmetic show, with Basil
Loughrane, radio producer for Lord
& Thomas, scheduled to handle the
former Lady Esther announcements.

Sleeping Sickness Of

.

Participant Keeps 'Hobby'

Director Wide Awake

Tom Keating, chronic sufferer from
intermittent attacks of sleeping sick-
ness and a participant on {Premiere
program of Dave Elman's 'Hobby
Lobby' series on CBS and WORj
which sarted Oct 6, almost bolaxed
the first show on CBS, and was
dropped from the repeat broadcast
at WOR when overcome with a last-

minute spell. A standby actor
stepped into the hobbyist's role when
his undisclosed illness bettered him.
Director wasn't apprised of Heat-

ing's condition until too late in the
day. to alter arrangements. How-
ever, a standby was kept ready when
it was learned that Keating went off

into a deep sleep several times daily
with little or. nO /warning. Actor
was kept handy from 5 p. m. until

rebroadcast, and fitted in on the
latter after Keating's ill-timed sec-
ond collapse.

Two hours before first show was
aired at 7:15, Keating went into a
coma and was placed in a studio
rest room. Emergency actor was
summoned but not used when Keat-
ing came to 20 minutes before the
show was skedded and insisted on
going on. He jumped to the mike
when his turn came before anyone
could stop him, and finished his bit

as a 'proverb debunker.'
On the repeater at WOR at 10:30

p. m. he went off again 20 minutes
before the broadcast and remained
sleeping for about one hour and a
half, during which the sub was uSh-
ered into his role, but not before
director Elman was a nervous wreck
from tenseness of situation.

FEUX CAIGNET TAKES

CUBAN SHOW TO B. A.

Havana, Oct. 12..

Felix Caignet, writerAof the Chan
Li Po radio mystery series recently
sponsored by Palmolive-Peet and
Bristol-Myers in Cuba, leaves Ha-
vana next week to journey to Bue-
nos Aires, where his prograun will
be aired over Radio El Mundo for
Bristol-Myers' Ipana products. Ini-

tial contract calls for eight weeks,
and may be extended.
Program is an air counterpart of

the Charlie. Chan film series, in
which the identity of the title role
actor is kept secret. Agreement with
Bristol-Myers calls for hush-hush on
name. Two-man team built up tre-
mendous rep in Cuba before being
taken for the S. A, market. It was
heard in Cuba for three years.

Kapner to Get Married

.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

Leonard J. Kapner, manager of
WCAE, Hearst station here, and
Dorothy Yelig, music librarian, have
just announced their engagement

They'll be married in New York
on Thanksgiving Day at the Little

Church Around the Corner.

Los Angeles, Oct 12.

Station XERB, which was to origi-
nate in Hollyrood, remote control
below the Mexican border, and then
blast back to 11 western states with
the aid of a 100,000 kilowatts, may do
so after all.

Station was first scheduled to take
the air Oct 1, but got into money
troubles. Harry Kronick and Fog-
horn Murphy got an attachment on
XERB's equipment in Los Angeles
and the court appointed a receiver
who in turn appointed the U. S.
marshal to guard the equipment
which was in ai storehouse on Long
Beach boulevard. The marshal had
the stuff under guard until the issues
were settled in court
Among the items was a transmit-

ter worth $34,000 and Kronick and
Murphy had that sewed up as tight
as a bathing suit,

Mexican group figured that U, S.
marshal and sheriffs are even dis-
posed to doze on Sundays and
skipped across the border, raced to
Los Angeles and rustled the trans-
mitter put of the storehouse. Before
any Americanos could discover the
loss the gay caballeros had sneaked
across the border with the trans-
mitter.

Kronick and Murphy have called
in everybody from G-Men to Texas
Rangers to get back the transmitter
or else, but with the good neighbor
policy in the" saddle in Washington
counter-border raids and reprisals
seem out.

M'DOUGALL & WEISS

FORM AGENCY BIZ

\ Chicago, Oct. 12,

Two resignations frOm the local
Henri, Hurst & McDonald agency
result in the establishment of the
new advertising agency of Mc-
Dougall 8e Weiss. Partners in the
agency are Charles H. McDougall,
who was vice president in charge
|0f creative work, and Ed H. Weiss,
vice president as account exec and
radio department chief.

Having opened agency offices in
the Wrigley building here, with New
York quarters to be established be-
fore the first of the year.

Doris Havens Breaks Leg
Philadelphia, Oct, 12,

Doris Havens, staff organist at
WCAU, seriously injured in an auto
accident on the Main Line Sunday
night. She is in Bryn Mawr hospital
with a broken leg and severe lacera-
tions of face.

Injuries throw WCAU sked con-
siderably out of kelter, as Miss
Havens was playing six Ben Alley
shows a week and was set to begin
a new series of daily morning pro-
grams Monday. She was married
just three weeks ago.

COUNT
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Domestic flinter McBride Spends $400

Weekly for Traveling 'Advance Agents

In order to .
overcome the lethargy

ot radio editors and publicity sources

.generally to a daytime program,

Stella Karn is sending out two trav-

eling representatives to whoop up

interest in the Mary Margaret Mc-

Bride program for general foods

over CBS. Mary Van Slyke is now
on the road. A second woman will

leave in a week.
Plan is modelled after the legiti-

mate theatre touring oompanies

which have agents out in advance.

As with the legits one or two days

depending on the size of the city will

be devoted to each fif the 57 -cities

in which tl e General Foods program

is released.

Heretofore limited to WOR, New
Yprk, and broadcasting under the

nom de station of Martha Deane, the

householder Jiinter is budgeting over

$400 weekly for the road build-up,

r Neither the. sponsor nor the agency
contribute to • this special exploita-

' tion expense.

POLYGAMOUS WFIL

Carrying on Eomances With Six
. Networks Simultaneously

GETS THE BILL ONLY

No Plug for Atlantic Refining on
Columbia-Penn Game

POSTmOUS GERSHWIN

SCHEDULED FOR OCT, 17

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

As soon as' it can straighten out
the line angle in connection with the
New York State Network WFIL will
be taking service from six different

links. .

Others are the NBC-blue, Mutual,
Transamerican, Intercity and Yankee.
WFL's multi-affiliations likely es-

tablishes a record for the business.

Iraci Hires Lasker

Hpllywood, Oct, 12.

Chase & Sanborn, broadcast of Oct.

17 will air for the first time two
numbers written by the late George
Gershwin for RKO's 'Damsel in Dis-

tress.*

Posthumous songs are 'Nice Work
If You Can Get If and Toggy Day.'

Emerson Smith to Reno

Omaha, Oct, 12,

Emerson Smith, former KOIL an-

nouncer and news man, dropped In

at studios during layover between
trains. Heading for Reno to join

staff of KOH, managed by Wally
Warren, also formerly 'of KOIL.
Spring and summer Smith has

been in radio at Manitowoc, - Wis.,

and Dubuque, la.

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

George Lasker has been named by
John Iriaci, new owner of WPEN, as

cohimercial manager of station. He
succeeds Charles Stahl, who resigned
two weeks ago after 'disagreement
with new boss. Stahl also acted as

station's g. m. Iraci will assume that

post himself, it is understoocl.

Lasker was formerly salesman for
WFAB, New York, and also repre-
sented WPEN in that city. Since his

arrival he ha^ added to sales staff

Jack Lewis, A, Kosseff and Charles
Borelli.

Station now taking programs by
direct wire from Iraci's other outlet

in New York, WOV,

Script Readers at WLW
Cincinnati, Oct, 12.

New additions to the staff of an-

nouncers oh WLW and WSAl, under
direction of Peter , Grant: Allen
Franklin, formerly of KVOO, Tuls&,

Oklai,, and with WKRC, Cincy, for

two weeks; Charles Stewart Lake,

from WBNS, Columbus, O.^ and
James McCulla, from WCPO, local.

Novelty Aftes, four boys and a girl,

instrumental and vocal, lately of

Chicago, join the talent staff this

week.

Philadelphia, Oct. 12,

Atlantic Reflning will pay charges
on piping football game this Satur-
day from New York to Philly, but
its name won't be mentioned on the
air. It may also even pay WCAU
for the time, although this hasn't

been decided yet.

Tilt is Penn - Columbia affair.

WCAU carrying entire Penn home
sked for Atlantic this season. Al-
though Columbia refuses to allow
any sponsored game from its sta-

dium^ to keep interest in Penn built
up for future airings, Atlantic has
agreed to pay line charges and even
buy time without commercials.
World Series and Penn playing at

Yale last Saturday caused general
shifting of programs here, KYW,
which regularly airs Villanova
games, took Series instead, WCAU,
which regularly carries Penn games,
and was carrying Series, didn't have
either, but broadcast Villanova game.
WIP, which had no sports pen-

cilled in, took baseball, which was
pumped from WCAU, WFIL, with
Series booked, got Penn-Yale game
instead. This was sponsored by
Socony - Vacuum,- although every
other Penn game is b.^ by Atlantic.

POUCE BAN VOX POP

AS TRAFFIC SNARLER

Toronto, Oct. 12,

Gordon McClain, announcer -at

CHML, nearby Hamilton station, got
into a mess of trouble when he con
ducted a vox pop show on the city's

main drag. With six minutes to go
before signing oft, John Law stepped
in ordering McClain to move as he
was obstructing traffic.

Cop's none too friendly words were
picked up by the mike as was the
argument set :up by McClain, The
boys were still going at it when the
studio signed off,

-

Edict laid down in the police
chief's office next day was that vox
pop shows are taboo in future.

Lawrence Peay, new engineer at

KTOK, Oklahoma City.

WNEW Denies Time-Shortage Claim;

Cross-Sues Barneys, Clothier Firm

As an answer to the suit filed last

week by Barney's Clothes, Inc.,

which claims station WNEW had
deprived it of considerable time
contracted for during the past

three years, the station and M'ar-

tin Block, its announcer, through
Emil K. Ellis, attorney, on Friday
(25) filed a counteraction in N. Y.
Supreme Court alleging the sponsor
had infringed on its announcer's
voice and had caused a duplicate

transcription record of Block's an-

nouncement to be made and used on
numerous occasions over rival sta-

tions. The station wants to collect

$147,090, or $10 for each of the 14,709

times, Barney's allegedly violated its

contracts.

Clothing sponsor in suit seeks to

force WNEW to return $105,000

which it paid on contracts covering
the period since January, 1934, to

last August. It contends time shorts

ages were made on daily 15-minute
and Sunday half-hour programs of

from one to two minutes in each in-

stance,

Ellis characterized the Barney suit

as absurd. He also asserted that the
charge of omission of programs and
announcements were untrue and that

the continuity of the programs was
furnished .by Barney's and that each
program was completed in its al-

lotted time. Attorney stated that the
sponsor failed to take into account
the theme muisic at the beginning
and end of each program and the
time given to station identification

As to the alleged shortages of spot
announcements, Ellis said that these
announcements were exchanged for
preferred positions on the station by
agreement with Barney's and its ad
vertising agent.

Sponsor's Claim

Sponsor, through Ex-Judge Jonah
J. Goldstein, specifies that under a
contract covering from Dec. 30,

1935, to Jan, 14, 1936, it received
only 1,021 announcements instead of

1,800; from Jan. 15, 1936, to June
13, 1936, 1,207 announsoTi-n^s were

made instead of 4,253, agreed to,

and from January 14, 1937, to July 4,

1937, it received only 227 'spots' in-

stead of 315, These are exclusive of

the alleged shortage on period time.

Block, the announcer, according to

Ellis, made a record announcing
parts of a commercial to be broad-
cast exclusively over WNEW. With-
out Block's or the. station's okay, it

is claimed, Barney's caused to te
made a duplicate of the record for

the use on rival stations.

Two actions are the first of thf

kind instituted in N, Y. State. The
Court is asked to decide whether an
announcer's voice or the record of It

is the property of the sponsor during
the life of a contract, or whether the
station is exclusive owner of the
voice. Despite the. dual dispute, the
clothing house entered a new one-,
year contract with the station last

August.

OLD RENT SUIT WON
BY OKLA. LANDLORD

Oklahoma City, Oct. 12.

Dr. G. A. Nichols, city real estate
man, yesterday won a five-year Fed-
eral court battle for a $7,302 judg-
ment against four radio companies
which at" one time operated station

KFJP, now KOMA, in his Nicoma
Park.
He contended the money was due

him from the National Radio Corp.,
the National Radio Manufacturing
Co., the Radio Corporation of Okla-
homa and the Southwest Broadcast-
ing Company.
Under the terms of a contract ne-

gotiated in 1928, Dr. Nichols claimed
the station was to be operated in

Nicoma Park, where Dr. Nichols sold

the radio site. When KOMA re-

placed KFJF, it vacated the park site

and Dr. Nichols alleged breach of

contract. Southwest Broadcasting
Company subsequently sold KOMA
to the W, R, Hearst interests,

The only way to judge a sales organiza-

tion is by its sales

Transamerican has created and has cur-

rently in force 49 RADIO ACCOUNTS using

164 PROGRAMS weekly on broadcasting

stations throughout the United States.

SOLE AGENTS

TRANSAMERICAN BROADCASTING m TELEVISION CORP.

NEW YORK
521 Fifth Avenue

Murray Hill 6-2370

JOHN L. CLARK, President

Complete Broddcasting Facilities Wired and Transcribed

CHICAGO
333 North Michigan Avenue

STAte 0366

HOLLYWOOD
5833 Fernwood Avenue

Hollywood 5315
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Engineers/Captained by Craven,

See Bright Oudbok for Orderly

Shortwave Set-Dp in Hemisphere

Washington, Oct. 12.

Preliminary worjk on platform for

which the United St?iles' will cam-

.paign at |he forthcoming Havansi

• radio .coriferertce was launched last

week, with evidence that American

interests will present a solid front in

favcr of the principles found in the

.-ln^Cravfen iengineering report.-

With principal emphasis on in-

tricate technical Aspects, groups of

ensineers representing different

branches of the U. S." radio biz began
consultations with each other undei*

auspices of th6 Federal Communica-
tions Commission, Commissioner

• T. A. M. Craven, as head of this

'country's negotiating detachment, is

supervising the advance confer-

ences, with Assistant Chief Engineer
Andrew Ring working directly with
broadcast indiistry. spokesmen.
Group sessions go on most of this

Week, with another general get-

together slated for Friday (15). .

Demands for recognition of: power
limitations and. station classifications}

along ' with possible resti'icti'on of

^",use.oh part of the broadened broad-

; cast bahd . and fot joint interna-

f'ional action to' set up 'a Pan-Ameri-
can short-wave network, appear to

be principal points which U. S. deler

gates., will, emphasze. No signs of
serious dlffierencesloi opinion shpwed
up at the .first general confab Friday

. (8), although therfe wer^i hints that

.
minor squabbles tqay ;ComplicS|te the

^ ( work of - the engineecing cprtmittee
; of the National Association of Broads

casters, currently meeting in New
York.

Precise Language

There were no major objections to

thte tent?itive' draft of .the proposed
international agreement written last'

spring by representatives of U. S.,

Mexico, Canada and Cuba. Most
concern was expressed relative to

need for precise definitions and com-
plete understanding upon language.

Spokesmen for various American in-

terests stressed the importahce of

eliminating any conflicts between
various tongues, so that unexpected
deficiencies and loopholes may not

crop up later.

The program which Commissioner
Craven proposed successfully at

Havana last March—and which
bears close resemblance to the poli-

cies which he wants put into, effect

in this sCountry—contains -few radi-

cal features. Chief, points are broad-
ening of the broadcast band by add-
ing 540, 1560, 1570, 1580, . 1590, and
1600 kc. channels, establishment

of three types of frequencies—K:lear,
regional and local-^and _ of . six sta-

tion categories with definite ', limi-

tations upon wattage all along the
line.

Lobby interested in, exploiting pos-
sibilities of short-wave operation
for non-commercial purposes is

crusading for adoption at Havana
of an agreemeht via which all West-
ern Hemisphere jepublics wiU co-
operate in using the five frequencies
set aside

,
by President' Boosevelt for

international service: Communica-
tions Commission is beng urgbd to

work for scheme concocted by the

St. Louis audiences are supposed to be pretty tough to play

to^ but they have never sat on their hands (figuratively

speaking, of course) as far as we are concerned. Good
Showmanship automatically eliminates such a possibility.

THOMAS PATRICK, Incorporated
HOTEL CHASE, ST. LOUIS

REPRESKNTATIVE: PAUL H. BAYMER CO.
NEW TORK CHICAGO . SAN FRANCISCO

KWK

I an-American Union xmder which
eftch government would install nec-
ensary equipment to utilLjfe 6120,

9550, 11730, 15130, and 21500 kc rib-

bons and engage in sort of coopera-
tive chain operations.

While possibility of sectional

feuds still exists, Americans do not
contemplate any particular difficulty

in • getting the various
;
Western

Hemisphere nations to initiate a. pact
which will stabilize radio in • this

part of the globe. Craven's alloca-

tion formula holds out hope of satis-

fying various demands for more
ether accommodations without re-

quiring any costly concessions on
the part of the U. S. His scheme
to set up .58 clear channels, . 33 re-

gional channels, and -16 local chan-
nels has tacit acceptance from . the
other leading JLatin' American* re-
publics, - and. , the suggested half-
dozen classes of station^ are ex-
pected to provide ample fooAi for
all nations . if the contemplated
power restrictions and other tech-
nical standards arfe adopted.

'

Another objective at Havana will

be ironing out of compact covering
use of portion of spectrum • imme-
diately above broadcast band. With
foreigners calling for consideration
of possible broadcast operations on
frequencies between 160 to 240 kc,

this country will try
,
and work out

an agreement specifying use of

channels between 1600 and 4000
frequencies, now earmarked for.

marine, police/ aviation,
:
amateurs^

etc. American spokesmen- already
have warned they will not be recep-
tive to proposals for'^ turning the
bottom .of the spectrum over to

broadcasting, although step nt this

sort might relieve pressure for 550

—

1600 berths which now are occupied
primarily by the U. S;

Non-Residence

To Petitions

Plug Up Inside News Tips

Washington, Oct. 12.

Pipelines via which outsiders have learned what goes on behind
closed doors of the Federal Communications were ordered shut off

last week' in one of initial reform moves by new chairman, Frank R.

McNinch'.
Indirectly cautioning fellow bench members that he will take charge

of public relations, McNinch issued a stern admonition to all con-

cerned that he will not tolerate dishing up of information about what
happens When the Commish sits around the table. Anything per-

tinent for outside consumption will be released in formal manner,
either via his press conferences or through mimeographed handouts,

he said.

. Leak-plugging move occurred W.iednesday (6). at first formal session

of the full Commission, which as usual, was attended by department
heads and other pick-and-shovel -men. In the past, whispers about -

inner sanctum actions and conversations have gone . the rounds of

lawyers iand lobbyists in short order after each weekly tete-a-tete. -

, Crosley Junior Station,

Involved in F.C.C. Engineer^' Mixup

"Washington, Oct. 12.

Evolution of stem attitude toward

absentee landlords in the radio

business progressed another step last

week when the Federal -Communi-
caitiohs ' Commission .announced . that

non-r6sid(ence was one of the rea
Sons for recent' tejection o£ plea, for

construction of a new transmitter.

In a decision whic^ goes- a good
distanpe toward establishing prece-
dent, the i^r.oadcast Division laid

emphasis On *th'e fact that Virgil .V.-

Evans, owner of WSPA, Spartan-
burg, N. C, showed scant familiarity

with conditions in Gastonia. Evi-
dence failed to show the statement
of facts noted, that he has 'sufficient

knowledge of and familiarity with
the needs of the area proposed to be
served,'

^

Blow at carpetbagging in the radio
biz was based on the fact that
Evans 'is not a resident of Gastonia,'

nor has he ever lived there.' Appli-

\
cant did not propose to become ais-

sociated with any Gastonia citizen

who would be in touch with local

sentiment. Although he had made
trips to the town where he desired
to set up a new plant, Evans could
not convince the Commish that he
would be able to provide a satisfac-

tory local service.

Washington, Oct. 12.
^

More trouble for Powel Crosley

Jr. came into view last week with
disclosure that Federal Communica-
tions Comml^Io" Is split over pro-

posed daytime power boost for

WSAI, Cincinnati,

While .Commish generally is in

favor ot' upping all stations allotted

only 2Vz kw. for sunlight use, feud^

ing among .the engifaeerin^ «taff,

coming on the heels of the fuss

raised by Commissioner .• George
Henry Payne about WLW's super-

nower operation, jeopardizes chances

for strengthening the signal of Cros-
ley's local outlet Hush-hush is be-

ing put .on by Broadcast Division in

vain hope of hiding, the internal row,
Looks like, the .pro^sition eventu-

ally will wind up in.some examiner's
lap,; either through- desire of the

Broadcast trio to sidestep the' issue

pr via .automatic hearing at insis-

tence of some bthfer l^qensee'.

•Split between .technical experts

came to a head two w€eks .ago when
Andrew, Ring, assistant chief, engi-

neer, in charge. of broadcast matters,

minimized the seriousness of poten-
tial interference which the added
juice might , produce. Ring pooh-
poohed the . islaint 'takea by other

members o% the staff ;who originally

had warned - against the desired

power increase. '

-

Originally, th6 engineering depart-
ment advised the Bi'oadcast Division
that, not only because of the pros-
pective interference, but since there

is no real need for greater wattage,
the plea ought to be rejected. Sev-
eral weeks later, after reported
political pressure had been brought
to bear, a second memorandum was
wiritten, which shrugged off the ob-
jections contained, in the initii^l

statement. - Revised papers made
light of the potential trbuble for
other transmitters, observing that

the anticipated interference would
be of '.marginal' importance and con-
sequently could be overlooked by
the Commish.

On Defensive'
Switch in engineering views re-

flected in official files has created a
minor sensation among few persons
in the know. Investigation is pos-
sible to find the answer to the 'who
did it?' question which has been
uttered since the second reoort
came to light. Since he is at least

nominally responsible for technical

side of all broadcast matters. Ring
has been forced on the defensive.

Political repercussions are antici-

pated, and the Broadcast Divisionites

are conscious that their actions may
provide ammunition for some of the
Commish denouncers in Congress.
In view of Crosley's important moves
to get in the good graces of New
Dealers, the way the application has
been handled is causing concern. The
fuss over WLW's experimental use
,of.500 kw. adds further interest to

the WSAI application; as does Cros-
ley's hiring of Charles Michelson,
Democratic publicity wizard, and
Charles Sawyer, Ohio Democratic
national committeeman.

KLZ WINS OVER DENVER U

Obtains Permission to Broadcast
Five Fodtball Games

Denver, Oct. 12,

KLZ has convinced Denver uni-
versity .^officials .broadcasting might
bolster ^interest and attendance at
the football games. Four games will

be remoted from the stadium, and
one, against Utah U, will be ifed to

Denver from Salt Lake City.

In' the broadcasting KLZ will us^
four announcers, with play-by-play
by Warren Williams, vet Rocky
Mountain region football commenta-
tor. Commercials will be handled
by Brian Elliott,, with highlights fur-

nished by Jack Fitzpatrick, and field

mike Interviews being handled by
Charles Inglis.

Spielers' Stance Studied

Washington, Oct. 12.

Eight announcers for WRC and
y^MAL entered for the local Henry
J. Kaufman advertising agency'f
193"? radio, announcers' contest.

0 George Gunn, Dorian St. George,
Byron Rash, Lee Everett, Jim Mc-
Grath, Ed Rogers, John Hurley and
Bud Barry are the candidates.

Buss Davis at KCKN
Kansas. City, Oct. 12.

Station KCKN, Capper Publication

outlet, has taken on a production
man. New face is Russ Davis, a

direct selling announcer.
Davis was with this station in 1930

when it was WLBF.

FROMAN
Headlining

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK, OCTOBER 13

Manageroent WM. MORRIS AGENCY

J
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A Perennial Blossom of National

Biz Is Street & Fiimey s Adjunct

A constant and continuing irritant

to both stations and. their repre-

sentatives is the tieup between

Street & Finney agency iind its

placement agency, Spot Broadcast-

ing Co, Street & Finney handles the

air advertisiiig of Carter Medicine

and United Drug. All the place-

ments for the two accounts are made
.through Spot, which takes for itself

a 15% commission after S. & F. has

taken its standard 15%. That's a

total 27.75% nick .'Out of what the

station gets.

Station reps are bitter because af-

ter one of their stations'dips 27.75%

out of the incomiB ;from Carter Liver

Pills or United iDriig business, the

hroadcaster is reluctant to dig

deeper for 15% more to pay the rep

lor?the national account placenlent.

One of the first points of agree-

ments iaetween any station and its

rep when hooking up is to decide

whether the rep will get his cut

from Street & Finney placements.

Peering into the matter, it seems its

about 50-50; reps get their normal
cuts from stations either weak or

generous; the hardshelled stations

won't pay after they've given both

the agency and Spot the double com-
mission.

$160,000 Estimated

Neither Street & Finney nor Spot

wiirreveal the extent, currently, of

(Carter Pills' ' campaign across the

country, usinff one-minj transcrip-

tions. A close estimate would dis-

close' about 200 broadcasters, for .a

total annual gross placement of

$160,000 or thereabouts. United Drug
uses 200. stations twice yearly with
single-week campaigns of musical
15-min. e.t's on three times each

week. Total of this placement is

$36,000.

Of the 200 stations, upon which
' Street & Finney, in association with

Spot, at Ieas|t 50 stations refuse

fidamamtly to pay off Spot's com-
mission, and get the transcriptions

neverthelfesSi Stations which refuse

and get. biz regardless are those so

Btrongly spotted in markets de-

manded hy the accoimts ,that the

«.t.'s go on regardless. Stations

merely scratch out the clause giving

Spot its cat in the contract, and pay
.off the agency its 15% and no more.

CJolumbia*owned stations and those

repped by Ed Petry flatly refuse to

toit.Spot 'in on any commission.

TOO MUCH HILLBILLY,

NOT ENOUGH SERMONS'

Chattanooga, Oct. 12.

Too much hillbilly music and not

•hough church sermons. That's the

complaint of witnesses testifying in

application of Chattanooga Times
for permit to operate new radio

station. '

.

'

'

"

Will Shepherd, weiekly publisher,

said WDOD and WAPO haven't got

facilities for sufficient religious stuff.

Joe Roberts, local bar association

president, made,the crack about hill-

billy rhythm.
Roberts also said lawyers wanted

radio time to acquaint poor of legal

rights, especially in garnishments.
The Times seeks permit for 1,000-

watt station. Locals and WJBO,
Baton Rouge, protesting. Deposi-
tion being notarized and sent to FCC.

A few
snobs...

A few
morons .

.

And a heluva lot o£

real folks listen to

WBIG regularly!

Write Edney Ridge, di-

rector, for full "Facts
and D^ta."

Craig & HoLLiNGBERY, iNC/^///^j-.

AL HELFfR STEPS IN

Takes Over for Jack Ineersoll, Who
Has Nervous Breakdown

Boston, Oct. 12.

Al Heifer, formerly with WLW
and WSAI, Cincinnati, stepped into
the Holy Cross football series assign-
ment

. (Atlantic Refining) at WEEI,
Boston, piped through CBS, Satur-
day (9).

Heifer is taking over for Jack
Ingersoll, who is recuping in New
Hampshire from a nervous break-
down, whiqh hit him just before the
present 10-game. series was inaugu-
rated. Jay Wesley is assisting Hei-
fer.

.

Heifer is also.. handling the Fri-
day night (6:15) sports prognostica-
tion from WEEI.

WPRO, PROVIDENCE,

FRAMK SPECIAL SHOW

Providence, Oct, 12.
'

Exceptional for Providence was the
action of Cherry & Webb depart-
ment store last week. .In a deal with
Loew's State . theatre, and ^vith the
store paying, the talent, line charges,
slide and other expenses amounting
to around $400, a program was staged
within the theatre . and broadcast
over WPRO, Cherry & Webb station.

Celebrating , the 30th anniversary
of the store a cavalcade of old time
song favorites was arranged by Steve
Willis of .WPRO, Quartet, and organ
provided the .music. For repeat
choruses slides, were flashed on the
screen and the filrci audience invited,

to join in. Which—after preliminary
Providence bashfulness-:-they did
heartily.

Song research material in the
Variety radio' directory was the

basis' of the program.

WRC^WMAL Sports

Washington, Oct. 12.

Establishment of a sports depart-'

ment, to improve' coverage of all lo-

cal sporting events, was made last

week by Kenneth H. Berkeley, g.m.

of WRC and WMAL.
Time has come, Berkeley said, to

'separate sports from the usual spe-

cial event broadcasts that are car-

ried over WRC and WMAL and give

them, the special treatment they de-

serve/
New dep^^tment will consist of

Bill Coyle, Bud Barry and George
Gunn, and Bill McAndrew and Rob-

ert Cottingham, NBC news editors.

In addition to increasing coverage on
local sports, .new group will air

sporting resumes using special UP
wire.

That's Lbve.

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Alex Dannenbdum, Jr., son of
WDAS prez, pays frequent
visits to the city's big radio
shops and radio sections of
Various department stores. Sup-
posedly 'interested in a new
set,' he turns them all on.
By the time he leaVes every

radio in the place is blaring the
programs of his pop's station.

KMBC HAS FOOIKALL;

OTHER DEALS ALL COLD

Kansias City, Oct. 12.

Station KMBC has the only local
football package to be signed and
delivered this year. Chrysler Cor-
poration

.
through Lee Anderson

Agency, Detroit, .taking eight-game
play-by-plays.- Will air games played
by Big Six teams.

:

KMBC contract was only signed
last week and marked the first ice-
breaking local stations have been
able to do on football

.
airings. Sta-

tion WDAF is reported to have had
a like parcel tied for a tobacco com-
pany but was unable to gpt clearance
from various colleges in this sector.

Dorothy Daniels, vocalist with
Eugene Jelesnik combo at Hotel
Taft, New Haven, in own act at

WELL

NW Needs Hook-Ups but Line Charges

Staggeringly High; Probleni Neglected

Portland, Ore., Oct. 12.

What to do in the big open spaces,

'Where the plumbing may be outside
and the 'wavelengths far between?
That's the serious problem of alert

agencies who realize that one sta-

tion's coverage is not all it's claimed
to be. Pacific Northwest is mountain-
ous, where wavelengths do funny
things. Hence the tie-up of a central
Portland, Ore., station with wire
connections to dorp transmitters is

desirable. But too expensive.

So far major Northwest stations

haven't seen this as a problem, but
it exists and it's costing them time.
Household products sponsors visii'

alize a large area as their territory
and want dominant ether coverage.
Faint tuning in on indistinct signals
is not their idea of a big time. The
tank town 100 watter has its place
as the advanced agency mind •well

knows. It needs wire connection
with the city station that can turn
put a strong program: How to get
the wires? That's the hold-up.
Disparity of line charges staggers

the advertiser. Rates of Pacific Tel.

& Tel. sound to advertisers like the
French war debt. Postal Tel. wires
at reasonable cost are casually avail-
able after dark. The fact is no big
wire company has ever taken this

situation seriously., Powerful city,

stations have never put on the bee,
figuring they can sell their stuff on
the home wavelength ,or on some
inter-city chain. But these deals by
no means cover the big hinterland,
where potential customers exist but
can't be reached except through
transcriptions farmed oiit to local
100 watters. How to get a tank town
circuit with wire charges at" a price
within economic reason.

FOOTBAH SIGNAL UGHT
FOR RADIO CONVENIENCE

Oklahoma City, Oct. 12.

Earl Hull, chief engineer of WKY
has invented a new signal device for
use at football games whereby the
operator, sitting on the sideline's,

flashes signals to the announcer In
the press box.

Signals arc received on a board
of many lights, the flashing of each
light denoting positions of players
and types of plays.

Bellmen, male choral group of

New Haven Telephone Co., in series

at WICC, New Haven.

VKFffR
NnTiONRL REPRESENTRTIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO.

WCAU Staff Echoes
Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Bob Golden's . band going into

WCAU here as new house, ork, caus-

ing general shifting of men in out-

fits around town. Among changes

are Al Boss, sax, and Morris Spec-

tor, tymp, leaving Clarence Fuhr-

man's WIP band for Golden's outfit.

Fuhrman has replaced them with

Penny Pendleton and Maurice Get-

son. Pendleton formerly "with Joe

Frasetto at Hotel Philadelphian and

with Oliver Naylor. Getson was
with Lou Schrader at Earle theatre.

Jan Savitt also reported making
changes at KYW.

,

More Spielers at WDOD
Chattanooga, Oct. 12.

WDOD enlarging staff to carry

five full-time, announcers instead of

three as formerly.

Station brought in Tom Daley

from St. Louis to do sports exclu-

sively when Chuck Simpson left for

WIOD in Atlanta.

Other newies include Buddy Mar-

tin, from San Francisco and Chicago;

Lou Kemper from Kansas City, and

Bob Gregory from WAPI, Birming-

ham, and other stations. Gregory

announces part time but does most

of work in sales department.

Carroll Mountjoy at WBBM
Chicago, Oct, 12.

Newest member of WBBM's public

affairs (publicity) staff is Carroll

Mountjoy,
Formerly with Stack-Goble agoncy

and Detroit News,

IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

THE APPOINTMENT OF

FRAIVK BRAUCHER

AS VICE PRESIDENT

/N CHARGE OF SALES

A¥JBl\ OCTOiiEH EIGHTEENTH

AT 1440 JillOyiJJWAY
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Oklahoma Union Active

Oklahoma City, Oct. 12.

American Radio Telegraphers As-
sociation, CIO affiliate, has made de-

mands for a contract upon KFXR,
Oklahoma City.

Joseph Harriss, union organizer,

states that the 13 broadcasting sta-

tions in Oklahoma are organized

practically 100%.'

BREAKING

ALl RECORDS

ON TOUR

Oct. 30-^Pacific Auto Show
San Francisco, Cal.

• ' • '
'•

Nov. .19—Drake Hotel

Chicago, Mi.

4 • •

Dec. 31—rCoconut Grove

Ambassador Hotel

Los Angeleis, Cal.

ARTISTS MANAGEMENT
Br RE A U I HZ

17 East 45tlL Street, New York

Tel. MU. 2-1888

F.C.C.'S WASHINGTON DOCKET

DECISIONS

GUS VAN
STAGE - SCREEN - RADIO

Central Booking Office, Inc.

M W. Bandolpih St., Chicago, 111.

THE KING'S JESTERS
aUd their obchestba

with MARJQRIE WHITNEY
BI.17E FOUNTAIN BOOM

HOTEL liASAI^IiEi CHICAGO
Dir.: Consolidated Badlo Artfsta, Inc.

Washington, Oct. 12.

Alabama: WBRC, Eloise H. Smith, executrix, Bir-

mingham, granted involuntary transfer of control of

Birmingham Broadcasting Co., Inc., licensee of WBRC,
to Eloise H. Smith, as executrix of estate of Marcellus

D. Smith, Jr., deceased.

Alaska: KINY, Edwin A. Kraft, Juneau, granted fre-

quency change from 1310 to 1430 kc, power boost from

100 to 250 watts, install vertical antenna and install new
equipment, commish reversing Examiner R. ,H. Hyde,

California: Hollenbeck Heights Christian Church,

Los Angeles, application for new station to be operated

on 1170 kc with 100 watts limited, denied as in case of

default for applicant's- failure to file an appearance.

Florida: Earl Weir, St. Petersburg, application for

new station to be operated on 1370 kc with 100 watts

dismissed with prejudice, as request for withdrawal

was received less than 30 days prior to schedule^ hear-

ing.

Indiana: Indianapolis Broadcasting, •Inc., Indianap-

olis, granted new relay, broadcast station to be: operated

on 38,900, 39,100, 39,300 and 39,500 kc with 2 watts.

Michle:an: WBCM, James E. Davidson, Bay City,

granted voluntary assignment of license to Bay Broad-

casting Co., Inc., a newly organized corporation.

Missouri: KCMO Broadcasting Co., Kansas City area,

granted two new (Dxperimental relay broadcast stations

to be operated, on 100,000, 200,000, 300,000 and 500,000

kc, one station using 5 watts and the other 10 watts

power.
North Carolina: Jonas Weiland, Kinston, granted new

relay broadcast station' to be operated on 1622, 2058,

2150 and 2790 kc with 3^ watts; James F. Hurley, Jr.,

Salisbury, application .for new station to be operated

on 1500 kc with 100 wj»tts, days only, dismissed at ap-

plicant's request.

.. . North Dakota: KLPM> John B. Cooley, Minbt, granted

frequency change from 1240 to 1360 kc, power jump
from 250 watts to 500 watts nights, 1 kw days, change
in hours of operation from specified to unlimited, and
installation of vertical antenna, apd new equipment,

commish sustaining Examiner J. P. BramhaU.
Texas: KUT, Austin, and KTSA, San Antonio, appili-

cation for voluntary assignment of license to Heairst

Radio, Inc., dismissed at applicants' request; J. F.

Rodgers, Harlingen, application for new station to be
operated on 1370 kc with .100 watts nights, 250 watts

days, denied as in case of defaiilt for failure of ap-
plicant to file an appearance.
West Virginia: West Virginia Broadcasting Corp.,

Wheeling, application for new station to be operated on
1310 kc with 100 watts dismissed at request of appli-

cant; West Virginia Broadcasting Co., Charleston, ap-
plication for new station to be operated on ISfOO kc
with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days, disniissed at

applicant's request.

Wisconsin: WEAU, Morgan Murphy, Eau Claire,

granted authority to transfer control of
.
corporation

from Morgan Murphy to Elizabeth Mijrphy.

SET FOR HEARING
Alabama: Mittelle Franklin Noble, Anniston, new

station to be operated on 1420 kc with 100
.
watts, days

only.

Florida: WJNO, West Palm Beach, change frequency
from 1200 to 1330 kc, boost power' from 100 watts
nights, 250 watts days, to 1 kw all times and install

new transmitter.

Illinois: WILL, University of Illinois, Urbana, in-
crease days power from X to 5 kw, using present direc-
tional antenna system and make changes In equipmeht:
WDZ, Tuscola, install new equipment and jump day
power from 250 watts to 1 kw; WGES, H. J, Guyon,
Thomas H. Guyon, William F. Moss, Louis E. Moulds
and Gene T, Dyer (stockholders of Oak Leaves Broad-
casting Station, Inc., Chicago, authority to transfer
control from present stockholders to WSBC, Inc.

Indiana: WBAA, Purdue University, West Lafayette,
move station frorh West Lafayette to near Indianapolis,
install new equipment, boost power from '500 watts
nights, 1 kw days to 1 kw nights, 5 kw days, and
change hours of operation from specified to unlimited.

North Carolina: Cumberland Broadcasting Co.,
FayetteviUe, ' new daytime station to be operated on
1340 kc with 250 watts. : v '

.

Ohio: WCPO, Cincinnati, modification of license to

increase power for night time operation from 100 to

250 watts.

FennsylTania: WGBI, Scranton, modification of li-

cense to increase night power from 500 watts to 1 kw.;

Young People's Association for the Propagation of this

Gospel, Philadelphia, new station to be operated on
1220 kc with 1 kw, using directional antenna system all

tiniQs; WIP, Philadelphia, install new* equipment and
bpost day power from 1, to,.5 kw.

,

Tennessee: WNBR, Memphis,, /iauthority to transfer,
control of corporation to Memphis Press-Scimitar Co.
Texas: Odessa Broadcasting Co., Odessa, new station-

to be operated days only on 1310 kc with 100 watts;
KRGV, M. S. Niles, Wieslaco, authority to transfer con-
trol to Oi L. Taylor, Gene A. Howe and T. E. Snowden.
Wisconsin: William F. Huffman, Wisconsin Rapids,

new station to be operated on 580 kc with 250 "watts,

using directional antenna system for night operation.

NEW APPUCATIONS
Connecticut: WDRC, Hartford, iie'w relay broadcast

station to be operated on 39;70b, 39,900, 40,800 and 41,400
kc with 15 watts.

,

Florida: Panama City Broadcasting Co., Panama City,

new station to be operated on 1500 kc with 250 watts,
days only.

Ueorsia: WRDW, Augusta, change frequency from
1500 to 1240 kc, boost power from 100 watts nights, 250
watts days, to 1 kw all times and install new transmit-
ter and directional antenna for night use.

Iowa: Mason City Globe-Gazette Co., two new relay
broadcast stations to be operated on 31,100, 34,600,

37,600 and 4ir,600 kc with two watts, and on 1622, 2058,

2150 and 2790 with 125 watts, respectively.

Louisiana: WJBOi Baton Rouge, increase power from
500 watts, to 1 kw. ;

•

New Mexico: KRQA, J. Laurance Martin, Santa Fe,
voluntary assignment of license to I. E. Lambert.

. North Carolina: WAIR, C. G. Hill, George D. Walker
and 'Susan H. Walker, Winston-Salem^ change hours
of operation from days to unlimited, using 250 watts.
.Ohio: Cuyahoga Valley Broadcasting Co., Cleveland,

new station to be operated on 1500 kc with 100 watts,
daytimes only.

wf QmiUS'
By JANE WEST

now radio s most popular

family brings you more

[aughter Jears and |-|eart-throbs

Presented by Ivory Soap 99" ;:o - c pure

WKY'S WEEKLY AT HOME

TO WOULD-BE ACTORS

I ICTCiJ TWICE DAILY
NBC Blue Network, Mon. to Fri. 11 a.m. EST
NBC Red NetWork, Mon, to Fr?. 3:45 p.m. EST

COAST TO COAST
Dir., COBftPTON ADVERTISING A<iENCT

MGT.. ED WOLF-rRKO BLOC. NEW YORK CITY,

IN

Lloyd Shaffer
and His ORCHESTRA

Griffin

NBC
7:00-7:30

P. M.

Oklahoma City, Oct. 12,

Last week WKY used a two-col-
umn six-inch advertisement in local
papers reading as follows:

'Beginning next Friday, October 8,

and every Friday thereafter, WKY
will audition talent between the
hours of 12 o'clock noon and 2 p.m.

'If you can sing, play or entertain,
whether you are an amateur or pro-
fessional, this is your opportunity
to get a start toward radio stardom.
An accompanist will be furnished
vocalists by WKY. Each one audi-
tioned will be given helpful advice
on microphone technique, construc-
tive criticism and a frank analysis
of his or her possibilities.

'No red tape. Just apply for an
audition at the information desk in
WKY's studios in the Skirvirt Tower
Hotel.' /

WKY's Fourth Annual Renewal
Oklahoma City, Oct. 12.

Cain's Coffee Co.. has renewed
with WKY for the fourth consecu-
tive year. A five times per week
15 minute program.
Talent is Marty and Roger Ha.ll,

songsters.

WFBUs Studio Show
Syracuse, Oct, 12,

Fairbanks - Morse electrical ap-
.

pliances has Its 'Radio Revels' over

WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y., and booked
similar show on WIBX, Utica. El-
mira and Binghamton may be in-
cluded soon.

WFBL's show (variety) originates
from ballrot)m of the Onondaga hotel.
Last year it played to an average
of 1,500- invitees.

Mueller Sales Me:r. of KVOR
Denver, Oct. 12.

Fred C. Mueller, formerly in

KLZ sales department, becomes
commercial manager at KVOR, Colo-
rado Springs.
Peter D. Smyihe, of KVOD, Den-

ver, has jpineid sales staff of KLZ,
Denver,

. with Norbourne Smith
moving up . to KLZ production de-
partment from KFXJ, Grand Junc-
tion, Colo',

WNEW Enlarges Plant

Extensive enlargement and reno-
vation program at WNEW, N. Y.,
•will be completed this week. Sta-
tion has taken over all of one floor,
doubling office space for this level
which will be used by sales and
auditing departments.
New additions to both the sales

and business divisions will be made
before next month. Many of the old
private offices are being redecorated.
The cooling system, which has cov-
ered all. studios for two or three
years", will be extended to the new
floor housing' the business depart-
ments.

JOE

MAESTRO-COMEDIAN
And His Orchestra

OPENING

FRENCH CASINO
NEW YORK

Thursday, October 14th

GRUEN WATCH FBOGRAM
SVNDATS, NBC Bed, 5:30-6 P. M.

Brunswick Becords

WENDELL
HALL

—^Btidlo B«Hnlt8

—
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I t-.i I li r I iif?
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Til I mi I S(, \(. HM H S I
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'
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VING MERLIN
Musical Director and Arranger

Arran|em«nt« "Custom Made" for

Slngeri and Dancers

Hollyweed Rep.:
Irvhii Ki'ttohmar

I30t S. Hudien Ave.
Tel.: Whitney 8651

NEW YOBK
51 E. lS4tb St.

Tel.: FO. 4-2277

AND HIS

ORCHESTRA
Admiracion Shampoo

6:30-7.00—WOR
Commencing

Sunday, Oct. 17.

GUEST ARTIST "YOUR HIT PARADE" LUCKY STRIKE. NBC. OCTOBER I3TH
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NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
HENRY SHEREK, EUROPEAN MGR.
PERSONAL MGR., ANNA SOSENKO

LONDON PARIS VIENNA BRUSSELS CANNES

PRESS REPRESENTATIVES
SYDNEY SPIER and
DOROTHY ROSS

BIARRITZ • MONTE CARLO
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COCKTAIL UNITS PUSH
Must Have Three Square Feet Per

Couple for Big Apple Dancing

Dallas, Oct. 12.

Dallas dance spot operators are

wondering if Benny Goodman's visit

to exposition was responsible for

new dance haU ordinance passed last

week and effective Monday (11).

Operators figure the dervish routines

of the swing addicts may have con-

vinced city fathers dance couples

need plenty of space to hop and big

apple.. ' .

Ordinance provides that places

seating 200 customers or less must

have a mihimunl of 300 square of

dance .floor and spots seating more
than 200 must- have at least 400

square fe,et of space. This calculat-

ing- will give, theoretically, about

three square feet to each couple.

Passage of the ordinance followed

about two months of torrid ,argu-

ment. The fight started when city

welfare director
.
proposed law

barring attendance" at any public

dance place by persons under 19

yeats of afee.

. iJirector wanted control of the in-

sp.iectors who are supposed to guard
the morals of customers at dance
spots. Final draft of ordinance gave
control of inspectors to chief of

police, but granted licensing of halls

to welfare head, a woman.
Before an operator can obtain a

permit he must prove that his prin-
' cipal revenue is not derived from
sale of beer or wine. He must com-
ply with .floor space requirements
and he must pay an inspector $5 each

' night. Applicant has right of appeal
to city council if license is denied.

Ordinance forbids taxi, dance spots

(one now operates here) and per-
sohs uiider age of 17 caii not be ad-
mitted unless accompanied by parent
or legal guardian.- "Places must close

at 2 a.m. and larger places (like

hotels) must pay arlnual license of

$250 a year.

PRESSING CAMPAIGN

AGAINST BOOTLEGGERS

Boston, Oct. 12.

Arthur Hoffman, chief investigfttor

for the ' Music Publishers Protec-
tive Association, testified before the
Federal Grand Jury last week in

connection with indictments being
asked for two alleged distributors

of contraband song sheets. One was
•Jerry King, who operated the Em-
pire Sales Co., of Dorchester, Mass.,

and the other was a Jack Shea, of

Springfield, Mass.
King was arirested after he had

shipped a bundle of the bootleg lyric

folios C.O.D. to New York. Bundle
was addressed to an MPPA agent
posing as a songsheet peddler.

Page Max Reinkrdt

Ft. Worth, Oct. 12.

Larry Lee, at the Lake Worth
Casino here, has added a sound effect

man and cartoonist to his band, oh
the premise you've gottai be differ-

ent, to get anywhere in the music
biz these days.
Sound man beats but thunder and

lightning for 'Stormy Weather,' but
"^a^ly .goes to town with his barn-
yard effects on a tune about the
'Farmer's Daughter.'
Cartoonist Don Gomez sketches

celebrities at Lee dances, then pre-
sents the drawings to the subject
\vith the maestro's compliments.

Buzzy Kouhtz Goes West
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

BUzzy Kountz, Pittsburgh maestro
Who disbanded his:. orchestra here
^ore than a year ago, has left for
Hollywood where CRA plans to build
a band around him. Kountz for Sev-
eral seasons was stationed at Hotel
Webster Hall here, where he built
up qmte a local rep via the air.

Understood that difficulties with
musicians' local led to his quitting
jne^ Pittsburgh field. That and fact
"lat he lost several good jnen to

outfits.

MCKEE RENEWAL UP

Contlnuanoe of Lawyer With MPPA
Hinges on F'TC

Although his original one-year
contract expires this month, Joseph
V. McKee may be retained as gen-
eral counsel for the Music Publish-
ers Protective Association. His con-
tinuance will largely depend on
whether the Federal Trade Commis-
sion issues a code of fair trade rules
to the music : industry. McKee had
much to do with the FTC's con-
sideration of .the- proposal for a pact.

Renewal of his contract would be.

McKee's further reward for his
services in Washington, but the re-
tainer under the new agreement
would be $5,000 a year instead of
the $10,000 that was his for the first

term.

30-yEAR LEGAl

CURB ENDED

INCHI

Chicago, Oct. 12;

Acting upon a motion made by
James C. Petrillo, the courts* here
last week dismissed a 30--year-old in-

junction' against the Chicago Federa-
tion of MuSiicians.' Injunction, issued

in 1906, restrained the CFM from inr

terfering with members of the Anier-
ican Musicians union, once the top
musicians organization in Chicago.
Since that time the American Mu-

sicians union has faded away, with
the CFM haying absorbed most of

the AM members. It was on these

grounds that Petrillo obtained the
final dissolution of the injunction,

and brought an end to a musicians
union discord and legal battle which
had stretched back over these many
years.

Lib Lee, Coogan Band

Hurt in Auto Crackup

San Antonio, Oct. 12.

When a bus, m which they were
riding, overturned while rounding a

curve near Fredericksburg, Tex., last

week after playing a date at the

Olmos Club here, Jackie Coogan's
orch members suffered cuts and
bruises. After receiving first aid

treatment, they continued on to

Cisco, Tex., to fill an engagement
there.

Among ' those hurt in the upset

were Lila Lee, film star and fea-

tured entertainer, and Princess

Luana, dancer and pic actress. Both
were treated for minor injuries.

Coogan was uninjured.. TroOpe will

play dates in Dallas and Oklahoma
City.

Berserk Colored Driver

Slashes Harry Lenetska
Harry Lenetska, vaude and radio

agent, was slashed across the lip

yesterday (Tuesday) by an enraged

Negro chauffeur. After hospital at-

tention, Lenetska returned to his

N. Y. apartment, where the attack

took place.

According to the agent, Williqm

Nelson, the .chauffeur, still .hunted

by the police, went berserk when in-

vading Lenetska's apartment to get

some money . from ,
Mr. and Mrs.

Abraham Altschul, guests of Lenet-

ska. Couple had hired Nelson, ac-

cording to the report filed with the

police, to drive them from California,

arriving in N. Y. Sept. 26 and pay-

ing off the driver. Since then, ac-

cording to the report. Nelson has

been demanding money. He attacked

the couple at the same time the

razor was. wielded on Lenetska. Mr.

and Mrs. Altschul are still in Roose-

velt hospital.

SPECIAL DRIVE

BY COOLIDIITED

Sees Lots of Work if Prop-
erly Promoted and Sold

for Small Combinations

25 WORKING NOW

Consolidated Radio Artists has

launched a drive to expand its mu-
sical 'cocktail unit' department and
further popularize the pint-size ag-
gregations in the hotel field. Frank
Burke, publicist • for the firm, has
been placed directly in charge of all

new activity and finds himself sell-

ing for. the first time.

AH' road and. main office salesmen
have been instructed to contact all

the hotels in smaller towns that can-
not afford bands and sell the smallie
idea. Boys have also been given
okay to sign up any worthwhile
units which they find in their

respective territories.'

CRA now has about 25 such crews
on its books, 15 of which are spread
across the country. Rest arte scat-

tered locally. The demand; however,
is not so great In N. Y. area because
of the presence of too many bands,
available musicians and indie opera-'

tors. In small cities of midwest and
south gag has caught on and created
quite a demand.
Units are also easy to take for

the booking offices because of the
fact that they don't move around
as much as bands because they travel
more easily and rarely have to make
dates exactly on time as do bands.
Hence they are less trouble. CRA
IS particularly interested in building
up a volume biz in this field, which
does not pay much per unit but does
add up to a neat revenue in numbers.

REISMAN WITH VICTOR;

OLD SPOT FIXED UP

-Leo Reisman after Ave years away
from Victor returns to the RCA
label as an exclusive recording artist.

He has been with Brunswick.
Reisman was always partial to

Victor's outlet for exploitation rea-
sons, but when Eddy Duchin broke
away from his band at the Central
Park Casino (N. Y.) five years ago,

and Victor allegedly was giving

Reisman the secondary tunes the

maestro walked. out.

Anti-Swing Policy of WLW, Cincy,

A Puzzler to Visiting Dorsey Band

FRANK ALBERT RETURNS

Australian Completes Visit to United
States

Frank Albert leaves this week for

the Coast en route back to Australia.
The Anzac music publisher also

Heads the Commonwealth Broadcast-
ing System to which Australian net-

work he has been adding stations.

While here with Mrs. Albert, the
music pub added Miller Music, Inc.

to his catalog, havipg already con-
tracts for the other Metro miisic

firms—Robbins ,and Feisf. Albert

also closed for Mills Music.
His son, Alexis, is now associated

with Fr£<nk Albert in J. Albert &
Sons. Mr$. Albert was ailing while
in the States, but is now fit again to

make the trip home.

LAW STUDENTS'

COPYRIGHT

ESSAYS

Plans for eliciting the' jnterest of

law students in the subject of copy-
right through an essay contest has
been submitted for consideration by
the administrative committee of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers. It's pro-
posed as . a goodwill building idea,

with the prize money set aside for

the winners to be known as the
Nathan Burkan Memorial Award.
Burkan, who died last year, was the

society's general counsel from its in-

ception.

ASCAP would provide the theme
for the contests and allow for a
prize in each of the 48 states. There
would also be a national or grand
prize, with this going to the writer
of the paper picked by a committee
of judges from aniong the 48 re-

gional winners.

Flower Girl Now Warbler
Vocalist with the Lou Breese or-

chestra in the French Casino, N. Y.,

is Martha Perry, former flower dis-

penser at the nitery.

Breese heard her sing after audi-
tioning a number of other singers
and promptly signed her.

Songwriters-Publishers Patch Truce

Contract Resumption Cleared—Involved Radio and

Sync Rights' Ownerships

Controversy between the Song-
writers Protective Association and
popular music publishers looks as

Uiough it will be settled within the

next two weeks. The two camps
have arrived at a satisfactory basis

for a resumption of contract nego-
tiations. SPA's council has agreed to

suspend the operation of the article

(IX) in its by-laws which commits
SPA members to assign the radio

and synchronization rights of their

works to the association, while the
publishers are obligated to . renew
their membership contracts with, the

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers immediately.
Exchange of signatures on a pre-

liminary memorandum during the

coming week will serve to end a

strike which has been going on
quietly in Tin Pan Alley since the

latter part of May when the SPA's
council declared that Article IX
would be enforced in connection

with all works placed on and after

June 1, 1937. Publishers have re-

fused to accept manuscripts from
SPA writers unless the obligations

imposed under the article were
recinded.

Max, Jack and Louis

Largely instrumental in inducing
the SPA heads to yield the assign-
ment demands was a committee of
publishers consisting of Max Drey-
fus, Jack Bregman and Louis Bern-
stein. Compromise agreement ef-

fected by them was. approved at a
meeting of representative publishers
at the Music Publishers Protective
Association's quarters last Wednes-
day (6). By the terms of this agree-
ment the writers will get 50% of the
net collected by publishers from the
sale of transcription and sync rights
and the publishers will extend their
memberships in ASCAP for 10 years
b6yond the expiration date of their
present agreements, Dec. 31, 1939.

Similar commitments are to come
from the writers.

It Is also agreed that the new uni-
form contract between SPA writers
and publishers will be for 12 years
and that Article IX will remain in-

operative throughout this period.

Cincinnati, Oct. 12.

Odd developments are attending
the 'no swing music' policy recently
inaugurated by Crosley's WLW and
WSAI.
Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra, which

opened the Netherland Plaza hotel's

swank Pavilion Caprice nitery
Thursday (7), is picked up nightly
by Crosley equipment for feeds to
the WLW Line. These broadcasts,
however, are not carried by WLW
or WSAI. The . same equipment is

used to link airings of Dorsey's hot
tunes with NBC at late night Inter-

vals during the week.
Over the past weekend WLW tied

In with NBC to broadcast a swing
stanza by Tommy Dorsey's combo,
equally as hot as. the band directed
by Tommy's brother, Jiwimy. The
Tommy Dorsey fe6d was from out
of town.

.

WLW and WSAI carry broadcasts
of other bands at local night spots,

most of which also feed to the WLW
line. \

'

A few weeks since WLW began
piping orchestra programs from
Gypsy Village

.
in I^ouisvUle, Ky.,

which were carried " by VftM- .flnd

fed to the WLV)^ line. ' This pi^ini!
cea&ed • last week when Johnny
Hamp's orchestra' m,oved into that
spot.

By the new Crosley edict on mu-
sic, swing stuff is not to originate
in the WLW ,pr WSAI studios lor
sustaih^rs carried by ihose sta.tions

and neither is it' to be permitted on
local remotes. The . policy has name
bands visiting here in the dark.

JACK ROBBINS

SELLOUT OFF
Any sellout deal by .(rack Robbins

to picture Interests has gone cold.
It was originally afi idea that
stemmed from Frank OrsattJ, Hoi-,
lywood agent, who, because of his
known close connections with Louis
B. Mayer, was presumed to be acting
for Metro and possibly 20th-Fox in-

terests.

Since then, however, the Metro-
Robbins music ties have been ad-
justed so that Jack Bregman gen-
eral-manages Leo Feist, Inc., exclu-
sively and Robbins worries about
the firm bearing his name. Miller
Music Co., and generally supervises.
Robbins Music Corp., after all, is

parent of the Feist and Miller firms,

and Metro owns 51% of Robbins.
Robbins had built hlm.self a new

$5,000 office at Feist's, in anticipation
of using that as 'his headquarters,
but that's now Bregman's location.
Louis K. Sidney, of Loew's, will be
Metro's contact with Bregman-Feist.
Bregman heads for the Coast this

Saturday.
Robbins meahllme is developing

bis popular catalog with three new
folios, a Bill Haray's Gay 90's book
of oldtimers, a Kate Smith Request
Fplio and an Eddy Duchin's book of
piano instruction.

Goldman's Body Found

St. Louis, Oct. 12.

The body of Maxwell Goldman,
orchestra leader, was recovered in
Creve Coeur Lake last week six c'-vys

after he disappeared after telling
his wife he intended trying his luck
at fishing in the lake, which Is near
here. Goldman's body was found by
fishermen a mile away from the
point where an empty rowboat, in
which he had been seen, was lo-

cated. Goldman, who was 55 years
old, directed orchestra at the Grand
Central and Kings theatres before
heading a band at the B6vo Mill, a
swank South St. Louis dining p!at;e.

Coroner John O'Connell of St. Louis
County expressed the opinion Gold-
man had suffered a heart attack and
had fallen into the water.
The body was cremated at Val-

halla Cemetery. Goldman was sur-
vived by his widow and two daugh-
ters.
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On the Upbeat

Marvin Frederick into Willows,

Pittsburgh, for an indef stay, replace

ing Bob Clayman, out after month's

run. Latter has taken on new
fenime vocalist, Sylvia Rhodes, for-

merly with Ace Brigode, who suc-

ceeds Elaine Grey.

Fran Eicliler of Pittsburgh into

Hotel Kenmore, Albany, N. Y., for a

two -month stay.

Al Turner's band going into third

consecutive year at Bachelors' Club,

membership nitery in Pittsburgh.

William Penn hotel, .Pittsburgh,

opened new Italian Terrace Mon-
day night (11), with Dick Stabile in

^for at least three months. MCA

^IITO/VC Top.

Eveobody's Tulldiifr About

"MY SWISS

H LLY BILLY"
The Nt'W Pollack and Mitchell

Novelty Sods Hit
• • « •

Two Other Hits

From the 20th Century-Fox
Musical, "Thin Ice":

^My Secret Love Affair'

fOver Nighr

r MOVIETONE
MUSIC CORPORATION
Sam FOX PuBLlSn'Nf' CO i-.VA..'-.

1250 SIXTH AVENUE

N ELW YORK

handled. Also into same spot's Con-
tinental Bar Arthur Ravel trio,

booked by Joe Hiller.

Pueblo Rhythm Boys have opened
the fall season at the Elks club, Enid,

Okla.

,

Stan Norris, Tweet Hogan and
Maurice Sherman bands set for

CRA's new exclusive spot, Highland
Park Casino, Quincy, 111.

Sylvia Rhodes, Pittsburgh girl

vocalist with Ace Brigode, will leave

that outfit shortly to return to her
home town and sign up with a local

orch.

Al :^alins band at Wright's tavern,

Plainville, Conn.

Artie Mayno combo at Belmont,
Bridgeport.

Sonny Rich, drummer, and Bob
Hackett, cornet and guitar player,

added to Joe Marsala's crew at the

Hickory House, N. Y.

Jerry Johnson opens at Claridge
hotel, Memphis, as CRA's first sale

on exclusive basis. After four weeks
Mike Riley follows and is in turn
succeeded by Blue Barron,

Carl Deacon Moore plays the

Toledo, O., automobile show for eight

days starting Oct. 27, and will double
into the Commodore Perry hotel dur-
ing his stay there.

Ivy Collins is new gal warbler
with Mack Rogers in Sah Antonio,
Texas.

- Horace Lapp band back in Tor-

onto's Royal York hotel after a sum-

presents

The Country's No. 1 Hit

THAT OLD FEELING
By LEW BROWN and SAMMY FAIN

LOVELY ONE
By FRANK LOESSER and MANNING SHERWIN

Both from WALTER WANGER'S "VOGUES OF 1938'*

Two Top Songs from Walter Wanger's "52nd Street"

1 STILL LOVE TO KISS YOU
GOODNIGHT

ro LIKE TO SEE SAMOA OF

SAMOA
By WALTER BULLOCK and HAROLD SPINA

MAKE A WISH
By LOUIS ALTER, PAUL WEBSTER and OSCAR STRAUS

From RKO Picture, "MAKE A WISH"

Wayne King's Sensational Novelty

JOSEPHINE
By C.US KAHN, WAYNE KINO and BURKE BIVENS

AND REMEMBER

I
"YOt/ CAIS'T GO WRONG WITH A FEIST SOISG''

[

LEO FEIST, Inc.
CHESTER COHN, General Professional Manager

1629 BROADWAY NEW YORK

mer at Banff. Madeleine Pedler do-
ing the warbling. Mart Kenney goes
to Vancouver for a hotel job.

Jimmy Namaro opened at Savarin
hotel, Toronto, .Oct. 8 and Ferde
Mowry outfit has taken over Em-
bassy hotel.

Jack Wrlg:ht orchestra replaced
Chyoti's Hawaiians in the Village
Brewery, N. Y.

Dr. Saul C. Colin cocktail-partying
Ray Ventura, French orch pilot, on
the eve of his sailing for Europe on
Friday.

George Hessbergrer's band booked
for a 30 weeks* stay at Lincoln Tur-
ner Hall, Chicago, opening Oct. 15

for CRA.

Charles St. Clair playing return at
Gunter Hotel, San Antonio.

Harold Stern into the New Penn
Club, Pittsburgh, Nov. 5.

Joe Haymes opening band at Ray
Galvin's Aragon ballroom, Boston.

Hudson-De Lanfe set for a week
of New England ballroom one-niters

for Charlie Shribman by CRA.

Shandor cocktail unit' opened, at

Buckingham hotel, N. Y., Oct. 12.

.

Carl Moore into the Indiana Roof
}allroom, Indianapolis, Oct. 23.

Jacques Renard's orchestra set for
a two-weeker at Solomon's ballroom,
Los Angeles. Doubles from musical
directing of Eddie Cantor's program
in Hollywood.

Lucky Millinder and Mai Hallet
Dattle musically at Penn A. C,
Philadelphia, Nov. 26,

Lee Elliott opened at Stork Club,
Providence, Oct. 10, succeeding Paul
Tremaine. Stays indefinitely for
Harry Moss.

Bob Sylvester plays for Junior
League, Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 25.

Sammy Kaye opens at the Statler

hotel, Cleveland, Nov. 1 for MCA.

Bert Block into Arcadia ballroon;.

N. Y., Oct. 12 for two weeks. Harry
Reser follows on Oct. 27.

Happy Felton preems at Statler

hotel, Buffalo, Oct. 22,

Skeeter Palmer back from Muhle-
bach hotel, returns to Park Plaza
hotel, St. Louis, second week of No
vember and stays until February,
when he goes to Florida.

lyiort Dennis set for Statler hotel,'

St. Louis, Oct. 30.

Richard Himber into the Essex
House, N, Y„ Oct. 15,

Lee Scott due at De Witt Clinton
hotel, Albany, N, Y„ Oct. 15 for
MCA,

Dick Stabile opened at the William
Penn hotel, Pittsburgh, Oct, 11,

Marvin Frederic opens at the
CRA's newly acquired Atlanta Bilt
more hotel, Atlanta, Ga,, Oct. 31 for
CRA for four weeks.

Johnny. Hamp opens at the Roose-
velt hotel, New Orl^sfns, Oct. 21 on
a CRA-Rockwell combo booking,
Goes from Gypsy Village, Louisville

Most Played on Air

Horace Heidt has added Art Car
ney, mimic, to his crew for Biltmore
hotel, N. Y., engagement. Doubling
at Loew's State this week. Carney
is brother to Bill Carney of MCA.

Roger Kortland's Seaview Country
Club ork of Philadelphia will doulale
into Chez Vous ballroom there twice
Weekly while one-niting in and
around Philly. It's first union crew
to play dancery in three years.

CombineO, plugs 'on W£?AF,
WJZ and WABC are computed
for the week from Sunday
through Saturday Oct (3-9^.

•Whispers in the Dark
(Famous)

*Moon Got in My Eyes
(Select)

•Remember Me? -

(WItmark)
*That Old Feeling:

(Feist)

•Have' Tou Any Castles, Baby?
(HarniH)

So Many Memories
(Shapiro)

•Roses in December
(Berlin)

Tpu Can't Stop Me from
Dreaming:

(Kemlek)
•It's the Natural Thins to Po

(Select) .

My Cabin of Dreams
(Berlin)

•Blossoms on Broadway
(Famou.s)

One Rose Left In My Heart
(Shapiro)

•Stop Breaking: My Heart
(Famous)

tYon and I Know
(Robbing)

•Is It Love or Infatuation?
(Popular)

So Bare
(Bobbins)

Harbor Lig^hts
(Mario)

Can I Forg:et Tou?
iChappell) •

•Afraid to Dream
(Mlljer)

Gettihff Some Fun Out of Life
(Donaldson)

•Vienl Vieni
(WItmark)

•Ebbtide
.

(Popular).
•Smarty

(Populor)
•First Time I Saw Yoii

(Santly-Joy)
•Yours and Mine

(Bobbins)

• Indicates filmusical song.
t Production Number.

LEO SALKIN ON OWN
Out of Consolidated-^Also Affects

Milton Roemer -
-

Leo Salkin, manager of the Chi-
cago office of Consolidated Radio
Artists, Inc., quits the. orgainizatioh
this Friday (15), while Milton
Roemer, who had charge of hotel
and nitery bookings, departed last

week. Salkin and Roemer are going
back into business for themselves.

Salkin's successor has not been
named.

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Salkin . has signatured a cumber
of bands to his personal . manage-
ment, and will open his own office,

as will Gus Edwards, who has also
resigned. Other two leave-takers,
George Hillman and Tommy
Thatcher, are already with Rockwell
O'Keefe agency.
No new head has been appointed

for Chi CRA office. Ann Richard-
son, assistant to Charles Green, presi-
dent, is handling business currently.

Harms, Inc., is the first of the clan
to put a Christmas tune into publi-
cation this season. It's 'I Want You
for Christmas', by. Sam Stept and
Charles Tobias.

Jay Gorncy peddled his tune, 'Am
I Bewitched by the Night,' to Para-
mount, to be warbled by John Boles
in 'The Yellow Nightingale.'

NIX BENNY THE BUM'S

CLASS B REQUEST

Philadelphiai Oct. 12.
Benny the Bum, who

, after long
battle recently signed contract for
band in Class A bracket, applied to
Musicians' Local during past week,
it was .learned, to be shifted back' to
Class B. Union refused.
Benny informed union .he was

losing money and high cost of music
pushing him farther into hole. A. A.
•Tomei, local prexy, is said to have
informed him Hhat he didn't offer
his tooters any more when coin was
jangling rapidly, into till, so why
cut when it's not.

SeBBon'R Iioveilest Ballad

MOON AT SEA
New Mills Melody Special

DREAMS FOR SALE
Tnhe-terrillc! Bfelodynnmlc

!

. Score of the 3rd Edition
COTTON PARADE!

She's Talir She's Tan!

She's Terrific!

rn Always in The Mood
For You

Harlem Bolero

' Emery DeotHch'tt Swlnc-Jliifle

HE'S A GYPSY FROM
POUGHKEEPSIE
Iwo Sonslbrloas Hits -

from OB'S "OANCWAY"

Lord and Lady Whoozis

Moon or No Moon

llnky Tomlin'a Top Tune

I'M JUST A COUNTRY
BOY AT HEART

Mius Music, Inc
U» MtOUlWM WW TOW, M.

V, ANNOUNCING
A NEW BAlIad'

"THERE'S MUSIC

IN MY HEART,

CHERIE"
By the Ace Writers

JOSEPH MfcCARTHY
and

JAMES HANLEY
Destined for Peak

Popularity!

SAM FOX
PUBLISHING COMPANY

IJSO SIXTH AVENUt
BCABJILO'nO R»0'0 city

NtW YOPH

A New Universal Smash Music Film
'<MERRY<GO-ROUND OF 1938," produced by BUDDY DeSYLVA

with this top score by Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson.

YOU'RE MY DISH
MORE POWER TO YOU

I'M IN MY GLORY
A NEW HIT ON THE HORIZON

ONCE IN A WHILE
By BCD GREEN nu t MICHAET. EDWARDS

MiLLCR. Music. Inc.
1270 SIXTH AVtwUfc NEW YORK

Just Released — GRACE MOORE'S GREATEST SONG

I'LL TAKE ROMANCE
Bv OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN. II, jnd BEN OAKLAND — From the COLUMBIA PICTURE. 'I'LL TAKE ROMANCE'

IRVING BERLIN, INC. • 799 SEVENTH AVENUE. NEW YORK • HARRY LINK. Gen. Prof. Mgr.
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Last Week s 15 Best SeDers

Harbor Lights Mario

That Old Feeling ....r. Feist

My Cabin of Dreams ...Berlin

•kemember Me? .Witmark
Whispers in the Dark........ Fampus
Moon Got in My Eyes. Select

One Rose Left in My Heart. Shapiro

Have You Any Castles Baby? Harms
So Rare • • Robbins
You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming Remick
Vieni Vieni Witmark
Can I Forget You? , Chappell

First Time I Saw You...... ,.Santly-Joy

Afraid to Dream Miller

.

Roses in December Berlin

Indicates filmusical sona. t Indicates stage vroduction sdrig. The
others are pops.

Disc Reviews

By Abel Green

Binff Crosby glorifies 'Still Love
to Kiss You Goodnight,' out of '52d

Street,' and 'Remember Me,' out of

'Mr. Dodd Takes the Air,' both non-
Grosby fllmusicals, with John Scott

Xrbttcr's expert batoning for ttiusical

backup on Decca 1451. Another
Hollywood songbird, Frances Land-
lord, this time with . Sam' Kokl's Ha-
waiian combo in support, likewise

does well on Decca 1440-1-54, with

six tunes, pops and picture songs, as

follows: 'Stardust on the Moon^ and
'So Many Memories' on one couplet;

'My Cabin of Dreams'-'Harbor
Lights' on the second platter, and
'Little Fraternity Pin,' from 'Varsity

Show' (WB), appropriately enough
paired with 'Dream Girl of PKA.'
In this latter Phil Ohman does the

orchestral direction. The. Foursome'
are a vocal assist also on this last

disk.

For the swingsters. Milt Herth
makes his Hammond electric organ
say uncle, using 'Satan Takes a Holi-

day' and Gershwin's 'Somebody
. Loves Me' .as his thematics, both in

strict foJCtrot tempo on Decca 1445.

Herth is a Chi organist and sets the

pace in the. new school of rhythm
console work.
Bunny Berigan on Victor 26677

does what the title song implores',

•Mama, I Wanna Make Rhythm,'
coupled with 'Have You Ever Been
in Heaven?' both out of Republic's

'Merry-Go-Round. Berlgan and Gail

Bcese split the vocals, and the Ber-

lgan brand of trumpet work distin-

guishes the arrangements.

Miimiin iK<iiiuiiiiriiiiHiniiiniiiiiiiitiiii)iuiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiii(iiiiiiiiiiHiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>
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GORDON and REVEL if

qUCK AGAIN WITH ||

This sensational score for i|

Darryl Zanuck 20th Cen- li

. . tury-Fox production: i|

li
^VoM Can't Have Every- ||

thiniB" 11

li

AERAID TO DREAM
I

THE LOVELINESS
OF YOU

YOU CAN'T HAVE
.
EVTiYTHING

PLEASE PARDON US
"WE'RE IN LOVE

DANGER-
LOVE AT WORK

IMiLun MustiC Inc.

ii
r c

11

II

li

li

11210 Sixth ATcnnc New VorkI
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Duke EIline:ton's 'Bandanna Ba-
bies' and 'Must Have That Man' on
•Bluebird 7182 is a reissue but as
worthy as if a hot-off-the-master re-
lease. Ellington, of course, has since
gone Master-Variety 100% (Ameri-
can Record Co.).

Edgar Hayes Quintet on Decca
1444 is snappy with 'So Rare' and
'Love Me or Leave Me,' cutting some
fancy didoes in the swingology
school. Cleancut jam, a la the Benny
Goodman QuartetrRaymond Scott
Quintet technique. Bill Darrell vo-
calizes.
Ben Pollock, regarded by many

musicians and Tin Pan AUeyites as.
a pioneer of swing, now labels his
band the Pick-a-Bub Boys and evi-
dences anew a unique jam style on
Decca 1458 with 'Can't You Hear Me
Calling, Caroline,' and 'My Wild
Irish Rose' as his thematics. Peggy
Mann vocals.

Billie Qalliday, Harlem sotigstress,
has her.own combo now comprising
Buck Clayton, Lester ' Young, Buster
Bailey, Freddie Green, Claude Thorn-
hill, Walter Page and Joe Jones, as
fine an array of cats as could be de-
sired. On Vocalion 3701 she gets in
the groove with 'Who Wants Love?*
from 'Bride Wore Red',' and 'Getting
Some Fund Out of Life.'

Fat^ Waller is a solid sender on
Victor 25671-9, first couplet out of
the new Cotton Club score, the sec-
ond from Republic's _.'Merry-Go-
Round,' 'Always in the. Mood for
Love,' and 'She's Tall, Tan and Ter-
rific' (Davis-Coots) are the first

titles, and 'You're My Dish,' with
'More Power to You' the other. All
in Waller's infectious, good-humored
style of pianology and scat-singing
that has sent him into the top brack-
ets among record sellers.

Lionel Hampton, he of the 'Good-
man tribe, has his own ideas on
'Everybody Loves My Baby' and 'I

Just Couldn't Take It, Baby,' with
the maestro self-featured on his

vibraphone specialty, plus vocalizing.

A. RoUini, V. Musso, Z. Fiman, J.

Miller, Jess Stacey and Cozy Cole
comprise his team on Victor 25682.

Some of the above jamsters, aug-
mented by Benny Goodman's regular
roster, give out 'Sugar Foot Stomp'
(Walter Melrose-Joe Oliver) paired
with 'Can't Give You Anything but
Love, Baby' pn Vic 25678. Solid

Jackson jam. „
Smoother foxtrotology on Bruns-

wick 7969-74 by Jan Garber, erst-

while best-seller for Decca, until

weaned away by American Record
Co. 'If I Can Count on You' and
'Rosalie,' from 'Rosalie,' the first

pair; 'I'm in My Glory' and 'More

Power to You' the other. Vocals split

among Tony Allen, Russ Brown and
Fritz Heilbron. ^,
Count Basic's 'Good Morning Blues

and 'Our Love Was Meant to Be'

are in the groove on Decca 1446,

Earl Warren and James Rushing vo-

calizing; but it's that Basie jam that

distinguishes this couplet.

Smooth swingo is Tommy Dorsey's

'Josephine' and a jam version of If

the Man in the Moon Were a Coon
(old Fred Fisher number) wherein

his Clambake Seven and Jack Leon-

ard scintillate, 'Who Knows?' and
'Still of the Night' are two other

Dorsey excerpts on Vic 25663.

Art Kassel and his Kassels-in-the-

Air are new on Bluebird 7184-6 with

'The One Rose' and 'Doodle-poo-

Doo,' latter by Kassel and Mel Stit-

zel, a yesteryear novelty, now done

Lucky Millinder
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

VARIETY AND COLUMBIA RECORDING ARTISTS

NOW
rERSONAI. AND K-\OM:.SIVK MAXAOKAIKNX OF

ASSOCIATED RADIO ARTISTS
HARRY MOSS, Proi.

1650 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, CIRCLE 7-4452

in the 1937 manner, 'I Want a New
Romance' and 'I'd Love to Play a
Love Scene,' from 'Love on Toast'
(Sam Coslow-Burton Lane) are his
other chores. Billy Leach and a male
trio vocalize.
In the rippling rhythm manner of

Shep Fields, Bluebird 7180-5 ofters
'Always in the Mood for You' and
'Tall, Tan and Terrific,' from the Cot-
ton Club show; and 'Who Knows?'
and 'In the Still of the Night'

,
(Cole

Porter) out of Metro's 'Rosalie,' of
which 'Who Knows?' sounds a cinch
for best-selling Bob Goday's vocals
per usual scintillate.

The coin-operators will go for Lll
Johnson's bluesing of 'Broken Heart-
ed Blues' and 'When I Can Get It.'

Latter is the barroom idiom. A
snappy piano, drums and clarinet ac-
comp pep it up further. Vocalion
03710.

Ambrose and his British orches-
tra's versions of Raymond Scott's
'Twilight in Turkey' and Duke El-
lington-Juan Fizols 'Caravan' are
tiptop on Decca 1442.

More Vocalion 03705 novelty by
The Kidoodlers with 'Hoko Moko
Isle' and 'Riding the Old Ferris
Wheel,' nov-hot dance tunes with
comedy vocal interludes.. For the
coin machines.

Happy Felton's 'Moon at Sea' and
'Alleghany Al' are smoother, with
Felton and Ken Nealy splitting the
vocals on Vocal. 3702.

Novelty foxtrotology are Frankie
Carle's piano solos with guitar, bass
and drums accomp on Decqa 1456-7,

medleying 'Afraid, to Dream,' 'Loveli-

ness of You,' and 'You Can't Have
Everything* (Gordon-Revel), with
'Feelin' Like a Million' and 'Yours
arid Mine' (Brown-Freed) on the
reverse disk, 'Reniember Me' and
'I'm in Love,' with 'Moon Got in My
Eyes'-'Natural Thing to Do* is the

companion release.

Willie Farmer cuts a nice waxing
on Bluebird 7181-3 with 'Have You
Ever Been in Heaven?' and 'Mama, I

Wanna Make Woo' on one .
platter.

The other is 'You're My Dish' paired

with 'More Power .to You.' Shirley

Brown vocalizes throughout.

Is That a Biz?

Musical Dresses

Capture Fancy

Byron G. Moon, ad agency man
and promoter of a style of musical
desigh for textiles, "wall paper, etc.,

has agreed to rewrite the licensing

contract which he holds with the

Music Publishers Protective Asso-
ciation. Moon was asked to aban-
don his present method of paying
royalties to music copyright owners
so that the latter can be guaranteed
a minimum fee of $100 for every
number used in creating a Resign.

Under the original terms a manu-
facturer had to turn out 100,000

yards of a textile before the copy-
right owner concerned could collect

that amount.

Moon introduced the musical de-
sign idea last year. An object is

imprinted in such fashion as to

simulate . the notes of a popular
melody. For example, if the de-
signer wants , to develop a daisy
motif, the flowers can be placed in

a progression which closely follows
the scale arrangement of the basic

melody of 'Daisies Don't Tell.' Fash-
ion mags have already given much
space to the conceit, referring to the
finished product as 'musical dress-

es,' 'melodic scarfs,' etc.

Harry. Fox, gen. mgr. of the
MPPA,, found that the contract al-

lowed for a royalty of only 1/10 of i

1% on a yard, with the result that

there was little in the project for

the music copyright owner unless
the particular design was turned out
in huge quantities.

Moon agreed that the complaint
was a reasonable one. He explained
that 30 tunes have already been
used in these textile designs, and
stated that in addition to revising
the licensing agreement he would

\

reimburse each owner of the 30 -

numbers at the $100 minimum rate,
j

even though the actual manufac-
|

turer allowed them much less than '

that amount.

'No Benefits Oause in Contract

Aimed at Philadelpiiia Cafe

Music Notes

Jack Mills has acquired the Ameri-
can rights to 'The Grieatest Mistake
of My Life' from Irwin Dash, Brit-

ish publisher. James Netson wrote
the tune.

Remick has taken 'Everything You
Said Came Tirue' from Cliff Friend
and Dave Franklin for publication.

Paul Zens joined Kalmar-Ruby,
being, succeeded as music clearance
head at KNX by Anne Brenton.

MacGreen, formerly with Mario
Music, joined Remick firm in profes-
sional department.

Burton Lane, Manning Sherwin
and Frank Loesser cleffing Para-
mount's 'College Swing.'

Shep Fields and his band are fea-
tured in Paramount's 'Big Broadcast
of 1938.'

Charles Tobias and Sammy Stept
are writing tunes for radio's 'Having
Wonderful Time.'

Jack Tellen and Sam Pokrass ate
scripting tunes for 20th-Fox's 'Bread,
Butter and Rhythm.'

Walter Bullock and Harold Spina
are cleffing 'Sally, Irene and Mary'
at 20th-Fox.

Whitney Blake is handling the
publication of Hugh W. Schubert's
latest tune, 'Exclusively.'

Harry Barris' new number, 'Swing
That Cheer,' was preemed on Camel
Caravan.

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Understanding that he will be re-

quired to play no benefit shows has

been included in pact placing Joe

Frasetto's orchestra in Hotel Adel-

phla's. Cafe Marguery, starting

Thursday (14). Replaces Vincent

Rizzo, who has been expelled for

six months and fine $1,000 by union

for performing under scale.

' Gimmick clause forced in by

Union, according to Prez. A. A. To-

mei, because of constant demand by

Jack Lynch, Care Marguery op, for

benefit shows. Benefits will be
played if okayed by Local Exec^
Board only.

Another clause provides Frasetto

musickers can't perform at hotel

functions. Formerly, Cafe Marguery
band was allowed to work In other
parts of the hotel if standby band
was paid. Tomei said attempt being
made as far as possible to eliminate

standbys generally.

Harry Sosnik batoning four Smith
Ballew recordings at Decca.

'

A I'oiiulat Fnvorlt«t

"WHY TALK
ABOlJTLOyE?"

The liit of 20th' Century-
Fox's "Ute Beglnii In Col-
lege."

• •

Just Out!
"SOUNDS IN XHB MIGHT"
"ON Till! SILVKR SANDS

AT AVAIKIKI'r
Abner Sliver nnd ' Dorothy
tiulmnn .Ults from "Holly-
w<»od Illiurlties of 1088."

HOatWOOD SONGS
PHItlMlftNHglfEK. Ctn.Mqr.

YOUNGSTEES' AIR PKEEM
Sidney Miller and Mickey Rooney,

who , claim to be the youngest song-
writing team in Hollywood, had
their newest number, 'That's What
Love Will Do For You,' air preemed

;

by Hal Kemp. Miller is 18 and
'

Rooney IC.

Eddie Cherkose and Charles Ro-
.soff peddled 'Autry for Congress-
man' and 'We're Cloin' in Society,'

which .Gene Autry will warble in his

new Republic picture, 'Washington
Cowboy.'

ROBBINS offers-

The Year's Most Imporfant Music

The Greatest Production Score of the Decade
ARTHUR SCHWARTZ' and LEONARD SJILUMAN'S

Sonjcs for Radio Clty^N Slaslcal Homnnce "VIRGINIA"

YOU AND I KNOW

AN OLD FLAME NEVER DIES

GOOD-BYE JONAH

IF YOU WERE SOMEONE ELSE

BROWN and FREED SCORE AGAINI

"Broadway Melody of 1938," and These Hits:

YOURS AND MINE

I'M FEELIN' LIKE A MILLION

YOUR BROADWAY AND MY BROADWAY

EVERYBODY SING

CORDON and REVEL'S Gr4>uU'Nt Score from ICddle Cuiitor'N

20tli C<'iitur.v-Fo)i I'rodiictlon, "All llaba Goob to To\Vn"

rVE GOT MY HEART SET ON YOU

LAUGH YOUR WAY THROUGH LIFE

SWING IS HERE TO SWAY

I.KADI.NG A 1,1. HOSii HITS IN I'OrUI^MlTV

SO RARE

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 Seventh Avenue New York
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International Casino s Heavy

Click Has Tm All Worried

The International Casino, new
Broadway revue-theatre, is hurting

the French Casino, its most direct

opposition, and. is also cutting into

the other Broadway' cabaret-restau-

rants. That includes the Paradise,

Hollywood and Cotton Club.

Cafe men, including the I. C.

management, don't like the tenor of

this sort of drainage because it

doesn't augur well for the business

in general. It's axiomatic that a hit

show helps the other hits, and bol-

sters the lesser legits,, through the

overflow. Similarly, when- nite life

is bullish it's big for everybody.
That only a small group can shift

from one new spot to another and
support a limited' biz isn't good for

the business as a whole.
Cliff Fischer is now in New York

readying plans for a new Xmas night

show at the French Casino. The
F. C. management is also planning
another newer and bigger spot, with
a more lavish type of nitery enter-

tainment, to augment the French
Casino.
Henry Lartigue, French cafe man-

ager and showman, is now general
manager of the F. C, brought over
by Fischei: last week and installed

in his new berth.

LW NITERIES ON

UPBEAT; 6 SPOTS GLOW

Louisville, Oct. 12,

Smiles are agaiii, wreathing the
faces of nitery operators, with the
trend being in the direction of down-
town spots. Crystal Terrace is get-

ting nice biz, on the ground floor

of the- Henry Clay Hotel. Johnny
Burkarth's orch, local combo, boast-

ing 12 pieces, and a floor show,
helped the spot off to a good start.

Chez Paree, new dine and dance-
spot in the downtown district, under
the direction of Norman Neafus, for-

merely operator of Iroquois Gar-
dens, is also doing nice biz. Noble
Slssle's orch and floor show are big
faves with local patrons.
Club Greyhound is in full swing

again, with Herbie Holmes orch
and floor show headed by Reis and
Dunn, assisted by Nancy Hutson,
Beverly Kirk, Jack, June and Blair.

Club Paddock, entirely remodeled
and refurnished, offers Bill Swain's
band and two floor shows nightly,,

"with - Ray and Stanley Maureen,
Saunders Sisters and Five Palmer
Cirls. Johnny Hamp is home again
^it the Gypsy Village and features
Millicent Hope and Jack Campbell.
Casa Madrid, under the guiding hand
of Johnny O'Leary, reopened with
Henry Biagini's crew playing nightly

and offering swing contests each
Wednesday. Jan Garber is set for

a one nighter Oct. 18.

What! No Banknite?

For a $1.50 table d'hote, the
Harlem Uproar House, N. Y.,

offers the dinner, a 75-people
colored -shov^, a dance band and
a Cuban combo.
Bingo was added last week,

with prizes for winners.

MCA'S $6,000 SUIT

VS. FRENCH CASINO

HARRY RICHMAN INTO

CLOVER CLUB, H'WOOD

Hollywood, Oct, 12.

Clover Club reopens here Nov. 4
with Harry Richman and a 12-piece

name band.
Place has been enlarged at a cost

of $100,000. Idea is to make it the
ace nite spot on the Coast.

WAIDOEFS 3D DANCEEY
Waldorf-Astoria' hotel, N. Y., will

close its Empire Room for supper
dancing and create . another dance
spot in the Lounge Cafe to open
Oct. 21 with Dick Abbott*s band.
Abbott is also doing caricatures for

the walls.

Empire room will be open for din-
ner only in the future with the
Lounge reserved for informal supper
dancing. There'll be no competition
with the formal Sert Room's enter-
tainment since latter will be strictly

for tripping.

FEASETTO'S PHILIY SPOT
Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Joe Frasettb's orch goes into Jack
Lynch's Cafe Marguery, in the Ho-
tel Adelphia, tomorrow (Wednes-
day) night, replacing Vincent Rizzo.

Latter recently drew a six-month
suspension and $1,000 fine from the

tooters' union for playing under
scale.

Frasetto as in the Hotel Philadel-

phian Mirror room last season and
summered at the- 500 Club,' Atlantic
City. He played the Marguery sev-

eral seasons ago.

Music Corp, of America has filed

suit in N. Y. supreme court to

recover $6,000 which it claims it

loaned Louis F. Blumenthal, presi-

dent, and Jacob Shapiro, director,

of Paris in New York, Inc., pro-
ducers of French Casino revues.
Dispute grows out of contract en-
tered into in August, 1935, under
which MCA agreed to back three
Casino productions up to $25,000
each. It claims it advanced the de-*

fendants the $6,000 solely for the
purpose of producing French revues
outside of New York, as called for

by the contract It claims Blumen-
thal and Shapiro failed to carry out
their agreement in the out-of-town
contract and now seeks to tecoyer
the amount advanced on the notes.

Defendants answer action by de-
claring that Music. Corp. failed to
live up to its agreement to back all

three New York revues. Instead it

only financed the first two produc-
tions and rah out on the third, thus
depriving them of an opportiihity to

put over the third production as
agreed to by the plaintiff.

J. C. Stein, prez of MCA, also ad-
vanced some $15,000 to the new In-
ternational Casino, on Broadway,
currently the French Casino's ace
competish. Stein manages and books
George Olsen's band, hence the
financial aid. That was a friendly
loan, and not an investment as in the
above suit.

SHUBERTS PAY OFF ON
FINE'S BOWERS CLAIM

Chicago, Oct. 12.

While preparations were being
made by Jack Fine to file suit against
Cookie Bowers and the William Mor-
ris office for $25,000 damages for al-
leged breach of contract, the Shu-
bert attorneys came through with
$2,500 and the case was dropped.

According to Henry A. Kalcheim,
who represented Fine, Bowers was
booked for Fine's 'Play Girls' unit,
and for the Shuberts* 'Show Is On'
at the same time; and when he did
not appear for the opening of the
former, the unit opening had to be
set back and rebuilt.

Ubanffi Club, Philly,

Draws Likker Charge
Philadelphia, Oct, 12.

Ubangi Club, large nitery with
colored shows, has been cited by the
State Liquor Control Board for re-
vocation of its license. Charged with
refilling liquor bottles. Owner Har-
vey Lochman will have a hearing
Oct, 18 in the Board's offices.

Liquor Board considers bottle-
filling highly serious offense, al-

though it seems unlikely that Loch-
man's license will be permanently
revoked. Board can order it sus-
pended, which gives owner right to

remain open and pay a $10 forfeiture
for each day his license is under
suspension.

Almost a hundred other places
have bene cited by the Board re-
cently in drive against all sorts of
offenses. Most spots, however, have
been One-man chartered clubs. Many
lost charters and liquor licenses.

FEENCH CASINO OUT OF CHI
Chicago, Oct. 12.

French Casino company has
stepped out of the Casino Parisien
which it operated in the Hotel Mor-
rison last season. Hotel will operate
the nitery on its own and will reopen
the spot within next six weeks, pos-
sibly on a lower price policy.
Hotel is also operating cocktail

lounge and Monte Carlo.

Gus Van Wows Omaha;
Niteries* Name Policy

Omaha, Oct. 12.

Gus Van has been held over for a

second week at Chez Paree, East
Omaha nitery. Stays now till Fri-

day (15), although originally set for
only seven days. Spot is cashing in

on minstrel's appearance with best
biz in months and will ' probably
follow up with names of ~ similar
calibre.

Van here only six months ago in
stage appearance at Orpheum. At
the time he headed West, but ex-
pected to make nite club routes later
in season. Variety club guested Van
at its luncheon Saturday.
Nino Rinaldo's orch also holds at

Chez Paree and Robinson Twins,
steppers, have been added to bill.

Marks second big entertainment
name to appear at Omaha night spot
in two weeks, Sally Rand having
showed at Peony Park . previously.
Inaugurates new policy for nite spots
here, and results on these two in-
dicate continuance.

• 15 YEARS AGO i
(From Variett and Clipper)

Pathe could not book 'Grandma's
Boy' with the Stanley, PhUa. Put it

in two nabes and the Lloyd comedy
pulled from the downtown patrons.

Capitalists figured the time was
ripe for Fatty Arbuckle's comeback.
Offered Famous Players $400,000 for
the films shelved. But the time was
not ripe.

Trade rang with rumors that
Zukor and Lasky were at the part-
ing of the ways. Both denied. They
were right. Not yet.

.
Soph Tucker, Lopez Band, Jane

and Katherine Lee and Van and
Schenck helping to pack the Palace,
N. Y. But they had all been there
too long, and the biU flattened. Kids
were hanging around the lobby col-
lecting return checks and seat cou-
pons from people who were leaving
during •intermission.

Billy (Single) Clifford trying a
comeback in New Orleans. Was us-
ing a school room bit, but not the
entertainer of old.

Dave Appolon did so well In the
Ford Sisters revue he blossomed out
in his own Russian Revue at the
Jefferson. Only four people then.
Stuck pretty close to the Chauve
Souris ideas. Got over.

'Plantation Days,* colored revue,
had played six weeks in a Chicago
nabe and had to give midnight mats
to take care of the crowd. Fast
show.

Maurice's FroGcs Buy;

Osterman Vice Holtz?

Elsie Janis out in Chicago at the
Palace and getting a crowd in spite
of bad weather.

Karyl Norman held- for a third
week at the 'Frisco Orpheum. First
act of the season to last that long,
but he made a weekly change.

Paul Whiteman, under a long con-
tract to the Palais Royal, N. Y„ made
a deal with Paul Salvain for six
weeks time out for a tour. Cafe
owner got part of the coin. White-
man had 11 bands working in Great-
er N, Y, and 17 on the road. Also
supplied 40 others with a Whiteman
Musical Service.

John Cort ran a costume comedy,
'Dolly Jordan' for five days at Daly's
and quit. Fastest flop of the season.

It cost Marcus Loew $137,000 to
settle damage suits brought by those
injured by the cave in of the tem-
porary sidewalk in front of the
Warfield, 'Frisco. Architects took
half the rap.

Local 'Follies' show idea revived
by Keith, Had done well in N. Y,
through the summer. Now used
out of town.

Loew's State cut to three shows
a day to get the curtain down by
11:30. Late show played to empty
seats. Now it's midnite mats.

Sam Scribner, writing the papers
to declare the lid -was not off in
hurley. Now "hurley is off the lid.

Big Appiers for London Tree
Charlotte, N. C, Oct, 12.

Two Charlotte Big Appiers booked
by Music Corp., open at the Troca-
dero, London, Nov, 1. .

They are Louise Kline and Bill
Ball, contract calling for 15 weeks.

Phil Maurice, who owns Chez
Maurice, Montreal, is buying into
the Frolics, N. Y., where Lou Holtz
is currently headliner-m,c. at $3,500
a week.

.

Jack Osterman, affei* oi)6hlhg Fri-
day (15) for tw6 * '^eelU " at th6
Palaroma, Schenectady,' m'ay fdlloW
Holtz into the FroUdtf.

CHI VADDE UP;

WEEKEND, NABE

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Vaudeville Is on the increase, both
in town and in the surrounding ter-
ritory. Several houses' are going into
week-rend vaudeville; the Rialto,
Balaban & Katz Joliet house, taking
on Sunday acts, and two other houses
are mulling the same idea, but noth-
ing is actually signed yet.

Also, the Avalon, douig a high
school rally the past week-end,
might be interpreted as a sign that
the bigger neighborhoods are swing-
ing in the direction of vaudeville.
However, agents are not interpret-
ing it as such. Most of them feel
that they've expected so many times
and been disappointed that they're
not going to be caught again.

On. the other hand, most of 'eni are
going after hew business in a big
way, trying to squeeze four acts in
here" or there, no matter whether it's

a hole in the wall or not. Aside from
complaining that there aren't enough
houses,' agents are also yelping that
they hav,en't enough acts.

Shortage of acts fitting iiv with the
neighborhood bills becomes n>ore
apparent every week. Total price
for a complete neighborhood "set-up

averages somewhat under $250 per
day, and it's a problem to flnd good
acts who'll work; for that kind of
money: Plenty of floperoo stuff is

around, but agents don't want to risk

the loss of a .
house by booking the

weak turns. .And they're afraid to

ask for a budget Increase where
houses are just beginning a vaude-
ville policy, lest the house go back
to straight pictvures.

So, Instead of a huzzah with a
wave for vaude, agents are moaning
louder than ever that life is hard and
cruel.

CINCY NITERY CLICK;m APPLE' WOWS 'EM

Cincinnati, Oct. 12,

Big biz Is on tap at the Pavilion
Caprice, supper club of the Nether-
land Plaza, in flrst week of its new
season. Got under way Thursday
(7) -with Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra
at $4 per head, the fee Including
supper. There were 593 cash cus-
tomers.

Occasion marked the formal bow
of the Big Apple dance among the
burg's swells. Max Schulman, man-
ager of the hotel, engaged a small
group of collegians to introduce the
number. In a short time the dolled
up patrons got the bug.

LOW PAY FADES

SPANISH ACTS

.
All-time high number of Spanish

niteries.due in N. Y. this season will
.mean next to nothing for standard
Lfitin talent or possible importations
unless there is an about-face by
owners. Poor pay will probably
boom Harlem and Congo-rhumba tal-
ent, a growing source of supply for
Spanish .type entertainment.

Bigger, spots around midtown go'
for slightly larger nut than the out-
lying places. Most of it is spent for
orchestras, however. Only excep-
tional talent is paid off in any real
coin.

Agents say it is Impossible to bring
in acceptable talent from anywhere
below Texas for anything less than
$100. weekly. This figure is rarely
approached in N. Y., or elsewhere
in U. S., with many acts working'
for •as little as $15. Trend toward,
the Spanish motif, might prompt
more nomadic and less attractive acts
to venture from home grounds on
speculation. But acts more in de-
mand stay put in haunts. Show-
struck kids of Harlem's Cuban, Porto
Rican, Mexican and S. A. derivation
are available at coflee-and-cake coin,
and usually fill already existing
spiots.

Agents seldom realize much from
Spanish talent, either, because of pe-
culiar bxisiness quirks. Most of the
Latin mixtures know one another
and because,of friendships with man-
agers make direct contact for work.

Already operating in New York
are the Yumuri, La Conga, El To-
reador, Marta's, El Chico, El Gaucho
and Casa Valencia. Others due and
talked of are Trocadero and revival
of £1 Bolero in the Village, one in
the 52d st. nitery belt and the new
Havana-Madrid, opening this- week.
Harlem has three native haunts,
Compramor, Cubana, and Fighter
Pedro Martinez' bistro. Above fig-

ures do not include 10. local hotels
using alternate Latin type bands.

Black and White Halves
To Le Mirage's Diversion
Black and white revues in one

nitery is Le Mirage's new idea th's
season, with the Yanyego Voodoo
Dancers for the midnight frolics,

heading the colored portion.

At dinner Rafaelo Diaz, Reed Law-
ton, John' Beck, monologist, and
Rajah Raboid, magician, with Harry
Horton's orchestra hold forth.

MOERIS OFC. SHIFTS ACCT.
Chicago, Oct, 12,

Chicago office of William Morris
to book the Arrow Head Inn, Cin-
cinnati,

Switch from Morris (N. Y.) office
was made to save on servicing and
railroad fares.

miAGE'S BIGGER SHOWS
Village Barn (N, Y.) nitery, goes

for its fii-st semi-name band with
the engagement of Johnny Johnson
starting Nov. 8.

Spot is also going for steeper acts
through recent deal with MCA,
which will book exclusively.

F&M ST, LOUIS POLL

STRONG FOR VAUDHLM

St, Louis, Oct. 12.

Results of a poll conducted jointly
by Fanchon & Marco and the St
Louis Star-Times in an effort to de-
termine the particular likes and dis-

likes of theatre patrons show that,

although stage presentations ' have
not been a paying proposition here
for the past several years, 50,078 bal-
loters answered questions relative to

that subject

Of that mmiber 34,634 voted af-

firmatively and 15,444 were op-
posed. Affirmative votes were split

as follows: Vaude, 12,978; name
bands, 9,898; dancers and singers
combined, 8,144.

Court OK's Mae Wynn;

Counter Suit Cleared

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Decision has been handed down
by Judge Dady that the divorce de-
cree obtained by Lieut'. James Turn-
bull, U. S. N., against Mae Wynn,
dancer, had been obtained by fraud.

At the same time he indicated that on
Oct 25 he will give Miss Wynn a
divorce on charge of adultery based
on evidence in letters written by
Turnbull,

.

Dancer, who is currently working
in Europe, is being represented by
Attorney Henry A. Kalcheim who, on
Oct 25, will ask the return of cer-

tain monies, real estate, and for sup-
tain monies, real estate, and support
for the minor child.

Another War Averted

Chattanooga, Oct 12.

Rhumba show at Tri-States Fair

almost caused international incident.

The hotcha show used the Cuban
national flag for outsie decorations.

Cuban Consul Angel Perez heard
about racy exhib and demanded that

mayor have Cuban flag removed,

'It is indecent and not representa-
tive of my country,' claimed Perez.

'Besides, they're Mexicans and Porto

Ricans, not Cubans,'

Flag came down pronto and pro-

moters apologized to Cuba.
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Olson of Lyric, Indpls., Celebrates

25di Anni This Week; Strong for Vaude
• 4 —

,

Bowes Negro Ams Sour in Wash;

Sub Unit for Ricbmond, Norfolk
: ^ . .

By 3ILL KIL^Y

Indianapolis, Oct. 12.

With obituaries posted on the de-

jiiise-.of vaudeville, and managers

and performers consoling each other

at the bier, relatives may be inter-

ested to know that Charles M. Olson,

operator of the Lyric, has appar-

ently' the prescription necessary to

keep a spark of life aglow. Twenty-
five years ago, on Oct. 14, 1912, Ol-

son opened the Lyric In partnership

with Ben V. Barton. On the original

bill were, the Five Juggling Nor-
mans, Greye and Green, DeMoyer
and Danie, Mary Dorr and the Cow-
boy Minstrels. Acts were booked by
Sullivan & Con'sidine.

. The original Lyric had a seating,

capacity of 1,200.and the stage, faced

west. In 1919, the stage was shifted

to face South, and the capacity of the

house increased to 1,800.

Olson was active head of the the-

atre from 1912-1927, when he sold

•out to Ed Sourbier, intending to re-

tire to Southern Californa. Sourbier

faUed to fulfill his contract with the
groud-owners, and they took over.

,;The theatre was then leased to Fred
.
Dolle, operator of the Fourth Ave.
Anius. Co, of Louisville, Ky.
- In 1933, with the theatre fiounder-

'Ing in the red, Olson was recalled

.from his -seclusion in the west and
jput in charge to operate for the

. ground-owners. . He has continued
to operate the house since that time,

with.the house playing its 162d week
• of vaudeville with the current bill.

•
' Before Olson' went into the show
business he was a professional wres-
tler. . He was acknowledged by sport-

ing writers to be tops at his weight,
light- heavy. . With money earned by
^engiaging in bouts with such head-
liners in his time as Frank Gotch,
:he' built a small house, called the
;isis. Ben Barton, Olson's partner,

•was engaged .to operate the house.
•The first month the small theatre
.showed a profit of $1,150, which was
enough to convince Olson that there
were easier ways of making money
besides the grunt-and-groan racket
Previous to building the Lyric in

1912, Olson operated several houses
besides the Isis, namely, the Alhanv
bra. Crystal and the Apollo. Barton
sold out to Olson when they could
not agree on the policy of the Lyric.

He now operates a neighborhood fill-

ing station.

Olson's formulae is that if a unit

revue fails to measure up, after it

arrives on opening day, he books in

added acts to fill out. If a straight

vaUde presentation' doesn't meet his

ideas of a good show, he spends up
to the line in order to keep his pa-

. trons from being disappointed.

Olson has kept the physical prop-
erty of the house up, having in-

stalled a new stage, cooling system,
new main floor seats, and new sound
in the past two years. In 1936 the
house had a gross of more than
$500,000, and paid off. the ground-
owners a neat profit.

NEW HAVEN OK^

SUNDAY VAUDE

U. S. Acts Click in Rio
Roberts and White, comedy

dancers, and Ted Adair sailed for
Rio de Janeiro Oct. 9. Will open Oct.
23 at the Urea Casino for eight
.weeks, with options. Hal Sands
booked.
Option on Milt Britton band, at

the Rio spot for the last eight weeks,
has been renewed for another fort-
night and will continue on the two-
week option baisis indefinitely. Girl
line also reticketed as of Oct. 20,
which will bring its time up from
the original eight-week stay to 22
\ :eks.

Heidt-'DeadEnd'

Set New Record

At N.Y. State,a
Loew's State, N. Y., which has not

had a losing week during the past

year and is one of the few remain-
ing vaudfilm houses in the country,

is driving toward a new all time high
of $45,000 or better with 'Dead End,'
on second run, and,, the Horace
Heidt orchestra onstage. . Heidt. did;
six shows Saturday (9) and ah ex-'
tra show Monday (11).

Previous record of $44,500 was set
by Rudy Vallee and 'Libeled Lady''
(MG) (2d run) over Thanksgiving
week last year. That is concededly
a

.
better box office holiday than Co-

lumbus Day (yesterday); which aids
Heidt and 'Dead End' toward beat-
ing the Vallee-'Lady' combination.
In view of the fact that 'Dead End'
had five strong weeks at the Rivoli
on first run, a new high for the sec-
ond-run State this week will be all

the more remarkable and is consid-
ered to attest stoutly to the draught
of "Heidt and his band. The Heidt
orchestra is among the oldtimers
that were staindard in vaudeville in
the good old days. Heidt is getting

$8,500 here as against $9,000 paid
Vallee last Thanksgiving.

Al Rosen, who has managed the
State for five years, has Joe Lewis
booked for next week and is bring-
ing Lou Holtz' in Oct 28, followed
on Nov. 4 by Ted Lewis' orchestra.

BENNY DAVIS' $3,000

UNIT SANS HIMSELF

Benny Davlg is, for the first time,

producing a unit in which he himself
will not appear as m.c. Johnny
Woods, imitator, will do the Davis
role. It'll, be a $3,000-a-week show,
labeled 'Younger Generation,* and
opens Friday (15) at Fay's, Philly.

In the cast are Ken and Roy
Paige, McDonald and Ross, Anita
Jakobi, Billy Blake, Dorn Brothers
and Mary, Shoe Shine Boys, Don
Hooten, Edith Holden and Dorothy
lies.

PRESS GAG THAT WORKED
Halcourt's Tnsolent Dummy Gets

Space and Work

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Ralph Halcourt, Cincinnati ven-
triloquist, arrived in Philly just a

month ago with no coin and a well-

worn dummy. Now he's got a job,

coin in his pouch and a new dummy.
Job and resultant happy days all

came through publicity gag that

landed him on page one of
. every

sheet in town morning after he ar-

rived.

Half block from City Hall, on busy
Market street, Halcourt sat, himself
on a stool, dummy on his khee. Joe
Cookie (that's the dummy) had a
tin cup and was crying for alms.
Patrolmen Paul Falk and Edward
Snyder came over and told him he
couldn't beg without a license.

As Halcourt started to apologize
the dummy opened up, 'Flatfeet. Big
slobs.' Halcourt tried to shut him
Up. 'Nerts,' he shouted.
Halcourt and Joe were soon the

wrong side of the brass rail in night
court. 'Look,' said Halcourt to., Ser-
geant Ryne. 'It was this way . .

.'^

'Calls himself a sergeant,' squealed
Joe.

'Sh-h-h-h,' whispei'ed Halcourt.
•Nerts,' shouted the dummy.
'What?' yelled the Sergeant.
So they put Joe Cookie on a chair

and one of the cops sat on him and
the whole story came out. The
papers made merry with it next day.
Halcourt and Joe have been eating
regularly ever since.

STANLEY, Pin,

AGAIN STUCK

FOR NAMES

Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

Stage bookings for Stanley, WB de
luxer, growing scarcer than hen's
teeth again, with scheduled crossed
up by Shep Fields' Coast call by
Par and Ted Lewis' inability to fix a
definite date. Both of these orchs
were scheduled for return engage-
ments this month.

As a result, Phil Spitalny's outfit

comes in Friday (15) on heels of

Xavier Cugat, but nothing at all is

set yet for following two weeks. For
November, house has Don Bestor
and Yacht Club Boys 5th, and Fred
Waring the 12th.

Management has been passing up
all vaude-type shows for name bands
exclusively, but may change its mind
as result of favorable biz done by
group of acts headed by Buddy
Rogers and without an orch last

week. Harry Kalmine, WB zone
manager here, now in New York
desperately trying to line up flesh at-

tractions, but discovering majority
of them are tied up by radio and in

hotels.

Bertell-Batcheior Tie;

Rayburn, Morris Shift

Jack Bertell and Walter Batchelor
have merged agencies. Bertell will

represent Batchelor in New York,
and the latter, now headquartering
in Hollywood, will be Coast rep.

Stanley Rayburn, handling cafes

for Batchelor, Inc., goes on his own.
Maynard -Morris, legit, shifted to

Leland Hayward, and Jack Eman-
uel is now with Batchelor in the

Coast office.

Felton Band-Mary Brian

In Philly ; Berigan's Date
Before opening at the Staller

hotel, Buffalo, Oct. 22, Happy Fel-
ton's band plays a week's engage-
ment at the Earle theatre, Phila-

delphia, opening Oct. 15 with Mary
Brian, filmer, doing a p.a.

Bunny Berigan is set for his first

vaude date at the Stanley. Pitts-

burgh, Oct. 29. MCA set both deals.

Morton Downey's P.A.s
Morton Downey, arriving this

week from London, goes into the

RKO Keith, Boston, the week of Oct.

28 and follows at the RKO Palace,

Chicago, the week of Nov. 5.

Sammy Weisbord, of the Morris
office, arranged.

Femme Ops, Plus Wall
St. Coin, Nitery Click

Irene and Cora Stephens and
Georgia Moore, three ex^showgirls
who later were the coatroom con-
cessionaires at Elsie's, an east side
(N. Y.) bistro, promoted a Wall
streeter for $60,000 and have a .new
spot, the Whirling Top, on East 52d,

Biz having boomed from, the
start, the three femme bonifaces
are augmenting their floor show,
which already has Frank Craven
and The Three Clubmen, by adding
Honey Williams, bluester.

Lonya joins this week, for the
cocktail sessions with dialect songs
to self-accordion accomp, doubling
from the Russian Bear. Line of
girls may be added later.

Combos Main

Idea-Work For

Crosley s Line

Washinigton, Oct. 12.

Loew - Rappaport - Sherman deal,

reported formed to buck Warner's
threcrstand opposition, is -concerned
solely with keeping a liiie of girls

working and available to- each of.

theatres involved at least once a
month, according to Carter Barron,
Loew's, eastern division chief.

Idea grew out of suggestion by
Barron to Harry Crosley, who fur-

nished girls for all-local revue at

Loew's Capitol here, that he get up
line every three or four weeks to

work three numbers in a show. Cros-
ley replied it couldn't be done right

without giving the femmes some-
thing to do between dates and Bar-
ron put him in touch with Izzy Rap-
paport, operator of indie Hippo-
drome, Balto, and Eddie Sherman,
who books Hipp as well as Fay's,

Philly; Steel Pier, A. C, and Colo-
nial, Lancaster.
'The supposed booking combine is

nothing more than that,' Barron in-

sists. 'The Capitol in Washington
averages a budget considerably
higher than either the Hipp or Fay's,

and it is silly to say the same revues
will be booked for all three regular-
ly. Each house will get its principals
independently as before, but will

aid in keeping Crosley's line working
and available every month.'
Capitol has been going for the

presentation style of stuff heavily,

changing or augmenting nearly
every bill to come through for sev-
eral seasons.

'MAUCIOUS GOSSIP'

IN GOMEZ SUIT NIX

Detroit. Oct. 12.

New date will be set this week for

the $5,000 damage suit brought by
Consuelo Gomez, hoofer, against
Richard S. Thomas, operator of the
Corktown tavern here. Mistrial was
declared and jury dismissed last

week after defense counsel asserted

malicious gossip about a witness had
been spread in the jury.

Miss Comez, who hoofs under the
tag 'Chiquita,' charges her career
was hampered a year ago when she
was hit by a case of empty bottles

being carried by a nitery porter into

the stockroom, which was used at

time for dressing room. She also

claims Thomas failed to pay her off

for that night's work, because she
was unable to go on.

RMz s Big-Name Shows

Ritz-Carlton, N. Y., has abandoned
its attempt of last year at high
powered nitery floor shows for the.

Crystal Room and will, instead,

emulate the Waldorf-Astoria's intime
entertainment of bands, a singer

and a dance team. Will aisb feature
same top couvert of $2.50.

Formal preom of the swank room.
Oct. 27, will feature Holland and
Hart, and Rudolph Friml, Jr.'s and
Ralph Rotger's orchestras. Femme
singer vill also be in the show. Last
year the International

,
Agency,

(French Casino ) booked the shows,
including girl line, etc.

Washington, Oct. 12.

Revamped Dixie Jubilee, Bowes'
Negro am unit, has been withdrawn
from Richmond and Norfolk Loew's
houses, where it was due to go after
current week at Capitol here. Carter
Barron, Loew's division boss, figured
it wouldn't go as presented in sen-
timentally Southern spots.

Show was booked for Capitol un-
der the impression it was plantation
style with an m.c. to sell 'em to a
white audience. Upon arrival it

turned out to be filled with smart
Harlem acts and the m.c. worked
over an off-stage mike. .

Barron and Lou Goldberg, Bowes'
units general manager, in town to

get the three-week tour set, worked
over the presentation, putting the
gal trio in gingham instead of satins
and dolling the hot warbler in
mammy costume. Goldberg also

wired Arch Hendricks, who hopped
plane and got in ten minutes before
the last show opening day. to do. the
usual m.c. job a la Bowes on the
stage mike.
New Bowes' unit being thrown

together, chiefly from the cast
working Jn Providence this week,
takes over the Richmond and Nor-
folk dates. Understood Dixie Jubi-
lee unit will break up temporarily
following the Capitol stay, although
the flop it took at the opening per-
formance here was turned into a
mild success by the time changes
were comiAeted at the fourth work-
out.

Crix Were all cool toward most of
the Jubilee show, but prejudice
claim Is unsupported in view of
way they go overboard regularly
for Bill Robinson, Duke Ellington,*

Cab Calloway and others even with-
out names. ' Angle seems td be thajt

town will accept topnotch colored
stuff in big way, but if it's second
rate,-* as bulk of ams necessarily

must be, it's got to be served up just
right.

Chicago, Oct. 12.

First stage show to get a percent-
age deal at Balaban & Katz Oriental
since the house changed policy to

class A pictures, is Major Bowes
'Second Anniversary' unit.

Comes in Friday (15), to split over
$32,000.

MEEK TOUR

FOR ROSEW
Ft. Worth, Oct. 12.

Billy Rose will break in his 'Show
of Shoes' at Fort Worth's municipal
auditorium, Nov. 5. Show then » will

start a tour which Rose expects to
run 40 weeks. Next stop will be
Amarillo, Tex,, then Cheyenne, Wyo.,
Pueblo and Denver, Colo., and Coast
cities. After barnstorming through
Arizona and New Mexico, 'Show of
Shows' is due back in Texas in De-
cember. It's booked for San Antonio
Christmas Day; Oklahoma City,

Okla., New Year's, and New Orleans
Jan. 9. Rose figures on a three-week
stand in Chicago in March.
Rose and John Murray Anderson,

his right-hand man, will follow the
troupe to Denver. Six Rosebuds and
Lulu Bates, featured in Cleveland's
Pioneer Palace this summer, arc due
to report here Friday (15) for re-
hearsals. Rose also has signed Art
Frank, the Stuart Morgan Dancers,
Everett West (formerly of the Var-
sity Eight),, the Frazee Sisters and
Walter Dare Wahl.

PITTS' NEW NUTTERY
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12,

Latest nitery to get under way
here is Al Mercur's Nut House, pat-
terned after nutteries in a flock of
other key cities. Operator is a
brother of Lew Mcrcur, who runs
the Harlem Casino, and his site is

old Hickey Park Tavern, one-time
swank cafe and gambling spot.

Sammy Libman has been ticketed
by Mercur to pilot entertainment
and he has with him Floyd Rogers,
Jojo Lee and 'Boogiewoogie' Sher-
man.

FAGGEN BUYS OUT PAEDS
Jay Faggen, of the Harlem Uproar

House, N. Y,, has bought out his two
partners in the venture, Tim Gale
ind Henry Aarohstein.
New capital is now in the nitery.

New Haven, Oct. 12.

Recent passage of an ordinance
legalizing Sunday vaude shows prob-
ably means a once^a-month stage
show policy for the Paramount here.
Previous situation was a headache,
due to Thursday openings, as it

meant publicizing a show all over
again on Mondays following a Sab-
bath letdown.

First try under the new setup will
be Dave Appolon's 'Varieties of
1938,' set for the week of Oct. 21.

Concert Cancelled But
Fiddler Birdsall Paid

Detroit, Oct. 12.

Edward Birdsall, winner of Detroit
Times-Rubinoff violin contest held
y/hile maestro was appearing at Fox
theatre here coupla weeks ago, will
not appear at theatre for some time,
Que to illness.

Although the youth hasn't been
able to fill the engagement, check
for $100 covering the week's appear-
ance has been given "him, and he'll
appear at later time, if arrangements
can be made.

Spitahy's Wash. Cancel

Phil Spitalny cancelled out the

Earle, Washington, with Warners
Oct. 29, because of his sponsors.

General Electric, staging a dealers

meeting Nov. 3 in Cleveland.

WB balked at first at the cancella-

tion.

Altoona's 3-Day Vaude
Altoona, Pa., gels vaude when the

indie Strand starts a policy Oct. 22

of four-act bills three days a week.

Eddie Sherman will book.

Flesh will be on the boards Fri-

days, Saturdays and Mondays. Acts

will have to lay off Sundays, when
Altoona theiatres are shuttered, ac-

cording to Penn. law.

lOU HOLTZ FOR STATE, N. Y.

Lou Holtz will make a stand at

Loew's State, N. Y., week of Oct- 28.

Curtis & Allen booked the comedian,

current at the Frolics cafe.

Last date Holtz played at the

State was in September, '35.
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RAINBOW ROOM
(NEW YORK)

Formal season is on again at the
Rockefeller nitery, after a highly
successful spring and summer, when
the al fresco atmosphere attracted

the tourists, et al., and has since

converted the R.R. into a year-round
click. Word hns seemingly gone out
that the Rainbov/ Grill (informal
room) isn't such a stiff spot to

patronize, and while the formal
Rainbow Room maintains a $1.50 and
$2.50 couvert, against a $3^.50i table

d'hote for dinner, the quality and
quantity of the show are elements
that demand the maintaining of cer-

tain standards.

Al Donahue and £ddie LeBaron
are the bands; Sheila Barrett, mimic;
Dado and Diane, dancers; 'Senator'
Ford, monologist; Dr. Sydney Ross,
magician, and Helen Myers , at the
Steinway are an imposing roster. It

shapes up into a strong show.
'Senator* Ford is a vet monologist

who doesn't quite hit his stride be-
cause he^s expounding a proletarian
viewpoint. That's a bit out o£ keel
tor the Rockefeller environments. By
taking sly digs at 'that other Ford
from Michigan,' and chiding the
'manufacturer of knick-^knacks,' plua
other mundane views, it's more, in

the mass vaudeville mood than in
the class nitery idiom. The 'Senator'
is too seasoned a showman not to
switch his tack.
Dario and Diane, the latter now

• brownettc rather than a
.
blonde,

are class ballroomologists who clicked
abroad and stopgapped with a fort-
night at the Persian room before
coming into the RR: They're in for
six weeks, vice Mary Raye and

Naldi, who opened at Radio City
Music Hall this week. D&D are ex-
pert exhibitionists, opening more
brightly than the conventional se-
quence of dance teams, by teeing
off with a fast number, rather than
the usual waltz. Likewise, too, their
version of 'Marie' is another brisker
touch.

Sheila Barrett's - new impressions
are as punchy as ever. Starter-offer
is Fannie Brice as Scarlett O'Hara,
opposite W. C. Fields as Rhett But-
ler, which in itself is a funny idea.
Nazimova doing 'The Merry-Go-
Round Broke Down'; the strange-
interludish m.c. (which might be
kidding on the square); the caval-
cade in the powder room of any
nitery; and the spiffed Dixie-belle
are all funny ideas and all strong
attention-getters.

Donahue's dansapation is very
hoof-appeal, with Durelle Alexan-
der a cute and effective vocaliste;
Eddie LeBaron, per usual, dispenses
the Latin terps in fetching manner;
Dr. Ross,.amazing table-rAvorker with
the cards, now something of a Rain-
bow Room, institution, should prove
an asset with the passing months,
as the clientele gets to know more
and more about him; Helen Myers'
turntable pianologing is another
fetching interlude. Per usual, Fran-
cois at the door and his corps know
their .catering' stuff. Abel.

BILLY and BEVERLY

W«ek October 8th

HEADLINING

STATE UKE, CHICAGO

t

Exclusive Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

AM. MUSIC HALL
Messrs. .John and' Jerrold Krim-

sky's new show is one that will "go
far towards building this East 55th.

street spot into an institution for
this variety of N. Y. nite club enter-
tainment. N^w production doesn't
depend entirely on novelty . setting.
It gives socialites isomething besides
the usual music hall hokum, comr
munity sing and a drinking place.
Latest production is easily tops for.

Festive 90's-.showS; one that is boimd
to catch on with' the nitery crowd.
Besides 'The Fireman's Flame/ a

musical melodrama, there's the wind-
up community sing, and the Chez
Firehouse downstairs for later drink-
ing, dining and dancing. Lower level
has been fitted out like other class
rooms, on the East Side.
New main show is head and shoul-

ders above pr,evious. ones. It boasts
a tuneful score, nice lyrics and tunes
that might readily reach the hit

class. It has pretty girls, well con-
ceived and deftly executed chorus
numbers. It has singers and danc-
ers, and, oddly enough, several ex-
cellent performances. Ostend Van
Antwerp is credited with writing the
tripi dialog though the Krimsys
probably did it. .

Plot about the firefighters is the
vintaged tale of two volunteer fire

companies—a Wall street 'fox', and
his two-timing aide, captain of the
aristocratic flame-eaters, and the
manly hero triumphing over vil-

lainous odds. Dramatic moments
offer the chance to yell 'Bingo!' as
ticker tape figures are being read.
And, of course, the usual asides, be-
cause it's broad burlesque of the
old-time mellers.
Where the melodrama rises above

the hokey surroundings and lines, is

with its music, and musical comedy
moments. 'Do My Eyes Deceive
Me,' 'It's a Lovely Night on the
Hudson River' and 'I Like the Nose
on Your Face' are. best of some 10
song numbers by Ted Fetter and
Richard Lewine. Typical of the in-

genious twists is 'Doin' the Waltz,'
which Grace Coppin introduces as
though she were going to do a

The THEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46TW ST. NEW YORK

%W 9'7SOO

startling new dance sensation. Proba-
bly was for that period but here it

wows 'em when the tune swings into

a waltz motif. ,

Chorus numbers offer opportuni-
ties to display shapely limbs, though
usually well covered with variegated
stockings or tights. 'Fireman's Flame'
brought on chorines in white tights,

with demands for encore catching
them obviously unprepared. Mor-
gan Lewis deserves palm for splen-
did staging of musical numbers.
They are highlights of the show, as

is Al Evans versatile orchestra and
Ben Ludlow's superb, orchestrations.

Two olios are used for breaks be-
tween acts. Fuji trio, two Japanese
men and girl, easily perform fancy
balancing, human tossing tricks and
handsprings. Singing of Harry
Meehan and petite waitresses in

'Moth and Flame' was another" In-

terlude. This gave Mildred Kent,
conr,ely blonde waitress, a chance to

click with solo ballad. Spec and
Spot, who look kke veteran vaude-
villians, went-over nicely with their

unicycle tricks. The Great Johnson,
contortionist-trapezisf^ scored solid-

ly, climaxing with a twirl while sus-

pended by his teeth over the audi-
ence.
Alan Handley, who^s been around

In stock companies, gives the top
thespian performance despite what
he has to say and do. ' Grace Coppin
also looks like a find as the sdiem-
ing young woman with coin. In the
face of gaudy trappings in the play's

story, Handley and Miss Coppin
never steo out of character for an
instant. Handley is the aristocratic
fire company captain and Wall Street
heloer to the 'fox.' Isham Keith, as
a' fireman stoo.'je to the villainous
captain, also indicates fine promise
and clicks solidly in his one musical
number. Synthiai Rogers makes a
fairish heiress. Harry Meehan, an-
other fire laddie, again proves a fa-
vorite with his two songs. Phillip
Bourneuf and Ben Cutler are best in

the surrounding cast.„ .
Wear.

New Yacht Club, N. Y.
Formerly one of the stalwart spbts

of the 52d st. nitery sector, the Yacht
Club has moved a block west and
is now entrenched just off Ith av.

Larg.er, handsomer and unusually
well laid out, the new. quarters are

among the best of the front-rank in-

formal quencheries.

With Henny Youngman and Fran-
ces Faye heading the bill, the Yacht
Club sizes up as a iikely draw.
Policy is no couvert or minimum.
Decor bears out '.the Yacht Club

idea. Marine blue laredominates in
the coloring, with Silver and some
red contrasting effectively. Bar, near
the entrance, is' designed to resemble
a yacht. And while the design
scheme is not executed as completely
as it might be, the indoors appear-
ance sums up satisfactorily^ Normal
seating capacity - is about 350, al-
though- latecomers opening night re-
quired extra tables on the ringside

—

a discourtesy to previously-arrived
front-rowers that few nitery ops
seem able to resist.

Real center and bulwark of the
Yacht Club show continues to be
Henny Youngman and Frances Faye,
with -Eddie ELkins contributing a
forte back-up and Bert Frohman
doing his share. Others giving assists
are Johnny and George, Peggy Seel
and the Siboney Quartet. First
named is a colored piano and songs
pair with a semi-scat style. Nothing
outstanding on the ball, but the boys
dish up plenty of rhythm and. arouse
a share of enthusiasm via hand-
clapping, foot-stomping, etc. Peggy
Seel is a pert-looking red haired
youngster with a nice smile, infec-
tious pep and the customary assort-
ment of fast taps. Siboney Quartet
gives out with rhumbas for hoofery
by the customers between innings.
Henny Youngman's swiftie foolish-

ness is too w.k. to need much com-
ment. He's up to standard, fiipping
off ad-libs and -keeping the laughs
echoing. Considering, his general
style of delivery and the Broadway-
ese atmosphere, he unlimbers sur-
jprisingly few indigos. Inevitably, he
perpetrates a few heirlooms..
Frances Faye, as usual, lambastes

a rhythmic hurricane from the wee
piano. It's a wonder some of those
notes don't bounce ofi the walls and
slap down a few bystanders. That
and her powerhouse singing, indi-
vidual style and gobs of personality
linderline her again as one of the
real sockeroos of nitery talent. Could
have stayed, out there indefinitely at
the. opener. Bert Frohman, selling
liis songs in the Harry Rlchman
manner, also registers, although his
warbling would be more impressive
sans the self-buildup. Hobc.

the grill right into the roof season

—

Berigan, Dorsey, et al.

However, the gross to the contrary,
the kingpin jamster might well bal-
ance his mikes and not blast the
customers into the drugstores. The
swingo is there and undeniable for
the hoof, but it doesn't have to rock
the cradle of the decsp to do it.

Much more effective is when the
Goodman trio and quartet does its

specialties with Gene Krupa at the
traps, Lionel Hampton at the vibra-
harp and Teddy Wilson at the music-
box, plus the maestro's own tiptop
clarineting. Hampton and Wilson are
two colored musicians, very solid in
the groove with the 'gators and the
cats who have moved from 52d street
down to the Penn station neighbor-
hood.
Augmenting. Goodman's swingology

are A.rthur Murray's Big Appiers, a
truly wow attraction for a hotel like
the Pennsy. The 12 kids are efferves-
cent, spontaneous workers, who strut
their Praise Allahs, truckin's, lindy-
hops, swing-high-swing-low, square
dance medleys of steps, with suzy-Q,
peckin' and posin' variations, that
can't help but arrest any onlooker.
It runs the gamut of the ultra-
modern with the oldfashioned dances,
where the 'caller' shouts his orders
for the different steps.
Murray has a dozen of these

troupes in the vaudfilmers; hostelries,
one-nighters, et al., and all doing ok
b.o. Doesn't mean much to Murray
excepting as a swell ad,' since the
kids (talented amateurs in the main)
get paid off in not-so-big apples.
But as an extra touch it's a great
flash and a cheap buy usually for any
spot. Abel.

J . H . L U B I N
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

Hotel Pennsylvania
(NEW YORK)

Benny Goodman opened Monday
(11) eve and is jammin' and jamniin'
'em in right from the ' gong. The
same criticism obtains now as when
helirst debuted at the Statler hos-
telry last year—he'll blow you right
out of the Madhattan room (grill),

but seemingly this captiousness now,
as then, doesn't hold good, because
the boxoffice is too dominant—and
how!
When Goodman first came into the

Pennsy last fall the staid waiters
were penciling themselves in for
Bromos, but Goodman not only did a
wow biz at the Pennsy, but started
an entire cycle of swingsters . for

FROLICS, N. Y.
Back on Broadway after an eight

weeks' engagement at the Chez
Pares, Chicago, Lou Holtz is here
on a limited stay kt a reported $500
flat a day or $3,500 weekly. He
goes into Loew's State Oct. 28, prob-
ably doubling from this nitery and
shortly after that is leaving for the
Coast for 'pictures.
His name and rep always having

meant considerable on Broadway,
Holtz should bring valuable draught
to the Frolics, over-the-^street pop
nitery facing the Stem. Hfe's the
whole show, as would be expipcted,
but around Holtzi6 they've booked
several acts of an acceptable chat-
acter, including Manya Robert!,
Lyda's sister; the little colored kid.
Bobby Short; Jean Kirk, an impres-
sionistic acrobatic dancer, and the
comedy novelty dance team of Jerry
and Turk. Gii-l line of .modest
lengths fills out.
Holtz is on the floor for a long

stretch, burning up a whale" of a lot
of material, much more than he ever
did on vaudeville or picture hotise
bills. He works with the other acts,
aiding them as much as possible in
his role as master of ceremonies, this
not excluding the line ladies on the
finale when Holtz is gagging consid-
ering for his own and their benefit.
Working both' straight and in dia-

lect, Yiddish and British, Holtz car-
ries numerous stories and gags of a
slightly bluish color. His stuff is
Broadwayesque and well done, a few
gags that have been heard before
being better done by Holtz. His
Maharajah yarn is a pip, so is the
one about the colored prieacher. The
Itsy-Bitsy Club stuff on stubborn-
ness also surefire, together with the
Lapidus story. Holtz has . a way of
telling stories you may have heard
that makes 'em glitter. His singing
stint here opening night included
clever parody on a current pop, a
gag arrangement of 'That Old Feel-
ing' and a patter number on his
(Holtz's) family album, also strong
for laughs. Holtz still carries the
cane but he's quit using it for any
but orthodox purposes and the gals
no longer are so hyper-nervous near
it.

Miss Robert! (New Acts) Is on for
six minutes in songs, accompanied
by herself on the guitar. She has a
sweet personality and while engag-
ing in some gagging with Holtz,
isn't cut of the same comic timber
as her sister, Lyda. She's more
strictly a straight singer of songs.
A touch of Harlem is lent by Short
(New Acts), who also accompanies
himself by playing the piano. He's

too much on the torch side. Being
a sweet little pickaninny type, dif-
ferent.song material might fit him
better.
Dance division provides a suffici-

ency of fiyihg hoofs with Miss Kirk's
fast acrobatic specialty and the
Jerry-Turk team (New Acts) tak-
ing care of that requirement. Ralph
Watkins heads the orchestra here,
an okay outfit for Jjoth show and
dancing. Char.

ARCADIA-INT'L
(PHOiLY)
Philadelphia, Oct, 8.

Art Padula, Arcadia op, usually
aims to open ' the fall season with
college fave band,, which will pack
the spot at any time. This year,
because he couldn't get a name band
he wanted at his figger, he's brought
in Gloria Grafton fs>r marquee ap-
peal. Music continues by the band
Padula's had all summer, Milton Kel-
lem, a satisfactory if not spectacular
rhythm combo.

.

Miss Grafton^ who has plenty of
the natural what it takes, has a
strong Phlly following. Has a de-
tached sort of aloofness and, with
her swell hair, face and figure, the
personality is not - altogether unbe-
coming. Gives her something of a
Garboesque appearance that's rather
showmanly. Sockos on 'Yoii're My
Desire*^ and gets a nice reception
throughout.
Remainder of Arcadia's new show

is all pretty solid b.o. with two fea-
tures outstanding. First is the line
of eight Mayfair Girls. Of all the
pony groups in city, this is the best.
Nifty lookers, plenty personable, gals
have been together a long time
(months at this spot), and do neat
routines. Open with 'Stompin' at
Savoy,' then do a spec, 'Flirtation
Waltz* and finale with a forte foot-
ball number.
Bob DuPont, juggler, is another

flash. His face and personality are
funny enough for a good howl even
before he moves. But he's swell
with balls, tambourines, Indian clubs
(he, eats an apple while tossing
them) and finishes with screaming
handkerchief-burning trick.
Rosalean and Seville do unusual

ballroom routines. NJEty - looking
femme leaves male member in the
dark and wondering what comes
next.. Gilbert Brothers', two • guys
working on horizontal bar and in
hand-to-hand strength stuff that is

very showmanly. Mildred King, one
of Mayfair Gals, also does a fair
solo terp. Emceeing is by stick-
swisher Kellem. Satisfactory in a
mere straight announcement of num-
bers. Herb.

DIAMOND BROTHERS
Dressed by

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77, Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

RUTH CRAVEN
NOW ri-AYING

IfiXCLl'SIVE

COLONY CLUB •

CHICAGO, ILL.

ALWAYS WORKING

'WHITEY' ROBERTS
Week Oct. 4th—Capitol Theatre

Saskatoon, Can.
Last Week— Playhouse

Winnipeg, Can.

Christmas Card Agents
liarge profits easily earned selHnB
new 21 Folder Assortment. Sells on
sl(,'lit for $1.00. Other Holiday fts-

sot-tmeiits. Write for particulars.

DOROTHEA ANTEL
220 West 72nd St., New York, N. Y.

PAUL GORDON

-\

"The Prince of Wheels"

This Week CHICAGO. CHICAGO
Direction: EDWARD RILEY

15.6Q Broadway, New York City

FIVE YJO.XKS Ol' TOr ENTKKT.\INMENT!

MIKE FRITZEL and JOE JACOBSON'S

CHEZ PAREE
CIO IWIKltANKS COl'JRT I>cle\vare ;1434 <lllICA<iO

AMERICA'S SMARTEST THEATRE RESTAURANT
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BALTIMORE CLUBS
Baltimore, Oct. 12.

Nitery season under way this week
centers itself about three spots, the

Penthouse, atop the Stanley theatre;

the Florentine Room, in the Lord
Baltimore Hotel, and the Two
O'clock Club, a recent entry but a

strong contender. Biz in all spots is

good and indications point to a bull-

ish season.
The Penthouse

Well spotted atop .the centrally lo-

cated Stanley theatre, this spot is one
of the town's landmarks in class

after-dark doings. For the last few
seasons under the direction of Lou
Harris, it has been a consistent if

• hot sensational profit producer. Cur-
• rent seasoft is off to good biz with
no cover charge and $1 and $1.50

• miniihum policy. Shows are pre-
• gented twice" nitely and change
. weekly.

Opening doings features Ime of six,

Phil Arnold, m. c; Donna and Dar-
• fell, ballroom team; Mitzi O'Neil,

vocals; Esther Martin, hboferoo, and
. Fleurette, a nudie. Milton Mann and
an eight-piece combo furnish the
jnusic for show and dancing and do
a competent job.
Outstanding feature of the current

doings is the team of Donna and Dar-
rell, sprightly and youthful appear-
ing pair in nicely developed routines

• all strongly built for finishes. Ar-
nold, m. c, confines himself to

- straight intfos with a gag thrown in
here and there. Could dispense
with that white coat and turned up
hat. It's from corn. Sings a fair

• sopg. Rest of doings, the usual stuff.
' Room has been redecorated and
- forms a smart background, a bit too
dim.

Florentine Boom
'

,
(Lord Baltimore Hotel)

Formerly the Batn and the Bubble
. Room, this spot has been returned
to its^original decor and as such prer
sents a much more fitting background
for a hotel dine and dance spot.
Shows are presented at dinner and
twice nightly thereafter. No cover,
with minimum tariff for food and
after theatre drinking, the. policy.
Current doings feature two teams,

. Houston and .Harden, musical c6m-
. edy singing and dancing duo, and
Hazelle and Klatdff, class ballroom-
ologists. Danny Harden paces the
going, contributing a single in addi-
tion to the two numbers with his

. partner, who looks well, has a good
pair of pipes and sells in general.
Hazelle and Klatoff work smoothly

in the usual routines, giving out with
a showmanly brace of ballroom num-
bers, both well received.
Bob Stanley and a nine-piece

combo supply the music for show
and dancing, adequate enough but
week on the rhythm side. Excellent
cuisine and fairly reasonable tariff a
feature. Room might build dinner
patronage, always a tough job in this
town, but still possible.

Two O'clock Club
Located in an unsavory section of

town, yet presenting one of the best
decorated and laid out rooms at-
tempted here \x>. a decade, this spot
operated by Sam Lampe got off to
a good start last season and is going
in for a policy of elaborate shows
that should reflect itself in the tak-
ings.

Current bill features John Steele
and lists Hal Hixon as m. c; Bebe
Dagmar, aero specialist; Jil Adrian,
vocals; Terry and Walker, in ball-
room travesty, and a line of six.
Music by Milt Lyon and a nine-piece
combo.

Steele is bringing them in and
puts over an excellent session of
songs. On show caught, he had to
beg off after giving them every-
thing. Medley of Ziegfeld and 'Music
Box' numbers a showmanly compila-
tion. Hixon is excellent in his chores
of intros, gagging capably, singing
and dancing, and keeping up a good
p .ce. Acros of Bebe Dagmar also
well sold and received. Rest of do-
ini^rs up to par.

If Lampe can keep the names com-
ing he should be able to develop in.-

creasing clientele to this section of
town. Biz on show caught very
good. Burm.

Hollywood Rest, N. Y.
Longer than average floor show,

running around an hour and a half;
a palatable dinner and cocktails that
won't set any couple back more than
$5 or $6 tmless plenty thirsty; Karl
Posch's astute headwaitering and
general service that pleases, plus a
Broadway atmosphere and Leon Na>
vara's orchestrating makes this vet-
eran Joe Moss spot good money's
worth for anyone. Shows may have
been a bit better than the new one
but 'Hollywood Hilarities of 1938,' as
latest production is tabbed, is solid
entertainment none the less.

It relies on entertainers and nov-
elty floor show diversion more than
on ladies of the line au naturelle in
keeping with the trend of the times

along Broadway. Girls here as else-
where being depended upon to con-
tribute moi'e legitimately to enter-
taining than has been the custom in
the past. This spot, as others, is

also becoming a testing ground for
original music and production num-
bers of greater substance. No less
than six original songs were written
for the new snow by Abner Silver
and Dorothy Gulman. Latter has
been associated with the Hollywood
management for some time now in
charge of its publicity and advertis-
ing. Songs she did with Silver are
generally impressive, headed by
'Sounds in the Night,' which serves
as a tenor solo for Stanley Meehan
(New Acts); 'On the Silver Sands at
Waikiki,' done by Granville Gaye
(New Acts), a tenor, who also sings
'Glamorous Lady,' and 'Album of
Manhattan.' sung by Harriet DeGoff
(New Acts). The other numbars are
'Heartbeat,' another DeGoff number;
and. .'Love Is International.'

Production, staged by William
Holbrook, w.k. in the vaude field, in-
cludes much talent Of a vaude type
in addition to N.T.G. and the girls.

In addition to the singers, Meehan,
Gaye, Miss DeGoff, the Spanish
team of Violetta and Roslta (New
Acts) and Mariori Leeds, the dance
department is represented by Ches-
ter Fredericks, Denise, the Le Azor-
ros and minor specialists, including
an Unbilled girl tapper. On

.
top of

this there are the comedy slapstick
act of Mells, Kirk and Howard from
vaude and six of the Big Apple
dancers who came up from the Caro-
linas recently to play the Roxy.
Granlund gets much more out of

the Big Apple hoofers than the Roxy
did when there were 16 in the group,
intimacy of a floor show as against
a house like, the Roxy perhaps help-
ing. NTG gets Billy Spivey and
others of his Big Aoplers to engage
in chatter and with those heavy Dixie
accents plus kidding, he develops it

into strong fun. The Appiers be-
come a real novelty here, their per-
formance being built up by N.T.G.
in getting recruits from the audience
to try the B.A. Granlund deserves
much credit for what he gets out
of the six youngsters and their mid
hoofery as well as for some of h's
other m.c.'ing. He is notable on ef-
fective wisecracks while a girl is

doing what he calls a Javanese pray-
er dance. That's high-class language
for a cooch.
Two outstanding production num-

bers are 'Manhattan Medley' and
'Evolution of Swing.' Former is

backgrounded by a Broadway scene,
columnists, picket lines, etc. In addi-
tion to Miss DeGroff and Meehan's
solos, the number includes a modern-
istic ballroom adagio by the Le
Azorros (New Acts), a team that's

flashy and different. 'Evolution of
Swing,' which brmgs Miss DeGoff
back for more vocaling, provides the
finale ' with a novel touch as mem-
bers of the show parade around in
masks of various bandleaders who
have contributed to swing.

In addition to others oii the new
show, when caught, there was Anita
Jakobl, svelte acrobatic dancer, dou-
bling from the Music Hall. She was
at the Hall for two weeks jp to
Wednesday night (6). Only touch
of near nudity left here is the girl

in the whirling champagne bottle,

which may be construed as dressing
it up a little. Char.

SAVOY-PLAZA, N. Y.
Hotel Savoy-Plaza's Cafe Lounge is

the only spot doing a strong cock-
tail business daily, and from ll

o'clock on there is Dwight Fiske
with his ribald lyrics to augment
Emile Pettl's toe-tickling Continental
type dance music. Fiske is quite a

fave now at the S-P, and dips in

and out, in the course of the seasons,
coming back with new and niftier

drolleries.

The Fiskeana style of songalogs,
making the dramatic Steinway point
up the nuances, are unique unto him-
self. Lyrics are literate but not too
subtle, and the facts-of-life in verse,

a la Fiske, are ever-diverting.
Petti's terp tunes are likewise

fetching and withal the $2 front-
table minimum check (no couvert) is

a worthwhile after-theatre drop-in.
Abel.

MAISONETTE RUSSE
(Hotel St. Regis, N. T.)

This is the third season for the
Maisonette Russe and this time the
motif Is Polish. That is, the enter-
tainment, cuisine and wines are
strong on the Polish motif, plus, of
course, the usual Franco-Russidn at
mosphere as befits a maison with a
Russe tag.
Like the original Maisonette of

Paris, this N. Y. counterpart shifts

its decor and atinosphere as a means
for novelty and change of pace. One
season it's Hungarian, another Ital-

ian, now it's 'Cracow Nights.'
Basically it's of the same flavor

with Cornelius Codolban's tiptop
gypsy and string-dance music as the
basis, plus an assortment of Rus
sian vocalists, who do characteristic
vocal numbers, singly and in groups
Lasha Nazarenko is chief vocalist.
The Maisonette is one of the class

spots of the town, quiet, subdued and
very vintage champagne-card in its

general aura. But it^s not a stiff joint

by any means. Abel.

Saranac Lake
By H^ppy Benway

Coming and going: Dr. Karl (Will

Rogers) Fischell, back here from Eu-
rope ... Arthur Walker (Jimmy's
cousin) motored from New Haven to

angle here. . .Lillian Mansfield, New
York, hospitaling for the 'Nerve' op

.Monty (Burlesque) Fisher to Al-

bany and Buffalo. . .Lake Colby
stocked with tame fish for Ruth
!Vrorris*s coming fishing spree. . .Mur-
ray Salet to New York City for

keeps. . .Steve Forrest, Pittsburgh
agent, not feeling so hot... Lillian

Morgan now at the Northwoods San-
atorium. . .Frank (Rags) Lathrop
running around in circles; his 'mutt'

got killed via auto...No one from
this burg went to see World Series;

radio better bet for the bed-ozoners
. . .Ed Kennedy, former usher and
theatre man, now big shot with the
horses. . .Shorts gone, red flannels

lere; yes, it snowed up here,—Jack
Brennan, former nite club (Cady-
ville, N, Y.) owner, to N. Y. C 'then

Florida.

Will Rogers' Memorial Hospital

gets its general cleaning from attic

to cellar, new paints, new flooring,

new everything. Biggest splurge of

spending in seven years includes new
equipment, which makes the Will
Rogers the foremost sanatorium of
the country.
After the first two games of the

World Series, Ben Schaffer was put
to bed for an indefinite period; heart

trouble, Ben picked the Giants.

Write to those that you know tn

Saranao and elsewhere that are sick.

Nitery Placements
Andrews Sisters, singers, Ben Mar-

den's Riviera, Fort Lee, N. J.

June Raye, singer, Half Moon hotel.

Coney Island. .

Noll and Nolan, dancers. Hotel.

Lincoln, N, Y.
Vilano and Vechas, Nuri Sis.,

Pepita Luclentes, Rene and Chariot,

dancers*^ El Chico, N. Y.
Frank McCormack, singer; Ruth

Kidd, dancer; Valerie. Dumont, sing-

er; Madelyh White, dancer; CJreen-

wich Village Casino, N. Y.
Mabelle Russel, Blondy Scott, Bob

Alda, Club 52nd St., N. Y.
Buddy Boyer, singer; Village

Brewery, N. Y.
Fourteen Kolleglate Kids, Bjg

Apple dancers. Village Barn, N. Y.

London Acclaims

BENNY ROSS and MAXINE STONE
XONDON SVESXSa SIASDAXD ATG. 10th

Superb Fooling

In New U, S,

Variety Turn
Mr. Benny Ross, a pleasant-spoken young

American with an ease of manner that seems
somehow to mask a vague worry some-
where, strolls on to the stage of the Holborn
Empire, and explains that it is the thing

nowadays for artists to be announced
through a microphone, so will we please

listen while it Is done for him.
We listen, and from the amplifiers comes

another pleasant American voice, which
states that It is very happy Indeed to In-

form U3 that Max Miller will be at the Hol-
born Empire next week.
A few more little contretemps such as

this, and we begin to account for that vague
worry; but only on the entrance of Mr.
Ross's partner. Miss Maxine Ston?, do we
fully appreciate Mr. Ros.s's genius for getting

people to make a fool of him.

Lazy
Miss Stone Is a deep-voiced, statuesque

blonde who is hopeles.sly, incurably lazy.

She slouches about, belying Mr. Stone's
every remark about her prowess as a dancer,
smiling no\^ and then with good-natured
but absolute 'boredom at someone In a stage
box, and o >deai-lng herself to us by her
casualness every bit as thoroughly as does
Mr. Ross by hl.s anxiety to oblige.
And when at la.st she is persuaded to

dance she convinces u.s In a hlgh-klcklng
second or two that she really can, and then
remarks that right at this moment In her
dance there l.s a. trick, but we've seen it be-
fore so .she won't bother, and goes to sleep
on the floor.

Superb fooling, all this, and not unrea-
sonably original. Ross and Stone's act is

the moat welcome importation from America
that I have seen for a very long time.

Mottheuj Norgate.

Troven the most original mixed team
offering seen here in years/—Variety^

OPENING OCTOBER I9TH IN LANDEAU—RUBEN'S NEW WEST END

MUSICAL PRODUCTION. "IT'S IN THE BAG." AT THE SAVOY THEATRE

AND DOUBLING

AT LONDON'S MOST EXCLUSIVE NIGHT CLUB "THE EMBASSY"

We are grateful^o all associMed

with our success

SINCERE APPRECIATION TO MESSRS. GEORGE BLACK. VAL PARNELL AND MISS

CISSY WILLAMS FOR THE HONOR OF BEING THE ONLY AMERICAN ACT EVER

TO PLAY THE HOLBORN-EMPIRE THREE TIMES WITHIN EIGHT WEEKS.

MANAGEMENT:—
CURTIS and ALLEN
NICHOLAS T. AGNETA
RADIO CITY,

NEW YORK

EUROPEAN DIRECTION:—
GEORGE and HARRY FOSTER
CHARLES MANNY
PICCADILLY CIRCUS,

W. I., LONDON, ENG.
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Burlesque Looks All Washed Up After

50 Years; History of Its Decadence
Burlesque Reviews

By EFES Vf. SARGENT
- With the season now under way,

It is beginning to look as though

burlesque is definitely on its way
out.. Burlesque was given ano.ther

chance on its promise to clean up

and keep its nose wiped. Instead of

ihaking an honest effort to change

form and replace smut with a more

intelligent form of entertainment,

the producers, blind to opportunity

and still clinging to their faith in

. exposure, are trying instead to see

how closely they may .approach the

old standards. Strips are still in,

but modified, a few expletives have
been removed from the standard, bits,

but they are Still the same old bits

Pretty soon, emboldened by their

success ' in getting away with it,

someone is going to step over the
border and, just for that they'll all

get oil. There is - no evidence any-
where of a genuine efEort to improve
upon opportunity.

It has taken burlesque about 50
years to run its course, with an
additional five years or so for its

der.th agonies. Until the early Ws
variety' shows wer6 pretty much the
same, except .oti the Pacific Coast,

- where at the Bella Union; "In San
' Francisco, they made a virtue^'of nec-
• essity and offered triavesty, cheap
farce and extended afterpieces.

Almost uniformly a show consisted
' of six or eight acts and an after-

piece. The acts were booked in and
following the music rehearsal the
company would go into a huddle.
Almost always there was some lead-

ing spirit who elected himself stage
manager." They would ascertain from
the stage staff what afterpieces h^td

lately been used and then would se-

lect from a rather long list some
piece not recently done. Often there
was not even .a rehearsal. Acts were
supposed to be up in all the standard
afterpieces, and the stage manager
Viroiild assign the parts and let it go
at that. There were no books, and
versions differed slightly, but any
actor could .ad lib to a strange line.

He had to be able to.

Then Ida Simmons, who toured
under the management of her.father,

. conceived the idea of working from
. « ,

book. Lydia Thompson had re-
cently been a visitor to this country
with travesties' of classical stories.

The idea , was taken over and the
country was liberally sprinkled with
the British Blondes troupes. It was
the Simmons idea to use plenty of
girls, a couple of comedians and a
fore ^nd aft bitirlesque with the olio
in between, in place of the afterpiece
whtfch then closed most shows. The
idea clicked. She played to packed
houses everywhere. Tony Pastor, in

. his spring and fall tours, stuck to
the old formula, as later on did
.Weber and Fields and Bob Irwin,
but most shows followed the new
pattern of an opener and closer,' with
specialties in between.

Travesty .

Sometimes the opening was the
first act of a two-part burlesque.
More often there was no relation be-
tween the two. The stuff ^as mostly
travesty, bften written in doggerel
rhyme. Gradually the shows became
sitandardized. They were often as
not written around an idea ahd then
built up with bits. Ideas might be
drawn from current drama, but even
there the comedians would inject the
bits that had proven hits in the show
with which they had played the pre-
vious season. Others had other sug-
gestions, and gradually the skimpy
book would be built up. To example,
Harry Morris one year offered a
really clever travesty on the then
new 'Cyrano de Bergerac' for his

clojer, but his opener had no more
fiu'jitance than the idea of a sport-
ing club for women with the climax
a s:.ries of boxing bouts between the
girls. That was all he had to start

with—that and a good memory. But
he made a spirited opener out of it,

and it packed the laughs.

Harry Miner's Free Ad
Often some current Broadway hit

would suggest an idea to half a

do7.2n burlesque producers. The suc-

cess of 'The Turtle' for instance,

brought about a dozen shows all

basod on the idea of a bottle of
brandy broken in the water cooler.

One of the Harry Miner shows used
this basis, but Miner was also in the

dru^;. business and the botlle that
w. ; bi-oken was his well advertised

' ex-.ract- of damiana, offered as a

•»irU>ty restorer^ It Vps a flrie' ad-

vertisement for the nostrum and it

afforded the comedians plenty of

opportunity.
Now and then something really

good would be dug up, such as
Harry Morris' 'A Night On Broad-
way,' which he found ih a Berlin
suburban theatre, beating a Broad-,

way manager to it by about 24 houirs.

There were a few other book shows
that were so good they did not re-
quire building up with standard bits.

BvLti in general, the shows followed
pretty much the same patterns year
after year.

The charm, such as. it. was, arose

from the free-and-easy manner in

which the comics carried off. their

parts. Many of them were really

clever, working into the Broadwiay
shows eventually. There was noth-
ing subtle to the humor, nor much
refinement, though ibr the most part
the shows were much cleaner than
the latter day product. It' was all

elemental,
,
fully understandable to

the low intelligence quotients of the
people who flocked to , this type of
show, ahd plenty of it ' was reaUy
funny.

Then several things hit burlesque,
chief of which was the wheel idea.

The wheels, particularly the Co-
lumbia cii'cuit, decided that biirley

needed to be spruced up. It was.
It was improved until It became a
third-rate copy of a second-rato
nusical comedy, losing most of its

character, all of its .tang and replac-
ing rowdy humor with suggestion
too thinly veiled.

The Bnnway—And the Mlnskys
From the Ziegfeld shows burlesque

got the idea of the ruhway. In the
Ziegfeld shows this was done with
taste and discretion. In burley it

was done with wholeheartedness and
an utter absence of the saving grace
of refinement. In the same way
Mistinguette's disrobing act, poetical
and spectacular, degenerated, even-
tually into the strip-tease Vrithout
the slightest 'charm of suggestion
and with nothing whatever left to
the imagination. That is where bur-
lesque started for the slide. It could
adapt the Broadway ideas, but did it

in the Bowery manner. And if the
nudity could draw—and it did for a
time—there was no need of paying
the higher prices the better come-
dians demanded. Cheaper comics
could come out and stall for a few
minutes for half the salary. Bur-
lesque ceased to be funny and came
to rely wholly on smut.

Came the time when one undress-
ing was not sufficient. They put in
two and then four, then six. ^ey
stripped the chorus. They finally

reached the point where it was no
longer possible to spur jaded appe-
tites with flesh appeal. Then came
the Minskys and the deluge.
Probably a reversion to the old

style burlesque would not prove the

answer, It would have to be given
a more modem application. . The
travesties would have to be more
smartly written, the production and
lighting effects vastly improved and
new comedians must be had.

That's the rub. . Where will the
new crop of comedians come from?
And the new writers? Girls can
still be had, but a real burlesque
needs more than girls. The Old
comics are mostly in radio—at least

the good' ones are. fiook writers
long ago passed but.

Perhaps in some happier day
the ide^ will come back in some
slightly different form, but right now
burlesque is in the position of the
small boy who -was going to -wash
his face but lost the soap, it looks
hopeless. ...

RURLESKOKIN

N.Y. STALLED

TIL NOV. 2

Burley houses ih Greater New
York have run the span of their

three-month probationary licenses is-

sued last July and which expired
this week (11). ,No renewals have
been made but hoitste will be per-
mitted to stay open indefinitely on
probation. Figured that the new li-

censes will not be issued until after

Election Day (Nov. 2), if at all.

Understood the same civic and re-

ligious groups that opposed burley
last may have again filed complaints
with License Commissioner Paul
Moses, who will probably hold a
session of hearings before issuing lir

censes which would run for a year..

Burley ops are optimistic about
it all, however, figuring the delay a
good omen. This despite the state-

ment of Mayor La Guardia some
weeks back that licenses 'would not
be renewed. Commissioner Moss
then and now claims he has received
no official memorandum of any sort

f^om the Mayor anent the issuing

oit licenses to currently-operating
houses.
House ops are not only sanguine

about getting the renewals but are
optimistic about having the former
burley classification restored. If and
when that happens' it is figured to

hypo the b.o. take all around.
Mayor's special censoring com-

mittee waS' reported favoring the
change back to burlesque but seem-
ingly lost interest when the Variety
Managers Association called a star

chamber session some weeks ago
without either consulting or invit-

ng the committee to sit in.

APOLLO, N. Y.
Current show is tagged 'Parisian

Follies,' and, like others, is Under
wraps with a vengeance, leaving no
fault to be found against renewal of
license. Has plenty . of chest ..un-
drapery, fast dancing, numbers taste-
fully costumed, but is liotably weak
in the giggle division. With burley,
under wraps as it h9S been for the
last fortnight, it. would seem that
producers here and elsewhere would
tumble that a few rollicking comedy
scenes would not be amiss as spacers
for the monotonous succession- of
dance ensembles find undraped
tableaux.

Producers' alibi is 'Where are the
comics?' and after that 'Where are
the gag writers?'. Both are still to
be hM for a price. But a little

scouting is necessary and badly
needed now that . the under-wraps
policy no longer snares the mioroh
patronage. If they want the other
kind, they'll have to give them a
show for the coin.
As burlesque goes, this house has

done more than others airound to
resuscitate burley beyond popular
classification, as 'the sewer of show
business.' ' It has tried all manner of
uplift to no avail, but is compelled
to revert to stock stuff to keep up
in competition.
Current week's show is a fair

example. Frank X, Silk and 'Slats'
Taylor' are as capable a ' brace of
comics as left in burlesqued With
the anemic material currently em-
ployed, they seldom get to first base.
As bad as the skits are,.^,the over-
milking makes them worse and the
general effect is pathetic. As spotted,
the comics' only service is that of
permitting the chorines to- catch
their breath between numbers,
Georgia Sothem, dynamic ted-

hcad, doe's okay as featured stripper,
prefacing her, peel with a lyric about
a. Park avenue deb out for a lark,
which goes better than just a cold
toss of her togs. She, too, works too
long before the brassiere toss that
the palmwhackers have blistered and
let her go" after the half-way strip.

Comedy bits handled by Silk, Tay-
lor, and Floyd Hallicy, latter alter-
nating as straight for the comics,- are
very much of the released variety
and n.s.g. Mirhl "Reed, looker and
aero dancer, practically cops show
honors with a brace of dances that
are tops both in execution and ap-
plause results. Joan Dare also con-
tribs a neat peeloff, while Annette
Ross led several numbers with the
girl ensemble punctuating her vocals
with some neat tap 'terps.

'

Chorines, mostly good lookers,
give, the only zip it has through

better than usual dancing and the
chest undraperles. Although ratine
favorably with other hurleys around
it looks like they'll have to give
them comedy or else. Low grosses
and indifferent audiences tells it all.

HOT PEPPER REVUE
<GBAND, CANTON)

Canton, Oct. 8.
Turnaway business greeted the re-

turn of stock burlesque to the Grand
Oper? house here when Bob
B3urch, who has sponsored this
type of entertainment here for the
last three seasons, Unyeiled latest
efforts in the form of a fast bur-
lesque-vaudeville bill packing a lot
Of entertainmeht.. Easily Burch's
most aixibitious start.

Majority of the principals are vet-
erans, who keep the show , moving.
Chorus is young and can really step,
routines scoring heavily at the open-
ing bill. Two standard vaude turns
bolstered the initial program, an in-
no-vation-here that is likely to prove
popular. . Wardrobe is> better than
the average, and time has been given
to staging details. Excellent pit band
provides the muse, minus the usual
tin Dan scores.
Although there are several spots

which are risque (mostly the lines
of the comics)^ the show for the most
part is light on the filth so common
in present-day bwley. Patrons seem
to appreciate the fact that Burch is

making an effort to clean it up.
Outstanding on the bill is Zorita's

snake dance, oriental number in
which shie. fondles a live snake. Al-
though a weird turn, it is a novelty,
and sends the natives home tallcing.

Lupe 'Valeu'S Mex dance numbers
are capably done, she being the only
other stripper. Gertie .Beck's 'Broad-
way' number is a highlight.
Comedy is in the capable hands of

two veterans, I. B. Hamp.'and Bimbo
Davis, both . favorites here. Have
some new ' stuff, and Hamp's rapid
conversation keeps his listener's

laughing. Davis' funny antics fit in
with Hamp's toomfoolery.
Ranee and Gordon, singing team,

back again, register well with
new season patrons.- Ray Dean has
an oke tenor voice: Ray Kolb, an-
other veteran, helps with his make-
ups. HarVey' Curzon did the dance
routines. Shockley Sisters offer a
soft shoes dance specialty, and come
back in the second a'ct to repeat
their success with an acrobatic nov-
elty^ Carol Dean scores with a high
kick control routine. Performances
will be offered nightly with three
mats week^ and the usual midnight
ramble. MocJc.

Afiollo, N. Y., Curtain Delayed Due

To Slow Payoff; Rurley Riz NSG

Burlesque houses which have been
employing stagger system payoffs
drew the attention of the American
Federation of Actors, the latter hold-
ing the curtain Thursday night (7)

at the Apollo, N. Y., until full sal-

aries were paid for the previous
week. Mrs. Wilner, who operates
house in association with husband.
Max Wilner, got in touch with the
latter in Philadelphia, where he op-
erates the Shubert with stock hur-
ley. After the assurance the money
would be wired, the show .was per-
mitted to proceed. In addition to

the payoff after the coin arrived, the
AFA demanded that the Wilners
post security for current week's
salaries. That wa.^ done.

At the Irving Place, downtown
N. Y., also operating with stock
burley and also reported paying off

short, several of the principals
walked after the show Thursday
night (7), claiming the management
was indebted to them on short pay-
offs for several weeks. Latter were
principals who had been receiving
2/3 of regular salary, with i.o.u.'s for
the rest, payable "~^when business
picked up. Eddie Kaplan, comic,
and Dagmar, dancer, were among
the principals vamoosing, but neither
-^has yet lodged complaints with the
AFA. •

'

• It's an open secret that practically
all of the hurleys have been hit hard
financially since reopening last July
sans the former burley classification

and with shows under wraps. It is

estimated that -'hurley house op-
erators around New York have
dropped $150,000 trying to snare
them past the wickets with the re-
vamped, hybrid shows as prescribed
by the censors. But without success.
Several are about ready to toss up
the sponge, but have been digging
deeper weekly hoping to get a break
from downtown modification of reg-
ulations. That has not developed
thus far.

Hirst Circuit

Week of Oct. 17
'Scan DoIlH'—HucJ.Mon, X'nion C'ilv.
'Mci-ry models'—Howard, ftoston:
'Habes With Charms'—Troc. Philadel-

plilu.
'Jolles BpBere'—Gayety, -Wasblngion.
.sLajfe SciinUals'—Gayety. llalilmore.
'Hcef Trust'—Capitol, Toledo,
'Gfiitlps ot 19.18'—Gayety, CInclnnall.
f'upid a Carnival'—Casino, Pitlsburirh.
'Krl.sky Frollos'—Garrick, St. I.oul.s.
'.Swing High' Shake Low'-Kialto, Chl-

I'fl K».
'.-Moot the Girls'—Cu.<ilno, Toronto,
'JMrate Helios'—Embaasv, Uochoster.
I-'oot I.,ooKe .Parade'—Kniplre, Newark.
'JMoasure Mad'—Jacfiue.«, -WHterburv.
'PUKeant of Folly'—Lyrle, Allenlown,

Mon.-Tuea.; Orpheum. ReaOlng, Tliura.T
,E()rl, Atlixntlc 0ity, Frl.-Sat.-Sm>.

Mussolini

(Continued from page 5)

be a simple matter of paying for

them and shelving them as' if he

were a syndicated chatter-writer

selling in Hollywood, but they would

have to be shot, or the producer
would be.

In the end, it became obvious that

there would be no money in making
pictures in Rome for anybody in

Hollywood, and so Hal Roach sadly
reached for the dinner check and
called it a day.

Failure of the Roach and Mussolini
(RAM) combo to jell is believed
here to reflect adverse Hollywood
reaction to the idea. While Roach
has put out no detailed explanation
of how and why the negotiations
broke down, guarded utterances from
the producer lend m. 2h color to the
opinion that he was loath to buck
the anti-Fascist feeling that is pretty
generally widespread in the film cap-
ital.

Roach Staying Home
Roach went to the airport with

Mussolini and saw him off but with
no fanfare. Subsequently, Roach ad-
mitted that he ba.s offed his trip to
Italy on RAM biz and will 'remain
here indefinitely, held by his own
production and business affairs.'

Hollywood made no attempt to
conceal its hostility toward the Mus-
solini sprig. Reactions of. film hot-
heads were given definite expression
in advertisements in the trade press
seemingly with the. desired effect of
causing Roach to take thought as to
whether he was pursuing a prudent
course in aligning himself with II

Duce. He finally reached his deci-
sion to cut loose entirely on his own,
with no moral suasion from Metro,
with which corporation he has a re-
leasing deal.

Mussolini Is Told

Strong pressure from within the
industry resulted in Roach ultimately
calling young Mussolini in and
frankly telling him and representa-
tives of the Italian government that
the production deal , would have to
be nixed.^ Mussolini flew to San
Francisco ;' to remain, a day

. .and

planned to go to Washington and
New York from there.

Roach came out of the deal shy
the coin he posted in Italy for his

share of the capital expenses but fig-

ures he came out on the long end
because of the blast of world pub-
licity he rolled up as the result of

his brief connection with II Duce.

Suit asking $30,000 damages was
filed in Los Angeles last week
against Hal Roach, the Roach Corp.,

Metro, two John Does and two John
Doe corporations by Dr. Renato
Senise, who charges he originated

the idea of filming Italian grand
operas with Italian talent and Holly-

wood technicians. .

Senise says he is a founder of

Roach and Mussolini's RAM Corp.,

which "was to produce the pictures,

but he aced out of the setup after

being promised a share of the take

as business manager for Italy. Sen-
ise's father was 'Vincenzo Senise,

director general of the Royal Italian

Opera House.

Garfield

(Continued from page 1)

ment that is virtually sure of span-

ning the new season to take a chance

in the untried 'Manly Art.' Lyceum
engagement is indefinite, 'Time' now
being in its ninth month and draw-
ing profitably. Road dates have not

yet been set.

Group Theatre got into difficulties

last season and dissolved, but some
of its. members banded together

again. Clifford Odets, the Group's

outstanding author, had gone Holly-

wood but turned out the new play

first called 'Golden Gloves.' a prize-

fighter's story. Organization is re-

garded as somewhat radical. Its

working arrangement calls for pay-

ment of the minimum salary but at

the end of the season profits are di-

vided if there is enough coin over

the reserve.

Garfield had the male lead in

'Time' since opening, playing oppo-

site Katherine Locke and later Syl-

via Fox. When the latter withdrew
recently he was opposite Helen

Golden. Cast changes appear not to

have affected the play's draw. New
male Wad is- Curl Conway.
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Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (Oct. 18)

THIS WEEK (Oct. 11)

Numerals in eonn.ection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split. Week

RKO

ALBANY
Grand (10)

fed I^wlfl Bd
(8) •

Caniera^Cnpers
BOSTON •

. Boston (14)
Edna Janls
J-Swifts
Ann Corlo
KutU retty .

Jftlnmy Perkins
Uollaud & Hai-t •

.(7)

Horton Spurr
Vox & Waltera
Muriel Page
Hftrrls & Shor«
Slim XJin*|lln •

0|y»nplc,3
tka Golden^ CHICAGO

: PaUce (15)
Fred \Varlng Ore
'.;

• • (8)
Kdwards Slfl

3 Zephyrs
Fata Waller Bd

CLEVSLAMU
Palace (15)

Bdwards . Sis
'I Zephyrs
Fata Waller Bd •

(8)
.Skatln^r Marvels
Brltt Wood I

Buster Shaver Co
LaRue '& Barhett
Cass, Mack & T
' HCHENECTADT
' Proctors (14-lA)
Paris on Parade
Ktrby ^ Duval.
Keller Sis
4 KraddocUs
gelene - Dei^izon Co
ert Walton

TBOT
iProctors (16-18)

Camera' Capera

Loew

NElW YORK CITY
suite (14)

VpiVlety Gambol
3 St, 3 MQKenna
Win! Shaw •

Joe Lewis
Harris; Claire & 8

bUchmond
Loev'B (16)

Ma.1 Bowes' U
"irASUINGTON
Capitol (16)

6 Eierins
.Tim Lewis Co
George Beatty .

Stone & Collins

WALLY anil ANNETTE

BROWN and AMES
The Two Tourists Serving

Snickers

Via UEDDY & SMITH

Paramomit

JiIEW TORK CITY
Paramount (13)

Jane Froman
'Benny MerofT Bd
Lewis & Van
BOISE. IDAHO
Penney (16-17)

Ted Mack Co
BOSTON

Metropolitan (16)
Duke Ellington- Bd '

Berry Bros
Chuck & Chuckles

CHICAGO
Chicago (10)

Eddie Peabody
Oriental (15)

Maj Bowos' U
DETROIT

Michigan (16)
Ina Bay Button Bd
Rrace & Nloco
Arena & Pal
Earl Lavere Co
OGDEN, UTAH
Orpheum (13-16)

Ted Mack Co

PH1T..ADELPHIA
_^ Earle (16)
Happy Pelton Oro
Mary Brinn

(8)
Buddy Rogers
Toby Wing
Roy Atwell
Judy Starr
NonchalantH
BeLIoyd McKay
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (15)

Phil Spltnlny Ore
(8)

Xavler Cugat Oro

READINO
Aetor (16)

Xavler Cugat Oro
WASHINGtON

Earle (16)
3 Olympics
Roy Smeck
Chaney & Fox
Carmella Ponselle

(8)
Fain & Foster
Josephine Huston
Boy Foy
Beatrice Howell
Saul Grauman Co
Shaw & Lee

CHICAGO
State Lake (16)

Paul Roblnaon
Pitz & Cahlll
AvI.q Kent
Ruth Barnes
Rels ft Dunn
(One to fill)

INDIANAPOUS
Lyric (IB)

Mai Hallett Bd

Harris & Howell
Paul Klrkland Co
KANSAS CITY. MO

Tower (10)
Shanghai Tr
Burns & White
Sonclra
(One to nil)

MEMPHIS
Orpheum (16)

Jack Fine Co

London

Week of Oct. 11
Afltoria T». H.

E Kauer & Ptnr
Vniitrrbnry M. H.
^ 1st halt (1U13)
Palmo
Bnam'fi Babes
_2a half (14-16)
Harry Shiels
van Rh-attons

' Dominion
Turne? Lay ton
CAMDEN TOWN
^ , Gtiuhiont
g Kftuer & Ptnr
Phllco 4
JoneH & Thomas
•

. CLAPTON
ft ^
0 iTn'-nionlxts

KAST HAM
„ Grnniula
Savoy .Ir

EDMONTON
I'a<ldy Drew
•loe Hastings
A>-<la.ne SIh
UAMMKBSMITH

nil, l*'»'«ce

irlin<:'iOn
Blue Hall

Iflt Imiii (11.13)
Harry Shiels

Provinciai

Week of Oct. 11
ABERDEEN

l^lvoll
Ti'otse Alandollers
Marwoode ^ RIch'ds
Bruce- & Wynne! ,

Petei* Cotes • >

Golden -Wonders .

Playtime In Toy I'd*

Warwick's -Society 4
Charles Ancaster

ALDERSHOT
Hippodrome

'Radio Aldershot' .

Stainless Stephen
WUsph Hallett
Harry Clair

'

Anna Rogers
Rego 2 r .

,

Fred Retter & Ptnr.
Ritr

Scott & Whalen
4 Aoen -

Irene Price
8 S^teD Sis
ASHTOX TINDEyi

LYME
'Empire

Archie Juve Bd
Lester & Andree
3 Ansons -

BELFAST
RItB

Klltle Jim
Geo Wood

CARDIFF
' Capitol' .

Rawlc7. & Liindauer
EDINBIIRGH

Royal.
'Gaiety Whirl 1037'
Jack. Anthony

'

Bond Rowell
Robert Harbin
Jenn Adrlenne
4 Brownie Boys -

Arnaud, Peggy & K
12 3 Tiller Gld

3 Van SI rations
2d half (14-10)

Palmo
Beam's Babes

LEWISIIAM
Palace

Holla & Dorothy
Hamilton Conriid

LEYTONSXONE
RIalto

Sa voy Jr Bd
SIIEFH'RDS BI SK

Pavilion
Billy Cotton Bd
STREATHAM

Pulnce
T^oll3 & Dorothy
Hamilton Conrad

TOOTING
Graniulit

Veld a & V.mn .

Raymond Smith
Rapid 4

TOTTENHAM
Palace

C Harmonists
WALTIIAMSTOW

Granudu
Lee Donn
I'adrty Drew
Ardane Sis

Mary O'Hara
Hartley & Miller
Trevor Watklrfs

GLASGOW
Pavilion

Teddy Joyoe Co •

Nelson & Hagen
Joe O'Rourke
Jack Stockci -

2 Schenks
,

Anna & Pals
Karlson 4

GRIMSBY
Bltz*^

Zigano's Bd .

M & H Nesbltt
Manhattan 6
Reoo & May .

KINGSTON
.Empire '

Ronald Frnnkau
Sn'icehlps J'hns'n Or
Judge Chlmpansiees
Stanley & Gray Sis
A'J Powers
Betty Jumel
Charmalne &'JulIan
3 Matas . .

LUTON
Alma

Terry's . Juven .

OXFORD
Bcgal

Levis Dlacoverles
PLYMOUTH

• Palace -

Fisherman's Gholr
Murray & Mooney
NOrman Evans
Chester'^ Dggs

'

Eenyqn & Fewlngs
3 Romipa .

'
.

'

4 Ascots •'

KIngsley & Forde
SCANTHOBPE

RUb
Hal Tate^

Cabaret Bilk

NEW YOEK CITT
Barney Gallant's

Betty Bowker
3 Musical Rogues

Bertolottl's

Joe Hembree's Ore
Angel's Rhumba Bd
Cascade Billy
Anne White
T^llllan Loralne
Renee Villon

Bill's Ga.r no's

Ethel Gilbert
Ann Courtney
Spike Harrison
Emmett Casey
Jerry White
Henry LaMarr
Jack Arnold
Rid Hawkins
Jerry Ryan

Calient*

Beth Raborn
Helen Sbaw
Ruth Wayns
Carol Sis
3 Rhythm Boys
Callente 'Cabelleros

Oliatean Modeme
Jack Monte Oro
Maryon Dale
flonsuelo Plowerton
Trlhi Plaza

Club 18

Q Andrews Oro
Jack While
Pat Harrington
.Terry Blanohard
Prank Proeba
Jerry KtMtger
O'er! Wlthee

Club 62a St.

Johnny Ringer Ore
Mabelle Russell
Blondy Scott
Bob Alda
Wally Wanger Co

Club Ganclio

Los Gauchos Oro
I'ed ro
Rita Rcnaud
rhlqulla
Nina
Club Normandle

Buddy Wagner Ore
Joan ITlll

Club Vumurl
Ell.<!po Grenpt Ore
Roslta (Ortega
Diosa Coslella
Manchito
FelipiE De Flores

. Cotton Club

Tab C-illow.'iy Ore
Nicholas Bro.s
Tip. 'J'ap Sr Toe
.•\vls Andrews
Trump Bd
Vodcry's .lubileers
Chofal.Ttcors
Teilily ITnle
Toiidoleyo
Dynamile Hooker

K\ Chico

Don Alberto Ore
Vela no & Vechas
Nurl Sis
Peplta I<uclentas
Rene & ("harlot
RudolC d'Avalos
Las Gu.Ti'eoitas

El Dorado
Pass Hagen Ore
Helen ..Morgan
Mergers .Sis

Ki-eddie Hernafil
Cuban niniinb.a H'l

Bovard .Sis

EI Toreador

Don Jiian Oi'C

Ka>i.<;lo l>e Igadn
Teddy Rodrlgue/.
Coi-tpH a. Mitldii
lll<-arilo De Caro
Tlli & PPllln

Fr«>nch CnKloo

Ruse Morgan Ore

Lou BreeSe Oro
Les Aurette
B.I and B.I
LIhd .Carenzlo
Corlnne
Dormonda Bros
Irene Helda
Herman Hyde Co
Tjps Juvfllys
Lllyan, Dania, Malo
Luolenne & Aehoui*
ICetty Mnra- Co
Les MenchlassI
T^es Robenls
Roberton
Germalne Roger
NIco Ro-schin
Carmen Torres

Frolics

Ralph Watklns Ore
Lou Holtz
Manya RobertI
Jerry & Turk
Bobby Short .

Jean Kirk

Greenwich Tillage
Casino

Alberto Malenga Os
Frank McCormack
Ruth Kldd
Valerie Dumont
Madelyn White
Louise Bryden

Harlem Uproar
House

Ersklne Hawkins Or
Bobby Evans
.Socarass •

lOddlt Smith
Lillian Fltzgerld
'Flasa Sextette
Reo &, Curley
Spoons Brown
Bubbles Wilson
Yelma Mlddleton .

Willie Jackson
Loucey Lane

Havana-Madrid
Nilo Menendez Ore
Jo.se Manzaneres

Hickory llonse

.Too Marsala Ore
3 Peppers
Adele Girard
H'lyw'd Resfnornni

Mitchell Ayrcs Ore
B .lelnRn-Ick Oro
NTG Rev
Joey Ray
Ilolel AmbasNndor
I^arry Siry Ore

Hotel lllltmpr*

Bernie Cummins Or
D'Angelo & Porter
Walter Cummins
Dorothy Cronp

Hotel Bosscrt
(Brooklyn)

Will MoCune Ore
Ilolel Commodore
Tommy Doi-.^ey Ore
Edythe Wright
:i Esquires
.lack Leonard

Hotel Ediiion

Billy Swanson Ore

Hotel KNtiei Hoii«r

Nat Branrtwynrte O
Dick Slone
R J Callnian

Hotel Gov. Cllnlon

Plill D'Arcy Oro

Hotel Lincoln

Tshain Jflinea Ore
Xcll ^ Nolan.

Hotel McAlpIn

,1 Me.ssner Ore
Jeanne D'Arry
CSoniiaK'S & M^nnen
Hotel New Yorker

Glenn Gray Ore
Pope & Krlrk
Duke & Noble

Hotel Park Central
Jerry Blaine Ore
Johnny McKeever -

Evelyn Ran
Fred CJameron
Flslier & White
PhylUa Kenny

Hotel IMccatlllly

Jeno Bartal Oro

Hotel Pierre

Harold Nagel Oro
olel i'lara

Duchin' Ore
Paul Draper

Hotel RKc-Carlton
Rudolf Frlml Oro
Ralph Rogers Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy t^otnbardo Qro
Ilolel Mivilv I'IMCM

Wnill** I'eiii t)r«
Dwlglit Flake

' Hotel St; Reorce
(Brooklyn)

Ell Dantzig Oro '

Hotel St. Kegts
Jacques Frny Ore
A Itasch Dancers
Chorles Walters

. Hold tart

Geo. Hall Oro
Dnlly Dawn

. Ilolel Wiililort-
.Aarorlii

Leo 'Relsmah Bd
Ralph Rutgers .Ore
Marlssn Plores
tlaphuel °

'

Hotel. WelllnKtiMi

Ed MayehofT Oro
International Casino
Geo Olsen Ore
Yascha' Bunchuk Or
Basil Fomeen Ore
CJalgary Bros
Artlnl

-

Jeanne Devereau^c
Maurice & . Craiic*
Jaoquellne MIgnao"

l4irae

Eddie Davia Ore
HIrado Oro

Ia Conga
Jose Esearpeuter Or
Ramon LIttee Bd°
Hlldk Sala:zar' .

Havana 3 '.
.

Fanchlto Riser

Le Co4| Roiigo

Horaoib ZKo Ore
George Sterney

I^ Sllrairs

Harry Horton Oro
Diaz & Lawton
Grace -Morgan
John Beck
Rajah Rabold
Ruth Long
Sing Trio

' Leon
_
A Eddie's -

Lou Martin Oro
ins Adrian
James Keogan
Royal. Duo
Haines Tate & S
Eddie Davis
Mary Burton
Burnett & Watt
Alfredo & Dolores
Hawaiian 4

MIrador
Phil Romano Ort
Bobby Gilbert
Armando & Fleur'te
Roy Sedley
Ruth Denning
Danny Rogers
Jean & Gloria

Mori's

Lou Ferris Oro .

The Oaks
Al . Lambs Ore
Tommy Lyman
Gene Archer

rurHdlse

,Iay Freeman Oro
Lucille Johnson
Diamond Bros
Georgle, Tapps
Readlngev' 2

Place Elegante
Larry Maddl Ore
Mill Fttrrell
Tlelen Oagle
Jack Rose
Toto Cnnglosl
Mario Baslnl

Qaeen !tIuTy

Joe Webb Ore
Valerie Dumont
Bernloe I-torton
Ray Jones

Rainbow Grill
Eddy Rogers Oro
Helen Slycrs
GlQver & T.iaMae
Patricia Ryan

lluinliow KiMim

Al Donahue Ore
Eddie LeBaron Ore
Durelle' Alexander
Sheila Barrett
Darlo & Diane
Senator Ford '

Riviera

-MlcUey Aliiert Ore
Val Urnle.Oro
Eddio GaiT
Andrews Sis
B^auvll & Tova
r.40is Kay
W#s Sommerfleld'
Liju' Valqrai ' ''

I

Ben'To.^ cjiliegtans,

. > Rnsslan' Akt.; '
.

|

Yaslfta Dafsko Ore
Anna Kouznetzova
.Mara '

SInda Voella !

Alex Bolsh4koft;
Ell Splvach . 1 .

'

Zachar MartlnoR
Russian Bear

Posrs'a krumln
Karlo
Lo'nya Kolbousa
Elena Slavnala
Nlcholal Grushko
Julian' Altman
Ivan Kornlloft

Russian kretchma
Nicholas Matthey Or
Michel Mlohbn
Nadia Ludova
Volodia Kntov
.Marusia Sava
•Simeon Kiiravee.lT
Arcadl. ;Stoyano vsky-
Darla BIrse

Stork Club
W Feldkamp Ore
Uus Martel Oro.

Versnllles

M Bergere Oro
Val Ernie Oi'C
(romez & Winona
Gall-Goll

Voodoo
Voodoo Dancers
Roy Rector
Hilly Haywood
Clirr Allen

Whirling Top
Fran Ciraven
Musical Tops

WIvel
Bob Asen Bd
Arline Whitney
Evelyn Neabitt •

nob T..ee

Ginger Sutton
Yaclit Club

Eddie Elklns Oro
Slboney 4
Henny Yuungman
Frances Faye
Bert Frnhman
Pfiggy Seel
Antobal's Cuban 4

LOS ANGELES
Ball

Bruz Fletcher
Charles LawrenCs

Oeverly WWshIrs
Ted FloRlto Oro
3 Debutants
Marcell Muzzy
Aggie Auld
Nick Cochran

out more Bowl
TImmy Grler Oro
Julie Gibson
Duanos
Glen Pope
Jan Rubinl
3 Blltnioretten -

Delores & Andre
Diok Webslrr
3 Rhythm Rascals

Cafe International

Lee Murray
:t Rhythm Kings
Ilerble Kay Ore
The Theodora
International Girls

Cafe \m Mutt
Wm Hoffman
SLan Claro Ore

Club Hawaii
Janet Jordan
Andy lona Co

Cuconniit Gro«*
Donald Novia Ore
Hal Kemp Ore

CoHmo Club

Candy Candido
Eliniir Troy

Famous Dooi

Eddie Beal
Loula Prima
Hawaiian Parndlse

Sol nrlghts Ore
.Satliil Tual I.oa

Hoi. Hoopl Ore
VVanfItt .

Diunn Toy
Little Club

Jane Jones
Paul Kendall

Gladys Bagwell
Rose Valydu

Omar's Dome
George Redman Ore
Elin«r
Lollta Ando
Burnett & Mandel
Deo .Sia

Dorothy Black
Pulomnr

TIector & His Pals
'1 rolleelana
Mildred Bailey
Red Norva (Jre
Hudson Metzger GIs

I'nrlH lim

Pete . Conlreill Ore
Dominic Culumbo '

Ken llenryson
The Blua Cla Rev
Menry .Moni-t
Thnra iMnitnalsnn
Marguerit.a del Rio
Juan da Martinis

Seven Sens

l.lly GIbaon '

Monoiulu' Dancers
.limniy T..oWf'll Co

SoniorHet House
.lack Owcrta .

netty Korderi
.Somerset Swing Bd

Swing Club
Nan ninokstono
4 Squires
llal Urown
l''"ranUIe Gallagher
S\ying Club Girl Rev
Dorothy Roberts
Ouy Rennlo

.

Fred Thompson Ore
Topsy'i"

Theirria 'i'ynOall
.Monn Ab.oe
Tat (J'Shea
Ciiui'ij Kody Ore
Arnold His
.loan Rogers
Harney Mnd
l.pona Hire
Agne.i Joli nnnn

Troeadero
Garwood Van Ore

CHICAGO
ninckliuwli

Kay K'ayscr Ore
Ronald & Roberta
Pete the .Newsboy
Juno Glory

Clies Puree

npnny Fields
(Jcorg.na (k J:ilna
(Jrucle Harrie
Dolly Ardf-n
Sunny Ilico
Roslta Rojco
Heni-y Bu.sse Orr

Coloslmos
Bob T)n.«!lpy

Roscoe Ails
Inga Borg

Mile Zee Zen
Aalilpy Ik Ware
tilaiija i!i-ane

Nina HInalilo Ore

Club I'nrnmount

Harry Vi-riiyn
.Milo Jeaniiu
Sonia
Ro.se Patalin.a
llHXton K: ll.'irvfy

Allldrpd Kelly
Jue ..Mu.skI

(;nT BO'S
Lew King
'\larno'
Marion Parser
'"nllrpn
Emmet Vance Oro

UNrrys N. I.

<:«huret

ChaS Engtes Oro
Jack Irving

Yvelte
Theo Troy
Mildred Rock
8 Parisians
B. B. H.
Rider Sis .

Palmer Sis
Dorothy Johnston

lll-H«t

Armlda
Willie Shore
tjherl '

3 'C Notes
.

Hotel iltsniarck

(Walnut Room)
Eddie Vdrzos Ore
Luolo Gar''la
Walker a
'Pho Du'anon.
Denn Murp'iy

'Hotel Hrevoorl

Jaros Sis
icdrl Smith
(Commodore Diio
Joe Parlato . .

Itrnike Hotel
(Cold C^ast . RiM^m)

Fred Warlngs Ore
Grand Terrace!

Ada Brown
Iflarl-Hlnes
Geo D Waalilnjgton
Al St Anise

Hotel
.
Rdgewt^ter

BpucIi

Ro.ger Pryor Oro
-Ertflco & Novello
,Tjp)) Triuner
Kl'utlngs Animals
U Smith Ballet

Ilolel I'Hinier Houar
(Empire Hooui>

The DeMarcos
Alexander Gray
W'ayno King Oro
4 Aristocrats
Abl)o(t Duiicers

Hotel Slierinna
(College inn)

Frankie Masters Or
Jackie fleller
Donna Dne
Ahoarn Bros
Chas Carrier

Hotel Stevens
(Continental K«Him)
.Sande Williams Ore
Music 'Hall Boys
Pierre St Temple
Covert & Reed
Carlos Molina Oro
Jerry McGItily'
iTIerbert .Doxter
Irene St. C'lalr
Marya & Martin

Royule Frolics

Mark FIsHer Ore
Sid Tomack
Rcis Bros
Karrc- I^cBaron 3
Francos McCoy
Slnclali: Sis

,

'LeHoy & Sharp
•Nancy- Healy '

Jack Hllllnrd
' Tlie Rose BnWl
Bernard &'Hienrl
Dixie Painter
Joy Glynn
Ann Bolen
Billy Soott Oro

Yacht Club
'Oshlns & Lessy
Major, .Sharpe & M
Bill Blake '

-

'
'

.Terrle Wlthee •

Irving, Steele & R
Ted (;ook Oro

PHiLADELFHIA
'AnchohiRe"

Rochell & RInatn
Melba Bcaudreaux
Ruby Shields -

Johnpy Grarr Oro
Arcadia ln«'l

.MlUuri Kellem Ord
Don Renaldo Oro
Mayfair Girls (i)
Gloria Graftort
Rosaieen St Seville
John Booth
Gilbert Bros
Mildred King
Kee . .

Judge
Aronomlnk Farms
Dick Thomas
Marjorle Smith
Gazella

Bala Inn
(Continental 3

Joe - Landy
Oarrltz Cafe.

Joe Rellly
.Mary Duval
.Suez & Meln
Dan Anton Ore
Uellevur-Stratford
(Planet Room I

.Meyer Dnvis Oro
lien Franklin lintel

. (Coral Cafe I

.Moe .lafTe Ore
Rcnnir the Hilm's

Delhyd McKay
Kathryn Case
Benny's Swlngsters
Buddy & Solma
Bonny Benson
Serge Flash
Sue Ryan
Carr Bros & Betty
Bobby Baxter

Cafe Metropole
(Camden)

Bernie Berle Ore
(VditrwocMl Inn
(.tlulnga. N. J.)

riarenoe Mich Ore
Kranky Schluth
ICltty I*eo
Llndley Sla

Colony Club
Jackie May
Marcia Lloyd
Florence Herbert
Sue Austin
Loreno Rhoda

KmbaNsy Club

JTeleh Benton
(iPHuu Manners
Pedro Blanco Oro
Helen Ueuth
Warwick Sis
Udllh Ro:irk
Gloria MauHler
Bert CMcmoux
Vera "HiirgeHS
Cliff Hall
Evergreen Casmo
Honry May Ore
Tom Barry
Walter T.ong
Uhoda Tjee
Ben Raymond
Kddio Lang
Ho.liilne Si Don'lds'n
.luno Collins

\Tt'i\\ Locust
riubb'r Logs AVIU'ms
.Mei'Clt! Marqucz
Ollle Potter
Patsy Evans
r^ulu Muyo
Mubblea Shelby
Jane Fnrrar
Linda Rao
y-a.m Woods Ore
Swing Kings Ore

Hotel Adclphlu
(Cufo Marguery)

Bob Roliner
4 Vcapers
Simpson's Marloni'lH
.loe Fraselto Ore
Aabburna
bon (junimlngs
Hetty Kr.'in
,\Iyrii Nn-Mli

Hulen Honan
Klorldlans (Jrc

Agnes Tolie

iJimbs Tavern
t.nrr.v MpII Ore
Little KhthNkeller

Jack Griffin Oro
Marty Bolin
."Vanfy Loe
.Miml Stewart
La Cosla. St Lolila
Heipn Nelson
LUiiun llowman

Pulumbo's
Kddio Thomas
I'altl Craw lord
Marloneltna
Hobby Morro Ore
i"r>nrn'i & Leoiia
I'liito W'ndi'r lluusc
Kishbowl Girl
h'ranklo Richardson
I.on .'Earner

.Moe Glalt

Rltx-Carllon
(Crystal Room)

Van Lsvls Oro

SI Club
G^ne Osborne
Al Frisco Oro
Billy SufCord
George Oliver
.Tudy Do Mar -

Tex ITendrlx
Dolly NlXfin
NIekl GalluccI

Silver l<ak«' ina
' (ClemenlonI

Joe Mlllkopf Ore
Uerti <;hallls
Jules & J Walton
Honey Sis
.Margie Lane ^

'-iOlh Cenlury Tavern
-

J. .

Lou J.ongo Ore .

Powers GIrlH- (6)'

Patricia Clancey
^Don R MarB.iaIl

Ted Pike
Ned Walsh
Both Calvert

t'arrlsh Cnfs
Frankie Fairfax Or
Irene Bateesa
Ola Wright
Shin Bones St F
3 I'arlsettes

Dutkln's Ratli'skcller

Selma Hallman
Shirley Mae
Sunny Nush
Victor Nelson Ore
'rank Ppnti

Stamp's Cnfs
Bella Belmont
.Marie Latell
Buddy Lewis
Bobby Barton
(l!leo Valenteen
(Meo Barr
BllTy, Rny St Kay
Jack Hutchinson
Irving Braslow Ore

Streels of Parlft

Babtette
Len Parkor Oro
Mildred- Barth
Leslie Sis

1214 Club
Allan Gale
Vera Dunn
.Shirley Hule
Jimmy HIake
Lou TjantOH
rjl4 GIrlH (8)
Helen Triive'ra

21 Club
Tommy Monroe
Sully La Marr
Nancy Barry
Ann Rush
(}onnle Loe
Melody Blenders 3
Jean RIccardI Ore

. Venice Grille

Bob Ridley
Betty Mallon
Dorothy Vurral
l''.ay Kay
Marly Burton Ore

Viking Cafe
Billy Calliilian
Al .SlnnnMlcer
Leonard Cooke
(Jrace O'Hara
li''ranlc Springman
Puggy (J'.Nell 1

Pen R.iymond
Melon Wllaon
Elaine Owenjj
Danny ,'^hanlicr
Whltcy Vcrlllo Ore

Walton ICoof

Ilaye, Pi'inco St C
liurl Denny Oro
K Llbby Girls
Mildred St Maurice

Weber's llof llran

(Camden)
I.onln Chalkln Oro
Kay Miller
f'urloM Society rirciia'
Lorraine Chevalier
Carllon Sr. Solig

'

Inl'l iMslruincnlal 3

I ISO Hart
lingo Klee
Sid Ciolden
Freddin Swift
mdo radians

Ubungl Club
Doc llyder Ore
Vaida nation
Moke & Poko
Underw'd St l^nd'w'd
Simmy Simon
Billy tJrirrin
.Tolmny VIgal
lilanr-ho Saunders
Le Hoy Mi;(,'oy

Yacht Club
Marble Drumiilond
Stewart .'^is

HernicK I''oiey
Hurljura Joan
Viola Klul.ia (Jrc

Vnrktown Tavern
mil Hilger Ore
Murle Duval

DETBOIT
Book-Cadlllno Hotel

(Casino)

Bob Crosby Oro
Kay Weber
.\mea Si Arno

Chulet
Hank Fomlsh Ore
Commodore Club

Commodorables (6)
Evers St Delorca
Emil & Evelyn
Anne Page

Blue l.nntern
R. Armstrong
Grade Mc.Muhon'
Judy 'Soban'
.Marin I'uul
Al lianawuy Ore
Club Continental

Chlco Reyes' Oro
.IcsHie Pon'gra
Contlnonlal ;i

Murray St Allan
Frances Wlllurd
Corktown Tavern

B. AlUler (3)> •

.Murqh Sla
J St '3 Gallagher
Uarry Bardell
Jack Jlnr.sh
.Millie Obenor
Debutantes (0)
Phil Kayo .

Ale.*c.*ind'cr Ore
Co«y Corner

'

J Hubert
IJclon Dorsey
-May -Joy
Cozrtles

Ella Lee
,

Lester Squires
Bill Godden
<Miiud|a Wheeler
Bill Johnsoii Oro

Northwood Inn
RUSB I-yon Ovo '

PitTSBUEGH

Woods & Bray '

Geraldlne Ross
Bob King
Rhythm Redheads
Palm Reach Cafe

Gob. Prcsncll
Floyd Pike.
Daly Crumpton Or

Ousts

Ken Conroy
Bob .Shcpler Oro

riantdtinn

Charles Ray •

Cecil Lee Ore
Jfohnson St Gridir
l^ahny & Eddy' •

Pauline Bryant
Delia Bright

Pdwatnn
Ruby Ore
Heut Waves (3)

"

"Covert ti Reed
Richard St (Carlson

.-^uan

Eddie Bratton Oro
Bert- Gilbert

.

.Mlclvaul Si Diane >

H .Smith Girls

Ten-Fnrly Club -

Joaquin Op ray
Babe Morris
Elaine Manzl
ICddle Collins
Shayo Sherman
Ouylo McKny Oro

Club Vjlla u
°

Irving Alexander
Chuck Stevens Ore
WebHter Hall Hotel
. (Cocktail Orllo
Dellonrl & Georgcna
(;arol DohA '

Rod Davison
Johnny .Drake
Emersdn GUI Oro

, WMIIam Penn
(Italian 'i^orrace)

DIok Stabile Oro
Paula Kelly
Burt Shajv
(Continental Bar)

Arthur' Ravel 3 -

•• New P«nn '

Carl MOore Ore

Bill Greeri's

Jimmy Joy Oro
Helen Heath

llnrlem Casino.

JImlny Wadklns Or
I'mrry Steele
Georgo Gould
Louise Mann
Helen Wiles
Mary Richards
II EMqulreH

'

8 Harlcihettes,

Willows
Marvin Fronei'Ick Or

Nlion Cafe, ,

H' Mlddlismnn Oro
Sully Hughes

Bobby Cook
Towne & ICnott
Sammy Wulsb
Mlaeo -Co .

•

Ahgclo dl ' Faln^a
Hotel Roosevelt
(t'oektull Uur)

,

Billy Catlzone I

Union Grill
Karl DuLaney
Blllle BMgbce

Show Boat
Al Marslco Ore
Edith DeLartey

'

Marvel
Mary Lee
Wayne Thomas
Noel Sherman Giria

Plaza Cpfe
NIkl Lov. -Norman
Bent-A St Clair Kev

-

Plaza Oro
Italian Gdnlens

Btzl Ccvftto.Oro
Carnlon

Whitff Mansions
Dale HarknesN Oro
Marlon Melton

Nat'j, L'TiVe, Drops

Pix for Grkd Burley

Louisville, Oct. 12.

•National, which has been operating
a Hirst hurley policy for the last
three weeks, in com-binatioh with
feature pics, Friday (8) reverted to
the policy of straight burlcisque, sans
films.

Opening show was 'Say It With
Girls," with Billy Fields and Jean

"

Lee, New policy will be four shows
daily, with midnight show Saturday.

Radio Reviews

(Continued from page 34)
Heidt and Tenor C. Herbert Peter-
son are blended nicely into grand-
dad's stories. Especially good job
turned in by the strings, with Miss
Heidt and Peterson not far behind.
Show flows very smoothly. Con-

tinuity is by Mel Wissman, while
Wellington Granzow abets Wright in
production task. 'Victor Linfoot han-
dles the spieling, and Of course, the
tune 'Souvenirs' Is program's theme.
Show presented from WWJ's radio

theatre, which seats 350. Pete,

TONY WONS
With Ann Leaf
Talk, Music
15 Min.s.
VICK PRODUCTS
Mon., Wed., Fri., 10.30 a.m.
WABC-CBS New York

(Jllorse International)
After two years absence from

radio Tony Wons is back with his
reading of .sentimental verse, rhap-
-sodizihg over homely traits and
themes and sermonizing on human
frailties. Ann Leaf puts in an oc-
casional , stroke at the organ, espe-
cially when the wordy going aims at
the heartstrings.
Before bowing on Wons an-

nouncer asks the housewives to put
everything down and set them-
.selves by the radio. It's a safe gue.ss
that a goodly percentage heed the
request and that Wons will recap-
ture much of the following that was
his when he dropped this routine.
Ad copy revolves around the com-

p a n y ' s plan-for-better-controlrof-
colds theme arid offers a booklet de-
scribing products and treatment;

Odcc.

ELlIeN CARROLL TROTTMAN
'Darlcne Dell.' Child Singer
Sustaining
M-AV-l"; J'>;.10 p.m.
KOMA, Oklahoma City
One flny last sii'nuior this junior

mi.ss v/;il'-:f>fl i:ito the .sUidio from a
sm.nll Okln.i'jim tov.'n o.-^kin;* for an
audliion. i;hj t'o'„ it. Station thinks
.sliG cm ho .•^p1>I, On this s'jslaiiier

no'v ff.;- bull'l-i.ip.

, ).id hns personality
ap'cniy. P.a'es as exceptional talent
for loe::! radio. fair.
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.
They're cheating a little on the stage

show this week, a tendency that is

presumably good showmanship when
the screen h;.s something big enough
to aUow 'em to get away with it

• safely. 'Stage Door' XRKO). is the
picture on top, reviewed in VAftiExy
Sept. 15. Indications Thursday night
were that the opening day draught
of the feature was strong. Nothing
on. the stage could be pulling 'em in

heavily as early as 7 p.m.

This being the 13th anniversary of
Victor Herbert's death, Leon Leoni-
doff has thrown together a three-act
presentation which features the com-
poser's music, but there is nothing
pretentious about the show nor does
it last more than around 30 minutes.
Running time is probably a new low
for the house's platform.

Majority of the talent is from stock
on payroll here, including Jan
Peerce, soloist; the glee club, ballet
troupe and Rockettes, only . outsiders
being Evelyn Case, Rose Akersten
and the ballroom team of Maiy Raye
and Naldi. Settings are eflectiye and
colorful though away from big-scale
proportions employed here fre-
quently.

A smartly-executed drop, in a
modernistic note, displays . a large
piano with a Victor Herbert music
tdbum on it and serves to announce
the pomposer's numbiers which figure
for the various scenes, lights from
the booth flashing the titles on- the
album.
' Show opens with the Dagger Dance
from 'Natoma,* and 'Indian Invoca-
tion/ sung by Rose Akersten in a
dettmg of much effectiveness which
'brightens up to a sunrise. The
Rockettes and ballet corps figure for
the Dagger Dance. Rockettes appear
ii^ain with a scene to themselves as
the clbser,, doing 'March of the Toys'
from *Babes in Toyland.' No one
felse appears in this third stanza;
Line girls do the number effectively
but a repeat of one of their most
butstanding. dance routines of the old
Boxy theatre days to the same music,
although differently arranged here,
fnight have been desirable. Some of
uitt Rodcies are oh toy wooden
horses cre&ted by S. Sabaneef, while
briers, as doUs, step out of a cute
packing box.
' Act It has Peerce and the e)ke. club
singing 'Sweet- Mystery of lafe' stir-

ringly; Evelyn Case, soprano, giving
out 'Kis^ Me Again,' and the two
fingers paired for a finale in render-
ing 'Kiss in the Dark' as a duet. In
between the clever waltz team of

rye and Naldi is spotted. This twain
doubling into vae Hall from the

swank Rainbow Room and in addi-
tion to the ballroom waltz with the
^ve Songs' session, they do a num-
ber in oijie as a scene-:change ' filler,

a modernistic treatment of tango
. ballroomistics.

' Instead iof Herbert music, the over-
^e with this show is 'Rosenkavalier
Waltzes' of Richard Strauss. Char.

STANLEY, PITT
Pittsburgh, Oct. 9:

In the swank spots of Manhattan,
Xavier Cugat's a bona fide name.
But he's just another ' batoneer in
the stix, and not very well Imown, at
that. Give the Stanley an orch with
tiqy sort of rep at all and the Friday
afternoon kid brigade will be out in
full force. Yesterday they were ab-
sent in droves.
But then there's been a feeling in

' certain quarters that Bette Davis is

^ marquee draw. Maybe that's the
reason management booked in 'That
Certain Woman' (FN) with Cugat,
figuring that screen would give the
combo enough b.o. impetus. It's not
working out that, way, however, and
this afternoon WB deluxer had its

poorest opening in months. Down-
stairs wasn't even .half full, and it

was open season for deer in the bal-
cony.
For Cugat it's a .first time here

since his maritime experience in the
big St. Patrick's Day flood of 1936,
when the deluge washed away $10,000
worth of his instruments and ar-
rangements. That nipped his en-
gagement short by three <days, and a
pi^, too, because he had a show thien.

This time it's just a collection of acts
packing less than half the bntertain^
ment of his last imit.

Senor's own orchestra contribu-
. tions are still tops; his tangos and
rhumbas peerless and his band show-
manship excellent. String arrange-
ments, particularly for those five fid-

dles, are the standouts, with the
maestro himself delivering a couple
of sock violin solos. Unfortunately,
Cugat doesn't give 'em a lot; in fact,

entire show runs less than 45 min-
utes, and that has a tendency to em-
phasize the shortcomings of his sup-
porting bill.

Then it's just possible he set too
high a standard last season, what

/ with acts like Georges and Jalna and
Raoul and Eva Reyes. But the point
is that they fit in with Cugat's type
of entertainment; turns he has at

present for the most part don't.

Take Marion Belitt and the English
Brothers, for instance. It's a swell
knockabout trio, with gal's peculiar
&ggeT accounting for as many laughs
as her falls, and boys turning on the
steam with a mixture of eccentric
hoofing and acrobatics. But just the
same, the act doesn't . belong with
Cugat—not enough class. That goes,

too, for Ann and Charlie, introduced •

as champion Cuban lindy-hoppers.
Kids deliver all right, though not up
to the sepia conception . of this pe-

culiar form of strut, but don't look
the part.

On the other hand, dance team of
Nadine and Girardo has plenty of
class, but little to offer in the way
of ballrooih terp. Gal. is a handsome
honey blonde, and her partner a
slick-haired CastUian, but the two
numbers they do are pretty ordinary.
Other acts are Aurelia Coloma,
striking looking brunette who does
two Spanish ballads in fair-to-mid-
dling voice, and Desi Arnaz, who
does a vocal for Cugat's" curtain, a
lively medley of rhumba tunes.

For Cugat this is apparently just
a short-time, pick-up unit, since he
returns to Waldorf-Astoria in New
York shortly for a run. It would
have to be that, because Cugat's too
smart a showman to get himself
hooked up for long with such out-of-
place talent. Most of the acts are all

right, so is Cugat, but they just don't
mix well. Cohen.

TABOR, DENVER
L

Denver, Oct. 9.

For the final show for several
months at leiast. Manager 'Pop' Ralph
Lee 'tosses the cash customers a neat
bill. The policy of the house changes
to double bills, patronage for the
vaudeville the last several weeks
having been disappointing.

Dixie Trio, colored lads, headline
with a group of southern melodies
and varieties of tap and novelty
dances. They should improve by
doing straight singing of southeirn
ballads or something with a Negro
flavor. Boys are well applauded,
and work hard for it.

Kirk and Lawrence do a western
horse act—with the horses formed
about themselves with blankets, with
the legs in the stirrups being fakes.
The horses look real, and they cavort
about the stage and' do a neat horse
race in slow motion. Bit of roping,
impersonation of Sitting Bull and
Buffalo Bill, and chatter complete
the act.

Hag Haig, billed a former Olympic
swimming champ, does an act with-
out any swimming. Plays a banlo
and several hatmonicas, hiding four
of the latter in his mouth, and play-
ing one after another. Does a neat
cigaret and match trick, tossing first

the cigaret aroxmd his shoulder,
catching it in his mouth, likewise
with the lighted match, and lighting
the cigaret. Plays the harmonica
While .standing on hands, is okay in
his takeoff on a strip dance, and
closes with a. wrestling bit, he being
both wrestlers and throwing himself
about the stage laughably.

Two of the routines are short, with
the line concentrating on the clos-
ing, in which one of them. Mar-
guerite Gibson, is featured as a
mammy singer. Line does a soft shoe
tap and other dances as a river
steamboat is propelled across the
front of the back drop. Opening in
a jockey routine, with four six-inch
high hurdles and the costumes giv-
ing the . racetrack touch. Second
routine a Tiller number with line
dressed in black, arms and legs bare,
and in front of a black drop.
Manager Ralph Lee does the m. c.

job in order to announce the change
in policy to double bills. This marks
the passing out of vaudeville from
Denver picture houses, at least for
the present.

'Saratoga' (MG) on the screen and
a fair house on the first Saturday
show. Rose.

STATE-LAKE, CHL
• Chicago, Oct. 9.

After an opening routine by the
girls, the show gets going with the
Wing Troupe, eight Chinese men,
women and children. It's a good
act, but needs a producer who knows
staging and pace. Do hand balancing,
a little pyramiding and a little jug-
gling, usually with one member of
the act working while the others
stand in line waiting.

Joan Britton fills the deuce spot.
Nice soprano voice and would be
a dandy around which to build pro-
duction numbers. Working alone,
she rates merely as all right. How-
ever, her orchestral arrangements are
the best that this house has had in
a long time.
Following her are Billy and Bev-

erly Bemis, the one rezdly bright
spot on the show. They'd be a
bright spot on any show, for they're'
youthful in appearance, their dance
routines are right up to the minute
in lightness, in humor and in spirited
performance. They did three on the
show caught—a double tap num-

t
ber, 'Peckin',' and a satirical thing
that caught on for a storming finish.
If every performance is like the one
caught, there's little wonder they're
on their way for a return Holly-
wood stay.

As the final act Cliff and Dell are
on for an unfunny few minutes.
Man and woman team with material
old enough to have been retired a
generation ago. Wind-up has her do-
ing a grind-bump routine, switching
to a semi-acrobatic, as he sings with
a not-^bad voice.

Picture, which is intended to pull
'em in to see the poorly laid-out
vaudeville bills, is another re-issue,
'Roberta' (RKO). House has had
considerable success with re-issues
during last couple months.
Business on final show, opening

day, not so hot, with main floor
•about three-quarters full, balcony
empty. Loop.

ROXY, N. Y.
'Life Begins in College' (20th) (re-

viewed in Varietty, Sept. 29 issue)
induced a brimming crowd in the
big Seventh avenue barn Friday
(opening) night. The 45-minute
stage flourish, while in character for
the Roxy and its patrons' taistes, dis-
appointed.. Far from a bulky pack-
age, it was slow, overdrawn^ and the
acts were not too happily nor adcoit-
ly spotted.

Those ol' dependables, the Gae
Foster line of. 24, weren't in very
good form. Opening found the las-
sies swinging ping-pong paddles,
presumably to tie in with the bad-
minton exhibitionists who followed
and who use racquets, not paddles.

Thelma Kingsbury is a British
blonde and a champ; her opponent is
the Yankee pro. Ken Davidson.
When caught< the match didn't grip
the mob as badminton on a stage
did last year at the Roxy. It wasn't
the fault of the players, especially
Davidson, who is a prime grand-
stand-conscious swatter. And play-
by-play palaverer Jack Negley, who
did the chore last year, is excellent
Patrons seemed to have had enough
sport spectacle from the film, with
its lengthy reelage devoted to grid-
iron goings-on. •

Deucing, 'Peg-Leg' Bates wanned
them up with his standard hoofing,
but he wasn't the wallop he has been
before. Stage would have been bet-
ter set for him had he been spotted
down the ladder.

Foster femmes were inserted at
this junctiu'e for an unexciting Wig-
manesque wiggle in trailing sequin-
splashed gowns. Tenor Tom Harri-
gan sang for the picture humbei:> the
lighting for which could h^ve been
greatly improved; mazda-bathing the
dancers from the wings was not bal-
anced.

Stuart Morgan adagioists share
with the Sylvia Manon troupe hon-
ors of being just about the best pair
of acts of the type now around U. S.
vaude. But the spotting was bad on
this bill.

Trado Twins (Frank and Peter)
apparently 'were told to cut their
turn. Vet act usted to run around
17 minutes; when caught, duo was
down to nine. And out of tiieir bag'
of tricks, collected through 12 or so
years of vaude vending, the stuff
uncorked wasn't ' what one woufd
term auspicious. Their first bit was
an old panto of two men twitchingly
gazing at a picture in a theatre; too
much wasted motion for what it of-
fered, and would have been more
effective if boned down to the white
meat. Closed with their old human-
stilt stunt, always surefire. One
shoxilder-straddles the other, with,
the underpinner hidden to the knees
with a long coat. Precision of the
stunt is perfect, and it did get the
boys off well.

Foster frolickers wound it up In
gay mortorboards and abbreviated
graduation gowns for a routine that
was overlong for what it offered.
College clothes suggestion was to tie
in with the film's locale.

Usual batch of dated shorts were
dispensed with, and the newsreel
narrowed to only the important
frames from the week's news. Turn-
over was what the management
sought on opening day. Bert,

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Oct. 9.

Gal who has been playing' in a
local nitery for a number of months
steals most of the honors from a flock
of Hollywood and radio names on
the Earle's stage program this week.
On the whole the bill is a good one
and theatre's following gave it plenty
of response at the first show. Pic is
'Annapolis Salut^' (RKO).
Charles ('Buddy') Rogers is m. c,

and makes a pleasant and unaffected
one. He starts the show off by con-
ducting the Earle orch, which is on
the stage this week. In fact, the
band's participation in the whole
riToceedings is a feature; Lou Schra-
der, conductor, has a chance to sit
around with his hands folded most
of the time.

Rogers starts proceedings by con-
ducting the crew in a medley of cur-
rent hits during which he solos on
several brass instruments, not sensa-
tionally in any one case, but show-
ing plenty of versatility. Following,
he introduces the Ann St George
Dancers, two boys and a girl who
offej.' taps, singly, in pairs and as a
trio. They work hard and go over
moderately.
Toby Wing is on next, first for a

few minutes of patter with Rogers in
which they compare Hollywood ex-
periences and give the appearance of
ad-libbing although it's all in the act
Miss Wing then 'talks' (nobody can
call it singing) 'The Love Bug' and
'Teched in the Head,' The young
lady has an attractive figure and
wears a seductive close-fitting eve-
ning gown which the boys out front
liked a lot That probably accounted
for a lot of the applause and the
encore.
Next comes the fill-in that panicked

the house, She's De Loyd McKay,
sepia-tinted pianist and hot warbler
who's been appearing for some time
at Benny^ the Bum's nitery here.
Any doubts about her clicking back
of the footlights are soon dissipated.
She tickles the ivories with amazing
dexterity and novel side effects, and
her .'jinfiing of 'Tigei- Rag' and 'St.

Louis Blues' has tlie mob frantic.
She's young and good looking, if a

trifle on the hefty side, and she's also
a slick comedienne.
Roy AtweU's on next with his fa-

miliar mangled speech and his dead-
pan comedy. He got a nice hand but
took no encore. Judy Starr, also
from Hollywood, follows. She looks
cute in a abbreviated costume, sings
nasally but pleasantly . a couple of-

current hits, and finally does a patter
with Rogers introducing parts of a
couple of dozen hit tunes which
really go to town.
Nonchalants, a trio of tumblers,

have some novel falls and a gener-
ally fast and effective routine.
Rogers leads the orch again for tl^e

finale and also plays a fiock of in-
struments including the piano and
the piano accordion. At the former
he cracked the audience about going
to do the best he could, but fearing
he'd have to take' lessons from Miss
McKay. Wotcrs.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.
Minneapolis; Oct 10.

Back in theatre circulation after
a brief Hollywood film sojourn and
an engagement at the Drake hotel,
Chicago Fred Waring's Pennsyl-
vanians' again, or as usual, prove
more than equal to the occasion.
They receive a royal welcome and
smash through to the customary big
applause and laugh returns. Johnny
Davis and the Lane Sisters are con-
spicuously missing=left behind in
Hollywood—but the aggregation is

still plenty good and. the big enter-
tainment pimch continues in evi-
dence.

Waring's present show doesn't de-
viate much from what his many ad-
mirers expect and want. It's snappy
music interspersed with a few good
specialties and the usual kidding. If
anything, the band on this theatre
tour goes, in for more clowning and
gagging than before—^perhaps a. little

too much, although the customers
seem to eat it up.

There's no productionr-only a
plain house setting—but that doesn't
matter. - Waring is his usual suave
self in the m.c. and baton swinging
role. Band, in- fine fettie, repeats its
burlesque of other orchestras in a
collection of Ta Ra Ra Ra Boom "de
Ay' arrangements that are sure-fire
and permit effective soloing by
various individual members. In its
other pbip renditions it has every-
thing, swing fans crave. 'Poly/ "Mc-
Clintock of the foghorn voice is

much in evidence at the drums, as
usual. So are-'Scotty Bates' and the
McFarland Twins with their gagging
and wisecracking comedy interrup-
tions.

Specialty performers all click.
Fern, a young femme violinist, does
several numbers in addition to play-
ing with the band. Betty Atkinson
scores with, a baton tap novelty,
dancing while she .twirls the sticks.
Gordon Goodman, tenor, scores with
his warbling and the Glee Club sells
its harmonizing expertly. The Three
Fella's are other vocalizers who con-
tribute to the enjoyment.
Charles Gilbert does Ravello's

'Bolero* on the harmonica and the
audience clamors for more. Al Bot-
tort's musical bits are on liie vibra-
phone. FamiUar dancing tamborine
and domino number winds up the
hour of music and merry-making
in big-league fashion without being
dulled by repetition.
. 'Back in Circulation,' plus Pathe
news and another short take care
of the screen end nicely. A capacity
house at the midnight Saturday per-
formance—the fifth of the day.

Rees.

FOX, K. C.
Kansas City, Oct 8.

Big bill the current week with five
visiting acts and the line in thre^
routines, Judy Conrad's orch, Harlan
Christie, m.c, and Johh Colvin; 44
people in all. However, the pro-
duction does not take advantage of
this bulk and things look pretty bare
at times. Lacking anything that
smacks of a prop, the house has been
using a series of back-drops for
dress and has gone overboard in ill-
chosen designs. Small, stage just
won't take the big figures.
Conrad's band is back in the pit

this week and spotted for the opener
with John Colvin, baritone. Head-
liners are Carl Freed and his Har-
monica Lads. Boys, a young fresh
crew, are marshalled a la Minevitch
by Freed, Freed should give the
comedy angles a brush-up; rather an
un-jelled routine as stands. Music
doled runs from 'Tiger Rag' to 'Poet
and Peasant.'
Smoothest- bit is found in the

capable
. nether extremities of Troy

and Lynne.. Mixed team, hoofs a
delicious eccentric turn that takes
all the way. Swell stuff. Another
smooth job is turned in by Raymond
Wilbert, juggler. Patters inanely
while flipping his hoops, latter is pat
stuff but takes. Three Lorraine
Sisters peddle close harmony ditties
and don't take advantage of the
personality. They've made a rough
transition from radio to vaude; need
more theatre work. Ruton's Little
Stars (four bone chewers) are just
fair. Pups are put through a series
of balancing stints on Ruton's mitts.

Line, which has usually confined
its routines to arm waving, steps
into a good production number for
the finish. Toe ballet "by six of the
ponies is a honey. Four show girls
augment the 12-girl line this trip.
Screen feature is 'Lancer Spy' (20th)
with Fox News. Rain opening day
put dew on the b.o. • first Friday
evening showing. "Hoyt.

STATE, N. Y.
Horace Heidt j»nd Brigadiers, ciir-

rentiy occupying the- stage assign-
ment, must be more than casually
responsible for the record big cur-
rentty at the State, 'Dead End' (UA)
is the film, and both bid fair to too
the Rudy Vallee record of last year.
High-spot of Heidt show so far

as reaction from across the footlight
is concerned, is a corking impeiJsona-
tion of President Roosevelt by Art
Thorsen. It would be a nifty in any
show but Thorsen is enabled to mag-
nify it here because of the contrast
with the smooth tempo of the Heidt
contingent Impersonator tackles
his job in showmanly fashion by
going through a number of routine""
film-radio impersonations and then
blossoming ,out with the Roosevelt
turn in which the President unfolds
a Tugwell project for moving the
Atlantic into the Pacific via a cross-
country bucket brigade. It would be
a sock in a nitery where the patron-
age might be thoroughly in satirical
subject matter.

Practically everybody in the band
gets billing on the front of the
house, that going for Heidt's radio
sponsor (Alemite), too. Alvino Rey,
4 Kings, Jerry Bowne, Bernie Mat-
tinson, Red Farrington, Bob McCoy,
Larry Cotton, Burton Pierce, Frank
Deval and Chas. Goodman draw
space on advertising come-ons.
Specialty singing and instrumental
work by this crowd is okay, but no
standouts. Band itself really only
works straight in two or three num-
bers, which seems a pretty low total.
Also a novelty band number on toy
instruments and a 'Big Apple'
finale are included. Latter two some-
what break up the pace but not
enough for this., house. Show, on
viewing caught runs 41 minutes.
Heidt's radio rep figures as the

prime b.o. element. Edga.

CHICAGO
(Chicago, Oct. 10.

Show is typical of the best work
that the Balaban & Katz flagship
presents on its stage. Contains top
class talent backed by fine staging
and lighting.

Those Fred Evans line routines
and formations have been outstand-
ing in the Chicago number for a
number of years, and the staging
continues to be a weekly eyeful.
Evans comes through' with two niun-
bers currentiy,

.
opening with a

rhythm routine which starts the
show Off excellently, and centering
a waltz number that had this audi-
ence ohing and ahing. Evans' work
is typified by an eye for beautiful
formations, aiid graceful execution.

Foiur acts on the show, and tops in
class and effectiveness. Topping the
bill was Alec Templeton, the blind
pianist, who, with Gloria Gilbert
holds over from last week. Temple-
ton could use a bit more comedy ta
break up his long dignified act. He
opens with a comedy number, which
could be more effectively placed
farther down the line. His impres-
sions and his improvising, however,
rejtnain top-notch entertainment for
the better class houses and nite
spots.

Other hold-over. Miss Gilbert
was as effective and even more
spectacular. She does only one stunt
or trick, but she does it for, any-
body's money. Her spinning stunt
on one toe is still an amaziiig sock
in anybody's show business. Maybe
she does it with mirrors.

Singing her way to a solid click
with this audience was Ann Lester,
a gal who makes a great appearance
on the platform and who hits sharp-
ly with a wide .selection of pop and
hovelty tunes. Has a strong selling
manner that gets the audience eating
out of her hand.

In the opening is Paul Gordon
with his novelty bike act. Always
guaranteed on appearance, Gordon
comes through neatly with a' couple
of solid acrobatic stunts on the
wheels. .

Picture was 'High, Wide and Hand-
some' (Par) backed by a Pete Smith
short and the usual hews. Business
fair. Gold.

MICHIGAN, DETROIT
Detroit Oct 9.

Not-too-exciting show here cur-
rently, but plenty of splash in the
final setto, Lottie Mayer's 'Disap-
pearing Water Ballet.' Lineup is bit

skimpy, with only three acts sup-
porting the dozen diving gals, but
manages to run out about 45 minutes
without too much stretching.

Besides the ballet the bill consists

of Bob Hall, rhyming newscaster;
Francis and Carroll, eccentric hoof-

ers, -and Frank Conville & Co,
comedians. Presence of water tanks

on the back part of stage forces a

pinched-up presentation of the other

turns, which may account for .scarcity

"of handclaps for supporting a«<rf. Not
much can be done about thilsf angle,

but it's plenty tough on the fill acts.

Ballet's diving number, which
shuts show, is spiffy. Tanks are

given an elaborate gilding and whole
turn has plenty of flash as well as

splash. Twelve gals appear mccl/
and know their plunging. In addi-

tion to ballet's water number, gals

offer two other routines, first a

hotcha piece and midway of shov a

roller skating number. First is

snappy, but in skate number femmes

(Continued on page 55)
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BIG APPLE
(FAT'S, PHILLY)

Philadelphia, Oct. 8.

Thrown together to cash in on the

present 'Big Apple' terp mania. This

show lacks almost entirely the in-

gredients of good, solid entertain-

ment. Capitalizing on' the 'Big

Apple* novelty—which is obviously

what is being depended upon to

carry other weakie^this theme is

used in only one turn, .
the finale,

when th6 entire cast . goes • into a

circle to execute the new-fangled
hoofology. ^ , \

That's a good number and plenty

strong with the craze now swinging
the country, but it's not Atlas. It

can't suppbrt the entire show, which
doesn't seem so much to lack talent

as that the talent seem^ to lack ma-
terial. Even the Harry Crosley gal

numbers, in which Fay's, usually ap-
peases with plenty, of flesh, are only
so-so'.

Aside from 'Big Apple' number it-

self, the only stanza that even half

-

clicks is a turn by Gil Lanib, long-
legged tapper and eccentric hoofer,

whose antics resemble those of Ray
Bolger. In addition to ability to

dance himSelf into a double-knot, he
has a powerful comic streak. Fol-
lowing his own turn, his amusing
work in the 'Big Apple' number is

largely responsible for its click.

Lamb uses Tommy Sdhford to split

tp his routine.. Sanford is a pleas-
ant-looking youngster who does
things with a harmonica—or about a
dozen harmonicas. Lamb retires in

the middle -of his act to give the
stage' to the kid exclusively. House
igives his playing the strongest ap-
proval of the day. Lamb returns

..for a comic bit of swallowing a tiny
mouthorgan and emitting noises by
poking his stomach—noises being
provided by Sanford offstage.

Following the curtain-raising en-
semble number, Rio and Rita do a
mediocre, opening turn.. Gal plays
the clarinet while the guy imitates
a violin with a rubber hose. Then
they pluck strings imbedded In the
skin of bass drums. Claim to be
playing "melody on a bass drum,' but
doesn't sound like anything in par-
ticular.

Billy Reed, who also emcees the
*Big- Apple' number and does a fairly
decent routine in it with Ann Woods,
is next. Does a solo rhumba terp

• and an imitation of a wooden-legged
m'^n truckin'.
Comedy is provided by Charles

Kemper, Jack Squires and Pat Nemo.
Fat,_ sputtering Kemper and half-
pint Nemo, who looks more like
Charley McCarthy than any living
dead-pan artist, have plenty of

Physical attributes for providing
umor. But lack fresh material, good

for laughs. Intro a series of football
gags with a newsreelshot on th6
screen. Overlong.
Line is out next, with punkar.oo

. ballroom duo, Grautschi and Sonnen,
supplementing. Then Zelda Santley,
who does pattered monologues to a
piano accompaniment. Only laughs
she gets are her own. and thiere are
plenty of those. Ballroom pair on
next with the gal in leonard bras
p.nd panties, guy usin** whip on her.
Better. Gil Lamb follows, and then
ponies, aided by entire cast, finales

4n 'Big Apple.' Herb.

Precision Rhythm Revue
(UTAH, SALT LAKE CITY)

Salt Lake City, Oct. 10.

In the entire line-up are three
standouts: a graceful, boneless Chi-

. nese girl acrobat, Florence Lin
How; Frances Berk, whose mimicry
in song and animations contains a
goodly load of sock fare, and Ted
Mack, who does his best to fill the
bill of a band leader and emcee.
Besides, there are a brother-sister
roping act, a juve hill-billy moaner,
a tap dancer, a team of sepia skat
scorchers, and 17-piece band. ,

Mack, well draped in formal
clothes, makes his initial appearance
soon after the openin,g by announc-
ing purpose of his revue—to pencil
om any superfluity of acts. His re.g-
tilar band is augmented by more
than a half dozen local cleffers.

Addition of a miniature origan en-
hances orchestra renditions.
Having introed Louise Boyd, tan

dancer, Mack resumes his batonin.g,
while tapper uncorks a pleasant rou-
tme of soft shoe steps that digests
well. Bfihd nlun.cjcs int'^ limelir^ht
rext with ofFei'ing of. 'Merry-Go-
Round Broke Down.' with Mack glv-
"^•^ his brritone pii^ef; a workout.
Novel lighting efferl,*; and hoko an-
tics of b'<ndsrnen th" tunp. Mack
oeTins hecklinfr tli« finmirner.
JJ^Ued, and into»*mittent]y commands,
T^Ve another bow.'
'Two^ Rascals nf Rh,ythm.* colored

{l'J>ys...M) on a H?rle'-" choml fiostn.,
Thair opTticulP'" rerditions are con-
centrated on ofT-heot ton-.nb P"d vn-
e\nected rhvthmi" iirc?ks. '''hev'rc

tafjiou"?. Team's fon+w'^rlc. however, is
th". tvoakept nart of act.

j^ick and- T ""^a N.""*! c'^**^'^ri.'!P a
imjr,ye .so-ralJpd brnt'iG'--„'-'-*""
^"y^ is r>+*r''r'-iv" «n»^ piiUr, Vinnf^'"
V'-'th n but Dir'-'" r"ntin"s ^^e
Pii'/^-i to the rente". 'I^'<^ ioi— ivb=i-
tVVirljpr, 3 YOi^e r->-r> r>"'~-'<d"'l. Tn

Frances Berk is grade A categorv

warbler delivering In lush manner
'Swing High, Swing Low,' followed
by 'It's Delovely,' as might be inter-
preted by Mae West, Edna Mae OIU
ver, Katharine Hepburn, Luise
Rainer and Fannie Brice. Gal has
looks, an ingratiating personality and
a versatile voice. Her trump card is
her full, appealing contralto tonal
qualities, abetted by an assortment
of licks and rhythmic .patter.

Sammie Hinton, a Texas lad who
should be able to vote in 1940, is a
slickster when it comes to nostril
tunes and guitar banging. Presenta-
tions of 'So Rare,' 'It . Looks Like
Rain' and 'In a Monastery Garden'
by the band is positive entertain-
ment. Unusual touch sootted for
'Garden' number. Backdroo, on
which three stained church windows
appear, covers stage, but through
novel lighting effects audience sees
bandsmen playing on chimes.

Mack's . solo stint spilling jokes
paves the way for the heaviest billed
revue act, Miss Lin How. As a con-
tortionist she's all wrapped up in her
work. She displays gracefulness and
artistry in performing seemingly im-
nossible twists and body gyrations.
She works in Colorful Oriental garb,
and band plays subdued Occidental
tunes throughout her act.

Winding up the show is Ted Les-
ter, band member, who is a proficient
all-around musician.. He starts v/ith

a toy flute and, in rapid succession,
has a turn on- a miniature violin, har-
monica, bazookr. saxaphone'. clarinet
and oboe, reaching for various in-
strument«! tucked m his clothes. Pi?
is 'Something to Sing About' ^GN).

Guss.

H'wood Band Wagon
(LOEW'S MONTREAL)

Montreal, Oct. 9.

Flesh and film combo here cur-
rently after a month lay-off. Atten-
dances at :ohce jump to around
$14,000 mark, near treble average
for this 3,200-seater. It's the kind of
show they like, lots of knock-about,
tumbling, tapping and a clever, well-
paced, nicely-drilled 16-girl line of
lookers and figures. Fans standinc
in back all shows over the weekend
and for Thanksgiving Holiday.

Line opens, harnessed as ponies,
and driven by ribbons from top of
16-foot band wagon that turns at
finish to show spider's web with
Melba, show's near-nudist, stretched
across it. It's only a glance, but the
crowd wants an encore everytime.
Line routines, sings and backgrounds
most of the acts that file in for short
wisecrack, step or tumbling.

Vefn Rath starts the show ^ith
fast tootling on the sax and clarinet
and is followed by Jeanne Lorraine
and Rpy Rognan in clever comedy
work-out. Are continually in and
out through the show. Carol Man-
ners gets in a change of feeling by
singing Italian opera and ' familiar
songs. She shows training and fans,
though not much for this 'sort of
things show appreciation. She sings
Against an effective blue voile set.

Line back dangling puppets and
ending V/^ith black out where gals
are only just visible but puppets are
luminous, a new touch here that gets
them several calls, rare here for the
girl line. They bring in Abbott and
Costello, who have a rather too long
officer and private slapstick, wise-
crack set. However, slapstick goes
down big in this town. Then produc-
tion dance with gals in feathers and
Melba in back on pedestal in half-
light. She ordinarily dances, but not
in Montreal, where police barred it.

Lorraine and Rognan back in

adagio which quickly becomes a
freak knock-about dance that goes
over socko. Another act that takes
with the fans is the repeat of Abbott
and Costello in baseball skit for the
big receiJtion of the show. Revue
closes with Keen Twins and Vic
and Lamarre, clever tumblers, who
throw -their stuff fast and smartly.
All acts on again for swing finish bv
Joe Lombardi conducting Loew's
orch. Harry Anger producer, with
Leddy and Smith. Show opened at

Springfield, Mass.. went to Boston
and from here to Cleveland.

'The Sheik Steps- Out' (Rep) and
Laurel and Hardy comedy, on screen.

Lane.

oke fast tap routine to 'Christopher
Columbus.' Something novel is of-
fered by petite June Page, baton
swinger, who does four minutes -of
straight trickery. Wearing red,
white, and blue outfit, she twirls the
batpn to medley of stirring marches,
silver stick making a pretty picture
in white spot.

Jim Foley and Harry Mason,
knockabout comedians and hand bal-
ancers, do a so-so turn with Mason
as understander. They get the laughs,
but offer nothing new in their line.
Lorett^ Grey, who in the meantime
has been leading Joe Claussr's
Streamlined Collegians band and
acting as emcee, then sirigs 'Trouble
Don't Like Music' and 'Goona Goo'
and does a swift dance, to 'Gee But
You're Swell,' mixing in .a comedy
bit with Johnny Reavis, trombonist,
for okay reception,

OUie Heitz trips-back for an acro-
batic waltz to 'Beautiful Lady' and
is followed by Charlie Page, who
does the whiskery lady ta.'ting a bath
gag, which is still good for laughs
down this way, but slows up the
show. Del Allen then joins Page
for a challenge dance to Bugle Call
Rag.' They're followed by Paoli, tall
Hawaiian youth, who sings a chorus
•Till the Real Thing Comes Along'
in front, of mike and then goes into
a fine tap dance to the same routine.
He then dons a derby and gives his
impression of Bill Robinson to 'Do-
ing the New Lowdown.' Lad's a
dancing fool and made a- big hit. He
encored with more tapping to 'Sing,
Sing' and audience wanted more,
but he begged off.

Bobby and Mae Carbone and son,
Billy occupy the closing spot, and
their 10-minute turn is another
crowd pleaser. • They offer knock-
about comedy, singing and dancing,
with Bobby, in stagehand character,
letting loose the floodgates of , his
Italiano dialiect, of which most is

wasted because there are few fol-
lowers of Mussolini to be found
among . the Cap's customers. His
Henry Armetta antics, however, are
good for the laughs and his. bursts
of song from the popular- operatic
arias are a hit. Billy joined him in
a duet. 'Life Is a Song,' using the
p.a. system, which also pleases. Billy
offers some creditable dancing and
sings 'Sing Me a Swing Song.'

Finale finds Loretta Grey, trotting
each act across the sta.ge and lead-
ing band in 'White Heat' as t'^e
traveler closes. Pic is 'Super Sleuth'
(RKO) and only half a nOuse saw
opening show, which is a bad open-
ing for Cap. Combination of South-
eastern Fair and baseball fans tun-
ing in on the World Series was
blamed. Luch.

NEW ACTS

House Reviews

MICHIGAN, DETROIT

Streamlined Revue
(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)

Atlanta, Oct. 10.

Loretta Grey can always be de-
pended upon for a good show, and
this one is no exception. She has
gathered capable performers and
worked out a nice routine that moves
fast through 45 minutes of entertain-

ment.

Miss Grey starts proceed in.'^s her-

self bv coming on in one for a bit of

introductory small talk, traveler
nartine to reveal whole company op
stage Imockin'^ small balls attached
(o p.-jdd'es hither and yon. S*ie

'•>^'«ses all of them off except pretty

OUie Heitz. »*arbed in crimson, who
r1oe<! a sneedv rhi'mba to 'Ladj[ in

Red.' with Mi*-"? Grey leadin.a the
f^rch. Hcitz firl. was crowned '"li-^s

•TTnvf^ ^mp'-^'"'* in contest h^Vl in

Old Orchard, Me., in 1936, and is a

looker.

Charlie Papte and DpI Allen, man
and wife dance team, follow with an

(Continued from page 54)

could use a little more polish. Stuff's

a trifle shaky.
Bob Hall, next to closing, earns

the runner-up palm. His ability to
put current news and about every-
thing else in rhyme -hits the spot.
Deftness in handling crowd, who
furnish him with stuff to put in
rhyme, is a valuable asset

Contortions offered by Frances and
Carroll are among the best seen
here in mai^y moons. Duo turn in
a round of nonsensical hoofing, etc.,

but it's femme.'s contortions that
really clicks. Frank Conville, abet-
ted by a beauteous blond, gets
across with gags, hoofing and imp of
Charlie Chaplin. Latter is minutely
exact, Femme's appearance is snappy
and she does nicely in a round of
patter with Conville.
Eduard Werner's overture, in tune

v/ith season, comprised a medley of
famous college football songs. House
almost jammed at late show Friday
evening (8). On .screen, 'That Cer-
tain Woman' (RKO). Pete,

BOBBY SHORT
Singing, Piano
7 Mins.
Frolics, N. Y.
Bobby Short, pickaninny type, is

a colored singer of hot songs for
which he plays his own piano ac-
companiment. He may have the
makings for advancement but might
have a better 'chance of climbing the
ladder by turning to different song
material. ' Is the 'kind of a colored
kid type who should be doing bal-
lads or gweet melodies rather than a
strictly Harlemish torch. What he
is singing here and his style of de-
livery makes it sound like he be-
lonps in a HarlQm cellar cafe. He
heats 'it all up with the pianoing,
also.

In ^You're Not the Kind,' 'Gone
with the Wind' arid 'Sin to Tell a
Lie,' most all the way he's screaming
the lyrics rather than singin,e.

, Char.

VIOLETTA and ROSITA
Singing
6 Mins.
Hollywood Rest., N. Y«
Spanish song stylists and lookers

in a brace of songs suited to them, a
Hispanic sopran6 selection and
'Chiri Biri Bin.* Sister team is

equipped with good voices and a lot

of personality. They hit a fairly

high soprano scale.
A hit here. Char.

STANLEY MEEHAN
Sinrrin?
6 Mins.
H<>lIywood Rest., .N. Y.
Stanley Meehan, an ' Iri.sh lenojr

with a sweet, young- voice, gets billed
here as a radio tenor. He is a per-
sonable laid whose voice would be
equally as acceptable on the stage as
on' floors or the air. »

•

Spotted around the new floor show
in here, .Meehan gets across nicely
with 'Am I in Love?' a good number
for him, and 'Sounds in the Nisht,'
written especially -for the rroduc-
tion. Char.

MANYA ROBERTI
SlnRTlnff
(* Mins.
Frolics, N. Y.
Manya Robertl is a younger sister

of Lyda Roberti, singing comedienne,
Lou Holtz's ierstwhile Stage partner
and ,now in pix. She is an attractive
personality on the sweet side and
has a fairly resonant voice adaotied
principally to popular melodies. Miss
Roberti does not go in for. comedy,
being more .the straight sinking type.
Playing the guitar. Miss Roberti is

doing a Russian, swing song here,
topped by 'Building Up to an Awful
Letdown.'- She sells both adequately
but dubious whether she can reach
the importance as an entertain'"' that
Lyda has. ' Char.

HARRIET DE GOFF
Siheinsr
12 MlDs.
Hollywood Rest„ N. Y.
In night club work on lesser as-

signments for sometime how, includ-
ing at the Paradise, Harriet DeGoff
sets out for major honors here as a
soloist Her chances for attention
are fairly good.
Miss De GofI is not 100% on per-

sonality and technique but sells her
songs acceptably, backed by a voice
that is good enough to mount nitery
and perhaps picture house require-
ments. Probaoly not top star mate-
rial, she may come fairly close ns a
pop songstress. Of the five numbers
she is doiM here the best for her
appears to b- the pop, 'That's Why
the Lady Is a Tramp,' 'You Can't
Have Everything' is also well .-"old.

Char.

GRANVILLE GAYE
Sinsfiner
9 Mins.
Hollywood Best., N. Y.
A London-trained tenor formerly

with bands, Granville Gaye has the
makings for notice on this side, and
m..ight bear observation by the pic-
ture scouts. He should screen well
and for musicals is likely to turn
out okay,
Gaye is doing four numbers here,

three of them straight, the other in
naval uniform. He sells his wares
effectively and has a tenor r.f fair
range and sweetness. Chaf.

JERRY and TURK
Dancing:
rt Mine.
PrrtUcs, N. Y.
Mixed combination I h comedy,

novelty dancing plus, some torching
bv the girl member, Routin'ng and
style being considerably oft the beat-
en path, Jerry and Turk lend a fresh
note as dancers. They do a .specialty
that is something of a variation of
the old Bowery routine, m-^n working
in brown suit and hat The girl, a
neppy half of the twain, adds a vocal
touch In singing 'Black and Blue.'
Teem should prove satisfactory

along the nitery route, where their
work would fit, and for vpudfllm
dates. Chan

LE AZORROS (2)
Dancing '

9 Mins.
Hollywood Rest.^ N. Y.
A modernistic ballroom adagio

team which performs With flash and
brilliance. Two numbers are being
done here, both Qlong very different
lines.

Azorros make . a stfiklng appear-
ance. The girl is an exotic tyoe
who takes her work ver.V seriouslv.
'^referring to put her shoulder to
the wheel without smiling or trying
to be f'lamorouS. Act suits f"^ pic-
ture houses. Char.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
With the World's Series in full

tilt in N. Y. and first of the big foot-
ball games played the first Satur-
day in October, sports takes the
play away from the Sino-Japanese
warfare and the President's rather
threatening Chicago speech against
gangster nations. Smart Embassy
editors sensed the trend, spotted the
baseball classic as the lead-oft news-
reel topic and climaxed a well-
rounded show with five gridion
contests. Can't blame 'em for sub-
ordinating actual scenes from the
Japanese-Chinese front, after seeing
them.
With Graham McNamee at the

mike. Universal does the opening of

the world baseball title clash up
brown. Grabs the early crowds, folks
in the stands ,

and the long line of
celebs and. LaGuardia tossing out
the first one. Camera gets close-
ups of leading players before the
game, the first and only Giant run,
and then the procession of Yank
players cantering over the platter.
Healthy footage was accorded by

Metro 'News of the Day' on the
celebration for Chica,?o's lake d:ive
with Roosevelt's startling talk. Edi-
tors cut back from the speech to
rhow recent clips of bombed spots
in China and old views of battle stuff

in order to get away from monotony
of watching one person talk. In this

way. little nf the speech had to be
trimmed. ''Universal handled rU'p-

lice Black's radio talk by reprortuc-
' ing the ra lio ' explanation of his

Klan membership, and spotting in
views of. typical listeners.
Far East conflict boasted some

dramatic bombing shots, with the
cameramen obtaining an aerial view
as 'eggs' dropped on objective. Fox
Movietone and Metro both had this,

specific portion of the bombing be-
ing enough alike to be duplicates.
However, 'News of the Day' also
showed additional views of aerial
strafing that were trim affairs.

Paramount gave a concise picture of
troops moving in, while Pathe had
other movements, with action mate-
rial highlighted. ' Par also depicted
the European sector with clips of
Hitler and Mussolini together in
Germany recently, and the strict
patrol maintained on the French

-

Spanish border.
For the pigskin battles of the

previous Saturday, Universal's han-
dling of Columbia-Williams and
Notre Dame-Drake, Pathe's Cornell-
Colgate game and Paramount's rec-
ord of Nebraska-Minnesota and
Army-Clemson were shown. There
was a maximum of stirring action in

these early-season tilts, especially
the Cornhusker upset of the Go-
phers and the display of power
shown by Columbia against Wil-
liam,<j. U's camera captured a div-
ing Columbia back that was a nifty.
Clem McCarthy did Pathe's, nar-
rating in his usual fashion.
Paramount displayed editorial re-

sourcefulness in digging up old shots
of national events and personalities
in the news 10 years ago. Same
reel gave the labor situation by
"rabbing speeches of Green and
Lewis. Particulary dull were the
fashion offerings, one from Fox and
another from Pathe, despite pretty
models in both.

In the comedy sector, Lew Lehr
chipped in with defty-timed dialogue
on two, both good for laughs. Spon-
taneous laughter resulted from a
stray monkey perched on a cow In
Illinois (U). Government tagging of
.'•"imon In Washington state ditto
(U).
High spots in remainder of pro-

Tram were Masaryk funeral at
Prague (Par), giant cattle round-
up in Idaho (Pathe), procession for
Austria's chancellor (U). society
hor.se show (Fox), chemical w.Trfare
in Maryland (Fox), Duke of Wind-
for and his duGhe.<!S (Fox), fate of
Leviathan (Par), launching of i^e
Cruiser Nashville (U), and a Cali-
fornia rodeo (Metro).
'Along Romance Road,' Ma^ic Car-

net series (20th-Fox) and 'SIrrn"er
Than Fiction' (U) fini,'jhed nut the
nearly 60-minule program. Wear.

KEITH'S, INPPLS.
Indianapolis, Oct 10.

Six-act stage bill on' which little

money or booking skill has been
spent marks the fifth week of try-

ing at this vaudfllm spot Zella and
Wllborn open w'lth a mild hat jug-
gling turn topped off by a rUbber-
kneed dance by the male half of the
team for finish. In the deuce spot
Delores, female ventriloquist and
Leander, the dummy, Inflict six pun-
ishing minutes of comedy that fails
to come off.

Paige and Jewett, man and woman
cyclists, are next with a series of
unicycle stunts lacking in variety,
and are followed by Lydell and Lee.
Lydell, who did his old man char-
acter in bigtime for years, hasn't
been around this way for a long
while and apparently has been in re-
tirement His makeup and antics
are still good, but he needs some bet-
ter material and a more experienced
'stral'*ht' woman.

Billed as the Arkan.sas Sod-busters
in the ads and the lobby but intro-
duced on the mike by an offstage
voice as Ross Lewis and the Grant
Sisters, the next-to-closlng act is

hillbilly turn mdde up of a male ac-
cordionist and three girls, harmony
singers. Act has nothing to dis-
tin'^ui.ch It from hundreds of others
of its kind. Closing spot is occupied
bv th-j Six Rajah Arab.s. an am.a-
teuri.sh acrobatic troune. .Dark brown
powder, turbans, amber lighting ef-
fects, a few turnovers and hand-
.springs fail to hide the fact that the
boys are neither Arabians nor acro-
bats. This act and the femme ven-
triloquist were cancelled aftor oncn-
in<» day and a family act the Four
Warners, was used as replacement.
Picture is 'Artists and Model.s'

(Par) in its third or fourth run and
attendance was light Frid."" eve-
ning (8). Kjlcy.

Dancer's Nudity Pinch
San Antonio, Oct 12.

Smiles and an umbrella we.-e not
enough array in which to do licr act

in public, so Bexar Counl.v deputy
sheriffs arrested Ruth Boautaire,
."specialty dancer in the Brr.aclvvriy-

Tavern, near Alamo Hcl.nhi-^, lo.st

v.-eok.

Hoofer .gave her addrc-.!! ;is Hol-
lywood. She was booked in county
jail on charges of indecent CNpo.<ui€.
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WPA Huddiers in a Fog Over

Subscription Series, Other Plans

Judging from the ideas emanating

from 'what shall we do' huddles in

the WPA theatre project in New
•York, indicate they're still in a fog.

One of the plans calls for a 36 week
season during which four plays

would be presented in the four bor-

oughs.:

The scheme calls for a subscrip-

tion system of ticket sale covering a

nine week period in each borough.

Tickets are 40 cents but patrons myst
buy for the four attractions. To date

no subscriptions are reported having
been sold, while deals for theatres

are incomplete. Relief outfit wants
the houses to guarsmtee at least $60
per night, theatre end on the shar-

ing being' 10 cents per ticket.

WPA -recently announced that the

scale would be raised to $1.10 for

some attractions, first to have that

top being 'A Hero Is Born,' AdelphL
Explanation was that the produc-
tions 'must be paid for' out of box
office rieceipts. How that was to be
achieved unless the shows . clicked

was apparently not considered. In
the case 'Hero' there is no chance
to earn back even a fraction of the
outlay, as shown by receipts which-
have been averaging around $46
nightly.

-

Cutting in the project is supposed
to have included all departments but
some appear to be still overstaffed.

In the press department there are 96
people, though the project has but
three theatres under, lease.

To date: the practice 'has been to
play, legit performances in the eve-
nings only in such houses. Under a
new plan shows will give matinees
on Satiurday, dropping Monday
nights qnd still remaining on a six

times per week schedule.

Current Road Shows

Show$ in Rehearsal

Tour Cents a Word/ Cheryl
Crawford.
'Rleht nils Way>' Alice Alex<

ander.
*Yomg Mr. Disraeli,' Alex

Yokel.
Htlany Mansions/ Alexander

Kirkland.
'Born in a Trank/ Jack Cur-

tis.

'Julius Caesar/ Mercury The-
atre.

The Manly Art/ Oroup The-
atre.

'Hooray for What/ Shuberts.
'Ghost of Yankee Doodle/

Theatre Guild. ^
'Between the Devil/ Shuberts.
'Stage Door' (ros^d), Sam H.

Harris.

ROCHFORD HEADS CHI

TREASURERS' UNION

Chicago, Oct. 12.

At a meeting of the Treasurers'
Union this week, John Peter Stroth,

former business agent, resigned and
George T. Rochfoird was named to

replace him.
Rochford was one of the original

officers of the old Treasurers' Club,
which was the nucleus of the Treas-
urers' Union.

Week of Oct. 10

'Amphytryoh 38/ (Limt and Fon-
tanne), Ford's, Baltimore (13-16).

'Antony and Cleopatra' (Tallulah
Bankhead, Masonic Aude, Rochester,
N. Y. (13); Erlanger, Buffalo (14-16).

'Behind Red Lights/ Werba Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

'Between the Devil/ Shubert, New
Haven (14-16.

'Brother Rat,' Selwyn, Chicago.

'Brother Rat/ Shubert, Newark.
'Doll's House/ Royal Alexandra,

Toronto.

, 'I'd Bather Be Right/ Colonial,
Boston.

'Leaning on Letty' (Charlotte
Greenwood), Chestnut St., Philadel
phia.

'Madam Bovary/ Nixon Pittsburgh.

'Passing of the Third Floor Back'
(Walter Hampden), Erlanger, Phila-
delphia, s -

'Room Service,* Biltmore, Los An-
geles.

'Room Service,' Copley, Boston.

'Show Is On/ Grand Opera House,
Chicago.

'Stasre Door/ Bushnell Aude, Hart-
ford (16).

'Tobacco Road/ Hartman, Colum-
bus, O. (11-13); Anderson, Anderson,
Ind. (14); Roxy, Springfield, 111. (15-

16.

'Tonight at 8:30,' Curran, San Fran-
cisco.

'Tovarich,' Cass,''Detroit.

. 'Tovarich,' Bijou, Knoxville, Tenn.,

(11); Bijoii, Chattanooga, Tenn. (12);

Temple, Birmingham, Ala. (13); Ry-
man Aude, Nashville, Tenn. (14);
Aude, Memphis, Tenn. (15-16).

'Victoria Regina' (Helen Hayes),
Shubert, Boston.

'Yes, My Darling Daughter/ Cox,
Cincinnati.

'You Can't Take It With You/ Har-
ris, Chicago.

'You Can't Take It With You/
Plymouth, Boston. .

'You Can't Take It With You,'
Binghamton, Binghamton, N. Y. (11);

Colonial, Elmira, N. Y. (12); Sti-and,

Ithaca, N. Y. (13); Masonic Aude,
Rochester, N. Y. (14-16).

'Women,' Erlanger, Chicago, III.

Pasadena Producing

All the Bard's Plays

Pasadena, Oct. 12.

Pasadena Community Playhouse,
celebrating its 20th anniversary Nov.
20, will observe the event by stag-

ing five plays by Shakespeare, bring-
ing the total number of Shakespeare
plays produced by the Playhouse to

37.

Outfit thus will become the first

theatre in America to produce the
entire roster of bard's dramas.

Yiddish

('The Outlaw, Boltre*)

Drama In two acta (6 aceneo) by M, Ku!-
back. Presented by the Artef Players.
Directed by Beano Schneider; ecttlngB by
Mo! Solotaroft; mualo by Maurice Raucb;
dances by Benjamin Zemacb. At Artef
theatre (Daly'a), N. X., Oct. B, '87; $2.20

top.
Cast: M. Goldstein, A. Coben, S. ElsU

kolt, H. Qendel, L. Frellioh, S. Nag;o&blner,
M. Klrsh, I. Wclchansky, M. Friedman, Ch,
Brlsman, D. Opatoshu, H. Bender, A. Sand-
rlff, . A. HIrshbetn, 8. SUverberg, . Atnella
Badad, A. Horwlt^, J, l<evensteln, A. Sha-
piro, M. Elsenberg, Schnelderman, I.

Gotlnsky, J. Dassln, Luba Kymer, Tina
Todrlna, Goldle Ruaeler, S. Anlsfeld, S.

Levlnc. Freda Iiow, C. Don, S, Kulman.

This new . Artef presentation pos-

sesses enough eccentric humor to

provide a faiirly pleasant evening for

Yiddish theatregoers. If it is the
principal purpose of the group to

employ their talents in presenting
provocative plays dealing with
class warfare, they have not alto-

gether failed. The Kulback play has
a strain of class feudism, at least in

the text as provided for the players
by Chaver-Paver.

But' it is a frail play, and the mix-
ture of class feudism with religious

rigor and outlaw love complicates
and makes it even more shallow.
Very likely the expert hand which
wove humor into the show was Ben-
no Schneider's.

Perhs4)s Artef had no choice and,
anxious to get its season started, had
no other play available.

Not aU of the acting is distin-

guished, but in the main the Artef
boys 'and girls manage to give a dis-

tinctive performance, rendering
vigor to the weak play.
The peiriod in which the action

takes place is that of long ago, when
the communal ghettos of Europe had
their commtinal leaders or Par-
nassim.
And the cdmmunal leader in. the

Kulback play is a rigid and rich in-

dividual. The commimity must play
the game by rules he and his stooges
set up. That's how an orphan lad
like Boitre is driven into brigandage
and he in turn, grown to manhood,
pillages the community and organ-
izes the tenant farmers into opposi-
tion to the Parnassim.
The communal leader's daughter

loves Boitre and the lad loves her,

but the old boy demands that she
wed another. Boitre comes dis-

guised as a drummer to the nuptial
feast and kidnaps the girl. But in

the end retribution overtakes him
and his bride, because . she is killed

by soldiers' bullets who are seeking
Boitre.
Both the chap who plays Boitre

and he who portrays the girl's father
are too rigid.

The lad with the. flute apj^ears to
be a youngster with propensities for
comedy. Moi Solotaroff's settings are
distinctive and interesting. Shan.

hside Stutf-Legit

Toledo Critics Pltfy

Toledo, Oct. 12.

Toledo Repertoire Co. opened its

fifth season here last night with 'A

Crown on the Hall Tree,' by Allen
Saimders, local drama critic.

Political commentators, columnists, editorial men and journals of opinion

will probably devote plenty of copy to discussing 'I'd Rather Be Right,' the

new Cohan-Harris, Kaiifman-Hart show, from the angle that the U. S. A.
is the only country in the world whero such a performance would be per-
rhitted today.

Rule in London theatres is that 'no monarch may be portrayed on the
stage until a decent Interval has passed.' Decision is up to the Lord
Chamberlain, whose most recent ruling of this type was in connection with
Laurence Housman's 'Victoria' which was temporarily stymied last year.

While ordinarily a decent interval in England is understood to mean when
all grandchildren have died. In the case of 'Victoria' the 100th anniversary
of her accession to the throne was considered adequate. Show was per-
mitted to open there earlier this year.

In France political satires are okay, but pseudonjrms are customary.

'Susan and God' which opened at the Plymouth, N. Y., last week to

distinctly promising chances, is a considerably better play than when it

originally tried out in Philadelphia last spring. While there were several
unfortunate breaks, John Golden, its producer, actually proved to be lucky
with 'Susan.' «

Rachel Crothers, who wrote the play, revised the script and also staged
'Susan/ she being credited with turning it from an in-betweener into a

hit possibility. Had the show been scheduled to come to Broadway prior
to the-rewriting, its chance would have been doubtful.

Show played but two weeks then as intended, Crertrude Lawrence sailing

for the coronation. Problem of selecting a male lead arose in the sudden
death of Osgood Perkins at the start of the Washington date recently, but
the replacing pliyer, Paul McGrath, filled the assignment ably.

Satisfactory results followed the special matinee of 'Victoria Regina'
played for the press in Boston recently and the stunt will be repeated in

Chicago early in January. Two editorials anent the play appeared in Hub
papers and eight others in New England dailies.

Press in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin and lower Ontario will

be invited to the Chicago matinee.

Muriel Hutchison again set for the Rowland Stebbins show, 'Merely
Murder.' Originally cast for one of the leads in the show, she had to drop
out because of Hollywood commitments. These are now off and Laura
Baxter's dropping out of the show permits her to step in as originally

planned. Rehearsals start this week (15).

Name for the new John Cecil Holm play, dealing with a pulp mag writer,

was all but drawn from a hat. Author had two titles, 'Four Cents a Word'
and 'The Personal Touch' picked out. Play was given to the typist un-
titled with the request that she choose the better name. She picked 'Four
Cents.'

Memorial services will be heKJ for the late Osgood Perkins Friday (15)
afternoon at four o'clock at the Little Church Around the Corner, N; Y.
It will include vocal and organ music.

Services were arranged at the request of the widow, non-professional.
A five-year-old son also survives and expressed a desire to be present.

Plays on Broadway

SUSAN AND GOD
Comedy drama In three acts presented at

the Plymouth Oct.' 7 by John Golden;
written and staged by Rachel Crothers:
Gertrude Ijavrence starred; |S,80 top,
Irene Burrousha.. ..Vera Allen
Michael O'Hara. Douglas Gllmore

(By pertnisslon ot Sam H. Harris)
Leeds Blgelow Soyre
Charlotte Marley...... Sleanor Audley
Hutchlns StubbB....< i...Fred liealie

Leonora Stubba , Bdlth Atwater
Clyde Rochester David Byrne
Susan Trexel...., Gertrude- Lawrence
Harrle Trexel Paul McGrath
Blossom Trexel Nancy Kelly
Leontlne Katherine Deane

The John Golden and Rachel
Crothers manager-author team has
scored a number of comedy sucdesses
and the chances are 'Susan and God'
will be another, possibly of more
moderate proportions.

New work does not display Miss
Crothers' best sense of humor. Most
of her plays were much more gay
but in. this instance the story is

emphasized with the result that it

affords a more quiet diversion than
expected, finishing as a polished
domestic drama. Theme is distinctly
new although perhaps not exhilarat-
ing.

Susan is a woman whose home life

has been interrupted either through
her own flighty fault or that of her
husband, Barrie, a dipssomaniac. He
turned to booze because- her affection
had evaporated. Their- adolescent
daughter, Blossom has been at

school 9nd the custom was to have
her at camp during vacations, since
their house is closed.

-

At the start Susan just back from
England bounds into a house party
and bubbles all over the place about
ai new idea of moral* thought and a
sort of religion. She chatters about
God and goodness, in fact the play
tosses the divinity around a bit too
much. Susan has become rather a
dangerous person to her friends be-
cause in the new mood she interferes
with their romances.

Susan's own situation then comes
to the foreground and in the few
months of summer, what she started
with the others finds one friend
leaving her husband, while another's
engagement is terminated. Barrie
has cut out drinking, proposing that
he and Susan try to make a go of it

again, thereby giving their daughter
parental attention. He promiseis to
lay off the hard stuff and if he slips

will consent to a divorce.
Their.summer with Blossom is one

of contentment with the budding
damsel a pleasant person to have
around.. Barrie has taken to golf,

his companion being one of Susan's
girl friends; Jealousy creeps into

Susan's mind after a . row Avith

Barrie and he disappears with the
other girl ,after going on a bervder.

But he was merely sleeping it off.

Coming home he manfully states his
case and is willing to go through
with their agreement. It is then that
Susan decides to cast away those
ideas picked up in England, upon the
realization that she has again fallen
in love with her husband, whom she
tells that God is right in the heart.

. Strength of performance is the
asset that should draw audiences
more than the story. Gertrude
Lawrence enacts an intricate Susan,
one who slightly on the pest side
at the beginning but who comes
through as a thoroughbred later.

Miss Lawrence is one of the most
versatile actresses that Londoi\ ever
sent to this side and her performance
this time is towards the dramatic.
Paul McGrath too made a corking

showing as Barrie the husband. It

is the part which Golden had diffi-

cutly in casting, finally choosing
Osgood Perkins who died after the
Washington debut recently. Mc-
Grath's performance " proves the
manager was lucky in having him in
the cast. The others are suitable and
fairly personable. Play has class

settings. Ibcc.

TO QUITO AND BACK
Itiealre Guild production of Ben Hecht

play In two actH. Stnrrlng Leslie Banks
and Kylvla Sidney. Directed by Phillip
Moeller. Settlnss and costumes by Aline
Bernstein. At Guild theatre, N. Y., open-
InK Oct. 0, '37; 13.30 top.
Railway Official Joseph M. do ViUnrd
Howard Uvdns. .Francis Compton
I.ola Hobb.s Sylvia Sidney
.<Klcxander Sterns . .Leslie Banks
Ziihtl.ino. Joseph BulolT
Oftloer «... .Walter -Armln
Kranc'lHca Virginia Holden
Toniusa Eugenia Rawls
I'Morlnda. , .Isobcl Donnld
Murlu ...Virginia Gregorl
.\irrt>do George J. Lewis
Ciiptuin S.tewarL, '....Horace Sinclair
KIrt Kiewurt Lena Peters
Hivi'old I'Yazer Walter N. Grcaza
ilountess nivadavla. Evelyn Varden
Dr. Duduesne Jack Soancs
MatiuellH Natalia Danesl
A. Soldier Manuel De Moya
(Colonel I'izurro Miinart Klppen
niiu Charles H. Pinkham
An OrClccr Albert Allen
Fortune Toller Siclonle Espero
Dr. MoroOln, MlnL^ter of the Interior..

Henry Levin
Snnchpy, a Gultnri.st Alfonso Chavez
Coinradtt Santoyn, Minister- of Trans-
liortntiun Jan Ullrt'ch

Coiiiniile Patayo, Minister of Finance.
Hftrry Bellaver

Comrade lllen^ta, Minister of Educa- .

tlon ....Saniuel Brown
Comrade Uon/.ules, ^(inlslcr of Agri-
f'ulture Fiea CIogK

Muggslft ..Himself

At the end of the subscription lane
this one will turn into the ware-
house. It's a dull entertainment pri-

marily. Apart from that it's jumbled
and mixed up, combining isolated
epigrams of deep-dyed cynicism
with the faintly religious preach-
ment of communism as . the saviour
of mankind.
Ben Hecht forgot to bring his

story to'gether in the pleasures of
developing—but not very clearly

—

certain personal opinions. The play
has the makings of melodrama, but
sprawls hopelessly in a bog of in-
credibility. Its patched-up uncer-
tainties opening night may perhaps
be explained in part by numerous
rewrites in the process of coming
in from the road.

Something of the headache that
road tour must have been to all con-
cerned could be detected in the tired
and at times lifeless performances
of the cast. Leslie Banks was stiff

and unconvincing as an American
author traveling in Ecuador and be-
coming involved in. a banana repub-
lic revolution. This role is blurred
in conception. It starts rather gaily
and definitely conveys the impres-
sion that he is

.
pretending to be a

radical simply for the convenience
of getting across the land in the
company of the disguised rebel
leader. There is no convincing ex-
planation of his subsequent conver-
sion to whole-hearted revoltition. He
goes off at the end on a forlorn hope
and d'es in the hills against terriflc
military odds. This sacrificial act is

represented as dramatizing resist-
ance for the benefit of future gen-
erations of peons.

It is a rather weary kind of rad-
icalism that Hecht has written, and
the play is anemic compared to the
lusty plays written by leftwingers
in the last year or two. It's the
tongue-in-cheek hokum, the Holly-
wood tricks of melodramatic' plot-
ting, the dialog that doesn't ring true
at spots that loses the 'serious' mes-
sage of the play.

The leader of the rebellion is an-
other blurred character He is first

seen as a dirty and slightly bizarre
comic figure and is identified as a
former handit. At all times his be-
havior is dreamy and unreal. When
he presently starts spouting about
'fascisti' it doesn't ring true. .

These contradictory central char-
acters are as much to blame as the
long-winded speeches for the failure
of the play. Joseph Buloff tricks up
the rebel role. But that's all it is

—

mannerisms.
Sylvia Sidney's role comes out of

the rewrites as a wooden toothpick.
It is ismall, inconclusive and phoney.
The most interesting character in the
play never comes on stage. She is

the wife that the author, eloping to
Ecuador, refuses to even inform of
his infidelity, much less seek a di-

vorce from.

Witty lines, many of them the
stuff of which hits are ordinarily
made, do not matter much against
the general confusion. The cast is

no doubt tloing a • much better job
by novr. Evelyn Varden and Walter
Greaza had 'comedy commentator'
roles in relation to the story. Miss
Varden had the heavy lines, but lost

some of the points on a 'throw-away
delivery* that was over-successful at
momentSi Greaza manfully strug-
gled to give reality to a part that
had him constantly crossing to the
whiskey decanter.

Hollywood may salvage the melo-
dramatic elements of the story and
kick the propaganda Qut. It's propa-
ganda that lacks fundamental sin-
cerity. It sounds like a hollow
gesture of a tired gent a little con-
fused in • his undeniable personal
brilliance and equally unmistakable
affluence. Land.

POLLOCK'S SHORT PUYS
FOR NEW 1-ACTER CO.

Channing, Pollock, who declared

himself finished with the theatre

and would stick to magazine writ-

ing, has changed his mind. He has

agreed to author two short plays for

the Short Plays Theatre, slated to

go into action later . in season. He
is currently filling some lecture

dates, but is expected back at the

eiid of the month.

Short Plays sponsors are counting

on securing a number of sketches

from name authors, stories which
they have not been able to string out
into full length dramas. Pollock
has promised to deliver two like

that, one a drama and the other a
farce.

AGENT'S lEGIT FLYER
Edythe Philips, who recently took

over the Tarbell & Philips agency,

plans to produce legit this season.

First on the schedule is Le Roy
Bailey's meller, 'Thanks for Tomor-
row,' with a cast of six.
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LEGIT SALARIES UP FOR '37-8
Gov t Invokes Double Stub Ducats

As Sure Check on Ticket Sales

All theatres and places of ad-

mission where the ticket tax applies,

are supposed to use tickets which
carry the seat location on

.
both ends,

according to an amended regulatipn

sent out by the Treasury Depart-

ment The legit houses are already

using this type of ticket, purpose of

which is to provide a method of

checking the agencies.

Government -people allege tha,t the

collector has not been paid the full

tax as called for in the intricate ad-

missions tax statute and after months
' of investigation, decided that if

tickets sold by the brokers were
traced, an accurate check-up might
be made. Theatres will be required

to give the locations of the allot-

ments to the agencies and have been
ordered to keep uged ticket ends for

. three months. Inspectors will prob-
'ably examine the backs of tickets to

see if they have been stamped by
the agencies.-

New tickets are not easily handled
by box office men although of the

same si2e as heretofore. Because of

, the douliLe end locaition the other

printed matter has been reduced in

size, price on the stubs being in

much smaller type. Treasurers have
been racking the new tickets with
the wrong end showing and explain

. that if the' pasteboards are made
larger all new racks would be re-

quiredi Doormen too , have placed
the wrong ends in the ticket boxes.

Alter the brokers were examined
at 'tax headquairters in Parcel Post
building, investigators turned their

attention to^box office men, claimiing

that gratuities from the agencies
constituted an excess. A provision
in the law calls for the government
sharing in such coin 50-50 but the
ticket sellers say any such money is

in the guise of a service charge.

Result of that end of th6 quizz has
not been determined.

Angel on Broadway

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Heather Angel will move into the
fenune lead in 'Love of Women,'
Broadway play to be produced by
Milton Shubert.

This will be her first stage ap-
pearance in this country.
Shubert meantime is going to

learn film production on the Warner
lot.

CHORUS EQUmr MEET

NOW SET FOR OCT. 29

Lee Skubert Has 2S%

Of Theatre Guild's 'Quito'

Lee i^ubert is reported interested

in 'To Quito and Back,' which the

Theatre Guild presented last week at

toe Guild, N. Y. It is the first time
lor the Shuberts to be concerned
managerially with the subscription

group and the participation probably
came about through a booking deal.

Production is costly, Shubert end
said to be 25%. Show, was panned.

Some seasons ago the Shuberts
and the Guild battled over out of

town bookings but the differences

were ironed out after the formation
of the United Booking Office. More
recently the Guild has used Shubert
houses on Broadway when its own
theatre was occupied.. Former is

known to secure unusual sharing
terms. Two offices have also had
contacts on the road because of the

Guild's out of town subscriptions.

They work together through the

American Theatre Society.

Not the first time for the Guild to

have others interested in its produc-
tions. 'Idiot's Delight' was done in

association with John C. Wilson,
who is associated managerially with
Noel Coward and the Lunts, who
are in the Coward group. Similar
set-up probably applied to 'The
Taming of the Shrew' and the com-
ing 'Amphitryon 38,' in which the
Lunts are to appear.

Ben Hecht authored 'Quito' and
in literati circles it is stated the
drama is autobiographical. That may
be one reason why he refused to cut
the speeches, the length of which
being one reason why the show wa5
socked by the critics.

Meeting of Chorus Equity, which
was cancelled when a quorum failed

.to attend recently, is again sched-
uled and dated for the Center hotel,

N. Y., on Oct 29. There are over
750 paid up members in the organi-
zation, but only 22 were on hand.
Claimed that some of the absentees
were kept away by rehearsals, but
most of the latter have not paid dues
for some time and would not have
been eligible to vote.

There is a group in the chorus
branch which opposes the adminis-
tration just as there is within Equity.
A petition asking that the meeting
be called for a second time was
promptly filed, but the intentions of

the opposition are not set forth.

COMMITTEE MULLING

LOUNGE FOR HROS

Establishment' of a green room
for young players who are not club
members has been proposed by
Brock Pemberton and a committee
named to select a spot is expected
to report soon. Pointed out that
hundreds of ambitious youngsters
seeking stage engagements come to

Times Square usually from suburban
points and they have no regular
place to rest while making the
rounds.

A Broadway drug store has been
a sort of meeting place for the
young pros and the soda fountain
often thronged with them. Known
that as many as 1,500 drinks of Coca
Cola "have been sold in this shop in

one day, mostly consumed by the

players, the kids buying the juice

in order to have the privilege of

sitting down.

A central location is being looked
over for the proposed green room,
admission to which probably will be
gratis. Pemberton, along with Ken-
neth McKenna also of the com-
mittee, figure that the expense of

conducting the place should be de-

frayed by coin made the soft drink
and sandwich concession.

HEEZOFF PLAY FOR WPA
Chicago, Oct. 12.

Negotiations are going on between
Archie Herzoff and the Federal the-
atre, for a WPA production of play
Herzoff has written.

Author is top man in Balaban it

Katz press department.

Opera Stymied by Union;

Gallo May Try Legit

Having delayed the tour of the

San Carlo Opera Co. because of

union matters, Fortune Gallo is in-

terested in a straight play which
may be presented by another- man-
ager. Piece is a comedy called

'Meet the Maestro,* based on short

stories by the late Montague Glass

which appeared In the Saturday

Evening Post. Adaptation was done

by Leonard Liebling, former music

critic of the American, N. Y., who
is now editor of the Musical Cour-

ier.

Tour of Gallo's opera outfit has

been curtailed and will not reach

the road until December. Bookings
were set back when the scale for the

chorus was raised from $52 to $64,

plus $2 additional for expenses.

Such ensembles are members of the

Grand Opera Chorus Alliance, which
is affiliated with the Four A's.

BEITtR

Not Taking So Much Advan-
tage of Equity Minimum
—Only 57 Out of 244
Contracts Set Thus Far
List Lower Bracket Sal-

aries— Managers Taking
Off Rubberbands Now

BRIGHT SEASON

The trend in legit players' salaries

is definitely up this season as shown
by An analysis of contracts. Check-
up was made to discern whether
managers are seeking a preponder-
ance of minimum salaried people
and was found not to be the case.

First week of October there were
244 contracts ' signed for 13 com-
panies which are being prepared or
in rehearsal. Count showed that
only 57 minimum salaries signed for,

including 13 juniors. There are con-
siderably > more intermediate salaries

recorded. Tabulation of salaries

starting with the highest contracted
figure aiid the number of players en-
gaged on each level:

Nomber
Salary En§:a£:ci

$2,250 1

1,500 1

1,000 2

850 1

750 3

650 1

500 2

400 6

350 4

325 1

250 7

235 a
225 1

200 12

175 4
150 10

125 13

100 18

85 5

80 4

75 25

70 4
65 2

60 : 21

50 35

45 4

40 44
25 13

Minimum salaries were first fixed

in the legit code under the NRA.
Previously Equity had avoided set-

ting the figure of $40, with $25 for

juniors, but adopted the minimums
when the code went out. Argument
against that move was that managers
might lean towards using minimum
priced people. That may have been
so for a time, but that trend appears
to be passing.

Same objection was made over
pay for rehearsals, with some man-
agers frankly stating they would
slice salaries to equalize such dis-

bursements. Indications are that such
deductions have been applied but
Equity has found a solution. There
has been talk for some time about
raising the minimums and eliminat-

ing the. junior salary figure. That
issue may be acted on during the

season.

Whit Kane in Mich.
Ann Arbor, Oct. 12.

.

Whitford Kane finally got here.
Scheduled to appear during summer
repertory season, but held east be-
cause of extended 'Exoirsion* run,

Kane arrived today with the . rights

for 'Excursion's* Jlrst opening west
of Broadway. Besides directing and
playing in his original role of Capt.
Obadiah Rich, Kane will lecture at

regular Play Production classes in

University of Mich,
'Excursion' will play week of Oct.

25 at Lydia Mendelssohn theatre.

Student actors will complete cast',

under general supervision of Valen-
tine B. Windt, Play Pro.'s faculty

director.

Kane signed for *Robin Landing'
upon return to New York, Nov. 1.

NYTPA SfiU Styded

But Adamant on $100-$1S0 Scale

A.T.S. Leases Studebaker

Chicago, Oct. 12,

American Theatre Society has sig-

natured to use the Studebaker for

first of its season's subscription plays.

Initial offering will be 'Yes, My
Darling Daughter,' which comes in

on Nov. 1.

ALVORD WALKS ON ROSE

TO ADVANCE 'FOLUES'

Ned Alvord has walked out on
Billy Rose, and, as he put it, the
Shuberts are now 'getting thie bene-
fit of my services.' Understood his

first assignment will be in advance
of the 'Follies,' due on the road next
week. Alvord joined Rose to bally-

hoo 'Jumbo' and continued with the
outfit when the showman staged
Forth Worth enterprises. He aston-
ished the Texans by sporting a cut-

away seersucker suit but retained
the high starch collar.

Rose is readying 'The Show _of

Shows' in Texas, Alvord having done
the preliminary work, including

some extravagantly worded and
vari-colored paper. There will be
about 120 people in the company,
show being a combination of Rose's

stagings there, the Cleveland Expo-
sition and his night club numbers,

Victor Leighton will go ahead and
Rube Bernstein back. Leighton was
formerly an advance man, later on
becoming one of the ace legit book-
ers on Broadway.

Equity Amending By-Laws

To Clear
.
Appeal Situash

Equity proposes amending its by-
laws in respect to appeal actions

such as cropped up at the recent first

quarterly meeting of the season.

Should the change be made, notice

of an appeal from a council ruling

or decision must be made not less

than 20 days prior to a meeting. No
appeal will be considered if inten-

tion of questioning a council action

is made more than 14 days after

such a ruling or decision.

An Equity group in WPA occu-

pied most of the meeting protesting

the disciplinary resolution of the

council after they disobeyed instruc-

tions by participating in a one-day
strike in the Federal Relief theatre.

The appeal which was successful fol-

lowed a sudden move by members
critical of the administration, who
gave but two days' notice of the in-

tention.

It was the first instance of an ap-
peal from council action, but Equity
leaders decided not to get their fin-

gers burned again. WPAers involved
were not actually penalized since

fines imposed were suspended. They
did not care to have their member-
ship records smirched, however, in

the event of possible penalties in the

future.

The administration professed to be
uhworried by the setback, made pos-

sible when a number of its sup-
porters walked out of the meeting.

Stated at. the time that had the ap-
peal been defeated, the objectors

might have embarrassed the admin-
istration by means of legal action.

Judy Starr^s Musical
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

Judy Starr has been signed by
Shuberts for next 'Ziegfeld Follies.'

Show goes into rehearsal next month
and it'll be her first legit.

Starting in hotel at Virginia Beach,
Va., at $13 a week, with room and
board. Miss Starr has climbed into

$650 weekly class. Rudy Vallee gave
her the biggest boost of all on his

air show. Her sister, Patricia Nor-
man, is featured vocalist with Eddy
Duchin.

The New York Theatrical Press

Agents huddled last Thursday (7),

but the matter of electing a successor ^

to the late Ray Henderson did not

arise, Elise Chisholm as vice-presi-

dent currently heads the association,

but it is indicated that the p.a.'s pre-

fer hot to have a woman leader,

principally because of the . pre-

ponderance of males in the NYTPA.
Situation in regards to the N, Y.

agents and the unionized Theatrical

Managers, Agents and Treasurers

has again changed. Statement that
the NYTPA could have autonomy
was withdrawn, and if joining the
union they must do so as individuals.

That presents a new problem to the
Broadway p.a.'s, who realize they
would be out-voted, because the
union has 500 members, or nearly 10

times the number in NYTPA. How-
ever,, the latter has made little pfog«
ress in getting the managers to sig-

nature their contract despite early
favorable indications.

The two groups are essentially at

odds over p.a.'s handling more than
one attraction. Union stands for one
man for one job, whereas some of

the leaders in the NYTPA are hold-

ing down several jobs.

There is a material percentage of

p.a.'s in the Broadway group who
have not connected with shows this

season, but it is declared that if there
is any dissatisfaction because other
members have two or three jobs,

such Ecntinient has not been voiced
at the meetings. At last week's ses-

sion one or two members stated they
had refused $75 per week. NYTPA's
principal aim is to establish a $100
minimum, with $150 the low for ex-
clusive services.

NYTPA during its i. sslon voted
aye to th^ proposal of establishing a
memorial for Henderson. Suggested
that an award in his name be made
annually to the p.a. who accom-
plishes the outstanding work of the

season. Award will probably be in

the form of. a plaque.

'

Dick Maney has succeeded Hen-'
derson as p.a, for Guthrie McClihtic
and is currently handling 'The Star

Wagon.' Deal is not for exclusive

services.

Payees-Food Donors

50-50 at Barter's

'Macbeth' Revival

For the second year Robert Porter-
field's troupe of Barter Theatre
players brought one of their produc- •

tions from Abingdon, Va., for a

single performance at the Heckscher
Theatre, N. Y., last Sunday (10)

night. Show was 'Macbeth' and
topped by a number of standees the

750 capacity of the house. Others
were turned away.

Admission was 40c ,
or its equiva-

lent in merchandise, standard price

during the Barter's summer season
at Abingdon. Cash payees arid mer-
chandise-toters were divided about
50-50. However, the latter for the
most part appeared to have brought
food, etc., mostly as a gag for the
novelty. Articles presented included
a live goat, a live gocse, hams, sugar,
coffee, canned goods, etc. Perish-
ables were turned over to members
of the company, canned goods being
kept to add to the theatre's stores

next season.

Audience, was composed largely of
the Broadway mob. Porterfield made
an introductory spiel prior to the
performance and the show rccaived
a good response at the final curtain.

Production, which was not am-
bitious, used rather simple sets,

drapes and effective lighting. Was
in four acts and 20 scenes; .staged

by Alan Williams and the cast in-

cluded Margaret Wycherly, John
Cromwell, Hugh Fettis and Barbara
Correll first two as name guesters.
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New York Concert Biz Very Nice

As Season Gets Into Stride

. Concert season in New York

hopped off to a punchy start last

weak with a trio of recitals at Town
Hall. Strongest draw was Walter

Gieseking,
" pianist, due to his estab-

lished rep and because the affair

was held Sunday pight Other name

recitalists were Roland Hayes,

Negro tenor,, and Virginia Rea, so-

prano from radio, singing her first

platform' appearance in apout 10

^"Alfredo Salmaggi's' Hippodrome
Opera Co., continuing its concurrent
performance at the Hipp^ N; Y... and
ths Brooklyn Academy pf^Music,
also played to nice grosses, weather
was figured a help."

Estimates for Last Week
Virginia R*e, Town Hall. Thurs-

day (7), $2.50 top. Amazingly heavy
dtaw for this broadcaster who's \m-
known to concert. Little paper and
the (iross Was $1,150, fine for a 'first.'

Reviews were okay. ,

Roland Hayes* Town Hall, Satur-

day (9). $2.50 tQp. . Only ^
empty

s-jats were downstairs -for this name
singer. Event .

sjionsored by the
Southern Negro Youth Congress.
Estimated at $2,100."

Winner GMseh'nsr, Town Hall.

Sunday (10), $2.50 top. Pianist was
a virtual sellout, spotted emoty
seats and press list .pulling it just

ur-^Rr the $3,000. mark. ',

Binpodrome Opera Co.> Hipp, N.
Y., 99c topi. Fl-nires bounced this

wr.'ik to about $2,700 for Fr'd»y (8),

$3,100 Saturday (9) and $2,900' Sun-
dsiy. At the. Academy of Music,
Brooklyn, $1.200 went into the
wicket Saturday (9) and $1,400, Sun-
day..- , .. .

.

GREEK CONDUCTOR

FOR MNNEAPOUS

NEW GROUP TO OPPOSE

THE BALLET RUSSE

Minneapolis, Oct. 12. .

Tea .
artists

,
Ji,ave ".been qigned for

appearances with the . jMinneapolis

Symphc»tiy orchestra ^he-coming sea-

son'. Opening cpnce'rl, Dimitri

I
Mitropoulpus of Athens, Greece,; the

new permanent .conductor, succeed-

ing Eugene Orjtiondy, iviH be Nov. \2.

- - Thefft yrill bt 16 Friday -night and
• 15 iSuriday 'poi^'; concertsli- a,series of

-school stuafe'nt.cohcerts, a concert for.

the UniVfersjity^f Minnesota students

and faculty and! three or- four down-
' town 'pop' • night -concerts.

Touring artists will be Rudolph
Serkin.-ilichard Tauber, Monte Carlo

Ballet . Russe,. • Erika - Morini, Arthur
RubenSteiin, Marian Anderson, Jascha
Heifetr,' Lauritz • Melchoir, Helen
'Trauble and Emmanuel List.

Mitropoulous, still in Greece, will

not take the orchestra's helm until

Jan. 10, guest conductors appearing
in the meanwhile. -

Ballet Russe de Mohte ! Carlo will

have oppositiQii next .season from

a new' group headed by Massine;

choreographer of Col; 'de Basil's but-

fit.
" Massi'ne's disaffection caysed

sotne
^
surprise since he

.
ha^ been

drawing down a salary of $900 week-

ly. • New group is corporately

called the World Art, Inc., which

has already opened offices and fig-

ures on starting operations after the

first of the year.
.

Connected with the hew group are'

Sir Guy Denbom', Robeift Blum, a

brother of fornier Premier Leon

Blum, of France, and a Mrs. ,Goqd-

spesd, wealthy Chicagoan.

Ballet Russe which oijens at the

Metropolitan Oct. 22 for a 12-day

date, is presented by S. Hurok.

There are 85 pe.dple in the com-

pany, which has. been routed, for

35 weeks,'. Understood that Hurok's

end . has been slim because' of the

heavy overhead. .

'

.

Negotiations are currently being

carried 'on between . World; Art, Inc.,

which -will sponsor a ballet lour by-

£^ new group in the United States

in, 1938,' an(fi: Leohide Massine. . No
deal has been closed, as. yet. Under-
stood; that that , group -will have at
•least $150^000 underwritten . by
pis(trohs.' . • - ,'

. !
.

World Art is. headed up by Julius
Fleischmann, yeast .manufacturer,
with Sergei J. Denhsini,

. .vice-pres-
ident. Backers . in .addition to
Fleischmann .will prpbaWy i,nclude'

Mrs. Otto Kahn, Harold McCotmick
and Mrs.: C. B. Gbodspeied.

Frisco Opera on NBC

San Francisco, Oct. 12.

Five broadcasts of portions of San
Francisco Opera Company perform-
ances starting Friday (15) will be
aired exclusively over NBC nation-

wide networks. Four of the pickups
will be for 60 minutes, the fifth for

75 minutes.
Broadcasts will consist of portions

of 'Aidp/ Oct., 15, over the red Web;
'Faiusf Oct. 23, on the blue; 'La

Traviata' Oct. '30, also on the blue;

'Lohengrin' Nov. 5, on the' red, and
'Manon' Nov. 10, on the blue. Open-
ing .night airing (15) will als6 in-s

elude interviews of . operagoers and
description of .

audience.

CONCERTTAKE

Plays Out of Town

PmXY SYMPH'S $1,600
Philadelphia, Oct. -12.

Philly orch had $1,000 , dropped
Into its coin sack last Thurs-
day (7) by the will of Mrs. Emma
Schumann, musicians' angel, whO'
died here Sept, 27^ leaving $200,-

000. She directed the grand jo to

the- syniph to buy tickets to concerts
for students otherwise unable to ob-
tain them.

Gift made in memory of her
father, Gustav Schubert, member of

the Symphony Orchestra, predeces-
• sor to Philly's present symphors.

Hageman's Carnegie Date

/ Hollywoodj Qct. 12.

.Dr. Richard JE)[?\gemj\n,,Mietr9pol-:

itan opera cpnojuct^t; is due in New
York tpmorrow to "direct the 'Wyag-

ne'riah Festival Singers in 'Carnegie'

Hall..

. Dr.. Hageman will accompany the
Wagnerian troupe on its American
tour, returning, to the- .Coast about
the middle of Dtecember to -resume
film work,-.

Melbourne, Sept. 30.

Biz in the concert field has b^en
good, oyer the past season for the
Australian Broadcasting Commission
and Williamson-Tait. It's predicted
that next year should be even better

with the importation, of mote .fa-

mous stars of the concert platform.
Madame Lotte Lehmann probably
returned the most for the A. B. C,
aind Tito Schipa is reported as turn-
ing- in a hea'vy gross for 'W-T. Rubin-
stein is the current big pull for the
A. B.. C, but the Comedy Harmonists
proved a hit surprise^ for the same
management. .

Next year W-T will have Kirsten
Flagstad, Lawrence Tibbett and prob-
ably a return season by Richard
Crooks.
George Schneevoight has done well

for the A. B. C. with orchestral con-
certs, and- further important conduc-
tors will be imported from time to
time. •

All in -all, the concert season has
been a socko one for everybody

—

including the tax collectors,.

Haminond's Germani Tour

Hammond Organ Go. has imported
Italiaa .organist - Fernando -Germani
.for country-wide, tour -to plug- 'the
company's Instrument. Effort is
Jbeing made to -introduce the orgar^
as a concert instrument. • Germani
has been booked for a tour of halls
in . key . cities where recitals play."

Hammond is guaranteeing each spot
and admish will be- charged.

''

. Tour - begins on Nov, 10 at Sym-
phony Hall, Boston. J. "Waiter
Thompson - agency, which- handles
Hammond, is -doing

. the publicity,
which will- break next week.

. .. Terper Teacliing Abroad

Hawkirisville, Ga,, Oct. 12.

Mattic Claud Lancaster, of . here,

professionally Jacqueline ' tJorminy,

will teach dancing in Germany next

summer. Terper maintains studios

in Winston-Salem, N. C, and is an
ex-pres of Dancing Masters of N. C.

and has held -office in Dancing iMas-

ters of America.

She was appointed by Secretary
of State Cordell Hull to represent
U. S. at world-wide convention of

Dancing Masters held in England
last year.

JOOS BALLET
(LTRIC^ BALTO-)

_ Baltimore, Oct. 9.
Opening their current American
•1 the Lyric, the Joos Ballet,

with added repertoire and personnel
repeated its triumph of last season
and seems definitely headed for top-
flight rating among similar organi-
zations presenting this increasingly
popular art form. Well-knit and ex-
pertly-trained ensemble, this group
features no names, striving instead
for a compact and mass effect, thus
achieving a drama of movement and
co-ordinated power always effective
and thrilling in climax.
To the accompaniment of two

oianos, the Joos dancers presented
here four ballets ranging in mood
from the simple and oft comic pres-
entation of a folk tale to a telling'
and strikingly dramatic interpreta-
tion of present-day economic stress.
Opening with 'The Seven Heroes,'

an impression of the fairy-tale by
the Brothers Grimm, skillfully pro-
jected in serio-comic dance form
and posture, the group follows with
Pavane,' a rigid interpretation of
the stiff formalities and ceremonial
Domp of the old Spanish Court. 'A
Ball in Old "Vienna,' repeated from
last year's repertoire next and a de-
lightfully rhythmic change of pace
and effect.

Closing number, 'The Mirror,' se-
quel to 'The Green Table,' last year's
dance conception of the L^j.gue of
Nations at work, presents a vivid
and literate interpretation of the
class struggle arising from the con-
fusion of post war economic stress
and as such tells a story as clear and
effective as the spoken word.
Choreography by Kurt Joos, is ex-

pert and original throughout. Cos-
tumes, all in artistic proportion, are
credited to Hein Hechroth, Sifjurd
feeder and Aino Siimola. Liffhtin?
-J effective. Musical accomoaniment
-J shared bv Fritz Cohen. F. Wald-
u "nn and John Colman. Tour Is un-

the direction of Metrooolitan
i.-^'.isical Bureau, a tie-un with the
concert booking get-up of CBS.

Burm.

I'D RATHER BE RIGHT
. Boston, Oct. 11,

Mufllcal omedy In two acts by George S.
KaMfniah and-Moss Hart, presented- by Som
H. Karris, staged by Mr. KauCman; songs,
'Rieiiard Rodgets and Lorcntz Hart; Bet-
tings,. Albert. Johnson; costumes; . Iren^
SbaraR; dances, Charles Weldman; light-
ing, Feder. . At . Colonial, Boston, .Oct. 11,
'37; $3.85 top.
Petrgy Jones Joy Hodges
Phil BarKer..,.: Austin Marshall
The President of the United States. ......

i • ! • George M. Cohan
HI.-* Seorotary Rulpb Glover
The Postmaster Genernl. . . . . . .-.Paul JParks
The Secretary of the Treasury....

' • Toyl6r Holmos.
The :Seeretary of State .,, Marlon Grpen
The Secretary of I^abor. ,'. .nijou Fernandez'
The Secretary. of the Novy...David Allman-
The Secretary of Agriculture. .Robert Bleclii
The Secretary of. War -..i.Jack MUla
The Secretary of the Interior............ ,

'Charles McLnughllrt
The A ttomcy-Ocoeral Robert Less
The Chief .tusttce John Cherry
James B, .Maxwell...;..... .,.Flore.nz Ames
Th6 Munittoha ' Manufacturer.

. .Joseph MacBuloy
The President's Mother. Marie Louise Drina
A Butler,..;.'. ..Joseph AUen
Pediral Theatre Director. .Josenh MacaOlny
.^tstle. i . .Evelyn Mills
"^uz'/le ..;.-.» . . .Warren Mills
Tony. Louis Tanno
.Toe Joe
The Acrobats Jack Reynolds, ^ol Black

They've got something here, but
they will have to rewrite parts of
'I'd Rather Be Right' during the two-
week tryout hiere or it will enjoy,
no rfiore than a so-so run on Broad-
way. The crew that turned out 'Of
Thee I Sing' take another whaick at<

the White House and all the lads:
but they fall short pf their own ex-
,celleht standard in the edition unr
'veiled' tonight.

Expectancy, ran histh in the audi-
ence which was giggling even at the
program before the curtain, and they
anticipated a much more biting lam-
noon .of the .New Deal .than they
heard from . the lips of. George M.
Cohan and his surrounding company, v

representing ;the cabinet, - Supreme:
Court, Roosevelt's" mother, et. al..

This is not t.o say that hilarious gags
and belly laiu<;hs are lacking. There
are many.' and they come in bunches.
Best of these is a multi-.versed lyric
called 'Off the Record^' suavely sold
-by Cohan. But between these high,
spots there, are slunips, .and many
hot shots that fizzle- in the ears of a
shock-hungry audience.

The book is. bright and on paper
the idea is swelU Two' young lovers-
(Hodges and Marshall') darfe not get'

married because 'Of the unbalanced
national budget. .' Young man dreams
and n^eets .Roosevelt in ,the park,
and . the trio set out to correct this

'

dilemma. Roosevelt caUS for his
cabinet -ahd they -figure out a fed-,
eral piclcpocket as a ' liew means,
of snaring added taxes, but thisf is*

dismissed. . ;

'

'
: ,

.

Roosevelt's fireside radio .
chat,

.(with fireside prop) to 'women, urg-.«

'ing th^m, to. turn over for a yeajf .all

their cosmetic mo'ney to the' treas-
ury, flops; -so does the -plan to open-up
thai gold deposit in Fort Knox (Wall
street panics, when the door begins,
to open) and even a .Whitej House
broadcast, using cabinet talent, with
Roosevelt giving the commercial/
doesn't jell. They never do bal-
ance' the thing, but the optimistic'
President -remains . cheery and final-

ly advises his young friends to
marry, anyway.
Actually, the cabinet and Supreme

Court get. a worse pasting than the
President, although such lines as
'Cordell, "take a law' satisfy the $3.30
crowd.

The Federal Theatre gets some
swift pokes, so does the Wagner act,
Mother Roibsevelt, WPA. and ihe
family tieup with DuPont and
Hearst. The nine old men keep pop-
ping up from behind bushes and
chorus 'Oh No' to each new pro-
posal. In a softening speech in the
finale Cohan declares It's a great
country because we aro free to poke
fun at the President,

Lyrics are brighter than the tunes,
and 'Have You Met Miss Jones?'
sounds like the only winner. Chore-
ography is. fair, a single park set is
adequate, lighting excellent.

Even though Cohan only vaguely
resembles Roosevelt, he clicks, as
usual, with the Boston customers.

Fox.

ANGEL ISLAND
Baltimore, Oct. 11.

ComeJ.v mystery In tliree acts by Bernlp
Anfjus; i)resi>nleJ and directed by George
Abbott: settings by John Root; at Mary-
land tlieati-e, Uultiinorc, Oct. 11, '37, $:;.1>0

top.

C.urma Grainger Lea Ponmon
Hunit-e Detly Field
Leo Grainger Carroll Ashburti
Gurlh ISrlo WoUencott
Sylvia, .lordan iArlene Francis
John Kavnnnugh Cylde Fllltiiore
Sidney Powell Morgan Conway
Lucy Powell Edith Van Cleve
.\linee Lattlnier Maldel Turner
Murco Klwood Nigel Blake
.\rlene Hlrhfleld ...Louise Larubee
.Meo Rlchlleld David Hoffman
'frig Thomas H. (irahani
liOlii ..Alma DlckFon
liail Miii'.sli Joyce Arllnn
Ji^ff Khigsley .Clayton Collycr
I'Cssie .Doro Menindc

There's a weird old hoOse on a
lonely island, people are killed,
pearls and jewels are bruited about
and everybody but the real killer is

suspected. It's a mystery set-up'
from the word go—but staged by

George Abbott and given his deft
touch, 'Angel Island' emerges an en-
tertaining and always interest com-
pelling three acts of good old time
theatre. Whether it is of the stuff
required by a .Broadway hit, is a
matter to be determined by further
doctoring and added twists of orig-
inality and plot. ...
As presented here opening night,

this new play by Bernie Angus has
in it some characterizations of comic
worth, an unoriginal story and series
of situations and some fairly spright-
ly dialogue.* Abbott may make of it
an entertaining creeper.
The . story- revolves about an old

housie on a lonely island purchased
by Leo and' Carma. Grainger to
which they invite an assortment qf
friends more or less interested in a
forthcoming deal .vital to the ma-
terial future of all those present. The
intimacies and behind closed . door
intrigiies plus the usual assortment
of hired help, all lend material aid
to puzzling and mystifying situa-
tions constantly" unfolding and re-
sulting in inevitable mystejy. Tales
of buried treasure arid a general let-
ting do.wn of the hair brought oh
by the possibility "of possessing it,

lead from one baffling situation to
another and finally end with the cap-
ture of the real gqy 'who-done-if
and a satisfactory last act curtain.
Abbott's- company is- competent

and especially good in ensemble.
Standouts may be credited to Betty
Field and Doro Merande as a couple
of contrastingly sex-blessed house
maids; Joyce Arling and Clayton
Collyer, holding up the romantic end
and Arline. Francis and Nigel Blake
as a couple of cheaters.. John Root's
sets, built on a revolving stage, are
in good taste. -

•With treatment on the comic side
and the mystery angle secondary,
'Angel Island' might be- wrought
into - a ..playworthy : material fit for
Broadway, . Burm,

MADAME BOVARY
Washington, Oct. 9.

Drama .In three nets .(!« scenes), adapted
In English by Benn W. Ldvy from Gaston
Baty'a. dramatization .of Gustave "Flaubert
novel;, presented by Theater Guild; directed
by Besnn W. Levy; settings and .costumes
designed by Lee Slmonson from original
by Baty; at Natlon.il Theatre, Washington',
D. C, Oct, 6,. '37; ?1!.7.5 top.
EnAma- Bovary. ..'....-.Constance Cummlngs
Monsieur Kovault. ......... . .Arthur Orlffln
Charles Bovary .....Harold Vermllyea
Homats ., Ernest -Cossart
Mme.- Lefrancols Alice Belmore-Cllffe
Hlppolyte
Blnet
Leon Depots
Mme. Caron.
Lheureux - . .

.

Fellc.Uo.
.Tustin.
Mme.. Homats.........
Rodoipb'e' Boulanger.

.

Gimrd
Mme. Bovnry, Senior
Dr. Canlvet

School Companions.

.John -O'Connor
Robert "Vivian
Carl Harbord

,,.".. Hazel Hanna
...Ernest Thesiger
...'Valerie Cossart
.O. Z. Whitehead

"Viola Roachs
Eric Portman

...Maurice Manson

. ,',,Eda Heiheman
...Irving Morrow
Ann Freschm&nn
Frances Harlson
Jacqueline de Wit
Lllyaii Miller
Mary AlcCormaglc
.Gladene Parr.

"Madame Bovary,' whom. NoVelist
Gustave Flaubert created two gen-
erations ago to make literary history
and Playwiright Gaston Baty drama-
tized two seasons ago to score a hit
on the Paris stage,, arrived in
America this week via Benn W.
Levy to depict her troubles for
Theater Guild customers. And
realizing

. her importance in the
world of make-believe, the Guild
has given her a setting as rich and
complex as her own highly special-
ized career.
The mere magnitude of the con-

coction, from production to plot,
fairly steam-rollers detailed criticism
into being pointless. It makes no
attempt to follow the tradition of

(Continued on page 59)

Cleveland Symph on NBC

Cleveland,. Oct. 12.

Portions of the Saturday night
concerts of the Cleveland orchestra
will be broadcast over the NBC red
network Oct. 16 and 23. Network
js picking up an hour of each concert
direct from Severance Hall. Artur
Rodzlnski, co-director of the new
NBC. symphony, will direct the two
programs, Albert Spalding, the vio-
linist, will be the soloist on the sec-

ond broadcast.

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON
Columbia Studio, H'wood
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'Show Is ()n^^op in Oii, $11,000;

Hfomen Good 16& 'CanY Okay
J :

'. ^ * ~ • _

12€

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Coming in quickly from its New
York revival 'The Show Is On'
couldn't get started at the Grand,

and will be yanked after two
weeks. House will then be turned
over to the Theatre Guild-Ameri-
can Theatre Society subscription

bunch for 'Madame Bovary,' which
comes in on next Monday (18).

Shubert musical rah deep in the

red on its first week and doesn't,

look able to climb out of it cur-
rently, either. Word-o£-mouth on
the show- has not been good, with
the main ' squawks being on the

dated 'topical' jokes, much of

which run to political satire.

With the booking of. 'Madame
Bovary* at the Grand, it kills off

'tlje original date, of 'Yes, My Dar-
ling Daughter,', which the ATS had
scheduled, fpj: the Studebaker on
Nov, 1.

Exception to the weak trade is

•You Can't Take It With You,' which
is holding lip rem,arkably despite the
lengt^i of, the run. Show is getting
people who haven't been to a legit

show, in years.
• .Estimates for Last Week
^Brother Rat,' Selwyn (1,000; $2.75)

(8th week). Dropping gross in evi-

dence last week, but take still

enough to show a profit.. Dipped to

approximately $11,500.

'The Show Is On,' Grand (1,300;

$3.30)' (2nd and last week). Goes this,

week after a flabby fortnight, giving

way. to 'Mpuiame Bovary'. on Monday
(18)r . Musical opened on. Tuesday
(5) but never got started with
meagre $11,000 for its five-day run.
The Women,' Erlanger (1,300;

$2.75). .(4th week). Demand excel-

lent in t he cheaper sections, but
show having difficulty with the main
floor seats. However, figures best
top gross of loop with $16,500.
• %on Can't Take It With Tou,'
Harris (1,000;. $2.75)v .(36th week).
The miracle show oh the loop and
holding to a gros^ of $12,000.

WPA
;

Utaneab,* Great Northern. Yiddish
folk show getting great play, espe-
cially from parties.

One-acters, Princess. Going along
on sd-sa demand.

'SERVICE' FAIRLY GOOD

$8,500; 1ST WEEK, U.
Los Angeles, Oct. .12.

•Roorh Service' is heading for art"-

other substantial week at the Bilt-

mbre, where it opened Oct. 4 for four
weeks' sojourn. Federals are plug-
ging along, currently showing; in two
local houses. Rehearsals are in prog-
ress for project's first musical of the

season, -Ready, Aim, Fire,' satire on
life on Mars, skeded for the Holly-
wood Playhouse (22) at $1.10 top.

Estimate for Last Week
«Boom Service,' Biltmore (C-1,656;

$2.75) (1st wk). Hollywood mob
may go this one, and opening stan-

za brought profitable $8,500. Heavy
advance, for balance of run.

WiPA
The WorW We Live In,» Mayan.

Satire by Josef and Karel Capek
runs through (24).

'Captain Brassbound's Gonversion,'
Hollywood Playhouse. Shaw comedy
drama sticks through (17).

Mary Astor Hypos Coward

Cycle to 12G m 'Frisco

San Francisco, Oct. 12.

Although hot weather hurt some,
Noel Coward's 'Tonight at 8:30' is.

doing excellent business at the Cur-
ran theatre, where his series of nine
plays will be presented over a period
of' three weeks. Press notices have
been great in behalf of the cast, plays
and production. ' 'Beyond the Hori-
zon,' in its second stanza at the Al-
cazar theatre, is doing moderate biz.

Estimate for Last Week
Tonig^ht at 8:30,' Curran (1st week)

(1,500; $2.50). Drawing big houses.
Presence of Mary Astor in the cast
Very helpful to b.o. In fine fettle at
$12,500.

WPA
'Beyond the Horizon,' Alcazar (2d

.Wk) (1,500; 55c.) One more week to
go. Hot weather hurt here. 'War-
rior's Husband' is the next attrac-
tion.

'Tovarich' Gets $12,000
As Cincy's Initialer

Cincinnati, Oct. 12.
Legit season opened last week with

Leontovich in 'Tovarich' at the Cox,
which grossed $12,000 at $2.75 top.
House has 'Yes, My Darling Daugh-
ter, with Florence Reed, this week
at same, scale. To be followed by 'A
Doll s House' the week of Oct. 24;
lalluiah Bankhead and Conway
rearle in 'Antony and Cleopatra'
^ov. 1-6, and 'Brother Raf the week
lOUowing.

f^^fl'ion G. Trowbridge is manager
lor the Shubert house!

MADAME BOVARY
(Continued from page 58)

herding the climaxes into three or
four key backgrounds. The events
take place Where and when they
happen regardless of what they in-
volve in curtain raising and lower-
ing or trick staging. The result will
be called both a set of deftly-
fashioned

. vignettes and a long
story chopped into bits by annoying
intermissions. Flaubert being Flau-
bert and not a writer of smart, con-
cise dialogue, the latter is pretty
hard to escape without rewriting the
whole idea, altho the Baty-Levy
edition with the polishing it will get
between here and Broadway may
come surprisingly close.
Play runs the gamut from comedy

to melodramatic tragedy, the latter

getting the stronger play, most of
the wit lying in sustained humorous
situations .that never burst -into full

bloom.
Things begin with pretty, enthusi-

astic Emma Bovary, who is the hero-
ine of every romance she reads or
injiagines, bespeaking day dreams to

Charles Bovary, her plump, country-
bunipkin doctor-husband, on a moon-
lit balcony on their wedding^ night.

Charles is very nice about it, but
she looks down to find him snoring
in her lap. This, which is a perfect
vignette, sets the mood for what
follows — being Enuna's successive
boredom, rebellion and defeat.
Scene Two, laid in the Inn of the

Lion d'Or at Yonville, serves to es-

tablish sevei-al characters and ends
with the arrival of Charles and Em-
ma in their perrrianent locale. Scene
Thtee, the living room bf Homais,
the toWn apothecary and civic lead-

er, finds Charles and Homais falling

asleep over a domino game, leaving
Emma and Poet Leon Depuis to sit

on the sofa and discover they have
a common soul. Scene Four widens
the breech between the bored Enuna
and the stolid Charles and finds Em-
ma setting, her cap for more than
walks. An the" sunlight with Leon.
Scene Five finds Leon arriving to

tell Emma he is going to Paris, hav-
ing fought oft loving her as 'mere
iBesh and blood' and carryirig away
the knowledge he has known a
'saint.' Act One curtain falls, on
Enupa,- - alone and giving vent to

modified hysterics over . frustration
of her dreams and Leon's poorly cho-
sen compliment.
Next • is " Bovary's tJarlor, six

monlJis later, with Emma, who has
found her lover in Rudolphe, re.?,

ceiving woird from his lackey- he
can't go riding that afternoon. Re-
alizing it is over she desperately
turns to Charles, driving him to un-
der'lafce pn operation on a localite

he knows he is not qualified to. per-
form. Next, Rudolphe's sitting room,
to which Emma flees in the night
to tell him Charles has failed and
begging him to take her away, which
to get her oiit he promises to do.

Next shows Rudolphe's and Emma's
rooms , simultaneously, Rudolphe
composing letter . calling flight off,

and Epima frantically packing. Act
ends with Emma fainting in Charles'

arms after note has arrived.
Last section opens looking through

box at opera at Rouen following
spring, Emma still ill but" brightening
up when Leon, now the sophisticated

Parisian, walks in for a chat. Fol-

lowed by doorway parting outside

cheap hotel, which establishes clan-

destine affair as in full swing. Fol-

lowed by Emma and Leon arriving

in hotel room after all-night brawl
during carnival, Emma suggesting

that Leon steal money to pay the

debts ^e has rolled up to finance

meetings. Followed by Emma, aban-
doned by Leon, going to shop of

money-lender Lheureux to beg more
time. Followed by Emma getting

handful of arsenic from boy at^Ho-
mais' shop and swallowing it amid
trash barrels under window. Fol-

lowed by arrival of Charles in bed-
room to find her writhing with hor-
rible convulsions he is helpless to

even understiand, and dying with
packets of letters in her hand as

curtain falls.

Constance Cummings does excel-

lent job in role that fairly reeks

with danger of haminess, letting au-

dience understand Emma without
forcing sympathy or justification for

her fundamental selfishness and su-

gar-coated cruelty. Others in cast,

including trio of English importa-

tions, Carl Harbord, Ernest Thesing-

er and Eric Portman, all up to usual

Guild standard, especially HarOld
"Vermilyea, who kept Charles Bovary
from being burlesque without sacri-

ficing a. whit of the necessary con-

trast to Emma's other masculine
affiliates. Craio.

*CanV Socko 12G, Buffalo
Buffalo, Oct. 12.

'You Can't Tiike It. With You,'

drew fine press of $12,000 for eight

performances at the Erlanger last

week.

'Born in a Trunk' with Henry Hull

directing has started rehearsals.

Play written by Aurania Roveros,

will be presented by Jack Curtis.

PALTO BIZ POOR

'Wise Tomorrow' Gets Puny $3,000 at
Ford's—Operas 9G, Fair

Baltimore", Oct. 12,

A record-breaking mail order and
advance sale indicates' a smashing
four-day engagement for 'Amphitry-
on 38,' coming to ,Ford's tomorrow
(13) makes a pleasing change of pace
from the meagre takings of 'Wise
Tomorrow,' "Warners British impor-
tation, which unfolded itself prior to
Broadway in the same house last
week. General going oyer by local
crix and unpleasant theme of play
affected biO, to poor $3,000 effort/
Columbia Grand Opera Company

in repertoire at the Maryland did a
fair $9,000 at pop prices.

Estimates for Last Week
'Wise Tomorrow,' Ford's (1,988;

$2.20). Good advance and nice open-
ing night, but fell off to a bare $3,000.
Columbia Grand Opera Company,

Maryland . (1,570; $1.65). Fairly
steady trade and a nicely built-up
week-end sent repertoire up to
$9,000.

ma: 2§g,

HUB RECORD

Boston, Oct. 12.

In her third week Helen Hayes did
the impossible by attracting more
customers into the Shubert than she
did for the -first two smash, capacity
weeks of 'Victoria Regina.' First
week was capacity; .second stanza
was capacity plus, and the third
frame topped the' second with added
standees. Third week hit $29,000.
'Room Service' got started last'

week at the renovated Copley, and
opened a run with satisfactory b.o.

reaction. 'Can!t Take It' sailed
through a fourth frame at the Plym-
outh with a nice take, and looks set
for another month at least.

Big noise is, of cQurse, the musical
conversation piece, 'I'd Rather Be
Right,' starring George Cohan, and
lampooning the New Deal and all

the Democratic big shots, which pre-
miered last night (U) at the Co-
lonial.

Estimaties for Last Week •

^Victoria Regina' (Shubert) ($3,30)
(3d week). About everybody in
New England has tried to see Miss
Hayes' superb performance, but they
can jam in just so many. $29,000 for
the third week is the talk of the
town.

'Can't Take It With You' (Plym-
outh) ($2.50) (5th week). Very pop-
ular and showing no sign of serious
swerve in takes. Fifth week very
good $13,500.
'Boom Service' (Copley) ($2.50)

(1st week). Okay road company
giving satisfaction and opening tally

of $9,000 indicates fair chance.

*Red Lights' Good $8,500

Getaway Week at Newark
' Newark, N. J., Oct. 12.

'Behind Red Lights' in its second
week at the •Shubert did over $8,500,

and could have stayed a third week.
Current attraction, 'Brother Rat.'

Estimate for Last Week
'Behind Red Lig^his,' Shubert (1,-

960; $1.50-50). Exceptional draw for

this attraction put the b.o. at $8,500.

Engagements

Frances Farmer, 'The Manly Art.'

Gloria Dickson, Josephine Victor,

Calvin Thomas, Rosemary Ames,
'Wise Tomorrow.'
Paul Haakon, 'Hooray for What.'-

Ben Cutler, Cynthia Roger;;, 'Fire-

man's Flame.'

Ralph Cullinan, Frank Lindsay,

Pas Le Noir, Robert S, Harrison,

Esther Mitchell, Leslie Bingham,
•John Robb, 'Father Malachy's Mira-

cle.'

Will Geer, 'Journeyman.'
Louis Calhern, 'Robin Landing.'

Lillian Emerson, Katherine Emr
met, Robert Light. 'Born in a Trunk.'

Wallace Ford, 'Of Mice and Men.'

Heather Angel, Hugh Sinclair,

Vaerlie Taylor, 'Love of Women.' .

Frank Conroy, Cathleen Comegys,.
Elizabeth Young, Franklin Downing,
Ethel Intropodi, Jack Kelly, Marilyn
Erskine, Russell Hardie. Don Costel-

lo, Kendall Clark, Donald Black, Al-
fred Webster, Lloyd Gough, J. C.

Dunn, Bradford Hunt, 'Ghost of

Yankee Doodle.'
Michael Doyle, Taniara, Earl Ox-

ford, Leona Powers, Blanche Ring,

'Right This Way.'
Phoebe Brand, Morris Carnovsky,

Lee J. Cobb, Jule.s Garfield, Ella

Kazen, Bob Lewis, Art Smith, 'The

Manly Art.'

Cecil NatapofT, Carolyn Whitney,
'Wall Street Scene.'
Five Reillys, The Bryants, 'Hooray

for What.'
Rags Ragland, Lotte Go.slar, Erika

Mann, Jimmy Shelton, Jack and
June Blair, Peter Renwi.ck, The
Johnsons, Leone Sousa. Michael Lo-
ring, 'New Faces of 1937.'

' Muriel Kirkland, Catherine Cal-

houn Doucet, 'Four Cet)ts a Word.'

Series Visitors Hypoed Broadway,

'Star Wagon' Set; 'Susan' Looks In

Another indicated success of the
slowly developing Broadway season'
loomed at the Plymouth last mid-
week with the premiere of 'Susan
and God.' The press was divided,
but the box office thrived with the
orders for tickets by the agencies
that could not be fully met. Accord-
ing to the takings up to date the play
is aimed for a pace of $20,000' or
better. At the Guild 'To Quito and
Back' got thumbs down from the
press.

First real draw was 'The Star
Wagon,' Which "got Over $17,000 for
its - first full week at the Empire,
Capacity at the scale there is about
$1,500 more, and standees were re-
ported for several performances.
The two' imported comedies, 'George
and Margaret' and 'French Without
Tears,' are the best of the young
season's other new shows. Each ap-
proximated $10,000 last week. The
Abbey Players, also an import, is

do'ing fairly well, getting class avidi-

ences.
Business was on the upbeat almost

all along the line last week, with the
world's series ball games aiding to
some degree, as shown by the filled

midtown hotels. 'The Women*
bounded upward again and ao-
proached • the figures of its early,
months. Gross was $19,600, the best
figure on the list with the exception
of the musical 'Virginia.' 'Room
Service' tallied $16,000. and 'Can't
Take It With You' topped $15,000,
which is all the show can gross.

Premiere cards are surely skimpy
in comparison to other seasons. Last
week there were two openings and
two this week, one being set back
from last- week. Coming week lists

but one regular debut—'Angel Is-

land,' which conies to the National.
Balance of the month promises no
batch of new shows, but November
should see the first heavy influx.

Only scheduled withdrawal this

week is 'King Richard II.' which
goes to the road from the St, James.

Estimates for Last Week
'Babes in Arms,' Shubert (27th

week) (M-l,385-$3.30). Announced
to move to Majestic after this month;
musical doing well with last week's
taking around $16,000.
'Blow Te Winds,' 46th St. (4th

week) (C-l,375-$3.30). Got unlucky
break at opening; business last week
not much improvement, but may
build; over $6,000.
'Brother Rat,' Hudson (44th week)

(C-l,097-$3.30). Moved over from
Biltmore Monday; business there last

week fair, but profitable at $7,500.
'French Without Tears,' Miller (3d

week) (C-944-$3.30). Approximated
$10,000', which was better than an-
ticipated; helped by full price thea-
tre party.
'George and Margaret,' Morosco

(4th week) (C-951-$3.30). Moved
upward and English laugh show ex-
pected to make grade; around
$10,000.
'Having Wonderful Time,' Lyceum

(34th week) (C-l,000-$3.30). Run
laugh show perked up 'again with
the gross around $8,500; - may stick
through fall.

'In Clover,' Vanderbilt (1st week)
(C-804-$3.30). Presented by John
and Jerrold Krimsky; written by
Allan Scott; delayed from last week;
due to debut tonight (13).
'Lady Has a Heart,' Longacre (3d

week) (CD-1,019-$3.30). Has not
shown much; figured around $5,000
and must pick up to stick.
'Room Service,' Cort (22d week)

(C-l,059-$3.30). Holding to excellent
money and announces tickets for
New Year's eve; last week's takings,
$16,500.
'Susan and God,' Plymouth (2d

week) (CD-l,036-$3.30), Drew mixed
notices, but heavy call from agencies;
probably the star (Gertrude Law-
rence helped draw; pace first four
performances indicates gross ovet
$20,000.
'The Star Wagron,' Empire (3d

week) (CD-l,096-$3.30). First full

week's takings topped $17,000; initial

strong grosser of season should score
run.
'The Women,' Barrymore C42d

week) (Crl,048-$3.30). Back to great
money; pace improved nearly $6,000
in two weeks, last week count being
$19,600.

'To Quito and Back,' Guild (2d
week) (D-914-$3.30). Drew adverse
press and doubtful beyond the five-

week subscription stay; opened last

mid-week.
'Tobacco Road,' Forrest (201pt

week) (C-l,107-$1.65). Another show
claiming to offer New Year's eve
tickets soon; rated around $6,000.

'Virginia,' Center (7th week)
(M-3,438-$3.30). Picked up last week
and estimated around $23,000; should
climb with the support of out-of-
towners.
'Wise Tomorrow,' Biltmore (1st

week) (D-991-$3.30). Presented by
Bernard Klawans (Warners): writ-
ten by Stephen Powys; Engli.sh
drama opens Friday (15).

'Yes, My Darling Daughter,' Play-
house (35th week) (G-878-$3.30).
One company on tour; original
jumped again with talcings quoted
well over $11,000; looks set through
fall.

'You Can't Take It with You,'
Booth (44th week) (C-708-$3.30).

Holds to great pace with standee^
again most performances; $15,000.

Revivals
'King: Richard 11,' St James; final

wee/.
Abbey Players, Ambassador; Dub-

lin troupe sticking to revivals.
The Fireman's Flame,' American

Music Hall; loud and funny with
liquor.

WPA
'Processional,' Elliott; revival.
'A Hero Was Born,' Adelphi.
'Swing It,' Lafayette, Harlem|

closses Sat. (16).

Ws' $11,000 StiD

Good for Philadelphia;

Guild Switches Shows

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

The advance that's piling up here
for Helen Hayes' 'Victoria Regina'
is just as sensational as it has been
in other cities. She comes into the
Forrest next Monday, with an ad-
vance of $35,000 class and mounting
at leaps and bounds for the three
weeks' engagement.
The Shuberts have decided not to

buck , Victoria's' opening Monday
and have held the 'Between the
Devil' preem off until Tuesday.
Next week's third opening is 'May

Wine,' at the Erlanger. This Rom-
berg operetta has Use Marvenga
heading the cast and is skedded for
two weeks.
A new change in booking has tho

Theatre Guild substituting 'Madame
Bovary' for 'The Ghost of Yankee
Doodle' as its initial offering on the
ATS subscription season, starting
November 1 at the Chestnut.
'Leaning on Letty's' biz at the

Chestnut continues to be highly sat-
isfactory with $11,000 last week and
a steady trade so far this week wheri
it has Walter Hampden's revival of
'The Passing of the Third Floor
Back' as opposlsh at the Erlanger.

Estimate .for Last Week
N 'Leaning on Letty' (Chestnut) (1,-
646; $2.50) (3d week). Holding
nicely, with no competition and
hooked $11,()00. This week winds up.

'ROAD' DOES BIG 13G

ON REPEAT AT PHT

Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

Thar's still life and gold along 'To-
bacco Road,' which again, chalked up
a bull's-eye. When any show, parv
ticularly a repeat, can play at $1.50

top and knock down around $13,56o,
that's manna.
From looks of things Nixon's In

for its best legit . season in years.
Opening weeks .have all been, win-
ners and, with. 'Madame Bovary*
current, backed by biggest ATS sub-
scription list in years, prospects are
continuously bright.

Estimate for Last Week
'Tobacco Road' (2.100; $1.65)—

Third time h^re, playing to SRO and
knocked off great $13,500.

'Bovary' Gets $15,500

In Preem Week at D. C
Washington, Oct. 12.

'Madame Bovary' drew $15,500 in
,

seven performances at National,
Monday night opening having been
pushed baclc to Tuesday due to pro-
duction complications with 12 heavy
.sets. Show played at $2.75 top as
first American Theatre Society offer-
ing of season.
House dark this week, but relights

Monday (18) with Lunt and Fon-
tanne in 'Amphitryon 38,' making
second ATS show also Guild pro-
duction. Charlotte Greenwood comes
in Oct. 25 with 'Leaning on Letty.'

'DaiighterV $13,000 Augur
Good Season for Detroit

Detroit, Oct. 12.

Plenty of bally and b.o. activity
for 'Yes, My Darling Daughter,' at
the Cass last week, result being a
good $13,000 take for nine perform-
ances at $2.75 top,
Marks second smash out of three

plays here this fall, the third turning
in a satisfactory gross itself. And
looks like Detroits headed for its

best- all-around season in history,
eclipsing even the boom days.
House has full schedule now for

some time, with 'Tovarich' opening
week stand Sunday (10) at $2,75 top.

E.^.timatc for Last Week
'Yes, My Darling Daughter' (Cass;

1,400; $2.75 top). Name cast got good
play in pro.s.s, along with good no-
tices, result being around $13,000 oa
nine performances. Current Is 'To-

I
varich' at .$2.75' top.
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Broadway

Joe Schoenfeld out of the danger

zone at Sydenham hosp.

Dave Hutchinson came over from
London for the world's series.

Richard Bennett in from the Coast

seeking legit or radio assignments. •

Alice Faye, 20th-Fox player, into

New York this week on vacash.

'

Charles Bochert back after agent-

ihg brief Chicago stay of ;Th6 Show
Is On.'

Annabella. 20th's foreign import,

due. in from Europe tomorrow
(Thurs,).

Curt Conway has replaced Jules

Garfield ^s juve in 'Having Wonder-
ful Time.'

N(iw it's a dandruff-cure ipitch in

Loew's Stfite store space in the heart

of Times Sq.

Tony Martin, new 20th-Fox sing-

ing star, here for series, hopped back

to Coast Saturday (9). .

Crawford and • Caskey, dancers,

back from "six months in .
London,

Biarritz^Monte Carlo, etc.

Lael Tucker Stage, Theatre Guild
.boX'Offlce treasurer, has • scripted a

play, 'Let's Play fpr ?:eeps.' •

;

Joshua Logan,;Wangar director, in

town to p.o, the* shows- and. visit h.s

sister; Mary Logan, legit player,
• Johrmy Hyds • (William Morris
'agency) relurniiig to the Coast office

next week after a stay in the h.o.
• Julian T. Abeles' daughter, Rida,

rushed to the hosp for an ai)pendec-

tottiy, • Just matriculated ihto Fmch.
Denyse Clarouiri, French play

agent, here from Paris, with a nunt-

ber of French plays she will try to

tiilace. ,

AMPAS now meeting in a private
vdining room of the Internatioilal

Casino on Thursdays, instead ol

Sardi's.
. . . \

Frances Rfilrihart, legiter, now
wotking for Robert K, Straus, can-'

ditlate for N. Y. City Councilman.
Straus was formerly with the' The-
'atra Code Authority.
' • Maurice Goodman booked for an
extended stay a[t' Mt: Sinai under ob-

servation. Theatrical attorney is

larmer Keith-Albee general counsel

and still an RKO official.
• Zeppo Marx agency in New York
"Will be affiliated wltth Leland Hay-
ward after this mohth. Gummo
Marx, who has been in Charge, will

join the Hollywood office. , ^
-Blame it on the stock market or

• anything else, but it's been tough on
'the niteries the last cotipla weeks.

-Big spots draining ' the town; side

street bistros suffering. Used, to be
:thcs reverse. '

'

. "Van Campen Heilner, who has
made a number, of flshiiig shorts, ha?

. been awarded the Order of Carlos

Mariu6l de Cespedes by . the Cuban
government. Author of the recent

.book, 'Salt Water Fishing.'

W. K. Jenkins (Lucas-Jenkins
chain in Atlanta), opewiting houses
throuphout Georgia In partnership
with paramount, in New York on a
brief visit to discuss operating mat-
ters with Par h.o. officials and con-
tact on film product.

a new series of revues in conjunction
with vavde acts.

Government may remove the ban
on children under 16 attending the-
atres if the outbreak Of infantile
paralysis abates.
Mention has been made, that ' the

banlcers will stick to Norman Rydge
and Greater Union, irrespective of
any rumors to the contrary.
"Thadee Slavinskv staged the spe-

cial ballets for W-T's 'Balalaika,'

with Fred Blackman producing, and
AndreAv MiCunn in charge of the
musical end.'

Shirley Ann Richards will make
a p.a. with Cinesound's 'Tall Tim-
ber' wheji pic opens here. She has
just completed leading role in 'Lovers
and Luggers' for same unit.

Acts playing here for Frank Neil
include Nina Mae McKinney,' ;

Al-
verdi, Batie and Foster, Eddie Sharp,
Traicey and Hay, Harry Marcpni, N?n
and Felix, Red Fred, Yorke Di
Sousa, Kirby Walker and Bob
Fisher. ^

.

Berlin

London

Erna Sack off on a Scandinavian
tour,
Edward Weiss giving his only Ber-

lin concert this year.
Alois Melichar on the cleffing end

of 'Mutterlied,' Glgli's next pic,

Geza von Bolvary's next merging
chore to be 'Finale' with Jenny
Jugo,

Lenises about to start grinding on
Pola Negri's latest 'Tango Not-
tu'-no,'

The Berlin Philharmonic off to

Swaden and Norway with Eugen
Jchums bpton waving.
Agnes • Straub and Albrecht

-SAoenhals in the leads in ?Fedora.'

It will be Schoenhals first legit.

Wolfgang Liebeneiner. actor-di-
rector, to play in 'Emilia Galotti'

opening soon at the -Kleines Haus.
• Hans Albers set for the lead in

Tahrendes "'.''oik' under direction
of Jacciues . Fevder. Francoise Ro^
say holding down big femme as-

sirnmftnt.
• Professor Ko.scak Yamada, con-
ductor of the New Symphon.v orch
In Tok."o, batoning sortie of his own

• ;ompo.*<itions over the Rther for the
Deufschlnndf^nderi He did the

"cleffing for 'The New Earth.'

Melbourne

Biz is plcldng up again slightly

here.
George Griffiths, Hoyts exec,

leaves for a biz trip to America this

week.
Par brought in 'Maid of Salem' for

a run, but doubtful whether pic will

COD much biz.

Hoyts will soon begin work
the direction

on
of15th nabe , under

Charles Mimro.
Fay Comoton commences Oct, 23

for "Willi"mson-Tait at King's in

•Victoria Regina,'
In for a week at a nabe house,

'Girl in a Million' (20th) copped a

Tcord t-^ke of $4,000.

'Balfilalk?'' "nt away to a splendid

start for Will'amson-Tait. Robert
H?..""-V" "nd Margaret Adams are
co-stprx'ed.

Roy Bene (Mo.) has rejoined the

Frank Neil chain 'and 'is presenting

Richard Tauber sails for America
Oct. 13 for a series ol concerts.

Anna Neagle \q play, title role - in

Peter Pan' at the . Palladium this

Xmas. .

'

Shuberts are now dickering with
Nelson Keys for pn American" rievue

engagement.
'Gertie Maude' closed at St. lilarr

tin's Oct. 9, after eight weeks, and
goes on lour.

•

Conrad Veidt signed by British
Jnity for a .Technicolor subject to

be shot at Ealing;

Ross and Stone at the Holbom
Empire, ".third time in seven- weeks,
which is a record.

John R. Woolfenden has taken
over the publicity for the MGM Brit-
ish unit at Denham. -

Sutherland Felce will a»t as com-
pere at iCiro.'s club during the en-
gagement of Ramoha.

'

"Visitors from Ul S. during August
totaled . 18,513, an increase of 2,747

over August of last year.
'

Warners wfll. Americanize .'George
and Margaret^ when it is. filmed, vrith

Mary Boland to. play the lead.

Pariiell & Zeitlin intend to to,ur

'Land of Smiles/, which, starred
Richard Tauber at Drury Lane the-
atre in 1931,

Sonja Henie ' visiting at Denhani,
her first trip to a British .stiidio,

where" She hello'd Bob Taylor, and
Merle Oberon.
John Lodge, former B.I.P. contract

player, signed by Maurice Ostrer
as lead • for the Gainsborough pic,

'Bank Holiday.'

Carl Esmond, playing 'Prince Con-
tort in 'Victoria Regina' here, signed
by MGM and goes Hollywood at con-
clusion of run.
New edition of the Dorchester

hotel floor show Nov. 1, with only
change being Marion and Irma, who
replace Robins.
The Four Franks back from four

months' Continental tour, and' re-
sume for General Theatres, Moss
Empires .and StoU Circuits.
Miss Hornlman, lounaar of Dub-

lin's Irish National Theatre Society,
and pioneer of the repertory move
meht in England, left $259,000.
Ralph Lynn is touring the sticks

in 'London After Dark,' with Walter
Hackett having built the original Ed-
win Styles' role" into a star part,
Teddy Joyce was offered the Russ

Brown part in 'Take It Easy' the
Barbara Blair flopperoo at the Pal-
ace, but friends advised him not to
take it.

.
'Ninety Sail,' the new Bill Lips-

comb show, will have a tryout in
Goldei:'s Green, Oct. 18, and Streat-
Yiam Oct, 25, before coming to the
West End:

'Island,* by Metton Hodge, which
was tried out at the 'Q' theatre in
July, - replaces A. A, Milne's 'Sarah
Simple' at the Garrick. 'Simple'
cloises Nov. 14. ,

Wences goed to America early Jan-
uary, fo play a few; weelcs, but pri-
marily to get his American citizen-
ship papers through. Returns to
England for further dates in April-.

. Ne'\V Prince of Wales " theatre,
when it reopens 06t. 18, will have
five American acts. Besides Emile
Boreo, the others are>Nyan Pearce,
Collette Lyons, The Duffins and Ed-
die Foy.

Alexander Korda has given, screen
tests to Elizabetli Sutherland, win-

,

ner of the radio, acting and beauty'
competition for all Canada, spon-
sored by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation.

Praxmair Tyroleans, novelty frOm'
Kitzhubel, Austria, and favorites of
the Duke and Duchess of Windsor,
will be the opening jittraction at the
Mayfair hotel. The cabaret room has
been renovated,

Henry Sherek's new cabaret at the
Ritz hotel will have Gypsy IJarkoff
as the headline attraction. In sup-
Dort are Dave and Dolly, comedians
from Budapest, and Cyril Fletcher, a
seaside concert artist, making his
first nitery appearance.

Having launched the Larry Adler
unit safely, Charlie Tucker is doing
another vaudeville unit. This con-
.<?ists of Hutch. Billy Bennett. Bill

Bailey; formerly with the Cotton
Club revue, the three Jokers and
Owen McGiveney.

New Haven
By Harold M. Bone

Sunday stage shows now legal
here;
• Henry Busse set for benefit here
this week.
Boyd Smiths back from Maine to

Yale drama dept.
Charles KuUman hopped home for

benefit .concert here.
Shubert premieres " 'Between the

Devil' this weekend (14-15).
Lincoln, reseated,; opened foreign

film season with 'Mayerling,'
. Mrs. Thomas F. Nolan, daughter of
late S. Z. Poll, suing for divorce.
Charley Smith guest-conducted U.

S.' Marine Band in concert at Areiia.
Charles Palmieri has left for the

Coast to become a Disney cartoon
animator.
Viola Purcella. ex-vaude partner

of her husband, Frank, died in Sey-
mour, Oct. 5.

David • Stanley Smith conducted
New Haven Orch. Ass'n., in concert
season opener.
,Sick and-, mended list: Jack Foxe,

grippe; Lew Schaefer, cold; Nbrman
Randall, ' complications. .

-

Paramount playing Dave Appo-
,lon's 'Varieties of 1938' week Oct. 21.

Gag-billing ,
him as the 'Bi^ Appolon'

revue.

will be used fpr legit and the other
for plx. ; .

Marcus show : quits here In two
weeks after 'clicking up smash fig-

ures right from the premiete for.

] ^illers-Snider-Dean. A. B. Marcus
s lould take out a healthy profit from
the local season alone.' For 10 weeks
cash payees have been rushing the
b.o. at $2 tpp.

Pittsburgh
By 'Hal Cohen

Billy Sanderson saxophomng again
with Etzl Covaro's orch. •

GN moving' into > new headquar-
ters on .Film Row Nov, 1.

Harry Seed called east by the
critical .iUness of his father.
Variety Club banquet isn't until

Nov. 14, but sell-out' already;
Nixon doorman for last decade,

E. Shanahan, has quit for another
post.
Harry Kalmine celebrating fifth

anniversary as WB's zone manager
here.
Thetma Schnee slated to do *Hed-

da' at Tech drama school this
^semester.

Freda Pope finally got her Plaza
cafe under way last week after flock
of delays.
' Six-year-old 'son pf projectionist
Joe° DeMahn died suddenly over
week-end.
Sunnie O'Dea having her nose

plastically renovated for another
fling, at pix.

Stanley Fields, fiUum villun, back
visiting old home town, first time
in 25 years.

'Y* Playhouse trying to corral a
flock of local journalists for cast of
'Front. Page.*
Jack Judd knocked down $120

jackpot -at Variety Club's Weekly
Family Nite,
Elaine Grey mussed up in an auto

accident, but out of commission only
a day or. so,. '

Governor Harold Hoffman of New
Jersey will be on hand for Variety
Club banquet,
Wallace Munro around beating

the drums for Bankhead's 'Antony
and Cleopatra,'
Suzanne Bole, touring with 'Great

Lester' unit, called home by serious
illness of her father.
Mary Pickford here to spend day

with Buddy Rogers, then accom
panied him to Philly.

"

Carnegie Tech drama school's
first major production of new sea-

son will be 'Street Scene.*
Al Singer, WB manager in Greens-

burg, and Esther Stern have an
nounced their engagement.
Jack Hollister has withdrawn ai

T3.a.
^
for Pittsburgh symphony t(

ballyhoo May Beagle concerts.

Mort H. Singer a visitor.

Don Gilensky new Columbia assist-

ant booker;
Harold Field back from a tour of

•

lis Iowa theatres.
Auto Show scheduled . for. Audir

torium Nov. 6 to 13.

L. X». Savage, Columbia New York
lome-office auditor, in town.
Pat Halloran, Paramount

.
broker*

in hospital with kidney ailment.
Twin City "Variety club holding

open house .on football .Saturdays.
Milton Schossberg. from Para-

mount's New York' home-office, in
town.
Jack and Jim MacKay, -localites.

with Fred Waring's 'Pennsylvanians'
at Orpheum.

, ,

/ F. , P. Vincent, Universal ex-
ploiteer, here from Kajnsas City to
plug '100 Men and Girt.'

John Clark, 20th-Fox general man-
ager in charge of distribution, to
visit local branch this month.
Verne Sessler '. transferred, by

' 'aramount from ' Sioux Falls' sales
force to : Minneapolis, succeeding
Crnie Hill, whO: resigned to join'

Warner Brothers^ .

Ushers averted panic among 900
patrons at Bijou, lower loop subse-
quent run house, when fire, broke out
:n the picture projection booth and
filled theatre with smoke.

Sydney
By Eric Gorrick

Walter Hutchinson huddling with
20th-Fox execs.

Met's 'Maytime* premiered strong
and assured of a good run.

Maurice Sloman, Victorian g.m,
Hoyts, visiting Charles Munro,
Cam. Pratt is editin.g a snappy

house organ for Greater- Union the-
atres, /
Jack Lester, producer for Marcus,

Received fine press notices for classy
staging of new show, ...

Sir Ben- Puller still In New Zea
land, covering imoortant biz deals
for Fuller-Hayward chain.

'Wings of the Morning' (GB) has
proven one of the biggest British
b.o. sockos ever to hit local screen

Local' Film Guild, comprised o;l

newspaper critics, awarded firs;

prize for year's best pic to Met'
'Romeo and Juliet,'

Met will bring in 'Saratoga' nex;
week for a run at the St, James, Pic
is getting plenty of special exploita
tion'from Hal Carleton.

Sir Victor Wil.«:on, prez Motion
Picture Distribs' Association, is ex
pected to spill plenty to members
after his recent trip jiljroad.

There's still no wbrd from the gov-
ernment covering future plans to
make the Quota Act workable all

around. With an election looming,
the act seems to have slipped .into
the background for the time being.
Dave Martin, former g.m. for Lib

3rty, is going ahead with plans for
two new thcati'os in a classy nabe
.spot, Martin ha.<! secured .financia
backing and is all spt. One theatre

Minneapolis
By Les Bees

RK0-U4 Deals

(Continued from page 3)

with Korda, and also to meet tep-

resentatives of Prudential Assurance
(Lever), who are ,. expected here
from London in' the next, few days.

Rose took "several proposal^ with
lim to London and it is felt' that

while the Prudential representatives

are here, with Korda and Murray
Silverstone, • possibly ' also coming,
that the U. A. option situation will

be finally clarified and concluded,

one Way or another.

Intimations are that the Pruden-
tial representatives are coming here
to talk over the amalgamation' idea

with RKO, besides that UA deal, but
they may have other . idea3 also...

Market conditions here are such as

to have stymied several pending
financial deals, aggregating several

millions as represented by refinanc-

ing deals for Educational (Ham-
mons) Co. and the Republic Pictures
(Yates).

Negotiations "Tor other large-scale

financing deals in filmdom are
therefore to be considered precarious

at this time. That market angle will

play a big part in any proposal that

the Gold'wyn-Korda lads consider,

imless United Artists should alto

gether swerve under 100% British

financial domination. That's held to

be unlikely.

This is principally because any U,

A. financing deal would have to con-

sider Goldwyn's dominant position

in the company as that goes today
Nobody believes but . that Goldwyn
will continue to dominate if he has
anything to say about the matter.

Minority Suit

Pete Harrison in for two weeks,
Eric Hatch back from New York
Everett Riskin siestaing at Carmel*
Tom Keene on hoss-buying trek to

Arizonia.
Gladys George recovering follow-

ing jaw op.
Charles K, .Gordon here for busi-

ness confabs.
Jeff Lazarus hospitalized at Cedars

for.,major op.
Leland Hayward winged in from

his N. Y. office.

Clark Gable back from vacash to
start 'Test Pilot'
Ivan Kahn moyes into 20tli-Fox

as
.
a. talent scout.
Irving Mills in from N. Y. to make

Variety recordings.
Maurice Conn and Ricardo Cortez

arrived from N. Y.
Milton Berle arrived for chores in

Radio City Revels.'
Donald E. Baruch joined Metro

as story consultant.
David Carlyle changed his mon:<

icker. to Robert Page.
Viola Brothers Shore departed on

a globe-girdling tour. •

. Walter Reich,. German scripter,
lere to start Metro contract.
Joseph Moscowitz, N< Y. rep of

20th-Fox, here for studio confalis.
Bert' QilrOy,' Paramount shorts

producer, underwent an appendec-
tomy. '

Raul I and Eva Reyes here for
rhumba turns in 'The Goldwyn
Follies.'
Sam Wood took his 'Navy Blue and

Gold' troupe to the Rose Bowl for
grid sequenc'es."

J. K. Milieu's new play, 'The
Bough Breaks,' has been peddled' for
Broadway production.
George ^alanchine's American

Ballet returned to N.Y. following
terpihg in 'Goldwyn Follies-*
Eleanor Holm Jarrett has joined

he rancherettes in San Fernando
valley and 'will build a home.'
Joe Connolly, head^ of King Fea-

tures, here huddling with "Walter
Winchell on cohtract matters.
Ad Schulberg in from London ac-

companylhg Danielle Darrieux, Fer-
nand Gravet and Rose Stradner.
Mrs. Connie Chapman in from

London conferring with ' her assor
ciates of Lyons, McCormick & Lyons.
Hal Wallis won the annual'

award of the Societe de Paris for
the most important contribution to
French culture by an American.
'Emile Zola' was the incentive.

(Continued from page 2)

menced on the same day as the
meeting. The Verification of the

complaint before the stockholclers'

meeting shows that the suit is in en
tire disregard of the majority of

stockholders' 'wishes ' and must have
been for some ulterior purpose. This
motion to examine broadly as to

matters not within the issues of the
action hiust' be viewed as a mere
attempt to harass the corporation in

whose interest the .suit purports to

be brought.'

Chris Dunphy, Paramount studio

director of publicity and advertis-

ing, arrived in New York Monday
(11) for the purpose of meeting
Zukor on latter's scheduled arrival

from abroad tomorrow (Thurs.), He
will accompany Zukor back to the

Coast, . A production berth for

Dunphy at the Par plant, meantime,
is up again, without any confirma
tion as yet.

London, Oct. 12

Two days before sailing, Adolph
Zukor said, 'one thing is certain

—

it would be a big mistake for us to
enter the British field here without
organizing from the ground up and
doing it in big way. This 'mil take a
long time.'

Hollywood

Chicago

Catherine Cravan in town.
Arthur Church en route to N. Y.
John Van Volkenburg to New

York.
Jftck Goodman In ahead of the

Major Bowes unit.
Mort Singer back In town after

Minneapolis conference.
Mary Kerr, Tom Fizdale's right

hand, in hospital without ah appen-
dix.
Chicago Charter Jubilee winding

up this week with 'Light of Ages*
pageant.
Milton Berle promising to fly back

from Coast to do Mayor Kelly's
Xmas benefit.
Plans going ahead for amusement

parks shows scheduled for the Sher-
man in November.
Warner Bros, sales meeting at

Blackstone Wednesday, conducted
by Joiseph Bernhard, with about 75
in attendance.
Press luncheon given by Univer-

sal in honor of DannieU Darrieux.
new French importation, but star

had the boys so agog they couldn't
eat.

Pitchihen doing the season's wind-
up at Randolph street bridge dedi-
cation, but a good summer with
Chicago Charter Jubilee events net-
ting 'em coin.
Jerry Lester, Stork Club m.c. be-

fore Judge Burke with his attor-

ney, Henry A. Kalcheim, asking that

he become Jerry Lester legally, and
that the original Lester Elliott CJold-

burg be dropped.

Cleyeland
By Glenn C. Pullen

Graves Taylor leaving WGAR,
starting ad agency of own.
Jack Osterman burnt up over

rowdy customers at Mayfair Casino.
Harry Propper looking for a nitery

site, with Hy Moss, auto dealer,

backing his come-back.
Milt Harris, Loew's State p.a„ or-

dered by • doc to take it easier.

Threatened nervous breakdown.
Every other nabe cafe now run-

ning Bingo, and racketeers are cut-

ting in, dfemanding a protection feCj

Postponement of 'Show Is On
leaves Hanna dark this week. 'Mme,
Bovary' coming in Oct. 18, taking

-

place of 'Doll's House,'
Margaret Carpenter and Mrs. Gor-

don Stevenson, socialite playwri.ghls,

here to see premiere of their 'Other

Half-Stone' at Play House,
Opening of Statler's $220,000

dance-and-dinery shifted to mid-
November because of building de-

lays. Considering Sammy Kayes
orch as preemer.
Elmer A. Weiner, who is booking-

Dick Powell into local show at

$11,500 per week, lining up five con-
certs for civic auditorium as -pai't

of his Music Hall Artists Series,
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3 New S. & S. Execs

Street & Smith announced Monday

(1) the appointment of three new
execs, John M. Peterson going is as

ffcneral manager and v.-p. For

the past 15, years he has been asso-

ciated with Scripps-Howard news-

papers and has been advertising di-

rector there for the last five years.

The other additions are A. E.

Chur-ch, controller, formerly with

Reynolds Metals, and F, S. Forsberg,

research director, formerly with R.

H. Donnelly. " "

,

Artemas Holmes, president of the

Arm, stated, that th^se' appointments

complete the< firm's internal reor-

ganization which has been under the

supervision of Marvin Bower of

McKinsey, "Wellington & Co.

La Guardia Book Out

Book on Mayor La Guardia, by
Jay Franklin, which is published by
Modern Age-Books, and .was to be
withdrawn this week, was released

yesterday, witifi two objectionable

sehteiices cut.

There are 50,000 copies in the edi-

tion, which is one of a series of 35c.

paper cover books.

A protest against the snipping of

the two- passages was sent to Mod-
.ern Age Books by Jay Franklin who
called the action 'informal censor-

ship,' ..

- Jack Mlley's New Chore'

' jack Miley formerly sports col-

liininiist with the Daily News, N. Y„
is now with the King Features syn
dicate. He has a general assignment
calling^ for 'two stories weekly,' Satur-

day afternoon Journal magazine be
ing an outlet.

Miley decliniid to accept a shift to

the News city room recently at the
instance of that tab's sports editor,

Jimmy Powers, with whom he had
difference^; He accepted the new
post without a formal contract, since

Hearst is. .not issuing termers to

those joining his organization.

For Purist English

Writing' in World's Press News,
London, A. E. Wilson, drama critic

of the London Star| captiously chides
British journalists for* 'slavish copy-
ing oi American vulgarity.'

'Have our young men of the popu-
lar Press no originality? Do they
read nothing but Variety? Why do
editors permit^ and encourage such
things?' he wants to know. As a
"horrible' example is cited a.burlesk
review from Variety of a couple of

strippers. . .

'Is this not appaling? Does not
this - hideous mistreatment of the
English language by illiterate, aliens

make one shudder? Yet this dread-
ful jargon—the idiom of film gang-
sters, of Chicago crooks and Bowery
toughs—appears to be the accepted
ideal. At least it is the aim of their

•gossipers' and their bright young
writers and reporters to copy the
stuff.'.

In the Eye

Allistair Cooke, commentator
over WEAF, last Wednesday
(6) night was discussing the
N. Y. Herald Tribune's public
affairs forum.

'As usual,' cracked the spiel-

er, 'the story was covered much
better in the T^imes.'

Hearst By-Liners Move
Editorial workers on Hearst's L. A.

Examiner, currently the pivotal
point of the Newspaper Guild's, fight

to gain a foothold, in Los Angeles,
are watching the movement of high-
bracket workers bell-wethered by
Film Columnist Louella Parsons into

the News Workers and Reporters
Union, Local No. 1; being sponsored
by the American Federation of
Labor. Miss Parsons has pulled
along with her Erskine Johnson, film

writer; Countess Conchlta Sepulveda
Pignatelli and Elaine St Maur, so-

ciety scribs.

Coast Hearstlans Flee
Leiading editorial lights of the

L. A. Examiner, asserting they are
certain the sheet is to be sold, are
ducking away, as soon as they can
obtain jobs. Latest to leave are
Otto Winkler, Hollywood newsman,
who joined the Metro flackery, and
A. M. Rochlen, who has snagged a
public relations spot. Other resigna-
tions are said to be in the offing.

Gallico Goes Ins
Paul Gallico, former sports editor-

and columnist for the :News,.N. Y.,

is joining the staff of International

News' Service.' He will byline spe-
cial stories but no sports..

Gallico has been living in Eng-
land, where he purchased, a house
last year. He sails for New York
this week and due to start with INS
Nov. 1. - Reported salary is $40,000.

LITERATI DEATHS THIS WEEK
Edward Baker, 68, sports editor oi

the Ottawa Citizen since 1922, died
from a heart attack on Oct. 6 in

New York City. He had come to

New York to cover the world series.

Charles L. Lancaster, 79, Pittsburgh
newspaperman, died Oct. 8. Born in

London. In 1899 went to Cleveland-
on the Leader, shifting to Pittsburgh
and the old Chronicle-Telegraph and
Gazette Times four years later. In
1915 became city editor of the Sun.
He held this post until 1927 when the
Sun and Chronicle Telegraph were
purchased by W. R. Hearst and
merged, at which time Lancaster re-
tired. Every year since then he has
been honored at an annual banquet
given by Pittsburgh newspapermen,
still active in the profession, who
worked undfer him.
Joseph Blethen, 67, former presi-

dent of the Seattle Times Co. and a

playwright and magazine writer died
of a heart ailment in Reno, Nev., oh
Oct 7.-

Edgar L. Murlih,' 89, long on the
city staff and later legislative cor-
respondent of the bid New York
Tribune, .died at the home of his
daughter in Greenwich, N. Y., Oct.
8. He first gained recognition in the
newspaper world through his story
of the fire in Augustin Daly's Fifth

Avenue theatre' on New- Year's Day,
in 1869.
Mrs. Amelia Mott Gummere, 78,

author, died at her home in Haver-
ford, Pa., Thursday (7);' She was
recognized as. an iauthority on
Quaker custom. Among many books
she wrote were 'The Quaker, a Study
in Costuine' ?ind 'Quaker in the

Forum.'
^

Mrs. Clara Buge, 81, and for more
than 30 years a drama critic for the

German language daily 'New Yorker
Volkszeitung,' died on Oct 9 of heart

di&ease at Lake Mahopac^ N. Y.
Paul. Vaillant-Couturier, 45, and

editor: of HumahitCi died in Paris in

a clinic on Oct. 10.

Francis Wallace Activities

Francis Wallace, who quit sports

to write magazine fiction, has turned
out his first non-sports yarn, it being
'One Man Woman,' bought by Red
Book. Story has to do with coal

miners. He . has completed a four-

time football serial called 'Razzle

Dazzle' for the Saturday Evening
Post.

Metro has bought the film rights,

deal calling for Wallace .to go to

HoUwood in January for a six y^eek

advisory Job.

Football

By Dick Fiskell

No more horse-hide, so the pigskin
takes top billing for the next two
months" with ihe season already un-
der full swing, judging from the up-
sets already scored. This week's
schedule is a honey, so let's go to

work. .

Alabama at Tennessee
'Bama seems to have the stuff, with

a powerhouse attack led by Joe Kil-
grow. The Volunteers of Tennessee
fought a scoreless .tie, with the
Dukes last week and rank almost on
a par with the tide, but 'Bama is

the Rose Bowl favorite and should
win.

Auburn at Mississippi State

Sweet Auburn has a great defen-
sive record, but in . their two big-

time games have been unable to

chalk up a single tally. State,

the Ram will provide the upsel of

the day.
Harvard at Navy

It's how or never for Dick Har-
low, and Navy's good team under a
View coach will act as a stepping

stone. The ilarvard lads almost

made it a year ago,, but just fell

short This is the beginning of a

new era.

Illinois at Indiana
These two members of the Big

Ten surprised even themselves with
a tie against iSfotre Dame and a one-
touchdown defeat by Minnesota. The
coaching is tops, with Zupke versus
McMillan, with the material giving a
slight preference to Indiana,

Iowa at Wisconsin
That Iowa team lost to the Wash-

ington Huskies 14-0, while Wiscon-

$1,000,000 Libel Suit

George Antheil next week is to ap-
pear in court as defendant along
with Esquire mag in the $1,000,000
libel suit filed by Dr. Louis Herman.
Story about glands by Antheil in the
mag mentioned a Dr. -Louis whom the
plaintiff charges is assumed to be
himself. He seeks redress for dam-
ages to his professional rep.

The defendant has been musical
scorer on Cecil B. DeMille produc-
tions.

Candid Bugs' Mag
Minicam is a new picture mag for

candid camera fans just out with
Kenneth Houston editing' and Her-
bert McKay, technical editor. As-
sociates are Karl A. Barleban, Jr.,

H. Crowell Pepper and Jacob
Deschin. Mag is pocket size and sells
for a quarter.
There are a flock of such picture

mags in the market at the present
time due to the rapid growth of
candid camera fans. First dealer's
trade paper out last month , is Photo-
graphic Retailing, edited by Harry
Burdick, containing 32 pages and
selling for 15 cents.
Popular, Photography is another

new mag started earlier this year,
Others, established longer, are Leica
Photography, Zeiss Magazine, Ameri-
can Photography, which incorporates
10 publications. Photographic Quar-
terly, The Camera, and Movie
Makers, published by the Amateur
Cinema League.
Similar English publications are

Amateur Cine World and Photog-
raphy.

Newsmen Sell One
Paramount has just bought 'Emer-

gency Squad,' an original from
Michael Raymond (King Features)
and Bob Musel (United Press). Deal
handled, direct

Cashing In On 'Charlie'
Flacks in the Samuel Goldwyn

publicity department are responsible
for a nonfiction yarn tagged 'I'm a
Dummy's Stooge,' which George Bye,
New York literary agent, has placed
with the Saturday Evening Post.
Edgar Bergen, the papa of Charlie
McCarthy, will get co-author's
credit . Jock Lawrence, Goldwyn
publicity head, also wants to do a
book with Bergen under latter's by-
line.

Vanderbilt's Coast Stay
Neil Vanderbilt, Variety roving

rep, is currently hiding in Holly-

wood pounding out pieces for

Liberty on the projected visit of the

Windsors to America, he having
predicted months ago that the Duke
and Duchess would come here to

study housing conditions among the

peasantry, with Hollywood sure to

be penciled in, not so much to make
a tour of the studios as to meet
group who plan low cost ($5,000)

homes for California between now
and 1940.

Officially Vanderbilt^ checked out

in Star Dust, his deluxe trailer,

which has so far run up a bill of

$55.60 for parking privileges in 21,299

miles of travel, for Nevada last

week, but actually he's still in Hol-

lywood.

Book Pub Employes Vote
First National Labor Relations

Board election in .the book publish-

ing field will be held on Oct. 14,

when the . 447 Book ol^ the Month
Club employes will vo.te to determine

whether or not" they wish to have

the Book and Magazine Guild rep-

resent them collectively.

Guild is the publishing local of

the United Office and Professional

Workers of America, a ClO union.

Levin's Jauht Abroad
Meyer Levin, cinema crick of Es-

quire and author of recent best-

seller, 'The. Old Bunch,' off for four-

month jaunt to Europe.
Will take look at pix situation

abroad, and try to get some of his

own writing done.

. New San Antone Sports Tab
. 'No Foolin,' a new all-sports tab
weekly, hit the streets Oct. 1. Re-
tailing at a nickel a copy and edited
and published by Jack O'Brien, for-
merly sports editor and columni.st
on the San Antonio 'Evening News,'
it is the only one of its kind in the
Alamo City.

. CHATTER
Zora .Hurston back from Haiti.

Ivan Sanderson has gone to Cuba
Harold Hersey has written a bio

of Margaret Sanger. ,

Federal Writers' , in N.Y.C. plan-

ning a dictionary of slang.

New Challenge, to be published in

Harlem, is new Negro publication

due soon.

See, the new five cent photo mag
out this week : (10). Arthur Brack-
man editing.

Stefan Zweig's first novel in sev-

eral years 'The Buried Candelabrum'
will .be out this week.
Russell F. Anderson has been

transferred from N. Y. to the Chi-,

cago bureau of International News
Service.

Gordon Hayward's .first novel pub-
lished in England by GoUancz will

be brought out here next spring by
Hillman-Curl.

.

Dexter Masters, former trade

paper writer, has a book titled 'How
to Live Without Women.' Bobbs-
Merrill publishing.

Gerry Breitigam has extended his

leave of absence from the N. Y,
World-Teleg'ram and is still on the
Warner lot in Hollywood.
Meredith Williams, columnist of

Scripps-Howard Oklahoma News,
has Ijegun a regular radio program
over KTOK and the Oklahoma Net-
work as 'Bill Newton.'
Ernest Heyn, executive editor of

Photoplay and Movie Mirror, on the
Coast to line up stories and art, with
Heyworth Campbell, Photoplay art
editor, accompanying.
George Antheil, composer, author-

ing a newspaper column, 'Boy Ad-
vises Girl,' being used by 24 papers.
Life assigned Paul Dorsey, its

Coast bulber, to shoot a series of
pho'tos showing progress of the
Newspaper Guild's fight for recogni-
tion in Los Angeles,
The Rob Wagners sail Jan. 5 on a

seven-month world's cruise, their

first extended vacation in many
years. Tom Moriarity, Frisco man-
ager, takes over direction .of Rob
Wagner's Script, Beverly Hills pub-
lication, during , the publisher's ab-

sence.

.

Robert Berkov, three years man-
ager of the United Press Shanghai
bureau, arrived at Los Angeles har-

bor recently bearing the mss. of

a novel written around the life and
achievements of Marshal Chiang
Kai-Shek. While on leave from the

Orient Berkov will make a lecture

tour of the XJr>v;^

Ralph Thompsbn of the N. Y.

Times will be chairman for a sym-
posium on Inspirational Books to be
held next week (18) in N. Y. Dr,.

Joseph Jastrow, Milton Wright, Clif-

ton Fadiman and Ralph Bates will

speak under joint auspices of Book
and Magazine Guild and The League
of American Writers.

'Apollo Sleeps,' by .Daphne Green-
wood (Messner), is by the wife of

Michael Shathin, Japanese rep for

Warner Bros.

Probable Football Winners
And Proper Odds

By DICK FISHELL
(Oct. 16, 1937)

(Inter-City Network Sports Commentator)

SCHOOLS WINNEB ODDS
Alabama at Tennessee « . . Alabama 4/5

Auburn at Mississippi State . ...... Mississippi State w . . . Even
Dartmouth at Brown Dartmouth S/1

NAtri Dame at Carnegie Tech .... Notre Dame .................. 2/1

Princeton at Chicago . Princeton . .2%/l
Tulane and Colgate at Buffalo. . . . Colgate . . .

' B/6

Penn at Colombia , . . . , Colun>bia i . 8/S

Cornell at Syracuse Cornell rV/t/l

Duke at Georgia Tech .Georgia Tech /. 5/6

Pittsburgh at Fordham , Fordham 1/2

Harvard at Navy ................ Harvard 5/6

Illinois at Indiana ".,... Indiana , .Even
Iowa at Wisconsin Wisconsin 9/S
Mississippi at L. S. U. ....... >. . .L. S. U. i.. , , 2/1

VlUanova at Manhattan VHIanova .' Even
Minnesota at Michigan Minnesota 2^/1
Northwestern at Purdue ...... .-. . Northwestern . , 2/1

Oregon at So. California So. California ....,,>.«. . . .... 8/5
Texas A. .& M. at Texas ChristianTexas A. & M. 8/5
Army at Yale Yale Even
Washington at Washington State. .Washington ....... ..i . .... > 9/6.

(Predictions ,B(ued on Fair Wedtherif
COPYRIGHT, 1937, BY VARIETY, INC.

coached by Major Sasse, formerly
of West Point, has quite some foot-

ball timber which will not be
stopped.

Dartmouth at Brown
Brown was smothered by the boys

from Harvard, while Dartmouth has
not yet faced a major foe. There is

no question that experience' and
manpower lies on the Dartmouth
side, and they'll have easy pickin's.

Notre Dame at Carnegie Tech
Tech is improving with each game,

and they're adapting themselves
rather nicely to their new offensive

system, but the Irish, unable to get

moving at first, should grab the knot
here by at least two touchdowns.

Princeton at Chicago .

_
The Sophomore Tiger learned

many a lesson from Cornell which
will serve them in good stead in the

Windy City. The Chicago team
has not the facilities for grabbing
prep school stars. This should be an
easy victory for Princeton.

Tulane-Colgate at Buffalo
Neither of these teams has shown

a thing, •with Colgate looking atro-

cious against Cornell. If Andy Kerr
can bring them back mentally and
make them forget their drubbing of

two weeks ago they should grab a
close decision from the Green Wave.

Penn at Columbia
Penn's powerful and experienced

forward wall has been no help to

their ball-carriers. There's a lack of

blocking and cohesion here, while
Lou. Little's Lions looked very im-
pressive against Army. This will

wind up a Sid Luckmian victory.

Cornell at Syracuse
We know what the Snavely team

can do, but Ossie Splem at Syra-
cuse has" yet to prove himself. This
Syracuse squad is just a fair ball

team with better coaches than play-

ers. It'll be a tough battle, with
Cornell's Baker and Peck providing
the long end.

- Duke at Georgia Tech
These two clubs were in about

the same setup a year ago, with both
undefeated and both showing much
power. Duke won that one on their

own field. This is Tech's turn in

Atlanta and they'll eke it out.

Pittsburgh at Fordham
Jock Sutheland brings to New

York the greatest team in the nation.

It has manpower three deep, and
Speed and class. Fordham, always
great defensively, has more scoring
ability than ever before, and because
of a bit of dissension and over-confi-

dence in that Pilt camp, we believe

sin has been battei'ing down every^
thing in its path. They're definitely

on the upgrade and plenty tough.
Wisconsin's the cherce.

Mississippi at LSU
Ole Miss has not been able to get

functioning, while Louisiana is one
of the most formidable aggregations
in the country. If there's no let-

down, LSU will keep its record
clean.

Villanova at Manhattan
It's been a lot of years since the

Greenies of Manhattan have been
able to shoot that cannon after a
Villa Nova shindig. The Michigan
team was strong against Michigan
State defensively but still lacked the
touchdown formula. It'll be a Villa-

nova passing game thfkt again will
light their bonfires.

Minnesota at Michigan
Michigan is coming, but the

Gopher is there—the wide difference
in this conflict being the material,
Minnesota having a terrific advant-
age.

Purdue at Northwestern
The Boilermakers lack that vital

spark. It's a power, team and gains
more yardage in the center of the
field but misses on the payoff stripe.

Waldorf's liorthwestern wildcal^s
after a brief letdown, will again
stampede.

Oregon at Southern California
Southern Cal has found Itself and

though not entirely deserving of the
Ohio State win, they look better
than they have in a long spell. Ore-
gon's plenty tough. USC should
check 'em with Amby Schlndler
leading the parade.
Texas A & M at Texas Christian
TCU is not up to its '36 team,

while the Aggies -with about the
same squad, have shown in defeat-
ing Manhattan and Mississippi State,
that they're' a little bit of all right.
Here's the case of Mr. Todd going
to town for a Texas A & M triumph.

Army at Yale
Two tough teams, with the cadets

having the better line, but the bull-
dogs the better backs. Army will
gain a lot more yardage on the
ground, but Little Boy Blue in the
person of Clint Frank, one of the
country's greatest backs,, will pro-
vide the winning points for New
Haven.
Washington at Washington State
The Washington Huskies are not

what they used to be, but State with
^

the loss of Ed Goddard are merely
mediocre.. Captain Waskowitz will

pass State into submission.
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OBITUARIES
EDWARD BELASCO

Edward Belasco, 63, youngest
brother of the late David Belasco,

died at his home in San Francisco,

Oct. 10, after a long illness. Remains
of the late theatre operator were in-

terred at Hills of Eternity cemetery
in San Francisco, where he was
born.
Many of the actors Belasco

brought from the N. Y. Stage to Cal-

ifornia later became film stars.

Among his best known Coast pro-
ductions were 'Grand Hotel,' 'Cat

and the Fiddle,' 'Front Page' and
•Racket,' 'Devil's Plum Tree.' He was
formerly associated with Homer
Curran and Henry Duffy.

Among current filiii stars Belasco
brought to California from the east

are Edward G. Robinson, Fredric
March, Helen Gahagan, Lionel Bar-
rymore, Edward Arnold and Boris
Karloft. .

'

He began his career in association

with his brother, the late Frederick
Belasco. Together they operated the
Alcazar, Central Qikd Alhambra the-

atres in San .Francisco. With the
deetth of Frederick in 1921, Edward
left San Francisco and organised
Belasco Productions, Inc., an unsuc-
cessful film venture that brought out
four Holl3rw66d productions. The
corporation was' liquidated In 1925.

His liext association was with Fred
Butler, father of David Butler, film

director. With capital 'fufriished by
the late* IT. L'.'Dbhehy,' oil 'magnate,
they built the ^750,000 Belasco the-
atre in Lbs Angeles,' where Ihey pro-
duced 'Gentlemen Prefer Blondes'
as the opening'play fn 1926."

Butler'Mied in 1929 and Belasco
then became associated 'with Homer
Curran in' the operation' of the' Cur-
ran thea''trei 'San Francisco'.' 'He had
been returaed ' from show' business
since 1934 'and' ii'ad been in. ill health
for several 'years,' His widow, two
children "arid a brother survive.

to do a vaude act with his wife and
son, and played the western «time,

particularly for iPantages, for many
years.

Later gave up vaude, in order to
escape travel, and became* ticket
taker at the Rialto in Chicago. He
had been there for the past six
years.

Widow and son survive. Burial in
Chicago.

ago and before that managed the
Lyceum, another legit house. Dur-
ing his career he also managed nu-
merous other theatrical ventures.

A widow and two- sons survive.

BERNARD MOBIARTT
Bernard A. Moriarty, 48, film

producer, died in HoUywood, Oct.
7, after a brief illness from pneu-
monia. He was stricken a few days
after his return from a business trip

to New York.
Moriarty was associated with E.

B. Derr as treasurer of the Crescent
Motion Picture Corp., independent
film producers. He piade the jour-
ney from New York with his close
friend, Pat Casey, producer labor
co-ordinator, with whom he resided
in Beverly Hills.

Body was shipped to Springfield,
Mass., for burial, with Thomas S.
Moriarty, a brother, of Springfield,
accompanying.

TOM GOBBT
Tom Corby, 59, advertising agent

of the Cox theatre, Cincinnati, and
secretary of the Billposters' Union,
local No. 11. was fatally injured Oct.
9, when he fell 16 feet into a coal
chute. He died three hours later
from spinal injuries and a punctured
lung.
A vet bill poster, he trooped witlT

circuses when a young nian. For
many years he was on the staff of
legit. and picture houses in Cincin-
nati,

Survived by his widow, a son and
daughter.

KEDFEiRNE HOLLlNSHEAD
Redfeme HoUinshead, 52, died- In

Yonkers, N. Y., Oct. 6, after an ill-

ness of three weeks.
Primarily, a choir singer, he had

done considerable radio work on
both CBS and NBC, including the
Majestic and Atwater-Kent pro-
grams. He retired about two years
ago.

NELtIS PEARL
Nellls Pearl, 71, former vaudeville

actress and agent, died Oct. 9 in
Chicago, from injuries in fall in

home.
' She did aerial act in vaudeville
and fairs for years before' quitting;

stage to open own Chicaga agency
with Western . 'Vaudeville-Qrpheimi
franchise. She had been out of busi-
ness . for . about eighteen ' years "at

time. of death.

. A daughter survives. Burial in

Chicago.

JSBNST. .VRZ.
Ernst Luz, 59, former general

musical director for the Loew thea
tres, died at his' home in Flushing,

^. Y., last week after a lingering ill-

'h-ass.

He began his professional career
at the age of 13, when he came to

New,York frOm his home in Allen-
town, Pa., and obtained a position as

trumpet 'in the pit orchestra of the
old Nibio's Garden. In 1909 he be-
icame pianist at the Broadway thea-
tre, operated by Marcus Loew and
three years later was made musical
director of. the five houses then com-
prising the Loew circuit. By 1912

the circuit had grown and he had
1,600 musicians and . 5() organists
working under him. He resigned
when the advent of the talking pic-

ture and the substitution of mechani-
cal music reduced his staff to negli-

gible proportions. He took over the
active management of the Photo
Play Music Co., which he had run
as a side line during the greater part
of his Loew connection; the com-
pany, being the first to cater to the
musical ne^ds of thle' picture thea-
tre's. He also became associated with
the Music Publishers Protective
Assn.
He is survived by his widow and

two sons, the latter forming the firm
of Luz Bros., music publishers.

ELOISE HALL .

. Eloise Hall, entertainer at .Fair
room at Fairmont hotel at Fairmont,
W. "Va., and on programs at Station
WMIVIN at Fairmont for two years
previously, died at EUdns, W. 'Va.,

Oct. 7 from injuries received earlier
that day in an automobile accident.
Dr. C. H. HaU,'Elkins city physi-

cian, helped give his daughter emer-
gency treatment without recognizing
her and it was some time after she
died that he learned her identity.
She wias riding with Howard Wolfe,
WMMN announcer, when the car
side-swiped another.

LOTTIE BVRKE
Mrs. Loretta M. Flnlay, .65, of the

vaudeville team of Finlay and Burke,
died in New Bedford, Mass., Sept. 30.

With her husband, she had playe^d

the. big vaudeville time and had
been featured in the road tours of

Cohan's shows, 'The American Idea,'

'Sally, Irene
. and Mary' and had

played with Ward and "Vokes.

She is survived by her daughters,
Marion Finlay (Finlay and Gates),^

and Mrs. Lawrence Sansone, for-
merly of the Mutual wheel, and
three grandchildren.

CECIL U. PRICE
Cecil U. Price, 44, manager of KPH,

Wichita Eagle radio station, died
Oct. 5, after serious illness of three
weeks, resulting from work with
poison- gases in eastern- chemical
laboratory during World War. •

Following war he went to Wichita
to become secretary-treasurer of

IN VOND MEUORY OI*

MY FKIEND

M. 1. MALEVINSKY
IVI10 Died Oct. 17, 1B32

Jerry Vogel

radio company there. Became busir

ness manager of KFH in 1931. Since
then station was modernized, new
downtown studios were opened and
power of station was increased from
1000 to 5000 watts.

He is survived by his wife, mother
and brother.

ROBERT DONALDSON
Robert Donaldson, .41, scenarist and

film publicist, died in Hollywood
Oct. 11. H^ left the managership of

the L. A. United Press Bureau to

become a press agent and worked
at many' studios hefore writing
screen plays. He also authored sev-

eral short stories for magazines.
Mother and brother survive.

MAT HENDERSON
May Henderson, 52, vaudeville

black-face comedienne for 40 years,

died in Dulwich Hospital, London,
Sept. 28.

She was known as the Dusky Com-
edy Queen and retired 10 years ago.

Survived by her husband, Bert Bur-
nell, of the Four Burnells, and two
sons, known on the variety stage as

the Jee Boys.

ARTHUR GUY
Arthur Guy, 65, one of the Guy

Bros, minstrel show and later a
standard vaude act, died in Chicago
on Sept. 28. After several years
with the minstrel show, Guy left it

CHARLES A. PRINCE
Charles Adams Prince, 68, retired

musical director, died in San Rafael,

Calif., Oct. 10.

He was with Columbia and "Victor

recording studios and was associated

with late Florenz Ziegfeld for five

years.

JAMES M. HAYS
James M. Hays, about 40, former

announcer, radio editor and agency
exec, committed suicide in the Al-
legheny River, Pittsburgh, Oct. 1,

1937. He was despondent over loss

of eye in recent accident.
Story in radio section.

RICHARD J. HORGAN
Richard J. Horgari, 66, veteran

Minneapolis theatre man, died Oct.

1, 1937, following a heart attack.
He was manager of the Metropolitan
theatre, legit roadshow house, until

it was torn down several months

EDWARD S, ISHAM
Edward S. Isham,' 70, died In,

BrieUe, N. J., Oct. 6, of cerebral

hemorrhage.
He had sung with the Savoy Opera

troupe in England and later sang
with the Bostonians in this country,

with the latter creating the part of

Little John In 'Robin Hood.'
He is survived by an adopted son,

Ralph Christman Isham, a distant

relative.

HENRY RUSSELL
Henry Russell, 63, former ihan-

aging' director of the Boston Opera
Co.,' died in London,' Oct. 11.

He was brought to Boston from
Cov^nt Garden in -1905 and later

went ..to the Metropolitan. He re-

turned to London following "a season
at the Paris opera;

ANGELO MUSCO
Angelo MuscO, called Italy's lead-

ing comedian, died of a heart attack

at a rehearsal in Milan Oct. 6.

He was seen in . America in 1927,

playing several weeks at the Man-
hattan Opera House, and on tour.

LEONARD STEVANS
Leonard Stevans, 48, pianist-com-

poser, di^d Oct. 8 in Los Angeles of
pneimionia. Among numbers he
wrote was. *I .Fa^ Down and Go
Boom.'

"

Widow, son, daught;er, survive.

Remains were cremated.

Mrs. Henry Emde, mother of Rus-
sel Emde, one time manager of
Proctor's Troy theatre and now sta-

tioned in Moimt Vernon, died in
East Orange, N. J., Oct. 7.

Mother of C. Lester Henderson
died at her home in Cleveland
Sept, 22. .

'
.

Benefit Chiz

(Continued from page 1 >

theatrical charities, after administra-
tion expenses.
Besides extending the non-appear-

ance rule to cover 'celebrity nights'

at which film, legit, radio and con-
cert names are used to draw custom-
ers, the TA figiures on putting it into

effect nationally. National plan
would involve reps in all the key
cities to 0.0. 'benefit' setups, check on
appearance by members of the co-

operating groups and collect the
15%. Since the work would not
warrant the expense of a special

rep for the new work. Equity, SAG,
AFRA, AGMA Or AFA officials in

the cities involved would be asked
to assume the added duties.

An international angle would cover
'benefit' shows on. ocean and coast-

wise ships. Plan is to delegate rep's

in the various countries to 0.0. ship-

board benefits and collect the re-

quired rap. As outlined tentatively,

the funds thus raised would go to

the theatrical charity in whatever
port frpni which the boat sails.

Although the enlarged TA plan
has not been submitted to the mem-
berships of the various performer
organizations, all are generally
figured to favor the proposal. Idea
is that it not only boosts their

charities, but it gives them a perfect

alibi when approached for 'benefit'

appearances. Nearly all performers
explain they're always agreeable for

McCoy benefits, but the phoney kind
has always been a major headache
to all name performers. TA had
seriously crimped the phoney affairs

the last few seasons and it's figured

the racket will be almost completely
wiped out when all the performer
groups join the drive.

News From the Dailies
TWs department contains rewritten theatrical news items os pub'

lished during the week in the doily papers 0/ New Vork, Chicago,
San Francisco, Hollywood .and London. Variety tafc^s no credit for
these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

U. S. Camera Salon to open Oct.
19. Preview the day before. About
700 prints from professionals and
amateurs. . .

Juilliard School announces world
premiere of 'The Sleeping Beauty'
Jan. 19. John Erskihe libretto and
music by Beryl Rubinstein. Two
performances in Cleveland will fol-
low the school premiere. •

Metropolitan Opera Guild held
first meeting of the season last
Wednesday. Edward Johnson guest
of honor. Gave 'em a pep talk;

Sam Grisman has changed 'Na-
ture's Nobleman' to 'Work Is for
Horses.'

French Theatre has arranged to
present the players of the Theatre
Quarte Seasons, of Paris, in ah en-
gagement at the Barbizon-Plaza.
Opens Oct. 26 for preview, with reg-
ular season starting Nov. 1.

Women warned that projected boy-
cott on Jap goods would up the price
of silk stockings.

Heinz Ruhe, son of the a nimal im-
porter, cleared, of a charge of drunk
driving. Said he had only had two
beers.

Son of Josef .Hoffman seeking a
program of his dad's first concert at
the Metropolitan 50 years ago. Wants
it for a collection.

M'ale fashion show at the Waldorf
last Thursday drew- quite a handful
of men at $50 per. Male models only.

.
Brian Aherne, flying in from the

coast, grounded near Phila. last
Thursday.
Women's University Club to quit

its home. Membership has shrunk
and house is now too large for its
income.
.Five war veterans fined from $50

to $200 in Trenton fo • running a lot-
tery. Proceeds were used to help
destitute vets, but held to be no miti-
gation.
Grover Whalen now officially head

of the N. Y. World's Fair. Has given'
up all other connections to devote
.his time to the project.

Spotlight Players, amateur White
Plains organization^ opened the sea-
son last Friday with TIrst Lady.*
Sponsored by Contemporary Club.
Peggy Stokes, dancer, suing her

husband. Dr. Edward G. Gierding,
for divorce, testified he wanted her
to do a strip-tease act, .telling her
the high salaries paid Ann Corio and
others. She's the daughter of the
former governor of New Jersey.
Miles Rabinowitz, sued by his wife

for divorce, relieved when she re-
frains from mentioning names. Sev-
eral important theatrical figures said
to have been involved.

'

Berlin ukase forbids music teach-
ers to give instruction to Jewish
pupils.

Eloise Hall, radio singer, of Fair-
mount, W. "Va., so badly injured in
an auto accident last week that her
father, a health officer, treated her
not knowing she was his daughter.
She died a few hours later in the
Elkins hospital.
Father Coughlin spanked by his

Bishop for his remarlcs on Judge
Black. Air talks to be more strictly
censored.
Deems Taylor, Alexander Smallens

and Noel Strauss named judges in
the N. Y. Symphony-Philharmonic
-American Composers contest. Con-
test closes next Friday (15).
American Booksellers Assn. pre-

sents 200 volumes to the White
House library. Third gift, bringing
collection to 900 titles.

D. D. Roland, 42, killed in a 60
foot fall from his trapeze at Green-
ville, Tenn., Oct. 7.
Stepin Fetchit in another auto

crash, this time in Brooklyn last
Friday. Escaped injury.

Convictions for drunk driving in
N. Y. up 56% over last year.
Former home of Wallis Warfleld,

in Baltimore, recently operated as a
museum, offered the Duke of Windsor
if he comes over.
Two electricians, relamping thie

marquee of the Mayfair, hurt Fri-
day when th-j high wind smashed
their staging.
United Irish Counties held a dance

concert at the St. Nicholas Sunday.
Lasted from noon until nearly mid-
night, with contests for all ages in
jigs, reels, etc. More than 200 awards
were made. ,

'Home Sweet Harlem' has gone
back to its original 'Brown Sugar'
for a handle. George Abbott pro-
duction with Negro cast.
Dancing teachers told they are

liable for Social Security tax if they
emoloy one or more assistants.
Chinatown got out its New Year

dragons and went on a collecting
tour Sunday. Proceeds for China's
defense and plenty of coin.
Hassart Short staging two mu.sicals,

'Between the Devil' and 'Three
Waltzes.' Latter has a chorus that's
not on until the second act.

Sticking to fight a fire in the pro-
iection machine until forced to dive
from a window, Eugene Gibson, of
the Franklin theatre, N. Y., broke
his left leg. Firemen confined the

flames to the projection room. House
Was crowded with a Saturday audi-
ence," but no panic.

Coast

Divorce suit was filed in L. A. by
Mrs. Leopoldine Herczeg against
Geza Herczeg, screenwriter, charging
misconduct. She demands $750 aweek alimony and $11,000 attorney's
fees.
Paul McVey,. film actor who ac-

companied the. 20th-Fox expedition
to Africa on the 'Stanley and Living-
stone' picture, is being sent home a
victim of jungle fever, according to
a cable, to the studio from Mrs. Osa
Johnson.
Jack West, brother of Mae, was

haled into court at Los Angeles
charged with neglecting his stock
and was dismissed with a warning to
clean up his corral and get along
^yith his neighbors.

. Divorce decree was granted to
Elizabeth Russell, film actress, from
John

,
Russell, advertising agent,- in

L. A.
Charges of smuggling ducks, over

Mexican border lodged against Frank
Capra were dismissed in L. A.
federal court.
George Hamilton, band leader, was

granted a divorce in L. A.
. Tax deficiency amounting to $14,-
183 registered against Claudette Col-
bert was wiped Out by decree of the
Board of Tax Appieals. Ruth Chat-
terton won a reduction from $10,343
to $9,930, and Josef von Sternbefg
from $5,741 to $3,586.
Annabelle Short, writer and ac-

tress, won a divorce in Los Angeles
from Ellis K. Short, former bank
employee, on her testimony that he
urged her . to do a strip-tease act to
support him.
Angela Raisch -Bennett won a di-

vorce in L. A. from Richard Bennett,
stage and screen actor, charging
Bennett was 'just impossible to live

with.'
John R. Roland, father of Ruth

Roland, late film player, filed a con-
test of her will, under which he was
bequeathed $100. Roland charges
she was of unsound mind when she
executed the instrument and that she
was unduly influenced by her hus-
band, Ben Bard, also that Bard sub-
stituted a will written by himself
instead of the one drawn up by his

wife.
Rosale Marquis, screen actress,

filed suit for divorce in L. A. against

William L. Waller, musician.
George Auerbach, executive with

B. P. Schulberg, is named as defend-

ant in a divorce suit filed in L. A. by
Mrs. Helen Coburn Auerbach, former
actress, who charges misconduct.
Schulberg and B. P. Schulberg Pro-
ductions also are named defendant*
with Mrs. Auerbach seeking restrain-

ing order to prevent disposal of gom-
munity property,

MARRIAGES
Betty Howe to Cassius Gay, Oct

7, in Los Angeles. Bride is former

film player. Groom is songwriter,

Ruth Ethel Weber to Leslie F.

Hawes, Oct. 8, in Hollywood. Groom
is special effects assistant at Co-
lumbia.
Jean Douglas, Sioux City radio

singer, to Frank Silva, sports com-
mentator at WHAM, Rochester, in

Bridgeport, Conn.
Catherine Lipske to C. J, Schuep-

bach, in -St. Louis, Oct. 11. Groom
is member of KLZ, Denver, sales

staff; Bride is secretary to Aubrey
Harris, ad manager, Washington
Post.

Margaret Marquis to David Mc-
Coig, Oct. 9, in Los Angeles. Bride

is film player. Groom in Universal

publicity department.
Sybil Leonard to Wilbur Eickel-

berg, in Reno, Nevada, Oct. 1. Groom
is manager of KFRC, San Francisco,

Margaret McCann to John Stur-

gess, Oct. 2, in Toronto. Both are

radio and theatre singers, working
Shea's Buffalo, CBC network and

WOR-WKBW, Buffalo.
Dorothy Peters, Johannesburg ac-

tress, to Edward Montague, second

son of the Duke of Manchester, at

Brighton registry office, England.

Betty Roberson to Charley Day,

New York, Oct. 5. Bride is of Gae
Foster chorus; groom of the Eton

Boys.
Ruth L'Amour to Marcel LaMaze,

at Ensenada, Cal., Oct. 5. Bride is

film player. Groom operates Holly-

wood cafe-

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Jacques LaBclle,

daughter, in Pittsburgh, Oct.. 4.

Father is with Ken Martin's ork,

Mr. and Mrs. Matthew McEniry,
daughter, in Denver. Father is an-

nouncer at KZL, Denver.
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Agents Hold Bag on World Series

Ducats; Yanks Victory Blowout

Tickets ' for final game of the

world's series, between the Yankees

and Giants Sunday (10) were of-

fered at any price by the agencies,

with attendance away off. Rain on

Saturday night and in the morning

made the game an uncertainty, with

chilly weather keeping plenty of fans

awiay. At noon, however, it was an-

iiounced by radio that the game
• would be played and the rush to the

Polo Grounds of the faithful started."

There was little opportunity for

the ticket brokers to get rid of-flllot-

ttients. Sale for the Sunday contest

lagged because it was not sure there

would be a game, since had the

Yanks copped Saturday's contest the

series Would have ended. Agency
men in the hotels told would-be cus-

tomers to name their own price and

none attempted to get more than box
office price.

Tickets sold direct were in sets of

three and as the series ended in five

games, three being played in the

National League park, a refund is

due those who bought the strip for

the Yankee Stadium, where the

siicth game would have been played

Monday. New scheme for the kick-

back was arranged. Persons with

bank accounts were told to deposit

the' ticket just as though it was a

check. Such tickets will be cleared

through the Manufacturers Trust

Co., which has many branches in the

greater " city. Indicated that there

will be plenty of heiidaches for the

banks befoje all th? tickets are, dis-

posed of, while the Yankee office

was relieved of a maze of detail.

As soon as the Sunday game was
over there was a rush by the win-
ning management to stage the vic-

tory dinner which was held -at the

, Commodore hotel in the evening.

Newspaper men and their wives at-

.tended along with the ball players,

with but few of the Giant con-
tingent showing up. Yanks antici-

pated their victory and invitations

were distributed, but there was no
date on the cards. There were 50.

cases of champagne consumed, and
the dinner celebration cost $18,000.

Whalen in Saddle

Bryan, Jr./ as Mediator

For L A.-S. F. Feudists

Washington, Oct. 12.

William Jennings Bryan, Jr., son
of the Great Commoner, was named
assistant U. S. Cdmmissioner for the

San Francisco world's fair Saturday
(9). Appointnient oame from George
Creel, prominent scribbler who is

head Federal liaison man.

Bryan, active in Southern Cali-

fornia politics and prominent lawyer,
was selected to give the Golden Gate
show an all-stat« air and smooth
over the traditional rivalry between
Los Angeles and S.F.

Carneys in Dixie Off 40^

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Reports from carnies playing
throughout south, southeast and
southwest, are that business has
dropped from 25 to 40% during past
10 days.'

Up to Oct 1, current season had
shown a take up to 40% over
previous couple yiears.

FREE GATE HELPS DALLAS
Dallas, Oct. 12.

Removal of the gate tariff plus the
presence in town of conventions
with

' money-spending delegates has
started turnstiles to clicking once
more and has spread a little happi-
ness on" the midway at the exposi-
tion here.

Attendance
' through Saturday had

mounted to 1,898,965 for the .season,
v/ith 208,000 of that turning up in
the first week of the free gate.

Another Trisco Doings
San Francisco, Oct. 12.

'Treasure Island,' San Francisco
Bay site of the World's Fair, will be
'opened for public inspection for the
first time Oct. 24.
Federal, state and civic biggies

^ill attend the ceremonies in con-
nection with the official turning over

' of the island from the United States
Army to the City of San Francisco
and the Exposition.

Resignation of Grover Whalen as

chairman of the Schenley Products
Co. last week to devote full time to

duties as president of New York
World's Fair was held in exposition
circles as meaning that Manhattan's
1939 show had passed the organiza-
tion-planning status and was forg-

ing ahead into construction phase.

Indicative of this was the an-
nouncement that, nearly 160 projects

already have been set up by the
Fair Corporation with more than 20

exhibit buildings either being con-
structed, or designed.' For the last

two years Whalen has given only
part of his time to the position of

head of the fair, but with his elec-

tion to the. presidency post, he now
is on a full-time, paying basis.

Rodeo Shows

Bronx Sagebnisher

Among Five Yippeers

In Rodeo; N. Y. Duders

Five New Yorkers are entered in

the. rodeo at Madison Square Garden..
Some are cowboys from upstate

dude ranches, .but one, who is a
rodeo fan comes from the Bronx.
Not too hot in the saddle, but is nuts
on rodeos and enters every year.

Another laddy, Emile Avery, ordi-

narily works for legit director

Harry Wagstaff Gribble as his as-

sistant. Listed as coming from Paris,

Texas, he drops the' legit to take a

fling at the bareback contests in the
Garden every year.

CAHNET HEN KILLED
Salisbury, N. C.,, Oct. 12.

Two men were electrocuted at

Weldon/ Oct. 1, when a transformer
burned out and short.-circuited the

entire fair lighting system;

Leonard Chamberlain, of Olean,
N. Y., operator of ferris wheel,

and an unidentified man who joined

the show a few days before at Rocky
Mount were killed. The unidentified

man was the operator of another

riding device.

(Continued from page 1)

several partners, including Harry
Knight, son-in-law of Tom Mix.
Deal at the Garden is worked out
With the Rodeo Corp, providing the
show, while the Garden furnishes
the house and the dough. Deal is

on a cash, not percentage basis.

Usual gross at the Garden is between
$350,000-$400,000, Show also goes to

Boston where gross runs to about
$100,000.

There are 192 contestants entered
this year, each of whom pays en-
trance fees of $15-$lO0. Purses this

year for the 10 competitive events
total $38,000.

Some cowboys make an all-year-
round busines of it, and average one
rodeo a week throughout the year.
Topnotchers in the field make from
$7,000-$8,000 a year, hut their ex-
penses are very high. Best months
for rodeo biz are July-October.
For calf-ropers and bull-dog^e»<,

expenses are even higher, as they
must bring their own flesh to the
show and pay the transportation ex-
penses for same.
Total value of the livestock in the

Garden, according to Manager Col-

burn, is $150,000. Estimates of the

value of the cattle as meat from the

p.a.^s office are $27,000. The animals,

except for those brought by the

cowboys themselves, include buck-
ing, parade and trained ' pickup
horses. Other livestock includes

Mexican and Brahmin' steers, roping

or bull-dbgging horses. Some horses

cost $1,000, and officials travel all

over to get the -right flesh.

Rodeos are divided into a big and
small time. Big time Outfits all be-

long to the Rodeo Association of

America, which has its headquarters
in Salinas, Cal. There are about
100 rodeas run by member outfits of

this association in the country every

year, and at least as many more by
smaller groups. In some small

towns, rodeos are frequently held

just as social events.

Entrants in the Garden rodeo sign

a release freeing the' officials from
all liability for injury. The manage-
ment has, however, always paid hos-

pital bills for those injured. In ad-

dition, for the past three years,

Garden has given each contestant a

bonus of $50. This is the first year

that entrance fees have been added
to the purses.

Walter Cravens, 29, of Butler,

bkla., who was trampled to death
by a steer last Saturday night and
died early the next morning on Oct.

10, wat; given a private funeral in

the Garden last night following the

performance.

What They Think

A Killer of Radio?
Boston, Oct. 11.

Editor, Variety:
. As an old listener-inner my ears

are getting plenty tired. Sameness
killed vaudeville and it will eventu-

ally do the same for the radio...Do
you remember the time in vaude-

ville when they had five dancing

acts on one bill? Three and four

piano acts? Etc., etc. Well they're

doing the same on the radio only

under different sponsors' names.
Sunday I listened in to Phil Baker,

Tim and Irene, Georgie Jessel...all

swell performers and good comics. . .

but not only they but nearly all the

other weekday programs have the

same formula. Viz, Announcer in-

troduces m.c. with an insult; m.c. in

turn insults the orchestra leader;

dumb girl comes on and insults both

of them; then the- tenor comes in

and gets instilted all around; the girl

sticks up for him because they are

trying to make each other. Then
they all insult , the announcer who
nearly always is a fat guy or maybe
a skinny guy, or just wears spats,

or has a dialect. They all igo into a

skit about the west or the south,

and introduce a Hebe or Greek

comiCf and they end up the program
insulting the intelligence of the

listener with a long blurb of the

product. Or even giving the listener

a prize for listening.

They all seemed to be doing car-

bon copies of Jack Benny and Fred

Allen's programs.
Remember what I tell you ... the

sameness will kill radio the same as

it has vaudeville. It's, remarkable

how long these comics have lasted.

Maybe it isn't their fault (I don't

mean lasting, I mean the formula),

it may be the advertising agencies'

fault.

'If it's good enough for Benny and

Allen it's good em-sfi': for r.;,' -crmr

.tq be the idea. Kclio • Oi" :< -.ulf •s

I still believe there are plenty of

fresh minds for -radio, comics with
new ideas, singers who don't all

sound alike. All they need is a

chance.
Clarence W. Butcher.

Pennies From Heaven
New York, Oct. «.

Editor Variety:
For more than 20 years I have

been reading Variety, but it re-

mained for last week's issue to do
me a great favor and a real service.

In Inside Stuff Legit, piy name was
listed, among others, as the owner of

an inactive deposit account in a sav-

ings bank.- I had entirely forgotten

this; it came as an absolute surprise

to me; and if it hadn't been in

Variety I should never had known
it as I never looked at the lists in the

dailies.

Hamilton Mott.

Mad. Sq. Rodeo Starts Briskly

With Thrils StiD Appealing

Giant Feels Hurt

Frances Farmer's Work
Mt. Kisco, N. Y., Oct. 8.

Editor, Variety:
In your issue of Oct. 6, you remark

on page 55 that Frances Farmer's
work in 'Ebb Tide' cinched the job

of femme lead in the new Odets
play, 'Golden Gloves.'

I ijelieve I am correct in stating

that it was seeing Miss Farmer's
work in 'At Mrs. Beam's' and 'The
Petrified Forest' which caused Mr,
Odets and Mr. Clurman to offer her
this role, A telephone call to . either

of these gentlemen will confirm this,

I would appreciate your calling

the attention of your readers to this

matter, in which Mr. Richard Skin-
ner and I take some pride. We per-

suaded Miss Farmer to come on from
Hollywood to play at this theatre

and the Country Playhouse, West-
|ort, this summer under our man-
agement.

Day Tuttle.

Dirpplnr The 'WpKtphester

J''ay,. • ...

St. Louis, Oct. 12.

Robert P, Wadlow, 8 foot 6 inch

giant of Alton, 111., near here, last

week filed a libel suit in Chicago
against the American Medical As-
sociation for $150,000 damages which
he contends was due to an article

printed in the Association's journal.

He said the article, while not n;ien-

tioning-him by name, referred to him
as 'RW.' and the remarkable school-

boy, giant of Alton,' discussed his

physical proportions, temperament
and characteristics and caused him
to be held' up., to public ridicule

whith resulted in 'grsct ?hfit>iai an-

guisih'

Robert, who is 19 years old and
weighs 425 founds, appeared with

Rlngllng Bros.-Bairnum & Bailey cir-

cus for six weeks last Spring.

EXPOMUST RAZE

ALL BLDGS.,

SAYSCLEVE

Clevelartd,Oct. 12.

Hope by sponsor's of saving money
on wrecking of Great Lakes Exposi-

tion, which closed a fortnight ago,

was shattered when city's officials

point blank turned down plftn to

keep several of the buildings ad

permanent exhibits,

Lincoln Dickey and W. T, HoUiday,

heads of the 1937 fair, offered the

councilmen everything- on the lak"e-

front—as a gift—if city would as

sume responsibility- of restoring

grounds to original condition. Ex'

pense would run up to $25,000, for

which the Expo had to put lip a

bond, and hated to give up. Dickey
and HoUiday had previously talked

about selling exhib^ to Cleveland
for $100,0p0, but changed it to a sil-

verrplatter offer.

Even then councilmen retorted

they wouldn't accept buildings.

Thumbs-down gesture kills proposal
of using Billy Rose's Aquacade as an
outdoor theatre for . operas and con-
certs. It also is a set-back for local

backers who' wanted to hold their

world poultry conference next year
in fair's Hall of Progress and In-

dustrial building, 'which are being
torn down.

Holliday's last hopes went flying

when the canny burghers refused to

buy 'Streets of World' section for fu-

ture expositions. Apparently they
are fed up on them after having one
for two years.

Although centennial is over, about
10 lawsuits and bankruptcy actions
against concessionnaires have yet to

be settled. A nationally known pro-
moter who had a major exhibit here
is even beinf sued for not paying
his laundry bills for four months.
Walter Hulley, manager of Artists

and Models Bureau, had $7,000 of

Aquacade's receipts attached in his

suit against Billy Rose and Rube
Bernstein. Booker claims they dam-
aged his business to that extent by
posting a sign saying that show-girls
did not have to pay him or anybody.
10% agents' commission. Since case
was flled, Hulley alleges that Bern-
stein and Rose made a settlement
offer of $100, which he turned down.

Finale of the rodeo season Is on
what with the 'world's champion-
ships' starting at Madison iSquare

Garden last Wednesday (6) for an
18-day period which will expire Oct.

24. Although the comp line stretched

towards Ninth avenue on the debut
evening, it was claimed that the take
was several thousands ahead of the

premiere last season.

From the run-off of events It was
indicated that the stock was fresh

for the Garden showings. Some of

the broncs carried the same tags as

heretofore but were as onery as

ever. For instance in the bareback
contest Hell's Angel tossed his pros-

pective rider with as much alacrity

and in fact only one hand stayed
until the time signal sounded.

In the wild steer riding event the
longhorns were as difficult to mas-
ter; There were no stayers for the

requisite number of seconds. An
event that has gained in favor is

the wild cow milking contest. It was
started as ai gag several years ago
but Is now one of the outstanding
contests. Only two or three teanis

completed the event within the 65-

second time limit. Most of the others'

either failed in roping the cows or
the animals eluded them after the

'milker started,
.

Among the new events so far as

this outfit is concerned is a Roman
jump over a motor "car, with full

credit to the dealer who supplied the .

machine. Bill Kean, standing on two
nags, made the leap. First attempt

he slipped but held balance on cne
horse. Another first-time event had
two Texas youngsters in trick rop-

ing. They are Gene and Donald
McLaughlin, respectively seven and
eight years of age.

Standards

Hardy Murphy and his trained

horse. Buck, are present for the

sixth successive year. Routine Is

somewhat shortened and that made
his conl^rlbution the more effective.

'Tony the Wop,' with his educated
mule, 'Mae West,' was a newcomer.
Turn which was spotted too late hss

been with smaller western rpdeoH

for some time. Ted Allen, the horse-

shoe pitching wonder, is again One of

the show's good things, «nd so is

Tom Nesbitt the clown, who grabbed
the tails of longhorns after they had
been tosSed in' the steer- wrestlihg

(bulldogging) event Another event

of the comedy kind is the basket

ball game as played on horseback.

It is how one of the show's regular

contests. Rodeo cleaned up last sea-

son and being a worth while evening,

should repeat this time.

First casualty occurred Saturday,
when Walter Cravens of Butler,

Okla., was so badly hurt by a steer

that he ' died in Polyclinic hospital

Sunday (10). As he fell off the

animal he was kicked, the longhorn
then stamping on the cowhand. Five
ribs were fractured and a lung was
punctured, death resulting from in-

ternal hemorrhages. Cravens had
won the steer riding contest at the

Amarillo, Tex., rodeo this season.

Horses, Horses, Horses
Indianapolis, Oct. 12.

An attendance of 16,000, claimed
to be the largest in, the world for an
event of its kind, was hung Up Sun-
day (10), by the 5th Annual Indiana
Saddle Horse Roundup, held on
Greeg's farm 10 miles north of the
city.

At one time, 452 horses and their

riders were in the arena.

TOUGH ON THE LIONS

Rice Show Switches Route BUI For-

gets to Tell One Driver

Circus Routes

Week of Oct. 18

Barnes-Sells-Floto
f'isco, Tex.. 18: Abll<>nP, f'oloi-iidn,

20; HiK Spring, 21; MIOIhihI, 2:i; I'cyos,
:'3.

Cole, Beatty-Maynard
Aloxii ndrlii, I.a., IS; Monroe, J 9.

Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey
Mfnn)hlH, 'IVnn., IK; .lacUHon, Ifl;

Charlotte, N. C., Oct. 12.

' One day last week was supposed to

be circus day at Hickory. "The Dan
Rice Circus had its paper up. But
the only part of it that arrived was
a truck - and trailer containing two.

hungry lions.

Several performers who claimed
they were' unpaid, and local businers

men with bills against the circus, at-

tached the two lions.

The tangled situation .resulted

when the circus suddenly changed
its itinerary upon leaving Salisbury,

and instead of catching Hickory, the

next booking, the show made a di-

rect jump to Greenville, Tenn,
There were reports that getting into

another state wai. a method of

handling persistent creditors.

In some manner Virgil B, Dare,

who had the two lions in tow was
not informed of the laist-min-.i'.e

changes in plans, and he ended up at

Hickory as the only unit of the .show

there. After being a problem on the

hands of sheriff's officers for some
four days, the circus management
.settled the matter and reclaimed the
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WHY THE NEW N't!

Opea Golf Champiod,

Ralph GxildaU {right),

prefets Camels. la his

ownwords:"Camelsare
different from- other

cig9rettes.You see,pla7«

iog against an sdl-star

field, my nerves run the

gauntlet.' Camel's mild,

rich tobaccos don't jan*

gle my nerves."

GIRLRODEOCHAMPION.
Rose Davis (Jeft) says:

"Camels always appeal to

me, but I think the Cam-
els at mealtimes are the

most enjoyable of all."

DOROTHY MALONE,
foodeditor {right), says:

"Comments show my
women readers find

smokingCamelsapleas>

ant way to encourage

good digestion. I my«
self smoke Camels."

It is homespun fact that nothing man does to tobacco

can take the place of what Nature does. Camels are.made

of finer tobaccos into which Nature put extra goodness.

THERE'S only one way to get If you are not smoking Camels,

the best tobaccos. That's to try them now. And see if you.

BUCKSMITH, Ed Deal,

likes man - size meals

and plenty of Camels
with them. "'For diges-

tion's sake, smokeCam-
els' is my rule," says Ed.

'

"Camcb add a lot of
pleasure to my meals."

B. C. SIMPSON {left), Texas

oil-well shooter: "Handling

explosives makes me careful

not tOi^jtave frazzled nerves.

I'm all for Camels. They
couldn't be better if they

yvccc made to order."

ACTIVE IN SOCIETY.
Mrs. Ogden Hammond,
Jr. {right) snys: "No
matter where I am—
you'll always find me
withCamels.Theydon't

tire my taste."

pay more for them.

It is a well-known fact that

Camel pays millions more, year in

and year: out, fof finer tobaccos.

It's the natural way to put more

enjoyment into smoking.

People have confidence in these

finer tobaccos. More and more

smokers turn to Camels.They find

that Camels are naturally milder

and that the full natural flavor of

their costlier tobaccos is brought

to perfection in the Camel blend.

too, don't find that Camels mean
unfailing pleasure!

-If

"I'VE BEEN A FIRE

FIGHTER now for 11

years," says Frank

GiUiar."Smoke?You
bet I do. And I'm

partipilar about my
brand. It's Camels.

There's the cigarette,

if you want mild-

ness! They're the

last word in flavor."

THE NEW
CAMEL CARAVAN

Two great shows in an
hour's entertainment!

Includes "Jack Oakie College"and

BennyGoodman's "Swing School"!
Sixty fast minutes of grand fun

and music. Every Tuesday night at

9:30 pm E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T.,

7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T.,

WABC-Columbia Network.

"CAMELS go on my
shopping listregularly,"

isays Mrs. Richard Hfioi-

ingway,matron."! never

want io be without

Camels. When I feel

tired, I get the grand-

est 'lift' with a CameL"

"I'VE GOT TO have a
cigarette that's inild,"

says Uva' Kimmey, girl

parachute jumper. "So
Pm a Camel smoker. I

fiave found Camels so

truly mild I can smoke
as much as I wish with-

out jangled nerves."

FLIGHT DISPATCHER,
H.GAndrews,attheNew-

ark Airport, often must

contact 8 big planes at

once. He says: "And that

bringsmetooneofthead-
vantages I find in Camels.

Ismoke plenty ofCamels.

They don't frazzle my
nerves."

Capjrisht. 1D3T. B. J. Bafnqlda TobKOO Co.. Wiutaa-Salaa, N. O.

Costlier Tobaccos in a Matchless Blend
Camels are a matchless blend of finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
—Turkish and Domestic. The skillful blending of leaf with leaf brings

out the full, delicate flavor and mildness of these choice tobaccos.
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k Starting to Look Askance At

Some of Those Radio Commentators

' Increased • ntimber of air com-

mentators who weekly speak about

Hollywood, som,etimes in careless or

sarcastic tones, is arousing consider-

able 'discussion in the industry.

Mattel! has be6h laid before Haysians
quietly for close scrutiny.

. However, the general attitude of

Industry leaders, including ex-
hibitors, is that the film business
can take most of this adverse criti-

ieism, and more. But they would
prefer constructive barbs, strenu-
ously objecting to caustic remarks"
concerning the private lives of film
•tars.

Certain figures in the picture
business are hopeful that broadcast-
ing soon will develop sufficiently

to maintain the same standard of

ethics followed by newspaper critics

who confine their comments to per-
formances of actors themselves.

Others, chiefly exhibitors, are

more outspoken, arguing that pub-
licity via these radio commentators,
an'ent off-screen deportment of

players, is harmful to the box of-

fice. ' -

One 'movie boner' club on a net-

work program is said to help the
screen box office rather than hinder
it. But another exhibitor suggested
that theatre operators might cash in
on the same idea by turning the
tables and asking audience members
to spot boners in radio programs. He
outlined it as an exploitation stunt,
with cash prizes offered certain
nightk to any housewife relating any
error uncovered on a single morn-
ing's programs up until 11 a.m.

("Continued on page 46)

NEWSREELS ALL SET

FOR WINDSORS IN U. S.

. When the Dulce of Windsor and
his bride.visit the U. S., most news-
reel companies plan to give almost
Identical coverage as accorded the
president. Present line-up calls for
assigning of carhera crew by each
company or joint coverage, if an
agreement can be made, so that
wherever the former king of Eng-
land goes or whatever he does in
public affairs will be captured by
the photographers.

While the newsreels count him as
an A-1 personality in this country,
several of the news weekly execu-
tives contemplate going light on
footage for England consumption be-
cause of adverse official attitude
there and because of links with dis-
tribution outfits in British Isles.

Right now, both the French and
German steamship companies are
striving to land the passage contract
on the Duke of Windsor, who has
indicated he'll favor the latter, sail-
ing from Bremen, as he is now in
Germany. Newsreel lads are hop-
ing that the party lands in N. Y.,
rather than being taken off the boat
down the bay.

Preparedness

Character actor of reputation

has prepared a record of his

engagements with top shows
and stars covering a period of

nearly 40 years. He carries the

typewritten list around ready
to show it to younger managers
who may not know his work.
Actor says it is a psychological
defense, just in case he is asked
to read a part.

New managers are known
to have players read parts and
actors, knowing nothing of the
story, are too often at a com-
plete disadvantage.

RCA'S LATEST

YISIO SHOWN;

By BOB LANDRY
Radio Corp. of America in New

York last week gave a presentation

to members. of the. Society of Motion
Picture Engineers and the press of

television on a screen, three feet by
four feet. Demonstration emphasized
anew how far away practical or com-
petitive television is. RCA's official

declaration that it was offering. 'an

unfinished product' became a classic

of understatement.
Image is shot out of a torpedo-

like projection gimmick at a distance

of about 20 feet. Result is greenish,

(Continued on page 48)

Inter-Faith Plan

To Observe Paddy's

Day; Filmers in It

San Francisco. Oct. 19.

Louis B. Mayer and Louis R. Lurie.

San Francisco realtor and theatrical

man, have been appointed on a com-
mittee to launch a nationwide move-
ment to 'celebrate St. Patrick's Day
the San Francisco way.' The com-
mittee is comprised of Catholics,

Protestants and Jews.

The idea revolves around the an-

nual St Patrick's Day luncheon,

sponsored by Islam Temple at the

Shrine in San Francisco, whereby
Catholic leaders sit down with Prot-

estants to listen to a Jew deliver an

oratioft on the patron saint of Ire-

land. Mayer has been the St. Pat-

rick's Day speaker at these lunch-

eons for several years.

It is proposed to have every large

city in the nation hold similar lunch-

eons in a spirit of rcligicrs tolerance

and to promote mutual understand-

ing among all faiths.

Would Accelerate a Lag-

ging Broadway Tee-Off

—

Film Capital Looks Will-

ing to Openly Become
Backers for New Plays-
It's the Same Old Idea of

Need for Plays and Play-

ers

NIX GUILD BOYCOTT

Holdout against legit financing
under the Dramatist Guild contract
is expected to be abandoned by most
of the Hollywood studios before the
current season is over. Since Colum-
bia quit the ranks several weeks ago
the other companies have shown in-
creasing signs of following suit.

This Hollywood hypo to Broad-
way legit would materially help the
new play season along since—as re-
ported elsewhere in the legit de-
partment—the 1937-38 tee-off has
been lagging sharply.

According to several persons close
to the situation, the indications of a
coming break are intangible, but
numerous and significant, neverthe-
less. J. Robert Rubin, Metro v. p.,

iz understood to be proponent of the
boycott, with Paramount, Warners.

. (Continued on page 10)

CHINESE mUINS
CONVERTED INTO JAPS

Producer J. Donald Peterson of

'Junior G Men,' juve show on WOR,
New York, for Fischer Baking Co..

had a script primed for broadcast
last week which dealt with gang of
Chinese dope-smugglers. Before it

hit the air the Chinese were changed
into Japanese characters.
Idea was that in the U. S. at pres-

ent more sympathy is felt for the
Chinese than cVer before—and less

for the Japanese because of the un^
declared Sino-Jap war.

Seattle, Oct. 19,

Local Japanese consul, I. Oka-
moto. last week debuted a 15-min-
ute series from KVI's local studios,

purporting to give his country's side

of the Nippon-China fraca.s. It was
the first time that either of the war-
ring countries have made use of

wavelengths in this area for propa-
ganda purposes.

It is reported that local Chinese
and sympathizers are trying to

raise a fund v/ilh which to buy time
for a counter-attack on the KVI
scries.

Leon Goldstein, puffer-up for

WMCA, New York, has obtained

agreements from both the Chinese
and Japanese consulates to have
representatives air over the station

on successive evening.-j next Week.

Wall Street Laying Another Egg;

In Fact, It s an Entire Omelette

Radio Prof. Too Tuff

Chicago, Oct. 19,

Dick Marvin, radio head of J.

Walter Thompson ad agency
here, doubling as Northwestern
professor, teaching Radio Sur-
vey." Told students there'd be

no textbooks for course, but

they must read Vakhity,

Kids are squawking that the

teacher's too tough on 'em.

PAVE WAY FOR

WM. FOX'S PIX

COMEBACK

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Upshot of the William Fox confabs
the past two weeks here with Joseph
ivr. Schenck is to pave the reentry
of the one-time Fox head to film
production and other industry ac-

tivity. Fox figures he can get a new
start if the $25,000,000 in lawsuits
hanging over him in Nassau County
(N.. Y.; supreme court can be ex-
punged. Fox Wants Schenck to

okay the withdrawal of these suits.

Legal entanglements resulting

from the sale of his interests in Fox
Film, F(jx. Theatres and other cor-

porations, to Harley L. Clarice in

1930, are also getting legal going-

over.

Move to settle suits started by Fox
in huddles with Sidney Kent and
Schenck who, at that time, were dis-

posed to help him, but since then a
gimmick has been tossed into the
dealings because Fox asked $350,000

(Continued on page 4G)

Wall Street is at the moment lay-
ing another egg.

And affecting the amusement busU
ness.

Cafes and nlteries have been feel-

ing it ever since that first day after

Labor Day when the market broke
sharply. The luxury tradesmen

—

furs, jewelry, etc.—like the nitery
Bonifaces are likewise always
barometered by the way the market
behaves.
Whether it's the scare or some-

thing else, picture grosses in some
keys, as elsewhere reported In thii

issue, reflect nervous temperatures.
However, where the product is

strong business is commensurate]/
good.

Ultimate threat to the picture the-
atre box office was seen this weok
as the stock market passed the sixth
week of severely declining prices,

with little hint that the end was in

sight. Bulk of market investors were
not deemed as the potential film

public. Rather it was the so-cal'ed

vicious circle resulting from' a heavy
market slump that was feared as

likely to catch up with the theatre

intake.

Amusement shares sold down to

successively new lows for this year
and longer in the past week.
Numerous declines- represented a

(Continued on page 10)

Mebbe Here's the Answer
To Pix Edge Over Legit
'On Location,' which played one

week at the Rltz, N. Y., recently,

hung up some kind of a low gross
record. At one matinee the total

sales were two 55c. tickets, while on
the same evening not one ticket was
sold at the box office. Cut rates, •

however, amounted to $4.

Show at the Bijou several seasons
ago had a performance gross of 80c.,

that being the amount of tax on a
couple of passes.

THE HOUR OF CHARM
MUSIC THAT LINGERS ON

f.

m

PHIL SPITALMY "ARK central hotel, new YORK
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MARKET MAY STYMIE UA DEALS;WA
AND GOLDWYN NEED UP TO $6M0(K)
Even Less Chance Now for Any UA-RK.O Deal-

That Would Require $10-$15,000,000—British

Financiers in N. Y,—Also Mervyn LeRoy

Unless, market conditions improve,

Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander
Korda have little chance of obtain-

ing the required $4,500,000-$6,000,-

000, in the U. S., for exercising their

options to purchase control of

United Artists.

Under present conditions, there is

even less chance for them to effect

a merger between RKO and U. A.,

a deal which might require up-
wards of $10,000,000, and perhaps as

much as |15,000,000.

Should a new financial setup be
arranged in U, A. throxigh exercising

of thfe options, it is felt that Dr. A.
H. Giannihl, president of U.' A.

might have to step out. 'Dr. Gian-
nini is largely responsible for the

present hookup between U. A. and

Best Selling fk Scares

•Varsity Show' (WB).
(Mercer-Whiting,)

'Mr. Do^d Takes the Air' (WB).
(Warren-Dubln.)

•Voffuea' (UA).
(Brown-Fftln; Loesser-Sherwln.)

'High, Wide, Handsome' (Par).
(Kern-Uammersteln.)

'Double or Notlilns' (^ar).
(CoSlow-SlCBel; Johneon-Burke;
Lane-Freed.)

'Artists and Models' (Par).
(Koehler-Toung-Arlen-Lane- Hol-
lunder-Rubln.)

is possible in the situation. Under
proper circumstances, the strongest

li. yj< T» i x kSnele is still that merger possibility
the^Odeon <Osear DeutschV circuit, between U.A. and RKO. '

And, of
in London. He is among the com-
pany's chief manpower assets.

As alternatives to whatever im-
passe there may exist for obtaining
the required option money in the

U. S., Goldwyn and Korda look to

British sources for funds. Should
British financiers, independently or
in conjunction with Prudential , As-
surance, supply the iunds . with
which to purchase control of U. A.,

it might well be that, as a condition
for providing such funds, . the
financiers be given 'a dominating
voice in, the affairs of the firm, or-

a veto say'SO.

In that way, of course, U. A.
could slip into' foreign (British)
hands.'

However, no drdstic upset to U. A.
occurs should the present producer
lineup of the company remain un-
changed- and the options not exer.
Qised.

. The executive staff would
continue- unchanged inclusive of
Churles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
and MAry Pickford. The company
would go its usual and general
course except, for the possible loss
of David Selznick, ace producer.
Selznick. may shift to another firm,
as he has been talking a deal with
Paramount and elsewhere.

Goldwyn'* Dominance
Howsoever control of United Art-

ists is to be settled, the negotiations
will revolve principally around the
extent of domination Samuel Gold-
wyn desires to retain in the new set-
up or that which shall be granted to
him. Goldwyn is \he key to the situ-
ation, and his intention to dominate
or to stay aloof may curdle the pos-
sibilities for a new setup.

Principal factors
,
related in the

deal, whereby Goldwyn and Alex-
ander Korda hope to purchase con-
trol of the company have already

,
assembled or are assembling rapidly
in New York, from London and
Hollywood, and earnest discussions
to bring the matter to a close will
get under way this week.
Those options held by Goldwyn

and Korda must be exercised by
Dec. 1. An extension was sought,
but it was refused.
Mervyn LeRoy, potential partner

for Goldwyn and Korda in this deal,

is now in New York. Samuel Gold-
wyn is expected before the close of

the week.
In the hieantime, Ernest H. Lever,

secretary of the Prudential Assutr
ance Co., of London, is in New York
also. He arrived from London (Ifl)

with David Rose, United Artists of-

ficial. Rose has been In London on a
special mission with regard, to the
options. Prudential is the principle
backer of Alexjander Korda and Lon-
don Films.

Lever's presence here at this time
is sufficient indication that a deal
may be concluded here for exercis-

ing the options.

However, the kind of a deal which
may be made is open. No deal of a

definite character has been made so

far, either here or abroad.
All proposals apparently are slill

on the table. Anything, therefore,

Krafft on Lenser Script

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

John Krafft has been set to work
on the script of 'Flash Casey, Candid
Cameraman,' second of Grand Na-
tional's films featuring the adven-
lu»-es of a candid camerg reporter.

PIrx and Arthur Alexander will

p:-adLiC3
_
with. Eric Linden playing

'Flash' again.

course, Mervyn LeRoy is another.
With the chances that David Selz-

nick, ace producer, may leave U.A.',

reinforcement of the company's pro-
duction side is vital, and observers
see the best possibility for such
strengthening in the RKO angle.
Additionally, from a financial an-

gle, were market conditions pro-
pitious the RKO possibility provides
a broad base- for providing required
funds not only ^ to exercise the op
.^ons for control -of U.A., but addi
tionally for production purposes.

It is- felt that whatever deal is

finally concluded it will provide for
participation by a combination of
American and British bankers

London, Oct. 12.

On the eve of his sailing Alex-
ander Koi-da is battling the flu.

Temperature has been around 105 at
one time.

Par to Highest Court

On Screen Credit Case

Washington, Oct. 19.

U. S. Supreme Court review of

proceedings by which a dissatisfied

scribbler received damages for omis-
sion of screen credits was sought last

week by Paramount Productions,
Appealing from decision -of the 9th
Circuit Court of Appeals, which up-
held lower courts. Par asked the
highest tribupal to ogle the record
on which Walton "Hall Smith was
handed $7,500 to compensate him for

injury assertedly .suffered through
studio's failure to' list him as original

Inspiration for 'We'te Not Dressing.'

Brief says that Smith's story 'Cruise

to Nowhere' was purchased for

screen use but then discarded and
disclaims he made any contribution

to 'Dressing.'

In support of petition for review,
studio notes that six writers who
worked on scenario for 'Dressing'

testified during initial proceedings
that they never heard of or read
Smith's yarn. Par says the original

story was ashcanned as too heavy
although once considered potential

basis for a musical.

WB POWWOWS

ON PROD. END

Dunpliy Aides Zukor,

Revamp Par Pub

Setup on tie Coast

Following return from Europe of
Adolph Zukor Thursday (14), plans
have been worked out fot the pro-
motion of Christopher J. Dunphy,
studio publicity-advertising director,

to post of assistant to the chairman
of the board. This switch for
Dunphy has long been reported as
coming.
With the move, Terry DeLapp

takes charge of publicity at the
plant while Cliff Lewis assumes di-

rection of- all advertising subject to

the jurisdiction of Bob Gillham, na-
tional publicity-ad chieftain of the
company. Gillham plans to spend
much more time on the Coast, di-

viding it with New York. When he
is on the Costst Al Wilkie is in active
charge of publicity at the h.o.; Alec
Moss in command of advertising.

Report that Bill Thomas \^ould suc-
ceed Dunphy in the top spot at the
studio is declared incorrect.

As assistant to Zukor, Dunphy will

work closely with the founder of
Paramount on various, matters. He
will have no designated duties as a
•Zukor aide such a§ Ted Lesser, who
as an aide to the board chairman is

in charge of the talent department.
Lesser is retaiiiing that post, it is

understood. He formerly was an
attorney. ^ .

.

Attaching to the COast publicity
department permanently, Lou Smith,
for years at the h.o. both with old
Publix and Par, will take charge of

a new service supplying material
and directly contacting the national
dailies. Tom Waller, over syndicate
planting in the east, returned to

New York Monday (18) after a brief

trip west to coordinate material he
handles between Coast and h.o.

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Production conferences at Warner
Bros., attended by studio execs,

Gradwell Sears, Sam Schneider and
S. Charles Einfeld from N. Y., were
concluded Monday (18) after plans
were outlined for releases between
December and April.

Of the total 60 features scheduled,
36 have been completed after two
months of the new selling season.

Ad'vertising and sales campaigns for
finished product and the new winter
season lineup was mapped out at the
powwovvs.
Sears left (19) for Dallas, en route

to N. Y. Schneider heads east Oct.

22. Harry M. Warner has delayed
his trip east until Dec. 1 when he
goes to N. Y. to meet his brother
Jack, returning from European
junket.

Schwab Goes Metro

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Terry deLapp has moved into the
spot of department boss in the
Paramount studio publicity depart-
ment, with Ken Whitmore stepping
up as chief assistant with the upping
of Christopher J, Dunphy as pro-
duction assistant to Adolph Zukor,
Bert Holloway succeeds Whitmore

as department .editor.. Lou Smith,
from Paramount's New York pub-
licity department, and Bob Hussey,
formerly with Columbia, are new
additions to the praisery.

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Laurence Schwab has closed a deal
with Metro as a producer. He will

concentrate on musicals and act in

association with Sam Katz.
Schwab recently departed 20th

Century-Fox. He reports at his' new
location on Nov. 15.

SAILINGS
Nov. 10 (London to New York),

Wilson, Keppel' and Betty (Queen
Mary).
Nov. 9 (Yokohama to Los An-

geles), Naoe Kondo, George Hirose
(KTrishima Maru).

• Nov, 3 (Quebec to London), M'er-

ritt Hulburd (Empress of Britain).

Oct. 30 (Vancouver to
. Honolulu)

James P. Dawson (Empress of

Japan) (Honolulu to Vancouver
Nov. 12) (Empress of Canada).

Oct. 28 (New York to Paris), Clif-

ford C. Fischer, Dorothy Kay,
George Komaroff, Mme. Komarova,
Jean Le Seyeux, Yacht Club Boys
(He de France).
Oct. 23 (New York to London),

Archie Mayo (Champlain).
Oct, 20 (New York to London),

Leo McCarey, Karl Freund (Queen
Mary).

Oct. 19 (London to New York),
Murray Silverstone, Alexander
Korda, Phil Reisman, Sam E. Mor-
ris, Herman Maier, William Powell,
Madeleine Carroll, King Vidor,
Erik (ihanell, Marjorie Lawrence
(He de France).
Oct. 15 (Los Angeles to Honolulu),

Fred Beetson (Lurline).

Oct. 15 (New York to London),
Mischa Auer, Ray Ventura, Allen
Scott, Jed " Harris, Jeff Dickson
(Normandie).

'

Oct. 14 (Los lAngeles to -Mel-

bourne). Mr. and Mrs, Sam- Kramer,
.Harry Kahne Co.. (Mariposa).
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Atlas and Lehmans to Lift Options

On RCA Holdings in RKO by Dec 31

BOBBY CRAWFORD WITH

JAFFE AGENCY AS V. P.

Hollywood, Oct, 19.

Bobby Crawford became a partner

this week' in the Sam Jaffe agency

with the post of v.p. Crawford has

had various studios propositions in

the last few months offered him but
felt going into the agency biz was
best.

Crawford comes into the agency
field with a varied show biz back-
ground, having ' been in the' 'music

publishing end 'for many years as

president of De Sylva, Brown and
Henderson and Cra'wford Music
Corp. , He was also associatied with
Warners in their mUsic enterprises,

having .headed the studio end at the

time Warners went heavy on musi-
cals at the beginning of sound. He
also was active in the production of

musical legits on Broadway.

Crawford disposed of his music in-

terests about a year ago and has
been residing in Hollywood since

that time.

L. A. to N. Y.
Frankie Albertson.
Robert Benchley.
Noel Bennett.
Herman Bernie.

Russell Birdwell.

J. Cheever Cowdin.
George Delacorte.
Gregory Dickson.
Scott R. Dunlop.
Karl Freund.
Robert Gillham.

George Griffith.

Harry Hershfield.

Atherton Hobler.

Merritt Hulburd.
Otto Krugcr.
Carl Laemmle.
Fritz Lang.
Alma Lloyd.

Sig Marcus.
Archie Mayo.
Leo McCarey.
Jimmy McHugh.
Willard McKay.
Fred Meyer.
.Mack Millar.

Irving -Mills.

Harry Mines.

Halsey Mohr.
Grace Moore.
Otto L. Preminger.

Rosalind Russell.

Tom Waller.

Herbert Yates.

N. Y. to L. A.
Annabella.
Irving Brecher.
Helen Buchanan.
Walter Cosden.
Benjamin' David.
Gloria Dickson.
Christopher Dunphy.
Sam Heliman.
Edwin Knopf.
Jack Lawrence.
Jules Levy.
Robert Loewi.
George D. Lottman.
Agnes Melcoll.

Ethel Merman.
Dickson Morgan.
Gail Patrick,

Leo Robin.
Lester Santly.

Gerald Savory.
Robert Taplinger.
Peter Tlnturin.

.Genevieve TobiA,.-

•Percy Wcsinjore. ...

Adolph "ZiukoF.

There seems to be not the slight-
est doubt that Atlas and the Lehman
Corp. will lift their options on the
remaining half of Radio Corp. of
America's holdings in RKO, as per
agreement, by Dec. 31, for $6,000,000.

In the meantime, ho'wever, market'
conditions have kind of leveled off

considerable of the RKO situation,

especially regarding the settlement
of the Rockefeller Center's claim, so

that with the RKO shares down to

around three at .present quotations,
that R.C. settlement does not ap-
pear as formidable to some, as it

had. . .

•

Of course, that's an unlooked-for
break for the company and credit-

ors,
,
and should hasten the firm's

final clearance out of its 77b situa-

tion.

The R.C. claim for more than $9,-

000,000, arising out of the leasing and
construction of the two Radio City
theatres, the Center and the Music
Hall, was settled, as under the plan,

for 500,000 shares of new stock.

Expectations are that Special

Master Horatio Alger will submit
his report on the plan with recom-
mendations, before Federal Judge
William Bondy, Oct. 28. His report

is subject to Judge Bondy 's a'pprovaL
In view of this unlooked for al-

teration in the RKO outlook, greater

curiosity is being evinced regarding
the special master's report. It is felt

also that he may apply himself to a
survey of the M. J. Meehan situation

and Keith-Albee-Orpheum, chief

theatre subsidiary of RKO.
The M. J. Meehan people own

around 35% of the KAO preferred,

and it is figured that the master

may have a word or two to say in

regard to making that KAO finan-

cial setup autonomous.

CANTOR'S ANNIVERSARY

Calvaicade ot 66 Songs He Intro-

duced is Included

Eddie Cantor's 25th anniversary

week, Oct. 24-30, •will be climaxed

by the banquet at the Hotel Am-
bassador, Los Angeles, on Oct 28

from whence will be broadcast the'

festivities honoring the comedian.
It's on the humanitarian premise
that the Cantor quiarter Of a century
milestone is being nationally cele-

brated in recognition of his public

service. Joe Schenck chairihans the_

executive committee comprising
Postmaster-General James A. Farley,'

Will H. Hays, Louis B. Mayer, Paul
Muni and Governor Frank F. Mer-
riam of California.

A cavalcade . of 66 songs which
Cantor first introduced and made,
popular will- constitute the musical

scenario for the gala banquet-broad-
cast. ^

HoUywood, Oct. 19.

Ida (Mrs. Eddie) Cantor, after 30

years on the fringe of show biz, is

finally breaking down and will mnke
her professional debut. Till now she

has been strictly a non-pro.

.
Bow-in won't be with Eddie, how-

ever. It took George Jessel to lure

her before an audience. She guests

on Jessel's Mutual co-operative com-
mercial on Oct. 31.

ARRIVALS
Paul Muni, Lili Hatvanny, Steven

Bekassy, Arthur Guttman, Maternos
Dreymueller, Karl Kramer, Charl s

MuUer, Salzburg Opera Guild, Ern^t

Krenek, Jacqueline 'Dahlia, French
Theatre of Four Seasons, M'ichacl

Fokine, Trina Baranova, Alexi^ndcr

Danilova, Richard • Tauber, Vera
Guilaroff, Cesar 'Searchinger, E. C.

Wilson, Mrs. Carmen Lombardo, Col.

W. de Basil's Ballet Russo, Diane

Napier, David Rose,'
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Threat to Rewrite Anti-Trust Law

Extremely Disquieting to Fix Biz

I Threat to re-write or. materially

change the present -anti-trust laws,

made by administration leaders last

W32k» were described as extremely

disquieting to thfe film industry. That

the Sherman statute, is' in
.
for a

severe overhauling is regarded as a

fpregone fact though it is not cer-

tain if such cari be accomplished in

th2 special sessibh this fall. •
•

. Any considerable alterations in the

s\n Li-trust law alignment, as now
seoms inevitable, would, mean a

mmplete change in methods of do-

iii3 business by the industry, high

officials say. They feel that it will

profoundly affect the exhibition and
distribution ends because the Sherr

man act applies to all interstate

ojmmerce. Certain legal lights lEear

that • the revision of the anti-trust

law may upset old court decisions in

certain instances and" that the re-

modeled" statute may toss a-, lot of

dacisions back to the courts for re-

ylslon or ^re-trial.

...To what" extent this is done' will

.
Ij^, determined by what clauses , in

the' statute are altered. One trade

chieftain cited the Dallas*" case as

iAdicating what might be done.

In this action, it -was held ' that

the defendants were violating the

ghsrman anti-trust act as it per-

tains to restraint of trade, .If this
• section of • the Sherman law were
rspealed, contention is that the in-

j unction could not be continued in

oiTect because predicatedxin the pro-
vision on which the injunction was
i3s.uod. •

. . -

^However, the greatest menace is

seen in the possibility that the anti-

trust statutes would be so revised

that the industry would have to al-

most completely, shift its methods of

carrying on distribution and dealing

with exhibitors.- Lone • solace is

found in the belief that it will re-

quire about thre.e months to push
the changes through Congress, with
.representatives of the various com-
panies able to present their side - of

the picture during Congressional

hearings.

HIRUMAN AT REP. AS

EXEC AND PRODUCER

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

George Hirliman started his con-

tract, as vice-president with special

duties .connected with executive

work at Republic.
' Deal was set during the istay here
of Herbert Yates, Republic board
chairman. . Hirliman may "get into

active production on a number of

'films. -
.

II MAIRE SHIFTS TO

RKO, RESIGNS AT U

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

• With half of his three-year con-
tract still to go, Rufus Le Maire
parted with Universal, where he was
assistant to Charles R. Rogers, stu-

dio production chief. Lack of active

duty prompted Le Maire's exit and
switcli to a deal with Sam Briskin
for an executive post at RKO.

. Le Maire joined U in March, 1936.

Ha brought to studio such players
as Deanna -Durbin, Mischa Auer,
Barbara I^eid and- Danielle Darrieux.
;H3 plans a three-week vacash in N.
"K. before checking in at RKO, pro-
viding the deal jells. •

Yates is due in New York to-

day' (Tues.); after a stay, of five

weeks huddling with Coast execs

and looking after his other business

interests. •>'-.•'

$12,0t,0l)0 Par

Suits Settled; To

Exam. Balaban

ITS

Special Fund for Annuities

—In Addition to Salaries

of Officers, but to Be Pro-

rated Accordingf to In-

come Brackets^—Starting

with T6p Execs, hut May
Be Extended

EXECUTIVES
Zukor More in Favor of Native

Producer Making Tm in England

For Pars Release Aroiind the World

PREMIUMS EXEMPT

Small's Film Comeback

! Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Eddie Small is going to Savannah
from N. Y. before returning to Hol-
lywood where he will resume nego-
tiations on a producer deal.
.He was last at the RKO studio.

Settlement of the Paramount trus-

tee suit against former officers and

directors of the company, including

Adolph Zukor, still associated with
Par and otheris,' was filed with Fed-
eral Jud.i^e Alfred Coxe in N. Y. yes-
terday (Tuesday.) by Attorney Arthur
Balantine, of counsel to the Par
trustees. It is believed that the

$12,000,000 suit was settled under
stipulation for around $2,000,000.

Neither Ballantihe nor the court
would comment on the case, as Bal-
lantine figured alone in yesterday^s

confab with Judge Coxe, a private-

session at which • no other counsel
is understood to have been present.

There may be a hearing on the
matter, to hear objections, but that's

not certain, as it is up to the court.

Barney Balaban, Paramount Pic-

tures president, has been ordered by
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Wil-
liam T. Collins to appear in court

Oct. 21 to be Examined in relation to

the April contract made with
Adolph Zukor, board chairman and
productions chief of the corporation.

A group of minority stockholders

headed by Ella Hayim, are suing for

an injunction to restrain Zukor,
Balaban, 21 other officers and direc-

tors and Paramount "from carrying
out the contract, claiming a bonus
voted Zukor under the April agreo-

ment is excessive.

Last April. the board of directors,

following a stockholders' meeting,
voted • to pay Zukor $3,000 a week
salary for 1937 and 1938 besides grant-
ing him a bonus of 7Vi% of yearly
Dvoflts from film up to $2,500,000 and
5% over that amount. It is the latler

part of the contract the minority
stockholders . object fo, desnite the

(Continued on page 10)

:
Packing Up for Mars

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

• James Ashmore Creelman has been
hatided the scripting Job on 'A Jour-
n.ey to Mars,' which Arthur Horn-
blow, Jr., will produce for Para-
niouat.

-Randolph Scott and Dorothy
Lamour have been assigned the leads
tijtitatively.

BALLYHOO?

Mrs. Houdini's Spiritualistic Expose
Precedes Her Pic

Laemmle to N. Y.
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Cai-1 Laemmle headed for N. Y.
tf>day (19). Says it's personal biz
and no connection with pictures.

ijlays east three weeks.

Beatrice Houdini, who has fre-

quently tried to communicate with
her late husband, now seems to be
Gon^vinced it's impossible. Cur-
rently has a jfull page memorial ad

in The Sphinx, trade paper for

magic and house organ for the So-

ciety of American Magicians, in

which she- states: •

•

'You were right, as usual, Harry.

There is np returning.'
' Several attempts were made by
alleged mediums to penetrate the

secret code which Houdini and his

wife had agreed on before he died.

Numerous phonies have tried but

with no success.

'iVladame Houdini Speaks' is the

title of a new picture which will

expose .spiritualistic fakers. . She will

be in the picture playing - herself

.

An insurance plan for Paramount
which provides fdr the organization
of a special fund through which an-
nuities are purchased for top e^cecu-
tives and may be extended at 'some
future date fo include lesser- em-
ployees, • is

;
being devised and - be-

tween now and the first of the year
is.expected to receive directorial ap-
proval. The

:
plan is revolutionary

for pictures but inducts into th;s in-

dustry for the first time'shfiilar pro-
tective measures, in behalf of man-
power that have been undertaken in
other fields. ' .

While Reported that 20% may not
be the eventual figure, it is under-
stood, that Paramount is figuring on
setting aside a fixed amount weekly
for the purpose of buying insurance
on the lives of its leading executives,
insurance which will mature to them
or their families on reaching the age
limit prescribed. In other words, it

is proposed to place into the spec'al

fund 20% or thereabouts of the sal-

ary being presently paid the execu-
tives for the payment of premiums.
The percentage is not to .be deducted
from, the - salary, now earned but
computed against the salary to de-
termine the amount of the annuity.
Full, salaries will -be paid, the extra
percentage figuring as the insurance.

Balaban, Griffls, Et AI.

Those who will benefit from the

plan include Barney Balaban, Stan-
ton L. Griffis, Austin C. Keough,
Neil F. A£;new, Y. Frank Freeman,
John W. Hicks,. Jr.. Walter Cokell.

Fred Mohrhardt and Paul Raiboui-ne,

all of the home office. Adolph Zukor
is not eligible, since he will be' 65

years old this coming January.
The annuities will be written for

maturity at 65 fior all executives in-

cluded under it, excepting Balaban,
president of the company, for whom
maturity is placed at 60.

Aside from the fact that Par visu-

alizes the annuities as a means of in-

suring itself against loss of the man-
power insured, and establishing

good-will to deter any of its top

executives from jumping to another
company, the annuities may form a

means of escaping taxation on sur-

plus which last year had companies
in all industries frantically passing

out bonuses to escape Federal bur-
den.s. The Government is reporle 1

to be concerned about such plans a^

Paramount is propos'ng because o*

the fact, that insurance money isn't

taxable. This is being done in olhor
industries, including ste'^l. and
Washington officially is cognizant of

the matt(^r.

Provisions
• Any of the Paramount e^cecutives

for whom a persentage of their s'^l-

ary is sot aside, may not quit the

I

company until they have reached 60,

as in the case of Balaban, or 65, as

in the case of the others, and receive

any of the benefits being provided.

In the event of their reaching the

majority of their annuities, it is

theirs, while in the event they

should die prior to reaching the pre-

scribed a^e, the benefits accrue to

their families.

It is understood that Paramount
wants to get th'fe ball rolling on the

annuity plan for the leaders of the

company first, with the thought of

adding others as time goes on and
eventually perhaps setting aside a

fixed percentage for every employee
of the" company so that Par may
feel it is insuring itself against the

loss of any of the. persons on its pay-

Anglo-U. S. Pix

Further detailed in the In-

ternational News section of this

hsue, on Page 17, are stories on

American quota picture pro-,

ductions.

Embraces England and the

Australian quota acts, plans and
proposals, which tie in vtrilh

recent international film nctivi-

ties by Hollywood producers
abroad.

Miss Moore May

Join .Goldwyn;

Tiffs Columbia

Hollywood, Oct. . 19.

Grace Moore will talk a picture

deal with Sam Goldwyn while in

N. Y. for radio and concert work.
Diva told Columbia that unless it

has proper story material for her

she will change over to any studio

that has.

; Miss Moore is under Columbia
ct for one, with options for three.

She has been balking at mak-
ing' pictures 'off the cuff,' Colum-
bia has offed. preparations for

'Easy Sailing,' which was to have
starred the diva. Operatic canary
announced that she will be ready to

go. through with her. next picture

commitment at Col April l provided
the studio comes through with the

proper cooperation and appropriate

vehicles. Col has an option for three

more Grace Moore films after that.

Miss M'oore was quoted as saying,

'I'm tired of going into, production

and having my picture shot off the

cuff.. I will not be rushed through a

picture in four weeks time. I have
my standing in the world of music'to

maintain and I am not going to have
music foisted on me. I know music
and feel that I am entitled -to have
a say about it in respect to the pic-

tures in which I appear. I receive a

salary and percentage from Colum-
bia and feel that it is my prerogative

to protect myself, and Columbia as

well, as long as I make pictures un-
der their banner.'

If any legal matters come up In

connection with hei decision, Mi.ss

Moore said that will be a matter for

attorneys to thresh out and that un-
less, her conditions are met she will

make pictures elsewhere. As the

result of her moveout, Joe Bigelow,
who had been brought in from
Samuel Goldwyn to work on the

stor.y of 'Easy Sailing,' has returned
to his own studio.' Ray McCarey
and Bill Thomas originated 'Sailing.'

If Paramount can find a producer
in England of sufticient standing to
supply satisfactory product for .re-

lease by Par in America, -the com-
pany-will be inclined to keep out of
active production in the tight little

isle. Adolph Zukor, after studying-
the situation' in Britain, Is said* to

have been somewhat discouraged by
the troubles other American com-
panies are having in England,"
notably Metro. Remembering Par's^

two prior efforts to make pictures in

England, Zukor is believed more -in-l

ciined to make releasing arrange-
ments to meet auotas than to enter
picture-making direct. • ' . "

J

•Pending any definite decision.

Paramount Will await further de-.

velopments on the Bi'llsh . quota
lows, determinin;*" its - position and-

plans after it has been .decided
whether the quotas -will be oh a
basis of pictufes or money. Zykor-
Is strong in his belief that English
Iproduccrs are doing, as - good 'as.

Hollywood invaders could. The
chairman of the board doubts that

Americans in London could do- any,
better, if as well, in view of the
progress that is being made in native
En-'lish production.
Zukor is of. the .belief that Holly-

wood should cooperate with Englnnd-
in msking pictures for the British

market and for -markets elsewhere,
taking tha position modestly that
'we shouldn't hog it all' by entering
into competition with the English
producers.

Pur's Past Experience
While reported that Par may go

into production in Britain within six
month.<!, on the heels of Metro, which
has already started operations, it la

now regarded as doubtful whether.
Par will ever set up its own studio
machine on English soli again,
though it will continue at Joinvllle,

France, to meet quotas of that coun-
try. Par tried production twice In
England at the Elstree studios with

(Continued on page 59)

ESTABROOK NOW PAR

PRODUCER; 3 FILMS

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Howard E.jlabrook has .moved up
from writer to producer status at

Paramount, with his initial
, assign-

ment set as. 'Everybody's Girl,' yarn
by Samson Raphaclsbn. Frances
Dee will play the title part.

Estabrook also draws the producer
job on 'Carmen,' likely with Gladys
Swarlhout. and 'The Life and Melo-
dies of Victor Herbert,' in which
Irene Dunne probably will star.

roll, at the same tiine establishing

the good will that develops from a

move of this kind.

The plan, it is understood, is so set

up that it may include every em-
ployee on the Par payroll through-

out the world.
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Pyiy Exhibs Peace Plan with Par;

Urges 'Saving Face' But Co. Balks

At Powwowswith UMPTO as a Body

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Peace plan to end the three-month-

old date and buying strike against

Para^mount was sent out in a special

bulletin to ail its members yester-

day by^ the United Motion Picture

Theatre Owners, Philly indie group

which is running the boycott.

Since Par execs have expressed

willingness to meet with individual

exhibs, but not groups, to settle the

strike, UMPTO suggests as a co"^-

promise it meet with one exhib from
each boycotting zone. Suggested

comn^ittee includes reps, from Phil-

adelphia, Minneapolis, Pittsburgh,

Boston, North Jersey, Los Angeles,

Milwaukee and Ohio.

As result of good .deals offered in-

dividual exhibs called into Par head-

quarters here, UMPTO execs feel

Par boycott could be quickly ended
with a victory for the. theatre own-
ers if Par only had a way to save

its face.

• Terms offered to exhibs who have

privately : confabbed with local ex-

change officials are practically a

complete reversal, it is said, of Par's

original selling policy. ' In most

cases exhibitors are offered much
better terms than last year if they'll

sign.

Many have, been tempted. Some
have consulted UMPTO officials on

AiirJiat to do. All have been told they

can irtk the papers if they wish,

but are subtly reminded that Par
wasn't offering such terms two
months ago.. Remarkable united

front has brought them about. They
are shown the folly of splitting that

front
As a result, in every case, exhibis

haV5? gone back to the exchange and
. told execs there that they are only

willing to sign up if Par will deal

with -the entire group. Exchange in-

sists it will deal with eadti member
separately, but not in a body.
The new peace proposal is there-

fore suggested as a sort of compro-
mise between individual and group-
buying that allegedly will allow Par
to 'save its face.'

.
• That lines are holding fast was
proved by the *wat board' meeting
called last Tuesday. There are 15

members on the board. Thirty-four
men were at the meeting. The oth-

ers" were 'interested exhibitors.' One
exhib. at that time suggested the buy-
ing strike be continued, but that the
date .strike be called off and houses
start booking-^ pix due them. One
reason ' for this is product shortage,

which is pinching, and another is so

that suit may be brought to force

delivery of the six pix which caused
the strike.

Big attendance at the war board
meeting was the result of indigna'

tion of Par's selling away to the

Frolic theatre from the Apollo, Tio

other houses have purchased Par
since, and Frolic is booking in no
pix. ^

Indies' Bulletin

In its 'peace bulletin* UMPTO says,

'Once again the Paramount high
command has committed a tactical

blunder in. its war on its customers
^Paramount has decided to sell away
from recognized, established ac
counts.

'If in doing so, Paramount could
recoup its losses the move might
have some economic justification.

But with UMPTO holding voluntary
power.s of attorney to buy, from
most exhibitors and with other terri-

tories acjopting similar plans, the
newest Paramount move must be
construed as a -ounitive act directed
against a few of. the stalwarts in ex-
hibitor ranks.

'Paramount's whole course of ac-
tion has

,
been a series of blunders

It blundered in belittling the extent
and. volume, of the exhibitor oppo-
sition to its selling policies. It

blundered when it deliberately with-
held half a dozen big pictures which
in its printed literature it had prom-
ised to deliver in order to resell

these- pictures to their customers at

higher prices.

'It blundered when it curtly dis-

missed .a local committee, called/to
present these grievances with • a re-
quest • to 'put them in writing for
forwarding to Ngw York.'

'It blundered when it started its

unprecented court action in Phila-

delphia and Minneapolis in an at-

tempt to cjw and intimidate by a

show of legal force the exhibitors

KNOW THEIR WINGS

Par Surrounds Wellman With Sea-

isdiied Vets (or Air Epic

Hollywood, Oct. 19,

Paramoimt has ' signed Paul

Mantz, technical adviser to Amelia

Earhart, Frank Clark, stunt aviator,

and Tex Rankin, aerial acrobat, r

experts on Director William Well-

man's staff to work out technical

details of 'Men With Wings,' $2,-.

000,000 air film. - .

Dozens of Old model airplanes, in-

cluding many types used in the

World War, are being assembled at

Metropolitan airport where Para-

mount has established a hangar.

Robert Carson and Wellman scripted

"Wings,' production scheduled to

start around Dec. 1.

Laurel a Carporation

Hollywood, Oct, 19.

Stan Laurel has incorporated him-
self as president of Stan Laurel
Productions, Inc; L A. French v.p,,

Ernest Murphy secretary-treasurer,

and Vincent A. Marco counsel.

Laurel's first deal as a corporation

was to sign himself for fbur pictures
in two years at Hal Roach,

Hal Roach has dottedlined Phil
Charig, musical comedy composer, to

score the first Laurel, and Hardy fea-
ture-length comedy to be made un-
der the' new ticket signed' by the
comics at Roach.

Initialer for L. & H. under the new
pact will be labeled 'Swiss Cheese.'

RUSHING 'GOLDEN WEST'

UP TO STARTING LINE

HollyiXrood, Oct. 19.

William Anthony McGuiire has his

scripters, Isabel Dawn and Boyce
DeGaw, splitting a 24-hour shift in

order to complete the screenplay ' of

'The Girl of the Golden West* so

that he can get it into production by
the. end' of October. Robert Z,

Leonard is slated to direct

McGuire's production of 'Rosalie'

is winding up at Metro this week
with W. S. Van Dyke at the direc-

torial controls.

STENO€ UNION

ATTACKS U'S

150LETOOTS

TRODUCr DEALS

Schenck's Villa Buy
Hollywood, Oct, 19.

Joseph M. Scljenck and Norma
Talmadge, his former wife, now Mrs.
George Jessel, have purchased Villa

Riviera, a Long Beach
.
(Calif.)

apartment hotel, for $1,500,000.

Place is the shore residence of

many ranking ifnited States naval
officers.

YEIEZ'S MEX MEGGER
Mexico City, Oct. 19.

Fernando de . Fuentes, ranking
Mexican director, who made 'Alia en
el Rancho Grande' has been assigned

to meg 'La Zandunga,' pic of history

and romance which will feature
Lupe Velez, that Films Selectos . is

to start producing this month.
Miss Velez is expected here about

the middle of this month.

Olivia's Quick Trick
Hollywood, Oct, x-J.

Olivia de Havilland completed her
scenes in Warners 'Gold Is Where
You Find It' last week and imme-
diately flew to Chico where she
joined the company making. 'The
Adventures of Robin 'Hood.'

Director William Keighley has
been shooting around' the femme
lead with the 'Robin Hood' company

of the nation. No court in. the land
can compel exhibitors to buy Para-
mount pictures if they deem the

Paramount policies unfair.

'Paramount blundered when lit re

fused to meet with representatives
of its customers while agreeing to

meet with representatives of its

shippers and rewinders,
'And Paramount blunders when it

mistakes every gesture of peace
made by the independents as a sign

of weakness,
'No sane exhibitor wants to see

Paramount harmed or the quality
and quantity of Paramount releases
depreciated. Our opposition is di

rected solely against certain of their

sales policies. We feel that many
of the differences between the dis

putahts can be ironed out by an ex
change of views at a round-table.
We believe that Paramount's re
fusal to meet with a committee is

not grounded in good business sense
if these differences can by that pro
cedure be quickly settled.

'Face saving is one thing. But to

continue a war needlessly is futile

and foolish.;

Severely attacking Universal fol-

lowing recent letouts of nearly 150

employees, and hinting at trouble in

other companies, a committee of

discharged U employees has sent out

a letter in behalf of the CIO union

attempting to organize film workers

which diarges that U office people

were organized into a company

union under persuasion ' of their emr

pioyer. .The committee of former U
employees State in their broadside

that the U wage $cale was so low

that union action wks needed* but
that .

Universalites, persuaded by
their employers, allowed themselves
to be organized into a ^company
union.

'We see now that our mistake was
in not joining the, only organization

that could have helped us—^the union
for all office workers in the film in-

dxistry, Local 16, United Office &
Pi;ofessional Workers of America,
the statenient adds. This is the local

of the Bookkeepers, Stenographers &
Accountants international of the

•C:I.O. which is trying to unionize

all clerical and similar help in film

home offices.

Circulated among employees of

other companies, the U committee of

letouts, now ClO-minded, urge that

their warning is not an idle one.

They point to a coming reorgam'za-

tion of RKO, declare that there are

rumors of a shakeup in Metro and
that 'Warner Bros, is decentralizing

departments and will discharge home
office workers.
Committee leads off its attack

against U by saying; 'The air has
been cleared,' Mr, Charles R, Rogers
of Universal Pictures actually told

Hollywood executives upon his ar-

rival at the Coast, Yes, the air was
cleared, and nearly 150 U employees
were gone with the wind, . It slipped
Mr. - Rogers' mind, apparently, that
practically 50% of Universal's home
office had been fired without prior

notice on Friday, Oct. 1. Long and
faithful service, in some cases

amounting to 25 years with the com-
pany, was rewarded with the mag-
nificent sum of one week's pay,'

Letouts charge they were fired as
means to pay for factional disputes
within the company, production
blunders and staggering, top-heavy,
undeserved salaries,

'Mr. John M, Stahl is now being
paid $4,000 a week by Universal for
doing absolutely nothing,' the broad-
side charges, 'Why. was there no
retrenchment in his or in other thou-
sand dollar a week salaries?'

The American Federation of Labor
affiliate in the office workers' field,

Federal IiOcal 20,940 of Bookkeepers,
Stenographers •& Accountants Union,
which is trying to repulse CIO
moves, will hold a mass meeting to-

morrow night at the Manhattan
opera house, N, Y., and is urging all

film h.o. employes to attend.. This
union, as against CIO, points to the
fact that A. F, L. unions are strong-

ly entrenched in the fifm industry
and thus would have the advantage
of pressure from other crafts in pic-

tures.

Schaefer Sets Saeoffer—VA Sells

Away From Natiianson, Etc.

George J, Schaefer is due back to

New York today (Wed.) after per-

sonally taKing charge of negotia-

tions on a product deal with the

Saenger circuit. He went to New
Orleans to confer direct with E. V.

Richards and other executives of the

company.

E. K. O'Shea, M'etro acting district

manager, with headquarters in De-

troit, and E. M. Booth, Cincinnati

branch manager, were In N. Y. last

week foi: business confabs with Bill

Rogers, Metro sales chief, O'Shea

left Thursday (14), planning to stop

off in Albany and Buffalo before re-

turning- home.

Unable to make a deal with either

the.Lpew <hain or N. L Nathanson's

Famous Players-Canadian string.

United Artists has sold away to in-

dependents in towns of these circuits

by closing contracts in Montreal,

Toronto, Ottowa, Quebec City, Lon-
don, Ont,, Winnipeg, Calgary,

Windsor, Saskatoon, Regina, Monc-
ton. Moose Jaw, Sask., and Brant-

ford, Ont.

This }S the second notable instance

where UA has sold away from large

regular circuit customers, George J.

Schaefer having set a term deal with

the Wometco chain in Miami and
vicinity in opposition to the S, A.

Lynch houses.

Negotiations between Jules Levy
for RKO and John J. Fxiedl' for the

Par Minnesota Amusement chain in

the northwest to spot RKO product
into the 91 houses of this chain have
been concluded. Minnesota operates

in Minnesota, ' the two Dakotas and
Wisconsin. Following deal. Levy' has
gon^ on to the Coast.

GRIFFIS' DUMPING OF

PAR STOOC DISCLOSED

WHAI,E AT METRO
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

James Whale moves to Metro on
a one-picture deal to direct 'Fanny,'

co-featuring Wallace Beery and
Frank Morgan, which Henry Henig-
son produces as his initial assign-

ment under his • new contract.

Film will be made from the play
by Marcel =Pagnol.' • • '

•'

Washington,' Oct, 19.

Continued dumping of Paramount
Pictures securities by Stanton Grif-

fls. Par director and New York
financier, was revealed Friday (15)

by the Securities and Exchange
Commission.

After a brief interruption to their

market activities, Griiffis and Hemp-
hill Noyes & Co., brokerage firm, in

which he is a partner, were dis-

cloiSed as • having unloaded $46,000
'\7orth of Par's 3 1/4% convertible
debentures during the summer. In
two blocks, they peddled $23,000-
worth during August, while they
got rid of an equal amount through
four transactions in July. Left the
banking house with $42,000 worth
in the kitty. Griffis in his own name
Still has $1,000 of debentures and
1,000 shares of common.
Only other' transaction in film

paper involving corporate insider
was purchase of two blocks of 5QQ.
shares each, of Grand National com-
mon by Jack Barnstyn of New York.

Horse Leaves Wanger

To Produce Actively

Several proposals are open to Hal
Home, in production, upon his leav-
ing Walter Wanger, as production
executive, in December. Home is

not renewing with Wanger although
it is understood that Wanger has
invited Home to continue his asso-
ciation as is.

There has been some mention of
Home possibly becoming associated
with Edward Small, but he has made
no definite .commitments.
Home has. been with Wanger for

around a year and his going is oc-
casioned by a desire to be more ac-
tive on actual production, rather
than on talent and exploitation.

Muggess' 'Grausiark'

Hollywood. Oct. 19,

Cecelia Ager, ex-VARiEXY muggess,
has been handed the chore of script-
ing 'Graustark' for Samuel Goldwyn,
collabing with Donald Ogden Stew-
art.

Assignment is her first since join-
ing Goldwyn.

LEAVES BtAY

NOT HER TYPE
Hollywood, Oct. 19..

Lulu Deste has- left the Columbia
lot after settling her contract due to

differences in opinion as to the type
of roles given her,

• Europfeari staF~^as' signed abbut a

year ago and now is freelancing".
'

'

By JACK OSTERMAN
Schenectady, N. Y., Oct. 19.

Scene:—^A Street,

Character: — A Master of Cere-
monies.

Place:—Schenectady.
M.C, is discovered standing in the

middle of the street with arms out-
stretched. ..he is lo6king up to the
heavens and is heard asking, 'What
have we done, what have we done?'
(Dialog suggested by Joe Lewis); We
still haven't received an answer from
above at this wilting; however, we
signed the contract with a sane and
sober mind and are. determined to
do our 'bit' without a squawk.
This Club Palaroma we are at is

another cozy little stadium, seating a.

snappy 1,100, 200 more than General
Electric uses here. G. E. is the main
cheese in this man's town, and the
town is always 'crowded, therefore
the two leading hotels are quite in-
dependent. We've got a nice room
with a floor in it at the Mohawk,
situated right nJext to the depot. All
night long the choojchoos keep choo-
ing, beils keep bellowing, whistlies

keep whistling.

The other night a drunk checked
in and couldn't stand it any longer
so in the middle of the night he
called the clerk and asked him,
'What time does this hotel stop 'at

Poughkeepsle?'
We went in the bathroom the other

morning, reached for a piece of soap

and shook hands with the engineer.

Nice guy when you get to know him.

A big sign informs you as you
enter the city that it was settled by
the Indians; don't know how much
they settled for, but whatever it

was they got the best of i.

They're trying to get DiMaggio to

play center field at this night club'

here, but he wants too much dough.
But we shouldn't beef, we're work-'
ing and believe me we have to be-'

cause right now we have three doc-
tors and two lawyers proving our
comeback was a success.

While in N. Y. last week we had
an X-ray made. . .cost us 20 slugs. .

.

for five more we could have gone to

James Montgomery Flagg.
We also got a load of the new In-

ternational Casino. . .nice little city.

Girls come out of trap doors, the
sides, the ceilings, every .place but
the entrances. What an ideal spot
this would have been in the old days
for Fred Stone!
We're through here every night at

12. , .that's what you call a position.

Can't get used to it. The other night

we felt like hopping in the car and
catching the Diamond Bro.s.' last

show at the Paradise, on Bi-oadway.
Last time we . were with these

quiet, easy - working gentlemen,
they dropped a plank on w, quite

by accident, during -a little high
class artistic afterpiece at Loew's
State... you know the State, the
oasis on the vaudeville desert. We
know a guy with so much confidence
he had one week booked there and
went out and bought a scrap book.
See where Kay Parsons .succeeded

Helen Morgan at the El Dorado , .

.

nothing like keeping up the old

'Show
. Boiat' • spirit., .maybe Lou

Schwartz is dickering with Charlie
Winni^er to follow Kay.

Prison Cycle
Saw the picture 'Alcatraz Island,'

which is quite evidently written

around Scarface Al Catraz, We also

saw the Warner Bros.' 'Saii Qiiehtin'

and 'Devil's Island,' so we have an
economic suggestion for them—why
not rent studio space in the Tombs,
shoot their stories there and just

change the titles like. 'Auburn
Meri:y-Go-Round,' 'Sing Sing Synco-
pation'' and 'Folsom Follies^'

Reminds us of the time we went
up to Folsom some years ago to en-

tertain the boys. It's right outside of

Sacramento, and in order to be con-

fined there you've got to be a two oi:

three-timer, no beginners allowed.

As we arrived there the boys were
marching into the auditorium. We
pointed to one fellow and asked the

natural morbid question, 'What's he'

in for?' The warden told us one was'

in for 80 years, the other lor 70

years. One guy was in for 50 years

and life, sentences to run concitr-

rently, and he also- told us of the

atrocious crimes they had committed.

We spied a young dapper-look inf-'

chap and wanted some inCorm.'ilion

about him. The warden told us he

was^ only in for 25 year.s. 'Oh, caufiht

knitting, eh?', we asked.

Well, get prepared now for the

pay-off. While . we were appearing

(Continued 6n page 59)
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Zukor Sitting In on Talks For

Dave Selznick to Join Paramount

Adolph Zukor, chairman of Par-

ftmourtt and head of production, is

talcing a hand in the company's talks

with David Selznick, on a possible

deal for the latter to connect with

Par, Zukor only recently returned

from abroad, but left for Hollywood
yesterday (Tues.). Whatever deal the

firm makes with Selznick is calculat-

ed to be subject to Zukor's o.o. and

okay.
Just what kind of arrangement is

being discussed is still one of those

things. However, it stands to figure

that since Selznick heads his own
firm at the present that among the

conditions of a deal with Par would
be one whereby Paramount obtains

control of the Selznick outfit. Terms,
etc., still in the talking stage.

Whether it will be ia cash deal is

not known but considered unlikely

under present conditions. . Par once
having acquired Selznick Interna-
tional, the producer would line up
in the firm as an indie producer or
studio executive on the firm's pay-
roll. Naturally, if not a cash deal,

Selznick and his associates would
receive stock. Deal could also in-

volve part cash and part stock.

Whatever personalities Selznick
has under contract would come in
under special provisions.

Russell Birdwell, director of ad-
vertising and publicity for Selznick,
Is in New York, and the expecta-
tions appear to be that he will re-
main east until Selznick concludes
his releasing futiure, one way or an-
other.

SALT LAKE TO RIVAL

SUN VALLEY RESORT

Salt Laire City, Oct 19.

Salt Lake City promoters, aided
by local and out-of-town angels, are
angling for a number of the Holly-
wood film mob to sink between $100,-

000. to $250,000 for a $500,000 winter
spa in a canyon about 40 jthiles from
Salt Lake City. < ^

'

Site of the proposed tJtah St.

Moritz is original location considered
by Union Pacific railroad officials

prior to construction of Sua Valley
lodge*near Ketchum, Idaho.
Utah chambers of commerce are

backing movement and state au-
thorities are in accord with proposi-
tion. . Preliminary plans call for
erection of a 500-room lodge, amuse-
ment center and shops.

Qdwyn Will Wait

'Round for Humcane'

Sam Goldwyn, due in New York
tomorrow (Thurs.), will remain un-
til 'Hurricane* has its $2 opening at
the Astor, the first Goldwyn road-
show picture in four years. Tenta-
tive date set is Nov. 9.

Walter Wanger and David O. Selz-
nick are remaining on, also.

Flock of Pix People

Sail Today From Abroad
Number of film and theatrical

personalities due in on the lie

de France which sails from Lon-
don today (Weanesaay).
William Powell, Madeleine Car-

roll, Phil Reisman, RKO's foreign
chief. King Vidor, Sam E. Morris,
Warner Bros, v-p and Alexander
Korda and Murray Silverstone of
UA's British interests. Also aboard
are Erik Charrell, legiter and Mar-
jorie Lawrence.

FRANK ORSAni TALKS

DEAL WITH PARISIAN

Prank Orsatti, Hollywood agent,
may align with Irvin Marks, Paris
play and talent broker, both now in

New York, on an international script

deal with an eye to films. Orsatti,

who has already agented a flock of

operettas, chiefly, for sale to Metro
(Macdonald-Eddy-Jones vehicles, for

future), is figuring on picking up a
lot of works from Continental
authors.

Marks and other European sources

may be his contacts.

Taurog's Durbin Pic

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Norman Taurog will direct Deanna
Durbin in 'Mad About Music' at
Universal.

Taurog Is second choice for the
chair, being brought. in when Irvins
Cutnmings passed' up the assignment
when complications developed.

Metro's Chi Opera

Recruits Keynote

Today's Pix Needs

Placing under option of Lillian

Michuda, 18-year-old lyric soprano,

and Kenneth Stevens, 25-year-old

baritone, both of Chicago, by Metro
this week brought to light the cur-

rent campaign of major company
eastern talent departments for likely

singers capable of selling both popu-
lar and operatic numbers. Coast
studios want voices with operatic

qualities plus ability to put over
both popular and opera tunes along
with the usual pictorial requisites

and youth. It's a tough order to fill,

so eastern talent boys find. Concert
artists, with the old-fashioned con
cert approach to songs, are dead
ducks as far as most picture firms
are concerned. All the producers
want nowadays is the operatic vocal
chords plus the modern approach,
and youth.
Miss Michuda makes her debut

this fall with the. Chicago Opera Co.
in 'Boris Godunoft,' as the youngest
singer with the company. Following
the first opera she will be brought
to N. Y. for a test under the direc-

tion of Al Altman, Met. talent execu-
tive. Baritone Stevens . will be
screen-tested early in November.
Both balladers are being managed
by Clarence Shapiro, of Chicago^

Par Borrows Amecbe,

Gives Scott in Retam

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Don Ameche moves over" to Para-
mount on a loanout from 20th-Fox
to be co-featured with Dorothy La-
mour in 'Ensenada,' produced by
Arthur Hornblow, Jr. Scheduled
starting date is Jan. 1,

In return for Ameche, Paramount
lends Randolph Scott to 20th-Fox
for a forthcoming film.

DR. BING CROSBY

Gonxaga U's Honor—N.. W. Allied

Conv. Tying In

Seattle, Oct. 19.

Convention of Allied Motion Pic-

ture Owners of the Northwest sched-

uled to open here Sunday. Mary
Carlisle will be honor guest at ban-
quet, and a ball Monday night will

have Governor Martin leading the

grand march. Bing Crosby and Bob
Burns, who will be in the N. W. at

same time, also expected to attend.

Crosby will have his Kraft Music
Hall orchestra and show at Spokane
to broadcast from Armory there at

$3 per in the 5,000-seater, proceeds

to be donated to his alma mater,

Gonzaga. College will confer a doc-

tor's honorary degree on the crooner

next Thursday.
Spokane will honor him also at a

banquet, and he and Bob Burn? will

be on the stage at the Fox, Spokane,

to pick boy and girl winners in a

talent contest conducted in all Ham-
rick-Evergreen theatres in N. W.
Winners will be taken to Holly-

wood at Crosby's expense for screen

tests by Paramount.

SAPOLIOED PIK

CLEAN AT SOURCE

But Some of the Bluenosers

Are So No9ey It's Getting

Ridiculous— Look for

Trouble Where It Ain't—
Then Ther^ Are Sundry
Other Silly> Unofficial but

Very Much Respected
Embargoes Because of

Foreign Nationalistic Sen-

sitivities

HOLLYWOOD IRKED

By FRANK SCULLY

,
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Schemes to censor the censors are
marking up tablecloths in. restau-

rants remote from studio traffic

these days. The censor situash is

getting so ridic that more time and
money is spent in this negative end
of the biz on some productions than
is spent on making the pix them-
selves.

Latest jam took a picture that had
been cleaned up enough to get the
okay of every censorial board in the
country, except one, and that one
wasn't considered important since

the picture had already passed the
Canadian censors—generally con-
ceded to be the toughest on earth.

Then to the surprise of t^e pro-
ducers the remaining censorial out-

fit said no dice. Quizzed as to how
come no dice, producers were told

that a scene they had cut had to be
restored because by cutting it people
got the idea that the characters had
done wrongly.

'It doesn't show them doing any-
thing of the sort,' countered the pro-
ducers.

'We know what people do,' cracked
the censors.

'But we don't show what people
do,' insisted, the producers.

'No, but you. would if you dared,'

hinted the censors.

'But we don't!' cried the producers.
'We want to see what you cut out

of this picture,' the smuticians de-
manded.
The producers produced the cut.

It was a simple little scene showing
a peasant woman picking up some-
thing she had sold to the lead and
he, in his anger, had thrown away.
The peasant had picked it up,

brushed it off and put it back in the
basket for re-sale.

The director had heard the scene
get laughs on two sneaks and not
wanting laughs there because it

yanked attention away from the

main theme he ordered the scene cut

when the flowers were thrown away.
Even after seeing what was out

the censors weren't satisfied. In
fact they were sore. They w;ere sure
it was a sexy scene that had been
snipped. So to pay the director off

for having nothing up his sleeve they
insisted the scene be restored. Nega-
tive had to be shipped back from
New York to the Coast and ripped
apart, niusic rescored and extra coin

spent to satisfy the caprices of a. lot

of old ladies who presumably were
representing the taste of millions.

Another recent ganging up was
even sillier. Before picture had
even gone into i)roduction a story

got out that it was already showing
in the nabes.

Studio in question began buckling
under a barrage of postcards from
Baltimore saying that the sender
having seen the picture wanted it

withdx'awn or he would patronize no
more of the company's product
Hundreds of the postcards were
written obviously by kids, and to

order. Odd fact was that many be-

fore mailing them poslscriptcd a re-

quest for an autographed still of the

star about to be proscribed.

All the various national peeves
against pictures are old stuff to the

studios by now. They can't make
(Continued on page 24)

CENSORS
MG Makes Peacewith Freddie, Back On

Payroll at $2,000 Wk.; Mayer Tips Plans

Once to Every Man

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Wesley Ruggles and Claude
Binyon, called in by Par execs
to discuss certain scenes of True
Confession,* which execs feared

might be censored, took all

they could take of this sort bf

producer-phobia and then Rug-
gles got up and walked. •

'Come on, Claude, let's get

back to work. This is a silly

waste of time,' cracked Ruggles
en passant.

Binyon -got up to follow his

director.

'Binyon,* yelled John Ham-
mel, studio exec in charge of

censorship, 'if you walk out

that door you'll never get an-

other jpb in a major studio.*

Binyon stood at th? door and
grinned, 'I've already worked
at Major, and once is plenty.*

Then he followed Ruggles back
to the set.

The execs threw up their

hands, laughed and called it a

day.

JOAN BENNETT

CLICKING IN

HDBLEGIT
Boston, Oct, 19.

Opening against Maurice Evans in

'Richard II,* Joan Bennett
.
dr^w a

full house here Monday night (18)

in her precm performance of 'Stage

Door,' succeeding Margaret SuUavan
in the starring role. Her audience
was pleased with her first legit ap-
pearance in 10 years and called her
back several times in vain for a cur-
tain speech.
She did not really get a firm

grasp on her character until the
second act, but from then on she
gave a creditable performance that
was more than a personal appear-
ance by a- film star. After the first

act Miss Bennett corrected an an-
noying fault of smothering ends of
lines, and she Improved splendidly
as tonight's performance progressed,
indicating that subsequent audiences
will take home even more of her
character.
Walter Wanger was among the

small Hollywood contingent present.

Cowdin Rushes East,

U Board Meet Hectic

Monday's (18) board session at
Universal, attended by J. Cheever
Cowdin, was hectic. He came to

N. Y. over the weekend on a hurried
visit from the Coast.

Indications are that Cowdin and
Charles R. Rogers, who bad been at

swords' point a few weeks ago, are
now. very friendly, and that if there

Is friction it comes from another
source.

Today's Best Bet
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Sir Cecil Hardwicke is considered
the leading candidate for the fea-

tured role opposite Norma Shearer
in Metro's 'Marie Antoinette,'

Several other players have been
tested.

FADEOUT: 7 YEARS lATER
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Seven years ago Edgar Allen Woolf
joined the Metro writing staff and
drew 'Tish' as his first assignment.
Last week he was put on the yarn
again.

It passed through many hands up
to time of the death of Marie Dres
sler, for whom it was Intended.

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Out-of-court settlement ended the

controversy between Metro and
Freddie Bartholomew last week,
with the British moppet accepting a
salary of $2,000 weekly as the start

of a seven-year optioned ticket in-

stead of the $1,100 a week he had
been receiving under voluntary
raises granted by the studio. Settle-
ment also provides for six weeks of
personals at $3,000 a week. Also '$1

a week spending money' for the
youngster.
Settlement was high-lighted by the

almost unprecedented appearance of
Louis B. Mayer, Metro production
chief, before Superior Judge Clem-
ent Shlnn in Los Angeles in Metro's
plea to have made permanent an in-

junction-granted the studio to pre-
vent Freddie from seeking work
elsewhere.

Indications were that Metro will

promptly cast Bartholomew in 'Kim,'

to be made from the Rudyard Kip-
ling story. Mayer incidentally tes-

tified that the studio plans to ex-
pend $2,500,000 on the picture with
Robert Taylor In a leading role, a
fact not' hitherto, divulged.

Mayer told the court under ques-
tioning by William H. Neblett,

counsel for Freddie and his aunt, Myl-
licent Bartholomew, that the studio
would not put out $2,500,000 on a
film that had only Freddie for a
name draw.
Neblett then tried to bring out

that 'Captains Courageous,' the list

Ba^'tholomew film before he left the
studio, had proved a record draw.
Mayer disputed this, . saying that it

had been outdrawn by 'After the

Thin Man,* 'Maytlme* and 'The Good
£arth.* Mayer also indicated that

'Kim* will not be made until next
summer when weather conditions

will be propitious.

At the conclusion of the morning
court session, Mayer returned to the
Culver City studio and arranged for

an around-the-table conference
which lasted until late in the day,
with all the principals and their at-

torneys participating. Mayer led the

discussions that resulted in an
amicable settlement. Exact terms
were not disclosed, nor were the

terms of the optional periods for

Freddie or the coin to be dragged
down by Miss Bartholomew as his

manager and supervisor of his edu-
cation.

MEYER LEAVES U,

MAKING NEW TIEUP

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Fred S. Meyer has checked out of

Universal upon completion of his

contract as a studio executive.

He has pulled out for New York
and may announce a new studio

connection soon.

Lesser Prod, in High

Hollywood, Oct, 19.

Sol Lesser has three pictures in

production for Principal this week
with a fourth to roll before any of

the trio is completed, a new produc-
tion record for the company.
Those how shooting are 'Tarzan's

Revenge,' 'Hawaiian Buckaroo' and
'Hawaii

.
Calls,* with the fourth

coming up, 'Monster Men,' original
by Edgar Rice Burroughs.

20th Pacts Chandler
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Twentieth-Fox gave Chick Chand-
ler termer.
He has worked on eight pictures

in the last six months on the lot.

GOLDWYN'S 'DUCHESS'
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Sam Goldwyn has assigned Joe
Blgelow to screen play 'Duche?s of
Broadway.'
Production set for first of tlie year.
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Lefty Has His Own Opinions About

That Louse of An Exchange Manager

WUBY HUDDLING N. Y.

ON A NEW PAR DEAL

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal., Oct. 19.

Dear Joe:
,

If it isn'.t one thing in this picture business it's visa versa. I guess the
branch managers of the exchange stay up nights to figure out some new
angles to worry us exhibitors. For instance, there's a nice little guy by
the name of Joe Blotz that worked in the billing room of the exchange I

do business with. Well, he's a pretty popular guy with all the exhibitors

because he was one guy in tlie exchange you could shake hands with and
didn't have to count your fingers.

The exchange manager figures Joe is such a popular guy he takes him
outta the billing room and makes him a spool salesman. Then they start

a campaign for a Joe Blotz Week. First they sent me a letter telling me-
about my pal Joe Blotz's promotion and knowing how much I like him I

should make the Joe Blotz Week the biggest week jn the history of the
.film business. 'Go the limit for good old Joe Blotz.' Then they sent me
handkerchiefs, banneris, paper hats, blotters and matchboxes, all with Joe
Blotz's name on 'em. They had his nanie on all the stationary in big red'

letters—Joe Blotz Week. I even got wires saying, 'Help make Joe Blotz
Week the biggest week of the year."

Well, here I am booked up with enough lousy product to bankrupt two
houses- and they want me to go further. Aggie sed, 'If they want Joe Blotz
Week to be the biggest in the year they should give him an extra day;
which ain't a bad crack when you think it over^

Well, I. figure Blotz is a nice guy and I should do something to help him,
so I order four one-sheets which I really don't need. In a way I hope he
don't make & success because he's a nice guy and if he makes good he may
turn out to be a louse and they'll make him a branch manager.

I find that the one-sheets and pictures in the lobby turn away business
Instead of bringing it in. I set myself back 10 bucks for a big enlargement
of Mickey Mouse and stuck it in the lobby. Well along comes a little

stale-looking guy with his kid and pointing to the Mickey Mouse picture

he sefz, 'I told you I'd take you down and show you the Mickey- Mouse
,picture, there it is.' So when I hears.hiin tell the kid that I. sez, 'We're
running the Mickey Mouse picture inside,' and he se^^'ilThe kid 'is too
young to see it, just looking 'at the big picture will' satisfy him.'

Aggie gives him one of her 'small billing' looks and sez, 'I. bet you kiss

your kid every time he' finishes an ice' cream cone.' Well/.it's too swift
for the guy so he. just lets it go by. It's these kinda things that makes us
theatre owners wanna throw up the 'whole business and if I could get a
chump that would catch it, I would.
We figure our dancing school will take us outta the red because we got

more pupils this season than last season.' I gotta give Vic credit for bring-
ing the younger 'set in, you know the 16 and 17-y6ar-old kids. ' He tells

*em that when he finishes with them they will be set for the 'Ziegfeld
Follies,' CaroU's ''Vanities* and White's 'Scandals/ I told him not to mis-
represent like that, jiist to say 'The Follies' and pictures. I caught him
giving private lessons to some of the prettier gats and I had to call him
,^wn—you know you gotta be careful in these smaJl towns. Mie and Aggie
ha^ .a good lep here and you know with these young guys inclination is

sometv^es too strong for reason. [I heard a Judge say that once.]

There^ a County Fair running a few miles froin tis arid that's hurting
business too, Ag^e entered some of her home-made jam and it got first

prize. I hung the ribbon up in the lobby and wh6n all of the women of

the town asked Aggie ior the recipe she told them she will give a lecture

on jam making on Saturday matinee, which shows Aggie is a good show-
man herself. Aggie feels kinda foolish about the whole thing because
when she got homd she found out the jar she entered at the Fair was some
jam she bought at long time ago and ..the label fell off and she thought it

was hers. We were' gonna bring the ribbon back but we figured there
was no use making sudcers outta the judged and anyway, If you ask me,
Aggie's jam is better than th« one that got the prize.

.

That's about all the grief I can spill. your way.. Give our best to the
boys back there; winter will soon be here and it'll be time to get the moth-
ball smell oft the pawn tickets for the shiver sheet. Sez

Your pal.

Lefty.

P. S.—Jane West sez, 'A turkish rug is only a piece of linoleum that
hasn't shaved,'

R. B. Wilby (Kincey-Wilby inter-

ests in the south) arrived in Ne'w
York yestei'day (Tues.) to confer

with Y. Frank Freeman, v. p. in
charge of operations for Paramount,
on a new five-year contract.

The bid K-W deal with Par ex-
pired July 1, but due to delays Par
and KW have been able to complete
negotiations on a new agreement.

NON-PRO RODEO

am WITH

PKITES

2 PATHE NEWSREELERS Loew's R^hr Ditt;;

PLANE CRASH VICTIMS Uchtanan Made Director

William Pitl^ news editor, and
James Pergola, veteran cameraman,
of Pathe newsreel, were killed

when a deluxe United 'Air Liner

crashed Sunday (17) night south-

west of Evanston, Wyo. Pergola
was on the ship to gather material

for a brief feature on luxury air-

plane travel to be incorporated in

•Pathe Parade* subject while Pitt

was along on 'the' flirst lap of ai

swinging tour of Pathe bureaus..

Pitt had been named news editor

when there was a general shakeup
at Pathe News several months ago,

supplanting Claude Collins. He left

Carl Byoir & Associates to go with
Pathe. With that company, his pic-

ture activity consisted of publiciz-

ing the Miami Biltmore hotel,

where each winter he contacted
newsreel creWs for shots. Pitt had
been previously with Pathe, but had
resigned to go with Byoir,

Pergola .won his laurels • with
Pathe through his coverage of the
1933 ' Cuban revolution. He went
with " Pathe newsreel in 1918 but
did not become a full-fledged

cameraman until 1924.

Both Pitt and Pergola had planned
to leave Saturday (16) night on the
plane that got through to the Coast
safely but were forced to delay
their departure until Sunday morn-
ing because no seats were avail-

able. Their ill-fated plane left N.

Y. Sunday morning at 8 o'clock.

Both men jUst missed not being
insured against just such a crash

by the narrowest of margins. They
were at the airp'prt and about to

board the plane at 7:55 when they
tecalled that they' had not given

Al Lichtmail was named a director
of Loew's, Inc., -to succeed the late

Thomas Nelson Perkins, and regular
quarterly dividend on the preferred
stock was declared at Loew's direc-
tors' rpeeting last ThUTrsday (14)..'

Preferred divvy of $1.62% maintains
annual $6.50 rate, being payable
Nov. 15 to stock of record, Oct. 29.

Action on the comnion had been
looked for In Wall Street at the
same meeting although it was not
essential to vote even the regular
divvy until the next meeting, prob-
ably scheduled for mid-November.
N^xt' regular common distribution

does not have to be set until next
month because it is payable .Dec. 30,

preferred dividend payment date
being, a month earlier each year.
However, with a highly favorable
annual' statement for the past fiscal

year due out soon and any bullish

action such as regular payment and
possible extra welcome just now to

bolster sentiment, the street had
hoped for action on the common this

month.

Regular dividend of 68% cents has
been declared by Columbia Pictures
on its preferred stock, payable Nov.
15 to stock on record Nov. 3. This
action maintains the annual rate of
$2.75 on this Issue,

the usual insurance notification.
Pathe News carries $10,000 blanket
insurance for company members on
airplane flights but it is necessary
to notify the insurance company of
any flight in order to place the in-

surance in effect. They phoned the
Pathe office which covered them on'

the insurance in time.

Victorville, Calif., Oct, 19.

This hideaway on the Mojave had
its privacy thi-own so high, wide and
handsome over the weekend that
everything from Brahma bulls to

prairie dogs are still reeling from the
effects of playing straight for Holly-
wood celebs and .working . cowboys.
Tcwn's annual non-pro rodeo, the
only ope in ..the world confined to

working cowhands,' .turned 6,000

away Sunday, and old hands at

counting, grosses tore their hair out
at the sight of all

.
that dough going

to waste.
For six weeks Postmaster Cal

Godshall, - who owns the Ihmsen
Ranch, had been looking at the sky
every hour, worrying as to what the
weather would be on Oct. 16-17 and
even after he was sold out the week
before the show he was still worry-
ing about the 'weather. Just an old

rion-pro. •

Then four days, before the opening
he began worrying about accommo-
dations. Two rooms were left in one
hotel. The ranches 10 miles out
were already using the pumphouse
for bunking latecomers. The hotel
with only two rooms. left sniffed a
city setup and went the city way.
It priced the beds at $10 a bed.
Postmaster Cal was all for calling

the sheriffs. He has three . on his

honorary committee. Such a stick-

up would ruin Victorville's rep for
honest dealing, he screamed to high
heaven. This was a non-pro show.
Chiselers had better restraip them-
selves or they'd be deported to Palm
Springs for the winter where it

wouldn't be noticed.

Before he could call the sheriffs

into session his aides were asking
him what, they should do about the
entries.. It seems that cowboys as
far east as Wyoming had moved in
and. even if the events ran from sun-
rise to sundown they'd never get
through in the two days.

'Okay,' order Cal while selling a
3c stamp, 'use Friday for the pre-
preliminaries.

'But we got the dinner for the an-
nual convention of the peace officers

of San Bernardino county,' reminded
his aidesi .

'.
. ...

! 'Shift that to supper time,' said
Cal.

'But Frank Scully is your guest of
honor and his doctor has said nix
on the night stuff,'

'Obey orders or don't bring up
problems,' snapped Cal, the first snap
he has been known to make in his-

tory.

'Those pictures,' said another mem-
ber of Cal's committee.
'What pictures?"

'Those pictures you made of all

the members of your honorary com-
mittee riding bucking horses,

Brahma bulls, bulldogging.'

. 'What about them?'
Phoney . Cowhands

'CIO guys say the one of Wallace
Beery bulldogging a steer is a
phoney. They say . the one of

Groucho Marx taking a prattfall is

okay, but they think the others are
phoney, even the one of Scully rid-

ing a broncho and smoking a cigar.

They say Scully had his leg blown
off riding a. Brahma bull seven years
ago and hasn't been in a saddle since.

In "fact they say all your stills are
phoneys—Jack Benny, Walter Abel,
Irving S. Cobb, Harry Carey, Rex
Bell, Bing Crosby, Bill Fields, Andy
Devine, Clark Gable, Fred Keating,
J. P. McEvoy, George O'Brien, Jim
Tully, Fred Stone and .most of all

Edward Everett Horton. They say
bronchos would bite themselves and
die like rattlesnakes if Horton ever
mounted them.'
'Oh, so they think I faked the pic-

tures?* said Cal still holding on to

his snap. .'They don't think that
rogues gallery, is Ihe real McCoy?
Okay, I faked, them. 'They're up

Inside Stu{-Pictures

The New York State Mayors' Conference has called attention of
municipalities throughout the state to the plan, originated in the middle
west, of requiring nearby parking space when a permit is issued for
the construction of a theatre. Cortland is the first city in New York
State to adopt such a provision. William H. Capes, executive secretary
of the Mayors' Conference, and writer of the letter passing along the
idea to city fathers, spoke favorably of it as a means of relieving traffic

congestion. He termed the latter- 'one of the headaches of municipal
officials.' Theatre managers, while admitting the plan is a good one,
expressed the opinion that in a city business section, the high cost of
real' property might make it impractical.

Russell Birdwell, Selznicfc International advertising and
.
publicity

chief, has concluded an arrangement with the Elder Mfg. Co., makers
of Tom Sawyer wearing apparelj whereby S-I will be handed around
.*:,^5,000 wprth Of promotion at m .r l.saif on 'The Adventures of

Tom Sawyer.' Company has around 7,500 dealers aind will take full

page ads in several topclass magazines; also will promote a $200,000 . news->

paper campaign among its dealers. Publicity blasts are scheduled to

break nationally when the picture is released, with 500,000 photographs
of Tommy ICelly, the Tom Sawyer of the film, being distributed along
with 200,000 . copies of a • 24-page promotion book featuring the Kelly
moppet.

Gag of including themselves in newsreel shots of the Sino-Jap war ,to

guarantee the authenticity of the pix. has been taken up even by the

Japanese cameramen, Pathe is releasing the Jap films, which are obtained

from a Tokyo service.

For the, last several weeks Arthur Menken, for Par; George Krainukov
and Howard Winner^ for Uriiver.«!al; Eric Mayell and Bonney Powell, for

Fox, and 'Newsreel' Wong, for Metro, have been getting into their own
reels. Men from the": various companies cooperate in the stunt. When
working a scene the photogs exchange cameras to take shots of each, other.

Then each is included in his own reel.

, With each year showing an increase in the number of court decisions

vitally affecting, the industry, Herbert Silverberg, industry attorney for

many years, is preparing to compile all decisions of the trade and analyze

them as a service to attorneys as' well as others. This compilation and

review, covering the 1935 year in the courts, will become available

Jan. 1, next.

An attorney for the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America

up to a few years back, Silverberg continues to represent' most all of the

distributors individually in the Buffalo zone.

Courtroom scene in '4 Fathers' ' (20th), forthcoming release, includes bit

of ventriloquism by the Hartmans. Audiences will think the ventriloquism

is done by Paul Hartman, when actually it is Grace Hartman who does

the voice-tossing. Double was used for his voice. Her ventriloquism has

been part of their comedy dance act for years. Paul is not a ventriloquist.

Hartmans open at the Sert room of the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., tomorrow

(Thursday) night.

Metro and 20th-Fox are taking advantage of renewed activity at the

Santa Anita racetrack to shoot location footage of -their bangtail films now
in production. Metro sent its company making "Dioroughbreds Don't Cry'

to the track and 20th comes along this week with the outfit making the

Jane Withers starrer, 'Checkers.' Companies with turf stories on schedule

waited until the late autumn breakout of activities at the track to mov«
their camera crews in.

The Metropolitan opera house, Minneapolis, is being razed to make
room for a parking lot. It was in this house in 1902 that Jake Wilk,
Warner Bros, story head, and Bernard S. Harris both started as ushers.

Wilk is still in show biz, of course, but Harris, who became a builder
and house-wrecker from his ushering days, drew the unusual assign-

ment of wrecking the theatre where he got his start.

Picture review -of 'The Girl Said No,' which appeared in the N. Y.

Herald Tribune (18) signed by Joseph Barnes, caused some • surprise.

Mistake was made ih the composing room. Joe Barnes is the Moscow
correspondent of the Herald Tribune, and a brother of Howard- Barnes,

regular film crick for the Trib.

there, for, laughs and anybody not
liking them caji .

go back, to the

country I came from.'

'The Sante Fe said no dice,' tossed

in another of Cal's committee, figur-:

ing the rodeo had more important
things to worry about, than pictures.

. 'No dice about what?'

'That idea of yours of running
Pullmans Up to "Victorville and
dropping them on a siding to accom-
modate the overflow.'

'Oh, so now the Sante Fe doesn't

want to make money at our ex-
pense? They'd rather the hotels gyp
o-nr visitors? Okay, after this when
iVant a 'train ride I'll hitch-hike.'

His committee said there was no
reason for getting sore at the rail-

road. After all, they donated the
park for the rodeo at $1 a year and
if they wanted their Pullman cars
to carry Pullman passengers instead
of bunking cowboys on a siding, it

was a free country and they should
be allowed to use their sleepers as

they saw fit. Besides they might get
in a jam with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission if they started
shortchanging on transcontinental
sleepers in . order to accommodate a

whistle-stop rodeo.

So Cal said okay, okay to that and
got on with the main event and
when he found he had 11,000 reser-
vations for Sunday and only 6.000
seats, even with Walter Winchell
and Fred Allen cancelling because
they couldn't make the 100 mile hop
from Hollywood to 'Victorville and
get back in time to say, 'Yes, Mr.
Zanuck' on Monday, he blew his
topper, stamped, on his brand now
$26 10-gallon black Stetson and tore
his gabardine shirt,

'Why don't somebody tell me these
things,' he screamed. The echo
reached Hollywood, ai)d. Allen
though he was working o.n his air

routine again.

In the end it all worked out so

that everybody but Cal made money
on the show. So for him,, anyway,
the Victorville Rodeo is ,the only

non-professional rodeo in the world,

and he's such a non-pro that in a
milking contest where two cowboys
chase, a wild cow, ,rope her and then

one dismounts and milks her, Cal

got that, far before he saw that the

cow was a steer. A steer is a bull

that's no longer a bull, and in any

case no milker. Everybody laughed

but the prez and gen. mgr. of the

Victorville Rodeo. Cal is the prez

and gen. mgr. of the rodeo.
All the eminent honorary com-

mitteemen who had built up last

year's show so well they couldn't get

in themselves and had to be content

with hearing the results over the

loudspeaker while parked in a heei^

joint did better this year. They came
up Saturday on learning 'Life' was
going to do one of those Life-Goes-
To-A-Party: things.

Scully got in on some of this

'reading from left to right.' It

seems the rodeo was dedicated to

him on account he has been plug-

ging it for four years and never
mode . any money out of it either.

He's the other" non-pro.
The pros, from hotel-keepers,

dude-ranchers down to rnedal-

makers, cleaned up $68,000 on the

show. They're air in favor of keep-
ing it strictly amateur.

STEN'S GN PAIR
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Initial Anna Sten starrer for

Grand National will be released with

the tag, 'Love Me Again,' as oritJ-

ini-.lly announced. Second Slen

pic, changed from 'With Plea.';ine,

Madame,' to 'Don't Leave With Your
Heart,' goes into production im-

.mediately after with Victor Schert-

iiin?;er doing tuneg for both.

Dr. Eugen Fr'-ni'-e
,
produces the

second film.
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. FILMS' BOOM DAYS
Warner, Griffis, Hammons on Comm.

To Report School Films Findings

A. report on . exhaustive study of

the possibilities for visual education

by a dommittee on 16 mpi. film for

school purposes, consisting of Harry

M. Warner, Stanton L. Griffis and

E. W. Hammons, will probably be

made to the Motion Picture Produc-

ers, and Dlstribtors of America at its

next quarterly board meeting in De-

cember. • Following a postponed

stockholders meeting of Educational

Pictures during the past week, Ham-
mons declared that leading educa-
tors had already reported on a four

months' review of pictures of

MPPi)A members to determine the

number of picturies in existence to-

day that are suitable for educational

purposes. Findings were that a total

of 849 pictures reviewed were okay
foir, schools without alteration. This
figure will do doti5t .be included in

the report of Hammons, Warner and
Griffis. Last mentioned is chairman
of the. executive committee of Para-
mount,
Hammons also revealed that of the

278,000 schools in the country a total

of around 100,000 are equipped to

show film and that another 10,000

or more will order equipment as

soon as films are made available.

Projectors and other necessary appa-
ratus can now be obtained for $700,

putting equipment within the reach
of smaller educational institutions.

Declaring visual education will rep-
resent a vast field when opened up,

Hammons says he will not be sur-
prised if it eventually becomes big-

ger in revenue to the producer than
the box office.

Reclassification, of Educational
stock and a refinancing plan to fur-

nish Hammons with fresh money is

desired not for the continuance of

present operations, but largely with
a view to expanding into the 16 mm.
field for schools. A preliminary
agreement is being drawn nip with a

large banking house downtown, un-
named, pending a change in mar-
ket conditions, Hammons declaring
there had been delay due to the

' upset state of affairs in Wall street

and new issues, his owrt as well as

others, are being held up due to that.

Educational showed a profit for

the year ' ended June 26, last, of

$168,056 and played over 9,000 ac-
counts, which partly attests to the
sales attention and pressure given
the company's shorts by 20th-Fox.
Contract with that major, through
which Educ. releases, up at the end
of the current (1937-38) season, is

expected to be renewed but has
been delayed due to illness of S. R.
Kent. At tlie present time, Ham-
mons states the shorts are selling
ahead of last year. During the com-
ing year Hammons may also pro-
duce six five-reel comedies for an
unnamed major company which has
made him an offer under which
negative cost is returned on delivery
of pictures. New. financing, in ad-
dition to expansion into the school

.

field, is also to be used to turn out
these six short-length features as

• well as to retire small bank loans
on which the interest is high.
Not having a quorum of stock rep-

resented in person or by proxy, the
annual Educ stockholders meeting
JJ-iday (15) was postponed until Oct.

to enable Educ to send out new
notices urging a vote 6f stock. About
Two-thirds of the old preferred has
oeen converted into common under
jne reclassification plan and thus far

•
'^nere has been no objections to this
or refinancing. Around 78% of the

l^r^ T-^^ and 90% of the common
voted m favor of the reclassification
and while three weeks were per-
muted in which to present objec-
tions, none was forthcoming.

CRIME WAVE STARTS
^

Hollywood, Oct. 19.
Me.ro placed 'Arsene Lupin' bo-

lore the cameras yesterday, Mon-
aay, Richard Thorpe directing and
John W, Considine, Jr., producing.
Cast toppers include Melvyn

Douglas, Warren William and
Florence Ricei

U. S. CHECKING OAKLEYS

Revenue Sleuths O.O.fng Picture
House Pass-ins

New drive to collect taxes on the-
atre passes was reported being
waged this week in New York by
Internal' Revenue Dept. operatives.
Several film house managers were
told that the issuance of tax-free
Oakleys, except to bona fide news-
papermen and theatre employees,
would have to stop. Sleuths were
said to

^
be o.o.ing pass-ins at the

gate, with the idea of making ar-
rests if necessary.
Reported that at least one pinch

was made, but that could not be
verified. Manager of one house con-
firmed the fact that he'd been car-
peted and given an or-else workout.
Understood several other houses
were risking no Brodies and were
collecting the tax rap on all but ac-
tual working press ducats. Legit, ap-
parently not included in the look-
over, is continuing as was.

HAYS REPORT

0NEDUC.P1X

Results of four months spent ex-

amining and appraising non-current

short features were reported by the

Advisory Committee on Use of

Motion Pictures in Education to the

Motion Picture Producers and Dis-
tributors directorate at the quarterly
meeting fast Thursday (14), with no
action taken. Picture vaults were
described as mines of educational
gold by the committee of eight.

Willingness of the educator's com-
mittee to go forward with the tenta-
tively outlined program were ex-
pressed in the statement that 'if edu-
cation is to be adequate for future
needs . . . it must avail itself of
every modern device for teaching.
The motion picture is destined to
take its place beside the text book,
the laboratory and workshop as a
factor of major significance in edu-
cation.'

Committee reported as having ap-
praised 1,595 oldie pictures, of which
849 were rated acceptable for school
usage without change, 234 as ac-
ceptable with minor alterations and
478 as containing usable elements.
Will Hays thanked the committee

for its work and said that the
MPPDA had pursued the develop-
^ment of classroom usefulness of pic-

tures since the association was
formed. He pointed out that Thomas
A. Edison's prediction that educators
would find the motion picture in

time had been fulfilled by the re-

port.

'It is gratifying that you have
found such a high percentage "of

pedagogic values in the films ex-
amined. These values will be de-
veloped for the classroom in a field

and with a technique separate from
the essential service of tlieatres in

furnishing wholesome entertain-

ment.'

Committee report was on the four
months of appraisal work done dur-
ing the summer after Hays secured
permission of producing companies
to let educators inspect non-current
films in company vaults.

Report was received for further

study, with likelihood that the com-
mittee of three on visual education

from the film industry will actually

act on it or prepare a report for

submission to th'^ Hays office.

Hampton Pic on Paper
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Script of 'She Shall Have Music'
Hope Hampton starrer at Universal,

has been completed by Sheridan

Gibney.
Writer, on loan from 20th-Fox, has

returned to his home lot.

L

[DUCAT'iL PIK

Schoolrooms Loom as the

Most Potent New Market
—Plus Also the Constant
Growth of Commercial
F i 1 m s Industrial Fiel^

Has Been Bullish

10,000 SCHOOL ACCTS.

Amazing rise of the 13-millimeter
film field in the past 10 months is

beginning to attract attention in the
industry. While the possibility that
something will be done about audio-
visual education perhaps has been
the largest single factor to start the
narrow-gauge pictures on the up-
beat; mechanical devclopmehis,
strides taken in the producing and
modified progress made in distrib-

ution fields also have contributed
heavily to the impetus.

The 16-mm. equipment manufac-
ture boys are awaiting some definite

decision in the next month to see

what is goinX'to be done on visual

education films because they are

hopeful of spotting equipment sales

with various educational institutions.

Reason for this anticipation is that

probably less than one-tenth of po-
tential scholastic purchasers at the
present time have any equipment
whatsoever, it being estimated that

nearly 10,000 accounts are possible

in this field. And they have equip-

ment which they claim will ade-
quately satisfy needs for a number
of years.

While some difficulty in getting
coin for new 16-mm, equipment
purchases is anticipated, fact that

numerous leading school authorities

are in favor of a certain number of

educational subjects is considered

the opening wedge that will swing
any number of deals.

But the educational sector alone

is not where there is increased ac-

tivity. It embraces the industrial

area, the non-theatrical section and
home equipment fans. Some of the

more' optimistic 16-mm. boys believe

that in time it will encroach on the

normal 35-mm. theatrical field de-

pending largely on when producers

(Continued on page 21)

Authors League New Constitutional

Setup Gives SWG Complete Autonomy

Report Mrs. A. M. Palmer
Resigning Pa. Censors

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

It was reported here this weelc

that Mrs. A, Mitchell Palmer, chair-

man of the Pennsy film censor board,

would resign shortly to accept an-

other position in either state or Fed-
eral government.

Originally it was said that Gov-
ernor Earle, a close personal friend,

was angling to get the vacant third

assistant postmastership for her. Re-
turn of Senator Guiffey from Europe,
however, spiked that. Job is for a

politically valuable man, he decreed.

Guv now seeking another opening
for Mrs. Palmet, widow of wartime
attorney general.

MPLS. INDIES

APPEAL FROM

PAR DECISH

Minneapolis, Oct, 19.

Northwest Allied States and inde-

pendent exhibitor playdate strikers

have .filed their notice- of appeal

from Federal, Judge G, H. Nordbye's
decision finding them guilty of con-

spiracy in restraint of trade against

Parahiount and granting the latter a
temporary injunction prohibiting

interference with its business.

The case now will go to the Federal
circuit court of appeals where argu-
ments will be presented by the de-

fense designed to show that the

lower court erred.

The individual exhibitor suit

against Paramount by one of the
playdate strikeris to compel delivery

of one of the disputed pictures was
scheduled to be filed this week.

MACLEAN'S INDIE SEAL
Douglas MacLean is in. New York

on an indie releasing deal.

Formerly a producer for Para-
mount, during the past year he made
two pictures for Grand National,

Civic Showmanship Ups All Biz

Where Such Ballyhoo Is Undertaken

Chicago, Oct, 19,

Figures compiled b/ (Chicago

Tribune indicate that summer busi-

ness increased considerably in towns

where there was civic showmanship.
Tabulated by Federal Reserve Dis-

tricts, which take in a good deal

more territory than the town itself,

the department store business rated

an upping of 9% over 193G, Of the

10 districts tabulated, Cleveland led

with an increase of 16%, and Chi-

cago came second with 12%, In

Chicago alone, as differentiated from
Chicago Federal Reserve District,

where business held all-summer
civic show celebrations, also in

Cleveland with its Great Lakes Ex-
position, and Chicago with the

Charter Jubilee, it is pretty well

accepted that these shows were re-

sponsible for the increased summer
business.

C!ivic showmanship tabulates only

by department store business. How-
ever, stores are probably the least

affected since visitors in town leave

most of their cash in hotels, restau-

rants and amusement onterpi-iscs.

Information held by Chicago
Charter Jubilee Committee has a

statement from T. N. Gretzor, secre-

tary of National Trailways Bus Co.,

which credits the Chi celebration

with an increase of 18% in this terri-

tory for first six months of 1937.

One event of the Chicago Charter
Jubilee, the Carnival of Lakes, drew
an actual count of 850,000 to the
lake-front. A count taken of 2,000

cars in one parking lot on one eve-
ning showed 290 of them to be from
out state. No estimate could be given
of out-of-town cars, since Illinois

cars could not be identified as to

Chicago or outside ownership.
Tribune figures on 10 Federal Re-

serve Districts show Boston up 4%,
New York 7%, Philadelphia 6%,
Richmond, 6%, Atlanta 9%, St, Louis
11%, Minneapolis 5%, Kansas City
5%, Dallas 11%, and San Francisco
I ,0-

Detroit, Oct, 19,

Entertainment of all sorts is what
Michigan needs most to retain its

leadership as the nation's first tourist
state, according to Bruce Ahderson,
new president of the Michigan Tour-
ist Assn. Michigan was -revealed as
the top revenue-getting travel state.

According to figures of American
Automobile Assn., Michigan rates at
top of heap of tourist havens, despite
California and Florida assertions to
the contrary, AAA statistics show
Michigan clipped tourists -for $315,-
000,000, with California's $267,111,638
second, Wisconsin's $200,000,000 third
and Florida slightly over $100,000,000.

Change in the constitutional setup

of the Authors* League of America.

will probably be made during the

general membership meetings of the

League and its subordinate Guilds la

the next few weeks. Amendments to

the constitutions are up and if passed

as expected, willr alter the working

plan of the League, Changes will
be toward complete autonomy for
Screen Writers' Guild.

Specifically, the principal amend-
ment will give the Screen Writers'
Guild control of its own funds. While
the Guild already has autonomy in
most things, its treasury is handled
from the League's western offices in

California, Transfer of the flnandial
control to the Guild proper will com*
plete the granting of full autonomy.
On the surface the change will be
vital, but actually it will be mostly
a itiatter of bookkeeping conveni-
ence, i

What goes for the Guild one way
will go equally in the opposite way.
In other words, If the Guild is not
answerable to any of the other
groups, It follows that it will be en-
titled to no say In their affairs, un-
less the matter is of mutual concern
to all, AH of which may gradually,

tend to split the Authors' League into

four distinct bodiesi However, with
writer sympathies generally aligned,

this is considered remote.
Action on the constitutional

changes will probably be taken at

the annual Authors' League meeting
and elections Nov. 10. Dramatists'
Guild meeting and election is skcd-
ded for Nov, 9. Authors'' Guild hud-
dles and ballots Nov. 4 and the Radio
Writers' Guild sessions are set for

Nov. 8. Screen Writers' Guild meet-
ing will take place on the Coast.

Date isn't set, but it must be be-
tween Nov. 1-10.

Settle $1,577,500
-

Claini Against AT&T

For $22,500; 2 Suits

Two anti-trust suits brought by
Fox Theatres Corp., and its receiver,

Milton C. Weisman, against Western
Electric, A, T. & T, and Erpi were
discontinued last week when Federal
Judge Martin T. Manton directed t>.e

receiver to settle the claims totalling

$1,577;500 for $22,500, The suits were
based on the claim that the defend-
ants had attempted to recover al-

leged excessive royalties on sound
equipment.
In one action $877,500 was sought

by the William Fox Isis Investment
Co., William Fox Exhibitions, Inc.;

Fox Varieties Co., Flatbush-Nevins
St. Corp., the Colwood Co,, and the
Theatre Realty Corp,, all subsids of
the former Fox Theatres Corp, The
other action was instituted by Weis-
man as receiver.

In requesting the Court to approve
the settlement, Weisman said that he
believed the amount was fair and
would save the expense of further
litigation.

Tilting Prices

Buffalo, Oct. 19.

Admissions to all downtown fivst'

runs will be tilted next week. The
Buffalo, Lakes and Hipp will get an
additional nickel, the tops going to
60, 55 and 50c, respectively, T'-s
Lafayette and Century jump from
2.:c, to 35c,

Springfield, O., Oct: 19.

An advance in admission prico.«r

'with highly satisfactory resulLs' Iv-.s

been Announced by the Chahe.-^s
circuit, with the first week's resii'ls

.showin.r» not one pers.on Icavinr* the
box office, and only lew complaints
being registered.

Admissions were rai.sed simultane-
ously in the company's theatres iti

Greenville, Zenia, Wilmington, Logau
and here, all Ohio.
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Biz Drips Rei 'Certain Woman' Only

OK LA. Coin, $20,500; Martini Tuneless

To Par, IIG, Ritzes No Riot at 256

Los Angeles, Oct. 19.

With the exception of the latest

Bette Davis pic, 'That Certain

Woman.' at the day-date Hollywood
and Downtown, and the continued
first-run moveover of 'Zenda,' grosses

are off ag?un .the past week. Man-
agers continue to sing the blues and
are bemoaning the lack, of socko
pics with which to replenish dimin-
ishing takes.

Nino Martini starr«, 'Music for

Madame.' first BKO feature to play
the Paramount, is disappointing and
the first Ritz Bros, starrer, life Be-

fins at College/ will be lucky to hit

25,50a at the d^y-date State and
Chinese.

Estimates fer Thia Week
Gsrtliay Circle (Fox) (1,5111; 55-

83-1.10.1^5)—'Bmile Zola* 1WB> (6th

week). Muni opus nearing end of

two-a-day run, with trade holding
comparatively good. Last week saw
satisfactory ?5,800 in the till. Goes
off Oct. 24.

Chinese (Grauman) (2j028; 30-40-
55-75)—'Life Begins at College*

(20th> and "Counsel for Crime* (Col>
daal. First Hits Bros, starrer will

have so-so week at this boulevard
acer; likelihood take will hit $11,000.

Last weekr 'Zenda' (UA) and
•Women Men Marry' (MG), topped
expectations by hitting $14,000.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-56-

65)—'Certain Woman' (FN") and
•Over the Goal' (FN) dual. Bette
Davis has a strong downtown fol-

lowing and should wind up with
good $10,000 and holds;. Last week,
'Back in Circuiaticm' (WB) and 'West
of Shanghai' (FN), $7,700, about
what was expected.

Fwx Star (Fox) (900; 40-55)—
Dark Journey' (UA). Not only is

ttie journey dark, but so is the going.

Unless a miracle happens take will

be lucky to hit $900, which won't
begin to pay for the house adver-
tising-. Last week, 'Doctor Syn.'

(GB) pretty brutal at $1,600.

HoIlTWO«d (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-
65)—'Certain Woman' (FN) and 'Over
the Croal' (FN) duaL Running a bit
behind its Downtown day-dater» but

. Davis draw should bring substantial

$10^500, not terrific, but oke. Last
week, *Back in Circulation' (WB)
and "West of Shanghai' (FN), disap-
pointing at $6,800.

Orphenm (Bdwy) (2,280; 25-30-

35-40 )-r'Sheik Steps Out* (Rep) and
•On Such Night' (Par)*, dual, and
vaudeville. Off with rest of town,
should be satisfied with around
$6,000. Last w«ek, 'Hideaway'
(RKO) and 'Wild and Woolly' (20th>
with. Ann Pennington topping stage
show, close to $7,000, oke.

ranlages (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)—
•Lost Horizon' (Col) and 'Saturday's
Heroes' (RKO) dual (3d week).
Winding up extra profitable run
after three weeks, with about $5,200
in sight. for final six. days. Second
week flni^ied at good $8,000.

Paramount (Partmar) (3,595; 30-
40-55)—'Music for Madame' (RKO)
and stage show. First RKO pic ever
to play this house isn't getting any
too warm a reception, best in sight
IS slim $U.00O. Last week, 'This
Way, Please* (Par), wound up few
hundred above anticipations for.poor
$13,000.

RKO (2,950; 30-40-55) — *Lost
Horizon' (Col) and 'Saturday's
Heroes' (RKO) dual (3d week).
Capra opus will wind up three big
weeks with final $8,000 for total of

$38,500, plenty profitable. Second
week amassed nifty $11,400.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-55-
75)—'Life Begins at CoUege' (20th)
and '^Counsel for Crime' {Col} dual.
Looks like a fair $14,500 stanza, not
comparable with last week, 'Zenda'
(UA) and "Women Men Marry'
(MG), which garnered big $16,000.
United Artists (Pox-UA) (2,100;

30-40-55)—'Zenda' (UA> and "Women
Men Marry' (MG) dual. . On move-
over for continued first-run down-
town 'Zenda' heading for big $5,000.
Last week, 'Vogues' (UA) and 'Bor-
neo' (20th), not so hot at $1,700.
Wilshire (Fox) (2,296: 30-40-55-65)

—'Zenda' (UA) and 'The Women
Men Marry' (MG) dual. Continued
first run of this pair should score
neat $7,500, which is good in face
of local conditions. Last week,
Vogues' (UA) and 'Borneo' (20th),
pretty weak at $4^,100.

YOFNGCLATJS' CONTROL
Lincoln, Oct, 19.

By obtaining the remaining 27%
of outstanding bonds on the Island,

Grand Island, W. N. Youngclaus, who
already had been operating it for

more than a year, is owner of the

house. Tlie bond issue of which he
had previously gathered in 73%, was
for $30,000.

Youngclaus, who opposes three

houses of the A. H. Blank string in

Grand Island, also has the Empress.

BROOKLYW WOT SULKING

'Life cf Party' Take $14,500—
'Biuiisome' Aroand $18,900

Brooklyn, Oct. 19.

, Another cycle of first-rate flickers

hit the downtown deluxers in the
City of Churches, Weather has been
nippy and b.o.'s report better than
average biz. Good returns indicated
at Loew's Miert; where 'Prisoner of
Zenda.' is on view. Fabian Paramount
with 'High, Wide and Hanidsome' and
RKO Albee with "Life of the Party.'
Met publicity force went in for con-y

slderable exploitation on 'Prisoner.'

Estfaudtes for TMs Week
Albee (2,500; 25-35-55)—'Lite of

the Party' (RKO) and 'Charlie Chan
on Broadway' (20th). Dualers will
derive pleasant $14,500. Last week
•lOO Men and a Girl' (U) and 'An-
napolis Salute' (RKO) got okay
$14,000.
Fox (4,000; 25-35-55)—'Something

to Sing About* (GN> aind 'Sea Rack-
eteers' (Hep). Good $14,000 for this
pair. Last week 'Sophie Lang* (Par)*
and 'It Happened in Hollywood'
(Col) received satisfactoryj$13,5b0.
Met (2,400; 25-35-55)—•Prisoner of

Zenda'. CUA) and 'Man in Blue'
(Col). Anticipate fine $16,000. Last
week 'Dead Bid* (UA) and "My Dear
Miss Aldrich' (MG) (2d week) re-
ceived good $14,000.
FannsvBt (4,000; 25-35-55) —

'High, Wide and Handsome' (Par>
md •Love Is on the Air' (WB). Dual-
ers will produce big $18,000. Last
week 'That Certain Woman' (WB)
and 'Small Town Boy* $18,000.
Strand (2,000; 25-35-55)—Tartners

in Crime* (Far) and 'Love Takes
Flight' will get okay $5,000. Last
week. 'She Asked for It' (Par) and
'Two Minutes to Play' received quiet
$4,500.

Ifigh, Wide' Plos

Hntton Ore, 28G,

Tops in 0etroit

ing first seseion of bumper $13,500.

Hay hold for third.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000:

30-40-65)—*High, Wide,' (Par) and
Ina Ray Hutton band on stage.

Combo ballyed nicely and ihould
pull in nifty $28,000. Last week
around •$23,500, <*e, for 'Certain

Woman' (WB) and Lottie Mayer's
water ballet on stage.
Palms-State (United Detroit)

(3,000; 25-40)—'That Certain Womaln'
(WB) (2d week) plus. 'BuUdOg
Drummond Comes Back' (Par), dual.

Bette Davis opus moved here from
Michigain; should gather up about
$10,000, good. Last week, third week
of 'Dead End' (UA) plus 'Dodd Takes
Air' (WB) snared smart $13,000.
after former flicker was moved here
after two sessi<ms at UA.
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-65)—'Madame X' (MG).
Doing badly, $6,000, 'Bride Wore
Red' (MG> did $10,200 last week,
okay.

Detroit, Oct. 19.

So-so here with Michigan-Minne-
sota grudge Saturday taking wind
out of sails at most houses. Flodc
of holdovers iu>t helping^ either.
Plenty handsome bally on 'Hide,

Wide and Handsome' and plenty ac-
tivity- at Michigan b.o. to lead town's
current crop without too much,
trouble.

Estlmatca for T^is Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 25-40)—

'Thin Ice' (20th) (3d week) plus 'Mr.
Motto' (20th) (2d week). Henie opus,
moved here after big session at Fox
two weeks ago, held over currently
for. good $6,500, following hefty
$9,300 on first session last week.
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—

'Lancer Spy' (20th) with Buddy
Rogers topping vaude. Off slow and
not picking up, poor $17,000. Last
week bad $16,000 on 'Ifs All Yours*
(20th) and Cowboy Tex Hitter on

Madison (United Detroit) (2,000;
30-40-65)—'Zenda' (UA) (2d week).
Holding up for okay $9,000 follow-

Snow FaHs in Denrer;

•Wife, Doctor, Norse' Is

Paced for Okay $11,000

Denyer, Oct 19.

First runs are doing okay with
five holdovers at four houses and
two slated to hold over from this to
next. There was snow Monday
morning but all stopped by noon-
time.

Estfmates for Tills Week
Aladdin (Fox) <1,500; 25-40)—'100

Men and a Gurl' (U). Following a
week at the Denver. Nice $4^500.

Last week 'Stella Dallas' (UA) did
a nice $3,000 and went to the Broad-
way. Had ; played the Denver a
week. '

.

'
.

^
Broadway (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—

Stella iDallas' (UA), after a weA
each at the Denver and Aladdin.
Still snappy at eatimiated $3,500.

Last week 'Varstiy Show' CWB)
turned in a good $2,500 considering
film had played a week at each the
Denver and Aladdin,

Denhaat (Cockrill) (1,500; 25-35-
40)—'This Way, Please' (Par). $5,700
deemed passing mark. Last week
'Double or Nothing' (Par) turned in

$6,000 on its second week.
Denver (Fox) (2,500; 25-35-50)—

*Wife, Doctor and Nurse' (20th) with
stage band. Clipping off a sporty
$11,000. Last week '100 Men and a
Girl' (U), with standouts on Sun-
day and Tuesday, turned in $10,000,
and went to the Aladdin.

Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40)
—'Stage Door' (RKO) (2d week) and
'Flight from Glory' (RKO). This
one paced for $7,500. good. Last
week 'Stage Door* (RKO) and 'J^jr

Dear Miss Aldrich' (MG) topped
the town with a fine $12,000. Former
film held over.

Pstramoant (Fox) (2,000; 25-40)

—

'Mr, Dodd Takes the Air' (FN) and
'Footloose Heiress' (WB), Figure
$4,500, okay. Last wieek 'Some-
thing to Sing About' (GN) and 'Small
Town Boy' (GN), after breaking the
house record for the opening day,
went on and took iii a nice $5,000.
Good enough to warrant taking the
films to the Rialto for a second week.

Bialto (Fox) (900; 25-40)—'Some-
thing to Sing About* and 'SmaU
Town Boy' (GN). Brought from the
Paramount where they had been a
week. House is usually a subse-
quent. $2,000.

ZEFFO LOSES BBAin).^.

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Olympe " Bradna won her suit for
release from her contract with
Zeppo Marx, Inc., on the ground
that she was a minor when Mait

ticket was signed.
Agency also lost its court plea

that Miss Bradna's parents be held
liable for commissions claimed due.

The Zs Mean $ in Baltimore
f

'Zola' Zooms' to $17,000 at Stanley—'Zenda' Savory

at $15,000—Bunny Berigan Unit, $9,500

Baltimore. Oct. 19.

Very hey-hey doings here this
week with a strong lineup of prod-
uct ringing the bell. 'Zola' (WB)
off to a wow special opening Friday
(15) night at the Stanley took ad-
vantage of all of the healthy capac-
ity of this theatre and has been
clicking since, indicating a long-time
high of $17,000 for the week.

'Zenda' (UA) at Loew's Century
is prospering at $15,000, and the New
theatre with 'Heidi' (20th) augers a
socko profit-makinff session at $8,000,
real takings for this house of limited
capacity.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35-40-55)—'Prisoner of Zenda'
(UA). Gathering momentum and
rounding out a rosy profit at $15,009.

Last week 'Big City' (MG) fair go-
ing to $10,200,
Hippodrome (Rappaport) C2,20O;

15-25-35-40-55-66) — 'Breakfast for

Two' (RKO) plus Bunny Berigan
unit on stage, mild $9,500. Last week
•Music for Madame' (RKO) and
vaude, not much at $9,000.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 15-
25-35-40-55)—'King Solomon's Mines'
(GB) opening supper show tonight
(Tues.). Last week, second of 'High,
Wide and Handsome' (Par) okay
500 after excellent first session to
$12,000,
New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-30-

40-55)—'Heidi' (20th), Opened with
^ bang and wowing them since to
indicated $8,000 for the week. Last
week, second' of 'Life Begirvs at Col-
lege' (2Gth) good profit at $4,200
after swell first session to $6,700.

Stanley (WB) (3,450; 15-25-30-40-
55)—'Life of EmUe Zola' (WB). Big
special opening Fri. night (15) and
hey hey since, clicking off an indi-
cated long-time high here at $17,00(X
Last week 'Back in Circulation'
(WB), nothing at all at $3,700.

Loy'-Powelland Shirky Temple Excite

Louisvine; 'Ecstasy Approaches SG's

First Runs on B'way

(SabJceC t« Change)
Week of Oct. 21

Astor- 'Furefly' (MG) (8th

wk).
Capitol — 'Double Wedding'

(Remewed in VAmrrr 5ept. 22)

Central—'Bulldog Drummond
at Bay* (Rep) (23).
(R«vieii)ed tn Vabuxy Avug. 4)

Criterion — liAusIc for Mad-
ame' (RKO) (22).
(Reoiettfcd in Vaiury Sept. 14)

Gldbe—'MadameX' (MG) (23).
(Reviewed in Vaioeit Sept. 29)

Hollywood—'ElmUe Zola' (WB)
(11th wk).

Muflie Hail — 'Stage Door'
(BKO) (3d wk).
Parameant — 'Souls at Sea'

(Par) (2d wk),
Bialto—'WesUand C^ase' (U)
(22).
(Reviewed in VAraErr Oct. «)

Bhroli—•Wife, Doctor, Nurse'
(20th) (3d wk).
B«xy — 'All Baba Goes to

Town' (20th) (22).
(Reviewed in current VARiEiy)

Strand — 'Alcatraz Island'

(WB) (2d wk).
Week of Oct. 2«

Astor—'Fireffy' (MG) (9th wk).
Capitol — 'Live, Love and

Learn' (MG).
(Reviewed in current VAwny)
Critorlon—'West of Shanghai*

(WB) (29).
Globe — Tifladame X' (MG)

(2d wk).
Hollywood — 'Emile Zola'

(WB) (I2th wk).
Music Hall — 'Victoria the

Great' (RKO).
(Reviewed in yaxsn Aug. 25)

raramennt — 'Souls at Sea*
(Par) (3d wk).
Rivoll—'Great Garrick' (WB)

(27).
(Reviewed in Vabieiy Sept. 29)

Boxy — 'All Baba Goes To
TownV(20th) (2d wk).

Strand — 'Perfect Specimen
(WB) (27). „ .(Reviewed in Variety Sept. 29)

Breen-Spitahy

Bii^ $21000, Pitt;

RitzBrosJH

Pittsburgh, Oct. 19.

After a sli^t easing off last week,

biz is shooting right back into high
again this session. Contemplated
weekend drop, what with Tech-
Notre Dame football game here and
broadcast of Fitt-Fordham clash,

failed to materialize and even all-

day rain yesterday (18) didn't stop
'em from coming.

Takings way up in every corner,
with 'Life Begins at College' knock-
ing the Alvin slap-heavy, and 'Bride
Wore Red' hypoing the Penn right
along with 'Zenda' figures. At the
Stanley, Phil Spitalny's band is prov-
ing a sock magnet and with 'Make a
Wish' will send house about eight
grand over previous stanza. 'Zenda,'
h. o.'ing at Warner after crack week,
opened bigger than anything here in
years, getting around $3,200 first two
days, with onl^ the Fulton among all

the first-run sites taking it on chin
with 'Sheik Steps Out.'

Estimates for This Week
AlvIn (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-50)-

'Life Begins at College' (20th). No
guestion any more about the Ritz
iros. pull. This one started like

house afire and holding to sock level
right on down. Should have no
trouble at all cornering at least $14,'

500, a certain h. o. and the top all
time gross for a 20th-Fox flicker
here, only 'Lost Horizon' and '100

Men and a Girl' topping it Las!
week, 'Wife, Doctor and Nurse'
(20th) at $11,000 could have held,
but house wanted to get in a foot-
ball comedy at height of season.

Falton (Shea- Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)
—'Sheik Steps Out' (Rep). After
great few months, house looks like
it's in for a string of slim takes, with
no worthwhile product in sight for
some time. Only thing that's saving
this one from a complete rout is the
Lucky Herald stimt with a $500 cash

[

giveaway. At that, won't run over
more than $3,850. Last week, 'Lancer
Spy' (20th) on four-day h. o. of sec-
ond week about $2,000,

Penn (Loew-UA) (3,300; 25-35-50)
—'Bride Wore Red' (MG). La Craw-
ford's still a sizable magnet. Opening
terrific, topping even 'Zenda's,' but

I won't hold up as well since flicker
{isn't there. Dropping off already,
but that sock getaway is insurance
enough for $18,000. There's a possi-
bility it may move to Warner for
second week but pretty, doubtful be-

Louisville, Oct. 19.

Loew's State with 'Double Wed-
ding,' is again proving thaf the
combo of Powell-L^y still packs b.o.

wallop. Just trailing by a whisker
is 'Heidi' ?it the Rialto, also zoom-
ing to best returns in a long time,

and probably best gross Shirley has
ever turned in at that house. Tie-

ups with P. T. A. organizations in
city and county brought 'em in by
biis loads.

Strand held 'Music for Madame'
and 'Naughty Girls' only four days,

house being turned over Tuesday
and Wednesday to Masonic. Grand
Lodge meeting, an annual affair.

Lodge owns the building housing
the theatre, and lease stipulates that

they have use of the premises for

their annual meeting.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Ave.-Loew's)

—

(1,500; 1&-33-40)—'Bride Wore Red'
(MG) and 'Miss- Aldrich' (MG),
dual. Holding up fairly well after
profitable stanza at Loew's State,
Should tally $2,400, good. Last week
'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA) and 'Man
Who Could Work Miracles' (UA),
dual, okay $2^00.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—

'C:onfessiott' (WB) and 'Talent Scout'
(WB), split with 'Mr. Dodd Takes
the Air* (WB) and 'Road Back' (U).
Pointing toward average $2,300. Last
week 'Exclusive' (Par) and 'Super
Sleuth' (RKO) dual, spUt with 'San
Quentin' (WB) and 'Dance, Charlie,
Dance' (WB), duaU okay for $2,100.

Loew's Stato (3,000; 15-30-40)—
'Double Wedding' (MG) and 'Coun-
sel for Crime' (Col), dual. Zooming
to a iiigh $13,000, with pace holding
up well.! after terrific week-end biz.
PoweU-Loy combo surefire to cop
the shekels. Last week 'Bride Wore
Red' (MG) and 'Miss Aldrich' (MG).
led the parade with big $10,000 and
moved to Brown for holdover stanza.

Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
15-30-40) — 'Back in Circulation*
(WB). Lack of marquee names
slowing this one, but still well in the
black at $3,000. okay. Last week
'Emile Zola' (WB) on second stanza
copped okay $4,000.

NaUonal (JeweU) (2,400; 25-40)—
'Ecstasy' (Eureka). First showing of
foreign • pic here at former hurley
house, take well on way to robust
$5,000, returns better than any
week's biz done while under hurley
policy.

Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)— 'Ship
Cafe' (Par) and 'Plainsman' (Pari
dual, split with 'Rose Bowl' (Par)
and "To Mary, With Love' (20th),
dual, headed for fine $1,500: Last
week 'Swing Time' (RKO) and
'Great Guy' (GM), dual, split with
'(5o West, Young Man' (Par) and
'Accusing Finger' (Par)^dual, aver-
age $1,300.

Bialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-
30-40)—'Heidi' (20th). Shii-ley Tem-
ple opus a sockeroo, and b. o. lines
congesting sidewalk traffic on the
main stem. Tie-ups with Parent
Teacher organization had county
schools declaring a holiday for the
kiddies, which also brought the
adults in droves. Take has indica-
tions of zooming to bulky $12,000,

Last week 'This Way, Please' (Pat)
and 'Partners in Crime' (Par), dual,

okay $6,500. .

Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,500; 15-

30-40)—'Music for Madame' (RKO)
and '40 Naughty Girls' (RKO), dual.

B. O. draught negligible for the four
days showmg, probably $2,500, weak.
House Tuesday and Wednesday oc-

cupied by Masonic Grand Lodge.
Last week 'Life Begins in College
(20th) and 'Chan on Broadway'
(20th), dual, on holdover, bagged
fine $3,700.

cause draw seems to be chiefly over

the short haul. Last week, 'Prisoner

of Zenda' (UA) turned in crack

$20,500.

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60

'Make a Wish.' (RKO) and Phil Spi-

talny's orch. Breen's pix haven t

done much in past here, so it's al-

most a cinch that Spitalny's the big

noise in what will be hot week.
Headed straight for $22,000 and with
any kind of break in weather may
even go considerably beyond that.

Last week, 'That Certain Woman
(FN) and Xavier Cugat's band pretty

dreary at $14,000.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)-;

•Prisoner of Zenda' (UA). Brought
here after sock week at Penn and
on opening bettered anything that

ever came over here after clicking

at Loew-UA house. On Saturday
alone did around $2,000, and on the

way to something not far from $9,-

000. That's great. Last week, 'Blonde

Trouble' (Par) and 'Annapolis Sa-

lute' (RKO) (pretty terrible, around
$3,700, in eight days, getting an extra

one not through, choice but neces-

sity. Warner regularly opens Thiir.

and Penn Fri. so house had to hold

on to its dual until 'Zenda' finished

out at Penn.
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'Zenda Alone Needs No Alibi in Clii,

Big $39,000; Waring-lieroes' Mfld

ICapey-BowesOKatSaOOO

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Get out the alibi books, boys, and
try to think up a logical excuse o£

the generally weak trade in the
downtown sector this week. Get a
gander- of the list of the loop's at-

tractions and then try to figure out
why the' business is slipping consid-
erably below the previous few
wook's coin count.
But while you are looking up the

alibis, don't bother cudgeling for an
excuse for 'Prisoner of Zenda' at

the Chicago. Because that picture
doesn't need any alibL It's got every-
thing in the way of grosses to make
the, managers happy, and the picture

is far ahead of anything else in town
on business currently. Heads for a
ripe and healthy register at the
town's flagship.
Otherwise uiings are more or less

gloomy, verging from a sort of mal-
de-boxoffice to a deep indigo coini
cramp. Notices and reports on a
number of the local bills ;are hurting
the' money possibilities at the houses.
Word-of^tnouth is getting . especially

'

strong these days and pictures are
indicating tendencies to fall off like

a ' nose-diving airplane when the
tongues start to get in their anvil
chorus following the show's opening.
Palace and Roosevelt got away

slowly, while the Oriental is run-
ning just into a fair mark. Loop
-generally is in genuine need of some
real show business excitement. It's

in a bad rut.
' ISstimates for This IVeek

Apoilo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)—
-'Back in Circulation' (WB). Opened
Saturday (16) and figures to garner
profit-making $5,500. Last week
'Lost Horizon' (Col) finished fourth
loop session to good $5,600.
- Cliicaff« (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
^Zenda' (UA) . and stage show. The
only real ripple in downtown amuse-
ment-ranks currently, whirling $39,-
OOO, better than house has had in a
number of T>eriods. Last week 'High
Wide' (Par) just okay with $31,000.

Qarrlck (B&K) (000; 35-45-55-65)—?High Wide' (Par). Moved in here
from the Chicago and looks for
$4,500. Nothing to shout about. Last
week 'Souls at Sea' (Par) completed
pecond downtown spread to $5,300,
satisfactoiry.

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 35-55-75)—
'Sing About' (GN) and Bowes unit
on stage. Cagney flicker and the
Bowes ams good combination and
will turn in a fairly good week at
$23,000, though notlyng near the
mark expected for this tie-up. Last
week 'Life Begins' (20th) a whop-
ping $38,000,

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
—•Saturday's Heroes' (RKO) and
Waring's orchestra on stage. All the
stage show currently, with the gross
up a bit to $20,000, satisfactory but
still not anywhere near the business
that had been ' predicated on the
Waring appearance. Last week
•Breakfast for Two' (RKO) was just
another session with $17,800.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-
75) — 'Madame X' (MG). Getting
nowhere and only one week for it
Hardly better than $9,000 on its

initial gallop. Last week 'Thin Ice'
•<20th) ran nearly three weeks and
finished to oke $8,500 for final ses-
sion. 'Heidi' (20th) due in tomor-
row (Wednesday).

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-
45-55) — 'Moto' (20th) and stage
show. Banking heavily on house-
produced unit • .as annual show.
Strenthening a bit at the front
wicket to $15,000, solid money take.
Last week 'Roberta' (RKO) was dis-
appointing at $12,300.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;

35-55-65-75) — 'Broadway Melody'
(MG) (2d week). Musical will do
$13,000, all right. Last week fine
$20,600 for the opener. 'Bride Wore
Red' (MG) next.

Cold Weather Crimps Biz

in Minneapolis; Durbin

Picture Disappoints, 6G

Minneapolis, Oct. 19.
Unusually cold weather for so

early- in the winter is an unfavor-
able influence for the showhouses.
Money that might go for entertain-
ment must be spent for fuel.

Estimates for This TVeek
.
Aster (Publix-Singer) (900; 15-25)

;rEasy Living* (Par) split with
Born Reckless' (20th) (2d runs) and
last three days dual first runs 'On
Such a Night' (Par) and 'I Cover
the War' (U). Mild $800. Last
week 'Between Two Women' (MG)
(ia run) split with dual first runs
Borheo' (20th) and 'You Can't Beat
Love (RKO) last four days. $900.

oeS.*"*"'"y (Publix-Singer) (1,600;
^5-35-55)—'100 Men and a Girl' (U)
Udweek), Far behind first Deanna.
iJurbin picture. Conditions blamed
lor unsatisfactory returns. Disap-
pointing $6,000. First week. $8,500.'
Minnesota (Publix-Singer) (4,200;

25-35-55)—'Bride Wore Red' (MG).
Light at $7,000. I^t week 'High,
Wide and Handsome' (Par), $7,000.
Light,
Orpheum (Publix-Singer) (4,200:

25-35-55)—'Lost Horizon' (Col). Out-
running the rest of tha field by a
wide margin. Brodied here as a
roadshow, but delivering with a
vengeance on a grind, even though
night admission is tilted from 40c
to 55c for straight film. Around
$14,000, big. Last week 'Back in
Circulation' (FN) and Fred War-
ing's 'Pennsylvanians' on stage,
$19,000,

State (Publix-Singer) (2,300; 25-
40)—'Saturday's Heroes' (RKO) and
'Dance Charlie, Dance' (FN). Dual
bill has little in way of cast names,
but this is a red-hot football to-vm
and that helps. En route to fair
$2,700. Last week 'Bad Guy' (MG)
and 'She's No Lady' (Par), $2,500.
Light.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—

'Devil. Dogs of Air' (WB). Re-
issue exciting only mild interest.
Will be lucky to exceed $600. Last
week 'Magnificent Obsession' (U),
reissue, $500. Poor.
Uptown (Publix) (1,200; 15-25)—

'You Can't Have Everything' (20th>.
First nabe showing. Pretty good
$3,200 indicated. Last week ^ne
in Million' (20th) and 'Thin Ice'
(20th), split. $3,400. Pretty good.
World (Steffes) (350: 25-35-40-

55)— Gangway' (GB). Jessie Mat-
thews has some folloMdng bere,
but this one will be lucky to top
a mild $1,500. Last week 'From
Tzar to Lenin' (Foreign), ._$500.
Very. bad.

MIe Wedding/ 20G;W Headed for IIG;

Buffalo's Nice Going

Buffalo, Oct. 19.

Business is hitting high ceilings
again here this week, and the pe-
riod is expected to reach topflight
levels at practically all box offices,
Takings, which were unusually
strong last week, are holding over
and even showing substantial im-
provement.

Estimates for This Week
Bniralo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-50)^

'Double Wedding' (MG). Looks to
send gross over $20,000. Last week
'Bride Wore Red' (MG), a« esti-
mated, fine $18,001).

Century (Shea) (3,400: 23-35)—
Life, of the Party' (RKO) and 'Be-
hind the Headlines' (RKO). Grosses
have jumped here in past fortnight,
and this one loolcs like surprise at
over $10,000. Last week 'Dead End'
(UA) (3d run), way over anticipa-
tions for this first picture to see a
third downtown run. Great $10,200.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 30-50)

—'Zola' (WB). Fine reviews and
nice business point to neat $11,000.
Last week 'Toast of New York*
(RKO), got $8,900.
Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 30-50)—'Life

Begins in College' (20th). Pleaty ac-
tivity at the box office for- this which
looks headed for $10,000. Last week
•That Certain Woman' (WS), nice at
over $8,500.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 29-35-)—

'Sheik Steps Out' (Rep) and 'Born
Reckless' (20th). Doing all right at
pace of around $7,000. Last week
'Something to Sing About' (CJiST),

showed strength and came In with
excellent $9,300.

OMAHA NEAR NORMM.

Held seven days, although originally
set for eight and $7,500 average.
Orphean (Blank) <2,976; 25-40>—

'Prisoner of Zenda' . (UA) and "Hot
Water' (20th-Fox) double billed.
'Zenda' proving as strong as any in
line- of magnetic pictures at this
house. With receipts from special
midnight show Saturday (preview
of 'Wife, Doctor, Nurse' (20th) and
dance contest on stage) week will hit
$10,000. Last week 'Varsity Show'
<WB) and 'Man Who Cried Wolf
(U) in double harness showed nice
returns over Sunday, but slackened
last half of week; $9,700 includes
midnight show figures.

mum 151/2G,

RITZ BROS. 14G,

CINCY'STOPS

Cincinnati, Oct. 19.

As last week, only three of the

ace stands have ne-w releases. 'Dou-

ble Wedding' is the champ collector,;

racking up $15,500 for the' Palace.'

'Life Begins in College' is swinging
at a $14,000 gait for the Albee.!
•Lancer Spy' at the Lyric has a $5,000
tag.
Biz for cinemas by and large is

okay in face of Indian summer's out-
door lure over the. weekend.
Indie Emery auditorium, which re-

cently showed 'Ecstasy' for a week,
rdighted the past week for screen-
ing of 'Sins of Love' for stag trade
at 25c-35c-42c scale. ,

Estimates for This Week
Albce (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'Life

Begins in College' (20th). Swell,
$14,000. Last week, 'Bride Wore Red'
(MG), $14,500, dandy,

CapKol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42) —
'Artists and Models' (Par). Trans-
ferred from Palace for second weelc,

bad, $3,600. Last week 'Vogues' (UA)
<2d week), $3,000, brutaL

Fanuly (RKO) (1,000; 15-25) —
'Man Who Cried Wolf' (U), 'Out-
laws of Orient' (Col), 'White Bond-
age' (UA), singly. Normal, $2,200.

Same last week on 'Stuttering
Bishop' (WB), 'Mr. Moto' (20th) and
'Flyaway Baby' (WB).
Gntnd (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—'Dead

End' (UA), Brought back for third
downtown week after fortnight's re-
cess. Fair, $2,700. Last week, 'Life of
Party' (RKO) (2d week), $2,600,
toierable.

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 25-40) —
'Bride Wore Red' (MG). Moved over
from Albee for second week, $4,500,,

okay. Last week, 'Chan on Broad-:
way' (20th), $4,600, fair.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42) — ^

•Lancer Spy' (20th). Good, $5,000.
Last week, 'Souls at Sea' (Par) (2d
week), $4,000, fair.

Palace (RKO) <2,600; 35-42) —
'Double Wedding' (MG), Great, $15,-

500. Last week, 'Artists and Models'
(Par), $14,500, very good.

Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-42) —
'Thin Ice' (20th) (4th week). AU
ri^t, $3,500. Last week, $5,000, good.
'Zola' (WB) opens Wednesday (20th)
lor a run.

B'way Off Generally Excepting

'Stage Door,' $90,000, Which Goes

3dWk.;'Alcatraz'25G,Par46G,OK
<
Grosses are sliding off consider-

ably from the totals scored last

-vveek through Columbus Day, but
in a few spots the results will be
more than satisfying, these includ-

ing the Music Hall and Roxy on
holdovers, the. Paramount with a

former $2 picture, .the Strand with
'Alcatraz Island.' and the twice-

daily 'Zola' which continues to hold
its position admirably.

'Alcatraz,' one of the, numerous
new pictures brought in, is doing
well enough to hit $25,000 or bet-
ter, which mieans it remains a sec-
ond week, but others fresh from
exchange floors ' are having diffi-

culties. 'Bride Wore Red' is a dis-
appointer at $20,000 tops at the
Cap. 'Over the Goal,' withering at
the Criterion, is far from a touch-
down at around $6,000, while 'Fit

For a King' is letting the Rialto
down to an also-ran $6,000. After
stretching the Cagney musical,
'Something to Sing About,* as -far as
it could to nearly four weeks, ttie

Globe on Saturday (16) replaced
with 'Girl Said lie/ but whUe re-
views were generally good, it is
very sluggish and unlfifis picking
up won't get over $5,000. Central
has "Dangerously Yours,' this new
one looking $6,000 tops.

'Souls iat Sea,' which played the
Astor on a $2 basis this summer,
isn't doing as well as its predeces-
sor at the Par, 'High, Wide,' which
also had been roadshown in the hot
weather. It will bave t6 build to.

top $46,000, but very good any-
way. This compares with $48,500
for 'High, Wide' on its filrst week,
which may mean that the Yacht
Club Boys with that picture helped
considerably, Benny Meroff or-
chestra and Jane Froman are with
'Souls.'

'Stage Door' is strong enough on
its holdover to go a third week at
the Music Hall, but the Roxy, -with
the Ritz pic, though doing fine
business, isn't. 'Door' looks to
finish its second semester at $90,-
000 or better^ while 'College'

is pointing for $40,000. On their
first weeks 'Door' went to a smash
$113,000 and the Ritz comedy to
an equally juicy $62,000. 'Wife, Dr.
and Nurse' got close to $30,000 over'
Columbus Day week at the Riv but
is petering mysteriously to around
$15,000 currently (its second week).
House has booked 'Great Gar-
rick' from Warner Bros, and shoves
this in Wednesday (27). Roxy opens i

•Ali Baba Goes to Town' Friday
(22). The Hall introduces 'Vic-
toria the Great' (Wilcox) to Amer-
ican audiences after 'Stage Door's'
third lap.

'Zola' is striking p $15,000 stride
at the $2 Hollywood and, the War-
ners are hoping, will be able to
last until Christmas. 'Firefly' still

tarries at the Astor, last week (6th)
doing $7,000, but stays until set
when 'Hurricane' (Goldwyn) comes

Paralysis Subsides—'Bride Wore Red,'
Dualln.ff, to $7,9e«

Omaha, Oct. 19.

Downtown houses virtually back
to normal after recent infantile

paralysis epidemic, but bit of hang-
over yet evident. Although city

health department lifted ban week
ago, natives not certain danger Is

past. With nabs and outlying houses
situation is still drastic.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (Singer) (1,250; 25-35-40)

—'That Certain Woman' (FN) and
'Saturday's Heroes' (RKO) dualed
with current March of Time thrown
in. Opened medium, but gained
sharply over weekend, and should
wind up around $5,500, good. Last
week was holdover on 'Lost Horizon'
(Col) and '40 Naughty Girls' (RKO)
doubled. Colman-Capra film biggest
thing here in months; after near-
record first week went along to $4,-

700 last week, still above average.
Omaha (Blank) (2,100; 25-40)—

'Bride Wore Read' (MG) and "Bad
Guy' (MG) on double bill broke in

Wednesday, day early. Biz running
above normal slightly, but little ex-

tra strength. Set for eight-day run
to get house back to regular Thurs-
day opening, $7,900. Last week
'High Wide and Handsome' (Par)

and 'She's No Lady' (Par) twinned.

Indianapolis Adds 3,100 Seats

'Wife, Doctor, Nurse' Reopens Indiana with Zippy

$10,000—Hallett Billed Over 'Danger'

Indianapolis, Oct. 19.

With the reopening of the town's
largest de luxer following a long pe-

riod of darkness, other houses in

downtown sector are feeling the

competition at the box office. 'Wife,

Doctor, and Nurse,' dualed with
'Chan on Broadway,' is the openmg
bill on the screen at the long-shut-

tered Indiana, and it is hitting a

strong starting pace that promises to

carry it to the top mark among the

first runs by a wide margin. Despite

a good campaign, Walter Wanger's
'Vogues Of 1938' at Loew's will land

far behind in ihe runner-up posi-

tion with an average take, 'Danger,

Love at Work:,' coupled with Mai
Hallett's ork on the stage at the

Lyric, also is feeling the new opposi-

tion and will not finish better than
even, according to the figures over

the week-end. 'This Way, Please,' at

the Circle, and 'Music for Madame'
at the Apollo, are trailing in that

order, with nothing substantial in

prospect on the week.
Estimates for This Week

Apollo (Katz-DoUe) (1,100; 25-

40)—'Music for Madame' (RKO) on
dual with 'Forty Naughty Girls'

(RKO). Latter picture heavily
plugged by national ads, but take is

poor at $2,250. Last week, holdover
session of double bill from Circle
miade up of 'High, Wide, and Hand-
some' (Par) and 'Bulldog Drummond
Comes Back' (Par), also was light at

$2,400.
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 25-40)

—'This Way, Please' (Par) dualled
with 'On Such a Night' (Par). Cast
of former pic played up, but gross
will be only moderate at $5,000.
Last week, 'That Certain Woman'
(WB) and 'Annapolis Salute' (RKO)
disappointing at $4,500.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-40)

—'Wife, Doctor, and Nurse' (20th)
on twin program with 'Charlie Chan
on Broadway' (20th;. Heavy cam'
paign on reopening of house with
full-page co-op ad^ in dailies, etc.

Former pic received plenty of atten-
tion and take is heading for dandy
$10,000.

Keith's (Kane) (1,300; 15-25)—
'Love Takes Flight' (GN) and vaude
Nothing happening here with prob-
able take of $2,400, bad. Last, week,
'Artists and Models' (Par), second
run, and vaude, was also in. red
with gross of $2,500.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-40)—
'Vogues of 1938' (UA) on double bill

with 'London by Night' (MG)
Plenty of ballyhoo on former pic,

but take will be under expectations
at $6,500, fairish. Last week, 'Bride
Wore Red' (MG) and 'My Dear Miss
Aldrich' (MG) on dual finished at
"8,500, good.
Lyric (Olson) (2.000 ;

25-30-40)—
'Danger, Love at Work' (20th) and
Mai Hallett band on stage. Latter
billed over film. Results are barely
average at $7,800. Last week, 'They
Won't Forget' . (WB) and St. Moritz
Ice Carnival, on stage did $8,500. all

right.

in. Tentative opening date for that
is Nov. 9, but not definite.
With business falling off last

Thursday and Friday (14-15) after
the holiday, .the State was unable
to hit the record of $44,500 for the
house, second tun of 'Dead End' and
Horace Heidt's orchestra finishing
at close to $44,000. This week the
Stiatte will' be liess than half that
or about $21,000 with 'Double or
Nothing' and Joe Lewis.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

'Firefly* (MG) (7th week). Did $7.-
000 last week (6th) and stidcing
around until 'Hurricane' (UA), ten-
tatively set to open here Nov. 9, is

confirmed for house.

Capitol (4,520; 25r35-55-85-$1.25)—
'Bride Wore Red' (MG). Crawford
is either losing her b. o. pull or the
public smelled this one out; some
profit but a disappointer at no moi'e
than $20,000 and out after one week.
'Double Wedding* (MG) openis to-
morrow (Thurs.). Third week of
'Good Earth' (MG) was strong, close
to $i25,O00.

Central (1,000; 25-35-40-S5-G5-75-
a5-99)—^Dangerously Yours' (20th).
This one suffering with I'est of street
and lucky if any more than a mild
$8,000. Last week, 'Shadows of the
Orient' (Mono), $6,800.

Crtterlon (1.662 ;
25-40-55)—'Over

the Goal' (WB), plus 'NaUon Aflame*
(Treasure), a featurette. Won't be
over an unwelcome $6,000, compared
with around $9,000, pretty good, l;ut
week with This Way, Please' (Par;.

Globe (1,274; 25-40-65 )—'Girl Said
No' (GN). This is the picture
which GN roadshowed in Boston
last summer with indifferent re-
sults. It received good press notices
here but getting no play and if over
$5,000, poor, will be lucky. Final
five days on 4th week of 'Something
to Sing About' (GN) around $3,000,
fair.

Hollywood (1,454; 55-85-$1.10r$1.65-
$2.20)—'Zola' (WB) dOth week).
Holding Up well, last week (9th)
around $15,000 and may be good
enough to go to Christmas.
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'100 Men

and Girl' (U) (2d run) and 'Satur-
day's Heroes' (RKO) (1st run),
doubled. Durbin musical is pulling
'em in and maybe over $11,000, good.
Last week; $9,400 came in from That
Certain Woman' (WB) (2d run) and
'Footloose Heiress' (WB) (1st run),
dualed.

Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-35-99)— Souls at Sea' (Par) and Benny
Meroff band, plus Jane Froman. On
first week may push beyond $46,000,
good, and is on boolu for three
weeks. 'Angel' (Par) and Tommy
Dorsey Orchestra follow Nov. 3.
Third (final) week for 'High, Wide'
(Par) and the Yacht Club Boys,
strong $30,000. 'High, Wide' on Its
first week was better than 'Souls.'
$48,500, something of a surprise but
due no doubt to Yacht Clubbers
draught.

Radio City Music Hall (5.980; 40-
60-85-09-$1.65)—'Stage Door' (RKO)
and stage show (2d week). Strong
holdover at $90,000, or bit better;
first seven days a huge $113,000. Co-
lumbus Day, of course, helped con-
siderably. Stays a third week. 'Vic-
toria the Great' (RKO) (English-
made) follows.

Rialto (750; 25-40-55 )—'Fit for a
King' (RKO). Belies its title, only
about $6,000 being answer, mild.
Last week, 'Counsel for Crime' {Co\)
$7,600, okay.

Elvoll (2,092; 25-55-75-85-99)—
Wife, Dr. and Nurse' (20th) (2d
week). Pushed to nearly $30,000 last
week (1st) but currently on second
off .oharply to around $15,000 and
stays only four extra days, 'Great
Garrick' (WB) to open Wednesday
(27).

Roxy (5,830; 25-45-55-75)—'Life
Begins in College' (20th) afid stage
show (2d week). Very potent at
$62,000 on its first week and holding
up smartly at possible $40,000 on this
(2d-final) wecK, Did not hit week-
end control figure necessary to go a
third stanza. 'Ali Baba Goes to
Town' (20th), new Eddie Cantor film,
opens Friday (22).

Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)—'Alcatraz'
(WB). Prison meller may be able
to top good $25,000, holding. Final
four days on second week of 'Back
in Circulation' (WB), through Co-
lumbus Day, . around $7,000, pretty
good.

State.. (3.450; 35-55-75)—'Double or
Nothing' (Par) (2d run) and vaude
bill headed by Joe Lewis. Crosby
pic had three weeks at the Par and
two at the Par, B'klyn., .seriously
weakening it for this house, and only
about $21,000 indicated, but profit-
able. Last week house sudercd £i om
slump atfer Columbus Day. baing
unable to reach new record by top-
ping $44,500, previou.s high, though
looked in the bag. 'Dead End' (UA)
(2d run ) and Horace Heidt orchestra
came close, liovvevcr. finishing just
this side of $44,000.
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Philly Blue; Shirley Bad at

Me 12^20, TIease Combo 201/2G

Arcadia (600;,

vorce' (RKO).
used to depend
ferihg terribly,

from first runs

Philadelphia* Oct. 19.

It's the blues again here, with

Philly biz punkeroo all around.

Nothing doing any special clicking

except the Earle, which continues

to hold the lead on ticket yardage

with pic 'This Way, Please' (Par)

and Happy Felton band and Mary
Brian on stage. Will chew off about

$20,500, which is very nice, although

not quite up to what Buddy Rogers

and Toby Wing in a p.a. and An-
napolis Salute' (BKO) on screen did

last week when Earle got $21,400.

Despite such notices as 'best Shir-

ley Temple picture ever.' 'Heidi

worst Temple pic yet. Fox, which
used to get two and three week h.o. s

on tyke's films, is groaning with

$12,000. .

'Double Wedding' (MG) didn't

quite make the grade with the crix

and despite swell Saturday (only

competish was holdovers) doing
nothing special at the Stanley with

$17,000. 'Bride Wore Red' (MG) at

the house last week wa^ pure stuffed

turkey. Got measly $12,400.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (1,200; 40-55-75)—'Zenda'

(UA) (2d week). Doing sO-sq biz,

reflecting rundown b.o. all over
town. WiU draw about $10,000. Hit

$15,200 in its opening stanza, which
is pretty good.

35-40-50)—'Gay Di-
This indie,, which
on Paramount, suf-
Trying everything
to reissues to pull

itself out, but no go. Present reissue

doing about ais well as anything re-

cently with $550 for three days, 'Life

of the Party' (RKO) (2d run)
ycnlced in four days on dismal $700.

•Sheik Steps Out' (Ren), despite No-
varro, flopped with $1,600 in seven
days. :

Boyd (2,400; 40-55-65) — 'Zola'

(WB) (8d week). Time taking its

toll and after terrific opening week
only expected to get $11,000 this

stanza. Got mediocre $16,200 second
week. . 'Awful Truth' (Col) moves
in tomorrow,

Earlo (3,000; 25-40-55 )-^'This Way,
Please' (Par) and Happy Felton band
and Mary Brian on stage. Proving
vaude isn't dead, leading .'em all with
very nice $20,500. Last week 'An-
napolis Salute' (RKO) and Buddy

. Rogers, Toby Wing and Roy Atwell
in person did even bigger With
$21,400,-

Fox (2,300; 40-55-65) — 'Heidi'
(20th). New Templer giving. Fox
a bad turn, only. $12,000. Last
week 'Life Begins at College' (20th)
had miserable second stanza,, suffer-
ing from bad w. of m. Clicked off
punk $10,000.

Karlton (1,100; 40-50)—Women Men
Marry' (MG). Slough-off first-run

, put into this usual second-run house.
Worst anticipation fully justified.
Gathering just about $2,000, which
doesn't even pay for the oats. 'High,
Wide' (Par) (2d run) last week sad
at $3,300.

Keitli'fl (2,400; 40-50)—'Life Be
gins at College' (20th) (2d run). Not
doing so badly, just about an aver<
age $4,500. Last week, 'That Cer-
tain Woman* (WB) (2d rUn) awful
with $3,600.

Stanley (3,000; 40-55-65)—'Double
Wedding' (MG). Not up to what was
prohiised, knocking off only medi-
ocre $17,000. 'Bride Wore Red'
(MG) scarcely lasted the week out
last term with miserable $12,400,

Stanton (1,700; 30-40-50)^'Over
the Goal' (WB). There's one every
football season and crix certainly
tackled this; Groaning under the
stress with $3,200. Experiment last
week of putting 'Dead End' (UA) in
here for second run highly success-
ful. Clicked off very nice $7,100.

GLASS POLICY—3bC

days for installation of Micophonic

^°o"plieum (LTC) (1.350; 10-15-20)

-^'Life of the Party' (RKO) and

Man Cried Wolf (U). Average,

$1,100. Last week
^
'Love from a

Stranger' (UA) and 'Blonde Trpuble

held in abeyance on accoimt of mar
ket conditions involves around

$50,000,000. Another in the air is for

around $40,000,000. The chances are

also that because of market condi-

tions, a merger such as RKO and

United Artists might not be feasible

at this time.

Other situations to be put off are

refinancing deals arranged for Edu-

cational Pictures and for Republic

Pictures (Yates).

Coast Grosses Off

Los Angeles, Oct. 19.

^ . ---- ^ . , , ,on*^,^ I
Picture grosses in this area showed

(Par) split with. 'Hand^^
dropoff of an alarming nature since

and 'Knight Without Arnior ,<UA). °^°P "
following peak ad-

°^iruaTi *a'rcT\a^ in August. October biz

•Bride Wore Red' (MG). Crawford has been spotty with
'
only a few

pretty weak here and likely to have houses beating their nut,

trouble topping the average, $3,100. j,. nabe
Last week 'Thin Ice' (20th) was a'

^ Va«ify '(Westland) (1,100; 1()-15)--

'Here's Flash Casey' (GN) and

Game That Kills' (Col) split with

'Heart of the Rockies' (Rep) and

'Jungle Menace* (Rep-Serial). Good
for this policy, $950. Last

$1,100 with 'Boots

^Rep), ^yhich is oke.
and

week
Saddles'

Par Suits

(Continued from page 3)

theatres

slumped as much as 40% in Septem-

ber. Topnotch features released in

August drew heavy trade. Begin-

ning in September the product,

while better than, average, has riot

been of the socko type, also the pub-

lic has gotten used to grade .A

product and refuses to be satisfied

with anything liess. Another factor

is , that weather conditions have con-

tributed to the prosperity of all

kinds of outdoor sports attractions.

Picture .company officials who
have been abroad recently blame the

drastic slump in film issues on Eu-
selling. They recalled iU'

for their clients' through banks. Con^

sequehtly, when selling became gen-

eral and ther^ was no hint of a re-

bound, this thin margin plus the fact

that additional funds could not be

put UP repeatedly, brought the ter^

rific dumping. That is the latest ex

planation for the unprecedented

weakness of aniusement shares which

is all out of line with current or

immediate future earning prospects.

Coin For B'way

(Continued from page 1),

fact that the^ contract was voted ^y^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ r?cauc«
the stockholders, 3,571,056 as against I

^^^^^ ^j^^j^. ^^..^^^j^g f^gji^tjgg ^^^^
11,732: ; „ , . offered in certain European coimtries

The move to question B^laban was
j.^^^ jq^^ margin, with

only partially granted. Plaintiffs are
j^^^g obtaining additional margin

given the right to quiz him regard- . . . _ ,

ing his employment f|rom July 1,

1936 to June 15, 1837 and as to the

terms, conditions and compensation

paid to him.
Duties

,

Justice Collins also permits Bala-

ban to be examined as to the duties

and work performed by Zukor jpur

suant to the April agreement and. as

to subject matter relating to that

agreement, its conditions and. execU'

tlon, and the duties to be performed

by him.
Balaban will also be asked to. ex;

plaiii the receipts, fexpenses and

profits of' 'film operations' 9s .defined

in the April agreement received or

expended by Par frpm A^ug, 1, 1936

o Dec. 31, 1936 under Zukor's; direc

ion. The same questions Will be

asked of the president as to periods

covered by Zukor contracts up to

June 15 of this year..

The Court denied [the request to

quiz Balaban as to capital employed
}y Paramount and its subsids in pro

duction and distribution and '
'film

operations' as defined in the April

contract or the money and profits

received
.
by Zukor or money due

him for services. Also denied' were
matters relating to the sum awarded
him under Aug. 1, 1936 to Sept. 23,

1937, contract.
~

The plaintiffs cannot quiz Balaban
as to the ^2,500,000 set up on Dec.

31, 1935 as a film reserve and the

crediting of that sum to profits of

1936 from 'film operations' as de
fined in the April agreement on
which sum compensation . to Zukor
was computed.
Judge Collins also bars the rec

ords and minutes of the board and
executive meetings at which the

Zukor contract was discusse^d from
being part of the preliminary exam-
ination. Balaban or Paramount are

only required to produce the books
and records directly relating to the

phases specified in the examination

of Balaban.

The Girls Eye View
By Marian Squire

'Life Begins at Colleere*—and the Rltzes

•Life Begins* with the Ritz Bros, and Nat Pendleton as a strong sijent

ndian with $10,000 a day for the riotous. Ritzes to help him spend. So
never mind the plot, or any minor discrepancies.

It's one of those 'two minutes to win for dear old Alma Mammy' and a
nefarious plot throwing the football star, Pendleton, out of the season's

most- important game. Bob Hayner (Dick Baldwin) breaks his. collarbone

in the big game, and is led from the field clutching his knee—or maybe
le didn't hear his fellow players say it was the collarbone he broke.

Gloria Stuart, as Coach Fred Stone's daughter, heroines for Baldwin,

and Joan Marsh is the vixen who hatches the plot to throw Pendleton out

of the game.
There seems to be no good reason why Miss Marsh should have a south-

ern accent, and as a matter of cold fact she hasn't. Whoever wished it on
ler didn't wish quite hard enough. '

Leaving out the Ritz lunacies (please don't) comedy centers on Joan
Davis' frantic efforts to annex Pendleton and his determined efforts to

escape her amorous clutches.

There is the usual number of chorus co-eds, but there is a slight depar-
ture from the regular college routine in the matter of wardrobe. No
evening things, even for the ubiquitous college dance. Simple, one-piece
frocks with ingenuous round collars and narrow belts .are practically

a uniform.
'Sweet Varsity Sue,' a catchy number faintly reminiscent of 'Betty Co-ed,'

is pleasingly rendered by "Tony Martin, arid the popular Ed Thorgersen
takes the part of himself, announcing the big game.

Roxy's Badminton and Bad .Coloris

Badminton is the feature of the Roxy ' stage presentation^ with a fast

game played by English champions Kenneth Davidson and Thelma Kings-
bury, and Jack Negley play-by-play announcing. Miss Kingsbury makes
her entrance in a fitted green satin coat and strip-for-action to white satin
shirt and shorts.

Atmdsphiere is set by a badminton dance routine by the Gae Foster Girls
(using pingpong racquets), and wearing the most violently antagonistic
shades of green and blue ever assembled. Darker than electric blue satin
slacks and moldy-green blouses.-

" They make up for the color calaijtvity in the' finale when, they wear
rhinestone leotards, with black, circiiiar," hip-length' jackets for half' the
girls, and bright red for the rest with matching mortarboard hats.

The Trado Twins supply the comedy, and specialty dances are taken care
of by 'Peg-leg' Bates and the Stuart-Morgan Dancers. The tiny girl mem-
ber of the adagio outfit gets' tossed about in a white satin leotard' with short
puffed sleeves.

'Can't Have Everything' Headed For
$2,700 In Lincoln

Lincoln, Oct. 19. .

•Lost Horizon,*,opening the Kiva to
a new. class policy and doublirig its

old price to 30c. top, is likely to take
the cream of the week, about $2,000,
which is excellent for this 440 seat
house. Running strong. also is *Y6u
Can't Have Everything' at the Lin-
coln. It's a football weekend and
cold, so attendance is -strong.

Estimates for This Week
Liberty (LTC) (1.200: 10-15)—'13th

Guest' (Mbno) and 'Trail of the
Lonesome Pine' (Par) split with
'North of the Rio Graiide' (Par) and
'Borneo' ,(20th). Fair, $900. Last
week 'Bride for Henry' (Mono) and
•My Man Godfrey' (U) split with
•Hit The Saddle' (Rep) and 'Wihd-
jammer' (RKO). So-so. $900.

Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25)—
•You Can't Have Everything' (20th).

Going very nicely, $2,700 in sight.

Last week 'Confession' (WB), slid

down at the finale, but was in for

$2,200, average.
Kiva (Westland) (440; 10-25-30)—

'Lost Horizon* (Col). Film did only
fairly well at roadshow prices, but
is doing okay on this regular run.

Will hit $2,000. or thereabouts, very
good. House has been closed four

Another Egg
(Continued from page 1)

depreciation of 40 to 50% in six days
of trading.

Wall Street's
,
rolling to a new low

places financing practically at a

standstill, forci-»-' into abeyance
more than $100,000,000 in potential

film business underwriting.
Shuttering of the money market,

it i$ feared, may compel one of the.

industry's weaker firms to take

Serious but -neoessary emergency
steps in order to keep afloat.

Indie producers, now unable to ob-

tain private capital, are all straining

to malce connections with major film

firms.

And, now, more seriously than
ever, the major, firms aire concerned
over the tremendously high negative

costs, so prevalent in the trade.

Wiser heads in the leading firms

know that this must be tackled now.
The downward flight of security

prices is the worst in six years.

On Tuesday .(19) losses ran 1-10

points. Bonds, 1-11 points.

. On Monday (13), stock prices were
off 2-15 points, and bonds, 1-11

points.

One of the refinancing deals of the

trade under negotiation and now

20th-century and RKO so far stand

ing their ground also. Samuel Gold

wyn and Walter Wanger have never

been party to the anti-legit agrep-

ment. Former is said to yen a flyer

in legit, while the latter is reportec

holding a share of Arthur Hopkins'

production of 'Blow Ye Winds,' a

the Longacre, N." Y. Warners flriancec

last week's floppo, 'Wise Tomorrow,

but that was riot under the Dram
atist Guild setup. WBI is also pre

paring several . for Broadway this

season. Warners and Paramount also

have London legit production setups

Sidney R. Fleischer, attorney rep-

resenting the Guild, returned to New
York last week after a brief sales

jaunt to the Coast. He reported he
had not completed any sales on the

scripts he took with him, covering 52

Broadway productions of the last

two seasons, but that studios are

'interested' in 24 of the plays. Sev-

eral of the 24 are being considered

by more than one studio-^there are

a total of 35 copies being read. In

other cases studios are reconsider-

ing previous play reports in which
they had lost interest. Fleischer ex-

pects at' least a few sales to result

from his trip.

While the attorney failed to note
any signs that Hollywood is prepar-
ing to abandon its anti-Dramatist
Guild stand, he expressed the opin-

ion that there is nothing in the con^

tract that couldn't be ironed out in a
discussion by reasonable people.

~ Col's Three Plays.

Meanwhile, Columbia' is going
ahead with its legit production plans.

D. A. Doran, in charge of the yen
ture for Harry' Cohen, Col prez, is

interviewing producers, ..directors and
scene designers. He has three scripts

he lilces and which he will submit to

Cphn for. final approval. E^fpects to

be 'ready to go ahead in about eight

weclcs.

Columbia's idea, in going back into

the legit field, is tb' follow a long
haul policy. Studio will not try to

use legit as a tryout for film scripts

but will attempt to make money on
legit production itsielf. May ulti-

mately use summer theatres for try-

outs and may even develop a smal
group of legit players under coU'

tract, somewhat on the stock com'
pany idea. Plan also is to develop
pic talent in legit shows.

If and when Hollywood formally
di-ops tlie Dramatist Guild boycott,

the result may or may not be an im-
mediate rush of film money into

Broadway legit. Since the stock
market has turned out to be a pre-
season turkey, all money for produc-
tion has tightened up. That is ad-
vanced as the prime reason for the
unusually late season. On the other

hand, it is argued that there is no
I'ack of money for worthwhile scripts.

'Alcairas Island' Has Little Grim Abont It
'Stone walls do not a prison make,' and neither do they make a motion

picture-i-not even with a bit 6f murder, kidnapping and underworld
double-dealing thrown in. Some of everything is thrown in 'Alcatraz
Island* and it all lands with a very dull thud, indeed.
John Litel is not as bad a crook ais the aiittiorities think he is, but

he's some kind of a racketeer and as such - talks 'dese, dem arid dose'
when he remembers not to be cultered. Dark-haired Mary McGuife is his
daughter, and blonde Ann Sheridan occupies a rather anomalous heart-
interest position in his life. -

For a little' girl ignbfant of her father's past and gently reared in a
strict and exclusive girls' finishing school. Miss McGuire proves maturely
tolerant, and resourceful in emergencies. :

Ann Sheridan presides over Litel's entertainments in a
,
sleek . black

everiing gown with enormous rhinestone clips at the shoulder straps, and
wears a tiny turban with yards of opaque black veiling draped under
her pretty chin and falling to the bins, tb see her mkn sentericed to° the
jug. Miss McGuire attempts her father's rescue in simple frocks with
short boleros and short circular capes.
Gordon Oliver is assigned* the task of sending Litel to prison, and then

getting, him out again after he has fallen in love with Litel's daughter.
An odd circumstance in view of the fact that Miss McGuire has very
recently stated that she .has now reached the age of 15. A remark, by
he way, which caused much audience-merriment. Not that Miss McGuire
is by ariy means elderly, but viewers are semi-hysterical at this point
and ready to laugh at anything. . .including a mysterious flashback of
Ben Welden, which must be an accident, as it it is totally imrelated to

the action.

At any rate, you don't have to worry about getting, einotionally upset
at 'Alcatraz Island' in spite of its grim title.

'The Bride (Who) Wore Red' Wears Exotic Rags
Somewhere in 'The Bride Wore Red' there's a line to tie up the title,

otherwise the monicker has little to do> with Molnar's 'The Girl from.
Trieste.' Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone wander around in front of

gobs of gorgeous' scenery, philosophizing by the yard, and Miss Crawford
finally deserts^a tinsel life for Tone's cosy mountain cabin. This, in spite

of the fact that she has to walk out on R.obert Yoimg, and after seeing Tone
in the short pants Tyrolean costume, too.

Adrian is turned loose on Miss Crawford's wardrobe, and she appears
in enough shine and glitter to keep the femme fans interested. First shot -

of her is in a waterfront cafe, singing and looking like a starving ghost

in a low-cut black evening gown.
Fortunes change and so does Miss Cra^vford—to a fitted velvet coat with

huge fluffy fur collar, a satin negligee with billowing ostrich- sleeves, a
sheier white evening go\vn with wide ruffles down the back, a lace mantilla

and fan—and variouis mountain-climbing tailoreds with sensible but very
unbecoming flatheeled shoes.

Perhaps there are more exotic women on the screen, but Billie Burk'e

remains consistently the prettiest and most feminine.' And it can't be just

the sheeer ruffles that decorate most of her gowns. She's at her.femininity

catty best in a black net jacket with ruffles all around. A white suit with
cutaway peasant embroidered bolero is just her type, and so is a long,

full-skirted gown with tiny jacket and a, devastating sailor hat.

Tone, as the Tyrolean postman who always rings, twice, makes off with

Miss Crawford, leaving Robert Young to his fiancee, Lynp Carver. A
black velvet, portrait dinner gown worn ^ith pearl Juliet cap, does a lOt

for Miss Carver's girlish attractiveness. .

• Mary Phillips does nice worl; as Miss Crawford's reforn\ed pal of water-

front days, and. 'Count' George Zucco and 'Admiral' Reginald Owen do

much to liven the proceedings.

'Victoria* (Neagle) Discusses Kings
A profusion of liquid refreshment and an unusual absence of fanfare

marked British star Anna Neagle's 'audience' with the press at No. 21

last week. Blonde Miss Neagle joined the gathering of scribes unobtru-
sively, wearing a simple black street dress, round black hat and hip-

length summer ermine jacket, Occasion being a reminder that Miss

Neagle's latest Wilcox^directed, made-in-England . picture,. 'Victoria the

Great,' will follow 'Stage Door' into Radio City Music Hall.

Miss Neagle seemed modest about her work, but animatedly discussed

the king situation in her native land. England, she says, is entirely happy
with King George. He's the perfect king type, and thought, of Edward
inspires only sorrow in the British breast.

After following 'Victoria' about to its various 'premieres' from Ottawa,

Canada, to Hollywood, Miss Neagle plans to return to England to do-

'Peter Pan' on the stage.

Vital statistics department: Miss Neagle is very slim, five feet four,

wears her blonde hair in massed curls at the back of her small head,

and wi^h the entire 21 bar at her disposal, moved serenely about, sipping

orange juic*.
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Grover Jones and Chas. Brackett Gag

Screen Writer Hearings at NLRB

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Hearing of the screen writers be-

fore the National Labor Relations

Board on Monday (18) developed

Into a prolonged comedy routine

•v/hen Grover Jones took the floor.

Scribbler traced his own career,

punctuated with facetious remarks,

from a coal miner to a film scenar-

ist. He remarked 'most screen writ-

ers are lice when, it comes down to

honor.'

*As a matter of fact most people

in the picture business aren't sure

of themselves,' Jones continued. 'A

man who buys a story is inclined to

buy a printed story because he feels

someone else passed on it before he

did.' Then he blindly hands it to

the next man in line, hoping that a

miracle will be performed. This

man in turn hands it to somebody
else with same thought. In time

they call in a writer and giv« him
the assignment. Writer takes it,

doesn't know what it's all about, but

hopes for the same thing. He hands

it to the director who is in the same
jtate of mind. •

,

*If it is a good picture his reac-

tions invariably are the samie unless

he is a real outstanding director.

When he comes out of the preview

and stands in lobby he is quite non-

chalant and says, 'Yes, it is a nice

little picture.' Probably only cost

12,000,000 and had 12 stars in it.

Charles Brackett, Screen Writers

. Guild vice-president, testified that

ha had received $50,000 from Para-

itiount last year, but that none of

his stories were produced, further

adding to the comedy sessions.

In answer to query Brackett de-

clared that, writers feared to join

the Screen Writers Gvuld until after

the Wagner Act was passed, insur-

ing them against trouble. He also

made reference to alleged pressure

^>n the' part of producers and stated

giat many members who quit the
uild charged that the SWG was

operated by the Authors League in

N. Y., and was dominated on the

. toast by radicals. In latter Brac-
kett named Ernest Pascal, John
Howard Lawson, Oliver H. D. Gar-
rett and Ralph Block as those to

' Vhom be made reference.
• Definition of what constitutes a

screen writer was given before the

National Labor Relations Board
hearing last week- as any person
Employed in writing for motion pic-

ture production. • Witness was Brian
Marlow, veteran screen writer, who
Cited as his authority the by-laws
pf the Screen Writers Guild adopted
in 1933.,

Any scripter who works for a

Regular . studio or as 9 ;freelancer

was declared at that time' to be eli-,

gible for membership in SWG. Writ-

fer also is eligible if, unemployed,
provided he, has received .a screen
credit in the last .18 months. .

SWG is petitioning the NLRB tp

b .ve itself declared the official bar-
gaining agent for screen writers in

negotiating witji the producers.
Hearings are being conducted by
Examiner ^William R. Ringer.
Marlow, recalled to testify the

following day after defining, status
b£ a screen writer, testified that the
customary working hours of a writer
are from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., with
many, writers doing much of their

Tyork ait . home. He said he joined
ftie Guild because of the threatened
ifO% wage cut in 1933.

Sheridan Gibney, Warner writer,
testified he had had Some arguments
Y^ith producers but minor ones.. He
^Id the producers have the final
say as to writing of scripts.

Credits Determining Factor

Jack Natteford, 19 years in the
biz, testified as a freelance writer
jnd said writers never have au-
thority to fire anybody or to hire
Other writers. Standing and salaries
pf writers are determined by their
screen credits, he said.
Sherman Lowe, 10 years a writer,

»aid he went from $85 a week at Re-
Public to $150 at Warners. At the
latter studio he not only has a com-
tortable chair but a couch as well—
J'hich he does not use.
Probability is that as soon as hear-

ings are concluded on the SWG case,
l^iat of .the Screen Directors Guild
win get under way. William Walsh,
special attorney for the NLRB, is
working on the hearings. Member-
srip of SDG has been polled and

.lound tp.be 100% behind the de-
n\and of the Guild heads for an
•igi-eement with the producers that

include directors, assistant di-
rectors and unit mahagei;?. JFrank

ipia, who had been mentioned as

RESERVE DECISION IN

$100,000 SUIT VS. 20TH

Twentieth Century-Fox in an
answer to the $100,000 plagiarism suit
brought by Crosby George, author,
in N. Y. supreme court over the pic-
ture title, 'Little Miss Nobody' as-
serts that plaintiff did not originate
the title as he claims. Not only that
but the corporation contends that
'Crosby George' is not a person in

fact and therefore has no status as a
complainant. Twentieth claims that
'Crosby George' is a pseudonym used
by George and Rose Sinberg.
George admits his right name is

Sinberg, but that he has been using
the pen name since 1922. He asserts

he submitted his story^ 'Little Miss
Nobody' to 20th in 1931 but it was
rejected. Later 20th produced Fred-
erick Hazlett Brennan's story, 'The
Matron's Report' under the disputed

title. . Judge William T. Collins on
Monday (18) reserved decision on
20th's move for dismissal of the
action.

3D DIMENSION

ALLSEISMPE

TOIDINNY.

Third-dimension sound, demon-
strated at the. fall meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
last week in N. Y., will go into regu-
lar production of pictures as soon as

film comiianies desire it and feel

that the cost is justified, J. P. Max-
field, of Electrical Research Products,

indicated after describing the hew
invention. It was perfected after

years of Bell Lab and Erpi research.

it was Maxfield's belief that ulti-

mate naturalness in films will be ac-

complished only when color stereo-

scopic (third - dimension) photog-
raphy and the new third-dimension

sound method are combined. Other
official at the SMPE meeting ex-

press the opinion that third-dimen-

sional sight and . sound will arrive

simultaneously, and only when the

industry is able to bear additional

financial burdens.

CONTRACTS
HollyNYOod, Oct. \9.

Yacht Club boys signatured new
pact with Paramount calling for four
pictures hext year.

Roger Converse's player option
grabbed up at Metro.

Paul Guilfoyle drew a new ticket

at RKO with a pay boost.

Elinor Davenport moves up from
Beverly Hills little theatre to 20th-

Fox playing termer.

Frederick Hazlitt Brennan signa-

tured new scripting ticket at Para-
mount.

Virginia Van Upp's scribbling pact
torn up for a new one at Paramount,

Bonita Granville's new contract

v^ith Hal Roach approved by the

L. A. superior court.

Eddie Moran's option tilted by Hal
Roach.

Sidney Fields' option exercised at

20th-rox.
20th-Fox picked up option on John

Patrick, writer.
, ^

Beverly Higgins signatiured Metro
playing termer.

. , ^. ^^^^
Franchot Tone started his fifth

year at Metro on an option pickup.

June Lang's option picked up for

one-year term at 20lh-Fox.

o?p ving aims of SDG, denied this

was so and said" he was backing SDG
to the limit.

Screen Actors Guild is clamping

down the lid on membership ex-

pansion, insisting that applicants for

membership in the junior division

submit proof that they are employed.

Charles Brackett, v.p. of SWG,
told tlie NLRB representatives that

SWG has not yet obtained autonomy
from the Authors League of America
; ' asserted that SWG membership
has been curtailed under producer

pressure. Several SWG members,
Bracitett s^id, had admitted 'ratting'

on tlie oi'gahization because, fearing

loss of their livelihood. j . . ^

WB PubHcity Shuffle

Hollywood, Oct, 19.

First of several additions to the
Warner studio publicity staff re-
ported about to be made is Francis
Albertini, New York sports writer
formerly attached to Madison Square
Garden.
Other additions will be announced

with the arrivpl here of Robert Tap-
linger, new publicity chief, around
Nov. 1.

Bob Taplinger and Tom Fizdale,
successor to his radio press-agentry
biz, are celebrating the occasion to-

morrow (Thursday) with a cock-
tailery in the penthouse apartment
of the CBS building in N. Y. Tap-
linger then departs for the Coast.

Revivals in Fresh

Boom as Extended

Runs Delay New Pix

Lengthy runs of lop, new season
product and delay in getting the
better current features to inde-
pendent neighborhood theatres, ha§
prompted numerous exhibitors to
try revivals in an effott to bolster up
the box office. Check this week re-
vealed that 35-50 "films of previous
years are scheduled to play during
the current week with some 25 bet-
ter-known film theatres set to run
one or more such productions.

List of revivals, includes 'After the.

Thiii Man,' 'Adventure in Manhat-
tan,' The Clairvoyant,' 'Escapade,'

'Fury,' 'Footlight Parade,* 'Forsaking
AH Others,' 'The G-Man,' 'GhoSt
Goes West,' . 'Hell Divers,' 'Hard to
Handle,' 'Fugitive From Chain
Gang,' 'If You Could Only Cook,' 'If

I Had a Million,' 'Imitation of Life,'

'Kid MiUiOns,' 'Man Who Broke
Bank" at Monte Carlo,' 'Peter Ibbet-
son,' 'Milky Way,' 'Pigskin Parade,'
'Rain,' 'Professionar Soldier,' 'Spirit

of Notre Dame;' 'Romeo and Juliet,'

'Scarlet Pimpernel,' 'Thanks, a Mil-
lion,' 'Street Scene,' "Theodora Goes
WUd,' 'The Virginian,' 'Trader Horn,'
'Viva Villa' and 'Winterset.'

CONN LISTS 16 PH
FOR AMB RELEASE

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Maurice Conn is back from New
York with production announce-
ments on 16 pictures to be made for
Ambassador's new releasing pro-
gram, with the Donald Novis-Grace
Bradley co-starrer, 'Sweethearts in

Springtime,' first on the list.

,
Wynne Gibson and Lyle Talbot

will be co-featured in 'Strong Arm
Squ^d' and one other. Four have
been assigned to Frankie Darro and
Kane Richmond: 'Boss of China-
to^yn,' 'Song of the Gunman,' 'Young
and Restless' and 'He Had to Fight.'

Four others have been allocated to

Gene Austin and Candy and Coco,
these being 'Calling All Marines,'
'Highway Patrol,' 'The Navy Goes
to Town' and 'Missing Squadron.'
Another set includes four musical
gallopers to feature Kermit May-
nard;

^
'Range War,' 'Rawhide and

Dynamite,' 'Boss of the Rocky Can-
yon' and 'Phantom Horseman.' Also,
two Jack London stories, 'Port of

Hunted Men' and 'Gold Coast Rose,'

are on the program.
Roster of players includes, besides

those mentioned, Cyril McLaglen,
Molly Lamont, Robert Warwick, Jack
LaRue, Sally O'Neil, Lois Lindsey,
Guinn Williams and Stepin Fetchit.

Young Plugs In
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

With Lou Young set to start 'Tele-

phone Operator' at Monogram this

week, preparations for 'The Port of

Missing Girls,' to be turnied but also

by Young, are nearing completion.
Marion Orth is screenplaying the
latter.

New Jack Randall singing western,
'Danger Valley,' has been washed up
and the first E. B. Derr production
for Monogram, 'County Fair,' got un-
der way with Howard Bretherton
directing.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood. Oct. 19.

Metro has bought Rian James'
novel, 'Not Made in Heaven,' with
a background of the Reno divorce
mill.

Screen rights to 'Glitter.' by Katli-
arine Bru.sh, bought by Warner.s.

Erich- .Kestner's novel.. .'The Men
and) the S^ow,'. acquired by JVIetro.

Here's a Neat Little Washup BiD

For Roxy Mess, 606G, Mostly Attys.

Greek Password

Salt Lake City, Oct; 19.

Maybe there's something to

that Greek fraternity ballyhoo.
Jolly Rawlings, 19, son of a

local official of a telegraph
company, abandoned his studies

at the University of Utah for

Hollywood. Unsuccessful in sev-
eral attempts to break into pic-

tures, youth folloMved John
Boles home. Player listened to

youth's hard luck yarn and
promised him a job when he
revealed that he was a fra-

ternity brother.
Now Beta Theta Pi Rawlings

is Boles' stand-in at Par, in
'Yello\v Nightingale.'

FRENCH PIXNOW

TOPRUSSE

1NN.Y.

Growth in popularity of French
language features in recent months
reached new peak this week, with
six imports from France playing .in

downtown N. Y. theatres. Trend
toward French films, which doubt-

lessly received impetus from the

success about a year ago of 'La

Kermesse Heroique' ('Carnival in

Flanders') has extended to the

Bronx and other nabes, with the

Ascot, in uptown New York, being

the largest in that locale regularly

using this type of foreign language
production. Three Bronx houses

now play French-made pix.

By landing in six name N. Y. the-

atres, the French productions this

week now lead the metropolitan
field, even topping Russian imports,

which were scheduled in five houses.

Six houses and the films are Bel-
mont, with 'Lucrezia Borgia'; Film-
arte, 'Mayerling'; 55th St. Cinema,
'Club de Femmes'; Midtown theatre,

with 'The Golem'; the President,
with 'Crime et Chatiment' and 'Last

Millionaire' (last half), and Cinema
de Paris, with 'Le Lieutenant Sou-
riant.' All but last have English sub-
titles.

'Mayerling' is receiving additional
attention in the east just now, with
a booking in New Haven and an-
other in Newax'k.
The fact that Danielle Darrieux

is now in Hollywood preparing for
her initial picture with Universal

—

that Annabella is ori her way to the
Coast to start work on her first 20th-
Fox film in America, and other
French players are in U, S., doubt-
lessly have focu.sed attention on pro-
ductions made in France with Pari-
sian stars.

Kinder to Kayton-Spero

Ad Agency on 20th AccL

The Buchanan Agency, formerly
Hanff-Metzger, loses the 20th-Fox ad
account Nov. 1, when 20th swings
over to the Kayton-Spero agency
and, on the change, carries the Roxy,
which it recently acquired, over with
it; Roxy has been placing its adver-
tising direct. " '

Coincident with the transfer of
iagencies, Morris L. Kinzlef, for sev-
eral years publicity and advertising
director at the Roxy, joins Kayton-
Spero as its represetnative in charge
of the 20th-Roxy advertising.. Homer
mon of St, Loiiis was named to
Kinzler's present job, but the post
will be of less importance in the
future,

Two weeks ago Buchanan hired
Rodney Bush, eastern rep for Walter
Wanger, to join Nov. 1 as contact on
the 20th account that's now lost.

Buchanan .continues to seirvice Par-
amount and the Fabian- theatres
chain, \yith result Bush's duties may
be switched to these accounts.

KID KNICKERBOCKER
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Tom Kilpatrick is working on an
original yarn at Paramount dealing
witii the early history of New York.
Dale Van Every is supervising the

job.

Attorneys, brokers, appraisers and
banks swamped N. Y. federal court
clerk with last-minute requests for
fees for services in connection with
the Roxy theatre (N. Y.) reorganiza-
tion proceedings. On Friday (15)
and Saturday (16), the last days of
filing their requests, a total of 25
petitions, aggregating $605,906, were
filed. Judge Francs G. Caffey set
Nov, 19 for a Shearing on the re-
quests.

The largest allowance asked was
made by Howard S. Cullman, the
theatre's trustee, for ifour and one-
half years. His demand was for
$120,000, in addition to $80,000 he
had previously been granted. Cull-
man's term of trusteeship wound up
Sept. 2, when 20th Century-Fox took,
over control of the theatre.

Cullman's final report on the thea-
tre, covering a period from Decem-
ber, 1932, to Sept. 2, last, revealed
that more Xtikn 17,000,000 had paid
admission to the theatre, to the tune
of $7,975,586. During that time the
overhead totaled $7,561,445, which,
with other minor disbursements, left

a net profit of $405,495. The former
trustee reported there was $421,446
cash on hand.
Cullman informed Judge Caffey

that to his knowledge there was
about $47,318 due to claimants. He
does not know the addresses of most
of them. He asked the court to
direct that this money be turned over
to the bondholders should the claim-
ants not be located within 30 days.
Judge Caffey denied the request, and
directed the sum be Impounded by
the clerk until such a time as the
court may decide its final disposi-
tion.

Claimants
- Besides the Cullman request, other
allowances sought included:
ROxy Gold Noteholders Commit-

tee, $27,207; Beekman, Bogue 8e

Leak, attorneys for bondholders,
$25,497; Pounds Bondholders Com-
mittee, $60,712; White & Case, attor-

neys, $66,565; Milton H. Ruben, Roxy
attorney, $5,000; Thomas Ryan, attor-

ney, $3,500; Carl Erikson, real estate
broker, $50,952; Hoffman & Hoffman,
bondholders' attorneys, $2,500;
George N. Garrson and the Roemer-
Kenny Realty Co., who claim they
were responsible in bringing about
negotiations which finally resulted in
"Oth taking over the Roxy, $58,692;
Proskauer, Rose &; Paskus, Cullman
attorneys, $50,209, in addition to $62,-

000 they had already received; Bar-
row, Wade & Guthrie, accountants,

$13,434; Daniel W. Blumenthal, at-

torney, $12,500; Continental Bank 8c

Trust Co., trustee under the new
mortgage, $15,252.

Also Ira Goldstein, appraiser for
Class A stockholders, $2,050; Leon
Fleischman, appraiser, $2,500; Mar-
shall, Bratter & Seligson, attorneys
for the Tipton Bondholders' Commit-
tee, $10,102; Miller, Owen, Optis &;

Bailly, attorneys for the Pounds
Coinmittee, $20,000; Tipton Commit-
tee, $5,391; Epstein & Goodman, at-

torneys, $350; Wise, Shepard, Hough-
ton & Hoffman, attorneys for Conti-
nental Bank, $20,000; Manufacturers
Trust Co., as depository for bond-
holders, $15,151; Milbank, Tweed,
Hope & Webb, attorneys for Chase
National Bank as mortgage trustee,

$5,082; the Chase Bank, $3,270, and
Kramer 6c Kleinfeld, Class A stock-
holders' attorney, $10,727i

These amounts include in most
cases expenses and disbursements.

Cullman's Tax Rap
Howard S. CuUmah, trustee of the

Roxy Theatre Corp., was directed
last week by Federal Judge Francis
G. Caffey to pay the Government
$2,760, plus 6% interest since Jan-
uary, 1931, for income tax for that
yeat.

Internal Revenue Collector had
sued for $7,969,

Pathe's Face-Lift
Pathe Film making improvement.i

in its New York bulding for Pa the
News, Inc. Ninth floor exec offices

will be air-conditioned and editorial

offices on the 11th also will get the
filter. Improvements, according to
Fred UUman, general manager, will
cost $70,000.

An air-conditioned lab will also be
built for Pathe News on the 12th
floor. Modernization of quarters in-

cludes building of 10 new film vaults.
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AH Baba Goes to Town
(MUSICAL)

HoUywQod, Oct. 19.

201 li Century-Pox relense of Lawrence
Schwab pLoUuctlon. .Starrlnff Kddle Cantor,

Directed by Pavld Butler. Story by. Gene
Towne, Graham Baiter and Gene Kowler;
BcreenpJny by Harry Tugend and Jack
Yellen; h-oni;M, MncU Gordon and Harry
Revel; 'TwIllBht In Turkey.' by Raymond
Scott; dances, Sammv Loe; camera, Ernest

ralmcr; asst. director. Ad Schaumer; pro-

duction assistant, David Hempstead; turn

editor, Irene Morra; muglcal direction,

I,t»ulH Silvers. Previewed at Grnuman s

Chinese, Oct. 15, 'UT. Running time, 80

nilns.

All Baba .•• Kddle Cantor
y„j,u( ,

Tony Martin
SuUan k Roland Youni;

Prince.ss Mlrliim .....i June Lanp
Sultana Louise Hovlck
Tqhak John Carradlnf

Dinah Virginia Field

Bolatid
Prince Musah Douglas Dumbrllle

Raymond Scott Quintet Themselves
Spsnlaltles ... Peters Sisters. Jenl La Gon
Omor, The Rusr Maker Maurice Cass

Tramps ... Warren 1/ymer, Stanley Fields

Captain I'^ul

Radio Announcer Sam Hayes
Sellm Doufflas Wood
Assistant Director

•''.'^^Jl^y^ ^'u
Chlet Councilor .. .Ferdinand Gottschalk

-nocinr Charles Lane
Specialty Pearl Twins

Eddie Cantor returns to the screen

in an elaborately produced fllmusical

which satirizes the New Deal poli-

cies, politicians and politics. Assum-
ing that the mass population of

America which patronizes the pic-

turfe theatres is ready to laugh at

recent and current nipups in Wash-
ington, thfen !Ali Baba' is dua for a
smashing domestic boxoffice career.

If Darryl F. Zanuck has overshot
the mark of tirheliness, the attrac-

tion still possesses appealing and
popular assets in the draw of its

star, the first class quality of its mu-
isical numbers, some entertaining
specialties and its generous terpsi-

chorean inteirpolations. In the for-

eign field the story appeal is prob-
lematical, but its other virtues
should get it by abroad.
•••Production has • size, camera nov-

elties and mechanical sleight-of-

hand. Finale introduces a magic fly-

ing rug bearing Cantor over cities

and plains. .

Picture opens with Cantor on. his
way to Hollywood in a freight car.

He is an autograph fiend eager to
•meet the glamorous stars

,
in the

studios. Tossed from his quarters
by a couple of tramps, he runs
smack into a large desert picture-set
•where an Arabian Nights film is

being made. Pressed into service
as an extra, he takes an overdose,
of pills and falls asleep. Thereafter,
the fantasy of the film story takes
on reality in his dreams.
Dramatic devices employed by the

writers to create the retrospect have
been used many times, and. in this
instance they are obvious and blat-
ant. Amusing twists develop, how-
ever, when Cantor "-finds himself In
old Bagdad arid is" appointed prime
minister to the Sultan.. Latter has
domestic, political and economic
problems to solve. Cantor provides
the answers by adapting the Roose-
yeltian New Deal. The alphabetical

, formula is a success. Relief stations
for the idle are organized, the rich
are taxed to support the poor,
bridges are built to span imaginary
rivers, and the impending insurrec-
tion, is prevented.
Within the limitless confines of

such a plot nearly anything can
happen and almost everything does.
David Butler, the director, has
wisely placed not too much confi-
dence in the satiric features of the
story but has stressed the musical
and terp numbers. Of these Gordon
and Revel supply a fast movement
called 'Swing is Here to Stay,' which
Cantor sings with the assistance of
the rotund Peters Sisters. Jeni Le
Gon does a lightning tap.
Another good number is supplied

by the Raymond Scott Quintet in
their version of 'Twilight in Turkey,'
already on the platters. There's a
moonlight serenade sung by . Tony
Martin, and Cantor has a good time
with 'Laugh Your Troubles Away,'
Only time Cantor is off the screen

Is when the main titles are flashed.
He gives a characteristic Cantor per-
formance of sustained animation. In
suoport, he has a good cast which
includes Roland Young as the Sultan.
Louise Hovick (Gypsy Rose Lee),
as a heavy heavy, plus Douglas
Dumbrille and Alan Dinehart. June
Lang and Tony Martin provide the
heart interest.
The sets are: bij» and hundreds

of extras are in .some of the ex-
terior scenes. Studio , gav? the pic-
ture everything in the production
ba.g. ;

It has been more than two years
since Cantor last appeared in films
but he has been out front among
radio favorites during that time. 'Ali
Baba' presents him more to his char-
acter as a one-time musical comedy
star than any of his previous films.

Flin.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Oct. 19. ,

Grand National switched 'Mr.
Boggs Buys a Barrel' to 'Mr. Bbggs
Stens Out.'
Tag of Sol Lesser's fiobby Breen

starrer, 'Stowaways, in Paradise,'
now is 'Hawaii ' CsJls.'

'Short Haul,' Harold Shumate
production at Republic, goes to the
theatres tagged 'Born to Be Wild.'

Metro's one-reeler, 'The Booth
Mystery,' has been transmogrified to
'The Man in the Batn.'

Title of Radio's 'Love In a Base-
ment' switched to 'Living on Love.'

Live, Love and Learn
Metro release o( Harry Rapf production.

.Stars Robert Montgomery, features Rosa-
lind Russell. Directed by Georgei Fltz-
maurlce. Based cn original story by
Marlon Parsonnet. suggested by story by
Helen Grace Carlisle; adaptation, Charles
Brackelt, Cyril . Hume, Richard Malbaum;
camerH, Kuy June. Reviewed In Projec-
tion' Boom, N. Y., Oct. 14, '37. Running
time, 'iS inlns.

Bob Graham.' .Robert Montgomery
Julie Stoddard; .Rosalind Russell
Oscar , '..Robert Bcnohley
Lily Chalmers Helen Vinson
.Terry Crump ..Mickey Rooney
Mr. Bawltltiide r... ..Monty WooUey
Mr. Pnlmlslon ..E. E. Cllve
Pedro Flllpe... Charles Judels
Mrs. Crump .• Maude Eburne
Justice oC the Peace... Harlan Brlggs
Post June Clayworth
Fraum Al Shean

While 'Live, Love and Learn' rates
as a handsomely . mounted and cast
programmer, it is doubtful whether
the theme itself or the behavior of
the two leading characters will
strike much -sympathy among the
general run of .audiences. Entertain-
ment kick almost wholly depends on
.the slapstick sequences which stud
the earlier reels, Once the kidding
stops and the proceedings go sheer
problem-play the interest wanes
badly. Despite these handicaps, the
pulling power of Robert Montgom-
ery apd Rosalind Russell should suf-
fice to make it ah average count for
the box office. '

For this curious charade Miss Rus-
sell is posed as a demure, self-effac-
ing society girl who becomes attract-
ed to the Bohemian life and outlook
of Montgomery, an artist,and nudges
him into marriage. Sharing a one-
room studio and living quarters in
an East Side walkup And living a
hand-to-mouth . existence provides
her with all the happiness she wants.
It's . a perfect camaraderie and ro-
mance until the bug of material suc^^

cess bites him. She resents his com-
plete . submission to the chase for
wealth and the favors of society, but
after a brief separation he. realizes
that not only has he developed Into
a h6el, but the creative knack has
left "him, and there is, a reconcilia-
tion. It is this reconciliation, scene
which accounts for about the only
real emotional bit in the film..

Montgomery and Miss Russell have
no difficulty in drumming , up lots
of acting appeal in the lighter phases
of their roles, but the script and di-
rection prove too much of them In
the sequence that purport to paint
the tragedy of success and wealth.
The team 'hit it off particularly well
in the several adroitly contrived bits
of' slaostick. One bit that .should reg-
ister handily is that dealing with the
TO\x%h going-over given a prying re-
porter and also an elite art dealer
who is mistaken for another of the
sarie c.l?n.

Bob Benchliey plays the part of
family friend and perennial moocher
in the Montgomery-Russell menage,
and when he isn't pitching laughs
he's there winning 'em over with his
dogged and somewhat, pathetic
loyalty. As the interloper who per-
sists in steering the artist into society
and mana.cing his affairs, Helen Vin-
aon has little to do but dress swank-
ilv ?nd simulate dumbness. Monty
WooUey gets amply more than. pass-
ing attention from his characteriza-
tion of the toney, but straight-talk-
ing art dealer. Odec.

Miniature Reviiews

'All Baba Goes to Town'
(20th). Eddie Cantor starring

in an elaborate filmuslcal.

Everything about it first run.

'Live, Love and Learn' (M-G).
Mildly entertaining mixture of

slapstick and drama around the

theme of art vs. material suc-

cess, with Montgomery' and
Rosalind Russell not too hap-
pily cast.

'The Awful Truth' (Col).

Fast, smart comedy that will

please everywhere and do strong

general biz. Irene Dunne and
Cary Grant fop. ~

•Fight For Tour Lady' (RKO).
Comedy with songs that's more
entertaining than average and
can solo it safely in many spots.

Strong for duals. . ,

>

'Dangerously Tours' (20th).

Jewel thief meller that stacks

as a better than average dualer.

'Partners in Crime' (Par).

Amusing story, inadequately
produced dualer.

THE AWFUL TRUTH
(WITH SONGS)

Columbia release 'of Leo McCarey-Everett
Rlakln' production; Ktars Irene Dunne,
Cary , Oi nnt. Features Ralph Bellamy.
Robert Allen, Cecil Cunnlnprhnm, Alexander
D'Arcy. Directed by I>eo McCarey. .Screen-
play, by Vina Dolmar from play by Arthur
nirjiman. Song.s, Ben Oakland. Milton
Drake; camera, Joseph Walker, Previewed
in Projection Room, N. Y., Oct. 13, '37,
Running tinrie, 00 mins.

Lucy "Warrlner Irene Dunne
Jerry Warrlner ,,. Carv Grant
Daniel Loe.ion , Ralph Bellamy
Armand Duvalle -.Meranrter D'Arcy
Aunt Patsy Cecil Cunningham
Barbara. Vnocc ..Molly Lamont
Mrs, Jjceson Esther Dale
Toota Elnswanger Joyce Compton
Frank Randall...;....,/ Robert Allen
Mr. Vance • Robort Warwick
Mrs. Vance .Mnry Forbes'
Lord Fnhlan CInud AlUster
Lady Fabian Zlta Moulton

Every sea.son for' the past three
finds Columbia rather unexpectedly
turning up v>^ith an unheralded fast
comedy which takes the public ri?ht
up on its lap and pro'ves, before it's

through, a b. o. bonanza. Columbia's
'Happened One Night' started it,

pnd, while 'Awful Truth' won't be
the moD-up 'Night' was, It will be a
tidy little profitrtaker, for company
as well, as the playing-time.

Interesting, too, is that Irene
Dunne, in the comedy lead, was first

brought out- PS a celluloid comedi-
enne by Columbia in 'Theodora
Goes Wild.' She tops that perform-
ance, by almost an Alp in 'Awful
Truth.' and Cary Grant, obposite. is

flagged in on his best fast light-
comedy performance to date.

. The writing is smart all the way.
Vina Delmar, informative and easy
writer in the modern idiom, accom-
plished a .slick .iob of hauling uo to
date the basic good yarn in Arthur
Richman's Broadway success of 15
years ago. -

Pair of leads are .married. When
Grant isn't satisfied with simple, in-
nocent explanation of where and how
Miss Dunne spent a night away fr6m
home while he—faithful fellow—was
feigning a trio to Florida and play-
ing polcer with pals around the cor-
ner, the couple obtain a divorce. In
splicing the marital link, only

trouble in .
settling their affairs is

custody of Mr. Smith, wirehaired
pooch. Miss Dunne gets it, with her
ex permitted to visit the dog twice
monthly. *

Out of bored loneliness the di-
vorcee starts tagging around with
an ardent oil-rich Oklahoman (Bell-

amy), who furnishes not only a good
performance, but spikes up the film

with a lot of spontaneous comedy as
a simple, rustic soul accustomed to

staying always within the shadow of
his mother's trailing skirts; and his
mother (Esther Dale) mean^ to have
him learn about women from her.

He doesn't, of course. Before he can
marry the divorcee, her ex is so
annoyingly back- to see the dog the
engagement is snapped.
Meanwhile Grant has started loop-

ing around with an heiress. Di-
vorcee's interest is still at high pitch,

and, to break off that possible catas-
trophe, she flounces into the home of
the heiress and embarrasses the girl's

family, but particulairly -her ex, by
palming herself off as his sister from
Paris. It is in this bit that Miss
Dunn^ does the best, tongue-in-cheek
smart comedy trouping star has yet
turned in.

The windup is accomplished with
a maximum of fun, with, the wife
almost resorting to kidnaping the
man to get him back. .

-

Miss Dunne goes vocal several
times, once impersonating a phoney
Deep Dixie warbler (Joyce Comp-
ton), who works out a burlesque
sojig in a night club [sequence, Other
time is when Miss Dunne duets with
Bellamy in a comedy chanting 'of

'Home on Range.'

Direction is first-water in effec-

tiveness, and the timing Leo Mc-
Carey plotted .for the fast comedy
lines flawless. Camera right in the
running, throughout. Production
Grade A.
Film will live up to the expecta-

tions of the filmgoers. no matter how
much theatres promise the pic will
deliver. It will particularly come
through at the spots which are pat-
ronized ' by payees attuned to smart
comedy in the modern verve.Bcrt.

Fight for Your Lady
(WITH SONG)

RKO release of Albert Lewis production.
Stars ,rohn Bolos and Jack Oakie, Features
Ida Luplno, Margot Grahame, Gordon
Jones, Erik Rhodes. Directed by Ben >Sto-

loff. Story, Is.itiel Leighton and Jean Ne-
Rulesco; adaptation, Ernest Papano', Harry
Segall and Harold Kuaell; film editor,

(rGorge Crono; photo^traphy, .Tack MacKen-
'/.le: Kong, Harry Ak.st and Frank Loe.<!.ser.

Reviewed In Projection Room, N. Y,, Oct.
18, ';t7. B:unnlng time, 67 mlns..

Robert Den.'iniore '. ....^ohn Boles
Ifam Ilaniilton JMck Onkle
Marietta . .IdaLupino
ATarcIa Trent Margot 'Grahame
Mike Scanlon Gordon .Tones
.Spadlsslmo .Erik Rhodes
Boris Billy Gilbert
Jimmy Trnsk /•........ Paul G.uUfoy le
Jorls .Georges Renavent
Felix Jano.9 Charles .Tudels
Nadya 'Maude Eburne
Butler Charles ' Coleman

'Fight For Your Lady' is a B pic-
ture that cortes closer to being an
A tha'n most of the former aspire to.
It Is genuinely entertaining- all its

distance, has been produced by Al
Lewis with a keen sense of hum.or,
and is performed by a capable, cast
for all that its material can- stand.
Whil? not pretending to be big, it

comes close to' matching its audience
pull With any number of productions
that dig far deeper into the budgets
to get into cans. Perhaps not for the
few really big first run operations
of the country, 'Your Lady' seems to
have sufficient value to solo it with
results in secondary houses. As a
double bill booking, it will provide
strong support for any picture with
it, either as the No. 1 or No. 2 fea-
ture. .

John Boles arid Jack Oakie are
paired. Boles is an American singer
who. got jilted; Oakie an American
\yise-cracking trainer of wre.<!tlers.

Latter worms his way into Boles'
favor and becomes his unofficial ad-
viser in matters persohal as .well as
physical, with situation upon situa-

tion developing to engulf the two in

amusing circumstances. Not the least

of the difficulties the tenor faces is

a duel with a Hungarian swordsman
whose girl friend has caught Boles'
eye. The sequence is stretched for
all it's worth, but there's never a
strain as directorial cleverness and
situation, plus dialog, maintain it

skillfuly for laughs and interest.

Now and then the action borders on
broad burlesque biit not once does
it strip down to the point where
it lacks the quality of entertainment.
The dialog is swift, smart and wisc-

crackey; the story development any-
thing but corny; the direction in-
spired and comedy-conscious; and
the acting, particularly by Oakie,
Boles and Erik Rhodes, spontaneous
and ingratiating. Oakie really goes
to town and • takes it over; Ida Lu-
pino does the Hungarian cafe singer
whose b.f. swings swords against
those who would come within greet-
ing distance of her; while the other
girl, not for Boles or his money, is

Margot Grahame. Both are excellent
in their respective assignments, but
in this case they are more important
as a means toward an end, and that
end is comedy, laughs, travesty,
novelty.
Miss Lupino sings the theme song,

'Blame It on the Danube,' which
listens like a hit, doing it satisfac-
torily, and tops with a dance, Boles
also reprises , the number, selling it

better than Miss Lupino, topping it

with a classical number,
Billy Gilbert and Paul Guilfoyle,

as^ aides to the opera bouffe swain
with the sword-swinging technique
arid comical' habits, are both excel-
lent in a short amount, of footage,
Gilbert especially.

This picture ..is .going, to entertain
whether it sells or not. Char.

Dangerously Yours
20th-Fox release of Sol M. Wurtzel

production. Features -Cesar Romero,
Phyllis Brooks; .lane Darwell, Alan Dlne-
hait. Directed by. Mai St; Clalr. Story
and adaptation, Lou' BresIoxV and John
Patrick; film editor, Al De Gaetano; cam-
era, Harry Dnvls. At Central, N. Y.,
week Oct. 10, '37. Running time, 60 mlna.
Victor Morell..... Cesar Romero
Valerie Barton Phyllis Broods
Aunt Cynthia. Jane Darwell
.Tulien Stevens Alan Dinehart
Flo Davl-*. '..John Har.Inglon
Walter Chandler Do'uglas Wood
Eddie ; Earle J?6:ie
Phil . : Leon Amss
Monet , '.Albert- Contl
Boris Leonid' SnegofE

Twentieth-Fox is turning out . a
pretty good quality of B product and
'Dangerously Yours' is no exceptioni
Spending a little more on its se.cond-
ary -features than most companies, it

is giving stories which 'are . some-
times of ordinary cut such benefits
as • production, dress, backgrounds,
care- in cutting, etc. Twentieth's . B
producers take more time with these
pictures than some. do. .

While 'Dangerously Yours' is. just
aripthef picture about jewel thieves,
the kind that has been done over
and over, again, it is done well
enough to still make the story and
developments interesting program-
mer fare. . The cast performs ably,
the direction of Mai St: .Clair is com-
mendable in spite of some incon-
sistencies; and the adaptation by Lou
Breslow and John Patrick invests an
old plot -with suspense and action.
Many .things about the story are a
little far-fetched, yet do not matter
so much.

.Plot concerns the' elaborate efforts
of jewel merchants and insurance
interests to get the goods on a group
of slick thieves who again are plying
their trade aboard a boat. As so
often happens everybody but • the
captain looks suspicious. Among the
passengers lookin.g the least inno-
cent is the romantic lead who turns
out. to be the nemesis of the jewel
plunderers but who, in falling for
the girl member of the thieving ring,
makes it necessary that she be
cleared at the end. That she should
suddenly prefer going straight even
if liking Cesar Romeo and that she
should get a su'sperided seritence in
view of being guiltier than anyone
else, are among the liberties that had
to be takeri. At the bottom of every-
thing is the usual boulder-size dia-
mond.
Romero has Phyllis Brooks oppo-

site him as the bad little girl ending
up good. She is the artist's model
who was picked from a brief stage
career for pictures. A juvenile type
who screens well, Miss Brooks still

does not suggest star material for a
time at least. Romeo's performarice
is smooth. Although he finally turns
lip as the brains behind the jewel
thieves, Alan Dinehart most of the
way is doing a very different type of
character and extraordinarily well,
too. He plays a Babbitty dress man^
ufacturer with lightness of touch.
Another good character is John Har-
rington, doing a big shot racketeer
who is trying , to crash' the swells
along with his moll, Natalie Gar-
son, also good. Jane Darwell okay,
as the aunt.
Sol Wurtzel needn't be ashamed

of 'Dangerously Yours,' even if it is,

as undoubtedly meant to be, for the
duals. Char.

REP'S WRITER ROUNDUP
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Republic now has 32 scripters toil-

ing on 18 stories.

Writing roster has doubled since
Albert- J. Cohen took charge of the
department last ApriL

PARTNERS IN CRIME
Paramount production and release- Fea-

tures Lynne Overman, Roscoe ICarns,
Muriel 'Hutchison, Anthony Qulnn, Xne^
Courtney, Lucien <Llttleneld. Directed by
Ralph Murphy. Adapted by Ournett Whs-
ton, from novel by Kurt Steel; camera,
Henry Sharp. At .Strand, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
week Oct. 14, '37, dual bill. Running
time, 66 mlns.
Hank Hyer Lynne Overman
Sim Ferkln.s . . . . , ^ Koscoe Karns
Odette La Vln... Muriel Hutchison
Nicholas Mazaney ..Anthony Qiilnn
Lilian Tate Tnez Courtney
Mr. Twltchell Luclen LlttlclleM
Silas Wagon Charles Hnlton
Inspector Simpson....; Charles Wilson
Mabel ....June Brewster
Mrs. Wagon Esther Howard
Housekeeper Nova ('ecll

Mayor Callaghan RuBijell Hicks-
Reporter Don Hrndle
Photographer .\rchie Twltchell

Entertaining stuff for a light-

weight, but" without enough steam to
climb out of the wholesale basement.
Bush league production of a kesn-
edged story. With a crackling per-
formance by Lynne Overman. Will
be a toughie to sell because of in-

suffish nameage, but w. of m. may
help. Title is a bloomer.
• Cynical yarn , with a flock of un-
expected twistsi dealing with black-
mailing and kindred skullduggery
incident to a mayorality campaign.
Principal character is a . sardonic
private gumshoa with a constant yen
for come-on femmes and itching
curiosity for other people's business.
He stumbles on a plot to victimize
the reform candidate, engages in a
few neat double-crosses, dates up the
beeootiful blonde menace (for half
his $200 swag), and puts his. news-
paper man pal in as substitute can-
didate on the independent ticket.

Just as' they're all celebrating the
triumph of Good Government, the
victor is disqualified and the slippery
hero is kicked out of town.
Whole yarn is a cockeyed affair,

perforated with surprises. But, ex-
cept for Overman as the run-down
gurtishoe arid Muriel Hutchison's
sharply humorous portrait of the
conniving blonde, it's heavily nlayed
and clumsily directed. . Hob«.

WINDJAMMER
RKO-RadIo release of George Hlrllmah

production. Stars George O'Brien, features
Constance Worth, William Hall, Brandon
Evans. Directed by Ewlng Snott. .Screen-
play, Dan J.irrett; story. Major Rowl Halg;
'camera, Frank B. Good. At . Liberty, Lin-
coln, dual. Running time, CO mlns.
Lane .' George O'Brien
Betty " Constance Worth
Morgan William Hall
Commodore Brandon Evana
Forsythe Gavin Gordon
Peterson Stanley Blysloiie
Willy. .Lai Chand Mehra
Dolan Ben Hendricks
Captain...'. Lee Shumway
.Slum.;..' ,..'. Frank Hagney
Bishop', .Sam Flint

High sea adventure fans will find
'Windjammer' oke fare for a mod- .

erate evening. Most of them, unless
versed in sea talk, may go prepared
for a blowhatd comedy, but it's un-
likely. Action is built around a sub-
poena-server who has to almost walk
on water between San Francisco and
the China coast to get his man, but
does. it. -

George O'Brien mostly wished off

in westerns in the most recent tries,

is put in polo shirts with ultra short
sleeves to show off his biceps, which
are about like Mr. Average Man's
leg. He's told he'll either serve a
subpoena on Moneybags Brandon
Evans to appear for a senate inquiry
or he'll be without a job. Entails

him swimming a bit, masquerading
as a' playboy, becoming a galley

slave on a gun-runner, and a few
other tidbits. Takes it easy and does
a pretty fair job. He's best with the

fights, of which there are several.

Constance Worth, who wears
clothes which tend to increase her
bulkiness, but otherwise' fits the bill

commendably, is a neat looker. Wil-
liam Hall, captain of the gun-run-
ning windjammer, looks beardy and
bad. He rumbles out of the corner
of his mouth, and is a big ruffian,

well adapted to the role. Gavin Gor-
don, figured in as the perfect ass,

lacks but little in fulfilling.

Story takes place in the midst of

a yacht race, the yacht wrecked by
the gun-runner and the survivors
picked up. Though" starting out with
liberal hatred for the processor, the

rich-club eventually takes Mu.'?cle-

Man O'Brien to its bosom because
he's the pnly nose-buster among
them and they need help from that

quarter. .

Film will need duals to come out
in most .cases, and; .will ffnci its forte

in the action spots. Barn.

LUCREZIA BORGIA
(FRENCH MADE)

TJuropean Films Corp. release of Com-
pagnle du Cinema ' production. ' Strir.s Ed-
wlge Feulllere,' Gabriel Gabro. Fc;i ture»

Alme r'lnriond, Roger Korl. T>lre<ted by
Abel Ganee. Story by Ijeopold Marcharid
and Henry Vendre.lse. MilsIciI svore by
M. Lattes. At Belmont, N. Y., Oct. lA
'.'57, for Indefinite run. Running time, 80

mlns.
Luorezja Borgia.. Edwlge FenlHf*
Cesar Borgia Gabriel (^abilO

Machlavelll Aline Clarlond

Alexander VI ...Roger Karl
Duke of Gandla :. .Ks^cumM
San(;>a Jo.scrtc Day
fiforza Duiiie.siill

Savonarola Art"Vl;
Alfonso of Aragon Max MKhel

(In French, with English Titles^
Limited American market for this

French import. It's more likely to be
noted for its treatment of a daring
subject .than for outstanding merit.

(Continued on page 27)
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Jap Ban on Foreign Films Blows

Up Harvest of Good Biz for Tokyo

Tokyo, Oct. 5.

Recent government ban on imports

of foreign flickers has proven a b.o.

hypo for all houses which regularly

show such pix. Fearing that there

won't be any more in the near fu-

ture, fans are stampeding theatres

in an attempt to see 'em all while

they last.

Last of the films shipped on or

before Sept. 4 arrived here Wed.

(29), and will be permitted to pass

customs. There are a few shipped

after Sept. 4, jmd are still on the

water, which will be barred from

entry.'

Foreign distribs have given Up
hope of being perihitted to remit
coin already piled up, for at least

several months. Government yes-
terday, however, released trade fig-

ures pointing to a turn of the tide

in favor of Japan's export biz and if

it continues favorable until the end
of the year government may, relent

and let some coin trickle out. Ad-
verse balance still stands at' around
$250,000,000 though, so it isn't likely

that any large amounts of stymied
coin will be released until that' fig-

ure is whittled down considerably.

4 POOR STARTS

London, Oct. 19.

'Autumn* opened at St. Martin's

(13) and was generally panned. Un-
likely that melodrama, adapted from
the Russian, will linger long imder

the auspices of Basil Dean. Margaret

Kennedy adapted.

'Take It Easy' reopened in second
edition at the Palace (15) as little

more than a vaudeville show, since
entire plot was scrapped. Running
twice nightly, but doubtful' of sur-
vival, although received cordially,
due to original slating.

'Blondie White,* clever murder
thriller, preemed at Globe (13). Un-
likely, because plot is entirely too
subtle to be understood by general
public,

'Hide and Seek,' regulation musical
starring Bobby Howes and Cicely
Courtneidge, bowed at Hippodrome
(14) . Show has nice production but
rather indifferent music. Coiirt-^

neidge fares far better than Howes
in material. It's certain to draw for
a while, but eventual profit on in-

vestment is questionable.

Mexico's First Strike

BRITAIN'S NATl NEWS,

NO. 1, STARTS BLAH

London, Oct. 12.

National News got badly roasted

with its initial issue, out yesterday,

the press condemning it as unimagi-

native and lacking in showmanship.

Reel was presented at the Monseig-

neur, Piccadilly, and the ritzy Cur-

zon, but general dullness of contents

brought much unfavorable comment.

In spite of defects, issue showed
novel planning, features including a

humorous cartoon sequence, first of-

a regular series of color items, and a

behind-the-news treatment faintly

reminiscent of 'March of Time.'
These will be part of the twice
weekly makeup of the reel, which is

ofifered in three editions, 1,200 feet,

800 feet and 500 feet at prices com-
peting with established newsreel
rates.

Color is the Dunning process, a

frankly bad attempt at tint work,
and cartoon animation by Dennis
Connelly is below modern, standards.

Commentator Woodrooffe attracted

attention, due to notoriety he ob-
tained through a recent news broad-
cast lapse, but had obviously not

settled dbwh to his new job on the

results of issue No. 1. General con-

tents were flat, only suggestion of

actual news coverage being an ex-

clusive shot of Duke' and Duchess
of Windsor at the Paris Exhibition.

Mexico City, Oct. 19.

Inauguration of the swank Cine-
Rex, 1,200-seat deluxer, at Monter-
rey, otj the U. S. border, was blocked
by a strike of

.
attaches for higher

pay and other concessions. Just as
the band began to play and the
crow^ lined ujp at the box office, up
went the strike banners.

First slrike of the kind in-Mexico.

Mono's Paris Branch

CECILE SOREL

TERRIFF AS

HERSELF

Paris, Oct. 12.

Almost historic as far as the re-

cordings of the French stage go, a

gala given by Cecile Sorel at the

Salle Pleyel attracted more atten-

tion here than any single theatrical

performance in years. Re-enact-

ing snatches from the greatest- roles

in her career, the actress topped it

all with a scene written by Henry
Verneuil which was adapted from
the chapters of Mme. Sorel's own
life.

Role of Fanny in Daudet's 'Sapho,'
Marguerite in the *Dame aux Ca-
melias' and "a scene from Racine's
'Andromaque' allowed the actress
plenty of latitude of expression,
proving once again that she is one
of the greatest representatives of the
classic school of French acting.

She was assisted by Tonia Navar,
Josseline Gael, Liliane Ponzio, Su-
zanne Dehelly, Marie Lecomte, Co-
lonna Romana and MM. Alexan-
dre, Vidalin and Gerbault. Rene
Rocher produced and the Symphonic
Orchestra of Paris furnished the
music. Proceeds went to poor retired

employes of the Comedie-Francaise.

Anzac Biz Spotty

^ Sydney, Oct. 5.

Two heavy floppos in 'His Affair'
(20l.h) and 'Knight Without Armor'
(UA) proved puzzles to the mana^
gerial lads. Biz, with a few excep-
tions, has been on the low side for
the past two weeks, and is likely to
remain so until after the federal
election. Metro's 'Saratoga' and
'Maytime' are cinches for trade;
likewise WB's 'Another Dawn' and
'Ever . Since Eve.' Cinesound's 'Tall

Timbers' opened well at weekend,
and may pull some trade over lim-
ited span. 'Wings of the Morning*
(G-B) is proving one of best Brits
screened here and set for further
trade with riew first half.

'High, Wide and Handsome' (Par)
folds soon,' with 'Easy Living' replac-
ing. Try is being made with 'Wake
Up . and Live' (20th), iand pic may
cop sojnething if public takes to

Winchell-Bernie. W. C. is so-so with
'League Frightened Men* (Col), 'It

Happened Out West' (20th), and sec-

ond release 'Love on the Run' (M-G).
Biz is good for Neil's revue unit,

and Williamson-Tait appear to have
a hit with 'Over She Goes.'

Melbourne, Oct. 5.

Biz improvement makes manage-
ments happy after long low. List

offered payees includes 'Three Smart
Girls' (U), 'Green Light' (WB), 'Top
of Town' (U), 'Good Earth' (M-G),
'Dreaming Lips' (UA), 'Easy Living'
(Par), and. 'Midnight Madonna'
(Par); W-T set with 'Balalaika,' and
vaude-revue is very solid for Frank
Neil.

Auckland, Oct. 5.

Yanks are still doing well in Auck-
land, Wellington, Christchurch and
Dunedin with 'The Road Back' (U),

'Prince and the Pauper' (WB), 'Good
Earth' (M-G), 'On the Avenue'
(20th), 'Slim' (WB), 'I Met Him in

Paris' (Par), 'Slave Ship' (20th),

'When You're in Love' (Col), and
'Michael Strogoff' (RKO). 'Road
Back' will premiere in Wellington
today (1),

Paicis, Oct. 12.

Norton Ritchey, ' expert manager
for Monogram, is expected here next
week to open first of Continental
offices for company.
He has been conferring in London

with William J. Gell, general man-
ager of Pathe Pictures, Ltd.

Chinese Pix Biz

Virtually Nil;

Only 16% Open

Shanghai, Oct. 1.

Pix in China are nearly nil, per-
haps 10% of houses

. operating.
Shanghai bombing resulted in nine
second-run houses being blasted and
burned put, while in untouched area,

five first runs closed for four weeks.
Grand, 2,200-seater, ventured Sept.

10, opening with 'Easy Living' (Par),
followed by 'His Affair' (20th) and
'Ever Since .Eve' (WB). Cathay,
week later, opened with 'Under the
Red Robe' (NW), later 'Midnight
Taxi' (20th). Two second run houses
also open. Nanking, Metropol and
Capitol still closed.

Business much below normal as'

Chinese, constituting 70% ordinary
attendance, from patriotic-economi-
cal motives, refusing to attend.
Hankow had month's sunply of

Warner pix, but houses partly filled.

Tsingtao, famous summer resort,

isolated for three weeks because of
blockade, without new pix and three
houses closed. Tientsin and Peiping
in war zones, flat.- Canton, now be-
ing bombed, tried filling houses by
reducing prices to 15c for first run-^
failure aind houses closed. Hong-r
kong, full of Shanghai evacuees, do-
ing best biz of any place on China
coast.

Distribs and exhibs generally pes-
simistic regarding next six months.

Maxwell's Tie with U.C.

Gives Him 500 Houses;

Deutsch Just Misses

London, Oct. 19.

Oscar Deutsch missed allying his
Odeon Circuit with Fred Bernhard's
Union Cinemas Circuit by one hour.
In that time lapse. John Maxwell's
Associated British Picture Corp.
bought a substantial interest in
Union Cinema (165 houses), with
more being erected in a deal involv-
ing $2,000,000. •

Maxwell and one other Associated
director will join board of Union,
and although Union will function in-
dividually, will work in collabora-
tion with Maxwell.
Maxwell's circuit numbers 325

houses and with Union will control
over 500, giving him largest circuit
in Britain.

CANADA'S BIG B.O. FOR

WILCOX'S mORIA'
Toronto, Oct. 19.

After its world premiere at
Ottawa Wednesday (13), 'Victoria
the Great' opened here Monday (18)
before a capacity crowd at Shea's
Hipp. The British fiJm broke rec-
ords in Ottawa arjcf should do we'l
across the Dominion owing to pa-
tronage of Lord T.weedsmuir, Gov-
ernor-General, and Lady Tweeds-
muir. From local studios the Can-
adian Broadcasting Corp. aired a
special dramatization of. the film and
picked up interviews from Ot'awa
with Anna Neagle, who plays ''Vic-

toria,' and Producer-Director Her-
bert Wiicox. Airing was carried
across Canada. Miss Neagle and
Wilcox altended Toronto opening
Monday. Hipp prices were uppod to

$1 top for the occasion.

Lipscomb's Cue

London, Oct. 19.

"William Lipscomb, after a 20-year
acting absence from the stage, was
forced to play the lead in his own
new. play, 'Ninety Sail,' at a tryout
at Goldefsgreen, Oct. 18.

'. Male lead was taken suddenly ill

before preem so- Lipscomb stepped
into the temporarily Vacated spot

Anzac Tie Between Snider-Desan

And Boyts Means BeauiMHiptltlets

Understatement

London, Oct. 19.'

Numerous pros and cons be-
ing raised preliminary to actual
vote on England's t)ropbsed new
quota law has sorhe. British-

scribes a bit bewildered and
commencing to view the picture
business as it formerly was
looked on in U. S.

. One conservative writer com-

'

mented to the effect that it

'was truly ai screwy business,'

which is a new high mark for
outspoken frankness here.

FULLER-SMITH'S

INSPECTION

ANZAC TOUR

Auckland, Oct 19.

Sir Benjamin Fuller, chief of the
FuUer-Hayward chain, and Beau^
mont Smith, head of J. C. Williamson
Pictures, have been On a looksee trip

in connection with the get-together
of their respeetiy.e imits in various
parts of New Zealand.
Knight will leave thfs week on

return to Australia where he will

set further plans covering Dominion
interests. Sir Ben mentioned that

he hoped to erect a new theatre

in. Sydney next year for the presen-
tation of legit and revue attractions,

and that gradually the Fuller flesh-

blood chain would be worked up
again.

BENEFIT HYPOS

HLM FLOPPO

Paris, Oct 12.

Just how flopperoo has been the
first attempt here to produce films

on something like a cooperative
basis with the blessing of the Popu-
lar Front Government and the

Trades Unions has come to light in

an unexpected corner this time.

. Original plan of selling shares !h

the super-super production took the
count so the producers of 'La Mar-
seillaise,' as the pic will be called If

it is ever finished, are covering with
the old one of throwing a benefit

gala with the proceeds going to-

wards defraying the expenses of
making the film.

No less than 15 names and star
acts have been corraled by M. F.
Maurer to appear Oct. 15 at the or-

dinarily shuttered Empire Theatre
and give the customers a treat for
their 10 to 100 francs.

Raquel M'eller and Josephine
Baker, starring respectively in the
Casino de Paris and Folies-Bergere
revues, top the long list of stare,

screen, music-hall and night dub
artists who are turning up to help
drag in the, coin for the film that has
a Government blessin.? and the back-
ing of the powerful French Federa-
tion of Labor.
Fernandel, Lise . Delamare—who Is

to play the part of Marie-Antoinette
in the film—the Sterner Sislers,

Rafael Medina, Germaine L'x, Nita
Raya; Jean, Jac and Jo,. Marcell'e
Bordas and Chrlstiane Nere.are some
of the others who will maks their
apnearance during the evening.
Production of pic is still underway

and is presently on location in the
south of France but how badly the
money is needed is glaringly shown
by the . sudden organization of this

show. Althou.fjh originally planned
to be finished to serve as one of the
chief attractions at the expo, he's
are about even now that things will
have to be speeded up if it is to be
ready by Christmas.

Hofrberiir's Maxwell Pix
J. H. Hoflberg Co., foreign dis-

tributors, has closed with Budd
Rogers, v.p. of Alliance Films Corp.,

for American ri.»?hts to several Asso-
ciated . British Picture Corp. (Jphin

Maxwell) films. - . .

Sydney, Oct. 19.

That biz hookup between Hoytg
and Snider-Dean will mean plenty to

both" chains. Gives' Hoyts. desired

additional city outlets and insures

Snider-Dean plenty of product for

theatres somewhat starved for pix

of piiU. All in all it gives the boys

of both concerns a good break either
way. •

When Greater Union refused to
join again with Hoyts in General,
Charles Munro was said tO be most
anxious to secure further city spots
to play product already hooked dur-
ing tr^p abroad. With GUT out
Munro turned to Snider-Dean and
got the boys interested in a propo-
sition. When approached sonie few
weeks- back and asked whether a
deal was on with Hoyts, Sam Snider
replied that a non-aggression pact in
certain spots had been in force for
some time with Hoyts, but that
nothing further was contemplated at
the jnoment However, plans went
ahead, and everything is now set for
the biz hook to come into play.
Snider-Dean, besides city _acers,

operate a huge nabe chain and hold
a large coverage in the stix. Hook
will not interfere with nabe or stix,

but will allow Hoyts four additional
houses in various parts of the Com-
monwealth on outlet for product
Learned that link will cover a period
of 10; years—half of that figured for
the continuation .of General. Now
believed that Hoyts wUl set alsout

getting a break into the Tasmanian
field, despite political pull brought
about to keep them out.

Snider a Hoyts Alumnus
It's interesting to note that Sam

Snider was at one time a high exec,

of Hoyts before joining with George
Dean to build up their indie chain.

Theatres in link with Hoyts are the
city aces—^Mayfair, Sydney; St
James, Brisbane; Lyceum, Mel-
bourne; His Majesty's, Perth. It's

also interesting to note that Ken As-
prey, attorney to Stuart F. Doyle and
connected with Greater Union, is on
the S-D board. Denials are given
that Doyle is financially interested

in S-D.

.
Despite the falling through of the

Hoyts-GUT join in General, there's

still plenty going on in the battle for.

control. Mention made during past
week that Stanley Crick, Fox boss,

was quitting as chairman directors

Hoyts and director General -had "the

gang puzzled no end. Said that

Walter J. Hutchinson made the sug-

gestion to Crick in the first plac^
pointing out that the Fox biz han-
dling was quite a job in itself. This

is unconfirmed in every respect
Mention also made that, with the pos-

sibility of political strife creeping

into statements alleging that Ameri-
cans controlled the pic field here, It

would be better to leave the Fox in-

terests in Hoyts as far in the back-

ground as possible.

Moves are also going on here to

protect the indie men on product

supply when the two chains, Hoyts

and GUT, break from their tie at the

end of the year. Apparently 5-D fig-

ured the best way to secure ample

supplies was to go in with Hoyts, as

suggested, meaning that it makes it

so much tougher for Norman Rydge
and his boys to care for GUT. How-
ever, Rydge is a fighter and says he

is in the show biz to stick.

IRISH GOV'T BANS PIX

BASED ON REBELLIONS

London, Oct. 12.

Government of Northern Ireland

will ban pictures dealing with the

Irish Rebellion. Without any set rul-

ing operating before, authoriues

have kept some films off the screens,

but when they lately .permitted

showing of 'Beloved Enemy,' the pic-

ture caused riots in theatres between

opposing political factions;

Recently barred were' 'The-PIough

and the Stars' and the B.I.P. subject

'Ourselves Alone,' but a Free State

production on the same theme, 'The

Dawn,' was shown to full houses

throughout the province.

Queer feature of the setup is that

pictures named and such others as

'The Informer' have been released

in the Irish Frpe State,, where the

Rebellion took place, and have

drawn good money there.
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Move on for Short-Term British

Quota; Patterned on French Idea

London, Oct. 19,

While, as originally outlined, the

jtroposed new British quota law

would be effective for the next 10

years, there is a very definite move
in the trade to have it extend over

"a period of only two or three years

or make some proviso so alterations

could be made every two years.

Those backing this campaign base

their contentions on the theory that

' there are bound to be plenty of

changes in motion picture methods

before the end of th6 next 10 years.

They feel that , the British industry

should not be saddled with binding

limitations, which, while effectual at

the present moment, might prove in-

adequate or undesirable four years
hence.
A portion of this theory is based

oh experiences in the last 10 years.

Some are outspoken enough to claim
that the old quota actually held back
the English film business from go-
ing ahead as rapidly as desired.

Though conditions in the two
countries are not comparable, close
proximity to France, with its short-

term quota, possibly has opened the

eyes of some in the various trade
organizations to the feasibility of not
becoming hitched to a long-term
quota pact. In France the quota
comes up every 12 months, but noth-
ing happened last June when the
question was again up for perusaL
The few features produced in

France by U. S. companies obvious-
ly have had limited appeal in the

past because of the French language
slant. Until recently American com-
panies have fulfilled their quotas for

the most part by buying inexpen-
sive French-made films, and shelv-

ing them.

Distribs Reject,

Exhibs Uncertain

About Talk to MP/s

London, Oct. 13,

Kinematograph Renters' Society
has turned down an invitation from
British Films Advancement Council
to address Members of Parliament
and Peers at the House of Commons
on the quota setup on Nov. 17. Coun-
cil has therefore offered the date to

the labor unions, who have accepted,
and will put the case for studio and
theatre employees.
Cinematograph Exhibs* Ass'n has

not decided whether to accept or re-

fuse; tentatively it has been pen-
cilled in for Nov. 10, and will give a

definite decision probably this week.
Producers have been asked along

first—on Nov. 2—but as the majority
have made many contacts on the
side, their visit may be unnecessary.
Fourth invitation is to educators to

discuss how the quota may hit their

plans for promoting British produc-
tion.

B.F.A.C. is not regarded with great
seriousness by the iildustry, though
exhibs particularly are not anxious
to forego any opportunity of con-
tacts with M.P.'s, who have shown
deplorable ignorance of trade condi-
tions in previous parliamentary de-
bates.

Marquee Value

London, Oct. 13.

Ingenuity of housekeeper at
Robert Taylor's' quarters here
is causing considerable chuck-
ling in cinematic circles. Re-
quiring a kitchen maid, she in-
serted an ad in daily paper
seeking services of one at $5
per week but making clear that
Bob Taylor wanted the servant.
Household establishment was

swamped with applicants, and
unauthorized insertion of the
advertisement was immediately
withdrawn.

AUSTRALIA TOO

WOOS U. S.

QUOTA AID

lost Horizon' Closes

Record Breaking Run

London, Oct. 5.

'Lost Horizon' created cinema his-
tory when it completed its 24th con-
secutive week in the West End, clos-
ing at IMarble Arch Pavilion afler
transfer from the Tivoli. Th's is an
all-time London record, beating the
22 weeks of 'Bulldog Drummond,'
which also starred Ronald Colman.

Picture now carries on ,fir dual
presantation at the Dominion and
New Victoria.

By ERIC GORRICK
Sydney, Oct. 1.

There's strong chatter here that
the American distribs may formulate
plans to assist Australian pic produc-
tion and the Quota Act. Important
huddles said to be taking place rigfit

now between members of the Mo-
tion Picture Distribs' Association on
the best way out of the quota tangle.

Said that, following on Sir Victor
Wilson's return from overseas probe,
M.P.D.A.^is desirous of making some
move before the government sets its

own wheels in motion to enforce the
quota in New South Wales.
Mention is being made that one

proposed scheme calls for the Amer-
icans to form a producing unit here,
with each supplying a certain finan-

cial figure to cover a production
schedule over an allotted span. No
mention is made of stars or studio,

but it is said that Charles Chauvel
may be placed in charge as producer.
Financial figure is stated to be in the
vicinity of $400,000.

Probing by VARifiTY failed to gath-
er anything beyond the chatter stage.

Some said maybe so; others maybe
no. It was admitted that huddles on
the quota question were taking place,

but that no definite plans had been
laid whatsoever.
Over here there are many inter-

ests which seem determined to com-
pel the government to see that for-

eign (American) distribs live to the

fullest the quota regulations.

Some little time back the govern-
ment stated its intention of altering

the act to make the meaning of the

word .'acquire' more understandable.

This followed an intimation that the

Americans were prepared to assist

the local men in every way except
produce. Since then the governnient

has said very little on the quota
question, but it is known that impor-
tant members of the M.P.D.A. have
had several conferences with govern-
mental oflicials on the entire posi-

tion. >

Although the idea of a production

setup by Americans is nayed by
many, nevertheless, others point out

that as the Americans are producing
in England to comply with the quota

regulations the same conditions

should rule in this state.

Inside authority has it that nothing

whatever will be done by the gov-

ernment until after the coming elec-

tions are settled and out of the way.
What one government may introduce,

another government may throw out.

A throw-out would be a nifty way
out for the Americans.

Instead of a $125,000 Film,

If an Anglo - American
Film Production Repre-
sents a $500,0D0 Invest-

ment, the U. S. Producers
Can't See Why That
Shouldn't Be Credited as
Four Pictures

BETTER ALL AROUND

M-G*8 London 2d-Runner
London, Oct. 19,

While details still unsettled now,

its almost dclinite that M'etro will

take a small house now under con-

struction adjoining the Empii-e to

run its grade B pictures.

Will also occasionally second-run

after the Empire, features.

Much of the present accelerated
activity and mulling of production
plans by major American companies
in England is more than just the
idea of living up to proposed quota
law changes. Situation presents a
rare opportunity to develop their
own interests, picture leaders be-
lieve, as well as supplying the Brit-
ish industry with a tremendous lift.

With minimum cost per quota pic-
ture requirements lifted, new Amer-
ican approach to the problem is en-
tirely different. It is a shift from
th'at of buying British productions
and shelving them to that of pro-
ducing on English soil, with ah eye
to making these pay dividends at
the box office. Figure that it will
tend to develop outlets in English-
speaking countries, a thing desired
with distribution hindered or slowed
up elsewhere.
Incorporated in this new approach

is the feeling with American pro-
duction-distribution heads that ex-
pensive pictures or films that cost

$500,000 or more have the biggest
chance of making a profit. That is

why they want certain stipulations
in the pending quota law so that
U. S. companies can ^.obtain addi-
tional quota picture credit when
costly productions are turned out in
England.
Trade conviction is that such a

provision would make distribution
of these high-bracket films profit-
able not only in England but in
this country and throughout the
English-speaking nations. Line of
approach for pictures in the $500,-
000 class is that such films not only
would give prestige to British-made
product and the British cinema em-
pire but it also would mean higher
salaries, and extended work in pro-
ductions for English stars and
technicians as compared with inex-
pensive, quickly made pictures. Be-
lief with American producers is

that a few quality pictures of as-
sured box office are needed more
than a large number of cheap films.

And they envision these few as the
surest way of recouping on expendi-
tures made on subjects produced in

England.
Two Proiframs

Two roads are open to the U. S.

production - distribution companies
the way the quota law looms. They
either can meet the quota by merely
keeping within the law, and making
pictures better than some of the
product for which they formerly
paid a minimum fee on arid then
shelved. The second choice is that
of really producing films suitable
for' the world market. Just now it

looks as though they would adopt
the latter method, particularly if the
quota law allows such an alignment
without undue penalizing.

All of which probably explains
why the current drive is on to have
the

.
quota law read not simply that

the 20% requirement shall be o[ so
many minimum quota pictures but
that heavy expenditures for one
high-type production shall give the
U. S. company additional quota al-

lowance. Thus, a film costing $500,-

000 or more would be credited as
four quota pictures for the Amer-
ican producer. Basic argument, is

that three films of the $500,000 or
larger -type, at the outset of the new
quota law, would earn more for all

concerned and perhaps give imnetus
to native English production of high
calibre.

For example, companies such as

20th-Fox or Paramount, which may
want to release GO American pro-

PK PLAN
U. S. Film Companies Permitting

Metro to Blaze the British Trail

Expose?

London, Oct. 12.

At a reception here, Lionel
Barrymore almost exposed the

Metro system of international

production anent 'Yank in Ox-
ford.' ^

,

Barrymore said he thought
Metro had already shot two-
thirds of it in Culver City, and
that he (Barrymore) had done
most of his part on the Coast

before he sailed. Tully Mar-
shall, also in the cast, is not

coming at all, having finished

his chore in Hollywood.

ITALY SET FOR

NEWHLM

SEASON

Rome, Oct. 5.

Italian film season 1937-38 starts

this month. Releases will be the

same shown at . the Fifth Interna-

tional Cinema Exhibish at Venice:

•Scipio the African,' Italy's super-

film spectacle, glorifying ancient

Rome; 'Condottiere,' film of Italy in

the middle ages, directed by and
starring Luigi Trenker; 'Bronze Sen-

tinels,' the pic that was shot mostly

in Africa; and 'Signer Max,' an un-

pretentious, unimportant comedy.
Besides the above mentioned,

there are a number of other products

ready or almost ready for release.

'La fossa degli angeli' (The Tomb Of

the Angels), 'Regina della Scala,'

which Par will distribute and
'L'ultima nemica' (The Last Enemy).
Others near completion: 'Luciano

Serra, Pilot' which was done under
the direction of Mussolini's son Vit-

torlo; '11 Dottor Antonio' (Doctor

Antonio), which stars Maria Gamba-
relli; 'Napoli d'altri tempi' (Naples

of Other Days), 'Tarakanova,' 'Pletro

Micca,' and 'The Torrent.'

Among various films on which
work is about to start is the Phoebus
Film production 'Storiella di mon-
tagna' (Little Mountain Tale) in

which Miranda Bonansea, the little

girl who does the dubbing for Ital-

ian versions of Shirley Temple's

films, will be featured.

Marxes 'Races' Bigr in B. A.

Buenos Aires, Oct. 8.

Marx Bros. 'Day at Races' (iVl-G),

is holding over third week at Ideal

cmcma here.

ductions in England, would have to

match this alignment with 12 quota
pictures, made in Great Britain,

Under the currently contemplated
quota law, these 12 would be handled
via outlay of $112,500 for two quota
film.s. Present theory is to p^-rmit

credit for at least four quota pic-

tures when a U. S. producef turns

out a film costing $1,250,000.

Specifically, they would allow an
American company four quota pro-

ductions for every $500,000 or more
expended on a picture. Thus, if one
were made for $700,000 on a 12-film

quota requirement, only eight more
minimum quota films would have to

be handled in England. Or credit

for 12 picture quota could be ob-
tained by making three quality pro-
ductions costing $500,000 or more in

a year.

Present indication? are that the so-

called Quality Clause in England's
new quota measure has little chance
of receiving approval because of its

innate imfairness. Though this clause
would permit less expensive films of

about $35,000 to $37,500 each to be
made, it would leave the producer
holding the bag on his investment
bocau.se .the board could reject a nn-
ished production by designating tlio

picture as unsuitable for relea.sn.

Major companies, not already pro-
ducing in England, are not exoected
to begin actual production in British
Isles until they have to. They are
permitting Metro and other com-
panies,, with existent production set-

ups, to blaze the way, knowing full

well the difficulties and handicaps.
And sometimes from previous ex-
perience. Another thing is that they
want to see how the new British
quota law reads before beginning
operations.

Metro's producing venture in Eng-
land in the meantime is going for-

•yvard, though whether it will meas-
ure up to Hollywood efficiency, will-

not be known until the initial picture
starring Robert Taylor is nearly flrt-

ished. Al Lichtmahi in from the

Coast, goes on to Europe to confer
with Ben Goetz In London.

It is the first time that Metro ever
had any producing activities that

amounted to much away from Cul-
ver City. Picture, which is being
made at Denham studios, is now ex-
pected to cost about $750,000. Be-
sides Taylor, Lionel Barrymore and
Maureen O'SuUivan are other Amer-
ican screen personalities in the cast.

Metro's producing unit has Jack
Conway as director and Michael
Balcon, Englishman, producer, in

charge, with Joseph Noonan, as-

sistant director. Margaret Booth
went across as film editor. Virtually
all technicians are English,

Attitude of other production com-
panies is that of being perfectly con-
tented to permit Metro to be stand-
ard-bearer. Bob Kane's production
unit still Is functioning for 20;h-Fox
In England. Warner Bros, producing
setup may be altered, but not im-
mediately.

When and If Paramount starts

machinery rolling on film-making
In England it will not be as any
pioneer. Paramount-British Produc-
tions functioned in 1921 and again
after the quota came in during 1927.

Earlier efforts were not noteworthy
in any respects and even the quota
pictures failed to impress as box-
office earners. However, the one In

which Corinne Griffith appeared and
'Service for Ladies,' with Leslie
Howard, Elizabeth Allen and Beni'ia

Hume, made some coin in this coun-
try.

WARNER, COHN WILL

SET PARIS FIX DEALS

London, Oct. 10.

Jack Warner Is due in Paris to-

morrow,, where he expec'.s to be
located for several weeks. Sam Mor-
ris and Irving Asher are flying to

meet him, and will carry on dis-

cussions regarding expanded British
production at Tedd'ngton, for rati-

fication on arrival here later.

Jack Cohn, also due here, is ex-
pected to go into an Immediate hud-
dle with Joe Seldelman and Joe
Friedman on Columbia British out-
put.

WOcox Readying Tussaud'

London, Oct. 8.

Herb Wilcox's third picture for
RKO-Radio will ba 'The Ron^atice
of Madame Tussaud,' which he will
put into production at Denham. It

Will be In Technicolor.
Wilcox will also make six sub-

jects for British Lion. Among these
will be 'Nippy' and 'No Parking.'
Both will feature Gordon Harkcr.

MEX CABARETERS' UNION
Mexico Cily. Oct. I'J.

Another union of eiitertainrnept
folk is in the offing here.

Cabaret girls are organizing to
fight the regulation the health chi-

partrnents new recitation, whivh
will exclude unescorted women and
waitresses from cabarets and nthf^r

resorts that sell liquor and hj\o
music. .t <
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'Alcatraz Island*

A First National Picture

A Cosmopolitan Production

MiM' and forces extended time (N. Y. Strand)!
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FILM BOOKING CHART
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WEEK
OF

RELEASE
TITLE PRODUCER DISTRIB. TVPE TALENT DIRECTOR TIMU REVIEWED

WINS. KT.VARIKTY

9/3/37
IT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD

GANGWAY
GIRL WHO SAID NO
BOOTS OF DESTINY

BIG CITY
GOD'S COUNTRY AND MAN

SOULS AT SEA
LIFE OF THE PARTY.
SHEIK STEPS OUT

THIN ICE
PRISONER OF ZENDA

VARSITY SHOW

M. Connolly Col Comedy
GB GB ' Comedy

A. Stone GN Com-Dr
• Condor GN Western

Norman Krasna MGM . Melodrama
R. N. Bradbury Mono ^ Outdoor
Hathaway-Jones Par Drama

E. Kaufman RKO Musical .

H. Schlom Rep Rom-Dr
R. Griffith 20th Musical
D. Selznick UA Rom-Dr
L. Edelman WB Musical

R. Dlx-Fay Wray
Jessie Matthews

R. Armstrohr-lrene Hervey
Ken Maynard
Tracy-Rainer .

T. Keene-C. Henry
Cooper^Baft

G. Raymond-H. Hllllard
Novariro-L. Lane

Hcnte-Power-Treaoher
R. Colman-M. Carroll

D. Powell-Wariner-Healy

; H. Lachman
Sonnie Hale

• A, Stone
A. Rosson
F. Borzage

R. N. Bradbury
H. Hathaway

'

W. A. Selter
Irving Picl^el
S. Lanfield

J. Cromwell
W. Kelghley

67 10/6
AO 8/18
77
56
75 9/15

89 8/11
86 8/25
€5 .7/28
78 8/25

100 9/1
120 8/11

«1 10/6
68 9/22

65*^
, io/6

75 9/8
90 7/21
85 9/8
64 9/29

9/10/37 COUNSEL FOR CRIME
THE WOMEN MEN MARRY
ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN

ANNAPOLIS SALUTE
BORNEO

WILD AND WOOLY
100 MEN AND A GIRL

WINE, WOMEN AND HORSES
PRAIRIE THUNDER

W. MacDonald Col Melodrama
M. Fessier MGM Drama

B. P» Sphulberg Par Com-Dr
Robert Sisk RKO Rom-Dr
M. Johnson 20th Outdoor
John Stone 20th Com-Dr
J. Pasternak U Musical

'

WB WB Com-Dr
Bryan Foy . WB Western

O. Rruger-J. Wells
J. Hutohlnson-G. Murphy
W. Garg:an-0. Heyward

J. EUisOn-M. Hunt
Mr. £ Mrs. M, Johnson
J. Withers-P. Moore

.

Durbin-Stokowskl-Menjou
B. MaoLane-A. Sheridan

D. Foran-E. Clancy

John Brahm
Earl Taggart
Erie Kenton

Chris Cabanne
T. Talley
Al Werker
H. Koster
Louis King
B. Eason

9/17/3.7 GAME THAT KILLS
LOVE TAKES FLIGHT

THE FIREFLY
MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH

THIRTEENTH GUEST (Reissue)
VOGUES OF 1938 ^

LADY FIGHTS BACK
THAT CERTAIN WOMAN

H. L. Decker Col Melodrama
Condor GN Rom-Com

Hunt Stromberg MGM Operetta
MGM MGM Comedy

M. H. Hoffman Mono Mystery
W. Wanger UA Musical
Ed Grainger U Drama

R. Lord WB Drama

C. Qoiffley-R, Hayward
B. Cabot-Beatrice Roberts
J. MacDonald-Allan Jones
E. M. Oliver-J. Bcecher

. G. Rorers-L. Talbot
W. Baxter-J. Bennett
I. HerVey-K. Taylor
B. Davis-H. Fonda

D. R. Lederman
Conrad Nagel
R. Z: Leonard
Geo. B. Seitz
Albert Ray

Irv. Cumtnings
Milt Carruth
Ed. Goulding

55 9/22
70 8/18
140 7/28
73 10/6
65 . 9/6/32

105 8/4

91 .8/4

61 - 10/13

100 9/29
65
62

•

9/8
63 9/8

9/2.1/37 SMALL TOWN BOY
TRAILING TROUBLE

THE BRIDE WORE RED
STARS OVER ARIZONA

SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST
40 NAUGHTY GIRLS

ARIZONA GUNFIGHTEB
BEHIND THE MIKE

BACK IN CIRCULATION

Zion Myers GN Com-Dr
Condor GN Western

J. Mankiewicz MGM Com-Dr
R. N. Bradbury Mono Western

Par Pair Melodrama
Wm. Seller RKO Mystery

A. W, Hackel Rep Western
Lpw Brock U Com-Dr

. S. Bisthoff WB Com-Rom

Stuart Erwin-J. Compton
Ken Maynard

' J. Crawford-Tone
Jack Randall

G. Michael-L. Crabbc
J. Glcason-ZaSu Pitt»

.

Bob Steele
W. Garg:an-J. Barrett
P. O'Brlen-BlondcU

Glenn Tryon
A. Rosson
D. Arzner

R. N. Bradbury
. C. Reisner
Edw. Cline

Sam Newfield
Sid Salkow
R. Enright 100 7/28

10/1/37 SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT
MADAME X

A BRIDE FOR HENRY
HIGH,. WIDE AND HANDSOME

MUSIC FOR MADAME
BOOTS AND SADDLES
YOUTH ON PAROLE

LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE
CARNIVAL QUEEN

52ND STREET
, LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA
LOVE IS ON THE AIR

Schertzinger GN Musical
J. K. McGuinness MGM Drama

Mrs. W. Reid Mono Com-Rom
A. Hornblow Par Rom-Dr
Jesse L. Lasky RKO Musical
Sol C. Siegel Rep Western
Phil Rosen. Rep Melodrama
H. Wilson 20th Musical

Robt. Firesnell U Melodrama
W. Wanger UA Musical

Henry Blanke WB Biog
Bryan Foy WB Com-Rom

Casrney-E. Daw
Gladys Geor^e-W. William

Ann Naeel-W. Hull
Irene Dunne-R. Scott
N. Martinl-J, Fontaine
Gene Autry-J. Allien
M. Marsh-G. Oliver
Ritz Bros.-P. Brooks
D. Kent-R. Wilcox

K. Baker-P. Patterson
Paul Munl-G. Sonde^aard
R. Reagan-Jiine Travis

Schertzinger
Sam Wood

William Nigh:
R. Mamouli^

J. Blystone
Joseph Kane
Phil Rosen
W. A. Seiter
Nate Watt

Harold Young
Wm. Dieterle
Nick Grinde

90
75
55

110
77
59
61
80

80
123
61

9/1
9/29
9/29
7/28
9/15
10/13
iO/13
9/29

10/6
6/30
9/15

10/8/37 LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE
RENFREW OF THE MOUNTED
LUCK OF ROARING CAMP
PARTNERS IN CRIME

^ SATURDAY'S HEROES
THE WRONG ROAD

LANCER SPY
ROLL ALONG, COWBOY
FAREWELL AGAIN

I MET MY LOVE AGAIN
IDOL OF THE CROWDS
THEY WON'T FORGET

M. Connolly Col Rom-Com
A. Herman GN Outdoor
J. H. Steele "Mono Outdoor

Par Par Melodrama'
Robt. Sisk RKO Football

Colbiert Clark Rep Melodrama
•S. G. Engel 20th Drama
Sol Lesser 20th Western

• V, Saville UA Melodrama
W. Wanger UA Rom-Dr
Trem Carr U Rom-Dr

Mervyn LeRoy WB Drama

D. Montfomery-J. Parker
J. NewiU-C. Hughes

O. Davis, Jr.-J. Woodbury
L. Overman-R. Karns
Van Heflin-M. Marsh
R. Cromwell-L. Atwill

D. Del Rio-G. Sanders-Lorre
Smith Ballew

L.--Banks-F. Robson
J. Bennett-H. Fonda

- John Wayne-S. Bromley
C. Ralns-G. l)ickson

.Ray McCarey
Al Herman
I. V. Willat

Ralph Murphy
Edw. KUly
J. Cruze
G. 9atoff
Gus Meins
Tim Whelan
Logan-Ripley
Art Lubin

Mervyn LeRoy

72
64

62
58
62
78

60
98

10/6

9/29
10/13
10/6

e/30

10/15/37 MURDER IN GREENWICH VILLAGE W. MacDonald Col Mystery

.

Fay Wray-Richard Arlen Al S. Rogell
78-DR. SYN GB GB Drama . Georg^e Arliss Neill-Howell

WALLABY JIM OF ISLANDS B. Barsky
J. Mankiewicz

GN Rom-Dr G. Huston-R. Coleman Chas. Lamont 58
9/22DOUBLE WEDDING MGM Rom-Com Wm. Powell-M. Loy R, Thorpe 85

BOYS OF THE STREET Wm. Nigh Mono Com-Dr Jackie Cooper-M. O'Connor Wm. Nigh
WHERE TRAILS DIVIDE R. N. Bradbury

Ernst Lubitsch
Mono Western. Tom Keene R. N. Bradbury

ANGEL Par Rom-Dr Dietrich-H. Marshall Ernst Lubitsch 90 9/15
FIT FOR A KING David L. Loew RKO Comedy Joe E. Brown-Helen Mack Edw, Sedgwick 73 9/1
PORTIA ON TRIAL •A. E. Levoy Rep Rom-Dr W. Abel-F. Inescort G. Nicholas, Jjr.

TRIGGER TRIO Sol Siegel Repub Western Three Mesquiteers - Wm. Witney
HEIDI R. Griffith 20th Rom-Dr Temple-Hersholt-Treacher Allan Dwan 85

THAT'S MY STORY Robt. Presnell U Melodrama C. Morgan-Wm. Lundigan Sid Solkow
OVER THE GOAL Bryan Foy WB Rom-Com Wm. Hopper-June Travis Noel Smith 62 10/6

10/22/37 THE AWFUL TRUTH
' ' KING OF SIERRAS

HERE'S FLASH CASEY
LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN

THUNDER TRAIL
BREAKFAST FOR TWd

CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY
STAND-IN

MERRY-GO-ROUND OF '38

THE PERFECT SPECIMEN

Everett Riskin Col Comedy
M. H. Hoffman GN Western

M.& A. Alexander GN Comedy
H. Rapf MGM Com-Dr

Par Par Western
Edw. Kaufman RKO Rom-Dr
John Stone 20th Mystery
W. Wanger UA Comedy

B. G. DeSylva U Musical
H. J. Brown WB Com-Rom

I. Dunne-Carey Grant
Rex-Sheik (horses)
E. Linden-B. Mallory

R. Montgomery-R. Russell
Marsha Hunt-Gilbert Roland
B. Stanwyck-H. Marshall
W. 6land-Joan Marsh

L. HowardrJoan Blondell
B. Lahr-B; Jlouse-Auer
E. Flynn-Joan Blondell

Leo McCarey
Arthur Rosson
Lynn Shores

G. Fitzmaurice
Chais. Barton
Alfred Santell
Eugene Forde
Tay Garnett

irv. Cummings
Michael Curtiz

90

60

56
65
68
90

82

9/29

9/22
10/6

9/29

10/29/37 TRAPPED BY G MEN
TEX RIDES WITH BOY SCOUTS

CONQUEST
THIS WAY, PLEASE

THERE GOES THE GROOM
RIDIN' THE LONE TRAIL
ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN

WESTLAND CASE
THE GREAT GARRICK

Col Col Melodrama
E. Finney GN Western

B. H. Hyman MGM Hist-Rom
Mel Shauer par Musical
A. Lewis RKO Com-Dr

A. W. Hackel Rep Western
L. Schwab 20th Musical

L, Fox-S. Starr U Mystery
M. LeRoy WB Df6ma

Jack Holt-Wynne Gibson
Tex Ritter

Garbo-Charlcs Beyer
Buddy Rogers-B. Grable
B. Meredith-Ann Sothem

Bob Steele
Cantor-T. Martin-J. Lane
P. Foster-Carol Hughes

Brian Aherne-de Haviland

Louis D. Collins
Ray Taylor

Clarence Brown
Robt. Florey "

Joseph Santl^y
Sam Newfield
David Butler
C. Cabanne
James Whale

72
64

62
95

9/15
10/13

10/6
9/29

11/5/37 NON-STOP NEW YORK
SWING IT, SAILOR
THE FIREFLY

HOLD 'EM, NAVY
FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY
DANGER, LOVE AT WORK

NOTHING SACRED
GIRL WITH IDEAS.
ALCATRAZ ISLAND

GB GB Rom-Mel
D. Diamond GN , Com-Dr
H. Stromberg MGM Musical

Par Par Football
A. Lewis RKO Com-Rom
H. Wilson 20th Com-Rom

D. O, Selznick UA Comedy
Ed. Grainger U Com-Rom

Cosmo . WB Melodrama

Anna Lee-J. Loder
W. FordrJ. Jewell

J. MacDonald-A. Jones
Lew Ayrcs-At. Carlisle

J. Boles-I. Lupino
A. Sothern-J. Haley
Lombard-F. March

W. Pidgeon-W. Barric.
John Litel-A. Sheridan

R. Stevenson
Ray Cannon

R. Z. Leonard
K. Neumann
Ben Stoloff .

O. L. Preminger
Wm. Wellman
Sylvan Simon
Wm. McGann

140

64

7/28

10/13

11/12/37 I'LL TAKE ROMANCE
MR. BOGGS BUYS BARREL
THE LAST GANGSTER

THE BARRIER
LIVING ON LOVE

SPRINGTIME IN ROCKIES
DANGEROUSLY YOURS
STORM IN A TEACUP

ADVENTUROUS BLONDE

E. Riskin
Ben Pivar

. MGM
H. Sherman
M. Cohen

S. C. Siegel
Sol Wurtzel

Korda
Bryan Foy

Col
GN
MGM
Par
RKO
Rep
20th
UA
WB

Musical
Com-Dr
Drama
Outdoor
Com-Rom
Western
Rom-Dr
Rom-Dr
Com-Rom

11/19/3 HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP
NAVY BLUE AND GOLD
NIGHT CLUB SCANDAL

BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY
DAMSEL IN DISTRESS
THE GUN RANGER

SECOND HONEYMOON
IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER

Col Col Western
S. Zimbalist MOM Football

Par Par Mystery
B. P. Schulberg Par Com-Roni
P. S. Berman , RKO Musical
A. W. Hackel . Rep Western
R. Griffith 20th Com-Rom
H. J. Brown WB Comedy

Grace Moore-M. Douglas
S. Erwin-H. Chandler

E. G. Robiiison-R. Stradner
L. Carrillo-J. Parker
W. Bourne-J. Dunn
G. Autry-P.. Rawles

. C. Romero-P. Brooks
V. Lelgh-R. Harrison
G. Farrell-B. MacLane

Buck Jones
R. Young-L. Barrymorc
i. Barrymore-Overman
C. Lonibard-MacMurray
Astaire-Burns and Allen
Bob Steele-E. Stewart
T. Power-L. Young
L. Howard-B. Davis

Edw. Griffith
G, Wiles

E. Ludwig'
Les Selander
Lew Landers
Joe Kane
M. St. Clair
V. Saville

F. McDonald

Ewing Scott
Sam Wood

Ralph Murphy
Wes Ruggles
Geo. Stevens
S. Newfield

,

Walter Lang
Archie Mayo
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Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Oct. 19,

Production in Hollywood studios is at near a normal level, with 41 pic-
tures currently in the works. Output is keeping to a steady flow, with 116

pix completed against a, season's promise of 598. Protection for releases is

seen ir^. the fact that 73 pix are now in the cutting rooms and that a normal
number are being readied for the cameras.

Cohtmbia

Features .

Westerns

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted inr
40 4 Z
22 3 1

Now Balanooto
jn Be Placed Stories in

Cuttinr Before Prepara-
Booms Cameras lion

7 27 5
2 18 1

Total 62 .7 3 9 ,43 6
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
•MUBDEB IN GBEENWICH VILLAGE,' formerly titled 'PABK AVE-

NUE DAME,' produced by Wallace MacDonald for Irving Briskin unit;
directed, by Al Rogell; original by Robert T. Shannon; screen pl^y by
Michael Simmons; photography by Henry Freulich. Cast: Richard Arlen,
Fay Wray, Mary Russell, Wyn Gaboon, Scott Colton, Raymond Walburn,
Gene Morgan, Marc Lawrence, George McKay.
'PAID TO DANCE,' formerly titled 'WOMEN QF THE NIGHT,' produced

by Ralph Cohn; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.; original by Leslie White;
screen play by Robert Cohen; photographed by George Meehan. Cast: Don
Terry, Jacqueline Wells, Ralph Byrd, Rita Hayworth. Arthur Loft, John
Gallaudet, Louise Stanley, Paul Fix, Thurston Hall.
TLL TAKE BOMANCE,* produced by Everett Riskin; directed by

Edward H. Griffith; photographed by Lucien Ahdriot; no writing credits
announced as yet. Cast: Grace Moore, Melvyn Douglas, Stuart Erwin,
Andre Beranger, Helen Westley, Richard Carle, Walter Kingsford.
•ALL AMEBICAN SWEETHEABT,' produced by Wallace MacDonald for

Irving Briskin unit; directed by Lambert Hillyer; original by Robert E.
Kent; screen play by Fred Niblo, Jr., Grace Neville and Michael L. Sim-
mons; photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast: Scott Colton, Patricia Farr,
Gene Morgan, Ruth Hilliard, Joe Twerp, Allen Brook, Thurston Hall, Louis
De Pron.
THE OLD WYOMING TBAIL,' formerly titled 'SMOKING SIX GUNS,'

§reduced by Harry L. Decker for Irving Briskin unit; directed by Folmer
ilangsted; original by J. Benton Cheney; screen play by Ed Earl Repp;

Shotographed by Al Zeigler. Cast: Charles Starrett, Barbara Weeks, Don
[rayson, Dick Curtis, Ed Le Saint, Art Mix.
'CABNIVAL LADT.'jproduced by Wallace MacDonald for Irving Briskin

unit; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.; original by Milton RaisOn; screen play
by Lambert Hillyer and Arthur T. Horman; photographed by Lucien
Ballard. Cast: Charles Quigley, Rita Hayworth. Marc Lawrence, Donald
Kirk, Dwight Frye and Arthuf Loft.
'SHE MABBIED AN ABTIST/ produced by Sydney Buchman; directed

by Marion Gering. Magazine story by B. Avery Strakosh; screen play by
Gladys Lehman and Delmar Daves; photographed by Merritt Gerstad,
Cast: John Boles, Luli Deste, Helen Westley, Frances Drake, Thomas
Mitchell, Patricia farr.
'FOBGOTTEN WOMEN,' "produced by Wallace MacDonald for Irving

Briskin unit* directed by Lambert Hillyer; original by Mortimer Braus;
screen play by Saul Elkms; photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast: Sara
Padden, Wyn Cahoon, Scott Colton, Mayo Methot, Barbara Weeks, Arthur
Loft, Bess Flowers.

Columbia Pictures Now in Production
•MUBDEBEBS WELCOME,' produced by Larry Darmour; directed by

Lewis D. Collins; magazine story by Philip Wylie. Cast: Jack Holt,
Katherine De Mille, Craig Reynolds, Luis Alberni, Purnell Pratt, Esther
MUir, Morgan Wallace.
'STABT CHEEBING,' formerly titled 'COLLEGE FOLLIES OF 1938,' and

'FBESHMAN FOLLIES,' produced by Nat Perrin; directed by Al Rogell;
original by Corey Ford; camera by Joe Walker. Cast: Charles Starrett,
Joan Per^, Walter Connolly, Jimmy Durante, Gertrude Niesen, Romo
Vincent, Chaz Chase, Hal LeRoy, Johnny Green, Raymond Walburn,
Howard, Fine and Howard, Virginia Dale, Ernest Truex, Jimmy Wallington,
Gene.Morgan, Louis Prima, Thurston Hall, Geni Legon.
'AMEBICAN LEGION,' produced by. Ralph Cohn; directed by C. C.

Coleman, Jr.; original by Martin Mooney; screen play by Michael Simmons;
photographed by Lucien Ballard. Cast: Don Terry, Mary Russell, Robert
Warwick, James Hollywood, George McKay.
'BUCKING BBOADWAT,' Coronet picture for Columbia release; L. G.

Leonard, associate producer; directed by Ewing Scott; no writer credits yet
available; photographed by Allen Thompson. Cast: BucktJones, Ruth Cole-
man, Elaine Arden, Shemp Howard, Donald Douglas,

Grand National

Now Balance, to
Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories In
of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-

Promised pleted ing Booms Cameras tion
Features 43 9 0 2 32 7
Westerns 22 2 9 3 17 2

Total..... 65 11 0 5 49 9

Pictures now in the cutting room or awaiting previews are:
'KING OF THE SIEBBAS,' Condor picture featuring three horses, Rex,

Sheik and Thunder; Frank Gayass, associate producer; directed by Arthur
Rosson; original screen play by Scott Darling; photographed by Tom Gal-
ligan. Cast: Frank Campeau, Wally Albright, Morgan Brown, Edward
Peil, Billy Van Every.
'HE WANTED .TO MABBY,' produced by David Diamond; directed by

Raymond Cannon; original by Percy Rowland; screen play by Clarence
Marks; photographed by Richard Fryer. Cast: Wallace Ford, Ray Mayer,
Isabel Jewell, Mary Lou Treen, CuUy Richards, Max Hoffman, Jr., George
Humbert, Alexander Leftwich, Kenneth Harlan, Rex Lease.
'TEX BIDES WITH THE BOY SCOUTS,' produced by Edward Finney;

supervised by Lindsay Parsons; directed by Ray Taylor; original by Edward
Kelso; camera, Gus Peterson. Cast: Tex Ritter, Snub Pollard, Horace
Murphy, Heber Snow, Charles King, Forrest Taylor, Marjorie Reynolds,
Karl Hackett.
'MB. BOGGS STEPS OUT,' formerly titled 'MB. BOGGS BUYS A

BABBEL,' produced by Ben Pivar; directed by Gordon Wiles; original by
Clarence Budington Kelland; screen play by Richard English; photographed
by John Stumar. Cast: Stuart Erwin, Helen Chandler, Toby Wing, Walter
Buron, Spencer Charters, Milburn Stone, William Moore.
^ 'FBONTIEB TOWN,' produced by Edward Finney; supervised by Lindsr
ley Parsons; directed by Ray Taylot; original screen play by Edmond
Kelso; photographed by Gus Peterson. Cast: Tex Ritter, Ann Evers, Hor-
ace Murphy, Snub Pollard, Charles King.

Metro

Now Balance to

Number Number Now . in Be Placed Stories in

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-
Promised pleted ing Rooms Cameras tion

Features ., 48 7 4 4 33 7
Hal Boach 4 9 0 0 4 1

Total ' 52 7 4 4 ' 37 8
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaitinc; previews are:
•CONQUEST,' formerly titled 'MADAME WALEWSKA,' produced by

Bernard Hyman; directed by Clarence Brown; novel by Gasiorowski;
screen play by S. N. Behrman, Salka Viertel, Zoe Akins, Sam Hoffenstein
and Talbot Jennings; dance direction by Val Raset; photographed by Karl
Freund. Cast: Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer, Reginald Owen, Henry Steph-
enson, C. Henry Gordon, Maria Ouspenskaya, Alan Marshall, George Hous-
ton. Shepard Strudwick, Ivan Lebedeff, Bodil Rosing, Claude Gillingwater,
Noble Johnson, Roland Varno.
T 5,^?? ^'AN OF DBIMSTONE,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed by
J. waiter Ruben; original by Ruben. Cast: Wallace Beery, Raymond Hat-
jon. Virginia Bruce, Lewis Stone, Bruce Cabot, Larry Doyle, Joseph
<-alIeia. Guy Kibbee, Warren Hymer, Clirt Edwards. Noah Beary. Sr.,
\rlhur Hohl. Robert Gleckler, Olin Howard. Mitchell Lewis, John Qualen,
THE LAST GANGSTEB,' no producer credit; directed by Edward Lud-

wig; original by Robert Carson and William Wellman; photographed by
William Daniels. Cast: Edward G. Robinson, James Stewart Rose St'rad-

ner, Lionel Stander, Douglas Scott, Louise Beavers, Sidney Blackmer,
Henry Daniell; Allan Baxter, Donald Barry, Moroni Olsen.
'THE FdUB MABYS.' produced by Louis D. Lighton; directed by Rich-

ard Thorpe; original by Fanny Heaslip Lea; photographed by Karl Freund.
Cast: Myrna Loy, Rosalind Russell, Franchot Tone, Walter Pidgeon, Nana
Bryant, Leonard Penn, Ruth Hussey, Rita Johnson.
'NAVY BLUE AND GOLD,' produced by Sam Zimbalist; directed by

Sam Wood; screen play from novel by George Bruce; photographed by
John Seitz. Cast: Robert Young, James Stewart, Lionel Barrymore, Flor-
ence Rice, Billie Burke, Tom Brown, Barnett Parker, Paul Kelly.

Metro Pix Now in Production
'MANNEQUIN,' produced by Joseph Mankiewicz; directed by Frank Bor,-

zage; original by Katharine Brush; photographed by George Folsey. Cast:
Joan Crawford, Spencer Tracy, Alan Curtis, Mary Phillips, Leo Gorcey,
Elizabeth Risdon, Oscar O'Shea.
'THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CBY,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed

by Alfred E. Green; original by J. Walter Ruben and Eleanor Griffin;
photographed by Len Smith. Cast: Judy Garland, Sophie Tucker, Mickey
Rooney, Ronald Sinclair, C. Aubrey Smith, Forrester Ha.rvey, Elisha Cook,
Lionel Belmore.
'EVERYBODY SING* produced by Harry Rapf; directed by Edwin L.

Marin; writing credits not yet announced; photographed by Joe Rutten-
berg. Cast: Allan Jones, Fanny Brice, Judy Garland, Billie Burke, Reginald
Owen, Lynne Carver.
'MATTER OF PRIDE,' no producer credit; directed by William Thiele;

original by William C. White; photographed by William Daniels. ,Cast;

Frank Morgan, John Beal, Florence Rice, Herman Bing, Cora Witherspoon,
Janet Beecher, Erik Rhodes, E. E. Clive, George Givot.
'BENEFITS FOBGOT,' produced by John W. Considine, Jr.; directed by

Clarence BrOwn; novel by Honore Willsie Morrow; photographed by
Charles Lawton. Cast: Walter Huston, James Stewart, Beulah Bondi,
Charles Cobui-n, Ted Healy, Charley Grapewin, Guy Kibbee.

Monogram

Now Balance to

Number Number Now in BePlaced Stories in

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cuttinr Before Prepara-
Promised pleted ins Booms Cameras - tion

12 1 1 12 5
4 0 1 11 1

Tdtal ..... ..... 42 16 1 2 ' 23 6
Picture in the cutting room
•FEDEBAL BULLETS,? produced by Lon Young; directed by Karl Brown;

original screen play by Brown; photographed by Gilbert Warrenton. Cast:
Terry Walker, Zeffie Tilbury, Milburn Stone, Helen McKellar, William
Harrigan, Selmer Jackson, -Matty Fain.
'DANGEB VALLEY,' produced and directed by R. N. Bradbury; original

screen play by Robert Emmett; photographed by Bert Longenecker. Cast:

Jack Randall, Lois Wilde, Charles Kmg,. Ernie Adams, Earl Dwire, Hal
Price.

Monogram Pic Now In Production
THE COUNTY FAIB,' produced by E. B. Derr; directed by Howard

Bretherton; original screen play by Jack Neville; photographed by Arthur
Martinelli. Cast: John Arledge, Mary Lou Lender, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Fuzzy 'Knight, Jimmy Butler.

Paramonnt

Number Number ' Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted Ing
Studio 36 12 5
Harry Sherman... 6 2 0
Emanuel Cohen... 8 0 2

B. P. Schulberf... 8 .1 0

Now Balanoo to
in BePlaced Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Booms Cameru tion

7 12 4
2 2 115 216 9

Total 58 15 7 11 25 7

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'THE BABBI^B,' produced by Harry Sherman; directed by Les Selander;
original by Rex Beach; screen play by Bernard Sphubert; additional dialog

by Harrison Jacobs and Mordaunt Shairp; songs, Harry ^Tobias and Jack
Stern; camera, George Barnes. Cast: Leo Carrillo,- Jean Parker, Jimmy
Ellison, Otto Kruger, J. M. Kerrigan, Andy ClydCj Robert Barrat, Sally
Martin, Sara Haden, Addison Richards.
'LOVE ON TOAST,' produced by Emanuel Cohen; directed by E. A.

Dupont; original screen play by Jane Storm, Richard Connell and Doris
Malloy; photographed by Charles Schoebaum. Cast: Stella Ardler, John
Payne, Grant Richards, Katharine 'Sugar' Kane, Isabel Jewell, Luis Alberni.
"BLOSSOMS ON BBOADWAY,' produced by B. P. Schulberg; directed

by Richard Wallace; original by George Auerbach; camera, Leon Shamroy.
Cast: Edward Arnold, Shirley Ross, John Trent, William Frawley, Weber
and Fields, the Radio Rogues, Ruth Davis, Kitty Kelly.
'THRILL OF A LIFETIME,' produced by Miss Fanchon; directed by

George Archainbaud; no writing credits announced. Cast: Yacht Club Boys,
Judy Canova, Ben Blue, Betty Grable, Johnny Downs, Eleanore Whitney,
Leif Ericson, Larry Crabbe.
'NIGHT CLUB SCANDAL,' general office production, directed by Ralph

Murphy; no writing credits announced. Cast: John Barrymore. Lynne
Overman, Charles Bickford, Louise Campbell, Harvey Stephens, J. Carrol
Naish, Evelyn Brent, Elizabeth Patterson, Barlowe Borland.
'BOBN TO THE WEST,' general office production, directed by Charles

Barton; other credits not announced. Cast: John Wayne, Marsha Hunt,
John Mack Brown, Syd Saylor, Monte Blue, John Patterson, Nick Lulcats,

James Craig, Lucien Li tt^efleld.

'HOLD 'EM, NAVY,' general office production; directed by Kurt Neu-
mann; photographed- by Henry Sharp; no writer credits. Cast: Lew Ayres,
Mary Carlisle, Benny Baker, John Howard, Richard Denning, Elizabeth
Patterson.
'BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S BEVENGE,' general office production; di-

rected by Louis King; screen play by Edward T. Lowe, based on original
by H. C. 'Sapper' McNiele; photographed by Harry Fischbeck. Cast: John
Barrymore, Louise Campbell, John Howard, E. E. Clive, Reginald Denny,
Lucien Littlefleld, Nydia Westman.

, 'WELLS FARGO,' produced arid directed by Frank Lloyd; Howard Esta-
brook, associate producer; original by Stuart N. Lake; screen play by Paul
Schofleld, Gerald Geraghty and Fred Jackson; camera, Theodore Sparkuhl.
Cast: Joel McCrea, Prances Dee, Bob Burns, Lloyd Nolan, Mary Nash,
Ralph Morgan, Porter Hall, Robert Cummings, Jane Dewey, Barlowe
Borland.
'TRUE CONFESSION,' produced by Albert Lewin; directed by Wesley

Ruggles; photographed by. Ted Tetzlaff; no writing credits. Cast: Carole
Lombard, Fred MacMurray, Porter Hall, John Barrymore, Edgar Kennedy,
Richard Carle, Una Merkel, Fritz Feld.
'CASSIDY OF BAR 20,' produced by Harry Sherman; directed by Les

Selander; screen play by Norman Houston; original by Clarence E. Mul-
ford; photographed b- Russell. Harlan. Cast: Frank Darien, Russell Hay-
den, Nora Lane, Robert Fiske, John Elliott.

Paramount Pix Now in Production
'THE BUCCANEER,' produced and directed by C. B. De Mille; photo-

graphed by Victor Milner; other credits not yet announced. Cast: Fredric
March, Franciska Gaal, Akim Tamirofl, Ian Keith, Walter Brennan, Doug-
las Dumbrille, Robert Barrat, Fred Kbhler, Sr., Beulah Bondi, Margot
Grahame, Spring Byington.
'EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY,' Major Pictures production; produced by

Emanuel Cohen; directed by Edward Sutherland; no writing credits. Cast:
Mae West, Edmund Lowe; Charlie Butterworth, Walter Catlett.

•BIG BROADCAST OF 1938,' produced- by Harlan Thompson; directed
by Mitchell Lciscn; no other credits yet announced. Cast: W. C. Fields,
Martha Raye, Dorothy Lamour. Ben Blue. Bob Hope, Shirley Ross, Leif
Erikson. Kirsten Flagstad. Tito Guizar, SY :p Fields.

'DAUGHTER OF SHANGHAI,' general office production; directed by
(.Continued on page 24)

16'MM Boom
(Continued from page 7)

and exhibitors are swayed to the

narrow-gauge material.

The industrial field has been so
successful and profitable that few
firms handling this type of product
objected to Screen Actors Guild
wage scale. Customary method
used by industrial companies is to

shoot pictures in standard 3S and
then reduce to 16-mm. film. Same
method is employed for numerous
entertainn>ent pictures: sold for non-
theatrical and home usage.
Narrow-gauge equipment appeals

to industrials, and for home and
club

.
showing, because of minimum

or total absence of fire hazard. Talk
of a possible newsreel circuit using
16-mm. equipment and films is pre-
dicated on the saving in film costs
and through costly fireproof booth
and theatre construction.

Indicative of the demand for the
smaller wiBth films in homos, clubs
and other non-theatrical exhibitions
is the elaborate setup of CasLb Films
and also Pathe.-rrams, both dealers
in 16 and 8 mm. pictures. In the
educational field, the most elaborate
and closest to text-book material has
been complied by Electrical Re-
search Products Picture Consult-
ants which has the most complete
library of subjects. These have
been costly to produce but with
production now geared to a high
pace, company just now is begin-
ning to recoup in coin outlay.

Industrial production has Audio
Production, Inc., and Jam Handy
currently as leading rivals and prob-
ably the most extensive film build-
ers. There are some four other Im-
portant ones In the field. Audio re-
cently started ' work on an 8-reel
picture for a large N. Y. manufac-
turer indicating how far production
has extended In this field where a
two-reel subject formerly was tops.
Jam Handy maintains offices and
branch operations in several cities,

with bulk of producing In the east.
Claim they make the most convinc-
ing sales talk films In the biz.

Nearest counterpart to actual film
distributors for the Industrial 16-mm.
field la Modern Talking Picture
Service^ which is made up of for-
mer ERPI employes. This company
will handle the product of any in-
dustrial firm, arrange special .show-
ings, contact dealers, handle tickets
and other details of distribution.
With the strides made towards

perfect projection of the IC-mm. pic-
ture, one of biggest advances was
the new high intensity arc light with
a miniature arc. This gives a white
light Instead of the yellow one em-
ployed in 10-mm. project'on thus
far. This will be placed on the mar-
ket soon. It provides the latest
sound and a screen Image suuab''e
for use in small theatres. Refine-
ments of lens which make possible
larger, clearer screen images with
the same amount of light and a new
lens gadget that would eliminate
the old shutter type of projector are
other Inventions that loom on the
16 mm. horizon.

Govt's Survey
In first comprehensive attempt to

secure worthwhile information cov-
ering the 16 mm. non-theatrical field,
particularly with reference to size,
capital Investment and number of
people employed, the Motion Picture
Division of the Department of Com-
merce in Washington has launched a
widespread survey under direction
of N. D. Golden, chief of the divi-
sion.

Series of Corm letters is being sent
out by Golden to producers, manu-
facturers, laboratories, camera and
projection equipment concerns and
film libraries, requesting compara-
tive data ipovering 1932 and 1937,
with particular emphasis laid on
full-time and part-time workers in
both the 16 mm. and 8 mm. fields;
yearly footage production ia both
black and white and color output,
and an estimate of the amount of
capital in^rested In the manufacture
of this type of fllm and distribution.
Previous estimates by the , depart-

ment of commerce have varied to
such an iextent that it has hereto-
fore been impossible to get an accu-
rate Idea of the ramifications of this
industrial and advertising produc-
tion field.

IN THE SADDLE
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

George Sherman gets his fust solo
directing assignment at Republic in
'Wild Horse Rodeo,' one of *Th«
Three Mcsquiteers' series.

Production starts Thursday (21)
with five days on location at Lone
Pine.
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Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 21) >

Robert Florey: no writing credits yet; photographed ,by Charles Sghoen-
baum. Cast: Anna May Wong, Philip Ahn, Charles Bickford, Larry
Crabbe, Cecil Cunningham, Anthony Quinn, J. Catrol Naish, Chmg Wah
Lgo;
•THE YELLOW NIGHTINGALE,' produced by Harlan Thompson; di-

rected by H. C. Potter; no writing credits yet; photographed by William
Mellor. Cast: Gladys Swarthout, John Boles, John Barrymore, Clair Dodd,
Fritz Feld.
'THEY KNEW WHAT HAPPENED,' produced by general manager's

office; directed by James Hogan; writer credits not yet announced; photo-
graphed by Henry Sharp. Cast: Lew Ayres, Louise Campbell, Porter Hall,

Roscoe Karns, Virginia Weidler, Edgar Kennedy and Cecil Cunningham.
'THE BADGE OF POLICEMAN O'ROON,' Major Pictures production,

produced by Emanuel Cohen; directed by Frank Tuttle; original by O.
Henry; screen play by Jo Swerling and Richard ConneU; photograph^ by
Charles Lang. Cast: Bing Crosby, Mary Carlisle, Beatrice LiUie, Andy
Devine, Laura Hope Crews.

Studio ......
Condor
Sol Lesser.
David Locw.
Walt Disney.

Number Number N«w
•f Pix Com- Shoot-

Premised pletcd Ine:

43 9 7,
6 ff f
3 1 •
2 2 9
1 0 1

Now Balance to

in Be Placed Stories in

Cuttinir Bcf«rc Prepara-
Booms Cameras tlon

3 24 13
9 6 2
• 2 1
• • •
• • •

17

photographed by Virgil Miller. Cast: Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hudson, Chick
Chandler, George Regas, Robert Kent, J. Edward Bromberg.

'IN OLD CHICAGO,' Kenneth Macgowan, associate producer; directed by
Henry King; screen play by liamar Trotti and Sonya Levien, based on
story by Niven Busch; photographed by Peverell Marley. Cast: Tyrone
Power, Alice Faye, Don Ameche, Alice Bra^, Andy Devine, Brian Don-
levy, Tom Brown, Phyllis Brooks, Berton Churchill, June Storey, Paul
Hurst, Tyler Brooke, J. Anthony Hughes, Gene Reynolds.
'BORROWING TROUBLE,* produced by Max Golden; directed by Frank

Strayer; original screen play by Robert Ch^piA and Karen De-Wolf; photo-
graphed by Edward Snyder. Cast Jed Prouty* Spring Byington, Shirley
Deane, Russell Gleason. June Carlson, Billy Mahan, George Ernest, Douglas
Powley.
'SECOND HONEYMOON,' produced by Raymond Griffith; directed by

Walter Lang; no writing credit^ photographed by Ernest Palmer. Cast:

Tyrone" Power, Loretta Young, Stuart Erwm, Claire Trevor, Lyle Talbotj
J. Edward -Bromberg, Jayne Regan.

20th-Fox Pictures Now In Prodactlon
'LOVE AND HISSES,' produced by Kenneth Macgowan; directed by Sid-

ney Lanfield; original screen play by Arthur Arthur and Curtis Kenyon, Jr.

Cast: Walter Winchell, Ben Bemie, Simone Simon, Joan Daivis, Dick Bald-
win, Wally Vernon, Bert Lahr. ^

^CHARLIE CHAN AT MONTE CABJLO/ produced by John Stone; di-
rected by Eugene Forde; original by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan; screen
play by Jerry Cady and Charles Belden. Cast; Warner OUmd, Virginia
Field, Robert Ken^ Keye Luke, Harold Huber, Sidney Blackmer, K^
Linaker,
'BIG TOWN GIRL,' produced by Milton Feld; directed by Alfred Worker;

screen play by Lou Breslow iand John Patrick, from original by Francis
Whiting Reid; photographed by John Mescall. Cast: CUure Trevor» Donald
.Woods, Alan Dinehart, Maurice Cass, Alan Baxter, Lillian Yarbo.
'REBECCA OF SUNNYBBOOK FARM/ produced by Raymond Griffith;

directed by -Alan Dwan; song^s by Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell: no
other writer credits yet announce; photographed by Arthur Miller. Cast:
Shirley Temple, Gloria Stuart, Randolph ScotV 7ack Haley, Helen Westley,
Alan Dinehart, Phyllis Brooks, William Demarest; Slim Summerville,
Raymond Scott Quintet, Bill Robinson, Dixie <Dunbar, The Peters Sisters.

Censure Censors

total 55 12 S 3 ,32

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'LIVING ON LOV^,' formerly titled 'LOVE IN A BASEMENT,' produced
by Maury Cohen; directed by Lew Landers; original by John Wells; screen

Slay by Franklin Coen; photographed by Nick Musuraca. Cast: James
lunn, Whitney Bourne, Joan Woodbury, Solly Ward, Franklin Pangbom,
Tom Kennedy.
'HIGH FLYERS,' produced by Lee Marcus; directed by Eddie Clme;

from play. The Kangaroos,' by Victor Mapes; screen play by Benny Rubin
and Bert Granet; photographed by Jack MacKenzie. Cast: Bert Wheeler,
Robert Woolsey, Lupe Velez, Marjorie Ford, Jack Carson, Charles Judels,

Frank M. Thomas, George Irving, Margaret Dumont, Herbert Clifton.

'DANGER PATROL,' formerly titled 'HIGHWAY TO HELL,' produced
by Maury Cohen; diriected by Lew Landers; original by Helen Vreeland
and Hilda Vincent; screen play by Sy Bartlett and J. Robert Bren; photo-
graphed by Nick Musuraca. Cast: John Beal, Sally Eilers, Harry Carey,
Frank M. Thomas, Lee Patrick. Ed Gargan, Paul Guilfoyle.

BKO-Radlo Pictures No.w in Prodnetlen
'A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS,' produced by Pandro'S. Berman; directed

by George Stevens; original by P. G. .Wodehouse; screen play by P. G.
Wodehouse, Ernest Pagano «nd S. K. Laurel; photographed by Joe August
Cast: Fred Astaire, Joan Fontaine, Gracie Allen and Gebrge Burns, Ray
Noble, Reginstld Gardiner, Constance ColUer, Montagu Love, Harry Watson,
Jack Carson.
'HITTING A NEW HIGH,' formerly titled IT NEVER HAPPENED BE-

FORE,' produced by Jesse L. Lasky; directed by Raoul Walsh; original by
Robert Harari and Maxwell Shane; screen play by Gertrude Purcell and
John Twist; photographed by Roy Hunt. Cast: Ldy Pons, John Howard,
Jack Oakie, Eric Blore, Edward Everett Horton, Billy Gilbert, Eduardo
CiannellL
'WOMEN HAVE A WAY,' formerly titled "THE FEMALE OF THE

SPECIES,' produced by Edward Kaufman; directed by Leigh Jason; orig-
inal by Allan Scott and Charles Norman; screen play by Scott; photo-
graphed by Peverell Marlay. Cast: Miriam Hopkins, Ray Milland, Walter
Abel, Henry Stephenson, Alec Craig, Guinn Williams.
'SNOW' WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS,' feature length cartoon

pow being readied by Walt Disney studios for December release.
'SHE'S GOT THAT SWING,' produced by Albert Lewis; directed by

Joseph Santley; original by Joseph Hoffman and Monroe Shaff; photo-
graphed by Jack MacKenzie. Cast: Gene Raymond, Ann Sothern, Victor
Moore, Helen Broderlck, Billy Gilbert, William Brisbane, Alan Bruce.
'BRINGING UP BABY,' produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Howard

Hawks; original by Haga^ Wilde; photographed by Russell Metty. Cast:
Katharine Hepburn, Cary Grant, Leonia Roberts, George Irving, Wesley
Barry.
'HAVING WONDERFUL TIME,' produced by Pandro S. Berman; directed

by Al Santell; play and screen pfay by Arthur Kober; photographed by
Robert De Grasse. Cast: Ginger Rogers, Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., Richard
'Red* Skelton, Pejggy Conklin, Eve Arden, Lucille Ball.
'TAKING THE TOWN,'j)roduced by Maury Cohen; directed by Edward

Killy; original by Arthur T. Horman; screen playijy Horman. and Franklin
Coen; photographed by Nick Musuraca. Cast: Fred Stone, Dorothy Moore,
Gordon Jones, Harlan Briggs, Paul Guilfoyle, George Irving, Frank M.
Thomas, Berton Churchill.

United Artists

Repiblic

Total

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised t>Ieted Ing
52 5 3

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting: Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

5 39 5

Number Number
«f Pix Com*

Promised pletcd
Samuel Goldwyn. 6 Z
Alexander Korda. 6 0
Selznick ......... 5. 1
Walter Wang:er..l 8 2
Chaplin 1 0
London Films.... 8 1

Now Balance i«
New in Be Placed
Sh««i- Cutting Before
ing Rooms Cameras
1 Z I
• • 6
0 2 2
0 15
• • 1
0 0 7

Stories In
Prepara-

tion
1
6
2
5
1
8

23Total 34 6 1 S 22
Pictures now in the cutting rooms awaiting previews are:
1 MET MY LOVE AGAIN,' produced by Walter Wanger; directed by

Arthur Ripley and Joshua Logan; screen play by David Hertz from novel
by Allene Corliss; photographed by Hal Mohr. Cast: Joan Bennett, Henry
Fonda. Dame May Whit^, Alan Itiforshall, Louise Piatt. Alan Baxter, Tim
Holt, Dorothy Stickney, Florence Lake, Genee Hall, Alice Cavenna.
'NOTHING SACRED,' produced by David O. Selznick:. directed by Wil-

liam A. Wellmanporiginal by James H. Street; screen play by Ben Hecht;
photographed by. Howard Greene. Cast: Carole Lombard, Fredric- March,
Charles Winninger, Walter Connolly, Sig Rumann, Frank Fay, Margaret
Hamilton. Maxie Rosenbloom, Art Lasky, Hedda Hopper, John Qualen.
'HURRICANE,' produced by Samuel Goldwyn; directed by John Ford;

screen play by Dudley Nichols, based, on original story by Cluurles Norhoff
and James Norman Hall; photogrt^hed by Bert Bltmnon. Cast: Jon Hall,
Dorothy Lamour, Raymond Massey, Mary Astor, C. Aubrey Smith, Thomas
Mitchell, Jerome Cowan, Movita, Mamo Clark, Kuleii De Clereq.
'THE ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO/ produced by Samuel Qoldwyn;

directed by Archie Mayo; screen play by Robert Emmett Sherwood; photo-
graphed by Rudolf Mate and Archie Stout Cast: Gary Cooper] Sigrid
Gurie; Ernest Truex, Binnie Barnes, Basil Rathbone, George Barbier, Lotus
Liu, Ferdinand Gottschalk.
'THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER,' produced by David O. Selz-

Xilck; directed by Norman Taurog; screen play oy John V, A. Weaver, from
story by Mark Twain; photographed by James Wong Howe and Wilfred
Cline. Cast: Tommy Kelly, Jackie Moran, May Robson, Walter Brennan,
Ann GiUis, Victor Jory, Mickey Rentcshlei:, Cora Sue Collins, Charles Rich-
man, Spring Byington, David Holt, Matcia Mae Jones, Margaret Hamilton,
Philip Hurtic, iWille Alderson, Donald Meek, Nana Bryant, Victor Kilian,
Frank McGlynn, Sr. -

,

United Artists Pictures Now in Production
'THE GOLDWYN FOLLIES,* produced hy Samuel Goldwyn; directed by

George Marshall; photography by Gregg Toland; original screen play by
Ben Hecht Cast: Kenny Baker, Virginia Verrill, Adolphe Menjou, the
Ritz Brothers, Helen Jepson, Charles Kullmann. Phil Baker, Edgar Bergen
and Charlie McCarthy, Zorina, Bobby Clark, EUa Logan, William Dollar,
George Balanchine's American Ballet, Andrea Leeds.

Uiii?ersd

Pictures now in the cutting rooms awaiting preview are:
'PORTIA ON TRIAL,' produced by Al Levoy; directed by George Nich-

olls, Jr.; original story by Faith Baldwin; screen play by Sam Ornitz
and E. E. Paramore, Jr.; photographed by Harry Wild. Cast; Walter Abel,
Frieda Inescort, Neil Hamilton, Ruth Donnelly, Heather Angel.
'MANHATTAN MEBRY-GO-ROUND,' produced by Harry Sauber;

directed by Chuck Reisner; original screen play by Harry Sauber; photo-
graphed by Jack Marta. Cast: Phil Regan, Leo CarriUo, Ann Dvorak, James
Gleason, Tamara Geva,"Kay Thompson, Ted Lewis, Cab Calloway, Joe
DiMaggio, Henry Armetta, Dorothy Paige, Selmer Jackson, Gene Autry.
'THE DUKE COMES BACK,' produced by Herman Schlom; directed by

Irving Pichel; Satevepost story by Lucien Carey; screen play by Adele
Buffiinigton. Cast: Allan Lane, Heather Angel, Genevieve Tobin, Joseph
Crehan, John Russell, Chick Chandler, Selmer Jackson.
'SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES,' produced by Sol Siegel; directed by

Joe- Kane; original by Gilbert Wright; screen play by Jack Natteford and
Betty Burbridge. Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnett, Polly Rowles.
'ZORRO RIDES AGAIN' (.serial), produced by Sol Siegel; directed by

William Witney and Jack English; original screen play by Johnson Mc-
Cauley. Cast: Duncan Renaldo, John Carroll, Elsa Christian, Richard
Alexander, Roger William, Reed Howes.

Republic Pictures Now in Production
'THE LADY MISBEHAVES,' produced by Al Levoy; directed by Lloyd

Corrigan; original by Joe Krumgold; screen play by Krumgold and Olive
Cooper; photographed by Harry Wilde. Cast: Sally Eilers, Neil Hamilton,
Joseph Schildkraut, Marcia Mae Jones, George Ernest, Mary Gordon.
•NEWS IN THE AIR,' produced by Armand Schaefer; directed by Nick

Grinde; original screen play by Wellyn Totman and Jack Townley; photo-
graphed by Ernest Miller. Cast: Wallace Ford, June Travis, Dean Jagger,
Arthur Lake, Syd Saylor.
'WILD HORSE RODEO,* produced by Sol Siegel; directed by George

Sherman; original by Gilbert Wright; screen play by Betty Burbridge.
Cast: Bob Livingstone, Max Terhune, Ray Corrigan.

20th Century-Fox

Studio
Sol Lesser.

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pletcd ing:

. 52 12 4
6 10

Now Balance to
.
in Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tlon

4 30 5
9 5 5

35 10Total 58 13 4 6
Pictures in the cutting room.s or awaiting previews are
^LOXilCC OUT, MB. MOTO,' Sol M. Wurtzel, executive producer; directed

by Norman. Foster; original screen play by Lou Breslow and John Patrick;!

Total

Number Number New
of Pix Com- Slioot*

Promised pleted ing
50 8 1

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

10 31 4

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:
'THE BOSS OF LONELY VALLEY,' produced by Buck Jones; directed

by Ray Taylor; novel by Forrest Brown; screen play by Frances Guihan.
Cast: Buck Jones, Muriel Evans, Harvey Clark, Walter Miller, Lee Phelps,
Ted Adams, Dickie Howland, Ezra Paulette, Matty Fain, Grace Goodall.
'ADVENTURE'S END,' produced by Trem Carr; directed by Arthur

Lubin; novel by Ben Ames Williams; screen play by Ben G. Kohn. Cast:
John Wayne, Diana Gibson, Moroni Olsen, Montagu Love, Maurice Black,
Paul White, Cameron Hall, Patrick J. Kelly, George Cleveland.
'SUDDEN BILL DORN,' produced by Buck Jones; directed by Ray

Taylor; novel by Jackson Gregory; screen play by Frances Guihan. Cast:
Buck Jones, Noel Francis, Frank McQlynn, Sr., Harold Hodge, Ted Adams,
Evelyn Brent Lee Phelps.
'SOME BLONDES ARE DANGEROUS,' produced by E. M. Asher; di-

rected by Milton Carruth; novel by W. R. Biurnett; screen play by Lester
Cole. Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Nan Grey, William Gargan, Dorothea Kent
Rowland Drew.
'A GIRL WITH IDEAS,' formerly titled 'MIGHTIER THAN THE

SWORD,' produced by Edmund Grainger; directed by S. Sylvan Simon;
original by Bruce Manning; screen play by Robert T. Shannon. Cast:
Wendy Barrie, Walter Pidgeon, Kent Taylor, Henry Hunter, George Bar-
bier, Dorothea Kent Hobart Cavanaugh, Samuel S. Hinds, Horace Mac-
Mahon.
'MERBY-GO-ROUND OF 1938,' produced by B. G. De Sylva; directed

by Irving Cummings; original screen play by Monte Brice and Dorian
Otvos. Cast: Joy Hodges, John King, Bert Lahr, Billy House, Mischa Auer,
Jimmie Savo, Alice Brady, Barbara Read, Louise Fazenda, Richard Carle,
Howard Cantonwine, Charley WilUams, Dave Apollon and orchestra.
'COURAGE OF THE WEST,' produced by Trem Carr; directed by Joe

Lewis; original screen play by Jay Norton Baker; photographed by Virgil
Miller. Cast: Bob Baker, Lois January, J. Farrell MacDonald, Fuzzy Knight
Carl Stockdale.
'RENEGADE WRANGLERS,' produced by Trem Carr; directed by Joe

Lewis; original screen play by Harry O. Hoyt; photographed by Virgil
Miller. Cast: Bob Baker, Joan Barclay, Fuzzy Knight.
'TIM TYLER'S LUCK,' produced by Henry MacRae; directed by Ford

Beebe; screen play by Wyndham Gittens, Norman S. Hall, Ray Trampe
Cast: Frankie Thomas, Frances Robinson.
'A PRESCRIPTION FOR ROMANCE,' produced by Edmund Grainger;

directed by S. Sylvan Simon; driginal by John Reinhardt and Robert Ne-
ville; screen play by James Mulhauser, Robert T. Shannon and Albert R,
Perkins. Cast: Wendy Barrie, Kent Taylor, Mischa Auer, Dorothea Kent,
Frank Jenks, Henry Hunter.

Universal Pictures Now in Production
•YOU'RE A SWEETHEART,' formerly titled 'YOUNG MAN'S FANCY,'

produced by B. G. De Sylva; directed by David Butler; original story by
Bill Thomas, Maxwell Shane and Warren Wilson; screen play by Monte
Brice and Charles Grayson. Cast: Alice Faye, George Murphy, Ken Mur-
ray, the Three Diamond Brothers, Andy Devine, Larry Blake, Harry Stock
well, Charles Winninger, Frank Jenks, Frances Hunt

(Continued on page 25)

(Continued from page S)

heavies of anybody but Germans and
Russians—and Americans. No mat-
ter, ho^ deep-dyed a villain, if he's

an American that's j^ke with every-
body all over the world, including

America.

But one crack at an old-time Mexi-
can bandit and by grapevine word
passes south of the Rio Grande and
never stops traveling till it crosses

the Panama Canal and hits Cape
Horn. After that the picture is all

set to get the- Latin American works.

Even comic characters are not
liked by nations whose nationalism
suffered an arrested development
through, recent centuries and has
only begun to flower since the world
war. Producers duck that one by
making him a Latin from Manhattan
and billing him 'Nick.' Nick, they
argue when cornered, can even be
the name of a Russian.

One such character in a current
$1,000,000 saga of pioneering days
stUl has Mussolini shaking his head
jibout that Nick, It may be a Greek
to the producers, but it's a spaghetti-
bender to him..

As to who stopped the production
of Humphrey Cobb's 'Paths of Glory'
and Sinclair Lewis' 'It Can't Happen
Here' the Hollywood censorial
stooges don't know and for the mo-
ment care less. Their only concern
with things of that sort is to concede
that with the present setup and the
present pusillanimity of producers
no A idea for world-betterment has
a chance. .'

One of the main things against
pictures is. that despite their im-
provement in 20 years they still rate

as something less than literature,

painting, sculpture and architecture

by people who will battle any at-

tempt to inflict, censorship on these
art-forms.
Even holy men in high places can

be snobs about things of this sort
and until they -get the regard for
pictures that cardinals in the Mid-
dle Ages had for paintings, pro-
ducers looks for no help from that

quarter. Five hundred years from
now,.^maybe, but not next week, or
next year, and certainly not today.

While conceding that- such move-
ments as the Legion of Decency did
a -fine job in sapolioing pictures, the
studios aren't so sure they're still

doing it
MUIenlnm Idea

All such movements shake down
in tim6 to committees and after that

instead of a traffic cop you have a
dead horsejn the road. Committees
are jobholders and either get hard-
ened to what they are seeing or,

if the case for censorship is sound,
must necessarily get their minds and
morals poisoned after seeing 500 pix
a year in their worst state.

Rotating the work, giving each
member onie or two pictures a year
to see, not more, lest he become in-

fected, and confining the peeks to

people young enough to know if cer-

tain scenes really do harm them are

some of the ideas advanced as a way
out of censorial boredom. Others
have suggested that the organiza-
tions showing some vitality be
widened in their memberships until

all -America gets in. After that

they'd be so democratic as to not
need outside censorship, since 120,-

000,000 can't be wrong.
As to cleaning it all up with piti-

less publicity, as the studios have
been urged to do several limes by
name-writers only too willing to go
to bat if the studios would turn over
the material in their archives to the
writers, the producers have been
reluctant to do this.

What
. Red Lewis, they argue, .

or
Gene Powler would say about cen-
sors would be read by people who
already agree with them and would
have no influence on the rest, be-
cause such writers are known as

ribald scoffers and certainly- in any
case are not recent converts to the
faith.

If a writer like the late G. K.
Chesterton would come along and
want to use the material to blast
censorship back into, the lap of the
Puritan fathers, the studios would
give him the key to their secrets.

Mteanwhile their taking it out on
table-cloths, and each other.

LEVY DIRECTING
Hollywood, Oct. 19,

Bert Levy makes his bow as a

20th-Fox director with 'Blonde
Moll,' skedded to start Nov. 15.

Phyllis Brooks and Lyle . Talbot
are set ds featured jplayers and Sol

M. Wurtzel will produce.
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Swank in St. Loo
St. Louis.

When Fanchon 8c Marco inaugU'
rated the cinema guild method of

screen entertaimnent in its Shady
Oak Theatre in Clayton, a residen-

tial suburb of St. Louis, it also in-

augurated a new type of theatre ad-
vertising that has attracted much
attention in this neck of the woods.
Hand set ads in a distinctive French
font indicated the artistic nature Of

the theatre. Placed on the theatrical

page, by contrast, these ads definitely

attracted the .eye from the heavy
blades which generally mark local
theatrical advertising.

First advertisement was placed on
the society page, rather than the
amusement section, and naturally
this created a great deal of comment
especially from the type of persons
who would be attracted to the open-
ing film feature 'Nine Days a
Oueen.' Marvin Casmlr, chief of
F3eM publicity department, also
utilized the greatly, cherished mail-
ing lists of the St Ijouis Symphony
Orchestra and art and culture clubs
of the city as medium^ through
which to publicize the. attractions at
the Shady Oak where the admission
is 50c. and 75c. and only one per-
formance given, each evening.

Saseball Helped
Fort Worth.

Charlie Garden, local press agent
for Worth theatre, and Ben Hill,

special rep from u. A., put over
some nifties in exploiting 'Vogues.'

Outstanding stunts included double
truck layout of the most photo-
traphed girls in the world in Sunday
tar-Telegram roto section. Co-op

full page ad, paid for by local mer-
chants. Effective window displays in-
cluded seven windows of the Fair
store, in which 40x60 blowups from
picture were used, along wiUi 11x14
fashion stills, coils of picture film,

and tie-in cards.
A break alor^ with the engage-

ment of 'Vogues' was having . the
championship Fort Worth basefball
club, down, as guest of the theatre,
and introduced from the stag^l The
stunt drew a full house. IHie ball
players put on the show; local mer-
chants paid for it (giving each player
gifts), and the theatre collected the
proceeds.

Candid Stunt
Indianapolis.

Inspired by the obvious possibili-
ties of 'Vogues of 1938.' Orville
Crouch and Ward Farrar of Loew's
have added some of their own ideas
to get more free lineage than any
other exploitation campaign this
year.
Farrar and Crouch, being candid

camera addicts, tied-up with the
Star to award five prizes of $20 each
to the five best dressed women at-
tending the theatre on the three
opening days of pic. Lobby is bril-

liantly lighted to make possible
snaps, and 300 exposures were
taken. Each woman is given a card
stating, 'You have been chosen as
one of the best dressed women in
town.' Pictures of five prize win-
ners will be published in Star with
femmes using them as identification
to collect prize coin. In order to
keep' the losers from feeling bad,
6,500 cards were passed out.

Financial

Detroit,

As one of several build-ups for
'High, Wide and Handsome' (Par)
at Michigan theatre here, Publicity
Director Earl Hudson inserted a
four-inch one-column ad in finan-
cial pages of local sheets, with all
the trappings of a financial report.
Headed by 'Paramount Pictures

Balance Sheet for the $2,000,000 pro-
duction,' the ad listed various as-
pects of the flicker, such as 'Ro-
mance,' 'music,' etc;, with valuation
of each. Headings were 'romance,'
listing Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott,
etc.; 'Music,' by Kern and Hammer-
stein; 'action,' rush for fortunes; and
'spectacle,' free-for-all fight.
Signed off with 'complete account-

ing starting Friday with stunning
figures in person by Ina Ray Hutton
and Her Melodears. Michigan the-
atre.'

Yictorian Smasli
The RKO press book for 'Victoria

the Gteat' is one of the outstanders
thus far this season for color work,
sales aids and typographical display.
The color work is particularly good
and so planned that it can be used
for the lobby. Backing up the sales
talk is a bunch of germane exploita-
tion suggestions and material for a
coloring contest A radio script is
included and a six-day newspaper
pictorial strip.

If the British-made picture is not
put over in a big way, it will not be
the fault of the RKO forces. They
have done about everything that
could be done, and haVe done it

smartly.

It's an Idea
Ponca (Tity.

A special matinee was held by the
Roxy theatre here for Boy Scouts
and Cubs of the city during show-
ing of 'Dead End,' film having been
approved by the Boy Scouts of
America. Showing was held 4:45 in
the afternoon, with only a small
charge, below regular rates, for
scouts and cubs, . according to Jack
McCoUum, Roxy manager.

Theatre Changes

Charlotte, N. C.
New theatre, the Tryon, will seat

600, expected to be ready for open-
ing about Christmas. Owners oper-
ate houses at Roanoke, Va., and
Winston-Salem. Headed by Ellis
Blumenthal. Headquarters for Uie
concern recently shifted to Char-
lotte.

Canton, O.
Changes in theatta ownership re-

ported in eastern Ohip recently: Pal-
ace, Holgate to Don D. Lewis; Diana,
Grafton, to J. D. Koharik; Ohio,
Galion, to Gallon Theatre Co.; Bijou,
Xenia, is now the 2enia, Southsidj^
Ironton, the Stat« and Ottawa, OK
tawa, the Hieg^.

MGM's ShortssMag
Getting in step with tfie growing

trend favoring the more intelligent

use and advertising of short sub-
jects, the Metro publicity staff comes
forward with the M-G-M Short
Story, an attractive 20-page maga-
zine devoted exclusively to the pro-
motion of the short subjects. Herb
Morgan is the editor, but Howard
Dietz and all the lads kick in with
stories in the first issue, and that
means a formidable array of writing
talent all concentrating on the
orphan child of the pictures.
With Metro's important line-up of

diminutives, it is natural that it

should lead off with this concen-
trated appeal. It is to be hoped that
other producers will fall into line,

for with a concerted effort the shorts
can often be made really important
sales factors if only the exhibitors
get it through their heads that shorts
are featurettes and not merely sonie-

. thing with which to bring up a pro-
gram to desired length.
Short Story will be a monthly

until further notice.

Monks and Radio
Seattle.

Turning back a page in theatre
advertising, 'Borneo' (20th), current-
ly at Orpheum, is played up in true
Martin Johnson style, using increased
newspaper space and a jungle thea-
tre front with live monkeys^ et cet.
Ads stress thrills, jungles, and 'sights
never before seen.' Also getting
radio spots.
Hamrick-Evergreen Theatres have

tiew radio program, on KOL, 15
minutes at 5:45 thrice weekly, known
as 'Hamrick-Evergreen Review.'
Consists of electrical transcriptions
from bits in pixes, highlights from
Hollywood, and plugs for current
local attractions. Hart Edwards,
veg announcer at KOL, handles pro-
gram with continuity written at Vic
Gauutlett's H-E offices.

Lynchburg, Va,
Ground was broken Saturday (9)

at Elks National Home, Bedford, Va.,

for Fred Harper Memorial theatre;,

named in honor of the Lynchburg
attorney who was once grand exalted
ruler, Mr, Harper died this yeaj?.

House, gift of Dr. Robert S. Bar.
ratt, of Alexandria, will be equipped
for stage as well as film shows, and
will seat nearly 400.

Oklahoma City,
Glenn Thompson Will snbi'tly dgen

a new house At Atoka.
Hydro, in town of same name,

seating 300 to be opened within 60
days by Richard Buchanan.
Jack Pierce opening a new 300-

seater at Stigler.
Consolidated Theatres, Ino., finish-

ing new house at Mangum,
Ancel Challener, sound service

man for the Griffith enterprses, has
accepted a postion on the faculty qf
the engineering school, University
of Oklahoma.

Buck Owen's Tour
Canton, Oct. 19.

Buck Owen, film cowboy, and a
company of 15, including the Marl-
bou Ranch band and his stunt horse,
Goldie, making personal appear-
ances in major houses throughout
the midwest
Opening recently at the Savoy,

Louisville, the unit played three
days in that state, moved into Ohio
for a couple of days, and then into

western Pennsylvania. After Vir-
ginia and West Virginia Owen heads
west for Hollywood, where he is

under contract to Columbia.
William Morris Agency is map-

ping the route. Owen during the
siunmer was featured in several ro-
deo presentations in this district.

COIUNS' NEWSREEL SPIEL
Claude Collins, news editor for

Pathe News for a number of years
and up until the recent shakeup, has
turned lyceum lecturer.

He .. describes how to become a
newsreel editor and outlines other
inside stuff about newsreel making,
illustrating his talk with motion pic-
tures of big national news events
of past few years.

Newsreelers in Scoopee Race;

Sino-Jap, Other Events Prove B.O.

Sino-Japanese conflict has done
more to revive keen competish be-
tween newsreels than any single fac-

tor in recent years. Not only has
it produced a return to the bid days
when every newsreel company was
out to grab footage, no matter what
the cost, but the rivalry has pro-?

duced better material with a con-
sequent upturn in box office interest.

Odd part of the actual Chinese-
Japanese war. front shooting by the
newsreel boys is that it has meant
hardly any materisd hike in costs

to the larger .newsreels, now operat-
ing in the black, anyway. It's figured

that two cameramen used by most
of the news weeklies cost about $900
per week in expenses, including raw
stock and insurance on cameramen
and equipment. Salaries are in addi-
tion, but considered a recurring ex-
pense item.

While this is considerable outlay

Advance Production Chart

Harrlsburiif, Pa.
Jay Emanuel, Philadelphia, theatre

owner and operator, has signed a
21-year lease for the Russ building,
downtown business section here, ana
will convert it into a modern cinemjC
Owners of the building, Mrs. Ida

Russ and daughter, Mrs. Rosa K.
Strickland, had held up the deal for
a time because of insistence for a
bond covering the lease, but this

matter has been compromised,
A largie ballroom floor will not

be disturbed. Emanuel will spend
$100,000 on a theatre to take up tha
first two floors, seating capacity of

1,100.

San AntoniOt
Changes in Interstate Theatre per-

sonnel here is as follows: Leroy
Handley asst. mgr. at Aztec; Milton
Coalson, chief of Service at Majes-
tic; Robert Nelson, assistant skipper

at the Texas; Eric Brehdler, assis-

tant manager at Palace; Lynn Krue-
ger, house manager at Harlandale;
Norman Schwartz, Highland man-
ager; Jack Silverthorn, assistant

skipper and treasurer of the High
land..

(Continued from page 24)

Warners

Total

Number I

of Pix
Promised

60

rumber
Com-
pleted
- 15

Now
Shoot-

ing:

9

Now Balance to
in .Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Be'ore Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tlon

13 27 9

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews arc:
'ALCATBAZ ISLAND,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William

McCann; .original screen play by Crane Wilbur; photographed by Lu
O'Connell. Cast: John Litel, Ann Sheridan, Mary Maguire, Gordon Oliver,
Addison Richards, Ben Welden, Dick Percell, George E. Stone^ Doris Lloyd.
'SUBMARINE D-1,' produced by Lou Edelman; directed by Lloyd Bacon;

original story by Commander Frank Wead; screen play by William Wister
Haines; photographed by Arthur Edeson. Cast: Pat O'Brien, George Brent,
Wayne Morris, Frank McHugh, Doris Weston, Ronald Reagan, Henry
O'Neill, Owen King, Dennie Moore.
'MISSING "WITNESS,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William

Clemens; original screen play by Kenneth Gamet and Doh Ryan; photo-
graphed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Dick Purcell, Jean Dale, John Litel, Eddie
Acuff, Hugh O'Connell.
'EVIDENCE,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Frank McDonald:

original screen play by Crane Wilbur and George Bricker; photographed
by James Van Trees. Cast: Dick Foran, June Travis, John Litel, George E.
Stone, Dick Purcell, Veda Ann Borg, Ward Bond, Tommy Bupp.
<SH! THE OCTOPUS,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William Mc-

Gann; screen play by George Bricker from play by Ralph Murphy and
Donald Gallaher; camera, Warren Lynch. Cast: Hugh Herbert, Allen
Jenkins, Marcia Ralston,' George Rosener, John Eldredge, Eric Stanley.
'SERGEANT MURPHY,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Breezy

Eason; original screen play by Abem Finkel and William Jacobs; camera,
Ted McCord. Cast: Ronald Reagan, Mary Maguire, Donald Crisp, Edmund
Cobb, Max Hoffman, Jr., William Davidson.
'WITHOUT WARNING,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Johnny

Farrow; original screen play by Crane Wilbur; camera, Lu O'Connell, Cast:
Boris Karloff, Marie Wilson, Eddie Craven, Regis Toomey, Charles Tow-
bridge, John Harron, WiUard Parker, Frank Faylen.
XABGEB THAN LIFE,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Lew Seller;

adapted from play by Joseph Schrank, based on magazine story by Norman
Matson; screen play by Schrank and Robertson White; camera, Arthur
"Todd. Cast: Frank McHugh, Berton Churchill, Jane Wyman, Ferris Tay-
Ipr, Dianne Lewis, Cora Witherspoon, Raymond Hatton, William Haade,
Tom Kennedy.
'TOVARICH,' produced by Robert Lord; directed by Anatole Litvak;

play by Jacques Deval; screen play by Casey Robinson; photographed by
Charles Lang. Cast: Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer, Basil Rathbone,
Melville Cooper, Isabelle Jones, Anita Louise, Allan Conrad, Morris Car-
novsky, Gregory Gaye, Fritz Feld, Vladimir Sokoloff, Kurt Bois, Christian
Rub, Reine Riano, Montagu Love, George Davis, May Boley, Alphonse
Atartel Heather Tratcher.
•PATIENT IN ROOM 18,' prodyced by Bryan Foy; directed by Bobby

Connolly; original screen play by Mignon Eberhart; photographed by James
Van Trees. Cast: Ann Sheridan, Patric Knowles, Vicki Lester, Edward
IVIcWade.
'ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by

William Clemens; original screen play by George Bricker, Anthony Colde-
way and Morton Grant; photographed by Bob Ross. Cast: Ronald Reagan,
Gloria Blondell, Addison Richards, Hugh O'Connell, Dick Purcell, Sheila
Bromley.
'WOMEN ARE LIKE THAT,' formerly titled 'THIS WOMAN IS

DANGEROUS,' and 'RETURN FROM LIMBO,' produced by Robert Lord;
directed by Stanley Logan; original by A. H. Z. Carr; screen play by
Horace Jackson; photographed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Kay Francis, Pat
O'Brien, Alan Mowbray, Gordon Oliver, Ralph Forbes, Herbert Rawlinson,
John Eldredge, Thurston Hall, Grant Mitchell.
TOO MUCH OF EVERYTHING,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by

Arthur Lubin; original screen play by Lawrence Kimble, Jean Negulesco
and Wally Klein; photographed by George Barnes. Cast: Dolores Costello,
Bonita Granville, Donald Crisp, Donald Briggs, Natalie Moorhead, Lucille
Gleason.

Warner Pictures in Production

'HOLLYWOOD HOTEL,' produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by Bu.sby
erkeley; original story by Jerry Wald and Maurice Leo; screen play by
tald, Leo and . Richard Macauley; camera, Charles Rosher, Cast: Dick

Powell, Frances Langford, Mona Marshall, Lola Lane, Hugh Herbert,
Johnnie Davis, Mabel Todd, Alari Mowbray, Ted Healy, Allyn Joslyn, Eric
Stanley, Edgar Kennedy, Benny Goodman and band, Louella O. Parsons.
'GOLD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT,' produced in technicolor by Sam

Bischoff; directed by Michael Curtiz; story by Clements Ripley; screen play
by Warren Duff and Robert Buckner; photographed by Sol Polito. Cast:
George Brent, Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains, Margaret Lindsay, Tim
Holt, Russell Simpson, John Litel, George Hayes, Pat West, Marcia Ralston:
'THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD,' produced by Henry Blanke;

directed by William Keighley; original screen play by Norman Reilly Raine
and Seton I. Miller; photographed by Tony Gaudio. Cast: Errol Flynn,
Olivia de Havilland, Ian Hunter, Claude Rains, Basil Rathbone, Patric
Knowles, Alan Hale, Eugene Pallette, Melville Cooper. Herbert Mundin.
'SWING YOUR LADY,' produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by Ray

Enright; original by Kenyon Nicholson and Charles Robinson; screen play
by Joseph Schrank and Maurice Leo; photographed by Arthur Edoson.
Va»t: Humphrey Bogart, Dorothy McNulty, Louise Fazenda, Frank Mc-
Hugh, Allen Jenkins, Eddie Acuff, Nat Pendleton.
'PENROD AND HIS TWIN BROTHER,' produced by Bryan Foy; di-

rected by William McGann; origiiial .screen play by William Jacobs and
Hugh Cummings; photographed by Arthur Todd. Cast: Billy and Bobby
Mauch, Spring Byington, Charles Halton, Jackie Morrow, Bennie Bartlett,
Frank Craven.
'HIGHWAY PIRATES,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by B. Reeves

Eason; original screen play by Sherman Lowe; photographed by Ted
McCords. Cast: Beverly Roberts, Dick Purcell, Gloria Blondell, Charles Foy.
'BLONDES AT WORK,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Frank

McDonald; original screen play by Albert Demond; photographed by
Warren Lynch. Cast: Glenda Farrell. Barton MacLane, Tom Kennedy,
Rosella Towne, Donald Briggs, Kenneth Harlan, Carole Landis.

for covering one aspect of news, the

neWsreel execs recoup, by overlook-
ing certain domestic news or oddi-

.

ties. Thing that pleases them is that

they are assured of 500 to 1,000 feet

of surefire news material every
week, with the amount of editing a
negligible factor. Many newsreels do
not count $450 to $500 excessive for

a good story for their reels.

Other angle of the newsreel boys
straining at the leash .to grab top
matter also is viewed as an encour-
aging and healthy sign for their fu-
ture.

Manner in which Universal played
up its first pictures from the Orient
front made their competitors .smart
but it has roused them from any
lethargy. They adrriit it. It has stirred
up the competitive spirit to the ex-
ploding point.

Typical of this desire to snare spot
news occurred in Maine last week
when two gangsters were killed re-

sisting arrest. Wires burned as each
of five newsreels battled to obtain
first pictures. Same held true, with
the Utah-WyOrhing plane crackup
Sunday (17).

' Jap Buy-off

Two newsreel companies were re-
ported as having been approached
by Japanese interests to secure
footage that was released formally
last Thursday. Understood that
scenes desired were of captured
Japanese aviators being guarded
While garbed in underwear and lit-

tle else. Both newsreels refused
because of suppression angle. Sui'-

prising thing to . competitive news-
reels was that these shots, seem-
ingly harmless in U. S., should be
wanted by any purported rep of

Japan, through both proposals bore
the mark of authenticity.

In the past, American, newsreels
have been approached for footage
by Japanese newsreel represent-

atives because the nation is news-
reel-minded and the two big native

newsreel companies are always
alert for thorough coverage. They'
have been as anxious to get the
Chinese side of the conflict as U.
S. newsreels are obtaining views of

both sides.

Asachi and Nichl Nichl, big Japa-
nese newsreel syndicates, also op-
eratic the newsreel services. One
American newsreel supplies one,

which makes the rival firm all the
more eager to secure thorough
news handling.

Paramount, Universal, Fox Mov-
ietone and Metro in the past week
all had much the same scenes, ap-
pearing as though the cameramen
were shooting from the same spot

in some topics. Exceptions were
the newsreels that showed the cap-
tured aviators.

OMAHA ORPHEUM,

RKO SUBSID, BKPT.

The Omaha Orpheum Co., subsid

of the defunct Orpheum Theatres

Corp., on Thursday (14) filed an in-

voluntary petition in bankruptcy in

N. Y. federal court through O. R.
McMahon, its president. The petition

lists assets at $7,047 in cash, but
does not fix any amount as to its

debts. Attorneys, however, estimated
the company's debts will roach over
$2,000,000.

The Omaha company huilt the
Nebraska theatre, Omaha, at a cost
o£ $1,500,000. The property was fore-
closed in 1933 and the theatre was
sold to the Aije Blank circuit for
$100,000.

Listed among the creditors filed

with the petition but which docs not
state the amounts owed are Stadium
Theatres Corp. of California, Ameri-
can Society of Cornposers, Authors
and Publishers, RKO-Radio Pic-
tures and RKO-Radio Booking Corp..
the estate of Roscoe Arbucklc, the 3
Rio Bros, and the Hudson Wonders,
vaude acts.

Keene Gallops Off

Hollywood. Oct. 19.

Monogram started 'Romance of the
Rockie.s,' its second Tom Keene
western, yesterday (Mon.) with R. N.
Bradbury producing and directing.

Also starting yesterday at Mono-
gram was 'Telephone Operator,' di-

rected by Scoll Pembroke and pro-

I
duced by Lon Young.
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Film Reviews

LUCREZIA BORGIA
(Continued from page 12)

Picture is historical, with heavier

emphasis 'on the villaimes of
.
the

ruthless Cesar Borgia than on the

life of his sister, Lucrezia, for whom
the film is titled. Period is the 15th

century, when the Papacy was at

its lowest ebb under Alexander VI
(Rodrigo Borgia). Just prior to the

Reformation, the Papacy was at that

time practically another Italian State

ruled by the Borglas for their ag-

grr.ndizement,

Nepotism, fratricide, brutal mur-
ders and general disregard for hu-

man life, akin to contemporary
gangster wars; are shown as the

principal activities of this mob, whose
desire is the unification of. Italy. The
history that the scenario is based on
fact gives it educational value and
picture will undoubtedly have a sub-

stantial draw from those who lilce

tho foreign product. Hardly likely

to please high church cleirics, but no
matter how yQU slice this one,, it

gets by as history.
Gabriel Gabrio portrays the bestial,

swashbuckling Cesar Borgia as a

thoroughly bad man who rips his

meat off bones in big chtinks. He
barters off Lucrezia, his sister,

played .by Edwige Feuillere, in suc-

cessive political deals at Machiavel-
li's suggestion. La'tter role is credita-

bly handled by Aime Clariond.
Picture also treat's of the protests

by" Savonarola, famous Florentine
reformer and soapboxer of the day,
asainst degeneration of the -Papal
office. For this he is martyred .by
burning at the stake, through Borgia

* machinations.
Production is along -the lines of

the lavish " 3ilents, with numerous
mob scenes nothing extraordinary.
Neither is the photography, though
acting, which is along heavy lines,

satisfactory for this type of picture.
Presently in its second year in Paris,

it has been banned in England, Italy
and Germany.. Its showing here will
be' some consolation for thosfe.. wh6
carry the censorship chip.

Where Trails Divide
Mionoeitiin release of R. N. Bradbury pro-

duction. Stars Tom Kenne;.. Features
. Elocvnor Stewart, Wiirn^er Rlohmoml. Di-

rected l>y B. N. Bradbury,
dkiloff, Robert Emmetl

;

J/f>ngenecker. Reviewed
Jtoom. N. Y.. Oct.- 13. '3T,

BO mlns.

Cast: Tom Keene, Eleanor Stewart, War-
rior Richmond, Tjoralne Randnll, David
Slyirp, Charles French, Rtevp- (Mark, Hal
I'rlue, Richard Cramer, James Bhcrtdan.

two years after graduation to own
the largest news photo agency in the
world. Eric Linden tops the cast, as
the lad who grabs the pix on the fly,

and with him, called back to the
screen after dropping out several
season ago, is Boots Mallory, who
holds the unique job of being a sob-
bie and the society editor all at the
same time.
Film is at home to friends on the

short side of the dual, little about
it able to wrench from a diipe to a
quarter from a potential patron who
is looking for a pic to see and has a
selection.

Joe Crehan and Howard Lang, one
a city editor sore on the world, in-
cluding himself, and the other photo
ed for the newspaper's by-product,
a picture paper, do as well" as the
story can expect. Crehan gets a bit
hefty with himself, but it was want-
ed rough.
Suzanne Kaaren cavorts her figure

about in some slinky gowns, and
; Herbert, newspaper publish-

• for a couple of toots of the
s well. Not much of a film

0. hope. . Barn. •

Hol-
er,

wl--

for ...

EMPTY HOLSTERS
(WITH SONGS) .

W:ii>npr TiToa. production and release.
Star.s Dick Koran. Features Patricia Wnl-
thuU. Directed by Reeves E.taon. . Story by
Ida I'larl Uepp; sprc.cnplay, John T. Neville:
.-lO'ngs, M. ' K. .Terome rind .Tack Scholl;
Vitmersr,- Ted McCovd. At Chnloner. N. Y.,
dUHl, Oct. l(i-18, 'Vt. Running time, OU
mlnin. ......
Clny Brent- .

Judy AViire ..

Ace Cain ^
Buck Cioyern
Tex Roberts
.Tohn AVore .

Dnd Ci-.-^nt

..... Dick Foran
Katrlcla Walthall

. . Kmmett Vosan
, Anderson Lawler
, . . . Glen Strange
... Wilfred Lucas

Tom Brower

Screenplay .and
camera, Bert
In Projection
Running time.

The kind of frontier yarn which
could be tdld in a few feet of film.

This picture is slow and dull. Not
a sincere sombrero type. It's un-
important except where Tom Keene
has influence and tbe alfalfa fans,

aren't particular about their kind of
screen fun.
Has only a chuckle or two and

dramatically no bite. •

That familiar formula is followed
wherein the hero is not what he is

suoposed to be. Keene, presumably
a lawyer, turns out to be a cop on
SDecial assignment to nab a gang ot

stagecoach robbers. Keene's brother
and stagecoach agent is an accom-
plice of the crooks.
The heart interest is Eleanor Stew-

art, a passenger in the stagecoach
which brings Keene to town. The
lest is easy. Keene barks his way
through to success and love without
pooping much gunfire.
Scenically .the picture is unimpres-

sive, and on the whole th-s feature
i.s dull, .with only a few horses to
gear the action. Warner Richmond
is a .sly gang chieftain ratlier than a

toufth hombrc. Shan.

HERE^S FLASH CASEY
Crand National relea.se of Mux and Ar-

thur Alexander production. ]'\>aturoH Kric
Linden, Hoots Mn.Uovy. C'.'.lly Richards. Di-
rpclod by Lynn Shores. Story, George Har-
nmn Coxe; screenplay. Jctin KrafCt; cam-
em, Marcel Plckard; editor, Cli.irlea Hen-
kel, .If. At Varsity, Lincoln, dual. Run-
ning lime, 67 mins.
Flash Casey Eric I,tnden
Kay Lannlng .' tsoots Mallory
'Wade ; Cully Richard.^
Major Addison Holmes Herbert
Blaine ; .J.o.seph Crehan
Ijawrcnce Howard Lang
RlcUa. ; Victor Adams
I'nylon \ Harry Harvey

i ; au/.nnne K;\aren
Kndney

; Mallv Kbmp
Mr.^. O'Hai-a Dorothy Vaughn
Joe Gordon Maynard Holmes

Picture-snatcher story, about the
photog who won' a snaoprize while
yet in school and gave himself only

Cutter Smith George Cheeaeboro
Tom Rnlnes '. Charles La- Moyn©
Cdl Hardin Kdmund Cobb
Billy O'Neill • J.. IV McGowan
Jim Hall MUt Kibbee
Doctor Harl Dwire
Jerry , Henry Otho

attended that ball and, instead of
discovering the eight as she expect-
ed, she finds a suicide, a death and
six men progressing in diverse occu-
pations.
She finds the suicide first. Twenty

years have passed since his death.
Francoise Rosay js insane, always
believing her son will.xeturn. Harry
Baur, as a priest who. has entered the
church to forget that he once loved
Miss Bell, is next encountered. Baur
is not a convincing priest; scene is

too long; £idds little to pic.

Next comes Pierre Blanchar as a
drug-taking doctor whose profes-
sional work consists in abortions.
He does not recognize his caller at
first; goes crazy and shoots his mis-
tress when he does, and she leaves.
And so to Fernandel as a hair-

dresser, m.=krried, with countless kids.

But he takes Miss Bell to the scene
of the first ball. She sees it as a
squalid little room instead of the
imposing affair it has grown to be in

her dreams.
Raimu is the mayor of a small

town in the south of France, pre-
paring to marry his cook when dis-

covered. He is real, interesting and
amusing, but bringing in son of un-
healthy character detracts from
amusing lightness of this eoisode.

Then to Jouvet, who is the proorie-
tor of a cabaret indulging in pilfer-

ing from his clients on the side while
they dance.
Pierre-Richard Willm is a guide at

winter resorts who loves his life and
takes his women as they come. His
performance, as usual, is light. witK-
out force and stability of character
demonstration.
Search for = the last name reveals

that he has Always lived across from
Miss Bell during her entire married
life. He has recently died. But he
has left a. son. She adopts him with
maternal interest.

Story tries to take in too much .and
takes too long to put .across.

Httgo.
^

governor, his uncle, was the very
man she did not want to marry. The
nephew skillfully maneuvers himself
into command of the boat, and
grounds it just off' his uncle's island.
The pirates are all arrested, but are
released in celebration of the wed-
ding, when the uncle steps bock in
favor of his nephew, who has also
fallen in love with the girl.

Theme had possibilities of good
comedy biit lines, sets, and action
were all so dull that they failed to
create desired illusion.

A Megfagyott Gyermek
('The Frozen Child' or 'Tomi')

(HUNGARIAN MADE)
Danubia Pictures j'elcu.ne of Karput pro-

duction. Stars Olzl Pecsl and Kliirl Adam.
Directed by ilola Balogh. Scenario, Maria
Orsi ; ba.sed on poem by Baron Joseph Kot-
vos; mus'lc, Victor I'apir; cumera, Louis
Hereud, At tho Modem, N. Y., week Oct.
I.'i, Running time, 1)5 mIns.
TomI .Ulzl Pecsy
Sutyl.. .-.Klari Adam
MrH. (ialdy Anna Dobus
.\nna CalUa , . . , . .Ullzaboth Simor
Istvan Kovnca ....TiOUls Has'thy
B'enedek C>aldy JuUua Csorlos
J'^lora CfOl'ly ,..>., Serena i5y.ik|j»y

Torockoi Menyasszony
('Bride of Torocko')

(HUNGARIAN MADE)
Budapest, Oct. 7.

Rox production and release, niuflo at
.Magyar Klmlroda .Studio, Uiii(:ipc.si.

.Sconnrio by Oito Indlg. nin'cii'd i>y

Marlon ICelctl. I'roducHon .supervisor,
lOriio Oal. Mu::lc, Tlbor l'i>l;r.ir; l'hiili>g-

raidiy, Karoly ICurzmayer. Sound, I'ulvary
and Kere.a/(y. Running llnio, TU nilliii.

Uoz.xl. MarHlt Dnyk;l
.\ndi'lH I'aul Javor
I Icr.MkovlCB .Julius Kabos
N'olar.v •, . . , licro Jlaly
.Mrs. Ilium ..Ncrena' Szlkl.ay
SchoolmaKler Josnph Juh'isit
Olil Haraiiy.... .Katnian Ro^fHahogyl
Marl i n Zol ta n Ma k lary

Dick Foran's tenor voice and his

beautiful horse are integral factors
in making this mesa drama' one of

the better films of its kind.. It's a
twin bill action picture.

.

Like nearly all films of this type,
the picture takes too long in telling

its story and, therefore, is not as

speedy , as might be desired. But it

has a lot of hard riding and an
abundance of gunplay, but sorne-
what shy on comedy.

Foran's rival for the hand of the
banker's daughter, a dirty crook, is

successful in framing Foran for a
stagecoach robbery committed by
the man himself. So, Foran serves
time and then is paroled. The girl
waits, but on parolej Foran is for-
bidden by the sheriff to carry arms.
Just the same he manages to clear
things up and prove that he is an
innocent man amid a frolicsome
shooting spree in which three quar-
ters of the. cast get popped off.

Foran yodels a couple of saddle
tunes. Now and then a bit of humor
exudes through the tense plot.

The film has scenic breadth, action
depth and intelligent direction. Most
of the acting is ookay and the cos-
tuming good, indicating a sincere
effort to make a true type of saddle

• drama.
The kids particularly will like this

• one because Foran is the type that
app^ ".Is to juvenile \yorshippei-s and
Patricia Walthall makes a pretty
good heroine. The lad who plays
the gang chieftain is. a bit on the
gaslight side. ' Shan.

OH, MR. PORTER!
(BRITISH MADE)

London, Oct. 6.

General Film Distributors' release of.

Oklnsborough production. Stars Will Hay.,-

Directed bv Marcel Vftrnel. Screen play

by J. 0. C. Orton, Val Guest. Marriott
Hdgar, from original atory by Vrank
liiiunder. Camera, Arthur X*rabtree. At
the Phoenix theatre, London, Oct. 6, '.?7,

Running "time. 83 mtns.
William Porter .......Will Hay
Jeremiah Harboltle Moore Marriott
Albert Grahttm Molfatt
Mr. Trimbletow... Sebastian Smith
Mrs, Trimbletow Agnes Lauchlan
.Superintendent Percy "Walsii

Grogan. Dennis "Wyndham
Postman Dave O'Toole

UN CARNET DE BAL
('A Dance Program')
(FRENCH MADE)

Paris, Oct. 8.
.•\ .Sigma l''ilm production released by Lea

^'ilIll^^ Vog. Dirccled by Jullcn Duvlvier;
direction oP production, .T. I<evy-Strausa;
mu-ic, M. Jiiub:-rl; scenario by Julien Du-
vlvier, with dlalog.s by Henri Jeanson, Jean
S»rn>ent and Ber<iard ZImmer; decora,
Paul Colin; camera, M. Kleber and Agos-
lini. At the Mnrlveaux, I'arl.'s. Running
lime, IS.'i minutes.
Alain Rejjnaull Hnrry Baur
Clni;-'(inc .' Marie Bell
Thierry IMcrre Blancbar
]''ubleii i.'oi'il.-i.'-ol .Keriiandel
.To., ....I..OU13 Jouvet
li'rancois J'aliissel . ., Ralmu
Mnie. .Audle. . . Mine, b'rancoisp Rosay
Kric Trvln P. Richard Willm
Bremojid
Jacques.
Cecilc
(tnbv
J'nul. . .'

'J'he Ni'tt'.sijupiM" Venilor.

,.M. Benard
• Robert Lynen
. .MlHv Mathls
. . ..Mile. Sylvie

M.. Andrex
. . , . J-l-'asier'-Glr

Irom tho viewpohil of nmliencc
reneH(m, AvnoN overt lire Is lopn
It miisici:in.s]iij>. He i.s nn cxccl-
'enl .Mowmon and n vi-ry tiilciileil
niusM-iiin,'

—ItiifTiilo f'ouricr-Kxpr.^ss

(In French)
Recent winner of the Mussolini

cup. 'Un Garnet de Bal,' is loaded
With a sufficiency of top names to

seemingly assure, 'the film of the

year' in this country. But it is not.

If audiences here can take the

great length and other faults along
with the good, then names to assure

b.o. in this country are there in suf-

ficiency to assure success here.
Story is clear-cut, but action is-

.slowed and needlessly dragged out

by devoting too much time to certain

episodes. Marie Bell, the only cen-

tral fisiure who appear.s throughout,

lacks that something in her perform-
ance. Only at interval.'? does she

capture the true feeling her role is

meant lo nortray.
Tn for.'ict tlie doath o£ a rich hus-

: band whom slie has never loved

i

sends hot- in search for long lost

; voulhful admirers who.se names she

iha.s found in nn old dance program
;
of Ihp (ir.-^t •1)aU sht^ ovci- attended.

'Twentv vear.s have pa.ssed since she

A railway comedy, reminiscent of

'The Ghost Train,' written around
the comic personality of Will Hay,
supported by his very 'aged*" and
very '.young' foils hitherto associated
with his stage and screen appear-
ances. Will do well locally, where
the star is known, but the featiii-e

would probably suffer considerably
in transit further afield.

An amiable misfit, with a brother-
in-law in the railway company, is

sent as a last resort to a tiny, ob-
scure village in Ireland as station-
master, where his family hope to

be rid of him.

Finding a decrepit clerk and fat-

boy porter the only occupants of the
station, where no train ever stops,

the newcomer tries to convert the
ramshackle dump into something
worthy of his dignity.
He senses a sinister atmosphere,

in that his predecessors have either
disappeared mysteriously, or gone
nutty. . Planning an excui'sion to
Connemara, he ejlcounters a one-
eyed stranger, who books the train
for a football team. The train van-
ishes, and the locals say he is going
.screwy as the man he claims to have
seen is their native ghost who
haunts the line.

Tracking the lost excursion to a
disused tunnel and derelict line, the
dauntless stationmaster discovers the
supposedly ghostly crew are gun-
runners about to get over the border.
Uncoupling the carriages he hitches
them to his obsolete old engine and
rushes it back, hurling an S.O.S.
through a station window as they
dash through. All the levers are
then switched until the train safely
lands at a terminus, and the gang
is met by a squad of police.

Kids will like it. Plenty of excite-
ment, with not so much slapstick as
usual—the laughs, being more legiti-

mate. No love interest to mar the
comedy, as far as the juvenile mipd
is concerned,- and the whole thing is

amusing, if oVer-long. Clem.

ALLEGRI MASNADIERI
('Jolly Pirates')

Rome, Oct. 5.

Produced by Avtlstl AssoclalJ, directed by
Mnrco Klter. I'^ealurlng Assia .Nuri.s,

Olivia Fried, Camillo PlloU"*, Mino iJoro,

and the De Rege brothers.

This is a comedy based on mis-
taken identity: one of the two faith-

ful servants who accompany the
heroine on her flight from an un-
welcome suitor, is mistaken for Black
Feather, leader of a band of pirates.

The girl and escort profit by this

mistake, getting on. the ship that the
pirates were holding in readiness for

the arrival of their Chieftain, and
setting sail.

On. the boat they find the nephew
of the Governor of the Island being
held as hostage. And the neiihcv/
soon finds out about the girl and her
companions. It turns out lint the

(In HunflFortrtnj No English Titles)

Without knowing the lingo, this
Hungarian picture is too tough for
non-Magyars. Seemingly the best
performances are those of the two
child characters, . Gizi Pecsy and
Klari Adam. Others appear Leaden.
Judging by audience sniffles, this is

a strongly sentimental stbfy with
sufficient force to make the gals cry.
Besides this, picture has very obvious
chuckles.
The camera work on the whole is

not bad, but offers no outstanding
shot. Towards the ending of the pic-
ture the director indulges in a bit of
fantasy, wherein the child character
in!a dream again meets his dead par-
ents. This bit is offered with deco-
I'ative screen swirl of revolving tin-
sel flash. .

The story is about ,an orphan child
whose parents have been made un-
happy before and after marriage by
a stern and rich relative. The child
runs off eventually and is found at
the grave of his mother,

.
nearly

frozen. In the ineantime the stern
relative becomes in need of funds,
and, as luck would haVe it, funds
come by way of America, where the
child's father, now dead^ has been
awarded, a posthumous prize- in
architecture. That softens things all

the way around, and at the same
time permits the child's pretty cou-
sin; daughter of the stern relative,
to marry the man of her choice
rather, than a pompous neighbor
selected by hep pappy.
Shots of the New York skyline in

the picture are obvious process, and
that bit of U. S. talk in the broad-
casting sequence on the awarding of
the architectural prize is not an apt
piece of business. It has an amateur-
ish touch. 5/ian.

At last a local film where no
apologies need be made for the re-
strictions naturally imposed upon
small-country films. 'Bride,' beside
strong local color, has human appeal,
wholesome humor and sentiment, is

cleverly directed, well acted, well
photographed, in good taste, and
without pretending to be a Holly-
wood super-feature, gives an hour's
honest, pleasant entertainment.

'Bride of Torocko' was an out-
Standing stage hit here some years
ago, a sort of Hungarian 'Abie',^ Iri.sh

Rose.' Screen adaptation made by
the author. Otto Indig, follows th£
action of the original play closely
and retains all its values.

Story is about a peasant girl in
a Transylvania Village who was a

.

foundling, and through some red-
tape mistake is suddenly discovered
to be of Jewish origin. Her lover is

afraid everybody will laugh at him
if he' marries a Jewish girl, so he
leaves her, and Rozsi sets about the
difficult business of being a Jewess,
with the help of the kind-hearted
village innkeeper, who induces the
wealthy widow of her supposed
illegitimate father to adopt her.
However, her lover can't live with-
out Rozsi, and is determined to
marry her, even though she is r Jew
—when the red-tape mistake is

cleared up: Rozsi never was a Jew;
she comes of pure peasant stock, and
everybody is happy.

It's a peace-on-earth-and-goodwlll
picture, doubly welcome;, in these
days of national and racial hati:ed.
Jews and Gentiles alike are sterling
characters and kind souls, Hun-
garians and Roumanians live at
peace with each other, and conflicts
are tided over with goodwill and a
charming sense of humor.
Cast . is. excellent throughout.

Three of the principals, Margit
Dayka, Kabos and Maly have the
same roles as in the original stage
play. The performances of Kabos
and Maly are really memorable.
Paul Javor, the peasant bridegroom,
also gave a flrst-rate performance.
Perhaps the folklore part is a bit too
much stressed, too much folk dancinst
for those who are not specially in-
terested in- it. Jacobi.
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"THE BRIDK WOKK RKD"
.Mlarllng Thuriidiy

'

M'lllluin Myrnn
POWELL • LOY

In Tliclr New T.auKh Itlot

"DOtJBIiK WEDWNO"
All M-O'M I'lclnre

"DOimivK OB NOTHING"—Stvtini Thurtday

—

Konald Mudelftlne
COLMAV CARHOM.
'TKISONKB OF /KNDA"

—On 8tao«—
Jimrny. Savo and Othtrt

Stnrtlnr Friday, Oct. iZnd

NINO MARTINI
in "MUSIC FOR MADAM"

with JOAN FONTAINK

rriterion^ B'way 4, 45fh St.

Opens 9 A.M. Midnight Showt
I
25c

No 3 P.M.

PARAMOUNT riMBb
.SQDARB

Iirr,I) OVKK 3>D WKKK

"SOULS

AT SEA"
<inry CieotKe

COOI'KR KAIT

IN 1>URS0N

Jane Froman

Benny Meroff
AND HIS

. OUCIIKSTKA

itSi" MUSIC HALL
HELD OVKIl

"STAGE
DOOR"

8p*elaeuUr Stag* Produetivnt

THi At. • IMk M.

ROXY
Aix oe« TO
SHATS*-' 1 r.M.

'Ali Baba Goes
to Town" with

Eddie CantoV

Bpeclnl Htaire
Attriictl4»n

'ALCATRAZ ISLAND'

STRAND • 25c
,Scooi» B'wiiy 4701 St. to I P.M.

IHI IIH •f IMItl

Twite Daily2:40-8;40 p.m.

tJiiy Si'«t» In AilvnncB

HOLLYWOOD THEATRI
Bw«y. at $1 St.—Circle 7.$S49
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Demands on Networb Expected;

Announcers Gufld Approached

To Join United Talent Fronf

Various groups and locals within

the American Federation of Radio
Artists are still discussing the terms
for a standard contract for submis-
sion to the networks. When such a

pact is drawn up it will be sub-

mitted first to the membership for

approval. Understood it will cover
recognition, Guild shop, ., minimum
wages, rehearsals and working con-

ditions. Also likely it may deal with
advertising agencies.

New York local of the AFRA last

week elected Its permanent officers

and board. Officers are as follows:

Mark Smith, president; Walter Pres-
ton, William Adams, Ben Grauer,
Alexander McKee and John Brown,
vice-presidents; Lucille Wall, _s€cre-

tary, and Wilfred Lytell, treasurer.

Directors include, besides the above,

Harold Btown, Teddy Bergman, Ted
deCorsia, Marion Barney, John Mc-
Govern, Harold Deis, Gertrude Fors-
tef, Everett Clark, Frank Croxton,
Taylor Buckley, George Hicks, Nel-
son Case, Alan Kent and, Robert
Waldrop.
With the singer-actor field iii its

pocket, AFRA is now concentrating

on' the organizing of announcers.
Entire ' announcing staff of WHN,
New York, was .signed last week.
Understood, also, that a committee
win be named to huddle with a'

group from the American Guild of

Radio Announcers and Producers re-

garding amalgamation of the two
bodies. Idea, according ]to AFRA of-,

ficials, is that a single organization

is 'essential in dealing with the net-

works and that neither side should
stand on ceremony in bringihg the
factions together.

Panelman's Union
Merge between the AGRAP and

the ClO-affiliated American Com-
munications Assn., which appeared
imminent several weeks ago, now
looks cold.

Meanwhile, ACA is proceeding with
Its campaign in the technical staffs

throughout the country, apparently
unhindered by the International

Brotherhood • 6f Electrical Workers,
American Federation of Labor af-

filiate.

. Radio scripting field is apparently
being organized

.
only by Radio

Writers Guild, affiliate of the Au-
thors League of America. Group
held its first board meeting last week
and will have its first annual mem-
bership meeting and election Nov. 8.

Organ Oil Extra

Ad agencies have been noti-

fied by William C. Gittingsr, of

CBS, that they will have to pay
extra if they want to use the

network's Hammond organ on
their programs, starting; Jan. 1,

1938. Charges will be $3 for a
quarter-hour • show, $5, half

hour, and $7.50, for an hour's

broadcast. For rebroadcasts it

will be the same.
NBC has had an organ rate

in effect for almost two years.

Agencies—Sponsors

Railway Express Agency Is using

spot announcements this year for the

pre-Christmas appeal. Contracts are

for five weeks with one announce-
ment six nights o*. the week. Caples

Co. is the agency. Last season the

account had a news dramatization

on wax.

TireHy' Preview

On MG Opener;

Leonard Emcees

WM. S. SHARTLE BANKRUPT

Erwin Wasey Acct. Exec. Takes
Creditor Bath

William S. Shartle, account execu
tive with. Erwin, Wasey Agency,
New York, filed a voluntary petition

in bankruptcy Thursday (14) in Fed-
eral Court, N. Y., listing among his
creditors several opera stars con-
nected with the New York and Chi-
cago companies. He lists his liabili-

ties at $23,164 .and no assets.

Included in the creditors, Shartle
names in his schedule and the
amounts he owes them are: J. J.

Friedl, Minnesota Amusement Co., of

Minneapolis,. $1,192; D. M. 'Swarthout,
University of. Kansas, $379; Colum-
bus .(Ohio) Civic Concerts, $00; Lo-
dovico Oliverio, $61; Bernard Can-
ter, $289; Harriett Lundgren, $289;

Joe Pollack, $15; Helen Freund, $100,

the last five named connected with
the Chicago Opera Co.; Wilfred En-
glenjan, $125; Mario Matyas, $150;"

Sidney Rayner, $175; all with^ the
Metropolitan Co., N. Y.; Lawrence
Powers, Hippodrome Opera Co., N.
Y.. $100; Norman Condon, baritone,

$35; and Harry W. Beatty, of Holly-
wood, Cal., $1,086.

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

First picture preview '. on the

Metro-General Foods, radio tieup

will be 'The Firefly,' \vith Jeanette

MacDonald and Allan ° Jones re-

enacting their parts in the film.

Robert Z. Leonard, who directed the

musical, emcees the initial broad-
cast Nov. 4 and may serve in that

capacity for the entire series.

Decision to airview 'Firefly' on the

opener is in. line with MG policy to

put films on the air one day ahead
of general release so that the full

force of the exploitation can be felt

at the box office. . 'Firefly' goes out

to exhibs Nov. 5.

Producer Bill Bacher is still ex-
perimenting with his opening line-

up. Those definitely, set are Judy
Garland, Sophie Tucker and Igor
Gorin. Iloma Massey, foreign im-
port in 'Rosalie' makes her air debut
in. the regular weekly feature which
introduces a new player being
groomed for featured or starring

roles.

Every name player on the lot will

be on the first program, some for a
walkon and a word, others for a spe
cialty. Louis B. Mayer will make a
brief address.

Harry Spears has left Columbia's
KNX where he was audio supervisor,

to handle the controls on the show.
Bacher brought him here from the
east two years ago to handle the
mechanics on 'Hollywood Hotel.' •

Maxwell House Showboat washes
up after Thursday's broadcast, con-
cluding a consecutive run of five

years on the lanes. National Broad-
casting fills in with a sustainer Oct
28. On the finale Spencer Tracy will

WNBX, Springfield, Vt., has re-

ceived an ordej^ for the Lucky Strike

schedule, including Edwin C. Hill's

daily quarter-hour noontime spiel and
the 45-minute Saturday night Hit

Parade. This is an additional CBS
outlet for the programs.

Checker Cleaners, Chicago, spon-

soring one-a-week prep school foot-

ball prediction period done by
Jimmy Evans over WBBM. Frankle
Rose agency.

Tie-in gag has the high school kids

stop in at a Checker store and fill

it blank with prophecies of high

school scores for coming weeks.
Added to that, a slogan for Checker.

Prizes athletic equipment and clean-

ing and pressing due bills.

Colerate-Paynollve-Peet starts a

five-a-week script setial, 'Hilltop

House' on CBS, Noy. 1. Program was
sold by Ed Wolf, talent agent, after

working on the account since last

May. Palmolive soap will be the

plug recipient.

Serial is being penned by Ade-
laide^ Marstohe. Leading role will

be trouped by Bess 'Johnson.

Mergers Even in Bribery

Reason for the recent contract made between a regional web and
a private publicity office, whereby the latter passes out all blurbs,
hinges on cost of bribing radio editors in that sector.

Latter get such small salaries and have become so used to graft iri

connection with printing yarns that the web found its publicity place-
ment costs mounting steeply. Under the new arrangeijient regional
writes the blurbs, as of yore, but private press agent does the pass-
ing out.

Figured that private p.a. has enough clients so that one salving of
palms will be good for three or four clients and thus cut down the
overhead to everyone.

Symphony and Ad Agency Pay $80

Each, Make Up Disputed WFIL Sum;

Station Hires Staff Orchestra

Best Foods (Nucoa) is planting a

campaign of spots on 101 stationo

across the country. Stations are now
being selected to air between 26 and
39 announcements over a four-week
span. Benton & Bowles placing.

Larus Bros. (Edgeworth Tobacco)
placing campaign of thrice-weekly
quarter-hour musical transcriptions

on group of unselected stations.

Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency.

J. Walter Thompson agency plac-

ing campaigns for Bi'e'er Rabbit mo-
lasses! and Vermont Maid syrup.
Both air' invasions will run six

weeks, using 6-a-week one-min.
spots on stations in New " England
and the south.

IngersoU Watch buying chain-
breaks on network stations of all de-
nominations in New England ter-

ritory only. Federal A<ivertising

£-w ncy. •

Vine Street
Crosstalk

Baum Beniray's fall campaign is

series of one-min. spots on 45 sta-

tions through south and southwest.

Nancy Martin has been ticketed by
Jerome Wolk and Brothers, furs,'for
'Romance Backstage' program on
WCAE, Pittsburgh, once weekly.

Little Crow Milliner (Cocoa Wheats)
will sponsor a daily breakfast-hour
program for children over WGY,

(Continued on page 38)

tell about the new MG show. Most
of the talent and Producer Donald
Cope of Showboat swing over to

Benton & Bowles' other Coast pro-

gram, Jack Hale5;'s Log Cabin revue.

Petrillo Sets 'Auxiliary' Scale

$45 for Sound Effects, $50 for Announcers, $60 for

Producers—Minimum for Chicago

Graves Heads Radio Dept.
Compton agency is transferring

Lee Graves from the Chicago to take
charge of the radio department of

the home office. Grave replaces

F. B. Dyck Hoff, who has quit to go

with the American Tobacco Co.

Florence. Sperl succeeds Betty.

Howard in the same a.gency as caster

and talent buyer, when the latter

joins Pedlar & Ryan next week.

Jane Giliis, mezzo soprano, and
Norman Perry, sportscaster, the lat-

est additions to Crosley's WLW-
WSAI talen-t staff.

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Minimum wage scales hava been
stated for announcers, producers and
sound effects men by James C. Pe-
trillo in connection with the new as-

sociate membership organization in

radio proposed for the Chicago Fed-
eration of Musicians.

. Sound effects minimum is $45

weekly; announcers at $50 and pro-

ducers, $60. In th^ contract wiih the

Columbia, system's group here, Pe-
trillo signatured for a three-year
contract with CBS, the wages to

jump an additional 10% in the third

year. In making the original deal

with the network Petrillo obtained

a. 2Ci% hop for the new associate

members.
However, most of those men sig-

natured for by the new contract at

CBS are now getting considerably
above the minimum wage level, the
basic scale merely serving as a
spring-board for negotiations.

In making deals with other sta-

tions and NBC and Mutual it is

understood that Petrillo will insist

on a similar minimum wage setup.

SWEETENS SOUR SPONSOR

McCann-ICrlckson Urges National
Biscuit to Reconsider Radio

McCann-Erickson agency is trying

to' warm up its account, National
Biscuit, to radio again. Agency men
are suggesting the firm at least hear
some auditions for a network spread
or try some spot placements.

National Biscuit, formerly a fairly

steady and sizable user of radio,

soured on air in general when the
company deemed its 'Twin Stars'

program last spring, with Victor
Moore and Helen Broderick, a flop

on returns obtained.

Hollywood, Oct. Id;

Jack RUnyon brought back a neat
splotch of poison ivy from his deer-
less hunt.

Walter Huston guesting for Rudy
Vallee Nov. 4.

Jack Haley looking for a hen that
will lay an egg every time a. bad
joke is pulled on his Log (Ilabin

program.

George Corey, Camel Caravan
writer, will have his play, '$595

F.b.B.,' produced in Detroit.
Claude. SweetfeA swinging the

baton at KEHE.
Dale Armstrong, L. A. Times radio

ed, tossed a party for station man-
agers, which is a rather unorthodox
way of doing things out here.
Clarence Muse sold his 'Uncle

Aesop* idea to General Mills.

Gene and Glenn now doing their
turn on KFI for Kellogg cereals,
Harry Sosnik in. sick bay with

streptococci leg infection; missed
Tyrone Power show Sunday.
Florence George checked off the

Packard show so she can concentrate
on her first picture at Paramount.
Phil Ohman set for the music spot

on Edward G. Robinson's 'Big Town'
for Rinso-Lifebuoy.
Herman Bernie spotted Wilkie

Mahoney as writer with Al Jolson;
Larry Rhrine and Mary Bailey, ditto

with Jack Haley, and Hugh Wedlock
and Howard Snyder on Jack Oakie's
campus show. Bernie is joining the
coast guard for good after first of
the year.

Grace Moore hiked east to do eight
broadcasts for General Motors.
Jack Hasty due out here soon on

the Chesebrough Vaseline dramatic
show with Jean Hersholt.
Ben Alexander emceeihg 'Signal

Carnival,' switched here after long
Frisco origination.

Jim Rogers in from New York to
look over the Lucky Strike audition
show at Warners studio.

Jackie Reber in to\yn for a few
weeks.
Nelson Hesse looking around for

a Hollywood base.
Raine Bennett, well known kilo-

cycle figure on the Coast, installed,

as radio ed of L.A. Herald-Express.
Carleton KaDell landed the an-

nouncing job on the Edward G.
Robinson series for Rinso-Lifebuoy,
his fourth commercial.
Sonja Hen ie guests with Al Jolson

Oct. 26, making one of her rare radio
appearances.
George Whitney, one-time musical

director at KFRC-, Frisco, joined
KFI's sales staff.

Dean Doirn and Burns Lee dishing
out the blurbs for Bill Bacher's
Metro studio show for General
Foods.

Bess Johnson's Assi|piment

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Bess Johnson goes to N. Y. to han-
dle 'Hilltop House,' Colgate serial

on Coast-to-Coast Columbia hook-up

Will work out of Benton & Bowles
agency. Carlos Deangelo to do pro
duction for the program.

Lenare Ulric Written

Into 3 Transcriptions

Lenore Ulric will make transcrip-

tions with World Broadcasting. Legit
actress next week waxes three plat-

ters in World's series of 'Linda's

First Love,' serial which is placed
on 23 stations around the country.

Miiss Ulric will get special billing

on the job, and will not be inserted

into the yarn, but actually as a

'guest' doing scenes from two of her
stage plays—'Lulu Belle' and 'Son-

Daughter.' Understood World is' pay-
ing $400 for' the thtee waxings.

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

WFIL and Musicians' Local came
to a last minute agreement

. Friday
(15) so that nation-wide Philly Orch
air series could begin last night with-
out a hitch. Both the agency setting
the shows for the sponsors. Associ-
ated Bands, and the performing or-
chestra itself are chipping in to pay
for WFIL's house band until the be-
ginning of the year.

After long series of squabbles in
which WFIL would offer no more
than 5% of its gross, as per the pros-
pective national agreement, it looked
last week as though the orchestra,
broadcasting from its own home city,

wouldn't be heard there. Possibility
even loomed that the whole show
might fade, as Pennsylvania Com-
pany, local sponsor, wouldn't ante
its share of the b.r. without a local
outlet. This would throw too heaivy
an added burden on other sponsors
providing 22-station hook-up for the
one-hour concerts. . •

Ben
. Gimbel, , prez of WIP, was

anxious to grab the show and shuf-
fled hopefully to New York. Had
an agreement not been reached he
niight have hooked it. WIP carried
it for ' two months last year when

.

WCAU couldn't take it, also because
of musician trouble. At that time
VfCAU flnally got it by agreement to
pay orch double.

Scale Is $37.50

Final WFIL-musician agreement
satisfied both parties because each
got what it wanted with the outside
sources footing the excess freight.

Anthony Candelori's band ha^ been
hired by WFIL. 'A Meyer Kavis unit,

it consists of 12 men. and leader.

The men get $37.50 and the leader

$56.25. This is same scale as last

year, but with one man less.

Amounts to about $500 a week, or

81/3% of WFIL's $300,000 gross. But
the station is only putting up 5'^%
of its gross, $340 a Week. The Philly

Orch Association (which is leaning
heavily on receipts from these con-
certs to iron its deficit) is putting up
$80 a week and Wessel Agency, Chi-

cago, is putting up the other $80.

Contract is only until Jan. 2. By
that time, WFIL expects, the national

agreement will be ratified and the
local will be forced to accept five or

5'/i%. Thus the other money won't

be needed.

This ingenious compromise was
reached in an all-day confab Friday
in the office of Sam Rosenbaum, prez

of WFIL and vice-prez of Philly

Orch Association. His dual capacity

put him in a tight spot, byt also

helped to make the compromise pos-

sible. Also attending were J. H.
Carpenter, for the Pennsylvania
Company; Reginald Allen, manager
of the orch; Don Withycomb, WFIL
g.m., and A. A. Tomei, prez of the

Musicians' Local.

Three telephone conversations be-

tween Tomei and Joe Weber, A. F.

of M. prez, who was in Chicago, took
place before the agreement was
reached.

George Voutsas to Chi
Chicago, Oct. 19.

George Voutsas, formerly assist-

ant to NBC musical directors Erno
Rapee and Frank Black, N. Y., has
been transferred to NBC production
staff here.

Replaces Rex Maupin, who has
been signed ,to conduct orchestra for

Falstaff beer 'Public Hero' weekly
stanza.

Western Ncw^aper Union, Chi-
cago, buildihg a ladio morgue.
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AM 'TYRANTS'
When the Deal Goes Through

Once the final details of the agreement between the broadcasting
industry and the American Federation of Musicians are finally signed
and placed in operation, gestures of good will and friendliness are
anticipated on both sides. Smarter broadcasters—while not neces-
sarily PoUyannaish about acceptarice of added musical overhead

—

are minded to take full exploitation and prestige advantage of their
increased facilities.

There has been some tentative discussion of each of the three net-
works, NBG, CBS and Mutual, arranging special cavalcades of or-
chestral entertainment to mark' the occasion. ' That Messrs, Paley,
Klauber, Lohr, Royal, Trammel, Oilman, McFarlane, McCosker, Weiss,
etc., may publicly get together on such programs with Messrs, Weber,
Petrillo, Canavan, et al,, is already being pondered.
Considering the fact that he's costing them money the broadcasters

seem to have gotten to like Joe. Weber personally.

Stations Attack Several A.F.M. Points;

Weber Answers: Xloud of Legalism'

Negotiating committee of the In-

dependent Radio Networks Affiliates

yesterday (Tuesday) entered into

their, second day's discussion "with

Joe Weber, American Federation of

Musicians prez, on the revisions this

broadcaster group wants made in the

proposed uniform contract with the

union. Little headway was being
made because of the impasse the two
factions got into on the initial topic

of revision, the clause which seeks

to restrain any affiliate from servic-

ing another station with programs in

the event the latter outlet fails to

carry out its contract with the AFM.
It is understood that though he

will modify the language of this

provision Weber is determined to

retam its purpose. Weber holds that

unless contractee stations employing
musicians can be prevented from
supplying music to stations that re-

fuse to employ musicians or live up
to their contracts with the union
the whole intent of the gieneral

agreement is vitiated and all re-

maining would be something apply-
ing only to stations which want to

employ musicians. To Weber, this

.provision is the meat and sinew of

the agreement and the impression
that he has seemed to have gained
from the new discussions so far is

that the lawyers for the broadcast-
ers are tieing up themselves into so

many unnecessary legalisms that if

one point after another is
" granted

them, there will be nothing left to

the agreement but a meaningless
hulk.

Good Faith

Weber feels that if the affiliated

broadcasters insist upon the com-
plete excision of this clause he will

have no alternative but to doubt
whether they are acting in good
faith. It has been suggested that one
way out of the dilemma would be
to insert a clause mutually reliev-

ing the stations involved of any ob-
ligation to one another in the event
one of the stations in a prior station-

to station agreement breaches its

contract with the AFM.
Indications are that compromises

will be reached on, othier objections
to the proposed AFM contract which
the IRNA's negotiating committee
are under instructions to submit to

Weber and his international execu-
tive board.
Among the provisions that the

IRNA wants changed are those
which compels a station to tui-n over
to the AFM for destruction all off-

the-air recordings after they have
beon broadcast within the required
seven-day period.

Another request made by the
IRNA is that the local branches of

the AFM be restrained from chang
ing local conditions and wage scales
during the two-year run of the gen
eral atrreement. This latter is some-
thing that Weber says can not be
done as it would be a grave inter
ference with local union autonomy.
IRNA is also seeking to have the
PQviod of discharge notice for mu-
sicians uniformly reduced to two
weoks instead of the four weeks as
provided for in the proposed agree-
ment.

Bjindmen members of the Amer
ican Federation of ji/Lusicians, .have
'^ysn advised "that 'it '.will be o}^ay

(Continued on page 34)

Nixon Show Sponsored

First of the Larry Nixon-produced
shows at WNEW, New York, to at-

tract sponsorship is the ; 'Pigskin

Parade' Saturdays, Salesman Wally
Duncan, last week brought Shell Oil

in via J, Walter Thompson for a

night time re-enactment of the lead-

ing games of the day.

Another part of WNEW's football

service, all new this year, is spon-

sored at intervals during the after-

noon by Madison Loan,

Mickey Mouse

Show Ticketed

$10,000 Weekly

Pepsodent Is auditioning the

Mickey Mouse airshow with a view
to using it as a replacement for

Amos 'n' Andy after first of the year.

Lord & Thomas agency mailed the

transcription to Chicago for sponsor
reaction. Program was originally

waxed by Ruthrauft & Ryan for a

soap account. Lucky Strike was also

interested in the half hour show at

one time.

Program carries a weekly price

tag of $10,000 with nature of pro-

gram calling for additional expense
for film guesters, Raymond Paige

was the original music choice, with
Meredith Willson handling the audi-

tion. Neither will be able to accept

the assignment in the event of a sale

as each now waves the baton on two
transcontinental commercials.

Amos 'n' Andy swing over to

Campbell soup at turn of the year.

ADOPT DREISER NOVE

AS RADIO PROGRAM

JIITEfiy OVER

TmilL BOAiS

B r o a d c asters' Convention
Emphasized Their Atti-

tude of Distrust of Some
of the Music Union's Lo-

cals—Have Heard Vari-

ous Stories of Alleged
High-Handedness

OTHER SIDE

Theodore Dreiser's novel, 'A Gal-

lery of Women,' has been drama-
tized for radio as a script serial, and

is being offered agencies for spon-

sorship. Kass-Tohrner talent ac;ency

is peddling the piece, first Dreiser

work to be offered the air.

William Watters did the adapta-

tion for the air. 'Gallery' was pub-

lished in 1929.

Without going into the question

of the sincerity or insincerity of In-

dividual protests or the merits of the
specific grievance^ often cited, one
thing was sharply emphasized dur-
ing last week's New York convention
of broadcasters. To wit:

Radio stations in general have the
feeling that, while the national of-
ficials of the Musicians Union may
be reasonable and business-Ulte, too
many of the Federation's locals are
dominated by men with a tendency
to be crude, rude and hi^h-handed.

This fear of. the 'disagreeable ne-
cessity' of catering to such alleged
petty tyrants closely followed the
actual cost of hiring house, orches-
tras as a cause of anguish and rest-
lessness among broadcasters.

Radio men have resented the 'no
arbitration' proviso. While the Mu-
sicians Union officials answer that
only a musician—and therefore a
union brother—may judge another
musician's ability or behavior, the
broadcasters have continued to feel
that some sort of guarantee againsl
local tendencies to forget the cour-
tesies commonly extended in busi-
ness relationships should be pro-
vided the radio industry.

Complaints most frequently men-
tioned include:

(a) Summary demands to appear
before a trial board without adequate
notice or explanation.

(b) The manner in which the
local trial board often meets, the
long waits in crowded halls and
waste of time, the grilling of wit-
nesses by the board members with-
out giving the othei side cross-ex-
amination privileges.

(c) Star chamber methods gen-
erally.

(d) The personal careerism of
local union officers where former or
prospective employers may appear
or be involved.

Broadcasters have had assorted ex-
periences with their locals prior to

the present negotiations which
promise to make ^ radio stations

among the biggest usei's of staff mu-
sical talent in the country. Some
stations praise their locals warmly,
finding them gentlemanly and rea-
sonable. Others declare they are

sicians Only Union Okaying

Employer s Appeal Over local';

Weber Thinks Fears Exaggerated

Now, DVa Believe It?

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

To prove his point that radio
has successfully streamlined
the classics, Don Gllman, west-
ern head for National Broad-
casting, is taking along John
Barrymore to act out the
transition when he (Gilman)
addresses the Women's Press
Club.

Farm Survey

Contract Won By

Hooper-Holmes

Hooper-Holmes has obtained the

contract for the field work of the

farm audience survey which NBC
and Columbia are jointly bankroll-
ing and the Joint Committee on Ra-
dio Research will supervise. Other
research organizations bid for the

job but H-H's figures were the low-
est of the lot. Task oftabulating the
field findings will be shared by the
three factions, with machines which
CBS had rented for another project

being used. '

In developing radio's first com-
prehensive farm story the probe will

cover every state by the door-to-

door questionnaire route. Typical
counties numbering from two to six

have been picked out in each state.

Hooper-Holmes will get its men go-

ing next week, if the technical com-
mittee of the JCRR can by that time
get together on the uniform ques-
tionnaire.

Miriam Hopkins on Silver

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Miriam Hopkins has been set to

do Faith Baldwin's 'P. S. She Got the
Job' on the International Silver
program.
Lee Tracy has' also set to do two

shows for radio theatre.

saddled with guys with tin ears and
bad dispositions.

Joe Weber has said from the be-
ginning of the present negotiations
that the International will consider
any appeal from an alleged injus-
tice by a local. He has urged radio
men to consult their neighbors, the
theatre managers, for confirmation
that in the past any legitimate griev-
ance has been promptly and fairly

investigated and frequently cor-
rected.

Apropos Radio's Fear of locals'

Troy Federationists Cooperate with Business Men
to Put Over Hallowe'en Event

:— >

Atlanta Actor Killed
Atlanta, Oct. 19.

Joseph Lee Scott, 25, member of

'Cross Roads Follies,' radio troupe,

which has been heard on WSB and

V/AGA, was fatall.v injured Wednes-

day (13) when hit by an automo-

bile and knocked 78 feet. Scott had

.just gotten out of .hii car in front of

ills home when struck. Hi.s wife,

on other side of car, was knocked

down and bruised.

Drivpr of death car wa.s hooked on

rcc':lcs.s driving charge an I r.rHoa.'^cd

under $1,000 bond

Troy, N. Y., Oct. 19.

Troy local, No. 13, of the Ameri-
can Federation of. Musicians has
voted; to revive and combine its 'Mu-
sicians Pay' with the Chamber of

Commerce-promoted celebration of

Hallowe'en this year. This means
that the union's membership of 220

will, for the first time, don uniform.s

or special costumes and march in the

annual civic parade which is ex-
pected to draw thousands of spend-
ers into the city.

Action of Local 13 takes on added
significance at this time in view of

the recent publicity on the subject

of the 'unfriendly and dictatorial' at-

titude of the average A.F.M. local.

Radio station owners and managers'
who have recently been discu.ssing

the hiring of staff orchestras have
Ciankly expressed doubt that the of-

ficers or membership of the average
local will ever meet the business
man in a friendly co-operative
spirit.

In the present Troy incident the
local union is encouraging its mem-
bership to enthusiastic participation
with the business community's desire
to make the Hallowe'en celebration
a gala event. Local 13 will award
prizes to musical units on the basis

of the funniest, most original, neat-
est costumes, etc. Martin Komertz,
dance orchestra leader, is chairman
of a SDCcial committee.

In previous years Troy's ob.serv-

j
ance of Hallowe'en has been prac-

i ticaliy devoid of musical atmosphere.

Joe Webe\, AFM prez, declared
yesterday (Tuesday) that the broad-
casters in pressing for some form of
outside arbitration In case of local
disputes were anticipating a lot of
woes that likely won't exist. Weber
restcited his contention that nobody
can solve a local grievance so fairly
and expeditiously as the head of the
international union or his associates
in the home office.

Local broadcasters have nothing to
fear from their differences with lo-
cal branches of the union as long as
they are In a position to appeal to
the AFM home office. Under the
rules and regulations of the federa-
tion an employer has as much right
of redress to tlie AFM president as
any officer or member of the union.
These rules also stay the local branch
from acting against an employer
within two weeks after he has sei'vcd
notice that he is appealing the ispue
to the International office.

Weber concedes that the quirks of
local personalities often develop a
wish for outside relief but it Is his
firm belief that after the broadcast-
ing industry has had several experi-
ences In such matters with the AFM
home office It will be glad that this
resort prevailed Instead of the chan-
nel of arbitration. If the broadcast-
ers Inquire they will find, added
Weber, that the AFM Is the only
international union whose contracts
specifically permit an employer to
appeal over the heads of the local
officials.

THREE STATIONS IN
'

PHILLY FACE UNIONS

Philadelphia, Oct. 19,

Latest to unionize here are WIP's
13 panelmen. They joined up with
the American Communications Asso-
ciation, CIO unit. They have had a
company union and a working agrco-
nient with the station for seveval
years. They've made no demands
yet.

At WCAU an all-day meeting Sat-
urday between Doc Levy, prez,; Wil-
lard Bliss, organizer for ACA from
New York, and four engineers from
the staff, brought sides together on
all but one question. Levy wants a
two-year contract, the men only a
one-year termer. Another confab is

skedded for tomorrow. Station has
already agreed on 7Vi% increase for
the 18 panelmen, but Doc Levy s.iid

he will not grant this if forced Into
a contract for a single year.
Seven announcers at the station,

100% American Guild of Radio An-
nouncers and Producers, have pre-
sented demands to Levy. He de-
clared he hasn't looked at thorn
closely yet, and won't until he gets
rid of the engineer headache.
The 12 engineers at WFIL, all

members of ACA, have also pre-
sented demands to Sani Rosenb-'um,
prez of the station. But he has b-"f»n

so UD to his ears in musician trou'->'e

he likewise has had little time to
give to the knobturners.

Marx Bros. Deny
Hollywood, Oct. If).

Groucho and Chico Marx pleaded
not guilty to material lifting charge
at a hearing Oct. 18.

Pair were heard on alleged copy-
right violation growing out of a
radio skit. Trial comes up Oct. 28.

ONLY NATURAL
Press department of Batten, Bnr-

ton, Durstine & Osborn is handling
the publicity for Bruce Barton's C )n-

gre.ssional campaign in N. Y.

Understood that $75,000 will be
spent in efforts to swing the elect: in.

Harold Smith, formerly with
KTUL, Tiil.sn, Oklahoma, has bct-ix

ndded to the sales stall of KTOl^:,
Oklahotna City.
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The N. A. Present, Future

EDGAR T. BELL
WKY, OKLAHOMA CITY

Quotable sentences abound throughout and,

it is likeiy that many of them will be quoted

wherever broadcasters meet between now and

January. Edgar Bell of WKY, Oklahoma

City, makes an interesting point in saying :
*It

took the Cincinnati world series to bring base-

ball to the hiring of Judge Landis; the Ar-

buckle scandal brought the picture industry to

organize with Will Hays'—and, he believes,

in response to invitations extended them by

Variety a number of broadcasters have given

their reactions to the recent special convention

held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
Believe New York meeting oil Qty. As is typical in such instances Variety

chain-affiliated stations proved . con- prints the comments verbatim,

clusively that with proper co-ordina- whose opinions on the past, present and

tion of efforts and determined de- future of the National. Association of Broad-

sire to stand together radio industry casters are. printed on this page are, in the

can do much to cure internal aggregate, a cross^sectiori of broadcaster senti- .
;<.e

troubles as well as protect itself ment that must be respected. Whattheyhave 'the present difficulties have taught radio its

frpm outward attacks. •
frankness with which they say- own vulnerability.

Personally 1 have full confidence it, has itnpressed VARIETY to .-the extent of be-

in Ed Craig's ability to organize Hevihg—and of SO .announcing—that this is

along constructive lines and have perhaps the most significant forum of industry,

complete plan to submit at N. A. B. comment on a pressing industry problem ever

meeting' in' January. If convention printed,
will adopt new plan, which I am
sure it will, calling for paid presi-

dent Of outstanding ability we will

have a trade association which can

and should render inestimable serv-

ice. .

It took the .Cincinnati world series

Lester . Cox of KWTO-KGBX, Springfield,

Mo!, sums up what seems to be a widely held

conviction when he states : 'Most important

need for the industry is an outstanding leader,

backed by a strong legislative comrnittee.'

DON S. EUAS
WMNC, ASHEVILLE, N. C.

I am sure there is plenty of able
mooK me

X"',';"V'*"'tVr"t,^r;n;''n? I
leadership available in radio indus-

to bring baseball to the hirmg 01^^""'=
>, • - *,„ ;,„„c;-

Judge Landis: the Arbuckle scandal try. Crisis precipitated by
.
musi-

^ • . - .
I cians' union will

Srtt S^Xi ^"^serlSi p/X otedy knit, .tronjly organized . or-

today to bring radio to the realiza- the mdustry.

tioh of* the necessity of a ^strong,

highly respected trade organization.

FRED W. BORTON
- WQAM, MIAMI

Believe convention developed fact

Industry must have paid executive,

preferably with backgirotmd and
ability to develop and maintain or-

ganization to cope with lobby ' ef-

forts of those groups attacking the

industry.
' At least idea was crystallized as to

the absolute necessity of an alert

imlfled trade organization • and de-

veloped fact that present NAB
structure is .without proper founda-

tion. Must be based on local state

units to avoid factional- and clique

attempts to control group.
.

Anticipate serviceable NAB as in-

dustry cannot afford to be without
same.

LESTER L COX
KWTO-KGBX, Sprlnffleld, Mo.

. New York convention definitely

proved IRNA group have excellent

leadership ability and possibility of

developing IRNA into strong inde-

pendent group. Fully believe best

interest of industry would be served

by IRNA organizing own special

group for their special problems and

LEO fumtrick
WJB, DETROIT

I believe redeht convention was
most constructive. Leaders spoke in

no uncertain terms of the necessity

of purging the organization of

lethargic attitude of officers in things

most vital to future progress. I was
mostly impressed by injection of

men of responsibility into negotia

.tions with, musicians union.

Believe that out of it you will see

a new N. A. B. with new Officers

capable of grasping the significance

of national problems, and a realiza

tion .that our industry has cast off

its swaddling clothes and is now in

foremost ranks of progressive busi

ness.. This was demonstrated in dis

carding < an antiquated constitution

stnd by-laws to.be supplanted by one
that will not ham-string officials in

making a business-like administra'

tioii in the future. I know there is

leadership among the N. A. B. ' It is

now up to the N. A. B, to select men
who can be real leaders. -

fidence, I feel that . the association

work of the future will not be run by

remote control, but by the real lead-

ers themselves. - I am confident that

under departmentalized reorganiza-

tion and with outstandingly eminent

counsel and representation as well

with an ample exchequer the

national association of broadcasters

can come to its . own .as a powerful

trade organization. I expect 1938 to

3e a 'year in which we shall con-

solidate our gains and lay a ground
work for the kind of achievement

and industry solidarity, that will at-

tract all the important personalities

directly or indirectly, in radio broad-

castihg.

EARL J. GLADE
KSL, SALT LAKE CITT

HAROLD HOUGH
WBAP, Ft. Wortb

LEON LEVY
WGAU, PHILADELPHIA

I believe New York convention re-

vjealed" the need of. an industrial

leader. N. A. B; has> accompUshed,

nothing apart from musicians' mat-

ter; The important thing Tevealed

was the imanimous feeling .that the

N. A. B. present set .up is useless

and wasteful which my .brother con-

tended two years ago in Chicago. -
-

I am not very optimistic about a

complete revamping' in January. The
first step they took in appointing an
attorney without labor experience

does not' look promising. I fear tool

ixiahy of. the present objectionable

features of the N.. A. B. will be re-

tained. .''
.

Object of . the N. A. B. should be

to present a solid front in common
defense and not waste money on
such extraneous matter as the copy-

right bureau. If. serious changes are

made and if the' more important sta-

tions are given an even break" and

day to the effect that the networks
would not sign a contract placing

them in any advantageous position

other than that granted to the afllili-

ate's. His action expressing the net-

works attitude did much to unify the

networks and their affiliates—an-

other important result of the con-

vention.

Final understanding of N. A. B.

and the influence -of- the voice of the

publishers and the voice of affiliate,

stations I believe did much to lend

confidence to the independents that

ihe stronger part of their organiza-

tion was not going to leave them out

on any linib. , .

You can readily, see if I am correct

that all of these, movtnients tend to

one objective—namely for the first

time a unified industry. I have con-

fidence that with Etheridge and
Rosenbaunl to. act in an advisory ca,-

pacily together with N. A. B.'s new
committee that through this, group
they will be able, to produce a new
revitalized N.A.B. that will be able

to do the. work so necessary to us at

this time and in the immediate
future.

P. W. MORENCY
WTIC, HARTFORD

the

WIOD, MIAMI

It is my sincere conviction that the

three , recent 'conventions' of the

then'^.organizing'' independent radio 1 1- R- N. A, definitely established that

stations in another group for their there is leadership and executive di-

problems, both groups meeting on a rection of a very superior character

common ground with NAB as the within the radio broadcasting in-

parent organization. Funds for dustry. No American enterprise has

work in each group should be al- grown with such incomparable

located on amount paid by that rapidity into a position of recognized

group to the association. power as radio broadcasting. That
Most important need for industry there should be growing pains is ob-

is an outstanding leader, backed by vious. That some radio men through-
a strong " legislative committee. In out the country should have been
addition to network affiliate group catapulted into positions of import-
and Independent group, state or- ance in their respective communities,
ganizations should be encoui'aged for before they even had a chance to

closer working arrangement in all get their second wind, is also under-
political subdivisions; state groups stood.

can and Will assist greatly legisla- Industry Is getting its bearings,
tive committee who in turn should The real leaders. Men eminent in

be led by strong and capable paid national, business affairs and
leadership devoting entire

,
time to who are today bringing into be>ng

the fundamentals OK broadcasting., the great American broadcasts that
There are plenty of able men in assure us world radio leadership-

broadcasting, but' like every other t^ese men are showing more will
new industry the most able men j^jgnesg ^^3^ formerly to take part
have not sought the office of leader-

1 association work. That they

Undoubtedly new material of

leadership was uncovered at special

New York meeting. Constantly

more owners and executives are at-

tending N. A. B. meetings. The new
,. , , .^^ • . xv.

setup of N. A. B. cannot help but not looked upon with suspicion, then

strengthen it and is a step which something may come out of

should have been taken in Chicago |
January convention,

and probably would have been taken
there if delegates had . not been so UAf I ITV^HnN
much interested in the prize fight. I

UiliJllVll
Regardless of opinion as. to

whether or not N. A. B. should have
taken the lead in negotiating lor I , Believe convention did reveal pos-
chain affiliates with the musicians, Uible leadership material in such
the fact remains that had they done men as Craig, Etheridge, and pos-
so, the results obtained would pfob- sibly a few others, Too early to

ably not have been as satisfactory essay completely contructive ac

to .date as. those which have been complishments but industry's aware-
accomplished by the affiliates or- ness of present indefensible position

ganization. N. A, B. was not probably single greatest omen for

equipped for that emergency job future strong trade association

and it is fortunate they did not at- Rather not anticipate too much
tempt it. following January but any strength-

Smaller stations in the smaller ening would be .improvement over
towns have never as yet indicated, present conditions. Inevitable in the
that they 'would permit N. A. B. or end that industry must and shall or-

anyone else to start negotiations for ganiize strongly,

them and the ,N. A. B. found itself
|

It probably is too much to expect

Believe that last week's conven-

tion revealed wealth of material for

leadership in N. A. B,_ Also, .belipye

that everyone. present recognized, the

potential strength of a well led,

closely, knit trade association to

operate- for the benefit of the public

and the members of the industry.

i do believe, that at the January
convention such a strong trade as-

sociation- will- be set up.

ship.

DON DAVIS
WHB, KANSAS CITY

Aesop once wrote about how the

countrymen noticed that the mount-
ains .were in labor.. Smoke came
out of their summits, the earth was
quaking at their feet, trees were
crashing, and huge rocks were
tumbling. They felt sure that some-
thing horrible was going to happen.
They all gathered together in one
place to see what terrible thing this

would be. They waited and they

still waited, but nothing came.
At last there was a still more vio-

leiit earthquake, and a huge gap ap-

peared in the side of the mountains.

They all fell down upon their kneeS

and waited. And at last, a tiny

little mouse poked its little head and
bristles out of the gap and came run-

ning down toward them.

And ever after they used to say:

•Much outcry, little outcome.'

in the position of part of its member
ship demanding immediate action

and the other part demanding no
action and I think time will prove
that they followed the proper course
There is no question but what the

N. , A. B. must be reorganized and
strengthened to meet tlie growing
demands of the radio in,dustry and I

anticipate that the entire member
ship is going to get behind the con
structive plans outlined. The reso

lution of caution adopted by the
N. A. B. should be most seriously

considered by every broadcaster. Of
fers froni' outside parties which seem

that a stalwart will be born over-

night in January, but groundwork
seems fairly well laid for that date.

CEOL D. MASTIN
WNBF, BINGHAMTON

SAMUEL ROSENBAUM
WFIL, PHILADELPHIA

Convention disclosed that the

more responsible elements in the

broadcasting industry are aware of

the need for united action in meel-

ing problems of public relation.s,

labor relations, copyrights and gov-

ernment regulation. However, there

still renjains and there must be dis-

pelled the old feeling of distrust on
the part of the smaller independents

who are numeirically in the ma-
jority and resent what they fejrard

as 'interference' with their right to

exist and function as completely

separate local units.

It is essential that proposed reor-

ganization recognize these factors

and endeavor to convince the inde-

pendents that we are all mutually

inter-dependent for protection and
prosperity.. But in any event, with

or without them, a new and stronger

organization must be created with

more efficient powers and facilities

for defending and guiding a great

industry now coming of age.

The 'affiliate convention' revealed
and produced Mark Etheridge, wise,

tactful, and courageous, who unified

all of the disgruntled and diversil^ed

regional "opinions of the affiliates

into a composite, whole that resulted

in the affiliated stations' confidence

boM"fidrwTirpul?chaEe"t^^^ respect. It also produced Sam
disputed music bureau of the I

Rosenbaum and his clarifying mmd
N. A. B. for more than the invest-

ment the organization has jn it. If

the membership decides to get rid of

it they should sell it as a going.con-
cern and not as a disn^antled thing.

should have been somewhat re'

Itictant in the past can be easily ap'

predated. iPolitical considerations

have also added to the sensitivity ol

the set-up.

I fear also that, in days gone by.

there has been considerable hoof
and mouth disease in the industry

and what real man of affairs does
not recoil from exhibitions of break-
ing out at the mouth. In my opinion
the American people are coming to

have more and more confidence in

the broadcasting industry. They are
commencing to appreciate the vast

effort sincerely performed by almost
every station in the land to serve
the public witli a fine effectiveness.

These same people are certainly be-
ginning to realize that it takes mOncy
and lots of it to bring to them the

radio features they want.
As I see it, this confidence has

carried over to our broadcast leader-

ship whose vision and courage have
made • these program achievements
possible. As a result of this con-

A. H. KtRCHHOFER
WEEN, BUFFALO

LLOYD C THOMAS
• WROK, ROCKFORD

Recent radio conferences give
some hope, but not necessarily prom
ise, that N. A. B. can be revitalized.

Many broadcasters, with their
fingers crossed, will await result of

N. A. B.'s efforts to create set-up to

meet desperate need of the industry
for wise leadership.

Merely to hire another secretary

or manager or lawyer or labor coun-
sel isn't what is needed. We need a
four star general with force, vision

and ability to bring all elements to-

gether for mutual interest and thus
to give better public service. In

meanwhile, of course, it's only fair

that N. A. B. group have time and
full opportunity to .show best they

can do. It is cockeyed to raise dues
before program is submitted and
approved, but, that will only make

but who lacked the tact of Etheridge
to bring all of the forces together.

These two gentlemen make a ^eam
in my opinion whose advice will go
a long way to solidify N. A. B. and
to help the committee to devi.re a

new N. A. B. to meet the purposes of

the indu.stry and to enable it to meet
future challenges.

Many independent broadca.sters
feared newspaper owned or domi-
nated stations. In the convention
the leadership of the newspaper
group with their many years of ex-
perience in dealing with unions was
most gratifying. They played an
enormous part in advising the con-
vention in ways and means of com-
bating the A. F. of M.
From the beginning of this diffi-

culty the networks not only feared
the demands of the A, F. of M., but
were additionally fearful of the re-

sults of the getting together of af-

filiates and the demands they might
make upon the networks. The af-

filiates were fearful that the net-

works would obtain a more advan-
tageous contract and sell the aflili-

ate.s down the river.

Credit should be given to C.;lum

more certain the end of N. A. B. if I bia's executive vice president

it now fails to meet our crisis. | Klauber for his statement' on Mon

I believe that the New York con-

vention revealed that the industry

needs action along the line of greater

cooperation among the different

classes of stations as groups under

the banner of NAB. I believe that

NAB needs an executive board of

probably five members probably

chosen from the larger board of di-

rectors and headed by a president

or executive officer chosen from the

industry.
There are possibl^y six men in the

industry capable and qualified for

this place and I would say that Jim
Baldwin is three of them. Am still

strongly opposed to a radio czar but

recognize the need of a leader who
will be aggressive and progressive

but always fair to all factions and

divisions of the broadcasting indus-

try.

-I believe the New York meet-

ing was worth while because it

stirred up the members to the real-

ization that more definite action

along definite lines and greater co-

operation is absolutely necessary, I

have great confidence in the reor-

ganization committee appointed but

their report and their recommenda-
tions win be useless effort wasted un-

less we go to the January conven-
tion determined to adopt a definite

plan and put it into execution. The
Federal communications commis-
sion activities at Washington the pnst

few days are heartening and mighty
encouraging and indicate a spirit of

helpfulness on the part of the F.C.C.

that will mean much to the indu5t.ry

in the future.
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Stock Issue, Crosley Invitation

Among Reported Mutual Activities

Mutual is still trying to bring

back WLW, Cincinnati, into closer

alliance with the
,
network, Fred

Weber, Mutual gen. mgr., last

Thursday (14) made his second call

within a week on iPowel Crosley,

Jr., head 'of the Cincy superwatter.

.Weber this time was accompanied

by Theodore Streibert, gen. mgr. of

WOR, Newark.
Operators of stations which are

served by Mutual reported around

the National Association 6f Broad-
casters convention last week that

Mutual was contemplating revamp-
ing its stock setup- so that the out-

lets associated with the network
could become shareholders.

Clncbmati, Oct. 19.

Two additional stations, KWK, St
Louis, and WJJD, Chicago, were
linked into the WLW Line Monday

for availability of 16 hours of

i<rogram service daily. Othfer sta-

tions that have been • receiving the

same siervice are Crdslpy's WLW and
WSAI, Cincy; KQV,' Pittsburgh;

WBAL, Baltimore; WFIL, Philadel-

phia; and WHN, New York. Che
hour of the daily service is available

t» WXYZ, Detroit, which receives

the Voice of Experience program
and string ensemble sustainer from
the Ifetherland Plaza here.

The 16^hours-a-day service of the
WLW Line also is available to the

New York State and Colonial net-

works. It is fed by WHN to WINS,
New York, and WBNY, Buffalo;

WAiBY, Albany; WIBX, Utica;

WSAY, Rochester, and WMBO, Au-
burn.
Operating time of the WLW Line
from 7.30 a. m. to 11.30 p. m.,

Monday throujgh Saturday, and from
8 a. m. to 12 p. m. on Sunday.

Half-Hour Identification

May Be Postponed If

Program Type Requires

Washington, Oct. 19.

Ten-minute latitude in making
prescribed identification announce-
ments is afforded broadcasters under
terms of recent Federal Communica-
tions rule interpretation.

Modification of existing Rule 175

(which requires half-hourly station

breaks except under particular con-
ditions) was effected by explaining
tha'; the commish does not expect
transmitters to announce call letters

exactly every 30 minutes. Rule now
says that 'insofar as practicable these
announcements shall be made on the
hour and half hour.'

Under the interpretation, broad-
casters may spot the announcement
at the most advantageous place in
the program over a ten-minute pe-
riod. Thus, call letters may be miked
between 25 and 35 minutes past the
hour and from five' minutes before
to five minutes after, the hour.
Leeway extends only to cases

where program—variety show, base-;

ball game, . etc.—runs over 60 min-
utes. Rules still waive the half-

hourly identification requirement in

the event of consecutive speeches,
plays, symphonies, operatic produc-'
tions and such where' continuity
would be broken by. giving call let-

ters every 30 minutes.

Al Cormier Quits WIP

Philadelphia, Oct. 19,

Albert A. Cormier, vice-prez and
g.m. of WIP here, is finished at sta-

tion Friday (22). Resignation was
announced last Friday by Ben Gim-
bel, prez. No successor named or
chosen yet. Cormier, formerly with
WOR, refused to disclose future
plans except to say hell remain in

radio biz and in Philly.

Both sides refused t» discuss cause
of resignation,' but it is understood
there was considerable friction both
ways.

Buchanan's Radio Chores
Chicago, Oct. 19.

Death of Thompson Buchanan. 60,

playwright, in Louisville last Friday
(15), hits Chicago radio, and, par-
ticularly 'Court of Missing Heirs.'
new Skelly Oil-CBS show which
went on air for second time yester-
day (18).

During past couple years play-
wright had become one of most
prolific radio scripters around, his
'Molly of Movies' and 'Couple Next
Door' only recently closing. His
death is second blow for current
Skelly show which he was writing.
Program is also center of a suit
brought

i.-i- t^atvicia ,.\nn Manners,
who der/>fto<i;, an accolmiiug on
gr-)unc;a of her alleyod part in put-
ting over the idea.

Couple of Big 10

May Re Spnsor

Receptive in1
Chicago, Oct. 19.

Although similar moyes by col-

leges have been twice defeated in the
past, indications are that Northwest-
ern University will jump the no-
charge' policy of the Big 10 next sea-
son, and try for cash and exclusive
contracts with broadcasters. In so far
as football airings are concerned.

Reiason for such indication is the
general opinion around this year,
fostered even by the press, that
Northwestern has been paid for
broadcast privileges of football
games.

Contrary to opinion, the university
has, not made a charge this year. In-
stead, it has been going along with
the Big 10, which allows no exclu-
sive contracts or cash for privileges.

Rumors -which have prevailed this

year, however, have the Northwest-
ern big shots burning, and they're
reported figuring new deal next year
on the basis that they might as well
cash in.

Other schools in the ' Big 10 will

probably remain in the same cate-
gory as this year, excepting Chicago,
which might also bolt. The remain-
ing eight are State universities, sup-
ported by public tax, and hence have
no right to give one station ex-
clusive rights over all others, or to

charge for .privileges.

Chicago, this season, gave exclu-
sive privileges to WJJD, but the deal
was never consummated because
school and station couldn't get to-

gether on an acceptable sponsorship.

Performing Rights Society

Is Returning All Checks,

Many Unopened—Broad-
casters Setting Up Special

Funds for Protection If

Laws Declared Unconsti-

tutional

FLORIDA CASE

Although no decisions have yet
been handed down in the instances

of M'ontana and Washington, Froh-
lich & Schwartz, general counsel for

the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers is starting

suit next week to vacate ,the Florida
statute which seeks to stymie the
performing rights combine from do-
ing business in that state. Argument
advanced by F&S will be that the

Florida law is unconstitutional.

ASCAP estimates that similar bills

passed in Tennessee, Nebraska,. Mon-
tana and Washington have been re-

sponsible for losses of around
$190,000 in revenue to date. Fighting
of these measures before both the
courts and legislative committee has
entailed a legal ' 6:(pense of another
$185,000 to. the Society. Bills for

$145,000 on this score have already
been received.

Send In iChecks

Most of the broadcasters in these
states are sending their license fees

to ASCAP at the old contractual in-

tervals but the Society has made a
practice of mailing them back di-

rectly. In most cases the envelopes
are not even opened.

It was disclosed by several broad-
casters from these parts at the re-

cent convention of the National
Broadcasters Association in New
York that they are depositing the re-
turned checks in special accounts as

a protection against having to dig it

all up at once in the event the courts
hold the state legislation invalid.

How the Society arrived at its

estimated loss was 'by taking a 17-

month's average of the earnings in

those states prior to the enactment
of the hostile legislation. Loss
might be even larger, if the radio
business in these states has followed
the general upward trend.

Roy Wlnsauer, WCCO's Minneapo-
lis new assistant production mgr.,
addressed the Minnesota P-T-A Con-
gress last week on 'New Fronts in

Radio.'

WHL, Philly, Opens Chi Sales

Office on Basis of Showing

Of Direct System in N. Y. C.

Bigger and Better

Latest case of payroll jitters

at NBC has developed a be-

lieve-it-or-not case.

On Friday (15) one sec, Diana
Miller, got a raise at 11 a.m. in

her pay envelope.

At noon she gol^ the pink
slip.

Sponsor Pushed

Around by Pro

Football Park

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Everybody mad about WIND
broadcast of Cardinal game frorh

Milwaukee Sunday, and station

burning more than anybody.
Airings sponsored by Chevrolet

dealers; but stadium had its p.a. sys-

tem sponsored, and sprayed the

WIND mikes with stuff that credited

Economy Markets' courtesy for every

play, then tacked on 150 words tell-

ing what Economy Markets sold.

Level of speaker system so high,

Russ Hodges merely called plays,

and let the p.a. sy^item have it. Time
for even Chevrolet spiels at a mini-

mum.

BOOK DIONNE NURSE

INTO TOY DEPARTMENT

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Toy sales to be exploited by Mar-
shall Field department store on 'Toy

Center Tonight' signatured for a

three-a-week airing on WGN begin-

ning Wednesday (20).

Show is built around character

known as 'Field's Night Watchman,'
who spends rest of tihrie in toy de-

partment of store to present kids

with a key to toy center. Idea is to

dramatize toys, and start-off is with
quintuplet dolls. Nurse Yvonne
Tereaux of quintuplet fame, sched-
uled for an appearance, to double
at store.

WGN, Chicago, addition is Johnny
Weigh, spieler, • '

See ^Absentee Landlordism' ofRadio

As Source of Trade Assn. Weakness

Despite the strong attempt made

on the last day (13) of the National

Association of Broadcasters* conven-

tion in New York last week to pass

around the olive branch, the heads

of quite a number of important sta-

tions declared it was their intention

to submit their resignations from
the association on their arrival

home. It was their opinion that the

best way to force a general over-

hauling of the organization and to

make sure that it again won't lapse

into its present state of innocuous

desuetude was to dramatize their

discontent by wholesale resignation.

If improvements were effected at

the slated winter's meet of the NAB
they would rejoin.

Several of these same broadcasters

hold to the viewpoint that there isn't

a chance of the NAB becoming re-

vitalized or changing its color per-

ceptibly until more of those are

bound to the industry by substantial

financial interests assume the ag-

gressive leadership in the assocla-

tiop That such actuality is remote

was made pointedly evident at the
second day's session of the conven-
tion. One following the other, Mark
Etheridge, WHAS, Louisville, and
Ed Craig, WSM, Nashville, begged
off taking active part in the NAB's
scheduled reorganization on the
grounds that their other interests

would not permit the necessary time.

Etheridge's main interest is news-
paper properties, while Craig is a

vice-president of the National Life

& Accident Insurance Co.

Policy of absentee landlordism
which dominates the broadcasting
industry was further brought home
at this same session by one of the

comments from Don A. Elias,

WMNC, Asheville, N. C, Elia.s, who
prefaced his remarks with a sug-

gestion that the occasion' called for

a little talcing down of the tresses,

admitted that he hadn't attended an
NAB convention in years. He is the

owner of two newspapers, and since

he has always ti-eatcd his broadcast

property as a secondary interest he
has preferred to delegate his pro-

gram director to these meets.
Elias charged that the persons who

by virtue of ownership were most
vitally interested in the-welfare of

t'.ie broadcasting have neglected get-

ting in on the solution of its prob-
lems and made it a practioe of send-
ing their $50 employees to do the

representing for them at the NAB
conventions.

Another source ol weakness from
a trade association standpoint has
been the comparatively dizzy rate of
manager turnover at many stations.

With the head man sensing the ten-
tative or probationary patUre of his
employment; or. a& happens, with the
radio station given stop-child treat-

ment by the parent organization,
newspaper or . otherwise, the man-
ager himself would not stick his neck
out at an N.A.B. convention.
He was not sufficiently sure of

himself. He might be slapped down.
Or he might be wanting to work for

his neighbor-delegate who would be
antagonized by his espousiU of some
point of view.

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

WFIL, Philly has opened its owa
office in Chicago. Stuart Eggleston,
formerly western manager for Co-
lumbia, has been appointed manager
to solicit time sales. Station, which
recently opened headquarters in
Niew York, now claims to be the
only indie kilowatter in the country
with its own' offices in three major
markets.
Decision to open midwest head-

quarters, according to Don Wlthy-
comb, WFIL g.in,, Came because of
success with New York office. Broad-
way g.H.q., under direction of Sales-
manager Jack Stewart, only a week
ago reported sales during' Septdmber
totaled $194,000 Worth of time. This
is a 470% increase, according to sta-

tion, over any previous month in its

history.

'Much of this volume can be cred-
ited to co-ordinating contacts and
'on the spot' activity of the Manljat-
tan office,' Withycomb said.

Stewart will also superintend C'hl

office. He 20th Centuried with Eg-
gleston to Chi Sunday night to sele.ct

.

a site for the office.

Archdiocese Discourages

Re-£iiactinent of Father

Duffy; Eulogies Okay

NBC, i(i arranging an Armistice
Anniversary broadcast, has run
ashoal in the effort to dramatize the
life of the late Father Francis P.
Duffy, famed .chaplain of New
York's 69th Regiment during the
war. Network's program department
applied to the Chancellory Office of

the Archdiocese of New York, con-
tact point to reach Patrick Cardinal
Hayes, aiid got a frown on the pro-
posal.

Officially, the Chancellory " con-
siders a biographical dramatization
of the priest 'undignified,' if acted
out with actors. Deehied o,k. are
eulogizing spiels on Father Duffy's

persdhality and life by army officers

or others acquainted with him dur-
ing his career.

At present NBC is toying with the

idea of carrying a program of the

latter classification on Nov, 7, Sun-
day before Armistice Day.
Father Duffy was w.k. and widely

popular in show biz. Pastor of Holy
Cross Church, on 42d St., west of

Times Square, he numbered many
actors in his* congregation. A .statue

of the priest was unveiled in Times
Square last May, the only monument
in the area. «

N. Y. ELECTION BIZ BIG

Although La Quardia Forces Hold
Oft Until Final Week

Most of the New York stations are
disposing of all their spare time to

the contending candidates in the
local elections campaign. Billin.^^s

for stipulated periods are already
over what they Were last year for

the presidential-gubernatorial cam-
paign.

In the mayoralty contest the
heavier buying, so far, has bean done
by the camp of Jeremiah Mahoncy,
Democratic candidate. Indications
are that' the Mayor LaGuardia forces
will defer their air offensive until
the last seven days of the campai.gn,
starting next Monday (25), with the
majority of the spots being under-
written by organized labor and
other indie supporters.
WOR is finding takers up to mid-

night, while WABC, WEAF, W.IZ
and WMCA have had practically all

their spare evening time either con-
tracted lor or optioned, NBC's two
key outlets have even sold seven
quarter-hour periods to the New
York branch of the Communist
Party. It is NBC's first sale to that
political group. CBS had the Com-
munist business during the last pres-
idential campaign.
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NETWORK SPONSORS
WEEK OF OCT. 20-26

(ALL TIME EST)

CommercUl prc«ninis ar« listed ftlphatbettoally under the adver-

tlMr'a corporate name. Aeterlsk Indieatea adrertMfic a«eB<T »»•-

dUnff program

Where eponsor ha« more thaa one aeiwerk »ro«raa thmy. *re

Uated conaecutivelj.

AH time la P. M. unleaa otherwtoe aMed.

Abbreviations: SU (Sunday): M (Monday); TU (Tueaday); W
(Wednewiay); TH (Thursday); F (Friday); S (Saturday).

NATIONAL
R«4—WEAF Bltt»—WJl

ACME
(PaJnts)

B:90 p.m.-8ii-Blb«
Ed McCbnnell
Tlnht. Frflndlor Ore
*Henrl. ' Huret &
McDonald, Inc.

AI.KA SKI^TZBB

a p,m.>8«-BIn«
Natlanal Barn
Dance'

*Unel« Dsra'B
Itatltn Station'
• Wada
ahrh. RAniATon

TlrcBtde Reottal**

Sifurd Nlliaen
[•len Marnhalt

Frank Bt. T^eirer
• Blakfir Advt.

AMVB. TORACCU
la p.ai.-W-tMd

Freddie Glbnon
ongi^niltha 4

Lico Relnmnn Ore
• Lord A Thomaa

ANACIN
(km. Home Prod,)

]Bi«e
Diiay Aces'
1 A Ooodman Ace'

- Marr Hunter
Fanl fltewart
• PUckett-B-H .

llABBITT. INC.
(Cleaniieri •

11 N.ra.-1)ally-K«d
*DitTld Hnnim'
Kilmer Walter
Kva Condon
Alan Devitt
FeKRy All*nhT
•Blackett-B-H.

BATKR .

(Rterltnr)
•:SO-nn-B#d

'American Alhiim'
Jean Dickenaon
Frank Munn
Arden A Ardan
Oaa Haenarhen Ore
Ke-t Hlmoh
• Blarki»tt-5!-H

BI-IIO-DOL
'

(Am. Home Pr^d.)
1«:80 <i.in'.-Dallr<^

Bed
'Juet Plain Bill*

Arthur Haph«a
Both Biiaaell
Uffle U. Palmer
Jnm TAtham
• WinckM-P-W
9:16 p,»".-T-W-Tli-

Blno
Tilr. Ko*"i, Tracer of

T,ost PeoTile
•pin''i--ett. Sample

*; H. .

BOWRT'A. INC.
(MI1U>

B:19 p.m.-M-W-r-
B^d

•W' Me the Clly

Fliincy nrlKKB
Jo<»n Kny
CrcW Hoy
Varle Nf'unn

' FranrfiB Tarlon
FoTeFf T>>wla
•Raanell C C. Co

BBiSTI^T-
MRTRRS CO

(Ipana-B.nepatlra)
a p.m.-tVrd-Bed

"WnUer O'Keefe
>llce FroBt
refer Van Steeden'e

Orft
•Touilpf ft Rublram
lrrOMO»<HJINlKE

<Grove J/ibi)
« li.m.-M-TI'-nhte
10 p.ni.-Tn-Tlt-Bluf!
Con. Iluffh Johnson
•St!iolc-GobIe

ltROMO-RKr,TZER
fKmcrson DruBs)
H:30 i».m.-\V-HIu*)

Blcnlslcy from Holly
wood

J. AV. Thompson
BROWN-

WILMAM80N
(Tvool-TtaleiKh)
10 p.m.-r-Rlue'

Edythe WrlRht
J:' el; Leonnnl
Tommy Doraoy
•H. 11. D. & O.

CAMAY eOAP
(P. A <V)

10:3(1 a.m.-nall7-
Rluo

Blae S p,m.-Diillr-
Red

•Pepper Young'
CurtiB Arnall
Bally Wragge
Marlon Darner
Jack Roselelgh
•I'edlar A Ryan

CABNATIOX
10 p.m.-M-Rcd

•Cnma I Ion Con-
tvnted

Noble C.iln Choir
JiVunk Bln.clc

•Drwln Wiaaey

CHAflK A
SANBORN

(Stand. Branda)
a p.m.-Hii-Red

Don Amephe
Bdgar BerB«'n
Dorothy Tjamour
Nelaon Eddy
Stroud Twins
Fobe»-t ArmbruBler
J. W. TbompBoa

CHirso
(P A O.)

11:16 n.m.-Dnllr-
Blna

4:16 p.m.-M to Frl-
Red

'Ropd of Life*
•Pedlar & Kyan
CITIES* BRRVICB
a p.in.-Fr-Rrd

LuclIIp Mannera
Revelers 4
•Lord A Thomas

'- CRISCO
. (P. AO.),

11:30 n.m.-Dally-
Blne

3:30-p.in. Dall7-Red
VHb A Rade
Art Van Harvey
Bllljr Ideteon
narnardlna Flvno
TPedlar & Ryan
CYCI^E TRADES
OF AMERICA

3:80 p.m.-Sn-Red
Bicycle Party
Bwor & Iiubln.
Bill Slater
Hugo Marlanl Ore
Camnbell-Ewald

DIAMOND
ORYSTAI^ SAJLT

' (Gen. Foods)
3 p.m,«Su-BIue

'On Broadway'
•Benton & Bowles.

DR. MONB
(8terllng>x

11:16 a.m.-Red-
Dallr

'Back Btaga Wife'
VlTlan Frldfll
Ken Grltfen.
HanrT Saxe
Norman Qottaehalk
Altre Patton
ll:ia a.m.'M-W-F-

Rod
Hew to Be Charm-
ing'

BsBtrlre DeSvlvora
a p^n.-Sn-Red

Uanhattan Merry-
Oo-Round'

Don Ddnnle Ore -

Ptarre Le Kretun
Rachel Carlay
Man A bout Town

.ENEROINE
(Summer Prods)
3 p.m.-Sn-R<>d

Radio Nowsreel
ParUs .Johnson
Wally Butt.erworth
Stack-Goble
FIRBSTONB

a:ao a.m.oM-Bcd
Voice of Flreatona'
Margaret Speaks
Alfred WallenBteIn
•Sweeney A Jam»a

r. XV. FITCH
(Shampoot

1:46 p.ni.-Sn-RM ,

Interesting Neigh-
bors'

Jfrry Belcher
•L.. W, Ramsay
F1.BI8CHHANN

,

-<8tan. Branda)
7;80-Ba-BIne

Ozzle NclRon Oro
Harriet HlUlard
l^eg Murray
OBN. RLECTRir
0:30 p;m.-Mon-Red
Hour of Charin*
Phil Bpltalny Ore
.Maxine
Bvelyn Kay

Chester .• I^aucn
Norris Goft
Lord & Thomaa

IIOVSEHOrD
FINANCB

«:80 p.m.-Tu-Blne
It Can Be Dona'
Kdgar Guest
Frankle Mastera Or
•B.B.U. A O.

HI'SklES
(Gen. Foods Corp.)

H p.in.-S«-He«l
Believe It or Not
Robert L. Ripley
B. A. Rolte's Ore
Benton & Bowles
ITALIAN HAIM
10 p.m.-Fr-Bed

First Nlghter'
Lea Tremnyne
Barbara Luddy
8:30 p.ni.-ht-Blue
Vanity 'Fair'
Cal Tlnney .

Shellah Graham
Eileen Barton
Larry Duncan
Douglas Wilson.
•Aubrey. M. * W.

IVOBV BOAF
(p; A G.)

.

II .m.-I>«lly-Bla«
8:46 p.m.-R«d

The O'NelllB' .

Kata M^.Comb
Jane West
Violet Dunn
Jimmy Donnelly
Jack Rubin
Chester Stratton
Jimmy Tanaey
Janico Gilbert
ll:46-Dally-BlHe

'Oesriel Bliiger*

Bdward MacHugb

1 Little Words
irftla A Rorhella
Glee Club
• klaxon
GEN. MOTOR8
8 p.m.-Su-BIiie

Erno *",a"(>o Synip
John n. Kennedy
Campbell-Ewald
CRAPE NUTS
(Gen. Foods)
H p.m.-M-Red

Al Jolson
Tony Martin
Rny Noblo Ore
•Younff & Rublcnm
GRIFFIN POLISH
7 p.m.-Mon-Blne

Lloyd Shaffers Ore
Lyn JtuiTay Chorus
.Tohn B. Gambling
Barry McKinley
• Dcrmingham
GEOX'r OF RANKS

1) p.pi.-:M>Blqe
Phli.a. Orcli
Bugcne Oiniandy
(Jrelc iituecUKdid
AV. M. ICIpllnKPr
Dr. Nell Cniotlicra
\Vp."'.';(*1 Co.
(ilti;KN WATCH
n:SO ]).m.-Su-lteii

•Time of Your Life"
.tiioila Harvelt
Joe Rlnea Ore
Grahfim JfcNnmee
'JIcCann-Erlclcsou

HILI.fl TABLETB
(Am. Home Prod 1

10 a.m.-I)all,T-Rrd
'Mrs. WlKgs of Cab-
bage Patch'

Betty Garde
Robert Btrnuna
Andy Donnelly
Alice Frost
Joe Latham
Bill Johnston*
Marfnrlo AndarRon
BBtelle Levy
Pkt Ryan
• Blackett-B.-H.

HORLICR
7:<a p.m.-nallf-

RIa«t
'Lum 'n' A'bner'

author
I. Anthony Smyth*
tflnatta ICUan
Kathleen Wllaoa
Michael Raffettv
Walter Patterson
Barton Tarborougk
• J. W. ThojnrBon '

THRIVKTOOG
FOOD

(Modern Food
Process)

4:16 p.m. 8u-BIue
'Dos Heroes'
Harry Swan
Eflle Palmer
Clements Co.

TIME, IXC.
(Time & Life Maps)
8:30 p.m.-Th-niu«
'Mari'Ii of Time'
•B. B. D. & O..
TBUK SrORT
(MacFadden)

a:30 p.m.-Fr-Red

'Court of Humaa
Relations'

•Arthur Kudnar
WSLOH ORArV

JTUICE ^
a:45 p.m.-So-Blae

Irene Rich
•H, W. Kaator A
Sons

WHITB NAPHTHA
7:16-Ta-Th-B«d

•Vocal Varieties'
H. W. Kaator

SOAP
(P. A G.)

4:16 p.m.-Uuil7-Bed
'Guiding Light'
•Blacknian

WOODBUBT
a p.m.>Su>'Bla«

H'wood Playhouse
'Men in White'
Tyrone Power

COLUMBIA
WABC

JRLLO
(Gen-.

' Fooda)
7>Sa-Red

.Tack Benny
Mary TavlnRslone
Kenny Baker '

Ram Heorn
Don Wilson
Andy Devine
Phil Harris Ore
• Toung A Rublcaro

JERGENS
a:SO p.m.-Hn>Blae
Georpe Fischer
•Lennen * Mitchell

JOHNSON'R WAX
a p.m.'M-R«d

'Fibber McGe* and
Molly'

M. A J. Jordan
Ted Weema Ore •

•Need., Loula A B
KELMGG

6:30 p.rt».-M-Tii-

W A Th.Blae
'.llnKlnK I*ady'
Ir'ene Wicker
12 Noon-M to :r

Red
•O'rl Alone*
N. W. Ayer

1 . KLEENRX
I 4:30-Dnlly-Red
10 n.m.-Dnlly-BIue
•Story of Mary

Merlin'
•Lord ft Thomaa
KRAI'T-PHENIX
10 p.ni.-Tli-R«d

Blng Crosby
Bob Burns
Johnny Troller'a
Ore

Edmund Lowe
•J. W. Thompson
I,ADT ESTHER
8:30 p.m,-Ta-Wed-

Red
Wa.vne King Ore
•Stark-Gohle

LAMOXT
(Pond's Cream and

Face Powder)
a p.m.-Tii-Blne

'Hnsbnnda and
Wives'

USTERINE PRODS
(T.nmliprt Co.)
8 p.m.-F-Blne

Gr.nnd Central Sta-
1 1on

•Lambert it Feasley
LOG CABIN SYRUP

(Gen. Foodf.)
8:.S0 p.m.-Sn-Red

Jricl: H:ilcy
Vlrplnltt Verrlll
Wendy Bnrrle
Ted Fio nito Ore
AVarren Hull
•Benton

,
& Bowles

LOUIS PHILLIPPB
(Am. Home Prod.)
10:16 n.m'.-I>aliy-

Red
'John'n Other Wife'
Malt Crowley
Adele Ronson
PiiylHB Welch
RvB Pondon
• Blackelt-S.-H.

(Orene Shnnipoo)

.

10:30 p.m.-Ta-Rrd
ami !»-.:<» p.m.-F-

Red
Ilmtny Fidler
•II.

,
AV. KBBlor

MAXWEI.f.,
(Gen. Fno<1>

9 p.m.-TU-Red
.<hi)W Boat
Chas AVItmlnger
Meredith Wlllson
Thomas L. Tlionin*
.Vadlne ronner
AVaircn Hull
Virginia Verrlll
•Benton ft Bowlaa

MAR-O-OIL
11:46 .m.-Sn-R«d
Henry Busse
• Beggnley. H. ft B

MOLLK
a p.ei.>Te-B«a

'Vo* Pop*

Parka Johnson
Wally Butterworth
Stack-Goble-

'

OXYDOL
(P. ft O.)

3:16-Da>Iy-Red
10:16 a.m.-Dally-

Blne
Ma Perkins'
Virginia Payna
Cbaa. Bgolaon
tlllhert Faust
Cecil Roy
Murray Forbes
Haiel Depheld*
Forrest Lewis
Blackett-S-H.
13:16 p.m.-Dully-

Red
Goldbergs
Comoton
PACIFIC RORAX
a:S0 p.m.-Fr-Bla«
Death Valley Daya'
McCann-ErlckBon

PACKARD
MOTORS

a:Sa p.m.-Ta-Rod
T^anny Ross
Chas. Butterworth.
Jane Rhodes
Florence George
Don Wilson
Roy Paige's Ore
•Toung ft Rublcam
PEFSODENT

7 p.m.-Dally>R«d
Amoa 'n' Andy'
•Lord A Thomaa
PHILUP MOBBIfl

8 p.m.-Ta-R«d
Ruaa Morgan , Ore
Charlea Martin
•Blow Co.

PHILLIPS
(Starling)
8-F-R«d

'Walt* Time'
Aba Lyman Ore
Lola Bennett
Frank Munn
4 p.m.-Dally-Red

Lorenzo Jones
•Blackett, 3. & H.

pillSbiiry
FLO^B

18:46 p.in..Daily
Bed

Teday'a Children'
•Hatcblnson

PONTIAC
(Motor Cars) ..

9 p.nik-F-Blue
'Varsity Show'
U. of Virginia
•MacManus, Johns
& A.

QVAKBB OATS CO
S:S0-8a-Bed

'Kaltenmeyer'a Kin-
dsrg^rten'

Brace Kamman
Sidney Bllstrom
niUy White
Johnny Wolf
Thor Kricaon
UarrlU Fugit
Harry Kogen Ora
•Lord ft 'Thomas

B. C. A.
t p.m.-Sa-BIaa

'Uagle Kay tit RCA'
Frank Black's Sym-
phony Orch

Linton Wells
Milton J. Cross

ZENITH RADIO.
10 p.m.-Sn-Blae

B. H. Brown
REGIONAL ADF.
11:46 a.ra.-Tn-Th-

B«d
-Myatery Cher
• McCann-Brlvkson

BY-ltRTSP
RAIJ4TON CEREAL
(Ralston Purinn Cvo)

6 p.m.-Sii-Rod
Marlon Talley
Josef Koestncr Ore
n:*."; p.m.-Dnlly-Blne
Tom Mix Straight

.Shooters
•Gardner

ROYAL GEL.
(Stan, Brandsl

8-Th-R«d
a. Thorn n»nn. Dir.
Rudy Valine
Tommy Rlggs
• J. W. Thompson
SEALTEST LABS,

INC.
(Milk ft ten Cream)

10 p.m.-Sn-Red
Alex Smallens Ore
Pauline Pierce
Mixed Chorus
Richard. Gordon
•J. W. Thompson

SHERWIN-
WILLIAMS
(Paints)

IS p.m.-Su-BIiie
"Met. Opera Audl-

tlon.s*

AVilfrcd PelleliPr Or
(.icraldlno Ayers
Ross Gr.Tham
Amelia llaberland
Cell, Warwlcli &. L.

SLOAN'S
LINIAIENT

(W. R. AVarncr Co.)
10 p.m.-M-Hlno

'Behind Prison Bars'
l>iwls B. I^awes
Cecil, AVarwlclt
A L.

HUN OIL
•i46 p.m.-Dally-

Blne
"Day's NewB'
I.«well Thomas
Roche. Williams
TBNDRRLKAr

TEA
(Stnn. llrnnds)

a-W-K«d
Ona Man's Famllf
Page Oilman
Bernlce Berwin
Winifred Wolfa
CarlatOB B. Mora*

(Oct. 20-2C)
AFFILIATRD
(Bdna Wallace

Hontier Cosmetlca)

13:30-Dany except
Sa and Sa

•Romance of Halan
Trent*

Virginia Clark
.Oavid Oothard
Irene Lorraine
Mike Romano
Cnrl AA'eber
Mnrffe Evais
Elizabeth Hlnea
Gene O'Connor
Sundra Love
Patricia Dunlap
12:46-DnllT except

Sa and Su
(Ahacin—Old Eng-

lish Wax)
,

'Our Gal Sunday'
Jay JoBtyn
Robert Htrausa
Karl Swennon
Dorothy I.«well
Carleton Toung
John DeWltt. An.
•Blackett-S.-H.

AMBB. TOBACCO
(Lucky Btrtka CIga)

10-.S»

Al Goodm.Tn Ore
Hilda Burke
Btuart Allen
Freddie Gibson
Sonpcsmlths 4

lStl6 p.m.-Daily
Edwin C. Hill
•Lord A Thomna

BENF,F1C1.\L
8-$a

'TTnseen Friend*
M. H.'H. Joachim
Harry Selter'a Ore '

• Frank Law
CAMPBELL

(Soup)
9-F

'Hollywood Hotel*
'Barrier'
Jean Parker
Leo Carrlllo
Frances Langford
Jerry Cooper
Aniie. Jnmlaon
Ken, Miles
T,ouella Parsona
Raymond Palga Ore
Ken Murray
Tony Labrlola
Marlyn Stuart
F. W. Armstrong
carborundi;m
7:30 p.n>.-Sat.

'Voice of Niagara'
Carborundum Band
Edward D'Arma .

Francis D. Bowman
•B. B. D. & O.
CHKH'i'BMriKLJf

(Liggett)
l:80-~

B. R. DAVIS
(Cocomalt)

.Toe Penner
Tjou Merr'll
llavtha AVentworth
Dick Ryan
Phil Kramer
Mel Blanc
Margaret Brayton
Buddy Duncan
Sydney Miller
Coco & Malt
Gene Austin
Julie Gibson
Jimmy Grler Oro
•Ruthrayff & Ryan

DUPONT
8-W

Cavalcade of Amer-
ica

Don Voorheea' Oro
• B B. D. ft O
F & F COUGH

. DROPS
3:30 p.m.-M-W-F
•Jenny JPeabody*
Jfento Everltt
Blackett, Sarnple
FLORTD.\ CI'IRUS

COMM.
10:30 a.m.-Tn-Th
'How to Get Most
Out of Life'

Emily Post
Gov. F. P. Cone
Mrs. Marie Byron
ButhraufC & Kyan
>OR!> MOTOR

a-Ta
Watch the Fun Go
By*

Al Pearne
Arleni Harris
Monroe Upton
Ntcif Tiucaa
BUI Comstock
Ma^ge Marley
Carl Hort's Oro

8:80-F
'Music • From
H'wood*

Alice Faye
Bob Allen
Rlclnny Ennls •

Hal Kemn'a Ore
a-w

Elisabeth Rethberg
TJeems Taylor
Andre Kostelanetz
Ore

«:30-Tli-Sa
'Footb.ill News'
Eddie Dooiey
Paul Doufrlfts
• Newell-Emmett

CHTUntOLET
6:n0-Sii

'Romantic Rhythms'
Seymour Simons Or
Rally Nelson
Barry McKinley
Basil Rnysdael
Campbell-Ewald
CHRYSLER CORP.

»-Th
Bowea' Amateurs
• Ruthrauff ft Ryan

COCA COLA
lO-li"

'Rong Rhoii'
Kitty Carllfle
l^ced Kennedy
.Mice Cornell
FranU Cvuirit
Gus Hnen."!Chpn Ore
ICenneth riiriatle's
Glee Club

PonR^'hop 4
•D'Arcy

^

COLGATE
(Bhnve Cream)

10 p.m.-W
'

'Gang BuBiera'
Phlilina H. (,ord
Averill HarrlsB
Ted 1><" Corsil.a
AVni. .lolinsloiie
Kenneth Dargneay
lOdinund MB<-I>oriald
Frank Lovc.Ioy
.foseph Yurmish
Banlon ft HowUa
CONTINENTAL

BAKINfl
(Wonder Bread)
10 n.in.-Dally ex-
cept Sa and Su

Pretty Kitty Kelly'
Arllne ' Blackburn
Richard KoUmar
Clayton CoUyer
• Benton A Bowles
UbUAHK PACH. C'U

(Old Dutch
Claanaer)

8:46 a.m.-Dally ex-
cept Sa and Bn

'Bachalor'a Children
Maria Nelaon
Patricia Dun.'ap
Marjory Hannan
Hugh Studabakar
Olan Bouie
David Gothard
Marlon . Reed
Reeha. Wlillama 4
- Cannrnaham

0-Sa
'Sunday Eve Hour*
Lotte Lehmann
.Toso Iturbl
•N. W. Ayer
OBN. BAXIMQ

6:ao-Sn
Guy Iiombarde
• B. B. D. ft O.

GENERAL FOODS
(Swansdown Flour-

. Calumet' Baking
Powder)

8-Th
Kate Smith
Sylvia Sidney
Henny Youngman
.rim Crowley
Ted Collins
Ted Stractor Chorus
Jack Miller Ore

- 12-M-W-F
Mary M. McBrldo
(Minute Tanloea)

7:30-Th
(Sanka Cofte)

'We, the People'
Gabriel Heatter
Lazane Kaplan
Mrs. F. Christian
Charles Hu.srhes .

Mrs. T. Caftery
Mark Wnrnow Ore
•Young A Rublcam
OBNBRAL MILLA

(Wheatlea, Bla-
qulck. Gold Uedal
riour. Boftaallk)

. 1 .p.m.-Dally
'Betty and Bob'
Betty Calne
BlUabeth Roller
r<aater Tremsyna
Spenctfr Bentley
Dorothy Shldcler

1:JB-M-Tn-Th
'Hymns of All
Churches'

Joe Emerson
Fred Jacky. Dir.

1:1B-W-F
.Betty Crocker

1 :.10-Dally
"Arnold Grlmm'a
Daughter"

Don Merrlfleld
Jeanne Juveller
Margarette Shanna
Marg'ret E Ssmpter
Bob Dyren forth
Ed Prenllss
Edwin If. Morse,

Dir.
• l:4.'S^DnlIy

'Hollywood In Per-
>. son*
Capt. Bob Baker
Louise Roberta
Ern AVestniore
W.illy AVeatniore
Blackelt-S-H.

Reg. Mon., tluly 10

GULF
7:30-Su

'Great American •

' Troi'pcr'
Phil Bilker
Patsy Kelly
Bottle .

Harry McXaughton
A 1 Garr
Carcir Bradley's (»rc
Young ft Rublcam

n. .1. HEINZ CO.
11:15 a.ni,-M to F
'Magazine of the

Air'
'Carol Kennedy's
Romance'.

Gretchen Davidson
t'arleton Young,
(Scno Morgan
.\Tltzl Gould
Joan Madison .

Ed Jerome
Elsie Mae Gordon
Marie Bllzard, An.

11 o.m.-W-F
Crumit & Sanderson
Mrs. C. S. I.ltlledalc
(?plett Burgess
Bill Adams
B. A. Rolfe Oro
' Uaxon, Inc.

HUDSON. MOTORS
7:16-W

'Hobby Lobby'

Jane Cowl
Mrs. H. M. I^enhart
Fred Hall

'

Jeffrey H, Jennings
Dfivo Elinan
Harry Salter* Oro
•Brooke, Smith ft F,

KIBKaiAN'S SOAP
2:16-Dall7 excopt

Sa and Su
Jack A Loretta
demons
N. W. Ayer
KOLYNOS

(Amor. Home Prod)
8 p.m.-F

Tad Hammerstein
Jerry Mann
James Klrkwood
Adele Rowland
Viola Philo
Blaekatt-S-H.
LADY BBTHBB

10-M
Wayna KIng'a Ore
Stack-Gobi*
LEHN A I'TNK
(Hinds Cream)

6:15 Dally
Life of Mary Soth-
ern' '

'

Don Beeker, An.
Wm. Esty

(Lysol)
4:45 p.n».-M-W-F
Dr. Allan R. Dafoo

(Pebeco)
Daily

'Follow the Moon*
Elsie Hltz
Nick Dawson
Lennen & Mitchell

LUX
Radio Theatre'
•Arrowsmlth*
Spencer Tracy
Lou Silver Oro
Cecil B. DeMille,

Dir.
•J. W. Thompson

MASH
0 p.m.-Sa

Prof. Quiz*
Bob Trout
•Geyer, Cornell ft N.

PHlliCO
7:45-M-W-r

Boako Carter -

Hutchlna
PHILLIP MORRIS

8:S0 p.m.-fla
Johnnie Present a*

Rasa Morgan'* Orr
Charle* Martin
Frances Adair
Glenn Cross
Bwlng 14

'

•Blow Co;

PONTIAO
t-M-W-r

'Nawa Through , i

Woman'* Eyes'
Kathryn Craven*
• McManu*. Joha a

.
Adam,^
RAYMONDS
(Cosmetics)

1:45-Sa
Lloyd Pantago Cov

.era H'wood
Milton Weljnberg
H. tf. KBkNUI.KH
(Caniel Cigarettes)
'Camel Caravan'

a:80-Ta
Jack Oakle
Stuart Erwln
Raymond Hatton
Wm- Austin
Hel^n 'Llnd
Harry Barrls
Mey^r Alexander
Georgle Stoll Ore
Banny Ooodmnn Urc
'Swing Bchool'
Lionel Hampton
Teddy. Wll.'?on
(<ene Krupa
Harry .Tames
•Wm. C. Bety Co,

BIMSO
(Lover)

Il:30-Dally except
Sa and Sa

'Big Bister'
Allc* Froat
Junior O'Day
Holla Stoddard
Martin Gabel
Helena Dumaa

Jac^l* Kolk
Ullaa Laufartr.
athor

(Lifebuoy)
8:S0-Ta

Al Jolrion .

Martha Rayo
Harry Einstein
Victor Young Oro

(RInno)
8-Tu

Big Town*
Ed-w. G.- Robinson
Claire Trevor
Ruthrauff ft Ryan
ROGERS SILVER

. 6-Su

Silver Theatre •

First Love'
Roaallna Russell
James' Stewart
ellx Mllis Oro
onrnd Napel
Young & Rublcam

SPRY
<T.,over Broa.

)

lt:46-Dall.v except
Sa and Su

Aunt Jenny'a Real
Life Stories'

Ruthrauff ft Kyan
STERLING PROD.
(Bayer .Aspirin)

7:30-Tu
The Second Hus-
band'

Helen Menken
.Tosenh Curtln
Franc Hale
Jay Jostyn
Janice Gilbert
.Timmy Donnelly
,Tean Colbert

.

Wm. Podmore
Bert Ulrah, Mu. Dl.
H-R-H.
STEWART-WARN.

(Alemlte)
8-M

Bob McCoy
(,«rry Cottons
norare Heldt Ore
Art Thorsen
Klnff Pis
Jarry Bown*
Aivlno Rey
Hay* MacFarUnd
iUPBR-flUDS

(Colgate).
10:15 n.m.-DolIy ox*

copt Sa and Sa
Myrt and Marga;
Nancy Kelly
Myrtl* Vail
Deniia Damarol
Oleo. Damerel. Jr.

Matthew Crowley
John Brewster
France* Woodbury
Littdf Carlln
(Ian* Morgan
Ray Hedge
Billy Artzt Oro
Bdlth Bvanson
Arthur Elmer
• Benton A Bowlaa

TEXAS CO.
8:S0-W

T*xaco Flro Chl*r
Eddie Cantor
Pinky Tomlln
Deanna Durbln
Helen Troy
Jimmy Walllngton
Jaenuas Renard'a Or
Buchanan A Co.

D. S. TOBACCO
(Dill's Beat)'

a:30-M
Pick A Pat
Bdward Roecker
Benny Krueger'a Or
Arthur Kudnar

VTCK'S
I

7-Sa
'Orien House'
Jealnette MacDonald
WlJbur BVans
Josef. PaBternaek'a
Ore _

10:30 a.m.-M-'W-F
Tony Wons
Artn Leaf
Morse
WM. WBIGLBY

7-Dall7
Jack Fulton
Franklyn Mac-
Cormack

Carlton Kelaey's Or
•NelBBer-Meyerhore

JEPSON CUCKS

SARTORIALLY

AT CARNEGIE

General Motors Concert. Suhtiay

(17) at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., had
itself well' in hand with no depend-
ence on shortwave, and only one
programmed item missing. 'Convent
Scene' .from 'Show.. Boat' omitted
m.C' Milton Cross explained, due to

lack of time.

The palm which troubled Mme.
Jeritza at the premiere is removed
from the entrance, but it is still

necessary for the .artists to enter
from a door at the left rear, and
skirt a good portion- of Erno Rapee's
symphony orchestra before arriving

at center stage. There must be some
basic engineering reason for this

awkwardness of entrance, as the
same arrangement prevails at almost
every radio stage presentation.

Blonde Helen Jepson, feminine
star of the evening, managed the
long walk as gracefully as possible,

and brought approving murmurs
from the audience in a lemon yellow
gown which outlined her decorative
silhouet. Smoothed tightly over the
hips, it was caught in a cross-drape
effect in front, and topped with a
long-sleeved jacket, trimmed in light

fluffy fur. Her honey colored hair
was smoothly, dressed in a shadow-
waved bob.

The feminine half of the large
mixed chorus chose ° black dinner
dresses for the most

.
part, a few

wearing more formal evening gowns.

Camerais appeared suddenly and
mysteriously, and bulbs flashed as
Mi^s Jepson received a huge bouquet
of roses at the conclusion of the
program. The audience was suffi-

ciently enthused over the blonde
soprano for her to do an encore for
the benefit of the listeners present,
after the show was off the. air.

Squire.

F. a R. Voice Still Out

MUTUAL
WOR

ADMIBACION
LAB

8:30 p.m.-Sa
'Fun In Swingtlme'
Tim ft Ireno
D'Artega
Hal Gordon
Teddy Bergman
Del' Sharbutt
•Chas. D. Reach
A>IERTr.AN BIRD

PROD.
11;45 n.m.-Su

'Radio Warblers*
AVeston-Barnett
AMER. CHICLE

7:45 p.m,-F
Ix)U Little
John T. C'flsey

Badrrer, Browning
& H.
BLUE COAL
6:30 p.-m.-Su

Orson AVelles
ItuthrnufC ft Ryan

CAMPBELL
CEREAI>

7:45 p.m. M-W-F
'Rube Applebury'
Larry Reed
Paul Fo.ijnvty
•Mltohell-Fnust
KATRO-LEK LABS

(Katro Ba;i.>:n.iu)

12:1.» p.m,-Su-
WAAB

'PolLih Music*
•CIiambers-AVlsweil
CO.ALAlKNT.IkTOU

WAG
0:30 p.ni.-.<<u

10 p.m.-TU
'Comn\ontator
Forum'

Charles Payson
Cecil, AVarwick & L

CO-OP
MERCHANTS

e p.m.-Su-KII.I
'.10 Mlns. In H'wood'
George Jessel

'

Norma Talm.tdpe
'

Tommy Tucker Ore
Epy Parsons
Charley Boy
Dorothy McNulty
Amy Arnell
Josephine Starr
Redfleld-Johnstone
CUDAHY PACKINIi
11:16 a.m.-M-W-F
'Bachelor's Chil-

dren'
•Roche, Wllllaisa A

Co.
DUARV

8-8:16 p.m.-Sa
'Pasalng Parade'
John Nesbltt

FBIA NAPTHA
1 :48-M-W.F.WnN
Tom. Dick ft Harry
Gordon Vandover
Bud Vandover
Marlln Hurt
Carl Hoefla
Rd Allen
• Toung ft Rublram

GORDON
BAKEBIBS

7:8«-M-F-W-WXYZ
'TiOne Ranger'
• Sehl

OOSPKL B*DC'BT
ASSOC.

ie-11 p.m.-Sa-KHJ
Rvangellcal Talkp
12:46 p.m.-M (o F
IIECKEB'S H. O.

11:16-13 p.TO.-M to F
"Daily Info .Service'
Myra Klngsley
,Tean P. King
Amy R6dell
ErwIn-AA'asey
IIEOKER H-O
(Rilvcr Dust)

2;4.'".-;{-Tu-W-Tli-F
Beatrice .Fairfax
P/pe ('ronlcpn
•B. B. I). & O.

JOURNAL OP
LIVING

It p.m.-M-W-F-
WOR

• J. W. Thompson
A'ic.tor Llndlahr
Franklin Bruck
Corp.
KELLOGG CO.
5:30 p.m.-Su

Irene . AVickcv
Chas. AVarburton
Frank Knight
Milton Retlenberg
N. W. Ayer
LiRBY, McNeill

A LIBBY
'AVe Are Four*
J. W. Thompson
HcFADDRN PUBS
10 p.m.-Tn- WOB
a:S0-Ta-WLW
'True DetectiT*
Myaterlea*
10 p.m.-Sn-WOR

'Good win Hour'
John Anthony
Ruthrauff & Ryan

MBNNEW
10 p.m.-M

'Famous Jury Trials'
Kleaewetter

Offshoot of White House disap-
proval of imitations of President
Roosevelt's voice on the air resulted
in a part of* the 'Town Hall Tonight*
program being sliced last Wednes-
day (13). George Tiplady, imper-
sonator, who included in his audi-
tions for the program a short imita-
tion of the President's voice, though
not mentioning him by name, was
dropped from the program when the
sponsor refused to allow alterations.

Bristol-Myers, for" Ipana and Sal
Hepatica, through Young & Rubi-
cam, notified Tiplady Ihree hours
before the program that the act was
out, after it had been approved by
three representatives of the client

and five members of the agency.

Teddy Bergman, a regular mem-
ber of the company on the Walter
O'Keefe show, went in to fill the

spot with dialectic interpretations of

Shakespearean cometJy. O'Keefe
show is currently pinch-hitting for

Fred Allen. Tiplady was paid off

according to the terms of his con-

tract.

Previous nixes by broadcasters on
imitations of the President's voice

grew out of the March . of Time pro-
gram. Latter 'complied with While
House request.

Flies to Chi from L. A.
Chicago, Oct. 19.

Beginning this week Sheila Graham
flying in from Coast to do Cam-
pana's 'Vanity Fair' Hbllyood gossip

shots.

Heretofore, she's been taking them
from Coast, and papers have been
blaming NBC for long Avaits on the

switchovers. It's a pretty well known
fact that when a sponsor puts up
enough dough for an extra line,

there aren't any waits. Otherwise,
there are, and of necessity, because
of technical work.

ML'STEROLE
l:li) p.m.-M-W-F

'Carson llobln^on
Buclcaroo.V

'Cai'son Roblson
Mitchell Bros.
Pearl Mitchell
Frank Novak
Brwln-Wasey
PARKER WATCH
11:30-11:46 a.m.-Su
Benny Friedman
De Gatmo .

BCHEAFFEB FEN
GO.

8:16 p.m.-F-WON
Harold Stokes Oro
Arthur Wright

Baggaley, Horton
ft H.

STATE OF SlAINB
1:16 p.m.-Tu-Th

'Girl From .>1alne'
Marjorle Mills
Brooke, Smith, F.
& D.

VARADY OF
VIENNA

lt:ao-sa-woN
Parry Como
Imo Tanner
Ctry. Waahburni
Red Ingl*
Ptarr* Andr*
Tad Waem* Or<
• SadUr*
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SIDNET skolsky
Talk

BBOMO SELTZEE
Wednesday, 8;30 p. m.
WJZ-NBC, New York •

(J. Welter Thonvpson)
' Sidney Skolsky is still stymied by
his voice. Apparently he's been do-

ing some honsework on it, for there's

some improvement, but that high-
pitched hoarsehess still takes the

edge oft the columnist's material,

•which is bright, breezy, informative,

loaded with personality stuff and has
the same individual slant that has
made Skolsky's column one of the

best known of its kind.

That voice drawback seems a
fundamental one to Skolsky. De-
tracts markedly from the appeal of

the show—and hurts his m^iterial. A
ghost voice may be ansWer, although
Skolsky and the Sponsor may be
reluctant to use a mike stand-in.

, As it stands, the urogram is built

along the lines of Skolsky's column.
Material is bunched under typical

Skolsky headings; such as 'watching
them make pictures,' 'movie boners,'

gossip, previews and 'tintypes.' Lat-
ter are the standout piortions of the
stanza. Hobe.

CARBOBljNDUlW BAND
Frands D. Bowman, Edward D'Anna
Talk, Mnsio
30 Mins.
CARBORUNDUM CO.
Sat., 7.30 p.m.
WABC, CBS, New York

(.EJB.D. & O.)

Carborundum returned to Colum-
bia Saturday (16) for its eighth con-
secutive network season with its

cast, including Niagara FaUs, intact.

Francis D. Bowman, the account's
commercial manager, is still quad-
rupling as program producer, con-^

tinuity writer, narrator and plug
spieler, while Edward D'Anna re-
mains responsible for a collection of
brass instrumentation that ranks
among the tops in network broad-
casting.
Indian legends continue . to come

from Bowman between band num-
bers without attempt at elocutionary
.coloring or dramatization. At some
point in the program' the announcer
states that the listeners will now
hear the roar of Niagara Falls and
even if it's the same sound, un-
changed by even an offbeat riptjle,

the interpolation has been so long
identified with the program that the
omission of the falls might cause
some doubt as to whether the show
was the genuine article.

Ad copy swings from, the institu-
tional to direct sales. If the product
is an abrasive Cprborundiim makes
it and as for the manufacturer's
standing in his field it's as sound and
permanent as the roar of Niaeara.

Odec.

pa-

LLOTD PANTAGES
Talk
15 Mins.
RAYMONDS, INC.
Sunday, 1:45 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New York

. (.Milton Weinberg)
Former columnist joints the

rade of ether chatterer^ uncorking
the alleged lowdown on Hollywood.
Has an okay voice and delivery; his
material is also lively and timely
enough, but the program setup is ar-
tificial and clumsy. Should be dras-
tically revised to snare its full possi-
bilities.

Error, app'&rently, has been in
over-ambition, Insic'ad of presenting
Pantages in a straight session of re-
porting, anecdotes, etc., about the
Cinema City, this one is a hodge-
podge of cross-questioning, hoke
dramatizations,^ chatter and over-
board commercials. Question-and-
answer portions are more confusing
than the straight spiel.
Dramatizations, which are aimed

to build illusion, are palpably
phoney and unconvincing.

.
Pantages

simply telling the story would be
better.
Raymonds, Inc., sells cosmetics and

a 'machineless' permanent wave.
Copy needs radical cutting, but pre-
sumably the hot tips on what the
glamour girls and boys of filmdom
are doing is just the stuff to hyoo
sales with the gullible femmes who
have a yen for beauty. Program
originates in KNX, Los Angeles, and
is rebroadcast for the Coast at 11

p. m., EST. Hobc.

YALE NE^S
With Bill Elliott, Mack Parker
Collegre Reports
6 Mins.; Local
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
Daily, 10:45 p. m.
WICC, Bridgeport-New Haven

(Lord & Thomas)
For five, minutes each week night

American Tobacco Co. rents facilities

of WICC to sell Luckies to tenants of
Yale university, a few square t)locks
in New . Haven. That's cutting it

pretty fine.

Undoubtedly cigaretter may get
what he's buying—campus good-will.
Yale news, isupnlied my Daily News,
college nub, and read by WICC
spielers Bill Elliott and Mack Parker
until student commentators are
picked from- competitive list, in

eludes representative assortment of
university goings-on—football, liter-

ary events, class and fraternity fare,

etc. Commercials fit order, remind
ing boys who pet a pack of Luckies
after that midnight snack, and so on
Apoointment of two student mike-

men will make five minutes all-Yale.
Call for candidates brought more
than 300 enlistments before end of
last week, finalists of auditions Y^y-
inff their attempts wf>xed by WICC
and indfred in New York bv board
incinHin.f Boake Carter and Edwin
C. Hill. Some bi» camous n^mfis en-
rolled among asnirants, and if \in-

der.graduate r'-lebs haunen to
winners, it will be another break
for sponsor, Elem,

COURT OF MISSING HEIRS'
With Jack Brinfcley, Tom Shirley,
Burr Lee, Dick Wells, Elizabeth
Reller, Henry Saxe, M. J. Kincr-
ston, Sid Marshall, Howard Hoff-
man,' Bob Mlddleton, Jean Savel,
Art McConitell, John .Goldswortby,
Ken Carrinffton, Joe Frank,
Gunther Dorsmiller, Bob Barron,
Dolly Day, Joe Hosmer, John
Walsh, Jim Goss, Virginia Jones,
Flort^nce Ravenel, Louise Turkel,
Vincent Maccelli, Peter Cavallo,
Jr., Orchestra.

Dramatic Episodes
30 Mins.
SKELLY OIL
Mondays, 6 p.m. CST.
WBBM-CBS, Chicago

(BlackeU-Samvle-llummeTt)
'Court' shows up - as a topnotch

himian interest idea with a heart
and purse twist that should garner
adult listeners. The famous Drake
inheritance case revealed <that many
people believe that they have long-
dead progenitors who left great
fortunes. .And this program goes on
to prove that there are .many cases
of missing heirs' to fortunes, great
and small. This program assumes
the role of aiding in the search for
these heirs, with the incidents, being
actual case histories.
Idea is excellent, but the program

revealed a heavy-handed writing at-

tack that cuts down the show's ef-

fectiveness a great deal. It is writ-
ten in a choppy, groping fashion that

make it too hop-along for a real dra-
matic build-up. .

-

In view of the exceptionally' large
cast and the unwieldly bulk of the
program itself," the show ran tathei*

smoothly on the opening stanza, and
credit must go to its director, Fritz
Blocki, for this job. In some spots
the sound effects were too smeary
and blarey, but these -are trivia

which can be easily cleaned up.
Performances were good through-

out, with the exception of the juve-
nile who played Wilkins. while the
gal who played oppostie him was
outstanding.
Program's general theme of 'you,

too, may be the missing heir to a
fortune' is of -^olid appeal, and the
commercial tie-in of a bulletin give-

away at the Skelly stations is fig-

ured to drag the listeners around to

ask for the hand-out. Gold.

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE
With Paul MoGrath, Nancy Kelly
'Susan and God' (Excerpt)
Dramatization
11 Mins.
SWANSDOWN-CALUMET FLOUR
Thursday, 8 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(Young & Rubicom)

Miss Lawrence, starring on Broad-
way in 'Susan and God,' aided by
two other key troupers in the pro-
gram, didn't particularly impress

with the presentation of a short

slice from the play on Kate Smith's

variety program. Character Miss
Lawrence does in the play wasn't
established in the 11 mins. allotted
on the air, resultant in many of the
lines which bowl 'em in the theatre
getting only strained and skimpy
laughter. .

.

Scene was a reconciliation get-to-
gether of a . husband, who wants to

reform after having been a lifetime
lush, with his wife and adolescent
daughter. The 'God' angle just

wasn't put across, unless the fading
line of the scene, when the daugh-
ter assures her ma that pa could
keep the pledge by saying 'God and
we can help him,' jerked the listen-

ers' emotions.
Established fact in the play that

Miss Lawrence's character got sold
on the Oxford Group and hence her
religious psychology wasn't brought
forth on the air. Whole slice of play
was vague and produced another ar-
gument against the airing of small
slices of plays just because they
offer names and plays associated
with names.
Miss Lawrence cleverly aimed her

lines, and her timing and vocal cal-

isthenics might well have been
waxed and used in a school tutoring
embryo air actresses. McGrath and
16-year-old Nancy Kelly did their
stage roles well. It was the script
which for radio was lame and dis-
jointed. Bert.

Wives of King, Duke, Duce, Hebe All

Played by Time's Agnes Moorehead

MR. KEEN, TRACER OF LOST
PERSONS

Serial
BI-SO-DOL
Tues.-Wed.-Thu., 7:15 p.m.
WJZ, New York .

(Bloc]feU-Samr){e-Hiimm<>r1)
Reasonably novel idea capable car-

ried through. Debut stanza be^-^an

the 'Case of the Girl Who Couldn't
Be Found.' innocuous tale which
tioped its naw in the opening min-
utes. Despite the lack of suspense,
idea is bssic enough and the char-
acters sufficientl.v intriguing to hold
some people's attention.
Mr. Kef»n is a genial bozo whose

world-wide lost persons bureau
never misses. All the stories will
spring from that source. Initialer
J-s a sugnry romsnce about a vounT
millionaire looking for his Dre^m
Girl—who he finds workinf^ for Mr.

.
Keene. And that is .service!
.Dramatizations are fair, though ob-

vious, and the playing is in italics,
Commerpials pre surpri.<?ingly unob-
jectionable. Series isn't aimed at
the super intenects, and It'll prob-
fWv huild atto'^*''^n pmong th«t .serial

addicts. Hobc.

'HOBBY LOBBY'
With Dave Elman
Novelty
30 Mins.
HUDSON MOTORS
Wednesday, 10:S0 p.ni., EST
WOR-Mutual, New York

Concisely put together and neatly

presented. Dave Elman had the

show on sustaining on WOR for
some time. Judicious choice of hob-
bies and those 'lobbying' for them
is evident on premiere broadcast.
Naturally, peak was achieved when
Admiral Byrd is introduced, with
his pet hobby 'boosting for world
peace,'
Hobbies ranged from the professor

who made musical instruments from
odds and ends down to the indi-
vidual who helps .under-privileged
children to enjby life, With the
former he admitted using Hudson
auto parts for one' musical instru-
ment, which probably was the tip-
oft on why he was present. Peda-
gogue played his inventions to prove
it was no gag.
Elman, who conceives and pro-

duces the show, also presents and
questions guests, managing to be an
affable m.c. Wear.

TISH'
With Florence Baker, June Bradley,
Fay Courtnay, Charles Crumpton,
Robert Brennan, Marie Hunt,
Harry Shutan, Philip White, Ed-
ward Latimer.

Dramatization
SO Mins.
Sustaining:
Thursday, 10 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New York
WPA radio project, given the op-

Dortunity to use gratis CBS time,
lines and outlets* got Mary Roberts
Rinehart to scot-free air rights to

her 'Tish,' 25-year-old piece. Get-
ting back on a network (NBC
dropped the project last April on
grounds it" was too 'expensive') adds
to the outfit's prestige, " but the job
done on the opening slice of the
'Tish' as transformed by WPA
writers does nothing to increase
project's presti.ge. Ditto for the act-
in.?, and, incidentally and perhaps
inevitably, ditto for the production
turned in by Columbia's employee,
Bill Robson. '

It was instantly apparent that the
scripters should have tugged the
lines of the characters up to date

—

especially the ones meant to inject
comedy. They were of the '23—
skiddoo' vintage. Sequences were
choppy, which gave the idea that
likely the two WPA writers, Leo
Fontaine and Ed Hammel, lifted .the

dramatization too literal\y out of the
first few pages of the book. If the
lines and scenes are snapped up and
modernized in the ensuing chapters
of the air serial 'Tish' may be radio-
redeemed.
Casting was at fault, also, in that,

although , Florence Baker's - 'Tish'

stood out and gave a rather stark
semblance of the character of the
'old maid,' her two sidekicks 'Lizzie'

and 'Aggie' were confused frequently
because of the . likenesses of • their
tonal timbre and character treat-
ment. Very good, both as to voice,
trouping and character oroiection
was Charles Crumpton's 'TulTick,' a
Syrian boy.

Productionally, CBS might have
helped out the project more. Bridg-
ing 'the sequences was done with the
same old orchestral bursts which
were old when,radio was not. Pacing
was oft frequently, and the action
from scene to scene far from clearly
indicated or defined.
Program isn't up to the night-time

standard of sustainers—to i.gnore the
commercials—riding the networks.
Unless through the coming- stanzas
the show is sparkled up, the air ex-
cursion of 'Tish' may turn out to be
tosh. Bert.

'LET'S GO HOLLYWOOD'
With Owen Crimp, Paul Keast, Tom
Brown, Ben Chapman, Leon Leon-
ardi's orchestra

30 Mins.; Local
CLAIROL
Fri., 8:30 p.m.
KFWB, Hollywood

(William R. Ranldn)
To Owen Crump's credit, about

the best variety ishow to come out
of this station. Well paced and
nicely timed the piece .should move
a lot of shampoo olf the shelves.

Only sour note is a barker with a

side show technique. Shouts the

gals into buying.
Aside from doing a slick emcee

job and dishing out some choice film

gos.sip. Crump has a guest star each
week and also someone from the

Warners studio who performs some
kind of odd duty. He deviated
slightly this week and trotted out
Joan Blondell's stand-in, who gave
an insight as to how a shadow
spends her day on the set. Tom
Brown did a playlet written and di-

rected by Crump, which was down-
to-earth and well handled. Ben
Chapman, casting director for Major
pictures, wrs on for a brief bit, talk-

ing about his job and picking a win-
ner in a beauty contest.

Entire show reeks of Hollywood.
Even the music numbers by Leon
Leonard i's crew are called off as

this or that stars favorite tune. Paul
Keast trained his husky pipes on one
ditty just ahead of the signofl, not

especially good spotting.

As the newest Hollywood entry

it will take care ,of itself in any
company. Helm.

RISING MUSICAL STARS
With Alexander Smallens Symphony

Orchestra, Pauline Pierce, Ivan
Invanzoff, Daniel Harris and
Chorus.

30 Mins.
SEALTEST
Sunday, 10 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Mc^ee, Albright L Ivy)
Instrumental and vocal concert

ought to be fairly pleasing to the
Sunday night classical fans. Pro-
gram consists of two orchestral se-
lections, two solos by the 'rising mu-
sical star' and an operatic finale
with chorus.
Each rising star is selected by an

audition committee made up of
Alexander Smallens, Alma Gluck,
Ernest Schelling and others of this
ilk. Performer each week gets a
gold medal and, best, for tlie four
weeks, a $500 cash prize. One
judged the best for the 13 weeks
gets a grand.

First rising star, Pauline Pierce,
was a mezzo-soprano with a pleasing
voice who sang an aria from the
opera Mignort and 'Hopak' by Mus-
sorgsky.
Advertising chatter for Sealte.st

labs, Sheffield Farms and Hydrox
is slipped in. Announcer doesn't
convince Sealtest isn't Scaltex.
Show is supervised by Mme. Yo-

landa-Irion, chairman of the Wo-
men's Nafl Radio Committee who
has apparently switched from chid-
ing advertisers to jumping on the
bandwagon. Idea is along the lines
of the Metropolitan Opera radio au-
ditions program.

'ESSAYS IN MUSIC
With Victor Bay
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Thursday. 10:30 p.m. EST
WaBC-CBS, New York
New series of half-hour music of

the masters, with Victor Bay, youth-
ful conductor, directing. Columbia
has injected a touch of showmanship
into an outright classical set-to. Re-
sults are okay.
David Ross handles narration with

skill on such a task. Program
framers exercised contrast in spot-
ting soloists and type of tunes.

Wear.

TOMMY THOMAS
'Romance Time'*
30 Mins. Local
BEN TIPP
Four Times Weekly
KOMO-KJR. Seattle

.Tommy Thomas returned to Sealtle

airlines with half hour stanza four

times weekly over KOMO-KJR. His

show has been a fixture on these
stations for several years. Thomas'
handling of 20-piece orchestra, his
singing singles and trios are closer to

being something apart and different
in musical than is heard in this neck
o' woods.

He has musicians working in easy
style and shifts from one tempo to
another holding always to popular
style. Added to this regular stand-
by Show, during the winter months
Thomas incorporates visiting vaude
acts.

Not only batons but makes his
own commercial spiel. Adroit at the
selling end. Thomas is versatile in
that bes'des m.c.Mng, he produces,
writes his own shows and presents
his own 15-minute 'Little Black
Book' at intervals on. same stations
for same sponsor and plays his own
background on the Chickering.

Smiih.

RICHARD BROOKS
With John Jaeg^er, Paul Carlcy, Irene

Collins, 'Tunc Reporters' Orch.
30 Mins.—Local
MICHAELS CREDIT STORE
Daily, 5 p.m.
WNEW, New York

(SchilUn)

Newark emporium is sponsoring
an o.k. output from the New York
indie broadcaster in this late-after-
noon half-hour. A studio band, of
apparently small proportions, poui'S
out some good background melody
for a fairly fast, show that presents
Richard Brooks reading off occa-
sional news items with brief com-
ments of his own; songs by a pair of
mild vocalists, Irene Collins and
Paul Carley; plugs and announce-
ments by m.c. Johnny Jaeger. Mi.ss
Collins also gives out with a gi.sty

mention of latest fashion news,
palmed off as ju.st pulling in out of
breath from Paris.

Plugs for sponsor at lea.st within
reason, which is a considerable mark
of merit for WNEW. considepjng
some of its past petformance.<;—as
well as those of its rival, stations ih
the Metropolitan field of indies.

Opening night for the March of

Time program shift (14) to NBC
studios found the cast of 30-6dd
duked up in white ties and the
women in formal evening gowns.
Aftor the gala lah-de-lah, show will

go back to hair-down norm. Audi-
ence of about 50 at getaway was also

largely in formal attire.

Everybody . was a bit fidgety about
the opening, ieven though the pro-
gram has been on the air more than
six years at CBS. Tension was re-

laxed by a wag asking, 'Where's M^' JJ;

Paley?' • Latter wasn't in evidence
but Lenox R. Lohr, prexy of NBC,
was in the client's booth.

There wasn't really any need for

the excitement because promptly at

8:30 things began to hum as ad-
vertised. From the control room,
specially rebuilt for this' program,
Bill Spier of Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborne gave the cue to orchestra
leader Howard Barlow, which in turn
was the cue for Westbrook Van Voo-
his' crisp 'Time Marches On,' which,
it proceeded to do.

Covering eight news-subjects, the
program revealed the versatility of
M. of T.'^ stock company. Most strik-

ing of the doubles was Agnes Moore-
head, bedecked' in furs, playing a
Yiddish East Sider, a gangster's

(Baby Face Martin) mother, a cus-
tomer in a Bangor, .Me., sports shop,

Wally Simpson, SignerIna Mussolini
and the Queen , of England. Dwlght
Weist was a G man in One moment,
Father Coughlih a few minutes later,

Other principals • in- the cast in-

cluded Ted de Corsia, * Ed. Jerome,
Ted . Jewett, William Johnstone,
Frank Readick, William Andrews,
Ken Delmar and Nestor Thayer.

Still others in the cast Included
George Tiplady, Rex Williams, legit-

er; Mary Laslo, Elizabeth EustiS, Bar-
bara Townsend, Lawrence Forsyth,
Sarah Kimmel, Edward Kreillng,

Charles Thomas, Hugh Farley, Rich-
ard Manning, William Bock, Car-
man Jones, Cyrilla Dome, Adelaide
Klein, Patricia Peardon, Sarah Fus-
sell, Ted Reid, Alfred Shirley and
Paul Stewart.'

Most cleverly integrated piece on
this program was the last, titled

'Accent on Youth.' This began with
a replica of memorial services at
Chateau-Thierry, fading into war
talk in Italy, a discussion at Prince-
ton College of the Japanese situa-

tion, a British gas mask and air raid
drill by the royal family, and fading
back to the announcer's:

'This week—^veterans, no longer
young, stand with heads bared—In

homage to' the youth of 20 years
ago. Time marches on.'

From a production standpoint this

is probably the most complicated one
on the air.' No other program uses
such a diversity of spund effects. Un-
like other programs every cue is

given by the director from the con-
trol room. Spier and Homer Fickett

of BBDO alternate at this post.

At CBS there was a studio which
had facilities for the M. of T. di-

rectors. To bring the program over
to NBC, the studio had to be closed

down for three days and the entire

control machinery moved back a few
feet to allow for a desk with a light

above it to be placed behind the

glass window of the control room.
Immediately after broadcast the

cast and audience tossed a few on
the fl4th floor in the rooms of Shell

Oil Co., and indulged in mutual ad-
miration of the cast, NBC Tiine and
the refreshments. *

Many of the cast were recruited

from the American Academy of Dra-
matic Art. Bob Richards, who edits

M. of T., was pointed out as thie lad

who made good in a big way. Two
years ago he was an olificp boy for

John Martin . at Time offices. Pro-
duction costs for this 30 minutes of

air entertainment and promotion for

Life, Time et al., come to about
$10,000, which includes airtime, play-
ers' .salaries, directors and the fee to

the agency.
One amusing angle of the party

was the presence there of several

who might have been recognized at

'Support the Spanish Loyalists' cock-
tail affairs. These are the literati,

parties to which sympathizers go and
drink for the cause, proceeds going

to the Loyalists. They .seemed to be
particularly enjoying the cuffo re-

freshments handled by Donald Hig-
glns. Time's host for the evening.

Perry Wooley, former KBIX an-

nouncer, most recent addition to staff

of KFXR, Oklahoma City.
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Here and There

Rosabelle Nelson in }ave story

series, 'Round the Fire,' at WICC,
Bridgeport.

Bon Bons, male quartet, shitted

allegiance from WELI, New Haven,

to WICC, Bridgeport-New Haven.

Lawrence Larrivee, baritone, re-

spotted at WATR, Waterbury.

Buss Brooks, formerly at WATR,
Waterbury, now at WORC, Worce-
ster,

Ed Weiss to New Yorlc On new
business for the newly organized

McDougall & Weiss agency (Chi-
* "bago).

Leo Poulette, formerly of WHAM,
Rochester, now handling WIND
mikes, working under name of D5n
Harris. Replaced Bill. Sexton at the
Chicago station.

Bob Wamboldt writing and di-

recting the NBC Falstaffl Beer show,

Ferdllnsnd Btondl has been pro-
moted from announcer to program
producer at CKAC, Montreal.

vance for the Pontiac Varsity shows
setting the production details ahead
for Paul Dumont.

Dorothy Worthington booked Clara
Savage Littledale and Gellett Burgess
on Oct. 22 broadcast of Heinz.

° Marie Wilkie, assistant to Frank
Smith, manager of WWSW, Pitts-

burgh, broke her nose in an automo-
bile crackup last week. Another
casualty at station is Sondra Lee",

dislocated shoulder.

Richards, detective story and guest-

ers. First guest is Izenberg himself

with expose of sound effects.

Warner iSchoyen, formerly with

the Evansville, Inc., Courier, has

succeeded Ray Behymer, resigned,

on the KSD, St. Louis, news staff.

Jake Bachman, film and drama
critic and columnist of defunct

Omaha Bee News, has become star

member at KOIL.

Georsre Johnson, organist, takes on
at KOIL, Omaha, to replace Eddie
Butler, departed from radio to in-

vestment biz in Detroit.

W. S. Brotsman, weather fore-

caster, for Pittsburgh, has been spot-

ted on WWSW for a daily weather
report from his offi<». It's non-
commercial.

Norman Winter working for

Bachenheimer, .
Dundes & Frank

agency, N. Y., in the radio depart-

ment, V
.

Marsaret McGairk has joined

WOR sales promotion. Formerly
with Charles Dallas Reach agency,

Newark.

Jwui Brooks* Singing Strings band
started a sustaining series on WJZ,
N. Y., Oct. 1», at 6:15 pjn.

Cliff Frederlckson of the Early
BUrdS program of KWK has departed
for Des Moines to joiii WHO.

John McCormtok and Bill-William-

son of WKRC, Cincinnati, back home
after conference with CBS execs in

n; Y.

WriL, Philly, new $22,000 organ,

largest instrument of its kind in the

iBast, will be completed by this

week-end.

Don Martte WCHV, Char-
lottesville, Va., next Monday. For-
merly with WIP, Philly.

Powers Gouraiud; WCAU 'Night

Owl,' who. talics on legit and such,

made flying visit to Boston folr last

Wednesday'is matinee of 'I'd Rather
Be Right.'

Don Harris, announcer and pub-
licity aide at WHAM, Rochester, for

the last^two years, takes similar post

at WIND, Gary. Ltd.

B4^rt A. £Ulot, for five years as-

sistant to the evening general man-
ageir of Radio City, is a new addition

to WGY's sales, staff.

Doris Fisher is doing two vocal
stints for CBS, one at Monday 9 a.m.

and the other at 3 p.m. Thursdays.

Elmer Pederson, now that KOL,
Seattle, has worked out its switch-

over to Don X<ee, has rescued Mt$.
Pederson from 'radio widowhood.'

Gabber Ed B»bsf>n has resigned
from WDAS, Philly. Fiorentino

Donato, Italian spieler, working in

English temporarily.

Ben Alley, chirper on Household
Finance show on WCAXJ, Philly,

signed for another year by station,

following renewal of sponsor's

termer.

Dairrell Donnell, radio editor of

the San Francisco Examiner, giving

up nightly newscasts over NBC-
Blue web. Health caused, curtail-

ment. He'll do a weekly news com-
mentary instead- on Sunday nights

starting Oct, 17. NBC mikeman
Burtpn Bennett will take over the

newscasts this week.

Harry Wiekersham is producing a

new live talent whodunit series

tabbed 'Crime Quiz' over KJBS, San
Francisco, Sunday mornings.

BUI Robinson, pioneer transcrip-

tion maker, lias completed new-
quarters in WIP studios, Philly. His

Robinson Recording Laboratories,

established 1927, were formerly in

Narberth, outside of Kitilly.

Consolidation of several depart-

ments at KDKA, Pittsburgh, under
new management of ° AI Nelson,

formerly of KAO in Denver, has re-

sulted in dismissal of about a dozen
employees.

WBDW, Auciista, Ga., 250-watter,

joins CBS Oct. 31.

Joe Loskey, of WSOC, Charlotte,

N. C, resigned after' he had com-
pleted his baseball series for Wheat-
ies and entered Davidson College,

Merrill Houaer added to staff of

KOIL-KFAB-KFOR Omaha studios

as control engineer. Under Al Bates.

Gertrude Lyne and Elbert La-
chelle, pianists, have a ngw weekly
spot on KFRC, San Francisco.

Ross Rhythm Rascals, KTOK, play-
ing week's engagenvent at Warner
theatre, Oklahoma City.

Ruth Brink, WIL St Louis vocal-
ist, ' stricken with appendicitis while
on the air last week. Despite the
pain she finished her stint and was
then rushed to a local hospital.

'GOLDBERGS' ON WOR
TO SlSfLEMEHT NBC

Jack Eno, formerly of WEBR,
Buffalo, on announcing staff of

WFBL, Syracuse, and has been
christened Jack O'JN^eill.

WFBL, Syracuse, assigned Charlie
Delaney to personality-plus program
every morning from 7:30 to 9,

interspersing recordings with chat-
ter, light verse. Ed Jacobs super-
vises evening events, and Gert Al-
i^erman shares the news oditing task
with Delaney.

Sam S. Baker continues as author
of the Mennen Fainous Jury Trials
this season.. Wrqngly stated pro-
gram had new writer.

G. E. Bischoff of L. W. Ramsey
agency, Davenport, in New York to
arrange Jerry Belcher interviews.

N. J. Rifkin, formerly with Trans-
Radio, goes on the sales force of

KOL, Seattle.

Jim Peterson, announcer for KVI,
Seattle-Tacoma, now spending be-
lated vacation in Hollywood.

Grant Merrill, former head of the
continuity staff at KOMO - KJR,
Seattle, now hitting the keyboard
at KOL, Seattle.

KOMO new announcers include
Walter Beck from KTSA, Bob Du-
rcn from KFJZ, Dan Bowers from
KGP, and Gene Reynolds from
KBST (latter was former program
director).

David Fris has joined the sales

staff of KOMA, Oklahoma Cily, com-
ing from Detroit.

Lloyd C. Stokley of WKY, Okla-
homa. City, sales staff recoverin.s;

from serious injuries received iiv an
automobile accident.

Jack and Loreita. Cientons washed
up for Kirljrtiai]i'^|

after sumjtjfeT i^vtl"'

Herb Mason out and Roland Rus-
tad in as art director of Hutchinson
Advertising Co., Minneapolis.

Byrum Saam, former WCCO
sports announcer, now on N. W.
Ayer & Son's Philadelphia staff.

Lee Wbltlnf promoted to WTCN's
national sales mgr. post, moving into

Station Manager Swanny Hagman's
former spot.

Gertrude Berg and her "Goldbergs*
serial is now soloing on WOR at

9:30 a. m. weekly-daily for P. & G.
(Oxydol), getting in an earlier lick

in the metropolitan area J)^fore rid-

ing WEAF and the NBC-red at 12:15

p. m. for the same sponsor. Same
programs on NBC-red at 12:15 p. m-.

for the same sponsor. Same pro-
grams on NBC follow the WOR air-

ings.

Duplications of broadcasts in same
area is* a test, along newspaper lines,

to reach diversified audience. P. &
G. is watching the experiment and
toying with the thought of extending
'The Goldbergs' out from WOR onto
the Mutual network.

Ross Vanderbosch, pioneer Chi-
cago radio pianist, added to WJJD.
staff; also Virginia Price and Clayton
Rlchottb, both vocalists.

Larry Wolters, .Chicago Tribune
radio ed, got a zero grading in the
Zenith's mental telepathy test

,

Terry O'Dell, announcer at CBW,
Windsor, Ont., transferred to CRCT,
Toronto; replaced by Byng Whit-
taker, formerly of CFCH, North
Bay, and CRCT.

Prudy Butterfleld, ex-WJR, De-
troit now handling two weight-re-
ducing shows over WMBC, Detroit,

succeeding Patti Jean, who's gone to

CKLW, Detroit

Carl Weeks, former spieler at

WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla., now on
staff at WXYZ, Detroit.

Tommy Hudson, formerly of Dal-
las, is the new mikeman at KTSA,
San Antonio.

Blanche Ni»senbaum, child singer,

vocalizing regularly over KONO,
San Antonio.

John Dodge, WRC-WMAL com-
mercial manager, back from Johns
Hopkins Hospital after- a thorough
vetting, with a clean bill of health.

Iz • Isenberi:, Philly free-lance
soun^, .eff^Qts, m.aii,', jvriting and..prp-
^VC^h'^.'hitf.oWn h on'.Jjjm^
l-bjibhj. iS,unp[;2^.x.i{i]ght''-jfo Parifitarr- Td.rl'-i

,'6f://-' sV^glfi- rfe.^'ievi^
,
^eaturih'^

'

Weber Answers

(Continued from page 29)

for them to contract for recording
jobs up to Oct. 30. It was indicated

at AFM headquarters yesterday
(Tuesday) that deadline will be ex-
tended until Nov. 15, for negotia-
tions with the network affiliated

stations' committee.
No move will be made by the

AFM executive board, to confer vvith

unaffiliated stations until the pro-;

posed uniform contract for indie

network affiliated stations has been
approved - all around! Commenting
on a circular issued /oy a com-
mittee of unaffiliated stations urging
that the latter refrain from signa-
turing anything with the AFM until

their lawyers had looked the papers
over, Weber said that at the rate

things were now going it looked
as though he and his board might
have to get acquainted with hun-
dreds of lawyers before the em-
ployment issue was settled.

Most of Monday's (18) session was
spent in IRNA committee counsel
holding forth on anti-trust laws and
decisions. In support of their ar-
gument that the provision in the
proposed AFM contract which gives
this obligation precedence over any
prior deal between stations in the
matter of program servicing, the
committee lawyers cited the famous
stonecutters' case and almost thp
noted decision against the carpen
ters union which held the latter

had no authority to dictate what
union members must install ihe
windpw frarnes after they had left

the jui'isdiction of the production
unionists.

hside Stuff-rRadio

When Atlantic Refining late last week altered its plans and made the
Chlcago-Princton game its highlight of the week, over the biggest layout
of stations including WOR, New York, which is weekly given what the
sponsor figured its standout game, the trade was not surprised. Earlier

arranged for wide hearing was the Notre Dame-Carnegie fracas.

Atlantic has been trying hard to get Princeton to relent and sell com-
mercial broadcasting of Its grid games,, but Old Nassau has last and this

year coldly nixed. Sponsor has therefore tried to get as. many of the
Princeton tilts as possible through the opposing teams. Week before car-

ried the Orange-Cornell game. Both carryings were arranged by buying
the air rights from the other schools.

When Atlantic, in the summer of '36, decided on sponsoring football,

two schools were immediately wanted by the Atlantic and N. W. Ayer
toppers in Philly—Princeton and Penn. Latter was snagged with no
trouble, but Princeton .remains no dice.

Sol A,. Rosenblatt who administered the amusements code during the
existence of the NRA, has been acting as attorney for two different factions

in radio, with each retainer, involving union matters. He worked with
the special committee of independent affiliated stations in negotiating a
contract with the American Fedferation of. Musicians, while CBS has him
representing the network in the jurisdictional dispute which the American
Communications Association has taken to the National Labor Relations
Board for settlement.

CIO -affiliate wants CBS to negotiate with it on a national basis, while
the network holds that the engineering, personnel of each station it man-
ages and operates should be permitted to talk for itself. Decision on this

issue is now pending.

Their popularity apparently undiminished after nine years on the
air, Amos 'n' Andy will still take down top coin when they do their
turn for Campbell soups after first of the year. On their pact with
F. Wallis Armstrong agency each of the blackface comics will draw
$3,7S& a week for five quarter-hoUr broadcasts weekly. Only One to
suffer by the switch from Pepsodent is Bill Hay, who is dropped as
announcer. He was on the agency payroll for $10,000 a year. Agency
is 'now -auditioning ba]:kers -in Hollywood. When A. & A. came to the
Coast without Hay the Lord & Thomas agency was besieged with mail
and phone squawks from dialers. Shortly aftet- Hay was hustled to 4he
Coast from Chicago and has been in the act since.

Thpugh Mary- Roberts Rinehart donated the radio rights to serially

dramatize her • "Tish' novels and stories to " the WPA radio project she
wants important coin for commercial use of the' character after Uncle Sam's
endowed nieces and nephews have wound iip the 13 halt-hour broadcasts,

which CBS is carrying on. the cuff. \ '

Authoress, through .her agent, has notified Columbia that she wants $500

a broadcast for the rights to 'Tish' after the WPA series concludes.

This week CBS shifts the program up to Wednesday nights, stairting to-

night Program will air at 9:30 p.m. Initialer last week was ozoned on
Thursday at 10 p.m.

CBS called it all a mistake but that didn't stop NBC's press heads from
glaring in that direction and muttering something about double-cross. Two
camps had agreed to mail out last Wednesday (13 > their respective flimsies

on the first of the Mobilization for Human Needs broadcasts and mark
them for Sunday release. .

Columbia's blurb by some error went out with the notation, 'For Imme-
diate Release.' Radio eds obeyed instructions. CBS piece went into the

Thursday papers, while NBC's story was impaled on the 'future' spikes.

Printed collection of talks sponsored by the Commerce Department last

year on foreign trade and functions of the Federal agency is becoming a

best seiller on Government Printing Office tables. Permanent record of 23

'Stories of American Industry' has gone into its fourth printing and is

selling at the rate of '2,500 copies weekly. Schools are using it as a textbook.

This year's series, which started yesterday (Tuesday), is evert more am-
bitious. Guest star roster looks like catalog of czars . of big .business. - Opens
Nov. 1 via CBS, listed for 10:30 to 11 spot Monday nights.

Film comedian, who Is also starring in an ether feature, is creating no
end of unfavorable comment about himself because of his antics, inspired

by excess, giggle water, at broadcast periods. Writers and execs -of the

company sponsoring his show have reached the point where ' they don't

care whether school keeps for him or not any more and at the same time

they are in constant fear lest the comic spill the beans by becoming un-
manageable at a critical stage. Present status is headaches all around.

Hugh S. Johnson is finally getting his air scripts for commentating over

NBC for. Bromo Quinine down to time. First several weefe on the air

found him always running around 40 seconds beyond his allotted quarter-

hour periods, and once he went a minute and 25 seconds overboard.
This made for some headaches, even though 'Old Ironpants'. is not fol-

lowed by any commercials. Southwestern stations switching from the blue

to red or vice versa have been getting badly jammed up.

Stan Shaw, handler of the owl recording program 'Milkman's Matinee'
on WNEW, N. Y., is again being harassed by phoneys impersonating him.
From time to time persons representing themselves as Shaw pop up. during
daylight hours in the taverns and one-arm hash-hovels of which the pro-

prietors are fans of Shaw and frequently wire him' requests when he's

on the air. These fans usually cuff the phoney to some scoops of suds or

a blue-plate special.

J. Walter Thompson agency is taking on no additional heln in its New
York office, however harassing stress, of work is. Formerly extra hands
were hired when duties piled up in any department; now other . depart-

ments are asked to help flatten any mound of work a specific department
finds itself smothered under. ...

"There are at present about 550 employes in the agency's .New York
headquarters. •.

Getting considerable comment in trade circles are three reijtiit ads placed
in trade publications by NBC. Layouts are generally interpreted as asking
capital to take its difficulties with labor to the air apd 'thrash them out
before the public on sponsored network spreads.
'One of the ads pictorially depicted a chairman addressing a board of

directors meeting and saying; 'Gentlemen, we must present: our case to

the people.'

Benny Friedman thinks that when Harvard men write him fan mail,

complimenting the football prognostlcator on his excellent Hahvahd Eng-
lish, that that's sdmethln' for the book. It constitutes praise from the gods
—or at least from the Cabots and the Lowells, and they're- the next thing
to it. Idea is that for a sportscaster, Friedman seemingly Is speaking Ox-
ford English.

Earle. Ferris and Tom Flzdale have split their sharing arrangement fol-

lowing Fizdale's purchase of Robert Tapllnger's press agent, biz.' Ferris of

New York will have his own rep in Chicago to replace Fizdale of. the lat-

ter burg.

Lew Allen Weiss, Don Lee gen. mgr., coined a new one for .the . book
during his description to Fred Weber," Mutual g.m., of the ratification of

a studio defect '.The place,' remarked" Weiss, 'is now perfectly acous-
ticized.'
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IMPORTED ENGLISH HORROR
12 Stations Out

Of 45 Survive

In Shanghai

•Shanghai, Sept. 27.

Of Shanghai's 45
' radio stations,

only about 12 are operating, due to

war situation and lack of business.
XHMA did valiant work during
opening of hostilities, sending free
messages tO: isolated outports, re-

garding evacuation of friends and
relatives, also hourly news brevi-
ties.

Recently Japanese planes .at-

tempted to smash XGOA, powerful
Government station, which had
been putting their case against Ja-
pan to the whole world. So far un-
successful.

Mexican Femme Spielers

Mexico City, Oct. 12.

Two local radio stations are em-
ploying four, femme announcers.
First time petticoat influence has
come upon radio spiels here.

Shes are doing well in announcing
numbers and. plugging for advertis-
ers. Was chosen from 300 candidates
at auditions.

Native radio experimenters have
established their first broadcast sta-

tion here. It is run by the Mexican
League of Radio Experimenters and
is a 100-watt unit.

Operating on a 7,104 kilocycle fre-

quency.

John McCormick, g.m. of WKRC,
Cincinnati, made a flying trip to CBS
headquarters last week.

JESSEL SHOW ON WXYZ;

BOOZE OUT FOR CKLW

Windsor, Ont., Oct. 19.

Spectacle "of a network program
opposing, itself, sustaining on one
station and sponsored on another in

the same town, is currently obtain-
ing in Detroit-Windspt. Show is '30

Minutes" in Hollywood' ' (George Jes-
sel; Norma Talmadge, et al), riding
Mutual Sunday evenings.

Commercial layout for the' pro-
gram is through group of local co-
operative sponsors. When ' Mutual
was offering the program in Detroit.

WXYZ took it lap for the regional
Michigan network,' with ' Gobbels
Brew of the Motor City assumin.^
the underwriting. Regular outlet

for MBS in Detroit is CKLW, ' lo-

cated across the river in Windsor,
Canada. CKLW could not have an
alcoholic ' account sponsoring a

broadcast - over its wavelength be-
cause of Canadian broadcasting laws.
Consequently, the regular Mutual
outlet took its prerogative of carry-
iiig the Jesse! show sustaining be-
cause it had no sponsor for it.

BLUEmm IS

Havens Mends, Feyhl Due Back

Philadelphia,- Oct. 19.

Doris Havens, WCAU organist, re-

cuping in Bryn Mawr (Pa.) Hospital
from serious injuries in auto acci-

dent. Her face badly scarred, in

addition to broken leg.

Production director Horace Feyhl
expected back in about two weeks,
following operation.

C. M. Freeman Joins Blair

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Charles M. Freeman has joined the

Chicago staff of the John Blair sta-

tion rep firm.

Freeman, was formerly western
manager of Forbes magazine.

Commercial Broadcasters,

Obliged to Meet All Reg-
ulations Forced on Gov-
ernment Stations by Po-

litical Pressure of Ag-
gressive Minorities, Looks
About to Lose Its Best

Day—the Sabbath

WARNING GIVEN

. Toronto, Oct. 19,

A shudder has passed through the

ranks of commercial broadcasters iri

the Dominion with the report the

famous horror—a Sunday on the

radio in England—is likely to be im-

ported by Gladstone Murray mio
Canada. Begins to look like the
politicians, who are under unre-
mitting pressure, are laying the

groundwork to toss commercial radio

to the mercies, anything but tender,

of the killjoy element. Canada has
always been famous for the fine

spread-the-gloom zeal of its up-
lifters.

Blue laws probably will be en-
forced next month to ban or severely
curtail advertising, sports announce-
ments, dance programs and light en-
tertainment, from the Canadian air-

waves on Sundays. Gladstone Mur-
ray, general manager of the govern-
ment-owned Canadian Broadcasting

BUYS OUT PMTNER
Avillegas Aran^o Takes Over HP5A,

Panama City I

Panama City, Oct. 19.
[

Avillegas Arango, partner in Star

of Panama, station HP5A, here, has
bought out the interests of Alfredo
Graziani and is now sole owiier ol

the station.

Pair opened their . enterprise first

of August but did not accept any
commercials for the first two weeks
due to a government decree,' Now
operating as regular commercial
short-waver ten hours daily.

Corp. admits. What's good for the

government will be good for the

commercials, too,

'The whole question of Sunday
observance in radio programs of

private stations as well as those of

the CBC will come before the board
on Nov. 16, when we will receive a

deputation from the Lords Day Al-
liance,' Mlirray. stated.

Squawks from the Toronto East
Presbytery have been heard. At a

meeting Thursday (i4)_ a resolution

was passed by the Presbytery to

ban the airing of baseball games on
local NBC and Columbia outlets on
Sundays, *We believe the CBC
should recognize the fact that pro-
fessional games on Sunday are de-
clared illegal by the Lord's Day Act
and for that reason should ban them
from all Canadian stations,' read the
protest sent to the CBC.
Murray stated Sunday .baseball

broadcasts are contrary to the policy

in effect on the CBC network. He is

of the opinion that 'the listening

public doesn't want to hear sports on
Sundays.'

If Sunday commercials are banned,
broadcasters are wondering just

how they'll keep out of the red. Its

their best day at present.

STRIFE HELPS

ARGENTINE

RADIO

Rio de Janeiro, Oct. 2.

State of martial law recently de-
creed to suppress communistic activ-
ities has resulted' in radio's biTgest
local break in years, with every ear
glued to receivers for news evehts.
Papers, such as they iare, and few,

have been gagged. Only the princi-

pal cities have them and the rest of

the country cannot support or read
them, so radio is the only means.
Listeners hug sets seeking latest

developments, arrests, etc.

Break for advertisers, now getting
maximum audien:es.

HOME FOR BOYS TRIED

AIR FOR DONATIONS

'Adeste Fidells,'. commercial pro-
gram bankrolled, by St. Vincent's
Home for Boys of Brooklyn, faded
off WHN, N. Y., Sunday (17) after

its fourth airing. Weekly program
aired from 5:30-6 p. m.
Reason for fold was that contribu-

tions were not measuring up to the

expense of putting on the combina-
tion choral-dramatization entertain-

ment, plus cost of time on station.

Design of program was to solicit

contributions for the charity institu-.

tion from listeners.

Ed Humphrey, announcer, has
joined WKRC, Cincy. Previously
with WHIO, Dayton.

ONE FOR THE BOOK:
Until YOU use WCAU . . . you'll

never know how well your product

can do in America's Third Market

!

50,000 WATTSwell PHILADELPHIA
ROBERT A. STREET. Commercial Manager

/

/
/

/
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Cheap and Wholesale Waxing By

Blackett-Sample-Hummert Carries

Low Cost Principle Step Further

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Transcription - making studio
which Blackett - Sample - Hummer

t

agency is setting up in its Chicago
ofTice is just about primed 'to go.

Layout is complete, including facili-

ties for instantaneous jrecoi'ding.

Already rumbles are shaking

through trade circles over the

changes likely to take place when
;ii3PS-H really get going, taking its

Wax biz, larger than any other single

outfit, away from World Broadcast-

ing, which has done all of it during

recent years.

That B-S-H is going to save its

accounts a deal of money in open-
ing its own transcription-making
unit is instantly apparent. Aside
from the . mechanical factors, atid

abolition of the middle-man, there

is the factor of the cheaper acting

talent in Chicago as against prevail-

ing prices in New York.' Agency
now oflers troupers in Chicago as

low as $5 a head for small roles in

its s.erials.

Extent of the serial biz commer-
cially placed by B-S-H is currently

158 units of 15-min. transcriptions

weekly. These go on sta'tlons the

length and breadth of the laind, and
trouping talent is rather a sizable

item for such large biz. .

It is obviously the. B-S-H idea to,

bait other and new clients by its

installation of personally operated
transcription apparatus and whole-
sale buying of talent. This is what
has the other agencies squirming in

their swivel chairs, for no matter
how they slice they still won't be
able to meet B-S-H prices on the

platter biz for accounts.

Won't Run Free Disc On

WBBM; Claim HpDywood

Transcription Too Bad

Chicago, Oct. 19,'

Hollywood-made transcriptions of-

fered local stations by Community
Chest were adjudged as too poor In

quality for use by WBBM, Chicago.
Station said they preferred to use
their own talent, even though it cost
'em dough.

Station 5s airing tfiree variety
shows, with one of its own name
performers doing the give-us stuff

for charity organization on each.

Hanger' on 26 Stations

Detroit, Oct. 19.

Three eastern and one northwest
station have been added to coast-to-

coast hookup for 'Lone Rangei','

western serial produced in WXYZ
studios here. Raises number of out-

lets to 26.

New stations, signed by H. Allen
Campbell, g.m. King-Trendle Broad-
casting XZo., are WFIL, Philadelphia;

WNBF, Binghampton; WSYR, Syra-
cuse, and the Don Lee outlet in Port-

land, Ore. Fran Striker's serial- now
goes to 13 stations of Lee net on
West Coast; also to WOR, Newark;
WON, Chicago; WXYZ and its state

web of eight outlets.

.Gordon Baking (Sllvercup bread)
will continue to bankroll setup east

of Rockies, with Western Bakeries
footing the bill on West Coast.

NBC's New Coast House

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

El Capltan theatre, long Holly-

wood's leading legit house, passed to

National Broadcasting last Friday
(15) under six months lease. Net-
work will originate the Metro-Max-
-well House program from the boule-

vard spot on Thursdays. Rental is

around $3,000 a month.
'Signal Carnival' was the first air-

show to emanate from the site last

Sunday (17).

Navy Publicity

Yen Brings In

Radio Stations

CBS PRODUCES SHOW

FOR SPONSOR PARH
Columbia Broadcasting System and

Time Magazine will again provide
light spoofing for" the relaxation

period during the convention of the

Association of National Advertisers

late this month. It's a repeat on the

April convention set-up.

Leonard Hole will be the man be-

hind the strings for the CBS gambol.

Yale Doings on WICC
New Haven, Oct. 19.

Boake Carter, Edwin' C. Hill and
Edgar Kennedy picked by Lord &
Thomas to select student commenta-
tor' for 'News from Yale University,'

supplied by college 'Daily N^ws' to

WICC fi.ve minutes nightly in behalf
of Lucky Strike cigs.

Undergraduate candidates . au-
ditioned at local studios by Richard
Voynow, Yankee net production
manager, and Mack Parker, WICC
New Haven rep, and 15 finalists

waxed and sent to New York. Board
of judges picks two winners.

Boake Cart«r spending week-ends
on board his yacht in the Delaware.
Each week takes four of WCAU
Philly staff along for a cruise.

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Publicity-minded admiral just ap-

pointed to command Navy Yard
here giving special-event boys every-
thing but a battleship to take home
on Navy Day, Oct. 27. WIP and
WFIL both taking advantage of the
hospitality to provide thriller shows.
WIP taking three-quarters of an
hour, WFIL half-hour for Mutual
net.

WIP plans to put gabber in plane
shot off a catapult. Wliether he'll

be able to talk or not is doubtful,

however, as flying machine gets up
speed so fast on the catapult it takes
the breath out of pilots. Spieler will

try to keep up two-way conversa-
tion with short-waver 6n ground.
Among WFIL's bag of 'tricks is a

proposed two-way talk between an
announcer on deck of the new
U. S. S. Philadelphian and another
in a submarine.
So anxious is the new command-

ant at the Yard for publicity, that
with the approval of Washington, he
is putting 24 planes in the air next
Sunday just so the stations can have
a rehearsal.

PASTOR PAYS $26,a00,

BUT BUYS MORE TIME

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

WIP has moved up its daily open-
ing time to 6:45 a. m., 15 minutes
earlier than heretofore. Reason was
sale of the period two days a week.
Rev. George A. Palmer, pastor of

Haddon Heights, N. J., church, pays
$26,000 a year for 7 to 8 a.m. daily.

Now he has taken the extra 15

minutes two days weekly.

Radio Programs, Like PuDman Cars,

Exhaust Ingenuity of Tag-Givers

By jBDGAR A. GBUNWALD
Check-up on the program titles

radio has produced in the past
couple of years shows that, as a

whole, there isn't a cornier phase to

the biz than the old sod hoke of
sticking a title on a program. While
song publishers, film companies and
legit producers pay fancy prices and
set great store by their titles, radio
has limited itself to about 20 simple
words for key combinations. One
of these words alone has 332 com-
binations built around it, as of rec-
ord. (Variety Radio Directory
data.)

This word is 'music' (also 'mu-
sical'), and. it shows again to what
extent radio depends for its pro-
gramming on the clef trade. As a
matter of fact, six of the 20 most
used title words have' to do with
music, 'songs,' 'melody,' 'rhythm,'
'voice,' 'singing/ and 'piano.' The
word 'organ' is a good runner-up.

Reason for radio's paucity of pro-
gram title ingenuity Is probably the
reluctance of newspapers to list any-
thing except the simplest of pro-
gram names. However, radio s6ems
to have overestimated even the
newspapers' love of getting down to

bed rock.

Most used words for program
titles, in order of their use, are the
following:

I. Music.
2. Old.

3. Radio.
4. Songs.
5, Melody.
6. You (or youf).
7. Rhythm, .

«. Home.
9, Morning.

10. Three.
Uncle.

11. News.
Happy.
Sports.

12. Voice.
Singing.^

13. Sunday.
14. Little.

15. Piano.

There are at least 60 'uncles' on
record. The color most often men-
tioned is 'blue' (gold comes next and
red after that). The number 'three'

runs exceptionally high because of

the musical-singing trios who get

billing that way. 'In' is the most-
used, preposition. Radio's ingenuity
in putting titles on programs is such
that practically all programs can be
defined as to content by their titles.

In .the other branches of amusement
biz, however, this simplicity is fre-

quently lacking. 'Star-Wagon,' cur-

rently on Broadway, for instance,

might be farce, comedy, drama or
allegory for all its title.

Overworked words, in titles,

alphabetically arranged, run as fol-

lows, according to a list of 12i000
appearing in the 'Vauiety Radio
Directory:

A
Advfnture.
Amateur.
American.

B
Biff.
Blue.

C
Child (children).
Concert.
Court.

D
Dance (danrlnp, eU-.).
Dinner.
Dixie.
Doc (doctor).
Down.
Drama (drnmntle elo.).
Dream (dreiuner, elc).

E
Knrly.

Evening.
Kvery (everyday. elr.).

F
Family.
Kamoua,
Farm (farmnr, pIo.).
Fire (Ilresiai', etc.).
Five.
For.
Four.
Friend (friendly, etc.).

G
nir).
Gold.
Urput.
Uyp.sy,

H
Happy Oiapplncss, olc.)
Harmony.
Ilnwnllnn.
Headlines.
Hifrh (liljrhwuy, pir.).
Hill ((illll)lllv, c( c).
Hil.
Floll.vwood.
llonip.
Hi)iir.

Hou.Me (hou.mwlfe elp.).

I
tn.

J
Junior.
Jusl.

K
Kld.s.

Lady.
IjPI'.S.

Mttle. .

I^ona (loneHome, etc.).
IjOvo (lovely, etc.).

M
Mnpric (magical, etc.).
JIan,
Master.
Melody.
Memory.
Merry.
Mldnijrht.
Mr. (or Mrs.).
Modern.
Mood.
Moon (moonllprht, etc.).
Morning.
Movie.
MuBlcal.
Mystery (myslerlou.s. elo.),

N
National.
Now.
New.s.
NlKht.
Noon (noontime, etc).

o
Old.
One.
On.
OrK»n.
Our.

P
Parade.
PI«no.
Poet (poetry).

B
Radio.-
Heading.
Had.
Khylhjn.
Kond (roa-dway, etc.).
Ilomanee.

S
Safety.
Saturday.
Shopping.
Silver. •

Singing.
Songs.
South (southland, etc.).

Sports (sportsman, etc.).

St?»r (Stardust, etc.).
Story.
Sitrlngs.
Sunday.
Sunrise.
Sunset.
Sunshine.
Swefetheart.
Swing (swinging, etc.).
Symphony (syniphonic, etc:).

T
Tale.i.
T«a.
Theatre.
Three.
Today.
Top.
Travel.
True (irdlhful; etc.).
Tunei (tuneful, etc.).
Twilight.
Two.

Uncle.

Variety.
Voice.

What (whafs).
W4io (who's).
Women.
World.

Tou (your).
Young (youth).

V

w

All New at WEW, SL Louis

St. Louis, Oct. 18.

Following a trip to New York,
Washington and Chicago, Father W.
A. Burk, and Al S. Foster, heads of

WEW (operated by the St. Louis
University) have reorganized sta-

tion's personnel. Arthur Jones,
once with KWK here and who did a
m.c. stint at the Chicago World's
Fair, is new program director; the
continuity staff is under the direc-
tion of Hugh Sanders and Ralph
Stein is new musical director. The
announcing staff is coniposed of Sol
B ink in, Alex Buchan, Bill Durbin,
Ed Gunther, Arthur Jones and Hugh
Sanders. Arlington Thomas left last

week.
WEW is going in strong for pub-

lic affairs programs and has skedded
the airing of the National Corn
Husking Bee from Marshall, Kansas,
Nov. 4. Station also is broadcasting
local football games.

.Tack Steck, radio show builder on
WFIL, Philly, and free-lance emcee,
trying a hand at something new. Ar-
ranging coupla turns for politicians
during coming campaign so they can
avoid usual lon^-winded palaver.

MOflTREAL
. lOOiM OVER MONTREAL
Metropolitan Montreal is re-

sponding well to late evening

commercials on CFCF. Theme's

some good Class "B" time

open.

N WX RED &
> D. BLUE

WKICl) A CiOJU'AXV,. CFCF X;NITIS1>
yT.\TKSi ItKPBKSENXATIVEB
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FEATURING

JOHN B. KENNEDY . . . lihot and Commentator

THE CONSOLIDATED EDISON ORCHESTRA
AND CHORUS

an*

GUEST ARTISTS
EVERY MONDAY • 7:30 P. M. STATION WEAF • NBC

MARK WARNOW
THE COLUMBIA ARTISTS, Inc.
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REPS ALARMED BY SPOT BIZ ROPEROO;

MANY OLD RELIABLES TURN OTHERWISE

No Clear-Cut Reason Except Market Slump—^Divi-

dends Vs. Size of Advertising Budgets—^Station

Biz Continues Okay

With network grosses and station

grosses on the soar this autumn, by

a peculiar twist one phase of the

placement end of radio is finding the

bottom out of biz—the stations' na-

tional representatives. In the last

thre^^eeks a large nxmiber of the

reps'have become genuinely alarmed.

Bruise in biz is reported ranging

all the way from 5% to 25%. At
first glance, the situation does not

become clarified—^what with a large

number of accounts invading radio

for the first time and placing na-

tionally on stations through their

~Teps. Also a blinder in getting a

straight focus on the 'surpris situa-

tion' is the fact that many accounts

are trumjpeting their increases in

budgets.
.

AH summer, accounts, through

their agencies, burst forth with

glowing announcements of how
much time they were taking, of how
extensive their hation-blanketing

campaigns would be, come autumn.
Autumn has come, but the biz hasn't.

In somie instances the promises will

never be fulfilled, in others only in

part But there aren't six accounts

living up to their announcements of

how extensive their national cam-
paigns would be.

A list of some of the biz that last

and other years furnished a good
sizable chunk of the reps' take came
from the following accounts which
this fall have, failed to come through:

Procter & Gamble (Ivory soap.

Ivory flakes, Oxydol, Chipso, Crisco,

white Napttha, Super Suds, Crystau

White)
Squibb toothpaste
Listerine

Oalcite

J'enn tobacco
Webster-Eisenlohr cigars

Continental oil

Nevawet
Texaco

.

Log Cobin syrup
Wasey Products (Barbaiol, Bost,

Musterole, Zemo)
Welch Grapejuice
Crazy Water Crystals

Brown-Williamson tobacco

Ironized Yeast
Anti-FreezCs (Super-Pyrol, Ze-

rone, Eveready Prestone)

Lever Bros. (Spry, Rinso, Lije-

buoy soap)
American Cigar (Cremo)
Bond bread
Bayuk cigars

Spud cigarettes

Agfa films
Allied point

The Reasons Why
Some of the accounts offer reasons.

Procter 8i Gamble, Wasey Products,

Welch, Lever Bros, have strength-

ened their network live-show display

and will wait to see what happens.

Others, like Squibb, Brown-William-

son and Log Cabin are looking'

around for something to suit Still

others, like Listerine, Continental,

Webster-Eisenlohr, Texaco, Ironizfed

Yeast, Bond Bread and Crazy^ Water
have pulled in their spot and tran-

scription placements, which went
through the reps, without comment.

Total shrinkage in- the takes ffom
the percentage cuts of the reps is

added to by the failure of the auto-

motive accounts' to return this year,

with placements even remotely near,

in the aggregate, to their biz of last

season. With the single exception of

Chevrolet, all the others are placing

less total gross am6!unts in radio,

aside from network spreads.

Chief reason for the de<^rease in

national accounts is difficult to ar-

rive at, and no single solution pops
up upon which the blame can be
pinned. Stock market reaction since

August may be partly responsible.

And the easiest way (and most face-

saving) was to forego spots and
transcription campaigns; talent had
been bought for network live shows
and time set For accounts which
have no chain programs, it has been
simple enough to dodge radio en-
tirely and do some ad budget belt-

tightening.

Companies have been figuring how

I'

they could possibly answer their
stockholders if forced to skip divi-
dend payments this winter right on

IT'S RLL IN

KNOWING
HOUJ

UUIU
THOMAS PATRICK, Incorporated

HOTEL CHASE, ST. LOUIS

REPRESENTATIVE; VWh H. RA.YMER CO.

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN' FRANCISCO

Let CBS Decide
Technicians and officials of

NBC have hit upon painless

method of straightening . out
union requests. NBC has prom-
ised its Association of Technical
Employees duplication of any
and all increases and condition

betterment gained by CBS' As-
sociation of Broadcast Techni-
cians.

All NBC'ers have, to do is

stand by and let CBS worry it

through.

the heels of Tiigger 'n' better* broad-
casting ballyhoo allocations of

money.
Motor-car manufacturers have been

wont to shuSle the -blame, off on
what has now become a rather thin
and nebulous excuse—^labor troubles.

WLW Line May Pick Up

Literary Show on WIND

Chicaigo, Oct. 19.

Ethel Reid Winser airing her
•Know Youir Authors' weekly stanza
on WIND, Chicago, for the second
year. Program,^ which interviews
authors of hit . books, and drama-
tizes portions of the book, has line-

up of interviewees, which includes
Dr. Morris Fishbein, Sterling North,
Louis Zara, Richard Halliburton, Max
Seigel, Dr. "Victor Heiser, Sterling

Dickinson and,Heath Bowman..
Show is a sustainer supported by

the independent Ralph Atlass sta-

tion, but understood Trsinsamerican
angling to spot it on WLW-Line.

Agencies—Sponsors

(Continued from page 23)

starting November 1, with Marc
Williams, 'cowboy chanter. Placed
through Rogers & Smith, Chicago,
it will run 26 weeks. Williams is

now doing a sustainer oh the spot,

7:30-7:45 a.m., to build up a kid
audience.

Crow MilliBe: Co. on Nov. 1 starts

a thrice-weekly series of quarter-

hours over three Mutu^ stations, fed
by WGN to CKLW, Detroit-Wind-
sor, and WCAE, Pittsburgh. Talent
is the old-time minstrel man Joe
Kelly, who will use the nom de radio
of 'Jolly Joe.'

Badlo Dial, midwestern radio fan
mag, sponsoring weekly 'Person-
alities on Parade' program on
WKRC/ Cincinnati. Marsha Wheeler
presides on the Saturday night pro-
grams.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP
(Attention-^^etters, 'Tie^Vps, Ideas)

gram, Tuesdays and Thursdays on
WRC. 'Fall Paint Parade' will be
handled by Bryson Rash.

Wander Clothes, Washington,, with
a new program on WMAL. 'Cab-
bages and Kings,' giving odd and in-

teresting facts about people in the
news.

Peoples Druff Stores, Washington,
sponsoring variety show using all

local talent, daUy, except Sundays,
over WMAL. Lee Everett is m.c.

Castleberf Jewelry Corp. sponsor-
ing new 'man in the street' broad-
cast over WMAL, Washington. Jim
McGrath, emcee.

.
John A, Brown department store,

Oklahoma City, has contracted for
spot institutional announcements
over the Oklahoma Network through
KTOK.

Katz Drur, Oklahoma City, begin-
ning weekly transcription programs
over KFXR, Oklahoma City.

Allegheny Conniy Dodge Dealers
havie signed with WWSW, Pitts-

burgh, for Wcs Carr's nightly 'Snap-
shots in Rhythm aiid Sports' at 11
pjn. Account placed direct and runs
for next 13 weeks.

Daeseti Chocolate Co. on WOR,
New York, with musical transcrip-
tion series. Muzzy agency, Cam-
bridge, Mass., placed.

Prodacers Distributing Aeeney,
Inc. (Norbcst Turkeys) on WOR,
New York, Mondays through Fri-
days, commencing Nov. 8 "With quar-
ter-hours to plug the fowls. Edwin
M. Phillips agency, N. Y., placed.

Caswell Coffee, through Long
agency, sponsoring five-minute par-
ticipations in the 'Morning Hostess'
programs Wednesday and Fridays
for ten weeks on KFRC, San Fran-
cisco.

Bekins Van Se Storage, through
Emil Brisacher, signed for 72 spots
announcements oh KFRC, San Fran-
cisco, twice weekly through June 9,

1938.

Chanberlaln I<aboratorles, through
Coolidge Advertising, Des Moines, oh
KFRC, San Francisco, with 130 one-
minute transcribed announcements
through March 31, 1938.

Tear's renewal of its Sunday aft-

ernoon show, 'Budda's Winners,' on
KFRC, San Francisco, has been
signed by C. H. Baker Shoe through
Sidney Garfinkel agency.

Pinex, through R.' M. Seed, Inc.,

Chicago, bankrolling 220 50-word
spots with weather reports.

Nntone Chimes, Inc., through Mer-
rill Advertising Co., New York, us-
ing a series of 30 transcribed spots.

Milens, Inc. (jewelry), of Oakland,
is airing a full hour variety show
nightly at midnight over KSFO, San
Francisco, using Bob Garred as
emcee and transcribed entertain-
ment, Theodore Segall agency
placed.

Falser Cottee, through Raymond
R. Morgan, Los Angeles, will begin
a *Judy and Jane' transcribed strip,

five days a week.

Smart Schoolma'am Tieu^

Seattle.
Frederick & Nelson department

store has' carried a one hour I'e-

corded concert hour on KRSC for
five years daily. This station has
tied in all high schools of the city
with the program by arranging with
sponsors to so time it that it will hit
classes at certain schools at given
times. Various musical works are
selected by . the teachers in the
schools, and these are sent into the
station on. the designated days for
their classes who listen and study.
Teachers plan all the programs

and the music and all KRSC has to
do is to put them on the turntable.
This gives the store an ideal tieup
with these pupils, who naturally
know the commercial ai)gle and
whence. Up to the present time 1871
programs of this series have been
sent out for the store.

Football 'Publicity Teams'
New York City.

Stunt pulled last week a bit off
the path of the usual publicity ob-
tained for programs wais the gag
worked by J. Gilbert . Braun, who
drums up stuiT for the 'Jr. G Men'
program on WOR for Fischer Bak-
ing, Neff-Rogow account
Some 11 boy members of the club

concocted by the program were
taken up to Fordham's field and
posed with, Jimmy Crowley, grid
coach at the Jesuit school.' Another
group was pictured receiving in-
structions from Lou Little, Colum-
bia mentor. Daily Mirror photog
caught each ^oup: Two teams, each
'coached' by a w.k. coach, were then
matched. -

Such . a stunt is easily worked, in
view of the manner in which big-
league grid tutors snatch at pub-
licity chcmces.

'Ranker' Missing:—Kids Alarmed
Detroit.

Recent stunt in 'Lone Ranger' se-
rial (WXYZ, Detroit, and Mutual),
in which western hero has Written
out of the serial as 'missing,' brought
more than 100,000 requests from kids
for a map Gordon Baking Co., the
sponsor, was distributing in connec-
tion with the series.

'Ranger' was 'nlissing' from serial
for coupla weeks, while his aide-de-
camp, 'Tonto,' and others sought in
vain to find him. *Mystery' ads were
run in daily press, and sponsor dis-
tributed maps of the territory where
hero supposedly disappeared, so that
juve listeners might help 'find' him.

WBIG's Football Booklet
Greensboro, N. C.

WHIG has joined the list of sta-

tions that are making use of football

schedule booklets this season for
goodwill building. One WBIG got
out in collaboration with several lo-

cal advertisers runs to 72 pages and
contains, in addition to this season's

schedules for major colleges, last

year's records and other pertinent
gridiron info.

WAVE Brochure Has Humor
Louisville.

WAVE, Louisville, has put out A

new data book with a different ap-
proach at illustrating the text. In

addition to the usual information on
market, listeners and special appeal
the book, with a sly touch o£ hu-
mor, pictorializes the sort of areas

that WAVE doesn't cover. Illustra-

tive scenes treat of the lowly back-
woods folks.

Yiddish operetta versions of Bibli-

cal legends, arranged by Joe
Schreibman, mu/sic director on
WDAS, Philadelphia, for Tieegoob
Radio stores coining.

Chicago Engineering Works (re-

frigeration and air conditioning)
through James R. Lunkc and Asso-
ciates, Seattle, for 13 periods of five

minutes each, Sundays, WHO, Des
Moines. —

H. W. Kastor agency handling
weekly 15-minute spot campaign for
Crown Overalls. Using 'Pleasant Val-
ley' transcription series.

' Hugh Reilly, Washington,, paint
dealer, buying quarter-hour pro-

Tom Fizdale, Inc»
Complete Publicity and Radio Relations Service

is pleased to announce that

, With the Appointment of Robert S. Teqilinger as

Director of Publicity

for

Warner Bros. Pictures in Hollywood

It has acquired

Robert Taplinger, Inc*
465 Madison Avenue, New York City

Telephone; ELdorado 6-&»80

(.•Hf<"A(;0

21)- No. AVuokPv Drive
Teleplioiie (.'tiiUral 7571
JJIrei'lor; Alarge K Kerr

HOIXTWOOD
8532 Sunset Blvd.

TwI. Woodburn 6-SlOl
Direolor; Jerry Farrar

LONDON
102-5 Shoe I.;in.»,

Tel. CVntral 4l7f.

Director; T. J. L. C'raoe

THE BEST BET FOR THE NEW YORK MARKET
Chosen by "Variety" as

NEW YORK'S
NO. 1 SHOWMANSHIP

STATION
•:•

DIAL 1010

Affiliated with Loew s

Theatres and the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

•:•

1540 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
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CBS TITLES A LA FILMS
Oklahoma City—Gov. Ernest Wentworth over KTOK is emulating Presi-

dent Roosevelt's 'fireside chat^.' He calls them 'dinner pail talks.'

New York City—Phyliss Frederick authoring series over WHN dealing

with clocks started with the first time-teUer-the-human-stomach.

Pbiladelphlar-^WCAU contemplating changing name of shows featuring

its new band from 'Golden Music' to. 'Metallic Melodies.' Orch, led by Bob
Golden, includes in its musicians guys named Copper and Silver.

Btchmond, Va.—Local orchestra leader owns truck that flashes his band's

name, etc. He parks it every morning at curb directly in front of entrance

to advertising agency handling several radio accounts.

New York City—^New program started last Sunday (17) over Mutual for

Katro-Lek Laboratories. Billing set and announced was 'Polish Melodies,'

but network's general manager, Fred Weber, altered it to 'Melodies of

Polartd.' Didn't wish to have the name of a foreign country first in

the title.

New York City—Nick Kenny, radio ed of Mirror, asked WMCA to air

appeal for blood donation^ for penniless man needing transfusion. WMCA
complied, but gave phone number of the Daily .News instead of Kenny's.

Washington, D. C.—Strickland Gillilan, who has been doing a sustaining

commentating job over Mutual from the Capital washed up with last Fri-

day's (15) program, ,due to time being sold. In telling his listeners ftdieii,

Gillilan said he'd like to return soon and wduld do so if they (the listeners)

could find him a sponsor.

St. Paulr-Thieves stole pheasants from University of Minnesota. Were
warned over air not to eat birds as they had been innoculated with a
disease. Thieves called up radio station to thank management for waning.

New York City—Barney Pressman, a sponsor, has sued WNEW for 'time

chiseling' wkile the station has cross-suited the sponsor for piracy of its

programs. Meanwhile sponsor and station remain friendly and Barney's
programs are heard regidarly over WNEW.

Mason City, Iowa—^Two jailbreakers got so interested in KGLO's broads
cast description of their escape that they failed to hear the 'sheriff enter
their hideout.

Wichita, Kansas—Weekly art appreciation class will be local contribu-
tion to new educational program of radio station KANS.

TIE'

Producer Has Power of Veto

and Budget Control, but

Does Not Intrude Upon
Director's Authority
Within Stutdio

ASST. DIRECTORS

Columbia Broadcasting System
program department under W. B.

Lewis has set up the categories of

'producer' and 'director* modeled
broadly, but not exactly, after the

ideas of filmdom. Practically all

sustaining programs now have both
a producer, whose authority ends
at the studio door« and a director,

who actually rehearses, paces, pre-
sents and has general control within
the studio.

Producer supervises the business,

policy, budget and general oversee-
ing of program's. He has powers of

veto over suggestions of directors,

etc., and acts as judge of the finished

product and Is in turn judged by
his superiors.

Objective of the producer-director
division (which is also a collabora-

tion) is to have at least two per-
sons charged with the responsibility

of- keeping any program on its toes

and of instilling the cross-fertiliza-

tion of mutual criticism.

producers are not just that. Doug
Coulter, for example. Is the second
in command of the program dept.

Dave Taylor heads the music divi-

(Continued on page 42)

PhiDy Mayor Provoked at KYWs Nix;

Is a Pre-Election Talk Non-PoKtical?'

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Mayor S. Davis Wilson publicly

charged KYW Saturday with deny-

ing him the right of free speech

in refusing to sell him time 'for a

series of talks prior to the coming
election. He said he was going to

file charges with the Federal Com-
munications Commission. At FCC
offices in . Washington, however, it

was said no complaint was regis-

tered.

Three other, stations here—WCAU,
WIP and WFIL-ragreed to accept
the series, which Is skedded for Oct.

27, 29 and November 1. Election,

day is November 2. The programs
are being placed on .the other sta-

tions through Philip Klein agency.
Whole dispute is over whether

mayor's talks will be political or
not. Hizzoner insists they will be
restricted entirely to a discussion of

the city's budget, lie maintains he
is 'not in politics,' although he re-
cently came out with an endorse.-

ment of the Democratic' ticket. He
was elected a Republican.
Jim Begley, KYW program direc-

tor, declared: 'We are- not permitted
to sell time for political purposes to

anyone other than a registered can-
didate or party. And while the
mayor may intend to confine his re-

marks strictly to the budget, we feel

the particular dates he has chosen
for' his. talk—winding up just a day
before election—might be considered
a political broadcast.'

A later. 'official' statement by Les-
lie Joy, g.m. of the NBC station,

said: 'We would In no instance sell

time to the city's chief executive, but
grant him time without cost, as we

have done in the past. In a phone
conversation Friday of last week
(day before the public blast) we
offered him free use of KYWs facili-

ties after Nov. 2 to present facts con-
cerning the budget. Inasmuch as
final action on the budget Is not re-
quired until Dec. 15 It would seem
that a leeway of six weeks should be
adequate for the mayor to convey
his message to the people. This
offer still stands,' 7

Doc Levy, prez of
.
WCAU, told

Variictt: 'Our policy Is same as
KYW's. And we, too, think that
the mayor's talks will be political.

They are labeled as such in our
office. Mayor Wilson may call his

talks whatever he chooses—Chinese
if he likes—we don't care. If they
are paid for at regular rates for po-
litical advertising, we'll accept them.'
Don Withycomb, WFIL g.m., like-

wise branded the speeches political.

'But if they are p^id for in advance
at usual political rates we'll take
them.' he said.

Wilson charged the" station's re-

fusal to sell him time to the fact It

numbers among Its customers Sun
Oil and Koppers Coke. Joseph N.
Pew, Jr., financial 'angel' of the
Republican party here, is ti Sun Oil
exec.

Broadcaits in Pain
Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Stoney McGllnn, WIP sportscaster,

aired last Sunday night with a dis-

located hip suffered while driving
to the studio. Skedded for a guester

on 'Tailored for Men,' Isenberg show
on WPEN, he Insisted on being car-

ried into the studio.

THE NO MAN'S LAND OF RADIO
Remote farms, mines, lumber camps

Urban areas choke with local interference .

Homes with old and poorly repaired radio sets..*

THESE MAKE UP "THE NO MAN'S LAND OF RADIO"

The thousands of listeners in this "No Man*s Land**

know better than anyone else the value of WLW

They depend almost exclusively ohTHE NATION*S

STATION for top'flight programs delivered with a

clear signal .... and they are never disappointed.

WLW-THE NATION'S STATION
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F.C.C.'S WASHINGTON DOCKET

DECISIONS
Alabama: Birmingham News Co., granted new relay

station to be operated on 31,100, 34,600, 37,600 and
40,600 kc with 2 watts.

California: Don Lee Broadcasting System granted

new relay station to be operated on 31,100, 34,600,

37,600 and 40,600 kc with 2 watts,

Florida: WTAL, Tallahassee, granted day power boost

from 100 to 250 watts and changes in equipment.

Kentucky: WLAP, Lexington, application for new
transmitter to be operated on 610 kc with 500 watts

nights, 1 kw days, dismissed at applicant's request,

Minnesota: KWNO, Winona, granted increase in day

power from. 100 to 250 watts.

_k Nebraska: KGFW, Kearney, granted day power boost

from 100 to 250 watts and installation of vertical radi-

ator and new equipment.

Ohio: Richland Broadcasting Co., Mansiield, applica-

tion for new station to be operated days only on 1370

kc with 100 watts, denied as in case of default for fail-

ure, of applicant to file an appearance^

NEW APPUCATIONS
Florida: WPLA, Clearwater, night power boost from

1 kw to 5 kw.

Kentueky: WOMI, Owensboro, increase day power
from 100 to 250 watts.

Mississippi: WHEP, Kosciusko, authority to transfer

control of corporation from J. E.. Whartoh to Roy L.

Heidelberg, 1,834 shares common stock.

Oregon: KALE, Portland, increase power from 500

watts to 1 kw.

Vermont: WNBX,' Springfield, change name from
WNB3C Broadcasting Corp. to Twin State Broadcasting

Company.
Washington: KUJ, Walla Walla, change frequency

from 1370 to 560 kc, install new vertical antenna, make
changes in transmitting equipment and boost power
from 100 to 250 watts.

West Virginia: Joe L. Smith, Jr., Beckley, new sta-

tion to be operated on 1210 kc with 100 watts nights,

250 watts days.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
California: New station for Oakland to supply as-

serted need ior educational and^ classical music pro-
grams, was frowned on by Exatniner P. W. Seward who
declared that radio broadcast service already available

in the area is 'excessive.'

Plea of Richard Field Lewis, former owner of

KDON, Monterey, for a daytime station to be operated
on 1160 with 1 kw, was recommended for commish
wastebasket. Granting of the application would pre-
clude; granting of two pending new station requests,

Seward pointed out, as well as adding to present ser-

vice jam.

Applicant was represented by Richard D. Daniels.

Michigan: Ambitions of five stockholders of WFDF,
Flint, to spread themselves on a new station in tKe
same town were promptly squelched by an unfavorable
report turned in by Examiner Seward.
Arrangement would merely furnish owners with new

advertising accounts, Seward indicated, and would not
be in the public service.

Request for 1200 kc frequency and 100 watts nights,

250 watts days, was handled by Attorneys Paul M.
Segal and George S. Smith.

Minnesota: Request for a new station for Mankato,
to be operated on 1500 kc with 100 watts days, 25Q
watts nights, was smiled on by Examiner Seward.

Operation of a radio station which would furnish
extensive service to the surrounding larm country and
carry 'needed programs' of an educational character
would be of advantage to the community, Seward
found.

F. B. Clements and Company, applicant comprising
Clements, his wife and his brother, showed a net worth
of $440,924. Individuals also were found to be legally
and technically qualified for operation of the piroposed
transmitter. A. R. Pfau, Horace L. Holmes and Fred
W. Albertson appeared in behalf of applicant.

Ohio: Great Lakes Broadcasting Corp., a subsidiary
of Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp., was
pulled up short by Examiner Tyler Berry on its appli-
cation for a new $90,000 transmitter for Cleveland.
Examiner questioned tie-up between Virgil Reiter,

Jr., vice-prez of Transamerican and head of its sales
department, declaring that the deal apparently was ar-
ranged so that Transamerican 'may receive commis-
sions from the proposed station, if established, on busi-
ness it may furnish.'

Applicants were represented by Paul D. P. Spearman
and Alan B. David.
Massachnqetts: Scrap between WSAR, Fall River, and

the Fall River Herald News Publishing Co., was tem-
porarily settled by an unfavorable examiner's, report
on the latter company's request for a new station.

Bitter war between the rag and the existing trans-
initter apparently arose over refusal of Herald News
to run WSAR programs free of charge, although car-
rying listings of nearby Providence stations cuffo. In
recommending a turndown for the proposed 1210 kc
transmitter, which asked operation with 100 watts night
power, 250 watts days. Examiner Robert L. Irwin
pointed out that 'if the commission were to authorize

• the applicant to establish a new station in the city, it

would then give to the applicant a two to one advan-
tage over the established broadcasting facilities in the
city, in so far as news and advertising dissemination is

concerned.'
Ben S. Fisher appeared as counsel for Fall River

Herald News.
Rhode Island: Attempt of the Colonial Network, sub-

sid of the Yankee Network, to establish a new trans-
mitter at Providence, was spiked by Examiner Berry
on groimds that applicant did not possess the necessary
cash and that three existing Providence stations al-
ready furnish adequate service.
Request for a 1 kw station to be operated on 720 kc

drew R 2S-page report by Berry on the complicated
intercorporate relations of John Shepard, Jr., and John
Shepard, III, New England department store and radio
magnates.
Paul b. P. Spearman appeared for Colonial Network.
Applioation of Geraldine Alberghane, Pawtucket, for

a 1 kw daytime station on 720 kc, was recommended for
denial with prejudice by Examiner Berry.
FaUitf* of applicant to show up at scheduled hearing

resulted In motion by respondents, Colonial Network
and E. Anthony & Sons, for wrist-slapping.

NBC
Affiliate

PUILIAM IN DEAL;

NOW CONTROLS CORP.

Indianapolis, Oct. 19.

Eugene C. Pulliam announced last

week (14) that Central Newspapers,
Inc., of which he is president, had
purchased and would retire all stock
of the company formerly held by
Frank Buttram, wealthy Oklahoma
City oil man.
Central Newspapers, Inc., la a

holding corporation controlling a
string of Oklahoma and Indiana
dailies in addition to Indianapolis
station WIRE. Understood that But-
tram disapproved of a stock bonus
plan for Pulliam managers and em-
ployes who had been with the com-
pany five years or more. These are
now set to go through Jan. 1,

. Question remains unanswered -0$.

to just where the WIRE employes
stand when it comes to these
bonuses. Pulliam bought the sta-

tion earlier this year from D. L.
(Plug) Kendrick and W. L, Vogel-
back. Though some of the em-
ployes there have been' with Pulliam
five years, and others have worked
there that long imder the former
management, none has been at WIRE
five years under Pulliam, as he only
bought the station this year.

Padfic Coast Notes

Olive West, one-time Broadway
actress and for a number of years on
the NBC staff in San Francisco, is

headed east for a visit to Saranac
Lake. Will stay several months.

Chester Wimot, Australian radio

e^cec, answered Janet Baird's ques-
tions in an interview on the Woman's
Magazine of the. Air from NBC's San
Francisco studios last Friday. Here
to 0.0. American broadcasting meth-
ods.

Reggie . Scheabel of the Biow
agency. New York, visiting in San
Francisco.

Pegffy Stone of CBS planes baick

to New York this week after a va-

cash in San Francisco with her sister.

Abbott Tessman, NBC mikeman in

San Francisco, draws the opera as-

signment this year for the web's five

broadcasts from the War Memorial
Opera House, first of which was last

Friday.

Thomas A. Wilmot has been added
to the California Radio System pay-
roll to write and produce programs
at KYA, San Francisco. Formerly
a Joe Penner gag writer.

Alma LaMarr of KYA, Sah Fran-
cisco, is the 'Lady Alycia' pn the

new J. Thompson twice-weekly com-
mercials, 'Beauty Hints from Holly-

wood Stars,', over KPO.

Helen O'Neill shifting from NBC
Artists Service into the web's pro-

duction department in San Fran-
cisco.

Keith Kerby of KSFO, San Franr
Cisco, and his wife left Sunday for

Klamath Falls, Ore., to be best man
and matron of honor at the wedding
of John K. Schneller, control super-

visor of KOIN, Portland, and Miss
Ellen Kerry, San Francisco radio

actress, Monday (18).

Bobt. Priebl, gen. mgr. KRSC,
Seattle, returned from deer hunting
trip.

Bert Cole, formerly with KMO,
Tacoma, now chief engineer at KHQ,
Spokane.

Allen Bottzer formerly with KOL,
Seattle, and Earl Christopher, now
announcing at KIRO, Seattle.

Jack Buchanan, now public rela-

tions for KMO, "Tacoma, Formerly
with Rainier National Park.

James Wallace, KVI Seattl«-Ta-
ooma chief engineer back from six

weeks gadabout east.

Arrest W. A* Bowser
Charlotte, N. C, Oct. 19.

W. A. Bowser, former pronlotion
worker with WAIR, Winston-Salem,
was arrested at Charleston, S. C, on
a charge of forgery involving $228.90.
Bowser left the city and soon there-
after the station allegedly found that
a number of printed checks were
missing out of the back of the con-
cern's check book.
These began to appear with forged

signatures and Bowser was charged
with. the work.

ADVERTISEMENT

OPEN FOR SPONSOR

Roymond S. TQmpkiiu, WFBR c6mm*ntator.
Survcyi thowid that on broqdcaiti at a
tim* competing with look* Cortar, he had

more Baltlmor* Itiltnert than Cart«r,

Maryland's most
popular radio
comntentatorz

RAYMOND S.TOMPKINS
Former A. E. F. war corres-

pondent and newspaper man.
Without a doubt the best-known
commentator in Maryland. .

He
has been oh the air over WFBR
for the last three years in two
successful sponsored programs.

PAST PERFORMANCES:
1934-1935

The Sponsor: May Oil Burner
Corp.
The Program: "Surprise - O -

Grams." .

Sponsor's Comment: "This was
the first time the May Oil Burner
Corp. remained on the air during
the winter months arid they at-

tribute a considerable increase in

business to Eaymond Tompkins.
The program has proven most
successful as witnessed by numer^
ous comments and letters received
by the May Oil Burner Corp.
praising. Mr. Tompkins' news re-

porting."

1936-1937
The Sponsor: Consolidated Gas
Electric Light & Power Company
of Baltimore.
The Program: "Light on the
News."
Sponsor's Comment: "Mr. Ray-
mond Tompkins is an outstanding
news commentator and he has
created a program that embodies
original features which give it

wide interest value and close con-
tact with his listening public.

This, together with his excellent
radio personality, has made
"Light on the News" a feature
which we consider was a distinct

credit to its sponsor."

Transcription of

these programs
are available for

audition. Write
for thenid.

Talent cost: $150 for

3 programs per week,
on 26 week contract.

Remember: Localflavor
means localfavor!
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Station Hush-Hush Faces Attack

Possibility that Media Itecords, backed by a group of advertising
agencies' desiring such service, may publish each morning the com-
plete log of the previous day on all New York City stations, has
brought up several challenging points. First of all it makes time-
chiseling an impossibility. Secondly it is a frontal attack upon any
station with a phobia for reticence about its commercial schedule.
Radio stations in the main, and not limited to New York, have

feared not only other radio stations but newspaper competitors for
retail biz getting too clear a picture. That the competitor's salesmen
usually knew more thdh the station could possibly reveal through
the official log did not offset the faith in ostrich-like silence.

Master log is kept by the chief engineer whose license could be
summarily rescinded by the F. C. C. if not honestly kept.

Price War m Cereals, but Radio

Not Particularly Afraid of Axe

Ad agencies handling such ac-

counts report that the current price

war among the major cereal packers

has not as yet affected advertising

appropriations. Neither planned cam-
paigns nor actual commitments,

these agencies say, have been or-

dered curtailed or canceled. Agen-
cies quizzed, were N. W. Ayer (Kel-

logg's), Young & Rubicam and Ben-
ton & Bowles (General Foods) and
Gardner Advertising Co. (Ralston).

Kellogg is continuing to move
Gene and Glenn around the country.

Team's next stand will be KFI, Los
Angeles, with the schedule calling

for a daily broadcast, except Satur-

day and Sunday, during November
and December.

NORTHWEST MUTUAL

TOPPERS POWWOW
Seattle, Oct. 19.

Louis Wasmer, sec. and" treas. of

new Northwest Mutual network,
spent several days in Seattle with
other officials of the compiany last

week. He made his headquarters at

KIO, Seattle outlet of the new net-

work.
Carl Raymond, pres. of the chain

and owner of KMO, Tacoma, and
KIT, Yakima, was also here in con-
ference during which future com-
mitments of business on the string

in this section were gone into.

NO 'JONES FAMILr DEAL

N. W. Ayer Agency Denies Film
Set-Up Is Under Consideration

Fred Pflugfelder of the N. W. Ayer
agency, New York, stated Tuesday
that no Ayer 'client was currently
interested in 'The Jones Family,'
controlled by Fox-20th Century pic-

tures. Such a Meal was discussed a

year ago but has not been revived.

This refutes Hollywood report that

the series was hot for transcontinen-
talizing from the west coast.

WJR SETS PROGRAM

FOR FOOTBALL FOLLOW

Detroit, Oct. 19.

Station WJR has set one of several

prospective shows to bolster Satur-

day afternoons when pigskin airings

are over. Tagged, 'This Is My Story'

conceived by Eric Howlett, WJR's
program director, series of half-hour
sustainers will cover persons who've
accomplished something unusual. ,

Mike will be taken direct to homes.
In event remote control airings isn't

possible, station will dispatch its

mobile recording truck to wax the
program, which'll be broadcast later.

First of these shows set is drama-
tization of Sidney Corbett's 'Cruise
of the Gull Flight' by WJR's. Mum-
mers. Opening and close of pirogram
will come from author's bedside in
Ford hospital here, where the ex-
motor executive has been confined
past two years. Dramatization of
adventure story will take place in
station's studios, under Charles
Penman.

learn Program Schedule by Heart/

Lasky Advice to Radio Set Dealers

San Francisco, Oct. 19.

Believing that the selling of better

radios will increase listening time of

fans with a subsequent benefit to the
broadcasters, 16 stations of the
Northern California Broadcasting
System are donating $18,000 in radio
time in the interest of a radio-set
selling campaign which is how un-
derway here.

The Electrjcal Appliance Society
of Northern California, sponsors of

the campaign, has appropriatied

$40,000' for space in oyer 200 news-
papers, 400 theatres, and on bill-

boards. The slogan for the cam-
paign is 'You're There in Person
with a 1938 High Fidelity Radio.'
Speaking before 300 radio dealers

of Oakland on the eve of their Oc-
tober campaign to push high-fidelity

radios, Philip G. Lasky, of KSFO,
San Francisco, admonished the deal-
ers to raise their sights and to sell

better radios,

'Broadcasters have spent fortunes
in the past year to improve their

transmission and release programs
of true high-fidelity nature,' Lasky
said. 'Their investment and effort is

worthless unless you sell radios fully
capable of reproducing the frequency
range and distortionless signal.

Better sets will not only mean
pleased customers but more profit on
your books. Cheap sets cannot keep
up with the progress made in broad-
casting.'

Illustrating the point with compa--

ative data, Lasky showed where the

average old radio now in use, and
those offered oh bargain counters,

have upwards to 100 times the dis-

tortion of a modern transmitter
which measures its harmonic distor-

tion in the neighborhood of less than
one half of one percent.

Continuing, Lasky said, 'Forget
your resistances, loudspeakers, con-
densers and tubes. Sell symphonies,
comedians and drama. Learn the

station's program schedules by heart,

size up your customer and sell him
the entertainment he best likes.'

HOCKEY PACKAGE IN

DETROIT FOR $41,000

WJBK, Detroit, has paid 'about
$10,000' to the Detroit Red Wings,
pro hockey team, for commercial
broadcasting rights to all the home
and road tilts skated this year.

Schedule charts 24 Detroit games,
and a like number on the road.

Station is trying to sell games as

a package for $41,000. That figure

includes time for all the matches
on station, services of Al Nagler, de-
scriber, plus the wires used to pick

up the out-of-town games.

Don Tiiompsoiif Chicago NBC pro-

ducer, doing fiction for Liberty.

Radio's Factual Authority"

1100 PAGES OF INFORMATION
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C.I.O. Openly, A.F.L Privately

Behind Investigation Moves

Washington, Oct, 19.

Before appreciable results can be
achieved in the Administration's pro-

jected purge, movement to blast

both the broadcasting industry and
the Federal Communications Com-
mission received another boost last

week.
Rock-throwing tactics were re-

sumed in spectacular manner when
the Committee for Industrial Organ-
ization chieftains led by President
John L. Lewis of the United Mine
Workers adopted a resolution at

their Atlantic City conference urging
Congress to make a thorough probe
of the radio situation. Did not
specifically back any of the mis-
cellaneous Inquiry measures pending
in the House and Senate.
The CIO action, which was pre-

faced by compaints about F.C.C.'s

'star-chamber'', attitude, and the
existence of '?i 'powerful lobby,' h^s
deep significance since it means that
both of the rival union groups, with
combined strength of about 7.,000,000

persons, are now working shoulder
to shoulder to upset present govern-
ment policies and win more facilities

for labor. Previously American
Federation . of Labor . executives,
working obscurely in the back-
ground, have been energetic in try-

ing to get Congress to turn the heat
oh the Commish and the business.

; While -A.F. -of L. spokesmen on
vari.ous occasions have voiced dis-

satisfaction with the way the F.C.C.
operates, the- C.I.O. resolution is the
first formal, action by any unionists
to lift- the lid on regulatory actions
and the industry's tionduct. Federa-
tion has been cautious, as a body,
about making, any declarations ex-
cept in favor of giving WCFL, the
Chicago union transmitter, a cleiir

channel and more juice.

,
Reason for this Lewis group's at-

tack was not apparent. Resolution
was presented without warning and
passed without prolonged discussion
at the Atlantic City pow-woW. Since
none "of the C.I.O. forces have any
direct interest in either existing sta-

tions or proposed transmitter?, so far
as 13 known, the demand for better
breaks for labor caused considerable
surprise.

. In strong condemnation of F.C.C.
policies, the laborites charged the
Commi§h has been willing to
'abrogate' its own rules in favor of
big boys in the radio biz.

Pressure Diminishing?

,
If the C.I.O. bosses carry out the

Implied instructions to work for an

investigation, the fumigation move-
ment may not be easily checked this

winter. New Dieal is hoping that
Under Chairman Frank R. McNinch
conditions at the F.C.C. will be im-
proved so much that the inquiry
pressure will diminish. But with
the Lewis crowd now on record as
favoring a probe, the Congressional
bloc wanting to scalp the industry
has a strong ally, since the C.I.O.

can exert a
.
great deal of influence

in Capitol lobbies and committee-
rooms.
A.F. of L. never backed an inquiry

move as an institution, although
various members of the . high com-
mand have bieen pulling legislative
wires.

((Continued from page 39)

EDUCATIONAL MEET;

BELLOWS CHAIRMAN

St. Paul, Oct. 19.

Henry A. Bellows," General Mills

exec and> former CBS vice prexy
and member of the original iFederal

Radio Commission, opened KSTP'is
first northwest educational broiad-

casting conference, which got under
way Saturday (16), with an attend-
ance of 300. Purpose of the huddle
is to aid educational- and civic

groups in better program planning,
to raise the level of free-time broad-
casts.

Bellows, acted as general chairrrian

of a discussion panel on 'New Ob-
jectives and Techniques ' in Educa-
tional Broadcasting.' Other gabbers
included Judith Waller, educational
director of NBC's Central division:

Dr. Malcolm MacLean, director of
University of Minnesota's general
college, and Guy Fxaser Harrison,
baton-waver for the, Rochester Civic
ork and guest conductor last, season
of the Minneapolis Symph.

WFIL's 2 A.M. Sign-Off
Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

After week, of .experimental exten-
sion, of sigri-ofi from midnight to 1

a.m., WFIL has decided to make
change permanent. Response so

favorable to extra hour, Don Withy-
comb, g.m. declared, that another
hour will shortly be added, so sign-

off won't come until two.
Extra hour being used for big-

name dance orchs pumped by
Mutual.

\

Eighty per cent of the accounts huying evening

time on the Columbia Broadcasting System are

scheduled over WItlO. !JTie remaining 20 per

cent were under contract at the time WHIO joined

this great network.

THE TEST STATION
OF THE NATION

DAYTON. OHIO
It. v.. lOHN HI. AIR ^ C'^

sion and two other producers, Phil

Cohan and George Zachary, are his

assistants. Margaret Lewerth is also

a writer and Max Wylie is continu

ity chief. Others are occasionally

given producer status for particular

specialties.

A prequisite of all directors is that

they be capable of script-dbctoring.

They need not be writers on their

own, although they often are, but
it is demanded that the director must
be able to edit, correct, tie together

and generally rearrange action and
dialog.

Directors now attached to the New
York, department include Nila Mack,
Tevis Huhn, Irving Reis, Martin
Gosch, Earl McGill, Bill Robson.

Radio also borrows the film clas-

sification of 'assistant director.' Du-
ties are limited to stop-watch patrol-

ling and routine matters. Where an
advertising agency production ex-

ecutive is in charge of a commercial
the network customarily assigns an
assistant director as service and liai-

son representative.

Columbia network program statis-

tics cite the annual employment of

actors, large and small, for around
1,500 assignments. Leads get $30 for

sustainers, $20 goes to non-leads, and
extras get, $10 per program. Extras

provide the dramatic background
crosstalk. One morning show, 'Dear

Columbia,' which is unrehearsed,
reading (of letters) pays $10 straight.

Five of some 20 CBS sustainers

now on the schedule for the new
season are in the 'not for sale' class.

They are Major Bowes' 'Capitol Fam-
ily, Columbia Worksh6p, School of

the Air, Broadway Matinee and
Brave New World..

KNX, Hollywood, feeds in 'HoUy^
wood Showcase.' Other network
sustaining efforts of the moment in-

clude: 'Sunday at Aimt Susan's,'

'Yovur Birthday Party,' 'Headlines

and Bylines,' 'Morning Almanac,'

'Children's Corner,' 'Song Time,'

'Your Teacher,' 'Tish,' 'Essays in

Music,' 'Let's Pretend' and 'Swing
Session.'

Farming: Out

CBS has put into practice a policy

designed to up the standard of the
dramatic shows put on locally by its

affiliated stations, by farming out

talent from the 'Columbia Work-

.

shop' to develop troupers on broad-
casters in the sticks. The CBS offer

is to send any of its affiliates an ex-
perienced radio director from its

own payroll, and have the specific

station hire him to whip up an act-
ing company for local ozoning.

First affiliate to take advantage of
the offer is WCAO, Baltimore, to
which 'Workshop' has sent Sidney
Paul to assemble and direct the first

actual dramatic company the 15-

year-old station has ever had.
Paul, before coming to New York,

lived in Baltimore, where he was
active in little theatres. WCAO, in
building up a dramatic group, is

t*oing out to compete with WBAL,
its Hearst-owned rival, which has
been enlarging its scope in this field.

Paul gets paid by WCAO.

5 WSB Lads at Game

Atlanta, Oct. 19.

Coverage of Tech-Duke clash for
Atlantic Refining Co. over WSB Sat-
urday (16) was nothing if not com-
plete. Station had five men on job.
Marcus Bartlett, station's musical

director who turns football expert
when grid seaspn opens, handled
running accoun^t of clash in good
style, while John Tillman miked the
plugs at start, quarters, half and end
of game. Comniersh stuff was brief
and snappy.
Walter Paschall, WSB newscaster,

was on hand to give scores of other
games, while John M. Outler, pres
station's commercial mgr, was
present to summarize and give Bart-
lett a breather whenever teams took
time out.

Fifth voice heard during broadcast
was that of Lambdin Kay, general
mgr of station, who introed celebs
gathered for game in field box of Dr.
M. L. Brittain, prez of Tech.

Atlantic Refining has time engaged
for broadcast of all Georgia U.
games except one played in Boston
Saturday with Holy Cross.

Disbannent Trial of Smith-Segal

Starts with Ouster of Payne

WOR BOOSTS RATES

First Since 1929 — Grossed $1,200,000

So Far This Tear

WOR, New York, hikes its rate
card on Nov. 14, and move^ nearer
the charges made by its " big net
work-feeding, rivals in the New York
area. Bamberger-owned broadcaster
tilts its one-hour night-time take tp

$1,100 from current $925 for a rise

of approximately 19%; daytime lift

is from $500 to $600 for a flat 20%
It's the first day-time uppage at

WOR since A'ug.V'29/ and the first

night-time' soar since May, '35. On
Sundays the rate for an hour be-
tween noon and 6 p.m. will be
jumped from present $667 to $825.

"

Only stations in the country with
rates steeper than WOR's are WABC
($1,250 per hpur, night), WLW,. WJZ,
WEAF ($1,200 each).
WOR is enjoying its biggest gross

year in history. First six months ot
1937 waved in a grab of $1,200,000.

For same stretchy in '36, the gross
was around $1,000^000.

DUCAT SALE MELTING

RADIO PROHIBITION

Lincoln, Neb., Oct.. 19.

Football attendance has been so
good with the University of , Ne-
braska that the ban oh broadcasting
may be lifted completely before the
current season is over. Only game
still under . taboo is the one with
Kansas University (Nov. 6) but the
advance sale is strong enough to
make it a likely addition to the air-

ing list.

Nebraska shut down on the mike-
sters when the grid business slumped
badly in 1930. Bars were down un-
til last season. . Indications are that
they will stay up what with the
ticket sales booin experienced after
Nebraska's beating of Minnesota and
the Grade A rating held by the local
team.

Spencer Heads Rep Firm
Office; Mrs. Craig Active
F. Edward Spencer, .Jr., has as-

sumed charge of the New York of-
fice of the station rep firm, Craig
& Hollingberry; Mrs. Jeanne Craig,
widow of Norman Ctaig, who died
last summer, has been bossing the
N. Y. front since her husband's
death, and will remain with the firm
as controlling stockholder. George P.
Hollingberry handles the Chicago of-
fice.

Before joining the station rep out-
fit last July as general manager.
Spencer was in charge of spot sales
at NBC.

Frances Brewer to WJJD, Chicago,
as assistant to Earl Withrow, con-
tinuity editor. Miss Brewer, fornierly
of WCCO, Minneapolis.

Washington, Oct. 19.

Attorneys Paul Segal and George
Smith threw George Henry Payne
for a big loss today (Tuesday) as

their trial for disbarment got under
way. Raising the question of malice
and prejudice the attorneys demand-
ed" that Commissioner Payne step out

of the probe. They were sustained.

Commission voted 5—0 that Payne
should not. sit in on the trial with
Commissioner Walker refusing to

vote" and Payne himself also silent.

Walker had previously been the dis-

senter in a 5—1 vote on a question

of jurisdiction also, brought up.

.Promise to conduct vigorous

search for the. truth touching charges

Of grave character was made by
Chairman Frank McNihch at outset

of proceedings, which are expected

to. consume a week. Emphasizing
hearing is not criminal case, Mc-
Ninch said commish will do utmost
to reach just and righteous con-

clusion.

Efforts of respondents to wriggle
out of charges without presenting
testimony were blocked at outset
when McNinch announced commish
has overruled challenge of its juris-

diction and has . denied dismissal
motion. Chairman declared there is

no question of jurisdiction to insti-

tute, hear, and, determine soundness
of accusations.-

Attack on Payne consumed entire
morning session after commissioner
declared there was no reason for
voluntary withdrawal, and asserted
his connection with proceedings
were in line of official duty. Oral
motion to disqualify Payne was re-

jected by McNinch after Lawrence
Koenigsberger, associate defense
counsel, arjued that commish mem-
ber is incapable of rendering impar-
tial decision because of personal
animus. Emphasis placed on Payne's
libel suit against broadcasting mag-
azine, for which Segil and Smith are
attorneys.

Commish witnesses include several
Segal-Smith clients who are among
disappointed applicants for broad-
cast franchises, two radio lawyers
and one former commish employee
subpoenated to bulwark government
charges.

Milwaukee Pays Expenses

For Chicagoan Interviews
Chicago, Oct. 19.

Ed Thompson, radio editor Mil-

waukee Journal calling, on Chicago
NBC people regularly for appear-
ances on his WTMJ gossip program.
So far Earabar Luddy, Bruce
Cameron, Les Tremayne, Joe DuMond
and Bill Tliompson have been set.

Milwaukee pays the expenses.

Denver Mercfiants Know

KLZ HAS
A WAY WITH WOMEN
• Ladies' ready-to-wear stores in Den-
ver . . . department stores, furnitqre,
men's clothing and jewelry stores all

spend more money with KLZ than with
any other station. Take YOUR sales
story over the same route which big suc-
cessful stores in the Denver - Rocky
Mountain region have found most eco-
nomical' and restful.

John Sherman, former northwest
inspector for F.C.C. and now techni-
cal director for WTCN, Minneapolis-
St. Paul newspaper-downed station,

received notice last week of reap-
pointment as member of the en-
gineering committee of the N.A.B.

i

i

DENVER
Uncyer /Management Affiliated with WKY, OUahoma Cty and the Oklahoma
Publishing Company • Representative - E. Kati Special Advertising Agency
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and his Stton club orchestra
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WJkBG and CBS Network
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799 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
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THOUSANDS OF NEW STATIONS IN NEH
DECADL BUT PLENTY OF EXPERIMENTING

New Bandt Would Make Present Sets Obsolete

—

Blueprint of Future Development Released by

Federal Communications Commission

Washington, Oct. 19.

Broadening control to 10 times

the portion of the ether previously

subject to regulation, the Federal

Communications Commission last

^ jireek adopted orders opening up a

--Tmhltitude of additional channels for

commercial and other types of broad-

casting and set aside space for future

television operation.

Effective next October, new regu-

lations tentatively earmark for def-,

inite use every berth from 10 to

BREAKING

ALL RECORDS

ON TOUR

Oct. 30—-Pacific Auto Show
San Francisco, Cal.

• • ..

Nov. 19—Drake Hotel

Chicago, 111.

.
* * *

Dec. 31—Coconut Grove

Ambassador Hotel

Los Angeles, Cal.

ARTISTS MANAGEMENT

17 liaBt 45tli Street, New York

. Tel. MU. 2-188S

THE KING'S JESTERS
AND THEIR OBCHESTBA

with MARJORIE WHITNEY
BTXE FOUNTAIN BOO^

HOT£Ii I4ASAI.U:, CUlCA<ilO

Dir.: Consolidated Badio Artists, Inc.

GUS VAN
STAGE - SCREEN - RADIO

Central Booking Office, Inc.

64 Vf. Bwdolph St., Chlcaso, III.

300,000 kilocycles, afford room for

literally thousands of new stations of

all sorts and relieving almost irre-

sistible pressure for accommodations

on the present 10 to. 30,000 kc band.

Roughly less than one-third of the

spectrum is tagged positively, but

the conditional allocations point the

way to revolutionary changes In the

nation's radio business.

Scramble for frequencies Is not ex-

pected to start for several months,

although the commish reserves the

right to make assignments of new
,bMths prior to the Oct. 13, 1938, ef-

fective date. Race cannot very well

start until next spring, since the

commish has allowed 80-day protest

period for ticket holders who may
be adversely affected and has not

drafted detailed eligibility rules.

Most important aspect of the action

is decision to earmark in the vicinity

of 200 more channels for broadcast-

ing—commercial, educational, relay,

pick-up, /etc.—besides setting aside

space for all other varieties' of radio

service. While final arrangement will

depend upon considerable research

and experimentation, engineers con-

ceded this step is likely to result

during the next decade in a complete

overhauling oi the present commer-
cial set-up and potentially means ad-

dition of several thousand additional

transrhitters.

Highlights of the two orders are:

1. Addition of 75 new frequencies,

between 41,020 and 43,980 kc, for

regular domestic broadcast opera-

tions.

2. Earmarking of 16 frequencies,

between 30,820 and 29,820 kc, for re-

lay stations, expected to allow every
present broadcaster to obtain per-

mits for two booster plants.

3. Designation • of 19 frequencies,

btween 44,000 and 50,000 kc and be-

tween 156,000 and 294,000 kc, for

television.

4. Allocation of 96 other channels

oni conditional basis for broadcast
operation.

5. Reservation of space for special

services, such as aviation, point-to-

point radiotelephony, forestry, police,

press, geophysical, motion picture,

emergency, marine and general ex-
perimentation.

Edacation In

Promising to give educators a

crack at part of the new broadcast

space, the coiinmish warned that some
departures from the tentativie allo-

cations are probable and also indi

cated' that licenses for the added
berths will be granted only on a
temporary basis. Adoption of the

orders was intended to provide a

guide to the specific frequencies
which may be used for given ser

vices, supplying both American and
foreign interests with a chart by
which to direct future development
Modifications of the rules in the fu

ture is expected to permit 'restricted

use' of the ultra-high accommoda-
tions.

Besides broadening the amoimt of

ether space which the government
will police and which is available

for exploitation, the Commish decree

reshuffle3 some of the present as-

signments and holds a hint that the

entire commercial broadcasting in-

dustry may move upstairs ' perma-
nently. Era of so-called 'high fidel-

ity' service is btought appreciably

closer.

While the Commish concededly
has' removed the brakes from tech-

nical progress, there were few per-

sons who believed any immediate
shake-up is in prospect. The lack of

thorough information about perform-
ance characteristics of the ultra-high

frequencies and the time needed to

provide (i. e., sell) the public neces-

sary receivers will slow down the
rate at which any ; revolution will

take place. Great amount of guinea-
pigging must precede any widespread
use of the added channels for com-
mercial purposes.
Following is a summary of the

channels tagged for various uses:

BROADCASTING
Seventy-flve frequencies, each 40 kc wide

Instead o£ 10 kc as at present, are desig-
nated for aural use by commercial sta-
tions, educators, and other groups. Twenty-
four frenuencles .140 kc wide are ear-
marked for fxperlmcntallon along various
lines, relay, pick-up, booster,' etc.

EXPEBIMENTAIi
'

: Six channels between 33,000 and 40,000
and Ave channels between 132,000 and
142,000 are reserved for any type of radio
resedrch.

Craven Report Due

TELEVISION
These frequencies are set aside for visual

transmission, many of them . \rt comblna-
tibn with aural operation: 44,000 to 60,000;
C0,000 to SO.OOO; 06,000 to 72,000; 78,000 to
84.000; 84,000 to "W.OOO; 00,000 to 102,000;
10S,000 to 108,000: ISO.OOO to 102,000; 162,-
000 to 108,000; 180,000 to 180,000; 186,000
to 102,000;. 204,000 to 210,000; 210,000 to
216,000: 234,000 to 240.000 ; 240,000 to 240,-
000 ; 258,000 to 204,000 ; 204.000 to 270.000:
282,000 to 288,000; and 288,000 to 204,000.

RELAY
30,820; 31.220; .43,620; 83.380; 33.740 ; 38.-

020; 23,020 ; 25,820; 27,020; 27,340; 87,620;
37,080; 39,260 ; 20,020; 39,820.

MOTION PICTURE AND GEO-
PHYSICAL

30,620; 31,000 ; 33,540; and 35,540,

JHB O'NEILLS
By JANE WEST

now radio's most popular

family brings you more

Laughter Jears '^nd Heart-throbs

Presented by Ivory Soap 99*' loc "
o pure

nCTCi| TWICE DAILY
NBC Blue Network, Mon. to Fri. 11 a.m. EST

|M NBC Red Network, Mon. to Fri. 3:45 p.m. EST
• COAST TO COAST

Dir., rOMVTON ADV£RTISINfl AGKNCT
MGT.. ED WOLF—RKO BLDG.. NEW YORK CITY

Llo/d Shaffer
and His ORCHESTRA

Griffin

NBC
7:00-7:30

P. M. .

50^ OF SPONSOR COIN

DEMANDED BY SCHOOL

Indianapolis, Oct. 19.

Indiana-Illinois football fracas last
Saturday (16) had both VjTIRE and
WFBM airing the complete details
from Bloomington (Ind.), 50 miles
away. Both were sponsored airings,
with WIRE plugging for Red Cab
Company of Indianapolis, and
WFBM selling men's hats for Harry
Levinson, local hattery. Latter
sponsor has also contracted for In
diana-Purdue game, a grudge affair
annually, over WFBM in November;
also from Bloomington.
Both statipns, as result of policy

on part of Indiana University, had
to fork over to college one-half
(50'%) of the gross amount collected
from each of their respective spon
sors. Frank Elliott, press agent for
the university, issued the 50% of the
gross take ultimatum, far in advance
of the football season, and- stuck to
his guns.
On other hand, Purdue University

at Lafayette (Ind.) first said okay to
sustaining broadcasts pf their home
games, but wouldn't /consider spon-
sors at any terms.

Final statement of views of
government engineers on future

allocation policies is on its way.
Social and economic report dis-

cussing super-power and clear

channel issues, in preparation
for nearly a year, goes to the

Federal Communications Com-f
mission in a short time,

Document, which will sup-
plement botJi the technical re-

port released last spring and
last week's orders expanding
Control over the radio spectrum
up to 300,000 kc, is in the
mimeograph miU. Comdr. T. A,
M. Craven, its author, expects

to submit his advisory views
early next month, possibly be-
for leaving for Havana on
Oct. 28.

TWO-HAN RULE

ASHCANNEDBY

Mm

Joe Vaiella Now Billed
Under Own Name on KQV

Pittsburgh, Oct. 19.

Dropped by one sponsor after four
years and immediately snatched up
by another, Joe Villella's 'Club Cel-
ebrity' on KQV has been forced to
take on a new tag because old one
was orginally copyrighted by Harris
Department Store, Villella's first

commercial backer. It's a break,
however, since program is now
bearing his own name, 'Club Villel-
la,' under aegis of new sponsor, S. H.
DeRoy, jewelers.

It's a half-hour layout, with Vil-
lella doing a spiel between band and
specialty records a la night club
floor show style, and hits the air

every week day. Oldest commercial
program on the air locally, it was
nlaced following abandonment by
Harris on a sustaining basis but had
that status less than two weeks be-
fore DcRoy outfit picked it Hp.

Washington, Oct. 19.

Abolishment of the broadcast,
telegraph and telephone divisions of

the Federal Communications Com-
mission and dropping of three divi-

sion directors, last week furnished
the radio, industry with Act II of the
much-heralded Commish shake-up
promised by Frank R. McNinch.
Henceforward, McNinch announced,

the seven Communications commis-
sioners will be free to interest them-
selves in broadcast affairs, and each
will have a say in the handling of
radio matters. Same rule will apply
to telegraph and telephone cases.

Decision to scuttle the divisions

was unanimously supported by Com-
mish members, who turned out in

toto—with the exception of Com-
missioner Brown of 4he Telephone
Division, who was. out of town—to

lend atmosphere to the important
annoimcement. All were agreed that

the impending change, which takes
effect Nov. 15, will oil the wheels for

the functioning of all Commission
business.

Ousting of three division direc-

tors was inevitable, McNinch ex-
plained, tl>e Commish. having faced
•squarely and;honestly the fact that

the abolishing of the divisions would
have the unavoidable consequence
of abolishing the positions of direc-

tor of the three divisions.'

Three Lose Jobs
Individuals losing their $7,500 a

year jobs have, remained so com-
pletely in the Commish background
that officials were stumped for their

names. Broadcast division director,

John F. Killeen, was former political

aide to Postmaster General Farley;
A. G. Patterson,' telephone division,

is a relative of Associate Supreme
Court Justice Black, and Robert T.

Barkley of the telegraph
;
division, is

a nephew of ' Representative Sam
Rayburn, House Majority Leader.
Enforced bouncing was declared by
McNinch to be a 'genuine cause of

regret to the Commission, as the

Commission spoke highly of the di-

rectors and they are regarded as

uniformly loyal, faithful and capable
of performing their present duties.'

Mingling of all seven Commission-
ers in matters affecting broadcast

biz automatically will end all in

dustry hopes of counting on the sup
port of one or two members. Also
gives Commissioner George Henry
Payne an opportunity to devote his

talents to a radio clean-up. Payne,
in his post on the telegraph division,

has had to be content with making
speeches on the broadcast situation,

or in taking an active part only

when the full Commission meets on
important dases.

FREE COLLEGE VIA

WATL PLAY CONTEST

Atlanta, Oct. 19.

WATL is offering free college
scholarships to the winners of a radio'
drama contest, based on the!writing
of an hour-long drama around a topic

or personality in music, literature,

science, history or home economics.
Contest is open to seniors in high
schools and accredited private sec-

ondary schools in Atlanta, Fulton,
Decatur and DeKalb counties.

Two scripts will be eventually
selected from the contributions sent
in by each school and broadcast
Finalists, three boys, and three girls,

will receive a total of $700 worth o(
scholarships, ranging from $200 to

$50, with a speqial award of $50 each
going to the. school whose boy or girl

wins first prize.

KELA May Go Don Lee

Seattle, Oct. 19.

KELA, 500-watter which goes on
the air Nov. 1 with studios on the
main' highway between Seattle and
Portland, - expects to tie up with
the northwest unit of the Mutual-
Don Lee Nework Station will be
operated by J. Elroy McCaw.
For preliminary exploitation; KELA

has induced theatres in Centralia
and Chehalis to run trailers about
the newcomer to the Washington air

contingent. Organ presentations will

later be picked up for broadcasting
from these theatres.

WENDELL
H A 1 L

—Radio Beaalt»—
SVEREADT BATTERIES

WRIOI.ET GVVt.

MAJESTIC RADIOS
SHELIi OIL

ITECH SHAMPOO
GULIiETTB RAZORS

Address I 4351 No. PauUne St.

Chloago, lU.

JOE

RINES
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

GRUEN WATCH PROGRAM
SUNDAYS, ]^mC R«d, 6:80-« FJtl.

FRENCH* CASINO
MEW YORK

•
Bronswlok Records

IT'S FUNNY-
The MIdffet was the hlrhMt paid
freak - lo the museum ; still he
was always short.

It's ORIGINAL, Too—And Plenty
Moro on Hand

BILL THOMAS
WRITINid ORIGINALS

Address: Box 4, Variety, New York

Van Cronkhite's Divisions

Chicago, Oct. 19.

New policy of operation for Van
Cronkhite Associates here will be
that of an operating company with
the six divisions to be run as holding
companies.
To this end, eight new offices and

11 employees were added last weelc.

hi' 1 1 ij rl rt f(

DONNA DAE
TIIIKM y\t. \(. I M I N I

COLLEGE INN. Chicago

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
I HIH.H \ M

I .11 -il., > NIK Mill.'

Ill s nil ( M^'I

D'ARTEGA
AND HIS

ORCHESTRA
Admiracion Shampoo.
Sunday 6]30-7 P. M.

WOR
Office, CH 4-5155

i
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Bridgepart Has

Carbon Copy Of

Hartford Show

Bridgeport, Oct. 19.

Radio numbet game, started a few

weeks ago at WTHT, Hartford, has

been adopted by WICG for weekly

series.from New Haven studios,start-

ing Qct. 25 under sponsorship of

Majestic laundry.

Tagged 'Ma-iic,' WICC version

parallels 'K-Plan,' underwritten at

WTHT by Kay Jewelry Co., in using

local telephone response to calling

of numbers as' itl Bingo. WICC an-
nouncement, however^ says that

listeners will be supplied with cards

for checking off digits.

Expected that WICC, which spans
Bridgeport and New Haven .and wide
southern Connecticut area, will en-
counter more mechanical troubles

than WTHT, a local 100-watter.

Phone subscribing participants must
all be on dial phone (.flive-diglt)

system. '

Resourceful Applicant

Tires of Bench-Warming
Indianapolis, Oct, 19.

During Harry Bason's temporary
leave of audition duties one day last

week, Medford Maxwell, traffic.man-
ager of WIRE, handled a femme who

,
wanted him to hear a dramatic show
she had readied. Maxwell, also busy
at moment, asked her to return later.

She did; and WIRE guy still to busy
to listen.

Next day femme showed up again,

with her audition on a transcription,

'you can hear the whole thing on
this record, whenever you find time,'

she said.

Investigation disclosed woman had
come back to WIRE around eleven
o'clock night before, and planked
down cash to- engineer to transcribe

her one-woman show.

KVI REMINDS SEATTLE

'If KOL-RIRO Confuses, Remem-
ber We Carry CBS'

Seattle, Oct. 19.

KVI, Tacoma CBS release with
remote studios in Seattle, ,took ad-
vantage of the listener confusion
which it expects to result from the
sudden switch of Columbia pro-
grams from KOL to KIRO by run-
ning display ads in the local papers
that day. (10). Ad copy assured the
listeners that the CBS programs
could be picked up through KVI,
noting place oh the dial, the net-
work programs for the day and the
location of the station's local studios.

KOL used a two-color job in the
Seattle papers to call attention to its

new affiliation with Mutual.

Quaker Web's Politics

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Quaker State Network, Pennsy
regional of which WFIL is key, turn-
ing back to Its original raisoh d'etre-

political broadcasts. Entire web Of

17 stations will . be utilized tonight
for 15 minutes by Governor iEarle.

Pennsy State Highway Safety
Commish also employing network,
plus eight supplemental outlets for

2 a day spots over four week period.

Roger W. Clipp, of WFIL, is co-

ordinator.

F.C.CLOOKING INTO FINANCES; NKES

SHEFARD'S 'VAGUE ASSURANCES'
Examiner Cites Colonial Web Net Profit of Only

$2,647—Transamerican Request in Cleveland An-
other Example of Fiscal Investigation

'GIRL FRIENDS^ AT WXTZ
Detroit, Oct. 19.

Following, year's absence, 'Girl

Friends' blues trio returns to WXYZ
and Michigan web for series of pro-

grams. Olive Ryan, forrner member
of 'Silhouettes' trio at WJR, is the

new third member of blues trio.

Stand-patters are Betty Stevenson
and Mary Noud. Trio set for thrice-

weekly shot over WXYZ and state

net.

Another WXYZ show, .'Hour of

Dreams,' sponsored by Chrysler Air-

temp Corp., moves from the 10 p.m.

Monday spot to 6:30 p.m. Sundays,
starting this week. George Morgan,
concert baritone, " and Marguerite
Werner, organist, stay on show, with
Al Chance providing poetical inter-

ludes.

Washington, Oct. 19.

Close watch on. the financial con-
dition of existing license-holders, as
well as the affairs of prospective
broadcasters, is being maintained by
the Federal Communications Com-
mission.

Ambition of John Shepard, fa-
ther and son, to gain a second
Providence outlet, thus providing
both Colonial and Yankee webs
with Rhode Island stations, was
dampened for similar reasons. Colo-
nial is a stepfather of the Yankee

I

organization and the Shepard fam-
ily, of which John 3rd- is spokes-
man, is one of the more influential
New England menages, Berry would
not accept 'vague assurances' that
the new company would have ample
financial backing.
He pointed to failure of Shepard's

witnesses to give specific facts about
the amount of cash which has been
paid into Colonial and said an agree-
ment by which Yankee would pro-
vide financial aid was not sufficient

proof of responsibility. Remarked
that the offer made by Yankee di-

rectors in June had not been for-

mally "accepted, adding- that the
proposition is not 'self-executing.'

Berry's report revealed that Co-
lonial Network over 51-week inter-

val ended May 1 made a net profit

after allowing for taxes of only
$2,647. Net revenues were $115,322,

with operating expenses of $112,296.

Yankee was shown to haVe .current

assets of $234,049, plus other items,

including a $100,000 figure for 'good

will,' which gave it aggregate re-

sources of $1,030,012. Capital and
surplus account of the parent com-
pany contains $863,944.

Reviewing the Shepard family's

financial and business interests,

Doubly Tough

Washington, Oct. 19,

Clamor about broadcasting
monopolies is having consider^
able effect, along with recent
outbursts of agitation about the
.invasion of radio by news-
paners.

In obvious response to pro-
tests that it is undesirable to
allow certain Individuals to sew
up particular radio fields, F.C.C.
examiners are becoming hard-
hearted toward applicants who
already possess a license and
wants to grab off another trans-
mitter. This is particularly
true in small-town situations
and goes double if the licensee
is or owns a rag.

needed to erect the suggested sta-

tion. Evidence showed that Great
I Lakes company's resources include
$10,000 advanced by Transamerican
and a pledge to turn over whatever
money is needed up to a $100,000
limit. Under an t,greement between
Transamerican and Warner Bros.,

the parent corporation was to sup-
ply the money, with the applicant
company issuing preferred stock in

return.

Berry pointed out that John Shep-
ard. Jr., is the principal figure in the
background of the New England
radio enterprise. He owns all of the
stock of Winterstreet Corp., a hold-
ing company, which is 100% owner
of Yankee Network, Inc., and which
in turn owns, besides seven radio
stations,, the two department stores
in Boston and Providence, Yankee
Netw;ork News Service, and, in the
long run. Colonial. Stock in Colo-
nial has been turned over to. John
Shepard. Ill and Robert F. Shepard,
but Commish did not find out how
much they have.

Proposed outlet for Great Lakes
Broadcasting Corp. of Cleveland, in

which Transamerican holds majority
interest,* also , received a setback
when Examiner Tyler Berry told

F.C.C. that he was dissatisfied with
claims that the Warner Bros, sub-
sidiary will put up' all the cash

Richmond Competirive,

Howard, BHop Devote

More Time to S^^ation

. Richmond. O-t. 19.

.With a third station (WRTD) al-

ready on the Richmond scene and
a fourth (WRND scheduW to start

local operations shortly, WRVA hns
switched Walter Bishop from studio
director duties to concentrate on
nubile relations and contact matters.
Bishop with station since Its begin-
ning in 1925;

At •' same lime Barron Howard,
sales manager^ becomes general busi-

ness manager and supervisor of all

operating departments. "

WMBG added man power with
addition of W. J. Flier, active in local

merchandising circles, as manager
of local sales, Courtney Quicke
busv at the publicity drums.
WRTD's. most recent switch has

moved Bernard Dabney from pro-
gram duties to publlcitv chores. Con-
centrating ph that. Station owned
by Times-Dispatch sheet and has an
NBC wire.

WRNL, owned bv- News-Leader
daily, operating in Petersburg pres-
ently, but planning to originate pro-
grams in Richmond soon as local

studios are completed, in November,
Latest dope is that entire present
Peter.sburg personnel will be re-

tained.

'••..•......•.v.".".".'
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Cincinnati likes Dow's Dawn Patrol A^d Dow's 31 drug storee like the program

to the extent of sponsoring it six times a week for a solid year. Under the light

touch of WKRC's Al Bland, the hour from 7:30 to 8:30 every weekday morning

is as important (and as. good!) as bacon and eggs to thousands of Cincinnatians.

A recent Dow radio contest brought 10,000 customers 1ifi«o the stores, many of

them making two trips on this one contest alone! The Dawn Patrol l)ring8 thcmin.

WKRC carries more local advertising than any other Cincinnati elation—in

addition to the complete schedule of the Columbia Broadcasting System.

HVKRC CINCINNATI, FIRST ON vour dial- 5000 Walls, Day;

1000 Walls, Night. Owned ai«I operated by CBS. Kcprescnlcd hy Radio

Sales: New York • Chicago Dclroil ' htm Angelee • S»n Francisca

m^p'"''
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Ray Ventura, Parisian Maestro,

Sees U. S. Orchestras Stopped;

Not Going Ahead Musically

By HOBE MORRISON

Quality of band music in America

has ceased to improve. As- radio de-

veloped from a funny little crackle-

box with, headphones into a gigantic

entertainment industry, name bands

made vast strides, with it. As the en-

larged scope of modern broadcasting
required finer' musicianship and
higher standards, "they improved
their art and kept pace. But they

have virtually stopped. Styles of

playing vary, but the-, quality of

playing is static.

This is the opinion of Ray Ven-
tura, French bandleader, who sailed

for Paris last .Friday . (15) after his

third visit to the Uqited States. Dur-
ing' bis 19. days In New, York Ven-
tura visited night clubs, theatres and
ballrooms—wherever bands play. He
heard every name outfit here at the
time and . he {ormed a number of

definite conclusion's.

In general, the Frenchman admires
U. S., dance m^ysic. .No other n.ation

can really compete .with us,' he coh-
cedes. Inevitably on an inspection
trip of this kind, however, there
were surprises^some pleasant, oth-

ers d.isappointing. He heard several
•unknown' bands that he thinks are
splendid. Some other celebrated
ones he foimd even better than 'he
had anticipated. And a few, .which
he declined to name, he thinks are
definitely of . inferior quality. In
fact, he intimated, he doesn't know
how they get away with it.

Ventura" first came to America in

1919.

When he came back in 1930 the
whole scene had

.
changed—and band

miisic with it. Big-time broadcast-
ing, with its' large budgets, elaborate
production, split^econd

.
program-

ming anid tremendously improved
standards had revolutionized music.
Old-fashioned outfits, with their easy
methods, carefree style, slipshod per-

ASCAP Losses

Estimated loss to ASCAP
from adverse legislation in vari-

ous states is covered in news
story in Variety this week.
See radio section.

formances. 'were a thing of the past.

- So when he prepared .to visit New
York again this time he looked for-

ward to seeing an even greater de-

gree of lerfectiori in" music general-

ly and in the work of name bands in

particular: In that, he says, he was
completely' disappointed.

When Ventura gets back to Paris

he will play a date on the RCA.
Magic Key program, broadcasting by
shortwave from' his cafe, Chez Ven-
tura, on the Champs Elysees. Be-

sides the money the job will pay, it

will prove valuable for ballyhoo

purposes, since playing tov ' an

American broadcast -is considered a

rare honor for a French band.

Class D Spots Signed

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Continuing its drive to organize

bands in every nitery in town, Tbot-

ers' local here signed up two long-

feuding spots on Monday. They are

Yacht Club and Cadillac Tavern.

Both are in class D, musickers

working five hours daily for $26 a

week on 26-week contract.

Millinder ChangcB Sides

Lucky Millinder has wotind up his

contract with Mills Artists and is

being handled by Lou Straus, who
has - just joined Associated Radio

Artists.

Band has a Boston date next weak.

ROBBINS -offers-

The Year's Mosf Important Music

Tho Outstanding Production Score of the Decade

and Most Played on the Air

From ARTHUR SCHWARTZ' and ALBERT STiLLMAN'iS
Muslonl Romnnce "VIRtilNiA"

YOU AND I KNOW

AN OLD FLAME NEVER DIES

GOOD-DYE JONAH

GORDON and REVEL'S Stveleiritnt Score from JBddie Cantor's

20th Century-Fox rroilui tlon, "AH Baba Go«s to Towa"-

I'VE GOT MY HEART SET Ol YOU

SWING IS HERE TO SWAY

Sons Standouts by JIMMY McHUGH and HAROLD ADAMSON
RKO-RADIO'S NEW FILM HIT

From LILY PONS' "Hitting A New High"

LET'S GIVE LGVE ANOTHER CHANCE

THIS NEVER HAPPENED DEFORE

AGAIN BROWN and FREED SCOREI

•'Broadv/a^ Melody of 1938," and These Hits:

YOURS AND MINE

I'M FEELIN' LIKE A MILLION

; aWDBbins^k^ corporatioisi
799'^'ev*ntV'XWwii^^ '

^ ^ v. • vM . . New York

Looking Askance

(Continued from page 1)

E.xhib claimed the idea might be

built further by exhibiting names of

winners and prograi^s, on which
mistakes were found in a theatre

lobby to bally forthcoming prize

nij!ht.

Damaging c 0 m m e n t regarding

high-salaried players, which often

comes close to slander or libel, how-
ever, is annoying to trade 'organiza-

tion officials. A recent instance

ancnt a femme star's reputation is

cited for possible legal action except-
ing that the scre?n player figured it

would aid the radio commentator
more, through additional publicity

and would not help the film per-
sonage.
Industry . leaders too have a quaint

idea that those who comment on
their business should know most of
its ramifications. They point to the
Diike' of Windsor . 'world czar" yarn
broadcast on a nstv/ork show last

Sunday (10)" as typifying 'careless,

haphazard radio reporting.'

FLOOR SHOWS

FOR BALLROOM

Inside Stuif-Music

Gustav Schirmer explains . that he had no intention of setting up a
permanent pop adjunct to his standard business. He brought in
Solly Gohn, said Schirmer, just to escploit the scores of a couple pictures,

'Firefly' (Metro) and 'Something to. Sing About' (FN). He had always
owned the rights to 'Firefly,' while the score •of 'Something' was acquired
through a personal friendship with Victor Schertzinger, the- filmusical's

producer. Cohn was formerly professional mgr. of I^eo Feist, Inc.

Amidst the Freddie (Schnickelfritz) Fisher publicity, which catapulted
that Minneapolis band into national attention, it's not been, disclosed that
Jack Kapp, Decca president, who fir.<it brought out Fisher on the wax,
marketed 'Tiger Rag,' the band's fir.st recording. It was so corney that
Kapp thought that the boys were playing it with tongue-in-cheek, but he
saw in it the same corn appeal which made 'Sugar Blues' (Clyde McCoy's
recording), with its old-school, wah-wah trumpeting, so big a seller.

-Title page of 'Joe, the Bomber,' Mills Music, Incl^ publication doesn't
carry the picture of Joe Louis because the heavyweight champ's managers
refused consent unless there was a royalty and a guarantee. Number had
originally been recorded by an Irving Mills swing unit. Idea of publish-
ing came later. Irving Mills takes writer credit with Henry Nemo.

Louis Bernstein, of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.. paid Peter Maurice, London
publisher, a guarantee, of $10,000 fot the American rights to all music pub-
lished by the latter firm. Contract becomes effective Oct. 30 and runs for
two yeairs. Maurice has under contract such writers as Eddie Carr, W. .C.

Pola, Jimmy Kennedy and Dr. Will Grocz (Hugh Williams),

Following the publicatiqn in Variety of MUsic Corp. of America's annual
handling of $20,000,000 yirorth of business, t>vo banking-houses got in touch
with President J. C. Stein to see if they could float an issue for MCA. /,
Stein told both the banking houses, Kidder,' Peabody and Lawrence

Stern & Co., that he wasn't interested.

Omaha, Oct. 19.

Chermot ballroom will blossom
out with floor shows as regular pol-
icy beginning Nov. 6. Shows will
comprise at least three acts to be
built and agented by Fredrich Bros,
out of Kansas City. At outset units
will be booked in twice monthly:
Since its opening several years

ago Chermot has offered only danc-
ing and music ,as attractions. New
policy marks reversal of form and
puts dance hall on basis with other
nite spots, Peony Park, Music Box,
Chez Paree, which have made pol-
icy of added name attractions.
Manager Al Wolf, of Chermot.

announced booking of units will be
on circuit basis with shows as-
sembled especially for Archer chain
of dance palaces including Omaha.
Sioux City, St. Joe, Sioux Falls and
Des Moines.
Carlos Molinas completed date at

Chermot last Saturday (16) coming
on from Hotel Stephens in Chicago.
Jan Garber and crew come in for

date Saturday (23) direct from
Catalina Island. Garber comes in
on flat guarantee and will • sell to
terpsers at $1.10 per head, ball-
room top.

'

MAREK WEBER SET

European Maestro Into Stevens,
Chlcagro, for CRA

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Stevens hotel, here has signed an
exclusive band privilege deal with
CRA and will^pen a neW room in
the hotel to house Marek Weber's
band, initial booking, set for Nov. 4.

Booking is the first for the recent-
ly arrived Austrian conductor. He
did one air shot for NBC about two
weeks ago and w.as signed on
strength of radio work.

Gives CRA work in Chi's four
foremost inns, the Stevens, Bismarck,
Drake an^ LaSalle. All are not ex-
clusive.

'Fooled,' a new tune by Ruth Lyons, WKRC, Cincinnati, program di-
rector, is heading for publication. She wrote the flrsft torch number
sung publicly by Libby Holman; back in the days when they were class-
mates at the University of Cincinnati. •

" Best selling vocal recording in' years is Bing Crosby's 'Sweet Leilani'
(Decca) which has gone 125,000 platters. - >

Fox^s Comeback

(Continued from page 1)

Bert Gervis has taken over duties
of Leo Salkin, who resigned as Chi-
cago office manager of CRA last
wesk. '

^
Gervis has been /with CRA for

about one year in the Dallas office.

Prior to that he was with the Pea-
body hotel, Memphis, Tenn.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 19.

Joe Hiller, with booking offices in
Century building, has just been
named exclusive representative for
r.H CRA attractions in this territory.

He's been representing outfit unof-
ficially for several months now.

Hiller mpre. than a year ago took
over a.-^ency of Mo Glanz upon lat-

l2i-'s death and is associated witli

Sid Marks, who was also with
Glanz.

to settle matters basing the demand
on premise he was handed contract
for five years at $500,000 yearly to

function, as an advisor to (Clarke, at

the time latter bought- out his hold-
ings. Payments ceased when Fox
became legally entangled and he fig-

ures any settlement should allow for
monies due on that contract. •

Understood Fox has a new propo-
sal to Schenck which may start Fox
with a clean slate.

Change in attitude toward Fox by
A. .P. Gianniiji may also result in
claims against the one-time film
power being withdrawn, arising
from difficulties with the Capital Co.
of California, which built and leased
the Fox theatre, Frisco, to him. Com-
pany owned by Bank of America has
shown no disposition to effect a set-
tlement of their claim.
Fox is cheerful over the antici-

pated outcome of his bankruptcy pe-
tion in' the New Jersey federal court,
filed last year, listing $1,590,000 as-
sets against $9,500,000 liabilities. De-
cision is exnected to be handed down
this week by Judge John Boyd, on
opposition to discharge entered by
creditors which includes U. S. Inter-
nal Revenue Dept.
Fox feels if he's successful in hav-

ing 20th Century drop its suits he
would have sufficient incentive and
caoital to return to pictures.
He recently obtained world rights

to Chemicolor and is eager to start

marketing the tint process. He alsd
holds many patent rights in the film,

biz and has told friends he would
like to get back into production and
distribution. Intimates say he has
plenty of backing available once he
gets out in clear.

Repeating Jan Garber
Clear Lake, la., Oct. 19.

Jan Garber, who set the season's
high gross with a $2,000 take at the
Surf ballroom, has been booked for

a return trek to the Surf by Man-
ager Carl Fox. Garber is skedded
for the nite of Oct. 26.

He outgrqssed Benny Goodman by
$600 at the Surf.

Blackwell to Hull, Quebec

Freddy Blackwell orchestra, aft:r

a yaar at the General Brock Hotel,

Niagara Fails, Can., shifted- to the

Fairmont Golf and Country „Club,

Hull; Quebec.

CEAWFORD CONOD BY STEW
Lincoln, Oct., 19;

Jack Crawford, dance leader,

said here he had narrowly missed
serious injury while going to his

car during intermission at the
Froghop, St. Joseph, Mo. , .

Inebriate attacked him with a
gun and conked him over the right
ear, then scrammed,

.

Season's I.OTelle«t Helodf

MOON AT SEA
'Knff'nnd*!! Kew Ballad Hit

THE GREATEST MISTAKE
OF MY LIFE

Tune-terrlBr! Melodrnamict
Srore of' the New

COTTON CMJB PARADE

!

She's Tall! She's Tan!

She's Terrific!

I'm Always in The Mood

For_You

Harlem Bolero

Dreaittff for Sale

Two SonslorlouR H 1 1

from CiB'H "OANGWAY"

Lord and Lady Whobzis

Moon or No Moon

Tm Just a Country Boy
at Heart

He's a Gypsy from
Poughkeepsie

Mills Music Inc
uit uoMWAT raw row, n, v.

A New Universal Smash Music Film
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938," produced by BUDD\ DeSYLVA
with this top score by JIMMY McHUGH and HAROLD ADAMSON

YOU'RE MY DISH

MORE POWER TO YOU
I'M IN MY GLORY

A New hit on the horizon

ONCE IN A WHILE
Kjr BID GREEN and MlCJiA£^ KDTTARDS

MiLLCn Music, inc.
1270 SIXTH AVENUE NEW YORK
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Fiim Studios Lax on Report!

Fail to Cooperate with M.P.P.A. Fully—Harry Fox
Writes Chiding Letter .

_ -f
'-.—

Motion picture producers were

asked last week by Harry Fox, gen.

mgr. of the Music Publishers Protec-

tive Association, to show more co-

operation in furnishing him with cue

sheets as soon as the films are ready

for release. This info, Fox urged in

a circular letter, was necessary for

the picture company's protection as

well as M.P.P;A.
Fox wrote that the producers*

laxity in informing of the copy-

righted music used in their film was
getting too embairrassing for his of-

fice. Music publishers find a com-
position or more belonging to them
in a picture while attending a local

theatre and the next day inquire of

Fox as to what happened to the sync
licenses. A check of the MPPA's
files discloses nothing but that quo-
tations had been given the producer
on the compositions involved.

By failing to obtain the required

licenses before release the producer,

points out Fox, is taking a chance

on having to pay more than the price

originally quoted.

ASCAP PROPAGANDA

IS LUNCHEON THEME

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers holds its

semi-annual membership meeting at

the Astor hotel next Thursday (28). .

This time it will be a luncheon and
the palaver will have to do with the

propaganda activities of the Society's

administrative committee.

'Hisses' Goes to Feist

Feist will publish the 'Love and
Hisses' (20th) score by Gordon arid

Revel even though Robbins Music
Corp, has 20th exclusivity. Last
Gordon-Revel score, 'You Can't Have
Everything,' was shifted by Robbins
into- the affiliated Miller caltalog.

Mack Gordon had insisted on the
Robbins imprint for value, but now
Gordon favors the Feist firm. All
three music pubs are affiliated, of

course.

Gordon and Harry Revel are ex-
tending their New York stay an-
other coupla weeks.

PUB-WRITER

PEACE NEAR

Herb Lutz Back in Chi
Chicago, Oct. 19.

Herb Lutz comes back to town
after a long stay on the Coast to be-

come Chicago and midwest repre-

sentative for the Donaldson, Douglas
& Gumble music firm.

Replaces Chick Castle, who re-

signs.

-^-FLASHES'
ANNOUNCING

A NEW BAIXAD

'THERE'S MUSIC

IN MY HEART,

CHERIE"
By the Ace Writers

JOSEPH McCarthy
and

JAMES HANLEY
Destined for Peak

Popularity!

SAM FOX
PUBLISHING COMPANY

I3S0 SIXTH AVENUE
RCA OuiLOiNC r.»oio Ci-'T

NEW YOPK

A I'opultir Favorite!

"WHY TALK
ABOUT LOVE?"

Tli« Hit of 20tli Codtiiry-
Fox'M "Life Begins in Col-
lege."

• •

Just Out!
"HOL'NDS IN THE NIGHT"
"ON THE SILVER SANDS

AT WAIKIKI"
Abner Silver and Dorothy
Uulmnn IIltK from "Holly-
wood Hlluritles Of 1038."

Counsel for the publishers and the
Songwriters' Protective Association
have got together on the terms of a
new uniform contract and all that

remains to complete the re-estab-

lishment of friendly relations be-

tween these two factions is formal
apprdvdl of the agreement by the

SPA's membership. This will be
done at a meeting ^which Irving
Caesar, SPA prez, proposes- to call

within the next week. .

Contract gives the writers 50% of

the net receipts obtained by the

publishers from the sale of trans-

cription and synchronization rights.

Also the privilege of retainin ga per-

manent rep to check the statements

issued by pubs to writers on the in-

come from such rights. This rep

will be attached to the SPA, but his

salary will be paid by the mechan-
ical rights bureau of the Music Pub-
lishers' Protective Association.

New agreement affects the works
placed by SPA after June 1, 1937,

and under contracts made after the

•same date. Drafting of the agree-

ment was done by A. H. Wattenberg,
representing the. publishers, and
John Shulm,an, the SPA's counsel.

Music Notes

Gus Kahn, lyricist, and Kaper and
Jurmann, cleffers, have turned in

four ditties to be warbled in

Metro's 'Everybody Sing.' They are

'Swing, Mr. Mendelssohn,' 'The

One I Love,* 'Melody Farm' and

'The Shdw Must Go On.' For the

same film, Kalmar and Ruby have

cleffed 'Quainty, Dainty Me,' to be

sung by Fanny Brice.

Robert Emmet Dolan is making
the arrangements- for {he five tunes

in 'Hooray Tot What,' the Ed Wynn
show which the former is also con-

ducting.
Chappell Co. will publish the

score.

Hollywood Songs. Inc., publishing

Abnier Silver-Dorothy Gulman score

for 'Hollywood Hilarities of 1938,'

which includes songs 'Sounds in the

Night'- and 'On the Silver Sands at

Waikiki.'

Jack Robbins, whose Robbins Mu-
sic Corp. controls Feist, Miller, etc.,

heads for the Coast Oct. 31 in com-

pany with Jack Kapp, prez of Decca

Records.

I

Leo Robin and Kalph Rainger are

doing tunes for Paramount's 'The

Yellow Nightingale.'

I

riOLlYV/OOD SONG
RCA BU(.U)INC-RADIO CITY-NEW YORKNY.
PHILKORNHEIiER. Ctn.Mgr.

Hal Kemp goes into 'Radio City

Revels' for RKO when that film

starts shooting next month.

Max Sterner is scoring 'Tovarich'

for Warners.

Most Played on Air

Combinea plugs on WEAF,
WJZ and WABC are computed
for the week from Sunday
through Saturday (Oct. 10-16;.
rrhat Old Feeling

• (Feist)

""Blossoms on Broadway
(FainouB) .

Have You Any Castles, Baby?
(Harms)

Whispers in the Dark
(Famous)

Can't Stop Mc from Dreaming
(Ilemlck)

Moon Got in My Eyes
(Select)

So Many Memories
(.Shapiro)

Afraid to Dream
(Miller)

If It's the Last Thing I Do
(Crawford)

Vieni VienI
(Wltmnrk)

Roses in Decemlier
(Berlin)

My Cabin of Dreams
(Berlin)

tYou and I Know
(Hobblnn)

Remember Me?
(Wltmnrk)

Harbor Lic^hts

(Mario)
Can I Forget You?

(Chappell)
One Rose Left in My Heart

(.Shapiro)

Farewell, My Love
(Harms)

Once in a While
fMiller)

Ebbtide
(Popular)

. tCtoodbye, Jonah
. (Hobblns)

Gone With the Wiiid
(Berlin)

Gettin' Some Fun Out of Life
(DonnldEon)

fAn Old Flame Never Dies
(Robbins)

I Still Love to Kiss You
(Fclst)

So Rare .

(Robbins)

Indicates filmusical song.

t Production Number.

mm SETS UP SHOP

FOR MEXICAN ASCAP

' Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Manuel Reachi, currently assistant

to Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Paramount
producer, as technical adviser on
'Ensenada,' is forming an organiza-
tion of Mexican songwriters' that

will function similarly to the Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers;

Reachi is general representative
of the Association of Mexican Au-
thors and Publishers, having charge
of all territory west of Chicago.
He is a brother of Ramon (Reachi^

and Renita, ballroom dancers.

Harry Moss Adds 4

Jack Gilette, Buddy Lee, Lou
Strauss and Erma Pegram have
joined Associated Radio Artists of-

fice of Harry Moss.
Gillette takes road selling, Lee is

club booker, Strauss handling pub-
licity and sales promotion, and Miss
Pegram opens a southern branch of-

fice in Charlotte, S. C, next week.

Buddy Morris Due West
Buddy Morris is going to the

Coast Nov. 1 to sit in on Warner
Bros, filmusicals in connection with
the WB music publishing interests.

Jack Kapp, Decca prez, recently
back from Hollywood, may accomp
Morris again for three weeks of in-

tensive recording.

Creative Trio Returns
Al Goodhart, of the writing team

of Lerner, Hoffman and Goodhart,
sails from England Friday (22).

Sammy Lerner and Al Hoffman got

in with their wives yesterday (Tues-

day).
Trio had been on the other side

during the past year writing for pic-

tures and stage musicals.

Cab Calloway orchestra holds

over at the Cotton Club, N. Y. until

January 1. He passes up a dance
tour into the sticks to remain.

Operetta Copyright-Owners Insisting

On Publication of Film Interpolations

Lonis Dreyfus in N. Y.

Louis Dreyfus, who heads the
British and Continental branch of

the Brothers Dreyfus publishing in-

terests, is currently in New York on
one of his periodic visits.

He will likely remain from six to

eight weeks this time.

ASCAP MELON

UP, POINTS OFF

While the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers
distributed $64,000 more this past

quarter than it did for the third

quarter of 1936, the value per avail-

ability point for publishers was less.

Melon for the third quarter of 1937

was $984,000, while' for the same
period of 1936 it amounted to

$943,000.

Comparative value of each avail-

ability point follows:

Period. 1937. 1936.

1st quarter $20.18 $18.57

2d quarter. 19.19 24.36

3d quarter 16.C9 19.53

4th quarter 10.34

JAM SESSION WITH ZtTHERS

Trade Assn. Formed—Old One Col-

lapsed in 1930

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Leonard Zapf, Sr., of Philly, was
elected prez of the National Con-
gress of Zither Players at its first

convention in Rochester, N. Y., Sun-
day (17). Some 50 men and women,
attending congress in German House,
pledged devotion to the promotion
of zither music in America.
Following the biz meeting, musi-

cians gathered for a jam. session with
zithers. Concert directed by Hubert
Stiens, of Rochester.
Many impassioned pleas in behalf

of the ancient 36-string instrument
were made. Dr. Theodore A, Leh-
mann, of Astoria, L, I., siaggested re-
vival of the United Zither Players.
Association of America, which has
been dead since a convention in

Philly in 1930.

- Join Republic Pix
Peter Tinturin and Jack Lawrence,

songwriters, left for Hollywood Oct.

18 on a two-picture deal for Re-
public.

Pair were turned over to Rep by
George Joy, who has them under
contract for work on 'Mavourneen'
and 'Hit Parade of 1938.' •

With RKO filming 'Irene,' yester-

year Broadway musical comedy by
Harry Tierney and Joe McCarthy,

the studio and Feist encountered a

bit of an argument when latter

insisted that interpolations of new
material be published by Feist

also. RKO had other ideas. Feist,

of course, already owns the basic

copyright to the original score.
This trend of giving the copyright

owner of the original musical com-
edy or operetta.^ publication a look-
in for the film \crsion, is working
out to advantage for such firms as
Schirmer. and Witmarks particular-^
ly. Many old operettas that Metro
has produced and plans producing
are from past Friml and Herbert
works, owned by Schirmer and
Witmark, so that even though Metro
and Robbins-Feist have a tie-in, the
latter firms must sidestep in favor
of the original copyright owners.

H'WOOD MUSIC MEN

FETEING BREGMAN

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

On his first day here, Jack Breg-
man, new Feist music head, con-
fabbed with writers at Metro. Comes
from N. Y. office.

He gets a testimonial dinner from
studio writers at swank Victor Hugo
eatery in Beverly Hills, Oct. 21.

Ben Bernle will m.c. Irving Berlin
sounded the welcome.

ASCAP Buttons Out

Lapel buttons bearing the insignia
of the American Society of Compos-
ers, Authors and Publishers have
been distributed among the publish-
ing firm and writer members. Stunt
is part of the Society's campaign to
make the public ASCAP consclou.s.

Publishers' contact men are wear-
ing buttons during their rounds of
the studios, hotel dining rooms and
night clubs.

/

Gerald Griffin Renamed
Songwriters' Guild of America,

Inc., held annual elections last week,
re-electing Gerald Griffin presi-
dent. Guild also moved- its club
headquarters to the Bryant hotel.

-Others in are. Alfred J. Neiberg,
Lou Handman, Walter Kent, F.

Henri Klickman and Al Lewis as
chief officers. Michael H, Cleary,

Billy Hueston, Walter Hirsch, Her-
man Pincus, Harry Stride, John
Redmond, Jerry Levinson, Dick San-
ford, Abner Silver and Lee David
also in official, spots.

Just Released — GRACE MOORE'S GREAT

L L TAKE R (

IRVING BERLIN, INC.

By OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN, II, and BEN OAKLAND — From the COLUM

• 799 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YOR

RUDOi.F rmyn.
H:\s '-rrirecJ ag.iin with t\\ri iipu niPlod;c^

I WANT THE WORLD
TO KNOW

Ballad Fox Irot

L;rlc iij Ciui Rabo

Sung by Mno .Martini in the R-K-(J Picture,

".Music For Madame"

THE DONKEY
SERENADE

Novelty Fox Trot

From tbr M-C-M Production

"The Firefly-

Dance arranffements by Jack Mason

G. SCHJRMER, INC., .3 East 43rd Street, New York City
SOLLY COnV. Mgr. Prof, Depl.
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Irving Mills Taking His Bands

Back from CRA; Record Future?

Irving Mills declared yesterday

(Tuesday) on his return from the

Coast that he will not renew his

booking alliance with Consolidated

Hadio Artists, Inc., when the present

agreement expires Dec. 31, 1937. It

is Mills' intention to have his own
artists' agency resume all handling
oif his bands, which includt; Cab Cal-

Ipway, Duke Ellington, Ina Ray Hut-
ton, Raymond Scott and Hydson-De-
Lange. Mills' plans also call for the

opening ot an office in Hollywood
and the recovery of the Dallas

^^ranch, which became Consolidated's

vyith the advent of the deal last Jan-
uary.

^ Under the agreement with Consol-
idated the latter did the one-nighter,
radio and hotel bookings for Mills
bainds, while Mills Artists, Inc., rep-
resented all Consolidated acts and

orchestras when it came to theatre
and recording dates.

Mills also stated that a new aligns

ment is being worked out with re-

gard- to his record labels, Master and
Variety, which he directs for tne

American Record Co.; but that the

details of the changes .were subject

to further conferences.

He has not . used the . Master, for

some weeks. He distribs through
American.

Ken Harris' to Santa Fe

Ken Harris orchestra opens an en-

gagement at the Sunset Inn, Santa
Fe, next week for Frederick. Bros.

M.'usic Corp. of Kansas City.

It's the first date for the band
und^r the Fredericks, witlx whom it

has recently been aligned.

presents « .

The Country's No. 1 Hit

THAT OLD FEELING
Bjr lEW BROWN and SASTOT TAIN

LOVELY ONE
By FR.\NK I<OESS£R ond MANNING SHERVTIN

Both from WALTEft WANGER'S "VOGUES OF 1938"

Two Top Songs from Walter Wanger's "52hd Street"

1 STILL LOVE TO KISS YOU
GOODNIGHT

I'D LIKE TO SEE SAMOA OF
SAMOA

Br WAI.TBR BUIitOCK and ilAROT.D SPINA

MAKE A WISH
By XOmS ALTER, VaWXa WEBSTER and OSCAR STRAUS

From RKO Picture, "MAKE A WISH"

Wayne King's Sensational Novelty

JOSEPHINE
By GCS KAHN, WAYNE KING and Bt'RKE BIYENS

rAND REMEMBER

"You Can't Go Wrong with a Feist Song''

LEO FEIST, Inc.
CHESTER COHN, General Professional Manager •

1629 BROADWAY NEW YORK

On the Upbeat

Harry Walton, Pittsburgh pianist,

has been talcen on by Dick 3tabile
at Italian , Terrace of William Perin
hotel. He succeeds Chauncey Gray,
who quit to go with Ernie Hoist out-
fit at El Morocco in New York.

Lee Allen from Southern Tavern
in Cleveland, into Willows, Pitts-

burgh, t-eplacing Marvin Frederick
band.

Don Bestor plays return engage-
ment at New-Penn, Pittsburgh, for
two weeks beginning Friday (22).

Last there only couple of months
ago. CRA handled.

'

Hod Williams, with. Dorothy GofT,

opened two-week date Saturday (16)

at Atlanta. Ansley
_
Hotel's Raths-

keller. They replace Gus Lazaro's
band.

Mark Allen's orchestra will open
he Casanova in the Brown Palace
tiotel, Denver, for the winter season.

Last Week s 15 Best SeOers

Harbor Lights .......Mario
*One Rose Left in My Heart Shapiro
That Old Feeling Feist
•Moon Got in My Eyes , Select
*Have You Any Castles Baby ? Harms
My Cabin of- Dreams Berlin
•Remember Me? Witmark
•Roses in December , . Berlin

. You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming . iSemlck
•Whispers in the Dark Famous
•Can I iForget You? Chappell
tYou and I Know. . .— Robbing
•First Time I Saw You , Santly-Joy

. So Many Memories Shapiro
Sp Rare Robbins

Indicates filmusical song, t Indicates stage production song. The
others are pops.

Nick Stuart band opens the Silver
Grade, Cosmopolitan hotel, Denver,
for the season.

Will McCune orchestra began its

second season Oct. 15 in Hotel Bos-
sert, Birooklyn, N. Y.

Southern' Gentlemen staying at
Deshler-Wallick hotel, Columbus,
O., indefinitely.

Bob Sylvester plays a week of one
niters in south for Harry Moss be-
fore returning to his location labors
at Seven Gables Inn, Milford, Conn.
Starts Nov. 1 and then returns
home.

Lucky Millinder into Roseland
ballroom, Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct. 28,

for two weeks.

Cleo Brown, new CRA band, into
Rivoli theatre, Muncie, Ind., Oct. 29.

Jack Denny plays Omaha, Neb.,
auto show, Nov. 6 to 11.

Lang: Thompson band stays at
Commodore Perry hotel, Toledo, O.,

until November on contract re-
newal.

RCA's Visio Show
(Continued from page 1)

Charles Costello's Cocktailers open
at Club Petite, Schenectady, N. Y.,

Oct. 23 after closing at French Ca-
sino, N. Y.; Biltmore Boys into Rice
hotel, Houston, Tex., Oct. 22.

Alice King: has quit as Horace
Heidt's. vocalist.

Jimmy Lunceford held over for
four more weeks at Sebastian's Cot-
ton Club, Culver City, Calif.

Ernie McGann and his Hawaiian
crew have gone to England. Left To-
ronto last week.

,

Jack Skelly, organist, opens a
winter engagement at Playland
Casino, Rye, N. Y., Oct. 28.

Johnny Johnson orchestra opens
Nov. 8 at the Village Barn, N. Y„
inaugurating a new policy of name
bands.

Sammy Kaye orchestra replaced
Frank Dailey crew at Meadowbrook,
Cedar Grove, N. J., last night (19).

faint, eye-repellant, and flicker-rid-

den. There did seem to be some

discernible advantage of newsreel

film ovet staged television trorii a

studio. But neither • was exciting.

Both the larger screen and the small-

sized home sets upon which the

demonstration was simultSineously

conducted gave little evidence of

much recent technical advance. An
iannounced switch from green to

black and white did not particularly

clarify. RCA is now using-441 lines.

Television 'futures' were dealt

with in considerable length by David
Sarnbff in his introductory remarks.
He- suggested the two-way problem
of television financing — getting cir-

culation to justify high production
costs and sponsors to pay the bill.

It was one of the first tentative dis-

cussions of that phase yet heard.
Like the intermittent RCA semi-
public demonstrations themselves,

Sarnoff's statement sounded as if in-

tended for the historic record rather

than as anything very imminent.
Sariiofl alluded to the need for

discovering new acting and writing
techniques as" well as the great .dis-

tance still to be traveled from an en-
gineering standpoint. All of the sev-

eral demonstrations of television held
in the last year or two by the sev-

eral companies playing around with
it have been characterized by some
of the silliest continuity writing
heard since the 1928 broadcasting
season. This latest manuscript add-
ed ear fatigue to the eye strain. It

was replete with hick wit, pointless

situations and at least one skit in

bad taste. Scientific gathering was
invited to laugh at a philandering
wife caught dating up her gigolo!

Washington, Oct. 19.

Continuing doubt that television is

likely to reach a stage where com-
mercial exploitation is feasible for

a considerable period was expressed
again this week by the Federal
Communications Commission.
While new allocation order, adopted

Wednesday (13) and revealed Mon-
day (18), sets aside 19 channels for

visual transmitters, Commish en
gineers in explanatory statement
warned industry interests and the

public that the corner is still a long
way oflP.
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GORDON and REVEL
OlICK AGAIN WITH

This sensational score for
Darryl Zanuck 20th Cen-

tury-Fox production:

"You Can't Have Every-
thing"

33
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11
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AFRAID TO DREAM I
k . - .

^
3

i
a
3

THE LOVELINESS
\

OF YOU
j

YOU CANT HAVE 1

EVRYTHING
\
3

PLEASE PARDON US 1

-WE'RE IN LOVE

DANGER—
LOVE AT WORK

New Yorkj
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Everybody's Tolklnjr AI>out

**MY SWISS

HiLLY BILLY"
The Ticw Pollack anji MItcliell

Kovelty Sons Hit

Two Other Hits

From the 20th Century-FoX
Musical, "Thin Ice":

'My Secret Love Affair'

. 'Over Nighf

MOVIETONE
MUSIC CORPORATION
Sam FOX PUBLISHING CO So/e '^o^-'j

1250 SIXTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

SANTLY-JOY Thanks PINKY TOMLIN for This Great Song

I TOLD SANTA CLAUSTO BRINB ME YOU
(I HOPE, I HOPE MY HOPE eOMES TRUE)

Two Smash Hits from the Republic Picture, "Manhattan Merry Co Round"

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN IN HEAVEN? MAMA I WANNA MAKE RHYTHM
By Tinturin and Lawrence By Jerome, Byron and Kent

SANTLY BROS JOY, Inc. 1619 Broadway New York
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K. 0. FOR
Stanley, Pitt, to Alternate Band

Shows with Variety Acts; Both OK

Pittsburgh, Oct. 19.

Encouraged by the biz turned in

by vaude-type show headed by

Buddy Rogers couple of weeks ago,

Stanley, WB deluxer, is going ahead

for first time in more than a year

with similar custom-built presenta-

tions. In past, house has been will-

ing to chance nothing less than name
bands, management insisting that

nothing else would get across.

That $21,500 gross with the Rogers

line-up, however, has altered that

viewpoint, with result that Stanley

brings in another layout of same
sort beginning Friday (22). Talent

consists of Johnny Perkins, m.c, who
will ialso lead house band from stage.

Block and Sully, Dorothy Stone and
Charles Collins, Buster Shaver and
Olive and George Brasno, and
Lester Cole and his Legionnaires. If

this one also goes- over, Stanley

plan's to alternate vaude shows with

big orchestras.

Bunny Berigan band comes, in

Oct. 29 for first stage date, with Fred
Waring already "set for Nov. 12, to be
followed successively by Ted Lewis
and Vincent Lopez: Return engage-
ment for Shep Fields awaiting com-
pletion of his stint on Coast in Par's

'Big Broadcast.'

NDMEROLOGIST'S 10^

SUIT VS. EDDIE GARR

Eddie Garr's success as a radio

and stage performer is mainly due to

her power to foretell the future, ac-

cording to a suit filed in N. Y. Su-
preme Court Thursday (14) by Tala
Lefuratt, humerologist, and she
wants Garr to turn over to her 10%
of his earnings over $1,000. Numbers
expert claims she had had an under-
standing with Garr in 1932. It was
agreed, she claims, that in return for

advising him on procedure he should

take in order to become a financial

success, she was to get 10% of his

weekly salary.

Miss Lefuratt avers she induced
Garr to change his name from Ed-
ward Gonnaud to his present one
and, as result, he immediately com-
manded a worthwhile salary.

Bestor Reverses Pitt

Theatre-Nitery Tradish

Pittsburgh. Oct. 19.

For the first time in history here
a band will go direct from a local

dance spot into the Stanley theatre,

WB deluxer. It's Don Bestor 's out-

fit. Opening at the New Penn, nitery

on outskirts of town, Friday (22),

band will play there two weeks and
move right into Stanley Nov. 5 for a

week's engagement, on a bill with
the Yacht Club Boys.
Orchs have often hit niteries here

after playing the Stanley, but that

procedure has never been reversed.

Yachters' Loadon Repeat

After their current week at the

Metropolitan, Boston, the Yacht Club
Boys sail Oct. 28 for five weeks at

the Cafe de Paris, London. They re-

turn Dec. 8 on the Queen Mary and
must report Dec. 13 on the Coast for

another Paramount picture, probably
'College Rhythm.'
London cafe date is a periodic one

for the quartet, booked direct with
the management.

Peabody at Hipp, Balto
After being out of vaude for eight

months, Eddie Peabody returns,

opening Nov. 25 at the Hippodrome,
Baltimore, for a two-week stretch.

Eddie Sherman booked.
Banjolst has been producing pro-

grams and appearing on KFWB, Los
Angeles, Warner Bros, station, smce
last March.

Acts from Newcastle

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Lou Lipstone, booking man-
ager for Balaban & Katz, i$ oft

to New York for a week's so-

journ.

Trying to dig up new talent,

though the New Yorkers come
to Chicago for the same pur-
pose..

Blackstone Wins 5G

ShiD Suit but Loses

Secret of Magic Trick

Detroit, Oct. 19.

Magician Harry Blackstone won a

$5,000 damage suit here last week»

but, so doing, lost his 'show window'

trick. Suit was brought by Jack

Spargel, local auto salesman, on

charges that Blackstone kicked him

after he had disrupted magician's

light-bvdb feat during a perform-

ance at the Fox theatre here in Au-
gust, 1936.

Circuit Judge Adolph F. Marsch-
ner upheld the right of a payee to

use normal methods in discovering
how a trick is done, but not abnor-
mal methods, such as rimning after

the magician and engaging in arm-
waving to establish the presence of

an invisible thread.

Judge ruled there was no cause for
action, but admonished Blackstone
with 'Granting that the plaintiff de-
liberately attempted to interfere
with the trick, it doesn't give per-
former the right to molest a spec-
tator in any way. By coming down
Into the audience the magician is

inviting spectators to examine trick

closely. I don't believe, however,
that this invitation goes so far as to

warrant-a customer leaving his seat

to destroy the illusion.'

Spargel asserted he was kicked by
Blackstone after he slipped up be-
hind the magician in the aisle and
tried to fini means of support for

the burning light bulb which Black-
stone 'floated' from the fingertips. He
said he went backstage afterward to

get an apology, but that magician
met him with a threat of a 'sock on
the nose.'

Blackstone's testimony involved

revealing the secret of the bulb
trick. Although he asked reporters

not disclose it, the two afternoon

sheets here blasted the trick all over

their editions, explaining how It is

performed by use of phosphorus and

an invisible cord, wrapped around
the magician's ear and running to-

ward the balcony. Blackstone came
here from Peoria, 111., to contest the

suit.

BOWES SIGNS LAST

HOLDOUT VAUDE DATE

Only remaining full-week vaude

stand in the east which has never

played a Bowes amateui: unit has

finally succumbed. Spot, the indie

Carmen, Philly, has set the 'Major

Bowes Internatlonar unit for the

week of Nov. 5. Eddie Sherman
booked.

Show is gelling a flat $3,000, con-

siderably abov-e the average budget

for shows at the Carmen.

Hovards' Chi Vaude

Willie and Eugene Howard are set

for a headlining stanza at the Palace,

Chicago, the week Oct. 29. Curtis

& Allen booked.

Brothers closed Saturday (16) In

the legit, 'Show Is On,' in Chicago,

and are laying off there tiU their

vaude date commences.

BENEFITS

See Theatrical Profession

in All Its Phases Okrgan-

ized to Give the Phoney
Promoter of Benefits the

Horse Laugh

GETTING TOUGH

N. Y. Theatre Authority, benefit

clearing house, will have a meeting

tomorrow (Thursday) with national

bosses of the American Federation

of Musicians in an attempt to align

APM with other theatrical unions

and groups seeking to control bene-

fits on a national scale. This is the

first time the AFM has been invited
into the picture and is the biggest
move yet.

With' the aid of the musicians T. A.
hopes to have the skeleton key to

the entire benefit situation. Since
musicians are indispensable to en-
tertainments of . nearly every kind,
and particularly the type where
artists appear (on the cuff), the
elimination of musicians' services at

unauthorized benefits, in which the
T; A. or its affiliate charities do not
share, would dampen the whole
show. Minus music, shows could not
function.

T. A. now controls artists of

Equity, American Federation of Ac-
tors, various Guilds and Funds, etc.

A drive Is on to align the Screen
Actors' Guild, American Guild of

Musical Artists,- American Federa-
tion of Radio Actors and the Bur-
lesque Artists' Association. It has
been indicated that latter groups
will join and, with the AFM nod, the
T. A. will have complete control

over all unionized theatricals In this

country.

General conclave has been called

for sometime early in November, at

whiph time the why and why nots

will be threshed out and organiza-

tions will commit themselves one
way or another. Strong unioniza-

tion trend indicates, however, that

the answer will be an all around yes
and subsequent all around exit Of

chiseled parlies.

OKLA.'S VAUDE

BOOM; LOCAL

ACTS

Oklahoma City, Oct. 19.

Stage unit biz in film houses in

Oklahoma is expected to pick up

some this winter. Cold months here

always seem to be good ones for the

stage units.

Already they are breaking out in

the nabes, which are offering some

fair assortments of medipcirity, but

also an occasional good act. , How-
ever, quality Is never anything

needed in the nabe houses as the

audience go for it, good or bad, if in

the mood. "Most bookings in local

nabe houses are home talent oi-chs

and dancing school pupils.

In smaller burgs stage shows arc

being added to additional houses
nearly evei'y week. The houses af-

filiated with Griffith have been play-

ing the. Keys Quadruplets in some
25 houses on one-day shows and get-

ting good results. Brink's Come-
dians, an old standby in the south-

west, is also appearing in some of

the burg houses. Local vaude stunts

are being tried oftener and meeting
with s.uccess when not loaded on the
John Q. too often.

Cafemen Hazy About Contracts

And Many Still in Bankruptcy;

Sherman Case Embarrasses MCA

Mass Production

Colored 'amateur' act doubled
in two N. Y. theatres last Satur-
day, playing a total Of six shows
to earn $12.

Pair were booked to ^et $1
each per show for the one da'e.

On arrival, they learned of the

doubling stint. Fear of small-
time blacklisting if they walked
led them to go through. Had
to step after each performance
to make the 15-block connec-
tions.

Steins to Coast For

New MCA Office BIdg.

Preem; J, C/s Fix Yen

Music Corp. of America opens its

new Hollywood office building the
end of November, for which purpose
both J. C, Stein and W. H. Stein,

prez and v.p., will hie to the Coast
shortly. Jules Stein plans wintering
In Hollywood regularly, since MCA
is now going into the booking of

film talent besides hotels, cafes,

niteries, etc., long their forte.

There is some talk also about Stein
essaying personal film production, as

he has had an eye to that for no
little time,

Karl Kramer and Charles Miller,

MCA officials, arrived on the Nor-
mandie last Thursday (14) and were
met by both Steins for executive
powwows in N. Y., before Kramer-
Miller returned to Chicago, as W. H.
Stein sailed Saturday (16) for a Ber-
muda vacation and J. C. Stein heads
for the Coast.

OFFER GEHRINGER FOR

BADMINTON VAUDE ACT

Detroit, Oct. 19.

Charley Gehringer, 1937 American
League batting champ and probable
winner of this year's most valuable
player award, is being peddled for
a badminton vaude tour with Nor-
man Durkin, midwest badminton
champ, opening at Fox theatre here
Nov. 12. Opener waits sports writ-
ers' choice on most valuable award,
which is expected any day, but
tbur'll go on even if 'baseball's great-
est player' fails to grab this season's
honors.

Act being handled by Dave Idzal,

manager oJE Fox, who's booking di-

rect. Figures act should draw plenty
of interest in baseball town, especi-
ally If the Detroit Tigers' star .^ec-

•ond-sacker is voted most valuable.
If he's not, Idzal still figures
Gehringer should whirl turnstiles in

role of a badminton player, at which
he's rated well above average.
Act asking $2,500 per week, of

which Xl,f500 goes to Gehringer.
Won't be Tigers' 'silent knight's'

first stage appearance, however, for
Gehringer teamed with Durkin for

a one-night shot at the Fisher here
coupla years. ar;o, and got over nicely
despite his lack of color and words.

M.c. for act hasn't been definitely

set, but v/ill be probably Jimmy
Stevenson, WJR sportscaster.

1st Vaude in Years

Mason City, la., Oct. 19.

Vaude returned to Mason City
Wednesday and Thursday at the
Palace, with John S. Billsbury's
'Peek-a-Boo' revue the first flesh

entertainment at the Palace In years.
If the reaction continues on the

OK side of the ledger the house will
bring the shows in weekly for an
indefinite period.

Quite a few complaints have come
to Variety's attention anent Music
Corp. of America and some of its

talent contracts going awry. It

usually revolves about local man-
agers not fulfilling the MCA pact,
leaving the acts in embarrassed po-
sitions when reporting for work.
Since the acts come from out-of-
town, to report, bringing billing, etc.,

only to find the local situation com-
plicated, it's been quite a messy
proposition.

Matter has .been called to MCA
official attention both In Chicago and
New York. In both spots, both J. C.
Stein and W. H. (Billy) Stein,' prez
and v.p. of MCA, didn't deny that
sometimes a date went awry.

They explain it by the fact that
with sonie hotels in receivership it's

a complicated affair when squawk-
ing, and that invariably MCA 'makes
it up to the act' in some other way,
meaning booking elsewhere.

MCA has been going into talent
placement for cafes, hotels, niteries,.

etc. in a big way. "This was a natu-
ral evolution from their extensive
band booking business which made
them the No. 1 orchestra placement
organization in the world. MCA now
books intact fioor shows for hotels
and cafes, meaning band as well as
surrounding show.

Billy Stein in New York, just be-
fore sailing Saturday for a Bermuda
vacation, admitted that the some-
what overly rapid expansion of
MCA's cafe talent booking depart-
ment jazzed things up, especially
with the younger booking agents
within MCA.

Sherman Guilty

Sometimes it's been beyond MCA
control, as with the recent Jack
Waldron booking into the College
Inn of Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
where Frank Bering, manager,
simply told' Waldron he 'was sorry*
but that he had just decided to hold
the present show over. Isham Jones
band was booked elsewhere so
shifted into the Hotel Lincoln, N. Y.,

but Waldron and the other acts all

laid off, although holding play-or-
play contracts. This has happened
before at the Sherman, reportedly.
The play didn't materialize, no^ did
any. pay-off.
MCPk. cites other instances where,

in the Dixie belt, for example, a
mixed show had to be broken up
following local squawks anent white
acts working in front of colored
orchestras. Elsewhere it's a common
cafe practice, of course, and there
again MCA 'had to make it up to the
act' in some other ways.
With talent conditions being what

they are, acts have been loath to
squawk. Especially with the bigness,
of MCA's connections.
On the other hand a number of

the stronger acts, such as Waldron,
et al., can't understand why so
prominent and representative an
agency as MCA doesn't protect its

people,

KINGSUND, ST. LOUIS,

5 ACTS AND BANDSHOWS

St. Louis, Oct. 19.

Stage shows returned to the
KIngsland, St. Louis Amus. nabe in
South St. Louis, Sunday (17) with
Elmer Muhlenbrock and his orch.
This marks the first stage shows in
any local pix house since spring at
the deluxe St. Louis theatre.
KIngsland olTerlng five acts and

a Fanchon & Marco line. Only other
stage shows in town are burlesque at
the Garrick and legit at the Ameri-
can.

JANE PICKENS' WASH. DATE
Jane Pickens plays a vaude week

at Loew's Capitol theatre, Washing-
ton, starting Oct. 29.

Harry Bestry,booked.
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CHI COPS RAID

BURLY, HONKYS

Chicago. Oct. 19.

Police raided eight South State st.

spots early Sunday (17) morning. In-

cluded Rialto and Gem burly the-

atres, a store show and five honky-

tonks. Charged with presenting or

participating in indecent exhibitions,

70 men and 45 women were put un-

der $125 bond, and a court appear-

ance set for later in the week.
Rialto management promised to

have June St. Clair, its star stripper,

in court Sunday afternoon, as she

was missing when police cracked
down. She had failed to appear at

either the theaitre or court.

Besides burly houses and store

show, Blondie's, Dugout, Velos', and
Agnes' got the paddy calls.

All were operating with the same
styling of performance- after the
raids, so the cops cracked down on a
couple neighboring spots catering to

penny arcade clientele. Grabbed
machines, which they allege showed
pictures which aren't art.

Sammy Walsh Scrams

Pitt for Mirador, N. Y.
Pittsburgh, Oct. 19.

Booked into Nixon cafe here for

two weeks, Sammy Walsh, comedy
dancer and m.c, got Tony Conforti

to release him after a single stanza

so he could open at the Club Mira-
dor, N. Y., last night (Monday).
Offer came only a day after he go^t

to town and Conforti was at first

reluctant to hand bim an okay on
account of his local click. Walsh has

long, been a fav here and was back
for the first time in more than tHree

years!

He's also up for a spot in a new
Broadway, musical and Conforti

didn't want to' spoil his chance on

that angle either. At the Mirador,

Walsh replaces Roy Sedley as the

m.c.

INT'L SETTLEMENT

NITERIES CURFEWED

NameS) 35c Couvert For
Schenectady Nitery

Schenectady, N. Y., Oct. 19.

The first step in a plan to book
^ame' he^dliners at the. Club Palo*
rama cante via the engagement of

Jack Osterman as singing-emcee.
Supporting cast in a Jack Pomeroy
production, includes Peggy Mar-
lowe, Gibbons and Adams and
Johnrtie Cawthorn. Two shows
nightly, with a 35c cover .charge.

Manager John Gibbons has an-
nounced that he may bring here

. later Llna Basquette, Ben Blue, Ju-
dith' Allen, Johnny Downs, Eleanor
Whitney, Frances . Langford and
other names.

Rose Show Revise

Billy Rose is embellishing his

'Show of Shows' with new and spe-
cial material, even though, this is a
medley of his various specs at Fort
Worth, Cleveland, etc.

Rube Bloom has gone to Fort
Worth to coUab with Rose on the
new song material.

'WHITEY'
ROBERTS

Shanghai, Oct, 1.

Under 'municipal council orders

and threats from Chinese patriots,

cabarets in International Settlement
remained closed two weeks, putting

1,500 hostesses out of work. Cur-
few, formerly 10 p.m., now raised to

11:30 p.m., and Del Monte, Para^
mount, Florida, Farren's, Yangtze,
Casanova, Merryland. and National
operating from 6:30 p,m. to 11 p.m.

Along Blood Alley international

dives, catering to sailors and sol-

diers, open 3 p.m. to 9:30 pjn. Cer-
tain Chinese-owned afraid to reopen
as Chinese patriots threatened to

bomb premises and kidnap hostesses.

Ciro's, newest, snappiest dance
palace in China, .closed since Aug.
15, when municipal curfew obtained.

Never made money in its year of

existence, and Henry. Nathan's band
has received notice of dismissal in

six weeks' time.

PA. MAGICIANS NIX

GIVEAWAYS; ELECT

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Means to curb amateurs who give

away all their tricks was the chief

totJic of discussion at the annual
convention of the International

Brotherhood of Magicians, which
closed here Sunday (17). Magi re-

sented the fact th6 cuflio boys were
buying a $2 book and learning illu-

sions that cost thousands of dollars

to. develop. Chief gripe, however,
wasn't that so much as that the
ai^ateurs . aren't willing just to fool

their friends, but insist on showing
them how to do the stunts.

Frank Bunker was acclaimed No.
1 magi in a contest in which the
wiiole brotherhood was judge. Run-
ners-up were Earl Miller, Slatingtoi},

Pa.; John Tokey, Bethlehem; L. L.
Hoover, Hagerstown, Md.; John
Finch, Harrisburg, and Sam Shapiro,
East Orange, N. J.

Dave Grossman was elected prez
of State Federation, Wilbur Philips,

vice-prez; and Dr. William Erdlich,
secretary-treasurer.

CAS FRANKLIN
BARITONE

HELD OVER
CHASE CLUB

Hotel Chase, St. Louis

Nitery Placements
Joe Reichman's' ork. Coconut

Grove, Los Angeles, Oct. 25.

Honey Johnston, singer, Whirling
Top, N. Y.
Grace Kaye, dancer, Bertolotti's,

N. Y.

Marita, dancer, Club Gaucho, N.Y.
Charles King, singer; Margaret

Padula, singer. Gay Nineties, N- Y.

Rose Blaine and Tiny Wolf, Yacht
Club, N. Y.
Harry Spear, m.c; Castaine and

Barrie, dancers; Marley and Ijlsa,

comedy team; Gaby, singer; Virgmia
Gibson, singer, Park Central hotel,

N. Y.
. Paul and Grace Hartman, dancers,
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Eva Ortega, singer; Bass Brothers,

comedy team; Four New Yorkers,
singers, Riviera, Fort Lee, N. J.

Evelyne and Vernon, dancers;
Alice Marion,, singer;" Elise Graves,
harpist; Stuart Allen, -singer, and
the Adrian RoUini Trio, Essex House,
N. Y.
Wanda Goll, Marie's Crisis Cafe,

N. Y.
Lew Parkerson, baritone, Savoy-

Plaza, N. Y.
Ethel Shutta, singer, Belmont

Plaza, N. Y.
Hildegarde, singer, Ritz-Carlton,

N. Y.

• 15 YEARS AGO <

iFrom VAiimr and Ci«pp«r)

Leddy & Smith-Anger's

New Unit for $3,500 Per
Leddy & Smith, in association

with Harry Anger, are producing an-

other vaude unit, 'Cafe Interna-

tional' asking $3,500. Show opens
at Fay's, Philly, Oct. 29. Lineup of

acts has not yet been completed.

,
Same producing outfit sent out the

'Hollywood Bandwagon' unit early

in September. Show is still touring,

getting $4,500 net a week.

PAR, N. Y., BANDS SET

UNTIL NEW YEAR'S

Cansinos .hit up to a . four act and
started going places. Long favor-
ites but never had. a competent show.

Joe Laurie, Jr., at the Palace, and
doing right well. Holdover acts had
been cleaned out and a new bill

helped to draw capacity. Belle
Baker was topper With Will Ma-
honey, the Cansinos and Aunt Je-
mima, her first show at the Palace.
Lopez the only repeater.

Owen McGiveney at the Colonial
and house staged an afterpiece, The
Wager,' in which Bert Wheeler was
supposed to play all of McGiveney's
parts. Parts really played by prac-
tically the entire cast. Att was the
hit of the show.

Jack Lait in his review referred
to Sophie Tucker as 'blonder and
bigger than ever.' She doesn't mind
allusions, to her heft now.

The Paramount, N. Y., is set on
bands for its pit policy through New
Years, with Fred Waring booked for
the Xmas-New Year holidays. It

will be a repeat for Waring who
played the house more than a year
ago.

Setting. Tommy Dorsey to open
Nov, 3,. the house has booked an-
other flrst-timer here, Bunny Berri-
gan, together with Frances Langford,
to follow Dorsey. Another booking
is CHyde McCoy, who's penciled for
Dec. 8. McCoy hasn't played the
house in the past, either.

Harry Kalcheim negotiated the
engagements for. the house.

Keith had recently fired . an act
for kidding prohibition, but Belle
Baker got away with a special song,

I'm the Mother of a Case of Scotch.'
She refuised to cut when requested.

The THEATRE of the STARS

English producer advertised for
chorus girls. Picked only nine out
of 1,600 applicants.

Ask Salt Lake Niteries

To Curb Souse Driving
Salt Lake City, Oct. 19.

Salt Lake City night club propri-
etors have been requested by city
motor vehicle officials to remind
patrons of the dangers' confronting
intoxicated drivers. Suggestion grew
out of a recent report which showed
that the majority of 'alcoholic acci-
dents' occur during the 'night club'
hours between midnight and 4 a.m.
Bureau's statistical report revealed
that drunken driving has increased
considerably in the first nine months
this year as compared to the corre-
sponding period of 1936.

Police reminders to nitery ops in-

cluded pointers in safe driving and
penalty for court convictions. Of
813 automobile accidents between
January and July this year, 27 per-
sons were killed and 1,469 persons
injured. Intoxicated drivers were
responsible for five fatalities.

Midwest biz bad and figured there
were nearly 3,000 unemployed en-
tertainers hanging around Chicago.

Music Publishers figured to save
$200,000 a year by cutting out 'side

money* to leaders.

Marcus Show "in trouble in Lynn,
Mass. Bare-legged number caused
arrests.

Ringlings sent a flying squadron of

60 men to fight the Hagenbeck-Wal-
lace date in Augusta, Ga. Show in

just ahead of the Ringling outfit.

Three Shakespearean productions
promised Broadway. One came
through big, the Barrymore 'Hamlet.'

Shuberfs Russe Revue did a bro
die. Hustled off for road dates in
the hope the sticks would hot be so
particular. Trying to R^ht 'Chauve
Souris.' . /

Vaude Acts Ck^ Chi

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Jam of vaudeville units in town all

of a sudden. Greater part of pro-
duction was curtailed this season be-
cause of shortage of acts and girls.

Rest of producers ail waited until

the last minute, with the result that
everybody produced at the same
time, and now the acts are frozen
here until dates can be found.

Three small units and three big-
gies are laying off here currently.
Include those of Boyla-Roberts, Jack
Fine, Borde Sabilia, Al Weston,
Andre Lasky and Sammy Clark.

Curran theatre, 'Frisco, got off to
a flying start.

Eight new shows came to Broad-
way in a single week after a slow
start.

William S. Hart, defending his

wife's divorce action, declared he
was broke and that she had squan-
dered his comfortable fortune.

Pk. Centrars New Revue

Park Central Hotel, N. Y., reopens
its done-over Cocoanut Grove to-

night (20) with Television Topics of
1937,' revue staged by Harlan Dixon.
Harry Spear, m.c.'s the show

which features Castaine and Barrie,
dance team. Gaby, singer-dancer,
Marley and Elsa, comedy dance
team, and Virginia Gibson, singer.

Jetry Blaine orchestra handles the
music for both show and dancing.

Burley Oke in Canton
Canton, O,, Oct. 19.

Bob Burch's stock burley at the

Grand, in its third week, is clicking

better than at any time in the three
seasons this type of entertainment
has been offered here. It's the only
flesh in town.
Company is a large one, 14 girls

being used in the line. Principals

aire well known and most of them
have been here before. New fea-

tured dancer is being imported each
week, with rest of the show being
built around her.

Blind Accordionist

Quitting Sidewalks

To Resume Profesh

Phil Goldfarb, 38, blind accordionr
ist who is a familiar figure to the
regular traffic between the back of
the Roxy on the 50th street side and
Radio City, is going professional.

That means he's returning to his
former pro standing, and is merely
coming off the sidewalks. .

He's an accomplished musician
and does a specialty which he'll un-
veil at the Village Bam, N. Y., Oct,

23, He has been blind seven years.

Previously he did a specialty with
George Hall's orchestra, and his

musical tutoring included a course
with George Gershwin's teacher.

L'VILLE DROPS BURLEY

FOR PIX, ROADSHOWS

Louisville, Oct. 19.

National's try at . Hirst burley
policy wound up Thursday (14),

with 'Say It With Girls,' featuring
Billy Fields ' and Jean Lee. Final
week of the flesh offerings was pre-
sented sans pix, four shows being
presented daily. Town again re-
verts to straight pics, with excep-
tion of road shows, which will play
the Memorial Auditorium. 'Ziegfeld
Follies' booked for three perform-
ances, Friday and Saturday (29-30).

House policy henceforth
. will be

straight pics, with 'Ecstasy' pulling
in satisfactory biz during the , cur-"

rent week. Samuel Commins, repre-
senting Jewell Productions, is han-
dling the pic, with Abe Fineberg,
former burley manager, in charge
of the house.

MARDEN'S THEME SONG

'Will Tou Love^Me In December As
Tou Pid In May?'

Jimmy Walker's 'Will You Love
Me in December As You Did. in
May?' is the theme song of Ben
Marden's Riviera, Fort Lee, N. J.

On the answers depend the success
of its new Winter Roorh, first at-

tenipt of the Riviera as a year-
round nite spot.

Talent list includes Eva Ortega,
American singer of Spanish, French
and Gferman numbers, Bass Bros.,
London comedy singing team mak-
ing their American debut, and the
Howard Lally orchestra with Peggy
Tucker handling the vocals. Sup-
plementing Lally's outfit are the
Four New Yorkers, novelty musical
combination.

THREE SAILORS
Dressed by

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77, Shaftesbury Av«nua

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

RUTH CRAVEN
NOW riAYING

COLONY CLUB
CHICAGO, ILL.

Christmas Card Agents
Lftrg-e profits easily earned selling
new 21 li'alder Assortment. Sella on
sight for $1.00. Other HoH'Jny as-
sortments. Write for partlculnra..

DOROTHEA ANTEL
220 West 78nd St., New York, N. Y.

CLIFFORD C. FISCHER'S

I.Oir 11RKK.SK
& .lOK KINKS
OnCHK.STB.\S 1iuuiCa4inSl

7Ui Ave. Md 50th St. • Res. COI. 5-7e70
WMIDJ MOtT faWOUS THEkTRMHSUUMHT

..u»i)50pi;^:
HO C6VER
CHIW6C TlmMcEirtra

FfVK YRAKS Ol' TOl* KNTKRXAIXMENT!

MIKE FRITZEL and JOE JACOBSON'S

CHEZ PAREE
GIO KiXIKBANKS t'OtRT Delewnre 3434 CHU'AOO

AMERICA'S SMARTEST THEATRE RESTAURANT
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HAVANA MADRID
(NEW YORK)

Ehumba tempo being the hottest

and newest thing in music in many
years, it's been a foregone conclu-

sion that the rhumba • vogue would
sweep the country. It's really pitch-

ing to a peak these days with
rhumba" niteries all over the New
-York map, where formerly one had
to travel to Spanish Harlem ot
Greenwich Village for the atmos-
phere.
But just as the Harlem vogue was

reborn when it was brought down-
town—with Harlem begmning to

fade — similarly the midtown spots
are doing all right with the added
convenience of maracas atmosphere
right in the. central portion of Man-
hattan. Yumuri is a click; La Conga,
recently opened, ditto; and now
comes the Havana Madrid, which
bridges the gap from Cuba to the
Spain of pre-Franco insurgency.
. Angelo Lopez, Ramon Ferrari and
Victor Blanco, who own a string of
eateries uptown, have transformed
the old Mirador, class cafe of yester-
year (Moss and Fontana, et al., and
not to be confused with the contem-
poraneous Mario's Miradoi*), into a
Latin atmosphere with interesting,

wall panels and an atmospheric
lighting system.

• Show is & marathon of acts that
•will require pruning and kneading,
as it runs too loosely and is over-
board. As with most Spanish man-
agements, every Spanish act is

great.
• There are 15 items billed. Nilo
Menendez, comooser of 'Green Eyes,'

is the maestro heading a large dance
combo which alternates between the
pops" and native tunes. Menendez
is. in white tie and tails and his boys
in conventional musicians' regalia,
rather than the native furbelows of
Cuba or Spain. It would be an im-
provement to keep the atmosphere
100% Latin, including the dansaoa-
tion; not that the band isn't worthy.
Jose Manzanares, whose South

Americans were quite a combo un-
der Lincoln - Zephyr sponsorship
from the San Diego fair two or three
years ago, is another white-tied in-

dividual now, doing the m.c. job,

and very OK. He sells the show in

great style.
Mercedez Zayas Bazan is an Aunt

' Jemimaesque- songstress under cork,

billed as a niece of the former Gov.
of Cuba. She specializes in Afro-
Cuban melodies.
. Antonita, a looker, teams with
Juan Martinez for extraordinary
Spanish folk dances. Consuelo
Moreno, just back from Madrid, is

a song-and-dance artist not un-
known in N. Y.. havin? been at El
Chico and the Yumuri before. Clara
and Alberto are the sock of the bill

with their hot rhumba. Some tour-

ists may recognize them as a hotcha
team, at Trois Hermandos, near the
Nacional hotel. Havana. It's their

IT. S. debut. They're Negroes who
do rhumba wiggles in lowdown
shoein'-the-mare style.

Six Senoritas of Rhythm are said

to be sisters and look enough alike

to be actually related. It's a unique
combo, forming its own femime
rhumba band. Bongo player is a
looker; the. others also make nice
appearance. They're confined to

presentation specialty because of the
tmion, else they'd make a crack re-

lief band for Menendez. It's a good
itnit pn its own and might well step

out anywhere,
Esperanza Ii;is Is a violiniste-

dancer: looks %eU and over fairly.

Sonia Loy, another dancer: Jeronimi
Villarino, Flamenco guitarist of high
technical skill, but lost in this terp
avalanche; Alfredo Valdes, vocalist,

and Vicent Baldes. baritone, both
billed, but unidentified; Cesar Tapia,
Mexican - Californian castaneter
(male), which gives an idea; and
Carlos Vivian, Irish Argentinian (of

which there are many, as witness
the crack Argentine polo team with
Its Duggans, et al.). who makes^ a
corking imorepsion at the mike, with
a fine front that should carry him
far in an intime room. Jose Miranda
billed for production.

After weeding find prunin", the
Havana Madrid will have a ti»?hter

floor show. But in the main it's a
nice atmosphere, food good, cellar
ditto, and with a Broadway entrance
(instead of the Mirador's formpr 51st
street door), which is a smart 'Hen.

Abel.

EL DORADO," N. Y.
Kay Parsons ha:s transferred her

activities from the maritime theatri-
cals of summer riverboating to
Helen Morgan's nitery stand to create
the Grand Opera House of niteries.

Idea is to use spot as a break-in for
acts that never played Broadwpy be-
fore,, with emphasis on vaudeville
and other stage and tent performers.
Breakin gimm.ick affords Iriw salary
nut fnone over $50) and with a
lightweight band and Miss Parsons'
favor amon.<t youn.? ni-^ht crowd, no
cover, no minimum, spot should do
bu'?iness.

Whatever the reception. Miss Par-
sons' initial nitery venture is a HtHe
different from the nack. Neither
intime, fla<;hy nr l-^rpe.. show is

rather a transplanted vaude sta.r^e

With a few nitery garni<:hments, i. e.

Eirl line, close auartere'l bnnd. et al.
Running order is ais*^ diff'^rcnt from
nite life setims rnd if rinlv for thnt
rpason is refreship'^, Trl^nt itself is
alsrj n treat in suf'h location.
Unfortunately for some of them,

naif of their effect is: lost in a_ nitery

because of the seating arrangements
and construction, particularly here.
One act, Al Mardo and his bull ter-
rier, would have been more effective
working farther back near the band-
stand where everyone could see the
hound's horrifying puss. Finale
walkoff after doing nothing until
master plays his mouth organ seem-
ingly enjoyed by the closely-hedged
auditors. Mildred Meredith in the
deuce fares little better in her dubi-
ous gypsy dance. Actually, it's a hy-
brid but nicely costum«d and being
shapely, she hits it off on the nitery
floor.

. Preceding Mardo is the formal
opening of line girls in a Big Aople
routine, highlighted- by a mixed
couplQ truckihg and Susie-Q'ing all

over the place. Exceptionally fast
opening is unlike vaude routine and
causes a letdown with Mardo's bit.

Costuining in this number is par-
ticvdarly attractive, with chorus in
tight skirts and tams.
Fred Bernard, Chi nitery warbler,

and a combo of Jessell-Richman, et
al, displays a good voice that does
not require a mike nor jieed thrott-
ling for here. One of the show's bet-
ter bits, followed by Miss Parsons,
and the line, in a N. S. G. routine.
Miss Parsons would do better out in

front of the girls using a mike in-

stead of hidden behind the giiris' in-

effective taffeta costuming. Gynsy
terper also fills in in latter number:
majority of which is lost to all but
those in front. Different arrange-
ment .should be made.
Mack Pepper, fresh young sty-

lized comic and dancer, tried to. steal

the opening show, but was lost in

the wallow of his own smutty ma-
terial . and prolongation of what
miiht Y*-ve been a fast dance and
patter routine. Since •" yanked for
trying to muddle events. Martin
Barnett, magico. also, good for
fronted audience but back-hand stuff

too obvious to others. Hankies, ci**-

gies, etc., out of th'ng air are all old

and unbrushed. Barnett was seen
ibout a. year ago and has not im-
proved anything but his bookings.
Exit bit nnd easily best is old cir-

cus balancing act of Bassettt and
Bailey. Pair knock themselve«? out
in fast table and chair buildin.g,

acrobatics, with woman as balancer,
strong-woman stuff and all new to a
nitery floor. Best received pnd best
performed, considering location.

Miss Pa>.'=!ons at the niano finishes

off with 15 minutes of community
singin«» aided by lantern slides pnd
dropped miniature screen. Not
joined on opening night by Brord-
way mob,but maybe a come-on for

others. Three strings alternate on
floor when Cass Ha pen's ample crew
are resting. Sufficiently good for

dancing. Hurl.

CHEZ MARIO
(PHILLT)
PhUadelphia, Oct. 16.

Newest late-at-nitery to unshutter
here in the annual fall coming-out is

Chez Mario, an attractive addition

to the city's smaller, but swankier,
spots. Entrepreneur is Mario Vil-

lani, who formerly managed the

Ritz-Carlton's jig-and-guzzlery here,

worked for Art Padula as manager
and emcee of the Anchorage and
emcee of the Arcadia-International
and who has operated various and
sundry other spots.

Present location—which he mam-
tains is a hold-over venture pending
completion of negotiations to open
at the Ritz again—is a one-flight-up

affair. Formerly was the Latimer
Club and last winter was run for a

short time as 'Mary Lee's Nightcap.'

Max Beaman, who used to operate

the Latimer, still maintains the bar
and eatery on the ground floor. He
has an agreement with Villani

whereby he shutters when Chez
Mario opens at 9 each evening.
Place is small and intimate, with

a handkerchief square for the hoof-

bizness. Bar is on one side and
tables for about 100 on the other.

Room is done in bhje, with chrome
trimmings, which all goes to make
this as pleasant and restful a spot

in which to drop a chunk off the b.r.

as- any in- town. Prices are stand-

ard, with no mention of minimum or

cover raps.
.

Show is commensurate with the

general layout of the. spot. It's taste-

ful, without being extravagant. In

addition to the regular acts, how-
ever, it's built up considerably by
Mario's own presence. Highly-ex-
oefienced emcee, he does the honors
himself. W.k. here, he's popular not

only as a host, but for his never-end-

ing natter in a jelly-thick accent that

no lin^;u!stic experts have ever fi.?-

gered out, but is probably a mixture
of French and Italian.

Jimmy Craig, Villani's 21year-old

nephew, who worked at the Anchor-
af'e pll summer, has a romantic pair

of pipes and does some nice war-
blin^ that may mark him as a comer.
Sunolementing him in the chirp

.stuff is Melba Beudreaux. one of

better known Philly nitery thrushes.

Sin^s a bit on the schnoz side, but

oxhibs plenty of nep. is an okay
looker and puts efforts over in sat-

is<"'^ctory way.
Two femme hoofers pnd a magi-

cian round out re.sular bill. Gals are

Myra Lott. a nrettv mite, who does

aero .stuff with a hit of shim-sham
to.<:ped in for a nice number, and
.Tanet Barrett. Latter, a napsnblv

fair blonde, does combo tan anri bal-

lot in Ircv sort of props. Harry
H-^villrnd is the n\T'"i.

Mus'c is nrovide'l bv n c.ofj.cfpctnry

fou'"-tiiP''e c^mho ta''"'ed 'The Conti-

nentals.' Herb.

CASANOVA, PARIS
Paris, Oct. 10.

Set in an atmosphere that oozes
swank, this exclusive little spot still

specializes in catering to those
skimmed from the upper layer.
Whether the 'right people' or not,
that is, from the Tout Paris tangent,
it is a certainly this hangout for
tho.se who can digest the tariff is

just as muchv the thing for those
who really go places as ever.
Attractions here are usually few

but always in the upiJer bracket
with international acts in the. ma
jority. Reva ReyeS, favorite of other
seasons, still tops here and her guitar
strumming and songs are just as well
liked as ever. Small voice admirably
.suited to compactness of spot and
little singer peddles plenty of show-
manship with her offerings.
Gypsy Markoff, accordion player

and singer, is another of those who
catch best in surrounding offered by
Casanova, Smallness of stature de-
tracts -not in the least . from . the
amount of music she is able to dis-
pense. , She renders the most diffi-

cult with seeming ease. Voice, how-
ever, is not -up to her playing, while
entire show could be improved with
some added zest. But liked in any
language.
Nicolina has the voice and a great

variety of offerings in a£ many lan-
guages, but does not take as well
as deserved. Larger surroundings
would suit better. Gypsy orchestra
led by Alexandre Zoubowsky dis-
penses the variety of music such a
club should offer its clientele. Boldi,
cymbalist virtuoso, is one of the best
in town and is a necessity for this
musical set-un. Bernard Helda, vi-
olinist, vocalizes to augment the-
worth of the whole In right fashion.
Tops of the receiving end here is

Ot^ar Bjorck, of Swedish national-
ity, who knows his who's who and
has the smoothness of manners that
malces him remembered. • Hugo,

ESSEX HOUSE, N. Y.
(CASINO-ON-THE-PARK)

Richard Himber—billed with a Mr.
in front of his name, a la Mr. Muni,
Mr. Arliss, et al.—is back in the
dance band biz, his first nitery en-
gagement in some years. For which
occasion the Essex House redecorat-
ed its Casino-on-the-Park room and
staged a series of premieres. Friday
night preview was for the dealers,
Saturday for the cash customers,
Monday for the music publishers
(bless 'em, the old standbys!), and
from then it looks like a pleasant
engagementj all 'round.
Himber has peppered his smooth

dansapatiOn with a nice touch of
swingo via the Adrian Rolllni trio
of vibraphone (Rollini), guitar and
bass. They're a snappy swing combo
augmenting the regular Himber or-
chestra. Featured vocally are Stuart
Allen, baritone; Alice Marion,
brought on from Pittsburgh; Elise
Graves, harpiste. The Vernons, ball-
roomologists, round it out.
Himber dispenses smart dance mu-

sic in the Whitemanesque manner
and is even getting to look , like
Whiteman. Maestro is too young to
have permitted himself that extra
poundage which, considering the far-
famed-in-Tin-Pan-Alley private gym
that Himber maintains in the Essex
House, doesn't speak well for the
gym.

V/ith a radio rep via Lucky Strike,
Studebaker, Victor records, etc.,
Himber is a name for the Essex
which, heretofore, confined itself to
moderate-priced dance music. No
couvert continues, but there's a $1.50
and $2 'minimum after theatriR,

Abel.

ITALIAN TERRACE
(PITTSBUBGH)

Pittsburgh, Oct. 14.

At long last William Penn hotel
has a supper spot worthy of a key
city's ace rooming house. For year's
it's been the Chatterbox here, a room
that was originally intended for a
banquet hall and looked it. Acoustics
were terrible, atmosphere was stuffy
and whole 'place reeked of third-
rate dancery.
But Italian Terrace puts the Billy

Penn back in business. It has class,
looks class and is class; there's the
feel of smartness about it and
warmth, top. Not the stiffness that
sometimes pervades swank suppe;*
rooms.
Spot is the hotel's old Italian din-

ing room, redecorated at a cost the
management puts at $50,000, and the
figure doesn't look exaggerated. Ter-
race on the outside leads to the
spot proper and there effects include
ultra-modern Italian furniture in the
color scheme of white wood and
olive-green upholstery; flock of cir-
cular banquettes between the
columnal grey carpets with contrast-
ing burgundy borders;. Venetian
blinds and novelty drapes. Lighting
is chiefly indirect with pedestal fix-

tures to supplement the chandeliers.
Dance floor is of African teakwood
and bandstand, done with mirrors
and fabric festoons, is covered with
a special eggshell stain, drum-
stretched canopy and li.ghted from
ceiling by multi-colored floods.
Dick Stabile's orch. v/ith a bi.g

locol rep firmly established at Wil-
liam Penn last winter, is back a<»ain

and looks set for another run. Sta-
bile's made several changes s'nce
previous visit, an^' many improve-
ments are noted. Maestro him.'iclf

has a lot of class .".nd he fits the room
like a glove, giving a variety of

rhythm moods and making *em all
click. For vocalists, he has a cute
femme in Paula Kelly, with a sock
style, and Burt Shaw, who slaps
across the pash lyrics with a lot of
oomph.
There's one point in the new set-

up to consider, however. Stabile
clicked heavily last year, chiefly on
strength of juirenile patronage. But
how the college crowd is going to
react to Italian Terrace's couvert is

something else again. There hasn't
been a table tariff here for years,
William Penn going in for the mini-
mum check some time ago. Now it's

back again, $1 a person week nights
and $1.50 on Saturdays, Only spot in
town with a cover except Nixon
cafe, where it's only four bits . and
doesn't count importantly.
Management apparently figures oh

that to a degree, however,, since
small terrace on the outside has a
minimum check only. However, it

can't accommodate more than 75
persons so the majority will have to
shell out the extra overhead. Italian
Terrace, by the way, • seats only
350, as against Chatterbox's capacity
of 800.
Opening night tariff was $5 per

head, including supper, but Terrace
threw in a* floor' show for good
measure. Jerry Gofl -m.c.'ed the en-
tertainment and Xavier Cugat. as a
nod to Stabile, anothier MCA ac-
count, brought over,his entire gang
from the Stanley theatre to do its

stuff. Cohen.

EL CHICO, N. Y.
- El Chico in Greenwich Village re
mains the class Spanish nitery of
New York, now in its 12th year,
which gives an idea of how much
in advance Benito Collada pioneered
his ultra Latin boite. It's 'only been
in the last . coupla years that the
rhumba and Latin vogue has spread
out all over the town, but through-
out -the years EI Chico niaintains
an extraordinary standard 6f au-
thentic Andalusiau, Castilllan and
Granadian song and dance, inter-
spersed of course with Cuban, Mexi-
can and Latin American flavoring.
But basically it's a flamenco evening.

Class act of the new lineup are
the Sisters Nuri, personality lookers
doing double flamenco terps. They're
on the. exotic side in build and
finished dancers from Seville—An-
tonia and Carmen by name. It's

their American debut.

Comedy is via Vilano and Vechas,
one something of a Spanish Fannie
Brice in crosseyed style of comedy
mugging. Their comedy 'Cucaracha'
registers big.

Las Guarercitas are a Mexican
sister act with ranchero songs.
Pepita Lucientes, just up from
Buenos Aires, is a dainty terper;
and Renejo and Carlota round it

out with Spanish ballroomology.
They do a tango and zambra spe-
cialty. She's a blonde, he a decided
Latin type who takes his dancing
somewhat over-seriously. If it's in-
tended to highlight his swarthy and
her golden-haired contrasts, it could
get over just as well with an oc-
casional smile from Renejo.
Don Alberto continues with his

expert native and American dansa-
pation; and Rudolfo d'Alvalos and
Albertina do the audience-tutoring
session with the customers, he
demonstrating the rhumba and tango
steps and she terping with male
exponents from among tfie custom*irs.

Abel.

HOTEL NEW YORKER
(NEW STORK)

With Benny Goodman hard by at
the Hotel Pennsylvania, Tommy Dor-
sey at the Commodore and the Casa
Loma orchestra now holding forth at
the New Yorker, the Pennsy and
Grand Central railroad -zonen are
plenty swingo. With Gtay there's
also an all-new ice show which gives
the Ritz hotel a sizable advantage
over the Goodmanltes at the Pennsy,
where only an Arthur Murray
troupe of apple-dancers round out
the divertissement.

In this current N. Y. battle of
swing music, however, it so happens
that all three name bands are doing
terrif. Including Casa Loma here,
featuring Kenny Sargent and 'Pee
Wee* Hunt with their vocal inter-
ludes, and the ice-show policy which
has been a click all summer.
For seasonal suggestion the Ice

show was great stuff in the warm
months and .should prove equall.y as
socko, considering the Hcnie and
hockey influence, all winter.
New roster, replacing Baplie and

Lamb, previous headliners. is more
on the lighter side, although the bal-
let of four ice-cutters, younf» fcmmcs.
do nicely with the teohnicnl figure
.skatin-*. Pope and Frick arc the
"lecialty tonm for the fancy fi.Tura-
tion.s, and Duke and Noble .suppiv a
comefiy punch with their eccentric
conr-edy, one a.s the pseud<^-Rkatip"
'n.>;tructnr and the other as the punjl.
T,?ttcr, in tux. takes amazing pratl-
fpiio pjid di77,y whirl.s,

w;^^'^^ ^ diverting revue anri r^~'r[<^

the bulli.sh biz it deserves. Ahcl.

RAMONA'S LONDON CUCK
London, Oct. 19.

Ramona's opening at Ciro'.s (13)

broii.'^ht a capacity attendance and
proved out.standing,

s;n,;;er is in <or one. month, with
option.s, and is a certain holdoVcr.

CHEZ PAREE
(CHICAGO)

Chicago, Oct, 15.

Consistency is the mark of a'cham-
pjon, and on that basis the Chez
rales still as -champ. Other .«;pot3

may have their ups and downs of
trade, depending largely on their
,'<hows and the conventions in town.
But the Chez remains the consistent
big money-getter. No matter what
night it is, the room is alway.s well
loaded and, more times that not, the
ropos are up. •

This didn't just happen. And a
gander of this show, handed to the
public for a $2.50 minimum, reveaJs
the reason why the Chez is as it i.s.

Much has been said of the Chez food
and service, but this time it's the
show.

,

Program on the floor sets up as
almost a perfect show revue for
name talent, solid performance, ex-
ceptional production and musical ac-
companiment. Back in the spot
where he started, his bound-back
vvo J ears ago, Benny Fields is a
magnet. Displays a .keen sense of
showmanship by avoiding old male-
rial and keeping his stuff fre.sh.

Fields scored so solidly that this
mob here wtis applauding lon.g after
the show end, and it took plenty of
coaxing to get 'em to quit hpnd-
smackin^ and shuffle out on the floor

for dancing.
If Fields Is the old-time singer,

Grade Barrle Is the new-time war-
bler, though with sufficient experi-
ence to make her a solid, sure-
hander with pops. Appe?rance and
voice make a click for Miss Barrie.
Could have stayed longer, and had to

encore twice to get away.
On the d'ahcirig side the honors

are garnered by Georges and Jaltia,

nifty, hjfhly plieasing ballroom diince
team. Three numbers, each one a
bull's-eye. Have everything that

goes to make up a surefire ballroom
pair.
Other dancers are singles, I.<ead-

Inf? off the show Is little Siinn-v Rice,

with tap stuff that Is lost In this big
room-. Dolly Arden Is more rtbtice-

able with her long-legged pcrobatic
and control work, Roslta Royce is

here with her dove dance, but the
Chez keens her under wraps—'•atber

unsunl (for Miss Royce, not the
Chez). Other theatre manti''ers and
nitery operators book Miss Roivee as

a dls^-ober. She Is here as a produc-
tion lead-off.
Bird production number Is pp ao-

nlause-getter throughout, with the
brlTht-colored parrots and the white
cockatoos making a brilliant effect.

Gals in the line turn out to be pretty
"nod as animal trainers and h-^n-

dlers. Opening and closing numbers
w("'e well planned and executed.
Hen.ry Busse and orchestra'<> pIpv-

inf of the show Is fine, resides
building uo excellent nii'^lcal baqk-
fTound for Performers. Bttsse bItis
frr.»vi his podium later to clown with
Fields. Leader Is a n^itnrf^l comic,

who is funny without strivin".
Gold.

LITTLE OLD N. Y.

Number Three among the 'mem-
ories' places, Dan Christie's, unlike

the other two. Bill's Gay AO's and
Jimmy Dwyer's, Is actually situated

in the old N. Y. atmosphere of east

14th st. For that reason it may find

the going a little tougher than lU
Broadway counterparts. Nabe still-

draws a few tourists and combined
with the proximity of early closing

Luchow's (straight eatery and drink-

ery) and speedy subway connection

to Times Sq., might help among
the younger crowd looking for a

gander at pappy's onetime entertain-'

ment and for the old out to recap-
ture a memory.
Swinging doors, suspended tandem,

Al Davis*' collection of old lithos,

prints and song sheets, gas lighting,

general period decoration and the
old timer entertainment supply the
superficial yesteryear atmosphere
of a onc-fllghtrup nitery. Prices are
average present day nocturnal di-

vertissndent.
Combination of young line girls.with

the old timers breaks uo what might
become a little monotonous. Num-
bers are all in current tempo al-

though occasionally clothed in '90's

raps. One winds up In a pncl dov,;n

to briefies, 'Nice looking pnd .shapely

for mo.st part are the eight routined
and well-rehcarscd kid.s.

Main entertainment facets are
Nick I,a Rooca's Original Dixieland
Jazz Band Cwith four ringer.*:),

singer-composer Joe Ilov.'ard and ac-
companist Arthur Bchim; Eddie
Leonard, Lea Barbari, fcmmo s'.nger;

and Bob Millikin. m.c, Latin Mi,«!R

Barbari excels in 'O Mhric* and
should avoid others for bet results.

Eddie Leonard, np\v in ]•'•"• r'xUe^,
contributed his famou.-; 'Ida' with
eye maneuvers and hntnpcrcd by a
cold. Considering hiy ycr.rs and
(iisadvanta,ge, '.he pc-.fijrn'r.-ice wji.s

"ood nnd was v/cll received. .Joe

Howard's repertoire of l-.i,". own
.songs is justifiably hi'lilirht^d in
<he opening shov/, I»'cuule^ 'Wender
Whn'.s' Ki.ss'ng Hei" Nov.-' ?.r<\ h'-- ro-
eept You Al tbo Wcvlci'- Frir.'

Both Ilow.ird anil I 'onr"fi are
ali'Tipi of Bill Ilai-dy'.: C-iy

Pr'cker.s, renorledlv C'-"-i'-'or''cr

.Sullivrn. local p-!ir.T.!
.

li",ht. hi.s

1al-'en over Ih'; c.'.lirc builcllj''" wh^ch
help" "it down the nut. .Sh' v is

rcpnt'^iH.y ens1'»'"' m-To 1h"'i .'"T^'ftO

v'>1<lv. ('vcrvthin" in'.''iKlCfI. •') i1>

pn'>-lKi(I'<''s gUC's V/helher f- Tifit

Union Sq, can be revised. J/i/iL
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Direct Chrysler Pli^ Makes Keith s,

Indpk, SoundIM a Comml Show

Indianapolis, Oct. 15.

Either the manager of Keith's is

getting a discount on a new Chrysler

or else the headlined act is having

its salary paid by a dealer here. As
an 'encore,' at the close of his regu-
lar act, the stage headlin^r makes a
direct '150-word plug of the new
Chrysler, stating in full its price,

dealer's name and address, and sell-

ing points. He even invites the audi-

ence to inspect and ride in a demdn-

.

strator which is parked at the curb
in front of the theatre.

This was the ' -'encore' by Billie

Vallie, the show's headlined act, who
is advertised as Al Jolson's original
•Sonny Boy,' disregarding Davey
Lee's claim to that billing. Vallie is

dressed in a Fauntleroy type of suit,

wears a high hat, and needs a hair-

cut. In -the trey spot he sings a
number and then does a long talk

listing his Own accomplishments. He
closes by singing 'Sonny Boy,' and
then exits to mild applause. His
auto sales talk j.s a forced encore.

Surrounding bill is opened by
Roberta Roberts,, a girl singer who
makes a nice appearance, but i?

lacking in voice. Fairish five-girl

saxophone ensemble, Harry Wai-
man's Saxohettes, follow by doing
half of their. act here and the rest
down fiarther oh the bill. Burton
and King do an undistingiiished
tango after the auto sales plug. Next
comes Ji Mas, magician, who manip-
ulates card^ and lighted cigarets in

"the usual manner. Mangled words
comprise the comedy talking act
done by Emily Darrell in the next-
to-shut' spot, and the bill is closed
by the Harris Bros, with comedy
acrobatics. Waiman acts as m.c. and
does a -violin solo in one spot. His
girls,, when not doing their act, sit

on the stage to augment the house
band.

Pic is 'Love Takes ,1'light' (GN)
and the house had plenty of empty
seats at the second show Friddy eve-
ning (15). Kiley.

CAPITOL, WASH
Washington, Oct. 17.

No line of girls and no particular
emphasis on production this week,
but routing Georgie Beatty through
the bill as an impromptu emcee pro-
vides the informal touch the house
has been working up very satisfac-

torily of late. Breaking up Beatty's
turn leaves only three acts as such
and with the overture skipped due
to the length ot the pic, it's one of
the smallest programs house has run
in weeks, although audiences and
crix are giving it a nice reception.

Opens without announcement to

find Five Elglns tossing plates and
then going into hat-changing rou-
tme. Three men and the two gals
are in evening dress, but make no
attempt at swank smoothness. Just
a gang of people having a lot of fun
throwing things around and letting

the customers enjoy it, too.„ Wind up
the act-proper, which is done in

three, with four-cornered exchange
of Indian clubs and step in front of

travelers to encore with fast ex-
hanges along each other's ears with
entire troupe in line.

Beatty bounces out on the ramp in

iront of the pit to' finger the felt

hat, lay a few stories on the line and
introduce Texas Jim Lewis and Five
Lone Star Cowboys, who stride out
in front of a painted scenedrop in
their flashy black and silver cowboy
regalia. Jim does the talking, be-
ginning with a heavy prairie accent,

- but letting up as' the act progresses.
Open with 'Riding a Humpbacked
Mule,' which gets mild reception,
follow with guitarist's baritone yodel
of 'Home on the Range,' which is

better, and hit their stride with
swingy handling of 'Old Cowhand.'
Smokey Joe slips' into the wings to

return with a banjo and tear off

'Tiger Rag,' which brings in the pit

band to clinch. Then ifs Jim With
his hoot-nanny, washboard equipped
with horns, bells and blank cartridge
to finish with a wallop. Encore is

'Climbing Up the Golden Stairs'

with now-standard marching finish.

Nobody believed they were cowboys,
but house accorded 'em big reception
as smooth instrumentalists who war-
ble tunes and wear handsome cos-
tumes.

Beatty out on ramp again to spin
more gags and go into a burlesque
of Nelson Eddy singing 'Ah, Sweet
Mystery of Life' on a radio program
a year from now, interpolating ad-
vertising plugs at the end of every
line, Singing is pretty terrible, but
the cracks are delivered smartly and
hit home. Finishes with drunken
sailor oantomime, using cigaret roll-

ing business* which leads into warble
of *A Tattooed Woman Captivated
Me' in the same character. Gets off

at poak of performance by turning
emtee again to build-up Dorothy
Stone as Fred's diaughtar and
Ch?rles Collins as star as 'Dancing
Pif.nto.'

r;i'r appear through rear entrance
or s'miile drapes-arid-floor lamps set

to open with eccentric tap,' brokert

with Collins' vocalizing of 'Looks
Like I'm in Love Again.' Miss Stone
is off to change her gown and Col-
lins does a spectacular ballet tap.

Miss Stone then takes stage to

score nicely with 'Ten o'clock
Town,' standing well back frorrt the
mike to make the most of her musi-
cal comedy technique. Collins gets
back to make the second chorus a
duet, which lea:ds perfectly into ball-

room waltz done to fiddles and sub-
dued lights. Miss Stone yawning at

finish and being' carried off asleep
by Collins amid top applause of

show. Both back fpr an Astaire-
Rogers tap that makes the requisite
flash finish, but can't top the waltz.
Act is class throughout, but is served
in. the. pop. manner and holds from
start to curtain.

Pic is "'High, Wide and Handsome*
(Par), and biz good. Craig.

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Oct. 17.

With 'Big Apple' terpers at both
Fay's and the Shubert last week, the
Earle nevertheless takes advantage
of the present mania to ring in an-
other crew of the hoof-flirigers on its

stage show this stanza. And it cer-
tainly' has something. They're sup-
ponsedly the original B.A.'s from the
University of North Carolina. But
whether original or not, they're ac-
tually college kids, fresh as green
paint and sockaroo/

Competing for hand-patter with
Happy Felton's Band and Mary
Brian in a p.a:, both of whom do
swell work, youngsters bring down
thp curtain, on the show with the
strongest and sweetest music to a
manager's ears heard at the Earle in
weeks.
~ "To begin with, the 10 boys 'and
garls are mighty fine lookers with:
real personality. Add to that they're
all dressed in most approved ultra-
collegiate fashion, which makes for
color and plenty showmahly appear-
ance. But to top it off the kids can
dance. Full . of the old vim and
vigor, they put everything and more-
into the 'Big Apple.' And then they
toss in some collegiate ballroom
work by solo couples that would
have a bunch of high-priced duos
eating grass.

Mary Brian does an unusual p.a.
turn. . It's strictly tapping. Works
through her entire act with a cou-
pla pretty gopd nitery hoofers, The
Two Jacks. Although they out-
shine her footwork, she's pretty
handy with the clogs and goes over
neatly. Much of this is due, of
course, to ai nifty smile and engag-
ing manner. Off the boards for a
year and a half, she exhibs a lot
more personality than presence.

Makes an error in not saying a few
words to the aud when she comes
on. Tries to at the finish of her
turn, but finds herself so breathless
from the gam-slinging she isn't able
to get much—out. Also unusual is

her deliberate sitting down in mid-
dle- of the act and changing her
shoes in an embarrassing sort of mo-
ment. Reason for the switch in bro-
gans may be apparent to a hoofer,
but causes some wonderment to' the
house,

Happy Felton's crew of 13 shows
the reason for its quick drive to the
upper Ijracket of nitery bands. First
off, the combination of instruments
and arrangements makes for ability
to present hot arias in a refined sort
of way. And Felton himself has the
natural attributes in being fat, pleas-
ant, jolly sort of guy and has an easy
presence with swift patter.

Wisely using lots of noveltle.<;. he
opens with his standard musical
cocktail number, in which he in-
tros all men in the band as though
they were ingredients going into the
shalcer. Later hits into 'Allegheny
Al' and a somewhat surprising piece
for the Earle, a number about the
Dassing of the old cabbies called 'A
Horse with a Hansom Behind.'

Felton pipes all the novelties him-
self, assisted by five men from the
band. Has a pleasant voice for this

type of chirping and puts 'em over
with plenty of oompah. Cabby num-
ber, in which bandsmen swing bug.sy
whips and wear mustaches that keep
falling off, draws applause.

Orch's sole weakness—and weak-
ness of the whole show, as a result

—

is a laclc of strong ; chirpers for
straight and romantic numbers.
Marilyn Maynard and Ken Nealy are
carried for this assignment, but both
are lightweights. Seem to lack the
sparki especially when heard imme-
diately after Felton, who's so full of
flame. Arman^d Camgros, one of the
bandsmen, also solos, but shows lit-

tle.

Rounding out the bill is 'Fred Syl-
vester and His Nephews.' This is a
sock act of a guy tossing around
three midgets. It's showmanly and
Sylvester really does some swell
feats, tossing in plenty of pantomime
comedy.
Opening day biz wa? strong whtfrt
aught at early .'show. Pic is' "This

WINTERGARTEN
Berlin, Oct. 10.

With Berlin's other big vaude house
catering to a revue this month, those
In search of their beloved acrobatics
must turn to the Wintergarten. The
result is that this emporium is

thriving.

Bill opens with the "Valnohas play-
ing basketball on bicycles. It's too
long, and just one of those .things to

fill in while the folks fumble for
their seats. The clowns, Kudkartz
and Co., are so unfunny as to be
downright painful. This bad deucer
makes it plenty tough for the follow-
up, the Three Marvels, but they soon
manage .to rouse the aud out of

slough' of despair. .Working on pyra-
mided tables, they not only descend
from one to the other, taking, hand-
stands on the jump, but go this slick

trick one better by mounting the
tables backwards, with full weight
on both palmerinos. They've got
classy stunts done In hot tempo
trimmed with hoke. The English
duo, Manley and Austin, follow with
knockabout acrobatics. They take
some pretty brodies and wallop
themselves right into favor. ML-js

Austin's sock closer is a fiddle solo
done perched on her. partner's
sconce. They won plenty of merited
applause.

'

Marvelli, one of Germany's out-
standing magicians, specializes in the
burning cigarette stunt. One after

another is stamped 'out. while an
unending supply .keeps popping out
from mouth and fish-flaps. In the
next spot is South China, strong on
contortion. A head-to-head stand,

with . both ' guys in the doublerup
squat, draws lusty applause. B\it the
cheer puller is a reclining man who,
balancing another in his hands and
yet another on his feet, does a com-
plete turn, getting back to original
posish with both partners still stand-
ing pretty. Oscar Albrecht follows.
Though billed as a humorist, the
laughs are few and far between. His
.single, however, is surefire, as his
fodder is gleaned from the political

harvest. The times .being ripe for
this to go down easily, he did okay.
At the close of his Italy-Germany
rah-rah number, Gloria Grant,
American singer, is discovered atop
piano, where she warbles 'Will You
Remember,' and then disappears.
The first half is closed by Micaela
Busch of the wJt. circus family. She
dresses well, has gorgeous steeds,

only her high school exhibish is

much too longi But she's a fav here,
and the payees didn't seem to mind.

Miss Grant opens the second stanza
with two straight solos, 'Indian

Love Call' and an aria from 'Tosca.'

The middle voice is, shaky, but her
high notes are lulus and brought her
back for an encore. Then comes
Gina Ginotti, who does splits with
all their variations and handsprings
while holding one foot to the back
of her head. Youth, skill and the
ease with which she works win her
some healthy palm patting. In fol-

low-up is the London Ballet, doing
an h.o. from last month. The girls

have nothing new on their program,
but elide just as well as the last time
caught.
Valnohas, who opened, are billed

in the closing spot as the Five Slata-

nachs. They offer some nifty bike
tricks, specializing on the uni, their
toonotcher being when the girl

stands with head on that of her
partner while he fr'.<!lcs around on
a high one-wheeled bike.
A news reel of the Duce's visit

here closes. Good lensing.

vaudeville, nor is there any doubt
that all possibilities for presenting
her In the most effective way were
exhausted here. In addition to Per-
kins and his familiar cargo of gags,
doing his usual good m.c. job, there
are; the "Three Swifts in their famil-
iar, but always sustaining juggling
turn. Boys are standouts on the cur-
rent bill, as are Holland and Hart,
ballroom team, appearing in the
finale production number with the
24 Manhattan Steppers, house line.

Edna Janis is featured early in the
show in solo taps and holds atten-
tion. Ruth Petty, working with Per-
Icins, vocals four hot numbers of
which 'Rhythm for Sale' is the best.

Les Golden vocals 'Military Man'
from the pit to finish off the over-
ture by Eddie Rosenwald and^ the
house band, and to set the theme for
the opening military routine by the
line. French maid number, with the
girls leg-waving . from boudoir
benches is effective, and sets the
scene for Miss Corio, who later

perches in a giant champagne glass,

in the finale fan line routine called
'Rhapsody in White.' 'Fit for a King'
(RKO) on the screen. Fox.

•Way, Please' (Par,).' Herb.

KEITH'S, BOSTON
Boston, Oct. 15.

All attention focused on the vaude
debut of Ann Corio, graduating from
the burley circuit and showing off

her highly publicized torso to the
Keith clientele who know nudity
when they see it and frown when
they don't.
Miss Corio soon had them goggle-

eyed in her first number, coyly
labeled by one writer a 'dramatic
strip tease.' Johnny Perkins, m.c.

for the show, represents himself as
Gorio's manager, and tries to satisfy
three newspaper cameramen (The
Three Swifts, doubling) who de-
mand fleshy pose^.
Obligingly peeling off a dazzling

red and gold negligee, the stripper
gives 'em an eyeful. First camera-
man gives Perkins a cifiat. Second
cameraman asks for a more reveal-
ing pose, and ne\s his wish. Perkins
gets a cigar. Third lensman says his
naper wants something real hot, and
the final peel-off unveils the cele-
brated bosom 'in burley-blackout.
Idea is ok, but the sketch worked
without a boudoir set and other
scenic enhancements lacks finesse.

Next slcit is a reverse-English:
Corio dressing on stage, in silhouette
against a transparent mirror lighted
from behind by soft blue. This, in
contrast to the opening scene, is far
more effective and artistfc. When
the lights go up Miss "'Corio is

dressed in widow's peek-a-boo weeds
and she winds un her three-part act
with the sad lament about 'Mr,
Striptease Is Dead,' with a New
York Minsky-Moss lyric and pre-
viously aired bvhor at the. Apollo.
Done in the ultra-burlesque whin-
ing whimper' manner, this lengthy
wail was yanked after the opening
show and another nurhber, more
•luft.able for the occasion. siubstit\itecl,

There' is ho auestion that Mi.ss
Gorio has a plate ' irt " 'pi'oduction.

LYRIC, INDPLS.
Indianapolis, Oct. 16; •

Mai Hallett and band, playing this

town for the first time, hold down
the lion's share of this week's bill,

with 20 minutes of the 60 minutes
running time taken by extra acts

booked in by the house. Open with
a band number consisting of a meet-
ley of hot oldtime tunes, with band
members stepping down to be intro-
duced for hot breaks. Drummer is

then spotted for a specialty that is'

too long to be so near opening.

Hallett brings on his femme vocal-
ist, Teddy Grace, who has a torch
deliveiry and sings a new song called
'Dispossessed by You.' She has a
pleasing voice but her delivery is a
bit too drab for the theatre. Fol-
lowed by a .special arrangement of
*I Got Rhythm,' done by Frank
Carle, pianist with the orch. This
number is one of the bright spots
of the show, with fast fingering,
tousing the audience to enthusiastic
applause for the first time.

Act is spotted in next with five

minutes taken up by Paul Kirkland
& Co. Tlie 'company' is a femme
who brings on the ladder with which
Kirkland does a single' trick. He
mounts to the top,' balancing him-
self the while, sits there a moment,
then- descends. He juggles a paper
cone comically lor a finish. Act
seems out of place in a band show.

Band then does a swing arrange-
ment of 'Goona Goo/ • featuring hot
choruses by the clarinet and saxa-
phone, and winds up with Teddy
Grace reappearing to do the vocal.
Jerry Perkins, 17-year-old tenor vo-
calist with the outfit, goes over well
with his rendition of two pop songs,
'Gypsy Tea Room,' during which he
has the assistance of a male chorus
composed of band members, and
'Where Are You?' Show caught he
was brought back to do an honest
encore of 'Just Too Marvelous.'

Comedy business goes on through-
out the show between Joe Cabonara,
bass fiddler, and Hallett. Rotund
fiddler holds down a spot of his own
following Perkins, by doing a hot
rendition of *Nola,' which is all to
the good. A comedy vocal version
of 'O Solo Mio' isn't so forte.

Billed as the 'Harlem Maniacs,' the
next act turns out to be the familiar
team of Harris and Howell, who take
up 15 minutes of the running time.
Two Negroes get a lot of their com-
edy from false starts at the piano as
the other tries to sing, .then they
settle down to some nifty vocalizing
by Howell to his own uke accom-
paniment, then follows with violin
specialty. Third member comes on
for more comedy, and doubles with
a fast tap .dance.

Stage show is billed over pic,

'Danger, Love at Work' (20th), in
ads, which is probably a mistake, as
pic is getting all the comment here
and band is not so well known.
First show Friday night biz was

only fair. Kiley,

STATE, N. Y.
Joe Lewis is this week's stage

name and master of ceremonies. He
is in here after a nitery engagement
at the Frolics four' blocks up Broad-
way, but it's a vau'Se repeat for him,
Lewis Was here three months ago
when Louis Sobol, columnist, was
headlining the show. He is per-
haps better known on the Coast and
in Chicago, but having played the
State before, as well as the Frolics
since thipn, his draught should be
building.

Lewis is a good entertainer with a
capable material writer serving him
unless he's it. Caught here open-
ing night (Thurs.), the show was
running long and late (80 mins.)
due largely to the fact Lewis was
giving himself plenty to do all over
the show. He was on for about 30
minutes at the early evening per-
formance Thursday night but hold-
ing his own all that distance.

In his own spot (next to closing)
he stuck it out for 14 minutes but
got a little slow during the session
in which he good-naturedly ribs and
imitates Ted Lewis, Harry Richman
and Lawrence Tibbett. Gives this
special material too much detail and
attention,

.
Bit about the tailor who

made his pants too long and the
parody on 'Merry-Go-Round Broke
Down' are both surefire, as are
monolog sessions and bits with other
acts at various points On the bill.

Lewis opens, doing seven minutes
of talk that sells well, giving way
to 'Variety Gambols, a seven-people
dancing acrobatic act that suits
though circusey, then reappearing
again ahead of Joe and Jane Mc-
Kenna, McKennas, around for some-
time, are brother-and-sister comedy
slapstick turn in which Jane takes
the most of some heavy punishment.
Being kicked on the posterior by Joe
and otherwise abused may not be
what Willie Hays would like to. see
on the screen, but in here it's what
they want, act being a hit.

Wini Shaw, doubling from Miar-
den's Riviera across the Hudson, is

doing five _40.Dgs besides a gag bit
with Lewis. Her numbers are
varied and well done, best being
'Sweet Leilani' and 'Lady in Red.'
Went over strong TIaur'sday night,
but not sensationally.

Closer is the Harris-Claire-Shan-
non flash, which carries the vocal
team of Houston and Harden. In-
tact as a flash for several yedrs, the
act features classical waltz and other
trio dances with the man, by clever
tiniing and routining, dancing with
the two girls at the same time and
not neglecting either. Houston-
Harden voices backgrounding are
.better trained than most. This is a
tastefully .staged and costumed of-
fering that's suitable for* niteries.

Feature,.'Double or Nothing' (Par),
reviewed by Vakiety in issue of
Aug. 18. Char.

PARAMOUNT, L. A.
Los Angeles, Oct. 16.

First of three consecutive stage
band bookings got under way today,
with Hal Kemp orch. and supporting
talent getting the opening brealc.

Combo is making its fii'st stage ap-
pearance in the west and the open-
ing performance warranted the pre-
sumption the outfit will click for
solid returns during its one weelc
sojourn.

In addition to the band renditions,
specialties are oftered by Maxine
Gray, blues warbler, and Bob Allen,
baritone, as well as by Drummer
Skinny. Ennis and Saxie Dowell,
saxophonist with the combo. Orcn
numbers are diversified and novel,
boys are all talented musicians and
unit stacks up as worthwhile enter-
tainment.

Booking is adjunct to the first

showing at this house of a Radio pic-
ture. 'Music For Madame,' made pos-
sible through congestion of product
at the RKO Hillstreet and Pantages,
regular first run outlets<vfOr Radio
picts. Pararnount News and Oswald
cartoon complete the screfen -how.

Edwa.

STATE-LAKE, CHI
Chicago, Oct. 16.

Lots of show currently for the
annual house-produced 'State-Lake
Follies' and plenty of bulk for the
customers of this theatre. There are
24 girls in the line instead of the
usual 12, plus eight show girls with
more or less costuming than is usual
for the spot. It's a good unit for the

.

house, and that's the only thing that
really matters, though the show lacks
solid comedy. .

Among the heavy production num-
bers are scattered some standard
acts. They are hidden under bushel
baskets, however, and it is surpris-
ing to find them there. Out of the.
prdouction background, for instance,
suddenly pops Ruthie Barnes with
her excellent tap routines. Little
red-headed gal has plenty of rhythm
in her toes and gets the most out of
'em. Has a fine, clean style of work-
ing that sells her stuff. Costumed
excellently, also. Only item which
detracts slightly is Miss Barnes' over-
emphasized bent-back manner of
hoofing. Slie's leaning over a bit too
far. Straightening up somewhat
would appear more graceful..

Reis and Dunn, oh late in the show
with the narrative songs, fit in like a
glove for this type of audience.
Robins Sisters are on early with
their Impersonations, the big items
.still being Garbo and West. Avis
Kent is in the opening production
number with an acrobatic number.
Paul Robinson is a hard-working

harmonica tootler, and gets plenty of
audience effect out of his trick of

continually changing harmonicas
during one long number.

There's plenty of solid promise in

Fritz and Cahill. They xome forward
with a genuine comedy idea in ec-

centric dancing and hoofing. These
two boys have something that looks
capable of developing into a real

item. They have an excellent flair

for comedy, and never tire by insist-

ing on their tricks. Look surefire.

They should, however, get a dfferent

wardrobe. Those drab tux get-ups
are much too shoddy for a bright
comedy dance act.

Couple of blacltouts in the show
for 'revue' effect; also a 'ain't Chi-
cago wonderful' number for the clos-

ing, with Pally Cliff doing a soggy
job .of m.c.'ing the praise number.
B usiness good at the last show -Fri-

day -with the- pictui-c being 'Think
FaV.t, Mr, Moto' (20th). Oold,
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Unit Reviews
PARAMOUNT, N. Y.
One of those weeks whea the

headliner of the Par's rising-pit show
is a good, 'b.o.-baiting femme singer,

with the visiting band billed beneath.

As a show it is slightly under aver-

age for the house. Pic, 'Souls at

Sea' (reviewed In Variett Aug. 11),

overshadows the flesh frolic on the
marquee and as a patron lure.

Jane Froman is the top-billed

singer, and turns in a socko act. Sul-

try soprano with the largess of good
looks hypoed her draw by her ex-
cellent work on the summer- show
for Jello over NBC, and has never
shown better form than now. Her
saleswomanship is superb and, com-
ing on near the windup of the 48-

min show, supplies the necessary
kick to the bill.

Band is that vet aggregation of

Benny Merofl's. Cramped quarters
of the apron, where band is com-
pressed, hamper the activities of the
outfit some. And the turn is not of

the customary Meroff duration. How-
ever, boys being really a stage band,
their bag of tricks works much of
the time. Trombonist Jackie ^flar-

shall, one of the funniest playing
i^usicians in the biz, gets in some
walloping moments with his zany,
burst-brain comedy; Meroff slips in

some jabs for the same cause. .

Or^h displays its usual sagacity in
offering the lookers-on as rhuch
sight show as possible, and steppmg
airily around the moments of seri-

ous playing. Two young shag danc-
ers, Gallagher and Innefosgy, exhi-
bitionists at Arthur Murray's learn-
to-leg institute, give a short routine
that can be seen at any high school
dance, and wonder is aroused at why
this booking. -

Only other specialty turn is Lewi."?

and Van, rhythm tappers. Boys'
stuff is only fairish, hampered by the
fact that they are clinging to rather
dated styles of unison and ohallen^'e
hoofing. Their steeping on the small
stairs isn't particularly good, either.
At the last performaince Friday

ni>»ht biz had some blossom on it.

Was an eye-strain to senrch out 'two-
together" on the lower level. Bert.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
Undoubtedly the most sweeping

and graphic scenes from the Chi-
nese-Japanese theatre of war so far
dominate the Embassy screen this
week. Universal, Paramount, Fox
and Metro supply fully 20 minutes
of supercharged atmosphere, with
only the football contests at the tqg-
end approaching them in space or
interest. Newsreels scored a beat
on N. Y. dailies by hitting the screen
36 to 48 hours ahead of photographs
which first appeared Saturday. (16).

And then they were blow-ups from
newsreel clips.

It's a toss-up as to best coverage,
with alert, daring cameramen from
four companies all doing bang-up
job. Leads off with U newsreel, run-
ning for 8 minutes and thereby giv-
ing it a break on footage. George
Krainukov is credited by Universal
for photographing all scenes, one
view illustrating his close proximity
to the scene of action. Paramount
does the same with Arthur Menken;
also spotting him next to actual
fireworks. Fox gives fleeting credit
to two photographers.
Most sensational shot was that

caught by all four of a Japanese
bomber brought plummeting to earth
by Chinese anti-aircraft. Metro's
close-up and steady lens-following
topped others. Bombing at Shang-
hai, Nanking, Chapei and warfare
about Woosung and Soocho^, arrival
of U. S. marines, damage done to
troop train, destruction wrought by
bombing of Nanking Central hos-
pital despite giant Red Cross sign,
troop movements on both sides,

crowds rushing to bomb-proof cel-
lars, fleeing refugees, captured Japa-
nese aviators in their underwear
and closeups of leaders - on both
sides arie among the more vivid
views. U's cameraman was close
eno\igh to grab a building being
blown to atoms by aerial bomb, with
the blast filling the full screen. Four
newsreels try to give unbiased pic-
torial and narration handling of the
conflict, but in view of the Japanese
aggression on the Chinese hospital
(shown plainly marked) it's not so
good for Nipponese goodwill. Both
Metro and Universal had the Japa-
nese prisoners lined up- in their
undies.
Most exciting ,':ridiron plays were

captured by Pathe News camera in
the Cornell-Princeton game, with
Clem McCarthy doing spieling. Pow-
erhouse backfield of Cornell and
fancy lateral passes give the thrills.

Reel also did colorful job on Army-
Columbia game. Fox covered Ohio
State- Southern California and Yale
vs. Penn, latter holding most inifx-
est because of Clint Frank's all-
round play.

Embassy's own special on the
Pitt-Fordham game was a poor job
on the commentary, with an un-
trained,-high-pitched voice, recount-
ing the action in the same monoto-
nous language and lack-lustreness.
Furthermore, after heralding Pitt's

Marshall Goldberg's touchdown, the
reel shows and records the audience
catcalling when a penalty on Pitt
nullified the reverse-around-end
score, and set the Panthers back five
yards for offside. However, the Emb
spieler makes no mention of this,
and later casually observes that both
teams again played a scoreless tie,

leaving the auditor wondering what.

happened to that touchdown just
previously announced. Camera was
clear but some of the angles n.s.g.

President's fireside chat, as done
by Pathe, consists of bits from his
speech 'and closeup of Roosevelt.
Same newsreel covers the 'Neutral-
ity' question, with both sides repre-
sented by dull speeches. Paramount
.had superb treatment of American
Legion delegations in Paris, in Rome
and at the dedication of the memorial
to Pershing at Versailles. Fox Mo-
vietone obtained a closeup of : Vit-
torio Mussolini back in the east after
his Hollywood trek, with an in-
formal interview regarding filmdom
and its girls good for a spontaneous
chuckle. Same reel displays styles
in femme dinner clothes and jack-
ets. Lew Lahr is above par with his
droll comment on a rough rassling
match and his dialectical cracks
about a leaping kangaroo being pur-
sued by an auto racer.
. New York's rodeo (Fox), snow on
Mt. Washington, Vt. (Par), Duke of
Windsor in Paris (Fox), British
racer at Bonneville, Utah (U) and
Manhattan's new super-highway on
Riverside (Par) are more interesting
topics from ordinary contributory
material.

'Workshop.*! of Old Mexico' CRKO)
also is on bill. Wear.

UTAH, SALT LAKE
Salt Lake City, Oct. 16.

By Woodbury's 13-piece band, laid
off for two weeks while special unit
cleffers occupied the Utah stage, re-,

turn this week to draw down im-
portant assignments during a varsity
show flesh bill, assisted by four
other acts. However, it remains for
the feature pic, 'Life Begins in Col-
le«fe,' to be the magnet. Ritz freres
bobla-boola film was shown at a
midnight preview Saturday (9) and
drew a capacity house, mostly col-
legians.

Stage is uniquely decorated a la

gridiron motif, with pennants of all

Utah colleges displayed across the
back drop, punctuated with painted
footballs and school colors. Bands-
men wear sweatshirts and football
helmets and begin with a medley of
college songs.

Stage p.a. system has been im-
proved since the tbnal qualities em-
anate throughout entire 1,830-seat
house in an okay manner. Shirley
Davis, local warbler, recently added
to the band, sings 'Sweet Varsity
Sue,' featured in picture with slight-
ly altered lyrics to prais.e Utah
schools.

In the deuce spot are the Two
Collegians, agile sttong-armed acro-
bats. Goodlooking youngsters with
a pleasing stage appearance, their
fare of standard balancing feats is

appreciated. They finish with a
whirlwind—turning double somer-
saults with pirouette spins. Seem-
ingly impossible, they perform the
trick with grace and with show-
manship. '

Mary Jensen, ex-Utah collegian,
follows. Stude, introed by Wood-
bury as having appeared in several
Broadway productions and Holly-
wood films as a song-dance man, at-
tempts a fruitless ad lib session
fronting a mike. Gags are punch-
less. His tapping and singing boosts
his stock moderately. Bows out
after dancing on the 'smallest stage
in the world.'

Miss Roberta, blond foil for Gene
Gory, holce fiddler whose fingering,
when he wishes, is stronger than hi.s

comedy antics, makes a hit as a
strip-teaser. Gory utilizes a number
of mild gags, but the dancer scores
with her 'Star' routine. Violinist's
serious turn rates, especially his in-
terpretation of services at the Paris
Notre Dame cathedral.

Clyde Hager's pitchman act, which
he has been spieling for nearly 20
years, remains as the top applause
garnerer of the bill. Gabbing some-
what in a W. C. Fields tone, Hager
calls upon such potent pitch bon
mots as 'Go way, you bother me,'
and 'You say you'i-e not satisfied.' to
lift '.is act for a . solid click. Uses
two stooges, one a cop to move him
along the stage, and the other is

spotted in audience but steps on "the

sta.ee when the cue comes.
Woodbury's band" takes up where

they left off after the flrst band
number, and pays tribute to Utah
colleges in .song, cheers and drill
formations. Miss Davis has another
solo turn cooing 'Little Fraternity
Pin' in lush style.

Two weeks vacation by regular
house musicians apparently was
utilized . to advantage. Band, com-
posed of home boys, has picked up
several new routines. Joe Kirkham,
hot cornetist, handles his stooge role
for Woodbury in a nice manner.
During finale, Kirkham is allowed to
lead reed section of band and en-
gages in a musical battle royal
against remaining cleffers led by the
emcee. Plenty of plugging at local
schools of current attractions netted
heavy turnstile activity during en-
gagement. GUSSr

York and King's Orph,

Davenport, Vaude Date
York and King closed in Chicago

with 'Show Is On' Oct. 15 and en-

tered upon a vaude tour in the mid-
west.

Opener was the Orpheum theatre,

Davenport, la., Oct 18,

STANLEY, PITT
Pittsburgh, Oct. 16.

Canny Phil Spitalny has turned
out one of those rare specimens in
show business, an entertainment that
stacks up just- as well on the stage
as it does on the air. If anything,
it's an even better lay-out since
there's something extremely eye-
filling about 30-odd femmes terraced
across the platform, all decked out
alike and responding to the baton
of one mere man.
Opening gave some indication of

the rating Spitalny's 'Hour of
Charm' on the networks has
achieved. He's been here in the piast,

several times, always doing well^ if

not spectacularly at the b.o. But
this time house was jammed from
tpp to bottom at getaway, and it

certainly wasn't Bobby Breen on the'
screen in 'Make A Wish' (RKO) that
brought 'em in. Breen pix have done
too . little here in the past to rate
that credit.
Aside from a single addition,

Spitalny dishes out on the stage ex-
actly what he does on the ether.
Lone addition is Dale Winthroo, a
clever little hoofer who's spbtted
smartly midway and delivers a sock
interlude in the succession of musi-
cal and vocal specialtiesv Gal's
rapidly becoming one of the hotter
tappers and with just a little less
exertion would tatoo hardwood in
bonafide Eleanor Powell style.
Otherwise, however, the Spitalny

routine remains as is, down through
his glee club, the silken baritoning
of the handsome Maxine, the slick
novelty arrangements of the Three
Little Words, the crackerjack so-
pranoing of an unbilled dame in
'Johnny One Note,' out front among
the high spots of the Spitalny of-
fering, and the violin octet, led by
Esther, 'Hour of Charm's' chief ar-
ranger. It's altogether a show of dis-
tinction and class, run off with swift,
sure-footed showmanship by the
alert maestro.
What Spitalny has done is to take
Waring-Heidt formulas and apply

them to a femme organization. It's
extremely effective and furthermore
has the added virtue of novelty. Gal
orks in the past have been that and
no more. Spitalny has carried the
idea through and he's come up with
money in the bar.;:.

There's even comisdy relief now,
too. Something Spitalny's past shows
have lacked. That's looked after
chiefly by Three Little Words, who
are first-rate light comediennes as
well as expert vocalists. Biggest
laughs come from 'Merry-Go-Round
Broke Down,' which winds up with
one of the ' fiddlers coming down
front to do a chorus in Italian dialect
that tumbled the house.

Spitalny's still using the same kind
of finish but with a new tune now.
He used to wind up with a rousing
Overture 1812.' bringing up the
house orch from the pit to combine
with his own outfit in a blare of
brass. That hasn't been clanged
other than it's currently Ravel ('Bo-
lero') instead of Tschaikowsky.
Ropes were up at the break and

mdications were that continuation of
pace would place biz right up among
Stanley's top brackets for band
shows. Lots cf interest in Par news-
reel this week showing actual bomb-
ing of Nanking, with cartoon short
only other item on bill,, all in all,
runnmg pretty close to three hours.

Cohen.

PALOMAR, SEATTLE
^ Seattle, Oct. l.").

Despite the muttering and head
shaking over vaude's demise, this
house continues to prove that there's
life in the old dog yet and that peo-
ple will still make a rush for the
front seats when the stage lights
flash on.

Show reviewed was playing to a
good-sized afternoon audience. Daisy
and Violet Hilton, the Siamese sis-
ters, head the bill, but a midget,
Mickey Carroll, cops first honors.
Hilton twins warble a couple of
numbers,. 'Moonglow' and 'Sweet
Lilani,' and are quizzed pn iheir
private life by m.c. Jerry Ross. They
deliver well, but the part they play
seems much shorter than on their
last time through here.

Mickey Carroll's tap dancing and
imitations of Cib Calloway and Ted
Lewis draw an encore that really
cops applause—an imitation of Mae
West, complete with dress, gestures
and lingo, and topped by 'Frankie
and Johnny.' Incidentally, Ro.ss
chats through the costume change
interval, and well; He m.c.'s in a
straight, pleasant mnnner, and fits in
with the arts without trying to
thrust himself on the audience.
Show opens with Johnny Dove,

roller-skating acrobat. Dove's stuff,
though not sensational, is good, and
it warms the house. St. Claire,
Eloane and Davis, two guys and a
gal. follow. Act consists of singing
and eccentric dancing. Picks up
tempo toward the end, with the gal,
a husky, flinging her smaller part-
ners around.
Ronie, Taro and Florens close the

bill with superior acrobatic balanc-
ing. Three of them (two guys and
a gal again) heft themselves into in-
tricate strong-arm formations. Added,
to the fact that they're nice looking,
well-built pelople, it makes nice
watching.

James Cagney on the screen in
'Something to Sing About' (GN)
boosts the program. Trepp-

BERIGAN ORCH.
(HIPPODROME, BALTO)

Baltimore, Oct. 17.

Recognized in band circles as a
hot trumpeter of top rank, and es-
tablished over the air. Bunny Beri-
gan is now essaying a stage unit and
as such has the makings of an en-
tertaining outfit. With some inter-
polated specialties, unit as caught
here runs 44 minutes.

Working in his own set, an at-
tractive sunburst background nicely
lit, Berigan fronts a 12-piece combo,
pitching in on the brass choruses
and introducing the various num-
bers. Good opening by band with
Horace Nichols and Dixie Roberts,
'King and Queen of Shag,' going to
town in hotcha style, starts doings
nicely and sets spot for Gail Reese
band's femme vocalist, who gives out
with 'That Old Feeling' and 'Baby.'

Interpolation here by the theatre
of the winner of a recently con-
ducted accordion contest, a stage-
scared youth who gives out with
'Dark Eyes' and an unnecessary en-
core, had tendency to slow matters
up, but Berigan takes hold quickly
with a version of 'Frankie and
Johnny,' showing off the various
members of his ensemble in special
choruses. Okay stuff but some of
the jamming a bit too drawn out.
Limiting each soloist to a minimum
contribution would help the pace
considerably.
Arrangement of 'Caravan' next,

very good and audibly greeted by
customers. Femme hoofer then takes
hold for ail okay interlude preceding
Berigan's .version of the 'Prison
Son.g' in which he demonstrates his
torrid trumpet giving out with some
hi*h ones, in the upper register. An-
other number, 'I Want To Make
Rhythm,' announced as recently re-
corded, starting with vocal by Beri-
gan and the femme -md winding up
in more trumpet .stuff.

Three Nonchalants, standard
knockabout and hand balancing .set.

on here a .solid sock spotted just
right. Comedy by the smallest mem-
ber of the trio nicely handled and
very lefit. Lad has a good comic
sense which r.onld be developed.
Complete rendition of Berigan's

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

New and official list of names and
addresses of showfolk here in ac-

tor's colony corrected to date:

At Will l^ogrers Hospital
Sylvia Abbott, Thomas Abbott,

Marie Bianchi, Marya Blake, Alfred
Boerner, Theodore Bodwell, Eliza-

beth Bostwick, Robert W. Burke,
Marion Cannon. Herbert R. Carlson,

Fifi Climas, Ethel Clouds, Harry
Davey, John DiGiovanni, Alfred De-
Loraine, Eddie Dowd, John Edwards,
Margie Elroy, Beatrice Fidler, Jack
Fla^m, ' Murray Friedman, Mildred
Gardner, Harry Gordon, Morris
Gould, Jennie Grande,- Marion
Greene, Matthew Hill, Beatrice Lee,
Edith Lemlich, John Louden, Peggy
Marie McCarthy, Edward McGush-
ion, Lucile' McKay, Richard Moore,
Dianna Morrison, Margaret Newell,
Coro O'Connell, Ford Raymond, Mil-
ton Reich, Martha Gill Rogow, Isa-

belle Rook, Michael Schultz, James
Seeley, Ben Shaffer, Garry Sid-
greaves, Brian "Tracy. Mark Vance,
Eddie Vogt, Conway Washburn, Irv-

ing Wilbur, Henry Wunsch, Jules
Zwilling, Major Finnley, Garland
Smith.
Chris Hagedorn, Mrs. Eugene

Platzman, 28 Church st.; Russ Kelly,
19 Broadway; Jimmy Cannon, North-
woods San, liarry and Charlie Bar-
rett, 302 Broadway; Manny Lowy,
Alavista Lodge; Hellen O'Reilly, 44
Main st.; Katherinc Kcehan, North-
woods San.; Alice Carman, 66 Lake
Flower ave.; Ray Ketchem, 39 Am-
persand ave,; Lillian Mansfield, 110
Main st.; Lester Sheehan, Merrill's

Dorsey Terrace; Arthur Alverez,
care of W.N.B.Z.; Claude Law.son,
102 Lake Flower ave.; Happy Ben-
way, 91 Broadway; Tony Anderson,
18 Main si.; George Anderson, 91

Broadway.
As pre-mentioned in this column,

2,000 persons visited the Robert
Louis Stevenson Memorial during
the year ending Oct. 1. Among those
registered were many from Japan,
Scotland, Ireland, England, France,
Australia and Canada.
Coming and going: Chlotida Rasche

(Will Rogers Nurse) died, . .Dorothy
Mai Montefusco, N.Y.C., here...Wm.
Headley, Wilmington, Del., ex-thea-
tre man, here hunting. . .Bryce La-
vign and his ork to Will Rogers,
entertaining the inmates. . .Buella
VanNortwick (Will Rogers) to Syra-
cuse to get welded. . .Major Finnley
new at the Will Rogers. . .Garland
Smith, actor, hits here as a new
ozoner. . .Isabelle Rook, entertainer,
arrives at the Will, Rogers to take

theme closes doings to good return.s.

With some cutting down of the
band stuif and bunching of Berigan's
trumpet contributions into one sock
spot, this unit should make an en-
tertaining adjunct to any combo bill.

Film here is 'Breakfast For Two'
(RKO) . Burin.

LA VIE PAREE
Sydney, Oct. 5.

A, h, Mairun tkvuo unit p. cacnted by
.Sir Ui'ii Kull.-v, .Sum .SnWor iinU Oeoreo
Dean. I'i'oduumi by .Taclc l.ost?r; ulanccB

by Iji'on .Mllloi'; muslu (in.'ci- dli'd-llon Al-
bert Colemi-n; supcrvlscil liy UO'.lrL^e Mnr-
cus; UInli)eUi> by Hen Mc \tre, Sprtrky

Knye, Hobby nyer; nt ThoivLio lloyiU, Syd-
ney, wltU two dollars' lop.

Bet'.er staged and dre:;s:d produc-
tion than previous offerinj. Will
take in plenty at the b.o. and please
the payees.
Jack Lester has dona a good stag-

ing job, with one scene, a rainy day
in New York standout and wowing
the ou.frpnt mob. Dressing is lavish,
probably the best saen here in years.

Ben McAtee scored with man^
clever gars. Leon Miller handles his

dances well, arid the gals are prov-r

ing .quite a hit. Bob Dyer scored
with his hill-b.lly stuff. Harold Boyd
and his J'gsaws were als3 okay.
Show carries a couple oC semi-

nude saquences, but these are handled
minus suggestiveness. Pol'ce of-

ficials were in. for the opening and
one or two gogs were withdrawn
after huddles with the management.
Unit has been here 10 weeks play-

ing to top biz at $2 top. It's been a
remarkable run and A, B. Miarcus

'

should take out plenty. Office re-
ports that takings since opening have
averaged around $12,000 weekly, and
for here that's a grand take.

All in all 'Paree' is clicking enter-
t.iinment and should do well in the
other spots rou^ed. Cast includes
Sharon DeVries, Fid Gordon, George
Schreck, Dorothy Oliver, Clymas
Troupe, Tossing Belfords, Dancing
-Bernays, Art Stanley, Hft Cha San,

.

Ruth Durrell, Sparky Kay6, Masson
& Hinton Sisters. Les Sechrist, Lee -

Mason, Bob White, Lilian McCoy.
Chanov Trio, Dorothy Coudy, Al
Rlckcr and Sylvia Lee.

the air. . .Matthew Hill, likes it here,

he's a new Will Rogers arrival...

Jimmy Quiglcy,' ex-Boston-agent,
here looking for a Buck-deer...
Conway Washburn, actor, trying a

mess of Will Rogers ozone, new
here. . .Johnny Highland to Mont-
real, celebrating his 351h year on
earth. . .Jimmy (Lamb) Marshall
shot in here for a quick minor op,

then back to the Broadway noise.

Write to those that you know in
Saranac and elsewhere that arc sick.

Al Felshin Bankrupt

Alvin Fel.shin, theatrical manager,
unemployed, St. Morilz hotc^ I/. Y.,

filed a voluntary petition in bank-
ruptcy Friday (15) in N, Y. Federal
Court, listing liabilities at $9,396 and.

no a.ssets. Among creditors are Sig-
mund Levin, 1475 Broadway, S849,

and the Broadway and 61st St. Corp.,
$1,140.

Felshin has had cafe connection.s,

it's reported.

Buff Nitery Finally

Wins License Fipht
Buffalo, Oct. 19.

After three years' litigation Phil

Amigone has succeeded in establish-

ing his right to sell liquor at his

Chez Ami nitery, despite the pres-

ence of the Calvaty Presbyterian-

Church next door. Amigone was
denied a license in 1935 by the ABC
Board. Ruling was reversed by the

Stale Liquor Authority and subse-

quently taken to the Appellate di-

vision.

Nitery proprietor again sought a
license in 1936 on the ground that
the Church was not used solely for
religious purposes. HLs license,
granted by the loca and State liquor
authorities, was taken through the
courts by the Church Trustees.

By a decision last week, the Court
of Appeals upheld Amigone's claim
that in cases where both the local
and State liquor boards agree, the
determiniations are not subject to
review by the courts.

BINES' 3 GIBL LINES
Dave Bines, line producer, concur-

rently has three troupes of girli

working in as many presentation
shows in New England vaude houses.
Spots using Bines-trained choruses

are the RKO, Boston; Fay's, Provi-
dence; State, Hartford.
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Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (Oct. 25)

THIS WEEK (Oct. 18)

Numerals in connection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

RKO

AliBANY
Grand (23)

Hollywood Kev
(16)

Ted Lewis Bd
BOSTON

Boston (21)
Bv^rs & Dolores
Wlnl Shaw
X^Rue & Barnett
Caas, Mack & T
(One to All)

(14)
S^clna Janis
Z Swifts
Ann Corio
Bath Petty
Johnny Perkins
Holland & Hart
Lea Golden

CHICAGO
Palncfi (22)

H'wood Hotol Rev
Ray & Trent
Hector •

(IB)
Fred Warlnp Ore

CliEVXiljANU
Palaqe (22)

B'way Bd Wapon
(16)

Edwards. Sis
2 Zephyrs
Fats Waller Bd
SOHJBNBCXABT
Proctor's (21-23)

Camera Capers
TROY

Proctdr'B (22-25)
Louis Russell Bd

Loew

KEW TOBK CITY
State <21)

Stafford ft Louise
Sue Ryan Co
Jlhimy Savo
Sallcl Puppets

irOBFOUC
liMw's State (22)

MaJ Bowes Rev
WASHINGTON

.
Capitol (22)

ciautler's Co
Keller Sis

Senator Marphy
Htidson-DeL Bd

Hollywood Bandwagon

UNIT
PALACE, CLEVELAND
Week October 22n(d

Dir.: LEDSMITH .& ANGER

Paramoimt

NBW TOBK cm
Paramount <29)

Benny MeroQ Ore
Jane EYoman
Ijewla & Van

BOSTON
Metropolitan (22)
Tacht Club Boys
Bddie Garr
Ijjal Founs
Kick Lonff

Fenwick. & Cook
CHICAGO

Oriental (22)
Corlnna Mura

DETROIT
MlehlKsn (22)

Fred Waring Bd
newhAvkn
Paramount (22)

Dave Apollon Co

Provincial

Week of Oct. 18
ABERDEEN

Tlvoll
Hor?ice Gpldln , Co
Donogrhue & R'ms'y
Crastonians
Cooke, Wells & H
Davtd Stone
Bobby Dundas & P
ALDERSHOT
Hippodrome

Billy Tborburn Bd
Tracy & Dlxey
4 Ascots
Slim Rhyder & Ptnr
Klngsley & Forde
Bex & Bex
Togo
Harum Scarum Gls

B.'%RNSLEY
BItz

Billy Bennett
Louise Co
Hal Yates
J & H Anderson

CABDIVF
Capitol

.Billy Cotton Bd
CHATHAM

Bltz
Terry's Juvea
EDINBURGH

Boyal
Macarl's Bd
Nonl & Ptnr
Marwoode '& R'h'rds
'Playtime in Toyl'd'
Golden Wonders
Charles Anoaster
Joe O'Rourke
May, Jack Se. Buddy
Mona V^arwlck's 4

GLASGOW
Pavilion

•Gaiety Whirl '37'

Jack Anthony.
Bond Rowell
Robert Harbin
Jean Adrienne
4 Brownie Boys
Arnand, Peggy & R
13 'John Tiller Gls

Mary O'Hara
Hartley & Miller
Trevor. Watklns

IPSWICH
Ritz

Anona Winn
Taps Sc. Tempo
Damzel & Boy

RtNtiSTON
Empire

Caryll & Mundy
Trolse MandoUers
Mongadoro .

Latasha & Laurence
3 Jokers
Harold Walden
David Poole
Austll & Arthur

Union
Scott &. Whaley
Gaby Vallo
Isay Bonn
Bennett & WllUama
8 Stey Sis
MANCHESTER

Palace
Grip 4
liow & Webster
Musical Moores'
Dagenham Pipers -'

NEATH
Knoll HaU

ZIgano'a Bd
Jack Stocks
Ann "Trevor
Reco & May.

PI.TMOVTH
Palace

Turner Irfiyton
G S Melvin
Jenny Howard
Donald Stuart
Manhattan 6
S Mataa
Mansell & Ling
WARRINGTON

Bltz
George Wood
Laurie, Joy & G
Van Dock
3 Ansons

Cabaret BEs

NEW YOEK CITY

Warner

PHILADELPHIA
Earle (22)

Ted Lewis Bd
(IS)

Happy Felton Oro
iMary Brian
Si Jacks
J"red Sylvester Co
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (22)

Johnny Perkins
Block & Sully
Buster Shaver
Stone & ColUna
Lester Colo Co'

(16)
Phil Spltalny Bd

Dale Winthrop
BEAI>ING

Astor (22-23)

Larry Funk Ore
WASHINGTON

Eurle (22)

Fred Sylvester Co
Britt Wood
Nella Uondelle
Helene Donl/.on Co

(16)
3 Olympics
Roy Siiieck
Chaney & Kox
Carmella PonHolla

Independent

CHICAGO
^Chicago (15)

Joseph Parsons
XJnnio Bologninl
Bddie Peabody

Oriental (15)
HaJ Bowes U
State Lake (22)

Jjottie Mayer Co
Jerry Lawton
Joe Termini
Dick, Don & D

KANSAS CITV, MO
Tower (22)

Bob WIlllamB
Red Dust
Bernlce Ackerman
(Two to fill)

/ MEMPHIS
Orpheum (22)

Ice Carnival
Roy Rogers
O'Connor Fam
Patsy O'Connor

London

Week of Oct. 18
Canterbury M. H.
1st half (18-20)

Masu & Turl
Taceto
2nd half (21-33)

Shaw & Weston

.

Ardane Sis

Dominion
I^orman Thomas Co
Wencea
CAMDEN TOWN

Gaumont
SO Singing Scholara

"CLAPTON
Rink

Taylor & Maree
Carsons

EAST HAM
Granadu

Harmony Kings
3 Nagels
Bega 4

EDMONTON
Empire

Harmony Kings
Will T. Carr
Bega 4

SAMMERSSIITH
Puluce

•p & n Honrl
ISLINGTON
Blue Hall

1st half- (18-20)
Shaw & Weston
ArUane Sfa

2d half (21-23)
Manu & Yuri
Tttceto

LEWISHAM
Palace

Rapid 4
Lucille Denstead
Krakajax
SHEPH'BDS Bl'SH

Pavilion
Hamilton- Conrad

STREATHAM
Palace

Rapid 4

LUolllc Bensloud
Krakajax

TOOTING
Graniulii

Western Brns
Flrilay & Worlh
Felovls

TOTTENHAM
I'lllllOU

Taylor & Jliiroo
Carsons

TOTTICNIIAM
COURT,ROAI>
IMirunionnt

Jack Hylton Ud
WANDSWORTH

Grunddu
Savoy Jr Urt

. WOOLWK'li
GritniMlu

Don Bico Ore

Barney Gallant's

Betty Bowker
3 Musical Rogues

Bertolottl's

Joe Hembree'fl Ore
Angel's Rhumba Bd
Cascade Billy
Grace Kaye
Anne White
Lillian Loraine
Renea VIUo^i

mil's Gny UO's

Ethel Gilbert
Ann Courtney
Spike Harrison
Fjnimett Casey
Chfts King
Margaret Padula
Jerry White
Henry LaMarr
Jack Arnold
Sid Hawkins
Jerry Ryavi

CnlienU
Beth Raborn
lielen Shaw
Ruth Wayuo
f;arol Sis
3 Rhythm Boys
Caliente Cabelleroa

CUatenn Moderno
Jack Monte Oro
Muryon Dale
Consuflo Flowerton
TrInI Plaza

Club 18

G Andrewa Oro
Jack White
Pat Harrington
Jfrry Blancliard
Frank Froeba

'

Jerry Kruper
Jerl Wlthee

Club 52d St.

Johnny Ringer Ore
Mabelle Russell
Blondy Scott
Bob Alda'
Wally Wanger Co

Clab Oanclio
Loa GauchoB Oro
Pedro
KKa Renaud
Chldulla
Marita
Kina
Clab Normnndie

Buddy Wagner Ore
Joan Hill

Club Itumurl
Kllseo Gren»t Oro
RoHlta Ortega
DIoua Costella
Manchilo
Felipe De Floras

Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Ore
Nicholas Bros
Tip, Tap & Toe
Avis Andrews
Ti-Hinp Bd
Vodery's Jubilcera
ChocalatPera
Teddy Halo
'i'nnilelcyo
nynamite Hooker

El Chico
T>f)n Alberto Oro
Velaiio & Vei'huH
Nurl .SIh

I'epila I.uotcntas
S'ovillana.s
Kuilolf d'Avnlo.H
Las tiuiirceltaa

m 1)orudo
Cns.s TIagoii' Ore"
J''ri'il(lic! Uernard
Al Miirdo
-Mll(ln>d i\U>vpdlth
Martin Harm<lL
I.<iiy .I'ni-.Mons

.Mack I'cppor.
HaKKett & JJalloy

EI Toreador
Don Juan Ore.
Fauato De Igado *

Teddy Rodriguez
Cortes &, Maida
Rlcardo De Caro
TItl & Pellln

Frencli Casliio

Ruaa MorgifcB Oro
liou Breese Oro
Lea Aurette
B.I and B.I
I.ilhd Caren-zlo
Corinne
Dormonde Bros
Irene Helda
Herman Hyde Co
Lna Juvelya
Lllyah, -Dania, Male
Lucleune & Aahour
Ketty Mara Co
Lea Menchiasai
Lea Robenla
Roberton
Oerinalne Roger
NIco Ro.<!Chin
Carmen Torres

Erolira

Ralph Watklns Ore
Lou Holtz
Manya RobertI
.Terry & Turk
Bobby Short
Jean Kirk

Greenwich Village
Casino

Alberto Malenga Or
Frank McCormack
Ruth Kidd
Valerie Dumcmt
Mftdelyn Whlla

.

Louise Bryden

Harlem Uproar
House

Eraklne H.awklna Or
Bobby Evans
Sooaraaa

'

I^ddit Smith
Lillian Fltzgerld
Flaaa Sextette
Rco & Curley
Spoons Brown
Bubbles Wilson
Yelma MIddleton
Willie Jackaon
Loucey Lane

Havana-Madrid
Nllo Menendcz Ore
.lose Manzaneres
Mercedes Co
Antonlta
Juan Martinez
Conauelo Moreno '

Cl/ira & Alberto
7 Senor!ta«
Eaperanza Trls
Jeronlmo Villarlno
Cesar Tapla
Carlos Vivian

nickory Hoaaa
.Toe Marsala Ore
3 Peppera
Adele Glrurd

n'lyw'd Restauritat

Mitchell Ayres Ore
E Jolesnick Oro
NTG Rev
Joey Ray

Hotel Ambaafiador
Larry SIry Ore

Hotel Ilplmont-
PlU/Jl

Val 01 man Oro
Kthel SliuKa

H<i(el lilltmore

Bernio Cummins Or
D'Angelo & Porter
Waller Cummins
Dorothy Crone

|T.i>te^ .ItoifKeri;

(Rruoulyn)'
M'nf M'cCrine Oro

'
'

'

Hotel Commodore
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Edythe Wright
3 Esquires
Jack Leonard

Hotel Ellison

Billy Swanaon Ore

ilelel Essex UtiUfir

Richard HImber Or
J & E Vernon
Alice Marion
Eliae Graves
Stuart Allen
Rolllnl 3

Hotel Gov. Clinton

Phil D'Arcy Ore

Hotel Lincoln
laham Jonea Ore
Noll & Nolan ~

Hotel AlcAlplB

J Meaaner Ore
Jeanne D'Arcy :

Gonzalea & Menncn
Hotel New Torker
Glenn Gray Ore
Pope & Frick
Duke & Noble
Hotel Park Central

Jerry Blaina Ore
Harry Spear
Castainc & Barrie
Gaby
Marley & Elaa
Virginia Gibaon

Hotel i'lceadilly

Jeno Bartal Ore

Hotel Pierre

Harold Nagel Oro
«(el riHEa

Duchln Ore
Paul Draper

Hotel Bltz-CurltoH
Rudolf Friml Ore
Ralph Rogera Ore
Holland &. Hart .

Hlldegarde

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Bmile P«tti Ore
Dwlght Flake
Lew Parkerson

..Hotel St. (iettrgc
(Brooklyn)

Ell Dantztg r)rc

Hotel St. Beds
Jacques Pray. Ore
A Raacb Dancers
Charles Walters

Hotel ' T«n
Geo. Hall Ore
Dolly Dawn
etel WHldert-

Astoriu
Leo Relsman Bd
Paul & G Hartman

Hotel tVelllngtoB

Ed MayehofT Oro
Internatlonar Casino
Geo Olsen Ore
Yaacha Bunchuk Or
Baall Fomeen Ore
Calgary Broa
ArUnl
Jeanne Devereaux
Maurice & Crance
Jacqueline MIgnao

Lame
Eddia Davis Oro
Kir«do ^Orc

La Conga
Jose Kacarponter Or
Ramon LIttee Bd
Hilda Salazar
Havana 3
PanchJto Riaer

Le Coq RoDge
Horacio ZIto Ore
George Sterncy

Le Mimge
Harry Horton Oro
Diaz & Lawton
Grace Morgan
John Beck
Rajah Rabold
Ruth Long
Sing Trio

;

Loop A Eddie's
Lou Martin Ore
Iris Adrian
Jamea Keugan
Royal Duo
Haines Tate &' 9
Eddie Davis
Mary Burton
Burnett & Watt

Alfredo .& Dpiores
HHwalian 4

Little Old New Tork
Dixieland Bd
Joe Howard
Eddie Leonard
Lea, Barbary

'

Arthur Behin
Bob Mllllhin
Chet Dougherty

Mirador
Plill Koniuuo Ore
Bobby Gilbert
Armando St Fleur'te
Roy Sedley
UuLh Denning
Danny Rogera' '

Jean & Gloria
ftiori's

Lou rerrls Oro
The Oaks

A I l.nmba Ore
Tommy. Lyman
(Jene Archer

' ranitllae

.lay Freeman Ore
Lucille Johnson
Diamond Broa
Georgia Tapps
Readlnger 2

Place Elegante
Larry Macldl Ore
Bill Farrell
Helen Cugia
Jack Rose
Toto Cangloal
Mario Baslni

Queen Mary.- •

Joe Webb Ore
Valerie Dumont
Bernice Horton
Ray Jones

Rainbow Grill
Eddy Rogera Ore
Helen Myera
Glover & LaMae
Patricia Ryan

Rainbow Kowm
At Donahue Ore
Eddie LeBaron.Orc
Durelle Alexander
Sheila Barrett
Darto & Diane
Senator Ford

Bivlera
Howard- Lally Ore
Eva Ortega
Bass Bros
4 New Yorkers

Russian Art
Yasha Datako Ore
Anna Kouznetzova
Mara
SInda Vbella
Alex BolahakofI
Eli Splvack
Zachar MartinofT

Rnssinn Benr
Coarya Krumin
Karlo
Ii6nya Kalbouaa
Elena Slavnala
Nicholal Grushko
JUlian Altman
Ivan Kornllotl .

Rnssloa Kretchma
Nicholas Matthey Or
Michel Michon'
Nadia I^udova
Volodla Katov
Maruata Sava
Simeon Karavaeff
Arcadt Stoyanovaky
Daria BIrae

Sterk Club
W Feldkamp Oro
Gus Marlel Oro

Veraallles

M Bergere Oro ,

Val Ernie Ore
Gomez A WInon*
Gall-Gali

Voodoo
Voodoo Dancers
Roy Rector
Billy Hifywood
Cliff Allen

Whirling Top
Pran Craven
Mu.sicnl Tops (3)
Honey Johnson

WIvel
Bob Asen Bd
Arllne Whitney
Evelyn Nesbitt
Bob Lee
Ginger Sullon

Vurht Cirib

Eddie Klklna Ore
SIboney 4
Henny Youngman
Ro.se Blaine
Tliiy Wolf
Bert Frnhman
Peggy Seel
Antobal's Cuban 4

LOS AN&ELES
Oall

Bruz Fletcher
Charles Lawrenca
Beverly U'tlalilre

Nick Cochran
3 Debutantes
Muzzy Marcelleno
Aggie Auld
Ted FIoRIto Ore

Blltmere Bowl
JImray Grler Oro
Julie Gibson
The Stapletons
Glen Pope
Jan Rubini
3 Biltmorettea
Delorea & A^dre
Dick Webster
3 Rhythm Raacala
Cafe International

Johnny Taylor
Bernard Bradley

*

Landry & Johnson
Earl & F Robinson
Girl Revue
Jim Luncefprd Or

Cafe La Mate
Park Ave Boys
Stan Clure Ore

Club Hawaii
Janet Jordan
Carol Rich
Barbara Back
Cocoanut Grore

Baron & Blair
Al Bernie
Cyril Smith
Rudy Vallce Ore

Cosmo t'lub

Cnmly Candldo
.June Love
Elinor Xroy

Funieus Doot
Eddie Bcal
Louie Prima
Hawnlinn PnrnillHe
Sol Brlghta Ore
Satlnl 'i'uul Loa
.'-fol Iloopi Ore
Wanda

Little Club
Ja^B Jonca

°

Paul Kendall
Gladys BaK.well

,

Rosa YalyUo

Omar's Dome
Uttorga Redman Ore
Elni«r
Ruth Mone
Burnett & Mandel
Dee SIb
Dorothy Black
Pacific Sunset Club
George & Nanette
Fredri'kea Beaubein
Dolores Del Ray
Jack JjB. Kue
Al Heath Ore

PnI6mnr
Wayne Gregg
Bennett Sis 3
Billy Burt
M6le & Jesta
Clyde/McCoy Ore
Hudj/on MetzgerGla

Parts Inn
Frank Sorilno Ore
OOmlnlC'Columbo
Ken Henryaon
The Blua Gls Rev
Henry Monti
Thora Maitnalsoh
Marguerita del Rio
Juan d« Martinis

Seven Sena
Lily Gibaon
H-npolulu Dancera
Jluuiiy Ijowell.Co

Somerset House
Jack Owens
Betty Borden
Somerset Swing Bd

Swing Club
Nan Blackulone
4 Kiiuires
Hal Brown
l-'ranlile (iallaglier
SwiiiK I'lub tilrl Rev
liiirotliy Knberta
<lUy Rennle
I'Ycd Tliuuipson Ore

'I'Apay'a

Ali('» UulelL
.ludy Laini
I'Mt O'Slll'.-l

('Inii-lc li'cidy Ore
Arnold Sl.s

ItiViiii-y Lind
I.eona Ulfo
Agne.-x' J(»tinaon

''

-TrocndeFos
Givrwood Vmi Ore

CHICAGO
BiMckbawk

Kay Kayser Oro
Virginia Slma
Sully Maaon
Harry Babbitt

Chet Pare* -

Benny Flelda
Georgaa & Jaln;t
Grade Barrle .

Dolly Arden
Sunny Rice
RoBlta Royce
Uenry Buase Oro

Celoalmos
Bob Tlnsley
Roacoe Alls
Inga Borg
Mile Zee Zee
Ashley Sc Ware
Gladys Crane
Nina. Rinaldo Ore

Club Alabam
Harriet Norrla
Sklppy & Maria
ECtle Barton
Chet Robinaon
Dave Unell
'Eddie Perry
Paramount 3

Clnb Paramount
Harry Vernon
Mile Jeanne
.Sonia
Rose Catallna
Haxton Sc Harvey
Mildred Kelly
Joe Mussl

Gny te'B
Lew King
'Marho'
Marion Parker
Colleen
Emmet Vance Oro

Harry'a M. I.

Cabaret
Chaa Engles Oro
Jack Irving

Dorothy WahJ
Margie Kelly
Florence Barlow
Art Buckley
Al Wagner
Red Hoffman
Mildred Rock
Dorothy Johnston

Hl-Hat
Arnnlda "

'

Willie Shore
Cherl
3 'C Notes

Hotel Bismarck
(lYalBOt Room)

Ed{lle Varsoa (3tre
Louise Glenn
DlGatanoa

Hotel Brevoort
Jaros Sis

Earl Smith
Commodore Duo
Joe Farlato

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Boom)
Vincent Lopez Ore

Grand Terrace
Ada Brown
Earl HInes
Geo D Washington
Al Sc Anlae
Edgewater Beach

Hotel
(Marine Room)

Orvllle Tucker Ore
Bailey Sla
Bonnie Baker
Hotel Palmer Hoase
(Empire Ko«tm>

The DeMarcos
Alexander Gray
Wayne King Ore
Pierce & Harria
3 Cosaacka
Fred Craig
4 ArlstoCrata
Abbott Dancers

Hotel SkeriUao
(Collece Inn)

Frankie Masters Or
Jackie Heller
Donna Dae
Aheartt Bros
Chaa Carrier .

Hotel Stevens
(Centinental Room)
Sande WiUiama Ore
Mualc Hall Boys '

Pierre & Temple
Covert & Reed
Carlos Molina Ore
Jerry McGlnty.
Herbert Dextpr
Irene St. Clair
Marya & Martin

Boyale lE'rolIca

Mark Fisher Oro
Sid Tomack -

Reis Bros

'

Karre LeBaron S
Frances' .McCoy '

-

Sinclair Sis
I.eRoy & Sharp
Nancy Healy
Jack HilUard

Tke; Rose Bowl
Bernard & Henri
Dixie Painter
Joy Glynn
Ann Bolen
Billy Scott Oro

Tacht Club
Oahina & Lessy
Major, Sharpe & H
Bill Blake
Jerrle Wlthee
Irving, Steele & R
Ted Cook Oro

FHILASELPHU
Anchorage

Rochell & Rinata
Do^ia Justin
Catherine Smith
Johnny Graff Ore'

Arcadia Intl
Milton Kellem Oro
Don Renaldo Oro
Mayfair Glrla (8)
Gloria Grafton,
Roaaleen & Seville
John Booth
Gilbert Bros
Mildred King
Marahalla
Kea
Judge
Aronomink farms
Dick Thomas
Marjorie Smith
Judy Lee
Bill Donaghue Ore

Bala Inn
Manny LaPorta Or

Barrltz Cafe
Joe Reilly
Kli-Ban
Claire Murt.
Pepper Howard
Dan Anton Ore
Bellevtie-Stratrord
(Planet Room)

Meyer Davis Oro
Ben Franklin Hotel
(Georgian Room)

Leo Zollo Ore
. Benny the Bum's
Deloyd McKay
Benny's Swingaters
Buddy & Selma
Betty Benson
Serge Flash
.Sue Ryan.
Carr Bros & Betty
Bobby Baxter
H Carrol Gls (12)

Cafe Metropole
(Camden)

Bernie Berle Ore
Cednrwood Inn'
(Malaga. N. J.)

Clarence Mich Oro
Franky Schluth
Dolly Belmont
Jeanne LaNoIle
Myrna Rand ,

Clab 15
Frank Swanee
Kathryn Case
Eton Sis
Melba Beaudreaux
Judy Garland

Chez Mario
Jamea Craig
.leanette Barretts
Kathryn Case
Blaine Marsh '

Myrna Irf>tt
'

Harry Haylland
Colony Clnb

Jackie May
.Diane KInguley
Bebe Allen
Marian Bridges
Lorene Rhoda

Embassy Club
Helen Benton
Grace Mannera
I'edro Blanco Oro
Helen Heath
Warwick Sis
Edith Roark
Gloria Maualer
Bert Clemoux
Evelyn Burgeaa
Cliff HaU
Rvergreen Caaino

ITenry May Oro
Tom Barry
J I Maine Wynne
15ddie Lang
Helalne & Don'Ide'n
.lune Collins

1323 Locust
Ruhh'r Leg.s WlU'ms
.Mei-oii» Marquez
Ollie Pottov
l'at.sy Kvan.i
Lulu Muye
Hubble.H SI) el by
.liiiifi FiuTur
Linda Itae
S« in , Wood."! Ore
ywing Kings Ore

Henri's
Dorothy -Bach
Conrad & Leona
Chaa Verna Orb

Hotel Adelphla
(Cafe Margnery)

Bob Roltner °

4 Veapera
Val Selz
Joe .Fraaetto Oro'
Aahburna
Don Cummings
Betty Kean
Helen Honanr
Florldiana Ore
Agnes Telle

Lambs Tavera
Larry Mell Ore
Little Batliskeller
Jack Orlffln Ore
Marty Bohn
Nancy Lee'
LaVonne
Norman Marlon
Lillian Bowman
Open Door Cafe

Danny Montgomery
Audrey Joyce
Sla McCall
Peggy Martin
Mildred Gllaon
Kaitia & Ramease
Aimee Organ
Victor Hugo

Palambo's
Eddie Thomas
Patti Crawford
Marionettes'
Bobby Morre Oro
Maurice & Rodell
Lee Sc Lamont
Gladys Grant
Prankle Richardson

RIta-Cariton
(Crystal Boom)

Van Levis Oro
31 Club

Gene Osborne
Al Frisco .Ore .

Billy Saftord
Lindaley Sla
Tex Hendrlx
N'lcki Gallucel
Rnaalan Xretchma
Sonya, Kolllarskaya
Gypay R|ta
Olga Timkara'
Fronia Stanislavsky
Teva Gorodeteky
Taiganea

Sliver Lake Ina
(Clementon)

Joe MDlkopf Ore
Beth Challla
Ed Richard
Walton & .Toan
Henrietta Boyd
Honey . Sis

'

2«tli Century Tavero
Lou Longo Ore
Powers Girla (5)
Wataon Sla
Ted Pike
Beth Calvert

Parrlsh. Cafe
Frankie Fairfax Or
Irene Bateeae
Ola Wright
Shin Bonea ft F
3 Pariaettea
Dutkln'S BattaskeUer
Marie Little i

Caalmira 3
Dolly Vaughn
Sunny Naah
Victor Nel.son Ore
Trank Pontl

Stamp's Cafe
Bella Belmont
Marie LatcII
Buddy Lewla
Bobby Barton
Cleo 'Valenleon
Cleo Barr
Don & Cavita
Jack Hutch Inaon
Irving Braslow Oro
Streets of Paris

Bubledo
Len Ptirkor Ore
•Mildred Barth
Dorothy Dnwii
Judy Byron

1214 Club
Francis Faye
Satch ic Satchell

Helen Shaw
Lorna Tree

21 Club
Tommy Monroe
Sally La Marr.
Corlle3'& Palmer
Dorla Reed
Ann Ruah
Connie Lee
Melody Blendera 3
Jean Riccardi Oro

Venice Grille

Bob Ridley
Betty Mallon
Dorothy Verral
Fay Kay
Marty Barton Ore

Viking Cafe
Billy Callahan
Leonard Coolce
Grace O'Hnra
Frank Sprlngman-
Peggy Shlclda
Dorothea Dare
Danny Shanker
Whitey Verlllo Ore

Walton Roi>t

Raye, Prince & C
Earl Denny Oi-e
8 Libby Girls
Kollette & Deane
Weber's Hof Bras

(Camden)
Loula

. Chalkln Ore
Rny Miller
Blrdland
Marjorie Lane
Moe Glatt
Len Sarner
Int'l Inatrumenlal 3
Use Hart
Hugo ICIce
.Sid Golden
Freddie Swift
Eldoradlana

Ubangi Club
Doc Hyder Ore
Valda il.-itton
Taps & Joe
Victoria VI gal
Smiles & Smile.i
Blanche Saundcra

'

liO Roy McCoy
Xorktown Tavern

BUI Bllger Ore
Lou Foster

DETROIT
Book-Cadlllac Hoter

(Casino)

Emery Deutsch. Ore
Ann Klncade
Conunodore Club

Commodorablea (6)'
Evers & Delorea
Anne Page
Frank .Gagen Ore

Bine LaaterB
R. Armatrong
Gracle McMahon .

Judy Soban
Marie Paul
Al Hanaway Ore
Club Continental

Chico Reyea' Oro
Jeaale Pengra
Continental 3
Murray & Allan
Frances W'lisrd
Ruth. Martin
CorktowD Tavera

B. Miller (8).
Marah Sis
J & J Gallagher .

Harry Bardell
Jack Marsh

'

Millie Obenor
Debutantes (6)
Phil Kaye
Alexander . Ore

Cozy Corner
.r. Hubert
Helen Dorsey
May Joy
G Cozettes
Ella Lee
Lester Squires
Bill Godden
Claudia Wheeler
Bill Johnson Ore

Northwood Inn
Ruaa Lyon Ore
Woods & Bray
Cella McCoy

Bob King
Rhythm Redheads
Palm Bencii Cafe

Geo. Prcanell
I'Moyd VJke
Daly Crumptou Or

Oosis
Ken Conroy
Bob Shepler Ore

Itnntatioii

Ciiarles Ray
Cecil Lee Ore
Johnson & Grider
Danny & Eddy
Pauline Bryant
Delia Bright

Powntan
Ruby Ore
Herbert Dexter Co
Covert & Reed
Richard & Carlson

Sakn
Eddie- Bvatton Oro
Bert (illbert
Michael Sc. Diane
Saka 6

Ten-Forty Clult

Joafiufn Gnray
Babe Morris
Elaine Manzl
Eddie CoUina
Al Saal
Rider Sla
Coyle McKay' Ore I

Club Villa D
Irving Alexander
ChUolc Stevens Ore
Webster Hall Hotel

. (Cocktail Grlll>

Caatletona (2)
Carol Dean
Red Davison
Johnny Drake
Emeraon CiiU Ore

FITTSBUBGH
. Bill Green's

Jimmy Joy Ore
HeU)n Heath

Harlem Casino
Jimmy Wadkins Or
Larry Steele
George Gould -

Loiiiae Mann , .

Buddy Doyle
Abdeen All ft R
3 Eaquirea
8 Harlcmettes

Hotel Schenley
Howdy Baum Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
(Cocktail Bar)

Billy Catizone 3

Italian Gardens
Etzi Covato Ore
Carmen

New Penn
Carl Moore Ore
Diane & Marion
Lyle Mack

Nixon Cnfe
H Middleman Ore
Sally Hughes
Canslno & Chanaene
Norman & McKay
Ted Frank
Hollywood Horae

Miaco Co
Angelo di Palnia

Plaza Cafe
NIki Lov Norman
Bert-A St Clair Rev
Plaza Ore

Show Boat
Al Marsico Ore
Barrett ft Smith
AVilma Douglas
.lohnny Randall
Wayne Thomas
Noel .Sherman Girla

Union Grill
Karl DuLaney
Blllle Bugbee

Webster Hull
(lm|»erlAl Boom)

Ton» (^are Ore
Ruth Morley
White Mansions

Dale HarknesH Ore
Marlon Mellon

William Penn
(Ilallaii Terrace)

Dick Stabile Ore
Paula Kelly
Burt Shaw
(Continental Bur)

Arthur Ravel 3

Willows
Lee Allen Ore

Hirst Circuit

Week of Oct. 24

City"'*'
J^'Oose Parade'—Huuaou, I'nion

'Pleasure Mad*—Howard, Boston.
'Jollea Begere'—Tioc, Phlladelpliia.
Stage Scandala'—Gayety, Washington.
C upld a Carnival'—Gayety, Baltimore.
Gaieties of 1938'—Capitol, Toledo.
Frisky Frolics'—Gayety, Cincinnati.
'Beef Truat'—Caaino, Pittaburgh.

'

'Swing High, Shake Low'—GarrU-k, 8t.
Louis.

'Parlalan Flirta'—RIalto, Chicago.
Pirate Belles'—Caaino, Toronto.
Scan DoUa*—Embaaay, Rochealer,
Merry Modela'—Empire, Newark.
Pageant of Folly'—Jacques, Water-

bury.
'Babes 'With Charm.V—Lyrlo, Allen-

town. Mon.-Tue,s,; . Orpheum, Reading.-
Thurs.

Akron's Hotel Nitery
Akron, Oct, 19.

Puritan room of the DeWitt-oper-
ated Mayflower hotel here is being
converted into a dine and dance spot
with Hawaiian motif. Opening has
been set tentatively for 3How. 15. Re-,

vamping will eliminate the present
Parisian cocktail bar, ladies' lounge
and the Puritan dining roorri.

Name bands will be used. Spot
here will be one of three of the
chain where bands will rotate

throughout the winter. Denny
Thompson band, long a fixture, will

continue to play at the Mayflower
at alternate periods.

California Animal Troducts Co.,

Oakland (Calo dog food), through
Emil Brisacher & .Staff, San Fran-
cisco, using KOA, Denver, for five-

rninute transcribed ah'nouncemonU
twice weekly through Nov. 2.
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LEGIT DEBUTS WAY OFF
Govt. Slapping B.O. Treasurers

For Ice' Split; $24,000 Top Claim

13

First actual move by the Govern-

ment to collect what it contends, is

excess money on tickets, and there-

fore should be split 50-50 with Uncle

Sam, was made last week when bills

for large amounts were sent to a

number of boxoflice treasurers.

Whether the boxoffice men will ap-

peal to the courts ii not indicated

except as a last resort.

They have been advised that the

law is faulty and probably uncon-

stitutional, but the ticket sellers did

not" prepare defensive moves as a

body, each considering his own
headache individually. Claims are

known to amount to $12,000 in one

instance and double that figure in

another, with some for lesser coin.

Those who received the pay order

were given 10 days in which to re-

mit. With few exceptions the .treas-

urers haven't the money. One im-

mediately filed application for an

abatement of the assessment. Others

propose making partial payment un-

der protest. What methods federal,

authorities intend pursuing in cases

wliere treasurers cannot comply is

anybody's guess and everybody's

rumor at present.

Govt's Angle

Agency broker end of the investi-

gation which preceded that of the

boxoflice people has not come to a

crux. Government's contentions

were that the brokers evaded stamp-

ing tickets as ordered and that the

proper tax was withheld intention-

ally or otherwise. Agencies say the

claims are pyramided taxes on ad-

missions, but they, too, have not re-

sorted to legal defense.

Pending the |status of gratuities,

generally referred to in ticket circles

as 'ice,' no such coin is being paid to

the boxoffices, nor are the treasurers

In the mood to accept the coin.

Their contention is that money given

them is for services rendered, but
thu government people counter with
the claim it is excess over the ticlcet

price. Custom of gratuities has been
in existence since Broadway's early

days.

Understood that while the box-
office men have an organization, the

Treasurers' Club, it cannot be used
to defend the tax liens.. Stated that

the club is a social group with the
principal purpose of maintaining a
sick and burial fund. No money in

its treasury can be expended for

legal proceedings should the mem-
bers get together to protest the 50-50

split demanded by the government,
according to the b.o. people.

Amounts claimed by the govern-
ment cover a period of four years.

Only those treasurers who have been
in 'lucky* theatres have been em-
ployed more than casually, which
makes their plight the more serious.

Edgar ('Ladder') Davis

Back on BVay, But Just

As a Tourist, He Says

Edgar B. Davis, who produced
The Ladder,' ran it two years and
dropped $1,000,000 in so doln-r,; was
in New York last week but s'.rictly

as a visitor. Oil magnate relurned
to Texas where he has peLroleum
holdings believed to be worlh up
ward of $10,000,000.

There was some speculation that

perhaps Davis had a yen to again
dabble in show business. He visited

the plays but was not rcco^ni^.ed anc
gave no indication of revived inter

est.

'Ladder' was a play bnscd on re

incarnation in which Davis Is said to

be a believer. Show was moved
into four or five theatres which were
guaranteed a profit over rent and
operation. For all but a few weeks
during its stay there was no adnnis
sion charge. Play laid off once w'.iile

it was rewritten.

Pemberton's Crack

Speaking at last Monday's
(18) luncheon meeting of the

American Theatre Council,

Brock Pemberton referred to

his inflammable speech, in

which he lambasted the critics,

at last spring's ATd conven-

tion.

'Every time I open my mouth
I find someone else's foot, in it,'

he cracked. 'Probably it'll be
George Jean Nathan's.'

ZIEGGY PLAYS

The sale of possible rights to $ome

72 shows in which the late Florenz

Ziegfeld was interested arid which

were presented from 1907 until liis

demise in 1932 took place at thie

Court House; White Plains, N. Y.,

last Friday. Purchase price of

$28,000 was unexpectedly high in

light of the ifact there is no actual

value to the rights.' Explained that

title principally concerns the! nui-

sance, value .an4 will prevent sundi'y

suits when portions of the shows or

numbers are used for pictures.

Rights were obtained by Irving

Berlin, Sigmimd Romberg, Jerome
Kern, Otto Harbach and Oscar Ham-
merstein, II. All figured in th=

authorship of a number of Ziegfeld

musicals. They were represented by
Howard E. Reihheimer who, as at-

torney, may act for them, if and
when any portions of the shows are

used. Bidding started at $7,600, just

about the minimum announced by
the administrator. A Hollywood
concern bid up to the final $50.

Right to the use of 'Ziegfeld Fol-

lies' was not included, it having been
sold by the estate to the Shuberts for

$5,000 in 1934. Attorney for the co -

posers said they were interested in

the productions and not the titles.

Estate has liabilities of more than

$200,000 of which $50,000 is claimcl

by the Government for income tax.

nmm
Quality Better, However,
With Fewer Flops Than
Among 1936-37 Incomers

. —Two Hits, Two Mod"
erates So Far— Usual

Squawks vs. Crix—^Mixed
Notices

Dulzell Resignation an Equity

Bombshell; Irritated at SAG

Dominance and CIO Appointee

EXPECT BIG NOVEMBER

H'WOOD DANCER'S 103G

VS. GRISMAN, O'B-MOORE

Sam H. Grisman, producer of 'To-

bacco Road,* and Erin O'Brien-

Moore, actress, are named defendants

in a breach of contract suit Monday

(18) in N. Y. federal court by Carma

Lita Maraccl, Hollywood dancer. She

wants $50,000 from Miss O'Brien-

Moore and $53,000 from Grisman,

The dancer, who conducts a school

in Hollywood, according to her N. Y
attorneys, alleges the defendants not

only ran out on an agreement to

produce her dancing troupe, in New
York, but that by so doing had seri-

ously damaged her reputation in the

profession.

Miss Maracci claims she was in-

troduced to Grisman in July, 1936, in

Hollywood by Miss Moore, a former
pupil. The latter praised her work
so highly that Grisman agreed that

if she would organize a company
and bring it to New York he would
see that her act was produced in

proper fashion. She did organize a

company and brought it to New
York last January. Grisman and
Miss Moore, she claims, failed to

carry out their agreement and the

company disbanded. The extra $3,000

she wants from Grisman is the ex
pense she went to to transport the

company from Ihe Coast. Her at

torneys admit that no regular con

tract was signed, but that letters

and telegrams would back up her

contentions.

Continued lateness of the legit sea-
son of 1937-38

. is principally at-
tributed to the lack of material, few
scripts being considered worth-while,
but there are other reasons. Tardy
season was predicted despite, the list-

ing of some 177 new pliays - which
were either slated for presentation
or talked about. Yet it was expected
that October would • see more . ac-
tivity than has been shown.

Figures tell ^he story. There will
have been 13 liew, plays presented
on Broadway up to Nov. 1. Last
year 26 premieres studded the early
.fall ' nights up to the same .date.

When the. list of plays was complied
early last month, it was indicated
that: name authors and players were
returning from the Coast. Eventu-
ally that may be true, but the season
lags in development.

Season of 1936-37 opened with a
succession of flopfs and regardless of

(Continued on page 62)

BVay and Wall St.

How much the sagging mar-
ket will Affect

.
Broadway this

season is conjectural.. So far

it has hot particularly clipped

attendance, but it is reported
that at least three productions'
which were to get Wall Street

backing are off temporarily or

indeflnitely.

Troupers Open

Drive on Coast

For Actors Home

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Benefit dinner and jamboree to be
staged by The Troupers at the Bilt-

more Bowl Nov. 4 will signalize the
launching of a drive for funds to.

build a national h'on^e and clubhouse
for aged and indigent players.
President Harry B. Stafford of The

Troupers and George Blumenthal,
former legit manager, joined in the
announcement of the dinner. Blum-
enthal chairmans the campaign com-
mittee. Plans call for the construc-
tion of a home to accommodate 100

persons starting next .fall, also a the-
atre of 500 capacity, library, green
room, museum and dining hall.

R. E. SHERWOOD NEW
PREZ OF DRAMATIStS

Robert E. Sherwood will be the

next president of the Dramatists'

Guild, with Gebrge S. Kaufinan

vice-president, Edwiard Childs Car-

penter chairman of the board, and

Richard Rod'gers secretary. Slate

has been named by the nominating
committee, with the election at the

annual meeting early in November
a virtual certainty.

New members of the council, to

serve three years, will be Rachel
Crothers, Philip Dunning, Paul
Green, John Howard Lawson, Mel-
vyn Levy, Elizabeth McFaddcn,
Eugene O'Neill, Arthur Richman, A.
E. Thomas and Sophie Treadwell.
Guild representatives on the Authors'

League of America board will be
Edward Childs Carpenter, Philip

Dunning, Otto Harbach, Sidney
Howard, John Howard Lawson, Al-

bert Maltz, Kenyon Nicholson, Elmer
Rice, Arthur Richman, Morrie Rys-.

kind, A. E. Thomas and Rita Wei-
man. Sidney Howard is retiring

oresldent of the Guild.

EQUITY MULLS

CHORUS MERGER

"Expected protest over the appoint-

ment of Edith L. Christiansen as ex-

ecutive secretary of Chorus Equity,

succeeding Dorothy Bryant, failed

to materialize, although a (Relegation

callied at Equity's offices and po indi-

cated last week. At yesterday's

council session Miss Christianson's

appointment was okayed for trial

period of three months.

At same time, it w!is proposed to

merge the chorus branch with

Equity proper. Council decided to

mull the matter and a special de-

partment for choristers may be de-

cided on soon.

Miss Chrlstlansbn, who was pres-

ent when>the appointment was rec-

ommended to the council, is said to

be organizing textile workers for

CIO in Pawtucket, R. I, She was
loaned for that purpose by the

Ladies Garment Workers Union of

N. Y. Paul Dulzell, who resigned as

executive secretary and treasurer of

Equity, criticized the selection of

Miss Christianson on the ground that

Equity, as an A, F. of L. affiliate,

should have chosen someone within

the ranks of the federation. He in-

dicated that the appointment might

he made an issue.

Miss Christianson Is said to be get-

ting $50 weekly for her CIO or-

ganizing work and will receive $75

in the Equity berth. Mrs. Bryant is

being paid. $100. Chorus branch is

about to start organization of chor'-

uses in the night club field. Mrs.

Bryant defended the selection of her
successor, saying Mrs. Christianson

held membership cards in two A. F,

of L. unions, including the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians. Also
stated that Miss Christianson Is in-

terested in imion organizing work
primarily. Appointee was formerly
assistant state secretary of labor in

Pennsylvania and secretary of the
Women's Trade Union League of
Philadelphia.

Equity administrative seti^ip was
tossed into consternation last week
when Paul Diilzell; executive secre-
tary, handed In his resignation.
Action upset the apple, cart since it

complicated the already ^muddled
situation among the show business
unions pU the more.
Dulzell had some time previously,

been appointed to take over the
Equity duties of Prez. Frank Gill-

more when and If the latter takes
over active char.ge of the" reorgan-
ized Associated Actors and Artiste.9

of America, of; which he Is ,the new
ex^ecutlve director.

First Result was that GiUmore,
who was 'attending the A. F. of L.

convention Irt Denver, promiptly en-
trdined for Jtew" York after statin?

that ' Dulzell's
.
resignation was 'a

great jshock'to tne and an unexpectied

one.' ' Dulzell expressed surprise that

his action should have caused a fu-

rore. Resignation • was tabled for

two weeks, But,' although Its ac-

c?pt£(nce as of next Jan, 1 merely
pends' at this 'time, he stated this

week that he had not changed his

mind.

'

• Dulzell, regarded as a rockbound
unionist, was a; firebrand during the

actors strike of 1019 arid foi* years
thereafter. Talk about his dlsaffec-

tiori over ,th'e' opposition element
within Equity is stated Inexact. That
grou.q.-hps expressed no special 11k-

ing^for Dulzell becausie of his frank-

ness and firm opinions.

Peeve at Fix End

Secretary, however, has been dis-

satisfied with the rapid chan'^es in

the actor unions, with the Screen
Actors Guild forging forward and
dominating the Four A's group, a
position which Equity formerly oc-

cupied. Plan to reorganize the
Four A's, the general outline for

organ.'zing the new radio union and
the interchangeability of cards,

(Continued on page 63)

G. J. NATHAN HEADS

N. Y. DRAMA CRITICS

George Jean Nathan, reviewer for
Scribner's and other majgazines, was
elected head of the New York
Drama Critics Circle Monday (18)
succeeding Brooks Atkinson of the
N. Y. Times, who held the post for

two years. John Mason Brown of

the Post ^yas named vice-president.

Burns Mantle, News, treasurer, and
Johnson

_
Anderson, Journal, corre-

sponding' secretary.

It was the intention to retire all

olTicers, but two switches were made
instead. Gilbert W. Gabriel and
Douglas Gilbert, former the critic of

the now defunct American, and Gil-

bert, former crick of the World-
Telegram respectively, have re-

.si^ned. Principal activity of the

group is to make an annual best

play se]6ction in opposition to the
Pulitzer award.

Omaha Nixes 'Women' On

Fear of Idiot' Re^^at;

Ikiom; 'Richard' Oke

Omaha, Oct. 19.

Omaha Drama League opens it.«'

season with a one-night presentation
of 'Tovarich' Nov. 3 In Tech High
auditorium. Company has EU'renie

Leontovich in the lead of the Sher-
wood opus, produced by Gilbert
Miller. William Schneider, advnnce
man, in. last week setting up pins.

Officers of League went on record
stating presentation of 'The Wbmen'
here is not being considered in view
of last seasonis run-in with Mayor
Butler over 'Idiot's Delight' heaf.uc
is closely scrutinizing all scripts un-
der consideration for provoking
lines, and feared Claire Booth pl^y
would not pass.

Although League is not yet an-
nouncing the season's schedule, it is

almost certain Helen Hayes will

show In 'Victoria Regina' ard
Maurice Evans in 'Richard II.' At
time of the censorship controverry
last spring Mrs. Howard Rushton,
president, expressed fears that
Evrns would meet with official ob-
jections, but arrangements were vir-

tually closed then.

Spanish Shows for Bayes

Enrique de Rosas has taken the
Nora Bayes, N. Y., . to house hi.s

Spanish repertory company, opon.'n^
there* Oct. 22 with 'La Sircnu
Varada.'

International company, exponents
of sophisticated type of plays ar-
rived in N.Y. from Porto Rico -''ler

playing there two months. Thoy
will remain here for an indefinite

run.
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NHPA Aiding Tagle Strikers By

Ignoring Sheet on Ads, Press Copy

Broadway was asked tp aid news-

papermen strikers of the Brooklyn

Eagle and partly responded, as

shown by the absence of six show
ads. At request of the strikers legit

press agents yanked advertisements

and are also withholding news re-

leases. Managers are not openly

supporting the strikers but some
p.a.'s secured the okay to use their

discretion.

Pledge of support was sent to

strike headquarters opposite the

Eagle plant by the New York The-

atrical Press Agents. Copy of the

telegram was secured by the daily

and sent to the Publishers Associa-

tion of New York. Latter which in-

cludes most of the leading dailies in

the metropolitan area sent a trans-

script to each Broadway manager,
the message reading:

.'Members of the New York The-
atrical Press Agents unanimously
extend their sympathies to the Eagle

strikers and wish to assure you that

in addition to pur efforts and help

we will exert such influence as we
can to persuade our managers to aid

you. Best of Luck.'
Looks Like Deadlock

Strike in Brooklyn has developed

into a determined fight. The Eagle

has made no statement either in its

publication or otherwise, It., is

claimed by the strikers that the cir-

culation is off around 60,000 and that

advertising has been affected about

30%.
According to those leading the

strikers the Newspaper Guild feels

that the fight is vital to the organ-

ization's existence. Becaxise of that

. efforts^ are being made to gain sym
pathy of the borough's top stores and
to have the latter withhold copy, A
sound truck is used daily in front

of the largest department store,

speaker inside telling shoppers why
they should help and dlso request

the ads be yanked. If that shop

agrees .the Guild feels it would win
within a short period.

Picketing is being carried on in a

manner not before permitted in

Brooklyn. Police have been adamant
about 'ganging up' methods but for

the first time mass picketing by the

Guilders is countenanced. Among
the pickets is Arthur PoUock, Eagle's

drama critic for years. His action

may explain the attitude of the N. Y.

p.a.'s.

One strike leader was slugged but
it is reported the attack was for a

private reason. It is costing the

Guild $3,000 weekly to conduct the
strike. Expected that financial aid

will be forth9oming from the CIO
with which tWe Guild is affiliated.

P,A/8 Union Label

Theatrical press agents have
been instructed to put a union
label on copy sent to newspa-
per offices. Future releases

from members of the NYTPRA
will' state that fact at the head
of the story.

Figured to have some value

in. drama departments which
' are organized.

$75-WEEKMlN.

FOR B O. MEN,

TMATBID

Theatrical Managers, Agents and
Treasurers' union will send a com-
mittee to the League of • New York
Theatres with the object of estab

lishing a minimum wage for legit

boxolTice men. Union will ask for

.$75 a week for treasurers and $50
for assistants. Present pay for the
former is $50 and, in some instances,

less. . Although no formal affilia-

tion with the lATSE has been made
by TMAT, James Brennan, lA
vice-president, is carded to be pres
ent with the committee.
Union is also expected to seek

a three-man staff in all boxoffices,

Pointed out that most of box-
office people are currently unem-
ployed and even if all boxoffices
were lighted and staffed with three
people each, there would be more
than 100 without jobs. Understood
that upon the expected agreement
will depend the actual merging be-
tween TMAT and lA, but with the
managers, agents and treasurers'
group autonomous.

Notification was sent out by
TMAT that the initiation fee had
been boosted from $5 to $30 and
that the figure would eventually
be raised to $100. Contacts between
the union and the New York The-
atrical Press Agents continue, but
the two groups are not in accord on
several issues.

Green's Current Entry

Morris Green will present a com-

edy entitled ''To Be Continued' in

association with James J. Fero, the

atter's first venture in show busi-

ness. Play was written by Charles

George.
Last season Green was originally

interested in Bartlett McCormack's
Hey, Diddle, Diddle,' tried out by
Anne Nichols but no^t" brotighf to

'Broadway.

'SOSAN' AGENCY BUY;

TOP COMMISH $1.10

First agency ticket buy of the sea-

son has been entered into for 'Susan

and God,' rated a smash at the

Plymouth, by the brokers and now
Broadway's top grosser. Deal is for

a 10-week period and stipulates prin-

cipally ' concerning the ticket price.

Dixie French, g.m. for John Golden,

producer of 'Stisan,' obtained an
agreement from the agencies not to

charge more than $1.10 over the box-
office price of $3.30 top. Usual
agency premium is 75c, plus the tax.

Buy was principally handled by
the three leading agencies—^Mc-

Bride's, Postal-Leblang's and Tyson
& Co. (Sullivan-Kay). Other
agencies are also in, but under dif-

ferent conditions. Last season there

was a limitation on the price of

tickets for 'The Women,', but whether
the brokers adhered to the -rate is

a question. .

However, with the location of

seats on both end' of tickets now
used by orders of the Government,
each agency can be easily checked as

to the price charged, since the re

verse side is .tamped when sold by
the agencies. Brokers say the de
mand for 'Susan' tickets is so strong

that they can easily secure $6.60 for

any choice locations.
•

HARRIS' INSURANCE

GAG ON COHAN SHOW

DETROIT FTP SETS

PLAN FOR SHOW TOURS

Current Road Shows

Harris Spotting Cohan Show Into

Larger Alvin, N. Y., at Lesser Top

Sam H, Harris is understood to

have tried to take out heavy 'senti-

mental insurance' for 'I'd Rather Be
Right' as protection against any pos-

sible mishap to President' Roosevelt.

Attempt is said to have been un-

successful. In the eV;ent of any mis-

lap tp the President, the show would
be forced to tlose down.

'Jubilee,' the last big Harris musi-

cal, went into the red for a figure

reported to have been in the neigh-

borhood of. $70,000. Show closed

shortly after Mary Boland left the

cast, having been obliged to fulfill

picture commitments.

'Red Lights' And

'Journeymen' To

A. L Arbitration

Detroit, Oct. 19.

Activities of local Federal theatre

project will be extended consider-

ably this year, according to Fred
Morrow, Michigan director, to in-

clude a booking and touring unit.

Plan was worked out by Herbert
AshtOn, Jr., assistant director of

theatre project, and Morrow.
Local unit will take plays to vari-

ous parts of state, wherever there's

a stage or aiide adequate for presen-
tation. All that's required of smaller

towns, where there's a big clamor
for flesh, is. to provide a -sponsoring

group and adequate facilities.

'Mice' Into IHosic Box, N.Y.

'Of Mice and Men,' second show on
the schedule of Sam H' Harris this
season, was slated into the ' Lyceum,
N. Y., next month, but may be
spotted instead in the Music Box
as the berth of 'I'd Rather Be Right'
has beeh switched to the Alvin.
'Having Wonderful Time' which an
nounced the final weeks at the first

named house, may continue well
into the fall period. Latter manage-
ment was considering moving.

'Mice' is the dramatization by John
Steinbeck of his novel of same name,
It will be staged by George S. Kauf-
man, who will not be free to direct
until 'Right' has opened. That would
date the new play for late November

Russe Theatre 'Host

Exciting'—Lil Helfanan

Paris, Oct. 12.

Lillian Hellman, just back from
Russia, has returned full of enthusi-

asm for the current stage output
there. Said she was especially im-
pressed with the quality of the act-

ing and the lavishness of production.

'Most of the plays last a little too

long,' she said while preparing to

leave for Madrid and Valencie, 'but

they are extremely well done. They
spend a great deal of money on pro-

ductions but won't present anything

until everything is as it should be.

'I was told one play, which has

been in rehearsal for more than a

year, was not yet ready for presenta-

tion. What a difference from Broad-

way. There we rehearse only four

weeks.
'Drama' as presented in Russia is

the most exciting I have fever seen.'

Kline Succeeds the Late

Reed, Back with 'Door*
Jack Reed, who was to have been

company manager of 'Stage Door,'

which took to the road last Saturday
died suddenly of a heart at

tack two days pircvious. Harry D,
Kline, who, until recently, was book-
ing manager for the Mecca audi

torium, N. Y., Was assigned the

berth. He was long connected with
the C. B. Dillingham office.

'Door,' with Joan Bennett in the
lead role, originated by Margaret
SuUavan, current in Boston, is rout

ed for 20 weeks, film version of the

play being kept out of the stands

until the show dates have been
played.

Week of Oct. 17

'Amphitryon 38' (Lunt and Fon
tanne), National, Washington, D. C
'Antony and Cleopatra' (Tallulah

Bankhead), Nixon, Pittsburgh
'Behind Red Lights/ Werba

Brooklyn, N. Y. -
'

'Brother Rat,' Selwyn, Chicago.

'Brother Rat/ Academy of Music,

Roanol^e, Va. (9-20).

'Between the Devil/ Chestnut St

Philadelphia.
'Doll's Honse/ Cass, Detroit.

'Follies/ Strand, Ithaca, N. Y. (20);

Shea's, Bradford, Pa. (21); Shea's,

Jamestown, N. Y. (22); Shea's, Erie,

Pa. (23).

'I'd Rather Bfe Right/ Colonial,

Boston.
'Leaning on Letty' (Charlotte

Greenwood), Fox'd's, Baltimore.

Madame Bovary/ Grand Opera
House, Chicago.

.

'May Wine/ Erlanger, Philadelphia.

'Room Service/ Copley, Boston.

'Room Service/ Biltmore, Los An-
geles.

'Richard II' (Maurice Evans),
Opera House, Boston.

'Stage Door,' Shubevt, Boston.
Tobacco Road,' American, St

Louis, Mo.
'Tonight at 8:30/ Cuvran, San

Francisco.
'Tdvarich/ Paramount, Toledo, O

(18); Park, Youngstown, O. (19);

Masonic Aude, Rochestei-, N. Y. (20);

Erlanger, Buftalo,' N. Y. (21-23)

'Tovarich/ Municipal Aude, Okla-
homa City, Okla, (18); Convention
Hall, Tulsa, Okla. (19); Poncan,
Ponca City, Okla. ^(20); Wichita U
Aude, Wichita. Kan. (21); Melba.
Dallas, Tex. (22-23).

'Victoria Regina' (Helen Hayes)
Forrest, Philadelphia.
'Women/ Erlangei", (Chicago.

'Yes, My Darling ' Daughter,' Hart
man, Columbus, O. (18-20); English
Indianapolis, Ind. (21-23)

'You Can't Take It With You,
Harris, Chi.

'You Can't Take
Plymouth, Boston.
'You Can't Take

Keith East for Stager
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Ian Keith returns to Broadway on
completion of his role in Cecil B,

De Mille's 'The Buccaneer' to play a

top role in 'Robin Landing,' legit

production.
Stanley Young authored the play

which is to be produced by Sidney
Harmon. Nan Sunderland and Louis
Calhern have been set for the cast

Dispute over the stock rights to

'Behind Red Lights' have been taken

before the American Arbitration

Assn. by Jack Curtis, producer, and
Beth Brown, co-author with the late

Sam Shipman, and the Shipman es

tate. Arbitration will be taken up
some time next week, it is expected,

Under the AAA rules, an arbitration

committee will include three mem-
bers, one chosen by each of the

disputants and the third from
panel previously chosen by the

Dramatists Guild arid approved un-

der the contract with the managers.
Cause of the disagreement is the

disposal by Curtis of the stock rights

of the play to Jules J. Leventhal,

without the consent of the authors.

Show is now playing a second week
at Werba's theatre, Brooklyn, on a

'Cut-price basis. It has previously

played other houses of the Leventhal
'subway circuit.'

According to the claim, Curtis dis-

posed of the stock rights at a ridicu-

lously low figure, but obtained a

good price for his production. Under
the Dramatists Guild contract, rights

to any play^may not be sold with-
out the consent of the author. Cur-
tis, however, claims he had the au-
thor's permission to sell the stock
rights at his own discretion. Mat-
ter was taken to the Dramatist
Guild, the latter turning it right

over to the Arbitration Assn. as

specified in the basic agreement.
Another dramatist scrap, this one

concerning the adaptation rights to

Erslcine Caldwell's novel, 'Journey-
man,' is set for hearing before the
Arbitration Assn. late this week.
Dispute is between Alfred Hayes and
Leon Alexander on one hand and
Wallace Waite on the other. Hayes
and Alexander made a dramatization
of the novel, allegedly with the au-
thor's permission. Waite claims they
used material from his dramatiza-
tion in making theirs. Neither
dramatization has been produced.

It With You,

It With You,
Royal Alexandra, Toronto, C>n.

'I'd Rather Be Right,' sensationally

publicized musical satire which
opened last week in Boston, Will be
spotted at the Alvin,_N. Y., with ah
admission top of $4.46i instead of the .

Music Box, where George M, Cohan's

name and the show was already in

lights" on the house sign. At the

scale in the .1,387 seat Alvin the

show can gross close to $32,000,

which is as much as could be gotten

at $5.50 in the original spot, a 1,000

seater.

Sam H. Harris, the show's pro-
ducer, decided on the larger theatre

at the lower scale, ruling out $5,50

as too high a top, especially in light

of unprecedented press attention

showered on 'Right' throughout the
country. As soon as it became known
that the actual names of President
Roosevelt and administration heads
were used as characters in the show,
news and photographic syndicates

descended upon the Colonial theatre

in the Hub and' remained for days.

Show drew adglitional press atten-

tion when Cohan elected not to use
a lyric about Al Smith, substituting
one of his own about the President.
There were objections from the
score writers, Richard Rodgers and
Lorenz Hart, who are repoirted

threatening to go to the Dramatists
Guild about the matter. However,
calm prevailed and a new lyric is

being written by Rodgers and Hart.

George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart,

the book writers, laughed it all off

and so did Cohan, it is said.

Keeping Show Out

Feeling that they have an excep-
tional property in sight, the manager
and authors began making changes
after the Boston premiere, despite

the business drawn. A virtually new
set was ordered from Donald Oens-
lager—it will be the third stage

dress, the first having been thrown
out at rehearsal—and Clark Robin-
son vi^as called in to relight the show.
It was figured that a second week in

Boston would not provide the re-

quired time to get 'Right' ready and
it will be moved to Baltimore next
week, due on Broadway the follow-

ing week (Nov. 2).

Much of the electrical equipment,
including a backstage maze of cables

is being returned, equipment other-

wise having been bought on ap-
proval. That will reduce the pro-
duction nut about $12,000. Abe Feder
put in the special lighting system in-

cluding a new switchboard, which
goes out. Cost of the show which is

rated a one-setter still approximates
$100,000 but the weekly operating

cost will be as much as 'Of Thee I

Sing* which had a $5.50 top in New
York.

Top for the opening night is not
definite. Usual premieres at .

the

Music Box have been $7.70 but first

night for 'Right' at the Alvin may
be less, Harris . favoring that idea.

Advance sale for tickets said to be
the largest of any Music Box attrac-

tion. In one day 300 letters with re-

mittances were received, following

stories in the press anent the Boston
opening.

Serlin's Legii Flyer

'Sing, Sweet An-::rGls.' by Belford
Forrest, will open at the Pasadena
Playhouse, on the Coast, Nov. 16, for

a week's engagement.
This is Oscar Serlin's first show

since leaving Selznick-International.

'The Head/ mystery by Maurice
Marks, Fred Thompson and Clifford
Grey, to be produced by Short Plays.

Theatre, Inc.

'Virginia' Notice Up

Notice of closing was posted Mon-
day (18) backstage at the Center,
N. Y., for "'Virginia,' first show of the
season, Last week's business was the
best the Rockefeller-backed oper-
etta has drawn since opening and an
even bre^ik was indicated. Under-
stood the violent stock market slump
early this week is responsible for

the protective measure.
Closing date Saturday is provi-

sional and should business improve
this week 'Virginia' will continue. It

rates as the season's most costly pro
duction. Latter amounted to $170,-

000 with other expenditures and
losses totaling the red to around
$250,000.

MORGAN'S L A. SCHOOL
Dickson Morgan, legit director,

planed out of N. Y. (17) for Holly^
wood, where he will head the Mai:y
Pickford Dramatic Acaidemy, which
opened yesterday (19).

Scho.ol will be located at the El

Capitan theatre.

2 NEW B'WAY ENTRIES

LAST 3 PERFORMANCES

Two plays opened last week but

both were hastily withdrawn after

being panned. .'Wise Tomorrow,' an

English drama backed by the War-
ners, at the Biltmore, N. Y., opened
Friday (15) and was withdrawn Sat-

urday night. Three performances.

'WISE TOMORROW'
Opened Oct. 15, '37. Chorus

of emphatic no's from every
first-stringer, greeted import
from England.

'In Clover' opened at the Vander-
bilt Wednesday (13) and did not

bother about finishing out the week,
disappearing after Friday night's

performance. Also three perXorni-

ances.

•IN CLOVER'
Opened Oct. 13, '37. Unani-

mous thumbs-down from all

critics who cracked it hard.
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Unusual Number of Legit Players

flanging Around B way; Slow Season

Outlook tOT legiters, which was

ifairly bright up to a short time ago,

is currently gloomier tiian at the be-

ginning of the season. Actors, agents

and producers are all complaining.

With plaiys postponed or dropped,

many agents who were rushed head-

long into casting activities are now

twiddling their thumbs.

This is partially explained by the

fact that many of the plays with

which agents were active with are

all set and are already in rehearsal.

-Others to which they had looked

forward have either been postponed

or' dropped. Stock market has had

jfts effect with the withdrawing of

c4»ital, but in cases where dough

ha! been held up, plays were prob-

ably risky or more expensive than

was wise to consider undertaking at

this time.

Another factor which is a head-

ache for the agents is the tendency

on the part of managers to do their

own casting, with the exception of

a few instances which they cannot

handle themselves. Reports also state

that a number of agents are looking

toward Hollywood to find work for

their clients, whom they are finding

. impossible to place' here. More repu«

table agents are not doing this, how-
. ever, preferring to hold out for their

younger people, especially, the even-

tual hope of making progress in legit.

Several casting agents report that

there sfeem to be more young play-

ers who have blown into town this

fall expecting to crash into legit

than for several seasons heretofore.

Included among these are undoubt-
,edly talented youngsters, but more
than the usual number of incom-
petents.

Theatre Guild casting was practi

cally aU done at one time this sea^

son, with five pliays being readied al

most simultaneously. Casting execa
tives there state they have never
been busier or seen more people in

so short a time.

Despite the dearth of scripts and
employment in New York itself at

the present time, there are a good
many actors employed on the road,

as there were more than 20 shows
out last week. Several of .these are

headed for Broadway, but most are

road companies of shows in town or

which have played here.

Over 400 embryo players have reg-

istered with the American Theatre
Council committee which aims to

discover stage talent. Response is

considered exceptional because only
one New York daily carried a de-

tailed story explaining how applica-

tions should be sent to the commit-
tee, which has quarters with the

Theatre League, Sardi building.

Analysis of the applications shows
that about 7% are junioi: members
of Equity. It is this element which
complained that after securing a
small part or having worked as un-
derstudies, they have been unable to

find engagements. Most of the appli-

cants have taken drama courses in
colleges, some others coming from
dramatic schools.

Committee will shortly hold audi
tions and those who display talent
will be cast for private perform
ances, to which managers will be in-

vited. Hoped make selections there-
from for regular jobs.

Shows in Rehearsal

'Three Waltzes'—Shuberts.
•As You Like It'—Dwight D.

Wiman.
'Too Many Heroes' ('Vio-

lence')—Carly Wharton.
'Golden Boy' ('Manly Art')
—Group Theatre.

'Riffht This Way'—Alice Alex-
ander.
'Hooray For Whatl*—Shu-

bertsj

'Ghost of Yankee Doodle'—
Theatre Guild.
'Four Cents a-Word'—Cheryl

Crawford.
'Father Malaohy's Miracle'—

Delos Chappell.
'Young Mr. Disraeli'—Alex

Yokel.
'Many Mansions'—Alexander

Kirkland.
'Julias Caesar' — Mercury

Theatre.
'Born In a Trunk'—Jack

Curtis.

Lunts Wow Balto

*Tovarich' MUd $1,500

In NashvUle 1-Niter
Nashville, October 19.

'Tovarich' drew only $1,500 at Ry-
man Auditorium last l?hursday night,
although the one-night engagement
was season opener and the ancient
house where it played has been ex-
tensively renovated. Audience and
critics, however, warmly applauded
the comedy, Eugenie Leontovich and
the rest of the cast.

'

'Ziegfeld Follies' on Nov. 3 is next
date, followed by Tallulah Bankhead
in 'Antony and Cleopatra' on Nov.
11, and Fritz Kreisler on Nov. 15,

Other dates announced by Mrs. L.
C. NafI, manager, include 'Tobacco
Road,' 'You Can't Take It With You,'
'The Women,' 'The Show Is On'
'King Richard II,' (Maurice Evans),
Victoria Regina' (Helen Hayes).

COHAN,

HAYES$2m
HUB SOCKS

'Susan' New B'way Leader at $21

J

'Star Wagon Looking to Nov.

SUBSCRIBERS HYPOED

"BOVARY'TO 12G,PrrT

Pittsburgh, Oct. 19.

Subscription sale kept 'Madame
Bovary' from being pretty much of
a dud last week at Nixon. Theatre
(luild show, first of ATS series of
six, took unanimous critical drub-
bing and window sale was virtually
nil. Managed to get around $12,000,
most of that coming from season tix.

ATS apparently running off its list
in quick order, same as last season,
with 'Tovarich' coming in Monday.
(25) as second offering, following
current 'Antony and Cleopatra.'
Nixon has finally corralled a booking
for Nov. 1, Charlotte Greenwood's
'Leaning on Letty," but nothing so
far set to follow that until Thanks-
giving week, when 'Victoria Regina'
lands.

Estimate for Last Week
'Madame Bovary' (Nixon; 2,100;

$2.75). First of ATS shows took
critical drubbing and would have
been plenty in the dog-house with-
out subscription backing. Got
$12,000.

Baltimore, Oct. 19.

Legit season here reached a rousing
climax last week with the four-day
booking of the new Guild production
of 'Amphytrion 38' at Ford's. The
Lunts, always very big here, rolled
up a tremendous advance and be-
gmnihg with a sellout and brilliant
opening Wednesday night (13)
marked up a succession of clean
racks for the subsequent four shows
to hit a very socko $18,000 for the
half week. Raves from local crix
and added editorial mention ' gave
much space and comment to revival
of town as a legit- stronghold.

At the Maryland, George Abbott
opened his latest try, a whodunit,
'Angel Island,' garnering a steady
$7,000 for the week. Pre-Broadway
workout in same house that brought
Brother Rat' and 'Room Service' to

light, got off to rousing opening
night, and tapered off toward end of
week faced with capacity take of
'Amphytrion' at Ford's.

*Leaning on Letty' current at

Ford's this week with good sale re-
ported. Maryland is dark. Next
week has 'I'd Rather Be Right'
scheduled for Ford's and a new one
'Many Mansions' set for debut at the
Maryland. M'ail orders already flood-

ing in for the Cohan opus.

Estimates for Last Week
'Amphytrion 38,' Ford's (1,988;

$2.78). A wow from the opening
gun Wednesday night (13), rolling

up socko $18,000 for five shows.
Press and public went for this Guild
opener and the Lunts in rave fashion.

'Angel Island,' Maryland (1,570;

$2.20). Very strong opening night
for this new Abbott try, tapered
down towards end of week to total

of $7,000, good for a tryout.

Greenwood Took $50,000

Out of Philly in 4 Weeks

First show to stick four weeks in

Philadelphia is 'Leaning on Letty'

with Charlotte Greenwood reported

to have been the draw over the

show itself. Attraction is currently

in Baltimore. During the Philly date

the total takings went close to $50,-

000, which is regarded as an indica-

tor for business there this season.

'Letty' accomplished a long run in

Chicago last season. It is the same

play shown on Broadway as 'Post

Road' and may possibly repeat with

the star, although she has other

plans for a metropolitan showing.

'Daughter* 8G, Cincy
Cincinnati, Oct. 19.

'Yes, My Darling Daughter,' sec-

ond show of the season for the Cox,

registered a fair $8,500 last week,

pulling up with a hefty $3,000 for

the matinee and night performance
Saturday (15). Show sought a three

day date, but house insisted on a full

week.

Idle this week, the theatre has

'Doll House' next week and Tallulah

Bankhead in 'Antony and Cleo-

patra' the week of Nov, 1.

Boston, Oct. 19.

As far as this town is concerned,
the new George M. Cohan musical,

'I'd Rather Be Right,' which ribs the
New Deal is a smash hit. Whether
Broadway will buy it sO heavily is

a moot question; and revisions are
being made in the musical end daily

during the two-week tryout here.

Sam Harris has added one more
week to the road prelim, and will

take the new Rodgers-Hart piece to

Balto for the final finishing.

Helen Hayes concluded a jammo
four-week run of 'Victoria Regina'

Saturday night (16) at the Shubert
and Joan Bennett moved in as new
star of 'Stage Door,' Monday (18).

Maurice Evans opened one week
of 'Richard H' at the Opera House,

Monday night.
. , ,

'Can't Take It With You' finished

6th week at the Plymouth with
healthy taUy; and 'Room Service'

looks very solid after two weeks at

the Copley. Because the Copley is

out of the main rialto, management
opened up a downtown boxoffice at

the Wilbur (being renovated), tied

up with cab companies; and A. G.

Munro, gen. mgr. for Shuberts here

had upper Stuart street changed
from one-way to two-way last week
to facilitate traffic movement in the

Copley area.
, „^ ^ ^

The Wilbur, the second Shubert
house to be redecorated and re-

opened this season, is slated to be
ready for the Abbey Theatre Play-

ers, due to enter iabout Nov. 22.

Estimates for Last Week
'Victoria Regina' (Shubert) ($3.30)

(4th week—final). Miss Hayes played

to capacity every performance, and
standee biz built weekly. Final

frame just eased over the smash 3d
week, making the finale a marvel-
ous $29,100. Total gross for the four

weeks was $110,594, an all-time

house record at the scale. Claimed
the only reason 'Victoria' failed to

top John Gielgud's figure for 'Ham-
let* last season was because this

Saturday matinee top was $2.50,

while the Gielgud top was $3. Also,

the Shakespeare engagement was for

only a single week.
'I'd Rather Be Riffht' (Colonial)

($3.30) (1st week). Cohan is always

a favorite here and they like him
in this new topical musical. Open-
ing week, drew capacity every night

and matinees very heavy, boosting

initial take to socko $27,000. So big

extra matinee this (final) y^^^^-

'Room Service' (Copley) ($2.50)

(2d week). Topped first week's fig-

ure substantially, with holiday and
overflow biz tallying a nifty $11,000.

Looks set for at least another month.
'Can't Take It With You' (Ply-

mouth) ($2.50) (6th week). Can't

stop this one which seems to be on

everybody's must list. Sixth frame

big $15,000, with holiday hypo,

ABBEY PLAYERS START

TO CLICK ON B'WAY

The Abbey Players who started

mildly at the Ambassador, N. Y.,

found a winner in 'The Far Off Hills'

and the repertory plan has been ar-

ranged. Takings were quoted

around $10,000. 'Hills' will hold over

for a third week with 'Playboy of

the Western World' the next attrac-

tion, Nov. 1.

Dublin troupe started off with a

schedule calling for a different re-

vival every two or three days, until

'Hills' proved a draw. Engagement
was first listed for four weeks, but
will be extended.

'Rat' 5 Fine Wks., New'k
Newark, Oct. 19.

'Brother Rat' last week closed the

short, but very successful legit sea-

son at the Shubert, of five weeks, its

top take a splendiil $12,000. House
now vaudfilms.

The stock market slump will prob-
ably dent legit grosses this week, but
with some excellent business last
week aided by extra Columbus Day
matinees, and two new hits on the
boards, Broadway looks ahead ex-
pectantly to next month when at-
tractions highly regarded out of
.town will arrive.

'Susan and God* is the new leader.
Takings for the first full week al-
most reached $21,j900 at the Plym-
outh. The steady line at the box
office and the demand in the agen-
cies indicate the strength of the
draw. 'The Star Wagon,' first click
of the season, edged up a bit and
approximated $17j500 at the Empire.
'To Quito and Back' fared better
than the notices warranted, and ap-
proximated $14,000 at the Guild.
English play, 'George and Margaret,'
did fairly well. Abbey Players final-
ly got in stride with 'The Far Off
Hills.'

The holdovers which are benefiting
from the slow arrival of fresh attrac-
tions were topped by 'The Women'
last week, which got $19,500 on nine
performances. 'Room Service' at
$18,000 and 'You Can't Take It With
You,* $16,600, were the other higher
brackets.

Business for most of the others
eased off, but 'Virginia' went up-
ward. That, however, did not pre-
vent the posting of a provisional
closing notice this week.
Only two entrants last week and

both fast flops. 'In Clover' folded at
the Vanderbilt and 'Wise Tomor-
row' followed suit, each expiring
after three performances.
Final two weeks of October finds

but one new show, 'Angel Island,'
which starts tonight (20) at the Na-
tional, Late next week schedules
the Surrey Players from the summer
spots in 'As You Like It,* RItz,

Estimates for Last Week
'Anerel Island,' National (1st week)

(D-1,164; $3.30). Presented by George
Abbott; written by Bernie Angus;
well received in Baltimore last
week; -opens tonight (20).

'Babes in Arms,' Shubert (28th
week) (M-1,385; $3.30). With little

musical competition, business holds
to fairly good figures; last week es
timated over $15,000.

'Blow Ye Winds,' 46th St. 5th
week) (C-1,375; $3.30). Not indi
cated to stick unless perking up this
week; last week around $5,000.
'Brother Rat,' Hudson (45th week)

(C-1,097; $3.30). First week here
held same pace as at Biltmore before
moving; $7,500.
'French Without Tears,'. Miller

(4th. week) (C-944; $3.30). Slightly
under previous week as similar to
others not playing extra (Columbus
Day) matinees; well over $9,000,
'George and Margaret,' Morosco

(5th week) (C-961 $3,30). Holds to
fairly good money and should span
fall period; takings again approxi-
mated $10,000.
'Having Wonderful Time,' Lyceum

(35th week) (C-957; $3.30). Adver-
tising final weeks but may move to
anottier spot; house slated to get 'For
Mice and Men' next month.

'In Clover,' Vanderbilt. Yanked
Friday U5th) after three perform-
ances,
'Lady Has a Heart,' Longacre (4th

week) (CD-1,019; $3,30), Still in^

doubt, but some business because of
few new arrivals: rated around
$5,000.
'Room Service,' Cort (23rd week)

(C-1,059; $3.30). Went to $18,000-la.st

week in nine- performances: one of
leaders which gave added matinee on
Columbus Day.

'Susan and God,' Plymouth C3rd
week) (CD-1,036; $3.30). Broadway's
new straight play leader; first full
week takings close to $21,000; agen-
cies arranged exceptional buy.

'The Star Wagon,' Empire (4th
week) (CD-1,096; $3.30). List's other
new hit the first to click this season:
played to $17,500 last week to run-
ner-up honors among new .shows,

'The Women,' Barrymorc (43rd
week) (C-1,048; $3,30),—Holdover
standout which got big money last

week; played extra matinee and
grossed $19,500,

'To Quito and Back,' Guild (3rd
week) (D-914; $3.30). Rated around
$14,000, not exceptional with .sub-

scription support; but better than
expected.

'Tobacco Road,' Forrest (202nd
week) (C-t,107; $1,65).—Long-stayer
keeps playing along to some profit

every week; getting around $6,000,
which is okay under set-up,

'VlrginU,' Center (8th week)
(M-3,438; $3.30). Strong weekend
support upped p'-evious pace; gro.ss

around $25,000, said to be best actual
figure to date; even break but notice
up,
'Wise Tomorrow,' Biltmore, With-

drawn suddenly Saturday; panned;
played three performances.

'Yes, My Darling Daughter,' Play-
house (Seih week) (C-878; $3.30).

Ea.sed off last week when takings
approximated $9,500; however, proi-
itable and indefinite.

•You Can't Take It With You,"
Booth (45th week) (C-708: $3.;<0). In
nine times gross went lo $16,600 hist

week; capacity pace-plus continues
and should last into next spring.

Revivals
Abbey Players, Ambassador; Irish

troupe finally presented a draw in
'The Far Off Hills' and repertory
dropped for time; $10,000.

'The Fireman's Flame.' American
Music Hall; old type meller doinig
okay.

WFA
Professional,' Elliott; revival drew

standees Saturday night when gate
topped $500; 83c top.
'A Hero Is Born,' Adelphi; so-so.

YiaORIA' SALE

IPBIILY

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Phllly's legit season is off to a
fresh start this week, with all hands
now expressing optimism and look-
iug forward to a socko six or eight
weeks before the pre-holiday slump
clips biz.

'Victoria Regina' leads the parade,
getting' a strong start at the Forrest.

Advance totaled over $50,000. There
were only a few scattered singles in

the orchestra the first night, and
there won't be that many tonight.
After this it looks like three capacity
weeks. For a couple of seasons now
Philly's weakest performance, even
for established New York hits, has
been the first. That can be figured
for tryouts, but it's hard to under-
stand why the local burghers hold
off on Hayes, Cornell and the Lunts
•until after the opening.

'May Wine' bowed in at the Erlan-
ger last night with fairly good money
in the house considering the stiflf

opposish; this Romberg operetta is
playing at a $2 top. Engagement is
for two weeks.

Tonight the season's first trynut
arrives—the Shuberts' musical, 'Be-
tween the Devil,', well regarded on
its New Haven opening. Decision to
postpone the local debut one night
is figured wise, Advance is good.
Guild's 'Madame Bovary' will inau-
gurate ATS subscription season at
the Chestnut Nov. 1, and the next
week there will be two tryouts bow-
ing in. At the Forrest, the Shuberts
will unlimber another musical im-
portation, 'Three Waltzes,' and at the
Erlanger, Samuel Nixon-Nirdlinger
announces 'Four Cents a Word,' with
Romney Brent and Muriel Kirkland.
First is in for two weeks; latter for
one.

Last week's trade was mild, with
Philly drama patrons apparently
holding off. Complete set of adverse
notices didn't help Walter Hampden's
revival of 'The Passing of the Third
Floor Back,' at the- Erlanger. Crix
all jumped on this one as out-dated
and erratically acted and staged.

Estimates for Last Week
^Leaning on Letty' (Chestnut) (1,-

646; $2.50) (4th week). Charlotte
Greenwood wound up profitable en-
gagement with this comedy last Sat-
urday, with Intake at $9,500. 'Between
the Devil' opens tonight.

'Passing of the Third Floor Back'
(Erlanger) (1,859; $2) (one week
only). Panned all along the line,

and biz reacted the .same way. With
low scale, it limped through to a
weak $5,000. 'May Wine' this week.

'SERVICE' NEAR lOG,

LA., FTP TILTS GATE

Los Angeles, Oct. 19.

'Room Service' continues to play
to satisfactory returns at the Bilt-
more, where it is now in its third
week, Ayith one more to go, Holly-
wood mob is going fairly strong for
this George Abbott comedy and it

looks like final two weeks will also
be profitable.

Federal Theatre Project is going
to town this week when it presents
'Ready, Aim, Fire,' its first musical
of the current season. Piece by Gene
Stone and Jack Robinson goes into
the Hollywood Playhouse (22) at

$1,10 top, highest FTP top since its

inception out here.

Estimate for Last Week
'Room Service,' Biltmore (C-1,656;

$2.75) (2nd week). Trade .lumped
after opener and .second staniia hit

neat $9,700. Two more to go.

WPA
'Ready, Aim, Fire.' Hollywood

Playhou.sc. Debuts (22) as first $1.10

piece staged by local project. Cast
of 80.

'The World Wc Live In,' Mayan.
Now in final week, closing (24) alter

succcs.sl'ul run.
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Road Nixing Stale Hits, Prefers

Recasts; CorneD, the Lunts Okay

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Chicago and the other midwest

towns usually accounted part of the

legit road are actively opposed to

shows which are more than a few
months old. This has been demon-
strated with increasing frequency

during the last year, with the cus-.

tomers refusing to patronize theatres

placarding shows of a previous sea-

son, no matter how big a hit the

show may have been.

On the other hand, shows which
are new and within two months or so

of their opening in New York or

other big towns, have been making
real hay at the box-office.

Hinterland public would rather see

a new show with a second company
than v/ait a year and see the orig-

inal cast. They realize it's impos-
sible for the same cast to be playinf?

simultaneously in New York and
Chicago or the road at the same time,

and for that reason - are perfectly

satisfied to see: a different cortipany.

Unless it contains an outstanding

name, the cast means nothing to the

-road public. It's the show they're

interested in. This has beep proven
by the click here for such , shows as

.'Three Men on a Horse,' 'Leaning on
Letty.' 'You Can't Take It With You'
and 'Brother Rat,' all with road com-
panies.

Too Old for B.O.

On the other hand, hit shows which
have been kept out of Chicago and
other road towns for* a season or
more, do nothing when they arrive^

'simple reason is that it's old news,

and the public is busy talking and
thinking^ of this season's shows. 'The
Show 'Is - On,' which lasted only 10

days at the Grand here, is an ex-
ample of the stay-away habit of the

m'idwest public as far as old shows
are concerned.

V/ith communications and news
spreading rapidly these days. New
York's hit show of the night before
is breakfast table talk in all legit-

conscious homes throughout the
country. And those people want to

S02 that sliow as quickly as possible.

They don't want to. wait a year for it.

Only in the cases of names such
as Katharine Cornell, Alfred Ltint

and Lynn Fontanne, Helen Hayes,
Katharine Hepburn, etc., are there
exceptions to this rule. Public will

capacity the houses for these people
in shows either hefor'e or long after

their New York runs; but in those
cases it's the name attraction and not
the show that is the particular box-
office bait. It's simply a physical
impossibility for the name perform-
ers to be two places at one time,

But the public doesn't feel that it

holds the same for shows. They see
no reason why the shows can't be
sent out as iire pictures.

In the past few years there has
been a growing readiness of New
York producers to follow just that

plan,. with three companies organized
quickly, to support the road for hit

New York companies; one for the
east and south, another for Chicago
and • still another for the Coast and
midwest. They have found that only
by sending out companies as quickly
as possible can the best results be
obtained on the epheme^'al publicity

a hit show receives in New York
and throughout the nation.

^

Play Out of Town
|

Antony and Cleopatra
. Buffalo, Oct. 19.'

I-'iurence Rivers, Inc., preaenta Tallulah
Baiii:licucl In fshakespeare'/i 'Antony unci
(Jlcbijatva' wUh Conway Tearle, and a
p.-xs; or oU Including John Emory, Fania
Alarlnoft, Thonnas Chalmers, Reglna Wal-
lace. .Vvcrell Harris, Wilfred Seagram.
J^awrence Fletcher, John Parrlah, William
Bftrwald, Ceorgo V. Dili, Fred . Hanschl,
AVllton Graff Ralph Chambers, Richard
I'.osd, J. Malcolm J>unn, Georgia Hervey
ani othicrs, Acting version adapted hy
William Strunk, Jr. Production designed
by Jo MIelzlner. Staged by Reginald Bach:
Music by VlrgU Thomson.

With this k«|leidoscopic and color-
ful production of Shalcespeare's im-
mortal museum-piece, Tallulah
Bankhead makes a serious bid for
stellar honors of the English-speak-
::ng stage. But the ghosts of her
illustrious predecessors in the role

—

Modjeska and Langtrjr^ Potter and
Collier and Marlowe—rise up to con-
found her and bring her off dis-
tinctly as second best. Here is one
of Shakespeare's great acting dramas,

magniiicent soaring poetic play,
which in this presentation not only
fails to soar but frequently becomes
scarcely ambulatory. Making due
allowance for the .difficulties of an
opening performance hampered by a
lavish and unwieldy production, the
whole proceedings bog down both
>ecause of faulty and Indistinct dic-
tion on the part of most of a large
cast inexperienced in the reading of
Elizabethan verse and because of un-
evenness and lack of continuity in the
direction. The performance is hesi-
tant and unsustained and the re-
siduary over-all impression left by
this overpowering story which is the
all-time dramatic epitome of the dis-
integration of a heroic, personality
under the slavish spell of an in-
human sorceress who breaks herself
in victory,: this dramatic fatalistic
ruin of two mighty souls triumphant
in dCfith through the power of love
is, in the end, that it is an indiffer-
ent thing of dramati(i shreds and
patches.

Miss Bankhead brought the idea of
this revival to Rowland Stebbins un-
doubtedly as the result of her Lon-
don experiences. For her aspiration,
she deserves credit. Stebbins has
poured a golden mint into the pro-
duction, the cost of. which reputedly
runs close to $75,000. When the set-
tings arrived for the opening per'
formance, they were found too mas
sive for transportation and following
the premiere were shipped back into
New York to await the Broadway
opening. In the meantime and for
the road tour, Jo^Mielziner had cre-
ated a secondary production which
is highly creditable chiefly because
of its vivid costuming and brilliant
lighting effects.

Chief criticism must be directed
toward the - acting and direction.
There , would seem no excuse for a
Shakespearean cast not only iinable
to read blank verse but, with only
one or two exceptions, largely in
audible. Both Miss Bankhead and
Tearle are severe offenders in this
I'espect, and in Shakespeare, where
every line, if not every word, is a
contribution to the mam effect, the
offense is unpardonable. The Strunk
adaptation subordinates the imperial
Roman theme in favor of the love
story, but in the direction the em-
phasis is lost. Instead of a swift-
moving, sustained continuity of in-
terest and action, the sweep of the
story is allowed to lapse repeatedly,
the proceedings becoming at times
not even pedestrian.
The histrionic contributions of the

performance leave nruch to be de-
sired. There is a modicum of c|ueen-
liness in .this Cleopatra and with the

exception of one or two scenes, not-
ably the historic messenger passage,
the star scarcely enlarges her acting
stature. The opening found Miss
Bankhead in bad voice, too, which
did not add to the eflectivenpss of
her portrayal. Mr. Tearle's Antony,
not to put too fine a point oh it, was
rather a beefy affair. Bare shanks,
modern barbering and the drawing-
room manner are not auspicious ad-
juncts to the majestic Roman idea.
Nor do Mr, Tearle's nervous feet aid
the impression. In a tough spot per-
sonally and professionally, ' John
Emery as Caesar easily v/alks off

with the acting honors. Of regar ap-
pearance . and reading with clarity
and understanding, • he delivers the
rolie to the hilt. He was so good that
when Miss Bankhead knelt before
him with the famous 'my noble lord
and master' lines, no one laughed.
And that's plenty good, Averell
Harris as Pompey and Thomas
Chalmers as Enobarbus were towers
of strength in the cast.

If business warrants, the spectacle
will be taken through the south
this winter before hazarding a New
York showing. Burton,

'GERTIE'S GARTER' IN

$19,410JAMAGE SUIT

British Dominions Film Corp.,

Ltd., has filed suit in the N. Y. su-

preme court against . Wilson Collin-

son, playright, and Hopwood Plays,

Inc., to recover $19,410 which' it

claims it ' lost when defendants
jreached a contract in connection

with foreign rights to CoUinson'^

story, 'Getting Gertie's Garter,' Judge
Bernard L. Shientag on Monday
(18) granted defendants' demand
that the film corporation put up a
bond of $2,500 to Insure the action.

British avers that it contracted

with Hopwood for the picture rights

for Australasia in 1932, but when at-

tempt was made to show the picture

under the title 'Night of the Garter,'

in that location learned that all

rights has been previously given to

Frank O'Neill, who v/as producing

the stage version at the time. The
British Corp. had to buy out O'Neill

for $4,410, before the pictvire could

be exhibited. As a result plaintiff

claims delay cost it another $15,000

and seeks to. recover full amount.

MASK & WIG CLUB'S

50TH PRODUCTION

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Mask and Wig Club of the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania is presenting

its 50th annual show this year and,

to celebrate, aims to make it more
elaborate than usual. It will go un-
der the title of 'Fifty-Fifty' and will

include a number of skits, ' song
numbers and specialties from past
Mask and Wig- shows which have
stood out prominently in their time.

Following the custom established

last season the Wiggers will offer

their show during the Thanksgiving
holiday instead of Easter week. The-
atre this year will be the Erlanger,
indie house which- the club has not
played in several years.

.

Luncheon Confab of Am. Theatre

Council Airs Ideas to Aid Legit

Play on B^way

IN CLOVER
Comedy In three act.i. Presented at the

Vanderbllt Oct. 13, '37. by John and Jei^
rold KrlmsUy; written by Allan Scott;

Btnge(J by Alexander Dean; $3.30 top.

Electa Hornblow Zamah Cunningham
Harriet Kreeman, Claudia Morgan
Jamps Freeman .Myron McCormlck
Fredprlck L, Parsons Josfe Ferrer
Archie Gaunt, .. .-.Jo-'eph Sweeney
Igabelle Gaunt Helen Strickland
Mary .Tano Walker. r^ulse Piatt
Hank Thornton........ Bertram Thorn
Dr. Brpwer, . ; Albert Bersfh
Polly LaVane Brewer Dennle Moore
Eddie... Don McClnre
OUcst Joan Macomber
Cuest Sally Oahler
Gueat ', Petp Barker
CIrI re Carmen I.ewla
Willowy Chap.. : Robert Crane

Here's the type of show which
generally limps in at the fag end of

the season. It's mostly dross, ana an
impossibility as a* draw.

The brothers Krimsky put on
capers at the so-called American
Music Hall, an upper East Side spot,

where the old-time melodramatics,
such as 'The Fireman's Flame' (cur-
rent) is played to the accompaniment
of beer, booze and Bronx cheers; also

an olio which is the works. That
sort of stuff is hilarious, but not so
with comedy, 'In Clover,' their first

regular stage try. Even as a first

time—no dice.

Story has to do with a nice enough
young co.uple who decide a home in
the country—specifically, Connecti-
cut—is the right idea, and so sepa-
rate themselves from most of the
bankroll they've saved. Jim and
Harriet Freeman might have been
contented in the new environment,
but a lot of things happen that turn
the domicile topsy-turvy. Not the
least in gumming the Works is a nit-

wit guest, one of Harriet's ' girl

friends.

The Freemans are in the hartis of
skin-flint New Englander. '. They are
gypped in the price of the house.
Then the well runs dry. What to

do—whether to drill an artesian well
or buy part. of the water rights to a
nearby brook. There is a lot of

chatter about the situation,' and most
first-nighters didn't seem to care
whether there was water in the
house or not. References to bath-
room usages didn't help, either.

Country doctor who owns the
brook has a giddy wife, and Har-
riet's guest intimates that Jimmy has
been more than friendly with her.
Right aWay the little wife thinks of
divorce, and packs up to leave.

There Is a line here and there
which didn't sound like it was from
the same author. Alexander Dean,
a professorial* drama instructor,
staged the play after Its original
weak disolay in Baltimore, but noth-t

ing could be done about it. Cast has
several rated players, includinT
Claudia Morgan, Dennie Moore and
Myron McCormick. Impression was
that they toiled in vain. Ibcc.

{Withdrawn Friday (15) after

three performances; printed for the
record.

*5 '-'.i

I.

Of court* you muil havo q pump

Ihii teaton . . . and Ihit one with Iho

pracsful now "turplico" line it the

popular fOvortle. Probably becaute

U't on our famous "Roundie" lasf

that mokes your foot look petite.

Black suode and Patent, or

fp/ct- brov^n suedt with calf.
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Inside Stuff-Legit

When it was stated that the group Theatre (N. Y.) did not split profits
at the end of the season, a spokesman representing it explained that is not
the custom. For several seasons the Group used profits to sojourn to
the country during the summer, there to prepare for the coming season.
Last sununer there was no rural interlude, players having scattered after
the closing of 'Johnny Johnson,', some going to Hollywood.

'

Matter came up when Jules Garfield quit his $300 per week berth in
'Having Wonderful Time' to rejoin the Group, taking a minor -part in
'Golden Boy,' renamed from 'The Manly Art,' also 'Golden Gloves.' He is

to get $40 weekly, but said he owed the Group an obligation.

Erlanger theatre, Philadelphia, is celebrating its 10th anniversary this
week. House, now operated independently by Samuel F. G. Nixon-
Nirdlinger, was originally built as a member of the Syndicate chain to
succeed the old Forrest on Broad street. It is located at 21st and Market,
well removed from old rialto, but Philly's legit houses are all scattered
these days. -

.

House has had many vicissitudes, having had several seasons of pix as
well as legit. Fred Stone opened the house in a musical.

Frank Gillmore, who returned from the west last Friday (15), appeared
completely recovered from the indisposition that caused his doctor to order
a sea voyage. First three days on the boat to Hollywood, a congested con-
dition of the chest kept him abed and he walked on crutches for a time.
Equity head left the A.F. of L. convention in Denver hurriedly Wednes-

day morning after learning of the resignation of executive secretary, Paul
Dulzell.

Since it opened at the Guild theatre, N.Y., 12 minutes of dialog have
been sliced from 'To Quito and Back,' the Ben Hecht drama wliich drew
fire from the critics. During the Boston tryout the author was asked to

make cuts but refused. Too much verbiage in the script appears to have
surfeited first nighters. Claimed that 'Quito' is drawing better attendance
tlian other attractions at the Guild last iseason, when, however, there were
no standouts.

Script of 'You Can't Take It with You,' the Kaufman-Hart comedy, was
submitted to Federal Judge John Knox last week (115) by Howard E. Re'in-

heimer, counsel, who is defending the authors from a charge of plagiarism.
Plaintiff is Virginia Gordon who. claims part of her 'Rash Moments' was
lifted. Her script was also submitted. - Judge Knox is reading both.

Resolution calling for early cur-
tains for one matinee and one eve-
ning performance a week in New
York legit houses ^yas passed Mon-
day (18) at a luncheon meeting given
by the American. Theatre Coyncil
for heads of the women's clubs of

New York and vicinity. Decision was
in response to the meeting's purpose
of finding but how 'to make theatre-
going easier and more attractive.'

Supplementary resolution, offered
by William A. Brady, calling for the
establishment of a central bureau for
the dissemination of information
about theatres, theatre-going and.
t;':ket sales, was also passed. Expense
of the bureau would be met by pro-
ducers. While the second resolution
avoided mention of use of the .bu-
r:au as a ticket agency, it was the
general understanding of the meet-
ing that that would be one of its

principal iunctions.

In fact, when Marcus Heiman,
Theatre (Council exec and head of
the League of New York Theatres,
referred to the proposal as a ticket
agency, Brady interjected, 'Beware
of the words. Central Agency—and
you know why.' Then went on to
explain, 'God knows I've fought the
ticket brokers for years and I know
how hopeless it is.

Brau'y on Specs
He then related efforts of the NBA

theatre authority to control specula-
tion in tickets and told of how 'one
producer' (pointing at Brock Pem-
berton, who was present) was threat-
ened -with assassination unless
charges against a speculator were
dropped. Later, he said, pressure
was brought to bear from Washing-
ton to thwart efforts to control ticket
speculation.
After Charles B. Cochran, London

producer, told about ticket distribu-
tion in England, Brady e:(:plaine<}

that the fault in ticket speculation
lies with thie public rather than with
the producers, who, he claimed, for
many years have tried to halt the
practice. Meeting then went on rec-
ord as opposing 'discrimination*
against the legitimate theatre in the
matter of building and fire laws and
liquor licenses. Pledge was made by
the 150 women present to fight the
'injustice.' Brady offered to contrib-
ute $10,000 to any charity named if

the women backed him and he failed
to win, .

Pointed out that the meeting's
resolutions may or may not have
any effect. Actually they are merely
suggestions to the Theatre Council
committee, which may act on them
or not, as it sees fit.

Courtesy at the B. O.
Following suggestions were ad-

vanced at the meeting: School for
courtesy for box office men (and
more complaints from patrons about
discourtesy), refreshments between
the acts at matinees, ending the sale
of lemonade in theatres, posting in
the lobby of a chart of the theatre's
seating arrangement, no seating of
late-comers during scenes, discounts
for theatre parties at least equal to
that obtainable at cut-rate agencies,
special low-priced sections for stu-
dents, better phone reverberation fa-
cilities, list of parking lots for motor-
ists. Was also voted to send a ques-
tionnaire to the members of all
groups represented at the meeting.

BALTO ADOPTS ABBOTT

Key-to-Uie-City Stuff, Etc— Feted
at Banquet

Baltimore, Oct. 19.

George Abbott, rated a Baltimore
institution by local Ad Club, was
tendered a luncheon, this week, dui--
ing the playing of his latest try,.

'Angel Island.' Having previously
opened here at the Maryland with
'Brother Rat' and 'Room Service,'
Abbott intends to follow 'Island'
with another new one. They gave
him the key to the city.

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON
Columbia Studio, H'wood
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16-Man Chamber Offshoot of N. Y.

Symph Set Back by Bennington Nix

Concert series by the Philhar-

monic-Symphony Chamber of Or-

chestra has been cancelled for this,

season due to lack of public support.

Two previous seasons were spon-

sored by Bennington College as ar-

tistic window dressing for the insti-

tution. College this season decided

to drop the concerts, which always

ran a deficit

Orchestra, numbering 16 men of the

Philharmonic Symph, will give a sin-

gle, concert under the direction of

Hans Lange at Columbia University

Teb. 19. . .

Until Bennington bowed out as

sponsor it was hoped to develop the

orch as a self-supporting group.

SYMPHERS-PUBUC MIX

FOR PILIY B. 0. HYPO

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Philadelphia Orch Association is

trying out an entirely new. tack to

sell tickets to its Saturday night
concerts this season. While it gets

filled .houses on Tuesdays and Fri-

days, the Saturday concerts this sea-

son, as in th? past, have been blah.

Latest is the Philadelphia Orches-
tra Club, by which the association

holds out as bait, a chance for the
average Philadelphian to hobnob so-

cially with the big names on its di-

rectorate. Club holds regular lunch-
eon meetings with sociailites present.

Subscribers, can join the club for

$5, non-subscribers for $7 and pa-
trons for .$25. In addition to the
hobnob privileges, members may at-

tend three rehearsals and the 2i6

Monday evening broadcasts. Spe-
cial boxes at reduced rates are be-
ing provided for them at Saturday
and Tuesday concerts.

San Carlo Delays Chi

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Date for the San Carlo Opera com-
pany's appearance at the Auditorium
this year has been postponed, and
it's unlikely that the $1 opera will
show before January.

.

.First big attraction for the Audi-
torium now looks to be the M'onte
Carlo Ballet, dated for a 10-day stay
in December. However, Manager
Fred Crow is now doing a flock of
one and two-night spot bookings for
the big house.

Broadwayite

(Continued from page 4)

at the Miradpr there was a little girl
in our show, Eadie Lang, -who did
a tap dance on a little music box. It

.was quite simple as you only had to
hit four or five notes, so one after-
noon we knocked it off and that
night we did it after her and finished
by saying, 'Who is this guy, Milton
Berle?' A Broadway columnist print-
ed the gag in his column, . only
adding that we were doing a Will
Mahoney

. routine. This morning we
received a letter from London with
the column enclosed saying, 'Will
Mahoney received the enclosed from
America and told us to take a look
at his patent in the U. S. Patent
Office in Washington,' adding, 'He
dances on a xylophone too, remem-
ber!' A snappy P.S. says, 'If you are
kidding, the fun is over, Mahoney's
bread and butter is very important.'
signed, R. E. Geraghty, mgr. for Will
Mahoney.
Now, listen, Will. ' You know we

love you and we have been pals a
long time, arid tell your manager we
thank him for the flattery, because
if we thought for one moment we
had half the ability to do that dance
that took you five years to peifect,
we, who don't know a time-step from
a stepladder,. wouldn't let any patents
stop us; we'd do it if only for our
guests at hdm'e when we gave
a party. We can hear our mother,
Kathryn, saying now, 'Jackie, get up
and do your little xylophone dance,
here's company.'
We think it's one of the greatest

things ever contributed to show busi-
ness and a great little guy did the
contributing. Tell your manager he
has nothing to wprry about, and as
far as your bread and butter is con-
cerned, tell the truth. WiU-^you
know durn well it's been Melba
toast for the ]ast 10 years. After all

we're a singing monologist. . .re-

member????

Ormandy's Stravinsky

Loss of Orchestrations
Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Valuable set of orchestrations,

played only once, mysteriously dis-

appeared from the liner Bremen last

week. Music was orchestral suite by
Igor Stravinsky, who was sending it

from Switzerland to Eugene Or-
mandy, conductor of the Philly

Symph.
Ormandy fell upon the orchestra-

tion while touring Europe this sum-
mer. He planned to preem it in

America as a surprise at the orch
concerts next Thursday and Satur-
day (21-23). Bremen docked early

last week and cleffings were to have
arrived in Philly last Thursday (14)

so orch could begin rehearsals. They
dropped out of. sight somewhere be-
tween the ship and New York cus-

toms office.

KOUSSEVITSKY'S

BANK AUDISH

Boston, Oct. 19.

First National Bank of Boston
went Hollywood in a grandiose ges-

ture of hospitality for- bankers from
all over the country visiting the city

for the 63rd annual convention of

the American Bankers A£sn.
Officials of the bank were hosts

at a cocktail hour Tuesday (12) to

which delegates were invited. For
music, they gave the >guest bankers
Serge Koussevitsky and the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, playing 'on the

main banking floor. Grille work,
tables and furniture and fixtures

were entirely removed from the
lower banking floor to provide space
for the bar and dinner service.

Local bankers heard that many of
the visiting delegates wanted to hear
the famous orchestra. There was no
concert scheduled during the con-
vention, so the First National staged
one.

Concert Review

SAI SHOKI
Tokyo, Sept. 28.

Sai Shoki, Chosenese (Korean)
classical dancer, last night (27) gave
the first of three recitals at Shochi-

ku's Tokyo Gekijo as a farewell be-

fore leaving to tour Europe and later

America. At the performance
caught, danseuse showed plenty of

the stuff that cliks and, with a little

polishing up here and there, to-

gether with more ' expert program-
ing of numbers, she should prove a
mild sensation to western audiences.
Unlike Japanese dances, Korean

numbers call .for movement similar
to western ones, and therefore are
easily understood and appreciated.
Of the 15 numbers rendered by Miss
Shoki, 11 are definitely of the type
which would be well received in

America and Europe. 'The Dagger
Dance,' 'A Picture of the Bodhisattva'
(Indian god of mercy), 'To the Ari-
ran' and the 'Dance of Kisang' were
expertly and beautifully costumed
and were particularly well rendered.

In this progtam, as well as those
given in the past here. Miss Shoki
included many original numbers of

western style
.
dances, but, judging

from those, seen, her grace, person-
ality and unusual ability are so com-
pletely submerged in their rendition
that it would be almost disastrous
for her to include them in any pro-
grams for foreign countries.
Majority of costumes worn were

.unusual and strikingly beautiful, but
have a tendency to run to dead
whites, and, while true to Korfean
national trait in that respect, are
hardly colorful enough to give the
oriental atmosphere expected by
western audiences. Comedy num-
bers were interesting and unusual,
although it was apparent that Miss
Shoki was considerably handioanped
because, of necessity of using Japa-
nese musicians and western instru-

ments for accompaniment. On her
foreign tour it would be advisable to

carry four or five Korean instru-

mentalist.";. With a few alterations,

several of Miss Shoki's numbers
would prove a distinct novelty in an
American revue, and . it's a cinch
that, from the standpoint of looks
and lines, the artist could hold her
own. Ed Perkins, now here, nlaccd
dancer .under contract for Eiirnne'>Tj

tour.

Native Producers

(Continued from page 3)

disastrous results, once in 1920, again
in 1930.. While abroad, however,
Zukor is said to have looked into
plant possibilities, renting and other
matters contingent upon any de-
cision to set up a producin'g sub-
sidiary in England. The company
will turn out from four to six pic-

tures annually at Joinville (French
quota), Ike Blumenthal in charge of
production there. While he will not
openly admit it, Zukor by inference
suggests a preference for a releasing

tieup with any British producer who
can supply the company with a

brand of product it could consider
to Ijandle in this country in line with
the - coming quota restrictions.

Aside from being optimistic about
the advances made by the English

film-makers, with whom Zukor is

inclined to cooperate, the chairman
of the Par board is cheery concern-

ing the sales outlook iii the foreign

market and predicts that for Par it

will run 25-33% better in sales than
last year. He bases this on contacts

with, Par .sales representatives as

well as with exhibitors who play

Par product abroad. Zukor is

strongly of the opinion, however,

that the U. S. must give greater con-

sideration to the development of for-

eign markets,, suggesting that there

has been neglect sO far as^Britain

arid the Continent are concerned.

Unable to get away Monday (18),

as planned, Zukor left for the Coast

yesterday (Tues.), accompanied by
his newly appointed assistant, Chris

Dunphy, and Mrs. Zukor. He was
abroad six weeks, visiting Paris,

Budapest, Vienna, London and other

places. While in Budapest he con-

ferred with Franz Lehar, who will

come to this country shortly to

supervise and musically direct

'Count of Luxembourg.'

While he has been away produc-

tion at the studio has been In charge

of William LeBaron.

PHILLY SYMPH DREW

$104,000 SUMMER GROSS

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Final audit of the summer concerts

presented co-operatively by the men
of the Philly Orch in Robin Hood

Dell reveals total receipts for the

eight-week season of $104,000. This

is an increase of about $5,000 over

the previous year.

Accounting, just completed by Al-

bert M. Bershad Co., shows- the 90

musicians to have split $42,000 of

the total. This would give each man
an average' of about $465 for the

season, or $58 a week. Some men,
however, got a unit-and-a-half or

two units, according to their im-
portance to the band, while others

got less.

Attendance for a total of 42 con-
certs—five and one-quarter a week

—

was 161,000 people. This averages

3,833 per concert at $2,476. Aside
from the final week, always good be-

cause of patrons using up subscrip-

tion books, best week was one dur-

ing which 'Carmen' was given, $17,000.

Concert Guild Wins Conditions In

Los Angeles; San Francisco Next

Mary McCormic Socks

Mason City B. O. Record
Mason City, la., Oct. 19.

Mary McCormic, appearing with
the Bohumir Kryl symph, hit a rec-

ord advance sale for this town for

classical entertainment. Symphonic
crew played for both mat and nite

audiences, while the soprano, in a
last-minute change of mind, decided
to Warble only for the nite crowd.

Don Wieder was in charge of the

arrangements for the concert, spon-
sored by the Junior Chamber of

Commerce.

ST. LOO SYMPffS

3 LONG TOURS

St. Louis, Oct. 19.

Three tours will be made by thg

St. Louis Symphony Orchestra dur-
ing the current season and the 90

tooters under the direction of Vladi-

mir Golschmann .will visit 28 mid-
western and southern cities. Initial

tour will start on Jan. 18 at Spring-
field, 111. and itinerary includes In-

dianapolis, Jan. 19; Ft. Wayne, Jan.

20; Toledo, Jan. 21; Columbus, Jan.

22, and Terre Haute, Ind„ Jan. 23.

Second journey opens with an
afternoon concert in Orchestra Hall,.

Chicago, Feb. 13. Other cities to be
visited on this trip are Urbana, 111.,

Feb. 14; Peoria, 111., Feb. 15; Iowa
City, Feb. 16; Davenport, Feb. 17;

Cedar Rapids, Feb. 18; Ames, la.,

Feb. 19; Des Moines, Feb. 20, and
Columbia, Mo., Feb. 21.

Third trip makes the Initial ap-
pearance in Nashville, March 28,

Other cities on this trip are Bir-
mingham, March 29; Atlanta, March
20; Savannah, March 31; Montevalla,
Ala., April 1; Montgomery, Ala.,

April 2; New Orleans, April 3;

Houston, April 4; Austin, April 5;

San Angelo, Tex., April 6; Dallas,

April 7; Denton, Tex., April 8 and
Memphis, April 0. Orchestra has
been in all of these cities on pre-
vious tours except Nashville, Monte-
valla and San Angelo.

SWARTHOUT, RUBINOFF

FOR 2D DENVER SERIES

Denver, Oct. 19.

Because of the unusual demand
for season tickets for their usual
concert series, A. M. Oberfelder and
Robert Slack have booked a series

of five for a second concert series.

Will open with Gladys Swarthout
Nov. 23, and be followed through the
winter by Dave Rubinoff, Margaret
Speaks, Nino Martini and Lanny
Ross.

Series will be presented In the
municipal auditorium with prices

from $3 to $7.50 for the series.

Fritz Kreisler, Concert B. 0. Giant

In New York, with Smacko $7,000

Concert grosses in New York con-
tinued to hit the roof last week.
Fritz Kreisler pulled in about $7,000;

the Jooss Ballet grossed an estimat-

ed $6,000 for four performances, and
the Hippodrome Opera Co. also

boosted its previous week's take.

Kreisler was expected to sell out
again last night as guest .soloi.st with
the Philadelphia Orchestra, and the

Monte Carlo Ballet is registering its

biggest advance sale on record for

its coming engagement.
Estimates for Last Week

Fiitz Kreisler, recital, Carnegie
Hall (2,760; $3.30), Saturday (16).

Always a b. o. giant, fiddler .socked

'em. again, with capacity, plus 300
.seated on the platform and 200

standees; claimed $7,000.

Philadelphia Orchestra, concert,
with Eugene Ormandy conducting;
Fritz Krei.sler, .soloist; Carnegie Hall
(2,760; $3,50), Tuesday HD). Or-
mandy isn't the b.o. natural that
Leopold Stokowski has always been,
but Kreisler was expected sufficient

draw; estimated $8,000 for the sea-
son opener.'

Jooys Ballet, Alvin theatre (1,355;

$2.75), four performances, Saturday-

Sunday C16-17). Balcony was sell-

out. at all shows, with Saturday night
capacity all. over the house; claimed
$C,000 total.

Hippodrome Opera, Hipp (5,500;

99c), Saturday-Sunday (16-17). Up
again last weekend to estimated $6,-

300 total for both performances.
Subscription season of the Phil-

harmonic-Symphony orch, opening
tomorrow (Thursday) night at Car-
negie Hall, is also topping last .sea-

son's figures. Sales for the Thurs-
day night series is about 5% or 6%
ahead of the 1936-37 rate, with an
expected .sellout for opening night.
Saturdays and Sundays, as usual,
are running behind Thursday night
and Friday aftornnon, but are also
expected to top last season. How-
ever, the fee from CBS broadcasting
is figured partly to offset that drop.
Saturday and Sunday subscJiptions
are still comini? in.

Monte Carlo Ballet Russe is

skedded for 13 performances at the
Metropolitan Opera House in the 10
days from., next Friday (22) to Oct.
31, Scale is at a $3.30 top, with
house's estimated worth approxi-

Con tract covering recognition,

'Guild Shop,' minimum wages, re-

hearsals and working hours, has

been signed by the Southern Cali-

fornia Symphony Assn. and Leo
Fischer, executive secretary of the

American Guild of Musical Artists.

Agreement covers all opera, concert

and recital events held in Holly-

wood and Los Angeles, including

those in Hollywood Bowl and Holly-

wood Symphony hall.

Under the pact AGMA Is recog-
nized as exclusive bargaining agent
for all solo singers, solo instrument-
alists, solo dancers, stage directors,

stage managers, prompters, diorus
singers and ballet dancers in any or
all opera, concert, recital . or ora-
torios 'produced, staged, managed,
owned .or controlled,' either entirely
by the So. Calif. Symph. Assn. or in
association with any other group.

Besides the usual Guild shop
agreements, the deal stipulates that
any artist suspended by AGMA shall
not be permitted to perform in a So.
Cal. Symph Assn." production. Also
AGMA is not barred from striking
during the term of the pact, which Is

for one year.

Producer agrets to use at least 40
chorus singers in every grand opera
production. First 40 used must be
seniors, at a minimum of $16.50 per
performance. Next 30 may be jun-
iors, at $12 per performatice. All
over 70 may be 'auditors' (appreh-
tices) at $4 per performance, Vari-
ous classifications will be chosen
from auditions before a joint com-
.mittee. Formerly all chorus singers
were paid anywhere from a top .of

$5 a night down.
Free rehearsals under the. new

pact are limited to two beurs,
after which the rate is $1 per re-
hearsal. Any solo singers from th6
chorus must be replaced at the regu-
lar chorus rate. Other stipulations
in the 'cgntract are that artists must
be paid in cash, not tickets to the
performance (a frequent practice in
the past), artists are not prevented
from obtaining better terms than re-
quired under the pact, the company
is not permitted to charge any
agency fee, commission or 'other
kickback' and a rule of arbitration
of disputes is set.

Frisco Next
Next step in Fischer's current

Coast visit is an effort to reach an
agreement with the San Franciscq
Grand Opera Co, After that he will
name a temporary representative for
the AGMA in Los Angeles. On the
way back east he is expected to
huddle with Chicago Opera Co. of-
ficials in an effort to sign a contract
and also will name an AGMA rep
for that city.

Meanwhile, negotiations are under
way tor an amalgamation between
the AGMA and the Choral Alliance,
Associated Actors and Artistes of
America group covering' chorus sing-
ers. Several meetings have been
held and more are scheduled. Fig-
ured the Choral Alliance will prob-
ably come into AGMA on an ar-
rangement .somewhat similar to that
of Chorus Equity in Actors Equity.
Campaign fund to finance the

American Guild of Musical Artists
organizational drive in the opera,
concert and recital fields is being
raised from among the Guild mem-
bership. Committee is headed by
Richard Bonelli, AGMA 2d vice
prcz, and will total $15,000 to $20,000.
Already more than $5,000 has been
raised.

One-year notes will be issued
against all loans, bearing 6% an-
nually. To meet the refunding cost,
AGMA is planning a benefit show
next spring in New York, similar to
last year's flood relief benefit on
-Which the Guild raised more than
$26,000 for the Red Cross. Benefits
in other cities may follow. AGMA
must turn over $10,000 soon to the
American Federation of Radio
Artists as a loan. Equity and the
Screen Actors Guild are lilcewise
each putting up $10,000 to AFRA.

BALIETER'S OPERA SHIFT
London, Oct. 12.

Nlkitina joined the de Basil Bal-
lots Uiisse.s, Coveiit Garden, for its

final week, and clicked, leaving im-
i
incciiatc'ly thereafter for Italy to ap-
pc.'ir in gniiid opera.

matcly $6,000 each. Management !
-'^'^c h;is bocn tutoring with Tctraz-

hopes to total better than $60,000. i
^i'l'.
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Lorlmer Critical

George Horace Lorimer, retired

editor of the Satevepost, is critically

ill of bronchial pneumonia at his

home in Wyncote, just outside of

Philadelphia. His personal physician

and three specialists have been in

almost constant attendance since Sat-

urday. Up until Variett went to

press last night his . condition was

unchanged.

Lorimer is 69. He retired from
the Post editorship, which he held

for 40 years, last January. At same
time he gave up chairmanship of the

hoard of Curtis Publishing Co. *I

want a little more time,' he said at

the time of his resignation, *to at-

tend to personal affairs arid to . do
some other work, including some
long-deferred writing.'

• Because his health was endangered

by overwork, he took a two-month
vacation at Palm Springs after he
quit the Post. He went to the Post

in 1898 as literary editor. A year

later Cyrus H. K, Curtis left him
temporarily in charge while he went
to Europe to search for an editor-in-

Chief. . But Lorimer did such an out-

standing job in a short time that

Curtis cabled him to put his name in

the masthead as editor. It remained
there until he retired. He built the

magazine from a feeble, dying ven-

ture with 1,200 circulation to the
' leader in its field.

Literary Digest At:ain

Sale of The Digest to a syndicate

headed up by George F. Havell was
revealed last week. Hetirements of

Albert Shaw, editor, and Albert

Shaw, Jr., president of the Reyiew
of Reviews Corp., publishers, were
simultaneously made public.

Name The Literary Digest will be

resumed starting with the issue of

Nov. 13. Title and magazine had
been sold to Albert Shaw only five

months ago. Circulation at that

time was nearly 700,000. Review of

Reviews had a .140,000 circulation.

New publisher had been associated

with the Shaw management as pub-

lishing counsel. He was formerly

associated with The Forum both as

bysiness manager and later as man-
aging editor.

Digest, since its merger, has had
no dratna critic, it being the conten-

tion of the publishers that film^ were
more important for a national pub-
lication. Space has, however, been
devoted to illiiistrated pieces on legit,

equivalent to that afforded a critic.

This policy will be continued.

Policy is in contrast to that of

Time and News-Week, both of which
cover dramia. Latter .recently en-

gaged George Jean Nathan for the

post.

There will be no immediate stall

changes, except that David P. Page,

heretofore co-managing editor with

. (.George Florahce, - becomes ^
editor.

Florance remains as m.e.

Sateyepost's Changres

The Saturday Evening Post of

Curtis and Lorimer seems almost

completely a thing of the past at the

moment. Albert W. Atwood, who
was the weekly's financial writer for

23 ye?irs, has been let put and by
Jan. .1 .young Lorimer is scheduled

to go. •

Atwood, in addition to doing the

economic items for the mag, also

wrote most of the editorials in the

last 10 years- or so. He came to the

Post from the N. Y. Sun, where
he was the daily's financial writer,

and the Columbia School of Jovunal-

ism, where he taugbt guys like

Merryle Stanley. Rukeyser and
' George E. Sokolsky how to* stretch a

dollar sign into 5,000 words.
Wesley W. Stout, now rimning the

"

Post, feels that old line policies

won't hold against the rush of com-
petition from the tiew mags.

Jake FalstafT Fame Increases

Posthumous publication'last week
(15) by Putnam's of Jake Falstafl's

verses titled 'The Bulls of Spring,'

Is e^tpected to arouse considerable

interest among Fourth Estaters. His

column titled 'Pippins and Cheese,'

which appeared in several Ohio
newspapers made him a favorite

among city room men. Falstaff,

whose real name was Herman Fet-

zer, died in 1935 at the age of 36.

He had become nationally known
after batting for F.P.A. in 1929 dur-

ing the latter's vacation from • the

old N. Y. World.
Book Viras accepted by Putnam's

at the suggestion of Diarmid Russell,
• son of the late Irish poet, A.E. Rus-
sell has. since resigned as editor, but
supervised every detail of the book's

production. Title finally selected for

the collection was later found to

have been similar to one mentioned
in. Falstafl's letters.

'Appearance of the posthumous
book was marked in Cleveland last

week by a Falstaff day sponsored by
the Newspaper Guild in that city.

His column during the last six years
of his life was written there for the

Cleveland Press."

An adaptation of Falstalt's novel,

'Reini Kugel,' has been ^nade for

legit production by Samuel B. Har-
rison. William Dralce, who spon-
sored the American version of

'Grand Hotel' will probably be Its

producer or co-producer. Six scripts

are presently making the rounds. It

is said to be a musical poetic fable,

along the linos of 'Green Pastures.'

Hazel Fetzer, FalstalT's widow, is

now living in New York. His un-
published writings are being handled
by Sally Harrison, literary agent.

Esquire will shortly carry one of his

stories.

Ad Asrency f/nlon

AmeHcan Advertising Guild met
yesterday (19) to consider by-laws
which would conform with the con-
stitution Of the United Office and
Professional Workers of America.
OrTanized several months ago as an
independent union for persons en-

- gaged in advertising, publicity and
sales promotion, affiliation with the

. CIO has made adoption of new by-
la^vs necessary.

.^••"Isrliction includes all advertis-

ing ji'Tcncy employees, from office

boys to execs.

. Editor Wades Rl^ht In

George H» Lyons, managing editor

of the Scripps-Howard "Buffalo

Times, left his 'Dont's for Editors'

at home one night last week miich

to the glee of the local newspaper
competition. Lyons has been sup-

porting his personial friend, Tom
Holling, independent Democratic
candidate fot Mayor, in a city-wide

campaign in which the Times has
gone heavily overboard with art,

news and editorials on behalf of its

favorite. '

.

Tuesday night Lyons' accompany-
ing Holling on a series of rallies, was
apparently trailed by reporters of

the top-circulation Republican Eve-
ning News, owned by millionaire

publisher, E. H. Butler. In the
course of one of ' Holling's talks

Lyons interrupted the speaker, com-,
ing up the aisle, identifying himself
and giving the meeting what the
'News called 'a sensational and em-
barrassing turn' and 'shocking' the
auditors. As reported verbatim by
the News, Lyons stated that he 'had
been away and got mixed up with
some blankety blank cowboys,' and
added, 'what the—, ^I know Holling
better than any 'guy in this city.

I've been drunk with him. I guess
I'm a carpetbagger without any
socks.'
' Then putting in a plug for the City
Court bench candidates, Lyons, ac-
cording to the News, added: 'I don't
want any blankety blank stuffed
shirts on the City Court bench.' This
is alleged to have, broken up the
meeting.
The News carried the story on

front page with a two-column head
in all Wednesday editions.

Copy Boys With Degrees

To qualify for a job as copy boy
on the Daily News, N. Y., the ap-
plicant must be a college graduate,
although the pay is .$15 weekly. That
has been the rule for the past year
or more but now. it is harder than
before to secure such a 'berth.'

Publisher Joseph Medill Patterson
has ordered that applicants must
pass the.I-Q test with 85% correct
answers. He made up the list of
questions and submitted it to the
city desk. Later informed the editor
that while that department could
pass, it was doubtful if any could
chalk up the percentage set for
future copy boys. Paterson there-
upon said he would lower the
passing mark.

It is supposed to be an intelligence
test and is used in some schools and
institutions. Around the News copy
boys are expected to become re-
porters ultimately.

Office boys at Time are also col-
lege grads and get $15 per week to
start. They will publish a little intra-
ofTice mag shortly, which will be a
kind of house organ, promoting the
Time family spirit. Time's group are
known as the College Boys' Office
Boys, which is usually cut down to
CBOB's.

New IVIagazines Appear
Fashion Features, Inc., a newly

formed organization, will publish a
fashion mag edited by. Fanny. Fern
Fitzwater. She was formerly fashion
editor of the N. Y. Herald Tribune.
Short Stories will be published by

Sho/t Stories, Inc., headed by T.-

Raymond Foley.

Formal Pickets

Brooklyn Eagle strikers to-

night (Wednesday) will picket
Broadway legit shows which
are advertising in that paper.
They'll parade in black ties and
evening dresses.

Six shows are currently ad-
vertising in the paper.

Pittsburgh Guild Has Trouble

Pittsburgh unit, of American
Newspaper Guild has been riddled
by resignations lately. Charlie Leith
quit as treasurer and Wilbur Coff-
man as secretary, with Ray Sprigle,

ace reporter .whose Justice Black-
Klan story is considered biggest
newsbeat'of year, also quitting.

At Pittsburgh Press, Scripps-How-
ard daily, organization of editorial

union within the office, which has
recruited most of men in. top
brackets, has Guild doubling its ef-

forts in that plant, while Post-Ga-
zette men are currently being soli-

cited by AFL and quite a number
vmderstqpd ready to sign up. These
are town's only two sheets with
Guild contracts.

Guild's main battle now is getting

same for Sun-Telegraph members.
Hearst paper so far has signed none,
with unit there turning down, both
offers made by management. Year
contracts at other two rags run out
ini few months.

Reactions vs. Lewd Mags
Investigation of indecent maga-

zines flooding local newsstands will

be launched by the Buffalo (N..Y.)
grand jiiry here at the instigation of

civic. and social organizations. Com-
plaints to the police have resulted
in the -collection of evidence against
promoters and sellers of the lewd
publications. The police refused to
reveal the names of the organiza-
tions, but it is said that religious
leaders' and school officials are. in-

cluded among the complaints.

Among the evidence collected by
the police to be presented to the
grand jury this week is a new 'De-
tective' magazine showing a full
page picture of a nude girl attacked
and killed by a degenerate. Other
publications featured a' series of pic-
tures showing couples in various
stages of a marijuana jag. The ef-
fort will be directed to remove the
publications from newsstands on the
grounds that they are indecent and
outrage public opinion.

State Books Coming Out
Federal Writer?' project will pub-

lish the sixth and final volume of the
New England section of the Ameri-
can Guide Series Nov. 15.

Next volume to be published, Oct.
30, will be 'Rhode Island: A Guide to
the Smallest State.' Two weeks later

'New Hampshire:. A Guide to the
Granite State' and 'Connecticut: A
Guide to its Roads, Lore and Peo-
ple.'

Another _ October publication will
be 'Armenians in Massachusetts,'
first in a series of racial histories;

'Whaling Masters,' an index to
famous men and ships Pf a vanishing
industry, will be released in Novem-
ber; and 'A Guide to Boston' in
December.

Digest's Good Will
Readers Digest, now up tP 3,000,000

monthly and still no ads, is buying
specials now from name-writers and
giving them for first-run to mags,
who couldn't afford to buy the piece
themselves, as good-will offerings

and then reprinting with credit to

the mag.
This seems a complicated way to

do biz, but Readers Dige prefers to

keep alive the illusion that it is

merely boiling down and reprinting

the best from all the mags—a re-

pository, not an ^originator.

One odd reversal of that was that

Sudden Death had been first printed
in the Readers Digest and reprinted

in Esquire before it went into a book
version.

'

Present policy is expected to

strengthen Dige's good-will aniong
editors.

Red Dolan Peddles Play
Frank ('Red') Dolan, former N. Y.

newspapierman, is coming back from
the Coast again for a visit and with
the expectation of planting that play,

'

'Cantina' which *he sold several
times. Last season when Mark Hel-
linger turned producer for a couple
of weeks, he had the Dolan script

but tossed it back at him. Now Hel-
linger is readying for Hollywood
.where he will remain for at le£ist a
year.

Eve Green of Paramount (Coast)
collaborated with. Dolan on a second
play which he will have in the brief

case.

Miami Herald Changes Hands
Frank B. Shutts has transferred

ownership of The Miami Herald to

John S. Knight, pf Ohio, and asso-

ciates. Shutts founded morning sheet
in 1910.

New owners of Herald own and
operate Akron, Ohio, Beacon-Jour^
nal and Massillon, Ohio, Indepiend-
ent. Knight is editor of Akron paper
and prez of both Ohio papers. He
-will also be prez of Herald.

,
Shutts announced he was reserv-

ing 'substantial interest' in Herald,
would remain on board of directors

and be affiliated with paper in 'ad-

visory capacity.' He also stated 'no

sweeping changes in personnel are
anticipated.'

New owners assumed control of
Herald Saturday (16) with John H.
Barry as vice prez and James L.

Knight secretary-treasurer.

Harrlsbarg Dallies at 3o.

Starting Monday (18) the three
dailies in Harrisburg, Pa,, tilted their
price from two to three cents. In-
crease was annoimced in first page
boxes last week by Harrisburg Tele-
graph, Patriot and Evening News.

Patriot said upping was due to 'in-

creased cost of production, extra de-
niands upon the service to the pub-
lic and constantly expanding re-
quirements for news coverage.'

Gate-Crashing Hollywood
E. Nils Holstius, v.p. of Decca

Records, English recording firm has
written a book titled 'Hollywood
Through the Back Door,' Due out
next month (3) it tells of his efforts

to break down the barriers there
without using his letters of intro-
duction.

CHATTER
" N.Y. Times Book Fair opens
Nov. 5.

Dorothy Black due in from Eng-
land (28).

Authors' League appealing for
contribs to Its fund.

Covici-Friede is publishing Beu
Hecht's play, 'To Quito and Back.'

. Vernon Pope, editor of Look, in
Hollywood to establish an office.

. Abbe Ernest Dimnet arriving in
N. Y. next month for a lecture tour.

Eugene O'Brien, the novelist, has
gone to Illinois to work on a new
book.
Thomas Granville has sold two

short stories and a novelette to Red
Book.
. Ted Wilcox, of Philly Bulletin lo-
cal stfiff, shifted to sheet's newly en-
larged Washington bureau.
Newspaper Guild's annual benefit

and show will ^e held Friday (22) at
the Manhattan Opera House.
- Lawtpn Mackaill will write . a
column for Cue starting Oct. 23 cap-
tioned 'Roundsman After Dark/
Literati and book critics have split

on reviews of the new Ernest Hem-
ingway book, either strongly pro or
con.

Frances Marion's 'How to Write and
Sell Film Stories' adopted as a class

room text at the XJ. of Southern
California.

Albert O. Bassuk will henceforth
edit the American Gilbert and Sulli-
van Quarterly, house organ for G.
and S. fans.

^.'Dames Can't Fly,' novel by Ed
Churchill, Paramount, fiack, and
Arthur S. Kane, Jr., soon to be pub-
lished by Dodge.

Oliver La Farge will winter in

N. Y. and give a course on the
technique of the hovel at Columbia
University extension.
Vernon Pope, managing editor of

Look, will marry Betty Welt, Dec. 18.

Latter is associate editor of the ihag
and a recent Vassar grad.

Novel titled *A Crime Across the

Way,', by Frances Millington, of .the

Selznick International reading staff,

is being published by Phoenix.
James Lee, Xi. A. Examiner ace

rewriter, hit the bookstands last

week with his first novel, 'Hollywood
Agent,' published by Macaulay.
CIO will give heavy support to the

strike at the Brooklyn Eagle this

week with John Brophy, director,

taking a hand in getting the support
of other unions.
Tom Krug of the national affairs

department at the Litery Digest
moves over to Time this week. Shift

has no connection With the sale of

the former mag last week.
Los Angeles Newspaper Guild re-

ported a net of around $1,500 at its

first annual dance and party staged

at the Hollywood Breakfast club,

with 2,500 attending at $l'a head.

Robert L. Johnson, vice-president

of Time and one of the early mem-
bers of the organization, retires Nov.
1. Execs gave him a farewell party
last week. He will go into business

for himself.

Perry & Wise, Inc., new public re-

lations outfit, formed by John Perry
and James 'Waterman Wise, will han-
dle only publicity for trade unions,

liberal organizations and other non-

commercial groups. •

Experimental transfers at Philly

Record sending Leeds Moberly from
telegraph editor to general assign-

ment on local, staff; Warren Mac-
Allen from rewrite to copy desk rim;

and Bill Burke from rim to rewrite.

Reshuffling of women's jobs at the

N. Y. World-Telegram moves Helen
Worden to the city desk for features.

Kay Austen has gone to England on
vacation. Gertrude Bailey now edits

both the women's page and the

society chatter, Mary Van Rensse-
laer Thayer is doing a Madame
Flutterby.

Association of Foreign Correspon-
dents sponsoring a luncheon debate
between. Quincy Howe, editor of

Simon & Schuster, and Sir Willmott
Lewis, Washington correspondent of

the London Times. Question based
on Howe's recent book will be 'Does

England expect every American to

do his duty?' Comes off Oct. 30.

Sally Salminen, Swedish ex-house-
maid, whose novel 'Katrina' won the

Helsingfors prize novel contest, is

currently working on a new book.
Her first, published by. Farrar &
Rinehart, is just out. Several
foreign firms have made picture

offers, but author is holding out for

an American deal.

Stanton B. Leed.<j, cx-Vapietv
mugg, authored 'Cards the Windsors
Hold' (Lippincott, $2), inside stulf

on Wally and feddie. Leeds did Hie

Hearst coverage on the 'romance of

the century.' Biog on. the author

lists all his newspaper antecedents

but Vahiety,. so either heed.—his si.^

on this paper—forgot about it or

doesn't like to be reminded. Any-
way it's a highly interesting book.

Boyd Left $530,000
An estate of $530,000 was left to

his four children by William Boyd,
former vice-prez and ad director of
Curtis Publishing, who died in Phil-
adelphia Sept. 28. His will was filed

for probate Friday (15).

Boyd was orginally left his estate
in trust f6r his Wife, but .she pre-
ceded him in death by about a

month. She left^ about a half million
dollars to her/ husband. Originally
Boyd's will distributed $125,000

among Y. M. C. A., charitable or^-

ganizations, relatives and friends, but
on Aug. 2, 1937, a codicil cancelled
all these bequests.

Book Club's Union Election

Charges of anti-union activities by
department heads at the Book of the
Month Club, which were lodged last

week by the Book and Magazine
Guild, CIO union of publishing
house employees were d topped on
Monday (18). An election will be
held at the Book of the Month Club
today (20) to determine vhot organ-
ization is to represent the employees
in collective bargaining.

Herling'9 Shift

John Ilerling, formerly Time
mag's Washington coi'i-espondent, has
moved into the N. Y. publicity of-

fices cf the March of Time. His re-

cent marriage to Mary Fox of the
League for Inchustrial Democracy
has just been announced; Latter
was formerly the wife of Ben Stol-
berg, writer.

LITERATI DEATHS THIS WEEK
Thomas Buchanan, 60, playwright

and former newspaperman, ' died on
Oct, 15 from a heart attack in
Louisville, Ky. Formerly drama
critic of Louisville Herald and in
1919 was editor of Goldwyn pictures
in Hollywood. He was an honorary
vice-president and life member of
the Auhtors' League. In recent
years he wrote radio sketches.
Among his plays were 'A Woman's

Way,' 'The Castle Comedy.' 'The
Cub,' and 'Civilian Clothes.' Follow-
ing a divorce from his first wife, he
was married to Joan Lowell in 1927.

They were divorced in 1929.

Will Chaptn, 80, artist, writer and
cartoonist, died in Hollywood Oct.
15. His first work was as an illus-

trator for Leslie's Weekly. Later he
worked on Chicago newspapers and
in 1893 settled in Los Angeles,
where he headed the art department
of the Times for 12 years.

Dr. Frank Morley, 77, mathemati-
cian, professor, author and father of

three sons, all literary figures, died
at his home in Baltimore on Oct. 17.

His sons are Christopher Morley,
Felix M. Morley, editor of the
Washington Post, and Frank V.
Morley, English r>ublisher.
John W. Glenister, 63, editor and

owner of a string of pulp magazines
until his retirement 10 years ago,

died at Santa Monica, Calif., Oct.
14. Two daughtei\«! survive.
Mrs. Arthur S. Bigelow, 37. wife

of a Philadelphia Bulletin reporter,

was killed instantly last Tuesday
when an electric train hit her car.
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Broadway

Williani P- Farnsworth out of hos-

pital.

Dave Green cut his lip; fell asleep

at the wheel,

Eddie Lewis in from London for

several weeks.

Ethel Merman to the Coast on her

20th-Fox chore. ...
Harry Foster in for a periodic o.o.

of the U. S. situation.

Lou Guimond . due back from
Hollywood this week,
Mike Scott, old-time dancer, in

Ward B-1 at Bellevue hosp.

Archie L. Mayo in New York prior

to a trip around the world,

George Sklar has finished a new
comedy, 'Enough Is Enough.'
Lou Strauss, p.a.'ing for Harry

Moss' Associated Radio Artists.

Madeleine Donnelly, secretary-

treasurer of Short Plays Theatre.
Howard Schnebbe received pain-

ful rib injuries when taxi miade sud-

den stop,
^ X. ,

William Hexter, former burlesque
manager, seriously ill at Polyclinic

hosoital.
Cafes have those Wall Street blues.

Market always is reflected ffrst in

nite spots.

Mac O'Connell and Ben Taft re-

placed recent . resignees at . Radio
Orch. Corp.
Broadway in the lower 40's now

has one shill artist in pvery block,

two in some.
Cyrilla Dome, legiter, made her

radio debut on March of Time pro-
gram this week.

. Beni Ketchum, g.m. for Delos
Chappell, takerf ill en route from
Denver, recovering.
Daniel C. Collins was named a di«

rector of Electrical Research Prod-
ucts, Inc., last wefek.

Toots (Tavern ) Shor now runs his
eatery as a sideline to takin' the
boys over on football'.

Ward Greene of King Features
has written a play, 'Honey.' William
Morris office handling.
Leo Robin and' the Mrs. in and out

of town for three days; just tg. get a
quickie of N. Y. ozone.

Billy K. Wells, after an - intensive
rest cure in the - Catskills this sum-
mer, is shipshape again, r

Merritt Hulburd, Goldwyn produc-
tion exec, due east aiext week en
route to European vacash.
Armando, Mexican artist with

Buchanan agency, now designing the
new Boeing planes for TWA,
Al • West to stage manager 'Robin

Landing,', new Sidney Harmon show,
which starts rehearsals Oct. 22.
Jim Dawson (Times) Honoluluing

on his vacash, sailing from' Van-
couver Oct. 30, return-sailing, Nov.
12.

Sam (and Mrs.) Hellman planed
back to the Coast last Thursday (14),
three days after landing from Lon-
don.
Abe Cohn back of the Shuberts'

'ZLegfeld Follies,' opening tonight in
Ithaca and thence on a southern
tour,
Annabella, new 20th-Fox Euro-

pean beauty, host to press at Wal-
dorf-Astoria cocktail party last
week.

Mrs. Dorothy Modisette j(Berman),
Samuel Goldwyn eastern story ed,
last week adopted a two-weelc-old
son, Peter.
Tom Waller, Paramount's syndi-

cate-press association publicist,. re-
turned first of week from visit to
Hollywood.
Marian Barr, formerly of Barr and

Cross, vauders, has opened a club
booking office, Varsity Entertain-
ment Bureau.

Pete Weitman, son of the manag-
ing director of the Paramount, is on
his feet again after a tough siege of
several rrionths.
Helen Morgan turned in to Equity

by Theatre Authority for playing an
unauthorized benefit last week. Gets
a hearing this week.
Jimmy Johnston, formerly with

the Garden, has bought fighting
rights to Ebbets Field, Brooklyn, to
oppose Garden fistic fetes.
Horace Jackson in from Coast for

rehearsals of his 'Christian Hero,'
which will have Fredric March and
Florence Eldridge topping.

Xavifir Cugat, who was an artist
before a maestro, is doing the mural
caricatures for new restaurant
lounge at the Waldof-Astoria. .

Robert Loewi and Helen Buchan-
an, of the William Morris office on
the Coast, skeddcd to return there
Monday (18) after a brief New York
stay.

Father Edward F. Leonard, chap-
lam of tlie Catholic Actors Guild
and pastor of actor's St. Malachy's
church, created a Monsignor this
week.
Jimmy McHugh in town to handle

arrangements on his new tunes for
yniversal's new Deanna Durbin pic-
ture and 'Merry-Go-Round.' Back
to Coast this week. .

Chinese and . Japanese turn out in
large numbers at the newsreel thea-
tres, booming the.se houses; ascribed,
of course, to the Sino-Nipponese
unpleasantness abroad.
George D. Lottman, p.n., accom

panied Jack Bregman west on lat-
ter s Hollywood huddle with Metro
on Feist music matters. Lottman
contacting Coast clients.
Tango and rhumba lessons on the

cuff to the customers is now a regu-
lar stunt at the Rainbow Room, El
Chico and Cafe Latino. Country
more and more Lalln terp-minded,
Jeanne Cagney, si-ster of James

and a senior at Hunter .College, mak-

ing her theatrical debut in school's
production of Rose Franken's 'An-
other Language' at Heckscher ' the-
atre Nov. 19-2L
Armando, art flirector for Lord &

Thomas, has taken on a special side-
line assignment as art adviser for
TWA which is soon to launch several
new 32-passenger sleeper planes on
a 10-hour schedule to the Coast.
As with W. C. Fields' $12,000 M.D.

award, which provided him with
plenty of comedy material, Lou
Holtz,. who was bitten by the mar-
ket, is making comedy capital of it

currently at the Frolics.
Harry Kalcheim, who looks like a

half-back, the other day after a sinus
treatment, got a shot of whisky as a
bracer. Shortly after the Par booker
passed Out in Bob Weitman's office
at the Paramount theatre.

Mrs. Florence Loiiibardo, wife of
Carmen Lombardo, returned last

week from European trip. Went on
a ticket Carmen won at a raffle dur-
ing the band's stay last season at the
Arcadia Restaurant, Philly.

. Dorothy Kay feted with a mid-
night cocktailery two weeks prior to

her sailing, because the party was
scheduled but the. sailing set back.
She'll do international ballyhoo for
the French Casino, sailing Friday of
next \yeek. •

French Casino has undraped its

show more on strength of the nudity
at' the International. Heretofore all

niteries. under wraps. F.C. adding a
new- flash number for which CHIT
Fischer is remaining over until the
end of next week.

London

Irving Asher just back from flying

visit to the continent.

Sale at the Lyric theatre, where
'Victoria Regina is current, robbed
of $250.

StoU's Palace, Leicester, will do
an ice ballet for Christmas holiday.
Instead of pantomime.
Mark Hambourg became a grand-

pop Oct. 8, when his daughter,
Nadine, gave birth tp a s£jn.

Gaston and Andree in trouble with
Birmingham Watch Committee over
mademoiselle's lack of clothing.
Betty Nuttall's sister, Thelma, en-

gaged to Don Stannard, London film
actor, just signed Hollywood termer.
Gene Gerrard returning to musi-

cal stage, replacing Herman Tim-
berg in 'Take It Easy' at the Palace.

Mills Broth'ers in fourth trip here,
and staying longest. Have 28 weeks
solid lined up, averaging $3,000 per
week.
While in Hollywood for Metro,

Eric Maschwitz will find time to col-
laborate on new musical with Cole
Porter.
Leon M. Lion's next production,

in which he will appear, will be
'Code of Honor,',new play by Vere
Sullivan.
Brian Lawrence out of Lands-

downe House, replaced by the
Crackerjacks, formerly at the Flor-
ida Club.
For first time, the Lord Mayor's

Show will be televised, cameras
being stationed in Trafalgar Square
for the purpose.
Will Mahoney back , in his vaude-

ville unit. Was out for fortnight at
Birmingham and Bradford, with
Billy Caryll replacing.
Raymond Massey thus far unable

to find suitable actress for Lynn
Fontanne's role in 'Idiot's Delight,'
which he is casting here.
Sam Ehgel and Monty Banks mov-

ing h. q. from St. James' street to

Denham, where 20th are due to start

Gracie Fields in 'He Was Her Man.'
Benny Ross (Ross and Stone) and

Freddy Morgan, American banjoist,
are songwriting as sideline, with
Chappells interested in their work,

(jeorge Black, who has -been look-
ing over most of the MCA offices in

America, due here shortly, when he
joins the directorate of MCA's Lon-
don office.

John B. Myers, who has been
Alexander Korda's publicity hound
since 1932, has just had his contract
extended for another two years, with
tilt in salary.
Libel action by Prince and

Princess Chegodieff against Metro in

connection v/ith film, 'Rasputin, the
Mad Monk,' set for hearing Nov. 15,

and likely to last two days.
Gladys Cooper-Phlllin Merivale

reappearance in the West End In

'(Goodbye to Yesterday' will be at

the Phoenix first week in November,
after three weeks' tryout in the

provinces.
Ministry of Labor has refused to

renew Bill Beaudine's labor permit
after Dec. 31. so he goes back to the

U. S. after three years here, having
made 13 eomedie.s, chiefly for G-B
and Warner.s.

Princess Juliana of Holland re-

ported as having demanded auto-

graphed Dhotos of Anna Neagle and
Anton. Walbrook, following com-
mand preview of 'Victoria the Great'

at the Royal Palace.
James A. Fitzpatrick has com-

Dleted the eighth quota feature for

Metro; the last three were based on
lives of Liszt. Beethoven and
Chopin. Has 10,000 more feet to do,

which completes quota requirements
of Metro for this year.
Wilson, Kcnoell and Betty back to

America with record of having
stayed here lonf/est of all American
acts. Only going to olay a few
weeks and return in time to onen
pantomime .sea.son for Prince Littler

at Manchester. Christmas, f"*- f'l'^ht

weeks.

Paris

Lola Leblanc in hospital.

Line Noro ill in hospital.

Laure Diana at Europeen.
John Loder to New York.
'Camille' (M-G) ai Le Paris.

Harry Baur ill in Dunkerque.
Lillian Hellman In from Russia.

Jim Molllson in and out again.

Reda Caire topping at Europeen.

Max Reinhardt back to America
Jacques Copeau Dack from Greece.
Mistinguett singing over Radio-

Cite.

Margo and Norton at the Harlem-
Club.

Slim Sumrrierville in town to visit
expo.

Betty Spell back from Rio de Ja-
neiro.

C, Auzello new director of Ritz
Hotel.

Dora Del Monte at Bal Moulin
Rouge.
New revue opening at Lune-

Rousse.

Jean, Jac and Jo hold over at Par-
amount. •

ABC revue .
starring Marie Dubas

closing,

Lys Gauty set to star in next ABC
offering.

Colette d'Arvillc recitaling at Salle
Gaveau.
Marian Anderson vacationing on

Riviera.

Elvire Popesco back from South
Ame.rica.

Mabel Scott at reopened Chez
Florence.

Expo visitors totaling more than
20,000,000.

'Wee Willie Winkle' (20th' opening
at Balzac.

Jean Stelli writing new scenario,

•Gibraltar.'

'Slave Ship' (20th) opening at

Normandie.
General Dawes in for Legionnaire

ceremonies.

Flora Duane topping new Coli-

seum revue.

October expo . attendaYice records
being broken.
Premier Chautemps addressing

American Club.

Short and Long to London for the
Trocadero show.
Cubaine Cabaine, Montmartre

nitery, reopening..
Presidenc Lebiun visiting 31st an-

nual Auto Snow.
'Artists and Models' opening at

Cinema Studio 28..

M. Perin named new director of
State Broadcasting.
Jack Dempsey's intended return to

films getting play.
United Artists cocktailing at Cril-

lon for King Vidor.
Julien Duvivier's departure for

America set for Oct. 20.

Film 'Bataille Silencieuae' passing
second month at Colisee.
Mitty Goldin dickering with Ra-

mon Novarro for his ABC.
'Stella Dallas' (UA) opening at

Cinema de Champs-Elysees.
New scene called 'Femmes' added

to Bal Moulin Rouge revue.
Nyota Inyoka dance recitaling at

Comedie des Champs-Elysees.
Suzy Solidor making theatrical

debut in 'Opera de Quat' Sous.'
Andre Maurois writing one film

review weekly for Clnemonde.
Paris-Soir devoting entire page to

story of Fred and Adele Astaire,
'Her Majesty, , the Woman,' new

show in rehearsal at the Coliseum.
Ro.tonde Cafe adding orchestra and

attra'ctions to help restaurant trade.
Philip Gaubert, director of opera

orchestra, off. to . Berlin for concerts.
Belgian national orchestra concert-

ing at Theatre des Champs-Elysees.
Germaine Aussey's sudden depart-

ure from Hollywood given ride here.
New . York Herald Tribune, Paris

edition, celebrating 50th anniver.sary.
Gilbert Romagnino's bar now

called 'Le Berry,' with Mario direct-
ing.

Barbara La May scheduled recital

soon at Comedie-des-Champs-Ely-
sees.
Duke and Duchess of Windsor at-

tended Cecile Sorel's gala perform-
ance.
Jan Kiepura scheduled for con-

cert soon at Theatre des Champs-
Elysees.
Armand Salacrou finished new

play called 'Le Pcrroquct' (The
Parrot').

'La Melodie Perdue,' operetta with
music by Romberg, in rehearsal at

Chatelet.
Eric von Stroheim engaged by

itichard Oswald for latter's "Tcmpetc
sur I'Al.se.'

Og Caister, Belgian producer,
making film based on life of late

King Albert.
Esther Kiss playing top femmc

role in new play opening at Theatre
De Mathu.rins.
Fred Adison's orche.stra playing

for tea dances at Choz Sartory . in

Champs-Elysees.
Rita Georg, talked of for next star

for Folics-Bergere, unable to get
working permit.
Samson Fainsilber joining ca.st of

'Knights of the Round Table' at The-
atre de rOeuvre.

Marcellc Chantal given lead • in

'L'Affairc Lafargc,' which . Pierre
Chonal is making..
New revue going into Lune. Russc,

with Charles Fallot, Jean Bastia,
Ded Rysel in leads.
Lawrence Tibbett and wife to

Prague. He's due to sing here again
near end of month. '

Josephine Baker planning Euro-
pean tour when current Folies-
Bergere revue closes.

'Folies en Pleurs' name of next
Folies-Bergere revue, which Mau-
rice Hermite will set.

Sacha Guitry making film of new
play, 'Quadrille,' running at The-
atre de la Madeleine.
Thirteenth Annual Gala Of Asso-

ciation of Artists of Music-Hall to

be held at Cirque Medraho.
Dora Kalinowna dance and song

recitaling for .first time in France at

Archives Internationales de la

Danse.
Alice Cocea looking over 'Le

Grand Poucet,' new play by Claude-
Andre Puget, as possible production
for Theatre des Ambasadeurs later.

Marcy AUegret commencing work
on *Le Vcnin,' by Henry Bernstein,
adapted by Marcel Achard, starring

Charles Boyer and Lisette Lanvin.

Pittsburgh
.By Hal Cohen

Lodewick Vroom In town beating
the urums for 'Tovarich.'
Dale Winthrop back at Stanley for

second time in three months.
Willows going on a week-end only

policy after first of the month.
Ailing Wanda. Shiner better and

has rejoined Billy Catizone's trio.

Ed Gribbons . replacing Dick War-
ren in Kilbuck theatre's 'Stardust.'
Robert Alan Greens on their way

to Hollywood to spend the winter.
Rose Meitlein back home after five

years of concert work' in New York.
We'oster Hall opening new Im-

perial Room with Tom Care's orch.
Bass-player Ed Snvder has hooked

up with Al Marsico s orch at Show
Boat.
Al Spink paying his annual visit,

this time ahead of 'Leaning on
Letty.'
Frank Blandi named manager of

Playhouse's downstairs grill this
season.

Polly Rowles gets femme lead in

Gene Autry's 'Springtime In the
Rockies.'

' Drama League conducting theatre
tour to Broadway over Thanksgiving
week-end.

,

Playhouse will follow first show of
season, 'Pursuit of Happiness,' with
'Excursion.'
Dale Harkness back into hosp

again with serious -recurrence of his
neck ailment.

'Victoria Regina! isn't due until
Thanslesgiving week but mail order
terrif already.
Constance Cummlngs made a big

hit with lads and lassies of press
here last week.
Buell Whitehill assisting Carl B.

Cass in directing University of
Pittsburgh Players.
Joe Feldman and C. J. Latta rep-

resented local WB crowd at Warner
Club party in Erie.
John Magganotti has set aside

Monday as candid-camera night at
his river play spot, the Show Boat.

Hollywood

Chicago

Jack Lait a stopover last week.
Max Halperin In Detroit for the

week.
Jack Van Volkenburg to N. Y. and

return.
Ralph Atlass back from Washing-

ton last week.
Columbia pictures sales meeting

over the week-end.
RoUo Timponi out of town on a

long rest recuperation.
Plans being laid for Mayor Kelly's

Christmas charity party.
Maurie Lipsey, of Music Corp., re-

couping from serious illness,

Paul Low finishing up exploitation
work on Beaux Arts ball,, to be held
Oct. 30.

Al Eckhardt in the Grand box of-
fice after a summer of Cubs ball-
parking.
•Robert Milford, company manager

of 'The Women,' has been laid up
Yi\*h a tough cold.

J. C. Stein ribbing his friends with
his newly discovered novelty per-
former, Homer, the human echo.
Dick Marvin, of J. Walter Thomp-

.son, is on the entertainment com-
mittee of 'Off the Street' show for
the Ad Federation..

.

Pahn Springs

Bill Gargan and Charlie Ruggles
around.
Town is waking up for the long

winter sea.son.

Don Thompson is the tennis pro
at the Desert Inn.
Don Amechc keeping in condition

bowling; rolled 208.
Chuck Morrison back as ex-officio

police commissioner,
Charles Farrell and wife, Virginia

Valli, opening the Racquet club.

Smoke Tree ranch opened over the
week-end. Desert Inn last Friday
n.'j).

Exclusive Los Angeles .shops main-
taining branches here have luovcd in

! vhcir oer.sonnel.
Eddie Goulding, the Bert Wheel-

ers, Jack Benny and Mary Living-
stone among the early sojourner.'?.
Big row . in the Village is whether

or not ra.s.sling «nd boxing bouts will

be permitted. Undesirables feared..

Milton Berle in for 'Radio City
Revels.'

Richard Thorpe planning a Hula-
land, vacash.

Fernand . Gravet arrived with
heavy wardrobe.
Wesley Ruggles applied for a pass-

port for Europe.

Gladys -Swarthout slightly injured
In a fall at Paramount.
George Delacorte, fan mag pub-

lisher, left after looksee.

Sam Berkowitz is AmbRs.sndor'.s
new western sales chief.

Jeanne Dante returning to New
York for stage work soon.

David Niven back after picture-
making chores in London.
.Bob Hussey quit the Columbia

praisery to join Parainount.

Brian Aheme in from N. Y. for
Hal Roach's Take It Easy.'

Sam Hellman back from scripting
assignments for 20th-Fox in London.
Simone Simon off the set of 20th-

Fox's 'Love and Hisses' due to severe
cold.

'

Kenneth "Thomson back at Screen
Writers' Guild desk after motoring
8,000 miles.

George Raft and Mack Grey
around again minus a roll plunged
on the Giants.

Charles McCarthy in for studio
huddles with Harry Brand and other
20th-Fox execs.

'. Joe Louis being ogled by the mob
at 20th-Fox's Cafe de Paree, where
he was guested by Bill Robinson.
Lew Pollack and Sidnev Mitchell

invited by Mayor LaGuardia to deff
the N. Y. World's Fair theme song.
Japanese vegetable brokers Out

here in a delicate spot, what with
U. S. feelings on the Sino-Jap
situash.

J. Earl Malr quit, the Bank of
America to become treasurer of the
Monogram distributing organization
on the Coast.

Virginia Van Upp, who was an
actress before she took up screen-

.

writing at Paramount, Will be tested
for a role in 'Are Husbands Neces-
sary?' which she scripted.
Bob Sanders and Don Haynes

motored to San Francisco to open a
new office for Consolidated Radio
Artists, Inc., with Haynes in charge ,

and Sanders bossing as Pacific. Coast
chief for CRA.
One star not to be caught napping

with the new vogue for French stars
in Hollywood Is Shirley -Tem-ilc.
Paul Walling, correspondent for
French rage, is giving the cute little,

gosse two lessons a week.
Man who cleans Hrfrry Lang's

apartment was out two days. He re-
turned, apologizing that he got a call
for extra work, hence he couldn't
valet the apt. per schedule. Lonp's .

still trying to cragh local radio, in
meantime.

Sydney
By Erie Gorrick

Walter Hutchinson going to South
Africa.

Summerish over here, Hous-es
turning on cooling plants.

Marcus show quits here this week
after 10 weeks' top biz for Fullers-
Snider-Dean.

'Maytime' (Metro) is pulling
plenty on four-a-day and should go
to about 10 weeks.

Comedy Harmonists have been
forced to give extra concerts to cope
with biz for A.B.C.

Met's 'Saratoga' got away to fair

.start, but trade is expected to build
when word-of-mouth gets around,

Williamson-Tait asking $2.50 top
for the premiere here n<ytt month of
'Victoria Regina' with Fay Comp-
ton.

June Munjo, youngest daughter of
Charles Munro, will have an impor-
tant role In 'Broken Lady' for Cine-
sound.

Met brought in, The Good Earth*
on three-a-day and should experi-
ence little difficulty in seiiuring
plenty b. o. reaction.

.Wrestling is still a big draw here,
despite the approach of the hot
weather. Mostly American grapplcr.9
are engaged for these contests,

Arthur Rubinstein will give three
recitals during the month for Aus-
tralian Broadcasting Comn'ission.
Pianist met with considerable suc-
cess in N. S. Wales.

Deal is reported on by Greater
Union to get rid of the Melba the-
afrc here by arrangement with
Greater J. D. Williams—a unit of
GU'r and holders of the lea.'je.

Queensland government is still

imposing theatre ban on ftU children
under 16, owing to sliiiht inlanlire
paralysis outbreak. Ban is tre-
mendous blow to aJl tiioalrc;.

Revival try hero v/ith 'CVwo. of In-
dia' (UA) and 'Folics Bcrfici-o' (UA)
on two-a-day at pop ijvic-i -. r.hmy
managers are t;iki.'ii» Mic cl-.i one: out
of the cans and ca'shinj in a lit'Je

extra douijii,

Frank Neil has a very .strnn,:; bill

lined up at the TIvoJi hCiitied by
Nina Mae McKinncy. Other acl-? in-

clude Batie & F().-:*.er. Tr;i!>cy & llay,

Eddie Sharp. Ahcrdi, Bob Fi.-.hi'j'

,ind Harry Marconi.
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Football

By Dick Fishell

,Tn a great many oases last Satur-r

day the gridiron stars fought vali--

antly for 60 minutes and wound up
right where they started. Tie games
and scoreless deadlocks wei'e the

rule rather than the exception, with
the upsets supplied by Syracuse and
Carnegie Tech.
This week's lineup is even more

difficult with traditional battles

starting to get under way.
Arkansas at Southern Methodist
.The-Mustangs of SMU have been
ih-and-outers so far' and certainly

ape not the aerial . circus of a few
year^ ago.' Arlcansas has 'been im^

At pfessive .and rates among the first

three in the Southeast. Anything
njay happen the way they toss 'em
in that se'ctoY, but 'Arkansas should
win, '

'
" "

' '
"" ~

Southern Califonila at Califtenia
Here is your Rose Bpwl represen-

four years. They're due for a good
day, but State has too much power
and talent to be the goat.

Liafayette at N. Y. U.
This -is by no means a good La-

fayette team, while New York with
a great overhead game should pass
them into submission to win by three
touchdowns.

Navy at Notre Dame
The Middies, without Ingraham,

looKed' good in spots against Har-
vard, The Irish in being upset by
Carnegie pushed the Skibos all over
the field. They'll rebound to dump
the Sailors and win in a decisive-

fashion.

Northwestern at Ohio State

The best game in the Middle West,
and it's a tossup. Northwestern had
much trouble with Purdue, while

Ohio State had a day of rest With
two weeks 'of relaxation,- and the

Probable Football Winners
And Proper Odds

. By DICK FISHELL
(Och 23,1937)

(Inter-City Network Sports Commentator)
. • • -WINNER

.-.S. M. U...
. . California

..Columbia ,

. .Duke , , , .

,

v.Fordham ,

.
'. Alabama .

..Harvard .

SCHOOLS .

I Arkansas ai S. M.- V^y.

. California at U; S.

. Brown at 'Coltunhia. : .

i Duke.i^t Colgate. . ... .

.

Texas Chrisiianat 'Fprdhsm;..'.

.

. Alabama at Georse -Washln'^ton

; Dartmouth at Harvard..........

^ Manhattan, at- Kentucky

>•«••«••••)

• ••••••

>•»•••<

ODDS
. . 2/1

. . 8/5
3/1
9/5

- 7/5

4/1
Evett

^ Manhattan 6/5

Syracuse at JKIaryland. .. .Syracuse 3/1
/ Marquette tft Mtchlifan State . .Michigan State 2/1
' Lafayette at N. Y. 'U N.. Y. U ........ .

. , .......... Z'^A /I

Navy fit Notre Dame.......... Notre Dame ; 6/5"
' Northwestern .at, Ohio State . . •, . , . . Ohio State 6/5

Ge'orirctown ai Pennsylvania Pennsylvania ^ .2%/l.
Wisoonsin at Pittsbnreh. . . ... .Pittsburffh .2<<;/l

Cornell at Yale. .Yale 8/5
Baylor at Texas A. & M Texas A. & M.. ... 7/5
Stanford at Washington. Stanford

. OreffoU' State. at Oregon .Oregon State

Rut^rers at Princeton. « . . . Princeton

. Carnegie Tech at Temple. .Tcmnle
Auburn at Georgija Tech , , . Ga. Tech

iPredictions Based on F'dir Weather)
^ cortfUGUr, iyy7, by variety, inc.

, 5/6

. 6/5

,
- S'l

. 5/6

. Even

tative on the long ,end of this. one.
use,' with Schindler going to town,
has come fast after & 7-0 defeat by"

Washingtojti. The "Bears of Califor-
nia, are rated the best team on the
Coast in the past five years. They've
got everything and should carry it

into the Bowl.

Brown at Columbia
The Brown Bear is still in the dol-

drums, with strong sopohomores get-
ting experience. Luckman & Co. are
the best aggregation Lou Little- has
had at Morningside Heights. They'll
coast in.

Duke at Colgate

Duke,_. one of the topflights of the
southeast, is a good money team
They're there whe« it counts. Col-
gate is weak and has been foldinf;

after a half. They'll be stiff opposi-
tion for the southerners, but the
Dukes rate to .win.

• Texas Christian at Fordham
A big f^st line with Rabbit backs,

Christian's passing may upset the
Rams' line playing.' Crowley's boys
looked good stopping the Pitt run-
ning gome, but they've got to show
aerial defense and a better running
game, which we look for on Satur-
day. So it's the Rains.

Alaban!ia at George' Washington
Washington's a good small college

team, but 'Bama, as said before, is

Rose Bov/1 bound and don't believe
they can be stopped at this stage oi

the game.

Dartmouth at Harvard
Tradition covers this one with the

John Harvards having one tough
one already under their belt, while
the -Hanover Indians have been fac-
ing minor opposition. Harvard has
made its mistakes, gotten them out
of the system and this week should
cash in again.

Manhattan at Kentucky
Kentucky has only one ballplayer

In Bert Davis, a grand all-around
back. Meehan's Manhattan! les have
been thwarted on two occasions b.v

topnotch elevens. They'll win this

one.

Syracuse at Maryland

Bill Orange was the surprise of

the season, while Maryland has
shown a fair squad. Syracuse, car-

ried on the impetus of their Cornell
win, should take this one with
Glickman romping merrily.

Marquette at Michigan State

It's the poorest Marquette team in

game played at Columbus, O,, the
Buckeyes should grab a close one
from Waldorf's Wildcats,

Georsretoiwn at Pennsylvania
Georgetown's best team is-' in 'the

infirmary, . while Penn^.4^ overdue.
Their strong line has not been effec-
tive, making their backs look very
bad. They'll click to win over the
Hill Toppers.

Wisconsin at Pittsburgh
This Wisconsin club has really got

something but after watching Pitt
against Fordham, don't see how any-
thing can topple the Panther. They
have two topnotch elevens that al-
ternate 'each period. They'll over-
power Wisconsin.

Cornell at Yale
Despite their setback by Syracuse,

this is siill a great Cornell team.
Yale, in defeating Penn and Army,
has yet to play its best game, with
Clint Frank's passes not clicking as
they should. Yale should hit its

peak and keep the slate clean against
the Lake Cayuga squad.

Baylor at Texas A. A M.
The Aggies ar^ one of the best in

the nation, but Bayloi-,. not rated
high a month ago, has come to the
fore in a hurry. Thow out the
'Aggies' Texas Christian tie of last
week, because of mud and rain,
this'll be close with A. & M. grabbing
the right side.

Stanford at Washington
The Washington Huskies have

gone back instead of improvinj,
while Stanford's Indians have been
{naking progress, and with an -ade-
quate pass dg^ense will win.

Ore°:on State at Oregon
You can toss a coin on this one.

because it's ivy-covered with tradi-
tion. On. the record, State rates" the
stronger. But with tradition con-
cerned, you can toss records out th.e

window. Stick with State.

Rutgers at Princeton
It's the best Rutgers team in years

butj Princeton's inexperienced club
is moving right along. Even if the
boys die for dear old Rutgers, it's

still a Princeton triumph.

Carnegie Tech at Temple
Tech rates high after turning back

Notre Dame, and on that basis, rank
as definite favorites over the Owls.
Here's the day's upset, because
they're in Temple's backyard, play-
ing under the arclights of the

Fisheirs .701

With pigskin season just- get-

ting in stride, Varibi't's prog--

nosticator, Dick Fishell, has
compiled an average of .701 to

date.. Based upon a total of 67

ganies, ° Fishell has called 47

correct while making, only' 12

wrong decisions. Not count-
ing 8 ties as los-es, average
climbs to .796.

Slightly behind last year
when he wound up season with
.765.

Temple stiidium. Should be a home
team win.

Auburn at Georgia Tech -

Auburn ran wild against Mis-
sissippi State. "Tech outplayed
Duke, only to lose by a fumble in
the last few minutes. You can't
suppress that passing attack which
will be just too sweet to suit sweet
Auburn.

Legit Season

(Continued from page 55)

the fact that 50.% fewer shows are

in during the first two months this

autumn, the quality is. distinctly

better. There was one real hit

CTovarich') on last season's early

list, it arriving the middle of Octo-
ber. • Three rnoderate successes were
also registered. This season two
standouts ('Susan and God' and 'The
Star-Wagon') and also two indicated
moderates bave arrived.' The latter
brace are English plays ('George and
Margaret' and 'French Without
Tears'). There have been fewer
quick clbsirigs because of the lesser
number of incomers.

For a time the managers ;werjB in-
clined to start squawking about the
critics, which is seasonal. After two
or three in-betweeners opened they
said, 'The boys are botnbing already.'
At that no show to date this season
has won a uniform press except the
.unquestioned flops. Better presenta-
tions, including the hits, have re-
ceived a mixed or divided press.

Some producers are raring .to go,
irked after poring . over scripts
vyhich passed muster from profes-
sional-readers and then passed on for
final managerial "

decision. Many
such scripts have been turned down,
in some cases because the manager
feels such plays would not get the
critical nod.

One alert showman who believes a
play must have press acclaim to
rhake the grade, explained the condi-
tion ascribed to the critics. Idea ad-
vanced is that the critics have
hardened to the point of not accept-
ing 'audience plays.' Several in-
stances have already occurred, with
the first nighters okaying the per-
formance, while half the reviewers
wrote nix and the others were
mostly lukewarm. For that reason
some well regarded scripts were sent
on the rounds again.

There are known good things
pointed for Broadway but those at-
tractions have been set back until
sometime in November or early De-
cember. One is 'I'd Rather Be
Right,' which drew more comment
in the nation's press after opening in
Boston last week than any show in
stage history. Theatre Guild, which
started faster than any other season,
has four plays slated for the f&U
period, three already being open, one
on Broadway and two on the road.

Was expected that two Guild at-
tractions would arrive during the
same week, apprpicimately mid-No-
vember, But it was decided to
separate 'Madame- Bovary' and 'The
Ghost of Yankee Doodle' by at least
one week. Before either debuts the
highly regarded 'Amphitryon 38'

will have been on display. It is

slated to start (2) the November
premiere parade, while should sec
the arrival of twice the number of
openings as during the first two
months.

Included will be the first musicals
of the season. Only one arrived to
date, it being 'Virginia,' the initial
production of 1937-38.

PUPS TO FLORIDA
Warren, O., Oct. 19.

Greyhound racing at the Fowler
Kennel club track, 10 miles north-
east of here, was cancelled this
week and the season closed because
of the cold and rainy weather.

Moct of the greyhounds were
transferred to Steubenville or
started southward for the • Florida
season.

News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical' news items as pub-

lished during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit tor
these news items; each has been rewritten irom. a daily paper.

East

Feodor Chaliapin ill in Paris and
unable to app6ar in the Hurok series
in Carnegie Hall Oct. 26. Will take
a later d;i,te. .

Noel Coward working on an .oper-
etta. Probably for London '

first.

Working slowly, a's he's still under
doctor's orders.

Joe. McCarthy, of the Yankees the
Fall Guy at the first luncheon of
Circus Saints and Sinners last week.
Offered as 'Joe the .Giant Killer.'

Bronx Symphony Orchestra gave
its first concert last week. There- will
be no more because of poor attend-
ance. Coming downtown.
Dexter Fellows a victim of the flu

at Hattiesburg, Miss. On the. mend.
Riders from the Mad. Sq. rodeo

gave a performance at'Bellevue hos-
pital last Thursday morning.
Police guard in B'way deluxers for

five days last week on tip spots were
to be stench -bombed. Nothing
happened, and guards withdrawn.
Museum of the City of New York

showing theatrical photos made by
Van Damm between '23 and '37. Spe-
cial gallery.
Abbey Theatre Players guests of

Yiddish Art Theatre -last Sunday.
Mrs. Martin Johnson to helo 'Vin-

cent Lopez -in preparation of lecture
on jazz. Will pipe African tunes for
him. .

•

Ethel Levey, former wife of
Georj»e "M. Cohan and now mzurried
to Claude Graham-White,- English
war aviator, seeking" a divorce -in
London. Names a former 'Follies'
girl.

"Hotel fire in Union City, N. J.,

burned out a burlesque troupe lasi;

Thursday. - None was hurt.
Surprise strike of employees tied

up the President, Cadillac and Ply-
mouth' hotels for about five .hours
Thursday. Forrest and PicadUly
threatened, but they said 'uncle' be-
fore the strike went on.
'Eddie Dowlin'f? and Jim Barton to

go back to hoofing for the Night of
Stars at the Garden, Nov. 17.

'

Limited response responsible for
abandonment of four concerts by
the N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony
Chamber Orchestra. Were to have
been given at Town H?ll.
Short circuit in a Times Sq. hat

store did no damage, but caus^id such
a dense smoke that traffic was tied
uo for about 20 minutes Thursday
afternoon,
Jimmy Walker puts his Long

Island farm on the market. •

Local department store has a dog
specialist who is in the store once a
week to photograph pooches.
Charles B. Cochran, in an inter-

view, puts up a plea for theatre
bars. Says they, help avoid colds by
doing away with the dash across the
streets and adds that bar receipts
help London theatres to give their
shows long runs.
Group Theatre thinks it over a^atn

and now 'CJolden Gloves' is 'Golden
Boy.'

F. R. Higgins, manager of Abbey
Theatre Players, feted by American
Academy, of Poets at the Commodore
Monday. He writes poetry himself,
Sherman Billingsley, of the Stork

club, cited to appear before state
labor relations board on char-es of
unfair practises preferred by em-
ployees.

Bosun's chair used to free 10 pas-
sengers trapped in an elevator in
the Ethical Culture Society's build-
ing last Thursday. Car stuck be-
tween floors after a lecture. •

Stephen Constantine, known as
Dimitri when he dances in Green-
wich village, sued for divorce by his
wife, who charges misconduct for
the past two years.
-Rosa Ponselle in a iani v/ith her

accompanist at an. Atlantic concert.
He was playing in the wro'hg key
and she clowned while he got the
proper score.

Lita Grey Chaplin returns to the
sta?e in Philly this week, with N. Y.
to follow.
Vernon M. Carlyle planning to

become a producer. May stage 'The
Spenders,' possibly with iBert Lytell
in the lead. • •

:

Col. Theo. Roosevelt and Lowell
Thomas captained two clown teams
in a Softball match at Miadowbrook
Sunday, for benefit of. Roosevelt
Memorial park. Plenty of laughs
but little ball playing. About 1,000
persons paid three bucks a head.
Jimmy Nesbit, gored by a steer at

the Mad. Sq. Rodeo Saturday. night,
and in Polyclinic hosp. Two others,
Jonas De Arman and Junior Eskew,
su.stained minor in.iuries.
Policeman shot by a Ne*ro on the

circus grounds at St. .Petersburp;,
Fla.. Saturday. Ne?ro assailant crit-
icallv wounded. Circus people not
involved.
Charles P.v1e of Ellicott Cit.v. Md.,

arrested at the International Casino
Sunday. Waiter charged he hit him
with a jottle.

About 100 club women attended a
luncheon of the Theatre Council at
the Astor Monday. Frank Gillmore
nresided. Considering ways to help
the theatre.

\ Phil Cook, radio star, held bv po-
lice after his car crashed another on

the Pulaski skyway last Sunda.y, in-
juring three'.

Soviet cuts actors salaries. Claims
actors have been overpaid.

Wiestchester miusic clubs pick May
date foi' its sprin,* festival.

Motion picture made by five vic-
tims of racketeex's being used for-
street showings in the campaign of
Thomas E. Dewey. .

Fire next door to the Hamilton
theatre, B'way at 146th street, halted,
the showl Cops had to fan out some

'

persistent- pati'ons. ' -

.Palestine Symphony Orch. to open
its season in Tel Aviv next Sunday.
Wilhely Steinberg to conduct.

Coast

William Grant Still, composer,
filed suit for divorce in L. A. Couple
has been lon.g estranged. They wore •

married in' 1915.
Estate of Ruth Roland, at first be-

lieved to exceed .$1,000,000, will
show a shrinkage to a few hundred

.

thousand dollars, according to pre-
liminary indications at the probate-
hearings in L. A. L. E. Kent, for-
mer husband of Miss Roland, has-
put in a claim for $38,000 trust deed -

which he said -Miss Roland gave him
in a- telephonic conversation, of
which he has a record, a few weeks -

before her death Sept. 23.
-Divorce was granted in Los An-"

.geles to Mrs. Ruth Miller Wagner,'
actress, from Blake "Wagner, studio
makeup artist on cruelty charges. ^

Betty Grable . and Jackie- Coogan .

announced " they will be married
Dec. 18.

Myllicent Bartholomew, aunt and
guardian of Freddie; refused to re-
veal circumstances of the- boy's be- ^

ing --brought to the .United States ^

when counsel for Metro sought to
elicit the information from her. .Re-:
quest was made in conriection with:
her suit to terminate the boy's con-
tract. ; . :

Beth Milton, actress, won a di-
vorce- from Charles Belden, screen-
writer, and custody of their lour-

'

yes^r-old son in Los Angeles.' (

Residence of Chester Conklin in
the Sunset Plaza district of Holly-

'

wood was. sold at auction.
Mrs. Delphine Dodge-Cromwell-

Baker-Godde was ordered in L. A. •

syperior court last week .to answer
the suit of Judith Allen, film actress,

:

for $2,000,000 for the asserted aliena-
tion of the affections of Jack Doyle,
Irish singing pugilist.

BIRTHS
Mr, and Mrs. Nat Perrin, son, Oct.

10, in Hollywood. • Father is pro-
ducer at Columbia.
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Castle, daugh-

ter, Oct. 12, in Hollywood. Father is

dance director at 20th-Fox.
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Mahler, son,

Oct. 13 in HolLywood. Father is as- .

sociated with Harry Vinnicof, indio
exhibitor.

Mr. and Mrs. David Conlon,
daughter, Oct 11, in Cincinnati.

'

Father is chief remote engineer for -

WLW and WSAI. Mother is former
Ruth Airnold, of the Crosley mailing
dept

M'r. and Mrs. Ray S. Wallace, son,

in Alliance. O., Oct 14. Father is

managing director of Tri Theatres,
Inc., operating all of that town's
three houses.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Dunton, son, •

Oct 14 at Amityville, L. I.' Father
is shorts producer and photographer .

at N." Y. Aquarium. Mother is Mitzi
,

Bellong, former vaudevillian.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Gordon, daugh- .

ter, Oct. 17, at' Los Angeles. Father
is Ayriter at Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. Gregg

.
Tolarid, son, •

Los Angeles, Oct 16. . Father is

cameraman for Sam- Goldwyn. :

MARRIAGES
Josephine Louise Boyer to James

Hershey Winger, at Canton, O., Oct.

9. Bride is a musician. .Groom is

arrangeir for NBC and Music Corp.
at Cleveland.
Margie Ann Kaufman to Edwin L.

Philips, in Chicago, Oct. 14. Both
in Chicago company of 'Brother Rat.'

Dorothy McNulty, film actress, to

Dr. Lawrence Singleton, Oct 15, in

Los Angeles. Bride is niece of Post-
inaster General James A. Farley!

Margo to Francis Lederer, at . "Las

Vegas, Nev., Oct. 16. Both are film

and legit players.
Lucille Thomburg to Robert Stev-"

enson, Oct. 17, at Yuma. Groom is a

film editor. .

Henrietta Luhr to Bob Bundy in

N.Y., Oct 15. Bride is a dancer.

Groom is a band booker with
Charles Shribman office.

Betty Quinlan to Latham Ovens,

Oct 18, in Los Angeles. Groom is

a rskdio comedy writer.
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OBITUARIES
EDNA LEEDdM

Edna Leedom Doelger, 40, former

musical comedy star, died at her

home in Jackson Heights Oct. 15.

She was the wife of Frank G. Doel-

ger, son of the late Peter Doelger,

. brewer.
Starting in choir work in Phila-

delphia, she joined a stock company,

playing bits, and presently went

into vaudeville. In 1925 she went

into, the revue, 'No Foolin',' and the

following year was featured in the

Ziegfeld 'Follies.' A year later she

was starred by the Shuberts iti

'Lovely Lady,' achieving consider-

able of a success. She was three

times married, first to Harry Tighe,

later to Dave Sampter, composer of

'Lovely Lady.' She is survived by
her husband and a son by her last

marriage.
,

JAMES MARCUS
James A. Marcus,' 69, veteran char-

acter actor, died in Hollywood Oct.

15 from a heart attack. He was a
player in numerous Klaw & Erlanger
productions, also for William A.
Brady and Paul Armstrong.
He had been a film "player since

1916, appearing in dozens of pro-

ductions Including 'Scaramouche,'
'Evangeline,' 'Rain,' the silent 'Little

Lord Fauntleroy,' and 'Captain of

the Guard/ The widow, Lillian, also

a professional, and a son and
daughter survive.

ABMAND MONTE
Armand Montefusco (Armand

Monte), 34, died Oct, 12 at the Will
Rogers hospital after a lingering ill-

ness pf three years. .

He was recognized in vaudeville
on the Keith and Loew circuits as

the feature of the team of Monte and
Pardi, musical act. He was also in

burlesque for many seasons with
Jacobs & Jermon; also Joe Howard's
'Toyland.'

Survivors are his widow, a sister

and a brother. Interment Saranac
Lake.

GEORGE V. BROWN
George V. Brown, 57, sports pro-

moter and general manager of the

Boston Garden, died at his home,
Hopkinton, Mass., this week. From
his high school days he was in-

terested in sports and was both a

baseball and football player. He
managed the Boston A.A. Marathon
for 11 years and handled the
National Boxing Championship from
1905 to 1920.

Survived by his widow and five

sons.

BILLY HEXTER
Millard (Billy) Hexter, 57, bur-

lesque booker and manager died in

New York, Oct. 16. .

Hexter had lived in Philadelphia
most of his life. He was in show
business 40 years, and was one of

the charter members of the Bur-
lesque. Club, of New York.

Survived by his widow, two
brothers, and three sisters.

ALBERT C. JONES . .

Albert Carlos Jones, 84, formerly
manager of Childs Opera House in

Los Angeles, died there Oct. 13 after

a protracted illnass. He was for half

a century prominent in Coast busi-
ness and theatrical affairs, being as-

sociated with Belasco and Morosco
productions. Funeral was Oct. 16

with burial in Hollywood cemetery.
The widow and one daughter sur-
vive.

JOSEPH PATTON
Joseph Payton, 56, retired stage

producer, died Oct. 12 in a rest home
in Sunland, Cal.

.
Going to the Coast 12 years ago to

combat an illness, he recovered suffi-

ciently to produce several legit at-

tractions.

He leaves a widow. Remains were
cremated:

JOSEPH NEFF
Joseph Neff, 42, orchestra conduc-

tor, died in. the Jewish Hospital.
Philadelphia, Oct. 14, after illness pf
a year.

He booked his own string of bands
for more than 20 years, and was also
a teacher and pianist. He leaves his
widow, and a son and daughter.

GEORGE W. MILTON
George W. Milton, 76, died Oct. 11

in the Elks' National Home. Inter-
ment was in Bedford, Va.

his home in Rogers, O., after a
stroke.

Known professionally as Bull
Montana, he had his owA band for
several years. His wife, five sdns
and two daughters survive.

LOUIS GOODMAN
Louis H. Goodman, 58, centrail

Ohio theatre musician, who was
identified with the Hartman theatre
orchestra at Columbus, for five years
its conductor, died recently in Zanes-
ville, O., after a lingering illness.

JACK REED
Jack Reed, 45, company manager

for Sam H. Harris attractions died
suddenly of heart failure in New
York last Thursday (14).

He had been preparing " to take
'The Door' on tour.

JOHN KLINE
John Kline, 52, veteran outdoor

showman, died in Los Angeles, Oct,
16 of a heart attack.

He was recently employed at War-
ner Bros, studio.

Mother of John Roy, managing di-

rector of Rainbow RPom, N. Y., died
in Utica, N. Y., last week.

Mother of Abe Montague, Colum-
bia Pictures sales manager, died in
Boston last week.

.

Francis X. Toomey, 63, father of
Regis Toomey, actor, died at Upland,
Calif., Oct. 14.

Dulzell Resigns

(Continued from page 55)

FRANK HALL
Frank Hall, 44, former Younss-

town orchestra leader, died Oct. 8 at

emanated from SAG leaders, who
moved quickly after securing full

recognition ,ind termis from the pic-

ture studios.

Formerly Dulzell was in on all

conferences when Equity planned
moves, but it is understood he was
not invited to sit in during the
sessions which resulted in the union
changes this fall. That appears to

have caused him to consider resign-
ing some weeks ago and he • men-
tioned that possibility during Gill-

more's absence, although he at no
time figured on leaving Equity in

the lurch. His note of resignation
was penned just before the council
meeting last week and when it was
tabled it was agreed that no pub-
licity should attend the action until

its acceptance or otherwise. " As soon
as the meeting was over a council
member promptly telephoned a daily

and spilled the story.

What actually impelled the resig-

nation lof Dulzell, who was re-

elected last spring for a three year
period, along with GlUmore and
others was a conimittee action nam-
ing an outsider to replace Dorothy
Bryant as executive secretary of the
chorus branch. Edith L. Christian-
son is the appointee and the fact that

she is currently organizing for the
Committee for Industrial Organiza-
tion was the clincher. Dulzell is

firmly an A. F. of L. man and his

intended withdrawal is a protest

over Equity's selection of .a CIO
representative. He said he saw no
reason why Equity should go afield

for Mrs. Bryant's successor and that

there are persons in Equity or

Chorus Equity who could fill the

berth.

Committee which named Miss
Christianson included Mary Morris,

Kenneth McKehna,' Edward Fielding

and Mrs. Bryant, the selection being

by assent of all. In the absence of

Gillmore and the death of Osgood
Perkins, the council meeting was
presided over by E. J. Blunkall who
last spring ran on a thii-d ticket for

Equity presidency.
Mrs. Bryant desires to withdraw,

from her duties in the chorus branch
by Nov. 1, but she .<!lated that date

is not definite since she will not
withdraw until her .successor is ac-

quainted with the job.

During Gillmore's boat trip to the

Coast the lATSE declared jurisdic-

tion of all uhions in Hollywood
studios. That included SAG and

Equity and Gillmore refused to be-,

lieve the slase hands body had made
such a move, referred to as "poach-

ing' because all groups involved are

affiliated with A. F. of L. A.skcd

about the .situation when ' ho re-

turned, Gillmore said it had been

intimated at the convention that the

lA would let the matter drop. He
did not talk to the lA head GeorgC'

Browne, who is reported' seriou.sly

ill in a Denver ho.spit.vl.

SOME SWIM FOR ZIM

Wants to Water Trip from Key West
to Havana

Atlanta, Oct. 19.

Charles Zibleman, legless swim
star billed and publicized as 'Zimmy,'

left here after completing date with

Rubin & Cherry carney on midway
of Southeastern Fair, to fill vaude

engagements in Cincinnati and Pitts-

burgh before proceeding to N. Y. to

start work on a feature pic for Lou
Goldberg's International Road Show
Films. Interiors will . be made in

Gotham and exteriors in Florida and
Cuba.

After finishing pic" 2iimmy plans to

go into training for his most am-
bitious swim to date, from Key West,
Fla., to Havana, Cuba. Distance is

90 miles, as gulls fly, but Zim will
be forced to swim . across Gulf
Stream on the way and figures he
will cover 240 miles before reaching
destination. This is alinost 100 miles
more than he had to swim in his

Albany to N; Y* test.

Although swim is .unsponsored as
yet, Zim says Cuban Government
has promised to co-operate to extent
of furnishing him two cruisers to
accompany his own convoy of three
boats, which will form triangle

about him.

MIX TRICK TOPS LAST

YEAR'S TAKE BY 25%

Hollywood, Oct 19.

Tom Mix circus, finishing up its

tour in the South, is grossing around
25% ahead of last year, according to

Cliff McDougall, advance man who
has just returned hPme here after

being ahead of the show all season.

Outfit is now looking for a winter
quarters. Mix plans to return here
fpr picture work through the winter
and will arrange to take the show
out next spring via the railroads in-

stead of on motor trucks as hereto-
fore.

Barnes Closing Sfum At

Phoenix, 20,000 Mile Tour

Los Angeles, Oct. 19.

• Al G. Barnes and Sells-Floto circus
will call it a season with it^ Phoenix,.
Ariz., date (28). Outfit vvill then go
into winter quarters at Baldwin
Park here after a 20,016-mile tour.

Circus Routes

Week of Oct. 25
Barnes-Sells-FIoto

El Paso, Tex., 2r>; IjOTflfibure. N. M..
26; Tuo.Ron, Ariz., 1!7; Phoenix, 28. KnU
of season.

Cole-Beatty-Maynard
Cape Glradcau, Mo., 2G; Cuiro, 111,,

27; Pa<1ucah, Ky., 28. ISnd of .qciisnn.

Rilicrlinc: Bros.-Barnum & Bailey
Wlnoton-Salem. N. C. 2B; Ilalplph, 20;

GreeiiBhoro, 27; Danville, Va., 28; C'liiir-

lotte, N. C. 20; Greenville, N. C 30;
Atlanta, 1-2.

Greatest Continuous Show on Earth-

Trees-~Goes Into Wmter Quarters

Paris Mulls '38

Paris, Oct. 10.

Although it is pretty definitely

settled that the expo will not be
opened agdin next year, the Inter-

national Bureau of Expositions still

has a final crack pn the decision

side.

The bureau, on which the fate of

the expo's prolongation hangs, is

scheduled to meet oh the 24th of this

month and until that time all of those

on the pro and con side are being
asked to hold their tongues.

If the answer , of this body is en
approval then the expo can continue
as an international affair in 1938

(provided nations participating as-

sent).

Wallace Bros. Nicked

For 3G from Red Wagon

Elberton, Ga„ Oct. 19.

Discovery that $3,800 in cash had
dis^^ppeared from ticket office of
Wallace Brothers Circus was made
when motorized show moved into

this burg from Lynchburg, 6. C.

Officials of circus were quoted as

saying they believed robbery was
committed by a former employe who
was fired recently. They think

thievery took place while show
halted in Greenwood, Miss., Thurs-
day (14) night. Money box had not

been placed in safe, leading to as-

siunption thief had assistance from
inside.

CLEM ON N. B. FAIR

Concessionaire Yells 'Hey, Rube,'

And Cops Are Badly Batter-cd

St. John, N. B., Oct. 19.

A midwaymen vs. police battle

was un unbilled attraction at the

Woodstock, N. B., fair.

A half dozen policemen were ar-

resting George Burke, operating a

wheel on the midway. Burke gave
the S. p. S. 'Hey, Rube!', and about
50 men from the midway shows,
rides and concessions went to his

assistance. They buffeted the cops

right and left and back again, and
there was a terrific battle to get the

prisoner in a car for transportation

to the local bastile. The cops were
all battered and bleeding, when
they finally landed their man be>-

hind the bars. A detachment of

mounties was rushed to the fair

grounds to quell the riot, but it -was

several hours before the disorder

was uubdued.
The aftermath in the local dis-

trict court, found Burke fined $100.

Alfred Rackeyfuss, adjudged guilty

of being in on the fuss, was fined

$15. Anthony Triepiano, a third

midway wheeler, was acquitted.

Hathaway Suggested as Gumpertz's

Successor; Lahor Angle Involved

• Indicated recapture of the Ring-

ling Brothers-Barnum and Bailey

circus by the Ringling family, made
possible by the huge profits earned

during the past two seasons which
wiped out the debt owed the Pru-

dence company and the expected

withdrawal of Samuel W. Gumpcrtz
as managing director, will probably

result in Carl Hathaway returning

to the oufit as general manager.
Gumpertz* successor, however, is yet

to be named. Hathaway has been
away from the show because of ill-

ness.

Understood that Gumpertz is anx-
ious to be relieved of the direc-

tional task which kept him with the

big top continuously. lie is reputed
to have all the money, he can spend
and is desirous of more leisure, plan-

ning another world orui.sc with hi.s

wife. Understood the latter hn.«

urged Gumpertz to .shed his circus

rcsponsi-. ilities as .soon as po,s.sible.

Generally reported however, that

Gumpertz was criticized by bank-
ing interests for the ha.sty sif,'nalur-

ing of an a.c(reemcnt w"ith the Ameri-
can FedcratioYi of Actbr.-;, ilriioriii'.in'g

the big to'p. Tiijit 'oc'eurrod ' .'^hoVtly

after the show took to canvas' laAt

.spring and upped the operating nut
con.siderably. Despite that, the earn-
ings have .passed the $2,000,000 mark
this season.

union Afrilialioii

Objection appears to be over the
signing up with the union for a five

year period, rather than for one
or two .season.s, but Gumpertz claims
that his action was for the .show's

best interests. The Hagenbcck and
Barnes outfits were organized, but
as company unions, which have now
come into the American Federation
of Labor set-up. Profit of $500,000
this season by the Barnes show Is

said to be over-estimated,
. right

figure being placed around $300,000.
Cole Brothers-Clyde Beatty outfit

was also unionized while it was
playing Coast dates, but understood
the deal with the AFA goes for the
balance of the season, idea being to

determine whether the .show can. be
profitably operated with a $40 per
week minimum. Rate docs not apply
to musicians, stage hands and bill

po.sters who are members of other
union.s. Reported the Al G. Barne.s
circus- will ndt negotiate ' with the
iiniftif, what with t'ht .^cjison iiboiit

to close''. ? •'• *^

'

By JOHN C. FLINN
Yosemlte, Calif., Oct. 19.

Older than Joe Miller's oldest joke,
nature's greatest show is closing Its

most successful season. October
snows have hit the high Sierras and
the Mariposa grove of gigantic se-
quoias, which have played this past
season to 488,213 persons, is retiring

to winter quarters. A few more star-
ing tourists will make the motor trip-

this month and thereafter, until next
spring's thaws open the trail, the
great redwoods will be undisturbed
except for a few prowling deer and
the song birds of Yosemite.
.
The giant trees of California are

the oldest living things on earth..
They are higher than the Times
building at. 42nd street and Broad-
way; and a ground cross-section of
one of the elderly timbers is more
spacious than the combined dance
floors of the El Morocco, Leon &
Eddie's and the Paradise. They
were here before sweating Egyptians
built the Pyramids. Cold blasts from
receding glaciers have iced their
massive limbs, forest fires, of many
centuries have scarcely scorched
their majestic trunks and boughs,
but the redwoods have never faltered
in their job of outlasting all ani-
mated competition. Experts who
know how to figure it out ^declare
that some of the big trees are more
than 3,000 years old and still going
strong.

Not There at the Plantingr

The new deal can't take credit for
planting the sequoias, but plenty of
cash has, been spent in these here
parts during the past few years
which has made it possible for folks
to travel into the mountaiil recesses
where the redwdods do their act.

Used to be an all-day trek from the
floor of the valley to the Mariposa
grove, situated 6.300 feet above sea-
level, and return.

^

Novir the 31 miles, all uphill, can
be driven easily on a hard surface
in less than two hours. What it cost
to blast this roadway from the gran-
ite sides of the Rockies really doesn't
matter. The thrill and the emotional
kick which the public gets when
they view the trees are worth any
price. There's nothing like it in the
history of showmanship since the
dove returned to Noah with an olive
leaf. .

Nearly half a million people have
been here this summer, a new
record. Yosemite is situated in the
mid-eastern part of the state and is

accessible from east, south and west.
The park boundaries enclose more
square miles than the state of Rhode
Island, which Isn't a whole lot when
you think of Texas, but it's wild,
primeval territory, of soaring peaks
and gorgeous valleys. In spring and
early summer the melting snows en-
liven the park with thousands of
turbulent mountain -streams. In the-
valley of Yosemite, a mere spot on
the map of some 20 square miles, the
great falls is a super-production
spectacle: W^ter tumbles more than
half a mile from the rim's edge in
three gigantic cascades. Of les!5er

volume but of equal beauty is the
Bridal Veil, and not far distant aie
Vernal and Nevada falls.

t

Greai Silence Sets In
As. the summer lengthens the falls

expend themselves. The roar lessen.s

to a whisper, and finally ceases.
Then a great silence. In October,
Yos.emite is a listless, drowsy place.
Frost

,
has painted the mountain

shrubs in yellow and red. The
evergreens are ever so. The sum-
mer crush of visitors is over. Deer
and squirrels consort with the few
stragglers. The auto camps are
closed. There are a few guests at
the Ahwahmee and on weekends
.some activity around the Lodge.
Bears are curiously friendly, and
are gluttonous at feeding hours,
afternoon and evening, in the amphi-
theatre provided by the rangers near
the Merced river. Within a month's
time' the bears will disappear to
hibernate in caves around the valley
cliffs. They'll be back on the job
next April.

Year in and year out it's the big
trees which get the heavy play from
tourists. They are in a mountainous
section of about a square ' mile, a
place sequestered from the rava.acs'

of winter winds and storm.s. The
forest is 'singularly free from the
rava.'^es of sightscors. The barks are
tof) tough for hintei-l;ind initials and
facctioiis bas-reliefs.
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jPost Expert Picks Bob Crosby as New Swing
Louis Hughes, Ball Room Editor, Also Names Band Rmmers-Up and Tdls Why He Makes Choice. Do Yon Agcee With His Selectioat^

syncopation, c

Mttr m iWeufli nalyiU el wlwt U ac«*|^«d •* uMdtaUUy
lb* wsrU"* bMt "(wtat* bead*, nf cbbte* fpxWW Klaf of Jua
!• Bok Ci««b7' A( niMwiqM.I nam* b oti»*, TMdar DorMr«
Bmmr fiiniWw, Red Nm«c d.tb* «el*r«d Kbg «f Swiqft
CbtckWcW. '

_

BOB 19 BINC CROSBrS 33-YEAR-0U> BROTHER
B^b Crosby, leader of ilir famuus "DiKieland Swing" band,

wat born on Aug 25, 191), in Spokane, , \\''isb. Bob is the
brother of the (amous Biug, who was singing with the sensational

Paul Whiteinan Rhythm Uoys wlijca Bob was m knee pants, AI-

though but 2 J years o( ag<> .Bob« rise m the field o( music is

nothing short of meteoric Alter attending Gonzagt University,

where he majored in music and Ixcallerf- in athletics. Bob joined

Anton Weeks brcheitrk a) featured vocalist. His sojourn with
tht Weeks unit was culminated when his talents were demanded
by the Doriey. brothert' orchestrt, who were being featured >t

tht'Glto Island C«sino In New Yqrk.
Hi* (arly tfflbltlon to copdact hia own batid- was soon to be

fulfilled. Ati eventful step wai taken by him .when, Ju organix-'.

ing his Ofm band he acquired, a ^ou^ of nlusiciani that had
(ilayed togcthtr for yeart and who were4oakiDg forward t* just

<iucli tfadtrship as Bob ha» fiTea. them

K^tJONNEL or FAMOUS CROUP
The original group, with but le^- changes, 'was quick to

gain recognition as a great band. The Mrsonnel of the band now
ilaying under the direction of the new King of Jati is as follow*:
tbytfam—Ray Qauduc, dntmi; Bob Haggart, bass; Bob Zurke,
ktaao; Hilton Lamare, guitar Saxes—Billy Depew, first ; Eddie
MiUtr,.^rst tenori-Matty Matlock, third; Gil Rodin, second tenor
and band imnagtr, Bras«—Zek% Zarcbt, first trumpet: John
I«awse;{, sfccodd trunpeU Ward Solloway, first trombone , War*
c^n Smithi'iecond troabonb ' Vocals—Kay Weber and tha'lead-
tt. Bob Crosby,

Thm M»lr9itemt, Jtinmmry, 1937

Best Dance Bands of 1936
BrCEORCE SmON

{In WUch Onty |A« Bandt Rmifntd 6s 1936 ara Cotuidtnd)

I
fK) Bob Crosby and Red Norvo §9 tM llitola A( this reviewer for

I supplying tlie most exciting, as well as the best all-around dance

mlulc of the 1936 buncb ot tniid}. Hia two outfiti, the only two
band), by tlicway, to get itnlght A latings, are quite dissimilar in

I

st]de( to tay whidi oiia yoii like better depends so much upon the

mood you happen to be in at the particular moment, that it's best to

(prget the competitive aspect and Just to call, them' both best

CrM>T ondotibttdlr bas tb* (realat dlxidind bind la cxlitenct, jn It'a

a iBlt that tan not only twtnc out with lecrifie kick t»rt (hit oh alio pity some
lovc^ir s«tet that cnapara laniaUr Willi the bnnd dlihed out by orehutni
3M(i>Uiin( in mora tomnttcitl iltiB,

th* treat ahu^oaeqti Hinut,-
Klocaid,. Uatlock and others: th«
dnp-beat , riiythn Mtlton {aitariac
drainiaer iUr Builbc and Uottt Boo

I Kinart, and Iht eooUmBl <air o(
fine'Mlo MUKM ftoa tha boras o(
Eddie Ullhr, MatiT Matlock (or
Johmqr Ulbct), apd Vaok Uiua all

J conbiM to make this one of tb« few

I buidi that win a boot to nqr
yiwlpt oiuiican.

Red Wonro's oidHt en the otlia

Bob Crosby (Apr)
nan (Jun): AIKivelln (Nw)
Noble Oul):

-
Benny Good.
a (Nov); Ray

Rod NscTO (Mar)

Cask Lonu (May); Tomor Dor'
•07 (May): Tod Flo-KIto (Ian);
Mil Hallclt (Oct); Hal Kemp
(Apr); Henty Kinit (Mtr), Xabjr
N«wnu»4Fcb); Aitk Shaw (Oct),
Dkk StaUl* (Jul).

f COlOIERCIAi; APPEAX; HEMPHIS. MONDAY i\

Footlights and^Flickers
BT BARKT MARTIN

-

ITUINK AOB QtOSBT baa Ik* grtatut awlof bud la tha builoeu^

,
Mdny Blaht'I *at la lOfttpi amauntnt ot tbo baodildt on th«

I Clarlifit CaKtdu Roof. watcUaf thoft brllUtot Croib/ miutclua 'pir>

I
torn In a Minntr that can Oalr bt'dtaoribod aa ootaUully Inttat.

I Woid r«tirdla( tko awloc ptr » '

'^^,,*ff;".»''* *'"JL'* 1« l"pr«vl«d uid tluUc, capaUt
aoarcily W<»Jy, IJiat »y»t fcm. kf cli£i»l« with any tltuitloiC a»r

JjJj'r.I'fiJfStS.?'^
*" »»'laipi™tlo"H. may IK. . Unai

atojo tt* th« Clarlda*. oai woy on* tlot and aoothtr tht
Htfo U a ttiif o( npnk na'igot tbough tlwaya maUtalnloi';

ald»M foat wild aod, U ti aej. u,, offbeat rbythra '
•iDta ctdplttthr untMtralntd, Knjpt and Toufh pity tht n-

**?? .* ^t"* V" otMtat Coodoian trrtagtmeaia u
fT^," «""'»•

1 wrlttta They art fre.t dnin.nwr.,
jtutuou llVt IbiitUdi. l»ty (0

| „, y,o,. 'buI lh«y know
I With taat (r«m Iht bttkailo ItS'
C tomlnf ot a mad }am atitlom to
I tht ilow, lulnuitlai lilt ot a ittady

I
rhythm. On Ibtir own aa iDdlvld*

lu|ili, or ibootlor tht Wtorkt *i an
loottmbit, tbey art without ptert.

f
Sdlurdty nliht I tumtd on tht

radio and oauibt tht Ccotby onhtt-
\ tra and Btnny Ooodman't almoit

[ In aucceuloot Btotly wma plmylDi
' from tht Ptiomtr In Lot Asfelta.
with all tht advantaftt that a act-

f'Work .brotdct«tlDf tat-up alfordi,
whilt Croaby** proiram carat
throuah tht local ftcUltlei ot

i tVHBQ from Iht wlndtwept rbof
l«r tht Clarldft. Under lUCh con.
T triutlof clrcuDittanctt, It would
I not teem poulbit that any band

I
ptrformlBjr hert could copt witti'tha

h'grcFl rivnt fcom tbt Wtit Ooatt,
I and rtt Lfln you of word that

I
th> OMby bond bad mora oil what.

I
it taket to ttt loo ftet ptttinf and,

j'tho featrt beaUor ud tht palit
lirai:lnr .than dM OoodmaA'a,
\ Now If tbt CoodmtB addleta ttek

[ to dttcrlbt tbit t> herety, Itt Vtra
[ nakt tht moiC of It. A weik-a(0 1
[
Xot, would bava hooltd at tht

[ thoufht that any erchutra could

\ unitit Btnny'i from tbt Ibroni o(
Iswlnf. But Iht trick bar btcn
[ turoed. Steadily, and with matter*

I
ful eo-operaUm from tha Iwya la

I tbt band. CtOeby hat built hij aj.

I
arerttlon to tht point whrra today

[
It must' be acknowledged aa tbt

[ fnmnoat tKpontnt oX thlj tblof

I
railed awIof

Tht DIaialtnd' typt ot awing
1^ employed by C^iby add the
ho}t In eontroAt to tht ^ChlcafO**

' lypt ueld by Coodnao and many
otbtn.

Tht Citato* ityli, tt mn>
I

tftlini have named It, ctlli for a
hteady, tharply accentuated rhythm.

I

four beatt to tho meatura-
Alio utlnf four btati to tbt

rh>thm meuurc, tht 'DIaltland'
diffen widely (cam Iht "Chlctfo'
In that the eecond and fourth, or

I

off. beals art accented
The drum belnr tht hey to tbt

I

styli of any tvrlnr, tht' dflftriBA
li perhtpe beat liluttraud by con*
trullnf tht work of Cent Krupa,

t the Gondman drummer, and of
I Davey Tou(h, .tha Dortey nercut.
I
tlonlst, with that al Ray Biuduc,
whn beata blteea ou* of the drumt

I anvl llltd Irapplnit (or Crotby,
' Bnuduc (eela hit way throufb

and anoo tha Uatener attji to know

'

bow they art golna to do a tlyen
atleotlon every lime U la pre^o^td.
Not to with Btuduo- Ht doein't
know himtfilf. I auapect. tod cer*
talnly tht txclted byitindar hat no
way of predicting what ht may do
to any aon^.

| j

1 CITE bauduc not btctuat ht It

tht Jont member or Croab/a craw
rating a apectal mentloo, but
rather becaute bt hapnent to bt tht
Idtal IlluttrtUon tor dticrlblng tht
dltftrancat balwean tha two lead.*

Inr typet of awing.
Bab Eurka on tho piano. Tank

Lawtoa'a trumpet. Bob Haggart'a
raaoundlni bast, fiddle, HUtoa La.
mart't goitar, Gil Rodla'a.aax, Sd<
dla<JlUltr'a clarlatU SuUowty and
Smithtop tht tromboaet—thwa'art
anlat^ of.jau, man who art bola
witb rhythm la their loola and tha
ftnlut for Ita axpraaaloa—aad ao
aro Iheir confrarct.

Bodla, o( couraa, managta tbt
band and hat contributed w grtat
deal to Itt aucceat. Ha and n tmaU
Inner droit bavt bctn togtthtr for

yeara, were with Bta Pallack wbta
bit band wat at lla peak alx ata-
tone back, and lhay hava tba ja*
tllQctlTa flair for tha tort of popu*
Inr mul'cJi tho raga of tht day
Kty Wtber and Cotby bInueU

take cara of tba voealt tho a larg

a

talent, although thero art ttveiat

mualclaa^ who can. and do, tttp to

tht ataod for a tinging aptclalty.

Mlta Wther'a vocallelng would bt
an aeaet to any band. Croxby bet
known how to handio tht tolo work
tvtr eloct bit tarly daya with An
loa Wtaka.

JNCmSNTALLY. Bob OotW
would jutt aa lief tbt public wn^
foigtt that ht It BIni't WJT
Bob It out on bit own, hat br^
ttvtral yttn now and Uj
good In a bif way, wlthoutj
from Blog, .

Tht fad It that Bob <

to Irtad 00 tht repuy
older brother Ht hj
KiiMnalily, a pleiitlif

nowledft of mu^
capabit -of carr^^
tht plonaclt.
If ht can holj

had continut^
rata that bn^
IB montbaj
many yttjj
when n ;
Bob'i I
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THE MOST INTERESTING BAND IN AMERICA! . .

iWWiitiWWMaiiiiim iii i i i
imm ii

'Crosby Sets New. Pace For Bands
With Modern Dixieland Style

March t—"Man, Utten to tha Jaia
iComa OutI"
'1 Doep In that Naw Orleans noov*,
llhli baiid pifyed Vlth mora foaUnc
Maat Hight tbaif any basd I'va heard

I tot months.

ITappy and ralaxtd, they ptaytd

I with tuch aincoiltr aad pltator*

(that (hay Infusad tha. crowd with
Ithalr awn tnthifilasm. Than aXUr
San ovanlilr ot marvalotia arrango*
Imenta, lhay atartad atndln# oach
I other with tola ehorutat aad vera
so carrltd away by thalr own Ucka;

I they irot tho atteatloa ot tht wholo
3eafa (Incladtnr waltara) who-conld
ijnot help calcniov thdr tplrlb and
|len]oylor It thenutlvet.

Diaialaad Btbtn aad StrtatallMd

'

Hen ia (hat good Dixieland awing,

Irobota^ atraamllned-arraiifomanta
Rand auintntod by new harmonlet

i and mora Instrumonta.

j (EDITOR'S NOTEi DlxlebBd

I
atylo la mor« tha vhlta man'a Und

1 ot awinc Mora relaxed aad aub.

] daed wItL tha accent on the after

{ boat la contratt to tha drlrlnr 4.4

I ttmpo «t the colored man. Alto, tha

I whit* aololtt ot thia Inloanca baa

Imora rhythmic or porcnttloa qoal-

I Itlta In hit horn, phratlna (aa Blx
I did) In mora ayncopatad ngnraa la

1 contrast to tha mora Ictato atyla of

I tha ^olorad ariliL)

J Yei, It'a tba ro-blrth ot the whita-

man'a awlof. That rtlaxed ihythra

] with Hit 'drop tempo," (Bran
Iwbtn baaa, (altar and piano play

SOME OF THEIR

1E5I ucom
Snte rapt
oia SfiuiM wiwi
.CbMwaw Mmkil,, , .

Sen ua rba vt» Mw taa
awit Sktti iiw
bMtlaa At Tbt Stvat

twin tit. CbHIt
Uw> HtO A UHlt laMb,.
w«ua Ot U« Wtan Ulte
iMtrfttl SM
WWaM^JItta

DiZlMa sMDa
cutf OtSrit

uni irme
K I Ht4 Vn "
PaHr n*w
<aaw WW

«ROUr OI> RECORM
•VmH CONHII tOWB>,'

Tta Sttritd Ut a>*t»la«
Waa.Me (

4.4 rhyt)im In thia band'ther* l> a
deflnlta accent on tha'Sttor bCKt.)

And tha dlirorcBca in playlar tba
kind et nulo that, l« natural to then
aad that ot imitatlnft la roflectcd In

tha laarvtloaa taollas with which
thay play In 'contratt to tho mut^
prtdiWlik* and powethonsa drive

ot torat other banda.

Thay nay tka Blaaa

No othir name band tho country
can play tha blaaa ao axquliltely 'ai

thia New Ortoaaa (anr. Full ot

mtlbdio Improvltlat (thay dont be-

lieve In tha "TOCtMANt NOTES"
School) and backed np by tha tar-

rlSc drummlnr ot Baadoc and.hia
ancannr choica ot llcka'.that ault

each aoIolBt,4lM band 4a an Iniplia.

Uan'te bear.
Unllka to many bandi who rlio to

popularity on aomt novelty (and
whose monotonoua repotltion ot It

evantually drlvoa you to distraction)

thia band ft full ot variety and con.

traaU
Tho variety ot alTecta in tona) col>

orlnr, dyoanlea, volchif, and rhyth-

mic backfTounda la to retraihlnr It

la dIOcult to understand why other

banda naglKt It;

Bay Baadoc la 'Voadertal

Ray Batidao'a ability to change tho

rhythmic backgroond aavaral tlnaa

In an arTangtmcnt without apollbia

lha aolld groove ot tha whole band,

whflo atUI (Ivbic tha aoloUt lha klM
ot rhythm Ogara or beat that la-

apltea him moat, (a ona ot tha a«r

creta ot the band'e Intertttinc per-

sonality.
Bob Hanart la a perfect mate

for Ray on thia, and their floxibUIt)'

la amaalng.
Anotbar anotoal faatora ta that

on tha aolld rock ot tha rkythm tec-

tlon, tbia band doetnt forgot to

thada their, entcmblo, bolld-to dim-
aiat, imbalnr their mdoillo oat-,

ponrinc with leellng, tomttimea ha'.

moT and always contrast In volnne
and voidaf.

Tb* BUtary of tk* Band
Tba Hva original ,Na« Qrlaana

boya created tb* atyl* and btfloane*

tha band. (Banduc, Lamar*, Millar^
Matlock, Lawaon). Bom* ot th*
boya came north with tha Setaatoa
SIrent (Tomnly Dbtity Playad la

that band) ta (^Icago, whtr* tb*y
Oral' beard Banay Pollack. OH Ro-
din waa already than a ntmbor «(
Btany'a band. In Ntw York Pel-
lack dacldad to (lv« up dnuaa fo«
th* baton, bat couldn't ehooM'.b*-

tHB PlUBa^gcp^TA^. laiiPHig, TKHMBsnj

fau^MBOnSTT^ Bob Cl**ya!
( mW t* b* haaid arar WSD4

1

[aat aitt BaM daildfara Case*die

<

TIM •bolt town la talkk« about i

LIhIa aiarrtloua band, wtutii hatj'
Itaaei fit I* purtua Ita awn eoura* I

[away from lha beaten liack aftwlog
|

I tint po»ulailaa4 by Btesay 0*a<-l
latan, i
r la thli wrilar'a tattMer. tb* Qraa* 1

Ibr baad I* tha best dano* oeclacJ
\ tta tvtr ta play a MiwnpMi tngaga 1
Itaant, aod Metnphlt, a* you know,'!'

[ tiaa had tba bat for «krlaat-fa«|
lyutt. I
I ParUcaltrly neemmtnded it th*]
[way Craiby't boyt'play thta* Uir**1
laumbaia:

'jmtoLUN'.-
'SOVTB BAMPKRI BTWrtri

(BLtn," iWrlttaa by Bauduo, *t>*l
leant read imutto very well. Bel
I hummed tt'OBl. and another Htaia.^
^•r of th* baad put It on paptr).
"ODI bULb.nuOlB.*

STAG£ l«iel937i

awards the PALM

"the cause of good music on the air_

Palm*—to all of these. And grease up some tnore P»lm:

I
ihani out one each to the Columbia. Workshop, to MaiJ

1 Tiow'j band, to Bob Crosby's band, and get one

IW C Fields. SlDNj"

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

OPENING WEDNESDAY, OCT. ^OTH

LOS ANGELES
COLUMBIA ft MUTUAL BROADCASTING

SYSTEMS • ••••• DECCA RECORDS

ARTISTS* REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK CHICAOO HOLLYWOOD
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80 Out Colleges Now

Different Film Courses

•Demand jfor courses of instruction

lifertalning to one or several- phases
of motion pictures has prompted
more than 80 colleges and 'tiiiiversi-

ties to pff6r such study in their cur-

riculum thia year. While classes

outlining visual aid "in education
\ : predominate, courses include pliases

of picture photography, script writ-
ing, social psychology, aspects of

motion pictures, acting and direct-

ing.

The average institution of higher
learning now offers at least two dif-

ferent classes in studying the screen

and its background, latest estimate

being that the 80 out of some 800

colleges supply nearly 200 different

coursesJn picture study.

.Indicative of this trend is the fact

ihat numerous normal and teachers'

,
colleges make it prerequisite that

future teachers pass a course of

*tudy on visual education (studying

of motion pictures) before handed
pedagogical certificates entitling
them to teach. .Outstanding is the

state of Pennsylvania, where all

teacher-training institutes give
courses in visual education.

Along with the move towards
studying the cinema : and its back-
ground, high schools now are pay-
iilg more attention td motion picture

appreciation, some having classes in

(Continued on page 61)

Rags to Riches

Rochester, N. Y., Oct, 26.

Two days after the- announcement
of the engagement of Katherine
Yancey, socialite,, to Michael Covert,
band leader, the Seneca hotel ad-
vertised that Covert- whose band
was playing there, would lay down
the baton to enter the marts of
trade and Royal Worth would take
charge of the band.
Repof-ted Covert will become sales

manager of the Phillips Ribbon &
Carbon Co., Inci, of which his
father-in-law-to-be, George P. Yan-
cey, is president and treasurer.

H'wood Lures a Fiock

Of Pugs; 1 Shows Up

For Test in Cutaway

On an order from Ernst Lubitsch
to try -to find a professional fighter

around New York who would do
for a .part in 'Bluebird's Eighth
Wife,' the h.o. called up Madison
Square Garden asking that three
or four" prospects be sent around
Monday morning (25). No less

than 25 matmen swooped down on
Par for the coveted Hollywood
chance but all were interviewed and
put through some preliminary
paces. Around 15 came oh', the Gar-
den call, while agents, learning of

the Lubitsch order, brought 10

others.

The sluggers ranged from lads in

sweaters and collar-less shirts to

one who showed up in a cutaway.
Latter was Ed Crozier, who has
turned from the fine art of brsak-
ing jaws to the still finer art of
breaking bones as a Broadway
chiropractor. He is deemed to have

(Contiriued on page 58)

Scliulberg'3 Elixir Film
Hollywood, Oct. 25.

The front page elixir deaths in

the south are to be the ba-sis of B.
P. Sehulberg's new film. 'Permit to
Kill,' an expose of loopholes hi the
pure food and drug laws.
Film will star Edward Arnold.

ILL. DECISION

FORECASTS K.O.

FOR RENO

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Ruling by Supreme Court of Il-

linois makes all Reno divorces Il-

legal so far as this state .is concerned,
if it cannot be shown at any later

time that the plaintiff was a per-
manent resident of Nevada and in-

tended to remain as such.
Decision clearly defines perma-

nent, as differentiated from legal

resident. It states that divorces, ob-
tained by non-permanent residents,

who have established legal- residence
by living in Reno for six weeks, are
fraudulently obtained and, there-
fore, not legal.

While in effect for Illinois only
(Continued' on page 58)

OLDEST U.S. PLAYHOUSE

REVIVING 1736 PREEM

Opera House at Charleston, S. C.
the oldest legit thsatra in the U. S..

which has boen rebuilt, is readying
to celebrate the 200th anniversary o'

its opening. Only definite arrane;e-

mants apply to Doc. 1-2 when 'The
Recruiting Officer' will be revived.

Play is the one presented at the
oriijinal premiere in 17it.

The Footli^ht Players, local group,
will enact 'Officar.' The Charleston
String Symphony will also partici-

pate in the two-day events. Presen-
tation of a i\lozart opera is being
considered for a later .date.

Operation of the theati-e w'll be
under municipal control but city

authorities are not familiar with
show business and the matter of

bookings has not pro^.^ressed. A civic

committee is getting a line on artis's

of all types, however, with the idea

of arranging locally presented affairs

in the event that road atLractions ^re

not available.

OF

ACENCIES SEEN

Present Season Marked by
Sameness — Public Reac-

tion Expected — Adver-
tising Agencies Take Patb
of Least Resistance-—Idea
Men Excluded

DULLNESS REIGNS

Autumn of 1937 has seen the
emergence, of • fewer new ideas
among network commercials than
any year yet recorded on the baby
of the amusement industry.
New touches, stunts and basic

ideas to make their appe~^arances this
fall are so few they can be counted
on the fingers of one hand.
.Checkup reveals only five current

commercial programs that are new
in formula or treatment this

year. 'Hobby Lobby on CBS for
Hudson Motors, Zenith Radio's NBC
program from Chicago, which delves
into mental telepathy, the show
which started last Sunday. (24) on

( Continued on page 31)

Football Pools

New Soft Coin

Racket in U. S.

Sweetest .easy money racket along
Broadway and other main stems of

the U. S. A. are the various football

pools currently taking the suckers
for more than $1,500,000 weekly. Op-
erators are in most cases the same
boys who operate the daily numbers
racket. Along Broadway, the cards
containing the team pairing.s. and the
odds, are on sale in practically every
office building. All one has to do
is ask the elevator starter, but the
chances are that if you are a re!?ular

visitor to the building he'll ask you
(Continued on page CI)

Agenting a War

London, Oct. 26.

Mixed gathering of Eng-
lish and American performers
luncliing here got to discussing
war p().s:;ibililies between the

U. S. and .Japan, Argument
finally got to point where one
sgiid it was impossible because
of the di.stance between the two
countrie;;.

To which an Englishman' re-

plied, 'Oh, no, it could be dono
through Fosters agcticy.'

Strikers, in Formal Attire, Picket

4 B way Legit Shows for Ads in Eagle

Nudies Go Soutb

Spartanburg, S. C, Oct. 26.

,What Broadway .and environs
missed after censors stopped clipping

the flesh, Dixie took on during the

1937 season of fairs. Strips were a

big drawing card on. most midways
with small trouble from cops, etc.

'Miss A.merica' shows on Dixie
midways plus 'Temptation,' tents

aidjoining, drew the' yoltels and city

folks in big throngs.

BINGO PARTIES

ON BIG SCALE

DENTING B.O.

Revival of lotto, played under a
variety of different names, is possi-

bly the nearest approach to a na-
tional fad at the present time. Mon-
ster Bingo, as the game is most
widely known currently, is now be-
ing staged in hotel ballrooms,
churches, lodges and other auditor-
iums in New York and elsewhere, on
large scales. Bingo, Keno, Lucky, or
whatever it may be called, Is now a
big business. To some extent, it

competes with picture house trade.

,
Despite the plain fact that it's

gambling, it gets by the authorities,
as the games are almost always
sponsored in the name of some char-
ity. More than likely it's a church
group.
One of VAniETv's muggs caught

such a Monster Bingo last Wednes-
day at the Capitol hotel In New
York. This one was for the Catho-

(Continued on page 63)

Striking Brooklyn JSagle's News-
paper Guild . members, formally
dukcd up in tuxedos, mink coats,

and. ritzy ermine wraps, picketed
four of the eight New York legit

productions, which have been adver-
ti§ing In the paper, last Saturday
night (23). The shows picketed were
'The Women,' 'Room iServlce,' 'Angel
Island' and the Abbey Players' 'The
Far Off Hills' (Shubert auspices).
Pickets started at the Ambassador,
moving to the Cort, Barrymore andi

National theatres,

Latecomers were somewhat flus-

tered by the picketers at the Ambas-
sador, the first theatre Visited, Here
they gathered quite a crowd of on-
lookers who stopped to view the
rather fantastic spectacle ot men in
tuxedos and women in evening
wraps, latter pacing the pavement In

gold and silver evening shoes. They
carried the usual labor placards,
women's hands being covered with
white kid gloves. Whole picketing
party was preceded by a formal
cocktail party of the R.S.V.P. va-
riety, tossed by Arthur Pollock^
Eagle drama cncK, and his wife.

Management of the Ambassador,
(Continued on page 19)

RIGHT KIND OF INJURIES

FOR SINGER AND DANCER

St. Paul, Oct. 26.

Goofy twist of luck in reverse
English hit two WCCO ArtisLs'

Bureau performers when their car
tangled with a telephone pole en-
route home from Eau Claire re-
cently.

Virginia Brcnna, blues singer,
came off with leg bru'ses, while
Shirley Lane, dancer, lost two front
teeth. Two gals shook hands over
it, for with the shoe on the other
toot, it might have t>een real tough
luck.

THE HOUR OF CHARM
MUSIC THAT LINGERS ON

PHIL SPITALNY PARK CENTRAL HOTEL, NEW YORK
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Biz Foresees No NRA Stringency,

fiut It s a Cinch the New Congress

WiD Do Plenty About Wages, Etc.

Nothing like t^e old NRA Is ex-

pected to come before the special

session of Congress at Wajshington

next month, but the fllm industry

is anticipating installation of many
ideas embodied in the Blue Eagle

setup via. . drastic wages and hour

.•ineasure. Whether or not the spe-

cial session of Congress votes this

bill will depend on how urgent

the need. But that it shortly wlU
become^ a law seems a foregone

cqnclusion with picture business

chieftains. Some forecast that it

will be a SOrhour week law, en-

forceable by mejtns of heavy fines

by. the Federal Government. This

w^ge-hour bill looms as a means of

taking up the unemployment slack.

The administration is repotted to

be cognizant of the fact that there
has been a decline in the actual
number of regularly employed since

1932r and certain leaders are de-
termined to do something about it,

since private industry has not.

In the picture business, employ-
ment has remained about staUis quo
for the last' four or five years.

While this showing is not nearly as

bad as* in several industries, where
the number of employees actually
has decreased, Washington solons
are quoted as believing that even in

the film industry ' this standstill is

not in line with the vast pickup in

company earnings.

'€!onsequently, in place of the old
code administration, the picture in-

dustry probably will be confronted
with a sweeping faour-and-wage
measure which is designed funda-
mentally not only for increas-
ing employment but also materially
reducing the work, week of those
presently

.
employed.

Freddie's ProgressiTe Pay

Drop; Foresee B.O. FalMtff

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Teifms of the new, contract handed

to Freddie Bartholomew by Metro
were approved last week by Su-

perior Judge Shinn in Los Angeles

Superior Court. Ticket calls for

$2,000 a week for 40 weeks yearly

during thfe next two years,' dropping

off to $1,250 for the two subsequent

years, with • $3,006 weekly " guaran-

teed for personals of six weeks each

year the. contract remains .in force.

Myllicent Bartholomew, Freddie's
aunt, returns to the Metro payroll
at $100 a week. Salary curtailment
in the final two years is predicated
on expected drop in b.o. draw.

ARpVALS
;
Jean GiraudouW, "julien Duvivier,

Mireilie Balin, Carlo Buti, Erria

Sack, Matthew Hohher, Efram Zim-
Jialist, Jacques Charles, Murray Sil-

vetstone, Alexander Korda, Lbuis
Dreyfus, Hugh Sinclair, Valerie Tay-
lor,< Dorothy Parker, Phil Reisman,
Alah Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
E. Morris, William Powell, Made-
leine Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. King
Vidor, Marjorie Lawrence, A. Bur-
dino, Helen Dosia, Emil and LudWig
Charrell, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cohn,
Maj. Gen. James G. Harbord, Bar-
ney Glaier, Herman Maier.

Warners Rides 'Garden'

Not Down VaUee's Alley

HoliyWood, Oct. 26.

Warners turned thumbs down on
the idea of featuring Rudy Vallee
in 'The Garden of the Moon,' having
decided that his personality is not
suited to' the leading male role.

Check for around $35,000 was put
on the line by Warners for the story,

which ran serially in the Satevepost
under the joint bylines of H. Bed-
ford-Jones and Barton Browne, lat-

ter "being John B. Browne, head of ad-
vertising and publicity for the Am-
bassador hotel here.

Alperson to Coast,

No New Financing

Deal$ Set as Yet

Edward Alperson, president of
Grand

' National, may leave for the
Coast this week;' Grtod' National
has around a dozen films completed
and ready or. release with from 6-8
others- ready -for -Hie megaphones.
There has been some talk that the

company has b'tien ap{>roached rela-
tive to new financing but no definite
deal is on the tapis.

Basil Dean, chief of British Talk-
ing Pictures, G. N.'s London asso-
ciate, is expecied here in November
and inay leave for the Coast there-
after on a short visit.

Company estimates that the firm
will aggregate around $6,500,000 to
$7,000,000 sales for this year.

'Giant Swing' Grounded

Hollywood, Oct. 26,

Due to trouble finding a suitable
masculine lead, 2bth-Fox has indefi-
nitely shelved "Giant Swing.'
Studio is understood to be con-

sidering changing the script to fit

the talents of new personalities.

Robinson Pic Away
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Starring Edward G. Robinson, 'A
Slight Case of Murder,' based on the
Damon Runyon story, rolled at War-
ners last week with Lloyd Bacon
directing.

Film will be released as a Cqs-
mopolitan production. Others fea-
tured in the cast include Jane Bryan,
Willard Parker and Edward Brophy.

Seeks RockefeDers'

OK for Arli!^ 'John D.'

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Rufus LeMaire teay^s here Friday
(29) for New York to meet George
Arliss, arriving Nov.. 9. They want
to discuss with the Rockefeller
people the possibility of doing story,

•John D.'

If getting the okay, 'will form own
producing unit and release through
a major company with Arliss per-
sonally financing.

Indicate Other

Cos/WinFoHew

MG Radio Show

Pittsburgh, Oct. 26.

End of all air programs tied in
with films on local stations was in-
dicated here last week when a tenta-
tive show, with half a dozen sponsors
all ready to buy, was dropped be-
cause studios wouldn't cooperate.
Idea was Joe Feldman's, advertising
director of Warners here, who. saw
a chance to tie in . his theatres on
air time paid for by another.

Shojv, which would have run oft
dialog and niusical sections from pic-
tures themselves, was to havfe been
in. nature of air . trailers and had
already been auditioned and prac-
tically accepted when Feldman, in
response to . queries he made, was
told it would be wise to lay off.

Reason was that most of studios
are figuring on taking the lead of
Metro and selling their available
talent to network sponsors them-
selves. WB is ready to go on for
Lucky Strike in a show headed by
Dick Powell and other lots, Feldman
was told, also had deals on fire. He
was told by a couple of studios it

would be okay to use their films, but
that they would "have to be dropped
should any network sponsor^ with
some of their people under contract
object. Local program intended to
run off actual voices of people f?om
reel itself.

'

Hellinserat WB Dec. 1

Mark Hellinger starts work on his
new producing-executive contract at
Warners Dec. 1.

.

He sails for Hollywood from New:
York via the Canal Nov. 6.

Stahl's Dunne at U
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Next Irene Dunne starrer for Uni-
versal will be produced and directed
by John M. Stahl.

'Madame Curie' and a new Vina
Delmar story are being considered
as vehicles. *

Mibs LalfM Bucldng Metro s

Radio Show with M-G Pix Thursdays

Latest wrinkle in combating pic-

ture player' radio' .-Appearances, ad-t

yocated by certain' independeht ex-

hibitor associations, may be tried

against- Metrp rwhen it ; begins its

Thursday night programs next Nov.

4, Idea, originally attiributed to P. J.

Wood, would hav.e exhibitors play

M-G , percentage pictures on every
Thursday. Theoretically okay, prac-
tical showmen were highly skeptical

if it -vyould .work out, even if. 25%

Other News of fix Interest

U. S. Wants Quick Quota OK in England..•.- ...Page 15

Mary Pickford's cosmetics... Page 28

Metro-Maicwell show .Page 29

Radio Reports on Joe Penner; Feg Murray-Harriet Hilliard;

Olga Baclanova; Gene Autry; Buddy Clark P. 38-39

Radio's fllm dirt-dishers .Page 29

Metro's Bregman welcome .Page 44

Dramatists' leeway to Interes.t Hollywood in Broadway pro-

duction .Page 55

effective. Big catch, of course, is

that Metro would not permit playing
a'.percentage film on Thursday. •;•

, Smaller exhibitors, who doubtless-
ly would have to Isear the brunt of
such a bampaign/would be unable
to get out of Saturday and Sunday
playdates previously contracted. And
few in the trade believed that ex-
hibitors even would ask for such an
alignment.
Other theatre operators pointed to

the fact that Loew'is- circuit, one of
the larger theatre operations in U. S.,

will be. playing Metro product on
Thursdays in most spots, which was
deemed an answer to whether or not
the air show competition would hurt.
It

.
seemed good business sense that

certainly Loew •would not be using
M-G films on the nights of this big
network show if. officials believed
the competish woulid hurt the box
office.

It also seemed doubtful if any ex-
hibitor, off-hand,, would be able to
judge whether a radio program em-
ploying Hollywood talent injured or
helped his box, office. Theory of one
veteran exhib was that there might
be instances of" harmful effect but
oh the other hand there were many
others in which the added publicity
secured by mcv'fe bt the network
shows actually bfelpcd grbss'es.

'

Prudential Reported Set to Put^v

Up $t5iOW for GoUwyn4^

Buy of UA; but Those Lil Details!

John, Elaine BaTrymore

To Be Co-Starred by Par

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

. Adolph Zukor last week announced
the signing of John Barrymore and
his wife, Elaine .Biarrie, to individ-
ual player contracts^ each to run
for three years, with indications that
the pair are to be co-starred^ First,

however, both are to, be given sup-
porting roles in the Marlene
Dietrich starrer, 'French Without
Tears,' which Mitchell Leisen will
direct.

This will be Miss Barrie's in^
itial appearance in a feature length
picture.

Columbia Loses $1,250

For Faflure to Deliver

Capra and Moore Films

Calgary, Alta,, Oct. 26.

Columbia Pictures failed, in an ap-
peal to

_
the appellate division, Al-

berta Supreme Court, to quash a
judgment Of $1,200 awarded to Glen
Peacock, operator of the Isis here.
A cross-appeal by Peacock stating
that the first award was made on
basis of Second run film profits was
successful and Original sum was in-
creased by $500.

Case in the lower court was
brought by Peacock against Colum-
bia claiming that contract for last

season called for all that year's prod-
uct, but that Capra's 'Lost Horizon'
and Grace Moore's 'When You're in
Love* were booked into the Capitol,
Famous Players - Canadian Corp.
house. Award \yas made on the esti-

mated profits of the small 500-seat
theatre.

WB's 4 in Color

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Four' technicolor pictures, each to
cost over $1,000,000, will be made by
Warners for quarterly release this
reason.

First is 'Gold Is Where You Find
It,' followed by 'Adventures of Robin
Hood,' 'Valley of Giants' and 'Food
for Scandal.'

N. Y. to L. A.
Edward Alperson.
Mireille Balin.

Mona Barrie.

.
Nigel Brucei
-Micheline Cheirel.
J. Cheever Cowdin.
Roy Disney.
D. A. Doran.
Julien Duvivier.
William J. Fadiman.
Alice Faye.
Walter Fleischmann,
Henry Fonda,
Gene, Fowler.
Mack Gordon.,.
Baroness Lili Hatvany.
Sidney Kornheiser. .

Mervyn LeRoy.
Harold Leedy.
John Loxler.' •

'

Helen Menken:
Buddy Morris.
"Tyrone Power.
Harry Revel.
Henry Tobias.

L. A. to N. y.
Robert Benchley.

Russell Birdwell.
Maurice Conn.
Michael Curtiz.

Helen Ferguson.
Robert Grieg.
Allyn Joslyn.
Ian Keith.

Otto Kruger.
George p. Lottman.
Abe Lyman.
Fredric March.
Joe Moskowitz.
T. H. Richmond,
Nate Spingold.
Kenneth "Thomson.
James Timbn.yi

Walter Wihchell.
Toby Wiri.g.

Sam Wood.
LO^etta'- Young. '

' '

,

Prudential Assurance Company, of
London, it is understood, is ready to
provide $4,500,000 with whicil Sam-
uel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda
could exercise their options for con-
trol of United Artists. There is only
the question of domination in the
contemplated new United Artists set-
up to hold up this deal. Were that
question agreeably solved a deal for
lifting the Goldwyn-Korda options
could be consummated this week.

It is not known at this time what
conditions Prudjential ^ill stipulate
as consideration for making the loan
to Goldwyn and Korda, and whether
one of the conditions might not be
that Prudential, its associates or rep-
resentatives shall have a veto
power, or balance of authority in
the' contemplated new

.
regime.

It is possible, of course, for the
parties to make whatever arrange-
ments may be desirable or suitable
to them. One which has. been men-
tioned is whereby Prudential, its as-
sociates or representative might hold
2% of whatever new voting securi-
ties are to be issued, and that Gold-
wyn and Korda should divide the re-
maining 98% equally between the
two.
Apparently Prudential is ventur-

ing into the deal in association with
other British financial interests.

The RKO-United Artists merger
possibility is still on the tapis, also,

but that is the alternative in the
situation, at present. -

Korda and Murray Silverstone,
United Artists' European chieftain,
arrived frond London yesterday
(Tues.). Korda revealed nothing
that isn't known already regarding
the situation. ,Of course they went
into almost immediate huddle with
Gpldwyn, who has been here around
a week; and with Ernest Lever,
secretary of Prudential, and. David
Rose Goldwyn, Inc., v.p., who has
been active in the situation since it

arose some months ago.

British Dominance
An intriguing conjecture, in the

situation is, whether United Artists
shall swing under British domina-
tion if the deal with Prudential is

consummated. At this juncture no-

.

body knows.
At the present time the British

film production end or most
,
of it is

just ^about Alexander Korda ' (Lon-
don Films) and no other. Pruden-
tial, chief backer of Korda's activi-

ties, understands this. Thus, there's
a chance to make the British end of
an Ameijican,.,. ^company/' vfag-c-tfee

American ' end, as in "the present U.
A. situation.

Whether it's Just some sort of
British business-patriotism, or not, is

certainly a novel possibility whereby
a first-line American film,, with wide
distribution- propensities and an in-

ternational organization, could come
under British domain. -

It has been heard that among the
conditions Prudential would like to

lay down, in connection with a deal,

is for U.A. to spt up a studio in Eng-
land, additional to that now operated
by London Films.

Goldwyn
Will Goldwyn let them do it?

That's the rub. Goldwyn, besides
being' a stockholder in U. A., also

owns' the" U.A. studio. That's quite

an it^m among the assets. '
~

Besides; Which, Goldwyn is tops
as a producer in the trade.

Then - there's the David Selznick
situation. It is logical to assume that

if Selznick were to sever with U.A.
that company and its outlook woUld

(Continued on page 54) '

'

SAILINGS
• Nov. 17 ' (London to New York ),

Irving Asher, Laura La Plante
(Normandie) .

Nov. 10 (London to New York), A.
J. Cronin (Queen Mary).
Nov. 5 (London to- New York),

Mrs. Osa Johnson, Clark Getts

(Queen Mary). •
. • .

Oct. 28 (New York to London),
Leo McCareyi Yacht Club Boys die
de France).

Oct. 27 (London to New York),
Dodie Smith, John Brownlee, Jack
Warner, Moiritz Rosenthal (Queen
Mary). .

,'

Oct. 27 (New "i'ork.to London),
Arine Booth; Otio Kruger (Aqui-
taiiia).

,Oct., 22 (London to New - York'),

Frei'. t)v(prez (American Trader).
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BARON'S NEW COMPANY
Selznick and Paramount Still

Hot; Indie Unit with Par 6. R.

The Selznick-Parafnount possibility,

is still more than lukewarm, but so-

far there is no agreement. However,
negotiations appear okay for a deal

whereby, wex-e Selznick willing, he
could produce independently and
with a free hand for Par, financed

by the. latter.'

Selznick in this way could draw
upoTi the vast manpower and talent

reservoir of Par, and retain his in-

dependent identity, for business pur-
poses and prestige.

Experts feel that a cash deal is out.

• Jock Whitney and Selznick own
S-I. The company also owns con-

siderable Technicolor stock and
holds options on for additional shares

besides : other assets owned.

However, any deal made probably
will .be subject to the approval of

Adolph Zukor, chairman of the Par
board in charge of production.

Stanton Griffis is mentioned as

among those chiefly interested on .be-

half of Par in making the deal with
Selznick. Whitney and Selznick are
mentioned as possible new officers

of Par in case of any such deal.

SELZNICK ON A BIKE

AMONG 3 PROPOSISH

That Metro-David Selznick pos-

sibility appears to be a straight re-

leasing arangfement only. With RKO,
.the thing sizes up to about the same
scope as may be achieved by Selz-

nick In a deal with Paramount/ but

the Paramount possibility appears

to have pirecedence over all others.

There may t>e other alterntives in

. any o£ the deals but these are not

apparent at this time.

So far as the RKO possibility goes,

only informal conversations seem to

have been held at infrequent inter-

vals.

And the chances are just as good
that Selznick might wind up staying

in United Artists.

Berlin Starts Tuning

Next Astaire-Rogers

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Irving Berlin has reported to RKO
to do the score for the next Fi'ed

Astaire-Ginger Rogers picture.
- Marian Ainslee and Guy Endore
wrote the original.

This Is Cantor's 25th Anni

Hollywood, Oct, 26.

.Eddie Cantor's 25th Anniversary
weak is being currently celebrated
from Oct. 24 through Oct. 30, cul-

minating with a testimonial banquet
at the Ambassador hotel, in recogni-
tion for comic's humanitarian and
theatrical work.
Fete will be broadcast nationally

witti .George Jessel toastmas'eriiig.

Simultaneously with the Coast
banquet on Oct. 28 the East Side
Chamber of Commerce, N. Y., has
arranged for a pastrami, corned beef
and beer party to be housed in a

giant tent at 47 Henry street, to cele-

brate Cantor week. Site is now a
vacant lot, but formerly occupied by
house where Cantor was raised.

All locals in the district have been
invited, to attend the cuffo feed,

which contrasts with the $25 per
plate soiree on the Coast. Judge
Jonah J. Goldstein will head the 'I-

knew-him-when group,' which in-

cludes members of the Solax and
Nocoma Clubs.

TOM IHOOKFS COMEBACK
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Tom Moore, who hasn!t been seen
around the studios in quite some
titne, is back on a set daily now.

.But he's in a new role—dialog di-

rector on Shirley Temple's 'Rebecca
ot Sunnybrook Farm.'

EIGHT FIX IN WORK AT

WB; 'JEZEREL' AWAY
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Warners now has eight pictures in

production. 'Slight Case of Murder'
and 'Jezebel' were the latest to go
into work. •

'Murder' is being produced by Sam
Bischoflf, Lloyd Bacon directing.

Cast toppers are Edward G. Robin-
son and June Bryan. Bette Davis
has starring spot in. 'Jezebel' which
William Wyler is iiirecting under
Henry. Blanke's production, .

'

ZUKOR SCOFFS

AT TELEVISION

EFFECT

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Adolph Zukor, back at his Para-

moiint desk following a two months'

trip abroad, expressed the belief that

television offers no more competish

to picture biz. than ..does the radio,

and also said that Europ? is accept-

ing Hollywood film product with

greater enthusiasm than ever.

Production of pictures of inter-

national appeal has much to do with
the favorable foreign outlook, in

Zukor's opinion. Also, the slump in

foreign production is proving of as-

sistance to American producers.

ZANUCK MERGING HENIE

AND TEMPLE IN 1 FILM

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Darryl Zanuck is going to merge
his youngest stars and, incidentally,

his best boxoffice draws in one
super. They are Shirley Temple
and Sonja Henie. It came about
while the producer, cruising around
the 20th-Fox lot, • came on Miss
Henie teaching Shirley how to skate.

Moppet's dexterity as a hoofer made
her a fast pupil at figure eights and
had the v.p. in charge of production
kicking himself for not having
thought of the team sooner.

Just what the story will be nobody
knows, for the simple reason it's

still in the idea stage. Anyway,
there's always the Ritz Bros, around
for added scenes.

Binyon's Top Speed'

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Scripting assignment on 'Top

Speed,' Bing Crosby starrer set to

follow 'Paris Honeymoon,' has been

handed by- Director Wesley Ruggles

to Claude Binyon.
Francisca Gaal will be featured in

the picture with Mary Carlisle also

in a top spot.

Jack Warner Sails Oct. 27
London. Oct. 26.

Jack Warner sails from here for

N. Y. Oct. 27.

Also aboard same ship are Dodie
Smith. John Browiilee and Moritz

Rosenthal.

PAIR FOR BETTY
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Sy Bartleft and Olive Cooper have
been assigned to .screenplay 'Night

Spot' at Paramount for Betty Grable,

which Geoi'ge Arthur will produce.

Mi.ss Grable ttr.st will>e' ^tcatpred

in the Law Gen.sler production, 'Col-

lege Swing.*

WITH FLOCK OF

T

La Cava, Garnett, McCarey,

RuflTgles and Capra .to

. Head Own Productions

—

Le Baron Has About
Seven Months More with

Paramount

CLAIMS BANKROLL OK

William LeBaron is planning to

pull' his stakes out of Paramount
and head, in an executive capacity,

a new production unit which will
include Gregory La Cava, Leo Mc-
Carey, Tay Garnett, Wesley Ruggles
and Frank Capra if the latter can
be freed of his Columbia obligations.

LeBaron has about seven months
to go on his Par ticket, but ever
since Adolph Zukor hit the Coast
and assumed general command of

all production and operation he has
been talking about walking. Le-
Baron is at present on a two-week
vacash from studio, having left for

a motor trip Saturday (23).

Plan is for the group to get its

own financing and release through a

major distribber. Idea was for re-

lease through United Artists but this

angle is now contingent on the out-

come of the present UA financial

deals.

LeBaron is reported to have am-
ple financial backing lor his setup
and would only function as execu-
tive head for the representative
units, each of which would make its

own pictures, and have the director-

producer function as such.

It is understood that they also

have a considerable number of stars

and writers who, they feel, would
join the various units. These people
are now under contract to various
studios.

Ruggles is the only one of the
planned setup who has a term con-
tract with a studio, but his deal at

Par has less than a year to run. La
Cava and McCarey are now in N. Y.

Briskin, Dissatisied with RKO

Studio Conditions, Threatens To

Quit; Spitz West to Dissuade Him

Whistle Stops

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Konrad Bercovici writhed
through two days of aimless

chatter at story conferences on
a major stoty and • the third

day- carried a cop's traffic

whistle which he tooted when-
ever the conferees got off the
main avenues of discussion.

U.S. TAXES SHOW

THAT SEPT. B.O.

WAS TERRff

METRO EYES LEGIT TEAM

Brock Pemberton and Antoinclte
Ferry May Join Film Co.

Brock Pemberton and Antoinette
Perry as a production team are be-

ing dickered with by Metro.

Harold Leedy (Rockwell-O'Keefe)
has been talking details with J.

Robert Rubin, Loew-Metro exec in

the east

Washington, Oct. 26.

Pick-up in theatre business dur-

ing August ended the customary

summer slump, September tax col-

lection report shows. For the first

nine months, admissions tax haul is

more than $1,500,000 ahead of 1930
and better than $3,000,000 in front
of 1935,

Touching highest- point since
J«ne, September payments to the
U. S. Treasury, based on prior
month's wicket ' gross, amounted to

$1,722,468 and were the second
largest grab this year. Total was
,<^52,424 over last September and
$123,226 more than the August
amount.

While other miscellaneous taxes
are slowing down, the box oft'lce

bite was shown to be producing
Fe'deral revenue dependably. Yield
has improved from month to month
steadily since last November, while
the nine-month total is within less

than $2,000,000 of the twelve-month
figure recorded in 1934. The rise

from August to September was the
second biggest of four gains noted
this year.

Fay Bainter's Films
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Fay Bainter hap started at War-
ners on her leatui'ed role in 'Jezebel,'

Bette Davis starrer.

After that chore she moves over to

RKO to play in 'Vi^cious Lady,'
Ginger Rogers film.

RKO AD Set to Emerge from Its

77B By Jan. 1, After Five Years
-

Almost five years to the day since

it went into receivership, in 1933,

RKO stands to emerge deflnitely

from its 77B situation, by January

of the" coming year.

On Thursday (28), Special Mas-
ter G. W. Alger submits his report

on the company's pending reorgan-

ization plan to Federal Judge Wil-

liam Bondy.

In view of remarks made by the

special master at hearing on the plan

during the summer months,' it's of

interest, to the trade and creditors

alike whether his report will con-

tain recommendations that the set-

tlement on the $9,000,000 RockcTeller

claim be trimmed down. This claim

was settled on the basis oC 500,000

shares of new RKO stock.

The special master at hearings had
indicated that he thought the settle-

ment figure, too big. so that it will

hot' be ^.urpri^iing if his report con^

tains a recommendation ttiat the

settlement be trimmed. However, no

prediction on the situation can be
made authoritative.

It is felt that he may have some-
thing to say in his report regarding
the advisability of

.
making the

Keith-Albee-Orpheum setup finan-

cially autonomous. The M. J. Meehan
interests pwn more than one-third of

the outstanding KAO preferred, with
RKO owning one-third plus 100%
of the common.
The company has undergone con-

siderable change financially and
otherwise since that first receivership
step in January, 1933.

It is probable, of course, that upon
its emergence from its 77B situation,

more changes will come.
Leo Spitz is president of RKO and

the principal owners today are the
Atlas Corp.-Lehman Corp. interests.

Atlas-Lehman group bought control

of RKO from RCA for $11,000,000.

paying down $5,000,000 for a half In-

terest in the RCA holdings and tak-

in£j an option to lift the other halt

for $«,000,000 by Dec. 31, this year.

Sam Briskin, RKO executive

studio head, is dissatisfied with the

organization's conditions to such an
extent that he has not yet signed the

new three-year contract offered him
last July, with a view to quitting the
company. Leo Spitz, proz, is on hiu

way west from Chicago to endeavor
to persuade him to sit tight until

after the company's reorganization
has been completed.

Briskin has been with RKO for al-

most two years!, coming over' from
Columbia. Last July, Spitz, Floyd
Odium, Paul Mazuf and J. R.
McCausland, representative of the
Irving Trust Co., receivers, in Hol-
lywood surveyed the company sit-

uation and offered Bdskin the thi'ee

seme<>ter ticket. Terms specified

that ho would get a straight salary
until the receivership expired, and
after that period, in addition to the
weekly stipend, he would be given a
percentage of the profits- of the pic-
tiues made. Briskin has yet to sign
the contract which wa.s later drawn.

When Spitz was apprised, of Bris-
kin's desire to quit RKO he asked
him to defer the matter until he.

Spitz, arrived in Hollywood Thurs-
day (.28) as he hoped th^ situation

could be adjusted to the satisfaction

of both.

Cagney's Tax Angle

Hollywood, Oct. 20.

Grand National is looking for a
story suitable for James Cagney with
Cagney demanding that he start

work on the third film under his

GN contract not later than Nov, 15
in order to curtail his income tax
by avoiding a lapover into 1938.

Edward L. Alperson, GN prez, has
shelved 'Dynamite,' once skedded for'

Cagney, because of its similarity to

Radio's 'Danger Patrol.'
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Fdm Distributors See Possible

Italian Reprisals Against 1). S.

Pictures Because of RAM Fiasco

Frankness o( certain leading film-

ites on the Coast in airing their

anti-Fascist views In public during

the Hal Hoach^Vittorlo Mussolini

(RAM Productions) affair is ex-

pecfed to bring some reaction

against specific American films set

for future release in Italy, This may
be interpreted by quiet bannings,

with no .reasons given, according

to those familiar with the Italian

situation even though the Italian

market has been .practically worth-

less to the American films for sev-

eral years now.

It. will be recalled that Charles
Chaplin's last picture was banned in

Italy because of admitted support
to/ the Russian cause. Or at least

that was the only reason uncovered.

Of late, however, Italiat^s have
placed bans on foreign productions

when stars of the 'films in question

were fouhd to be supporting loyialist

Spjiin, or were pro-Soviet, though
no explanation was given.

The thing that worries .dis-

tributing, companies greatly in the

east is Utat such bans, when, lodged

against any number of their costly

films, cut deeply into their foreign

grosses. Stars themselves, who
sometimes- crash' public prints with
being speakers at certain' 'anti'

gatherings; continue to receive their

salariies but the production-dis-

tribution companies are left holding
the bag to a great, extent when the

films are kept out of Italy.

/ An unfortunate aspect of the Hal
Roach n^otiations and. their failure

is that A<merican officials fear the

Italian government r may ' blame
MetrOj 'Since Roach releases through
that company. Though the Roach
negotiations were on an individual

basis, and without the full knowl-
edge of M-G, a major difficulty

may be to C9nvince Italian officials

that Metro was entirely out of it.

U SET ON PRODUCTION

THUOUGH 1ST OF YEAR

MORRIS, REISMAN AND

HICKS BACK IN U. S.

Warner Bros, theatre operations

on the other side will be confined to

the reconstructed Daly's, London,
on which work has begun prepara-
tory to ;an early opening. House will

become the first-run show window
for Warner pictures in London and
won't be used to house any of the

plays in which WB is interested In

England, according to present plans,

Sam E, Morris, g.m. of Joreign

operations for Warners, returned to

New York yesterday (Tues.X with
Herman Maier, head of the WB con
struction department, after laying

plans.for the takeover of the famous
old Daly's and its reconstruction into

a first run. •

Jack L. Warner, who met Morris
and Maier on the other side, is sail-

ing from London today (Wed.) and
will arrive in New .York Mon-
day (1).

Phil Relsman, RKO foreign head,

reached New York yesterday (Tiies.)

after a three-month trip through
Europe, during which he attended

the United Kingdom sales meet in

London- .

4ohn W. Hicks, Jr., v.-p. in charge

<xt Pairamount's foreign department,

arrives ih'N. Y.'from Europe tomor-
row (I'hurs.). He has been in Eng-
land and France for the last six

weeks or' more surveying the cur-

rent situation and future prospects.

, On arriving from London yester-

day (Tues.), Morris
,
declared that

demolition of the old Daly's has been
started and that the new house will

be ready for opening around May 1.

Irving Asher, in charge of pro-
duction for Wb in England, is sailing

fi-om the other side Nov. 17 and will

proceed to the Coast with Morris to

discuss the coming year's production
schedule at Teddington studios near
London. Plans are to turn out a

total of 16 British-mades at that

plant.

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

With completion of 'You're a'

Sweetheart' nearing at Universal,

featuring Alice Faye and George
Murphy, U is readying a lineup of

productions that will carry the

studio over the first -of the year.'

Currently shooting is 'International

Spy,' Trem Carr production, with
•The Black Doll,' next Crime Club
feature, in preparation by Irving

Starr and Larry Fox. - ->

U has completed 20 of 50 pictures

on the 1937-38 program.

Majors, Interstate,

Vote to Appeal The

Dallas Trust Case

Attoriieys for the major picture

companies yesterday (Tues.) decided
ta appe^al the unfavorable decision

in the Dallas anti-trust case. Action
followed many parleys to set some
course after decree had. been en-
tiered this month. Case was that of

the Government against the Inter-

state circuit, and major distributors

in which restraint pf trade was held
to have been committed in specfying
minimum admissions at which pix
played subsequent runs and refusing

to sell where duals were the policy.

Mayor companies and Interstate

have 60 days in which to file their

appeal which means that no action

need be taken until about Dec. 13.

Coming Out Postponed

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Universal's 'Rage of Paris,' which
introduces Danielle Darrieux to
American picture audiences, gets a
delayed production start to around
first of the year.

Studio execs are holding off until

French actress brushes off her ac-
cent. Meantime she's getting a
heavy newspaper and fan mag cam
paign.

Martha RayeV $300

For Nuisance Yaloe

Chicago, Oct, 26.

Check for $300' was turned over
t« Sligh & Tyrell agency here by
Henry A. Kalcheim, attorney who
represented Martha Raye, in case

where agency sued her for $2,500

commissions allegedly due them on
an oral contract made with Miss
Raye's mother before the actress'

picture debut.

.

Defendants contended that the

$300 was nuisance value and stated

that it would have cost more in

fares to bring witnesses to the scene.

BROADWAYITE

LEAVES BlAY

By JACK OSTERMAN
Schenectady, N. Y., Oct. 26.

Well, we served our time here and,
before leaving, would like to report
our stay as a Hollywood columnist
might report it.

In the fli'st place we were invited
to visit Greneral Electric, the major
studio here, and as we walked on
their lot we spied Elmer Neuritis,

whom we predicted several columns
ago', would go places. He saw us and
immediately dropped his tools and
yelled; 'H'y'a Jackie,' proving con-
clusivelijr Elmer hadn't gone Schen-
ectady.'

It was nice to see that the sur-
roimdings. Hadn't gone to Elmer's
head and he asked us to lunch with,
the foreman, whose daughter, ' it is

rumored,' is going with the night
watchman's son, who in turn isn't

going any place, because th^re is no
place to go in Schenectady. Gen-
eral Electric confided to us that they
are creating a 'technicolor frigid-

aire...put the food in. . .when .the

ham turns yellow then it's time to

throw it out.

We also know definitely there is

no truth to the Garbo-Stokowski
merger. , .Stokowski has two violin

cases of his own. Know you will all

be happy to know" that the party
broke up at 9 p.m.', because every-
one had to be on the set early and
thei?efore there isn't any news out
here outside of the fact that Ella

Hemingway, who still insistiS on eat-

ing poached toast without eggs, may
leave General Electric for General
Motors, while (General Pershing de-
nies all rumors that either one of

them are takinif over the '21' Club.

(Continued on page 52)

Grace Moore Has a Temperament Rep

So She s Gomia Keep It Now, She Says

Lester Allen to Metro
Hollywood, Oct. 26,

Metro has cast Lester Allen for

the featured spot in 'Girl of the

Golden West.* .

Actor was crowded out of Univer-

sal's 'Top of the. Town' after being

brought from N. Y. 6n a contract.

' By MARIAN SQUffiE
'I'm sick and tired of being called

temperamental. I'm more tired of

denying the accusation. . From now
on, I am temperamental!'
Grace Mbore broadcasting, and

loudly, in he'r first interview, during
her present New York visit. The
'temperament' stigma, she says, . was
wished on her because she wanted
to have something to say about the

songs she sang in pictures. It all

started when she made 'One, Night
of Love' which made filmusical his-

tory. The studio didn't wish to care
for Miss Moore, and offered to buy
back her contract. 'Over my dead
body;' Miss Moore returned, and the

operatic star fit and bled for the in-

clusion of a number that made the

picture.*

'Ever since then,' Miss Moore said,

plaintively, 'directors have been
comrniserated, rather than congratu-
lated when assigned to make a pic-

ture v/ith me.
'Never in my life have I been ac-

cused of being hard to get along
with, until I went to' Hollywood.
'Minnie the Moocher' may be fun
for one time, but I must have music
that fits my training and . ability.

Could a ballet, dancer be accused of

'temperament' if she refused to go
on 'truckin' and doing the. Big Ap-
ple? That's what they wanted me
to do with my voice.'

She's been yelling for four years
about the type of song that suits her
voice, says Miss Moore, and unless
she can find some less wearing way
of . putting over her point, she and
Hollywood ^yill have to part.

Almost 'cross your fingers and

knock on wood' superstitious. Miss
Moore is. Every important event in

her life has been connected with the
numeral 5. Also, the best things
she has done have been asso.ciated

with her own initials, G. M. . First
picture with M-G-M. First niajor
broadcast with General Motors. Sang
with the Metropolitan Opera (M hut
no G), and is making her debut with
the Chicago Opera Co. in November,
no M or G figuring prominently in
that, but the date involves the
lucky 5.

.
She will sing '/Manon'

Nov. 15.

Another of Miss Moore's violent

enthusiasms is her husband, Valen-

tine Perrara.. His middle name is

Mori, tying up with the lucky m.
Hoyv they'd have gotten along if his

center monicker had been Butch is

a matter of conjepture. Miss Moore
seems firmly convinced that the fact
that her birthday is Dec. 5, her hus-
band's the 15th, their anniversary
the 15th, has a great deal to do with
the happiness of their marriage. The
fact that Mr. Perrara takes all of
this in his Latin stride probably'^has
something to do with the couple's
felicitous state. Mr. Perrara still

says, 'I must take off my coat,' when
he means put it on, and speaks of
nudish chorus girls as being 'empty,'
when he means undressed—but his
English is serviceable, and when in
doubt he and Miss Moore chatter
away in French.
Miss Moore has radio, concert and

opera scheduled—Hollywood if they
can agree on tunes Which suit the
Moore voice. -^^

'

'

In France, hut OK for Importers

Of French Pix; Gallic Fihn Spurt

SULLAVAN'S 2-A-YEAR

FOR HAL ROACH; 3 YRS.

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Hal Roach .signed Margaret Sul-

lavan to a straight-^three-year con-

tract calling for two pictures year-
ly. Leads ott with 'Road Show' fol-

lowed by 'Fancy Free' as costarrer

with Ronald Colman. Actress has
one to go oh her Universal pact

It will be 'The Road to Reno,' de-

cided upon following the recent set-

tlement of the player's contract dif-

ficulties with the studio.

'Deal, however, is contingent 'on
Miss Sullavan's okaying the scripts

Joe Pasternak will produce with
Henry Fonda, to whom Miss Sulla-

van once was niarried, playing op-
posite.

Scripps Entoring

Its Pix Ad Section;

Others {hve S^e Idea

.Following the lead of ' the Scripps-.

Howard newspapers in getting out a
film supplement for which all . film

companies are being solicited to ad-
vertise along trade lines, declared to

have been promoted by M. H. Ayles-
worth, other newspaper chains are
planning to try the sanie thing.

These include Hearst, as previously
reported, plus other important daily
strings.

Scripps' film section grossed around
$100,000. Planned to get out similar
supplements periodically and is now
soliciting eastern film offices for

business.

Lyon-Daniels Yaudshow
Strong in South Africa

Capetown, Oct. 10.

.

South African tour of Ben Lyon
and Beb^ Daniels,, heavily advance-
ballyhooed by African Consolidated
Theatres, opened at the . Empire,
Johannesburg, Oct. 1, to enthusiastic
biz.

Company includes Billy Costello,
Zelma O'Neal, Len Young, McDonald
Twins and Mills, Juana and Juanita,
Anita Martell and Alec Finlay.
Traupe comes to Capetown Christ-
mas weekl

Durante in 20Tox Tuner

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

After he finishes his current as-
signment at Columbia, Jimmy Du-
rante moves qver to 20th-Fox for
the featured comedy role in 'Sally,
Irene and Mary.' Others in the
cast are Alice Faye, Tony Martin,
Portland Hoffa, Gregory Ratoff,
Joan Davis and Slim Summerville.

Gene Markey is producer on the
tunefilm, William Seiter directing.

Dan Kelly Upped at U
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Dan Kelly has been advanced from
the casting director's office to a
berth as assistant to Charles R.
Rogers,

The spot was vacated last week by
Rufus Le Maire's resignation.

SPIES AT WORK
Hollywood, Oct, 26.

'International Spy' went before the
camera at Universal last week with
Joe Lewis directing and Trem Carr
producing.

Cast includes William Hall, Jane
Wyman, Esther Ralston and Robert
Warwick in the featured roles.

FORDS' VACASHING
Hollywood, Oct 26.

John Ford, with 'Hurricane* for
Sam Goldwyn in the cans,, has left

for Honolulu with the Mrs. and their
two children.

Made the trip by steamer, leaving
his y^cht to collect barnacles at Wil;
nriington.

Paris, Oct. 19.

Downward plunge of the French
franc has produced an ever-increas-
ing batch of headaches for American
film distributors and all other con-
nected with the amusement business
with something to sell in this coun-
try. It looked bad enough for U. S.
interests doing business over here a
year ago, when it seemed that the
French money had reached bottom,-
but evien the franc worth only 43^c.,
viewed as the low at this time in
1936, seems healthy compared with
3.36c franch of today.
While the American firms with

films to sell obviously have suffered
most, niusic- halls, night clubs and
cabarets which book U. S. acts have
felt the rub. On one side there is

the insistence of certain acts that
they be paid in American dollars,

and, on the other, the pressure of the
cafp and cabaret op'erators to pay off

in francs or furnish a heavily
trimmed wage in American dollars.

Current cheap franc is a bugaboo
to U. S. distributors setting down
films in France. Where it took 19 to
23 francs to.buy a dollar last year, a!t

the present time it takes nearly 30
francs to equal the dollar. Tip to

the decline in profits is seen in the
fact that early in 1936 only 15 francs
were needed to buy a dollar, while
now it takes almost double that

amount
Distributors are partially aided by

the fact that operating costs in this

country and the French colonies
have, declined. In fact, the present
cheap franc has been around for so

many weeks that operations are fair-

ly well geared to it.

But, on Ihe other hand, there is

little opportunity to secure additional

revenue in French currency because
France's market is viewed as having
reached the peak, in higher prices

months ago. There has been a con-
siderable Influx of tourists, acceler-

ated by the exposition attraction, but
this has meant little or nothing to the

box office. Little new to offer Ameri*
can visitors at the cinemas here.

From the Native U. S. Stance
Bright side of the presently de-

pressed French monetary situation is

reported in N. Y, by distributors

"booking French-made films into U. S.

theatres. While some fees to dis-

tributing companies have gone up
higher than the same relative franc

value of last year, many of these

Frnch film distributors have been
able to buy with francs and net a

handsome profit when asking rentals

in American dollars in this country.

It's regarded as the reverse of the

process whereby U. . S. distributors

feel the rub on their product when
distributed in France.
Another factor has been that the

smarter distributors made deals be-

fore the franc slipped to its present

low status but actual payment was
made in the currently deflated cur-

rency.

Many French Players in U. S.

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Interest of films in French market
is reflected by current crop of Gallic

imports. What with censorship,

money (embargo and other bans re-

ducing size of take in many conti-

nental European and South Ameri-
can countries, France has become
second only to England as foreign

outlet for Hollywood product.
Result is keener scanning than

ever Of French theatrical and literary

markets for possible stories, as well

•^s -purchase of many leading French
films, for Hollywood remake?, and
contracting of French personalities

to give product tone and character-

istics likely to appeal in Paris and
French provinces.
With practically every studio in

town represented by one or more
French draw names, Viennese and
Germans, in past always second to

British in Hollywood representation,

fade from picture. No less than 16

top Paris names are currently in

Hpllywood, or contracted, .with more
to come.
Mervyn LeRoy probably has big-

gest Gallic name for U. S. b.o. in

Ferhand Gravet, just returned to

cash in on success of 'The King and
the Chorus Girl.' Universal has un-

known quantity in newly-arrived
Danielle Darrieux, but reception of

her"Mayerling' in foreign-pic houses
(Continued pn page 61)
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SAME AQORS OVER 'N' OVER
McCarey s Squawk Against HVood

Is Its Addiction to Marquee Names

Don't get Leo McGarey wrong. He
loves Hollywood. He's fleeng to Eu-
rope to get a 'fresh outlook and a

broader view,' to which end he is

traveling with the Yacht Club Boys
—and that should accomplish both

purposes.
He has one big large and handr

some beef- about the major studios,

however. The noted director voiced

the squawk in no uncertain terms in

his suite at the Waldorf-Astoria, N.
Y., where he is pausing briefly in

mid-flight. Clad in a snappy bath-

robe of dark blue and red stripes,

and calf skin-boots with woolly cuffs,

Mr. McCarey explained just what he
thought was wrong with Hollywood.
•You can make a great picture,'

said Mr. McCarey^ 'but if_ the cast

hasn't a boxofflce name, the studio

releases it quietly,; hoping nobody
will notice that they bad anything
to do with it.'

With his dark eyes snapping (he's

half. French and half Irish—an eye-

snapping combination), McCarey
cited the now famous case of 'The

Informer,' which had to be foisted

on its studio by the public, inst^d
of the other way around. The day
wili tfome, he optimistically insists,

wheh you can cast Emma Zilch and
hank Fennevessi in the leads and
be successful, if you've made a good
picture.

His present most violent enthusi-

asms among Hollywood stars are

Irene Dunne .and Gary Grant—^"two

of the swellest people in the world'

—who, by strange coincidence, ap-
pear* in Mr. McCarey's latest direc-

torial venture, 'The Awful Truth.'

The director has strong notions on
the mixture of marriage and careers

lor women. Diplomatically, he re-

fused to go into detail—some of his

best friends are married career-

women.. But he did point -the fact

that he has the same lovely blonde
wife he started in pictures with, and
she has never been interested in a

personal, career. The McCarey's ro-

'mahce started in high school, went
through college, and has survived

almost 15. years of Hollywood, so

they; have about •decided that it's

going to be a success.

Luring Laui:htoi^
' The director has no definite Euro-
pean plans, except getting together

with Charles Laughton — something
they've been trying to accomplish
since they made 'Ruggles of Red
Gap.' He hasn't . even planned an
itinerary. Doesn't know where he's

going and doesn't care. 'What's the

use,' he inquired logically, 'of trying

to make definite plans when you're

traveling with the Yacht Club Boys?'
Likes comedy, but isn't particular

what he's directing so long as it's

'worthwhile.' Thinks audience should
be given something to think about,

even while they're laughing.

Could definitely state that he 'may
or may not' make a picture in Eu-
rope, that he 'may be gone six weeks
or longer,' that he would know more
about his west coast plans on his

return when the present commotion
of buying, selling, lending, borrow-
ing and merging was over among
Hollywood's major studios.

Life is a bit hectic for Mr. Mc-
Carey at the moment, as he is trying

to see everything in New York in

a weelc, including shows and night

clubs, which takes a bit of doing
even for a volatile French-Irishman.
The McCarey entourage departs on
the He de France Thursday (28).

He'U tell you all about European
production methods when he gets

back—doesn't know anything about
them now.

New Contender

Paramount's working title of
'The Badge of Officer O'Roon'
(Bing Crosby-Bee Lillie), if It

becomes the release title, would
displace a previous champ film

with the world's worst title.

It was Fox's .'Riley the Cop,'

during the Winnie Sheehan re-

gime when Sheehan labeled this

'un after the chief of the studio
police force. Trade, hopes Par
will leave O'Roon. on the sheU,
as a title.

Coast Dailies

Hop Up Mobster

Link with Films

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Picture people are being dragged
into the police investigation over
Les Bruneman's murder by mob-
sters, and the downtown dailies hop-
ping on it for heavy street sales in-
crease. Hearst sheet carries . yarn
linking Bruneman with a woman
who assertedly shook down a w,k.
film director for $100,000.

Among Bruneman effects police
found a $2,000 cash draft on a Bever-
ly Hills bank signed by Chico Marx,
but later denied any knowledge of
it. •

IN SPADES

Kosler's Colorfilm at U

Hollywood, Oct. 26,

Universal has handed Henry Kos-
ter a new directing pact.

He draws the studio's first techni-

color picture as his starter on new
ticket as reward for handling of two
Beanna Durbin starrers, among
plant's top grossers.
Joe Pasternak, his running mate

as producer, was also tagged for a

new term covenant.

Par Tells Off 'Police Gazette' In
$50,000 Libel Suit

In its answer to the $50,000 libel

suit brought in Federal Court, N .Y.,

by the National Police Gazette Corp.,
for reproducing the tabloid in the
Mae West picture, 'Klondike Annie,'
Paramount. Pictures Corp. yesterday
(Tuesday) contended that the plain
tiff's rag is far from being lily-whfte
and pure. • In fact, the answer as-
serts, the publication for years has
borne a rep of publishing question-
able stories, ads and photographs
'designed primarily to attract male
readers.' Paramount declares it re-
produced the front page of the week-
ly in good faith and without malice,
and moves for dismissal of the action.

The Gazette owners based their

suit on the grounds that the showing
of its sheet being read in a bawdy
house by Miss West had damaged its

rep and gave the impression that the
Gazette was primarily read in such
surroundings,

'The publication contains literary

material, photographs and advertise-

ments as well as other matter which
are sensational and designed pri-

marily to attradt male readers,'

Paramount answers, and the ma-
terial in the publication deals mainly
with and stresses the subject of vice

and immoral behavior.'

Not only that, Paramount avers,

'it contains articles recounting im-
moral and vice-ridden lives of wo-
men and their sexual indiscretions,

written in lurid and sensational

style,'

FANS TID OF

T

See Same Stock Companies
Repeatedly Ofttimes in

Two Pictures on Same
Dual Bill—'Victims of

Type Casting

LIKE VAUDE PROBLEM

Hopkins' Guilder

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Miriam Hopkins goes to N. Y- Nov.
5 for a legit try with the Theatre
Guild,

She will duck the Coast for the

entire winter..

Sedgwick's MG Giggler
Hollywood, Oct, 26.

Edward Sedgwick, soon returning

to the Metro lot, likely will direct

the initial comedy featuring Buddy
Ebsen, Buster Keaton and Ted Healy,

He still has one picture to direct

for David L. Locvv starring Joe E
Brown.

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Exhibitors, are facing much the
same .situation as vaudeville oper-
ators in the matter of repeating per^
formers, but in a much more serious
way. Particularly is this true of Chi-
cago and other territories where
duals are rampant.
With vaudeville, operators are re-

peating acts time after tinrie and at
much shorter intervals than is ad-
vantageous either for the house or
the turns. This is almost a necessity
because of shortage of acts. Exhib-
itors have the same

,
problem, but

magnified. With double bills, they're
not only repeating performers day
after day and week after week, but
in the case of duals very often on
the same bill.

While Class A houses havie noticed
an increase in the

. number of
squawk during past couple weeks,
the exhibitors using subsequent run
duals are getting worst of it. In
their case the repeating has become
one of the major problems of the
business.

Objction is not that stars are re-
peating too often. Rather it's that all

pictures of each producing company
seem to have the same supporting
cast. Even more, with picture com-
panies loaning out their people, it is

seemingly impossible to book two
pictures in which the cast is all dif-

ferent.

Where neighborhoods change duals
three or four times a week, depend-
ing on the same people coming three
or four times a week, exhibitors are
really getting the squawks, and, in

some cases, have noticed a serious
drop-off in business.

There's no complaint on the part of
the performance. Usually these actors
are good, solid • performers, else
they'd not be working so prolifically,

doing okay jobs. However, all are
usually cast to .type In every In-
stance, and when six or seven of the
same players are seen in the same
type roles in two bills played on the
same night, customers are walking
out, tired of pictures and vowing not
to go again for a while.

Dr. Bing Crosby,

Et Al., Take Over

Seatde, VHow
Seattle, Oct. 26.

It was Bing Crosby's week in the
Northwest last week. An old grad
had his homecoming at Ganzaga
University and the old school gave
its famed crooner-alumnus new
honors.

At impressive ceremonies Thurs-
day forenoon at the university he be-
came Dr. Harry Lillis (Bing) Crosby,
as the honorary degree of Doctor of

Philosophy in Music was conferred
on him. This was in recognition of

his achievements in the realm of

music, for creating and establishing

a new type of music, or more spe-
cifically, in singing. Doctor Crosby
also holds a regular B, A. degree
at Gonzaga.

Father Loo J. Robinson, S. J.,

president of Gonzaga, conferred the

new degree on Bing,
Getting the Ph.D. degree wasn't

all that made the week a highlight

in the crooner's career, for evcry-
(Continued on page 63)

WaD St. s Discounting Congress

Future Actions; Meets Pix Stox

Of 2 Evils—

Playwright who had put In a

flock of years in a foreign

prison camp for political opin-

ions .and had succeeded in

escaping to America, finally

reached Hollywood. He. ac-

cepted the hospitlility of. a

writer's cell on one^ the lots,

but after six months of it had
lost so much weight that he
didn't know but what he pre-

ferred the prison camp to the

psychic stralghtjacket the studio

handed him.
He asked for his release and

Is now trying to rebuild his

mind and body In a Santa
Monica canyon hacienda.

William PowelTs

$197,500 Per Pic

AtM-G;DealOn

William Powell, who arrived in

N. Y. Tuesday (20) from Europe,
has not yet signed his new contract

with Metro; Under the new ticket,

actor is to get $197,500 per pic-

ture but under those terms he wants
the studio to guarantee him that

they will make two pictures yearly

with him within seven months' time'

as he wants to have five months off

out of each year.

No get-together yet because the

studio, while
.
willing to make the

films within seven months' time,

doesn't want to do so consecutively.

Hershfield Talks Scrib

Deal for London Trek

Hollywood, Oct, 26,

Harry Hershfield is talking a deal

with Metro that would take him to

London for writing assignments.

He goes to New York this week
to finish up drawing commitments
for the Hearst papers.

Power as 'Disraeli'

Hollywood, Oct, 26,

Tyrone Power has been set for

the lead in The Rise of Disraeli'

at 20th-Fox.
Sam Hellman, recently returned

from London, will work on the
screenplay, having assembled data
and material on the British prime
minister while he was abroad
scripting the Grade Fields film for
20th's production In England.

GaaPs 'Honeymoon*
Hollywood, Oct. 26,

Franclska Gaal goes from her role

in 'The Buccaneer' Into tests for

'Paris Honeymoon,' • which Arthur
Hornblow, Jr., will produce for

Paramount, She had intended to

take a New York vacation.

Ian Keith and Fredric March, both
of 'The Buccaneer,' left last week
for New York stage work, the
former in 'Robin's Landing' and
March in 'The Christian Hero,* both
in rehearsal.

WB PAIR UNDER WIRE
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Director Frank McDonald broujjhl
in 'Blondes at Work,' Bryan Foy
production at Warners, under the

gun last Friday (22) with Glcnda
FarrcU ahd Barton MacLane fea-
tured.

Another Foy picture, 'Highway Pi-
rates,' was completed by Breezy
Eason with Beverly Roberts and
Dick Purcell in the top spots.

Present slump In the stock market,

which continues to hold prices near

the year's, lowest figure despite ral-

lies; of varying intensity, now Is

viewed In trade circles as forecast-

ing future decline In earnings of

film companies, the same as all in-
dustrial, firms. This is expected
to be followed by customary re-
trenchment, inevitable once this cir-

cle of events is set in motion.

Dip in earnings, while not disr

cernible right now, Is expected to

result from developments at the
November special session of Con-
gress. Enactment either of mate-
rially higher taxes or a severe wage-
and-hour measure, or bothy is an-
ticipated, by the picture Industry. In
either case, profits of film companies
doubtlessly would be reduced. Wall
Street, with its lower prices, simply
Is discounting expectation of this in
advance.

In one sense, it is simply that the
street is betting that nothing bene-
ficial to stockholders will result

from .the impending Congressional
session, and is backing its wager
with short sales or by disposing of
stocks.

Belief in the street Is that the ad-
ministration is convinced that fur-
ther taxation or other methods to-

relieve the tax burden must be
found in the special session of con-
gress. Either added taxes or addi-
tional coin for payrolls, via a dras-
tic wage-hQur law, would trim im-
mediate earnings of companies.

.

While the downward trend is be-
ing attributed to the fact that Wall
Street is discounting these unfavor-
able factors' ahead of actual happen-
ing, - constructive moves towards
balanging the budget or inflationary
political developments' in the next
two months might well turn the
trend.

Wincheli Bernie East,

Former Nixes More Pix

Hollywood, Oct. 26,

Walter Wlnchell leaves for New
York Thursday (28) with the an-
nouncement that he' will make no
more pictures owing to the fact
that film work and columning do
not agree.

He resumes his newspaper writ-
ing Nov. 15 following completion
of 'Love and Hisses' at 20th-Fox.
Also returns to the radio (Jcr-
gens) Nov. 14.

Around Nov. 1 Ben Bernle, hav-
ing completed his second co-
starrer with Wlnchell, leaves for
his ' farm near Miami to winter a
spell in. Florida. Is taking the
Canal route east.

Music Corp. of America Is dick-
ering several propositions for Ber-
nie on the radio again, having com-
pleted a seven-year stretch Oct. 19
for American Can- ahd Pabst beer.

MarshaU's Film Bids

Fort Worth, Oct. 26.

Everett Marshall, singing star of
the Frontier Fiesta's Casa Manana,
has left for a second trip to Holly-
wood in regard to a film contract.
Marshall refused to sing for a short
film Metro made at Casa Manana
this summer, so the studio dubbed
Alan Jones In for the song. Billy
Rose is in the short.

Marshall is expected to return here
and stay until his divorce suit la

settled in December.

Froman Back in Pix
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

One picture deal with RKO brings
Jane Froman, radio singer, back to
pictures. She draws a featured role
in 'Radio City Revels.'

Warners debuted hor in 'Stars
Over Broadway.'
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Par's PhiDy Setdement with Ed

KuykendaD s Aii Points Up Anew

MPTOAs Plea for Conciliation Unit

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Qlialifled ' accepiUtnce of the

Paramount-PhlUy independents
peace pact- was voted today
(Tues.) with the provision that

an armistice week would start

today, durlncr which as many;
exhibitors as pcisisible wotild'

see Par salesmen t« nesotiate,

terms on new contracts. It was
agreed that' none of the exhibs
wbald sign up until after re-^'

porting back on terms ,to a'

masa meeting of thci U^jlPTp
iiir«dnesday (3).' Meantime^ ihe-

war .,
board does not relinquish

powers Jof attorney - to act for-

alt PhlUy exhibs. A^ter the

armistice week is oV«r ^tiA ex>

hlbs I'eport -Wednesday (3) on
the kind .

of deal S offered

tbiem by Par, If the latter appear
satisfactory; these ' powers of

attorney will be dropped ' and
the theiitre owners will be' free

to sign contracts.
'

It was indicated atr. today's

meeting that Paramount was
. willing to make peace with
indies in Minnesota and tlstf

where on':a. basis similar °to thai'

preached here.: P. J. Wood, pres^

ident of the. Independent. The--

atre Owners of Ohio, attendv

Ing as the spectator;' was the

'duly 'outside ekhh> leader' pres-.

ent, 'although others hitnl been!

invited. ,. r '.
"

MARY NOLAN'S $25,000

UBEL SUIT DISMISSED

The ?25,000 libel suit brought; by

Mary -Nolan (Imogene Wilson), for-

mer picture star, against the Powell-

Savory Corp., publishers of the N. Y.

Amsterdam News, Negro sheet, was
dismissed Monday (25) on insuffi-

cient grounds by N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Samuel H. Hofstadter.

Miss Nolan was allcwed 10 days, to

submit an amended cbmplaintJ The
actress ' claims her rep wais damaged
when the News published a story

last Jilay in which she was referred

to as the wife of Dr. Eugene Nelson,

Hollywood Negro* The latter is mar-
ried ta » former Follies showgirl,

but not to Miss Nolan.

TRANSMMAY
GET MOSS' NEW

Protracted strike of Philadelphia

exhibitors .againist ParAmpiiht, which
has been costly tb both' sides, wiis

settled during the past week sub-

ject to ratification by the United Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owiiers of , the

Philly region and, it is believed, will

be followed by speedy peace terms
in other' seclions of the'-' "country

where exhibs have beeii boycotting
Par.' This belief is " strengthened by
the fact that the Philadelphia exhibs

are notifying leaders in other strike

zoned of the action beiiig taken
there. ;

Expectation . is that Lewen
Pizor and other, exhibitor leaders in

Philadelphia will -go so far as to

urge an end to the hostilities with
Par all over the country. Mean-
time, Par . is expected to stand ready
tot compromises since the company
has-been anxious for peace .for some-
time. Because of the' atta.cks against

the company, cheating- an unpleasant
condition in exhibitor circles, rather

than because of the money- it may
have lost in playdates or failure to

get new contracts, Par is known to

desire .a washup of the war brought
against it.

Ed L. KuykendaU, president of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners pf

America, is Jcnown to have regretted

the actiqrt taken by various exhib
bodies against Par and, together with
other responsible leaders, is looked
to for a helping hand" in settling boy-
cotts in the Minneapolic territory,

Southern California, New England
and elsewhere. He went to' Pizor
'and others iix Philadelphia recently,

urging that exhibito'rs there try to

settle the strike' against Par. ' Meet-
ings resulting in the settlement. Fri-

day (22) followed his appeal.

A committee of three Paramouritl
executives and a committee of three

Philadelphia theatre operating lead-

ers, at .the Friday peace parley, ef-

fected the settlement which yester-

day (Tues.) was formally presented
to the UMPTO of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania for. approval..

,
Nejl F. Agnew,

v.p. in charge of distribution; Austin
C. Keough, V.p. and legal counsel,

and J. J. Unger, eastern division

manager, represented Pal', ' while
boycotting eyhibis Were represented
by. Lewen. .F'izor, president' of the

UMPrb; .Ciiarles Segall, chairman
of 'the board, and Abe Sablosky, v.p,

of the body.
Provisos

. Going 'into the .Friday, (22) meeting
and announcing a desire to end the

dispute With ?ar, after discussi:ig

questions pro and con concerning

Par's product last season and the six

pictures which were allegedly un
delivered ' under ' the 'contract, ; it was
agreed that from 'now on the ques

tion pf buying and selling w.as to be
one of equity, with no set formula
to be applied for all exhibs. in the

Philly territory. • Tenor of the- meet-
ing, was said to be that bdth. sides

' (Contiriued on page 54)

After putting several experienced
small theatre p'perators to route and
outbidding them for the spot on the
pireniise that' he could operate the
contemplated theatre, as a specii^l,

long-run .film house, B. S. Moss, who
has put around $100,000 in the con-
struction of the 500-seater at 40th

street and Broadway, inay 'not open
the house... Apparently he's igot

enough trouble with just, the Cri-
terion.

. Ijastead, Trans-Lux may take
over the spot:.and move trom its 50th
street, location a block away.
Moss and Trans-Lux have been

talking a- deal 'for some time, but
whether that contemplated theatre,

nOw ynder construction, can take on
the Trans-Lux

.
system, without al-

terations, is. something 'to.be straight

ened out.

The Trans-Lux theatre at 50th
street has ah>uhd four years to 'go

on its present lease.

Aden Pleads U. S. To

Charge OflF ifwi

Build^Ip Campaign

Washington, Oct, 26.

Allowance of $10,37.9 for taking

his wife and baby and a nurse to

Europe should be permitted by the

U. S. Bp.ard of Tax Appeals, Rich-
ard Arlen, screen ' actor, claimed

Monday (2S).
" Loss of his $2,000 a

week job with Paramount necessi-

taited' an expensive junket, the pur-

pose of which \\^as to show foreign

audiences, as well ' as U. S. fans,

his b.o. appeali star . insisted. Arlen

pointed but In'^ his peitition to the

Taif Bpard that .the trip 'had the

desired effect' and netted ..him a

$5,000 a week " job with Fox~on his

return to \S\ S.

Salary troubles of . the ..actor were
revealed ,when Arlen reported that

he had • held • a . cojitract with Par
stipulating a raise to $2,500 .weekly

in August/ W34; Instead, he. was
threatened with a.cut in his income
which forced him to embark on his

publicity, campaign with his wife,

Jobyne Ralston, and their child.

claiming ..thai he had been 'inter-

viewed and extensively entertained'

abroad, Arlen ruefully added that

deductions for • publicity and ad-

vertising ($225), and valet and tips

($499), and other items • covered

'only 'B portion of the. expense in^t

curred in an endeavor to keep his

name before the public in. enter-

taining, making persphal appear-

ance^ generously tipping at the

studio, and countless other demands.'

Ten thousand dollar bill for' the

trip, which Arleh thinks his Uncle
Sam should allow, ' included:

Traveling expenses, $6,701; tele-

phone and telegraph* ('keeping in

contact with agent at home'), $1.1;

wardrobe, $668; cleaning and press-

ngi $163 ;
previe^ys,

.
tickets, etc., $180;

magazines, $25; makeup, $V7; hos-
pitalization (ia spider bite on the

face while perforining ait the studio),

$211; and automo'bile expenses,

$1,557. •
•

n
lom Dies a-Borning as M

Suddenly Bea)mes Striiu[ent

Moss contracted to operate the 49th

street : place 'dn a ' rental " basis of

$35,00ff . yearly, against around " 15%
or so 'of the ' gross.

On what ternts Trans-tiiix .would

take over Moss' unfinished theatre,

or after completion, is presuhied to

be a matter -of. liegotiation stiU, al-

though it may haye been decided be
tween • Moss . 'arid' Trans-Lux. • So far

it's njcjt made khoSvh.

,

."Th^re are. accounts that if Trans
Lux should :^hed its 50th street spot,

'Site' may be' convertedv into a res

taurant'by private interests.

KDyh^
Plenty That's Wrong in the Biz

KINCEY-WILBY AND PAR

RENEW FOR 5 YEARS

New five-year partnership and
operating deaL with H. F. Kincey
and R. B! 'Wilby in the south, just,

negotiated,, is understood to be along

lines of the old arrangement . with

the K-W interests which had been

on a year-to-year basis due to re-

ceivership restrictions. . Deal for the

five years is retroactive to July 1,

when the prior contract ran out,

.

Wilby, who was in New York to

consuminate the new arrangement,
returned to Atlanta Friday (22). He
had been In New York on it only

three days.

Ralph Le Beau, Kansas City di-

vision manager for Paramount, is

returninjg to his post this week after

home office confabs during the past

few days.

mmooo
Suits Settled

For $2,150,000

Portland, Ore., Oct. 26.

Double bills are the curse of the
pic industry. Theatre owners and
broadcasters should get together to

face, the, copyright demands . of

ASCAP. Premium racket and marble
palaces will never sell ducats in com-
petition with good product. These
and other statements were made
here by Ed KuykendaU, president pf

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America. .

' 'Buying up product so that the
other fellow can't get it has visited

this curse of double features upon
the nation's exhibs,* says Kuyken-
daU; No sane exhib can seriously

convince . himself that this two pic

policy is doing anybody any good.
It's just resulted in a lot of qiiickies

and B and C pix. The public, is

shopping around, getting nauseated
and fed up with quantity, and de-
ser'tin.g its favorite amusement spots

for anywhere .that they think there's

a better show.'..

KuykendaU backed up his argu-

ment by mentioning one house in L.

A. which screened triple' features

and gave away sandwiches and ice

cream.
'No other business in the world,'

said he, 'has taken' care of so many
dumbbells in spite of themselves as

the motion picture industry. Exhibs
get wrangling among themselves and
wind .up irl court which i's the last

pay-off of iodiocy.- The courts don't

ur.derstand
, the picture business,

with., the result that a lot of dirty

linen is aired and poor decisions are
made.' I :

•

.. Other KuykendalL bombshells In-

cluded:
'

^

' : .

• 'Local' exchange manager's 'are Ju^t

rubber stamps, lacking authority for
any friendly adjustment of problems
with exhibs.

'Unfair trade practices in which
one exhib tries 'to slip fast ones over

his competitor makes' them both a

pushover for the distribs.

'The pic theatre should be the cen-

tral pivot of community life. It.pays

to put in a high school play at a b,

q. loss because it sets up the theatre

as a hub. of -thif ''community.

'Fair percentages are the only an-
swer to many b. o. problems, but a
national blanket of a given percen-
tage on any one pic is utterly unrea-
sonable.

'Cheapening ihe b. o. valye. of pic

stars by their, use on the radio hurts
the exhib. Radio ballyhooing of

song hits sometirrieis makes them bid
stuff before the basic vehicle gets to

your., town.

'One good feature in a modest
modern house is worth a flock of

double bills iii a rnarblte gold-plated
palace,

"'The exhib needs courage and the

urge to be progressive. Look at the
railroads. "They nearly went out of

business by standing pat on their

policies. -
•

o

'Federal
.
regulation Will surely

come unless the industry establishes

its 'own code, of fair Ifade practices

and a higher standard of biz ethics.'

KuykendaU. received an ovation

from the Pacific N. W. Theatre Own-
ers,, ^yho .cam^!_ .^9m,.jd[^t,an,t -pQints

to h'e^r these 'iDljjsJj^ ..and •,p^ur^d .'tlijey.

w2r great stuff. '

' '
^

The $12,000,000 Paramount trustee

suits begun in 1935 in N. Y,

supreme court have " practically been

washed up with the recommendation

of Arthur.,S.,.Bf|llantine, counsel for

the trustee of Paramount-Publix
Corp.. that $2,150,000 be. accepted' in

settlement. The recbmmejtjdation

wias made last week and Federal

Judige Albert C, KndX set Nov; .3 as

the date for argiiinents for and
against the proposed windup of the

old Par Corp.
The two actiohs were brought by

Charles D.' HiUes,' as trustee, against

Frank 'A. Bailey and 18 other direc-

tors and officers to account for stock

manipulation in 1931-1932. It was al-

leged that the defendants resold Par-

Publlx common stock at $75 to $80
(after purchasing it at $55) back to

the "cofporatipn," '';

A second ^ction was, directed

.against Jules E.. Brulatour.'and other

officers and, directors of par on al-

legation that officials illegally sold

stock under , ah employees' benefit

plan. ' '

'

Under the proposed settlement

which'- Has p'ractioally been okayed
by Judge Knox, the payment of

$2,150,000 wUl be split up by the pay-
ment of $1,302,590 by the various de-

fendants in the two actions, except
Adolph and Eugene Zukor, Sam
Ks^tz, Brulatour and Jesse L. Lasky.

"The Zukors under the arrangement
will pay $45,000 in cash to Para-
mPunt and $405,000 in notes bearing
interest at 2% '.maturing over a

period of nine years starting Jan-
uary, 1938. Katz wiU donate

$250,000 in credit notes against se-

curities issuable to him in accord-

ance with terms of reorganization

plan. Under 'similar credit' plan.

$35,000 in cash will be aUowed
Lasky,. .while Brulatour will pay
notes totalling $112,500 and bear-

ing 5% interest from 1932.

At the conclusion of the Novem-
ber hearings attorneys will file stipu-

lations calling off the sufts in the

state court. Defendants named in

these actions are: Frank A. Bailey,

Jules Brulatour, Daniel Frohmsn,
John D. Hertz, Felix Kahn, Gilbert

W. Kahn- latter two Kuhn. Loeb
& Co., Sam Katz, Austin C. Keough,
Ralph A. Ktohn, Je.sse L. Lasky, Sii'

William Wiseman, . Adolph and
Eugene J. Zukor, Donald S. Stralem.
Guaranty .Tiust Co. of New York,
Raynore Ludvigh, at latter two as

executors for the estate of the late

Elek. John Ludvigh, Harold B.

Franklin, John Cecil
.
Graham. Al

bert A, Kaufman, Maurice A, Wci th-

heim, Herman Wobber, and the late

Felix M. Warburg.
The. law firm of Root, Clark,

Buckner-.& Bsllentirie also submitted
Its bid for $215,000-" for services. They
have already received $510,000.

HilleS,
, ^ tr^ivstee, '."who

, .had, .gOltftn

$112,432' fh th^!'p^'si;' wpnt5 a^'ditipnal

$7,5o67''' •' ''"
'

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Hopes and plans for . ^ theatrf

building boom in the midwest havf
ijeen suddenly and sharply itymied

due to the difficulty /of borrowing

money. • In recent 'weeks' It has be-

come almost impossible to obtain f
loah of any amount, no matter how
much cash the builder' is willing to
put up himself.

This difficulty in securing financ-
ing, appears to .be concentrated on the
theatJre business, since most com-
mercial and taercantile property
builders are managing, to get suffi«

cient. coin for business and stor*
buildings.

But when it comes to theatre
property, the would-be owners and
builders admit they are up against

it. Last week a theatre man came
through with an offer to put u|^

$30^000 in cash for the building in
addition to equipping a new thea^
tre to the tune of $35,000; yet de^
spite this $65,000 investment couldn't

raise -the additional coini necessary
for a planned $150,000 theatre.

Money rnen don't even come bac^
with an ' offer, ,of less' coin;" thef

simply shake their heads and sta .

that they're not interested in puttin

UP any money for theatres, Espi

daily is this the case. 'wher« 'the^*i

tres are planned withoiit ftorei

Those financi'91 .men Who'll put .U]

some coin for the.atr« buUdlng nr

imanimousiy. insisting that the b
of the street frontage be used
store and shops.

ALLIED! N. 1
CAWAliai VS.

Miniieapolii, Oct. W,
Abram. P. Myers, ijational Allied

States' general^ counsel, Is In Mirf»

neapolis for. a conference-with' Judg<i

J. P. Devaney and L. B. Schwarta,

'attorneys, for Northwest Allied ati4

independent e ix l b 1 t o r ' playdatt

striker^, defendants In the Para*

rtibuht injunction suit, relative to ^jl

form- that an individual- exhibitor'^

test case against Paramount to com-

pel delivery of one of the disputed

pictures shall take;

While here, Myers also will discuss
'

the defense to be employed in the

suit brought by
.
Paramount, the Min-

nesota Amus. Co. (Publix), et al, to

invalidate the North Dakota theatre

divorcement law and have it de-
clared unconstitutional. Myers, De-
vaney and Schwartz, along with sev-

eral North Dakota lawyers, will as-

sist the North, Dakota state attorney

general in defending the suit.

It is expected that the federal cir-

cuit court of appeals will set a date

this week for hearing of the appeal

taken by Northwest Allied States

and the other defendants from
Federal Judge G. H; Nordbye's de-

cision granting Par. a temporary in-

junction to prohibit picketing of its

exchange and theatres playing its

pictures and other interference with

its business. Devaney and Schwartz
will argue the case before the court

of appeals. ..

Getting away for Minneapolis after

f-.-imerous delays, Y. Frank- Freeman,
Par's v;p. over - theatre operations,

left Sunday (24) by plane for the

northwest to inspect the territory

locally and confer on current prob-

lems with John J. Friedl and L. J.

Ludwig in charge for' Par. Ludwig,
who was in New York- last week,
went back' to Minneapolis on Friday
(22) by train, in

,

advance of Free-

man. A few weeks ago his Operating

partner, Friedl, was In N. Y. on

product deals.

The Minnesota Amusement chain

of around 100 houses is one of the

largest units in Par' that's directly

ownedv nqt jtiein^ under a partlier-

ship.
'

'
'
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Holdovers and Weather Holding

Chi Grosses Down; 'Heidi' Strom;

$15M'Vogues21(;/Zenda'29G2d

BROOKLYN BIZ UP

'Go*d Earth* Socko $18,000 at Met—
'Horkon' Smash 25G

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Business Isn't strong downtown
currently, mainly because of a flock

of holdover flickers in addition to a
new . lineup which doesn't evidence
any real boxoffice excitement.
Though alibis are still just alibis,

the weather around town hasn't been
conducive to b.o. recently. Has been
rainy, cloudy, muggy and. chilly, the
kind of weather' that ftiakes people
run home as quickly as possible to
hu? the radiator and radio.
Best general pace of the current

session goes to 'Heidi' at the Roose-
velt. Opened slowly in midweek
due to the. raw weather, Imt with,
the weekend and the upturn of
family trade, the flicker turned on
the heat and heads for a 'flne gallop.
•Vogues' rates' as runner-uo at the
Oriental, . although the tardiness of
the release of the picture in this
town seems to haVe hindered the
take somewhat.

'Zenda' is a holdover at tjie. Chi-
cago after a good, but not sensa-
tional; week previously. House is

ready to hold pictures over these
days on almost any pretext due to
the Oriental's eating lip of film' pre-
viously handed to the Chicago.. .

Garrick has a new one in *Lancer
Spy,' a rare thing for this house,
which has been practically the ex-
tended-run spot of the loop.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1.200: 35-55-65-75)

1—'Life Begins' (20th). In her^ fol-
lowing great week at the Oriental;
heads for fine $7,000 currently. Last
week 'Back in Circulation' (WB)
turned, in good $5,100.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

*Zenda' (UA) and stage show (2d
tveek). Coming, through with a $29,-
000 this week, which is all right for a
secofid gallop. Last week's $39,000
represents a solid profit.

Garrick . (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
—'Lancer Spy' (20th). First run for
this one and looks good with $5,000
in the offing for the action flicker.

Last week 'High. Wide'
.
(Par) did a

fadeout to the doleful tune of meagre
$4,100.

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 35-55-65-
75)-^'Vogues' (UA) and vaude. Good
flicker on excellent comments, though
release seems to have b6en held up
to the detriment of the b.o. here.
Indicates around $21,000, a disap'
pointing take, but the house .Is still

running on the profit side under its

new policy. Last week 'Sing About'
(GN) did fair enough at $23,000.
Palace (RKO) . (2,500: 35-55-65-75)

—•Fight for Lady» (RKO) and 'Holly-
wood. Hotel' imif on stage. \Not get-
ting anywhere particularly and will
liave to be satisfied with $17,000, a
medium take. Last week 'Saturday's
Heroes' (RKO) had Waring's orches-
tra on stage to' aid to fair $19,800.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

, 75)—'Heidi' (20th). Top coin pace
of the loop and heads for strong $15,-

• .€00 after a weak getaway. Last
week 'Madame X' (MG) didn't get
started and out after one sad week
at $8,700.

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700: 25-35-
.55)—'Counsel for Crime' (Col) and
vaude. Lottie Mayer's diving ballet
on stage aiding the b.o. and general
take good currently with $14,000.
Last week 'Moto' (20th) all right,
too. with $14,300.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700:

35-45-55-75) — 'Broadway Melody'
. (MG). Goes out on Wednesday (27)
to make room for 'Bride Wore Red'
(MG). Just fairish at $9,000.

SEAniE SPOm AGAIN;

'COLLEGE' IIG, 'HIGH' 7G

Seattle, Oct. 26.

'Zola' continues the surprise pix
of the month, with 'Dead End' hang-
ing on for third oke week. Former
gets moveover from B. M. to M. B.,

after original moveover from Fifth
to B. M. So that's hitting the dif-
ferent marquees: three different

• houses in as rnahv weeks. Latter is

.doing nice biz at Jensen-von Her-
beg's Liberty. 'Bride Wore Red' dis-
appointed and didn't hold up to
promise of ooeninff. diving to slow
$6,000 at Fifth. B. M. reverts to 27c.
policy.

Roosevelt also reverts to lower
prices after fiopning on moveover of
.'Something to Sing About,' which
went to town week before at Ster-
ling's Palomar. •

-

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(900: 27)—'Music for Madame'
(RKO) and 'Reoorted Missing' (U),
dual, mild $2,000. Last week 'Emile
Zola' (WB) and Disney's 'Award Re-
vue' (UA), dual, 2d week, nice $4,-
800. Big. (At 32-37-42).
Cnliseum (H^mrick - Ever<»reen)

(1.900; 21-.?2)—'Wee Willie Winkie'
(20th) and 'Sing and Be Happy'
(20th). dual, good $3,300, Last week
'Can't Have Everything' (2pth) and
•Between Two Women' (MGM), dual,
$3,600. good.

Colonial (Sterling) (850; 10-21)^

'Yodeling Kid from Pine Ridge'
(Rep) and 'Hideway' (RKO), dual,
big $2,500. ,Last week *I Cover the
War' (U) and 'Redlights Ahead'
(Chester), dual, $2,200, okay.
Fifth Avenue- (Hamnck-Ever-

green) (2,400; 32-37-42)—'High. Wide
and Handsome' (Par) and 'She
Asked for It' (Par), dual,: fair $7,200.

Last week 'Bride Wore Red' (MGM)
and 'Hot Weather' (20th), dual, $7,-

800.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 21-32r42)—

'Dead End' (UA) 3rd week. Remark-
able $5,800.. Last week, same film,

$7,900, great.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(900; 32-37-42)—'Emile Zola' (WB)
and 'Disney's Revue' (UA), dual,,

moved from B. M.; third week, ex-'

cellent $3,000. Last week '100 Men
and Girl' (U) and 'My Dear Miss
Aldrich' (MGM), dual, $3,100. good.'

Orpheum : (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(2,700; 32-37-42)—'Big City' (MGM)
and 'Sophie Lang Goes West' (Par),
dual, big $7,500. Last week 'Borneo'
(20th ) and 'Saturday's Heroes'
(RKO), dual, only moderate $5,200.
Falomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-

37)—'Love Takes Flight' (GN) and
stage, Ted Mack and revue, great
$5,00a. Last week 'Wine, Women and
Horses' (WB) and vaude, with Hil-
ton Sisters held over for 2d week,
nice $3,400.
Parainount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,106; 32-37-42)—'Life Begins in
College' (20th) and 'Flight from
Glory' (RKO) in for ten days, very
okay $11,000. Last week 'Wife, Doc-
tor and Nurs6'. (20th) and '40

Naughty Girls' (RKO) held only
flvi days, fair at $3,400.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (850; 21-32)—

'Artists and Models' . (Par) and 'Fly
Away Baby' (WB), dual, $2,700. Last
week 'Something- to Sing About'
(GN), three days, .floppo at $1,000.

Played at 21-27-37, Which didn't click
at this house; also single bill too rad-
ical here, where regs always find
duals; pulled and 'Platinum Blonde'
(Col) and 'It's All Yours' (UA). four
days, for week's total $2,300, mild.

'Stage Door' 12G Sh-oi^

For L'viHe; Others N.S.&

Louisville, Oct. 26.

Big gravy currently will go to the
Rialto, where 'Stage Door' looks set
to follow last week's profitable biz
with ai take plenty volviminous. Com-
prehensive and smart e:tploitation.

plus word-of-mouth publicity, all

spell a big $12,000 take.
Runner-up appears to be 'Some-

thing to Sing About' at the Strand,
wheri^ a good $5,000 is in prospect.
Other houses in the downtown sec-

tor doing plenty of horizontal head-
shaking, and not expecting much in

view of competish from 'Stage Door.'
Fall race meet at Churchill Downs

opened Saturday (23), with weather
bad, and attendance light. Not much
opppsish to downtown film houses.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth-Ave.-Loew's)— (1,-

500; 15-25-40)—'Double Wedding'
(MG) on dual with 'Counsel for

Crime' (Col). Looks set for bright

$3,400, after highly profitable seven-
day stanza at Loew's State. Last
week, 'Bride Wore Red' (MG) and
'Miss Aldrich' (MG), dual, tallied

fair $2,400.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—

'You Can't Have Everything' (20th)

and 'Footloose Heire.ss' (WB>, dual,

split with 'Missing Girls' <Chcster-

field) and 'Toast of New York'
(RKO), dual, on the way to okay
$2,600. Last week, 'Confession' (WB)
and 'Talent Scout' (WB), split with
'Mr. Dodd Takes the Air' (WB) and
'Road Back' (U), copped average $2,-

300.
Loew's State (3,000; 15-30-40)—

'Live, Love and Learn' (MG) and
'Madame X' (MG), dual. No par-

ticular b. o. strength evidenced by
this pair, and opposish a little too
potent. May corral fair $5,400, ev-

erything considered. Last week,
'Double Wedding* (MG) and 'Coun-

sel for Crime' (Col), dualled, after

smash week-end biz, held up well to

coo big $13,000.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-30-40)— 'They Won't Forget'

(WB). Received good notices, but

h.n. pull negligible. May tilt $3,000;

fair. Last week 'Back in Circulation'

(WB), lacked what it takes, ijnd.had

to be .<ati?fiefl with so-so $2,800.

National (Jewell) (2,400; 25-40)—
'Ecstasy' (Eureka) and 'Silent Bar-
riers' (GB), held over for second
week, still dom^ nicely and should
garner fair $2,5(j0 and mebbe more,

okay, after big $5,000 on initial seven

'^"ohlo (Settos) (900; 15) — 'Girl

From Paris' (RKO) on double bill

with 'Jailbreak' (WB), split with
'Along Came Love' (Par) and 'Road
Gang* (WB), dual, barely average at

$1,200. Last week 'Ship Cafe' (Par)
dualled with 'Plainsman' (Par), split

with 'Rose Bowl' (Par) pnd To

Brooklyn. Oct. 26.
Excellent assortment of flickers on

majority of downtown deluxer
screens with Loew's Metropolitan
and Fabian Paramount reported do-
ing top biz, former showing 'Gpod
Earth,' latter, 'Lost Horizon.^ Week-
end weather shooed 'em into thea-
tres.

I^stimates for This Week
Albee (2,500; 25-35-55) — 'Wife,

Nurse and Doctor' (20th) and 'Fit

for a King' will do okay $14,000. L$st
week 'Life of the Party' (RKO) and
'Charlie Chan on Broadway' (20i;h)

got nice $14,500.
tox (4,000; 25-35-55)—'Back In

Circulation' (WB) and 'Escape by
Night' (Rep). Satisfactory $14,000
for this pair. Last week 'Something
t6 Sing About' (GN) and 'Sea Racke-
teers' (Rep) got good $14,000.
Met- (2,400; 25-35-55)—'Good Earth'.

(MG) got off to excellent start with
first irate $18,000. Last week 'Prisoner
of Zenda' (UA>) and 'Man in Blue'
(Col) received good $16,000.
Paramount (4,000; 25-35-55)—'Lost

Horizon' (Col) and 'Over, the Goal*
(WB). Dualers figured for smash
$25,000, Last week 'High, Wide and
Handsome' (Par) and "Love Is Ort
the Air' (WB) got okay $17,000.
Strand (2,000; 25-35-55)—'Counsel

for Crime' (Col) and 'Thanks for
Listening' dualers due for satisfac-

tory $5,500. Last week 'Partners in
Crime' (Par) and 'Love Takes Flight'

(GN) got okay $5,000.

warMIwingsW TO 35G

IN DETROIT

Detroit, Oct. 26.

Snappy fall weather making for

snappier grosses.
For a change,, both vaudfllmers

hgve topnotch attractions at same
time and result is hefty activity at
Michigan and Fox boxoffices. Former
has 'Big City,' plus Fred Waring
band on stage, while Fox harbors
pop-showing df 'Lost Horizon,' with
Eddie Peabody topping yaude.

. Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balabah) (1,700; 25-40)—

'Borned' (20th) plus 'Chan, on
Broadway' (20th), . dual. Normal
$5,500. Last week, 'Thin Ice' (20th)
(3d week)' plus 'Mr. Moto' (20fh)
pulled in good $5,400. ,,

Fox (Indie). (5,000; 30-40-65)—'Lost
Horizon' (Col) and Eddie Peabody
topping vaude. Planned for two-
week run at pop prices, and first

session big, $30,000. Last week poor
$16,500 on 'Lancer Spy' (20th) and
Buddy Rogers on stage.
Madison (United Detroit) (2,000;

30-40-05) — 'Zenda' (UA) (3d week).
Sticking on for good $6,000, follow-
ing sessions of $7,000 and $13,000.
Figures to pull this week.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-65) — 'Big City' (MG) and-
Fred Waring band on stage. Combo
good for bumper $35,000. Last week
under $27,000, nice, for 'High, Wide,
Handsome' (Par) and Ina Ray Hut-
ton band.
Palms - State (United Detroit)

(3,000; 25-40) — 'High, Wide and
Handsome' (Par) (2nd run) plus
'She's No Lady' (Par), dual. Former
opus moved here from Michigan, and
loolcs like nice $8,700. Last session
about $9,000, fine, on 'That Certain
Woman' (WB) (2d week) and 'Bull-

dog DrUmmond' (Par).
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-65) — 'Live, Love and
Learn' (MG). Of! okay and figures
for nice $11,500. May hold. 'Madame
X' (MG) a washout at $5,300 last

week.

Alibi Week on BroadwaytWaU St

Football Etc.); 'Ali Baba' $S4J

Firm; leddii^' 30G;T 7G, Blah

Mary, With Love' (20th), dual,
romped home with fine $1,500.
Rialto (Foudth Ave.) (3,000; 15-30-

40)—'Stage Door' (RKO). Heavy
plugging by national ads, intensive
exploitation, and 'resultant word-of-
mouth publicity combining to pull
bulk of the biz to this house. Favor-
able setup is pointing way to a smash
$12,000. Last week 'Heidi' (20th),
sockied home a hefty $12,500, and had
the house bulging with juve and
femmT trade.

Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,500; 15-
30-40)—'Something to Sing About'
(GN) and 'Love Takes Flight' (GN),
dual. Off to a flne week-end start,

and helped by distribution of thou-
sands of i-acing tip folders, which
advertised pic at opening of
Churchill Downs fall race meet.
Should cop fine $5,000, Last week,
'Musii for Madame' (RKO) and '40

Naughty ,Girls' (RKO), dual, on
four-day showing, reaped fair $2,500.

TBENDLE'S COAST 0.0.
Detroit, Oct. 26.

George W. Trendle, prez of United
Detroit theatre chain (Par), off for

several weeks' sojourn on West
Coast.

Will combine vacash with o.o. of

forthcomitig product.

Eddie Cantor came to town In 'Ali

Baba' this week, as did 'Double Wed-
ding,' 'Great Glarrick,' 'Music for
Madame,'

, 'Madame X,' 'Westland
Case' and 'Bulldog Drummond at
Bay.' but outsidie of a $54,000 first

week for 'All' the retord shows noth-
ing of moment. Cantor picture, while
good, is far from sensational, how-
ever, for the Roxy, which did better
with 'Life Begins at CoUpge,' its

predecessor, 'Thin Ice' and other re-
cent pictures.

It's either the lack, of draught of
attractions or it's Wall str6et Indi-
gestion and unrest, football games,
the final week of racing around New
York, the radio with its fall pro-
grams or something else. Weather
over the week-end couldn't be
blamed, although Friday night's rain
was no help.
With 'All Baba' not going out to

threaten recent riecord grosses at the
Roxy, comparatively stronger is

'Stage Door,' on its third lap at the
Music Hall, where pointing for $85,-

000. Holding well, also, against the
new pictures. Cantor and 'Prisoner
of Zenda,' on second riin at the
State,' is 'Souls \at Sea.' This, to-
gether with the Benny MerofI band
and Jane Froman, Is pretty sturdy
at $35,000 on its second week at the
Par and goes a third.

Capitol may too a fairly good $30.-

000 with 'Double Wedding,' being
second best among the new films,

while 'Music for Madame' suggests
a fair $9,000 for the Criterion, 'West-
land Case' is hoping, for an pkay $7,-
fiOO at the Rialto and In the rear are
'Madame X' at only around $7,000
for the Globe, plus 'Bulldog Drum-
mond,' which was pulled laist night
at 7 p. m. after 3^^ days at the Cen-
tral. 'Drummond' got only $1,900 on
the 3% days. 'Criminals In the Air'
replacing. 'Madame X' was at one
time dated for the Capitol, then
pulled off the schedule.

'Great Garrick' was brought Into
the Rivoli Saturday (23) ahead of
time, having been originally dated tp
open today (Wed.), but Is also get-
ting nowhere. The best It appears
it will be able to garner Is $16,000
or thereabouts. Being fortunate
enough to get ^24,000 last week on
its first, 'Alcatraz Island' on the
holdover went atvay off to around
$14,000 at the Strand. It Is replaced
today (Wed.) by 'Perfect Specimen.'

'Zola' remains at the Hollywood,
where now rfcported doing under
$14,000, but okay, while Tlrefly'
limns to the finish of its run shortly
at between $5,000 and $6,000. Last
week (7th). it did $5,600. Picture
will be replaced Nov. 9 by fHurrl-
cane,' but will probably close a few
days 6r a week ahead of this one's
opening.

State looks around $28,000 with
'Zenda' and Jimmy Savo, good but
not what it might be expec|ed this
picture would draw after showing
powerful grossing ability at the
Music Hall first run.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

•Firefly' (MG) (8th week). Still
hanging around though 'Hurricane'
(UA) has been promised house for
Nov. 9, Last week (7th), $5,600, low.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
'Double Wedding' (MG). Powell-
Loy names credited with bringing
pretty good $30,000 into house but no
one cheering. Last week, 'Bride
Wore Red' (MG), under $20,000, dis-
appointing.

Central (1,000; 25-35-40-55-65-75-
85-99)—'Bulldog Drummond at Bay*
(Rep). Jerked last night at 7 p. m.
after ZVz days at only $1,900, bad,
with 'Criminals of Air' (Col) replac-
ing. 'Dangerously Yours' (20th)
last week fell off to unfortunate
$4,900.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Music
for Madame' tRKO). Martini starrer
better than some pictures here,
around $9,000, fair. Predecessor,
'Over the Goal' (WB), plus 'Nation
Aflame' (Treas.), featurette, under
$6,000.
Globe (1,274; 25-40-65) — 'Ma-

dame X' (MG). Tear-jerker
aroiising no action here, in vicinity
of $7,000, mild. 'Girl Who Said
No' (GN), in ahead, only around
$4,000, a bitter disappointment.
Holiywood (1,454; 55-85-$1.10-$1.65-

$2.20)—'Zola' (WB) (11th week).
Starting to tire a little but still okay,
under $14,000 last week (10th). Prob-
ably can't stick until Christmas, as
hoped.

Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Back In
Circulation' (WB) (2d run), and
'Something to Sing About' (GN) (2d
run), dualcd. Pair not strong but
satisfactory $9,000 or bit over. Last
week $10,100 went into the box office
for '100 Men and Girl' (U) (2d run)
and 'Saturday's Heroes' (RKO) (1st
run).
Paramount (3,664; .25-35-55-85-99)

—'Souls at Sea' and Benny Meroft
band, plus Jane Froman. Showing
a handsome profit at $43,500 last
week (1st) and maybe $35,000 on
second, which enables show to go a
third, but somewhat under expecta

tlons. 'Angel' (Par) and the Tommy
Dorsey band open Wednesday (3).
Radio City Music Hail (5,980; 40-

60-85-99-$1.05)—'Stage Door' (RKO)
and stage show (3d-flnal week). Ex-
hibiting strongest, draught this the-
atre has hi^d so far this season, look-
ing very fine $85,000 this week (3d).
S'edond was $96,000, the first $113,-
000. 'Victoria the Great' (RKO)
opens tomorrow (Thurs,).
Rialto (750: 25-40-55)—'Westland

Case' (U). Doing okay, probably
around $7,500. Last week, 'Fit for
a King' (RICO) only $5,200, poorest
this year for house.
Rivoli (2,092; 25-55-76-85-90)—

'Great Garrick' (WB\ Rushed In
Saturday (23) after 'Wife. Dr. and
Nurse' (20th) began to weaken badly
but conditions still not rosy. If
'Garrick' tops a mediocre $16,000 It

will be a surprise. Second week of
'Wife' dipped to under $12,000, poor.
Roxy (5,836; 25-45-55-75)—'Ali

Baba Goes to Town' (20th) and stage
show. At $54,000, holding over, the
Eddie Cantor musical is doing a flne
business but not as 'strong as other
recent pictures here. Last week (2d)
for 'Life Begins at College' . (20th)
hit a g'ood $43,000 dfter a flrst seven
days of $62,000.
Strand (2,707; 25-55-75)—'Alcatraz'

(WB) (2d-flnal week). Held up well
initial seveh days to knock out $24,-
000 but off on the holdover to only
around $14,000 and out last night
(Tues.). 'Perfect Specimen' (WB)
opens this mdrnir^g (Wed.).

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Zend^*
(UA) (2d rim) and vaude headed by
Jimmy Savo. More than $28,000 may
have been expected after what
'Zenda' showed at the Music Hall 1st
run, plus advantage, of Savo in per-
son here: but it's good. Last week
house hit around $21,000 with 'Dou-
ble or Nothing' (Par) (2d run) and
Joe Lewis as stage hcddliner,

Nock and SuDy Aid

'Vogues' to 20G, Pitts.;W Hice at 17G

Pittsburghi Oct. 26.

Looked at beginning of Nveek like
recent stock tumbles and other dis-
turbing factors had at last hit the
movie tills. Turned out, however*
that it was just the weather because
with end of two-day hard rain, biz
shot back Into high again and knock-
ing off a. steadily brisk pace.
xola' doing nicely at Penn only

two months after roadshow engage-
ment at Nixon, but Isn't likely to get
enough to earn flicker a h. o. at
Warner while combo of 'Vogues' and
Johnny Perkins-Block and Sully on
stage is meaty stuff for Stanley and
heading for a nifty flgure.

Estimates for This Week
Alvln (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-50)—

'Life Begins at College' (20th). Sec-
ond week will get about half of
opening stanza's gross but there
won't be any complaints with a $7,-
000 take. Got around $15,000 flrst

session. House gets 'Something to
Sing About' (GN) Thursday, with
'Heidi' (20th) following.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750: 25-40)
—'It's All Yours' (Col). Surprise
click and management was flguring
on holding for second week up un-
til last minute. However, $4,500,
while all right, wasn't deemed quite
strong enough to get a second week
and goes out tomorrow for 'Wild and
Woolly' (20th). Last week, 'Sheik
Steps Out* (Rep) in the dumps de-
spite $500 cash Lucky Herald give-
away, finishing with indifferent
$3,050.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

50)—'Life of Zola' (WB). Doing sen-
sationally all over territory, but not
quite that here and reason ig prob-
ably date's too soon after roadshow
engagement at Nixon, less thon two
months ago. Will get pretty close
to. $17,000, a crack gross. Last week,
'Bride Wore Red' (MG), a three-day
picture. Mopped up during that
period but fell off to nothing down
home stretch and breasted the tape
at $15,000.

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—
'Vogues' (UA) and stage show with
Johnny Perkins and Block and Sully.
Rain killed opening but came back
strongly on Saturday (23) to knock
off around six grand on that day
alone. Should have no trouble get-
ting $20,000 and might have bet-
tered that but can't get any turn-
over due to length of feature. Last
week, 'Make a Wish' (RKO) and Phil
Spitalny's orch near $22,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40)—'Mar-

riage Before Breakfast' (MG) and
'Sophie Lang Goes West' (Par). Do-
ing considerably better than recent
duals here and should do a good $4,-
200 in six days, abbreviated run due
to house's desire to get back to
Thursday opening. LasA week, 'Pris-
oner of Zenda' (UA) brought here
after crack session at Penn and had
plenty of stuff left, getting great
$8,500.
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'Rreakfast^'Spy $21,000 Top Boston;

'Heidi' Yacht Club Boys 20G,Me 32G

Boston, Oct 26.

TBride Wore Red/ 'Heidi' and the
dual bill of 'Lancer Spy' and 'Break-
fast for Two' are all toppers this
week» splitting the coin around town,
but 'Heidi/ with Yacht aub Boys,
isn't so hot»
Rainy matinee Saturday crammed

film houses for extra takes. Pro
football is not the serious iSunday
matinee menace it was last year,
with two teams playing alternate
Sundays here^ Only one team plays
here now, and this one has been
getting slim gates.

Estimates for This Week
Boston <RKO) (3,000; 3S-55-7&)—

•Counsel for Crime' (Col) and stage
shyw starring Jack LaRue and Vince
Br.rnett, fair $18,000. Last week, *Fit
for a Xing' (RKO) and Ann Corio
on sSage, satisfactory $20,000^.

Fenway (M&P) (1,400; 25-35-40-
50>—'Life Begins- in Callege" (20th)
and 'Sophie Lang Goes West^ (Par),
dual, socko opening week demanded
holdover. Second week good $6,500.
Fii-st frame big $9,400,

H«b (Grand) (»30; 20-30-40)—
•Trapped by G-Men* (Col> and 'Life
Bo.">iBS with Love' (Col), dual, fair
$5,000. Last week way ofi. $3,500
foff ^Wallaby Islands' (GN) and
'Hoosier Schoolboy' (Mono), double.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2.900; 25-
40-55)—'Breakfast for Two* (RKO)
and "Lancer Spy* (20th >, dual, big
$21,000. Last week, second staiiza

•for 'lOO Men and a Girl' with 'Idol
of Crowds' (U>. good $12,700.

MetropoUfau dVT&P) (4,300; 35-55-
75)—'Heidi^ (20th) and. Yacht Club
Boys on stage very good, but gross
isn't $20,000. Last week smash $32,600
for 'Zola' (WB) and Duke Ellington
on stage.

Otphenm (Loew) (2,900;.'25-35-40-
50)—'Bride Wore Red' (MG) and
•Miss Aldtich*' (MG), dual, very good
$17,000. Last week 'Big City' ^G)
and 'Women Men Marty' (MG),
double, second week (6 days), $11,-
500.
Paramonnt (M&P) (1.800; 25-35-

65)—'Life Begins in College' (ZOth)
and 'Sophie Lang Go6s West' (Par),
dual, held over. Second week $8,500.

First frame very big $12,800.
Scollay (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-50)

—'Double or Nothing* (Par) (3drvm)
and 'They Won't Forget* (WB) (2d
run), dual, good $8,000. Last .week
$7,500 for 'Varsity Show' (WB) and
Thin Ice' (20th), both 2d run.

State (Loew) (3.300; 25-35-40^)—
'Bride Wore Red' (MG) and 'Miss
Aldrlch' (MG), nice $15,000. Last
week 'Big City' (MG) and 'Women
Men Marry* (MG), double, okay
$7,500 for six days. ,

Bowes' Ams. Skyrocket

Thunder' 6G, Portland;

'Dead End' Nifty 7G

Portland, Ore., Oct. 26.
'Dead End' is getting the raves and

the biz at the Broadway, easily good
for a sugar-coated 14 days at that
house. 'Double Wedding' is mopping
up in its second week at Parker's
UA. Single shot without a com'
panion pic, 'Double Wedding,' topped
the burg's grosses, in its first week.

Estimates for xnis Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30^5)

—•Dead End' (UA) and 'Over the
Goal' (FN) answering to exploita-
tion for great returns of $7,000, Last
week, 'Vogues of 1938' (UA) and
The Man Who Cried Wolf (U)
closed a big ten days with $7,6CO.
Mayfalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

500; 30-55)—'Thunder Trail' (Par)
with Major Bowes vaude unit get-
ting top billing and tripling normal
biz up to big $6,000. Last week,
'Borneo' (20th) aind 'It Happened in
Hollywood' (Col) only fair $2,000.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2,000; 30-55)—'High, Wide and
Handsome' (Par) and 'Hot Water*
(20th) better than average in this
house for strong $6,000. Laist week.
'Wife, Doctor and Nurse' (20th) and
'It's All Yours' (Col) good enough
second week at $4,000.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,000; 30-55)—'Life Begins at Col-
lege' (20th) and 'Sophie Lang Goes
West* (Par) very good $6,500. Last
Week, 'Life of Emile Zola' (WB) and
'Wild -and Woolly' (20th) held up to
a strong finish for good $5,800.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

65)—'Double Wedding' (MG) run-
ning up a great second week with-
out companion pic, big $5,500. First
week broke all recent b. o, records
for terrific $8,300.

Door' Slim $1S,000 At

Bnff; '100 Men' Nice 12G

Buffalo, Oct. 26.
Mixed grosses seem to be the order

of the week. Bad weathier break
ovier the weekend held takings ,down
but 'lOO Mea' at the Lafayette did
nicely.
Recent rise in. gross levels at Cen-

tury is outstanding factor of local
picture with takings sticking around
$10,000 and better for last three
weeks.

Estimates for This Week
- Baffato (Shea) (3,600; 35-40-60)—
•Stage Door' (RKO). Drew enthusi-
astic notices but wicketed in only
$15,000. Last week, 'Double Wed-
ding' (MG) dropped away from
smart start but came in with good
$18,300.
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)—

'Back in Circulation* (WB) and 'Mr.
Dodd Tlakes the Air' (WB). Another
bumper at $10,000. Last week, 'Life

of the Party' (RKO) and 'Behind
the Headlines* (RKO) swell $10,100.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 35-50)— High, Wide and Handsome' (Par).
Better than okay^at $10,000. Last
week, 'Zola' (WB), very neat at

$12,400.
Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 30-50)—"Live,

Love and Learn' (MG). Off at $7,-

000. Last week, 'Life Begins at Col-
lege* (20th). drew nicely and came
ia with excellent $9,200.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25-35)—

'100 Men and a Girl' (U) top takings
of $12,000. Last week, 'Sheik Steps
Out' (Rep) and 'Born Reckless^

(20th), poor $6,000.

'HHDimSi

SOCK, DENVER

Denver, Oct. 26.

Strong . holdouts are giving Shir-

ley Temple's 'Heidi' the best money
in Denver. Plenty of juvenile trade

at the mats has done plenty to hypo

the take, with evening biz swell also.

Consequently it will be moved from
the Denver to the Aladdin for con-

tinued run.

'Bride Wore Red' plays to repeated,
holdouts for strong gross. 'Wife, Doc-
tor and Nurse' goes to the Broadway
after strong week at the Aladdin.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdftt (Fox) (1.500; 25-40)—

'Wife, Doctor and Nurse, (20th). After
a week at the Denver, $3,000. Last
week '100 Men and a Girl* CU) was
fine at $4,500 and was moved back
downtown to the Broadway. The
film had played the Denver also.

Broadway (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—
'100 Men and a Girl' (U), following
a week at each the Denver and Alad-
din. Nice $3,500. Last week 'Stella

Dallas* CUA) was good at $3,500, fol-

lowing a week at each the Denver
and Aladdin.

Denham (CockriU) (1.500; 25-35-
40)—'Drummond Comes Back' (Par)
and stage show, $6,000. Last week
This Way Please' (Par) was okay at
$5,750.

Denver (Fox) (2,500; 25-35-50)—
'Heidi' (20th), and stage band. Sdcko
$13,500. Last week 'Wife, Doctor
and Nurse' (20th) was fine at $11,000,
with standouts two evenings.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
—The Bride Wore Red' (MG) and
'Big Shot* (RKO). Nifty $11,000.
Last week 'Stage Door' (RKO), 2d
week, and 'Flight from Glory'
(RKO) were good at $7,500.

Paramount (Fox) (2,000; 25-40)—
'Chan on Broadway* (20th), and 'it

Happened in Hollywood' (C6I). Av-
erage $4,000. Last week 'Mr. Dodd
Takes the Air* (FN) and 'Footloose
Heiress' (WB) were fine at $4,600.

Pair Up for 'Mtlitons'

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Radio has set Sally Eilers and
Preston Foster to constat in 'Easy

MilUohs,' to be made from the

George Beck story.

Christy Cabanne wlU direct and
William Sistrom <?raws the producer
assignment.

Carey's Recovery Act

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Harry Carey, the Bronx' buckaroo,

who lost $300,000 when a dam broke

and washed out a dudery, Navajo

camp and trading post he had built

outside of Saugus 10 years ago, now
feels the country Is on the upturn,
especially as there is no likelihood

of the City of Los Angeles rebuild-
ing the dam.

He's called in architects for esti-

mates on a new trading post. He
doe^ft't need a dam. He has a water
hole, and after a 20-year fight with
the public utilities he's how sup-
planting kefosene lamps with elec-

tric lights.

First Runs on B'way

(Subject to Change)

Week of Oct 28

Astor— 'Firefly* (MG) (0th

wk).

Capitol — 'Double Wedding*
(MGlb(2dwk),
Central— 'Criminals of tha

Air' (Col) (26).
(Reviewed in Vabuty Au0. 18)

' Criterion— 'West of Shang<
hai' (WB) (29).

Globe — 'Atlantic Flight*

(Mono) (30).
(Reviewed in Varieky Sept. 22>.

Hollyw«««i — 'Em i I ft Zola'
(WB) (I2th wk).

Musie Hall — 'Victoria the '

Great' (RKO).
(Revietoed tit VMorrr Aug. 26)

Paramonht— 'Souls at Sea'
(Par) (3d wk).

.

Rialt«— 'Murder in. Green-
wich Village' (Col) (29).

RIvoli—'Great Garrlck' (WB)
(23).
(Aeuietued in. Vamxtv SepU 20>'

Koxy— 'Ali Baba Goes to.

Town' (20th) (2d wk).

Strand— 'Perfect Specimen'
(WB) (27).
(Reviewed in VAXurv Sept. 29)

Week of Nov. 4

Astor-'Hurricane* (UA) (»>.

Capitol—'Conquest' <MG).
(Reviewed in current "VtsaaY) .

-

Criterion— 'Hold *Em Navy'
(Par) (5).

Hollywood — 'Emile Zola'
(WB) (13th wk).

Uusic HaU — 'Awful Tiruth'

(Col).
(RerHewed in VaBxnY Oct. 20)

Paramount — 'Angel* (Par)
(3).
(Reviewed in Variety Sept 15)

RivoH— Xancer Spy' (20th)

(3).
•

. .

(Rjeviewed in VARiEtT Oct, •)

Roxy—'Heidi' (20th) CS).

Strand— 'Perfect Specimen*
(WB) (2d wk).

Providence Still

Spotty, but Nice

$16j)00 to Muni— /

Providence, Oct. 26.

Type of theatre attractions much
better, and tone being' reflected at
the box office. Business, however,
is still spotty. Comparatively, the
best bets in town are Emile Zola' at
Majestic and Loew*s twin bill, 'Live,
Love and Learn* and 'Madame X.'
Trailing in the first run picture field

are 'Life Begins With Love' at Strand
and 'Fight for Your Lady* at Albee.
Both are dualers.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

Tight for Your Lady' and 'Reported
Missing* (RKO); finished just so-so
at $6,300 for the week. 'Something
to Sing About' (GN) and 'Hideaway*
(RKO) in today (26). Last week
'Breakfast for Two* (RKO) and
'Saturday's Heroes* (RKO) mild at
$6,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew's) (1,400; 25-
35-50)—'Double Wedding* (MG) and
•Dark Journey' <UA); tone trifle
stronger, but still far from good;
looks like $3,900. Last week 'Bride
Wore Red' (MG) and 'Counsel ^for
Crime' (Col) was also ofE at $3,200.
Empire (Spits) (1.600; 25-35-40)—

'Nation Aflame* (Halperin) and
vaudeville with Muriel Page; no
doubt of what's doing the pulling
here this week; house emphasis on
'Flame Dance' doing the tr.ick. Gross
of $7,000; best so far. Last week
'China Seas' (MG) was good, too, at

$5,800, considering it was revival.
Fay's (2,000; 25-35-50)—'Danger-

ously Yours* (20th) and stage show.
Business oke, but would be a great
deal stronger if opposlsh wasn't so
tough; $6,300. Last week 'Over the
Goal' (WB) mild $8,000.
Loew's State (3,200; .25-35-50)—

'Live, Love and Learn' (MG) and
'Madame X' (MG); nice going at
$12,000. Last week 'Double Wedding*
(MG) and 'Dark Journey' (UA) was
oke too at $13,200.
Majeatio (Fay) (2,200; 25-33-80)—

•Emile Zola' (WB); beautiful co-
operation from the press helping a
great deal for a class picture. Good
$10,000, Last week 'That Certain
Woman' (WB) and 'Love On the Air'
(WB) tepid showing at $6,600.
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

'Life Begins With Love* (Col) and
'Paradise Isle* (Mono); business ofE;
house has been taking it on the
chin for move than a month; this
week $6,200. Last week 'Bulldog
Drummond Comes Back* (Par) and
•Sheik Steps Out* (Mono) was off,

too, at $5,900.

Schookniimis Liven Up hdpis;

fedding' Ihial $am Others OK

'Stage Door'-Vaude Tops

Balto with $17,500

Baltimore, Oct. 26.

Steady play here this week, combo
Hippodrome topping the town with
a rousing $17,500 for 'Stage Door'
(RKO), best figure in weeks. 'Zola*

(WB) at the Stanley continues strong
in its second week with $10,000 after
hey-hey $16,400 for opening session.

Strong possibility of film remaining
a third stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Centory (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35,-40-55) — •Bride Wore Red*
(MG). Rather unexciting going at
$10,000. Last week •Prisoner of
Zenda' (UA) chalked up profit with
$14,400i.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,200;
15-25-35-40-55-66) — 'Stage Door'
(RKO) plus vaude, leading the town
with one of biggest grosses in long
time, a rousing $17,500. Last week,
'Breakfast for Two' plus Bunny Ber-
rigan unit, mild $9,600.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 15-
26-35-40-55)—'Gangway' (GB) opens
supper show tonight (Tues.). Last
week, 'King Solomon's Mines* (GB),
so-so $4,000 in spite of extra heavy
exploitation by house.
New Mechanie (1,400; 15-25-30-40-

55)—'Heidi' (20th) (2d week). Not
up to other Temples with $3,100. No
night biz at all. 'All Baba Goes to
Town* (20th) set to open Friday (29).

Stanley (WB) (3.450; 15-25-30-40-

55)-^^Emile Zola* (WB) (2d week).
Very good $10,000 after bango $16,-

400 for opener. Will hold for a third
stanza.

HIGH, WIDE IIG

NIFIY, MONTI

Montreal, Oct. 26.

•Victoria the Great,' wluch packed
them in all last week for a $14,000
gross, continues to fill His Majesty's
on repeat currently and will top
$10,000. Palace on 'High, Wide and
Handsome' gets a nifty $11,000. .

Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT) (1,600; 50-75-

$1) — 'Victoria the Great' (RKO-
British) (2nd -week). Another socko
week of $10,000, after near-record
$14,000 first seven days:
Palace (CT) (2,700; 50) — 'High,

Wide and Handsome* (Par). Locally
popular star and recent dearth of
musicals brought big week-end biz
with $11,000 gross, very good. Last
week's repeat of 'Prisoner of Zenda'
(UA) good at $8,000.
Capitol (CTT) (2,700; 50) — "The

Bride Wore Red' (MG) and 'My
Dear Miss Aldrich* (MG). Average
at $7,500. Last week, 'That Certain
Woman' (WB) and *Talent iScout'

(WB) faded towaird the end of week
for fair $6,000.
Loew's (M.T. Co.) (3,200; 50) —

'100 Men and a Girl' (U) and 'Love
in a Bungalow' (Emp) (4th week).
Still doing socko biz at $7,000 after
smashing third week at $8,500.

'Princess (CT) (2,300; 50) — *Life

at College' (20th) and 'Charlie Chan
on Broadway' (20th). Good $7,000.

Last week, 'Wife, Doctor and Nurse'
(20th) and 'Hot Water' (20th) $7,500,
good.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600; 50) — 'Le Messager.' Average
$2,000. Last week, 'Buissiere' poor at
$1,400.

St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 34)—'Gribouille' and 'L'Amour Veille'
very good at $7,000. Last week,
•L'Homme de Nulle Part' and 'Fran-
cois Premier' good at $7,500.

Gernert's Estate

Easton, Pa., Oct. 26.

Oliver H. Gernert, Allentown
theatre owner and philanthropist,
who died recently, left $10,000 to
Gerald Reed, the 18-year-old Allen-
town newsboy who for many years
delivered the daily papers to Gernert.
He also left him jewelry and house-
hold effects. Gernert took special
interest in newsboy and often called
him into his home and discussed
topics of day with him.
Salvation Army was left $2,000

and remainder of estate went to
nephews -and nieces. Estate valued
at about $320,000.

Marcuses Back in Phil

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Gene and Harry Marcus, former
heads of 20th-Fox exchange here,
are back in Philly, Boys have been
in Colorado, in biz and politicoing.

Have taken quarters on Vine
street and will open Allied Pictures
exchange.

Indianapolis Oct. 26.
Annual state teachers' convention

brought 15,000 -schoolmarms to town
over the weekend- and grosses
jumped far above normal during
their stay. Their film-going tastes
aren't so different from those of the
average film fan. Instead of seeking
out the so-called finer fare such as
•Emile Zola' at the Circle, which re-
ceived only a moderate play, the
educators followed the crowds in
search of slapstick comedy in 'Double
Weddiiig' at Loew's, in 'Perfect
Specimen' and vaudeville at the
Lyric, and to applaud little Shirley
Temple in "Hei^^ at the Indiana.

Estimates for This Week
Apolla (Kata-Dolle) (*,100; 25-40)—i'Wife, Doctor and Nurse' (20th)

dualled with 'Charlie Chan on
Broadway' (ZOth). Second run im-
mediately following its debut last
week at the Indiana. Not bad for
a holdover session at $3,000. l,ast
week 'Music For Madame' (RKO) on
double bill with 'Forty Naughty
Girls' (RKO) in its first run only
did $2,250, poor.

Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 25-40)
—•Emile Zola' (WB). Class trade not
enough to lift above moderate $5,000.
Last week dual of 'This Way Please*
(Par) and 'On Such a Night' (Par)
was nothing extra at $4,250.
Indiana (Katr-DoUe) (3,100; 25-40)

—'Heidi* (20th) on twin program
with 'Behind the Mike' (U). Temple
always was a favorite in. this town
at smaller Apollo, and is pulling her
fans over to this newly reopened de-
luxer. Take $7,800. good. Last week
in its first week after a long period
of darkness house did a good $8,000
on dual of 'Wife, Doctor and Nurse'
(20th) and 'Charlie Chan On Broad-
way* (20th).

Keith's (Kane) (1,300; 15-25)—
'Small Town Boy' (GN) and vaudje.
No names on stage and pic isn't

drawing. Gross $2,200, weak. Last
week liove Takes Flight* (GN) and
vaude also was bad at $2,300.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-40)—

"Double Wedding* (MG) on dual
with 'Coimsel For Crime* (MG). Bill
Powell.and Myrna L6y are proving
a powerful box office maenet. Gross
$13,000, ' a smash hit Last week
'Vogues' (UA) and Xondon By
Night' (MG) on double program was
only fair at $6,000.
Lyric (Olson) (2,000; 25-30-40)—

'Perfect Specimen* (WB) and vaude.
Pic billed over stage show in all ads
and in outdoor campaign. Tak^'
$10,000, plenty okay. Last week
'Danger Love At Work'. (20th) and
Mai Hallett orch on stage finished
much better than it started to touch
$8,800, all right.

AMERICAN FIX Sm
TOPS IN SOOTH AFRICA

Capetown, Oct. 1.

American pix are still leading the
b.o. parade here, with business good
all around.
African Consolidated Theatres

open a new cinema, the Coloseum,
latter part of December.
Two other pic houses of 1,000 ca-

pacity are being built in the suburbs,
scheduled for opening in January.
Current attractions are:
Alhambra (A-C-T) 'Romance in

Paris' (WB), followed by "King Solo-
mon's Mines' (G-B); New Grand (A-
C-T>, 'Love Before Breakfast' (U);
Piaza (Union), 'Saratoga' (M-G);
Royal (Union), 'Last of Mrs. Chey-
ney' (M-G); Adelphi (A-C-T), 'Es-
cape From Devil's Island' (Col);
Ritz (Inde), 'Oil for Lamps of China'
(WB); Elstree (A-C-T), 'Six Day
Bike Rider' (FN); Apollo (A-C-T),
•Break of Hearts' (RKO).

Johannesburg, Oct. 1.

Palladium (A-C-T), 'Rainbow on
the River' (RKO), 4th month; Plaza
(A-C-T), 'Aren't Men Beasts' (Ass.
Brit.): Coloseum (A-C-T), 'The
Plainsman' (Par); Metro (M-G),
'13th Chair' (M-G): Bijou (Union),
'Private Lifes' (M-G): Prince's
(Inde), 'Loyalties' (Brit.).

Durban (Natal), Oct. 1.

Prince's (A-C-T), 'The Woman 1

Love' (RKO); Criterion (A-C-T),
'Everybody Dance' (Gainsb.); Play-
house (A-C-T), 'King Solomon's
Mines* (G-B); King's (Union), 'Red
Salute* (U.A.); Mfetro (M-G}), 'Sara-

toga* (M-G); Cameo (Inoe;, 'Mind
Your Own Business'; Alhambra lA-
C-T), 'Littlest Rebel' (20th).

Smeltxer's N. Y. Kuddle
Bob Smeltzer, Warner . district

.

manager from the Washington zone,

in New York conferring with theatre
heads and Carl Lesserman, assistant

general manager.
Grad Sears, sales chief, is still on

the Coast.
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'Awful TruA/ Ted Lewis-'Danger'

Neck n Neck at $2X000, PhiDy

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Stock markets or hold-overs, it's

always somethin', but Philly biz con-
tinues below whafs expected for

this time of year. Wedc-end was
lair, however, with 'Awful Truth*
<Col) at the Boyd the special bright
apot with $23,000. Earle. with Its

flesh, Ted Lewis this time, still

standing them up and should like-
wise garner a lush $23,000.

Noteworthy here all this season is

failure of eveiy hold-over except
'Zola' to really click in second and
third sessions. Gang of pix have
spun the wickets during initial

stanza and then have fallen off

miserably in following weeks.
Especially true of -the comedies.

This trend was particularly
noticeable this week in 'Double
Wedding' at the Stanley. It had good
first week, although not exception-
ally socko for names it boasts, at
$19,000. This session it sank all the
way to $10,000 and had to be pulled
in six days. Same . thing happened
"with 'Life Begins in College' at the
Fox coupla weeks ago. Takes real
pic to stand up. If it hasn't the
goods, it's apparently the word of
mouth that hurts.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (1,200; 40-55-75) —'zienda'

(UA) (3d week). Holding up pretty
well, although not overwhelming at
$7,000. Same can be said of last
week at $10,000.

Arcadia (600; 35-40-50)—'It's AH
Yours' (Col). Still dating 'em in and
yanking 'em out here. Lasted . five
days for about a $1,090^ punkaroo.
Looking, for happier days from
'Soinething to Sing About* (GN),
which comes in today. 'Gay
Divorcee' (RKO) did only $550 and
-got' the hook in three days last week.
Boyd (2,400; 40-55-65) —'Awful

Truth' (Col). Best in town with
socko $23,000. GooA for at least three
weeks, despite being pushed by
'Conquest* Last ii^eek "Zola* <WB)
held up nicely with $H000 for its

third stanza.
Earle (3,000; 25-40-55)—'Danger-

Love at Work' (20th). Ted Lewis on
Stage.. Flesh and its superb location
giving this spot another swell week
at $23,000. Last week, 'This Way,
Please' (Par) with Happy Felton
Band and Mary Brian okay at $21,-
100.
Fox (2,300; 40-55-65) — 'Perfect

Specijnen' (FN). A perfect disap-
pointment. No draw at all with $13,-
200. Shirley Temple last week got
her last opening in a top-notch
house- in philly. 'Heidi' (20th)
proved what WB circuit execs have
been suspecting for the last four pix.
Matinee biz fair, but evenings void.
Floparooed miserably with $11,900.

Karlton (1,100; 40-50) — 'Heidir
(20th) (2d run). Doing better here
in proportion than it did at Fox
opener. Hitting okay $4,100 for eight
days. Last week, 'Women Men
Marry* (MG). Terrible turkey and
had to be yanked in five days with
dismal $1,900.

Keith's (2,400; 40-50)—'Zola' (WB)
(2d run). Doing nicely with $7,000.
Last week. 'Life Begins in College'
(20th) fairly good at $3,900.
Stanley (3,000; 40-55-65)—'Double

Wedding' (MG) (2d week). Slid off

sharply from opening week and be-
ing puUed in six days with $10,000 to

make way for 'Stage Door,* First

week was good with $19,000, though
not up to expectations for matquee
value.
Stanton (1,700; . 30-40-50) —

•Madame X' (MG). This old theme
still clicking in mild sort of way for
$5,200. Last week, 'Over the Goal'
(WB) tailspinned down to $3,950.

'DOUBLE' $14,000 LEADS

CINCY; 'ZOU' NICE lOG

Cincinnati, Oct. 26.

Season's first chill spell prevailed
over the week-end lending b.o. zip
for front line pic parlors, by and
large. Cihcy's early fall cinema biz
has been okay, escaping thus far any
tremor from recent Wall street
tumble.

'Double or Nothing' is the top
draw currently, racking up $14,000
for the Albee. 'Zola' is next, pulling
$10,000 at the Shubert. 'Heidi* at the
Palace is tussling lor $9,000. Keith's
has a $4,000 ticket on 'Madame X'.
Of the holdovers. 'Double Wed-

ding'is fetching $6,500 at the Capi-
tol, a wham figure for that house.
Pix bagged a sock $17,000 at the
Palace for its first week, the town's
tallest take of late.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300: 35-42)—

Double or Nothing' (Par). Good
$14,000. Last week. 'Life Begins in
College* <20th), $14,50(^swell.

Capitol (RKO) (2;f00; 35-42)—
Double Wedding' (MG). Moved over
from Palace for second week. Great,
$6,500. Last week, 'Artists and Mod-
els' (Par) (2d week). $4,000, fair,
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—

London by Night' (MG)^ 'Flight
from Glory' (RKO), 'Midnight Ma-

donna' (Par), separate. Regular,
$2,200. Same last week on 'Man Who
Cried Wolf (XJ), 'Outlaws of Orient*
(Col), 'White Bondage* (UA).
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—Thin

Ice' (20th)—Transferred from Shu-
bert for fifth week, hotsy totsy,
$3,500. Last week, 'Dead End* (UA)
(3d wk.), $3,000, okay.
Keith's (Libson) 11,509; 25-40)—

'Madame X' (MG). So-so. $4,000,
Last week, 'Bride Wore Red' (MG)
(2d wk.), $3,000, sorry.
JLyrlc (RKO) (1.400; 35-42)—'Life

Begins in CoUege* (20th). Shifted
from Albee for second week, excd-
lent. $5,000. Last week, 'Lancer Spy*
(20th), $5,000, good.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—

'Heidi' (20th). Temple tug toppling.
Tame $9,000, at best Last week,
'Double Wedding' (MG), built stead-
ily and exceeded expectations by
fetching a sock $17,000, burg's best
mark for several weeks.

Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-42)—
'Zola' (WB) opened Wednesday (20)
for a run. Favored by hefty ad and
press campaign. Light matinee trade
and heavy night biz. Fair $10,000.
Last week, 'Thin Ice' (20th) (4th
wk.), $3,800, all right.

Heat Socks S; R,

But Ghres Trutb'

$15,000 on Dual

San Francisco, Oct. 26.

Hot weather is denting grosses
considerably here. The natives
aren't used to hot spells and when
one comes along they flock to Hie
beach by the thousands. Althou^
'Awful Truth' opened to off biz at
the Orpheum theatre, trade pidced
right up when some cool fog fol-
lowed several of the warmest Octo-
ber days in years.

Estimates far Thia Week
Embassy (Cohen) (1,512; 35-55-75)

—'Dead End* (UA) <2nd wk.). Biz
bri^t at the Embassy last Week,
but the heat has crimped consider-
ably on the holdover, which got dis-
appointing $4,500. Last week, good
$6,500.
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

'Perfect Specimen' (WB) and 'Hold
Them, Navy' (Par). Hot weather has
made the going a litle tough. Fair at
$16,500. Last week, 'Heidi' (?iOth)

and 'Danger, Love at Work* (20th)
slipped to $16,000.

Goldeii Gate <RKO) (2,850; 33-59-
75)—'Stage Door' (RKO) (3rd wk.).
Have raked in important coi^ here
with tiie. Hepburn-Rogers-Menjou
picture, which will dose with dandy
$12,000. Last week, di^ hefty $16,000.
Orphenm (F&M) (2.440; 35-55-75)—'A-wful Truth* (Col) and *Man

Who Cried Wolf* (U). Although hot
weather nicked the opening, pig
$15,000. Last week (3rd) for '100

Men and a Girl' and 'Counsel tor
Crime' (Col) finished to big $7,flfli>.

Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-5?-

(MGM.)Wd
ride

Wore Hed' (MGM) ^d 'Wine,
Women and Saddles' (WB) hit sour
$8 000

'st. Francis (F-WC) (1,470' 35-55-
75)—'Heidi' (20th) and l^angt^,
Love at Work' (20th) (2nd Wk..).

Sizzling weather held take do.wn V)

$6,000. Last week (3rd), 'Life B^^I^
in College' (20th) and 'Charlie Gh?^
on Broadway' (20th) slipped to

$4,500.
United Artists (Cohen) Cl.200;

55-75)—'Dead End* (UA) (?nd y^Q—^Picture raked in important mm
last week. Herman Cohen holding
picture at both the Embassy an^ tn*
United Artists for a see6hd framf.
Lively $7,500 on the holdover. Last
week did great $10,500.

Warfield (F-WC) (2,860: 85-5.5-75)

—'Double Wedding' (MGM) and 'On
Such a Night' (Par) (2d w^j.). Af-tpr

registering strong $19,p.OO, with
everything against it in the v^y V
weather, this combo came through
with a swell $14,0'00 on its holdover.

Wallace Coast Topper

For Pathe Laboratories
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

John D. Wallace was installed last

week as western manager of Pathe,

following his appointment by O.

Henry Briggs, Pathe president. He
will make his headquarters in Santa

Monica.
Move on the part of Pathe is the

first of a campaign to enlarge Pathe's

laboratory facilities on this Coast

and to compete more actively for

developing and printing work. Pathe
also has patent rights on a number
of color proces.ses with the duPont
interests financially concerned.

Big Apple Big in Omaha,

Sends Trfe, Dr.' te %
Omaha, Oct. 26.

Film biz holds its own with sturdy
figures all around. Consternation
oyer 'Wife, Doctor, Nurse' has van-
ished after pace ^ows film definitely

doing o. k. biz. Brandeis promi-
nently in picture with best opening
of this year as 'Stage Door' swung
open to heavy play.
Outside competition running higher

than for some time with Creighton
U homecoming activities on Satur-
day, Jan Garber at Chermot ball-
room, e^d nlte spots offering extra
attractions.
Big Apple contest on midnight

show at Orpheum continues to be
rage locally and spreading like
measles over state and territory.
Saturday nighfs late show gave
hou^ fourth straight capacity.

Estfmates ter This Week
Brandeis (Singer) (1,250; 25-35-

40)—'Stage Door^ (RKO) and 'Love
Is on the Air* (FN), duaUed. Duo
running best figures at this hcAise
this year, and strong chance to hold
over. Plenty of publicity, both lo-
cally and nationally, helping on
Hepburn-Rogers film. Looks smacko
$7,800 and holds oven Last week,
•Certain Woman* (FN) and 'Satur-
days' Heroes' (RKO> dualed with
March of Time, $5,700, very good.

Omaha (Blank) C2.100; 25-40)—
'Life Begins in CoUege' (30th) and
Wild and Woolly' (20&). duaL Get-
ting heavy school and juve trade,

$«^00 okay. Last week. 'Bride Wore

;

Bed' (HG) and 'Bad Guy' (MG)
broke day early for eight-day run to

;

$7,900. satisfactory.

Orpheum (Blank) (2,976; 25-40)—
'Wife, Doctor' (20th) and 'On Such
a N^t* (Par), twhmed. Midnight
show with Big Apple contest and
preview of new film continues to

pour shekels into week's coffers.

$9,000, good. Last week. 'Zenda'
(UA) and 'Hot Water' (20th) with
Saturday midnight show to boot hit

$10,000, very good.

NEBRASKA BIZ OKAY;

BING, TOPPER

Lincoln. Oct. 26.

ILo. for 'Lost Horizon^ and bets
are down for a month to six weeks*
run at the Kiva. First seven days
netted $2,300. which is a k.o. for this

house (440 seals), and the second,
with the crowds aeU> standing going
over the weekend, $1,700. 'Wife-
Doctor and Nurse* is going good at
Ihe Lincoln. Vaude breaking in the
Orpheum sent its gross up into new
fai^s over the we«end also.

Estimaies fer This Week
Liberty (LTC) <1,200; 10-15)—'She

Asked for It* (Par) and *C1x&Tgo of
the Light Brigade* <WB) split with
'Western Gdd^ XSOth) and 'Footloose
Heir^s' (WB), AU right, $900. Last
week '134^ Gtiesf <Mono) and *Trail

of the Lonesome Pine' (Par) split

with 'North of the Rio CJrande' (Par)
and 'Borneo' (20th) oke, $950.

Kiva (WesUand) (440; 10-20-25-30)
— Lost Horizon* (Col), second week;
$1,700, very good. Seems set for a
month at least Last week, $2,300,

excellent.
Linertn (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25)—

*Wife, Doctor, and Nurse' (20th),

okay, $2,800. Last week $3,000 went
in the till for *You Can't Have
Everything' (20th), very oke.
Orphenm (LTC) (1,350; 10-20-25)

<Hot Water* (20th) and vaude. Bell's

Hawaiian Follies, split with 'Marry

Smash $37,500 for 'Stage Door/

L A.$ Only Winner, 'Bride' Fair 2I)G;

Contest Aids Par, 'Zola Ends Big

the Girl' (WB), flnCi $2,100. Last
week, 'Life of the Party' (RKO) and
'Man Who Cried Wolf (U), average,
$1,100.
SCoart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)—

'Double or Nothing' (Par). Looks
very good at $3,6i[M. Last week
'Bride Wore Red' (MG) i^ened with
a wallop and faded to nothing on
the third day; total on the week,
$3,300.

Varsity (Westlahd) (1,100; 10-15)—
'Life Begins with Love' (Col) and
'Law and Lead' (Ck>lony) split with
'Mysteiy of the Hooded Horseman'
(Col). . (3ood, $1,000. Last week,
'Here's Flash Casey* and 'Game That
Kills' (Col) split with 'Heart of the
Rockies' (Rep) and 'Jungle Menace'
(Col) (episode three). Good. $1,000.

TruA' and Vaude

Okay $22,500 In

aC'Zenda'lSG

Washington, Oct 26.

Way up and way down tiiis week
with the answer being strictly them
as has ats, although looUiul and
sell-out legit and opera unquestion-
ably holding down the over-all take,
'Awful Truth' with vaude is easy
leader for week with 'Zenda' in
straight pic house trailing in second
place.. Both rode in on heavy bally
campaigns with practically no op-
position during build-ups.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,424; 35-66)—

'Lancer Spy' (20th) and vaude. Hud-
Bon-DeLange Orch pulling younger
radio fans, but sickly $15,000. Last
week 'High, Wide and Handsome'
(Par) fell off sharply after kidding
reviews to light $16,500,

Celumhia (Loew) (1,583; 25-40)—
'Life Begins In College' (20th) (2d
TunT. Repeat after nice week at
(Tapitol headii^ for oke $4,500. Last
week ^Dead End' (UA) (2d run)
third week on mainstem cleared with
good $5,000.

Earle (WB) (2,244; 35-66)—'Awful
Truth' (Par) and vaude. Dunne and
Grant plus nice bally on title lead-
ing town with swell $22,500. Last
weel^ 'Life of Zola (WB) and Car-
mella Ponselle held up to big $21,500,
despite three-wedc roadshowing ofi

flicker two months previous.

Keith's (RKO) (L8^ 3S-SS)—
'Fight For Your Lady' (RKO). Dy-
ing with brutal . $5,000. Last week
'Breakfast For Two' (RKO) col-
lected oke $7,500.

Met (WB) (l,e58; »-*0)—'Life of
Zola' (WB) (2d run). Shot down
street cold after nice pop priced de-
but at Earle. B^ $6,500. Last week
This Way, Please* (Par) fair $4,200.

Palace (Loew) (2,S6S; S5-5S)—
Zenda' (UA). Big campaign and
rep trickling in from other spot8 got
it big $18,000. Last week 'Bride
Wore Red' (MG) (2d week) oke
.$6,800 for six days.

Mpk. Mild of Late but 'Zola Fair

At $6M Also 'Stage Door at lOG

Minneapolis, Oct. 26.

Business here continues in the

doldrums, adversely affected by the

stock and commodity market crashes

and general trade setback. There

has been no lack of outstanding at-

tractions in recent weeks and sev-

eral are on deck currently, notably,

'Stage Door' and 'Emile Zola,' and,

possibly, 'Heidi' and '100 Men.' The

first named pair looks disappointing,

but even surefire stuff isn't getting
nearly the merited return nowadays.
Cases in point are 'Lost Horizon' and
'100 Men and a Girl.' Both did well
enough to call for two-week runs
and their takes have been tremen-
dous, comparatively, but still under
expectations and rriuch less than
they probably would have been in

more normal times and under more
favorable conditions.

'Lost Horizon' . moves from the
the Orpheum over to the State for

a continuation of its loop run, the
State thus deviating from its second-
run policy temporarily.
Theatres are looking forward

hopefully to next weekend, when
the Notre-Dame-Minrtesota football
game will bring a host of visitors.

All local hotels have been sold out
for months.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Publix-Singer) (900; 15-25)

—'Ever Since Eve' (WB) split with
'Wild Money* (Par) (2d runs) and
last three days dual first runs 'Over
the Goal' (WB) and 'Sophie Lang
Goes West' (Pat). I^ir $800 in pros-
pect. Last week, 'EJasy Living' (Par)
split with 'Born Reckless* (20th) (2d
runs) and last three days dual first

runs 'On Such a Night' (Par) and 'I

Cover the War' (U), $900, fair. .

Century (Publix-Singer) (1,600;
25-35-55)—'Zola' (WB). Attracting
class ti;ade but away under hopes at
no more than $6,000. Last week,
'100 Men and Girl' (U), $6,500 for
eight days; good, following good
$8,500 first week.
Minnesota (Publix-Singer) (4,200;

25-35-55)—'Stage Door' (RKO)—
They're showering this one with
prai.se, critics and customers plug-
ging; $10,000, disappointing. Last
week, 'Bride Wore Red' (MG), $6,000,
bad .

Orpheum (Publix-Singer) (4,200;
25-35-55)—'Heidi' (20th). A second
.succe.ssive success for 'Temple here.
Matinee trade brisk, but nights
leave plenty to be desired. Heading
for fair $7,000. Last week, 'Lost

Los Angeles, Oct. 26.
Only one outstanding smash in

town currently, 'Stage Door' at the
day-date Pantages and RKO where
opus is headed for terrific on initial
stanza. Otherwise trade generally
off, only other house with improved
tone being the Paramount where a
dancing contest as part of stage
show is helping to bring substantial
returns.

'Zola' wound up two-a-day run at
Carthay Circle (24), doing profitable,
if not big biz during its sojourn.
New Crawford starrer 'Bride Wore
Red,' disappointing at the day-date
State and Chinese.

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 55-83-

1.10-1.65)—'Zola' (WB) (7th-final
week). Wound up satisfactory six
weeks and four days run (24) gar-
nering excellent $4,100 on final four
days; around $5,600 on sixth week.
Chinese (Grauman) (2,020; 30-40-

55-75—'Bride Wore- Red' (M'G) and
'Dangerously Yours' (20th), dual.
Got away to weak start but looks
like oke $8,500. Last week, 'Life Be-
gins in College' (20th) and 'Counsel
,lor Crime* (Col), brought $11,000,
profitable.
Downtown (WB) (1.000: 30-40-55-

65)—'Certain Woman' (FN) and
•Over the Goal' (FN) dual. (2nd
week). Holding for substantial
$6^500 oh second stanza after doing
big $11,500 on initial week.
Four Star (Fox) (900; 40-55)—

•Madame X* CMC). Started slowly
so looks like poor $1,500. Last week,
'Dark Journey* (UA), on eight days
grabbed dim $1,000. dipping plenty.
Hollywood (WB) (2.750; 30-40-55-

65)—'Certain Woman' (FN) and
'Over Goal' (FN) dual (2nd week).
Running trifle behind its day-dater
(Downtown), but headed for oke
$6,000. First week finished to big
$10,500, as indicated.
Orpheum (Bdwy.) (2,280; 25-30-35-

40)—'She's No Lady' (Par) and 'On
Again—Off Again' (RKO) dual and
vaudeville. Trade may be likened
to last part of marquee billing, us
$6,500 tells the tale. Last week,
'Sheik Steps Out' (Rep) and 'On
Such Night' (Par), aided by motor
trailer giveaway, so oke at $7,800.
Pantages (Pan!) (2,700; 30-40-55)—

'Stage Door' (RKO) and 'Lady Fights
Back' (U), dual. Opening to big
$3,700 at $2 preem, Hepburn-Rogers
co-starrer looks like smash $22,000
on first week. Last week, third
stanza of 'Lost Horizon' (Col) and
'Saturday's Heroes' (RKO), on six
day week drew satisfactory $5,400.
Paramount (Partmar) (3,595; 30-

40-55)—'Breakfast for Two' (RKO)
and stage show. Swing dance con-
test on itage is drawing heavily
iMm the younger element and must
get credit for bulk of the $16,000
draw. Last week, 'Music for Madame*
(RKO). $11,000.
mKO (2>50; 30-40-55) — 'Stage

Door* (RKO) and 'Lady Fights Back*
(U) duaL Although not hitting fast
pace of its day-dater (Pan) house
profited through couple of previews
on last two ofays of first week so
very nifty at $15,500. Last week (7
days), 'Lost Horiron* (Col) and
'Saturday's Heroes' (RKO), excellent
$8,000, nifty for third week sojourn.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-55-
75)—'Bride Wore Red' (MG) and
'Dangerously Yours' (20th) dual.
May hit about $11,000, nothing hot.
Last week, 'Life Begins in College*
(20th) and 'Counsel for Crime' (Col),
finished okay at $13,300.
United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,i00:

30-40-55)—'Life Begins at CoUege*
(20th) and 'Counsel for Crime' (Col)
dual. Moveover of this pair fairly
encouraging with likely $4,000 the
answer. Last week, 'Zenda' (UA)
and 'Women Men Marry' (MG) on
moveover healthy at $5,000.
WJlshire (Fox) (2,290; 30-40-55-65)

—'Life Begins at College' (20th) and
'Counsel for Crime' (Co\) dual, Do-
ing all right, probably over $0,000.
Last week, 'Zenda' (UA) and
'Women Men Marry' (M'G), on move-
over nifty $7,800.

Horizon' (Col), $14,000, big, but
Under expectations.

State (Publix-Singer) (2,300; 25-
35-55)—'Lo.st Horizon' (Col) (2d
week). Moved here from Orpheum
after a very nice $13,500 week at
latter house. Still showing nice box-
office punch and is likely to lop
good $6,500. Last week, 'Saturday
Heroes' (RKO) and 'Dance, Charlie,
Dance' (FN), dual, .$2,500. Mild.
Time (Berger) (900; 15-25 )-^'Cap-

tain Blood' (RKO). Reissue traveling
along at mild clip, light $500 in pros-
pect. Last week, 'Devil Dogs of Air*
(WB) (reissue), $600, light.
Uptown (Publix) (1,200; 25-35)

—

'Broadway Melody' (MG). First nabe
showing, satisfactory $3,000 indi-
cated. Last week, 'You Can't Have
Everything' (20th ), $3,400. good.
World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)

'100 Men' (U). Doing all right on
moveover here. $1,800. Last week,
'Gangway' (GB>, $1,200, mild.
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THUNDERS
OUT OF RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL TO LEAD THE BOX-

OFFICE PARADE IN OTHER

IMPORTANT KEY CITIES <

THROUGHOUT THE NATION!

. . . MAKING ROOM AT
THE WORLD'S LARGEST
THEATRE FOR ANOTHER
MIGHTY SHOW FROM R K 0
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RADIO

motion

Hoie daiiiig than the oiitp^

of imaginationi . .Thiillmt ]»i

all the WoiU a stage . . and

all the people in it actors in

a flaming pageant, loUing

headlong through the sixty

years that shook the world!

A>s * v< ;<
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A
B. WARNER

Produced and

With Scenes in

TECHNICOLOR
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ies stamp it as one of the

of all

!.. But moie than

^ \ w ^ ^^ •i-yyy.-ii-.-.W.:*.::

- ^1
.V;-.-. 'TTW-t

Jtal woman's romaitce

i $lary of a queen who

^»!?i»-c:Jtfed, -as you. and' I.. . told

W^.
^

' a^ii^i a moving backgiound

unkelievaUe in immensity,

ungraspable in scope, nn-

mdtdied in beauty and power!

*WALTER RILU
directed by

WILCOX Screen play by

MILES MALLESON and CHABLES DE GRANDCOURT
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Now That Gridders Are Getting

Coin for Broadcasts, Colleges Have

An Idea Newsreels Should Pay

Coin-mindedness of colleges and
new tendency to place restrictions

on photographing gridiron contests

has the five newsreels worried.
There still is an unanimity of opin-

ion among the newsreel executives

not to let the bars down and pay any
tee for handling a football contest.

They claim they would rather pass
up the games or take their . chances
of grabbing views surreptitiously

from a paid seat in the stands than
pay.

The. threat of universities and col-

leges to go commercial on their

greatest box office attraction, the
football season, which loomed about
12, months ago^ has been more than
sustained this year.' Newsreelers
blame the radio and the sponsors
.who waved greenbacks in the face

of college authorities in order to tie

up big gridiron seasons on exclusive
pacts. -^The tendency of paying
$30,000 for an ace university's full

jineup of contests down to $150 to

$300 per game for less prominent
grid battles h^s been maintained
again this season.

Reason that the newsreel boys
blame air program sponsors is that
it has opened the eyes of university
officials to the coin, potentialities of

their athletic plants.

University of Southern California
and several other Coast schools have
^proffered contracts to the newsreel
companies to sign before permitting
coverage. This would make the
newsreels put it in black and white
that the shots were only for the
newsreels and that they would not
be issued in any other form. At
least one newsreel company flatly

declined to signature because of pos-
sible subsequent complications. Any
prints that might be stolen and
duped would lay the newsreel com-
pany open to a damage suit.

Aside from this, other newsreel
companies felt that it was the open
ing wedge in future drives to ask
certain fees for looking in on games^

Minnesota's Keynote
Another example of the recent

trend is University of Minnesota,
which puts on its own cameraman to

cover some early contests, 'with
blueprints supplied to all five reels

As far as known, no effort was made
to keep out cameramen. But it's re
garded as only a matter of time un
til an effort will be made to peddle
these camera clips.

Present unswerving attitude of

the newsreels is to get in and grab
football games the same as other
sports events or know the reason
why. The rievrsreel executives claim
that once their cameramen are ex
eluded, because of the precedent
established, it would be only a mat
ter of time until others would put
up the bars unless coin or other re'

strictions were obeyed.
^

Newsreel officials have no inten

tion of being placed in the category
of radio. Their idea is that radio
should have as much right to sport

Jng events, on the theory that it is

news, as other news gathering agen
cies.

Instance of the Rose Bowl football

game, wheti all five reels put up a
united front, against certain curbs
on coverage, and the more recent
Cleveland air races are cited as in

stances of what the newsreels can
do when authorities become too pe^

cuniary. The newsreel ^officers fig

lire gridiron coverage lias as much
if not more, publicity value to the

schools concerned as it holds interr

est to newsreel patrons.
Tendency of the newsreel officials

to play ball with universities and
ediicational institutions perhaps is

best typified by the manner in

which they got out of their way to

take specials, which have more or

less local appeal. Most newsreels
ask their key city exchange man-
agers to suggest games they think
should be covered, with each key
allowed to get three or four con-

tests in the reels.

As a rule, these district contests

go only to exhibs in the region cov-

ered by the specific exchange. Any
additional coin via hatiorial or for-

eign coverage is eliminated. This

local covering costs $10,000 to $14,-

Opo per company annually, with the

small return rarely even half-way
«;Dvering the outlay. Newsreels con-

tinue doing it for the good will cre-

ated in exchange areas and with

6c|iooIs themselves.

Slur on Their Own

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Screen Actors Guild thumbed-
a request from Trem Carr for

casting of experienced polo
players in 'International Spy.'

Guild figures there are
enough of them in the SAG
ranks to swing a mallet ac-

ceptably.

HAYS ORG. VOTES TO

UNFREEZE PIX TITLES

Hays organization directors, at the

third adjourned session of the quar-

terly meeting Monday (25), ap-

proved the title registration commit-

tee's plan for unfreezing old titles

of picture productions. Comniittee

had been working on scheme for

months, with only official directorate

resolution needed to clear situation.

Action, had nothing to do with the

old system of title registration as

now in effect.

Change is on titles of films already
released. First it gives the produc-
ing company 4-year protection on
a completed picture, dating from the
year it was produced. Secondly, on
copyright material, such as a book
or play when the title of such is

used on the screen production, the
company can claim permanent
rights. Third step incorporated in

change is that each company niay
arbitrarily claim up to 250 original

materiial titles, this covering a 4-

year period.

Last named step leaves the field

wide open to other, companies to

claim not already registered or freed
titles. Main benefit is the establish-

ment of 4-year mark, after which
previously claimed titles may be
unfrozen for other companies to use.

Difficulty in past has been that

numerous titles were claimed and
registered but not always used. It

was to make use of these idle titles

by placing them back in circulation

andi clarifying other angles that the
action was taken.

INDPLS. AMUS. SCORES

POINT BEFORE SUP. CT.

Washington, Oct.- 26.

Back-door attempt to get •the Su-
preme Court to rule on preliminaries

to th^ anti-trust case between In-

dianapolis Amusement Co. and
numerous major distributors flopped

Monday (25).

Not commenting on issues, jurists

declined to review the sideline tiff

which would come up in order, by
the 7th Circuit Court of appeals,

directing production of data about
receipts, expenses, and operations.

Info was desired by defendant com-
panies for use in preparing adequate
defense against charges they con-

spired to put the exhibition chain
out of business.

Background of the proceeding
spindled by the Supreme Court is

the $450,000 damage suit against

Metro, Universal, United Artists,

20th-Fox, Vitagraph, and Educa-
tional. Charging conspiracy, In-

dianapolis Amuse." claimed it was
given inferior flickers and charged
excessive prices, both of which ac-

tions iforced it into bankruptcy.
Not involving merits of .the anti-

trust proceeding, this week's high
court ruling means that in order to

press the fight the chain exhibitor

must come across with names and
dates of films unreeled and account-

ings with which the distribs may
compare their records.

'Benefits' Crew Locates

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Metro launched production of
'Benefits Forgot,' with Clarence
Brown directing, at an elaborate re-

created village of the Ohio river
valley, . vintage of 1865, at Lake
Arrowhead last week.
More than 1,000 technicians, play-

ers, extras and production crew
members will be at the location sev-
eral weeks. Cast toppers are Walter
Huston, Beulah Bond! and James
Stewart. John W. Considine, Jr.,

produces.

Deposition-Takiiig In

N. L Anti-Trust Suit

Win Last 2-3 Months

Taking of depositions in the. anti-

trust suit filed.iibput a year ago in

federal court, Boston, which began
last week, probably will continue for

two or three months, judging from
the progress made to date. This is

the action in Which Morse & Rothen-
berg, indie circuit operators, sued
M. A. Shea and Maine ^ New Hamp-
shire circuits, as well as eight major
distributors, with Attorney George
Ryan representing the plaintiff.

It is the usual anti-truster, in
which triple damages totalling more
than $2,000,000 are sought, for al-

leged inability to obtain product. No
mention is made of type of com-
peting theatres, their size or film

rentals obtainable by distribs from
these competitive houses. Operations
in Portsmouth and Nashwood, N. H.i
Providence, Newburgh and Pough-
keepsie; N. Y., and Elizabeth, N. J.,

are involved.
First depositions were taken of

Col. Ed Schiller, formerly head of
Loew theatres outside of metropoli-
tan New York, with Attorney Jacob
J. Kaplan, representing the distribu-

tors making them. Othier distributing

company representatives will be
queried in the next few weeks.
Present suit in many ways has the

same aspects as the £. M. Loew, of

Boston, against distribs. -This was
settled before it actually was tried
after laborious c^^estioning, sub-
poeaning of records and examining of

so-called pertinent witnesses. While
the new action promises to be as
prolonged and tiring as the other
case, current sentiment is against
effecting any settlement without full

trial.

Connelly Set for Authors' League

Presidency; SWG Autonomy in 10 Days

Marc Connelly- is set for the presi-

dency of the Authors' League of

America. Elmer Davis will be vice-

piresident, Inez Haynes Irwin, secre-

tary, and Luise Sillcox, treasurer.

Seleclit\ns were made by. the nomi-

nating committee and are tanta-

mount to election. No other candi-

dates tire up. Election takes place

Nov. 10.

Members of the Authors' League
council, to be elected for three years,

will be Berton Braley, Ben Lucian
Burman, Homer Croy, Morris Ernst,

Inez Haynes Irwin, Will Irwin, Man-
uel Komroff, Louis Kronenbergei-,
Denis Tilden . Lynch, Alice Duer
Miller, Arthur Train and John W.
Vandercook.

Officers of the Authors' Guild,
subsidiary of the League, to be elect-

ed Nov. 4, are Hendrik Willem van
Loon, president; Henry F. Pringle,

Wash. Board Will Pass on Bargaining

Rep for Writers; Decision Hayhe Jan. 1

vice-president; Margaret Widdemer,
secretary.

Guild representative on the League
council, to serve three years, include
Dorothea Brande, Carl Carmer, El-

mer Davis, Fairfax Downey, Helen
Hull, Fannie Hurst, Inez Haynes Ir-

win, Will Irwin, Denis Tilden Lynch,
Alfred Loomis, F. F. Vanderwater
and Sinclair Lewis.
Amendment to the league consti

tutidn, by which the Screen Writers'
Guild will gain complete autonomy,
instead of being a subsidiary body
like the Authors' Guild, Dramatists'
Guild and Radio Writers' Guild, will

be passed at a special session aboui;

10 days after the annual SWG meet-
ing, which is set for Nov. 10 on the
Coast. Boards of both the SWG and
the league have okayed the amend
ment, giving the former complete
control of its finances, as well as its

policies, and the interval will be
used to permit attorneys to o.o. the
actual, wording of . the- pact.

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Hearing on petition of Screen
Writers Guild for an election of

screen writers to select a bargaining
representative has been completed
and transcript of testimony will be
forwarded this week to the National

Labor Relations Board in Washing-
ton for decision. Case will not be
reached for several weeks and it is

possible a decision will not ' be
handed down before the first of the

year.
In the meantime, the National

Labor Relations Board is preparing

SAG EXPECTS EDUC.

TO SIGN THIS WEEK

Guild shop contract will probably
be signed by Educational Picts in

New York this week. Studio has
notified the Screen Actors Guild
it will sign, but the matter is wait-
ing decision by the Guild coun>
cil on the Coast as to whether
Educational should sign a blanket
contract, with specific stipulations

to be included in a subsequent let-

ter, or whether a formal, inclusive
contract should be inked.
With Educational set to come into

the Guild fold, Mentone and the
few remaining eastern independents
are expected to follow in short
order. Educational .was the un-
official rep for the others in nego-
tiations.

N. Y. Stage Hands All

'

S«t on a 12% Boost

Picture theatres will probably
settle on a deal with New York
stagehands. Local No. 1, some time
this week at a meeting date to be
set, giving the hands a 12% boost in

de luxe houses and a 10% lift in

others, retroactive to Sept. 1 last.

This would virtually place the
N. Y. backstage boys on a par with
the Brooklyn local (No. 4), which
last spring took 6% boosts until Sept.

1 last and another 6% then, with
deal calling for a third 6% Sept. 1,

1938, for de luxers, 5% for other
houses. No. 1 at that time saw fit to

turn down the 6-6*6 and 5-5-5 offers.

If signing for 12% in de luxers
and 10% in other houses retroactive

to Sept. 1, the No. 1 hands will also

be promised an additional 6 and 5%
in September, 1938.

Teko's New Color

Hollywood, Oct. 28.
'

Temporary quarters have been set

up here by Telco Corp. for the new
Telco color processing machine . to

make controlled control prints at
high, speeds. Robert Hoyt, president
of Telco, has just returned after
seven months in New York.
Also arriving with Hoyt are Drs,

Al and Dick Fiedler, formerly with
Empire Laboratories. They will be
in charge of actual production, with
E. T. Oakland in charge of rnechani-
cal and electrical operaitions.

THEATRE'S SEX PIC SUIT
Akron, O., Oct. 26;

An injunction forcing the city to

return a film, 'Sex Madness,' seized
at the State here, and restraining
Mayor Lee D. Schroy. and Police
Chief Frank Boss from interfering
with the operations of the theatre,

has been granted by Common Pleas
Judge Frank H. Harvey to John
Roweber, theatre owner.
The injunction also forbids offi-

cials to revoke the license of the the-
atre, pending a final hearing on the
case.

. AMPAS' Lunch for 500
A record attendance of 500 is. ex-

pected at tomorrow's (Thurs.) lunch-
eon of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers at the International
Casino, following ,• arrangements to
have delegations from British clubs
and societies of Greater New York
participate. It may be a tieup
through RKO in behalf of its British-
made 'Victoria the Great' which
opens concurrently tomorrow
(Thurs.) at Radio City Music Hall.

Honor guests include Herbert Wil-
cox, its producer,^and Anna Neagle,
star of the picture.

to hear other complaints filed by
crafts in the film industry, including

interior decorators, screen directors,

set designer, et al. N9V.. 22 has been
set as tentative date for start of next

hearing.

NLRB has been considering ad-

visability delaying decision in screen

writers* case until other complaints

are heard.

Board first must decide whether
producers, are engaged in interstate

business. . If board finds it has juris-

diction, it must then decide whether
a screen writer is an employe within
the meaning of the Wagner labor
act. . Screen Playwrights, Inc., which
contested petition of SWG, claims
writers are not employes, being
highly paid creative artists, each
with an Individual contract.

Election—^Whether or No
Should board hold it has jurisdic-

tion and that writers are employes,
it must then pass on the heed for an
election^ SP contends there is no
need for an election since organi-
zation already has a contract with
the producers and is prepared to
represent all writers. SWG insists

there is need for an election and
claims - its membership embraces
more than a majority of all Writers
in Hollywood.

Producers did not call any wit-
nesses at hearing, attorneys agreeing
they might stipulate evidence, which
enabled Examiner William R. Ringer
to reduce time, of hearing more than
10 days. Producers clairn they are
not engaged in Interstate business,
that writers are not employes and
that NLRB is without jurisdiction.

' Grover Jones, James Kevin McGin-
ness, Patterson McNutt, James Grant
and others testified they 'have al-

ways had individual contracts with
producers, did their work when and
where they pleased and were never
required to keep hours.

John Lee Matjin, Jones anci How-
ard Emmett Rogers testified to split

in ranks of SWG last year when it

was announced organization would
affiliate with Authors League of
America. Rogers charged opposition
group was double-crossed by Ernest
Pascal, then piresident of SWG, and
other leaders, over article 12; the
strike call; and on the question of
getting local autonomy from the
AL of A.

He said Pascal agreed to get local
autonomy for organization witlwit

10 to 14 days from May 2, 1936, if

opposition group would permit arti-

cle 12 to remain imtil after election.

At time of promise, Rogers said
Pascal had already received word
from eastern guilds in ALA that
autonomy would not be granted.
When he learned of this Rogers said
he resigned and that within the next
few days about 75 writers filed their
resignations.

Dispute Bargaining Right

Producers have nixed proposal of
NLRB for a consent election of
directors, unit managers and as-
sistant directors to select a bargain-
ing representative. Suggestion,
made by Dr. Towne Nylander, re-
gional director for NLRB, was
turned down on ground that Screen
Directors Guild is not a proper bar-
gaining unit.

Producers have offered to nego-
tiate with directors separately, but
claim unit managers and assistant
directors should be in an organiza-
tion of their own because they rep-
resent business department of
studios, while work of directors is

entirely creative.

Fight between iseveral crafts for
jurisdiction over scene artists is ex-
pected to develop shortly. Charter
of United Scenic Artists Local 621
was lifted by Brotherhood of Paint-
ers, Decorators and Paperhangers of
America. Men wiere ordered to ciear
into Motion Picture Painters Local
644, but many had already affiliated
with International Alliance of The-
atrical Stage Employes. Charles
union, is also seeking, to negotiate
Elrod, business representative of old
independent agreement for men.
Next sessions of the National Labor

Relations Board to hear film indus-
try complaints has been tentatively
set. for Nov. 22. The squawks of art
directors, decorators and set design-
ers that producers refused to ne-
gotiate will be bunched at the one
sitting. William Ringer resumes as
examiner at hearings due to his
familiarity with the picture biz.
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Government Monopoly of Film Biz

Sensd in Jap Ban on Imports

Tokyo, Oct. 15.

Large number of foreigii distribs

here are now predicting that present

ban on pix imports and strict regu-

lations regarding export of coin may
wind up with some sort of govern-

. mental distribution monopoly. Two
important American distribs even
went so far as to say that pretty

definite info' £|long that liiie was in

their possession 18 months ago.

Truth of the matter is that nobody
here knows for certain what is going
to happen . along that line, because
the ' governmaht has not given even
a hint that a monopoly is under con-

sideration. However, those familiar

with Japanese psychology and their

usual procedure in such matters
unanimously agree that the whole
thing goes deeper than just a matter
of whittling down present adverse
balance.

Substantiating that idea, they
point out that if exchange . control,

only, were the desired objective,

they have already achieved it be-

cause no pix coin has. left the coun-
try since last July and non6 can
^leave until the Finance ' Office

chooses to issue the necessary per-

mits. Additionally slapjping on a
complete ban of imports can then
mean^ only that the government
doesn't intend to permit foreign dis-

tribs to take in coin, even,if stymied,

beyond the period, required to run
out. the product now, in the country.

War Convenient AUbl

Government lays situash to the

current Sino-Jap. fracas, but distribs

are now pretty well convihced that

the hostilities simply provides a
handy excuse for accomplishing
isomething which has been brewing
for quite a- long time. Government
action in the past, .in restricting

production and forbidding expan-
sion by Ford and General Motors
here is offered as examples of ' in-

tention of Japs to discourage activi-

ties of foreign outfits as much as

possible. They also point out that

operators in; most every other line

have- been eased out of the country
and their organizations -taken 'over

by Japanese controlled . companies
during the past few years.

Lending encouragement to those
who are' advocating' a moiidpoly, &
prominent Jap distrib of foreigti' pix
has passed out the info that, as the re-

sult of observation while in America
recently,, he can give assurance
that plenty of American' product
(presumably independent) will ' be
available when wanted. Evidently

this js being circulated to counteract

announced plan of members of

American Motion Pix Association

here to withhold product from the

Manchuokuo monopoly. As a matter
of fact, it's pretty well known that

the prime movers of the Man-
chuokuo monopoly have an idea that

the American distribs are just fool-

ing, and, when the 'time comes, will

fall in line.

Natives No Like, Either

Certain Japs, prominent in the biz,

are not at a.H satisfied with the pros-

pect of a government monopoly of

foreign pix distribution, but it's

doubtful if their influence will bs
felt, if and when the decision is

Anally made to -eive it a try, Others
who :will put. up a scrap for inde-

pendent distribution are the smaller
Jap exchanges, handling foreign in-

dependents. Most of them came
into the field only recently and rep-
resent but a very small percentage
of the total volume.
Although consensus of opinion,

among American distribs, seems to

be' that sufficient foreign product is

dn hand to service the country for

at least six months, the big exhibs
are showing signs of worry because
all companies are attempting to hold
back good product in anticipation of

the time when actual shortage
comes. This will probably cause the
release of a large number of weaker
subjects, together with reissues, for

the next few months, itope seems
to .be that on the tag end exhibs will
be willing to up the ante for the
supers.

Another development tending to

London Exhibs Nil

Propaganda Bureau

London, Oct. 15.

Cinematograph Exhibitors' Asso-
ciation has turned down plan for

official. Press and Propaganda Bu-
reau, , demanded by majority of

members at the annual convention
in June. Led by London branch,
members held such a department
would perform valuable service in

maintaining constant press contact

and In abrogating adverse criticism

by public speakers.

Scheme w^s thought by higher-ups

as likely to be an embarrassment to

them, with the result they swayed
influence against it, arguing .the

probable cost of. $25,000 annually

would be too high for the service

rendered.

MAXWELL SET

TO BUY IN

ODEON

London, Oct. 26.

Provisional agreement for John
Maxwell to biiy into the Odeon Clr-

c;uit, $30,000,000 chain operating more
than 100 houses, including the new
Odeon, former Alhambra in. Leices-

ter Square, was' negotiated at a

luncheon conference with Alexander
Korda, Murray Silverstone and Oscar
Deutsch. Immediately after the

huddle Korda and SilVerstone sailed

for N. Y., arriving there on Tuesday
(26).

Odeon, in which Joe Schenck and
Silverstone are financially interested,

is undergoing a large prograni of

expansion, the culmination of the

deal portends Maxwell's booking
problems greatly minimized on the

product problem.
'

Latter's connection with United
Artists and Odeon has been further

strengthened by opening of 'Stella

Dallas' at the Regal theatre, a Max-
well holding, on Oct. 29, for a run.

Other UA'er, 'Dead End,' will follow.

This is the first UA booking at this

theatre in .*ve years.

Japan Lifts Ban to

Permit 100 Men' Entry
;
Tokyo, Oct. 15.

Finance Office permitted entry of

Universal's '100 Men and a Girl,'

even though subject arrived subse-

quent to deadline, set, Sep.t.^ 4.

Several subjects of other com-
panies will probably receive the

same concession.

prove the idea that import ban is

directed largely toward building up
home industry is the inclusion of

raw film negative in the list of more
than 300 import items listed as taboo

from now on. Heretofore Eastman
and Agfa have supplied most of the

raw negative used: here and pro-

ducers express some doubt as to, the

ability of home manuCacturers to

supply all requirements. Prices are

still skyrociceting and are bound to

go higher. American companies who
are tilting and printing dupes here

state that print costs have gone up
around 33% during the past few
months.

As an indication of attitude of

some distribs toward possibility of

improved conditions here, United

Artists yesterday lopped 10 from
their local staff, while Universal sev-

eral days ago dispensed with 4. A. A.

Lowe, U.A. manager, leaves today

for Manchuokuo to wind up the

affairs of his company in that terri-

tory. Similar action by all others

will be taken this month.

IN ORDER TO SEE

WHERE THEY IRE

Whichever Way the New
British Quota Act Goe»»

American Producers Must
Know How to Chart Their

Commitments for Studio

Space, Players, Stories,

Etc.r—Mushrooming Local

Indies for That Quickie

Coin

LOCAL ANGLES

London, Oct. 26.

Despite the numerous intricacies

incorporated in the recommended
quota law proposals, and . the fact

that even those who originally drew,

these up believe several will have
to be altered, representatives of

American distribution companies
will strive for early ratification of

the new British quota law. They
feel that this is only fair to them be-
cause. . upon the shape that new
mieasure takes will largely depend
tiieir commitments on studio space,

players, stories, directors, etc.

&ven in the face of' this desire to

eliminate prolonged, debate or need-
less delay, the're:are 30 many ramifi-

cations that there now seems small
chance of the quota measure being
approved before the end- of Decem-
ber or early January, 1938. .

The White Paper, which comprises
all. recommendations of the board of

trade to Parliament for considera-
tion by that body, would be im-
proved if altered, . according to the

opinion of those who drew it up.

That is their latest belief. Then
there are the English exhibitors and
producers to be considered, as well

as U. S. distributors.

Currently, the proposed, measure
mentions only ' laboi* costs.' American
representatives are hopeful that

just what constitutes labor costs will

be. fully clarified or other production
costs included in the law specifica-

tions. They want to know just what
represents labor co?ts; if they will

include cost of sets, costumes and
equipment. They are certain that

negative costs can't be included in

labor expenditure budgets. The way
the proposals now read, expendi-
tures are figured as. so much per foot

labor costs, with $15 per fodt on a

feature film good for two quota pic-

tures.

Also in the argument over the out-

line that the quota law is to' take
will be the voice of 12 small studios

and almost as many quickie pro-
ducers. It is obvious that they are
bucking the

.
campaign towards larger

productions, as outlined by certain

major U. S. distributor-producer in-

terests. Their contention is that t^ie

elimination of small minimum films

will bankrupt them.

Because there are so many of

them, eventually, they may -have a

say-so in . proceedings. They have
mushroomed into existence in the

course of the past few years because
of the practice .by U^ S. companies
in buying up quickies' for a negligible

fee and then shelving them.

Prepare for Heat Wave
Montevideo, Oct. 22.

Metro-Goldwyn is finishing air-

conditioning of M'etro theatre hero
and the house of same title at San-
tiago. Carrier system installed, with
equipment coming from N, Y. This
is in preparation for hot weather
since spring and summer season is

about to start here.

Argentine Best Films

Award; Exliib Tax Lift

Buenos Aires, Oct. 15.

Government prizes for achieve-

ments in domestic film production
are proposed in a bill submitted to

Parliament by a group headed by
Argentine ">eputy Marcellno Buyan.

Draft calls for yearly awards total-

ing 105,000 pesos.
"

Prizes would be given for a pic

from an original stor^, a feature at

least halfV of which. would consist of

native exteriors and show the habits

and customs of the pieople, and sec-

ond, awards in each of the above
classes. Additional prizes would be
given for the \>^st cartoon and the

best Instructional fllni.

Terms of the draft specify that at

least 80% of the artistic and techni-

cal staff of the pix must be native or
naturalized Argentines. Also ' pro-
vides for the exemption from taxes

of all first-run houses ' showing at

least 24 Argentine piX annually.

'BACES' CLICKS. IN PANAMA
Balboa, Canal Zone, Oct. 18.

Metro's 'Day at the Races,' now at

the Balboa Clubhouse, is credited
with breaking' the year's, grossin"?

record.

WILL APPEAL

ANTWRUST

CASES

Buenos Aires, Oct. 12.

American distribution company
representatives are bearing - the
brunt of recent devolpments in the
Hector J. Bini anti-^trust action

against the Argentine Association of
Film Distributors. As the case now
stands, it must be passed on by the
supreme court. An adverse ruling
in this tribunal may cause the as-

sociation to revise its present methods
of distribution, with local exhibitors
believing that it will result in a con-
siderable upheaval in biz.

Verdict of the criminal court of

l^uenos Aires, in sentencing the
managing directors and ' sales man-
agers of distribution cpmpanies„,.of
the Argentine Association of 'Film
Distributors, has created a furore in
this country, Thie association ap-
pealed to the Criminal Court of Ap-
peal on the verdict. Outcome was
that the verdict was confirmed, Each
defendant was handed a preventive
prison and property embargo of

$4,200.

Those sentenced included Guy P.

Morgan and Armando Maida (UA),
Harry Novak and Angel R. Sualdo
(WB),' Onofroe Moner arid Bernardo
G. Curell (MG), Clarence C; Margon
and Alfredo Muruzeta (Col), Carlos
Glucksmann (RKO-Radiolux ), John
B. Nathan and Sigfrido Bauer (Par),

Enrique Gil (20th-Fox), Monroe Isen

and Enrique Pardo (U), Adolfo Z.

Wilson (Terra), Julio Joly (Joly).

Suit of Hector Bini is held by
local cinema officials to be. the fa-

miliar exhibitor action to obtain

product fr9m leading distributors.

Actual operation of the cinema was
by another party, Bini bein^ only
the owner of the theatre. After ±he
first exhibitor failed to pay his film

rentals, the distributors claim, an-

other man went in as operator of

the theatre. Distribs refused new
films before the old debts were
cleared up.

Par to Distrib Tito

London, Oct. 15.

Gaumont - British stockholders
meeting, though almost resulting in

a free-for-All, confirmed annual re-

port and accounts. Motion demand-
ing Board of Trade inquiry into af-

fairs of the Corporation was out^

voted,

Held In the New Gallery theati'e,

meeting attracted 800 stockholders,
including many employees of the

corporation recently presented with
small parcels of stock, latter clement
proving too powerful for the sub-
stantial body of opposition to the

Board.
Isidore Ostrer's speech reiterated

features of the report, and disposed

of demands for consolidated balance
sheet by declaring the corporation

had something like 100 subsidiaries,

whose Interests were gradually be-
ing consolidated, after which the

board hoped to issue a comprehen-
sive statement. Next year's thcrvtre

profits, Ostrer said, should top this

year's figure of $9,808,510, and the

overdraft of $4,100,000 with National

Provincial Bank would be substan-
tially reduced.

Criticism by opposing stockhold-

ers centered on the fate of the

$3,834,000 marked off as losses on
production and distribution in the

accounts, and why theatre profit had
dropped nearly $^0,000 In a year.

Independent^ stockholders committee
therefore demanded further invesli-

gation, discrediting items in the ac-

counts such as shares in subsidiaries,

valuation 'ot theatres and other
property at $10,000,000, and moved
for the Board of Trade investigation

of affairs of the corjporation.

Many comments were drowned in

uproar and interruption, suggcs'L°\!}

of organized campaigning, and u'li-

mately the board gained support oC

a majority of those present.

Chaplin's 'Modem Tunes'

Booked for Japan at

50G Guarantee Vs. 0

Tokyo, Oct. 15.

Charlie Chaplin's 'Modern Times*
has finally been contracted for
Japan, according to A. A. Lowe, U.
A. representative here. Deal was
made with Shochiku, terms of which
permit release in any sftots desired.

Present plan is understood to call for
day and date showing in 12 spots,

and guarantee of $50,000 against 50%
of gross.

Guizar Mexican Fic

DENHAM STUDIOS SHOW

GAIN, CinS RESTORED

London, Oct. 15. .

Because operations for the eight-
month period between May, 1930,

and Janupry, 1937, showed a profit,

salary cuts, made at London Films*
benham studios have been restored
partially or in full. Slashes had
been made as an economy measure.
Workers making less than $50 week-
ly will get their old pay baclc, while
those earning $50 to $100 will have
50% of old wage restored, and cer<
tain promises.. .

'

London Films' actual profit for pe-
riod covered . totaled $179,200, less
allowance for depreciation, accord-
ing to statement by the board. This
six months is the first uninterrupted
period of operation at Dcnhnm be-
cause the studios were still being
constructed and organization being
readied b«ffore May last year, board
reported.

The Mexican-made 'Amapola del
Camino,' which starS Tito Guizar,
now under contract to Paramoimt,
has been taken for distribution by
Par throughout the world, excepting
Mexico,

It's a musical produced by Grovas.

MOSKOWITZ BACK
Harry Moskowitz, exoculive in

M-Cj's construction dcpartincnt, has
returned from San ,luan. Puerto
Rico, where he was on business con-
nected with proposed new theatre
there.

Constructifip. department has about
fiiii'.hed a '^riw-cy j)i oKuilniiry -to

builcllncc of iicv/ house.



THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF HILARITY.'

MERRy-GO-ROUND of (938
A TEN-STAR FUN FROLIC with BERT LAHR
/IMMY SAVO • BILLY HOUSE • ALICE BRADY
MISCHA AUER • iOY HODGES • LOUISE FAZENDA
JOHN KING -BARBARA READ - DAVE APOLLON ^^^r.

Produced by

B. G. DE SYtVA
Screen Play by Monte Brice and A. Dorian

Otvos • Original story by Monte Brice and
Henry Myers • Directed by Irving Cummings

ALICE FAYE I n

YOU'RE A SWEETHEART
GEORGE MURPHY

New rage and dancing hit of

"Broadway Melody of 1938":

FRANK iENKS
The comic cab driver of

100 Men and a Girl" !

Songs and Music by Harold Adamson
and Jimmy McHugh

PRODUCED BY

CHARIES W/NNINGER DONALD MEEK B. G. DESYLVA
Lovable hit of ••Three Smart Girls"
and 'Showboat" radio program!

WILLIAM GARGAN
ANDY X> Ey \ \\ Z

Scream of ''A Star Is Born"
and Jack Benny's raJio program!

KEN MURRAY
Radio's millions laugh with him'

OSWALD
Kon Murray's ••Oh -yeah" stooge!

THE DIAMOND BROS.
CASPER REARDON

Screen play by Monte Brice
and Charles Grayson

Directed by

DAVID BUTLER
who directed Eddie Cantor in
"All Baba Goes To Town"

THE NEW UNIVERSAL.



DEANNA DURBIN .

MAD ABOUT MI/SIC
Directed by NORMAN TAUROG Produced by /OE PASTERNAK

Acadeniy Award Winner and director of

"You Can't Have Everything'".

Story and Screen Phy by Frederick Kohner
and Marceila Burke

^^SUe a itHMjeheiXiJdi^ Ixwehf" -y^i^N vork times

AMERICA WILL THRILL TO HER CONTINENTAL ALLURE/

Danielle DARRIEdX
in THE RAGE OF PARIS
Directed by HENRY KOSTER who gave you "Three

Smart Girls" and " 100 Men and a Girl"

!

Story by HENRY KOSTER and FELIX MCKSON

A JOHN M. STAHL Production

^ I i A fl <^ f\ iM £^^ EXECUTIVE VICE PRFSIOENT

CHAkLES K. kOG£K> in charge of production
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CONQUEST
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Me.li'o-Goldwyn-Mfiyer rtleaae or Ucrnard
H. Hyman's production. Ktiirs Greta
Giubo iind Chnrles Hoyer; fenturcs
naia Owen. Henry Stephen.son, Damo May
Whltty, Alan Mftr.-Jlmll, I.elE Krlckson. C.
Henry Gordon. Ulroctod l)y Clarence
Mrown. Bftsei on a. book by Wanlaw G«sl-
oroAvskl nnd dramatization by Helen
Jerome; srrcenpl.iy by Bnmucl Horton.stcin,

Salka Vler-.el tixid. S. N. Uehrman; niu.slcal

Hro:'e, Herbert Stothart; o.".mern, ICurl

Frtund; (Um editor, Tom Held. Provlowod
at li'our .sinr theiiti-c, L. A., Oct. 2l>. llun-
nlns time, 115 mlns. ,

Mario Walcwska Greta Garbo
Naiioleon .Cbarle.s Hoyer
Talleyrand Tlpprlnald Owen
(^apt.iin O'Ornuno Alan Marahall
Count WaliBwskl Henry Stephenson
Paul I^chlnskl ...Lell Erlkson
Laetttla Bonaparte.., Dame May Whltty
Prince Ponlntows'.-.l C. Henry Gordon
Countess. Pelagla ^farla Ouspcnskaya
Steiihan. Claude GllUngwater
Mnl'Shal Duroc George Houston
.Senator Malachowskl George Zucca
Roustan .Noble Johnson
Constant..., Georgo GIvof
Alexandre Scotty Beckett
.Senator Wybltckl.. Henry Kolkcr
Cossack Captain . . . ; Ivan Lebedeff
Anna Uodll Iloslnar
Oountes-i Potocku Lois Meredith
Count Potocka.- ' Oscar Apfol
Prlnces.s MIrska.* Betty Blytho
Grenadier Georgo Davis
Persian .^mbass:ulor. . . . . Dr. Ffvl^
Persian rnterpretcv: Pasha Ktian
Turkish Ambassador ..Carlo.i de Valdoz
Staps. . . .

'. Itoland Vavno
Captain Laroux ......Robert Warwick
Prince Metternlch.., f .len Wul
Mai'la Louisa. Jeat» Fehwlclc
Biano^i Roslna Gallt
Lejeune Tlalph Harolde
Dying Soldier Vladimir SokololT

A big picture into whicK the Metro
studio has thrown the full power of
its production forces, its ranking
woman star and a sujperlative sup-
porting cast. 'Con«iuest' rates as the
highest priced negative of the sea-
son. It is said to have cost $2,600,000.
Visually, it bears' the mark of ex-

'

travagant effort
'

With Oreta Garbo and Charles
Boyer teamed as co-stars,' in the
chairacters -of Marie Walewska, Po-
lish mistress,' and Napoleon Bona-
parte, -lover and, soldier, the film is a
romantic mixture of fact and fic-
tion which captures the pageantry of
the period, the fierceness of war and
th& pathetip sacrifice of human hap-
piness .on the altar of ambition. In-
tensely emotional in spots, it is a
moving and satisfying^ entertainment,
the commercial $u4cess Qt which wiH
depend upon Its presentatio)t and
advance ballyhoo. ^

Story of the Walewska incident in
the career of Napoleon iis unfamiliar
to the masses. Neither has the sub-
ject been ekploited in advance^f the
film release by a successful stage or
popular novel version. On this ac-
count, the project challenges show-
manship, exploitation engagements
and heavy prior advertising; . Other
films of equal or greater production.
Investment have had the benefit of
harbingers in play or book form to
priepare the public. 'Conquest' starts
from scratch for cash appeal, except
insofar as the considerable draw of
the star and Cast 'names may be
valued.

Productibn is expertly handled by
Bernard H. Hyman. The settings are
lavish and authentic Hundreds of
minor players pi^rticipated in some
of the exterior scenes. Photography
and effects are near perfect. There
is polish ' and professional finish to.

the whole job, which gives it im-
portance. Herbert Stothart has com-
posed & stirring scorC.

Major credit goes to Clarence
Brown for direction. It is. probably
his best work, a difficult and exact-
ing task because of the ,wide range
of the story from boudoir intimacies
to European, diplomacies. . He has
maintained a nes^t balance through-
out.

The Walewska epiisode in itself Is
a thrilling romance. Dramatic events
led to the meeting of the young Po-
lish countess (she was 18 at the
time) and Napoleon, when the latter
visited Warsaw at the height of his
military s^ccesses. . He wa^, enratp-
tufed by her beauty and Wo6ed"her
ardently. The ^ curt but impassioned
notes which. , h^ .sent to her reveal
his earnestness' and desire. Text of
the originals are shown in the film.
She capitiil&ted when he promised
that her country would gain by her
surrender. - ,

Therefore, at intervals and i^t such
rare moments, when the Emperor
was not otherwise occupied, they
were together in Austria and Paris.
She joined him during his banish-
ment to Elba. The Napoleon auto-
biography refers to,' her and,their son
in affectionate terms. Of the. Em-
peror's three sdhsi the child .of their
union, Alexandre ,Walew6ki, born in
1810. achieved, the greatest diplo-
ma(tic distinction.- He served France
as special envoy to 'London and
Florence, as n^inister of state and
foreign affairs, and before his death
in 1868 he was president of the
Chamber. '

That is the story which 'Conquest'
tells, concluding with Napoleon's
captivity and departure for St.
H(feleiria' under British escort.
Crammed into the last seven years
of his statesmanship and his amaz-
ing life were more drama, more hap-
penings that left their impress on
mankind than fell to any individual
of the 19th century. When his world
of military power finally collapsed,
only a few clung faithfully to the
man. WaleWska, according to the
recnrc*. was among them.
Jn the screenplay by Samuel Hof-

fer'"te'n. Salka Viertel and S. N.
. Bchrman' hot too ^reat liberties have
beeh taken with the historical facts.

Writers succeed in keeping foremost
the romantic features concurrent
with Napoleon's military exploits.
The French retreat from Moscow is

a high spot in the spectacle. Towards
the end of the film the "excitement
of the return from Elba and the
preparations for Waterloo are pic-

tured. The scenes of the farewell
between the soldier aiid his mistress
are splendidly conceived. No pic-

ture of the, year has had a better,

script.

Walewska role would seem to be
a natural for. Garbo. Part calls for

intense feminine feeling, for coquetry
and renunciation. It is not 'due tn en^'

shortcomings on her part, however,
that the audience interest is more
closely held by Boyer's Napoleon.

Garbo sacrificed the authenticity
of some of the costume and head-
dress accessories of th€ period in her
earlier scenes, the suggestion of at-

tractive girlhood might have been
better expressed. She has looked
lovelier in other films. In the final

passages, when she is more adult
and she takes her son to his warrior
father, Garbo is splendid, and the

last impressions are favorable to her
characterization and acting.

'

•Boyer heretofore has done nothing
in Hollywood films which comnares
With his success as Napoleon. He is

surrounded by massive soldiers and
attendants, which emphasise the di-

minutive stature. He dominates with-
out shouting. He plays the love
scenes with brusque tenderness, and
makes the character Understood as a
man apart from ordinary humans, a

blazing individualist acting under
reckless urges of ambition for power.
He reads a soliloquy on his defeats

and failures which is excellently

given and is a fine bit of imaginative
wi*iting. ..

I^ the large supportmg cast an
opportunity -for exceptional acting,

bits is ipffered Reginald Owen, as

Talleyrand; Alan Marshall, who
makes a striking Capl. D'Ornano;
Henry Stephenson, as Count Wal-
ewski; Dame May Whitly, as Napo-
leon's mother, and Marie Ouspens-
kayo, who plays, a charming comedy
scene with Boyer. Others whose
work is outstanding are Leif Erik-

son, as Paul Lachinski, brother of

Walewska, George Zucco, C. Henry
Gordon, ,Claude Gillingwater, and
Ivan Lebedeff.

, „^ «
An important picture Is 'Conquest*

with its bo?c office values commen-
surate with its investment to be de-

veloped by the manner in which it

is exploited to the public. FUn.

Merry-Go-Round of 1938
Glendale, Calif.. Oct, 26.

Universal release of B. G. DeSylva pro-

duction. Features Bert Lahr, Jimmy Save.
Billy- House. Alice Brady. MIscha Auer,
Joy Hodges, Louisa Fasenda. John Klntr

and BArbare; Read. Directed by .Irvlnr
Cummlngs. Story by • Hbnte Brlce and
Henry Myers; screenplay by Brlce and A.
Dorian Otvos: songs, Jimmy McBugh and
Harold Adamaon; photography, Joseph Val-
entine; nim editors. Ted Kent and Charles
Maynard; dances, Carl Randall: asst. di-

rector, Joseph A. McDonough; musical di-

rector, CharWs Prevln. Previewed at Alex-
ander theatre. Oct. 1ft.. '37. Running time,
00 mlns.
Bert ; Bert Lahr
Jimmy i......Jimmy Savo
Billy.. Billy House
Aunt Hortense ....Alice Brady
Mtflcha. . . . i . , . .V. . . , Mlacha Auer
Sally Brown.... Joy Hodges
Mrs. Penelope ITpdIke. .Louise Fazenda
Tony Townsend John King
Clarice Stockbrldge Barbara Read
Apollon Dave Apollon
Col. Frookia v.... '. .Rlctiard Carle
Hector .Howard Cantonwlne
Dave Clarfti. '. .Charles Williams-
The Butler .....v.... Charles Coleman
Sally (younjf ulrl) Joyce Kay
'Dainty Doris* Fay Helm
BUh Driver •. .Tohn Kelly
Trap Drummer Beverly Ann Welch

Loaded with laughs and some very
catchy music^ 'Merry-Go-RoUhd of

1938, Is aimed for big time, first-run

single bills and will stand the strain.

It is good -entertainment, well di-

rected and produced. It contains ho
social message for the betterment of

the human race^nly proof that ex-
pert, cqmedians, iwhen . handed' good
material (even if . some of , it .is sec-

ondrhand), are guarantee of Satis-

fying amusement and audience ap-

Miniature Reviews

'Conquest' (MG). Impressive,

historical romantic drama of

the love affairs of Marie Wal-
ewska and Napoleon (Garbo and
Charles Boyer), for special first

run openings—and then the

clean-up.

'Merry-Go-Round of 1938'

Firsirate filmuslcal packed with

laughs. Features Bert Lahr,

Jimmy Savo, Billy House,

M'ischa Auer, Alice Brady and
Louise Fazenda for rlsibles, and
JOy Hodges and ^ohn King for

heart interest

•The Lady Fishts Back' (U).

Outdoor yarn with Irene Her-
vey and Kent Taylor, and good
character support O.K. dualei:.

'Borrowing Troablc' (20th-

Fox). That Jones family again

in one- of the best of the series

with excellent kid acting by
Marvin Stephens and GJeorge

Ernest. Strong .support for any
star feature. , .

^

Bert Lahr, Jimmy Savo, Billy
House and' MIscha Auer' are tossed
into a wild farcical story which
gives each of them a chance to do
his stuff. While they are off Alice
Brady ^ and. Louise Fazenda do their
turns. ' There is plenty for the cus-
tomers who like fun, ^nd a bit of
sentiment, ' too, which is supplied by
Joy Hodges ahd John King. All the
necessary 'ingredients of a good show
have been assembled by Buddy de
Sylva, who has had a hand in enough
stage ,ni\d .film musicals, to. know
what it is all ^boitt. ,

'

This "cine is about' an old-time'
vaudeville qUartet the Grand Street
Comedy Boys, who 'adopt and bring
up the daughter of a wire perform-
er, fatally injured during her act.

Backgrounded against thh two-a-day
of, 20 years ago, the story by Monte
Brice and

^
Henry Myers .contains

some amusing cracks odi shovf life

of the period. Boys finally °^et their
chance for their Palace (N.Y,) book-
ing, but the date is canceled when
the youngster gets. the mumps and
the act is quarantined. Girl later is

brought out as a singer and makes
a hit. Then she meets the society
boy who wants to marry her, but his
family can't stand the stage career.
What, follows is a frameup by the

foster-father comedians to break
down the snob resistance. They re-
sort to wild extremes, which in-
clude a Yogj act by Auer and Savo,

a female impersonation by Billy

House, and a hilarious characteriza-
tion of a returned Arctic. hunter by
Lahr. It is topped off by Savo doing
his standard 'River Keep "Away
from My Door,' and Lahr giving an
unexpurgated version of "The Tree
Chopper,' followed by a burlesque
wrestling match. Song numbers are
repeats from Broadway shows, but
they are effectively spotted here, and
get over big.

,
• .

Alice Brady does the society dame
in her best style. Miss Fazenda is

funnny as a boardinig house propri-
etress. There ,is special interest in

Miss Hodges, who since the comple-
tion of the film has gone to Broad-
way to- support George M. Cohan in
Td Rather Be Right' Looks as if

she will go places. '
-

'

There are two original numbers.
You're My Dish' and 'More Power
to You,' by Jiminy McHugh and
Harold Adanison, both sung Miss
Hodges. Dave Apolljan .and his band
provide a comedy sequence ahd bits
are played -by Richard Carle, , Bar-
bara Read, Charles Coleman and
Beverly Ann' Welch.
Irving Cummlngs has directed to

get the best from the comedy situa-
tions and the specialties. Film has
size, if not a.^eat'deal of polish,
and the production' is liberal in sets.

It's affirmative box office. Flin.

lXdy fights back
Hollywood, Oct 26.

Universal release of ' bdmund . Grainger
production. Features Irene' Hervey, Kent
Taylor. Directed by Milton Carnith. From
novel 'Heathor of the High Hand,' by Arr
thUT Stringer: ecree;iplay by Brown Holmes
and Robert T. Shannon; photography. Mil-
ton KraBner; dialog' director, John Raw-
lins; speclail plTect?, .Tohn P. Fulton. At
P&ntages, week . Oct. 'io, '37. Running
time, 61 mlns.
Heather McHale .Iwlrene Hervey
Owen Merrill..;,.'. ....Kent Taylor
Doug McKenzle Wm. Lundlgan
McTavlsh , Willie B«st
Steve Frank Jenks
Jahnaen '. .', Joe lawyer
Maloney . .- Paul Hurat
CommlHBloner Allan Rrnest Cossart
Crowder. Chic . Chandler
Villager I SI Jenks
Sir Daniel- MbAndfew8..Jeraia Oliver Smitb

This one is about the wide open
spaces where

,
men are men and the

giant power corporation builds a
dam—which provides the ;necessary
plot froiin Which fillers for the ' dual
programs are "jadCv It ,is close to
familiar formula. 'There's, a pretty
girl \:ho battles to saVe the beauties
of nature, a young enjgineer who
licks the local bully,, a sprinkling of
legal notices which confuse the
workmen and the audience,- And a
hi? clinch finale

,
when girl and

engineer.get together after the .dam
is Completed and. ,the. salmon in the
river, have been saved from-destruc-
tion.

Story is from a novel by Arthur
Stringer, adapted by Brown Holmes
and . Rbbert T. Shannon along con-
vshttonaL melodramatic line's. Irene
Hervey is the attractive girl of the
northwoods and Kent Tdylor is the
dam' builder. ^

' Milton Carruth has directed with
an eye on the scenery and pieced
together a mild tale of confiict which
holds the , interest. . Outdoor views-
are well selected ,and fpotage is given
to ..some extremely absorbing shots
of salmop on the annual upstream
pilgrimage. ... .

Performances of Oie two leads are
convincing. , .Miss Hervey is .easy to
watch ' arid delivers her.l^nes with
erithusiasm, and Taylor infuses a llt-

tl ; humor inito a routine role. In
support' are William. I undigan, Wil-
lie Best, Frank Jenks and Ernest
Cossart.. Film fits nicely alongside of
a society drama. Flin.

STORY BUYS
. Hollywood, Oct 26.

C. C. Burr purchased screen rights
to 'Dusty River,' musical galloper,
from Barry Barringer and Eleanor
Maronde.
'The Fight's On,' stage comedy by

Hagar Wilde, Ernest -V. Heyn and
Elliott Nugent, acquired by Para-
mount as possible vehicle, for Irene
Dunne. '

'

'IQncensored,' novel by' Oscar .E,
Millard, bought by 20th-^ox. ,

Borrowing Trouble
Hollywood, Oct 26.

20tH Ccntury.Fox release of Max Golden
production. Directed by Frank R. Strayer.
Story and screenplay by Robert Chapin and
Karen Do Wolf; charncterft of the Jones
family" created by Kathevlno Kavannugh;
camera, Edward Snyder; Asst. director,

William Eckhanlt; film editor, Hanson
Frltch; musical direction by Samuel Kay-
lln. Previewed at the Uptown,. L. A., Cot.
20. Running time, SO mlns.

John Joncfl .Jed Prouty
Bonnie Jones. , . . . , Shirley Doane
Mrs. John Jones ..Spring BylnRton
Herbert Thompson Rusacll Glcason
Jack Jones... Kenneth Howell
Roger Jones .George Ernest
I.ucy Jones J\>ne Carlson
Granny Johes i.l'Morence Roberts
Bobby Jones . , .'. Billy Matian
Tommy McGulrc Marvin Stephens
Uncle George Andre-w Tombes
Judge i^aitera.'. Hbvtrard Hickman
Chief Kelly* Cy Kendall
Charlie .Joseph Downing-
Lester McGulre. .. . . ,. Georpre W<loott
Joe Oleic Wessel
Sergeant Callahan.' ..... i ... . .Wade Boteler

Smart showmanship has carried

the Jones family a long ways and
'Borrowing Trouble,' seventh in the

series, is up to the standard of its

predecessors. In some respects, it

rates a bit higher because the story

carries an appeal outside the barrier

of straight entertainment Film pos-

sesses exploitation angles that will

pay dividends to enterprising exhib-
itors.

None of the' hoiAely" humor and
nostalgic flavor of the.. Jones family
has been sacrificed in -the successful
effort to inculcate a good neighbor
theme. Writers have pounced upon
the big brother idea, the voluntary
adoption into the family circle of an
incorrigible youngster who needs the
influence . of some affectionate en-
vironment. Stranger is excellently
and humahly- played by Marvin
Stephens.

Original cast is held intact Jed
ProuCT^ is the blustery father who at
first doesn't like the idea of taking
in a strange boy: Spring Byington is
the wise mother -who handles the do-
mestic complications; George Ernest
is the pal - of the newcomer, and
Kenneth Howell, June Carlson and
Shirley Deane are in their previous
roles as children.

-

When the tough kid's older brother
and pals rob a store, suspicion points
to the youthful Stephens and Ernest
Boys speak up at the right time and
clear themselves. Behind the melo-
drama of the robbery and the chase,-
the family is concerned with the
wedding of the oldest daughter,
Miss Deane, to Russell Gleason;

Continued public interest in the
Jones saga pi-oves the financial
strength of down-to-earth narrative;
about -the life, hopes and happen-
ingi In a normal. American family
residing in a small town:'

Frank R. Strayer does a. good .di-

recting- job and makes his point;
without overdoing the preachment
Robert Chapin and Karen De Woif
have done a neat script

'

Joneses hayen't yet reached .im-
portant first runs as the leadoff film,
but they qualify on duals every-
where. . Flin..

GRUNER FELDER
('Gir^en Fields*')

'

(AMERICAN MADE) '

,New .Star Film Co. release ot Collective
production. Author. Pereta Hlrshbeln. Di-
rected- by .Tacob Ben Ami and Edgar G.
Ulmer^ music, Vladimir HeUetz. -World
premiere .at Squire, N. Y.. Oct 11, '37.
Running time, 1U5 mlns.
Cast, Michael Goldstein, Helen Beverley,

Isidore Cashier, Anna Appel, T.co Nohnl,
Dcna Drute, Max Vodnoy, ,S4iul Irvine,
Hershel Uenardl.

(In Yiddishi With English Titles)
This could have been -a better pic-

ture with backgrounds which would
have authenticated properly the lo-
cale of the story. The plot is thin
and takes too much time in telling.
Otherwise it is a dignified but not
overly romantic folk story. It is al-
most without humor and it is rigid
in its lack of action. Nevertheless,
Yiddish-speaking audiences should
cultivi|te this attraetion.- Non-Yid-
dish customers will get only a vague
artistic slant from it.

A young TaUnudist determines to
find out how others of his brethren
live. Forsaking his' musty synagogue
school, the boy, with pack on his
shoulder,, shabbily clad, starts out to
face the world. He is received by a
peasant faniily, but, knowing he can-
not contribute to their work in kind,
he feels useless, but. stays on, im-
pressed by the simple, honest and
sincere welcome of his hosts. How-
ever, a rival farmer seeks to lure the
scholar away, in order to make a
match for his daughter. That doesn't
come off, because the girl is in love
with a neighbor, brother of the girl

whom the scholar finally wins for
himself. Thus the happy ending.

'

The cast comprises members of the
Artef and the Yiddish Art Theatre
(Maurice Schwartz) groups, and they
give commendable performances,
particularly Helen Beverley.
This Peretz Hirshbein folk-drama

was first seen on the New York
(Yiddish) stage some 17 years ago,

so it's not a new piece.

Direction deserves praise for the
kindly, understanding manner in

which this simple folk-story has
heen handled and performed. Here
and there the camera shows faults,

but in the main the lens work is of

a high order.
The English titles are okay.

Shan.

Thanks for Listening
(WITH SONGS)

Maurice Conn releasefot 'Conn production.
''

Stars Pinky Tomlln. Directed by Marshall
Nellan. Story by John B. Clymer. Songs
by Pinky Tomlln, Connie ijee, Al Heath,
Buddy LaROux; camera,- Jack Greenhalgh,
musical director, .Copnie l^e; film editor,
Martin G. Cohn. At Strand, B'klyn, week
Oct. 21, '37. Running' time, 60 mlns.
Homer "Pinky Tomlln
l^ots Maxlne Doyle
Lulu ,, .\lleen Prlngle
Trixle ...Claire Rochelle
Poter Henry Roquemore
Maurice

; Rafael Storm
Champ George Lloyd
Irene ]

•

Mary,... J Three Brian Sisters
Sally

J

Gloria Beryl Wallace
Gabriel Kllot Jones

Nothing' especially "hilarious in this
one. It's a slow, so-so comedy with
some, fair tunes, and will get by. as
a dualer. As.aij excuse for display-
ing Pinky Tomlin's Voice arid agree-
able personality, it's just that and no-
more.
Tomlin, as Homer, Is the innbcent

stooge for a gang of high-class clip
artists.. Aileen Pringle heads this
gang of musical comedy thieves, who
set him up in Reno as a professional
confessor at ..five .bucks a- confess.
They go. to work on a \cowboy but*-
ter-and-regg man to discowr- the lo-
cation of his gold mine via- a dicta-,
phone, but this, dastardly plot tis

foiled and Homer gets his duck farm
and girl.

Several specialties are- thrown in
to fill out this naive musical, best
of which is a pretty child accordion-
ist who has talent Ca.<;t doesn't do
very well in its efforts at comedy
which is pretty dated .stuff. The
songs. The Love Bug Will Bite You,'
'I .Like to Make Music' and 'In the
Name of Love' are suited to Tom-
lin's personality arid he delivers them
well.

CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Oct. .26.."

Keye Luke's player, option 'lifted
at 20th-Fox.
Kay Van Riper signatured new

Metro scripting, ticket
John Patciclt's. .scripting, option

picked UP ,at 20th-Eox. .; , , , , ,

,

SIEBEN OHRFEIGEN
('Seven Boxes on the Ear')

(GERMAN MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Berlin, Oct. 7.

Ufa production ahd release. Directed by-

Paul Martin. Stars .Lilian Harvey nnd
Willy Fritsch. Screen play, B. R. Luthke
and Paul Martin; dialog, (^urt Goetr;
music, Frleder Schroeder: camera Knnstan-
tlh Irmen-Tschet. At Gloria Palast, Ber-
lin. Running time 98 mlns.
Astor TerbankBi Alfred Abet
Daisy Lilian Harvey
William tenson MacPbab....Willy Fritsch
Wennlngton Laskett i.Oskar Stma
Earl of Wlgglebottom........ Erich Fiedler
Mr. Strawman,... Ernst Legal

. (In German)
This is the best Lilian Harvey

vehicle in many a moon. She Is the
only femme in an otherwise all male
cast, which is made up of some of
the best German troupers around.
Paul Martin, who Confines his direc-
torial endeavours exclusively to
Harvey plx, is again,, in charge of
this one. After a shilly-shally,
floundering and unconvincing open-
ing, he succeeds ift getting every-
thing under control and keepihg it

there up to the final clinch.
Heftiest laurel wreath falls to Curt

Goetz, who has outdone himself once
more on the writing end. One might
alriiost say he went too far, because
one belly-laugh ovierlaps another, so
thai plerity of apt)arently, sock gags
are iswallowed up. This is, however,
no fault of his. Localities are riot

yet in the know about gaging laughs
SO" that they won't get stepped on.
Astor Terbahks is one ' of those

magnates who, with but a careless,
snap of his' well-manicured fingers,
can turn wan street into a bedlam.
But William MacPhab, through orie
of these nonchalant snaps, has lost
his worldly fortune, amounting to
seven pounds, ahd is not the' type to

'

take it and like it. Through a clever-
ruse he gets an audierice with the

'

steel king, calls him a thief and, be-
fore getting the bum's rush, advises
him to keep, tabs on the front page
smears.
To his great hbrror, Terbanks

reads the next, morning that, in re-
venge for the seven pounds, the
loser promises within thp next week
to box in public, once each day, his
honorable ears.

. Most complicated
precautions, such as a bodyguard of
huskier, and locking himself ud in a
steel safe, do not prevent the in-
genious Scotchman from carrying
out his threat For seven days run-
ning Terbanks has to live through
the humiliation of beinc made the
laughing stock of the public through

'

the ore.";s, .which is in cahoots with
MacPhab. Daisy Terbanks tries her
hand at side-tracking the campaign,
only to flhd herself, after the severith
ear-box; promising to love, honor
and obey.
Fritsch. passing deftlv from carica-

ture to lover, is at all times like-
able and convincing. Alfred Abel as
the charming, nonchalant million''
aire, is a decided asset, as well as
Oskar Sima, who chips in with a
breezjr bit
Decidedly outstanding is the cleff-

ing of a newcomer, Frieder Schroe-
ider.. His inoidentai music is doMk'n-
rjght eloquent./ '
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TALt TIMBERS
(AUSTBAIilAN MADE)

Sydney, Sept. 25.
Aflsoplrttea-Brittsh Empire Films release

of ClHesounil produptlon. Stars Shirley

Ann Kluhards and Frank lielprhton; fea-

Iwrc.n Frank Harvey. Campbell Copelln,

Allt^im Britten, .Toe Valll, Harvey Adams,
Konald AVlielan. Directed by Ken G. Hall;
story by ('apt. Frank Hurley; cameraman,
Ui>(>rRO Heath; sots designed by Uric
lliunipson; musical score by "W. Hamil-
ton VV'ebl)er. At liyceum, Sydney. Kun-
nlngr time, 85 mlns,

Built for the nabes and stix, this

one can't lose. It already has broken
records in out-of-town spots, and lit-

tle difficulty should be experienced
in securing fair city runs. Ken G.
Hall has turned out so many suc-
cesses for Cinesound that he's hailed
as the local Frank Capra.
The marquee names will not mean

a thing abroad; Picture can't expect
to brealt into tiie American market,
but should find the going easy in
Eiigland. However, Hollywood tal-

ent scouts may be interested in
Shirley Ann Richards as a possible
bet.
To cop anything in the city, spon-

sors will haye to spot the film in the
right house. It's not -for sophisticated'
audiences, but will i)ull those who
like their screen fare,in the raw. Ac-
tion and continuity flow evenly.

Smasl;! climax is reached with a
timber drive. Sequence is a real
thrill and helps put the pic over. It's

about the best sequence put - into a
local production. . Captain Frank
Hurleyjs story is a simple one, yet
well told imder Ken G. Hall's di-
rerjtion.

Rival companies are fighting over
a new timber tract in New South
Wales- Manager of one unit is hav^
ing a secret affair with the sister
of an overseer connected with the
opposition, at the same time being
engaged to the foster daughter of
•the owner of the opposition. Over-
seer is accepting bribes to ruin his
own concern, but following the ar-
rival of a new man there is a shift
in affairs. New man finally turns
out to be the long lost son of the
timber owner. Story goes on to a
clinch with the foster daughter, plus
the death of both the overseer and
crooked manager.

Best acting is turned in by Aileen
Britten, as the sister, and Frank
Harvey, as the brother, Shirley Ann
Richards and Frank Leighton sup
ply the romantic angle. Camnbell
Copelin is successful in the role of
crooked manager. Photography is

excellent. Sets by Eric Thompson
are uo to standard.

Picturi should returh Cinesound a
nice take from nabes and possibly
will get additional coin from some
city- spots. Ricfc.

seems to be South America, with the
rubber plantation biz as the back-
ground, although the exact location
is not mentioned.
There are plenty of oldtime names

in the cast, but none of them much
as light-figures now. Reginald
Denny is a plantation foreman,
Esther Ralston an owner, Charlotte
Henry and William Bakewell as the
ybiing loye, for the top, and support
are Clarence Muse, Willie Fung,
Leroy Mason, Richard Tucker and
Duncan Renaldo.
Gangdom invades the rubber biz,

with river pirates grabbing off ap-
proved plantation cargo, marking
changes for smuggling out of the
country as contraband. Plantation
owners want to band together to
stamp out the outrages, but with
Richard Tucker wearing two muggs,
guiding operations of the owners on
the .one hand and the gang on the
other, it's a cinch to have the bad
boys come out with five aces every
tinte.

Buck's animals, the more experi-
enced, work of Denny, Ralston, Bake-
well and Henry;- are the features in
performance. The billed Tiger Man,
Sasha Siemel, is more of a furtive
shadow than anything else.

For those of adolescent tastes,
only. Bom.

120-AS TEMPO
('80-Mile Speed')

HUNGARIAN MADE)
Budapest, Oct, 19.

Mozgokeplpar' production and release.
Sirenarlo by .Armand Szanto and Michael
Sr.ecsen, adapied . from their own play.
Directed by l.asxlo Kardou. Music, Andor
<>rtnvary. . At Radius theatre, Budapest.

Conrad Thurner , .-. .BeJa Mlhalyffy
Marianne ThUrner.' .Ijlly MuratI
Tl'bor 3'ievlc-/,ky ......... . .I.ajos Baathy
TJnde Richer ..Julius Kabos
Dr. Horn1(f > Kopeczl-Bobcz
Aunt Vllma , Marlska VIzvftl-y

Si-erelary '.. (Jeorge Denea
Zerlnvary, Ai Radius .theatre, Budapest,

GUEULE AMOUR
('Lady Killer')

(FRENCH MADE)
Paris. Octi 1.5.

An Alliance .
f'inemalotfrnpliiciuo lOiiro-

peenn? rcleiisi» of a KaoiU I'loiiiiln lU'odui;-

llon. Slar.s .li^itn (;al)lM. Mlrcllli^ lliilln. Fi'ii-

tUrea Rene I,ert»vrf». l>lri'cled by .1i>an (Jre-

mlllon, Adapied from .\Tiilro ]'!iMi(-lcr'H slory
of same title by ('liurlea Spank, Miislc,

Arthur HonnHgnr. Camera, (5. Jliltaii. At
the AgrlcuUeur.s, Parla. Uuniiinc llnie, W
mlns,

^

IjUclon Bourrache .Toan O.tUln
Madeleine Mlrcille JJalln

Rene Itei\(> l.pfevrp

Madame Courtol!* ..Miirt?iiorlte Dnval
M, Moreau Itoljert t'asd

M. Callloux U.Mirl I'oupon
Madame C'allloux leanne MnrUcn
Valet de Chniobre .I'an Ayme
The Conimn-ndi»r. , I'iprre M-iRnlor
Owner o£ Holi>l Huffalo. , . .I'ierro Ku-hpare

I DUE MISANTROPI
('The Two Misanthropists')

. .
Rome» Oct. 15.

Produi'K-d by A.stra Pilm. Dlstx-Ibuted by
ENflC. I'Vaturea. Nino Besozzl, Serprlo
Tofiuo, Knrk'o Vlarlslo, Maria Penia,
Caiiiill* Pllot'to. Directed by A. Palermi.

Story plays at end of 19th century
and starts with description of the
life o£ the two misanthropists. Both
are bachelors, wtuj share a big
house, isolated from contact .^yith

other people. They are anti-social
and cranky—Cosimo with his pas-
sion for neatness and Damiiano with
penchant for getting things con-
fused. Into all this bursts Betty, a
wilful yoimg lady who is trying to
esqipe from the. wrath of an irate

and terrifying uncle.
Betty is accompanied by a young

man, and on the heels of these two
follow a whole flock of others. As
though it were not enough to disturb
the peace and quiet of the establish-
ment for a few hectic moments, the
whole situation is prolonged by a
cholera scare that results in the
whole mob being quai-antined to-

gether. In the end everybody loves
everybody else, Cosimo and Dami-
ano ai-Q cured and there is much
rin-'ing of, wedding bells.

Pic had elements of a good farce,

but not able' to make the most of
them. As is, it is an unpretentious
and unimportant comedj'. Helu.

Stage comedy of which this is an
adaptation was one of the big hits

of recent years. Although the screen
version suffers by being turned out
rather cheaply, and might have been
improved had it not been made to

follow the stage play so closely, this

is a fairly well-made picture. Will
do well here and in the provinces.
Bank president's daughter, Mari-

anne, notorious for reckless driving,
knocks down a young man with her
car. He is Leviczky, just fired from
her father's bank. Marianne is

afraid Daddy won't let her drive if

he finds' out, so she makes out that
Leviczky is a childhood friend, son
of Daddy's long-lost pal, an5 stages
a flirtation with him. By the time
Daddy finds out the truth, fake
flirtation has developed into real
loVe, boy has proved his mettle in
the bank and all's well.
Kabos' old bookkeeper and Ko-

peczi-Boocz as thie family doctor are
the main comedy assets. Maria
Mezey, new on the screen, is an ef-

fective vamp, and Lily Murati is well
cast as the poor little rich girl who
exceeds speed limits. Unfortunately
she does not look her best on the
screen; bad makerup spoils the effect.

Hungarian films are still waiting for

a full-fledged femme star; male out-
put is far better. Jacobi.

A FERFI MIND ORULT
('All Men Are Mad')

(HUNGARIAN MADE)
Budapest, Oct. 18.

Reflekior pi'oduinlon and rPleas". Scenai lo

by Miklos Vltoz and Rexno Torok from
the novel by Rez.so Torok. Directed by
Victor tterller. Song.i by Fred Markush.
At Royal Apollo thealre and Atrium, Buda-
pest.

Klena El Pa^o Maria T>azar
dSabor Sov.'u-y Paul Javor
,1oi>aa Antal Pag^r
KslellK : .Pli-oska Va.Mzary
f'sopHki Gero Mnly
Oily Fiona DaJbnlcBt
Huvos Goorge Denes

(In FrencK)
This one was made for Jean Gabin,

a natural. And Gabin has pivoted
himself higher in star firrhament by
hanging up the best piece of acting
he has ever done. The. same might
be said for Mireille Balin. She keeps
the p?.oe set by Gabin to make
'Gueul(> d'Amour* tops for French
production and furnishes another
reason why the standard in France
is climbing to a higher level, It's

b.o. here and should do well else-

where.
Spaak'a adaptation of Beucler's

story has been excellently done and
loses none of the virile punch of the
original yarn. Direction is sound,
photography good, sound and sets
okay.
Gabin never wavers or falters. He

slides from, a tough Spahi—colonial
cavalryman — who finds 'em, feeds
'em, loves 'em and forgets 'em, to
the proprietor of a miserable cafe,
disappointed in love and broken in
spirit with almost perfect precision,
Mireille Balin, one that he found
while still in the army, was one he
could not forget. She could not for-
get him either, which caused her
death and him to become a mur-
derer.

Mireille Balin, for her part, shows
that she can handle the role of the
woman who lives on her wits with
studied suitability. Throughout she
spreads the correct proportion of
emotions that spell the difference
between genuine love and selfish

greed. The former makes her want
Gabin even as an inconspicuous
civilian but makes the man s,he loves
kill her because she used the latter

to seduce his best friend.
While the unhappy ending might

detract from the pull power with
American audiences it is so excel-
lently executed that i^,'s reality can't
be forgotten. It is a striking culmi^
nation of Gabin's chase of the woman
and in turn, the woman chasing him.
Released irbm the army he finds

her luxuriously kept in Paris. He is

poor, he is common. She becomes
his mistress, but spurns him for the
older man who is doing the keeping
when it comes to a showdown. He
I'etires to a small provincial cafe to
forget. His best friend of army days
invites him to dinner to meet his
fiancee.
The fiancee, does not come to the

dinner but is waiting for Gabin
when" he returns to his cafe. It is

Balin, ready to tlii-ow everything
overboard for Gabin. It is his time
to say no. She unleashes feminine
scorn, ridicules his once being called
'Guele d'Amour' and laughs at his
pitiful plight. It is .too musii. He
chokes her ahd then escapes the
country with the aid of his friend.

Hufifo.

be released from their sentences
through marriage, owing to the
dearth of femmos. Gloria joins the
monthly exhibish, where she makes
a hit with a young farmer, Henry
Hoyer. Under the ruse of wanting
to get hooked up with him, she ac-
cepts his proposal and making a get-
away in the city hears of Albert's
engagement to the governor's daugh-
ter. Beaten, she lands in a nitery
as chanteuse, Albert happens in just
as she sings 'I am standing in the
rain and waiting for you.' He re-
solves to throw wealth and position
to the four winds and marry her.
But it's too late. She doesn't love
him any more. For the first time he
hears the reason for her stretch

—

his forgery—and overcome by re-
more, he suicides.

If the star falls short, so do most
of the separate departments. Dialog
is often bahal, the architecture at
times most unconvincing, the lens
grinder could have made much more
of Miss Leander's very photographic
face and Benatzky was not up to
snuff on the cleffing end.

It's a fair tale, not too well megged,
that gives Zarah a chance to exercise
those amazing tubes of hers and
that's, enough to spell b.o. Her voice
hits you right where you live.

MARCELLA
(ITALIAN MADE)

Rome, Oct, 15.
Produced by Appla Film. Directed by

(iiildp Brjgnone, Featuring Rmnia (trnma-
tica, t'alerlna IJoralto, Antonio L'cnla, Mliio
Doro, ArlsLlde Baghettl.

JUNGLE MENACE
(SERIAL)

Lincoln, Oct. 26,
(."'(IuihIjIii release ot I,ouis WcIhs prodiic-

tl')ii. Slyi,s Frank Buck; fealurc.i .Sasha
Kl iitiel. R?slnald ' Denny, Esther Rnlslon,
Cliarhnte Henry, Directed by George M.

.
Mclforil and Harry Fraser. Screeni)1ay,
<jpi>r.i?* . .Rosener, Sherman -Iiowe, Harry
HoyI, George Mflford; olllor, Karl Ti ner.

At Vnr.Hiliy, Lincoln, Running time, 20
mlns (each episode;, 13 chapters.

I-'r.j nk H>i rd V Frank Buck
Tl^ivi Man,. .Sasha S|eniel
Mar.sli;»ll Reginald Denny
VmIim-Ii? -, lOsther Ralston
J>oi'(>i]n Charlotte Henry
T.,m li;,nnlt)i; William Bakewell
Tilgbining (.'lnrpn<'e Muse
Chiini;; .Willie Fung
Murjkliy
St.'irrplt.

Itiilicrt Biiniilii;;

Rllg-MM
Qui 11(1 . . . ,

M-ii-.sb:ill

Mr.H. .M:iir 1(111(1.

l')'">i> -sin-

Kllt.ill
( 'olf-nian

Ni)I;ni

v'^lil|^;l|)(>IV

M;ii:le(iil

Cunplvli
,

.r<croy Ma.iOM
. . , .Ma'th(>w' HftI/.

,., Richard Tucker
.Duncan Ronaldd
,Frcd Kohler,
..Sherwood Baile.v

., Gertrude Sutton
,
...Uforgc Ito.'"'n<»r

John Pt, Polls
. ,,John Davidson

l>lrk Thane
.Milbiiru Mornnll
..Robert Warwick

.Snub Pollard

Kids will like 'Jungle Menace' for
Us harani-sbarum adventure and the
pre.sence ot Frank Buck; 'with- ht.'i

Wild Animal Associates, Inc. Setting

Played with verve and spirit by

popular actors, with peppy direct-

ing and many laughs in the dialog, a

tuneful scoi'e and a clever dog in the

cast, the silliest and most improbable
stoi-y can be turned into good enter-
tainment* 'Men Are Mad' is a good
specimen of spirited fun without be-
ing as distortedly burlesque as most
of the recent comedies made locally.

Made an excellent b.o. start.
.

Story 'concerns a wealthy South
American widow and a penniless
Bohemian painter who stay at the
same hotel. IPainter is in arrears
with rent, cleans hotel guests' boots
lo pay his way. Friend of his goes
off with the widow's shoes, which
he needs because his fiancee has
none in which to be married. Painter
tries to recover the shoes, falls un-
der suspicion of having stolen

widow's pet dog in addition to her
shoes, wins a medal and a fortune
with portrait of dog, by means of

which widow traces him. and sifter a

score of other complications, solved
by the dog, they are married. It

doesn't make much sense, but is

amusing.

Pager, in the part of the hotel
boots, proves himself again a first-

rate comedian, Javor is again made
to sing and dance with a Gypsy
band, as in all his pictures. He cfoes

it very well, but it's a mistake to

stereotype the characters, he is given
to play. Maria Lazar has charm
and temperament, and, better looks
that! mo.st ot her jiiniors -on tne
Hungarian screen. Jacobi.

Story of film is a modernized ver-
sion of the old play, 'Marcella,' by
Vittorio Sardou. In order to save
her brother from prison, Marcella
gets mixed up with the man who
holds her brother's fate in his hands.
Having compromised herself with
this man seems destined to handicap
her in life ever. after. She gets a
position as a companion in the house
of a lady of the Italian nobility, and
falls in love with the lady's son. . But
idlers and gossips who surround the
great lady become jealous and start
probing into Marcella's past. At the
point when the. troublemakers seem
to have made it impossible for Mar-
cella to remain, her supposed lover
shows up

,
and absolves Marcella of

all blame.
Outside of the scenes showing the

plottings and schemings of the gos-
sips and troublemakers which were
cleverly done, and the acting of
Emma Gramatica as the understand-
ing lady—there is very little to this
film. Caterina Boratto did not give
much life to Marcella. HeJn.

ZU NEUEN UFERN
'

('To New Shores')
(GERMAN MADE)

(With Songs)
Berlin, Oct. 6.

TIfa. production and i-cloase. Dln'clor,
DetleC tllerck; IValuri'S Zorah ]..eandnr and
Willy Blrgel. .Screen play, Det lef Slei'.-k

and Kurt Hftu.ser. C:niiera, Fran/ Mclh-
niayr. .SfttH, Fi-ilvc Maurl»clial. Munic uiid
lyrics, Ralph JtcnatzUy, At lifa-Palaot am
Zno, Riinnlnfi: time, HlU'intns,
Gloria A'ane.
Sir Albert ]''iiisl>iii'.\ .

.

Henry Hoyer
\>r. Hoycj-
Fanny, his wif<^ ,

Governor
Mary, hl.s dauKliiCi'. , .

.

,,?ur3li TiPnnder
Willy Jliiffel

Viktor .Slaiil

I'lrlcli /.ipRel

. . . Millie ^»n Hlolz
. I'Jdwlii .fiierfircnHcn

,
.< 'sirola IIocliii

Wells, Sr ..Tuc.nb TIedke
Bobby Well.^ Uoljert Dorsay
Nelly, an Ininni' l.lssl -Ariio

l»rlson over.ieer I.lnu, tiO.sscn

aoubrelte ...Mady Rahl

Even though Leander's new star-

rer will undoubtedly stir big wicket
activity, it's a disappointment to

those whose interest was so piqued
by the promise she displayed in

'Premiere'—and hasn't fuKilled.' Cer-
tainly, Bolvary's direction of her in

'Premiere' brought otit what -smyicked
of great potentiality. But whether a
misplaced hope or not, one thing is

sure, she is an intriguing personality
not only for the great unstarched
but for plenty of the big-wigs as
well. And as long as the grosses keep
on soaring as they have been, why
shouldn't everybody be happy?

Gloria Vane, the toait ot London,
shoulders the charge of forgery to

shield her guilty lovf.'r. Sir Albert
Finsbury, who alreaciy in remote
parts trying hi.s Uiulc, rioe^ not dfcam
that his cipher jii.o?;ing has been
exposed. • She Is .-er.it-ncrtd to seven
years' detention in a txinal settle-

ment in Australia, n-i^vU.v where Al-
bert, now aide-di7-co'nr) lo the gov-
ernor, is stationt'ci. She manages to

get a note to hlrr'. nn.'? aitliotigh sin-
'cerely touched, ambil'ion is stronger
and he ignores it.

It is possJible for the prisoner.? to

Formal Pickets

(Continued from page 1)

FEDERAL BULLETS
Monouram production «nd rclon.scd, I'm.

duccd hy J.on Vounij, I'Vaturcs Mllbiint
.Sliinc, Terry "Walker, Zotllo TlilMirjv . Di

•

rccloil by Karl Ihturn, Slor.v i)y M:iJ.
(icorBP. F. Klloi; .<n'rcon i)lay/K!irl Rl'own;
cameraman, tiilbcrt WarriMiton, llovliM.-^'iI

jn projection rootu, X. Y,, Oct. 'i't, M".
UunutUK- llino, CI iwJn.M.

Tomni.v. .Mllb\n'n .Sionrt

Mr.-!, t'rippcn. '/ellle Tllljur/'
MlUy y..... Terry Wal\<'f

('hief lnN)>ni'lor, Wlllhnn Harridan-
Barber .lolin Mnltle Fiiiu
Pete .Ijyie Aloraino
Hurlti*, , .

.' .Warner Riehirti nd
Durklii i>;d(llc Phllllp.i
Sue, , Itetty Coinp.'-oM
.Mr.s, 'i'lioinpsoD. .Melon MacKclter
Manny (.loo John Morton

Without a single name in slightly
better than typical indie prod, and a
meaningless title, this one cannot lift

itself . beyond the second rung bar-
rier which it will, nevertheless, flU
nicely. Excluding corny portions of
dialog of which there are not too.
many, there is hardly a time that
'Bullets' does not entertain. It's de-
void of any awkward humor, and
has plenty of action in getaways and
bullet battles. Story runs rapidly to
its conclusion, supplying surprise
thrills all the way.
Opening in a gun battle between

a wanted killer and thie newly found
juve ideal, F, B. I. boys, film exits
in similar but more violent fashion
when a fake philanthropic organiza-
tion is exposed as a crime machine.
Zeffie Tilbury, fronting as a human-
itarian old lady, is the guiding genius
behind the ring. Might seem' to take
the edge off matters by uncloaking
the mystery before climax. This is

not so. Instead, maneuvers of Stone
as the investigating G-man suppose
edly in cahoots with criminal clique
maintain the Interest.
Acting in this indie is above par.

Miss Taylor overacts a little as the
cut-throat granny, but others are
well suited to roles and impress.
Stone, Miss Walker, the romance;
Mattie Fain, menace, and others with
exception of Betty Compson in a
stool-pigeon role, click.

Direction aided good total, but
camera work might have been
clearer. Hurl.

IN THE FAR EAST
(RUSSIAN MADE)

Ainkino relenne nC Monniin producllon.
DIri'cled by David Marian, .Scenurl.Mlo,
Peter Pavlenko and Selnyon Xtad'/inrild;
nuiaic, Yuri Millutliv: canior.i, Vladimir
Pavlov, At Cameo, S. Y., week Oct. H>,
'37. Runnlni; lime, 82 mlns.

(?asl,' MIkoInl Bo(,'ollubov, X.eonid Svrrd-
llo, MlUlinll Bnldunmn, Nadya Koshklnu,
Vladimir Zalohlkoz, N, K. Tvakin. AM-^dl-
mlr T:ral.tky, l.l-Dpn-Ten, NMkoIal Dorok-
nln, Vladimir iSchelokov.

where the picketing started, imme-
diately called Lee Shubert, who
came rushing over to the theatre.
He ordered everybody's immediate
arrest, but was told this was im-
possible and that the picketers were
within their rights as long as they
were orderly.

Included among the formal picket-
ers, besides Pollock and his 'wife,
were Gould Cassal, drama editor and
film crick, and Literary Editbr Vio-
let Brown. Others on the line were
Mrs. Ed Hughes, wife of the Eagle's
sports writer; Sofia Snyder, Leonard
Adler of the business department;
Nell Whalen, Gus Bundy, photog;
Ned Armstrong and Charles Lewis.
Victor Amato and Tiny Haberman,
regular Eagle photogs, covered the
event for the Guild Reporter.

Cash Customer's Squawk
Sidelights on the evening included

one member of the audience at one
show joining the picket line with
the crack, 'After this show, I'm go-
ing to picket, too,' At one house the
manager objected to being labeled a
'lat' and requested Guilders to de-
sist, which they did. Windup of the
evening at the National theatre
caught a large Brooklyn crowd
which was attending 'Angel Island,'

and had boijght part of the house out
for a benefit. Many here learned of
the Brooklyn strike for the first

time. Officer on duty thanked the
pickets for being orderly as the show
broke up. "

"

Rest of the show.s, which are ad-
vertising in the Eagle where not
picketed because of contributions
made by the managements, or those
close to the producers, to the strike
fund. Original idea of formal pick-
eting planned for last Wednesday
(20) to coincide with the premiere
of George Abbott's 'Angel Island,'

was called off on account of in-
clement weather.

^

Strikers are planning a labor pa-
rade of 10,000 in Brooklyn on Sat-
urday (30) for which Powers Elfe-

phants have been engaged,
'Cradle Will Rock' company may

give a midnight benefit performance
for the Eagle strikers on Nov. 20.

Play is the Mercury tlieatre's pro
duction due next month.
Picketing performance was re-

peated at the same theatres on Mon-
day, but with informal dress.

(in Russian With English Titles)

Blunt propaganda. Of scant merit;
artistically. Its technique resembles
that used iti our run-of-the-mill ail-

falfa shows. One of the least Inter-
esting films to have come out of
Russia.

It's a diatribe against saboteur.*; of-

industry. The Russians are working
against time to construct a railroad
pass in the mountains banking the
Amur on the border of Manchukuo.
Japanese spies and Trotskyites at-
tempt, to sabotage the effort, almost
nailing the leader of the prolect and
killing a couple of others. However,
the workers win in the end.

Altogether the picture aims to re-
veal the determination of the work-
ers to complete- their task against
provocative obstructionists and ene-
mies.

Principal qualitv i.s the.scenic end
of the picture. That's worth while
and well .shot.

Naturally a romance is interwoven
in the plot, but it's of no particuiw
warmth or consequence, since the
propaganda aim dominates. Slian.

Lasciate Ogni Speranza
('Leave All Hope')

(ITALIAN MADE)
Rome, Oct. 15.

Produced by .TuventUH Film, I>irectel.
by (:(>nnaro itl;rhell. Fea'.urlnp: Antonio
(>andn!tto. Mavia Denl.H, Ronliiii .\n:ielm.!

Hnd the d« Re(?e brollierH, Munic by lllxlo.

PhotoRraiiticr, Monliiori.

Film is based on a comedy by
Athos Setti which has a long, suc-
cessful stage record behind it. New
elements have been added and is as
effective comedy as the stage pro-
duction was. Story concerns a man
who sees Dante appear to him in a
drearri, telling him to play certain
numbers in the lottery that will win»
but telling him at the same time that
his death is dated. Our hero plays
the lottery and wins—rand then, con-
vinced that the rest of his dream
will come true, too, spends f r).'»hl-
ened and miserable days waiting for
death. But death docs not show up
at the appointed hour; on the con-
trary, our hero feels all his enercjios
returning with redoubled force, and
froin that point on life is. a gay affair
for him.
Antonio Gandusio, one of the

favorite Italian comics, gives an ex-
cellent internrctation of the man
afraid of death.
Subject mailer and treatment do

not make film suitable for Amorica.
Hc'ln.

L. Wolfe Gilbert, Jr., won a $59
prize ofl'ered bv Walter Wanger to

University of C.iliCornia (at L, A.)
students for the best es.say on tha
exploitation ot 'Vogues of 1938.'
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gives you his greatest mu^sicaiJ

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE
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FILM BOOKING CHART
(For information of theatre and film exchange bookers. Variety presents a complete chart of feature releases of all the American distributing companies for

the current quarterly period. Date of the reviews as given tn Variety and the runtitng time of prints are tnciuded.)
COPTBIGHT. 1937. BT VABIETT, INC. ALL BIGHTS BESEBVED .

we;ek
OF

BELEASB
TITLK PBODUCEB DISTBIB. TYPE TALENT DIBEC'TOB

9/10/37 COUNSEL FOB CBIME
THE WOMEN MEN MABBT
ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN

ANNAPOLIS SALUTE
BOBNEO

WILD AND WOOLT
100 MEN AND A GIBL

WINE, WOMEN AND HOBSES
PBAIBIE THUNDEB

W. MacOonald Col Melodrama
M. Fessier-. MGM Drama

B. P. Schulberg Far Com-Dr
Robert Sisk BKO Rom-Dr
M. Johnson 20th Outdoor
John Stone 20tli Com-Dr
J. Pasternak U Musical

WB WB Com-Dr
Bryan Foy WB Western

O. Krugrcr-J. Wells
J. Hutchinsoh-G. Murphy
W. Garsran-O. Heyward

J. Ellison-M. Hunt
Mr. & Mrs. M. Johnson
J. Wlthers-P. Moore

Durbin-Stokowskl-Menjon
B. MaoLane-A« Sheridan

D. Foran-E. Clancy

John Brahm
Earl Taggart
Erie Kenton

Chris Cabanne
T. Talley
Al Werker
H. Koster
Louis King
B. Eason

9/17/37 QAME THAT KILLS
LOVE TAKES FLIGHT

THE FIBEFLT
MT DEAB MISS ALDBICH

THIBTEENTH GUEST (Kelssue)
VOGUES OF 1938

LADT FIGHTS BACK
THAT CEBTAIN WOMAN

H. L. Decker Col Melodrama
Condor GN Rom-Com

Hunt Stromberg • MGM Operetta
MGM MGM Comedy

M.-H. Hoffman Mono Mystery
W. Wanger UA Musical
Ed Grainger • V Drama

ft. Lord WB Drama

C. Qulgley-B. Hayward
B. Cabot-Beatrice Boberts
J. MacDonald-AIlan Jonea
E. M. Oliver-J. Boecher
G. Ro{rers-L. Talbot
W. Baxter-J. Bennett
I. Uervcy-K. Taylor
>B. Davis-H. Fonda

D. R. Lcderman
Conrad Nagel
R. Z. Leonard
Geo. B. Seitz
Albert Ray

Irv. Cutnmlnffs
Milt Carruth
Ed. Gouldihg

9/21/37 SMALL TOWN BOT
TBAILING TBOUBLE

THE BBIDE WOBE BED
STABS OVEB ABIZONA

SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST
40 NAUGHTY GIBLS

ABIZONA 'GUNFIGHTEB
BEHIND THE MIKE

BACK IN CIBCULATION

Zion Myers GN ' Com-Dr
Condor GN Western

J. Mankiewicz MGM Com-Dr
R. N. Bradbury Mono Western

Par Par Melodrama
Wm. Seiter BKO Mystery

A. W. Haclcel Bep Western
, Lew Brock U Com-Dr
S. Bischoff WB Com-Rom

Stuart Erwln-J. Coinpton
Ken Maynard

J. Crawford-Tone
Jack Bandall

G. Michael-L. 'Crabbe
J. Gleason-ZaSu Pitts

. Bob. Steele
W. Garcran-rJ. Barrett-
P. O'Brien-Blondell

Glenn Tryon
A. Rosson
D. Arzner

R. N. Bradbury
C. Reisner

. Edw. Cllne
Sam Newfleld
Sid Sallcow
R. Enright

..HEN.

TIME UEVIEWED
MINS. BY VABIETY

61 10/6
68 9/22

65 10/6
75 0/8
90 7/21
85 9/8
64 9/29

65 9/22
70 8/18

. 140 7/28
73 10/6
65 9/0/32
105 8/4

10/27
91 8/4 .

«i . 10/13

100 9/29
65
63 9/8
63 8/8

100 7/28

10/1/37 SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT
MADAME X

A BBIDE FOB HE^BY
HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME

MUSIC FOB MADAME
BOOTS AND SADDLES
YOUTH ON PABOLF

LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE
CABNIVAL QUEEN

52ND STBEET
LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA
LOVE IS ON THE AIB

Schertzinger . GN MuSical
J. K. McGuinness MGM Drama

Mrs. W. Reid Mono Com-Rom
A, Hornblow Far Rom-Dr
Jesse Ci. Lasky BKO Musical
Sol C. Siegel Bep Western
Phil Rosen ' Bep Melodrama
H. Wilson 20th Musical

Robt. Presnell U Melodrama
W.' Wanger UA Musical

Hehry Blahke WB Biog
Bryan Foy WB Com-Rom

Cai^ney-E. Daw
Gladys Geor^e-W. William

Ann NaffCl-W. Hull
Irene Dunne-B. Scott
N. Martinl-J. Fontaine
Gene Autry-J. Allen
M. Marsh-G. Oliver
Bltz Bro8.-P. Blrooks
D. Kentr-B. Wilcox

K. Baker-P. Patterson
Paul Mun^-G. Sondeffaard
Bf Beagan-June Travis

Schertzinger
Sam Wood

William Nigh
R. Mamoulian

J. Blystone
Joseph Kane
Phil Rosen
W, A. Seiter
Nate Watt

Harold Young
Wm. Dietcrle
Nick Grinde

90
75
55

110
77
59
61
80

80
123
61

9/1
9/29
9/29
7/28
9/15
10/13
10/13
9/29

10/6
6/30
9/15

10/8/37 LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE
BENFBEW OF THE MOUNTED
LUCK OF BOABING CAMP
PABTNEBS IN CBIME
SATUBDAY'S HEBOES
THE WBONG BOAD

LANCEB SPY
BOLL ALONG, COWBOY
FABEWELL AGAIN

I MET MY LOVE AGAIN
IDOL OF THE CBOWDS
THEY WON'T FOBGET

M. Connolly Col Rom-Com
A. Herman GN Outdodr
J. H. Steele Mono Outdoor

Par Par Melodrama
Robt. Sisk BKO Football

Colbert Clark Bep Melodrama
S. G. Engel 20th Drama
Sol Lesser 20th Western
V. Saville UA Melodrama
W, Wanger UA Rom-Dr
Trem Carr U . Rom-Dr

Mervyn LeRoy WB Drama

D. Montgomery-J. Parker
J. Newill-C. Hughes

O. Davis, Jr.-J. Woodbury
L. Overman-B. Karns
Van Heflin-M. Marsh
B. Cromwell-L. Atwlll

D. Del Bio-G. Sanders-Lorre
Smith Ballew

L. Banks-F. Bobson
J. Bennett-H. Fonda

John Wayne-S. Bromley
C. Bains-G. Dickson

Ray McCarey
Al Herman
I. V. Willat

Ralph Murphy
Edw. Killy
J. Cruze
G. RatofT
Gus Meins
Tim Whelan
Logan-Ripley
Art Lubin

Mervyn LeRoy

72
64

66

62
78

60
98

10/6

10/20
9/29
10/13
10/6

6/30

10/15/37 MUBDEB In GBEENWICH VILLAGE W. MacDonald Col Mystery Fay Wray-Bichard Arlen Al S. Rogell
78DR. SYN GB GB Drama George Arliss Neill-Howell

WALLABY JIM OF ISLANDS B. Barsky GN Rom-Dr G. Huston-B. Coleman Chas. Lamont 58
DOUBLE WEDDING J. Mankiewicz MGM Rom-Com Wm. Poweli-M. Loy R. Thorpe 85 9/22

BOYS OF THJ^ STBEET Wm. Nigh Mono Com-Dr Jackie Cooper-M. O'Connor Wm. Nigh
WHEBE TBAILS DIVIDE R, N. Bradbury Mono Western Tom Keene R. N. Bradbury

ANGEL Ernst Lubitsch Par Rom-Dr Dietrich-H. Marshall Ernst Lubitsch 90 9/15
FIT FOB A KING David L. Loew BKO Comedy Joe E. Brown-Helen Mack Edw. Sedgwick 73 9/1
TBIGGER TBIO Sol Siegel Bepub Western Three Mesquiteers •Wm. Witney

HEIDI R. Griffith 20th Rom-Dr Temple-Hersholt-Treacher Allan Dwan 85
THAT'S MY STOBY Robt. Presnell U Melodrama C. Morgan-Wm. Lundigan Sid Solkow
OVEB THE GOAL Bryan Foy WB Rc/m-Com Wm. Hoppcr-June Travis Noel Smith 02 10/6

10/22/37 THE AWFUL TRUTH
^ ' KING OF SIERRAS

HERE'S FLASH CASEY
LIVE. LOVE AND LEARN

THUNDEB TBAIL
BBEAKFAST FOB TWO

CHABLIE CHAN ON BBOADWAY
STAND-IN

MEBBY-GO-BOUND OF '38

THE PERFECT SPECIMEN

Everett Riskin Col Comedy
M. H. Hoffman GN Western

M. & A. Alexander GN Comedy
H. Rapf . MGM Com-Dr

Par ' Par' Western
Edw. Kaufman BKO Rom-Dr
John Stone 20th - Mystery
W. Wanger UA Comedy

B. G. DeSylva tJ Musical
H. J. Brown WB Com-Rom

I. Dunne-Carey Grant
:^cx-Sheik (horses)
E. Linden'-B. Mallory

B. Montjromery-B. Bussell
Marsha Hupt-Gilbert Bolaiid

B. Stanwyck-H. Marshall
W. Oland-Joan Marsh

° L. Howard-Joan Blondell
B. Lahr-B. House-Auer
E. Fiynn-Joan Blondell

Leo McCarey
Arthur Rosson
Lynn Shores

G. Fitzmaurice
Chas. Barton
Alfred Santell
Eugene Forde
Tay Garnett

Irv. Cummlng.^
Michael Curtiz

90

57
78
58
C5
68
90
90
82

10/20

10/20
10/20
9/29

9/22
10/0
10/27
9/29

10/29/37 TBAPt^ED BY 'G MEN
TEX BIDES WITH BOY SCOUTS

CONQUEST
THIS WAY, PLEASE

THEBE GOES TH^ GBOOM
BIDIN' THE LONE TRAIL
ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN

WESTLAND CASE
THE GBEAT GABBICK

Col Col Melodrama
E. Finney GN Western

B. H. Hyman . MGM Hist-Rom
Mel Shauer Par Musical
A. Lewis BKO Com-Dr

A. W. Hackel Bep Western
L. S(5hwab 20th Musical

L. FoxtS. Starr U "Mystery
M. LeRoy WB Drama

Jack Holt-Wynne Gibson
Tex Bitter

Garbo-Charles Boyer
Buddy Bogers-B. Grable
B. Meredith-Ann Sothern

Bob Steele
Cantor-T. Martin-J. Lang
P. Foster-Carol Hughes

Brian Aherne-de Haviland

Louis D. Collins
Ray Taylor

Clarence Brown
Robt. Florey

Joseph Santley
Sam Newfleld
David Butler
C. Cabanne
James Whale

115
72
iS4

8P
62
95

10/27
9/15
10/13

10/20
10/6
9/29

11/5/37 NON-STOP NEW YORK
SWING IT, SAILOB
THE FIBEFLY

HOLD 'EM. NAVY
FIGHT FOB Y^OUB LADT

POBTIA ON TRIAL
DANGEB, LOVE AT WOBK

NOTHING SACBED
GIBL WITH IDEAS
ALCATBAZ ISLAND

GB GB Rom-Mel
,

D. Diamond ' GN • Com-Dr
H, Stromberg MGM Musical

Par Par Football
A, Lewis BKO Com-Rom

A. E. Levoy ' Rep ' Rom-Dr
H. Wilson 20th Com-Rom

D. O. Selznick UA Comedy
Ed. Grainger U Com-Rom

Cosmo WB Melodrama

Anna Lee-J. Loder
W. Ford-J. Jewell

J. MacDonald-A. Jones
Lew Ayres-M. Carlisle

J. Boles-I, Lupino
W. Abel-F. Inescori
A. Sothern-J. Haley

» Lombard-F. March
W. Pidgeon-W. Barrle
John Lltel-A. Sheridan

R. Stevenson
Ray Cannon

R. Z. Leonard
K. Neumann
Ben Stoloff

G. Nicholas, Jr.
O. L. Preminger
Wm. Wellman
Sylvan Simon
Wm. McGann

140

67

64

7/2ft

10/20

10/13

11/12/37 I'LL TAKE ROMANCE
MB. BOGGS BUYS BARREL
THE LAST GANGSTER

THE BARRIER
LIVING ON LOVE

SPRINGTIME IN ROCKIES
DANGEROUSLY YQURS
STORM IN A TEACUP

ADVENTUROUS BLONDE

E. Riskih Col Musical Grace Moore-M. Douglas Edw. Griffith
Ben Pivar GN Com-Dr S. Erwin-H. Chandler G. Wiles
MGM ' MGM Drama E. G. Robinson-R. Stradner E. Ludwig

H Sherman Par Outdoor L. Carrillo-J. Parker Les Selander
M. Cohen BKO Com-Rom W. Bourne-J. Dunn Lew Landers

S. C. Siegel Bep Western G. Autry-P. Bawles Joe Kane
Sol Wurtzel 20th Rom-Dr C. Romero-P. Brooks M. St. Clair

Korda UA Rom-Dr V. Leigh-R. Harrison V. Saville
Bryan Foy WB Com-Rom G. Farrell-B. MacLane F. McDonald

60 10/20

11/19/37 HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP
NAVY BLUE AND GOLD
NIGHT CLUB SCANDAL

BLOSSOMS ON BBOADWAY
DAMSEL IN DISTRESS
THE GUN RANGER

THE DUKE COMES BACK
SECOND HONEYMOON
IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER

Col Col Western ^

S. Zimbalist MGM Football
Par Par Mystery

B. P. Schulberg Par Com-Rom
P. S. Berman RKO Musical
A. W. Hackel Bep Western
H. Schlom Bep Rom-Dr
R. Griffith 20th Com-Rom
H. J, Brown WB Comedy

Buck Jones
B. Young-L. Barrymore
J. Barrymore-Overman
C. Lombard-MacMurray
Astaire-Burns and Allen
Bob Steele-E. Stewart

A. Lane-H. AngeliG. Tobln
T. Power-L. Young
L. Howard-B. Davis

Ewing Scott
Sam Wood

Ralph Murphy
We!>*Ruggles
Geo, Stevens
S. Newfleld

I. Pichel
Walter Lang
Archie Mayo.

11/26/37 SHE MARRIED AN ARTIST
BAD MAN OF BRIMSTONE

EBB TIDE
TEXAS TRAIL
HIGH FLYERS

WILT> HORSE RODEO
LOOK OUT. MR. MOTO
DINNER AT THE RITZ

SUBMABINE D-1

S. Buchman Col Comedy
S. Zimbalist MGM Football
L. Hubbard Par Drama

Harry Sherman Par Western
Lee Marcus RKO Comed.y
S. C. Siegel Rep . Western
Sol Wurtzel 20lh Mystery
R. T. Kane 20th Rom-Dr
L. Edelman WB Rom-Com

Boles-Luli Desti
J. Stewart-B. Young

O. IIomolka-F. Farmer
W. Boyd-J. Allen
Whceler-Woolsey
3 Mesquiteers

P. Lorrn-B. Hudson
AnnabcIIa-P. Lukas

P. O'Brien-D. Weston

M. Gering
J. W. Rubin
Jas, Hotjan

Dave Sellman
Eddie Cline
Geo. vShevman
. N. Foster
H. D. Schuster
Lloyd Bacon

91

56

10/13
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The Girls Eye View
By Marian Squire

'All Baba Goes to Town' Stilendiferoosly
Much Oriental splendor, sly and not so sly, pokes at the Administra-

tion, and lots and lots o£ Eddie Cantor in 'Ali Baba Goes to Town.'
Louise Hoyick (Stripsy Rose Lee) is almost back to her off-again-on-
again days in backless and almost frontless Oriental gowns, with breast-
plate effect. . Blonde June Lang and blonider Virginia Field are also
Orientals, but Eddie Cantor dreams the whole thing so anything can
habpen—and does.

, Roland Young sultatis imder the weight of towering turbans, swathing
sashes, satin draperies and mustache and beard. Tony Martin has a
mustache, too—most becoming, ais his is embroidered satin eastern" garb,
although both make him look far more Latin than Asian.
.
Film has gorgeous sets, some smart lines,, five writers, Gordon and

Revel tunes and the Raymond Scott Quint€t, but as' is usual with Cantor
pictures, 'Ali Baba' is mostly Mr. Cantor^

' Rbxy*} Stage Show a Startler'
Rather a startler foi- the Roxy is the costume opening the Gae Foster

Girls' Esquire number. Dancer appears in huge high hat coverinjg
shoulders and concealing arms, tail coat with shoulders at Waist, and
one large black eye painted on each side of her white satin brassiere.
Girls tap in well tailored black cutaways, gray trousers, vests, spats and
boleros. '

.

Violinist Jeanne Brideson wears a picture gown with fitted basque
and enormous tulle skirt over blush pink skirt, and tiny rosebilds . in
her dark hair. Girls lend atmosphere in circular skirted chartreuse
coats over sheer white gowns. They pose during Miss Brideson's second
rendition, but their dancing about during her first solo is a bit dis-
tracting. ....

Sylvia Shore wears tight white satin with glittering bodice and tiara
for her. burlesque adagio with Jlormah Harris; Miss Shore's comedy
is strictly of the chassis-heaving' school, but the customers seem to like
it. Seller Bros, do a novelty -dance on rocking skis and Paul Sydell's
fox terrier, 'Spotty,* gets a hearty • w:elcpme.
The Foster girls wind up riding' unicycles in tiny white ballet skirts,

tight bodices and white satin hats with red plumes. Considering, the
tmsteadiness of the perch, falls are few and' far between, and there arfe

five girls in white shorts to remouiit any who lose their balance, aind
get them back .into formation.

'The Great Garrlck' Shows Off the Men
AlV in fun, and courtly costumes of the 1700s, in 'The Great Garrlck'

current at the Rivbli. Men may- not adnjit 'It, but the picture i§ apt to
causa a wave .of nostalgia in the masculine breast for the dear
bid days . of pretty clothes for gehts. Brian Ahearn does look so ro-
iriantic in his fl[tted satin coats, lace ruffles and white wig. Of course,
the wardrobe isn't quite as effective on Edward ^Iverett Horton, but
he has a fine tinie as Garrick's mati Friday.
The period is that during •wHich. ladies exposed only their upper,

portion, the rest of the figure being disguised by flounces and billows
of. satin. . Olivia de Haviland's shoulders are nicely set off by a low cut^
but low—chiffon nightgown surrounded by ruffles, which she dons after
arriving at the inn, in a tent-like cape further weighted down by fur
bandings.
• Etienne Giradot is pressed into service as the prompter of the Comedie
Francais—his . funny little old-fashioned face is never overlooked when
costume plays are cast. Marie Wilson, too, had that quality fitting in
with the. old-fashioned scheme of things. Lionel AtwiU tajces kindly
to the stately costume?,' but the modernity of Miss de Haviland's face'

and figure defies transportation to another day.

'Madame X' Suffers to Sartorial Advantage
'Madame X,' circa ^ 1937-38, Is elevated from the routine—niama

sacrifices life to keep son (or daughter) from kno'v^ring. she was a bad
girl—theme, by the excellent performances of those iilvolved in the
proceedings. Gladys George is the mother who steps on an emotional
banana pe^l, thereby losing home, husband, son and marcel wave. . War-
ren Williams is the unrelenting husband who refuses to •tre* convinced-
that a lady is entitled to one mistake.
Miss George's plight is further complicated by a jealous lady who

kills her partner in extra-marital adi^enture, and leaves the innocent
Miss George holding the body. As is the rule in films, the Annie Oakley
is dressed entirely in black with flowing^ black veil. (Wonder if ladies

in real, life always dress in black to shoot their unfaithful gentlemen?)
Miss George, on fhe downward pafR, is reIegated>to black, but wears

a number of handsome gowns before she ' starts going to the dogs, be-
cause she has no place else to go. .

'

Sartorially speaking, the time is vague, simplicity keeping the period
In the background. Miss George appears first in a white lace tunic
With long slim skirt. She's driven from home in this costume, topped
by a luxrious ermine cape. A black sequin with short circular sleeves

and roses at the Ipw neckline helps her to entertain in a waterfront
cafe. The drab black begins to take hold after that, and Miss George
is one actress who intends to look the part when she Sinks to the
Depths. Neither the makeup man nor Miss 'George pull any cosmetic
punches.
John Beal, although looking rather young to be a lawyer even with

an influential father, helps the audience-weepers get into action with
his impassioned plea to the jury.

Lynn Carver ingenues sweetly in flowing floor length print with
short puffed sleeves, and a white satin evening gown with contrasting

shoulder straps crossing in the back and forming a belt.

Henry Daniell is an authoritative •villian, for which he is shot by Miss
George, who at this point, just doesn't give a darn.

'Double Wedding' Is a Melee in Spades
It takes 'Double Wedding' some time to get under way, but when it

finally gets off it has its moments, with Myrna- Loy and suave. William

Powell being clopped with blunt instruments ranging from candlesticks

to the kitchen stove. Miss Loy even has her small nose tweaked by a big,

rough bartender. 'Double Wedding' suffers mainly frpm a fairly common
malady called spottiness.

Adrian concentrates on tailleurs for Miss Loy, aS bfeflts the strong-

minded, successful business woman she is. Various combinations of black

and 'White are employed for both Miss Loy and Florence Rice, Miss Loy's

sister.

Miss Rice appears first, in a print of sprawling white flowers on black

background, her petticoat showing a trifle in the opening scene. (Thought

they were obsolete in Hollywood, or maybe Miss Rice is old-fashioned.)

Miss Loy looks exceptionally well in various ingenious versions of the

popular suit. She orders her luxurious household in a black suit with

.
white revers and white pointed scallops outlining the cutaway jacket, and
bosses her shop in black with a white band across the chest, corded white

bow, and a small dish hat.

For the finale riot in Powell's trailer, in which she gets bopped and
tweaked, she wears a bolero suit with white tie and Robin Hood hat. Miss

Loy's voice, by the way, sounds exactly like Billie Burke's in the crying

scene.

Miss Rice, who also shares in the riot, is kidnapped by John Beal, as she

wears a white cabalerro effect suit, with rows of tiny white balls forming
epaulettes, and continuing down the sleeves to the wrist,

Powell, for no reason at all (but you may have gathered by this time
that there's no reason for anything in 'Double Wedding'), goes through
most of the picture in a huge fur coat in .the. manner of Bohpy Clark. To
this is added a beret ip case you didn't Icnow by this time Mr. Powell,

Bohemian, has supplanted the drawing-room Mr. Powell.

Breaks

When the RItz Bros, played
Boston sometime back, George
Holland, local dramatic critic,

went on With them. He fell and
broke a leg on the engagement
The Yacht Club Boys, cur-

rently playing the Met, Boston,
sent Holland ^ wire, asking him
to. appear with them.

'We'll guarantee- you a better
break,' they promised.

'

New Yiddish Film

Prodaciiig Outfit,

A La Group Theatre

Production of • pictures with a

perman'ent acting company of name
Yiddish players is co.ntemplatsd this

season with a. setup similar to that

of .the Group Theatre. English as

well as Yiddish productions are on
the schedule, for the group, which
has just- released Its first Yiddish pic-

ture, 'Green Fields,' currently show-
ing at the Squire Theatre, N. Y.

Picture js a 'Collective Film Pro-
duction,' and while not in any sense

a cooperative venture, was made for

under $30,000, .with its backers chip-

ping in free services in exchange for

an Interest. . Only . technicians ' and
actors were paid.

' Future program of production this

year includes a picture based on one
.of Emile

.
Zola's novels, and another

with a decided labor slant

Edgar George Ulmer, one of the

mWing. spirits of the group, has had
wide experience with production of

this type. In 1929, he produced in

Geirmany one of the first cooperative
films titled 'Menschen am Sonntag'

on less than $1,000. This picture* re-

ceived the Venice award in .1930 as'

one of the best German films of the
year and was recently •voted by one
magazine picture critic as one of the
best in his opinion ever made. Ulmer
also made 'Damaged Lives' which
was held up by the censors for three
years, and recently released.

Co-director of the 'Green Fields'

along with Ulmer is Jacob Ben-Ami.
Others in the groiip include Roman
RebUsh, distributor, and George
Moskow, production adviser. Picture
was made in the Producers' Service
Studio at Ridgefield, N. J., owned by
J. Burgi Contncr, who •was camera-
man, Ludwig Landl, suggested the

choice of this first picture and is also

interested. Latter has done a sub-
stantial foreign 10 mm. distribution

•business ih the past, "but intends to

switch over more into 35 mm.' pro-
duction, as the 'collective' develops.

In connection with the filming of

'Green Fields,' production costs wdre
upped Ijy. bad weather, with six

consecutive days, of rain delaying:

production and causing a jump ' in

the payroll. Ulmer estimated, how-
ever, that a similar Hollywood pro-
duction would have cost in the
neighborhood of $100,000.

AMBASSADOR'S OWN

EXCHANGE SYSTEM

Lefty Promotes a Stage Wedding,

Pencls In the Divorce as 'Coming'

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Dear Joe:
Coolacres, Cal., Oct. 28.

I hate to spill a lot ,of grief towards you every time I write but it seems
as soon as you get to be an exhibitor you're baptized with plenty of it
For instance, last week at a matinee I smelt a terrible, odor in the theatre;
at first I thought it was one of the dbiible features or even both of 'em,
but it was even too bad for that. Well, me and Vic start going through
the house and find that a stink bomb was thrown in the joint I couldn't
Imagine who would do a. dirty trick like that because I have ho trouble
with nobody, and my help gets paid off pretty regularly and I know even
a film salesman wouldn't do a thihg like that

Well, we look, around and see a guy who was a stranger in town, so we
take him to. my. office and start giving him every dasrce we ever saw in
the gangster pictures. He wasn't a very big guy, and anyway Vic had
a medium weight lead pipe in. his hand and I wrapped my palms around
a billy •which I always keep handy in case of a tie. Well, the guy finally

•comes through and tells us he was going east to woi'lc as a bomb-throwor,
and that he just stepped intd my place to Itinda practice and test the stuff

to see if' it gave the proper results. Well there was no use turning h|m
over to the cops fjecause I never blew a whistle -in my life, so we just let

•him go. We gave him a limp and a couple bad eyes to take with him
and he gave us most of the dou^h he had on him to pay for the damage;
well, he didn't exactly give it to us, because he couldn't get his hands in
•his pockets on account they -Were pretty swollen. I gave him 20 minutes
to get outta town and he only used 10 of 'em. I sprinkled the joint with
the perfume I gave Aggie last 'Christmas and it took the smell of the bomb
away but it left the smell of the perfume which I think will get out in a
few more days. '

.

Business fs getting a little better and in spite of the, stock market crash
we got $4J85 yesterday which is an increase of $1.50 over last Monday.
It sure drives you :nuts to find out what the people want. If it's new
fnces they waht I certainly am glvin/? it to them because nobody ever saw
the actors that are; in the picture they r::id 1.13. Llay'ja ii'.3 r.;\/ boclica

instead of new faces they want.

Promotion—the Nuptials

.1 hit on a scheme the other day that ought to pack the house. Vic has
been kinda' kcepin' company'; With a town' gal by the name of Bculah
Gibson whose old man owns-.a.'ha,rdware store. She's not a bad looker
,but Is as thin as a blanket on a one-night stand.. Well, I get6 a bright idea
for them to get. married oin the stage of my ' opry house. At first Vic
couldn't see it but after' I gaVe him a routine of, 'You wanna be a showman,
don't you?', .t\nd 'A real showman does anything for business,' the guy
goes for it. I promised them that I would give them a complete furnished
flat to start them off.

Tine girl's old man fell for it too, when I showed him that the adver-
tising would help his business. I am advertising it in the papers and on
billboards. I'm gping away over my budget but I'm sure it's gonna pack
the house because .she's well liked and has a lot of relatives In the town.
I'm gonna promote the furniture and stuff from the local stores and I'm
trying to book two feature comedies for that date So it won't be all sad^

I got the engagement billed for next week which I'm also gonna hold on
the stage. I am promoting a small diamond engagement ring from the
local 'Tiffany,' I may have to give 'em a couple of passes to clinch it.

Aggie sez I ought to bill the divorce as a 'Coming Attraction.' It's pr6tty

tough when a guy has to get people in a theatre with all kinds of schemes.
If they would make good pictures Vic wouldn't have to get married and
everybody would be happier and the grosses would be bigger.

Remember us to our pals and tell 'em now is the time to fatten up
midgets for the Thanksgiving dinner. SEZ

Your pal,
'

' ' Lc/ty.

P. S.—Eddie Davis, of Leon St Ed.die's sez, 'Sonic people are so illitei-ato

they can't even write on tatle cloths.'

PAR'S RIPE-TOMATO

STUNT FOR SWARtHOirr

Complete exchange setup of Am-
bassador Pictures (Conn Produc-
tions) is expected to be perfected

by the close of this week, with ap-
proximately 18 exchange fran-

chises placed In. full operation.

Maurice Conn, president of Conn
Productions, Inc., accompanied by
T. H. Richmond, publicity chief,

planed in .from the Coast Saturday
(23) to handle details.

Eastern headquarters for Ambas-
sador have been established in the

RKO building. Company also has
announced the appointment of

Charles Reed Jones, former pub-
licity-advertising man, as assistant

to Richmond. He will have charge
of eastern exploitation and • adver-
tising while Richmond is on the
Coast David Hanna is studio pub-
licity man, assistant to Richmond.

Ambassador has set three ex-
change managers, Harry Segal, Bos-
ton,' Ambassador Pictures of New
England; H. C. Dissell, Cleveland,
Ambassador of Ohio; and Pop Por-
son, Philadelphia, Ambassador of

Pennsylvania.

Ambassador is to handle pictures

made by Conn Productions, with
financing all set Additional coin

will come through stock issue of

Ambassador, which is now before
the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission. No attempt will be made,
it Is understood, to float the new
stock until stock market conditions
show more stability.

Philadelphna, Oct. 26.

South Jersey Chambfer of Comi-

merce, like C.'s of C. In various other

tomato>producIng sectors of U. S.,

planed basket of its squooshiest over-

ripe fruit to Hollywood Thursday in

reply -to SOS wire signed Gladys

Swarthout. Tale was that Miss

Swarthout, working on set of Para-

mount's new 'Romance in the Dark,'

was holding up production because

she refused to expose her mug to a

barrage of hard California tomatoes.

After futile entreaties by directors,

assistant directors, producers and

even John Barrymore, who co-stars,

somebody (probably the p.a.) got

the idea: why not send all over the

country and get the softest tomahts

possible.

So Thursday morning Loyal D.

Odhner, secretary of the Jersey C. of

C, got the following:

'Preliminary tests show that the
Southern California variety of to-

matoes are brutal in their effect -upon
the" target. I seek tomatoes of high-
est quality, thinnest skin and ten-
derest pulp. Must be full of juice
and squash properly for sound pick-

up. Your district referred to as su-
perlative. Please send by plane, ex-
press collect basket of your finest
Gladys Swarthout.'

Despite fact tomato season Is over,
Odhner found a basket in his barn
and put them on a United Airline
plane. Express charges, $30.72. With
it he sent this wire:

'These tomatoes so squooshy and
full of juice We Jerseyltes use them
Instead of fire extinguishers. Hope
they all miss you and hit John Bar-
rymore.'

Newsreels Propose

. To Reyiye Friendly

Inter-Co. Screenings

Move has been started by certain

newsreel executives to revive the old

custom of screening all reels weekly
or bi-weekly at one central projec-

tion room. It would not be for the

purpose of censorship or placing any
limitations on material, simply a

means of showing competitive reels

how good or flat their rivals are.

This method was employed about

10 years ago until one nev/sreel
withdrew, breaking up whole plan.
At present various newsreels get to

see what their competitors have to
offer by swapping prints or catching
them dt the nowsrccl theatres.

Idea of the five newsreels screen-
ing each, week would be to Improve
calibre of product it being felt that
the producers would not be apt to
grow lax on coverage if to be shown
before competing newsreel editors.
At least that was the experience
when this plan was in operation. It
is possible that a Hays organization
representative or some other impar-
tial organization member would han-
dle the actual details and arrange-
ments for such^ a screening but at-
tempt no other supervision.

THAT SETTLES THAT
Los Angeles, Oct. 26.

Out-of-court settlement has ended
the $30,000 suit brought against 20th-
Fox, Sol Lesser and Harold Bell
Wright by Charles Arthur Powell,
scenarist.

Powell, former war correspondent
for the United Press, asserted he was
deprived" of rightful credits on Les-
ser's 'The Californian.' Scrlpter used
name of Gordon Ncw^ell in films.
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PMm

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

Film Daily

^

"A box-office delight!"

Motion Picture Herald-^

"The audience laughed

long^ loudly and often

enough to convince the

niost pessimistic hear-

er on the sidewalk that

something extreinely

funny was going on!"

Hollywood Reporter-^

"Spells box-office of the

first water! Hilarious

* • . Howard and Davis
at their best!"

Variety Daily—

"Shouldnot fail to score

as one of the outstand-

ing box office triumphs
of the season. It is top

rank in every dep't!"

Motion Picture Daily—

"It convulsed the pre-

view audience!"

Box Office—

"Exhibitors can pre-

pare to dust off that

SRO sign and brace

themselves for land-

slide business!"

WARNER BROS,
' Gave It Everything!

PATRIC KNOWCES ' ERIC BLORE • GEORGE BARRIER
Directed by Archie L. Mayo « ^x^jiei{i^ Play by Casey Robinson* Original Story by Maurice Haniine
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

Exhibitor resistance to preferential playdates, long a bone of conten-

tion between theatre operators and distributors, has been broken to s6me
extent through concessions being made for the 1937-38 product releases.

Metro is the first of the majors to deviate from the time-worn policy

of demanding Sunday playing time for all percentage pictures, and many
of its new season contracts with exhibs provides for additional playing

time during the week on preferred time bookings.

On the Coast several majors, including Warners, have made similar

concessions, carrying put the exhibitor contention that none of the

majors this season has an Iron-clad 'national sales policy,' and that

agreements arei being entered into that in many respects do not conform
to time-worn .practices. Ban on preferential playing- time also has been
waged for many months by the Motion Theatre Owners of America,
which has included it in its 10-poiht plan, concerning which MPTOA
prexy, Ed L. Kuykendall, is personally making a tour of all° exchange
exhibitors in an endeavor to gain exhib sentiment on the proposed
changes.

Censorship difficulties which have stymied the showing of the French
picture 'Remous' ('Whirlpool') for almost a year, will be taken up by
Arthur Garfield Hays this week with the N. Y. State Board of Censors.

Picture deals with a man rendered impotent by an accident and the effect

which this has on his family life.

It is Lawyer Hays' contention that the censors have no right to act

against a film which presents an idea, and that their jurisdiction is lim-

ited to material which might arouse sexual emotion. States that this point

has never b^en decided in the courts and that faUlng satisfaction from the

censorship group, he will appeal to the Education Department of the Motion
Picture Division. If the appeal is denied there, it can be takeii into the

Appellate Division of N. Y. supreme court. 'No case of this nature has

ever been taken to the courts, according to Hays, who makes the. distinc-

tion between an idea which affects the mind and a sequence which might
arouse emotion. He questions the right of the censors to prohibit material

dealing with family rielations. Picture imported by Mayer and Burnstyn.

Twentieth Century-Fox carries on experimentation in use of tone-print-

ing in two forthcoming releases, 'Heidi' and 'Ali Baba Goes to Town,' New
process is. not straight sepia used in *Wee Willie Winkle,' 'Good Earth,'

•Maytime,' ' 'Firefly,' and other productions of recent months, but three-

tone combination. For day sequences, new process uses combine of sepia,

amber and copper tones; night sequences are printed in blue, orange and
copper. .

•

Following preview oiE 'Heidi,' concensus was that, while new process Is

flattering to players and adds at times a real feeling of third dimension,

process (like ordinary sepia> still lacks something which will give proper

differentiation between day and night shots without being jarring.

Day stuff, in sepia, is definitely more agreeable to watch than plain

bla9kTand-white, in most people's opinions, but night sequences are either

unmatched with day or visually disagreeable. Same goes for dull interior

shots as asainst bright exteriors.

A new chopper-box, invented and patented by Ralph W. Budd, per-

sonnel director of Warner Bros., has been installed at the Strand, N. Y.,

and will be placed in all other Warner theatres. Budd has worked on
the box for more than two years in an attempt to perfect one which
would reduce to a minimum the likelihood of any - collusion among
theatre employees or palming of tickets.

The hopper is divided into eight compartments which come into place
to receive tickets at designated hours through, a clock mechanism, so
that when- prices change, tickets go into different receptacle. As com-
partments change a buzzer rings in the box office where the cashier

records the number of the last ticket sold. Double check is thus possible

on tickets that have been sold,

facturing Budd's invention.

Newman Bros., Cincinnati, are manu-

Not a WB Tieup

At mass in St. Augustine's
Church, Larchmont, N. Y., a
very high-hat parish,

^
Father

Madden went., oft the 'beaten

path to build his sermon around
'Life of Emlle Zola,' giving it

probably the first plug a pic-

ture ever received under such
auspices.

Father Madden told the story

of the picture and pointed to

the moral it taught.

More Clearance

Complaints Vs.

B&K Heard in Chi

At a banquet of the Motion Picture Traffic . Safety Committee at Kansas
City, the society presented representatives of the Columbia pictures with

its first annual award, regarding 'The Devil is Driving' as the most efficient

argument for traffic safety released during the past year. The society,

composed of representatives of insurance companies and automobile asso-

ciations, purposes making a similar award each year.

In connection with the picture, the society announces, it distributed

250,t)00 throwaways, placed 215,000 posters in industrial plants ejnd other

locations, procured favorable mention in trade and other publications with

an aggregate circulation of 3,500,000 and assisted in the promotion of safety

parades and other demonstrations coincident with the opening of the pic-

ture in various spots.

One of the largest appropriations for a campaign on a picture has been

approved for 'Ebb-Tide' by Paramount, which" will spend $50,000 to ad-

vertise the color production nationally. Starts off with a full pa^ge, four-

color spread in the American Weekly Nov. 14, followed by similar ad In

This Week Nov. 21 and dailies in 35 key cities throughout tlie country.

Pirliu'e is set for release Nov. 26.

Wavnors has appropriated $180,000 for a national advertising campaign
on 'Toyarich,' under a plan set up by S. Charles Einfeld, while on the

Coast. Picture, to get national release Christmas week, will be plugged
in newspapers, magazines and on billboards, with newspapers receiving

largest slice of the budget.

Dartmouth, of which Walter Wanger is a grad, has added a screen scripting

course for which Wanger will act as mentor. It is dedicated as a memorial
to late Irving Thalberg and will be carried on in upper-class courses in

English under the direction of Professor William B. Pressey, who will call

upon writers, directors, actors, producers and others for advice.

Wanger inaugurated the classes on script writing with a lecture at Dart-
mouth Monday (25). While in Hanover, N. H., he also outlined future
plans for the project calling for lectures from time to time by directors,

writers, actors and others.

Operating division of Electrical Research Products, Inc., under L. W.
Conrow, operating manager, on Nov. 1 will take over the sale of motion
picture theatre service contracts in addition to its current duties. Iij the

past, this department did only service inspection. New duties of BRPI
operating division will be in charge of Bert Sanford, Jr., service sales

director; George L. Carrington, operating manager, and Stanley W. Hand,
staff rep. In addition, sales and operations responsibility will be handed
district inanagers in nine cities or areas.

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Formerly the most peaceful town
in the nation as far as clearance and
protection was concerned, Chicago
today has become a turmoil of

threats, wrangles and battles over
protection. In the main, the growing
unrest is among the independent
neighborhood exhibitors against

Balaban & Katz, and what they label

as B. Sc K. aggression.

Indie exhibs point to various B.

8t K. protection demands, and to the

constant moving up of B. & K.
houses to earlier and earlier release

dates. Exchanges have been con-'

tacted by these various exhibitors to

secure some adjustment on these

situations, but the exchanges today

are completely set on a hands-ofl

policy and refuse to enter into any
disputes on clearance, passing the

buck right back into the laps of the

exhibs, telling them to straighten

out these problems themselves. Ex-
hibs insist that it's up to the dis-

tributors to come into the picture

to get to some common ground of

settling these differences on the basis

that, after all, it's the exchange
which grants houses product in cer-

tain release weeks.

But the exhibs are coming to the

conclusion that they are getting no-

where in appealing to the exchanges
to intercede for them in any way,
and for that reason are coming
around to the decision that if it's

up to them, they'll have to go to

the courts as the final recourse. Such
situations have arisen over the In-

diana line in territory serviced out

of the Chicago exchange, ^nd par-

ticularly in several spots on the

north side of the city. It is in the

north territory that B. Sc K. has

been particularly active these past

few years, both in thd acquisition of

houses and the actual building of

new theatres, of which the Cine and
Will Rogers are cases in point. B. &
jij, also started something when it

deq^ded to go into Gary, Ind.

While there is legal action already

under way in Indiana, the local ex-

hibs have not progressed beyond the

hint of recourse to the courts, though
one. of the indie circuits on the

north side has gone so far as to

draw up a legal brief, holding it up
as a threat, but without actually fil-

ing, it.

In a couple of instances it appears

that the indie operators are waiting

until their houses run into the red

and they are forced to close their

doors. At that time the reported

plan is they will go to court and
attempt to obtain damages on being

forced out of business. Feel that this

would be spmething concrete, in-

stead of. the present necessity of go-

ing into court with the various ab-

stract complaints of monopoly, re-

straint of trade and other pleas of

unfair trade practices.

Photo Reporter, miniature newspaper publication issued by March of

Time reel, now is going to appro^mately 450,000 readers in schools and
clubs. It is published with each-iiew M. of T, release. Its potentialties

were outlined to 75 RKO theatre and district managers in metropolitan

N. Y. area last week by Leon Bamberger and Frank Fielding, of RKO
Radio public relations department, at the first big get-together with MariJi
of Time since Louis de Rochemont was made active head of the M. of T
reel.

Fred Astaire's finale dance number in the forthcoming 'Damsel In Dis
tress' (RKO) waS cameraed all in one take, in itself unusual, but doubly
so in that the filmusical ends right on the Astaire dance specialty. The
star had been working on this one number for four months, and insisted

on its being shot all in one piece, sans cuts. 'Damsel' is slated for its first

Hollywood sneak previews momentarily.

Animators to Metro

N. Y. Indies Have RKO and Loew s

Assurance to Drop Banko, Etc.

ANYWAY, IT'S GOOD ADV.

FOR 'CLUB DE FEMMES'

Censorship of Jacques Deval's

French film, 'Club Des Femnies'

('Girls' Club') and a review by a

critic on one of the New York

dailies, is understood to have burned

a high official of the French govern-

ment. Picture is currently showing

at the 55th St. Playhouse, N. Y.

Deval, who is a candidate for the

French Academy (40 immortals), is

a recognized French author, whose

openings are events in Parisian so-

cial and artistic worlds, N. Y. State
Board of Censors had insisted on
numerous cuts in the picture and
alteration of the English titles.

Deval, who has a keen, sarcastic

view of literary conventions has
never before been accused of turn-
ing out indecent stuff.

The offending remark made by th&

N. Y. critic was a statement that no
matter how acceptable to the French,
this is not the sort of picture which
will appeal to American audiences
generally. This, it is understood, is

considered a slur on French taste.

Attention to the changes In mean-
ing" of the picture was brought to

the public's attention by another re-
view (N. Y. Times) which compared
the cut and uncut versions. As it

stands at present, the picture has
been altered so that the girl whose
child is born out of wedlock appears
to be already married, and it is not
her lover, but her husband whom
she introduces into the woman's
club. The French dialog has not
been altered, so that anyone under-
standing the lingo will know what
it's all about. She's married in Eng-
lish; in French, she's discussing her
plans for the event.

Distributors are Arthur Mayer and
Joseph Burnstyn,

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Metro's cartoon animating depart-

ment under Jack Chertok now has

135 on the payroll.

Newest recruits to the staff arc

Ray Abrams, formerly with Mintz,

and Leonard Sebring and Emery
Hawkins, formerly with Walt Disney.

Curry Sparks Advance

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Jack Curry, prez of Advance Pic-
tures, has completed the reorganiza-
tion setup of the company with
Stephen Wilkinson as v,p.; Ann Ross,
sec-treas,, and Mitchell Leichter,
head of production and distribution.

Company has set a program of 12
features and eight shorts for 1937-38,
but no starting date for production
has been announced.

Par Cracking ^Barrier*

Hollywood, Oct, 26.

Cliff Lewis, advertising assistant to
Robert Gillhiam at Paramount, has
gone to the northwest to take charge
of an exploitation campaign for 'The
Barrier,' Harry Slierman production
which is to be world-preemed at
Seattle around Nov, 15.

Members of the cast including Leo
Carrillo, James Ellison, Jean Parker
and Robert Barrat will go north for
personal 'appearances in connection
with the campaign.

McMANUS' QUICK SHIFTS
John McManus, who quit the New

York Times three weeks ago to join
Warner Bros,, has already left the
latter to become nim editor of Time.
In WB's h.o. publicity department
for a workout, he was to have gone
on to the Coast studio.

Bob Taplinger, new head of the
studio department, left to take up
that post Friday (22).

ANOTHEE CHECKER-IN
Hollywood, Oct, 2C.

June Carlson has been assigned to

a featured role with Jane Withers
in 'Checkers' at 20th-Fox.
Player has been spotted in a

number of Jones Family films and
moves into the new role replacing

Marcia Mae Jones, who had previ-

ous commitments.

Banknight, screeno and all other
forms of come-on in theatres will be
eliminated completely from the
Greater New York area if a cam-
paign under way by the Independent
Theatre Owners Assn. of N. Y. reach-
es a successful conclusion.
Armed with a written commitment

from Loew's and RKO that these
circuits will ban such forms of box-
office draught if the independents are
willing to do so at the same time, the
ITOA is proceeding with a plan for
New York .that may set an example
for the rest of the country. The
question is whether the Harry
Brandt exhibitor organization, com-
posed of the more influential inde-
pendent exhibitors in the metropol-
itan N, Y. district, can induce com-
petitors of the chains to drop banko.
The circuits contend that they went
into cash giveaways because the in-

dies did the same much as majors
have always maintained they went
into duals because indie competition
made it essential.

Both Loew's and RKO are anxious
to do away with banknite; screeno,
etc. They are cooperating with the
ITOA towards this end, furnishing
any information the ITOA non-bank
nite committee is anxious to have.
The ITOA has long maintained

that banknite under circuit usage
was something the circuits didn't

need to compete with indies since

they had priority of run. Organiza-
tion recently blasted Loew's because
it doubled up big pictures and added
banknites.

Barry, Pitt^ Goes 1st

Run; Vaude Idea Out

Pittsburgh. Oct. 20.

William SkirboU, operator of indie
Barry downtown, has abandoned
plan, to put flesh into his house and
instead will convert it into a first-

run spot. Lining up product of prac-
tically -all of the minor studios, Skir-
boU will go to duals on full-week
runs beginning Friday (29), upping
the scale from 15c, to 25c.

At present, house is playing 90
days after big de luxe spots, in some
cases later, with three changes
weekly. Plan is to stick in as many
reissues of old hits as possible along
with first-runners from Republic,
Monarch, Monogram and perhaps a
few from Grand National,
SkirboU was unable to get enough

concessions from unions to make
stage shows feasible In his small-
seater and dropped idea after a few
conferences with labor officials. Un-
der new setup, Manrrie' Greenwald
stays on as manager.

Omaha Orpheum Co/s
Debts Total $1,917,192

The Omaha Orpheum Co,, former
operator of the Nebra.ska theatre,
Omaha, acknowledges debts totaling

$1,917,192 and only office fixtures
valued at $8,000 and insurance as
assets, in a schedule filed Saturday
(23) in Federal District Court, N, Y,,

by William Mallard, attorney for the
corp.

The chief creditor named In the
schedule is the Stadium Theatres
Corp. of Callfornlii on cash advances
up io $791,191. Outstanding bonds,
with interest, on the Omaha property
is estimated at $1,118,055.

Incorporations

CALIFORNIA
.Sfici'imioiila.

Kiiillo-YiHluii i'ori>. «f AnuTini; inanu-
r»c(iii'f (("leviwloii p(|iii))iiicnt

; ciipllal
slocK, $1,011(1,0(10. Dlrci-lor.s: HoU-iird
(i.illiicy, Ilohf'i-t lloyl, I.,(!Oii I'liKur.

UiKlto >'IhI(mi J'rnilut'doMH, Inc.; pro-
(fuc'c i-;Hli(j pliiys; faplUil Hlocl;, 2,500
slwii-o.v, IK) j)iM-. l)lrccUirn: r^icon K. iinrl
Ted H, Hpnlcel find (Jwen A. Harllclt.

ri«)>l« Tlii'ntrfM fori*.; c'lipltrti Ktorlc,
XlO.OOfi, ni)li(> siibHcrilnMl. lUrcclors:
Cliiirli's I*. .SUouniH, (ioortfp Tojippr,
Oiailen A.- Buckley, Albert W. I^ccclH,
jDiin }\. }^l•l•le^(l.

C'oinpion-Soutli (;«te Tlieiitrc Corp.;
fupidil Hloc'k, $10,000. none Hubwrlhed.
l)lr(ploiH: ChnrlpB A. llucUlpy, Albert
W. Id'nd.M. Jolin U. Ilertcro.

('(iiiHt Show K<|iil|>in<>iit Vu.t tlwiatrlcal
p'tulpiiixiU; oniillnl sloclc. 70 sharpK, j)ar
$iiiO; ppinilUed to Ihhup all. JilrectorH;
.liilin .7. Scliallpr, Virginia 10. Sohaller and
I.JC'ille J, Calron.

Mack to L. A. for GB
Lo.s Angeles, Oct, 26,

Edward Mack, formerly district

manager for Gaumont-British in the
Chicago area, has succeeded Kenneth
Hodkinson as western district man-
ager for the company.
Mack also is functioning as CJB

branch rhanager here pending arrival
from the east of a successor to Paul
de Outo, recently resigned.

'SPAWN' TO LEWm
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Paramount's 'Spawn of 'the North*
has been handed to Albert Lewin to
produce, taking it oil I be General
Office schedule,
Henry Hathaway will dirocL.

Mrs. Johnson Due JBack
Mrs, Martin fOsa) Johnson, the

explorer, returns to New York
Nov. 15 with her manager, Clark
Getts.

She's been in-jkiiig a film for
20th-Fox in Borneo.
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conquest
c olossal I

read! reap!

"vast audiences will give picture smash returns 1"

"A great screen tale, told with greatness, is Metro's multi-million

production 'Conquest*. . . superlative are the performances of

Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer, with support of the same high

calibre down through the handpicked cast—the.kind of co-starring

delivery the public and the critics have a right to expect from the

fuU surge of Garbo's and Boyer*s finest iartistry. Neither has ever

before reached these heights of dramatic pow6r, and the spell they

lay will remain long in the minds of the vast audiences which will

give the picture smash returns! ... As great also is the direction of

Clarence Brown." —Variety, (Coast)

"Gjarbo's portrayal consummately beautiful . . . Boyer*s is.an un-

qiualified triumph;" —Jame^Francii Crotu, HollyvuQod Citizen'l^eiios

"One ofthe best ofthe season," , —Alexander Kahn, United Press

"You'U thrill to 'Conquest*.*^ —George Fischer, NBG

d sovereign victory. . • <> veritable triumph I"

**A soverdgn victory for quality and prestige, of the films may be

predicted when 'Conquest', starring Greta Garbo and^Charles

Boyer, reaches the screens of the country . . . This picture gives new

meaning to the worn-out adjectivie lavish, supporting cast, settings,

costumes, everything hais been combined to create a new and dis-

tinguished cinema achievement . . . Garbo is amazingly beautiful

—

singularly adept and subtle in her portrayal. Boyer*s Napoleon is

a veritable triumph of sincere and painstaking care and authority.

Director Clarence Brown has brought the production to a fine

and glowing fulfillment." —Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times

The great Garbo is."

Unusually fine picture.

Jimmy Starr, L. A. Herald-Eicpress

—Rohbin Coons, Associated Press

4« i

Conquest* superb. Garbo is lovely and fragile . . . Her perfor-

mance is exactly right." —Virginia Wright, L. A. Evening News

<c <

Conquest* is indeed that for M-G-M. This romantic portrayal

of Napoleon and Marie Walewska is a new triumph for the ever

glamorous Garbo and always inspiring Charles Boyer.'*

—E. j. Smithspn, Hollywood Magazine

"one of the finest pictures 1 have ever seeni"

"It is one of the finest pictures I have ever seen. Both Garbo and

Boyer gave top performances . . . I don't see how any actor will have

the courage to play Napoleon after Boyer*s perfect portrayal. It is

the finest perform^ince I have ever seen on the screen.'*

—Ruth Waterhury, Photoplay

"don't fail to see this latest and greatest filni effortl"

"Dort't fail to see this latest and greatest film effort of the great

Garbo. In this sumptuously mounted Metro picture she will again

enthrall you with her magnificent artistry."

""Cordon Fawcett, Famcett Publications

"beyond anything the screen has ever knowhl"

"M-G-M*s ^Conquest* magnificent . < . stirring story of Napoleon's

romance with Polish countess one of the screen's finest offerings

. . . Regal magnificence beyond anything the screen has ever known

surrounds great Garbo and Charles Boyer iii this romance of

Napoleon and the glamorous Marie Walewska . . . Intense, vibrant

and eloquent biographical play ... A tour de force froin every

angle . . . M-G-M has gone beyond all precedent in the making of

this majestic production . ^, Will challenge world-interest ... A
stunning pageant ofEuropean history is unrolled with consummjate

artistry and, at its centre, two compelling figures liye agairi. Garbo

and Boyer, co-starred, draw companion portraits that touch real

greatness and whose sympathetic appeal is powerfuL"

—Hollywood Reporter

"I
boxoffice all the way I

"Picture is box-office all the way . . . It is great woman's picture

. . Make a note to see Greta Garbo in /Conquest*. . . Pick of the

pictures.** —Warren Stokes^ Jay Emanuel Publications

"Great Garix>'s latest picture 'Conquest' will please all lovers of

screen spectacles. Clarence Brown's direction is impressive through-

out.
»» —Louella 0» Parsons

it
Lavish, beautifully pi;oduced. Garbo excellent. Boyer, the best I

have ever seen.". —Sheilah Graham, Nana Syndicate

"A great stirring drama with Napoleon and Walewska consum-

mately brought to life by Boyer and Garbo."
,

—

Harrison Carroll, King Feature Service

"Best Garbo picture I have ever seen.*'

—Milton Parker, International Netos Service

"a truly great picturel"

"A truly great picture in every sense, with Garbo and Boyer giving

beautiful performances. Brown's direction is magnificent. Without

a doubt it is one of the finest pictures ever produced.**

—Elizabeth Wilson, Silver Screen

"Exciting love story every woman will understand. Boyer*s per-

formance establishes a new romantic high . . . I've nevetseen Garbo

in a better performance.**

—Ed Sullivan, N. Y. Daily News and S^^ndicate

"the best picture of this yea rl"

" 'Conquest' the best picture of this or any other week this year.

Most poignant historical love story ever told or seen, A picture

like this comes along to revive our childlike faith in the movies as

an art and the best entertainment in the world. Garbo—in this

—

climaxes her career with a performance which forever establishes

her as the Eleanora Duse of the screen. Boyer as Napoleon at last

finds a role in which his tremendous powers and talent have full

scope. Clarence Brown has turned out a fine picture. It will set

Metro's trademark as the highest quality and give them priceless

prestige for years to come. It's the sort of picture one can go and

see two or three times with pleasure every time ... so run, don't

walk to the nearest entrance of any theatre which plays Garbo and

Boyer in 'Conquest*.'* —Lloyd Pantages, NBC
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Two from Omaha
Omaha.

Big Apple craze brought to light

by Bill Miskell at the Orpheum here

is proving biggest entertainment lad

in years.. As a midnight show at-

traction Saturdays dance contest has
packed the houfie four weeks
straight.

Contest is open to colored dance
couples . who compete in about 30-

minute sprint for cash prizes. . Sam
Turner's Big Apple orchestra : was
brought on for the original contest

month ago and regular part of set-up

now. Billy Meyers has task of m.c.

Following contest Orph gives pre-

view of next week's feature picture.

Although no seats reserved for

midnight show; advance ticket de-

mand forces selling of ducats for this

one performance through week, only

time in show biz such necessity has

arisen here. By Saturday house is

as much as one-third sold out in

advance.
Added midnight show boosts

weekly gross neighborhood of $1,200

to $1,500, capacity of house at 40c.

What began as an innocent bit of
exploitation for Orpheum theatre

catapulted to point of being publicity

gag of week. To draw attention to

'Prisoner of Zenda' Bill Miskell,

Orph manager, staged demonstration
pf duelling in lobby with Bob
Stephenson, YMCA instructor, chief

illustrator:
Seeing Stephenson at work patrons

on leaving ask for bout and disarmed
instrU*tor quickly several times in

few minutes, according to witnesses.

World Herald picked up story first

naming challenger as 'Sgt. Stuart' of

Canadian Mounties, later unmasking
him in another story as Tom Falls,

19, piano pupil of August Borglum.
Denying story he was bested,

Stephenson challenged Falls to meet-
ing any time, any .place, claiming
publicity injurious to his rep. Falls

expressed willingness to meeting
but Stephenson for time being out of

^own working at regular occupation
a's salesman.
Miskell announced would stage

meeting at Orpheum but only with
cooperation of daily and officials.

In Spirit

Bill Hendricks, transferred from
the Warner Santa Barbara house to

the Downtown, Los Angeles, reports

a peach of a gag he used in the re-

sort town just before he left, putting

over 'Topper.'
, . . .

He announced that a hogt of pic-

ture stars would attend the opening

'in spirit,' and fixed up a mike for

a Hollywood opening, with lights and

all the rest. Auto after auto drove

up and .the doorman opened and
blosed the doors, though no one

could be. seen. The announcer,

however, proclaimed each spirit

guest, and a dut in from an office

overlooking the lobby gave the vor

cal responses to his talk, each spirit

praising the show. The only person

actually to emerge from thfe line of

cars was a pretty girl who leaped out

if one of the last arrivals to an ac-

companiment of a honking aUto horn,

which gaves the announcer the cue

to., declare that Harpo Marx had ar-

rived.
Made such a hit with the natives

-that Hendricks repeated the follow-

ing night, when it went over even

better because the bystanders had
caught the big idea of the spirit

gag, which tied in with the play.

• Tricky Stuff

RKO has gotten out a tricky and
effective campaign book for its 'Stage

Door,' with a real metal latch on
the cover for stage door which opens

to disclose the three featured play-

ers in silhouette. Backing this are

separate portfolios for exploitation

and lobby decoration, advertising

and publicity, permitting the man-
ager to split the book among vari-

ous departments or to handle each
one separately, if he is the whole
shop. This partly offsets the over-
size of the pages, since each section

is light enough to be handled easily.

Some of the exploitation and lobby
stunts are outstanding in that they
hit out along new lines.

Doob's Doings
Oscar Doob, of MGM, dipped into

politics lately; devising an effective
Stunt for Miahoney, the Democratic
nominee for Mayor. Gag consists of
window sheets and auto window
stickers.. Former, proclaims '—:

votes for Mahoney/ while the car
paper reads 'This car contains —
votes for Mahoney.' Number varies
from two: to eight to avoid monotony".

Kings' county committee issuing
100,000 of each. Doob likes the idea
so well he has copyrighted it against
future use.

;

life Begins with Dunking
New Haven.

Working on the idea that a lot of
people start their day with coffee
and sinkers, B.en Gohen plugged the
Benchley 'How to Start the Day'
short at the College with a dunking
contest.
An Oakley went to those showing

the most finesse in the gentle art of
sopping tip java.with crullers. Gag
went over,well with the Yale boys.

Prez Helped
Philadelphia.

Through efforts of Columbia ex-
ploitation department, houses play-
ing 'Lost Horizon' taking plenty of
advantage of plug Roosevelt gave pic
in his war speech in Chi earlier in
the month.
.Near beginning of his talk, he said:

'To paraphrase a recent author 'per-
haps we foresee a time when man,
exultant in the technique of homi-
cide, will rage so hotly over the
world that every precious ^hing will
be . in danger, every book and pic-
ture and harmony, every treasure
garnered through two millenniums,
the small, the delicate, and defense-
less—all will be lost or wrecked or
utterly destroyed.'

'

The quote is lifted directly from
speech made by Grand Lama to

Ronald Colman in 'Horizon.' Colum-
bia blew up quote and spread it in

front of houses playing pic.

Maurice Gable, manager of. the
Boyd, here, figured gags so thick
and fast in Columbia's 'The Awful
Truth' that crix couldn't possibly
have managed to get them all. So
he arranged with Bob Sidman, Col
exploiteer in this territory, to get

dialogue sheets of entire pic. These
were sent to all crix in town.

No Shorts

Mangum, Okla.
Some time ago Pat Dtiffy, in

charge of the Temple theatre here,

instructed his sign painter to prepare
an announcement that due to the
length of the feature picture 'Little

Women' only a limited number of

short subjects would be screened.
The artist's sign: 'Due to the length

of 'Little Women' no shorts will be
shown.'

Teaser Stuff

Oklahoma City.

Teaser on. 'Stella Dallas' used by
local Standard Theatres was a series

of teaser billboards.
Left side of the board contained a

blank picture border. Copy said:

'This space reserved for the finest

picture ever made S— D— .'

Color used on board was yellow;

letters were red.

Theatre Changes

Denver.
Fox Intermbuhtain has increased

its chain to 90 theatres with the
purchase of the Marlow, Antlers and
Orpheum, at Helena, Mont., from
the Intermountain Theatres (Publix).

Orpheum is closed, this making 27

Fox houses not operating.

Two other chains, also with head-
quarters in Denver, have added to

their numbers. Dave Cockrill, owner
of the Denham, has opened the

Washington Park as,the Park, there-

by increasing his chain to four Den-
ver houses.
W. H. Ostenberg, president Of the

Midwest Amusement Sc. Realty Co.,

has purchased tlie Gfpve and Riviera

at Gering, Neb,, from Mrs. Clara L.

Grove, widow of B. B. Grove.

Buffalo.

Gayety has been taken over and
will be reopened by Grand National

for a series- of special showings of

its own product, beginning Oct. 30

with 'Damaged Goods.'

Columbus,
Savoia theatre sold to Central

States, Inc., organized recently by
Virgil Jackson and John Murphy.
Will be renamed Goodale.

Yuma, Ariz.

E B. Sturdivant, owner of Silver

Crest Theatres, has purchased the

Peoria in Peoria, Ariz., from Mrs.

Ida W. Hocken.

Hollywood.
Warren Burgess has bought into

the Colony theatre with the McGuire
family, and is now operating the

spot. House was bought sometime
ago by the McGuire family, head of

the Breck Photo Supply Co., after

being dark for many months.

~
Troy, N. Y.

Harry G. Black, recently shifted

by the Fabian interests from the

Palace, Albany, back, to Kis old spot

at Proctor's, Troy, was given a din-

ner at the local Elks' Club (Oct. 21)

by business- men friends ana mem-
bers of the American Legion, Elks

and nights of Columbus, groups with

which he has worked. Judge John J.

Sweeney was a member of the din-

ner committee.

Philadelphia.

New house being erected at ^t.

Joy, near Reading, by Harry Chert-

coff. of Lancaster.
Isaac Marcus renovating front on

his National Theatre and the inside

of his Rfalto.
, . « ,

Harry Colmar remodeling his Col-

ony, at Brant Beach, N. J,, and the

Colonial at Beach Haven. Also re-

ported he may erect a 1,600-scater

at Beach Haven.

Lawton, Okla,

Worltmen . have- bcguil laying out

the site for Fort Sill's new theatre

building after the post. quartermaster
office received plans and specifica-

tions of the $110,000 building from
Washington. Plans call for a one-
story stucco and tile building, 156
by 70 feet, with a two-story unit
for the projecting room.

Pensacola.
E. Vernon Gordon appointed man-

ager of the Saenger, filling vacancy
of Monte Hance, called to New
Orleans.

Salem.
Grand theatre to get a $20,000 face-

lifting- job. .

Lincoln.
Ed Burke, formerly with Westland

Theatres in Colorado, transferred to
be manager of Varsity. Milt Over-
man, Westland city manager here,
will direct operations of the Kiva,
when it goes under the new first-

aun policy. Price is tc be jumped
from 15c to 30c.
Bob Huffman, formerly with J. H.

Cooper Enterprises in Colorado,
comes here as assistant city man-
ager of the Lincoln Theatre Corp.
under Walter F. Shuttee.
Alvin Hendricks, replaced as man-

ager of the Varsity by Burke, wiU
go to Greeley, Colo,

St. Louis.
Harry Blount, Potosi, Mo.^ who

recently opened his new Plaza, 650-
seater, has shuttered the Delco, also'

in Pbtosi. 's,

Beverly, 1,000-seater erected by
the Nash-Holloway Theatre Corp.
in St. Louis County, opened last

week. It's the most elaborate cinema
palace in the county.

D, Thompson has opened Cuba,
Cuba,- Mo., formerly operated by
Wilmer Ashe.

I. W. Rodger Circuit, Cairo, 111.,

opened Bijou, Cskruthersville, Mo.,
also operates Liberty, in Caruthers-
ville.

Leo Robbins recently closed his
theatre in Dixon, Mo. and the Lytic,
Newburg, Mo.; Palace, Frederick-
town, Mo., reopened.
The Rankin, Rankin, 111., recently

opened by R. A. Walter, former cir-

cus and carnival advance man.
The Frisina Amusement Co, of

Springfield, 111., planning new thea-
tre in Olney, 111., on site recently
acquired. The Frisina Co. now owns

. the Arcadia and has long term lease
on the Elks, both in Olney.

Steal Safe V Air

St. John N. B., Oct. 26.

In the third of a series of breaks
in which safes have been carried
away with their contents, thieves
mad^ a nocturnal call at the Capitol,

Truro,.. N. S., and moved the safe
and about $400 in cash contained in

the safe. When C. G. Eraser, man-
ager, went to the theatre in the
morning, he found the safe had been
torn out of the wall, taken down a
flight of back stairs to a rear en-
trance, and placed on a truck.

The safe weighed 350 pounds. The
break was made through a rear
window.

Atlanta, Oct. 26.

Yeggmen blew the safe of Louie
Bach's downtown Alpha theatre last

week and made off with $2,104.

Cracksmen gained entrance through
a skylight. Robery was discovered
by George Kantor, Bach's assistant.

Money represented receipts not
only from Alpha, but other Bach
nabe houses. Thieves overlooked a
valuable diamond ring and $2 more
in strongbox.

Detroit, Oct. 26.

After' two previous holdup losses.

Cashier Gertrude Johnson, out-

talked a thug who attempted to rob
the Avalon nabe b.o. last week, and
saved house's weekend receipts.

Recalling other instances when
she gave up $100 each time. Miss
Jdhnson got mad and stalled him off

until customers frightened him
away.

3 Comerford Houses
Strike, Settle in 1 Day

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

. Strike of house employes at Com-
erford houses in Hazelton last week
had managers and assistants selling

tickets, doing door duty and usher-

ing. Walkout was called by 32 ushers,

doormen,, janitors and cashiers at the

Capitol, Grand and Feeley theatres.

After picketing houses all day, reps

of strikers Were called in and of-

fered changes in hours and increases

in wage scales. Grant was accepted

and sandwich men were called off.

Houses operated as usual during the

trouble, with execs doing the labor;

Okla. MPTO's Conv.
Oklahoma City, Oct. 26.

Morris Lowenstein, president of

the MPTO, has announced the con-

vention of Oklahoma theatre owners
will be held at the Biltinore hotel

here Nov. 8-9.

But No Banko

East 125th street's new Tri-

Boro theatre in N. Y. offers

about the longest nabe sliow to

be found. In edition to six

vaudeville acts, Boro offers two
feature pix, two comedy shorts

and a newsreel; aU for .30c. tops.

Turnover occurs every 4V4

hours.

Neb* Kayoes Banko

Lincoln, Oct. 26.

Banko was ousted as a supple-

mental means of luring patronage to

Nebraska theatres (22) when the

Supreme Court opined It contains all

the elements of chance and lottery

necessary to bring it under the

state's prohibitive lavfs.

Review was on the Beatrice Thea-
ters Corp. (Beatrice, Neb.) on which
Attorney General Richard Hunter
and his staff won over in Gage
county court with District Judge
Fred Messmore handing down the
decision. Messmore, now a supreme
court judge and who was ineligible

to sit in this case, said if such a
practice were allowed, and that
participants were Induced t6 not
only spend money on a. chance, but
to give of their time or 'gb put of

their way, would be giving con-
sideration and be a part of a lottery,

Omaha, with the Motion Picture
Exhibitors Association (28 theatres),

was the big holdout and has a case
before the Supreme Court asking de-
nial of the Supreme Court's tempo-
rary injunction becoming final, but
this bottleis the OMPEA case also.

Conway's Double Anni
Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Joe Conway, manager of the
Egyptian, in swanky suburban
Bala-Cynwyd, celebrating 10th anni
of house this week and his 25th
year in show biz.

Conway, noted for many odd
stunts he .has pulled, being first to
intro no-spika-da-English pix into a
nabe, complete short subject pro-
grams, special Saturday morning
shows for kids and balloting for re-
quest pix.

OKLA. CANNOT

SEE i>I!ICE TILT

Oklahoma City, Oct. 26.

Dispatches filtering into these

wide ope.^ spaces from civilization

inforni the local trade that theatre

prices are going up and double bills

going out. But few around here

seem to be following the lead. The
trade at one time figured they'd fall

in line with price rises and elimi-

rtation of double bills but changed
their minds after completing tests.

Result is prices are dropping, ex-
cept at one 'downtown house which
has advanced from 25 to 40c, and
double-bills are being inci'eascd at

the nabes. which have heretofore
steered clear. The Midwest, last

remaining 55'Centcr here dropped
to 40c, which is now top for three
downtown houses. Balance of prices
peg at 25c"' with that being top nabe
prices though double-bills are be-
ing brought into them, at .15c' mati-
nees.

Double-bill menace steered clear
6f O.C. until T. B. Noble, Jr.,

brought in his new . State whereupon
competing Liberty (across street)

shot in two for the price of one.

State since has discontinued with
Liberty being only downtown play-
ing duals and grossing around $2,500
a week doing so; which Is profits if

you ask any of the local b6ys.

Lag at nabe houses Is unex-
plained. The same situation has
developed elsewhere Ih this state.

Last two days of week, generally
hot stuff for the b.o., arc cold tur-
key here until back-breakers ape
put in and then the boys and girls

clamor for standing roohi.

. Out over the state it's the same
yarn. In no-competish houses sin-
gles are king, of course, but where
two or more theatres compete,
double-bills, bank nights and free
ice cream cones are the bill-of-fare.

Local exhiba believe low prices
will stick; tests have shown John
Q. and his wife stay away in droves
unless the picture is a smasho. Top
prices here have been 75c and on
a decline ever since.
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SECOND WKBI
Milllnm ToweH » Myrn» Imv

)n Metro-Goldwyn-lVtayer'a

"DOUBLE WEDDING"
Ouinlnii! Oarbo and Clias. Boyer

III "CONQUKST"

TODAY ONLV
"PRISONER OF ZfNDA"

Stnrdni; Tliuroday
"BIG CITY"

T.OU IIOr.TZ In perwn

PARAMOUNT,;gS'.

"SOULS
AT SEA"

Oury CieOr^a

OOOl'KR ICAIT

IN TERSON

Jane Froman

Benny Meroff
AND HIS

OKCIIESTUA

7(li At. Si 90tli .St.

ROXY
.SI'iAT.S1%\

IIET.D OYEK
'All Baba Goes
to Town'' with

Eddie Cantor

,
Spricinf Nt(t(ra

Attructlon

MUSIC HALL
"VICTORIA
THE GREAT"

6p«ctaoul«r Stag* Produotl*n«

• Next Attraction •

Boris Karloff m

"West of Shanghai"

CRITERION
B'wty II 45th ftt.

Ope*i 9 A.M. MIdnlfht 8h«wi

25c
I* S P.M.

Now Playing
Doors Oncn 9:3.' A,.\r

Rnmdu'ay & I'lli

fHI IIM %t IMai

I MAT.
\ TODAY

Twle«Oi(lly2:40.aM0».m.

Last 2 Wocks

HOLLYWOOD THEATH
Bw»y, »t SI St,—ClMli 7-9549
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Buffalo Politicians Borrow Bergen
And His Dummy as Analogy

Buffalo, Oct. 26.

Charlie McCarthy and Edgar Ber-

gen probably don't know about it,

but they are playing a big part in

the local mayoralty campaign. The
Times, staunch supporter of Demo-
cratic Candidate Tom HoUing, has

enlisted their left-handed aid.

. Ed Jaeclde, HoUing's Republican

,
opponent, Is pictured in Times car-

toons as both Beiigen and McCarthy,
sitting on his own knee.

Point the Times keeps hammering
on is that Edgar Bergen Jaeckle, as

party boss, is spokesrtian for Charlie

McCarthy Jaeckle, candidate lor

mayor. ^

In addition to being mayoralty
nominee. Jaeckle is Erie County Re-
publican chairman.

Bowes Social

Deference Jams

CBS on Ducats

.With a total of 10 tickets weekly.

Its allotment for the .Major Bowes'
Chrysler program, the CBS press de-

partment in New York is in a per-

petual dither trying to keep its cbn-

tactees pacified. Bowes office takes

alniost the total amount leaving CBS,
Ruthrauff & Ryan agency, et al out

on a limb.

Execs of the motor -combine and
Bowes, latter very social, gobble up
eveiy available ducat Issued on the-

1,200-seat house for their friends.

'

Calls at the agency and CBS are

nixed so often that it is beginning
to cause hard fueling. .CBS is^obliged

to take care of newspaper people and
out-of-town chain execs with the

.pittance it receives. Reservations
cannot be made by either of the two
organizations which, must first wait
upon the orders from 'above.'

Empty seats seen weekly attest to

the social 'n^ailing list' policy gov-
erning the stub distiribution. Ap-
parently the public and press are
second considerations in the ma^ter
with the network taking it on the
chin from both sides because of the
situation which it cannot control.

Hollywood Condemns Sponsored Gossip
By Arthur Ungar

(Smouldering resentment of the picture colony in

Hollywood against the ffossig crentry now on the in-

crease over national and regional hook-ups ini$pired an
article in last Thursday's (21) issue of Daily Variety,

Hollywood adjunct of Variety. It viiroronsly

condemns 'tip off and scaveng^er group' aiid points out

that industries sponsoringr such scandal-monGrerlne: at

the expense of Aims might have a, few skeletons of their-

o^vn they would not particularly care to have aired on
a transcontinental hook-up. Complete article is repro-

duced herewith.) \ (

P

NO EXHiB RESENTMENT

TO 'W TRAILERS

Indianapolis, Oct. 26.

David Heenan," Jr., who's handling
publicity for Rai'mond Morgan Co.,

of Hollywood, blew into Indianapolis
over the week-end, for starting cam-
paign hereabouts, in connection with
Van Camp Pork and Beans and other
canned goods sponsorship of 'Charlie
Chan* transciriptions over WIRE.
Platters started airing yesterday
(25) and will ^.o five nights weekly,
at 6:45 p. m. (CST).
Due to 'Charlie Chan* film popu-

larity, screen trailers are one of the
promotion stunts on this platter
series, with theatre patrons being
urged to 'tune to WIRE at 6:45 p. m.
five nights a week.' Theatre owners
hereabouts are not objecting to these
paid plugs for radio on their o%vn
screens, since the revenue is wel-
come, and because the dialing time
is too early to hurt their business.
Other promotion plans for the

radio Chjm include posters in gro-
ceries handling Van Camp products,
etc.

ICTURE industry has been taking an at-

tack from the inside which has been -wal-

loping the tar out of it, and not offering any
resistance toward it. • .

That attack is nothing else but the utterings

coming from the ether columnists wh.o have
been getting the cooperation and aid of the stu-

dios to enable them to function. Currently

there arfi 18 so-called expert and authentic ra-

dio gossipers on -the air, either with national

hookup or Coast circulation.

These people mostly have been sold to spon-

sors for their dynamiting ability. The spon-

sors who are endeavoring to bring attention to.

their commercial product arie. riot interested in

th^ progress, q1 the picture biz. All they want
is to bring attention to their conimodity so that

its sales power will-increase;* They do riot care

what sort of program" they sponsor so long as

it will cause the dialers to listen in. - With the

success of a few Hollywood, gossipers in the

past year on short i)eriod programs, sponsors

have been looking for more Hollywood gos-

sipers. And those they want are the tip^ off

and scavenger group. They are led to believe

that these people have the dirty low down on
Hollywood and its people and that they can

toss if out authentically as well as authorita-

tively. So it is a cinch that they will take a

gamble.

THESE gossipers want to make good with

-the sponsor so they go out looking for

anything possible that may cast the picture biz

or its personnel into ill repute. It means noth-

ing to them to blast, either on authoritative

information or hearsay. They can't be hurt

but helped. The sponsor thinks it is great be-

cause listener rating goes up. The hearsay

stuff mostly is inaccurate. Sometimes there is

a protest Most times not, as the picture people

feel insisting on corrections simply rekindles

a fire which went out with the last broadcast.

So they have taken it on the chin.

The picture people need not be afraid of

these gossipers, they can stop them. It is a

cinch.
* *

IT is, only with the tolerance of the pic indus-

try that these people have been able to

thrive. So the studios now should stand on

their own. Not only has the tipoff and dirt

gossip on the air hurt those about whom it has

been told, but it also has hurt an investment-—

the pictures these people are in.

Theatregoers want entertainment; they pay
for that—they do not pay for learning who is

snooty—or for ascertaining the inside of how
a picture is made—accurately or inaccurately.

Then why be the means of allowing these gos-
sipers or their hungry leg men, who get a mere
pittance in reward for the service they render,

to have the cooperation and aid of the studio

to establish the rating of the gossipers with
the commercialists who gi-ab them at a figure

which is far out of proportion to what they
would have to pay for a real entertainment

program originating from Hollywood. '

They are the chumps, because they pay a

heavy fee for filth and dirt which reputable

newspapers will not print.
])( >|c >|c

THE picture biz and radio, have plenty iii

common so far as" good will toward each

other is concerned. The radio needs picture

nawies—or nariies that have come from the

ether waves which are curriently controlled by
studios under contract. In return for getting

them, radio aids pictures in giving air previews
of skifs and sccri^es from iriiportaiit pictures.

That is good healthy cooperation and as long

as both industries |ct a 50-50 break it should

continue. It helps the theatres, the picture

people feel, and it also helps the commodity
accounts of the. radio which pays the fare.

Therefore, there is no reason th'at the radio

advertising agencies or sponsors should dig

down to the depths of the scum barrel to get

material for what they call entertainment.

Every industry may have its skeleton. The
industries Which provide sponsorship likely

have theirs. They do not want the closet

opened—they feel it is their biz and not that

of anyone else—then why should they take a

different viewpoint so far as the picture biz is

concerned and want to tell everything bad

about it and seldom anything good.

The picture biz is one fhat is expected to

provide entertainment. It does its best to do

so. If the entettainment is good, it profits. If

not, it takes its loss and does not squawk to the

outside world that the public does not know
what it is doing.

* *

IT is true that many things are done in the

picture biz that the industry does not at

all feel proud about. But as long as they are

not criminal or destructive—why should some
gossiper spring forth on the air to outdo the

others blasting and dynamiting the picture biz?

They think it cute and cunning.
_
The sponsor

feels he has the most authoritative person in

Hollywood giving it out. The picture people

stand by and squawk but do nothing.

There are guts and self respect in the picture

biz and it is about time they are asserted. Then
it is a cinch that these soft money grabbers will

either fade from the horizon or take jobs to

which their talents are qualified—and a sure

thing is that the picture biz is not that field.

MARY PICKFORD COSMETJC

Mary Broadcast on -Behalf of Her
Own Line—If and When

Ruthrauff & Ryan is Working with
a cosmetic manufactiurer for the
turning out of a line of goods which
will carry the imprint of Mary
Pickard. Proposition includes the
actress goihg, on tlie air with a week-
ly dramatic series.

Agency figures that it will take
several.weeks to iron out all the de-
tails.

Roul Mario at CBS
Roul Mario, who suddenly quit as

radio director of Birmingham,
Castlemaii & Pierce last year, is now
writing continuity for CBS in New
York.
Mario had in the interim been in

South America,

VOCAUSTS WITH ARMCO

WHEN SHOW RETURNS

Armcb (American Rolling Mill)

returns to the air on Jan. 2 with a

half-hour Sunday (3 p.m.) program

over NBC-blue. Show will originate

on WLW, since Cincinnati is the

home of the company. Frank Simon's

band will again be used. Last year
show was in a Tuesday night niche.

Layout of the program will be
somewhat altered when it returns to

the air, with the additions of vocal-

ists. As yet the singers have not
been set by the N. W, Ayer Agency,
which handles Armco.

Polly ShedloY to New York

St. Paul, Oct 26.

KSTP's ace femme gabber, Edith

'Polly the Shoppper' Shedlov, de-

serts this sector Nov. 1, for a fling

at fame and fortune in Gotham.
Blurbing six accounts every day

on her participating program, Polly
has had her stanza sold tight for the
past six years. Having lent an ear
to otlier femme voices who are in

the heavy sugar, Polly wonders
what they've got that she hasn't.

She's goihg to taclde milte work on
spec in New York for an answer.

Vine Street
Crosstalk

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Bill Schary, KFWB sales exec,

hauled east to smoke out a buyer for

'Can You Write .a Song,' station's

new novelty program.
Andre Chariot, English stage- pro-

ducer, negotiating for a radio berth

with ona of the networks. ,

Tiny Ruffer teletyped the Ruth-
rauff & Ryan home office 6,000 word
synopses of the next five 'Big Town'
episodes.
Adolphe Menjou and Verree Teas-

dale in the guest niche on the Al
Jolson song-and-giggle opus No. 2.

Walter Johnson resigned his berth

as continuity editor at KHJ to pro-

duce 'Script Teasers' for Music Cor-
poration.

George Corey deserting radio for

the pursuit of playwriting, Ashmead
Scott moves-in as production aide to

Savington Crampton on the Jack
Oakie Camel show.
Regina Schuebel of the Blow

agency looking around.
Madge Evans, Ralph .Bellamy and

Basil Rathbone to guest on succes-

sive Sundays with Feg Murray.
Dorothy Barstow in from the east

to set up production for the new
Jean Hersholt series.

Matt Barr and Martha Sherwin
new additions to NBC publicity staff.

John Decring plays five characters

NEW YORK RADIO EDS

CALL OFF THE RIBS

TESTING WOMAN'S NEWS
« 4

Benton Se Bowleq^lTrleii Out.Transo
radio Ide» Vli* WJSV, vWHIO

Continental Baking is now testing
Transradio's 'Women in the News'
feature in- two cities, Washington
(WJSV) and Daytop (WHIO), with a
view to expanding it to national
Scope in the event it clicks. Daily
broadcasts, 15 minutes each, are writi
ten and edited in the news service's
New York office and teletyped direct
to the stations;

Similar program is now on its

third 13-week cycle for" Palrtiolive-
Colgate-Peet Both accounts ar^
handled by Benton & Bowles.

A truce has been called on the

ribbing that has been going on to

and by and among four of New
York's radio editors, Alton Cook
(World - Telegram), Ben Gross
(News), Nick Kenny (Mirror) and
Dinty Doyle (Journal-American ).

Chiefly,-Cook and Doyle were put-
ting the pinch on the Tabloid Twins,
and for rather a. stretch the victims
were unaware of their tormentors.
All the old gags were worked to

frazzles, and then the far-fetched
annoyances were brought into play.

Blowoff came when the ribbing got
so intense the stage was reached
when the cops, ambulances, hearses
and hospital psycho wings were
drawn in. A couple of scares re-
sulted, but by then the major slice

of radio, row was a gallery, and the
original ribbers were being made
butts too frequently themselves.

on Bill Goodwin's 'Hawaiian Moon'
program.
Sam (Schlepperman ) H e a r n

bought a hilltop home and is trying
to yodel in dialect.

Don Wilson is an apricot oi'chard-
ist in his spar^, moments. There's
three dozen trees on his valley acres.
John Rodgers in from London for

a lookaround in tow of the J. Walter
Thompson crowd.

RADIO WAGON

SLEEPS SIX

Chicago, Oct. 26.

New mobile unit being constructed
by WBBM-Coluinbia here will con-,
stitute one of most complete roll-

ing studios ever built. Besides being
base of operations for WlOXHI, and
having complete studo equipment,
also contains- recording apparatus,
and living quarters.

.

Bigger , than ordinary auto trailer,

it has sleeping quarters for six, and
regular trailer household equipment
including lavatbi'y, ice box, and
clothes closet. Recording room is

separate from- studio, and broadcast-
ing equipment is located in ceiling
at eye level. .

Will be taken around midwest to
pick up special events;, store open-
ings, and speeches. Figure the re-
cording unit to be essential in cases
where WBBM time is sold, and ar-
rangements can be made for re-
broadcast.

Flash so big, station intends to
have permanent crew for mobile
unit, and keep it on the go all the
time.

WOR CORRECTS NBC;

SUBMARINE OLD STUFF

Latest dispute over 'the first time
in radio' involves broadcasting from
a submarine. WOR, Newark, in-
formed NBC Monday (25) that it had
stretched the truth when the net-
work asserted through the M'agic
Key show the day before (Sunday)
that the airing from downunder,
which comprised part of this' pro-
gram, was .the first stunt of its kind.
WOR pointed out that the station

had Jerry Danzig, of Its public
events staff, do a broadcast from a
submarine on Navy Day of last year.
•Also that the U. S. Bureau of-
Standards carried through a like idea
in New London, Conn., as far back
as 1918.

WOMEN MUST BE PRESENT

Cold Business Men Not Right for
Audition, Says Agency

Bachenheimer, Dundes & French
agency. New York, will audition a
new femme appeal radio program to
prospective sponsors only before a
feminine audience^ to insure best
possible showing conditions.

Interested parties have been asked
to bring along or have present
femme family members and gal em-
ployees who are available to pass
judgment oh the show built around
tenor, Joey Nash.

Walt Disney Deal Set

Walt Disney and his cartoon char-
acter, Mickey Mouse, goes on the
air the first week in January with a
half hour's show for Pepsodent un-
der a deal closed in New York by
Roy Disney, business manager of
the cartoon producing organization,
who flew in for the purpose. CJoji-

tract is for 13 weeks with options.
Program will go on air Sunday af-

ternoons from 3:30 to 4 p.m., New
York time, and be built around Dis-
ney cartoon characters, including
Snow White and Seven Dwarfs of
feature of same name RKO will,

place on. release around Jan. 15. Mu-
sic, a name m.c. and other features
will be included.

J. Walter Thompson Chicago office

execs now in New York. Boys
bounced into the Big Burg for the
impending Auto Show and fo- Na-
tional Cheese Week.
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DIRT-DISHERS
3 Youi^ & RulHcam Shows Returning

From Ho^wood, but 'No Significsuice

Young' & Rubicam doesn't, think

that the lact it is moving, three of its

shows from Hollywood to New York
shortly after the first of the year can

be interpreted as-, indicating a trend

toward a general, rp-inigration of

netwijrk .commercials.. Two. of the.

slated transfers, Fred Allen (Bristol-

Myers) and Phil Baker (Gulf Refin-

ing) are merely, out there because of

picture commitments, while the

third, the International Silver Thea-
tre, is being brought east to take ad-
vantage of isome of the dramatic

names playing on Broadway. •

Two more from the agency's radio

staff are going out to the Coast, this

week. Both of them, George Mc-
Garrett, producer, 'and Harry Von
Zell, announcer and . general utility

man, will work on the Allen show.
Peter Van Steeden will go along to

maestro the program. Von' Zell will

also rejoin the Baker show.

THOMPSON RADIO STAFF

IN NEW YORK SHRINKS

Bob Brewster is being transferred

to Hollywood from J. Walter Thomp-
son's New York dffice to replace' Ed
Gardnet as producer on Fleisch-

mann's Sunday night show with Feg
Murray and Ozzie Nelson. Gardner
has quit to go with Bill Bacher on
the Metro show for Maxwell House
Coffee. Ed Rice, writer, leaves with
Brewster for the same assignment.
Latest shifts reduced the agency's

NeW York radio staff to the .lowest

numerical level it's been in six years.

A. K. Spencer and Gordon Thomp-
son., are the remaining producers.
Tom Luckenbill spends most of his

time contacting Lever Bros., while
Bob Simon specializes in the super-
vision of play adaptations.

LUCKY STRIKE ON WOR
WITH SONG TITLES

Lucky Strike cigarets introduces
Its song title guessing program on
WOR, Newark, next Tuesday .night

(2), using the 8 to 8:30 spot and Dick
Himber's band. Prizes will be of-

fered to studio participants and
there will be another type of contest

for listeners.

If the session on WOR clicks the
broadcast will be extended over
Mutual. Lord & Thomas piloting.

Los Angeles, Oct. 26.

Music Corporall.on has sold 'Script

Tease,' its first showcaser, to Ameri-
can Tobacco for a Lucky Strike show
to replace one of the outfit's 'Hit

Parades.' Program is a musical af-

fair with a guessing angle.

Show to ride over the,Mutual net-
work will likely originate in New
York.

Post Office Okays Dick

Fishdl's Grid Guesses

Postal authorities had to be con-
vinced before WMCA, New York,
could launch a score-guessing contest
in connection with the Dick Fishell
football programs nightly at 6:15

p.m. Sponsored by Sobol Bros, the
stunt was okayed 'to use the mails
because no purchase was necessary.
Only angle is that entry blanks must
be obtained at a Sobol gas station.

Top prize for the best guesser is

two free trips by plane to the Rose
Bowl game in California, Weekly
winners get merchandise. Best 200
are separated each week,

Fischell's contract with Sobols
runs to Jan. 10.

Ed Easts to Europe
Ed East and wife are on a hurry-

up trip to France and England. First

vacation in years.
East and Dumke went off the Kel-

logg pro,G;ram (locally in New York)
• week ago.

Being Watched

Holywood, Oct. 26.

Studios are tightening up on.

handouts with gabbers under
close surveillance. Paramount
takes the lead in keeping close

tabs oh the air chatter and'

warning that distortions will
be met with stern measures.
Other studios are also putting

gossipers on probation and
watching for overt acts to set

examples of what bthers may
expect.

5,0e0,000 POOR

RADIO SETS

IN AMERICA

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

• Program being drawn up here for

country-wide coordinated effort by
various divisions of electrical indus-
try • to make America 'radio con-
scious' through the observance, of

'Radio Month.'

Idea was suggested by Harry Boyd
Brown, national merchandising man-
ager of Philco at second annual con-
ference of the International Associa-
tion of Electrical Leagues at the be-
ginning of this month. .George R.
Conover, managing director of the
Electrical Association of Philadel-
phia is drawing up plans for the
month to be observed sometime after

beginning of thie year.

Prime purpose of the move, of

course, is to • sell sets, tubes and
service. Idea will be to focus atten-

tion on obsolete receivers now in

use. By having these repaired or re-

placed, . it is expected resulting im-
proved reception will increase listen-

ing.

Philco has offered anonymous co-
operation in the drive. It has of-

fered to supply envelope stuffers and
circulars without identifying marks
on them to anyone desiring them.

Brown estimated 24,000,000 sets

now in use are burning up
$150,000,000 in current consumption
annually. Sample surveys show, he
said, that at least 5,000,000 sets now
are in such punk condlsh they are
being snapped on only for emer-
gency service, like prize fights and
Black speeches.

Ed Smith Drops Dead

Cleveland, Oct. 26,

Ed Smith, veteran radio actor,

dropped dead here yesterday (25)

in a doctor's office. He had been
complaining of pains about his heart
for several weeks. Smith, who has
appeared on top N, Y. air shows,
was, here to arrange a special elec-

trical show at Mela Park, He re-

cently had been doing the com-
mentation for Tri-State Pictures, of

Cleveland, in a film pi:6duction be-

ing made for General Electric.

Smith also is reported to have sold

a series of scripts recently to Ruth-
rauff 8i Ryan,

Smith was a pioneer dramatic di-

rector in radio, having worked in

this cajpacity for WGY, Schenectady,

Brass-less WEIL Orch

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

'No swing, no sway, no jazz,' has

been adopted as war cry of new
WFIL orch, batoned by Anthony
Candelori, Unit, at direction of G,

M. Don Withycomb and Prez Sam
Rosenbaum, consists of 12 men,
made up of strings, woodwinds and
percussion instruments.

Brass lacking entirely.

mm FIRE

NBC and Mutual Ready to

Curb Dirt S 1 i n g i n g

—

Threat of 'Dynamiters'

Brings Speedy Action

—

Exhibv Guild Join In Gag
Move

STUDIOS ACT

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Film gossipers pn the air took a
sound whack across the knuckles
last week. Film industry aiid Its

players instituted measures to curb
the practice that is regarded by Hol-
lywood as becoming a plague. Senti-
ment against the air gabbers was
partly - crystallized following an ar-
ticle in Daily Variety (Holly-
wood subsid of this publication),
asking for a Showdown from the
studios to protect their pedple from
the scandalous mouthings.

Initiating the move to keep the
gabbers in hand was NBC which is-

siired an order forbidding any new
commentators or extension of those
now on the air without an official

okay by ^enox Riley Lohr, network
prez. Hollywood execs of NBC de-
clined to elaborate on the order but
dropped the intimation that the new
crop of 'dynamiters' may have had
something to do with the ukase.

Next to fall in line was Mutual
and the Don Lee chain, through
their Coast manager of opera-
tions, Lewis Allen Weiss. He is-

sued a statement saying that it was
a deplorable state of affairs when
an air gabber had to make capital
out of private lives to build up a
following. He also issued a .warning
that neither Don Lee or Mutual
would engage or support any gos-
sipers unless their material is con-
structive and wholesome.

Prowl for 'Dynaa^iters'
Curbing of gossipers was brought

to a head when the word got around
that sponsors are shopping around
for 'dynamiters' who know their
way around and can 'heat up' their
gossip. In an effort to outdo each
other, local gabbers have been go-
ing to great lengths to hop up their
material. Many threats jof lawsuits
have been made by film players but
none cared to go to the trouble of
making a court issue of the reverse
publicity.

That the Motion Picture Producers
Ass'n would take a stand against the

(Continued on page 35)
i

:

MetrO'MaxweD Wil Arrive Deluxe; .

Everybody Has Several Assistants

Lohr Clarifies

Lenox R. Lohr, NBC prez,

yesterday (Tuesday) sought to
clarify the instructions that he
had issued to the network's
Coast division on the matter of

film gossipers.

-Lohr said tthat he had acted
merely to protect the. network's
schedule from being overrun
with- chatterers, since there
seems to be a strong leaning in

that direction currently among-
commercials.

FUJI STARS' AD

EMBARGO ASA

RADIO CURB

, Hollywood, Oct, 26.

In retaliation against the dirt-

dishing air gabbers, the picture biz
has decided on further action by nix-
ing player endorsement of any and
all commodities, particularly tllose
with radio commercial tieups, if the
matter goes unaltered..

Studios are prepared to clamp
down on their respective players of
endorsement value and apply pres-
sure for discontinuance. Figure it

should not be difficult, when pointed
out how thoughtless talk or malicious
gossip about industry personalities
may ultimately be felt at the b.o.

Film biz doesn't want to end the
mongering by threatening com-
modity firms with an embargo on
ad endorsements, unless forced to
such tactics.

In the radio section of this issue
is further detailed Hollywood's peeve
against the ether dirt-dishers.

*Town Hair From
Coast for Two Mos.

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Picture work will keep Fred Allen
and Portland HofTa on the Coast for
the better part of two months,
necessitating their broadcast of
'Town Hall Tonight' from this sea-
board. Series gets the gun Nov. 17.

Broadcast will originate at NBC
rental studio on the Warners Sunset
boulevard lot.

WLW Broadcasting Over 20 Hrs. Daily

Analysis Shows Seven Hours of Religion Weekly

—

New Flock of Programs

Cincinnati, Oct. 26,

Operating time of WLW for week-

days was extended to 20 hours and

15 minutes last week with fall pre-

mier* of 13 new programs and six

older ones in revamped form. Sun-
day schedule continues at 18 hours
of broadcasting. . .

Present setup has seven hours of re-

ligious programs on the week, in-
cluding the quarter-hour stanzas of

The Gospel Singer, Edwin McHugh,
sponsored by Procter & Gamble, five

mornings,, and the Hymns of All
Churches stint with Joe Emerson for
General Mills four mornings.
Educational portion of the sched-

ule embraces: News reviews 'Around
the world with the Nation's Station,'

Sundays, 11 to 11:30 a.m. and 6 to

6:30 p.m.; National Farm and Home
Hour, from NBC, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.,
daily except Sunday; tenth season
of the 'Nation's School of the Air,'

2 to 2:30 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, and Dr, Walter Dam-

rosch's music appreciation classes,
from NBC, Friday. 2 to 2:30 p.m.;
Betty Crocker's Cooking Hints, for
(General Mills, a quarter hour Fn'-.

day morning, and Salute to the
Cities, a long-running Crosley mu-
sic series, 11:15 to 11:45 p.m.. Friday,
Four latest commercials on WLW

are: Chandler Chats, organludes, for
Bernard Perfumers, through the Sel
Johnson Co.. St. Louis, 8:30 to 8:45
a.m. Tuesday and Thursday, starting
this week. 'All the Answers' for
Procter & Gamble' to blurb P&G
White Naptha soap, through Comp-
ton agency. NYC. 10:15 to 10:30 a.m.,
Monday through Friday, feeds to
KWK, St. Louis, starting this week.
'Friendly Philosopher* for the Mantle
Lamp Co. of America, t\)rough
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago;
8:15 to 8:30 p.m, Friday, originating
at WIND, Gary, Ind,, started Oct. 15.

'Clear Again,' for Clear Again cough
syrup, through Aubrey, Moore and
Wallace, Chicago, 10:15 to 10:30 a^m.
Sunday, started Oct. 17.

Hollywood, Oct, 26,

Bill Bacher's production staff for
Metro-Maxwell House gigantic,
which shoves off Nov, 4 from £1
Capitan theatre, has Ed Gardner from
J. Walter Thompson agency, and
Sam Moore, recent head of the Wil-
liam Esty outfit on the Coiast and
producer of laist year's Camel lihow.

Both Gardner and Moore will look
after the comedy material on the
programs, preparing the script and
talent for Bacher's production. Gard-
ner had been at the helm of the
Bakers' Broadcast here ' and last
season piloted Robert Ripley's broad-
cast and Shell Chateau, Harry Kron-
man remains in charge of writers on
the show and Mary Edith, Stahl
functions as production aide to
Baicher.

After much deliberation Metro and
Benton & Bowles execs decided to
tag the air opus 'Good News of 1038.'

The MG lion will get his roar In' at
the opening- and closing.

In the Talent Farade

In the talent lineup of the inaug-
ural will ,be ..Jeanette MacDonald
and Allan Jones chirping a few
numbers from !The Firefly' in the
air preview section; Pete Smith in a
comedy routine; Sophie . Tucker in a
memory lane feature, bringing to the
mike many old timers from Broad-
way, including , Gus Edwards, Evtt
Tanguay, Trixie Friganza, Irene
Franklin and Arthur Rosenstein;
Eleanor PoWell, Buddy Ebsen, Una
Merkel, George Murphy, Judy Gar-
land, Ted Healy, Dave Gould's danc-
ing girls and Meredith Willson's or-
chestra. Herbert Stothart, studio
music head, will baton one number.
Robert Z. Leonard emcees the
opener.

First airing of the series will be
a dress-up affair with the 1,572 seats
reserved for an invited audience.
Stage is being dolled up to represent
the Culver City lot in miniature,
with curtain effect a replica of the •

MG gate swinging Qpen }ust ahead
of the red light Hashing on.

Heavy Beat on Tom-Toms
Publicity and exploitation cam-

paign, geared to top any previou.<;

ballyhoo nationally, is being han-
dled ' by Dean Dorn of MG and
Burns Lee and Pat Patterson of
Benton & Bowles. Metro is- claim-
ing that this radio first night will
compare with any ever staged for a
picture premiere. Street will be
roped off and flood lights flashing
their colored beams welkin-ward.
Louis K. Sidney is here from New

York to look after the biz end of the
$25,000 weekly show and Marcella
Knapp, for the past 10 years assis-

tant casting director at Metro, -will

act as liaison between Sidney and
Bacher.
Second broadcast Nov. 11 . will

have Freddie Bartholomew and
Spencer Tracy enacting a sequence
from 'Captains Courageous' in the
dramatic section. Fanny Brlce will

also be on for a comedy turn.

Tom Gerety and Milton Weiss
were assigned last week by Howard
Dietz to be the N, Y, M-G con-
tacts to Benton and Bowles on the
Maxwell HoUse Coffee Hour.
Purpose is to furnish the agency

With publicity material on person-
alities which Metro is more familiar
with and in a better position to han-
dle than the agency.

Dramatic Auditions N. G.
But Got Eye on Danc'nsr

Detroit, Oct, 26,

Melba Sklar, Wayne U co-ed whose
several dramatic auditions at WWJ
failed to jell, succeeded this week
by tripping the light fantastic.

While hoofing with 15 othsr
Wayne studes as background for
WWJ's 'Houseparty' show, co-ed and
her dancing partner, Barney Kav-
anau, caught eye of Ty Tyson. WWJ
assistant manager, while doing the
'big apple,' 'truckin.' etc. Result: A
solo dancing spot each weclc and
promise of a first chance at future
acting role.
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Operetta in Public Domain Causes

Litigation on Allegation English

Copyright Lyrics Were Broadcast

K B. Marks Music Co. has filed

Buit agaiiist ColgatC'-Palmblive-Peet,

Benton & Bowles and CBS in the

Federal Court, N. Y., charging that

a dramatic performance of 'The

Waltz Dreanl' had been broadcast
without obtaining the necessary per-
mission. Although the operetta it-

self is in the public domain, Marks
claims that it holds . the renewal of

copyright on the English lyrics and
the. melodic - adaptation to those

lyrics which were used on the pro-
gram, 'Beauty Box Theatre,' „with
Jessica Dragonette and Charles KuU-
man,

• B&B agency had cleared the score
through Tams-Witmark, .the grand

. rights booking outfit. In . its com-
plaint Marks states that the 'Waltz'

was brgadcast by the same account
twice within , a year, the later oc-

cfision being three weeks ago. The
usual ihfringienient damages, are
asked. Web ahd agency declare that

the contract with Tams-Witmark in-

demnifies them against any damage
suits and that T-W has taken over
the defense of the action.

Both Columbia and iNBC for the

past two years have closely guarded
the data, pertaining to these " oper-
etta broadcasts and refused to pro-
vide such .data for reference listing

when requested for fear that a time
of rechecking might develop. It oc-
curred to the webs only a few
months ago that no one connected
with them had taken the precaution
to find out whethisr the grand rights

to • these works had been- properly
cleared and signed releases obtained.
Practice had been to taftie the word
ot the agencies' aSiliated with the
programs.

; Similar jittery situation applies to

the mass of adapted plays, short
stories and whatnot broadcast dur-
ing the past several years.

DOC lEVY WINS HGIfl

FOR TWO YEAR PACT

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

•WCAU signed an agreement with
the American Commiinications Asso-
ciation, Local 28, last "Thursday, just
one day after it obtained an injunc-
tion to prevent its 18 engineers from
picketing. •

New binder provides exactly the
same terms as one signed with a
company union, WCAU Technicians'
Association, last May, except for a
7% percent wage increase. The
company outfit was dissolved about
six weeks ago when the panelmen
resigned in a body to hook up with
the CIO affiliate.

Termer sets up 40-hour, five-day
week,-minimums of from $46 to $69
weekly and provides arbitration ma-
chinery. Strikes and lockouts are
forbidden. It runs two years.
Injunction was obtained when

Dr. Leon Levy, prez of the station,

and Willard Bliss, ACA exec vice-
prez, failed to reach an agreement
on the length of the contract. The
union wanted • one year. Dr. 'Levy
two. They were together on other
points.

Following a harmonious meeting
last Monday, they deadlocked on this

point Wednesday, That afternoon
Judge Harry S, McDevitt issued the
writ. Although, iat an ACA confab
that night, the union's attorney
pointed out he could have the in-

junction dissolved because it was
purely illegal under a new Pennsy
law, the panelmen decided to accept
the two years. They went to Doc
Levy Thursday and signed.

WCAU gabbers, all members . of
A.GRAP, are next on Levy's sked.
They presented .demands last week
and will talk to him on them in a
day or two.
WFIL was listed for a get-together

with ACA last night, but the meet-
ing was postponed imtil today.

.

Stan Thompson Reassigned

Chicago, Oct. 26*.

Couple promotions in WBBM pro-

gram department takes Stan Thomp-
son off supervisor of operations desk,

and make his assistant program
director, under Bobby Brown.
Louis Thompson, formerly engi-

heerihg supervisor gets the super-

visor of operations title.

NAB. on A.F.M. Status

Washington, Oct. 26.

Reminder that no blanket
.•agreement solving the contro-
versy with the American Fed-
eratibh. of Musicians has been
negotiated went to all broad-
casting stations Saturday. (23).

N.A.B. circularized curt state*"

ment that trade group 'has not
approved any form of contract

for the employment of musi-
cians.' License-holders were
referred to the imanimous reso-

lution adopted by the director-

ate Oct. 17 urging station au-
tonomy in dealings with A.F.M^^

Sticking^ to the position that

action in concert would be un-
wise for several reasons, James
Baldwin told all units that the
.N.A.B. has not approved any
formula for use in deciding the
numbe; of musicians which any'
station should employ or the
amount of money any broad-
caster should spend for talent.

WARNED OFF 5 STATES

Cited for Alleged Bias

Withycomb Pooh-Poohs

Announcers' Charges

Philadelphia, Oct. 26 .

WFIL was hauled before the
National Labor Relations Board yes-
terday by American Guild of Radio
Announcers and Producers on
charges of firing gabber Joe Weeks
for union activity. Case was held
under advisement pending consul-
tation with AGRAP,
Weeks, the station claimed, was

hired on Sept. 1 of this year for a
30-day trial period. It was mutually
understood that if satisfactory he
was to get more coin and a perma-
nent job. Don Withycomb, g.m.,

testified.

He was unsatisfactory, however,
Withycomb said, and. was canned for
that reason. Withycomb denied that
he even knew Weeks, who. formerly
worked at WLW, was a member of
AGRAP. Weeks admitted to the
examiner that he was not a particu-
larly active member.^
In defense of his position, Withy-

comb pointed to the fact that engi-
neers, who are an ACA unit, fre-
quently,^en hold meetings in the
studio without m.olestatlon from the
management. He agreed to recog-
nize AGRAP as the collective bar-
gaining, agency for the gabbers.
Weeks has been succeeded at WFIL

by Don Martin, who started spieling
on W.TEL, Philly, in 1932, and since
has been working at WIBG, Philly,
and WTAR, Norfolk.

. Glenn Snyder Makes Varsity

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Glenn Snyder, general manager of

WLS, is now a vice-president.

Has been named v.p. of the Agri-
cultural Broadcasting Corporation.

Chi Publisher Reps—To|d Not fo

Supply OTcbeiitiLif>'\ f- /

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Music publisher representatives
here last week receivisd' instructions

from New York that Ithey were not
to supply popular music to any bands
in Washington, Montana, Nebraska,
Tennessee or Florida.

Due to anti-ASCAP laws and gen-
eral performing rights battle.

INDIANAPOLIS'

EMPLOYE

POUCIES

Indianapolis, Oct. 26.

Unionization of local radio em-
ployees in any and all categories, by
one of the nationally mushrooming
organizations, looks tough.

Indianapolis Light & Power,
WFBM owner, has already in opera-
tion a company union covering its

entire staff. All hands have had a
recent raise; on average $9 a month.
Hours have been shortened, too; an-
nouncers On 40-hour week, etc.

. At WIRE there is no official union,

either outside or company, but own-
er, Eugene C. PuUiam, is putting into

practice a special campaign, scoped
to keep his employees satisfied.

Working hours are being adjusted,

and a hew bonus plan goes into ef-

fect on Jan. 1.

Local stations chiefly promote on
the cuff live talent ifor dramatic
work from schools and colleges here,

plus rather extensive use of itinerant

entertainers at low piecemeal payoff.

This enables the stations to do a bit

better by their actual full-time staffs

than a flock of other broadcasters of

similai^ size and situation around the
country. ^

DE ROUVILLE AGENCY

BUILDS RADIO DEPT.

Albany, Oct. 26.

George S. De Rouville Agency,
Albany, has built up its radio de-
partment by engaging two Schen-
ectady women veterans oTlhe broad-
casting field, Rosemary Cramb and
Marjory C. McMullen. Mrs. Cramb
has been with WGR, Buffalo and
WNBX,. Springfield, Vt.

Miss McMullen scripted, acted and
handled household programs for

Leighton & Nelson agency, Schen-
ectady.

Add: Fish Fables

Oklahoma City, Oct. 26.

Skeptical and weary about the fish

tales of Edgar Bell and Gayle Grubb
WKY's advertising manager, M. H.
Bonebrake, returned* from a trip of

his own with a sardine-size perch
duly stuffed and mounted. It hangs
on his wall and reads in bronze:
'Caught by M. H. (Deep Sea) Bone-

brake, August 12, 1937, in Mud Creek,
Okla., hooked at 12:11 p.m., landed
after terrific struggle at 12:12 p.m.,

12-ounce rod, 80-lb. imported Japa-
nese silk line, piano wire leader,

worm bait.'

Performing Artists Await Decisions

Will Not Proceed on Pennsylvania Victory—Further

Tests Impend

National Association of Perform-

ing Artists has no intention of folr

lowing up its victory in the Supreme

Court, of Pennsylvania, with the es-

tablishment of a licensing Systfem in

that state. A. Walter Spkolow, as-

sociate counsel for the NAPA, de-

clared last week that the organiza-

tion will wait until other high courts

have recognized the artist's rights to

his creative or interpretive works
before it proceeds to exploit this

right.
/

Pennsylvania high court held that

the interpretive artist has common
law right in the phonograph records
he makes and that their' broadcast-
ing without his permission' not only
is an inVa&ion of this ri^ht but con-
stitutes unfair competition; Cases
embodying the same line of conten-

tion as the Pennsylvania litigation

will soon be tried in the Federal
Court, New York, and the State Su-
preme Court, Manhattan. Complaint
pending in the U. S. court was filed

against WNEW by the NAPA in be-
half of Paul White, Frank Crumit
is the plaintiff and WHN the de-
fendant in the state court matter.
Sokolow explained that the NAPA

is not anxious to take advantage of
the Pennsylvania decision with re-
gard to radio stations or Coin ma-
chine operators until the right has
been established in several states

and Federal districts. He recalled
that the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers
pressed case after case in the courts
for seven years before its income
from licensing contracts amounted
to anything.

AHflL Deadline Is Nov. 15

Joe Weber, American Federation of Musicians prez, yesterday
(Tuesday) notified the manufacturers of transcriptions that, if they
want to be permitted to use union men, they will have to refuse ser-

vice to stations that haven't by Nov. 15 signatured contracts with the.
AFM. With the uniform agreement for affiliated stations practically

set and ready for distribution among that class of station, Weber's
next task is to work out a contract for the outlets operated by NBC,
Columbia and Mutual in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
Weber declared that the Nov. 15 deadline would be the last issued

by his office. He said that the contract which his executive board
and the affiliated stations' negotiating committee have finally, agreed
on would have to be the one submitted for consideration to the com-
mittee appointed by the stations not associated with a cross-country
network. Weber asserted that there will be no changing of any pro-
vision for the indie outlets.

In the case of the key stations Weber anticipates much haggling
from network lawyers on the legalities of the contract, but he figures

that it would not be mete for him to make any changes that woiild

give the webs any advantage over their allied stations.

WLW PRODUCER TOPS

CINCY ACTORS' UNION

Cincinnati, Oct. 26;.

Owen Vinson, on the WLW-WSAI
production staff, was installed as

president of the newly formed
chapter of the American Federation

of Radio Artists at its first closed

meeting, Friday (22). In a statement

to Variety he said:

'Organization work in the Cincin-

nati field is well under way. More
than 75 percent of those eligible for

membership from the five local sta-

tions have been ertrolled. Com-
mittees are investigating conditions

and problems, , which are being ap-

proached carefully and soundly. The
officers look for 100 percent enroll-

ment within 'a, few weeks.'

Other officers are: Louis L. Levy,
free-lance actor and writer, vice-

president; Bill Brown, WLW - an-
nouncer, treasurer. Executive board
includes: Jack Edmunds, WLW
producer; Francis Pettay, WKRC an-
nouncer; Robert Stephens, WCPO
news writer; Sidney Mason and
James Leonard, announcers; Larry
Menkin, writer; Harry "Miimma,
singer, and Jack Zoller, actor, all of

WLW-WSAI.

C.LO. HANDS OFF

MUSIC UNION

Hawaii Gets Football

Honolulu, Oct. 26.

With an average of three grid-

casts a week scheduled over Hono-
lulu stations, Hawaiian Island listen-

ers are hearing all local Honolulu
interscholastic and senior league
games and at least eight Pacific

Coast Conference contests this sea-

son.

Honolulu football scuffles are
being sponsored by Standard Oil of
California, with KGMB, the Coluni-
bia outlet, and KGU, the NBC .sta-

tionj dividing the broadcasts. Con-
ference games on the Pacific Coast
are being short-waved under the
Associated Oil banner, and rebroad-
cast by one or the other of the Hono-
lulu transmitters.

Framer Corners Pittsb'gh
Pittsburgh, Oct; 26.

Pittsburgh's busiest radio per-
former, Walt Framer, with around a
dozen shows weekly, has just landed
another new commercial, with
Joseph DeRoy & Sons, jewelers,
program is 'Radio Swaps,' familiar
novelty stunt, and' hits WWSW every
week night for 15 minutes at 7:45

p.m.
It'll be remoted from a different

section of the city each night, with
sponsor putting up five silver dol-
lars nightly to be paid passersby who
have on hand articles Framer calls

for.

2 Art Joiies' on Show
St. Louis, Oct. 26.

Two Jones boys, both lagged Ar-
thur, are on the staff of WEW.
Arthur Jones No. 1 is new program
and production manager and also
does an announcing stint. Arthur
1^0. 2 has a mike job and the pair
team with Alex Buchan in local ifoot-

baU and sports' programs.
Buchan has plenty of grief trying

to tell the dialers the difference so

he calls them No, 1 and No. 2.

Helen Stewart Joins NBC
Washington, Oct. 26.

Helen M. Stewart, superisor of

radio production for Henry Kauf-
man Advertising Agency, fo a job
with NBC's local sales department.
Formerly connected with WCAO

and WFBR, Baltimore.

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Despite pleas by several dis-
gruntled musickers that CIO begin
organizing musicians^ the John L.
Lewis girbup has decided to leave
the tooters entirely to the American
t'ederation, of Labor, a CIO fexec in
Philly told VAniETT yesterday.
He admitted that the industrial

unionists had gone pretty deeply into
the matter of lining up musicians,
but had decided-on a hands-off pol-
icy because there .was no need for
further unionization activities by
any other group among musicians.

Los Angeles, Oct. 26.

Battle lines are being drawn in
the forthcoming fight for the presir
dency of the Musicians Mutual Pro-
tective Association with charges
being made, that the Committee for
Industrial Organizatiou . is , bidding
for control of the organization's in-
ternal policies.

F. D. Pendleton, prez of the body
ttie last five years; is running for re-
election. MMPA has more than
6,000 members in the Los Angeles
and Long Beach areas and is affili-

ated with the American Federation
of Labor. Election will be held in
January.-

HEARST DISSOLVING

M'CLATCHY LINK

Los Angeles, Oct. 26.

Murray Grabhorn, KEHE manager,
appeared last week before the
Musicians xmion to ascertain the sla-
•tion's'irating' as an independent non-
affiliate, lending credence to reports
that the two Hearst stations—KYA,
Frisco, the other—^would break away
from their tieup with the McClatchy
group.. Combination of the six sta-

tions .formed what is known as the
California Radio System.

. If the break comes, Warners'
KFWB may dicker with McClatchy.
Warner transmitter has the Ciairol
program originating in Hollywood
and airing over the McClatchy sta-

tions to the north.
Elliott Roosevelt, director of

operations for the Hearst southwest
radio properties, announced last week
that he would go on the air as a
commentator." Twice-a-week pro-
gram carries a network price' of

$3,500 weekly. Just how the show
would carry across the country he
would not say.

Hearst Radio, Inc., and CBS have
worked out a new five-year contract
covering thieir alliance in the Soiith-
*vest. Stations involved are KNOW,
Austin; KTSA, San Antonio; WACO,
Waco; KTRH, Houston, and KOMA,
Oklahoma City.

Emil Gough took the contract
along with him last week when he
left for this Coast to confer with El-
liott Roosevelt and Hearst chiefs on
the proposed revised executive setup
of Hearst's broadcasting interests.

CJRM Has Site Trouble
Regina, Sask., Oct. 26.

CJRM's plans for erecting a 310-

foot vertical radiator upset by nec-
essity of finding new location from
present Belle Plaine site, 20 miles,

west of here. Present site is right on
line of new Trans Canada Airlines

service and Department of Transport
refuses to grant license for erection
of antennae until new site found.
Main trouble is in getting power

supply.
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Sponsor Responsibility
It is not considered the act of a true fraternity brother to ever

suggest that an advertising agency is only, or primarily, or fre-

quently, or ever, just interested in. that 15%. Nevertheless,

their recommendations, or failure- to make recommendations,
and their general follow-the-leader thinking, is often sympto-
matic of collection rather than creation.

Radio programs today are dull. That's a fact. A handful of

standouts, almost all of them good entertainment^ are so only

because a star, or a star and writers in happy combination,

know how, rather than the agency. Scarcely five advertisiing

agencies in all have clear-cut right to call themselves showmen
when it comes to radio production.

So what ? Who cai-es ? Who should do the. worrying ? Radio
broadcas.ting has been famous for years and may always be
famous for its ability on sheer bigness, sheer penetration of

millions of parlors, sheer lack of discrimination among the hill-

billy listeners to get by. Radio enjoys the greatest cover-up for

ineptitude in show biz.

A bad legitimate play is panned into a swift closing. A
floppo film gets double-billing and kst runs first. A vaudeville

act finds its trunk in the alley. But radio programs that mess
up the kilocycles keep on messing, week after week. Agencies

repeat the same blunders year after year. Still conning the spon-

sors, still fumbling, spending other people's money with a lav-

ishness that even the Broadway gyps in their best days never

emulated, either in devil-may-care spirit or prodigal scope.

If it doesn't matter, if radio is so big it can absorb all this

agency joyriding and poker-face kidding, then one bad show is

no worse than another, and omens don't mean what they seem

to mean. The presence of advertising support has) of course,

freed radio from the painful necessity of making g|ood quite

the way shows and films and performers have to make goodJ

Meanwhile that mythical creature—the sponsor—who; in turn

has his own sponsor—the stockholder—must decide who should

worry and how much. Show business itself holds to its fixed

policy of slowly shaking the head from left to right and won-
dering how the advertising agencies get away with it.

(Continued from page 1)

NBC for Energine, in which the

newsreel idea of interviewing per-

sons in the news was adapted for

the air by Wally Butterworth and
Parks Johnson, 'Missing Heirs' dram-
atizations sponsored on NBC by Bi-

sodol, and General Hugh Johnson.

Latter is included because he is the

first sponsored political commenta-
tor, who himself has' a national po-

litical background, and who talks

about general politics over which
NBC has no power of censorship as

regards his copy.

Coming program, which Metro-
.Goldwyn-Mayer studios will pro-

<iuce for • Maxwell coffee, may be
decked out in new and original gar-

ments. But is essentially a guest

star revue. That will remain to be
sesn.

' Failure of big league radio to pro-

duce many new ideas this year is oc-

casioned by a variety of causes.

Likely one of the most important

—

and significant—is the fact that radio

is beginning to feel grown up, and
consequently fat and prone to ease

the pace. It's rich and respectable,

and most of the March hares who
lent it color in its more formative
era have been jogged down on the

key positions, where they had say
arid the whip to have their ideas ex-

ecuted. Radio this year has dipped
down into the ditch; has turned
filled-stomach tory; won't take
chances; sticks by its tried arid true-

blue formulas.

It has turned conservative largely

because the ad agencies have im-
pressed on radio their why-worry-if-
the-soonsor-doesn't influence.

Other reasons which have account-
ed for the paucity of new ideas are
these:

(1) In moving so many programs
to the Coast for origination there,

and heavy talent levying on picture
studios, program bosses studiously
adhered to the old formulas. Be-
cause they are hiring film acfors,

they use them in dramatizations, in-,

terviews or have the talent (if musi-
cal) sing. It's a .short-cut method
which doesn't require much imagi-
native thinking or production.

(2) Late last winter and through
the spring and summer most agen-
cies had their doors Yaled when
freelance program idea peddlers
came around. This lockout was
largely prompted by the fact Mc-
Cann-Eriekson lost a court suit on
•plagiarism grounds. With no out-

side-source ideas circulating, agen-
cies had to depend on thoushts
welled' up by their own it&fts. This

reason largely contributes to the

slender list of programs with new
formulas which have presented
themselves this year.

Networks Blab

Networks, which formerly could

be counted on to bob up annually
with several dozen new types' o£

shows for sustaining, have been .do-

ing only three things—setting sports

broadcast, picking up special events'

and educating the public in Shake-
spearean drama. Other\yise the pro-

gram departments of the webs have
applied themselves to the production
of only the thin-worn formulas on
slim budgets.

As always, the best and fresh ideas

are sprouting in " the ' sticks, where
indie stations have to think up show-
manly and strikingly new ideas to

compete against more plush-lined

programs', which benefit from big

bankrolls' expenditure. Small indie

is wide-awake concocting new ideas

with which to bait the neighborhood
furniture .store and the candy mer-
phant around the corner into broad-
casting. They can't use programs

—

to any great extent—which are pat-

terned on network-sprawling, name-
bedecked show^ because the indie

stations' cheap layout would make
the copied idea ' seem thoroughly

tenth-rate. As a result they must
put together their own programs.
These sometimes blossom into big

air stuff. They ascetjd to networks
and there, gaudied . by casting and
writing, assume real proportions.

The old dodges and hack treatments

obtaining on Big Broadcasting this

autumn need no recounting. Pro-

grams are getting comment from the

public as being burdened by same-
ness. In brief, the cry of .'old hat'

is greeting a great many—too many
—programs.

BUT NOT TOO FUNNY

RADIO AQORS' UNION MAPPING AHACK;

ADVERTISING AGENCIES WILL BE ENEMY
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Scale Called Bad Influ-

ence on Wage Payments of Other Agencies-

—

AFRA'ft Next Moves Indefinite

After three months, during which
the American Federation of Radio
Artists has done nothing but get its

officers in office, drum up member-
ship and try to clarify its status, in
the Four 'A\ overtures must next
be made to employers of the artists

and wage scales for air acting
pegged. By a curious chain of coin-

cidences. plus biases within the mem-
bership roll, AFRA i$ at a loss^or
the taonce—^for what it should do.

Under advice from the legal lights

of Equity, the legit players' organi-
zation which is paternally fostering

AFRA, procedure hsts been stalled cm
contacting and sTearing for pacts
with agencies, stations, networks and
indie program producers using AFRA
tneixxber&

Networks are oJc in AFRA's eyes!

Both CBS and NBC pay a flat price

of $20 per person for work- on sus-

taining dramatizations aired; Mutual
at present airs no sustaining 'acted*

programs.
As for the' indie stations around

New York, on which players must
cuff their talent on sustaining and
pick up the paltry $2 or $3 on com-
mercials, AFRA has at present few
plans; > Generally advanced within
the organization is' the idea of ignor-
ing these smallies; then,, 'when the
Federati(»> has -sopped up within its

ranks most of the air troupers, to

outlaw the stations which pay off-^

if at all—in the dark-room. Thought'
is to freeze them out on. choice
talent.

Aseucles Teush
Toughest nut is, of .course, pre-

sented by the .agencies. Most of the
AFRA difficulty is presented by
Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency's
producing subsid, Air Features, Inc.

B-S-H airs far more dramatiza-
tions than any competitor. It also

pays far less than any competitor—

a

standard rate of $12.50 per broadcast
to an actor and $5 per for a repeat
broadcast AFRA hits its snag in

that rather a number of its charter
members appear regularly for B^S-H.
These troupers, ip the inain, work so

many programs a week they wind
up considerably in the chips. Conse-
quently they directly feel the'B-S-H
angle should not be stirred up too

much. However, AFRA, as a body,
has pointed its first gun at B-S-H,
and intends to open a campaign for

a higher standard of salaries.

Reason for this AFRA aim in the

B-S-H direction is because the com-
parative low scale in effect on pro-

grams produced by Air Features has
resulted in 'other large agencies slic-

ing their* scales and naming the

B-S-H situation as the factor.

N. W. Ayer, .Benton &; Bowles, I

B. B. D. & O., and Ruthrauff &
Ryan are four agencies which re-

duced payments; and there are other
leading agencies which followed
suit. "Diey forioerly were generally
pegged .at. payments of $50 for a

part on a broadcast to troupers on
their commercials. These were
chopped to $35. Reasbn stated was
that the same performers who were
doing virtual^ the same things for

B^H for $12.50 could no longer
expect $50 from a competing agency.

AlS ta the indie producers 'who put
on web commercials for the agencies'

accounts; payoffs are generally very
good.

Gibbons' P»y-eff

Floyd Gibbons tops the field, past-

ing a century note on the palm of

anytme's paw who does an acting

job on a program of his. 'March of

Time' ladles out $80 for a good-size

role on one of its news re-enact-
ments, and $35 minimum for a bit

role.

Phillips Lord comes throUgh with
$50. for a part, and more if the role

is' big. Charles Martin, producer of

the dramas on 'Johnny Presents'

(Phillip Morris), gives a mob actor
(type heavily used) $7.50, §10 for

one line, and $25 for a part por-
trayed. M. H. H. Joachim, producer
of 'Unseen Friend,' pays $25 and $35,

and occasionally a saw-buck to a

one-line mouther.
What rather irks AFRA is the fact

that when it adjusts its scale, some
of the radio producers and agencies
are likely to find that they can cut
their present scales and still be well
above the minimums. This is one of

the largely - contributing reasons the

Federation has to i date made to di-

rect overtures for recognition to

anyone employing air actors.

Transcription-manufacturers are
also on the AFRA list. World, pay-
ing on average $7.50 per part, tops

the field. Others mostly pay off in

coffee-and-cruller rations. How-
ever, when doing a commercial job,

all waxers plead that the sponsors
having the discs made have limited

their budgets. In some of the in-

stances this is true, but there are at

least two cases of waxers in New
York, who, for years, have been
openly known to pay actors only
half of what they get from sponsors
for the actors' services.

Foreign language discs pay troup-
ers only $2 for a part. But this in

line with all pay in the foreign-lino

field. Writers of one-min. blurbs get

only $1 for each effort.

AFRA'S membership strength Is

now ' considerable. It is estimated
there are about 1,200 currently un-
der the canopy. The Federations
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Active Non-resident

Sklis Will Kid National Advertisers

at Virginia Convention

Paul Duke, Three Speeds and
Freddie Rich are among professional

entertainers being shipped to Hot
Springs, Virginia by the Columbia
Broadcasting System to participate

in its contribution to the amusement
of the Association of National Ad-
vertisers this week-end.

Some eight blackout skits written

by advertising agencies will kid the*

sponsors. P'rescriptlon calls for them
being funny but not too funny.

CBS stage management will be

vested In Leonord Hole.

Associate
QUALIFICATIONS FOR

ACTIVE membership—Persons who have appeared in at least 30 radio
broadca.sts in^any capacity or in at least 10 broadcasts as a principal.

ASSOCIATE membership—Persons who have not appeared in radio broad-
casts a sufficient number of times to .qualify them for active mcm^
bership.

NON-RESIDENT menibervShip—Persons who are neither; citizens of the
United States or Canada, nor resident and domiciled therein.

3) Artists now . in good standing in any Branch of the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America, or in the American Guild of Musical Artists,

need not make any payments prior to November 1, 1937 (or such dif-

ferent date as may be fixed by the National Board of the Federation),
at. which time (heir schedule of dues and initiation fees will be fixed

and payable. Such artists shall answer the following questions;

State name of your organization,

Are you in good standing".'.

4) Arti.sts not covered by paragraph "3" shall pay dues and initiation fees
as follows:

Mark Approximate gross income
with from Radio during Annual Initiation

X past year dues fee

to $2,000 $12.00 $10.00
to 5,000 18.00 10.00

to 10.000 ,24.00 10.00

to 20.000 36.00 25.00
to 50,000 4ft.00 25.00

over 50,000 IOOlOO 25.00

headquarters declares It has llqed tjp

60% of all the acting talent that at

any time works in New York radio
in any capacity.

Drive for recruits, however, con-
tinues. Latest lure is that dues are
going to be kited in NovemCer; and
some of the boys and girls use 'hints'

in their sales spiels, ominously men-
tioning that after January the entry
into the federation for those who
have studiously stayed out, will be
tougher than getting that camel
through that proverbial needle's eye.

American Federation of Radio
Artists last weekend set up locals in
Spokane and Detroit. Brings the
total to seven, others being New
York, Los Apgeles, San Francisco,
Chicago, St. Louis and . Cincinnati.
About five more are planned, pcob-
ably including New Orleans and
Dallas,

AFRA heads have held preliminary
meetings with the committee' I'epre-
sontlng the American Guild of Radio
Announcer's and Producer's membeir-
ship. Discussions looking ^toward
amalgamation of the two groups, are
planned for this week and next.
Such a merge, if and when, would
probably split the AGRAP in two
opposite directions. Announcer end.
of the organization would gO' with
AFRA, an American Federation of
Labof afliliate, while the teohnleian
end would probably go CIO, toward
which it already has strong leaaings.

Demands covering recognition,
wa^Gs, rehearsals, working hours
and conditions, etc., are virtually all

drawn up by various AFRA locals
and committees. Task of coordinat-
ing them is b9in<» handled by the
national board. Expect to be ready
to proceed by mid-November. Be-
sides the networks and Independent
stations, agencies and transcription
companies will be approached. Idea
is to combat such moves as that of
Blackett-Sample-Hummert in mak-
in<:<its own platters In Chicago to
save money by hiring dramatic and
musical performers out of New
Yorlc.

War Fund of $30,00f

AFRA national board last week
drew up a tentative budget for the
year, and submitted it for approval
by the Screen Actors Guild and
American Guild of Musical Artists
boards and Equity council, Or,*»an-
izations have loaned 'AFRA $30,000.
Budget is understood to tilt that
figure considerably. Equity, SSACr
and AGMA previously a-^rced to ad-
vance any 'reasonable' further
amounts and are expected to okay
the additional loans.

American Radio Telegraphists
Assn,, CIO affiliate, last week signed •

a contract with RCA Communica-
tions, Inc., covering wage increases
and improved working canditioas
for more than 1,000 employees in the
U. S. and Hawaii, Covered by the
pact are workers in the live traltic
di vision and messenger boys.

PAY FOR OVERTIME?

PolUicians Think the Idea i» Quite
Amu.^lnsr

Philadelphia, Oct. 20.

Three stations here did a plenty
hot burn-up last Tuesday night when
Governor George H. Earle, speajsing
on bought time, ran 11 minutes and
40 seconds pa.st his skedded sl^n-
oir. He was speaking at. $100-a-plr.te
dinner given by Democratic biggie.s.

Time was purchased through
Barnes Sc. Aarons, Philly agency, for
Democratic Campaign Committee.
,WFIL was making ori:;ii>al pick-

up from Penn Athletic Ciub. It was.
In turn, pumpin.-^ to WTP. which then
.sent it to WDAS. When, a couola
minutes before Guv's allotted time
was up, it became evident to WFIL
engineers on the scene that he had a
long way to go, a hurried telephone
conversation was held among the
three outlets involved. All had com-
mercials following.

More harm chan good, it was
quickly decided, would come of cut-
ting His Excellency from the ether.
So WFIL and WIP did some rapid
maneuvering to push their commer-
cials back, while WDAS was forced
to rebate on its account.

It's flggered Governor used about
$200 worth of extra time. Stations
were given a polite.ha-ha when they
suHRfstcd collecting for it.
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CBS OKAYS TRANSCRIPTIONS ON WABC

UP TO 9 A.M.; IMPORTANT CONCESSION

Web Estimates Rule Has Cost $250,000 or Better

Annually on Early Morning Schedule—New
Ruling Puts 'Em Opposish to WOR

Columbia has abandoned its policy

of barring electrical transcriptions

from itp New York key, WABC.
Though the lifting of the lid affects

only the periods up to 9 a.m., the

move is a drastic one for the net-

'^^^*^ork setup in New York. Like the

NBC outlets, WEAF and WJZ,
"WABC has been closed to any form
of recording ever since Columbia
became a full-fledged network. NBC
has been seriously considering fdr

tha past Several weeks the idea of

iputtingf a similar exception' to the

anti-disc rule into effect.

With the shift in transcription

policy Columbia is adding an hour
to its opening time.. Instead of open-

ing 7:30.WABC henceforth will start

•operations at 6:30 a.m. In order to

'.make the 8 to 9 a.m. period avaiil-

'able to transcription commercials
the network iS: revising the schedule

of its early morning shows on
WABC. 'The Morning Almanac'
with Phil Cook will be moved back
to 7 to 8 . o'clock; while other of the

network's day greeters will likewise

be shoved back. WABC has. prac-

tically closed with one transcription

.iacdount for two successive iquarter-

'hout periods after 8 a.m. and' it has
•.still another commercial .giving

much thought to flllihg in the third

quarter;
CBS figures that it has been pass-

ing up between $250,000 and $400,-

000 a yfear on WABC in early morn-
ing income on th^ New York because
of its anti-disc policy. New view-
point puts WABC into direct com-
petition with WOR lor that type of

business.

fig Ado Over

Stader Band;

WBEN Victor

Buffala, Oct. 26.

Feuding between WKBW and
WBEN flared up Friday (22) at

opening of Happy Felton's orchestra

in Hotel Statler here. WBEN, a

tenant of Hotel Statler, has always
had an arrangement to put Statler

orchestras on the air. Consequently
made arrangements for a regular
Friday and Saturday night schedule
of broadcasts during Felton's. stay

Felton, ' however, prior to coming
her6 had been a regular CBS broad-
caster and wanted to stay that way.
Consequently he made arrangements
before his Buffalo arrival for a CBS
broadcast at 11:30 Friday night. This
was the same time as the scheduled
WBEN airing.

Local CBS outlet is WKBW. An
nouncements came through from the

New York CBS office ' scheduling
Felton at 11:30 on WKBW. WBEN
here insisted that if Felton- went on
WKBW he would not go on WBEN
Statler officials held that the broad-
cast Would be on WBEN or the

ovchsstra would not play in the

Hotel.

Network Wire
Felton, on the other hand, con

tended that a network wire, was
more important, to him than a broad
ca -t over a I0C3I station.

WICBW representatives • said they
wDuld be very willing for WBEN to

put the band on the air, too, but the

WBEN's held out for exclusive
broadcast privileges, or else.

. The Statler-WBEN alliance won
out shortly before broadcast time
and tha half-hour of dance music
went out over AVBEN only. But
there were still murmuring indicat

Ing this was not an end to the war
but merely a temporary truce.

Felton wants that network audi-

ence. Until he gets it there's a pos-

iiibility he may change his first name
to Gloomy.'

Vault as Studio

Memphis, Oct. 26.

WMPS, local outlet for NBC-blue,
building new offices and studios and
station consequently is 'occupying

temporary and, cramped quarte^rs.

Needing space for airing new pro-

gram, 'Mid-South Dinner Time,'

WMPS applied to manager of build-

ing in which broadcaster is now op-

erating.

Only spot available was a huge
vault, no longer in use. This was
dusted out, wires run in and now
program is airing.

14 Stations Linked h
Special Network For

Corn-Husking Contest

- Columbia, Mo., Oct. 26»

For the first time, the National
Corn Husking Contest will be broad-
cast by a sponsor. Bankiroller is Al-
lis-Chalniers (tractors) Manufactur-
ing Co. - This year's championship
ear-peelihg tes't will be held on Jake
Weber's farm at Marshall, Missouri,.

on\Nov. 4.

Broadcast will run an hour and. 45
nHnutes, and be aired commercially
over a hookup of 14 stations .throVigh.

the midwest. WIBW, Topeka, will
feed KFEQ, St. Joseph; KFRU, Co-
lumbia, Mo.; WEW, St. Louis; WHO,
Des Moines; ip^NF, Shenandoah, la.;

KMMJ, Clay Center, Nebr.; WDZ,
Tuscola, 111.; WMT, Waterloo, la.;

WI^, Chicago; WAAW, Omaha;
WTAD, Quincy, HI.; KANS, Wichita
and WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
Hoolcup is no regional, but a Unk-

ing of individual statlpns> by Bert S.
Gittins, Milwaukee isigency- which
handles the AUis-Chalmers account.
Listening area sought is that de-
voted to farmlands.
Broadcast will be handled from its

scene by Don Searle, g.m. of WIBW.
Describers will be Elmer Curtis and
Hilton Hodges of WIBW, plus Arthur
Page from WLS:

WIP GETS MUTUAL

SHOWS DESPITE WHL

Philadelphia, Oct. 26^

Despite WFIL's ^rim grasp on its

flock ^of webs, WIP is getting some
Mutual biz Here. . Has just been
awarded binder for new Batbasol
series on MBS to start Friday night
.(29) irom 8 to 8:13 and tagged
'Radio's Singing Cinderella,'. Mary
Jane Walsh, with Not Brusilofl orch.
Within past two months WIP has

slipped two other Mutual shows
from WFIL, which give it a total of
two hours biz from this source a
wed^ Others are Ted. Weems' pro-
gram for . yarady of Vienna Sun-
days from 1:30 to 2, and Myra Kings-
ley for H-O cereals, 11:45 to 12 noon
Mondays through Fridays,

In each case WFIL might have
cleared tin^e. What holds it up is

that its first allegiance is to NBC
blue and, if anyone else offers a net-

work show it only can be accepted
on basis, that it may be cancelled
with 28 days' notice in favor of an
NBC show.
In addition to Mutual and NBC,

WFIL also serviced by Transamerk',
Quaker iState, aind'has taken Yankee.

Grab Off Hotel Theatre

In Coast Stndio Famine

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Matronly spread of radio on the
Coast has brought another picture
house into the . broadcasting lists.

"When 'Reunion of the States'

switched from KNX to KHJ the Don
Lee crowd had to. do some tall figur-

ing -where .to spot it Sponsor de-
manded an audience studio.

'

Scouts hustled around and came
up with the theatre in the Ambassa-
dor hotel, with -seating -capacity of

565.

VENUTA BACK FEOM HULA
Benay Venuta, radio and nitery

singer, returns to New York, Nov.
15, from a thiree month vacation
spent in the South Seas.
Nothing definite set for her in the

way of dates when she arrives.

Knhn New WGRC Boss

Louisville, Oct. 26.

New setup of Station WGRC, lo-

cated- in New Albany, Indiana, across
the Ohio river from Louisville, has
George M. Kuhn assuming post of
general manager. He comes frohk
Falvey Agency of Chicago, where he
was in charge of radio department.
Other changes in station personnel

include the resignations of *Biff' Cafr,
progiram director and 'Curbstone Re-
porter'; Sam Silverstein, commercial
manager, and Elsie Zufschmiede, re-
ceptionist, all of whom have made
new connections.

Vallee's New Mike

Under Forum, Rudy Vallee
elaborates on the microphonic
pioneering he's been doing.

Radio star thinks that the
broadcasting business is far be-

hind in the mike technique, and
is working on a signaling sys-

tem whereby the pierformer, in

the. course of his radiocast, will

readily know, via a signal sys-

tem, how well-balanced is his

mike technique, or how to im-
prove it. .

Vallee claims that radio
artists, . as is, are enslaved to

the panelmen in the control

rooms, when it should be cor-

rected at the source, while
broadcasting.

'

TOP COURT
WONT HEAR

W

L. B. Wilson, Long Holdout on Reps,

Appoints Free & Peters for WCKY

• Personnel changes at WMPS, Mem-
phis: Tommy Ragland, announcer,

uppsd to continuity chief; Bob Knaff,

new traffic manager; Clair, formerly

with WGL, Fort Wayne, new pro-

gram manager.

" Cincinnati, Oct. 26,

While Stations WOR of New York
and WFIL of Philadelphia are set-

ting an example of tradirig through
•their own outposts. L. B. Wilson of
KCKY after ' weighing the situation
pro and con has Indorsed the sales

rep idea by appointing Free and
Peters. Latter firm take over chore
forthwith. .

*

Wilson's decision takes on added
significance as he has maintained a
unique position , of not having any
sales rep since establishment of

WCKY in 1929. Paying for national
spot, as and when and from whom
received, Wilson was considered a
prize. A desire to free himself of

business details in order to put in

longer loafs in Miami, his favorite
diggings, is in part behind Wilson's
change of policy.

' Free and Peters were designated
by Wilson after going ddwn the list.

Ed Petry, a personal friend of many
yeais, was not free to rep WCKY by
reason of a Kentucky exclusive
with WHAS, Louisville;

Wilson was Invited to join the
WFIL set-up and have WCKY sold

conjointly. He thought .Free and
Peters line-up more promising.

F.
, H. Weissinger, formerly of

Campbell-Ewald, is a new salesman
at the station under Lloyd George
Vennrd.

Dayton Philharmonic

Sponsored by Gen. Motors

D^tytOn, Oct. 26.

Five General IVIotors divisions
here—Frigidaire, Moraine Products
Co. j Delco Products Co., Delco Brake
Co., and Inland Manufacturing Co.—
are footing the sponsor's bill for a
13-week broaiiicast series by the
Dayton Philharmonic Society over
WHIO.

Orchestra goes on the air every
Wednesday- at 8 p. m. starting to-

morrow (27). Bob Bowman, station

announcer, does musical commentat-
ing.

Washington, Oct. 26.

Changes in personnel of the Fed-
eral Communications .Commission do
not. invalidate decisions, under im-
plied views on the U. S. Supreme
Court.

"

• This principle was established in-

directly Monday (2fi) when the high-

est tribwial refused to ogle the rec-

ord of the hard-fought '640 case' in

which- one group of persons heard
evidence and another rendered judg-
ment. App^^ai hKd: been filed by
WCSH, Portland, and Eastland Co.,

losers in tiff with Portland Broad-
casting System, .Which won a permit
to occupy chaimel previously re-

served for KFI, Los A'hgeles.

Without giving any explanation,
the supreme court upheld both the.

Commish action and the opinion of a

majority of justices comprising the
U. S. court of appeals f01; . the Dis-

trict of Columbia. Unless petition

for rjshearing, expected to be filed

by losers, causes the tribunal to flip-

fiop, the case is closed.

< Nullified

Point involved in the litigation is

whether Cohimish subdivisions can
be changed while a radio case is

pending: Argument of Paul M.
Segal and George S. Smith, counsel
for WCSH interests, was that the
decision in favor of Portland Broad-
casting was nullified by shake-up oc-

curring between rounds. Attorneys
contended that newcomers to the

broadcast division — late Chairman
Anning S. Prall and Gov. Norman S.

Case—were incompetent to pass on
the testimony. Commish counsel took
the view that the record could serve
anyone as foundation for a decision
and that removal of the members
who listened to witnesses—Commis-
sioners Thad H. Brown and Hamp-
son Gary (now F.C.C. general coun-
sel)—did not invalidate the finding
that Portland Broadcasting was best-
qualified applicant.

Court's could-shouldering for East-
land and WCSH finishes the fight,

which has reflections in the disbar-
ment proceedings in which Segal and
Smith presently are involved. Un-
likely that the final bench will be in-

duced to alter its stand by any fur-
ther moves to get a thorough airing

of the important issues.

Pumpiaa Adds Radio

Chicago, Oct. 26.

N. H. Pumpian has been named
radio director of the Henri, Hurst &
McDonald agency here where, since

1928, he has been director of media.
Pumpian succeeds at the desk of

"Ed Weiss who left to organize his

own agency as McDougall & Weiss.
Pumpian will also continue as chief

of media besides handling the radio

duties.

75 WXYZ JUVENILES

IN MUSICAL COMEDY

Datroit, Oct. 26.

WXYZ's. 'Children's Theatre of the
Air,' hour's visual show originating
in downtown Broadway-Capitol the-

atre, is being divided up into serials

of five-week duration each.
Opening this week is 'College of

Mirth,' a collegiate^ musical comedy,-
with 75 juves taking part under di-

rection of James Jewell, station's

dramatic chief. Planned to follow
this 'serial' with others covering
various types of shows.

George McCall Sponsored

George McCall will do a film

chatter program for Old Gold over
Columbia starting Nov. 16. It will

emanate from Hollywood.
Periods picked by Lennen &

Mitchell for the account are 7:15 to

7:30 Tuesday and Thursday nights.

KSTP HOST TO

PEDAGOG
GATHERING

St. Paul, Oct. 26.

Educators attending KSTP's north-
west conference on radio in educa-
tions last week agreed to spread the
idea of the radio workshop in the
schoolroom . with the obj6ct of rais-

ing the level of educational broad-
casts and- of getting the adolescents
technically interested in the medium.
Conference is expected to lead to the
acquisition of better radio equip-
ment for the classrooms and special
training for teachers with a yen for
aircasting.

Judith Waller, educational direc-
tor for NBC's Chicago division,

scored educators in general for their
lack of interest in the educational
value of radio and for doing little to

develop the right kinii of programs.
State • Commissioner of Education
John Rockwell warned against stand-
ardizing educational programs and
urged that more of the latter be
supported by the teaching clan,

while Mrs. George B. Palmer sug-
gested the establishment of a central
clearing house for educational, pro-
grams and program ideas, with this

s^tup also devoted to checking what
is being done along similar lines in
other communities.

, Conference, which had an attend-
ance of 400 persons, was called by
Thomas Dunning Rishworth, KSTP's
educational director; Henry A. Bel-
lows, public relations chief for Gen-
eral Mills; Dr. Malcolm S. MacLcan,
director of the University of Min-
nesota's general college, and Miss
Waller. ^

WLSTALKING

ANTENNA

Chicago, Oct. 26.

With the present WLS contract
with NBC for use of the NBC-WENR
transmitter expiring on Oot. 1, 15)38,

the Prairie Farmer station is ready-
ing to erect its own transmitter and
has filed application for permission
to build a mast.

Station has been paying NBC
$5,500 a month for the use of the
transmitter, on which it shares time
with WENR. WLS believes that if

and when the WLS transmitter is

erected that deal will be reversed,

with NBC renting the transmitter

from WLS, and using the present
WENR mast only for emergencies.

SPEUAL DRENE COPY

FOR INDIANAPOLIS

Indianapolis, Oct. 26.

WIRE is only station in,counti-y
with local announcer break-in for

the commercial plugs on Jimmie
Fidler's Hollywood Gossip for
Drene (P&G). Reason is P&G. is

testing out a special form of Drene,
using different commercial spiel than
elsewhere on NBC red web, the new
product supposed to correct the hair-
drying qualities of the straight
Drene.

This local-announcer break-in. as

spieled by Bill Frosch, is constant
headache for WIRE. Reason is copy
as used on the net usually in drama-
tized form. As switched in by fiob
Sherwood, NBC spieler, copy has
been spieled by him, such as: 'And
now, we bring you a sprightly con-
versation between two girls who
have found Drene to be just too

—

too. . . .
' Out fades the network-

over WIRE, and in comes the mascu-
line booming tones of Bill Frosch,
to both confuse and amuse the dial-

ers.

Arch Oboler's Spot

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Arch Oboler of! the Columbia-
Lever Bros. Edward G. Robinson
stanza because of difficulties as to

how what should be written, but
will remain on Coast for another six

weeks at order of William Morris
office. Understood picture tie-up

being considered.

Will continue to mail 'Lights Out'

and Irene Rich scripts in for produc-
tion here and in N. Y.
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BRITISH SPONSOR ATTITUDE
Taxed for Radio Entertainment,

Funds Diverted to Television

Experiments; Britons Complain

London, Oct. 26.

Though the British Broadcasting

Corp. is' continuing a regular pro-

gram of experimental television

broadcasts and more than 10 com-
panies are offering sets to the public,

all is not smooth sailing in the sight-

sound field of England.
Owners of radio sets, yrho pay li-

cense fee supposedly to hear air pro-

grams, are beginning to ask ques-

tions about television expenditures.

They claim this regular radio as-

sessment is strictly for radio pro-

grams and charge that ,
part of the

money so collected goes to further

television activity. Their contention

is that it should go to the support

of better radio broadcasting.

While public interest and perhaps
strides in regular, televizing has

been accomplished in this, country,

experts admit that it still is highly
experimental; Bearing out this idea

was the complete shutdown recently,

fot two weeks or more of the BBC
transmitter while repairs and alter-

ations were made. This merely
stressed the .irregularity of present
set-up,

Average price of television sets in
England is placed at $250 to $300,
with $175 the cheapest and $850 the
highest. Doubtful if more than
2,000 have been sold, with only
about 800 actually in homes. Lowest
priced ones are the large midget sets,

cbmparable to table radios. These
supply a picture, three by four
inches in size.

Largest outfit, producing a 15 by
20 inch image by means of projec-
tion tube on a translucent screen,

is "put out by the Phillips Co., a
Dutch concern with British backing.
However, most sets give images 7>A
by 10 or 9 by 12 inches in size.

Three Hours Daily
Television programs are broad-

cast by BBC three hours daily six

days in the week. One hour goes on
in the afternoon after a one-hour
stint at midday. Third hour is set

for night. Midday program is de-
signed almost exclusively for deal-
ers. Newsreels, either by British

Movietone or Gaumont-British;
vaudeville acts, sketches and lec-

tures comprise the average program.
Occasionally outdoor scenes and
events are televized.

Most successful outdoor work to

date, was thai? of the Coronation, and
tennis matches at Wimbledon.

In- television circles, chief in-

terest "now is* centered on what will

be done in Russia. A transmitter,
obtained from RCA in the U. S., will
be placed in operation at Moscow in

a couple of months. There is talk of

installing a transmitter in Italy but
that's largely in the conversational
stage' thus far.

Television in Berlin, Germany, is

of semi-public nature, with few re-

ceiving sets in the hands of the pub-
lic. Most television in Germany
must be in public places. France is

talking a lot about ' television but
that's all.

RADIO LICENSES ON

UPBEAT IN GT. BRITAIN

London, Oct. 15.

Total number of licenses held by
owners of radio sets in the U. K. at
end of Sept, was 8,347,800, says an
official statement by the Postmaster-
General. Figure shows an increase
in the year of 557,995, with net in-
crease of 51,713 in the month alone.

B.B.C. revenue derives almost en-
tirely from licenses, without which
operation of a receiver is illegal.

Houston to Winnipeg
Toronto, Oct. 26.

Eddie Houston, saxophonist and
vocalist With Luigi Romanelli's or-
chestra, has taken over the duties of

musical director of CJRC, Winnipeg.
Left town Friday (22).

Stunt Opens GFGP
Saskatoon, Sask., Oct. 26.

Believed Canada's most northerly
commercial tadio outfit, CFGP,
Grande Prairie, Alberta, will be
'opened, from the skies,' , according to

present plans, Nov. 2. Officials, fly-

ing 200 miles north from Edmonton
in United Air Transport radio-

equipped plane will broadcast -open-

ing, speeches to station for rebroad-
cast.

In party will be J. M. Taylor,
president of Taylor-Pearson-Carson,
Ltd., prairie radio outfit; F. H. El-

phicke, manager of CJCA, Edmon-
ton; Hastings McMahon, chief engi-

neer of CJCA, and Spence Caldwell,
western supervisor of Canadian Mar-
coni.

McGiD Students Damage

CHIP, University Admits;

Will Compensate Station

Montreal, Oct. 26.
.

Running amok after local intercol-

legiate rugby game Saturday, McGilt
University students raided radio
station CHLP here and did damage
estimated by station officials to

amount to $1,100. College admits the
claim and the money will be met
from the $30,000 caution cash de-
posited by students at the beginning
of each university year. Station was
not much affected as to broadcast-
ing, except on Saturday night, the
raid occurring in the late afternoon.

Students also raided the Capitol

theatre, first-run on the main street,

but word of the approaching raid

came beforehand to the manage-
ment who. turned, the students back
without suffering any damage.

Dirt'Dishers

(Continued from page 29)

gossips was indicated when Louis B.

Mayer, prez of the body, said that

the matter would be laid before the

members at this week's meeting. He
was to have talked with Will Hays
in New York to see what measures

might be adopted by his organization

to forestall further air attacks on

picture people and the ventilating of

tlieir private lives.

Discussions are also under way
among studio chiefs to meet threat-

ened reprisals from gossipers, who
have thrown down the gauntlet to

studios to expect treatment in kind

if they withhold cooperation from

them concerning their stars. It was
intimated that all air material will

be closely scrutinized to see if dis-

tortions are made to sensationalize

the. copy.
Exhibs Ask Cleanup

Mass Exhibitprs^ Committee of

Southern California was .
injected

into the cleanup campaign \vhen a

resolution was drawn demanding
immediate cessation of 'malicious

nuisance.' George Trendle, Detroit

theatre operator, said his visit to Hol-

lywood was partly for the purpose

of arousing the studios to the need

of 'regulating air chatterers. He is

also of the King-Trendle radio net-

work. He characterized air scandal-

speakers as a menace to the film in-

dustry and recommended that stu-

dios cut off their supply of informa-

tion,

Kenneth Thomson, executive sec-

retary"" of Screen Actors Guild, said

his group would do its part to drive

dirt slingers from the air as a pro-

tection for the legitimate ether

columnist.

Helen Kelly, secretary to Niles

Trammel, and Helen Shervey, of

Chicago NBC program department,

returned from their Cuban trip last

week.

TT

Advertising Agencies Have
Brought Over American
Programs Via Records to

Give Them Sample

'TOO FAST'

London, Oct. 15.

English advertisers bankrolling
radio programs on continental sta-
tions for the benefit of British listen-

ers are revealing marked resistance
to American broadcasting notions.
General fear seems to be that the

tempo characteristic of American
commercials is 'too fast' and that the
advocates • of such experiments
should be discouraged.
. Recently an American advertising
agency y/ith a London office okayed
an act and a script for broadcast via
Luxembourg only to have the Brit-
ish sponsor veto the whole idea.
Opinion given was that the proposed
program was 'too American.'. Talent
was paid off and not used.

Unthinkable -

In another recent instance a per-
former attempting to inject adver-
tising into the script proper was
stopped cold with the remark: 'We
have our own commentator.' It is be-
lieved by sponsors that Englishmen
generally would react unfavorably.
Such broadcasting stunts as those
exemplified by Jack Benny's semi-
spoofing, of • his own advertiser
would be unthinkable over here.
Recordings of American commer-

cial programs have been brought to

London in recent months by admen
for the purpose of interesting Brit-
ish advertisers in new and more ag-
gressive forms of radio advertising
to expand the limited and carbon
copy stuff they usually approve.
Consensus continues to express
skepticisni. All of the American pro-
gram ideas are turned down by
Britons as 'not English' or 'too fast.'

DANISH RADIO

FEUDS WITH

GATES

Copenhagen, Oct. 15.

Feud over nitery broadcasts be-
tween cafe owners and Danish State
Broadcasting Corp. has forced listen-

ers to seek swing and torrid tunes
via American and English short

wave stations. Restaurant owners,
previously drawing nothing, de-
manded same compensation as

bands. DSBC balked- at the added
tariff and is now using Louis Preil's

orchestra and short wave pickups
every other night.

Operators of class niteries charge

broadcasts of inferior bands from
unpretentious spots tended to drive

away biz. Airings of Kiaj Julian's

orchestra, popular combo appearing
at a suburban resort, al.so proved a

boomerang for local entrepreneurs.

CKCK's 3-Day Ballyhoo

Regina, Sask., Oct. 26.

Radio station CKCK, Regina, set to

open new studios in Leader-Post
newspaper building with big three-

day splash, starting Nov. 1. M. V.

Chestnut, manager, foregoing net-

work program in favor of entertain-

ment instead.

Invitation applies only first night.

General public admitted next two
days. Leader-Post, owner of station,

will, blast with large supplement in

newspaper Nov. 1. Station rented
by Taylor, Pearson, Carson, opera-
tors of a prairie chain.

Doubling of Talent Between Air

And Theatres Is Argentine

Idea of Financing Imports

ANNUAL NUISANCE

Drive for Unpaid Radio License In

Canada

London, Ont., Oct. 26.

Approximately 3,000 Londoners
are in danger of being summoned to

police court for failing to take out
their 1937*federal radio license. Offi-

cials estimate about that number are
operating radios in London at pres-

ent without licenses.

A. A. Aveling, 'di^strict radio in-

spector,' has received instructions

from .Ottawa to start the annual
check-up in this city , and district. All
homes where unlicensed radios are
believed to be owned will be visited.

Last year there were 15,335 li-

censes issued in London, However,
this year only 12,343 have been is-

sued to date. Officials say nearly all

districts are down this year.

Several American Waxes

And One Mutual Repeat

On Honolulu-Hilo Pair

Honolulu, Oct. 26.

H. J. Heinz has signed for 26 half-

hour studio programs on KGMB,
Honolulu, and KHBC, Hilo, Hawaii,
using Josephine Naukana and Al
Kealoha, singers, Mondays beginning
Nov. 1. Also 13 quarter-hour tran-
scribed programs three mornings a
week starting same date, with B, A.
Rolfe's orchestra, Angelo Patri and
Reed Kennedy, vocalist.

Bi-So-Dol is sponsoring 39 quar-
ter-hour transcribed programs,
'Problems for Pamela,' with Lila Lee,
three mornings weekly on KGMB,
Honolulu, and KHBC, Hilo. These
started Oct. IP.

Procter & Gamble (Crisco) spot-
ting its transcribed serial, 'Kitty

Keene,' on same stations five days
weekly for one year, and 'The Gos-
pel Singer,' also transcribed, for the

same length of time. Latter pro-
gram plugs Ivory soap.

,
Corn Products (Karo) will begin

26 spot announcements, two weekly
during the 'Around the Town'
women's program, on KGMB, Hono-
lulu, alone Nov. 23. Vick waxings
go to both Fred Hart stations

Nov. 29.

'.Old-Fashioned Revival,' Mutual
network progra .j, is being rebroad-
cast by KGMB, Honolulu, and
KHBC, Hilo, Sundays for 13 weeks
under sponsorship of ' the Go.spel

Broadcasting Association,

Charley StahFs Office
Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Charles J. Stahl, who was general
manager of WPEN, until let out
when John Iraci bought outlet a
month ago; has opened an agency
here to service radio accounts for ad
agencies,

Stahl was g.m. at WPEN for nine
years. Before that was with Lee
Advertising Agency in New York.
He introed foreign language biz in

East. M'ost notable feat here was
placing WPEN spot announcement
.show, 'S.S. All in Fun' in Opera
House for SVz months, during which
time it played to 258,000 people at

25 cents per.

Escapes Workman Accident

Regina, Sask., Oct. 26.

Ernie Strong, chief engineer at
CKCK here, has got his old 'tin hel-
met' down from the wall and is

wearing, it over his bandaged head
while supervising erection of new
200-foot vertical antennae at Boggey
Creek site. Narrowly escaped seri-

ous injury when workmen, 50' feet
up, accidentally dropped iron pinch
bar, striking Ernie on the head as
he bent over.
Bending and fact bar hit sideways

instead of dead on proved luCky.

Buenos Aires, Oct. 17^. ^

Argentine radio groups, specifical-

ly Radio El Mundo (LRI) and Radio
Belgrano (LR3) say they can and
will pay American talent as high as

$5,000 weekly. But that has a
couple of important qualifications.

Biggest part of such sums would
materialize only when, as and if

such international sponsors as Vick's,

Lehn & Fink, Lambert, etc., pay the
radio end.

Talent would work out the sal-

aries in two ways: First, through at-
tracting sponsorship, and second
through coincidental appearances in

Argentine theatres, concert halls,

night spots, and' so on.

• American reps ore under instruc-

tions to be on the lookout for such
talent, but have also been instructed
to explain the 'catches' in the offer.

Vicks made possible Argentine ra-

dio appearances of Tito Guizar this

year. Theatrical enterprises ate af-

filiated with the stations.

Some years ago a number of

'names' were Imported for radio
dates for prestige reasons, minus
sponsorship. That procedure is now
cold, "Too much competish. El
Mundo and Belgrano feed Argentine
and Uraguayan nets of 10 outlets

each.

Idea is to sell Yank sponsors on
local use of American performers.
Singing types are, of course, prefer-

able for language reasons, although
others are not entirely excluded.
To date such activity has been

almost exclusively confined to Span-
ish speaking talent such as Jose
Mojica, Lupe Velez, Raul Roullen,

Conchita Montenegro, Tito Guizar,
et al. S. A. Radioites want to get
away from the strictly Latin impor-
tations to speed their growth locally

.and in world Importance. They
have a definite demand and market
for versatile 'foreign' artists with
singing and musical abilities and
mean to get them with the aid of

Yank money bags.'

Canadians Will Go

To Havana with Protests

Against Mexican Ways

Toronto, Oct. 26.

Squawks of private station owners
across Canada to the effect that pow-
erful Mexican broadcasters serious-

ly interfere with Dominion programs
has resulted In the Canadian Broad-
casting Corp., deputizing Dr. A. Fri-

gon its assistant manager, and Don-
ald M.anson and K. A, McKinnon to

seek a re-allocation of wave lengths.

Three will leave for Havana, Cuba,
within a week to attend a confer-
ence between Mexican, U. S. and
Canadian radio officials. ' It is ex-
pected that a re-allocation of waves
couldn't do a thing but Improve Ca-
nadian radio. Dominion has only
four so-called 'cleared' channels
now. Stations on these frequencies
are all being 'blanketed' by Mexican
broadcasters.

Toronto's CRCT, a CBC station, is

one of the hardest hit by Mex broad-
casters. A new 50,000-watt transmit-
ter for CRCT, to be opened early in

December, is expected to blot out in-

terference.

Another CBC Toronto outlet,

CRCY, switched from 1,420 to 96(^

kilocycles last Wednesday (20) in
order to get clear of heterodyning
U. S. stations.

CHAB, Moose Jaw, New Equipment

Moose Jaw, Sask,, Oct. 26,

New 100-250w. type Marconi tran.s-

mitter ordered for delivery to CHAB
here by Carson. Buchanan, president
and manager' of station. Higher
power for daytime.

Station, a community owned af-

fair, has been in operation 12 years.
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RADia SHOWMANSHIP
(Attention-Getters, Tie-tJps, Ideas)

,4-

Outstanding Stunts

LORD AND LADY. ELGIN
OVERSEAS SALUTE

J. WALTER THOMPSON

IVith British Co-operation
New York City.

Elgin Watch through J. Walter
Thompson, pulled a nifty stunt

Thursday (21) to give exploitation

prominence to new models/ Steps

taken Nwere aa follows: .

(a) Time was contracted on 46

CBS stations for a one-time trans-

cpntihental splash.

(b) A civic whoopla was arranged
Jijst-sfJlgin, ntinois, factory site of the

firm (headquarters are in Chicago).
(c) With the 'hands across the

sea' scene nicely set Lord* and Lady
Elgin of the British nobility were"
picked up in England by transoceanic

radio. '

(d) In concluding, the international
ainenitie^ His Lordship slipped, over
with genteel charm a swell commer-
cial.

-Tie-up worked beautifully from
the banquet end, where the speeches
set the scene and gave the event
plausibility as ar. bona fide ieivic af-

fair. Reception . from: overseas - was
good and whoever wrote the .'Elgin,

talk knew how to be high-minded
«nd advertising-minded simultane-
oflsly.

Store Bally Via WCKT
Cincinnati.

A radio premiere with" trimmings,
a la Hollywood was conducted by
WCKY for the formal dedication of

the enlarged home of Shillito^s de-
.piartment store, covering a city block.

First' part at the broadcasts was a
half"hour progrtm originating in Itoe

station's .studio in. the- Wetherland
Plaza; on which civic leaders paid
ti:ibute to the firm's advancement.
From 8:30 to S:30 pan„ duniigM;he
public inspection period; "WCKY
aired historical music i^yed by
Clyde Trask's orchestra for a> special

presentation written by Alfred .
Sea-

gal, Post columnist, and interviews
with visitors to the store by Paul
.Kennedy, Post radio editor.

A p.a. system with 26- outlets re-

layed the broadcast throughout the
store.

WJR's Radio Soap Box
~ Detroit.

'Radio Soap Box' is 'the tag for a
new half-hour program to be aired
every Saturday night over WJR
here, with ho holds barred.
Gag is to get listeners into, studios

-With any sort of an idea for debate.
Duncbn Moore, WJR- special-events
spieler, will be in charge. 'Orators'
will be able to step up. to mike and
sputter out their ideas or complaints
about wife, home or countrj^ over
the ether. Only requirement is that
the spiel be of interest to someone
else besides spieler.
Program is billed as an 'uncen-

sored' half hour of free speech, catch'

as-catch-can and no holds barred.

formerly of Colvunbia 'Home-
makers' Exchange,' is running the
show, that it is before an audience
on Saturdays, and that, a bank of

phones is installed in studio so that
phone . Inquiries ge;t immediate at-

tention during the program.
Special model kitchen set-up has

been made for stage of CBS audi-
ence studio here, and airings will

be done as Miss Howe actually does
her stuff while talking about it.

HAL FIMBERG AGENCY

CLAIM IS SETTLED

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Hal Fimberg took a cash settle-

jnent to call off his suit against the

Ruthrauff St Ryan agency.

He had asked ft»r $20,000 for al-

leged unlawful dismissal as writer

of Al Jolson's radio show.-

KYA, Frisco, Changes

Follow RooseTett In;

Squire Off WINS, N.Y.

San Francisco, Oct. 26.

Changes loom at KYA, Hearst sta-

tion here, following a huddle between
Bob Roberts, the manager, and
Elliott Roosevelt, the new head man.
KYA is regarded as one of the best

potential • mdney-makers of the

Hearst radio list.

Increased activity in local produc-

tion at^e KYA' studios is expected
following the dissolution of the Cali-

fornia Radio System in the near

future. Lines will be maintained be-

tween KYA and KEHE, the Hearst

Los Angeles outlet," only for com-
merciaL progratns, and the four Mc-
Clatbhy stations — KFBK, Sacra-

mento; KMJ, Fresno; KERN, Bakers-

fleld, and KWG, Stockton—wUl con-

fine, their network releases to Na-
tional Broadcasting programs:
Leon Churchon leaves KYA for

WCAE, Pittsburgh; Reiland Quinn
succeeds him as program manager.

Hohengarten to Be CBS
Mus. Dir. After Kelsey

Chicago, Oct. 26.

, Carl Hohengarten, at present ar-

ranger for Columbia, becomes musi-

cal director for CBS midwestem
division Nov. 1, when, resignation oi

Carleton Kelaey takes effect.

Kelsey pl?ins a South ;
Americain

trip ' as a belated honeyinoon, and
will wind up on Coast' Jan. 1, to do
Hollywood originating program.

J. J. Rubens E|es Rai^o
Aurora, 111., Oct. 26.

. Three way battle going on here for

permission- 'to establish radio station.

J. - J. Rubens (Publix theatre

operator), Aurora Beacon and Ler
land hptel are all three after the

permit.

WIOD Shifts to 610
Miami, Oct. 26.

WIOD, Miami, bought spiot ah-

nouncemient campaigns on several

other Florida stations t6 tell about
its shift from 1300 k.c. to 610 k.c.

Wavelength exchange went into ef-

fect yesterday (Tuesday).
' Event was also markedly
usual congratulatory speeches
state, city and coimty officials.

the
by

KJR's 'Writer' Stunt
Seattle.

With Granbaiun Bros. Furniture
Co. bankrolling, KJR is airing a
Sunday series of dramatic programs
based on scripts turned in by ama-
teur writers. It's called 'Are You
a Writer?' and contains studio-prev
pared- versions of two stories selec-
ted from the weekly batch of con-
tributions by a committee of judges.
During the week there are a

'-^" couple of other programs in which
the contest is tom-tomed and pros-
pective candidates are given tips on
scripting.

Contest was ushered in with full
pages in the local papers, window
displays and truck banners. Ann
Newman agency handling.

WIRE'S Special Events Brajr
Indianapolis.

WIRE invested in a 20-page
pocket-size promotional booklet,
blurbing their special events cover-
age since first of the year. Pointed
at idea that it's special events, such
as those listed in the comprehensive
brochure, the listeners dial for, and
thus become regular listeners as
well.

•

Book went to agencies, time buy-
ers, and other sales prospects.

'Women's Contact Woman*
Chicago.

First particiRating program which
WBBM has had in a number of
years gets several novelties in way
of exploitation and tie-ins.

^ Done for a 50-minute period on
Saturdays, and 15 minutes other
days, Station has brought in Carroll
Mobntjoy to hurrah it. among
women's clubs and organizations,
giving her the title of 'Women's
Contact Woman.' Further sustaining
promotion is done by furnishing 150
middlewest newspapers with daily
recipe column under name of pro-
gram 'Pantry Party,' and credit line

to station.
Giveaway is card index recipe

folder- of recipes ?ach week.
Bsslde.<? special exoloitatipn sta-

tion i!^ also rtoln/? a' lot of straight

new.<!oancrVndviertisIn^ and"- i^etting

publicity oh fact that Elepnor Howe,

Polite Politicians?

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Philly's politicians are too, too po-
lite. Last week, when WDAS found
it had opportunity to air Prez's ad-
dress on time already contracted for

by Republicans for political ha-
rangue,, it phoned the GOPers.

'Delighted' was the reply to the
station's request for release from the
commitment.

Bentley on Wax
Spencer Bentley playing the male

lead in 'Romance of Hope A-lden'

serial which now is on WOR-Mutual
network daily, Mondays through
Fridays. It is a transcription show
produced in Chicago.

Burt Squire has resigned as man-
ager of WINS, New York Hearst
outlet, to take over the operation of

the ' New York State Network.
Squire claims that he has personal

contracts with the members of this,

regional and that WINS is in no way
a part of the picture.

N. Y. State link was organized last

year at Squire's, instigation.

MmOm as Acbr

CBS' has auditioned a program
with Harry Conn, r*dio gag
writer, as a p^ormer. Audition
beftfre audience in one of Colum-
bia's playhouses was held last week.
Show built around the gagman in-

cluded singers Barry ' Wood and
Beatrice Kay, backed by Mark
Warnow's orch.

Helen Menken's Test
Helen "Menken flies to the Coast

for a Warner' Bros, test after her
program tonight (Wed.)

Actress planes right back in time
for her ensuing, ijireek's commercial
on NBC-blue.

Leo Reisman on. Lnckies
Leo I^eisman replaces M^rk War

now's band on the Lucky Strike hour
Nov. 10 and stays for seven weeks.
Band will double to WJZ-WEAF

program from its location at the
Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y.

Present But Silent

Cincinnati, Oct. 26.

Joe Dunlevy, as Smilin' Dan, is do-
ing a new vocal series on WKRC for
Pontias dealers of Greater Cincy, 6

to 6:15 p.m., Mondays through Fri-

days'.

For his initial program, Thursday
(21), he had as studio guests his ex
vaude partner Harry Frankel
(^ingin* Sam) and Mrs. Frankel.
Frankel^s visit was announced to

listeners, but he kept clear of the
mike.

Inside Stuf-Radio

Gregory Gentling of KROC, Rochester, Minn., commented on the recent
convention. His was received too late for^ last* week's edition. It read:
'Believe most constructive results of New York convention realization of
broadcasters for a militant active cooperative organization. Able leadership

evidenced on many occasions, by .speakers. Particularly impressed with
absolute necessity of divorcing broadcast leadership from contingent in-

dustries. Unfortunately numerous able leaders are associated in other
enterprises. Believe next ^AB convention will serve notice ^broadcasting

will stand on its own feet without fear of investigation of criticism.'

During the recent shaving of its staff In New York, NB^ let out two
employees in the Guest Relations department, only to hire the pair again
several days after wielding, the cleaver. Rush of tourists resulted in the
call going oUt to the boys to .return to the fold. .

Report persists th^t the two dismissals wer« .the result of 90 error. Guest
Relations is large inoney-maker for NBC.

J. —
G. A. Richard of WJR, Detroit, who owns Detroit Lions pro eleyen, has

Steve. Hannagan & Associates, N. Y. publicists, ballyhooihg Earl (Dutch)
Clark,* Lions' new manager and ace quarterback,

i Latter's modest and doesn't like it.

J. F. Hopkins of WJBK, Detroit, refutes report of deal with hockey team.

No rights have been acquired and hone will be except for a sponsor, Hopi
kins states.

Coiumbus Citizen In -

Closer Ties wHh WHKC
Columbus, Oct. 26. ^

Colum1;>uS' Citizen has. launched

ambitious radio schedule of daily

broadcasts on WHKC with five staff

members already on air itnd others

expected to participate later. Two
of the 15-minute periods each week

are handled by Lew Byfer, sports

editor, and his assistant, Jack Keller.

Mike' Desmond, political writer, also

on air twice a vreek. Radio Editor

Lehman Otis has one-a-week and
Florence Waldon ..pf promotion de-
partment takes the sixth quarter

hour for a femme angle.

.

Deal with W34KC is on time-for-

white-space. basis and replaces read-

ihg-the-comics program sponsored

by Citizen in recent months. Paper
and station work close; together

since other two commercial stations

and two opposition newspapers are
all under same ownership. "WKKC
finds going tough in landing news
space in Dispatch ^nd Jourhal,

although , situaition doesn't prevail

other way around, Citizen radio col-

umn handing equal coverage to all

thfee stations.

Wine Show on KSFO

San Francisco, Oct. 26.

Quarter-hour weekly programs
dubbed 'A Toast to the, Town' and
using Jack Moyles and Dante Barsi's

Swingtet, are set for a debut over
KSFO Friday (2$). Show? will be
bankrolled by, Roma Wine Co. of

California, with Cella Grape Juice
getting the plugs. James Houlihan
agency has the account.-

New 1938 Philco radio will be
awarded weekly to the listener

writing the best toast to an unsung
hero.

Roma Wine account was originally

planned for an NBC airing, using

John Wolfe and Clarence Hayes, but
the web turned thumb.<: down.

Showmanship Chart
NOVEMBER, 1937

(This calendar is published monthly Srom materiel
copyrighted by the National JRetail Dry, Goods Assn.).

SPECIAL WEEKS DURING NOVEMBER
National Art Week, Nov. 1 to 6; sponsored Hay the

American Artists' Professional League, Mrs. Topping
Green, 104 Franklin Ave., Long Branch, N. J.

National Horse Shew, Nov. 3 to 9; at Madison Square
Garden, New York City; sponsored by the National
Horse Show Association, 90 Broad St., New York City.

Official Speech Week, Nov. 5 to 10; sponsored by' the
National Association of American Speech, 174 W. 78th

St., New York City.

Natiuial Fur Week, Nov. 7 to ,12; sponsored under
supervision of Grey Advertising, 130 W. 31st St, New
York City.

American Education Week, Noy. 8 to 14; sponsored
by the National Education Association of the U. S.,

1201 16th St.. N. W., Washington, D. C.

Father and S«n Week, Nov. 8 to 13; sponsored by the

National Council, YM.C.A., . 347 Madison Ave., New
York City.

Open School Week, Nov. 8 to 13; sponsored by the
Board of Education, 500 Park Ave., New York City..

National Red Cresfi Week, Nov. 11 to 25; sponsored
by the American Red Cross, 315 Lexington Ave., New
York City.

Children's Book Week, Nov. 14 to 20; sponsored by
the National Association of Book Publishers, 347 Fifth

Ave., New York City.

Christmas Seal Campaien, Nov. 25 to Dec. 25; spon-

sored by the New York Tuberculosis Association, 386

Fourth AVe., New York City.

National Prosperity Week, Nov. 2d to Dec, 6; spon-

sored by the Christmas Club, 341 Madison Ave., N^w
York City. -

SPECIAL DAYS DURING NQVEMBEB
(I) National Author's Day; All Saints' Day (paro

chial schools closed).

(2? Election Day; North and South Dakota joined the
Union, 1889.

(7) Red Cross Sunday.
(8) Montana joined the Union, 1889.

(10) Martin Luther's birthday, 1483.

(II) Armistice Day; Washington state joined the
Union, 1889.

(13) Robert Louis Stevenson's birthday, 1850.

(16) Oklahoma joined the Union, 1907; Russia recog
nized by the U. S., 1933.

(18) Standard Time .was adopted by Congress, 1883

(19) Lincoln's Gettysburg address, 1863.

(21) North Carolina joined the Union, 1789.

(23) U. S. Patent System founded in 1836.

(25) Thanksgiving Day.
(28) First Sunday in Advent; first U. S. Government

post office established in 1783.

(29)Birthday of Louisa May Alcott, author of 'Little

Women,' 1832; Jewish Channukah, first day (Kislev 25;

begins sunset previous day).

Sales promotion note: November accounts for 9.4%
of the department store's total annual sales, ranking
third among all months; best sellers are blankets,
w«olens, ftfrs, women's Coats, girls' wear, men's cioth-

inr and furnisliings, radios, toys,, coats and suits, girls'

and infants' wear, »nd men's and boy's wear.

8 Separate Broadcasts

Of One Football Game

Requires Added Space

Columbus, Oct. 26.

Ei^t separate accounts ' of the
Ohio State-Texas Christian grid
battle were . broadcast from Ohio
stadium. Now the Ohio-Northwest^
em game brought the mob back with
nine different announcers-describing
the play.

University athletic dept. solved
space problem by buildipg two addi-
tional broadcasting booths on top of

press box.
Networks and stations airing their,

own accounts of game were CBS,
WTAM, WJJD and WBBM, Chicago;
WSMK, Dayton; WBNS, WCOL,
WHKC with WHK, WSPD and
WADC picking up, and WOSU,
whosp account went, also to WHiQ,
Dayton, and "WPAY, Portsmouth.

Howard Peterson's Op;
Harry Burke RuiisWOW

Omaha, Oct. 26;

Howard Peterson, promotion'man«
ager for "WOW, went under knife -for
appendectomy Monday (18). - Con-
valescing satisfactorily. Previous to
operation illness kept him from work
week or so. '

..

Meanwhile Harry Burke, progi>am
director, looking after' Peterson's
mail and accounts. Burke virtually

in charge of station as Manager John
Gillin is also absent, working "with

committee in New York on mUsici,an
controversy.
Bruce Wallace, promotion"man ior

Central States Broadcasting system,
also spent few days under wesither
with ailing molars. Don. Finlayson
looked after biz in Wallace's ab-
sence.

Pahnoliye's New Strip

Palmolive soap lias bought five

quarter-hour periods a week, 5:45 to

6 p. m., Monday through Friday, for
a serial, 'Hill Top House,' starting
Nov. 3.

Bess Johnson will head the cast
and double on the plug. ' Benton &
Bowles is the agency.

WSOC's Theatre Parly
Charlotte, N. C, Oct 26.

WSOC completed its fourth year
of operation October 14. In celebra-
tion of the event, the station staged
a

,
combined broadcast - and stage

show at the Carolina Theatre, Char-
lotte's largest picture theatre. The
full-hour program featured, most of
the station's talent Dewey Drum
was master of ceremonies. Ron
Jenlcins and Dick Faulkner assisted
him in announcing.
Bo Norris and his orchestra . fur-

nished the background music.

WJR Loan-Out to GFRB
Detroit, Oct; 26.

Gordon Castle, WJR spieler, will

be loaned to CFRB, Toronto, during
week of Nov. 6-12 for chores on a
vox pop show for General Motors
of Canada at the Toronto auto show.

Castle, who also conducts two
early morning programs over WJR,
will broadcast each mght*auring the
auto show at 7:45 p.m. Will return
to Detroit after Toronto assignment.

Buddy Starcher, hillbilly howler,
has left WPAY, Portsmouth. Ohio,

to join WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.
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All-Year Sponsor Protests WOR

Spotting of Seasonal Sportcaster

Lou Little, Columbia football

coach," is now broadcasting his Fri-

dax evening quarter-hour of grid

gossip over Mutual, fed by WOR, at

10 p.m. Account is American

Chicle.

Pigskin prof was originally set to

do his spieling at 6:45 p.m., but Ty-
dol- registered a vigorous squawk,
since it has a program '. over WOR
only at 7 p.m. with Stan Lomax do-

inti sports commentating.
S':and Tydol toolc was that it is a

year-around account on WOR.
whereas Little is only staying the

duration of the football season.

Bamberger-owned broadcaster ap-
pealed to American Chicle's agency,

Badger, Browning Si Hersey, and got

•the o.k. to shunt the Little niche

back of its year-around sponsor.

OldsmobHe's Pro Football

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Seven Chicago Bearij football

games to get WjJD airing this sea-

son, with Oldsmobile .sponsoring..

Rights to the games were turned
over to WJJD last week after WGN
decided they couldn't afford to

throw off Sunday afternoon Mutual
schedules without upping the foot-

ball privilege to $15,000, more than
the prospective sponsors wanted to

kick in.

Day after turnover, WJJD deal

was inked by Herb Sherman, sta-

tion sales manager, and Frank
Lesher, Oldsmobile zone manager.
Kick-by-kick stuff to be done by

Jimmy Dudley, former Eastern foot-

ball official, now WJJD sports chief.

New contract ties both Ralph At-
lass stations, WIND and WJJD, up
for Saturday and Sunday football

schedules, besides the before , and
after game program by-products.

Other Chi stations are airing foot-

ball on Saturdays only.

7 Minutes or 7 Years

J. Walter Thompson takes no
chance on any other agency get-
ting the hooks on something
that the former has introduced
through one of its variety
shows. Thompson Issues a con-
tract for a single performance
but with options for seven
years.

An act that got one of these
pyramidic testaments was Col.

Ezra Simpson, who appeared
oh the Rudy Vallee show a
couplfe weeks ago.

Tommy Manville Ducks

Tommy Manville was scheduled
Sunday (24) to be interviewed Q\er
J^BC by Parks Johnson and Wally
Butterworth. At last minute he had
had decided against it.

Explanation was that his attorney
and Copimissioner Valentine had
advised him not to because of threat-
ening letters he has been receiving.

SUNDAY AFT. STUDIO

SHOWS IN COLUMBUS

Lohr Not Favorable to Separate

Blue Organization; Hedges as V. P.,

Mason Reassigned, Tranunel May Be

'NO ONE IN MIND FOR

WIP JOB'-€IMBEL

Pliiladelphia, Oct. 26.

He still has nobody in mind to

succeed Al Cormier as manager of

WIP, Ben Gimbel, station's prez, told

VAniETTT yesterday. Cormier and the

outlet parted company last Friday,

after two years of going steady.

• Among those being mentioned on
the street as possibilities are Leon
Greenhouse. KYW salesman, and Bill

Banks,' WIP salesman. .Gimbel de-
nied that he is considering eithier.

Now It's the Liftmen
Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

It's worse'n the measles. With

musicians, announcers and engineers

all going union at WCAU, even the

elevator operators have added to

Doc Levy's need for a bromidi^.

Up-and-downers walked in prez's

office last Thursday with announce-
ment they had joined A. F. of L. and
demanded qontract. Doc eliminated
unnecessary headaches by signing

right up.

Columbus, Oct. 26.

Sunday afternoon in process of

getting build-up from local, stations

here with two studio audience shows
how going. Latest is the 'Let's

Dance Revue' sponsored by Jimmy
Rawlins' Dance School and pre-
sented over WHKC from the Raw-
lins studio. Backed by Ralph Cul-
lum's 10-piece band, show has
Phyllis Rawlins and Johnny Murphy
plus advanced students of the Raw-
lins school and a chorus Of 20 voices.

Latter item puts program in class

alone as most ambitious local talent

show in town.
Other audience show is the Kay

Gem- Amateur Hour, bankrolled by
Kay Jewelry Co. Presented at Co-
lumbus Women's Club, which has
room for 500 spectators,, it's aired on
WCOL .with Bob Seal doing a Major
Bowes.

'

Bowes Scouts Washington

Washington, Oct. 26..

All-day auditions conducted last

week by Stan Lee and Bessie Mack,
talent scouts for Major Bowes, re-

sulted in 10 out of 100 candidates
receiving an 'A' rating and possible

chance to make the Maj. Bowes
Chevrolet program.
Aspirants were put through their

paces at WJSV.

New Spielers at WHIO
Dayton, O., Oct. 26.

Hal Bennett and Bob Bowman be-
come spielers at WHIO. Locals are
new to mike.
Eddie Humphrey left post recently

for WKRC, Cincy.

Vox Pop Horror

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Hotel lobby rounder-upper of

guests to blab something into

the mike ran into a fast one in

a Hollywood inii when a teeter-

ing- film actor mouthed the

lowest form of profanity. Con-
trols In the station airing the

program shot off, but not fast

enough.
Station's $wItchboard was a

mass, of red lights from in--

coming squaiwks.

WFIL, PHIUDELPHIA,

CUTS DISCS ON SIDE

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

WFIL, with flock of new RCA re-

cording equipment, is going into

wholesale waxing biz this week. Has
inked a termer with Carter-Thomp-
son Agency her© to provide discs for

four Southera stations on flve-min-

ute dally Taylor Provision Co. shows.
Program, built by Russ Carter, Is

handled 'Anne Taylor' and consists

of homemaking hints. Aired Mon-
days through Fridays by WRC,
Washington; WBAL, Baltimore;

WRVA, Richmond, and WTAR, Nor-
folk. WFIL also carries the Show
and makes all the discs for the fol-

lowing week each Monday.

Gene Edwards in Philly

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Gene Edwards has been added to

WDAS's gabbing staff to replace Ed
Robson, who resigned coupla weeks
ago.' Edwards was formerly with
WAAW and KOIL, Omaha.
His right name , is Gene Cudde-

back.

When William S. Hedges rejoins
NBC Nov. 1 as v.p. in charge of sta-

tion relations, Frank Mason, who
now holds that title, will become as-
sistant to President Lenox R. Lohr.
Mason will take care of a mass of
detail on certain phases of the net-
work's operation which have been
piling up on Lohr and which the
latter hasn't the time to handle,

Lohr explained yesterday (TueK-'t*

day) that if he brings Niles Tram-
mel, now v.p. in charge of the Chi-
cago division, to New York, it will
not be as head of a separate blue net-
work organization. Lohr said that he
is still deep in the study of whjit can
be done with making the blue link
more effective as a commercial at-
traction. He is convinced that a
complete schism in operations would
not be a satisfactory solution^ The
expense of maintaining separate de-
partments for each web would be
too great and it might result in a -

form of competition which would
weaken the entire setup.
Lohr feels that his problem is one

that must be yrorked out gradually '

and within one organization and that
the Initial move should be to
strengthen the class of programs on
the blue network.

'

WEW's l8t Natl Acct
St. Louis, Oct. 26.

Al S. Foster, business manager of
WEW (operated by St. Louis Uni»
versity) which recently went com-
mercial after 16 years as a station
supported by friends, snared the first

national account for the station last

week. Through Kastor & Sons, Chi-
cago, Foster obtained a 13 week con-
tract for 'College Varieties,' a tran-
scription to be sponsored by Tums.
Foster is spending several days in

Chicago angling for accounts ft^om
other national advertisers.
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Drama in Control Room Overshadows

Irving Reis CBS Lads and Lassies

By ROBERT BEINHART
Last spring literati and radio met

each other half way on Columbia's
Workshop program for the presenta-
tion of the first poetic radio drama.
Sunday, night (24) the Workshop met
Marc ('Cradle Will Rock') Blitzstein,

Federal Theatre alumnus of consid-
erable note, more than halfrway for
the premiere of the first .radio song

Slay, 'I've Got the Tune.' More than
alf-way because he hot only wrote

it and helped to direct it, but was in
it, playing the lead as Mr. Musiker,
a composer in search of a text. Or-
son Welles was to have played it but
wms too' busy rehearsing 'Julius
^ffesar' at the Mercury theatre.

Variety's mugg isn't in a fair posi-
tion to determine whether or not the
operation was a success or hot. Seen
and heard, from the control room
there was too much going on both
inside and outside to ascertain just
whdt only an auditor's reactioi^ might
have been. Whatever that reaction
was, the performance as seen and
heard here, was certainly a valiant
try at something novel, well pro-
duced dramatically by Irving Reis,
director, ably

. handled lAusically by
Bernard Hermann, well ,acted and
with some exciting momiejats. Com-
bined with these were the other mp-
ments which can be chiirged up to
ejtperiment.

By reason of its being a fantasy,
the first radio song play may prob-
ably be excused its fairly startling
and not altogether convincing transi-
tions. Mr. Musiker's. time £rst leads
the composer to hire Beetzie, a secr
retary, then connect in succession
with Madame Arbutus In. a Park
'Avenue salon, jump to the woods
where Captain Briistlepunkt func-
tions at the initiation of a novitiate,
Private Schnook into the sadistic
mysteries of the KlanhisK 'Purple
Shirties,' and then back to the city
to. save a girl from suicide. Finally
despairing of Hollywood and Tin
pan Alley,' song and its composer
faU in with a gay leftish group mark-
ing a spring holiday along around
the beginning of May, singing words
.Svhich finally fit the song.
Principals in addition to Marc

Blitzstein as Mr. Musiker, included
Shirley Booth as Beetzie, Adelaide
Klein as Madame Arbutus, Kenneth
D61mar as Captain Bristlepunkt, Nor-
man Lloyd as Private Schiiook and
Loot Lenya aS the Suicide. (Latter
Is the wife of composer Kurt Weill).
,

Others included in the cast were
Joe Julian, Hiram Sherman, Helen
Board, Helen McCartney, Nina Dean,
Dorothy Westra,. Joyce Allmand,
Max Lick, David Cunningham, Wins-
ton Hope, John Freedman, Fred
Roberts, George Kirk, Hubert Hen-
drie, Darrel Woodyard.
Also Leopold Croser, Wally King.

Nat Mintz, Joseph Ingrindo, Albert
AUey, Vivian Block, Eilleen O'Neill,
Sylvia Altman, Blanche Gladstone,
all child actors.
In the control room two dramas

"were going on at once. On one side
6f the glass, actors and perforrhers

Sere giving a rendition of a script,

ehind the glass a fight, and a very
real one, was going on to put this
program through its paces in the
allotted time.

. It revealed the enor-
tnous discipline and precision be-
hind the business of broadcasting.
At the half (15 mins.) the program

was 15 seconds behind the time

called for on the rehearsal script.

Five minutes later, Elizabeth Tut-
hill, secretary to Irving Reis, on the
floor of the small control booth turn-
ing the pages of the time script, an-
nounced the show was 25 seconds be-
hind, according to her split-second
wrist watch. Frantic phone calls to
the next program to ask for 20 sec-
onds, 'only 20 seconds,' of their time
followed. The race at this point
seemed lost, when suddenly the show
recaptured the lost time to crash
through to a tense 'on the nose' vic-
tory. Inevitably this fight against
time, because more exciting than the
fare offered to the radio audience,
which came in simultaneously
through the sound apparatus in the
control rfipm.
Success of such a program depends

to a very great extent on the skill

of the sound engineer handling' the
controls. Davidson Vorhes handled
this program ably, manipulating the
controls for four different micro-
phones and funneling the sounds to

blend the production into what was
heard by the radio audience.

PEG MURRAY ,

With Harriet Hilllard, Ozzie Nelson
Orch, .George Raft, Robert Stone^

30 'Mins.
FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST
Sunday, 7:30 p.m.
WJZ, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)
This Hollywood newcomer has a

novel twist, fairly strong personality

draw, able scripting and should
build into ia reasonable bet for lis-

tener attention, although it will find

Phil Baker no pushover as opposish.

inkain idea of this one brings Feg
Murray, the syndicated cartoonist

('Seeing Stars') of Hollywood, as the
principal draw. ' -

Following out the interesting

trivia of the inmates of the Gilded
City, Murray keeps his chatter run-
ning along the line of 'mistakes - in

Hollywood.' Has an okay voice and
pleasing mike presence. Distinct

from Sidney Skolsky's 'Movie
Boners,' this material doesn't deal
with the goofy errors that find their

way into pix and onto screens, but it

relates the bloomers perpetrated by
pix execs themselves. For instance,

last Sunday's (24) show included the

classic report on Fred Astaire's first

screen test. 'Thin, plain-looking,

with bald head and no personality,'

the since-embarrassed exec wrote,
adding, 'he also dances.'
Another yarn was. the recent case

of Robert Stone, the tenor -whom
Pandro Berman heard at the Troca-
dero and signed, only to learn his

own RKO studio had just fired the
actor. Stone guested on the show to

reenact the bit Appeared advantage-
ously.

. Around and through that back-
bone of the program is Harriet Hil-

liard's singing, Ozzie Nelson's band
and a brief guest shot.

Last week's name was George Raft,

who told about a few of filmdom's
boners and then defended them.
With the help of deft scripting and
an easy manner, he mad6 a favor-
able impression.
Miss Hilliard sings acceptably, as

always, and Nelson's crew is, if any-
thing, better than before. Entire
lineup is okay stuCE, which should
cause word-of-mouth as something
new and original, Hobe.

Jeanette MacDonald was in what
is, known learnedly as 'fine voice'
last Sunday on behalf of Vick's, the
confident sponsor that scorns the op-
position of Jack Benny on another
network. Miss MacDonald's show
for the kilocycles is, of couii^e, just
as far away from and just as much
a contrast to the amusement habits
of the Benny troupe as is possible.
To the homefolksy who may per-
chance think the comedian too flip,-

too fast or too something, the logical
choice is the beautiful simplicity of
Miss MacDonald's program.
Light touch has been luiected in

the form of what no doubt will be a
running gag—Miss MacDonald's study
of the bagpipes. She failed to play
the instrument on the first comic
try. There was an improvement gen-
erally in the continuity handed her—little more of the informality but
less of the gush.
Male singer supplementing the

star, is Wilbur Evans who came over
very well. Some of the selections
are pretty icky by modem standards
but then this show purposefully sets
out to be a cavalcade of sweetness.
Miss MacDonald's free soaring voice
with its rounded tone plus her screen
name and so oh adds" up logically.

Hugh Johnson Monday night on
his Bromo-Seltzer • gallop repeated
almost verbatim his World-Telegram
column of the same evening. This
brings .up ai nice point. What does a
sponsor buy and what should a lit-

erate listener who also can st>ell out
words in newspapers have a right to
expect?'
Johnson would presumabl.y" "be

playing safer, if. he's not indifferent
to popularity, in avoiding ^iich close
duplications of theme between what
he writes and what he says on any
one day. This is"^ a fault of many
sports writers -who go ,in for radio
broadcasting, and it causes criticism
invariably. It must suggest haste or
lack of interest in the performer, a
failure to repay the trouble of listen-
ing with something special.

NBC has a pleasant filler-inner at
7:45 p, m. Mondays over WJZ, New
York. This is Christine Johnson
singing, Joseph Honti conducting,
and Mifton Cross announcing. . It's

one of those true-to-form, sustainers
as old in formula as radio itself. But
a charming tidbit of familiars.'

IT'S RLL IN

KNOIUING
HOIU

Larry Duncan on Campana- Vanity
Fair program Monday :(18) handed
out three pip impersonations: Basil
Rathbone, Peter Lorre and Ned
Sparks as each would propose to a
girl, It was the sort of smart stuff

more expected on a Rudy Vallee
program than a Chicago revue.

Sheila Grahame dished out Hol-
lywood gossip with an air of rightr
from-the-delivery-room and' Dougj
las Wilson, emphasized as aged 16,

sang rather pleasantly in high tenor
register.

Dale Carnegie, the man who tells

how to be fascinating, lets his guest
speakers do the work on his Emi-
grant' Savings Bank program over
WOR, New York. He hid Mrs.
Brook, vocational counselor, last

week, and Author Link is due this
week.
This is an arrangement that may

or may not be anybody's affair in-

ternally and especially not if Carne-
gie shares his fee with his guests.
But there is very little of the al-

leged chief personality of the show
and a great deal of the fill-ins. And
that isn't giving the radio listener
precisely what the name 'Dale Car-
negie' on a radio listing suggests.

THOMAS PATRICK., Incorporated

HOTEL CHASE, ST. LOUIS

REPRBSENTATIVJE: PAUfi H. RATMER CO:

NEW TORK CHICAGO SAN KRANCISCO

'Let's Play Games' is an amusing
audience participating show over
WOR, New York. In 15 minutes it

gets through perhaps a bit too soon
for many listeners. But at least the
brevity prevents ennui setting in.

Which is something these days.
Vapex would appear to have a

nice buy for a local dido. Jairie Mar-
tin runs the goings-on in a pleasant
manner. It's a hodge-podge of tongue
twisters, spelling bee variations and
so on.

JOHN BENTLEY
Sports Dope
10 Mins.
CLARK'S CLOTHES
Nightly, 10 P.M.
KFOR, Lincoln

Beintley, sports ed on "the Nebraska
..State Journal, was taken this year
on his own after scripting a show
for.. Standard Oil and appearing on
it ' with Roy 'Link' Lyman for two
seasons, Lyman, line coach for the
Nebraska football team, is also oo
his own. Clark's Clothes have a
good salesman in Bentley, since their
duds are cheap and Bentley has the
ear of the pool-hall crowd.
•• Chatter is in the droll, slow man-
ner, alreddy popularized in Bentley's
'I May Be Wrong,' the daily pfaper
colurnnar stint. He recites anecdotes
of past and present, lures various,
football boys before the mike to get
their versions of games played and
what happened. Only bad part about
the program is its time, 10 p.m.,
whicl|i is- a little late and offiers it

toUgh program competish all around.
Station already had Its own Harry
Johnson, sports reviewer, on during
the supper hour. Bant.

PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
With Eugene Ormandy, IVfarla Jeritza
Symphony, Vocal
60 Mins.
ASSOCIATED BANKS
WJZ-NBC, New YorK

(Westell)

Quakertown symphony was nearly
upset by xinion' musician situation
that might have shut it out of its

home town and the sponsorship of
one of its principal banker partici-
pants. News story in this issue of
vARiETy gives the details.

Meanwhile, the show itself is as
dry in' its dignity as a banker. But
fortunately its music and its soloists
and the fact that it has the culture
concession Monday night practically
to itself suggest that it will serve
its purpose.
Opened up playing and the aloof-

ish a^inouncements, quite casual,
coupled with the length of the selec-
tions all combined to put .the pro-
gram in a corral all by itself. Eu-
gene Ormandy could look through
his musical diary back in the slum-
ming ^days for Balaban and Katz and
find some snappier showmanship
ideas. A symphony on the radio,
besides dignity, might go after some
listeners beyond the addicts.
One thing ' the program did get

over—the • bankers thought • it was
really quite sporting ..of General
Motors to relinquish its exclusive
singer, Maria Jeritza, in liieu' of
Chaliapin, who was sick in Paris and
couldn't make the date. Land,

'PEGGY TUDOR'
Transcriptions
15 Mins.
ONEIDA SILVERWARE
Thursday, 2 p.xa.

WGY^ Schenectady.

(BBD&O)
Aimed at women listeners and jhits

the target. Here, and elsewhere,
feature is turntabled ' in the after-
noon,' with Peggy Tudor (trade
name) as a combination emcee-an-
nouncer, femme guest talkers, and a
dance orchestra. Beatrice Fairfax,
of 'Advice to the Lovelorn' fame, is
heard on first record; Anne Richard-
son, director: of the Good Citizenship
Bureau of 'Good Housekeeping,' on
third.

Discs startr.with music and a plug
by.Miss Tudor, ..'Then follows a five-,

miiiute" • chat . betjveen emcee and,
gu6sti another -blurb,-by Miss Tudoir,-
;an . orchestra Miumber, and a signoff
spiel by Announcer Del Charbot. -He
calls show 'The Silver Serenade.'

Setup- is at once swanky, women-
angled, and crassly comipercial.
Miss Tudoi* is of the Rosaline Green
school, with' a ' musical, lo'w-pitched
voice and a glossy manner- (perhaps
a trifle too elegant at times). She
plays tip well to the older women
guests.- Miss Fairfax delivers an in-
teresting-talk, more on material and
name than on voice. Mrs. Richard-
.son, tabbed as 72, Warms the cockles,
of housewives* hearts with a ringing
tribute, to them and to their work
(answering a statement, about 'para-
sites,' made by a business woman at
a coiivention). ..

' Jacp.-

Grace Moore's Personal

Wows the Carnegie Fans

General Motors Conpegt brought
music to the masses andTmasses to
music Sunday night (24), with
Richard Tauber and Grace Moore.
Tauber's pianissimo 'Fraquita'
serenade was' by way of being
revolutionary. The Carnegie Hall
audience applauded vociferously
even before m.c. Milton -Cross gave
thd polite signal that appreciation
was in order.

V

Miss Moore sang in French and
English, wearing white ' satin with
•short wing sleeves, and full sweep-
ing skirt. Accompanying this, she
wore a dark suntan make-up—but
why plaster that on Over her nat-
urally fair complexion is either a
mystery, or the Hollywood influence.

Roses over the footlights (or
what would be the footlights, and
are ' now filled with immy-potted
plants) for Miss Moore, finished the
program.. Miss Moore is still

ignorant of the bouquet donor, be-
cause souvenir hounds stationed out-
side Carnegie Hall tore the blossoms
from her arms before she had a
chance to see the attached card.
(A bit of information supplied by
the public relations counsel—press
agent to you).
.But there were autograph hounds

stationed about the hall in such
number that p. a. Charles Stevens
denied admittance to a young man '

who claimed to be Miss' 'Moore's
brother.

P. S.—^He was" Miss Moore's
brother. •

EDDIE VARZOS ORCHESTRA
Dance Music
30 Mins.
11:30 p. m., Sunday.
WJZ-NBC, New York
Nifty half hour of dansapation that

falls soothingly on the post-Sabbath
ear from ll:30rmidhight Sunday
night. Emanates • from the Walnut
Room- of the Hotel Bismarck, Chi-
cago, on NBC Blue pickup. -

Varzos' is a soothing, Continental-
type brand of terp music, with an
engaging gypsy air for' the thematic,
and mixing up the rhumbas with the
pops in fetching style.
Has several spots all through the

week. Abel.

JOE PENNER
With Gene Austin,. Julie Gibson,
Lou Merrill, Martha Wentworth,
Dick Ryan, Bill Kramer, Margaret
Drayton, Mel Blanc, Buddy Dun-
can, Sydney Miller, Jimmy Grier
orch.

30 Mins.

COCOAMALT
Sunday, 6 p.m.' -

WABCrCBS, New York
(Ruthxauff. & Ryan)

Having script trouble. Pretty la-
bored, often humorless, and inclmed
to be confusing. Which rneans Joe
Penner has to push awfully hard to
get results^ He ' rates .better . assist-
ance.. '.:''•

' Outline of the program has Joe as
his customary witless self, this time
after, a job at radio comedian. First
10 minutes of the script was a re-
hash of that 'Who Was ThatXady?'
relic from antiquity. Bit was of-
fered as a burlesque, but it-was still

just an embarrassingly ancient bit
of hoke. Rest of the comedy at-
temps were a little—not too much-
better.
Perhaps the urchins, who take to

Penner in a huge
.
way, . ar^- capti-

vated even by such material. Also,
at the early hour of the. broadcast
and considering the ptroduct 'plugged
is Cocoamalt, this juve following
may assume respectable proportions.
Bjjt in its present setup, the series
is handicapped for mass demonstra-
tions of enthusiasm among adults.

. In Penneir's favor it may be added
that even with the painful material
of the debut stanza he displayed
comic sense and fine timing touch.

Julie Gibson Warbled acceptably,
the orchestra injected some melodic
zip to the proceedings and the large
cast struggled as well as it could.

Hobe.

POPULARITY

# Time after time,' year after year, in every
kind of test and

.
survey, WKY holds th#

listening championship of Oklahoma. A 68-.

-to>)yn . survey during a 1937 'World Series
b.rpadcast shovyed more , towns listening to
WKY 'than tp all other stations "cbm-
bined' .; • • showed WKY 'to be a 4'-to. 1-:

favorite oyer its nearest competitor.

. WKY beats all in Oklahoma, too, in cover^
age,

.
programming, showmanship, facilfties

and in volume, of local and national "business!
And, most important 'a.ll> it beats all.hoW
it pays out fpr advertisers.
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GENE AUTBr
Sonrs

.

9 Mins.
BOYAIi GELATINE
Thtirsday, 8 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(J,- Walter Thompson)

Rudy Vallee hosted a smart selec-

tion dh • his variety program last

Thursday (21) in the guitar-strum-
min', hard-ridin' yodeler who has
been' turning out prairie pictures for
Republic for some years.
Autry did two tunes, and one of

*em, 'Roundup , Time , in Reno;' he
likely selected because he considered
his audience and Itnew they were
hot all of them oats opera addicts
who want their prairie plaints
straight and unvarnished—for the
song was an attractive burlesque on
wails o' the western plains. In point
of fact, it was rather 'sophisticated,'

as the boys in the old corral would
say.
Other Autry contribution to the

cause of peddling Royal Gelatine
was. 'Rolling Along,' western piece
which . the chanting cowpuncher
uses thematically in bis thesplc
efforts. Bert,

BUDDY CLARK
With th« Simphonett«s, Kay Block's
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Taesday, Tharsday, 10 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York
Good layout to bridge twoi of the

CBS time gaps: All the talent is

from clips on the Columbia Artists,
Inc., file.

Baritone Buddy Clark, back in
New York after western adventures
iii pix and on 'Hollywood Hotel,' dis-

plays the gain in poise, mike-pres-
ence and even vocal calisthenics he
has made in the last six months.
He chats to his audience now. Songs
are all in the pop vein, and service-
able.
Simphonettes are a femme har-

mony trio of the rather standard
type, and are used to fill in. Block's
orch stands up nicely. In fact, ditto

the program. Bert,

BILL BOND
Sports Commentator
30 Mins.—Ldcal
FALLS CITY BREWING CO.
Friday, 7 p.m.
WAVE, Lonisvillo

Following in the footsteps of his
somewhat better known brother.
Ford Bond, NBC vet spieler, young
Bill Bond, who has been on the an-
nouncing staff of WAVE for about
four years, is capably turning out a
30 mmute stanza of sports chatter.
He's teamed with Harry Lukens,
WAVE mikeman, who acts as
st'r^ightmari and interfogal'or^ and
the pair reel off a smooth, zippy
presentation of local sport high-r.

lights, with emphasis on football, in
the interest of local brewery ac-
count.

Session stands up favorably
against other local and network
sport resumes, and evidences con-
siderable research and info on
Bond's part, with relation to the
merits and standings of the various
high school and college football con-
tests.

Lads indulged in a good deal of
cro,«!s talk, anent Bond's picks for the
previous week, as compared with
the results of the game. The chat-
ter is brisk, and carries just enough
personal ribbing (in the instances
where Bond's estimated scores
missed by quite a margin), to give
the program a lift and to sustain the
pace.
Program occupies an ideal spot,

just preceding the night games, and
the Saturday jousts to follow. Bond
spins out a clear, impartial appraisal
of the local high school teams'
chances, a phase which should snare
plenty of listener interest in this
sector, particularly because high
school football fare hereabouts is in
many respects superior to the college
variety.
Stanza is a natural for male audi-

ence. Hold.

Lillian Couch vocalizing over
KABC, San Antonio.

OLGA BACLANOVA'S CONTI-
NENTAL BEVUE

With Ronald Nadeau, Bob Stanley
Orch.

60 Mins.—Local
Sustaining:
rFlday, 10:30 p. m.
WOB, N. Y.
This sustainer isn't, a revue but a

series of continental vocal and
musical numbers of the lighter va-
riety. Olga Baclanova, picture ac-
tress, does a mistress of ceremonies
a:; well as several of the warbling
turns. Ronald Nadeau and Bob

'^"^tanlegr's orchestra plus a vocal en-
semble alternate with her to fill out
the bill.

French, Spanish, Neapolitan and
-.glish songs were on at the opener

plus a couple of rhumbas by the or-
chestra. Miss Baclanova might well
slow up her delivery when giving
out names of selections or of co-
performers to let the listeners in on
what's coming up. Her accent makes
this tough to get. Her numbers,
however, as well as those of her
gantr are pleasantly rendered.

CINCINNATI, YOUR CITY
With Bill Brown
Interview Novelty
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Mon.-Fri., 12:45 p.m.
WSAI, Cincinnati

Pul^lic relations idea, new in these
parts.

Station runs a line Into plants of
prominent local industrial Arms for
direct-froni-the-Working-hench inter-,

views. Five days are devoted to a
separate concern. Series started Oct.
11 with factory of the Baldwin Piano
Co.
Miker visits all departments in

prodiiction-process order and queries
employees and executives. Bill
Brown handles the job in common-
sense style. Person interviewed
States his name and occupation title
and supplies answers about what he
is'doin5 and why. Trade terms are
explained and work noises toss beau-
coup atmosphere at auditors. EoU.

'WELCOME STRANGER'
With Mayor Ben Douflas .

30 Mins.—Local
Sustaininff
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Brain spark from William A.

Schudt, Jr. It's a projgrdm welcom-
ing newcomers to Charlotte.

Station had a dozen couples, just
moved to Charlotte, in the WBT stu-
dios. Many of them were accom-
panied by their entire families.
Mayor Ben Douglas, who has been

promoting a 'Charlotte-the-Friendly-
City'. program for some time, served
as master of ceremonies. He wel-
comed to Charlotte the couples pres-
ent, and their families, and others
as well who had not replied to the
station's invitation and come to the
studio.

'

Each of the families represented
had /the opportunity of a word on
the air. Mayor Douglas conducted
minute interviews in which the new-
comers were given an opportunity of
expressing their first impressions.
They were " asked' how Charlotte
might be improved, and for their
impressions as to the local handling
of traffic problems and the like.

Among .the newcomers in the stu-
dio was Bob Carpenter, auditor for
the station, and himself a newcomer.

Hard,

JIMMY McAllister
Sonrs
15 Mliis., Local
BARNEY'S CLOTHES
Thursday, 7:30 p. m.
WNEW, New York
Barney's Clothes, which has a

damage suit pending against the sta-
tion for alleged time chisels, is

nevertheless continuing to banlcroll
this WNEW iserieg of Irish ballad-
ing by Jimmy McAllister. Warbler
has an okay set of pipes and a fairish
ability to sentimentalize a song.
Birthday greetings and such hoke

are also injected Into the porridge.
Commercials are windier than a
Florida uproar. Announcer's voice Is

vaguely remindful oi Lowell Thomas.
Kobe.

DOROTHY BOCHELLE
With Nat Brusiloff Orchestra
Sinking', Music
15 Mins.
Sustalnlncr
Friday, 7:30 p. m.
WMCA, New York

Framed as two-way plug, first to

catch the ear of potential sponsor

and secondly as show-window for

the station's artists' bureau, Dorothy
Rochelle exposes a well modulated

contralto voice with bell-like enun-

ciation.

Mi5S Rochelle started off with fa-

miliar 'Smartie,' and then went more
ballady with 'I Know Now.' After
nice orchestra Interlude, singer
wound up this brief seance with
'You've Got Something There.' Nent
closer, with sly hint to prosoective
advertiser. Wcor.

'FENDER BENDERS'
With George Grim, Ed Abbott

'

Traffic Quiz
15 Mins.—rLocal
Sustalningr
Sundays, 6:30 P.M.
WCCO, Minneapolls-St. Paul
Designed as a class In safe driving.

Impromptu questioning of members
of the studio audience (who pile in
a good 100 strong) by Announcer Ed
Abbott makes for a stanza slick in
listener interest.

'What are the seven most Im-
portant parts of an automobile, from
the safety standpoint' is a sample.
Another: 'If your car Is traveling
in the lane next to center, can you
legally make a right turn?'

Guest speakers vary week to week.
So far a district court Judge, a prom-
inent undertaker, a taxi driver, a
streetcar motorman, a pedestrian,
secretary of an automobile club and
the county coroner have put' in their
two cents.* Program, wnich slides
over safety propaganda without get-
ting tiresome, is the brainchild of
George Grim, promotion manager 6£
th)e Minneapolis Star. Rash.
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GIRL STENOGRAPHERS USED FOR DUMMY

FIRMS HIGHUGHT DISBARMENT TRIAL

Parade of Witnesses Heard by F.C.C. in First

Challenge of Legal Ethics in Radio Regulatory

History

Washington, Oct. 26.

First attempt to clean up the
radio bar neared an end today
(Tuesday) when the Federal Com-
munications Commission heard ex-
planations of Paul M. Segal and
George S. Smith relative to hand-
WtiI of applications allegedly filed by
phonies;

Sensational proceeding, involving
complain^ thai the .government has
been deliberately deceived, ap-
proached a climax after a procession
of Federal witnesses were quizzed

The whole wry world will be »-lls-

'ienln' when WMCA presents the

Honorable Kaname WakasoKi, Jap-

anese Consul General and the Hon-
orable Dr. Tsune-ChI Tu, Chinese

Consul General. These holiorable

gentlemen will speak on successive

nifhts regarding: "The Crisis in the

Far East," giving the official state-

ments of their respective countries

on this momentous world problem,

Feature booked by WMCA Special

Events department!

**•-•'.
WALL STREET again is front page
As special service for its Plutocrat

listeners (those still owning stocks!),

WAICA presents at 11:55 A.M. a com
plete Stock Market summary of the

mornii>g's trading. Incidentally,

WMCA had an. exclusive last Thurs-

day when it broadcast address of

Charles R. Gay, N. Y, Stock Ex-
change prexy from Accountant's In-

stitute banquet at, Waldorf-Astoria.

* * *

The 250th
broadcast of

the Harlem
Amateur
Hour will be
celeb rated
tonight at

11:00 P. M.
An exclusive
feature of

WMCA for- the past 5 years, this

riotous Amateur Hour Is broadcast
direct from stage of the Apollo The-
atre in deep Hatlem. All colored

talent and a vociferous theatre au-
dience that knows its truckin'!

• * •

Do you believe in ghosts? A lot

of Harlemltes do! iSo there should be
some tall ghost stories on the air

tomorrow at 2:15 when Frankie
Basch and Martin Starr take their

Inquiring Reporter mike up to Har-
lem for a Hallowe'en Prevue

* * *
.

FLASH! General Mills (WHEATIES),
renew their daily three-hour sports-

variety show for another -26 weeks!!!

WMCA

for facts that will substantiate prose-
cution claim that barristors are
guilty of unethical practices. In face

of mountain . of evidence, respond-
ents insisted that they had no de-

sire to baffle the regulatory body.
Disbarment proceeding, which was

launched with ousting of Commis-
sioner George Henry Payne from
the bench; was the initial incident

where radio lawyers confronted pos-

sible punishment - since the govern-
ment s.tarted parceling out wave-
lengths a decade ago. In view of the

past year's din. of protests about as-

serted favoritism, the case attracted

widespread attention, Prominence of

the harassed attorneys, both former
government employees, heightened

interest.

Based on contention that the two
attorneys formed dummy corpora-

tions and filed phoney complaints for

purpose of duping tiie Commission,
government's case was predicated

upon Segal's connection with five

cases during the past three years and
involved numerous license holders

in wide areas. Parade of clients was
interrupted by present?ition of asso-

ciates of the cited barristers and
Commish attaches who were induced
to throw more light on circum-
stances surrounding the handling of

the applications which brought tiie

disbarment threat.

Creation of paper companies to.

seek facilities at Portland (Me.),

Cheyenne (Wyo.), Moorhead (Minn.),

Lewiston (Me.) and Logan and Provo
(Utah), all coimected with existing

license-holders, vras ventilated in

great detail over repeated objections

from Segal-Smith counsel; Lawrence
Koenigsberger of Washington and
Henry Monsky of' Omaha. • Special
F.C.C. prosecutor, Samuel H. Kaufl-
man, delved deeply into ancient his-

tory in attempt to demonstrate that

accused lawyers were deliberately
breaking the Communication Act and
snooting Commish regulations.

Principal imjp^rtance attached to

the Palmer Broadcasting Syndicate
applications, which were directly re
lated to the important *640 case'

where the Commish decided to break
down the clear-channel policy by
granting' Portland Broadcasting SyS'

tern a permit to use frequency re^

served for KFI, Los Angeles. Other
Segal-Smith clients whose intentions

of entering the radio business were
challenged during the first week
were Great Western Broadcasting
Association, seeker of two Utah
transmitters; Commercial Broadcast-
ers, Inc., which asked franchises for
Moorhead, Minn.; Geraldine Alberg
hane, who dropped campaign for a
plant at Pawtucket, R. I., and Rich-
ard Castro, whose efforts to win con
sent for a transmitter at Johnson
City, Tenn., led to disclosure of al

leged unethical practices.

Girls Testify

Admission that dummy companies
were formed at Segal's insistence

was made by two girls' employed by
tlie law firm where Segal-Smith have
offices. Fumigation of the Portland
case was featured by disclosures tha

;

mail for the Palmer company reached
Segal via Wilmington and New York
City and that Segal retained Elmer
W. Pratt, former Federal Radio Com-
mission examiner, to present an ap-
peal on Palmer's behalf from the
F.C,C.'s.640 decision.

Adhering firmly to the position
Segal-Smith took in' replying to
Commish charges, defense counsel
continuously conceded various ac-
tions by the cited lawyers but fought
vigorously against evidence tending
to substantiate the contention that
there was any conspiracy to either
deceive the Commish or obstruct
other applicants. Progress was de-
layc " by numerous wrangles over
competence and relevancy of various
bits of testimony, as well as by
clashes about Kauffman's manner.

Good Faith
F. C. C. prosecutor sought to dem-

onstrate that Segal co-operated in
an attempt to block Portland Broad-
casting System's entry into the Maine
field by causing Palmer Broadcasting
Syndicate to file applications which
wo '

" complicate the 640 cases; filed

requests for facilities at Logan and
Provo to protect KDYL's status in
Salt *.ialce City; and organized Com-
mercial Broadcasters to keep othar
aspix'ants .out of Moorhead. Conten-

tion of' government attorneys is that
none of these applications was sub-
mitted in good faith, sole purpose be-

: ng to harass competitors, and that

he manner In which the obstruc-

ionlst tactics were employed by the
: awyers constituted deception of the
Co'-'.mi^hi

Taking up the involved Portland
case first, Kauffman drew from a va-
riety of witnesses admissions that:

(l) Palmer Broadcasting Syndicate
was a dummy ;.corporation which
Segal created; (2) although a party
:o the .proceeding, Palmer did not

' ake part in hearings on conflicting

applications of Portland Broadcast-
: ng System' and Eastland Co. for 640

assignment in the Maine metropolis;

!3) Segal represented Eastland and
Congress Square Hotel Co. (WCSH),
which were owned by an individual
L-!.ind Palmer; and (4) Segal tried

in various ways to upset the Com-
mish grant to Portland Broadcasting
System.

First point scored by Kauffman
was admission that Mrs. Ethel Man-
ning, seci^etary of one of Segal's as-

sociates, sighed and swore to truth
of statements in Palmer's applica-
tions for transmitters at Portland
and Lewiston, Me., and Cheyenne,
Wyo., although she had no intention
of entering the broadcasting busi-
ness. Mrs.. Manning, who used her
maiden name in hancocking the pa-
pers^ testified she never received
any Palmet stock or attended a
neeting, although she was supposed,
to be majority owner. Conceding
Segal asked her to sign th^ docu-
ments, she denied she had any
Knowledge the papers.were construc-
ion permit applications or that she
tnew whether, as represented, the
concern had $1,000 cash and $20,000
in securities as assets.

£thel ys. E. C,
Manner in which her name was

signed. was an important point over
which Kauffman wrangled with
Mrs. . Manning. She insisted she
was accustomed before marriage to
using both *E; C. Murphy' and
'Ethel C. Miurphy,* denying she pre-
viously had admitted it was unusual
to employ only her initials.

Linking Segal directly with Pal-
mer affairs, Mrs. Manning told
Commish she never knew who was
behind the company, never received
any communications addressed to

it, and had no idea when she was
replaced as president. She could
not recall signing other papers
bearing her name, which admittedly
were filed with the F.C-.C. ty SegaL
Further : information about Segal's

activities and the Palmer matter
came from Edith C. Miller, his sec-
retary for five years. One of the
ostensible stockholders in the paper
"corporation, she declared Segal
asked her to allow use of hei: name
on the F.C.C. application. She
identified her employer as counsel
for. all of the radio interests of
Henry P. Rines, Portland capitalist,

who owned Eastland Co., which
held stock of WRDO, Augusta, and
Congress Square Hotel Co., which
in turn controlled WCSH.

Mail Forwarder
Lengths to which Segal and as-

sociates went to hide their relations
with Palmer were disclosed during
testimony by David Titlebaum,
New York lawyer, and Elmer Pratt,
the former F.R.C. examiner. Ad-
mitting he received $100 for his
services, Titlebaum related that
Segal asked him to forward mail
addressed to Palmer^ Broadcasting
Syndicate at Wilmington, which was
then sent to him for relaying to
Washington. Pratt testified that
Segal requested him to file the
Palmer appeal, providing facts to

be used in legal moves and paying
his fee. Both stated that Segal ex-
plained he had clients who did not
want their identity disclosed, and
that he could not appear in the
Palmer proceedings without giving
them away. Neither knew that
Rines was behind the Palmer affair.

History of maneuvers by Segal
through Palmer was obtained from
George F. Kelley, Jr., of 1*ortland,

assistant to Rines and executive of
both Congress Square Hotel Co. and
Eastland Co. Added data of this

sort was obtained from mass of

correspondence and other exhibits
read into the record.

Portland maneuvering began in
1933 when application was made to

remove WRDO, " owned by Rines,
from Augusta to Portland, Kelley
confessed. This proposition was de-
nied by the old Commission in Feb-

Segal-Smith Defense

Washington, Oct. 26.
Defense was opened Monday (25) afternoon when Segal took the

stand to supplement the formal answer which denied any intent to
confuse the commish. After a detailed resume of his life and career,
including several years with the old Federal Radio Commission,
Segal began ventilating the Portland cases. He said that he was
urged to cover up the identity of principals behind the Palmer case
by Rines and admitted he got girls in his law office to form the
dummy corporation in order to conceal his client.

Going, through hoary records, Segal insisted the Palmer applica-
tion was not designed to obstruct the Portland Broadcasting System.
He noted that 1210 kc, named by Palmer, was a long distance across
the spectrum from 640, which was sought by the opposition. Explain-
ing circumstances connected with unsuccessful attempt to move
WRDO from AugUsta into Portland, he reviewed the futile 1933 fight

waged by Portland Publishing Co.—the Gannett papers—to gain a

toe-hold on the Maine radio biz.

Purpose of this testimony was to show that the Rines group had
been trying for a considerable period to move into the Down East

metropolis and was not seeking, via Palmer, to block other aspirants.

Eastland's request for 640 kc, Identical with the Portland Broadcast-

ing plea, was cited as proof of how anxious Segal's clients were -to

move into this area.

ruary, 1934. Later ia the year
Portland Broadcasting System (tied

up with Portland Press Herald and
Evening Express) sought to enter

the field via the 640 kc spot. On
behalf of WCSH, another Rines
property,- Segal intervened in op-

position to this application. Shortly

after the Eastland Co., holding firm

for Rines, filed a conflicting applica-

tion for 640. - Eventually, Palmer
requested permits for local trans-

mitters at Portland arid Lewiston,
specifying the 1210 kc spot. Un-
related application for similar .as-

signment at Cheyenne was filed in

Palmer's name, but was given up
shortly before the hearing.

Admitting that Segal was author-
ized to create a corporation to seek
Portland and Lewiston permits,

Kelley acknowledged the Palmer
applications were abandoned when
the Bines fi^t against entry of a
competitor into Portland flopped.

He denied the only reason for Pal-
mer activities was to obstruct the
Portland Broadcasting System, how-
ever.

Did Not Answer
Despite difficulty in placing all

responsibility on Segal, Kaufman
scored a major point in support of

his contention that the attorney
tried to deceive the Commission in
regard to the Palmer activities. He
got across the fact thatr although
Segal had been instigator of Pal-
mer and. was aware of every
step taken, he did not reveal his

connection when the 640 hearing
took place. Transcript of pro>

ceedings showed that Segal, ac-
cornpanied by Smith, was present in
his capacity as attorney for East-
land Co. and Congress Square Hotel
Co., but no counsel for Palmer an-i

swered when roll of participants was
called.

Further link between Segal and
Palmer was shown when Pratt ex-
plained his connection with the
paper corporation. Former F.R.C,
staffer said Segal hired him, with
explanation the matter was one in
which Segal could not appear, but
that he never met or knew of the
principals behind Palmer. Pratt
told how he prepared an appeal,
based on ground that Palmer was
not ' a party to the 640 hearings,
using info supplied by Segal, and
opposed a motion to -have Palmer's
application for Portland facilities

dismissed. He was unaware that
Segal previously had asked and
been denied a .postponement of the
effective date of the grant to Port-
land- Broadcasting System.
Another connection between Se-

gal-Smith duo and Palmer was es-

tablished by Clara lehl, F.C.C. li-

cense section head, after Kaiiffman
had read into the record a yelar-old

affidavit filed by Arthur W. Schar-
feld, counsel for Portland Broadcast-
ing, charging Palmer was a dummy.
Identifying correspondence. Miss
lehl said she had called Smith in

1934 asking for financial data about
the company but was unable to re-
call how she heard that Smith
might be Interested in Palmer.
FoUowing character witnesses tes-

(Q^ontinued on page 43)

You Get RESULTS Quicker
With the Right Tools

The proper toolo—In sklUed hands^-^an
make short work of evea a tou^h Job
like felling big timber.

It'B a matter of record that radio ad-
vertlaera get better results quicker In
the Hartford market when their efforts
ure backed by Station WTIC. For one
thing, Btatistlcs show that national ad-
vertisers using WTIC secure 149% more
coverage In the Hartford market than
those using the second station. As a
further check, we had Ross Federal
phone 12,000 families In and around
Hartford. They found 60.78% were
tuned to WTIC. Only 24.3% were lis-
tening to the next most popular station.

And make no mistake about this—
WTIC covers a mighty worthwhile mar-
ket — all of Connecticut, a slice of
eastern New York, western Massa-
chusetts, Vermont and ^ew . Hampsliire.
That avoounts for about 4,000,000 people.
As individuals they have 15% more
spendable Income . thon the national
average, according to Government fig-
ures—and they account lor 23% more
retail sales and 50% more food siiles
per capita.

Briefly, here's a market you caik- use In
your busincHH. You can get results most
profitably by using soutliern New Eng-
land's .number one station.

Write toiM.-^ for our new 32-page brochure giving full details on the
Ross Federal Survey and facts about the WTIC billion dollar market.

WTIC 50.000 WATTS
HARTFORD. CONN.

Tho Travelers Broadcasting Service Corp.
Membar NBC Red Network and Yankee Network

PAUL W. MORENCY, General Mgr., JAMES F. CLANCY, Business Mgr.

National Representatives — WEED & CO.
CHICAGO - - DETROIT - - - NEW YORK - - - SAN FRANCISCO
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DOCUMENTS IN

TRIPLICATE

FOR F.C.C.?

Washington, Oct. 26.

Initial step in reform of adminis-

trative procedure of the Federal
Communications Commission will be

taken in the near future with pro-

mulgation of new rules and regula-

tions covering handling- of applica-

tions for broadcast facilities.

• Result of more than a year of cog-

itation, revised code is expected to

be unveiled early next month, and
may go Into effect immediately.

Final drafting is reported under
way, with desire of the Commish to

end the long wait by Nov. 15.

Nature of pirospective changes in

routine has been hidden from out-

siders, tut Commish sources indicate

that several innovations are prob-

able. Objective is double-barreled,

embracing both more efficient func-

tioning and more conscientious ad-

ministration of the law.

Collateral effect will be to clear

up numerous doubts about what the
ex'Sting code means. Widespread
confusion has resulted from failure

of the new Commish to co-ordinate

and clarify its existing rules. Fre-

quent revisions have made it hard
for licensees and. attorneys to keep
up with Commish requirements,
while policy has been obscured.
Abolition of the three divisions ne-

cessitates overhauling of the rules

of practice and procedure. Rewrit-
ing of rules outlining standard of

conduct for broadcasters has been
in progress for many months, with
various immediate changes being
promulgated from time to time in

form of mimeographed orders.

In ' Triplicate

One vital change which is known
to have been agreed upon . affects

both the Commish and the industry.
Designed as protection againsi con-
nivance, new regulation will require
aU applicants to file triplicate docu-
ments, with originals being kept un-
der lock and key to prevent any
tampering by either insiders or out-
siders. One copy will be available
for use of Commish staff with third
set accessible by lawyers, industry
members, and other interested par-
ties. Approach toward this reform
was made last spring when docket
section staff was shifted and restric-

tions were placed upon use of official

records.

How extensive the changes in me.-

chanical processes will be under new
. rules, has attorneys in the air. Many
suggestions have been advanced fof-

radical alteration of Commish rou
tine but, while individual members
have privately reflected their views,
there has been no definite hint how
the F.C.C. is reacting to the indi

vidual ideas.

Minstrelsy at WLW

Cincinnati, Oct. 26.

After an absence of several years
minstrelsy has been revived on-WLW
for a series of weekly 30-minute sus-
tainers, feeding to the WLW Line.
Stint got under way last week. It

has a night
. spot, but definite time

has not been set thus far.

An audience show. Wells Ginn is

interlocutor, Ray Shannon and
Charles Dameron hold down the end
chairs, and Jimmy Leonard is an-
nouncer. Orchestra of 15 pieces is

directed by Joe Lugar, who handled
the music on the Cotton Queen
Showboat program which had a nine-
year' run on WLW and was claimed
by that station to be radio's original
showboat minstrel. Singers in the
new burnt oork opry are Harry
Murfima, basso; Herb Spieckerman,
baritone; Ralph Nyland and Steve
Merrill, tenors. Production is han-
dled by Harold Carr.

STATE OF WASHiaON DIVIDED INTO

HOSTILE GROUPS OF BROADCASTERS

JOHN S. YOUNG AIR

HEAD FOR N. Y. FAIR

John S. Young, who has been,
freelancing as a news commentator
and announcer since quitting J.

Stirling Getchell, has been named
radio director of . the New York
World's Fair 1539. He went to

Getchell from NBC.
Young has spent some time abroad

studying the broadcasting situation.

Alexander Woollcott will appear
on the air next Sunday (31). On
behalf of Dr. Joseph D. McGoldrick,
Fusion candidate; for comptroller in

coming N. Y. City election.

COUNT
MOST

Sixth in

Entire

United States

in National

Spot Business

uiEED 8 compflny

Peerce-Smalle-Philo and
Batoneer Straus Grouped
Curtis & Allen has lined up a pros-

pective program, which is being of-

fered ad agencies. Talent is Jan
Peerce, an Ed Smalle . chorus, Viola
Philo, and a semi-symph orchestra
batoned by Oscar Straus.

Effort to get Henry Hull to do
a commentating job on the proposed
program wilted when Hull nixed the
bid.

Audition for 60 Reps

Indianapolis, Oct. 26.

Elaborate audition for Indianapo
lis was held by WIRE last Sat (23),

when station staff, nine actors, sound
effects and record turntables, com
plete public address system, and so

on, were used to present half-hour
program before some 60 reps of tlie

Indiana State Assn. of Legal Reserve
Life Insurance Companies in the In
dianapolis Athletic Club. Program as

presented was dramatized strictly

Indiana news.
Entite show was written, rehearsed

and presented in 28-hour period from
Friday (22) a. m. to noon Sat. (23)

Chet Miller did the scripting, direc-

tion and production, while Woodie
Maguson spieled it, with talent hur
riedly called from Butler University
dramatic students.

WHAS* Tobacco Salute
Louisville, Oct. 26.

Tobacco Day Festival held an-

nually at Madison, Indiana, will be
honored by a 'salute' broadcast, to

be aired by WHAS on October 29,

at 10:15 p.m. CST. Airing will

sketch briefly the activities planned
for Tobacco Day, and an invitation

will be extended to tobacco grow
ers in Northern Kentucky and
Southern Indiana to attend the fes

tivities. An invitation to come to

Madison fof the program has been
accepted by a delegation of some 50

members of the Louisville Board of

Trade.
WHAS talent to appear on the

program are the Texas Rangers,

male quartette, and Skeets Morris

with his instrumentalists and co-

medians.

Gottlieb on Pullman
Lester Gottlieb, p.a. for Mutual

net, on Nov. 7 starts a 13-day itin-

erary of 11 towns to glad-hand sta

tions linked with the network.

Towns Gottlieb will take in, on the

biggest jaunt he has yet made for the

chain, are Boston, Cleveland, Detroit,

Chicago, Des Moines, Omaha, St

Louis, Kansas City, Indianapolis,

Cincinnati arid Washington.

Leston Faneuf's BankroUer

Buffalo, Oct. 26,

Leston P. Faneuf, Times political

reporter, starts as a WKBW radio

commentator this week under the

sponsorship of Lang's brewery.

Faneuf's radio voice first attractec

attention a year ago when he was
assigned by the Tiroes to .read elec

tion returns over the air.

\Aeanwhile Confusion, Threats and Cross-Purposes

Not Doing Radio Advertising Any Good—Ex-

plosive Possibilities Sensed—Parker Vs. Hayman

By HARRY t. SMITH

Seattle, Oct. 26.

This town and this state are packed
with explosive possibilities on the

radio front. Its a very involved
situation in which network affilia-

tion as a prize, or as a cause for

damage suits plays a part. Behind-
the-scenes situation also, has nu-
merous other offshoots among them,
a pro-New Deal and an anti-New
Deal division of broadcasters with
accusations and denials, charge?
and counter-charges. There is also

a bearing of the whole involved
mess upon anti-ASCAP legislation.

Kenneth Davis, attorney for . cer-

tain broadcasters and the legal,

spark generally credited with put-
;ing the state of Washington out
front in attacking ASCAP by a
state law technique since followed
in four other states may be the
gent to pull the lever that will ex-
plode the whole situation.

KOL switch from CBS to Mu-
tual ahead of contract expiration
after CBS had in turn made a deal
with KIRO represents one phase
of the regional involvements. KVI,
Tacoma, which has Columbia pro-
grams and a Seattle studio, is ad-
vertising in Seattle newspapers
while KIRO is answering the cam-
paign by advertising in TaconTa
newspapers to remind that neigh-
Doring city that Seattle duplica-
tion .is available.

Carl Haymond, of KMO, Spdkane,
and KIT, Yakima, has meanwhile
collaborated with Louis Wasmer, of

KHQ, Spokane, in organizing the
northwest loop of the Don Lee-
Mutual set-up whereby network
service is fed to many small towns
never previously serviced by out-
side programs. That creates a new
package for advertisers.

Antagonisms between the two
camps of broadcasters finds ex-
pression in several ways. None
tend to help radio itself. There
is a notable hesitancy amdng the
regional advertising agencies and
sponsors to make choices of com-
mitments at this time. Its all too
hard to predict. But meanwhile
the stations themselves apparently
are scarcely any surer than their

clients of what's going to happen.

' With Democratic politicians de-
scribed by the 'outs' as partisans

of the 'ins' and with threats to make
public alleged deals and a general
overtone of distrust and cautious
waiting on both sides the rivalry

seemingly must come to a head
sooner or later. At the moment
what's 'bff-the-record' contrasts

vividly with wbatis clear-cut and
definitely kniown.
Meanwhile the whole state is

playing poker. .

Shirley B. Parker, petitioner for

a new station in Yakima, Washing-
ton, was in New York over the
week-end with Ray Howell, former
Seattle broadcaster^ who is his as-

sistant. They appeared a few days
previously before Examiner John
Bramhnll, of the F.C.C, in connec-
tion with the petition which is op-
posed by Carl Haymond, operator
of KIT, Yakima, who is vacating
1310 local • wavelength to move to

1250 regional. Parker wants to

take over the abandoned 1310.

Examination before . Bramhall de-
veloped considerable bitterness
after the introduction of a 1908 in-

cident as part of the testimony pro-
voked a retaliatory allegation in-

volving a suit for unpaid commis-
sions. Whole incident appeared to

emphasize anew the intense rivalry
between competing camps in the
northwest.

Parker, who owns the Spokane
baseball club and has numerous
other business Interests, was rep-
resented by Elmer Pratt and Paul
D. P. Spearman. His financial as-

sets were represented to Examiner
Bramhall as $644,000.

Seattle, Oct. 26. .

John Blair, head of the station rep
firm of the same name, and George
Boiling, his New York manager, are
due in Seattle the second week of

November to arrange for the open-
ing of a local office. Also to

straighten out a representation com-
plication which seems likely to de-
velop from its connections with
KIRO, Seattle, and the Don Lee
Network.

Blair organization has been repre-
senting KIRO for the past year,

while the alliance with Don Le©
becomes effective at the end of this

year. Since Blair tied up with KIRO
Don Lee has added a northwest spur,

with KOL the Seattle outlet. Di-
lemma will likely be solved with the
dropping of KIRO from Blair's list.

It will then be necessary to estab-
lish a Seattle sales office to cover
this region for Don Lee-Northwest
business.

BAKER STOPS BULLET,

BUT BULLET TIRED OUT

Buffalo, Oct. 26.

Roger Baker, WGR-WKBW sports
announcer and coim<'/entator, nar-
rowly escaped serious injury when
pheasant hunting last week. Shot
from another huntsman's gun struck
him In the forehead just above the
eyes.

Fortunately the pellets were vir-

tually spent when they struck and
Baker was merely stung.

Griffin PoMing Off

Griffin shoe polish fades its pro-
gram off NBC-blue with the Nov. 8
broadcast. Show airs on Mondays,
7-7:30 p.m.; Birmingham, Castleman
& Pierce is the agency.
Talent on the show includes Lloyd

Shaffer's orch, John B. Gambling,
Barry McKlnley and a chorus.

RCA's New Prez
G. K. Throckmorton was elected

president of RCA M'fg. Co. last week,
succeeding E. T. Cunningham, who
retired last April. Throckmorton,
who has been v.p., has served as
nominal operating head since Cun-
ningham left the company.
He has been In the radio business

since 1926.

Cook, Doherty Set Up Biz
Al Cook and Hank DOherty, both

of whom were axed recently In the
NBC payroll purge, have opened a
publicity office to handle air talent
At NBC Cook did the puff-uppering
for the Artists' Service, Doherty
was in press.

First accounts bagged by the boys
are acts under contract to NBC,
where no one Is now doing pub-
licity in the Artists' Service.

Michigan's 8 Station

Web Operates Just Like

A Coast-to-Coast Set-Up
The eame mechanical and engineer-
ing facilities that are maintained
by Coast-to-Coast Networks, ar«
in operation every day in the year
on the Michigan Radio Network.

From 9 A.M. to midnight slgn-orf.
MHN'h nvember stations carry a
conlinuous schedule of suetalnlng
«nd commercial broadcasts from
tho. key station WXYZ, DetrolL
The MRN blankets a territory of
over 4 million people. If you want
resultB — use MRN in^ Michigan.

tlil

8SMi(nv5li\

L<uiq€6t Cities

5 1 ill ion III r . M-

WJIM Tnr t.ni, Sl.Vlon ,n
,

W I 6 M Th- Only 41, lion in Jflchion

WKZO Thr SlJilion in KtlamAmc

WELL Tht Only SHIion lo Bnlllf Cr. rk

WOOD-WASH ::.„

"

WXYZ Kc, Slalion Ortroll

Operated Continuously -Just Like Coast to Coast Networks
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tELEVISION

raOMOTION

COLD

F C.C.'S WASHINGTON DOCKET

Washington, Oct. 26.

Plans of^ John McKay, New
York inventor, lor the establishment

of an ambitious television set-up

•were abandoned last week.

McKay,' who envisioned a nation-

wide television network arid pro-

pj^sed to plunge into every phase Qf

'the development and manufacturing.

, of equipment, the leasing of taae for

commercial i programs , and pipny

other aspects of the business, asked
'

the Securities and JJxchange Com-:

mission for leave to withd?:aw the

registration statement hie. filed a few
weeks ago. , .

"

Universal Television Corp. cited.

$!?,000,000 assets, comprised mostly

patents to which McKay and his

partners cpntrolled the rights.

St. Louis stations bepend

On Nabe Throwaways
StXouis, Oct. 26.

WEW is the third local station to

perfect a trade agreement with

weekly nabe papers. KWK was first

to make a tieup with a South St.

Louis sheet lor the printing of a cbl-

umn written by John Conrad, of

. KWK. Then KMQX made a similar

tieup with another local weekly rag.

Al S. Foster, business manaecr pf

WEW, recently converted into a coni-

mercial station, effected an agree-

ment Jiast week with the, South Side

Journal which has r circulation id

70,000 for a radio column.
KSD is owned by the Post-Dis-

patch.

TO
more than « hundred contit-

t«ift local and regional, advor-
tistrt on WBIG, who hav*
voted thik tho "favbi'ite sta-

tion in th* favored region"!

, Write
EDNeV ridge, Director,
for full "Facte and Data"

WBIG
CrAICtHOLLINGIEmr, iNC.vdft'^^

IN

GREENSBORO

NiC;

Washington, Oct 26.

(Usual weekly meeting of Commission was

postponed because of two-a-day hearings cur-

rently being held on tl»e Segal-Smith disbar-

ment case.)

EXAMINER'S REPORTS
Arizona: Two-way tiff over a new daytime transmit-

ter for. Prescott Was partially settled when Examiner

P. W. Seward recommended granting of the application

of Southwest Broadcasting Company for a 250-watter

on 1500 kc. Plea of W. P. Stuart, Prescott hewspaper

publisher, for thie same frequency with 100 watts days,

was tossed out by Seward as not in the public interest;

Examiner's action represented third act in the scrim-,

mage between Southwest Broadcasting and Stuart.

Broadcasting company's application had been granted

by the commish last November, but a new airing was

asked by. Stuart who claimed that his opposition was

not sufficiently well-heeled to operate the proposed

"station. Newspaper owner also charged Southwest

Broadcasting with not acting in 'entire good faith' and

complained that he had been denied thia right to cross-

examine the witnesses whose depositions were taken

by the Southwest group.

According to the examiner, Stuart 'failed to dis-

charge the burden of proof resting upon him to es-

tablish, the affirmative of these three Issues.' Com-
plainant filially admitted that Southwest Broadcasting

was amply financed and it was also established that

he had not been .denied to cross-examine the witnesses.

Southwest Broadcasting Company, moreover, was found

to have acted in jgood faith 'at all times' in, connection

with its efforts to secure a constri^ctibn permit.

On the other hand, granting of Stuart's application

would, result in operation of his station 'as an adjunct

to his newspaper business, which will fiive him a vir-

tual monopoly oh the dissemination of news in the

area,' Seward pointed put.

Southwest Broadcasting Company comprises a cor-

poration with an authorized capital stock of $25,000,

split five ways betweeii Albert Stetson, R. L. Webb,
C. D. Rhodes and George Norman Hoffman, its of-

ficers and directors. .

Qroup was represented by E. C. Locklear, with Frank
Stollehwerck appearing in behalf of~W. .P. Stuart.

California:; Expansion of the service pf KRE, Berk-

eley, through, a Shift in frequency and a power jump,
was partially approveol by Examineir Melvin H. Dal-

berg. Commish okay, however, woiild depend on the
granting of the pending application for frequency
change of. KGGC, San Francisco, and denial of the

new station plea of Chase S. Osborne, Jr., Fresno.

Twd motions made by respondents for dismissal of

the application and suppression of depositions offered

by applicant were denied and Central California Broad-
casters, inc. <KRE), was praised as 'rendering a mer-
itorious service. - Switdi from 1370 and 1440 kc and
juice-i.ump from 100 watts nights 250 watts days, to.

550. watts nights,- 1 kw days, would increase station's

night coverage by approximately five times its present

coverage and would enable its day service, Dalberg
pointed out. Frequency change could not be made,

however, unless KQGC is granted the right to shift

from 1420 to 1370 kc, it was explained.

Ben S. Fisher represented the applicant.

Kentuckyt Efforts of WHAS, 50 kw transmitter owned
by the Louisville Times, to established a new station

tD be used for local programs was stymied by Exam-
iner R. H. Hyde. At the same time, Hyde frowned on
a similar application filed by S. O. Ward and P. C.

Ward, the Louisville Broadcasting Co.

While admitting need exists for service of a purely

local nature. Examiner Hyde -pointed out that a new
station for WHAS would, in some respects, supple-

ment the present coverage but, as far as- general pro-

gram service was concerned,- would simply add another
program for listeners to choose from. Evidence offered

by WHAS that it never has talceft advantage- of its

commanding ^position in the community by. fixing rates

'does not provide the affirmative proof the question!

calls for,' Hyde added.
Request of the Wards, -father and son, was recom-

mended for denial because the earning capacity -of the

proposed daytime station was 'quite speculative.'

WHAS plea was for 100 watts on 1210^ kc, with the

Wards asking same assignment, limited to daytime op-

eration. Swagat Sherley appeared on behalf of th^
Louisville Times and the Ward interests were repre-

sented by Horace L. Lohnes and A. M. Thomas.
Oklahoma: New daytime station, to be operated on

1500 kc with 250 watter at Chickasha, appeared doomed
with a recommendation for dismissal with prejudice
by Examiner Tyler Berry.

' Motion for withdrawal of the request was presented
by counsel for the Chickasha Daily Express on Sep-
tember 8, Berry disclosed, but an earlier petition for
leave to withdraw without prejudice already had been
rejected by the commish. Applicants based their re-

quest on the discovery that the proposed station would
result in objectionable interference to an existing
station.

NEW APPLICATIONS
Maine: WRDO, Augusta, :transfer of control of cor^

poration from Henry P. Riries to Conrad E. Kenhison,
100 shares common stock.

.. North Carolina: L. B. McCormick, new station to be
operated days on 1370 kc with 250 watts.
Nebraska: WOW, Woodmen pf .the World Insurance

Association, Omaha, change name to Woodmen of the
World Life Insurance Society.
South Carolina: Greater Greenwood Broadcasting

Station, Greenwood, new station to be operated on 1420
kc with 250 watts days, 100 watts night.
Tennessee: WMC,

.

Memphis Commercial Appeal Co.,
Memphis, change power from. l kw nights, 5 kw days,
to 5 kw all times, make changes in directional antennb
for night use. '

Texas: WTAW, Agricultural and Mechanical Collegie

of Texas, College Station, make' changes in antenna,
change hours of operation from specified to daytime
(requesting "facilities of KTBC).

Pan-American

Frequencies

Up This Wk.

Washington, Oct. 26.

Weighing of rival claims for right
0 use the four unassigned Pan-
American frequencies reserved for
the United States starts late this

week if rush of business before Fed-
eral Communications Commission
slackens off.

Originally skedded- for ventilat-

ng Friday (22), applications of
World Wide Broadcasting,. General
Electric, and NBC will be examined
at public hearing before full Com;
mish as soon as the current disbar-
ment trial is over. Tentative open-
ing is this Friday (29) in hope that
arguments may be decided • before
ihe forthcoming Havana conference,
gets too far along. - U. S. negotiators

want to have some concrete scheme
for using the frequencies to lay be-
fore representatives of other na-
tions.

J^ncies-Spoiisors

HALL
.—Radio B«BiiltS—

EVEBEADY BATTERIES
. WBIOLET GUM

MAJESTIC RADIOS
SHELI, OIL

IITCH SHAMPOO
GIIXEITE RAZORS

Address: 4861 Ho. Pauline St.

Chicago, 111.

Table Prodacts, Ino; ' (Nu-Made
mayonnaise), through Lord &
Thomas. Los Angeles, using three

live . talent spots daily, Mondays
through Fridays, on KGO, San Fran-
cisco, through Nov! 26. Also tran-

scribed spots on KSFO, San Fran-
cisco.

Sunday nights, 9:00 to 9:30 p.m., PST.

Gas Appliance Society of Cali-

fornia, through Jean Scott Frickel-

ton, San Francisco, using spot an-

nouncements.

Pacific Gas & Electric renewed
'Tales of California' dramas on
KGO, San Francisco.

.
Plays, penned

by Samuel B. Dickson, are aired

Tf/fONElUS'
By JANE WEST

now radio's most popular

family brings you more

[aughter Tears ^^nd [-|eart-throbs

Presented by Ivory Soap - 99'' loo ° c pure

MCTCiJ TWICE DAILY
NBC Blue Network, Mon. to Fri. 11 a.m. EST

IM NBC Red Network, Mon. to Fri.3;45 p.m. EST^ • • COAST TO COAST
Dir.. COMPTON ADVERTISING AGENCY

MGT« ED WOLF—RKO BLDG.. NEW YORK CITY

Lloyd Shaffer
Griffin

NBC
7:00-7:30

P. M.

Heesler talking household hints. Biz
placed direct.

Pacquin Laboratories, New York
(hand cream), ^through William
Fsty agency, is spotting flve^minute
transcriptions, 'Grace and Eddie,'

three mornings a week starting

Nov. 1.

Safeway Stores, Inc.» San Fran-
cisco (food products) through J.

Walter Thompson, has placed its

transcribed serial, 'Land of th6
Whatsit,' on KFSD, San Diego, five

nights weekly for 13 weeks. ~

VIs-O Dog. Food Company, Sand
Springs, Okla., sponsored three daily

15-minute broadcasts of Oklahoma
state dog show at Oklahoma City
over KFXR.

Dr. Pepper (soft drinks), new
week - day quarter-hour program
over WJSV, Washington, with Arch
McDonald officiating. . Twice a week
McDonald to quizz pedestrians on
amusing angles concerning popular
superstitions—each individual inter-

viewed to receive half-dozen bottles

of Dr. Pepper's pop.

KMOX, St. Louis, Thursday night

spot vacated by 'March of Time' now
occupied by 'From the Front Page,

General Grocer's local dramatized 30

min. of news. This show was for

merly aired on Monday evenings.

WTMV's morning show 'Wake Up
and Live' is moving into Sears, Roe
buck stores, E. St. Louis, for p.a.

Friday and Saturday nights. .

KDTIf, Salt Lake, is airing com
mercial series for (IJapson-Bowman,
realtors, consisting of 15-min. PrO'

grams using an orch and special ap
peal sought through dramatizing in

stances of persons building homes
through aid from Uncle Sam's
Federal Housing.

H. W. Carr (tooth powder) goes

on WMCA, N. Y., starting Nov. 1

with Monday through Friday series

Qf Quatter-hours presenting Kurt W.

Malcom-Howard acency signatured
15-minute broadcast pf Chicago roll-

er derby for WIND airing seven-a
week.

Schwlmmer & Scott using WJJD,
Chicago, sixra-week 15 "minute
transcription spots for Studebaker
plugging. Contract for 52 weeks.

Peter Fox Brewing Co. sponsoring
Jimmy Dudley interviews with pro
football players before WIND Sun'
day games.

Devoe-Raynolds Paint is using
playlets in a series of eight 15-min-
ute programs over WBT, Charlotte,

N. C.

Glicksam Advertising Co, has
named Norman Lessing manager of
its radio production .department,

Agency's current air account is

Adam Hats.

Chevrolet, through Campbell'
Ewald, Detroit, spotting 28 an
nouncements weekly for two weeks
on KYA, San Francisco. Also 'using

13 a week on KGO and 42 weekly
on KFRC. Contracts up Oct. 30.

Chas. Garland to WHIP
Chicago, Oct. 26.

Charlie Garland resigned as sales

manager WIND last week to take
over the same jpb with WHIP, new
Hammond, Ind., 5,000 watter.

Garland had held the reins at

WIND since Aug. 1 of this year,

coming over from WBBM. No plans

are being made to fill the WIND spot

immediately. Station is to operate

with salesmen responsible to Ralph
Atlass only, at least for the time
being.

WiP Improvements
Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Changes to extent of $60,000 in
WIP's technical facilities were com-
pleted last week. Improvements in-

clude new 320-foot vertical antenna,
nev/ master control room, four new
individual control rooms and en'*

tirely new transmitter.

Station's studios were built only
two years ago at cost of $100,000.

JOE

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

GRUEN WATCH PROGRAM
SUNDAYS, NBC B«d, S:30-6 PJUL

FRENCH* CASINO
NEW YORK

•
Bransnrlok B«cord«

DONNA DAE
Tlllliri ,1 S(. \(.IM I N I

COLLEGE INN, Chicago
I it> ( ...I'.i .(.,.( ,..,.1

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE

^lJ.'>.l.,^ silt II

: ;ii M IK) ( iiv'i

Royal Toy Co. through Reiss Ad-
vertising, New York, using 10 35-

word spots on KFRC, San Francisco,
between Nov. 8 and 29.

Schlitz Brewing through McJun-
kin, Chicago, signed for 30 announce-
ments between Oct. 19 and Dec. 9.

P. J. LeRoy (piano lessons) is

broadcasting quarter-hour programs
daily except Saturday over KYA,
San Francisco, by remote from
KEHE, Los Angeles, Through March
18, 1938.

THE KING'S JESTERS
AND THEIR ORCHESTRA

with MARJORIE WHITNEY
BLUE FOUNTAIN ROOM

HOTEL LASALIiE, CHICAGO
Dlr.t CoBBolldatcd Radio Artists, Inc.

6US VAN
STAGE • SCREEN - RADIO

Central Booking Office, Inc.
' 61 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III.

AND HIS

ORCHESTRA
Admiracion Shampoo
Sunday 6i30-7 P< M>

WOR
Office, CH 4-5155
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Smith-Segal Hearings
(Continued from page 40)

lifted for Smith-Siegel: Swager
Sherley^ promllpent Democratic poli-

ticd; James W.- Baldwin, Ralph Van
Orsdei, telephone company exec;

John W. Guider, law school prof.

Also applauding the characters of

the two wer* a threesome of former

FCC counsels, Louis G. Caldwell,

Paul P.
' -Spearman, and Duke M.

Patrick..

7 Vtab Cases

Difficulty In- bringing up the Utah
cases, in which -Segal was involved,

was experienced by Kauffman
when defense counsel: objected to

recital of more " ancient history. In

the fend, the P.C.C. prosecutor was
able to dig' into these matters,

which are part of i scramble by
numerous candidates for facilities

in the Rocky Mountain area.

Circumstances surrounding crea-

tion pf. Great Westerr^ Broadcasting

Associption, applicant for 1210 sta-

tion at .
Logan and 1500 station at

Provo, were revealed by. Mrs. Helen
R. Duval, office manager for local

Jaw firm. Admitting she never ex-

pected to enter the radio field, she

testified she signed CP applications

it Segal's request, was unable to say
whether facts in papers were true,

and said she " never received any
Great Western "stock, although listedi

as 80% owner. Like Mrs. Manning,
she' minimized fact that she signed
her_name" as 'H. R. Duval' and said

she did not habitually usp 'Helen R.
• Diiviar in corrjespondence.

Claiifiing that Great Western was
created to protect KDYL, one of

Segal's clients, .
Kauffman had conr

siderable trouble in tracing pre-
liminary events in the Utah situa-

tion. Only after much argument, in

which he was aided by George
Porter, assistant general counsel of

the Commish, was he able to Explain

why he 'believed Great Western was
created.; Little supplementary testi-.

mony was introduced about this in-

cident after Commish 'agreed ex-
hibits and other documentary proof
was -'admissible.

Minnesota case^- where. Commercial.
Broadcasters, Inc., filed and later

ctbandoned ah application for p local

Gets Listeners

and RESULTS
for Advertisers

in Nebriowa*
•J'Cet the LOCAL AN-
GLE.'* On these instruc-
tions, news reporters for

Radio Station WOW go
into ACTION. WOW news
broadcasts are known for

their accurate coverage
of local events. Local
news builds local listen-

ers—and gets RESULTS
for advertisers.

590 KC 5,000 WATTS

OMAHA« NEBRASKA
» .

' * >

Owned s^nd operated by
theWoodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society.

John Gillini, Jr., Mgr.; Jphn •

Blair Co., Representatives
i^New Yofk, Chicagor
Detroit, .San Francisco.

<-C1EBR|0WA the rich,

trade territory composed
of 'toaMern NEBRaska and
western |.DWA< ; Its buii-
nesB capital is Omaha;
its radi/J xapjjkak U WOW.

station in Moorhead, was examined
at length, with E. C. Reineke, presir
deiit d£ WDAY,' Fargo, a Segal client,

as principal witness. Earlier Kauff-
man'had shown how the concern was
organized by Segal. .

Explaining that WDAY had op-
posed removal of KGFK from Hal-
leck, Minn., to Moorhead, just across
the river from. Fargo, Reineke told
how his group bought up" the new-
comer and then, after dropping
around $2,500 annually, sold the
plant for shifting to Duluth. Segal
first became involved in the Min-
nesota situation When thp KGFK
sale was being consummated.

Through Reineke's testimony,
kauffman. .tried, to establish that
Commercial Broadcasters was set up
to head off. -more potential competi-
tion by Robert K. Herbst, who ap-
plied for a station in the Fargq-
Moorhead sector early in 1935. The
WDAY exec admitted he asked
Segal's advice about how to keep
out a rival and told the attorney to

go ahead and create a company to

file competing application. Al-
though his people had lost money on
KGFK, he said they felt if there
were to be another outlet- in the- area
they should own it.

With denial he asked to have
WDAY's interest in Commercial
hidden, Reineke admitted he never
saw the 'application Which 'Segal
filed, did hot kriow' who the stock-
holders were,' and heV^er actually put
up the money which th6 Commiish
was told the concern possessed. He
disclaimed responsibility for state-

ment in application form that Com-
mercial was not affiliated with any
other broadcaster.

Miscellaneous corresppndence be
tween Segal and Reineke was pre-
sented, with Kauffman relating the
Commercial maneuvers to the Herbst
application and questioning the sin-

cerity involved in the Commercial
request. Abandonment of the appli-

cation was due to the 1935 drought
and poor crops, rather than .because
WDAY was allowed;.to intervene in

the Herbst matter on. its own behalf,

Reineke insisted.

Rhode Island ;

'

Hook-up between Segal and vari-
ous Rhode Island. i):xter.ests was an-
other major topic, unveiled. With
nearly all testimony' on this matter
received over defense protests,

Kauffman brought out the part the
cited attorney played i*i atteniipts of
a group headed by W. Paul Oury,
former executive of WPRO, Provi-
dence, .to obtain. an; outlet atf Paw-
tucket.

Another Girl Witness

Filing of dummy application of

which Segal and Smith claim they
had no knowledge Wad revealed dur-
ing testimony by Geraldine - Al-
berghane, youthful- former stenog-
rapher at a Federal Housing Admin-
istration branch, while supplemental
info, .was elicited from' S. George
Webb, whose construction permit for

a Newport outlet tecently was can^
celled by the Commish.

Agreeing she did not live in Paw-
tucket as stated in her application.

Miss Alberghane said she had never
been in the radio biz but filed a re-

quest for CP when asked by Oury,
her uncle. She testified she never
had $35,000 in cash, as the applica-

tion stated, and admitted signing cerr

tain correspondence with the F.C.C.

relative to her case. She denied

signing other communications, be-

sides-confessing she did not own real

estate mentioned in one letter. .

Another Segal client, Webb, who
has been accused previously of try-

ing to sell his CP,, told how he was
approached by Oury and induced to

form a new corporation, WNRI, Inc.,

which proposed to build his pro-

jected transmitter.- He testified that

Oury took him to Segal, who filed

request for permission to assign the

CP to the company; of which he

owned 12'/i%, Oury owned 433/*%

and Frank Thornleigh, another

Rhode Islander, owned the remaining

43%%.
Just Small Pari -

All of the Webb and Alberghane

testimony was protested by defense

lawyers, on the ground that neither

Segal nor Smith had more than a

small part in the actions of these ap-

plicants. Cited lawyers contended

they only represented Alberghane

for a short period and merely ap-

piroved the form of the .-application.

More direct evidence of Segal's .re-

lation to the Rhode Jsland matters

was supplied reluctantly by- Oury,

who was questioned by, Commish
members when he gave ' numerous

evasive answers to Kauffman, Ad-

mitting he became interested in the
possibility of acquiring Webb's CP
in the summer of 1935, the former
WPRO man told how Segal was re-

tained in connection with request
for continuance of the permit and
for permission to turn the franchise
over to- WNRI, Inc. He also related

that he conferred with Segal about'

applications for Rhode Island facili-

ties filed by New Bedford Standard-
Times and the John Shepard in-

terests. . >

Denying he was concerned about
Shepard's application for a Provi-
dence station for the Colonial' net-

work, Oury conceded he caused Miss
Alberghane to file the request for

identical facilities in neiarby Paw-
tucket. Under intensive quizzing, he
said, he was aware that both applica-

tions could not be granted. Oury
was forced to confess that addresses
in the Alberghane application were
false but was unwilling to supply in-

formation about financial aspects of

his under-cover' activities. At bnie

point he flatty refused to answer
kauffman's questions.

Docket Clerk Up

Detailed account of how Smith in-

serted certain papers in F. C. C. files

was obtained from Mary iBelle

Anthony, d e p 6 s e d as Commish
docket clerk several months ago, and
John P. Brady, another radio bar-
rister. Principal witness .was Rich-
ard Casto, whose request for a CP
at Johnson City, Tenn., is still on
the F, .C. C. griddle!.

"The yaper-switching occurred on

Expected a Gag

Buffalo, Oct. 26.

John Clarke, radio engineer,

met an out-of-town friend.

'What are you doing now?'
askcd> the chum.

'I'm working for WEBR,' re-

plied John.
'So?' said the pal. 'What kind

of a Government project is

that?'

the Casto application, the Commish
heard. Accompanied by his client,

Smith visited the' Commish offices

and asked for the file of depositions

to be offered as' evidence before the
examineir. He explained - that the

originals previously filed had not
been signed, Miss Anthony elabo-
rated. When ' given the" records, he
placed signed copies in the official

folder.

Wherei Casto received his funds
and whether Smith .knew of ' the

source of the money -was a major
point in the government's case. Al-
though Casto insisted he -never dis-

cussed this matter with his counsel,

Kauffman sought- . to demonstrate
that Smith was negligent in never
inquiring. Emphasis was

.
placed

upon' admissions that the Commish
was deceived when hearing was held
on the request for a CP for the

Johnson City plant.

Admits Lie

After his sister had testified she

of the transmitter, Casto conceded
that he did not tell the truth when
exahiined about his resources last

winter. He readily confessed he did
not earn the cash, as he represented
before an F. C. C. examiner. But at

the same time he denied Smith was
aware of this fact.

The government's argument was
that the Casto application was an at-

tempt to upset plans' of the Knox-
ville Journal to gain an outlet and
to defend another Segal-Smith
client, WNOX. (Latter is owned by
the Scripps-Howard interest).

.

Relating circumstances surround-
ing the submission of his application,

Casto said he' never had much con-
versation with Segal and declared h6
did not inform Smith of the source
of his finances. He did admit that
Smith considered his initial $10,009'

insufficient an(d suggested more
money was necessary.

Income; Tax An^Ie
,

Most of Casto's witness-standing
was coiicerried with what happened
after the disbarment proceedings
were launched. Quizzed about this

phase of his relations with the be-
selged attorneys, the Tennessee ap-
plicant admitted he had a long talk
about his money with Smith follow-
ing issuance of the disbarment cita-

tion. He agreed that Smith advised
hind to pay ihcome taxes on the $2$,-

000, which he jupposedly earned,
and' drafted a typical 'schedule for
presentation to l^easury people to
account for this amount. No taxes
ever were paid, C&sto' admitted, and

the eve of .last
.
December hearing on made $25,000 available for ereotion the m~oney wai9 not earned.
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Smart time^buyers Bjackett-Sam-

ple-Hiifflmert have done it again!

This time they've given a new twist

to the supplemental idea by spot-

ting Ovaltine's "Little Orphan

Annie" straight across the WOR
board, 5 times each week from

5:30 to 5:45 P.M. immediately

preceding the network show.

Lftffe Orphan Annie" now brings WOR's 5 tfine-

a'Week, on-ithe-air or contracted for^ dramatic

strips to 10 . . . a setup aclinowiedged to be the

greatest surefire audience draw in daytime radio
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HoDywood Party for Jack Bregman;

L 6. Mayer Tops Sentimental Welcome

HoUywood, Oct, 26.

Quite a turnout last Thursday (21)

at the Victor Hugo restaurant, in

Beverly Hills, to welcome Jack

Bregman, general manager of Leo

Feist, Inc., to Hollywood on his first

Coast visit. .He's here for a coupla

weeks at Louis K. Sidney's invita-

tion to' meet Louis B, Mayer and

other Metro studio officials, since

'^i^.y Sidney will be liaison between Metro

and Feist music company, of which

latter firm Erevan Is the newly

appointed g.m.

%ith Sigmund Romberg, George
Jessel, Ben Bemie, Irving Berlin,

plus Mayer and Sidney on the dais

with Bregman, were other Metroites,

. such as Harry Rapf, Nat Finston,

Herbert Stothardt, and in the audi-

ence of 100 was almost every Song-

. writer now it^, pictures.

Discreetly referring to the Metro-

Jack Bobbins switch, whereby the

. . . latter assumes head of the firm bear-

ing his name, as well as Miller Music,

but upping Bregman to g.m. of

Feist's, L. B. Mayer's speechlet made
mention of the fact that life in Hol<-

lywood, much as life outside the

film capital, is like a game of cards,

and that 'once la a while it becomes
necessary to shuffle the Jacks'—

a

play on Jack Bobbins and Jack Breg-

man, who succeeded Bobbins .as dir,

irect music publishing contact with

the studio.

New setup Is Intended to.give Feist

100% exclusivity on Metro fllmusical

excerpts, rather than scatter the

Metro picture songs among which-
ever catalog could absorb it, 9S was
the case in the past, when either

. Feist or Bobbins or Miller Music

became the publishing channel;

Bregman, much moved, made a

discreet speech of thanks, reading

from mss., and explaining that he's

deliberately doing it that way in

order not to commit any elocutionary

breach on so sentimental an occasion.

Bookie's Quip

Broadway bookmaker had a

ready comeback when some-
body last week asked him how
come he was sporting an
ASCAP membership button in

his lapel.

•I'm- entitled to wear one,' he
said.' 'I get as much of the So-
ciety's money as any writer I

know.''

Mask and Wig Songs In

Words & Music will publish the

two top tunes, 'I Live the Life I

Love' and 'Gypsy in My SouV from
'Fifty-Fifty,' . this season's ' (the

50th) show of the Mask and Wig
Club of the University of Penn-
sylvania.

Fred Waring last year plugged
the tunes from the show on his Ford
program. Songs are by Dr. Clay
Boland, Penn alumnus.

Oordon-Revel Betnm to L. A.

Mack Gordon and Harry Revel are
returning to the Coast the end of this

week.
Been here since before the

World's Series for which purpose
they came and it marks their first

leisurely Broadway sojourn in

years, as heretofore their experience

has been to arrive in N. Y., only to

be summond back almost pronto.

'121;Ii Street Rag' Benewal ,

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. has ob-
tained the right to renew the copy-
right of '12th Street Rag' when the
renewal becomes due two years
hence. Contract is with the tune's

writer, Euday L. Brown.
Jenkins Music Co. of Kansas City,

now owns the copyflgiht.

Paul Specht organizing a band for

a southern tour .starting Nov. 10 un-
der auspices of ROCL

MAN BITES DOG

Or Benny Goodman Apoloflzea to

Song Fluffgrers

Benny Goodman brought together

a group of music publishers' men at

the Pennsylvania hc<2l (N. Y.) last

Thursday (21) to give them a
luncheon and salve whatever feel-

ings he might have hurt during the

past two years. Goodman told the

boys that if he has been refusing to

listen to their sales stories it wasn't
because he had anything against

them. It was merely because he knew
in advance that the material they
had did not fit the style of his band.

Goodman added tliat he would al-

ways be glad to cooperate with the
music men and that he didn't want
them to get the impression that he
had gone hoity-toity with success.

For a band leader to call contact

men together to make apologies or

amends is without precedent in the

music business.

Short BrSfiant Career

Of Princeton Songwriter,

Graduated into Pix Job

Brooks Bowman, 24, who sprouted

into sbng\yriting fame while still an

undergraduate >. at Princeton Uni-

versity, died last week from injuries

sustained in an auto accident near
Garrison, N. Y. Bowman's success

was credited, with starting the cycle

which had music .men scouting the
college shows for writing talent.

On Bowrrian's graduation from the
university Edwin H. Morris, head of

Warner Bros.' publishing interests,

signed him to a studio contract. The
two tunes which brought Bowman
to national attention were 'East of

th& Sun' and 'Love and a Dime,'
both from the Triangle Club's show,
'Stags at Bay' and published by
Santly Bros.-Joy. He wrote the
lyrics for these but collaborated on
a later hit, 'Will Love Find a Way?'

Buck Bam and Henry Nemo have
written a tune titled 'Joe the Bomb-
er' for Joe Louis' first picture. Mills

publishing.

Last Week s IS Best SeDers

ttarbbr Lights . . . . k Mario
*That Old Feeling Feist .

•Remember Me? . . . : Witmark
One Rose Left in My Heart Shapiro
*Have You Any Castles Baby? Harms
*Moon Got m My Eyes Select
Roses in December Berlin
You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming. .Rernick
.My Cabin of Dreams Berlin
Can I Forget You?. Chappell
Whispers in the Dark Famous
Afraid to Dream ....» Miller
So Many Memories Shapiro
Vieni Vieni . ..'Vitmark
Blossoms on Broadway Famous

Indicofes ftlmusical sona. t Indicates stage production eong.
others are pops.

The

Inside Stuff-Music

Several years ago Cole Porter wrote and Harms published a comedy
song titled 'Mrs. Lowsborough—Goodby,' in which he panned weekend
parties uninercifuUy. Sheila Barrett, Beatrice Lillie and other users of
sophisticated material included the song in their routines and found favor
with it in the class spots. Porter, himself, liked the comedy patter he had
written so well-lhat he recorded the song for Victor.
One couplet from the song was:

'And for making me vow to myself, there and then.
Never to go on a weekend again,' etc.

But Porter forgot the punch line of his song, spent a weekend on Long
Island, was tossed and sat on by a horse and wound up in the hospital
with compound fractuies of both legs.

With Bobby Crawford now definitely out of the music business, tha
publisher members on the directorate- of the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers are trying to agree on a successor to Craw-
ford on the board. Before proposing "any candidates the pub directors are
making it a point to get the reactions of the board's writer members. One
reason that the Crawford vacancy has remained that way so long is that
the publisher cliques on the board haven't been able themselves to agree
on a candidate.
Crawford last week joined Sam Jaffe, Inc., Hollywood talent agency.

With the title of vip.

Robbins Music provided an unusual situation last week In that it suc-
ceeded' in placing three numbers from the score of 'Virginia' on the most
played list at the saine time. Unusual aspect is that a picture rarely man-
ages to place that, many songs on the same list, and the picture output pf
popular numbers far exceeds numbers written for legits. 'Virginia,' ii

the Rockefellers' musical which closed Saturday (23) at the Center, N. Y.

It's not generally knowTi that (Miss) Connie Lee, sister of Maurice
Conn, Indie film producer, is thus related. She's composer and musical
director for Conn productions.
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Harms Fal to Win Dismissal in Case

Involving 'Student Prince Accounting

Harms, Inc., Warner Bros, publish-

ing unit, lost out last week in N. Y.

Supreme Court, when it sought to

have dismissed a suit brought by

the Shuberts through April Pro-

ductions, Inc., owner of the 'Student

Prince* score.' Judge McLaughlin

nixed WB's plea that the case be-

-longed in the Federal courts and

held that the case clearly concerned

an alleged breach of contract.

Shuberts want Harms to make an

accounting of the money it received

from the American Society of Com-
' posers, Authors & Publishers for

performances of 'The Student Prince'

numbers, arguing that the contract

which gave the publishing firm the

sales agency for the score stipulated

that the copyright owner receive

50% of such performing income.

Harms submits it would be difficult

/to determine just what amount it

, collected from ASCAP prior to Jan.

^1,1 1936, on the strength of this score,

/ since the Society had up to then

taken into account accumulative per-

formances when it came to paying
royalties. System prevailing up to

that time based each publisher's pro-

portion on what a clslssification com-
mittee • considered the individual

catalogs to be worth to the Society.

The Student Prince' was with-

,

' drawn from the; Society's repertoire

y/hen Warners withdrew from that

organization at the beginning of last

year and now. performance licenses

for-the score have been granted since

that date by either Harms or

. ASCAP. Although the composer of

'$tudent Prince,' Sigmund Romberg,

is -an ASCAP member, that organiza-

tion is barred from using this angle

for licensing authorization because

Romberg had originally sold all his

rights to the Shuberts.

Season's Ixtveliest Melody

MOON AT SEA
^ En'ffland'8 New Bullad . Hit

THE GREATEST MISTAKE
OF MY LIFE

Tane-terrlflc! Melodynamlot
Hcore of the New

COTXON CLUB PARADEt

She's Tall! She's Tan!

She's Terrific!

I'm Always in The Mood

For You

Harlem Bolero

will Hudson's New .Tain-orous Hitt

Sophisticated Swing

Two Songlorlourr Hits
from GB's "GANGWAY"

Lord and Lady Whoozis

Moon or No Moon

Dreams for Sale

I'm Just a Country Boy
at Heart

He's a Gypsy from
Poughkeepsie

Mills Music, Inc
U1* MOASWAT . raw TOtll, N.

ACCORDIONS
Sav« up to 60%

Write tit once for
out New Free Illus-
trated CKtaloK. Hlk
Cash savlnKA for yon.
Majur Accordion Co..
1323 S. Calirornla
Blvd., Chicago, III.

ARRANGERS ELECT

Qulld Campaigning: for Air and Disc
Credits

Recently organized Arrangers
Guild has elected Joe Glover presi-
dent, Bill Challis, v.p.; Bernie Mayer,
secretary, and Don Walker, treas-
urer. Main object of the organiza-
tion is td get credit announcements
for arrangers on radio programs and
phonograph records.

Contingent feels that it has. been
almost completely neglected in the
rush for billing.

Archie Fletcher Warns

Shapiro, Bernstein That

'Baby' Rights Are Signed

Archie Fletcher, gen. mgi*. of the
Joe Morris Music Co., advised Sha-
piro, Bernstein & Co. last week that
his firm had obtained the renewal
of copyright rights of 'Melancholy
Baby' from the writer, Ernie Bur-
nett, on Aug. 27, 1936, and if Shapiro
recently made a deal with Burnett
for the number it would have to be
the loser. Fletcher took issue after

the S-B firm had circularized the
trade about having contracted for
the, renewal of the 'Melancholy'
copyright.

Present copyright on the tune
doesn't expire until . Oct. 31, "1939,

but under the law it is permitted
to file an application for . renewal a
year in advance of the expiration
date. As copyright experts in the
trade have pointed out, the publish-
ing firms who contract years in ad-
vance for such renewals are talcing

a chance 'of losing their retainer

money. If the writer dies before the
right to renewal becomes valid the
renewal privilege automatically pass-
es on to his estate and. any contracts
which the writer had made become
void. What the writer had disposed
of was something that did not come
to him within his lifetime but rather
belonged to his heirs.

Joe Keit Dies at 51

Joe Keit, 51, whose career in the
music business gravitated between
publisher and professional man dur-
ing the past 20 years, died Monday
(25) of heart disease and other
complications in his New York
home. Before becoming a partner
in Keit-Engel, Inc., he was profes-

sional, manager of Remick Music
Corp. Subsequent connections were
with Mills Music, Inc., and the Joe
Morris Music Co.

He leaves a widow and two sons,

one of whom, Jerry, is with the
Mario Music Co. Funeral services

will be held tomorrow (Thursday)
at the Riverside Chapel.

Music Notes

Johnny Burke and Jimmy Monaco
peddled five numbers for use in

Major's 'The Badge of Policeman
O'Roon.' Bing Crosby will warble
three, Beatrice Lillie and Louis

Armstrong one each.

Edward Ward writing the entire

musical score for Metro's 'The Last

Gangster/ Edward G. Robinson
starrer. /

Dr. William Axt scoring 'A Mat-

ter of Pride' at Metro.

Johnny Marvin peddled 'Dust,'

'Listen to the Rhythm of the Range'

and 'In the Land of Zulu,' to Re-

public for future Gene Autry pro-

ductions.

Harry Salter does his fifth return

to Lucky Strike hour, Nov. 13.

Most Played on Air

Combined plugs. ot» WEAF,
WJZ and, WABC are computed
for the loeek jrom Sunday
through Saturday (Oct. 17-23).

*Rose8 in Dcoember
(Berlin)

"That Old Feeling
(Feist)

^Have You Any Castles, Baby?
(HHrins)

If It Is Last Thing I Do
(Crawford)
^Remember Me
(WltinartO
fGoodby Jonah

(Robblna)

Vieni Vienl
(Wltmark)

So Many Memories
(.Shapiro)

"Blossoms on Broadway
(Famous)

C^u't Stop Me From Dreaming
(Remick)

""One Rose Left In My Heart
(Shapiro)

fTou and I Know
(Robblns)

^Whispers in the Dark
(Famous)

^Moon Got in My Eyes
(Select)

tAn Old Flame Never Dies
.

(RobblTi.-f)

Harbor Lights
(Mario)

^I Still Love to Kiss You
(Pelat)

When the. Organ Played
IJo-> Monis)

"•Ebbtide
. (Popular)

*Once in a While
(Miller)

*It's the Natural Thing to Do
(Select)

*Can .1 Forget You
(ChappeU)

Farewell My Love
(Harms)

Gettin' Some Fun Out of Life
• (Donald.son)

Tears in My Heart
(Marks) •

* Indicates filmusical song.

t Production Number.

Brunswick-Vocalion Labels For

Use Exclusively by the American

Recwd Co.; Merge Mills' 1 Brands

American Record Go. has decided

to remove the Master and Variety

labels from the phonograph disc

market, Irving Mills will continue

as a recording executive for the
combine but» his stencilings will' be
assigned to either the Brunswick
or the Vocalion liist on all future re-

leases. Merger was ordered after

it developed that the Mills platters

were primarily cutting in on the
sales of the other two labels. It

was a case of the company compet-
ing with itself.

Under the reorganization which
went into effect last Friday (22)

Mills maintains his own recording
staff and group of artists and
bands. Those that were formerly
recorded under the Master banner
(75c) will take Brunswick list-,

ing, while the variety artists will

henceforth go to the trade as prod-
ucts of Vocalion (35c). Either label
in such instances will carry a line

reading, 'Produced by Master Recv
ords. Inc.'

Recording combine declares that
it has no Intenition of dissolving
the corporation which it set up for,

the Mills labels early this year.
New contract which . American has
given Mills places no limit on the"

number of platters, that he Is to
contribute to the monthly releases
of Brunswick or Vocalion. Revised
working arrangement, will , leave it

to Mills and. Joe Higgins, Amer-
ican's recording manager, to de-
termine between them what picture
and pop releases are to be recorded
hy bands and vocalists coming
under their respective authorities.

' Mills explained Saturday (23)

there will be .less ' recording by
house orchestras as far as his setup

,

is concerned and more concentre^
tion on the name units and spe-
cialists whi<;h he controls, br • has
under direct contract. It was also
pointed out that Master and Variety
will retain their individual identi-

ties for the European niarket in

the event a foreign tleup is effected
for these labels.

Band Phonies at Large

Los Angeles, Oct. 26.

American Federation of Musicians
has, launched a drive to catch up
with impostors, who on several oc-
casion^ have pose^d as bona f.de rep'
resentatives of important name
bands and signed bands on for en-
gagements, collecting an advance (de-

posit.

.
Middle West is the fave stamping

grounds .for these, phonies and
AFofM Is enlisting all its locals also

warning' ballroom operators and fra-

ternal organizations to be on the
lookout.

DUMAS, JOBBER

FORCED INTO

BANKRUPTCY

Dumas 'Music Corp. was thrown
into bankruptcy last week through
the Federal Court, Manhattan, al-

though an order had previously

been obtained from a state court as-

signing the assets of the jobbing
firm to George Kent for the benefit

of creditors, Bankrupitcy action

was filed by A. Walter Sokolow,
counsel, in behalf of Irving Ber-
lin, Inc.; Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.,

iand E, B. Marks Music Co,, with the

claims stated io be in excess of $500.

Bankruptcy move ajg.ainst Dumas
followed a preliminary inquiry in-

stituted by the Music Publishers
Protective Association, Information
had come to the MPPA that the

Dumas outfit was controlled sub
rosa by the head of^another jobbing

house. Dumas makes the first job-

ber to go under in the sheet music
industry in several years.

'Nother Lift for Cycle.

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Two ditties in the- Bobby Breen
picture, 'Hawaii Calls,' will get an
exploitation campaign in a deal,

concluded with Irving Berlin Music
Co. Tunes are 'Down Where the

Trade Winds Blow' and the title

number.
Both are by Harry Owens.

Salabert Tunes Sold
Frances Salabert has sold the

American and Canadian rights of

'Me Pomme' ('My Apple') and 'Les

lies D'Or' ('Isles of Gold'), two
tunes in the current French Casino,

N. y., show, to the Chappell Co.

Joachim Auerbach, Salabert's

agent in this country, handled the

deal.

presents * « • •

The Country's No. 1 Hit

THAT OLD FEELING
Ity JMW KROWN iiiMl SA.HMY FAIN

LOVELY ONE
By THANK I.OESSEII niid MANNIKO SHERWIN

Both from WALTER WANGER'S "VOGUES OF 1938"

Two Top Songs from Walter Wanger's "52nd Street"

I STILL LOVE TO KISS YOU
GOODNIGHT

I'D LIKE TO SEE SAMOA OF

SAMOA
Hy WAT.TEIt nUI.T.OCK nnd HAROT.n HVIVA

MAKE A WISH
B|' rOUIS ALTVAl, TAXnL WKBSYKK and O^CAR f(TltAl)8

From RKO Picture; "MAKE A WISH"

Wayn* King's Sonsatiortal NovAlty

JOSEPHINE
Br OU8 KAHN, WAYNB KINO uud BVBKR BIVRNS

AND REMEMBER
itYou Can^t Go Wrong with a Feist Song'^

LEO FEIST, Inc.
CHESTER COHN, General Prpfeasionat Manager

1629 BROADWAY NEW YORK

THE HIT SONG FROM RKO'S LATEST MUSICAL. "THE LIFE OF THE PARTY' —NO. 1 ON THE AIR

ROSES IN DECEMBER
IRVING BERLIN, Inc.

799 SEVENTH AVENUE. NEW YORK HARRY LINK. Gen. Pro! Mgr.
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Norman CampbeD Puts His Bookers

On Radio Trail; Sees Band Field

Dominated by MCA, CRA, R-O'K

Radio Orchestra Corp., nee Or-

chestra Corp of America, and one of

the older band, booking combines,

has reorganized and is altering its

phyjslcal character- to embrace radio

talenting, etc.

Firm was remanhed about two
weeks ago when Norman S. Camp-
>ell took charge under presidency
'
f Ralph Peer, also head of Southern
Music Corp. Some of the older em-
ployes exited, among whom were
Frank, Ed and Frances Fishman,
from original setup, arid newtomers
.were brought: into- the organization.

Ed Fishman formerly headed the

setup when title was first changed
•to ROC from OCA,

Campbell doesn't see any future in

opposing the existing band booking
offices with his minor outfit. Field

is virtually a monopoly for MCA,
CRA and Rockwell-O'Keefe.
Plan is to stress the acquisition

and sale of radio talent, but not com-
pletely drop the band activity at

'present. Ben Taft is handling the

newly created radio end.
' Now have . about 10 bands top,

"two being Paul Tremaine ' and
Blanche Calloway.

Whiteman All Set

Paul Whiteman orchestra plays the

Auto Show, San Francisco, Oct. 30

for two weeks. Drake Hotel, Chi,

igets him Nov. 19 for a nine-day en-

gagement, closing Nov. 27.

Leaving the Drake the band one-

nites it back to the Coast, where it

opens a month's? stay Deq. 31 at the

Cocoanut Grove, L. A.

SUNDAY MATINEES

FOR COEDS CLICK

Fats Wallec opens at Famous Door,

L. A., Nov. 11 with a new western
crew similar to small outfit used in

Victor recordings.

Lincoln, Oct. 26.

Fourth week of dance matinees

here Sundays definitely establishes

the policy for the duration of the

college year, says R. H. Pauley, boss

at the Turnpike-Casino. Pauley had
been competing with the other two
dance halls here on Sunday nights,

,but finally figured, since the co-eds

must be in by 10:30 p.m. Sundays,

it'd give him a nice play to after-

noon it.

Also takes one guy out of the cut

for Sunday night biz. Worked out

swell all around, no Sunday after-

noon failing to show more than Sun-

day nights with the same bands.

ROBBINS offers-
r

.

The Year's Most Important Music

GORDON and REVEL come throuitli again wUli the stire-Aiie score lot

KddJe C'-n'or'H 30th Centary-Fox ProducHon, "All Baba «oe8 to Town"

I'VE eOT MY HEART SET ON YOU

SWING IS HERE TO SWAY

The Year's Outstanding Production Score From

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ' and ALBERT STILLMAN'S "VIRQINIA*

YOU AND I KNOW

AN OLD FLAME NEVER DIES

GOOD-BYE JONAH

Song Standouta by JIMMY McHUGH and HAROLD ADAMSON
Frdm RKO-RADIO'S NEW FILM HIT

LILY PONS' *'Hitting a New High"

LET'S GIVE LOVE ANOTHER CHANCE

THIS NEVER HAPPENED BEFORE

I HIT A NEW HIGH

BROWN and FREED LATEST:

"Broadway Melody of 1938" Offers These Hits:

YOUBS AND MIKE

I'M FEELIN' LIKE A MILLION

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 Seventh Avenue New York

Unique Dance Club

St. Paul, Oct. 26.

Jack Malerich orchestra of

.
25 'musicians, all of them play-
ing string.s, will provide the

cavorting basis for the swanky
private dance club which limits

its membership to people over
30 and under 50.

Some of Malerich musicians
are symphony ti'ained.

Kay Kyser Exploitation

Stunt at Blackhawk

Brings In Lots of Mail

Chicago, Oct. 2«.

Kay Kyser started a new mail and.

business gag at the Blackh.awk every
Monday night, tagged 'Kyser^Kollege

of Musical Knowledge.' Listeners

are asked to send in questions about

bands and songs, with the question

being sprung on customers- at the

cafe. Cash przes ai-e awarded win-
ning 'students.'

Last week, the start of the gag,

brought more than 2,800 letters, in

five days after the first announce-

ment over WGlsr.

This Kyser Kollege stunt is figured

as the first genuine box-office sub-

stitution for the previous Black-

hawk's 'Midnight Flyers' periods

every Monday midnight.

Social Security Tax Victory Exempts

Most Leaders from 'Employer Burden

Union Asks Beer Dances

Chicago, Oct, 26.

Following a year's battle, the
American Federation of Musicians
has won from the Social Security
Board the exemption of contractors
from the responsibility of the em-
ployers tax. The only exception is

in the case of name bands which
are hired as units under the headline

On the Upbeat

Harry Lewis into the Del Mar
Club, San Francisco, Oct. .21.

Ina Ray Hutton and Hudson De
Lange crews music for Thanksgiving
Eve dance at Armory, Buffalo, Nov.
24.

Ace Harris' Sunset Royal band
plays Howard theatre, Washington,
D. C, Nov, 5, before one-niting
through Ohio and Pennsy for Sam
Stiefel.

Fred Oliver, former band maes-
tro, opens his, cocktail trio at Statler

hotel, Buffalo, Nov. 1.

Spokane Oct. '26.

Musicians union is taking active

part in battle with city commis-
sioners' over beer-dance ordinance.

Licenses of several places selling

beer and conducting, dances under
same roof have been suspended
pending permanent ruling. City

.council .expected to allow beer-

dancing, but undoubtedly will tack

on sizable fee. Musicians petitioneij,

council to allow dancing in beer
parlors and cabarets to save their'

jobs. mr: ,

"Ted Lewis theatre tour for MCA
includes Loew's State, N. Y., Nov. 4;

Earle, Washington, 12; .
Stanley,

Pittsburgh, 19; Shea's, Buffalo, 26,

and Palace, Akron, and Palace,

Youngstown, O., Dec. 3.

INDIANAPOLIS NOVELTY

Claypool Hotel Has House Orches-
tra for Dining: Boom

Indianapolis, Oct. 26.

Claypool Hotel starts Art Berry
Band in main dining room next
Saturday (30). Berry has just fin-

ished three months at Thomas Jef-

ferson Hotel, Birmingham, and will

come into the Claypool with eight

men, using Jimmy Boyer on an
electric organ, with Berry fiddling

and conducting.
Nightly radio airing is contracted

for with WIRE here: This will be
only . Indianapolis hotel in years .to

install a dining-room band per-

manently, as heretofore there's been
no music whatsoever in hotels, ex-
cept as brought in at intervals by
private parties, subleasing ball

rooms from inns.

Hotel Antlers, at various times,
has hdd a night club with band
and floor show running, but it's dark
so far this year.

KayeU Hoof Statistics

Sammy Kaye broke three attend
ance records ]ast week while ohe-
niting for MCA. Band drew 1,900
at Valencia ballroom, York, Pa., 16;

•2,000 at Cantor's Auditorium, Pas
saic, N. J., 17, and 1,800 at the Ritz
ballroom, Pottstown, Pa., 48.
Goes into the Statler Hotel, Cleve

land, Nov. 5 for four-week location
date.

Bunny Berigan follows his one
week at the Fox theatre, Detroit,

Nov. 5, with one nite stands in

Cleveland, O., Nov. 13; Columbus,
O., 14; Canton, ^O., 17; Greensburg,
Pa., 18; Scranton, Pa., 19; Johnson
City, N. Y., 20; Utica, N. Y., and
opens at the ; Paramount theatre,

N. Y., Nov. 24.

Bernle Ciimmins opens , at the

Gibson hotel, Cincinnati, Oct. 30,

after quitting Biltmore hotel,' N. Y.'.

to make room for Horace Heidt, .set

for season.

leader who himself ' employs the
musicians at a guaranteed weekly
salary.

"

This exemption was won through
the efforts of AFM president, Joe
N. Weber and the union's counsel,
Samuel T. Ansell.

In Chicago, president James C. Pe-
triUo of the local Musicians Union
four months ago won the complete
exemption of both contractors and
leaders from the responsibility of
paying the Social Security employers'
tax. This battle at one point reached
the crisis in which Petrillo was
ready to pull the orchestras out of
the hotel cafes, but before this was
necessary

. the hotels capitulated to
Petrillo's insistence and agreed to
accept the responsibility themselves
of paying the employer's tax,

^iiiijlililiiinilliinililiiuiiiilliiliiliiiiliiilniiiiiiiiiiiililliililiiiiiiimii nil liiriiiiinih-J
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Stuart Allen vocalizing on Eddie
Duchin's new NBC hour for Eliza-

beth Arden, sponsor.

Count Basle into Apollo theatre,

N. Y., for one week, Nov. 5, to bei

followed by Howard theatre, Wash-
ington. Nov. 12. Band then resumes
one nite stint of colleges, etc.

Chick 'Webb, currently at Savoy
ballroom, N; Y., set for three weeks
of theatres at RKO Keith, Boston,
Nov. 4; Palace, Chicago, Nov. 12, and
Palace, Cleveland, Nov. 25. Teddy
Hill subs at Savoy until Webb re-

turns in December.

Ritx ballroom, Bridgeport, plays
Mai Hallett, Oct. 31, and Hudson-
DeLange, Nov. 7. One-nited Sammy
Kaye, Sunday (24) at 99c., lift of 16c.

since 'April,

Ray Fablng:'s 'Ingenues* opened at

the State in Kalamazoo last week
with 'Hollywood Ingenues,' a Boyle
Woolfolk unit playing the Butter-

field circuit in Michigan.

GORDON and REVEL
CLICK VTITH

This sensational score for
Darryl Zanuck 20th Cen-

tury-Fox production:

"You Can't Have Every-
thing"

AFRAID TO DREAM

THE LOVELINESS 11

OF YOU
II

YOU CANT HAVE |!

EV'RYTHING %
t E I

!
' = -

LpLEASJE.PARDON US 1

I

-WE'RE IN LOVE
p
2 i

DANGER— 11

I

LOVE AT WORK

iMo^i-co^ MoJiSMC Inc. 11

iil'*570 sixth. Avenue New Vorli?
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"POLYNESIAN

ROMANCE"

" JUSt ABOUT
RIGHT"

Get In the Vanguard wltb

VANGUARD SONGS
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Ofays Only Saturdays
Atlanta, Oct. 26.

Don Albert orchestx'a at Top Hat
Club, located in heart of Atlanta's

colored section. Club is opened to

white folk exclusively Saturday
nights.

WATL airs program from there
every night.

A New Universal Smash Music Film
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938," produced by BUDDY DeSYLVA
with this top score by JIMMY McHUGH and HAROLD ADAMSON

YOU'RE MY DISH

MORE POWER TO YOU
I'M IN MY GLORY

.

A NEW HIT ON THK HORIZON

ONCE IN A WHILE
Br BVn GREEN and MICHAEL EDWARDS

MiLLCR. Music. Inc.
1270 SIXTH AVENUE NEW YORK

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SONG SHOPPING NOW WITH THE SEASONAL SONG SMASH

I WANTYOU FOR CHRISTMAS
WordH by CHAKMK TOBIAS and NKI> WA8HIN(iTON. Ma «• l»y SAM H. STRFT

HARMS, IftC./ I^C.A, 3uUding. New MACK GOLDMAN, Prof. Mgr.
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CHI UNION FOR

6-DAY WEEK

FOR FIT

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Negotiations are going on between
operators of various loop vaudeville

houses ^nd James C, Petrillo, local

head of American Federation of Mu-
sicians local, who is attempting to

bring- about a six-day week for the

pit band. •

Petrillo established the six-day

week for hotel and riitery orchestras

a couple months ago, and now wants
pit bands to work under same con-

ditions. At present, men work six

AVeeks, and take seventh off, but in-

dividuals are staggered, so not more
than .two or three are out at any one
tjjne.

CINCY'S ADMISH BXAST

ATTENDANCE GROWING

Cincinnati, Oct. 26.

'Attendance for the Renfro Valley

Barn Dance, 'Cincy's first broadcast

show to have a gate, is oh the climb.

Shindigs, held on Saturday nights in

a wing of Music Hall> provide 150

minutes of hillbilly hotcha foi: a 42c.

admish. Auditorium, with haymow
ajtmosphere, seats 2,500, First show,
Oct. 9, pulled 672, Trade more than

doubled for the second stanza Satur-

day (16).

From 7 to 7:30 p. m. the radio

pickup is sponsored by Pinex. Car-
ried by WLW «nd fed to WHN, New
York; WFIL, Philadelphia, and KQV,
Pittsburgh, of the WLW line. Key-
stone Steel 6t Wire Go. has the com-
mercial tag from 7:30 to 8 p. m.,

when airing is exclusively on Cros-

ley's 500,000 watter,

-John Lair, fotmerly of WLS, Chi-

cago, lookf) after the biz end. Whitey
Ford and Red Foley, who also were
on WLS, share the m.c. chores.

Others, in the rural opry are the

Girls of the Golden West, Dolly and
Millie Good, Lily Mae and Her Wild-
flowers, Violet, Rosie and " Daisy,

Itarmonica Bill, Slim Miller and His

Kentucky Corn Crackers, Novelty

Aces and six couples of pro square

dancer!)', ffrom northern .JC^ntucky.

Tossed in are acts from Crosley's

WLW-WSAI staff, including the

Brown County Revelers, de Vore
Sisters, and Pa ahd Ma McGormick.

Turnaways were registered on all

four performances ' given • Sunday
(24) by a WLS Barn Dance troupe

in a one-day stand -at: the indie Taft
ai^ditor'iunf.- Total paid admissions
were 10,300, according to Ralph Zim-
merman, who.Miandled the. show,

sponsored by the'lriclependent Order
of Odd Fellows. ' Uncle Ezra, in his

first visit -to Cincy, headed the en-

tertainers, among whom were Lulu
Belle and. Skyland Scotty and the

Hoosier Hot Shots. Admission was
40c. Stage fare, sans pictures, . ran
105 "minutes.

3 More Chi Vaudes;
Units Still Stalled

Chicago, Oct 26.

Although three more Chicago
neighborhoods came into the vaude-
ville picture last week, as one- and
two-day stands, they don't affect the
situation as far as units being
stalled is concerned.

Of the several units which have
been produced here, all have found
difficulties when it came to getting
bookings. Principal reason is that
all were produced .at practically
same time, flooding the limited mar-
ket all at once, rather than coming
in a week or two apart.

Particularly hard hit are the Jack
Fine and Sam Roberts shows. Both
have been stalled for a couple weeks,
and future bookings are still in a
spotty condition. Larry Sabilia also
has his unit, 'Waikiki Nights,' in

town and ' it is not to go out again
untl reorganized,

Sqch conditions are general with
both large and small" units here-
abouts. . Fact that Chicago is going
in more heavily for yaude isn't

helping because houses are on a one
or two-day basis. Also they prefer
to build their own bills, at a cost not
exceeding $250 a day.

Latest swing-overs to flesh are the
American, west side house, for one
day a week; and Roseland-State,
which will have a showing • night
once a week. Addition of Roseland-
State gives Chicago two showing
houses.

» 13 YEARS AGO *

(From Varibtt imd Clipper)

Betzwood studios, in Phila suburb,
opened, then closed again. Opened
Originally by ;Sig. Lubin just be-
fore he closed down, Too inaccessi-

ble.

Dying Triangle films offered for

sale 1,600 reels of unreleasd nega-
tives. Was selling reissues, but not
very successfully;

Kansas censors were banning
shorts containing objectionable

scenes. No eliminations; the entire

reel went out.

Harry Houdini was planning a
road tour with his 'Man from Be-
yond.' Had slipped ias a regular re-

lease.

, Biz off at the N. Y. Palace, and
so was the show. Belle Baker and
the Cansinos, both holdovers, topped
the bllL No jazz band, for a change.
Only new pull was the Wirth fam-
ily.

Palace, Chi., had 34 people on the

bill. Walter Kelly and Lionel Atwill

the toppers.

Shuberts were using four girls in

Chi to make house-to-house calls in

suburban spots and talk up their

vaude shows. Girls left tickets for

a sample performance. All co-eds

from local university.

Edna Sedgwick's $25,000

Suit for Auto Injuries
Detroit, Oct, 26.

Suit was filed here -by Edna .Sedg-
Wick, vaudeville dancer, for $25,000

dama:ges allegedly, -sustained in an
auto accident in July, 1937.

• Actress claims that during the

week she was playing Michigan the-

atre she was riding in a car driven
by Harold Berg, Ben Bernie's man-
ager, and -other car collided, result-

ing in $25,000 damages to her per-
son.

Rose's English Costumer
Fort Worth, Oct. 26.

Tommy Mecher, English, designer,
is working on Billy Rose's . 'Show of

Shows,' which Will have its preem
heriQ Nov, 5. He is designing cos-

tumes.
Mecher came to visit John Mur-

ray Anderson, director, and then got
interested in tha Rose show.

NVA'S CLOWN .NITES AGAIN
NVA will restore the (jlbwh Nitcs

which wer« a weekly feature in the
old clubhouse.

First jamboree will be held on
Election Night for.which a stage has
been built at the club's new location.

Keith houses were plugging the

Third of a Century in houses clear

across the country. Just a pulmotor
idea that gave an excuse for extra

whoopla.

George M. Cohan's 'Little Nelly

Kelly' was doing $20,000 a week in

Boston, but a booking jam forced

it out, So he brought it to N. Y.'

Dolly Sisters got $2,500 weekly for

a N. Y. nite club engagement. Five

weeks, with options.

Shuberts asking their vaude unit

stars to take salary cuts until busi-

ness built. They had overbid on a

number of headlines to take tl^e acts

from Keith.

Belle Baker got: away with her

prohibition kidding the first week at

the N. Y. Palace, but had to take it

out on her holdover.

Keith shows out" of the Harlem

Opera House and Shubert units in.

Lease had expired.

Muggivan, Bowers & Ballard re-

ported a. big profit on the Hagenbeck

Wallace show with Sells-Floto a

good runner up, John Robinson in

the black, but Gollipar Bros, was

pink.

'Lightnin,' ' after 65 weeks, took a

layoff to give the company a rest.

To resume in Boston Christmas

week.

No Kiddin'

Bandsman Milt Britton's let-

ter from Rio de Janeiro to a
friend this week clinches im-
pression that S, A. is a revolu-
tionist's paradise.

Note requests a case of 50
cheap violins for roughhouse in
act and adds that two cases of
blank cartridges of 32 and 38
calibre be sent also, because
blanks for act are unavailable
in Brazil. Shops peddle only
McCoy ammunition, he ^ays.-

Setting U. S. Reps For

Aussie Vaude Circwt;

Use 75^ American Acts

Chicago, Oct. 26.

George Dickenson is in town rep-
resenting the Australian Tivoli Cir-
cuit, Acting for Frank Neil, man-
aging director, he appointed U;. 5.

representatives for the circuit in

line with the new policy to. use 75%
American acts during th6 comfng
season.

.Billy DiaiQond agency is to handle
midwestern rights, isam Kramer the
Coast, and Curties & Allen retain
Eastern representation.

.
.Two showing nights were put on

at Ogden theatre for Australian
bookings and some of the 17 acts

signed in this territory were taken
from those bills. Of the American
acts sighed, 75% will be sight turns.

They're .guaranteed 10 weeks in 12,

with fares furnished.

Those booked from .Chicago in-

clude Pegleg Bates, Don Galvin,
Wright and Marion, Bell Brothers
and Carmen, Stone and Lee, Bern-
ard and Henrie, Hal Yates, Saul
Grauman and Co., E^our Robinis,

Osaki and Taki, Wilkey and Rae,
Moran Bros., Sid Page and Co.,. Elite

Trio, Paul Robinson, Reis and Dunn,
Variety Gambols.

Cabaret Entertainment

Part of Auto Show

National Motor Show of Canada,
slated to run from Nov. 6 to 13th

at Torbnto, will seek to capture new
car prospects by Carroll Lucas* dan-
sapation in show's own cabaret. Lu-
cas, former arranger for Leo Reis-

man and Ozzie Nelson, also is fur-

nishing a band for Chrysler Corp.
of Canada which is putting on its

own entertainment.
Cabaret's fioor show includes San-

toro and Lorraine, Diane Denise,

Charles and Barbara, and Roberta
Jonay.

Millinder Vs. Rita Rio

In Philly, Balto Vaude
Something new in. music battling

will be tried at the Earle theatre,

Philaelphia, Nov.. 5, when two bands
knock it out on the stage.

Lucky Millinder and Rita Rio's

crews have been set and will- repeat

the war at the Hipp, Baltimore, a

week later. Only other theatre

music battle was at the Paramount,
N. Y., last spring, when Xavier Cugat
and Original Dixieland jazz band
struggled. , .

Schnickelfritzers East
St. Paul, Oct. 26.

Freddie 'Schnickelfritz' Fisher and
his band wind up their" local sjand

with a football jamboree in the local

munie auditorium Saturday (30)

night, following the Minnesota-
Notre Dame pigskin tussle. News-
paper ads call attention to 5,000 seats

at 55c., table reservations running
$1.10 and $1.65 per. person. Floor
will -be open to terping, and' suds
will be served at the tables.

Fisher clears out Monday (1) and
moves east with his band. .

'

CHI AGENCY SUIT
Chicago, Oct. 26.

Suit was filed by Billy Diambrid
agency here against Jack Kane,
owner and operator of Keith's, In-

dianapolis, for $150 commissions al-

legedly due,

Henry A. Kalcheim represented

the Diamond office.

I New Colored Vaudlilin Houses;

N. Y. Has 44 Hit n Iss Flesh Spots

Tommy Dorsey*s Par
Stag^e Date at $6,000

By waiting one year to accept a

Paramount theatre (N. Y.) engage-

ment. Tommy Dorsey upped his

value $3,500 over the previous offer-

ing. He'll double from the Conmio-
dore hotel, N- Y.

Band goes into the Par on Nov, 3

for $6,000 weekly, with no reduction
on holdovers. One year ago he was
offered $2,500 while playing the Lin-
coln hotel. .He asked for $3,500 and
yr.as refused. When he moved to the
Commodore hotel, later. Par offered
the $3,500, which in turn, was de-
clined. .

Pm STANLEY NOW
SET ON NAME AHS

Pittsburgh, Oct. 26.

Management of Stanley, WB de-

luxer, breathing easier again, now
that threatened famine of stage

names has passed, at least temporari-

ly. Huddling with home office book-

ers for couple of days last week,

Harry Kalmine, zone manager of

WB, lined up enough talent to see

house through entire month of No-
vember.

Penciled in to support Bunny Beri-

gan's band, beginning Friday (29),

are Jackie Heller, first date after

return from rest cure in Bermuda,
and Joe and Jane MacKenna, with
Don Bestor due in following week.
Yacht Club Boys w'crc to have been
on this bill, too, but fhey canceled
for a London eTO^gement, and Kal-
mine will surround Bestor with three

or four vaude acts.

Fred Waring opens No\f. 12, with
Ted Lewis and his new unit follow-

ing in the Pennsylvanians and Vin-
cent Lopez finally hitting Stanley

Nov. 26 after fiock of cancellations.

Set so far for December are Em6ry
Deutsch and Shep Fields; return en-

gagement for latter, although no defi-

nite dates fixed yet.

Johnny Perkins, m.c.'lng the cur-

rent show at the Stanley, has been
booked back into the WB deluxer for

a repeat New Year's week. He'll open
Dec. 31 and handle the house's aug-

mented New Year's eve. show as well.

PossibiliW that Perkins might
hang around for a run as m.c. was
nullified by the fact that the Stanley

has fiock of name bands lined up for

the next few weeks.

It Still Works
Providence, Oct. 26.

Anticipating trouble with censors

over his 'Flame Dance-,' featuring

Muriel Page, at the Empire theatre

herej Michael Todd, agent for Miss

Page, beat the cop censors to the

punch. Opening day saw Miss, Page
go through her routine w\th Cap^)
George W. Cowan, police censor,

down front keeping an eagle eye
peeled for nudity in the act.

'

But (surprise, surprise) when
Miss Page's costume went up in

flames, she stood revealed in a bright
blue tight-fitting' costume covering
every part of her body. Usually she
performs sans a covering beneath
her outer costume.

LORIAS' BOSTON DATE
The Lorias, six Mexican children

who appeared in the film 'New
Faces' (RKO), make their eastern

vaude debut tomorrow (Thursday)
opening at the RKO, Boston.
Singing act was booked by Curtis

&, Allen.

Stamford, Conn., Vaude.

Palace, Stamford, Conn., indie,

goes vaude, beginning Nov. 11. Eddie
Sherman will book the spot, which
will' use stageshows Thursdays
through Sundays. Stamford will see

its first Sunday shows in the town's
history, 6ld law prohibiting Sabbath
entertainment having been recently

abolished.

First show set for the Palace, open-
ing the new policy, is Alex Gerber's
unit, 'Five Star Follies.' •

Opening of the West End theatre,

125th St. and St. Nicholas ave., next
week by Harry . Brock as a combo
film and colored prssentation house
and the switch of Sam Briskman's
Casino burlesque, Brooklyn, to

vaude. Metropolitan, N. Y., including
the five city boroughs and nearby-
New Jersey, will contain a total of
44 theatres using one or another
form of flesh enterlainment to bol-

ster film fare.

Entry of the West End in Harlem
makes I25th st vaude's last frontier,-

locally. With preem of theatre
there will be four flesh houses on
that street, includ'n*? the New Tri
Boro and Apollo, with full-week six
acts and colored presentations re-
spectively and the weekend colored
vaude at Harlem Opera Houss,
Time ranges from one day to a full

week. Of the total, 25 are playing
'amateurs,' one or more nights
weekly. There are eleven full-week
houses counting the four Broadway
stands; Paramount, Roxy, Music Hall
and State, jftemaining full-w?ekers
are Tri Boro, Apollo, West End
(ne\y). Folly, Brooklyn; Shubert,
Newark, and the forthcoming Casino,
Brooklyn (new).
Half week and l^ss bookings are

the Clinton theatre (four days);
Bronx Opera House, (four -days);
Fox, Brooklyn, (one night); Werba,
Brooklyn (one day); jomalca, at Ja-
maica, L. I., and Granada, at Corona,
L. 1. (three days);" Pagoda, at Hack-
ensack, N. J. (one day); artd M'.'jes-,

tic, Paterson, N. J. (three days).
"Take is . split among eight bookera
with Arthur Fisher and Al and Bell«
bow heading the list, with four and
three respectively.: Rest have about
one each, exclusive ot. ^amateur'
dates. Average budget is about $100
daily for lightweights.

Grand Opera House, reported go-
ing back to vaude, will not do so,

according to RKO, now controlling
the house. It was taken over last

year, as a site for rebuilding as a
class nabe house, but so far nothing
has been done. It was reported go-
ing back to original owners but this

is denied. RKO states that when
undefined wrinkles can be Ironed
out the guts of the house will be
taken out and an entirely new thea-
tre built within the standing wall.<).

It win replace RKO's other 23d street
holding, the antiquated and ad-
mittedly obsolete Proctor's theatre.

Foregoing does not 'include seven
so-called Follies (nee hurley) which
are the Star, Brooklyn; and the Ori*
ental^ Republic, Eltihge, Apollo,
People's and Irving Place theatres.

ROSS AND STONE CLICK

IN LONDON; OPTIONED

London, Oct. 26.

Despite sparse attendance, Ross
and Stone were splendidly received
on opening at the Embassy Club Oct.
20. Biz has materially increased
since the premiere. Act booked .for

a fortnight with options, which were
'.imnaed»tely e^^erclsed. " •'

Earle and Josephine also nicely
accepted same night.

Ruth Etting's Divorce

Reno, Oct. 26.

Ruth Etting, songstress, is here
seeking severance from her husband
and manager. Col. Moe Snyder. Cou-
ple have been married for 15 years.
Case goes beforo court today with
indication thptr there will be a prop-
'ci*iy scttleinent, '

Reported that Miss Ettihg will
rjetire to. her farm in Union City,
Neb , after getting the decree.

JACKIE HELLEE'S DATES
Jackie Heller has baen booked by

Herman Bernie for four weeks 6f

vaudfilm dates. Opens in his home
town, Pittsburgh, at the Stanley the-

atre this Friday (29).

Other dates are the Capitol. Wash-
ington, the we,3ks of Nqv, 5-12 And
Loew's State, N.- Y., Nov. ^5. '

'

Fine System
Spartanburg, S. C, Oct. 26.

Manager C, E.. Stone of the State
has a surefire plan to keep profanity
and dirt out of his. stage showg.

Contracts, include a $50 fine-per-
offense clause and even cover 'hell*

and Mamn.' Only loophole is first

offense draws a warning. Thereafter
the fine sticks and the hou.se can't
Ipse as fine can come out o£ show's
cut.

Gardner-White's Agency
New booking office in Miami

launched by Carl Gardner and Sid
W,hlte,,both formerly in^. vaude.
Manny "Gates heads music dept.
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Nilery Reviews

CHEZ MAURICE
(MONTREAL)

Montreal, Oct. 23.

Manager Max Sourckcs is clicking
with his new fall floor show, 'Varsity
Days,' that opened Canadian Thanks-
giving Day (11) and has been play-
ing to good houses weekdays and
turnaway biz Saturdays since. In
deference to general tightening up
of city by-laws, ' cabaret is closed
Sundays.
Much of the attraction is due to

Walter Donohue, who m. c.'s and
puts on a song and dance act. End
of. current show will be the ninth
week he has been engaged here and
the lad has built himself a lot of

^^opularity. ' He h^s a pleasant talk-
.f»*!«ng voice, good manners, and he han-

dles his show at a fast pace while
getting the most out of each act.

Eight-girl line are lookers and ade-
quate steppers. Their routines are
varied and their first number when
they pick up the frillies and show a
couple of dolls attached to. each
lower leg which they wiggle to a
mannequin dance, is unusually well
received.

Stand-out novelty and the, one that
. Is getting considerable word-of-
mouth boosting around town is the
table tennis • act of Ed Silverglade
and Harry Cook, billed respectively
as, former U. S. doubles champion
arid western states champion. Called

• play-by-play by Donohue, who is
right on top of the game throughout,

^ he steps up the act to a point where
;« tKe^) customers forget their eats and

dl!'inks and makes it one of the most
. exciting seen here in a long time.

Also ping-Dong enthusiasts here come
in hXxht after night to see the local

.
champs play one or other membter
of . the team, thus accounting iot not
a few. tables at th€i. first show.

y ' "Constance ' Drake, singing .well-

known ditties in a loW rich contralto,
makes a couple of entries, and the
Gale Sextette, three men and three
femmes, adagio and gal-tossing act,

sontetimes in costume, varying tails

and evening dress, go over nicely.
Donohue sings well in an act that
shows a few of his steps. Then
brings in the line for a final routine
that closes the show in the 'Big
Apple,' with guests at front tables
invited to join. This touch, handled
smoothly by Donohue, is the most
popular feature of .the show.
Producer, Boots McKenna, assisted

by Buster Kiem; staging and light-
ing, Sid Tapley. No cover charge,
$1.25 supper, and minimxun charge
of $1.50 Saturdays only. Lane.

COMMODORE CLUB
(DETROIT)

Detroit, Oct. 25.

Current season's crop of shows at
this Cliff Bell spot shapes up better
than for some time, judging from the
current lineup. '.Swellish nitery,
where prices are plenty steep, is a
companion to Bell's spiffy bar dowa-
town.

Located just outside town's busi-
ness section, the Commodore has a
strictly class clientele. In keeping
with this atmosphere, its floor shows
rate in the upper bracket. Current
one includes, besides Frank Gagen's
band, John Hale, tenor; Roy Benson,
magician; Betty Thompson, vocalist,
and the Six Commodore Adorables.
In the featured spot, Hale's clear,

tonal pipes hit the spot. Personality
and anpearance are especially in-
gratiating in this cozy nitery, and
his efforts are grandly rewarded.
Benson's tricks set well, along with
being smooth. They're varied enough
j:o catch everyone, and- he's .pible to

presents
'

His New Dog

TOPS
TO BROADWAY

Appearing Nightly

PARADISE CABARET

RESTAURANT
And Doubling

ROXY-NEW YORK

Thanks to WALTER WINCHELL, 0. 0. MclNTYRE, LOUIS

SOBOL, ED. SULLIVAN, LEONARD LYONS, and

TED FRIEND for the magnificent tributes to SPOTTY.

We are sure you will be equally im-

pressed with the performance of TOPS

Management:

WILU1AM MORRIS OFFICE

Personal Direction Paul Small

put across s. a. in sufficient quanti-
ties to satisfy the sippers.
Miss Thompson, who looks nice,

also hears well. Pop tunes are ren-
dered in neat voice, and crowd likee.
Six Commodore Adorables (intro-
duced as 'Tootsies,' though Why isn't

apparent) turn in three routines dur-
ing half-hour show, given three times
nightly. Gals have benefit of spiffy
costuming, and All in clothes neatly.
Gagen, besides batoning the orch

for dancing and show, algO handles
the m. c. chores conunendably.

Pete.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

New Acts

Coming and going;
Frank (Avon Comedy Four) Cor-

bert licked the grippe wbile Boston-
ing. .'.Lillian Mansfield tiack to 110
Main street,from the big town after
looksee for minor op. , .Pat (Roches-
ter) Galvin to Tupper Lake, N. Y.,

for theatre o.o.... Chris Hagedorn
back in circulation after a bed siege.

. . .Laurel Turner, N. Y. C., new .ad-

dition to the Will Rogers staff, dieti-

cian...Teddy Bodwell (ozoner) pen-
ciling for a trade paper. . .Mark
Vance was so many years old last

week, doing oke...Gone are a mess
of John Louden's ribs; he took the
rib op on the o.k. side of things...
Henry (Rchmond, Va.) Wunsch has
it in his favor with pneumo-thorax.
...Ethel MacRoberts, of Lake
George, here ogling Mark Vance...
Mother and isister of "Bede Fidler
ogling the Will Rogers. . .Anna
Mayer and Alice Loges, Pine Bush
and Otisville, N. Y., back home after

a stay here with a looksee of the
Will Rogers.. .Leonard : Grottes
(Loew's, Flushing, N. Y.), she licked
foot operation; he a mess .of sneezes,

. . , Sign on Lake Colby, 'No Fishing;
this space reserved for Ruth Morris.'
E. G. Dodds, manager Palace thea-

tre, Lake Placid, N. Y., admitted to

"Good Samaritan Club. His open-
house methods for all show-folks
here and his continuous dealings
toward the welfare of -the Actors'-

Colony rated.

After 2V2 years of operations and
bed, Garry Sidgreaves has. that final

'all 0.1c.,' now bound for the big
street and home.
Prep being made for the biggest

splurge ever tried at th6 Will Rogers,
coming Hallowe'en party, under the
direction of Eddie.Vogt, to be biggest
ever. Vogt will produce and nl.c.

the proceedings.
-Harry Davey, Sr., division man-

ager forRandforce and ex-executive
of the Strand theatre, Ni Y. C, ogling
his son, Harry, Jr., at the Will Rog-
ers. Jr. is making the grade on the
oke side of health.

Diana Morrison shot into N. Y. C.
for a weekend visit, just to show big
brother Charlie, the progress she
made at the Will Rogers..

Write to those yon know in Sara-
nac or elsewhere that are sick.

Nitery Placements

Hildegarde, Crystal Garden, Ritz-
Carlton hotel, N. Y.
Jan. Garber's orchestra, Palomar

ballroom. Los. Angeles, Dec. 1.

Gene Baylos, m.c, Dorothy Max-
ine, dancer, Bsrnice Norton, singer,
Wally Wanger Girls, Club 52d St.,

^Walter Long, dancer. Paradise,

Ethel Shutta. Belmont Plaza. N. Y.
Alda Luciani, singer; Continental

Thrillers, skaters; Frances Black,
dancer; Wivel, N. Y.
Arthur Boran, mimic; Penthouse

Club, Baltimore.
Styart Allen, singer: Alice Marion,

singer; James and Evelyn Vernon,
dancei-s; Essex House. N. Y.
Mark Plant, singef, Versailles,

N. Y. .

Pegleg Bates, dancer; Kit Kat Club.

St. Moritz's Show
Refurbished Restaurant de la Paix

of the St. Moritz, N. Y., features Er-
win Kent's orchestra, Claire Ver-
monte, songstress, Betty and Freddy
Roberts, steppers, and Ralph Gon-
zales tango band.

Hirst Circuit

Week of Oct. 31
'Jolle.i Hogcre"—Hud.Hon, Union f'ity.
'Paijeaiit ot Kolly'—Howard. Jioston.
'S;af;e .Scnnclal.s'—Troo, Philadelphia.
'('ui)id"a Carnival'—Qaycly, Wnshing-

toii.

'tJeef Tru.st'—Gayety, Baltimore.
•Krlalcy Frolics'—Capitol, Toledo.
'Swlnpr 'Hlffh'—Oayety, Cincinnati.
'fi.alPllM ot ,1938'^Caslnn, Plttsbuvph.
•Pavlalan Fllrta'—Garrfck. St. Louis.
'Mfct the Girl.s*—Blallo, Chicago.
'.Srnn Doll.s'—nCasIno, Toronto,
'JTerry Jfodpla'—Kmbaasy, norhester.
'I'lpnrturK Man*—Kmplre. Newark,
'nabfis \Vlth Charms'—Jacques, Waiter-

bury.
'Koot T.ooae Paratlp'—Tjyrlc, Allf»ntown,

^lon.-Tues.; Orplieuni, Reading, Thura.

COUNT BASIE and His Orchestra
Z8 Mins.
Full Stage
Boyal, Baltimore .

c!k>unt Basic is an entrant into the
colored band field which seems
ready for some new names and
faces. Backing Basic is a 13-piece
combo made up of six brass/four
saxes and a three-piece rhythm sec-
tion that gets a load of support from
the piano playinj^ maestro. James
Rushing and BlUie Holliday, vocal-
ists are featured.

Basle plays a lot of very legit
piano. His manipulation of the key-
board and the swing singing of
Rilshing give the. outfit a strong
foundation. The rest of the doings
need considerable rounding out.

A scrim opening in which solo
men of all sections go to toWn pre-,
cedes entrance of Rushing who 'gives
out with three punchy vocals, sold
to the hilt. Rushing is a rotund
swing singer, formerly with Benny
Moten, He" knows how to sell a
song and his short interludes of
hoofing exits put a hand-building
finish to his numbers. Did 'Dream
Boat,' 'I Won't Be Wrong Always'
and 'Rhythm in My Nursery Rhymes'
on show caught.

A change of pace by band to a
sweet version of 'Let Me Dream'
announced as a recent recording, has
its"moments particularly during solo
portions of trombone and leader's
piano. Basie takes hold on next
number and jeally goes to town with
some very deft handling of the
ivories. Proved a real show stop-
per.-

Band's femme warbler, Billie Hol-
liday, on here in two numbers, hot
very forte. Gave out with, rather
colorless and tuneless versions of
'Must Have My Man' and 'Moonlight
and You,' both falling rather flat.

Girl looks well and has some equip-
ment but didn't click when caught.
She sounds lietter on the disks. Fast
moving band number closes.

On the Strength of Basic's piano
stuff and Bushing's vocals, band has
the makings. With some sock ar-
rangements built around this duo
aiid a toning down of the brass, out-
fit will beai; watching. It's already
a fave with the 52d st. cats and the
dance bunch. Burm.

SUE RYAN
Comedian .

8 Mins.; Two
State, N. Y.

Miss
. Ryan classifies for a New

Act review on the strength of a
somewhat polished-up routine, and
a change of., name hitherto not re-
corded in the filies.' Act has been,
around lengthily otherwise.

Essaying comic songs, generally
take-offs and mimicry, the songstress
keeps up a razzle-dazzle tempo that
clicks. Burlesqueing opera stars,
nitery performers, blues singers, etc.,

is in itself nothing new, but Miss
Ryan's execution shows good selec-
tion of material, and her ability to
strike awkward burlesque poses and,
mugg is no mean help. Blues ver-.
sion, comically rendered, of the
'Merry-Go-Round Broke Down* has
been heard before, including the
Vallee ether hour (where Beatrice
Kay used it), but that doesn't hurt.
Spotted No. 2 here, Miss Ryan did

all right for herself so far as the
audience was concerned. Act looks
like okay material for the niteries,
t6o. £d£ra.

Faggen iGiven Temporary
Injunction Vs. Bob Evans
Jay Faggen, as president of the

Harlem Uproar House, N. Y., yester-
day (Tuesday) obtained a tempo-
rary injunction from Justice Wil-
liam T. Collins preventing Bobby
Evans, colored star of the nitery,

from accepting other engagements
pending the outcome of a suit for
a permanent injunction. The short
stay prevented Evans from leaving
the sho\y last night as he had
threatened to do.

Faggen claims he engaged Evans
last August under an oral agree-
ment, with the actor's agent, Billy
Short. The contract tied Evans up
for the *run of the show,' or until
the end of the year. A few days
ago, Faggen states, he was informed
by Marano & Liebman, Philadel-
phia agents, that Evans was under
contract with them and that they
intended to place him in another
show immediately. Faggen now
wants the court to decide his stand-
ing as to the actor's services up to
Dec. 31.

NONIfEMAEEB'S DOUBLE
Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Bob Stevens is out as p. a. at Max
Wilner's Shubert, hurley hoiise here,
as of last Saturday (23). George
Nonnemaker «ame in Monday.
He's publicity handler for United

Motion PictUre'Theatr^ Owners here
and did p. a. work, for Fay's theatre
last season. Also did ballying for
Wilner af th'e* Sh'ub~eVt two seasons
ago.

F&HDROP

VADDE UNITS

Fanchon 4c Marco, once the biggest

of all wholesale producers of vauda
units and presentations, has with-
drawn completely from that field of
production. I'his is the first season
since P & M went into that
phase of the. biz that the agency
has sent out no units, nor are any
contemplated.

During the past summer F 8c M
trouped two package shows through
the fair grounds arid carney tima
booked by George Hamid. Girls in
these shows are now placed with
Warner Bros., making shorts at
the Brooklyn studio.

Officially, F & M feels there is
too little unit playing-time left to
warrant production. This -opinion is
expressed despite the fact that indie-
produced units are getting as many
as ten weeks this fall if they can
deliver punchy entertainment.

Likely another factor is that F &
M has,been gradually drifting away
from vaude for some time. Agency
chiefly tries now to peddle talent to
pictures, and this fall set up a .rad:o
production department. .When plac-
ing new acts under contract the
agency has been guaging them as to
what they might have to offer air
or celluloid. Of course the office
still peddles to vaUde the acts it has
on its list, continues, to produce the
sho.ws at tfie Roxy, N. Y., and has
its "Gae- Foster line installed ui the
Fox, Detroit. .

Rialto, Chi, Dropping

Hirst Units for Stock

Chcago, Oct, 26.

Road show burlesque units, which
have been coming into the Rialto

here since the beginning of the sea-

son, will be dropped in two weeks,
N. S. Barger, operator of the Rialto,

is returning his hurley spot to a
straight stock policy on Nov. 5.

These Izzy, Hirst circuit units hava
been jumping into town from Toron-
to, laying off here for four days
while they were whipped into shape
to augment the regular stock talent
at the house. Same system worked
successfully last season, but lately;

business has fiiUen off at the Rialto.

and Barger figures that a return to a
100% stock policy will enable him
to put on shows more to -his own
viewpoint and plans.

Hany Sobol's B'k'ptcy

Harry Sobol, Broadway nitery

press agent and brother , of Louis

Sobol, N. Y. Journal .columnist, filed

a voluntary petition in bankrupTicy
Friday (22) in federal court, N. Y.,

listing his liabilities at $11,346 and
no assets. In the petition, Sobol
credits hii wife, Eileen Coyle Sobol,
with contrjicting several of his debts,

including $500 to the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Among several doctors and den-
tists named as creditors for services
rendered his wife Sobol includes
Dr. Leo Michel and Dr. Norman
Taub, each for $500. He also con-
tracted loans of $2,000 from Monaca
Allen, of Los Angeles; $1,500 from
Nate Edwards, and $4,100 from Har-
old William, of Boston. Several
realty corps, have suits pending for
breach, of apartment leases.

Shanghai Booking Nil
Seattle, Oct. 26.

Dick Hamilton, booker for cabai'etJ

in Shanghai and the Orient, finds his

biz nil, according to advices received
here by his booking affiliate, Edward
J. Fisher. Hamilton is leaving the

East soon for London, thence t6 New
York and Seattle, for homeward
trip, probably to be timed for the
windup of the war -in Orient.
Will take a hike around the globe

in hopes things will clarify in the in-

terim.

TOBY WING'S CLUB DATE
'

: Chicago, Oct, 26,

Toby Wing goes into the north-
side Yacht Club here Nov. 5.

Follows hei:"'p.a. at the "SLabe-lialcri

theatre.
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PHILLY ONION,

NITERY IN TIFF

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Refusal of the local music union

to allow the Arcadia International

restaurant to alternate name bands

with a standard local crew is caus-

ing Operator Arthur Padula to

switch his policy and use traveUng

bands exclusively.

. As a result, Milton Kellem's outfit

Is out next Friday (29) and will be

replaced by Arc Cassel and his orch.

Following week Herbie Kay band is

booked in. Eddie Duchin and Benny

Goodman are iset for January. AH
bookings by Music Corp. of America.

When signing the new contract

with Kellem, Padula agreed to a six-

fnonth termer if the playing time

could be . stretched over 30 weeks.

It was his intention to bring in .name
bands to hypo . biz while Kellem

rested five or six weeks out of the

season. ^
Padula is also having head pains

on a new binder for his supplemen-

tary band, Don Renaldo's Cuban
Troubadors, another local outfit. He
signed six-month contract with them'

about six weeks ago; Last week
Renaldo was called before the union

exec board and charged with playing

under scale, although "he claims he

was living up to the terms of the

contract.

Renaldo declares that when he drew
up the contract, he went to Rex Ri-

cardi, secretary of the olnion, and
asked him the scale. This sc^le was
Incorporated in the blank which Pa-

dulia signed. Now, Renaldo says, the

union is <:harging him with an error

made by the secretary, and demand-
ing Padula pay up. Padula refuses

to pay more than the contract stipu-

lates, demanding the unio.n suffer for

its error.."Difference amoimts to $30

a week for the, four men or $750 for

length of the contract,

Renaldo is to have a further hear-

ing before the imioni trial board next
week". •

.

PhiUy Nitery Case Off
Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

> Hearing on revocation of the

Ubangi Club's liquor license, sched-

uled' fo.r last week, was indefinitely

p'ostponed because of the illness of

Ifaryey Lochman, club owner. Loch-
maii has pneumonia.
He is- charged with' refilling liquor

bottles.

THREE SAILORS
Ore.iBed by

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77, Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY,. LONDON, ENG.

Christmas Card Agents
Large profits easily earned selling
new 21 Folder Assortment. Sells on
stt'ht for 91.00. Other Holiday as-
sortments. Write for particulars.

DOROTHEA ANTEL
220 West ;2na St., Ktvi York. N. Y.

'WHITEY'
ROBERTS

Jaques Charles Here

For Legal Skirmish;

Int'l Casino Doing OK

Jaques Charles, co-producer with
Pierre Sandrini of the Internatio)[ial

Casino (N. Y.) revue, 'Bravo,' ar-

rived yesterday (Tuesday) from a

quickie to Paris. Charles and his

former associate Clifford C. Fischer,
impresario of the competitive
French Casino, are currently en-
gaged in litigation for which pur-
pose Charles is back in U. S. Jischer
was slated to sail the end of this
week to bring back the next French
Casino show for Xmas premiere on
Broadway but won't leave how for
another fortnight.

, International Casino has been
grossing upwards of $50,000 a week
since its start, but has a tremendous
amortization payoff it costing over
$300,000 to launch. Louis J. Brecker,
of the BMO Corp., owners, is still

convalescing from his nervous
breakdown attendant to founding
new venture. George Olsen -and Joe
Moss, his partners, are operating
things.

Banking organization interested in

the project stepped in last week and
cautioned the subordinates that it

has heard of the waiters doing some
chiseling, and wanted things piepped

up, although business has been ter-

rific.

MPLS. LEAVING ST. PAUL

NITERY BIZ TO ITSELF

Mich. Going Dry?

Detroit, Oct. 26.

Believing Michigan will soon re-

turn to prohibition, the Morley S.

Gates post, Veterans of Foreign
Wars, Lansing, has decided it won't
invest $1,500 in a bar for club rooms.
Members voted down the proposal

because they are 'certain' Lansing's
county and whole state will soon go
dry because of state's handling of
liquor and because of exorbitant
prices.

ROBBINS' NEGRO

CLUB CIRCUIT

Minneapolis, Oct. 26.

With authorities here more liberal

in their attitude, toward night clubs,

the local niteries are taking the play

away from their St. Paul competi-

tors. While business for many of the

establishments here is thriving,

despite the general trade slump, the

down-river cluha are suffering

plenty.

One leading St. Paul niterie, with a

$2,100 nut for its band alone, is re-

ported to have grossed a mere $42 last

Monday.

Pitt Nitery Seasraal

Fold; Unions Blamed

Pittsburgh, Oct. 26.

Night club casualties here are

starting early this season. First to

fold was Union Grill, calling it quits

last week both as restaurant and late

spot, the management insisting that

union demands made the move im-

perative. Understood the establish-

ment has been dropping around a

grand monthly for some time.

Although not pulling stakes en-

tirely. Willows goes on a part-tinv?

policy beginning this week. Will

ooerate only Thursdays, Fridays and

Saturdays, with local bands instead

of those booked through Rockwell-

O'Keefe and CRA as in the past.

Couple of other niteries are said to

be on the verge.

JIMMY EYAN GUILTY
St. Paul, Oct. 26.

Charles Sutton, nitery tenor under

the name of Jimmy Ryan, pleaded

guilty in Ramsey county court last

week to charges brought by a 21-

year-old girl. .

Sentence will be imposed tins

week by Judge John W. Boerner.

"THAT l-UNNY JUGGLER'

BOB DuPONT
Held Over Second Week
CHICAGO. CHICAGO

Doubling Nightly ,

DRAKE HOTEL. CHICAGO
Direction: Music Corp. of America /

LARRY THORNTON
A Tenor and M.C. of Artistic Distinction

HELD OVER in 3RD Return Engagement

STORK CLUB, Providence

Sam Robbins, who recently quit

Radio Orchestra Corp. to ally with

Sam Stiefel's colored entertainment

enterprises, has set deals with eight

new colored niteries in as many,
towns. Will be nucleus of a rotating
circuit for complete colored floor

shows now being built.

Robbins just returned from his

booking trip with orders to set first

samples of what can be furnished to

new spots, (unnamed for competitive
reasons) in Toronto, Montreal, De-
troit, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Dayton and St. Louis. He sees a
minimum of 16. weeks for shows
which will play two-week stands,"

starting' Nov. 15.

Office is one of the largest bookers
of colored entertainment in N. Y.,

and hopes to set up shows for from
$600 to $800, including the band.

Tourist Trade Wanes, Paris Nite

Spots Now Snaring Locals With

New Shows, Snappy Dance Combos

Forgotten 'Bone-Dry

Deeds' Beset Arid Pa.

Areas, Peril Niteries

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

.
Teetotal leanings of long-dead

Pennsy landowners may prevent the
sale of liquor in many large sections

of the state, it was learned during
the past month. Landowners were
authors of 'bone-dry deeds,' which
forbid the sale of spirits in areas to

which they give title. Three large

areas and several smaller ones exist

right in the heart of Philly, it was
revealed.

Restrictions \in most cases were
forgotten long 'ago. Taprooms, nite-

ries, clubs and taverns have been
operating in these sections. But the
State Liquor Control Board may be
forced to deny owners of these spots

licenses for 1938 unless the Pennsy
Supreme Court wipes out these
clauses.

This is because of a recent Su-
perior Court decision in the case of

a town called Vandergrift in West-
moreland county. . Taprooms flour-

ished in this milltown of 12,000 pop-
ulation after repeal, until someone
discovered the original owners of the

land decreed when they sold it that

no liquor be dispensed there for 99

years. Tabu has 60 years still to go
and the , Superior Court ruled it is

effective.

Meanwhile, according to John F.

Curran,^ chief of licenses, investi-

gators have found three Philly areas,

one containing 10, one six and one
five licensees, having • dc.eds forbid
ding liquor sales. Liquor board in-

vestigators found it too big a job to

check all deeds. So the board has
decreed that license aoplicants mu.st

present their deeds with the requests
for renewals before November 6.

Attorneys for the liquor dealers

declare that application of the old

clauses will bring back bootleggers
to the miniature Saharas, work a
hardship on property owners and
mean a mushrooming of dispensaries
in nearby areas. In most cases, they
say, there has been no objection to

the liquor sales.

Paris, Oct. 15.

With tourist trade on the down-
beat, Parisians are settling down to

their favorite spots and the town is

s^ssuming a near normal aspect.

Night life is getting into a swing
that probably will carry it through
the winter.

Unlike the theatrical world where
a bumper crop seems assured, the

nitery business is sticking to the old

standbys. All the old spots are open,
again, with a few new bands and
new faces. Consequently, competi-
tion promises to be just as keen as

ever.

A survey of the nitery district

shows about the same set-up as last

year. A new sign over an old door
here, a darkened spot there and a

new management elsewhere.
Montmartre boasts all that mi-^ht

be classed new. Tops of these in the

snooty line is Max Spiro's Bagatelle
where Ford Harrison and Ssrge
Glykson share . honors as baton
wavers and the Townserids (dance
team) are entertaining. Spot has
caught on well sinde the recent re-

opening but is catering to the ones
who go home dr elsewhere around
two o'clock, thereby missing the
late trade. Then there is the Cotton
Club where Leon Abbey and his

colored boys take care of the beat.

Henri Dajou, operator, is cashing in.

Floor show changes twice' monthly
being mostly local and European.
Down the street two steps is Brick

Top's. Brick is still on vacation but
promises to be back for ihe winter.
Further up the hill " id th6 hdw

Bal Moulin Rouge, opened by San-
drini, and . run much on the same
scale as his Bal Tabarin, which is

the last of the important 'new ones.'

Show has -changed only once since
opening with Dora del Monte pres-
ently topping a .Spanish revue. But
the spot is clicking with Its Immense
seating capacity, largest in town.
Tops among the old ones on the

uppity side are Casanova, Shehera-;
zade, Monte Cristo and Chez Flor-
ence. All are somewhere on the hill.

Reva Reyes is still well liked at

Casanova; Hachem Khan and Yo-
landa, the same at Sheherazade;
Marbeth Wright, remembered from
Hollywood, pleasing them at Monte
Cristo; and Willie Lewis and his

band back at his old stand, Chez
Florence. Mabel Scott is the sole

attraction.

Still in that neck of the night spot

woods are the Harlem Club where

Freddie Taylor's band plays and
where Margo and Norton, dance
team remembered from the Cotton
Club show at the Bal Moulin Rouge
earlier this year, are tops.; Le Qrand
Jeu, where J. Ramo-Rossotti's jazz
and tango band are set; the Caprice
Viennoise, Monico, and those where
a great deal of nudism waves a wel-
come, like Chez Ics Nudists, Chez
Eye and Odetl's, /:

A run along the Champs-Elysees
^

or just off it reveals the Lido, Ray
Ventura's 'The Dansant' (meaning
tea dancing), and the Villa d'Este,
where the present floor show is

topped by Cookie Faye and a Har-
lem band. Also reopened In the
same district are the Bagdad, The
Boeuf sur le . Toit and the Chapeau
Rouge (Red Hat).
Nothing new is offered in Mont-

parnasse. Nudity plays heavy on
that side of the river with Venus,
Paradise and the Cabaret Fleurs
parading most of the. undressed
ladies while others like Gipsy's, La
Villa, Le Jockey and the Poisson
d'Or make a bid for the early morn-
ing cash.

But despite the lack of new signs,

the season has opened with the feel-

ing that plenty of coin Is going to be
dropped during the winter. Constant
slide Of franc probably has son\e-
thing to do with this because, be-
sides attracting more thdn the usual
quota of winter visitors, the French-
men feel that they had .better spend
their sous than hang oii to thehi.

But the number now open is suf-

ficient. Many have been operation
on a small margin of profit longer
than' they like to think ilbout.

$2,250 Net for Howard

Bros. Points Up Chi's

Hunger for Caife Names

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Willie and Eugene Howard play a
date at the near northslde Hi-Hat,
opening Nov, 5; They come in directly

from their week's vaude appearance
at th? RKO Palace.

Are booked in at $2,250 net, on a
two-week basis, with options for an
additional fortnight. Booking of the
Howard boys marks a high in talent
buying for the Hi-Hat, and indicates

the growing battle for name attrac-

tions among Chi niteries.

TheJHEATRE of the STARS

TESS GARDELL'S BAITO
Baltimore, Oct. 26.

Following up his policy of names
for his floor shows at the Two
O'clock Club, Sam Lampe has
booked in Tess Gardell (Aunt
Jemima) to follow the two-week en-

gagement of John Steele. She opens
tomorrow night (Wednesday) on the

heels of considerable ballyhoo.

Biz in this spot okay since open-
ing month ago with Three Racket
Cheers. Penthouse, competing spot,

featuring Arthur Boran, and an am-
bitious revue.

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEWBLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46^" ST. NEW YORK

J . H . L U B I N
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

. FIVE VEARS OF XOP ENTERTAINMENTl
MIKE FRITZEL and JOE JACOBSON'S

CHEZ PAREE
eiO FAIRBANKS COURT Deleware 3434 CHICACM>

AMERICA'S SMARTEST THEATRE RESTAURANT
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STATE, N. Y.
strong vaude couples with a strong

pic to spell profit, if the generous
mob on a rainy Friday eve (22) is

any indication. Film, 'Prisoner of

Zenda' (U), is teamed with a four-

act stage bill in which Jimmy Savo
and the Salici Puppets hold down
the cleanup positions.

Patterned on the old vaude school,

the State's live talent offering opens
with what virtually amounts to a
flash act. Stafford and Louise, ball-

room terpsters, abetted by a femme
• singer and a male piano player, lead

off to a good pace. This act has
been around for a string of years,

and has finish. Especially strong on
• the waltz and Spanish angles, allow-
ing for nice gowning. Singing and
pianology are incidental to the gen--

, eral scheme.
, ^

Sue.Ryan (New Acts) makes con-
siderable out of the No. 2 position
'with comic songs and Martha Raye-
Ish clowning. Off to fine results.

Savo is just Savo, but that's what
'the patrons at this place look for.

Pantomime comiic years ago used to

have a helper, then played single.

As a solo turn, Savo relies' chiefly on
polished pantomime buffoonery and
an occasional high-pitched song, also
garnished with gesticular nonsense.
Most of it telegraphs itself a mile
ahead, but that's the essence of the
turn so far a£> the vaude' addicts are
concerned. Solid click here.

Salici Puppets, with 20-odd min-
utes' assigned to fhem,. furnish deft
"novelty. .Have- the lype. showman-
:ship that confines itself ' not only to
the pupipets, but to- their peewee
'props. Moon rises and reflects on
:fake water; a boat, fiayly lighted- up,
sails across the papier-mache, ocean,
'and for the climax a puppet lights a
'cigarette with a cigarette lighter
and. exhales a. lot of smoke. Also
strong' is a puppet piano- recital, in
which >ihe wooden virtuoso does a

\ perfect job of working himself into
a frenzy. . Effective touch Is the un-
veiling of the puppeteers, allowing
the audience to see \ht maneuvering.
Vaude bill clips off 50 minutes, just
about right. '

, . Edga.

UTAH, SALT LAKE

these screensters alone would be en-
tirely lost and they deserve credit

for being smart enough to team up.
Surrounding show is a fair variety

bill, including Evers and Dolores in

a novel tightwire act with some
amazing dancing on the wire; Wini
Shaw in pop songs; Cass, Mack and
Topsy in their wellknown daffy

slam-bang turn.
, ^

Milton Douglas (m.c. of the show),
with Priscilla and Perry Mayo,
brighten things up a bit when they

pull off their own little innmg of

swift gags and patter, plus an ec-

centric dance by Mayo. Many of the

quips are familiar on local boards,

but they're sold smartly. .

The Studio Steppers (12), mixed
dance group, provides all the color

and most of the hoofing for the unit.

Three production numbers, staged

by Dave Bines, are commendable; a
collegiate number for an opener, a

picture number done to JWaltz. Was
Born in Vienna'; and a unique closer

danced to 'Orpheus.' 'Counsel for

Crime' (Col) on the screen. Fox.

Salt Lake City, Oct. 23.
Mimicry of name film and' radid

personalities by .the' Three Radio
Rogues overshadows the remaining
four acts- on the current 'Utah ftesh
bill. . Pic is 'BaclF in Circulation'
(FN). Impersonations clicked solid-
ly. Other acts are Jans; Lawton and
Ross, dajiicers; ICirk and Lawrence,
hoke man-woman 'drtig store , cow-
boy'- stint; Walter' Bretzen, local' 15-
year-old'kid, wlnnef of a cominiinity
amateur talent show, and By Wood- I

LYRIC, INDPLS.
Indianapolis, Oct. 23.

Most of the performers included in

six acts, presented under the title

'Foolies of 1937,' know their way
about backstage at this house, ds five

of them are repeating within the last

two years. The Six Balabanows open
with two men and four women doing
dance formations while playing ac-

cordions. They have an act pleasing

to the eye with an attractive back
drop, and' to the ear, with the ex-

ception of two songs by the femmes.
One of the girls does a satisfactory

acrobatic dance, More stunt danc»
ing is included, in the finish when
entire troupe plays miniature ac-

cordions, two stepping out for hoof-

ing specialties.

McKay and Lavellej the only
strangers on the bill, do a unison tap
dance in white coats.. They go off

stage and change to top hats and do
a lengthy drunk routine comiposed of

acrobatic falls , and spins—well re-

ceived by the audience. Charlie Alt?

hoS is almost an mstitution at this

theatre with his rube routine. He
comes on in makeup and chin whis-
kers eating a big red lollipop. Gets
most of his laughs out of catching
his fingers in his fiddle,- smacking
himself with the bow, and legs cav-
ing in under him when he walks.
After a couple of discordant at-,

tempts on his instrument, he swings
into a sentimental rendition of

•When You and I Were Young, Mag-
gie.' Finishes with 'Sailboat in the
Moonlight' and 'Litttle Old Lady'
and has the audience whistlihg with
him.

Followed by Dorothy Byton Girls,

bury and his 13-piece house band.

Rogues' 10-minute spot at the end
of the bill centers chiefly on the
characteristic speech or physical
idiosyncrasies of popular headliners.
Personalities aped include '3R^lter
Winchell, Kate Smith, Fred Allen,
Charles Laughtoo, Rudy Vallee, Ed
Wynh,. Nedi Sparks, Nelson Eddy,
George Arllss, Dick" Powell, Bing
Crosby, Ben Bemie. Jimmy Durante,
Wallace Beery. W. C. Fields, Groucho
Marx, Bob Bums and a host of
others.

Bill opener- by-^ the house band
consists of a novel arrangement of
'Song of India.' Dished out in
srr.aoth style, with numerous mem-
bars of the outfit allowed solo stints
in swing or classical tempo. Trum-
pet work of Joe I^irkman rates.
Band is without a singer for the first

timo in weeks, • Shirlejr Davis, who
warbled for two weeks', 'being miss-
inft.

Jans and Lynton. spft tappers,
cairry the burden in the deuce spot
HoAvard Ross, buckshoe artist; solos
while m-^n-wom^n team chan<;e cos-
tUTv.es. Duo's eff-i^ts are chiefly ore-
sp^t-^tion f>f .standard ballroom stens.
WnUer Rrelzen, one-armed local
IiiTiigchDol sin-Ter, scored with 'Moon
at Sea.'
Pro">Ded on dummy gee-gees, Kirk

and ' I^awrence, man-woman team,
Trir>r\TQ to parner mild aphreriation
bv th'^ir ancient. dl?»lo*»ue. Act's nov-
ei,t.v I'Ps in the ability of team to
St""- comical hee-haw maneuvers.

V'^nn^iri'T vi,sit'n<? school .tf^ohers
f^•^n nn.rts , rtf tJhft state. W'^-<'<-<
Vx.T-v*'! i-^'-yi^ dedicatfts. 'Love i\w Will
p---. v^ii' cut-of-town edi"">t'^rs.

I
(12) in net dresses doing a toutine
to the • tune of 'Never ia Million
Years.' They introduce Dorothy
Christian for a specialty, followed
by Ruthie Barnes, in blue satin out-
fit, including top hat for a nifty

tap in rhythm with 'Copper Colored
CJal.'

Lew Parker and Company is head-
lined and holds down spot next to

closing. Parker has the assistance of

a man and woman stooge .who work
with him on the stage, and two men
stooges in boxes who carry on cross-
fire patter. Stage male stooge gives
a lifelike impersonation of W. C.
Fields. Most of the laughs are
worked up in a rehearsal of play-
let with stooges in boxes interpolat-
ing gags.
Dorothy Byton Girls have a novel-

ty finish, (jirls do a Donald Duck
number in faithful costume repro-
ductions of Disney's fowl comedian.
Women and. children go for it big,

and the men applaud, too. Pic 'Per-
fect Speciifnen' (WB) and first show
Saturday had a full house down,
with balcony about three-quarters
filled: .

Kiley.

SCALA, BERLIN
Berlin, Oct. 15.

Scala has taken a lot of pains in

offering Its current revue and re-

sult*- are gratifying. Top billing has
been given to La Jana, but the
laurels are carried off by th? Ameri-
caa hoofer, Marie HoUis. La Janai's

name seems hefty enuf to lure in the
cro-^vds, but the applause is painfully
milked. She never has anything to

offer but the old turn she's been
palming off on patrons' good-nature
for years and the foUcs are getting

fed up.

The comedienne is Trade Hester-
berg, an old-timer and big night club
fav. She does an impresh of Mae
West Uiat is no dice. Her material
in general is indigo without being
funny.

Opening scene is the London Em-
bankment -with Ben Dova doing his

stunt on a swaying lamp post and
some excellent tumbling. Deiice is

a bachelor club ia London with only
lagging dialog working up to the
subject of La Jana and introducing
the straight man of the plot, Ernst
Dumcke and the juvfe cdmedian; Eric
Ode. The Scala girls, new, badly
trained and doing uneven work, fol-

low with a military number. The
next shows a queue of folks, outside
a theatre, who, one by one, chip^ in

with their little bits, and then the
newspapier vender, Marie HoUis,
steps out, goaling the house with her
acros.- Mary and Eric Co., two men
and a girl on roller skates, each with
a Shetland pony, go over nicely.

Trude Hesterberg's big scene is a
hen club, where impersonating Miae
West, Ae shocks -the gals with her
Adam and Eve gags. Then she steps"

out in one ' and does a single. She
iA » capable show woman and it's a
shame her material is not up to snuff,

dut bad as it is, she storms the
house. The long-awaited La Jana,
appearing in the first half closer
surrounded by Cuban • atmosphere,
does her usual squirmihg and
drapery slinging which draws only
faint finger tipping from the*- disaij-

pointed spectators. Her thunder is

whisked away by three hot hoofers,
Gloria, Juanita and Garito aided by
a lad from the orch who whams
them with' a rumba. There's a 10-

men band on stage that is terrific.

Solo rumbas and a parody on Ameri-
can - rhythm . bring stamping and
applause from out front.

One of the outstanding numbers in
the second half is George . Campo
doing, comedy soft- shoe stuff. Big
last act. opens with the Scala chor-
ines tapping up and down a stair

case. Following is Eleanor Ether-
idge, billed as 'Miss Powell, the step-
wonder.' She may take the nsime,
ape the smile and try to cop the ges-
tures, but she can't hold a candle to
the real Eleanor in tripping the light
fantastic. Hesterberg and La Jana
each contribute unimportant some-
things to fill in and then St. Clair
and Day, the London society dan-
cers, get their turn—^and it's a good
one. They do a waltz, a swing and
a rumba. The femme is an exotic
looker,' wears. nice duds and the act
was well received.

The big wow is Marie HoUis once
more, who with her hand strut across
stage, legs in . a split, and her whirl-
wind cartwheels, shakes the archi-
tectvure. . Show ends in La Jana's
marriage to Dumcke and the Scala
girls looking decorative in swell
black and white garniture.

Feeling You're Fooling,' working in

a lot of comedy business, iising Hal
Frisco, drummer, iand Enrico Leide,
house maestro, as foils. Act closes

with Rome, who. can make his feet

fairly fly, doing a hit, bouncy strut to

'Dinah.'

Finale brings on ihe whole .com-
pany, each act offering- a bit of stuff

as traveler closes, with Rome cutting

capers in front. Bit of confusion
came about at show caught when
one of the trained police dogs chased
after Rome, apparently with mayhem
in mind. It developed that the same
pup had taken ' a nip out of one-
legged Jackie Barnes' stump while
the dancer was preparing to go on
for his turn. Management ordered
Kenamoii to. keep the dogs under
leash during rest of engagement.

Pic is 'Charlie Chan on Broad-
way' (26th) . and house was jam-
packed when first show broke.

Luch.

KEITH'S, BOSTON
Boston, Oct. 2,3i

'Hollywood on. Parade' is the tag
of the current show, which brings
Jsclc LaRue and Vince Barnett as
hardliners. What they do when they
eac.2 up on the mike is., no great
credit to Hollywood or "themselves.
Apparently they did put some

thought into the act, in contrast to
the apparent lack of forethought
manifest in many filmsters' personal
appearances; but. all their stuff is un-
comfortably forced. After an off-

stage announcement there is an off-

stage. scene in which' ^rnett has his
head blown off by • LaRue,' as the
gtipma^i.
"Theh LaRue steps down to the

apron and gabs a few minutes until

he i.s interrupted by Barnett, who is

fed lines by LaRue for comic twists.

Barnett also takes a flock of slaps,

pokes and shoves from his tough
partner. ^
Best bet Is a scene from 'Blood

and Sand' by LaRue. followed by a

burlesque by Barnett Either one of

HIPP, BALTO
B'drttimore, Oct. 25.

Straight vaude instead of the pre-
ponderance of bands and units re-
cently boolted here, gives the Hipp
an entertaining 46 minutes of variety
this week in combination with show-
ing, of 'Stage Door' (RKO). Four
acts; Mann, Dupree and Lee, Mar-
jorie Gainsworth, Wm. and Joe Man-
dell and Owen McGiveney make up
the bill, all selling to good returns.
Mann, Dupree and Lee, dance

flash of two boys and a girl -vyith

femme piano accompanist work a
full stage in attractive set and ward-
robe, open with som.e okay hoofology
running to ballroom, buck and aero.
Single by one. of the boys, featuring
some tricky hand weaving, is a nice
standout.
Marjorie Gainsworth, warbler from

opera, but a sock song seller, holds
down the deuce spot in grand style.
Wangs out a medley of musical com-
edy selections, a clever arrangement
of tunes from nursery rhymes to
grand opera and the flrst act aria
from 'La Ciiaconda.' Well gowned,
nice appearing blonde, Miss Gains-
worth makes a second appearance
h*re in a Very .short time. Audience
greets her entrance and exit and
forces an encore, 'One Kiss,' and a
speech for a getaway.
William and Joe Mandell, are their

usual solid sock in the trey and back
again after Owen McGiveney's quick
change version of 'Bill Sykes' for a
hokey travesty that had some comic
moments. McGiveney's stint Is pre-
ceded by a trailer and proves a
novel change of pace. Burm.-

CAPITOL, ATLANTA
Atlanta, Oct. 24.

More novelty in this show than is
tp, be found in ordinary units that
play this town, but the caliber isn't
topnotch. Show belongs to Russ Fer-
ris and Al Rome, who have been
consistent visitors south. Band is in.

pit this -week and stage looks mighty
bare, occupied only by single and
double acts. Band deserted , car be-
cause of 'Pigskin Frolics,' prologue
presented by pupils of Reese School
of Perscmality, 35 moppets* gayly
costumed, putting on a good show,
featuring Big Apple terping.

Anne Savar and Charles Neil,
dance team, get show proper under
way With a soft shoe rhythm number
to 'Soft Shoie Medley.' Followed by
Sill Kenamon and his trained Hol-
lywood dogs. Mutts, of police variety,
do some good tricks, cat being used
in act. They obey commands well;
and audience likes 'em.

Jackie Barnes, one-legged dancer,
proves an excellent tapper, despite
his handicap. Personable lad, using
cane aiid. crutch, steps around to
'Stars and Stripes Forever' and then
tosses supports aside and docs a one-
foot wing.. Aero control number, to
'Acrobatic Waltz,' by Anne Savar,
proves another pleaser at this point
and the dancer is followed by Ted
Delmonico and Patty Phillips, who
sing 'Cocktails for Two,' man fol-

lowing with some small magic in the
way of producing filled wine glasses
from thin air and his pockets.

Bob Girard, blackface, presents a
monologue and winds up with his
impression of Al Jolson singing 'Fm
Going South,' getting a so-so recep-
tion. Savai- and Neil ramble back
for ^, swift shimSham number to
'Whoa Babe' and 'Nagasaki.' Al
Rome, and wife, Betty Wood, then
present a comedy singing and danc-
ing turn. Rome, pint-siz^d comic,
does an eccentric dance that gets
the laughs to 'Here Comes Cookie'
and 'Get Hot Foot.' He pantomimes
while his partner sings 'I've Got a

Embaisy Newsreel, N. Y.
Pathe, which lost two men, James

Pergola and William Pitt, in last
week's air crash in Utah, came
through expeditiously with footage
on ' the wreckage and removal of
bodies, shot at close range and ap-
parently under perfect filming .condir
tions. Neg.ative is crystal clear. This
contribution from Pathc leads off .the
week's ployglot show, taking prece-
dence over the Smo-Jap conflict.

Fighting in 'the-Far East, covered
ably by Paramount, Universal and
Fox, may be growing monotonous to
some fans, but here as. well as at
the Trans-Lux newsree'. theatres, it

means much added business from
Orientals who are crowding in
weekly to see what goes on back
home. Not only did the Emb have
standees inside early Thursday eve-
ning when the new show" went on,
but also had a lobby wait, something
that's unusual.

.

Paramount ' focused its attention
currently on the attack on Chapei,
while U brought in first pictures of
Canton hostilities and Fox the bomb-
ing of Shanghai, I>lus the siege of
Hopei. -Cameramen in each instance
got good stuff under dangerous
working condition's and in one case
a bomb dropped so clpse that the
camera shook. At least the newsreel
commentator' for Fox said that was
why the film jumped around. There-
was no outwatd demonstration
among fans during the. filming of the
Far Eastern war material, but when
Alf Landon came on the fans hissed
or applauded him—about a tie. La-
Guardia, on a bus tour around New

'

York, will run away ahead of com-
petitors among Embassy voters, the
Thursday night reaction indicated.
But the Duke of Windsor didn't seem
to rate so welL A 'tired' and bored-
looking ex-moharch, he suffered
giggling from the audience. Fox did
not shoot him under the best pos-
sible conditions in Berlin. -

.

Unusually fine pictures from the
air of Shiva Temple, the recently
explored plateau ia the Grand Can-
yon,- were obtained by U. Plane, used
by U's cameramen came dangerously
close to the plateau. U also sought
to capitalize on what's happening in
Wall street lately, pointing to . the
jittery Tudsday (19) when stocks
tumbled badly oh opening, but re-,
covered at the close.

This being Par News' lOth anni-
versary, the reel has gotten out. a
special on highlights of 1927, its first
year in the field. It 'isn't so hot:
Because of inclusion this -week of

'March of Time' (RKO), not so many
clips as usual are exhibited, sports
being a notable sufferer. However,
there are various other' items in on
the show that -wouldn't ' be missed
by anyone. Fox coverage of a char-
ity Softball game at.' Meadowbrook
with celebs participating affords
good entertainment.

Lew Lehr comments on a flock of
turkeys this week, getting a few gig-
gles. He might hive used that
Meadowbrook game for laughs, also.
Plug for the International Casino in
connection with a fur display means
a. bow from the. I.C.. to the Hearst
News of the Day reel which put it

under reel's Woman's Page depart-
ment. Char.

STATE-LAKE, CHI
Chicago, Oct. 24.

'

Depends upon a diving and swim-
ming novelty lor its b.o. appeal, and
from the viewpoint of getting 'em in,

it stands out Stacks up as better
than most in its class, but at the
same time adds weight to the cry
of the current season, that there is

a shortage of playable acts.

Show has two good turns, and the
water novelty. To its credit is the
effort toward

. production. However,
the show Is a little- slow in its first
half—due principally to letting acts
stay on too long. Line of 12 gals
dressed- in tux-style dresses, turn out
a good tap opener. Followed by
Jerry Lawton; who could be better
if he sliced his time in half. Does
rope spin, juggles some balls, bounces
'em, and then does cannon ball toss-
ing, minus a teeter-board. Nice chat-
ter throughout—not belly sock com-
edy, but . humor which gradually
catches on.

. Mistake Is made in following Law-
ton with tmother single, especially
this one. She's Mary Ann Reggier,
soprano.

Does two songs. Following is Dick,
Don aind Dinah, nice little team, do-
ing eccentric dancing, knbck-about
stuff, a little acrobatic, flnishmg with
a three-high walk-along. Nothing
particularly new, but they click be-
cause of their fresh, spirited deliv-
ery. Appearance is of the best.

Joe Termini, spotted next-to-clos-'
ing, is another- valuable turn for this
type house. Same as always, he's ^

mugging, dbpping along in yellow
shoes, and playing fiddle, banjo, and
/guitar. Aided by two stooges: wom-
an who adds little by singing from,
boxy.and a man blowing a good har-'
monica.

, ^
Finale , is the water ballet a much

more lavish. setting than units iisual-'
ly have. Good novelty, with plenty
for the' eye, and' a lot of showman-
ship. Has the girls apparently walk-
ing into tank fully costumed, coming
up in bathing suits, diving in differ-

-

ent styles singly and in pairs and
winds upl with nice posing bit.
Drew an .almost capacity audi-

ence on filial show Friday. Picture
is 'Counsel for Crime' (Cdl). - Loop.'

DENHAM, DENVER
Denver, Oc. 23..

Stage show set in for the week is

short but meaty. Two acts are used
with a snappy local band, with Ted
Cook doing the m.c. job and singing
a song. Show runs 30 minutes and
garners plenty of applause en route.

Band (called the Coo Coos for the
occasion) open with 'Tiger Rag' in
variations.. King, King and King,
fast, snappy tappers, occupy about 10
minutes of fast, intricate steppingv
They're good enough, but it would
help the show a lot to split their act
in two parts. But maybe they
couldn't stay longer. Band does a
medley, with Cpok playing several
instruments okay.

Dick and Dottie Remy are the
other act, and could headline most
stage shows. Act consists of tum-
bling, acrobatic work, balancing and
on roller skates, the man with them
in his hands and the- girl, with them
on her feet. Act is fast and long
enough. Most of the draw the cur-
rent week is attributed to the stage
show, with 'Bulldog Druinmond
Comes Back' (Par): on the .screen.

Rose.

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Oct. 25.

Current, show was greeted by a
good-s|zed house at the bow-in and
shapes up as a well-rounded enter-
tainment, leaning the fast-stepping
side and, of course, especiallv .ap-
pealing to Ted Lewis fans.- Film is
'Danger, Love at Work' (20th),

Earle orch keys the show by play-
ing 'My Baby Smiles at Me,' after
which Lewis >comes before the cur-
tain with his familiar 'Ev'rybody
Happy' greeting;

. Parting curtains
then disclose his " ovm band (19
this year) in red mess jackets. Var-
sity Co-eds (six) are down-stage and
the whole makes an effective stage
picture.

For the oo^'ning number; .Lewis
sings 'Give Me Music,' dealing with"
the history of music from tom-tom'
to swing. He and the Co-eds fol-
low with a Stephen Foster medley,
then warble 'After the Ball,' switch
to 'Alexander's Ragtime Band' and
'St. Louis Blues' and wind up with
'All God's Chillun Got Rhythm.*
From actual vocalizing standpoint,
the last-named was the only one toi

get much attention, but the number,
as a whole, clicked solidly.

Lewis starts 'Have You Got Any
Castles?' and introduces Loretta
Lane, attractive in a red, white and
blue outfit, to do a fast tap dahce to
the same tune. Next comes 'Snow-
ball' Whittier, so long with the
Lewis outfit, who singS"Gal of Mine,
from Tennessee' and then does what
looks like a 'Lindy-hop' with. Betty
Dickerson.

Lewis' song, "You're Such a Pretty
Thing,' brings on Theo Troy, who
swings from a full-skirted waltz
number into an acrobatic and
high-kick routine. Next comes Gaye
Dixon, who sings 'Hold Everything
and Swing' after the manner of the'
films' Martha Raye. Band plays

'

'Leader of the College Band,' with
the Co-eds interpolating a couple of
college songs. Sylvia Manon Four-
some<(t<three men and a girl) offers
an exceptionally good adagio rou-
tine, the gal

.
getting tossed from

man to man to the accompaniment
of Saint Saens' 'Dance Macabre,'
played by the band. Here is good
rhythmic, acrobatic stuff, followed
by some slower adagio work, featur-
ing clever posing. These acts usual- •

ly follow such a monotonous pattern
it's a pleasure to find one standing
out as different. It's tops of this
show.

Coming right after and also out-
standing is Ray Royce, who does a
good drunk dance routine^ featuring
hand and head stands. Co-eds fol-
low with a 'Desert Song' medley,
plus some Victor Herbert tunes.
Then, after a swing number by the
orch, 'Snowball' Whittier and Lewis
do their familiar 'Me and My
Shadow' number, unchanged in any
particular. Show ends, of course,
with Lewis singing 'Mv Baby Smiles
at Me.'. Show is a little ovetboavd
on dance and syncopation and could -

stand more comedy, but, on the
whole, is good audience stuff.

Waten.

\
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ROXY, N. Y.

Rather the standard layout of the

stageshow this week, leaning largely

to the sight stuff which is more or

less imperative in the big barn

where anyone fitting iri the upper

ridge qt the shelf is virtually over

jn Jersey! Film, 'Ali Baba' ,(20th)

reviewed in Variety Oct. 20, has

necessarily forceJ. the flesh flaunt to

conSne itself to a minimum of time.

When caught befor? a slightly under-

capacity ' assembly at^ the last frolic

Friday (opening) night, show ran 35

mins. •

Entertaining • lineup in the main
and; if the next-to-closing is a dog

act, at least it's the wallop of the

show. Little gainsaying that Paul
Sydell and Tops provide about the

best pooch performance in vaude to-

day: 'around the U. S. at least. Small
terrier is a swell slow-or-fast equil-

ibrist, and the.hound's master show-
manly displays the four-legger's

feats.

. Jay and Lou Seilers deuce, with
their comedy dancing act that's

stock and standard. Novelty windup
working on elongated barrel staves

in the prescribed skiing manner
scores as always. Pair, happily, are

always adding bits to this routine.

Norman Harris fanii Sylvia Shore
come through nicely with their

broad clowning of ballroom dancing.

Satirize three different types of rou-
tines hoofed by the formally attired

man and the begowned girl. Miss
Shore's , aero and jelly-joint ability

«dds much.
Gae Foster line (24) is appearing

to much better advantage than dur-
ing the last y^eeks. Open the show
with a number that's, a direct plug
for E^squire magazine in that a drop
depicts the frontispiece of 'the pub-
lication. Tie-in is rather vague and
stretched to a strain: the line is

' togged out as Lon.don dandies in

grey trovisers, cutaways, fog toppers,

etc. Routine is a soft-shoe effort

that's o. k. on precision but a frac-

tion overlength. If it were speeded
up, result might be different.

'

Line poses for a picture number
midway, giving young - violinist

Jeanne Brideson a chance to scratch

out downfight classical gut-grating.

Doing two numbers, her interpreta-

tion of the Kreisler exercise is really

good. What is more, the Roxy pa-
trons greeted it warmly; heretofore

the house's customers haven't been
exactly famed for their appreciation

of much beyond the gasp or pop
variety of entertainment. Miss
Brideson is an attractive lass, and
her selection of the taffeta gown
she wears is fortuitous.

For the windup the, Foster
femmes mount those unicycles again
for the routine that has had about
six reprises since the first of the

year. Bat it's always a- good audi-

ence-getter. Bert.

KEITH'S, INDPLS.
Indianapolis, Oct. 24.

With the pit band once more on
the stage, seven acts are presented

under the moniker 'Whirl o' Fun,' a

title which might have been inspired

by the oversupply of acrobats. Frank
Dobson leads the applause and
cheering for the performers (with

slight competition from the audi-

ence) as he acts as emcee, band lead-

er and holds down a spot of his own
with his femme piano player, Nella

Burke.
Strand Sisters open with a unison

dance to the tune of 'Reflections in

the Water.' Quickly followed by an
unnamed girl who does a couple of

unidentified tunes on the xylophone.
Show then gets under way with Billy

Stone . appearing to sing 'Cabin of

Dreams' badly, and follows with his

legit reason for appearing before the

footlights, a series of hand-springs
and cart-wheels done in tap dance
tempo to the same tune.

Van and Arvole split their appear-
ance into two spots in a ballroom
dance. Both dances are much alike

with the exception that she changes
from a black satin dress to white,

satin for her second appearance.
Bohn Trio are evidently mother,
father, and son. Oldsters do a series

of hand balancing stunts and head
balancing tricks which would have
been better received if they Were
accompanied to a dental display. Son
does cart-wheels and back-flips ac-
ceptably.

Dobson and Burge do their act
in one. He sings a comedy song
called 'What They Want and What
They Get,' which has some blue gags
in it. She sings 'Never in a Million
Years' well, and handles the ivories
creditably. Burke does a soft shoe
dance to the tune of 'Tea for Two,'
then finishes with another comedy
s6ng with more blue material called
'Get a Good Night's Sleep.' He hur-
ries back on stage to lead his own
applause and introduce the Strand
Sisters in their second appearance,
another unison dance interpretating
'Mood Indigo.'

Van and Arvole do the dizzy
dame-wise guy type of comedy. Ma-
terial is more nite club variety than
for family theatre. They finish with
a duo tap which boosts the rating of
their turn, Eddie Minetti closes with
a drunk bit composed mostly of com-
edy falls. He includes two comedy
songs, 'I'm a Fall Guy,' and a par-
ody of 'Nasty Man.' Entire company
is brought back oh stage- for finale,

and closing gag has Burke walking

out thru the audience for a drink,
pursued by Billy Stone,
Pic 'Small Town Boy' (GN) and

business only fair, with other houses
perking up over average ' takes with
influx of conventioning school
marms. Kiley.

FAY'S, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

_
'Broadway Rodeo,' current opus,

IS from Dixie all around, even to the
mazda hypo, Lita Grey Chaplin.
Especially slipshod is the production,
in everything from the strings on a
terper's boiled shirt hanging out the
back to a reprise finale which leaves
the entire cast sticklike on the stage.
Maurice Golden, Jr., slapped the
crew together.

Ex-Mrs. Chaplin has little to offer
and isn't helped by choice . of songs
or stage-managing. In the fiirst place,
spotted, in trey position, there is

neither an emcee nor even an off-
stage voice on the amps to intro her.
She steps onto the boards cold, to a
timid reception from a house which
isn't certain whether this is the
touted Lita or a cooch shihimer. She
goes right into 'Yankee Doodle Band,'
then a mushy kid number and finally
another slow one. Best is the opener,
whose rapid tempo naturally gives
more life to her listless and monbt-
ono'-T chirpingi Weepy ballad next,
piped through unparted teeth, is too
long. AnoUier like it for the finis

is murder because a pjeppy one is so°

obviously needed here. She makes a
little speech (also in a monotone be-
tween her teeth) about not having
worked for two years and being ner-
vous. But to cap it all, returned (at

show c^iught) for ' an encore and
found deck crew had already moved
the piano offstage.

Curtain-upper is-usiial line of 14
ponies, this time provided by How-
ard Montgomery. Makeup a motley
of young gals, old gals, short gals,

tall gals, thin gals, and fat gals. To
add to the delusion, they sometimes
acted like they had never been in-

t-oduced. Johnny Masters and La-
vina Rollins follow in an act in which
the guy natters and terps while the
lanky femme twists her body and
makes faces at the house. In a line

number following Chaplin, Jackie
Smith and Kay Stewart do soecialty

taps in mediocre bracket. Followed
by a redheaded femme in nothing
but a pair of transparent butterfly

wings and flesh-colored G-string.

CSave 'em everything in a dance
which, even the hurleys here, would
shun. Works in light blue soot that

hides nothing. Gal ife Gwen Marlow,
billed as 'Zolora.'

Texas Jim Lewis and his four
cowboy cohorts next. Play bass,

soueeze-box, fiddle and coupla ukes
and chirp horse opry ballads in a

fair turn of the corny brand. Fol-

lowed by gals dressed in cowboy
hats and 'yipperees' and then by Don
Cummings, standard vaude adt. He
spins ropes, terps and works in some
good comedy patter. Goes over well.

Pic is '40 Naughty Girls' (RKO),
Herb.

FOX, DETROIT
Detroit, Oct.^ 24.

Eddie Peabody's been here so often

of late it's like home, and his pop
with localites never seems to dim.

Such is the case in the current show,
which he heads and turns in a nice

job of m.c.'ing, besides pluggings on
the banjo.

Supporting are John Hale, tenor,

currently doubling at the Commo-
dore Club, nitery here; Helen Reyn-
olds and her seven roller-skate gals;

the Three Nonchalants, knockabout
comedians; Dorothy Crocker, control

dancer, plus the 16-gal Gae Foster

line.

Altogether, it's a pleasant, smooth-
sailing 45-minute show. Will be held

over intact for second week if flick-

er, 'Lost Horizon' (Col), does as in-

dicated. Downstairs jammed and
three-quarters of balcony filled at

late show caught Friday evening
(22).

Show opener is Helen Reynolds'
fiashy skating act, introduced by a

snappy routine by the house line,

also on rollers. Reynolds group not

only appears in fiashy costumes, but
work on the skates is equally daz-

zling. But for an unfortunate fall

in one of routines, the turn smacks
of sockaroo.

Hale reveals nifty 'romantic' tenor
pipes in his next-to^closing cog. Has
plenty on his side, including appear-
ance and poise, and gets over with-
out trouble. 'Sweet Leilani,' his

third contrib, is his forte and it

means encore.

Three Nonchalants, who've ap-
peared here several times before,

have altered, their knock-about stuff

commendably and result is plenty of

returns from payees. Clean appear-
ance, plus absence of di.<5t.asteftil

monkeyshines, is a help.

As a control dancer, Dorothy
Crooker is one of the best seen here
in long time. Working before a back-
ground of Foster gals and spiffy set-

ting, the femme just about ties the
patrons up.
Besides taking over the m.c.

chores, Peabody gets in gobs of
licks on his banjo and a violin. All
A-1 stuff, and efasily hits the spot.

Naturalness on boards continues as
a distinct assetior him.
Due to length of the flicker, over-

ture is omitted, Sam Jack Kaufman
batons the pit crew. • Pete.

CAPITOL, WASH.
Washington, Oct. 24.

Opening with a pony and dog turn
and closing with a band act gives
the house a big enough bill to fill the
stage', but it's served up as straight
vaude, and nobody has tried to make
it anything else. Everything is left
to get by on its own, including the
overture, which is standard rendition
of . '2^mpa,' and everything does,
through, plain, old-fashioned troiip-
ing.

Top billing and only interest to
smart crowd is rated by Hudson De-
Lange orchestra, which takes over
the second half of the show. Outfit
is making its first stage appearance
here, but its radio rep is evident by
the hiand it gets as the curtains part.
Act tends to be more sock to the
trade than to the laity, musicianship
and intricate arrangements standing
out more than showmanship, hut
even .so the mob knows it is hearing
soniething good. . House manager
Charlie Kurtzman did a little work
on Eddie DeLange that has him un-
bending somewhat more than on his
arrival, although his conducting still

is more utilitarian than spectacular.
Same goes for his emceeing.
Turn opens up with fanfare of

'Hobo on Park Avenue' and goes intp
'Magnolia.' DeLange introduces
Betty Allen, tall, pretty girl who
sings .'That Old Feeling,' the orch
megaphoning a chorus as back-
ground. Singer appears to enjoy her
work—oke. Next is a medley of
nine Hudson DeLange tunes, which
explains to half the house why the
other half considers the bandleader
important. Array includes 'Solitude,'

which the batoner explains is in-
cluded because he wrote the words,
'Haunting Me,' 'Tormented,' 'I Wish
I Were Twins,' 'You're Not the
Kind,' .'Mr. Ghost Goes to Town,'
'Moonglow,' 'You're My Desire' and
'Organ Grrinder's Swing.' Latter leads
into 'Popcorn Man/ sung by Miss Al-
len, with DeLange stepping in for a
bit of inaudible support and a couple
of truckin' turns on the breaks. 'Take
Another,' which wows the trade and
serves as novel way to introduce the
specialists in the band, who are
called by name by DeLange before
each takes his break, winds up the
act with a flourish. Ditty seems to

have no other words than the title,

but it justifies anything and even the
customers who don't quite under-
stand are swept along in the spirit

of the thing. Fact that DeLange
does no audible warbling is under-
stood to be because he had bad
throat and after first show decided
to refrain.

Gautier's Steeplechase, whose
every move loyal vaude fans know
by heart now. scores again as a forte
animal act. Next it's the Keller Sis-
ters, who rattle off 'Organ Grinder's
Swing,' haul out a pair of scarfs
for 'Siboney,' and bud-dut-un-dut
through 'favorites on your hit
parade.' No hits, no errors and the
second-act spot filled o.k. Number
three is Senator Murphy, also strid-

ing out to center mike with off-stage
announcement . and

,
hefty fanfare

from the pit, Greek accent had the
house a little puzzled at first, but he
soon- forgot it, except when he needs
it to force a laugh by stumbling over
a big word. Mainstay of his chatter
are standard puns but he touches on
politics, traffic, the birthrate and
enough other .subjects to give every-
body something to go home and tell

the family. Pic is 'Lancer Spy'
(20th) and biz poor. Craig,

Unit Reviews

STANLEY, PITTS.
Pittsburgh, Oct. 25.

It's a marathon at the Stanley this
week—195 minutes, and only five of
them devoted to newsreel and trail-
ers. 'Vogues of 1938' (UA) con-
sumes 108 and flesh around 82. That's
too much at a sitting any time, par-
ticularly when show's so spotty.

WB deluxer for the last year has
been timid about tackling anything
but name bands, with perhaps a
couple of acts tossed in. Recently
has gone for a vaude layout when
there wasn't an orch available, and
it has worked out all right, so man-
agement's tempting tradition again.
But hot with same results.

On paper, layout, including Johnny
Perkins, Block and Sully, Dorothy
Stone and Charles Collins, Buster
Shsiver and his midgets, and Lester
Cole's Mid.shipmen, looks extremely
good, but it just doesn't hang well.
There are too many dull stretches;
acts are of a type that don't allow
favorable spotting, and, save on a
couple of occasions, the whole thing
is run off at a snail's pace.

Stanley house band, directed by
Dave Broudy, is on the stage to give
house that presentation atmosphere,
but it's strictly vaude, just the same.
Perkins does his usual able m.c. job,
confining his specialty this time to &
single song. He misses the gal part-
ner he's always had along to give
him some sock crossfire, but that
probably would have conflicted with
Block and Sully, and he's getting re-
turns with the .saijie set of gags.
Perkin.s' size and personality give
him a head start with -an audience,
but he shouldn't take too many risks
with wornout material.
Opening brings, on Shaver and his

tiny-towners, Olive and George
B r a s n 0 , and • talented half-pints
come through on two counts of nov-
elty and entertainment. Shaver at
the piano, usini? the one on the

(Continuied on page 63)

VARIETIES OF 1938
(PARAMOUNT, NEW HAVEN)

New Haven, Oct. 2.*^,

If the public doesn't go for this

new Dave Apollon edition, then pic-
ture .house stage entertainment
might just as well fold up its tent
and join the dodo and the dino.saur.

Here's a unit that spells class, both
in talent and technical production,
and one that may safely be rated
among the most expensive of the
touring troupes. Owned and pro-
duced by Apollon, with David Bines
staging the show, the unit hops along
at a merry pace and intermingles
some flashy gowns and sets with a
series of acts that assemble into a
nifty finished product
Recent ordinance here now allows

previously tabooed Sunday vaude,
and the current show is the first try
under the new layout. Situation
should help toward booking of bet-
ter material than formerly, as the
Sabbath shows should boost the
week's take. House has. been pressed
for suitable picture product for
some time and is leaning toward a
once-a-month stage show policy, de-
pending on the success of the present
attenipt. Whatever figures the bal-
ance sheet shows this week will be
almost entirely due to the unit,- as
film, 'Bulldog Drummond Comes
Back' (Par), is a dud as |ar as draw
is concerned,

'Varieties' is a nicely balanced
unit, mostly musical, but to.ssing in
enough novelty (dog act aind girl

tumblers) to keep it from going
overboard"^ that way. Apollon con-
ducts the opening number, a tribute
to George Gershwin via 'Rhapsody
in Blue.' Setting, done in blue and
silver, starts with gii'ls- appeairing
through scrim which fiies to show
femmes in sequins on a ramp plus
a ballet group on stage proper. It's

a gorgeous disolay, being a lavLsh
combo of drapes, gowns, lighting and
terp talent. Show uses drops
throughout, avoiding travelers of
any kind.
Max and Gang, ,in the number two

spot, offer a novelty act that in-
cludes soft shoe dancing, hoop spin-
ning, contortion by Max and a trick
routine by his Gang, five clever
purps, Stage goes full for ApoUon's
string orchestra setting, with line
girls in red and white suits for at-
mosphere. Orch scores nicely in a
couple of selections, line goes into a
tap number and fades to the wings
to make way for Lynn Sterling in

more tapsi Maxine Lewis on next
for unit's first warbling. Diminutive
singer delivers two numbers with all

the punch of Clint Frank delivering
a forward pass. Fits nicely at this
spot and goes over well.
Five Hollywood Co-eds ^Marion

Kirk, Jane Quinn, Lois Young, Gale
Page, Paula Demaro) follow in a
speedy turn that starts with some
mike harmonizing, goes into tap spe-
cialties and ends with a lightning
tumbling finale. Girls look flashy in
orange pajama outfits and land a re-
ception. String orch in again with
Russian melody, then line girls re-
turn in a Congo dance rhythm in
feathered costumes. Pretty sight and
a nice routine as an intro for Ann
Annavan's Dancers in some sterling
adagio stuff. Three men and a girl

offer something different in tossing
and close with a to.ss to a hand-to-
hand stand that's a neat piece of
work, Apollon attempts a burlesque
interruption of this act, which would
be better omitted,
Apollon saved his femme clown

Cass Daley for the ante-finis spot.
Girl has all the' Martha Raye man-
nerisms with a few additional ones
of her own thrown in. Shouts her
way through three numbers, includ-
ing a parody medley for laughs and
a ditty, with orch vocal accompani-
ment in the 'Minnie the Moocher'
style. .Act went over to unit's big-
gest applause. Finale .shows lind
girls in green costumes bringing acts
on for individual receptions and
closes with Apollon doing spins at
the footlights.
Show runs ,70 minutes, without a

sag in the rapid tempo. Business
good at opening. Bone.

HVood Hotel Revue
(PALACE, CHI)

Chicago, Oct, 23.

This is the second edition 'of Harry
Howard's unit, and it retains much
of the production effects of the pre-
vious one. iBut it doesn't come up to
last year's show on real entertain-
ment and punch. Gets away like a
house afire and looks like it's going
to be a humdinger. But it has trou-
ble with its laundry in the stretch
and winds up trailing the field.

It possibly isn't fair to place the
blame on this letdown entirely on
the shoulders of Marty May, but
the fact still holds that the come-
dian is in the next-to-closing spot
and that he does nothing to build
the show to a climax. Something
has happened to May. He used to
be nearly a surefire performer and
certainly indicated promise.
Formerly a clean-cut smart per-

former. May is now doing panze
stuff, nose-bladder tricks and even
belching. He has become pretty
shoddy generally, and has even taken
to begging for applause throughout
his act even though he tries to get
away" with it in. a semi-comic man-

ner. Jokes are old. This is a new
May, and inexplicable. There is no
reason for this, for May really has
something on the ball as far as ap-
pearance, experience and deUvcry.
But his possibilities won't material-
ize if he continues as at present
Three other acts in the show arc

excellent. First is Mariora, femme
juggler, who comes through with a
clean-cut routine with balls and the
mouthpiece. For coniedy hand-to-
hand balancing there are Ray and
Trent, who have been developing
and woi'k smoothly to get the most
out of their routines. Arc a strong
spot in the show. .

Best of the show on entertainment
is Hector and Pals. This dog act
never fails to smash through when-
ever caught, and the current appear-
ance is no exception. Hector's com-
edy manner of handling the hounds
gets the audience on his side from
the start and he goes along for
laughs and entertainment
Clark and Eaton are a neat little

adagio and acrobatic team in the
middle production number. Girl
works well and the team can fit in
any unit production or nitery. Rob-
ert Barry is a warbler to lead a
couple of numbers, while May Mc-
Kim and the Boy Friends are a vocal
quartet, and good enough. Del Car-
men does a Spanish dance number.
Five production numbers in the

.show and maybe that's what slows^it
down. Costuming and wardrobe. are-
excellent, but the stress on the flash
act stuff gets a bit wearisome after
awhile. Picture Is 'Fight for Your
Lady' (RKO. Busines okay on the
last show Friday. Gold..

HAWAIIAN FOLLIES
(ORPHEUM, LINCOLN)

Lincoln, Oct. 23.
Seasonal bow of vaude in this

house was made late this yea'r and
the present sked appears to indicate
shortening of interest in fle.sh on the
part of the management rather than
the patrons. Biz was excellent on
the opening, btit the booking .sheet
so far shows only every other week
of three-day stands. But the idea of
a second show is being mulled.
Orph has been doing only so-so

since flesh went out last spring, but
has a surprising proflt clientile when
the stage shows come back. Hou.se's
.standby pit band, led by Emanuel
Wishnow, figured only as an opener
and closer for Robert Bell's
'Hawaiian Follies,' the first unit.

'Follies' in those other days was a
closing act. Now it's a whole show.
Old time was 15 to 17 minutes, tail-

ing the headliner, and it now runs 40
minutes even, headllners be hanged.
As its name indicates. It's all strictly
Hawaiian and as such is limited as
an all-round entertainer. Its weak-
ness is its strict conformity to the
only things the Islanders can do

—

play guitar, sing wacki stuff, and do
the rolly-polly abdominal-hip motion
which is called the hula.
Show starts with . a Hawaiian

medley, goes Into ceremonial dances
by the four gals, and then to instru-
mental work by five of the boys who
medley again from 'Kohala March'
and into the Hawaiian war song.
Royal hula, stately stuff, is offered
by Princess Lei Lanl and hotted in
Gilda Grey style by Neki La Maka.
Nice touch is John Kahookona, do-

ing 'Trees' while strumming ia bull
flddle. Works out classily. Maizie
and Elaine, shaking the pineapple
country for the only period in the
show, do a 'top hat' terp, which is

only fair.- Crowd's top Is Baby Joy,
juv. who does Mae West, ZaSu Pitts,

Garbo, and Raye singing 'Goody,
Goody' for the only laughs, and even -

then a bit strained. Song of the
Islands and finale.. Film Is 'Hot
Water' (20th). Biz swell, even with
the football team out of town. Barn.

Hollywood Ingenues
(STATE, kALAMAZOO)

Kalanvazoo, Oct 23.

AU-girl band, with foUr other spe-
cialty acts, this Boyle Woolfolk unit
should hypo the Butterfleld circuit
b.o. Combo Is lookable and listen-

able. Arrangenients by Harry Allen
Stone are good. Particularly oke are
the saxophone solo work, brass and
the drumming. Part of the band dou-
bles terp on a 'Big Apple' number
until a little colored girl comes on
and taps to a close.
Band numberis, particularly the

.swingy medleys, carry wham and
sock, production numbers providing
the desired variety. 'Parade of In-
struments' is especially good.
Margo Bernal batons the band,

plays the harp and vocalizes capably.
Looker, young and personable, she
could be spotlighted in the baton-
waving more than she is. Bill Baird,
magician, scores» as do Ted and Art
Miller in their song and comedy'
turn.

Sybil Roth, acro-terper, does a
novel turn, playing the piano and
singing while back-bending atop the
piano. Her straight terping is strong
enough to do a split-number, open-
ing with ballet and acrobatic and
finishing with acro-musical contor-
tion. Johnny Sanna, in his 'Monkey
Shines' acrobatic turn, keeps them
bug-eyed. For closer, the band ap-
pears on a special set in a military
band number, with all acts on slajie
for the finale.
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Variety^ Oills
NEXT WEEK (Nov. 1) ^ ^

THIS WEEK (Oct. 25)

Numerals in connection with bills below indicate opening day of

show, whether full or split' week

RKO

tirand <2S)
HoUyvroo<l Rev

BOSTON
BoDtoB <»H>

Bines Boys Co
liorla Kids
Morton Uowney
Cpthers fill)

• (21)
Blnen Boys Co •

Kvers Sc. I>61or«!i
Milt Douglas & P
Wlnl Shaw
LaRue & Barneit
Cass Mack Se^ .t

CHIGAGO.
Pfitece (29)

Gwyniio Co
BellltA EnKllsh Ca
"W & E Howard

Sara Ann McCabe
Richards Adrian
Alice Kavan
Olympic 3

(22)
H'w.ood Hotel Rov
Ray & Trent
Hector
CUBVKLAND
Palace (S»>^

Fred Waring Co
(2Z)

B'way Bd Waron
MINNEAPOLIS
Orpheom {fi9y

Play Olrls
SCHENECTADY
Pvactar's (2»>M>

Louis Russell
Swing Harlem Sw'e

TBOY •

Proctarli li^-xy
Hollywo<HI Rev

TOOTING >

tiranuda
Western Bros
Flnlay & Worth
Felovls
TOTTENHAM

Palace
Dee & ^alzle

Dudley Dale Gann
Van Dusen
WANDSWORTH

' tiraaada.
9avoy 3t Bd

WOOLWICH
Oranada

Don Rico Ore

Prfryincial

Week of Oct. 25

Loew

NEW TOBK CITir
-State (2S).

Lou. Holtz
Lira Carmen ..

4 Step Bros
3 Swifts ".

PITTSBVRUH

Bunny- Berrlgah Or
WASHDfOTON
Capital (SO)

Alexander & Santos
Jane Pickens -

Harry Rose
Sallct Puppets

TOMMY TRENT

3RD WEEK
Goltfen Gate
San Francisco

V>* LEDOy A SMITH

ParamoiiDt

ALDBRSHOT
Bits

.Levis Dlscoverleii
CAimnuDOE

Claem'a
Mexano's Bd
Roikaid Frankau
Stone St 'L«e
Mollte &- Mal-Ie

.

5 Canadians- .
<"

4 Aces
Jass ft JessJe
Doris Colletc
2 Rhythms
CU/t Cook

RDlNBb'BOK
Bojal

Horace Qoldln Co
Jumel & Arnley
Gooke^^Wells & . H
Crastonians
Bruce & •Wynne' •

David Stone
-6LA6fiOW
PavlUoii '

'Qalety Whirl of '37

Jack Anthony
Bond Rowelt .

Rot>ert Harbin
Jean Adrleiine
4 BroWnle- Boys ••

Arnaud, Pegsy & R

12 John Tiller Girls
Mary O'Hara '

ICartley ft-Mlilet
Trevor Watklns

KINOSTON
Empire

Harry Roy Bd
Mlto t
Chester's Dogs
Howe -& Younir •

Leslie I;ester
3 Cuties
Marie Wilson
„ LITEBPOOIi

Shakespeare
Dampier tt Carlyle
El Ray &, Dorothy
'Playtime In Toyl'd'
Syd Dooley
Bdiaon & Louise
Nelson Sc Hag6n
Taylor * Maree . .

Nellet- & Clare -

Jack, Queeii R '

LUTON
Valoa

Archie Juve Bd
Jaokaon & Lytton
Leont & Lucette.

OXFORD
Blta

Billy Cotton Bd

Cabaret B^^^

NEW TOKK CITT

NEW TfOBK CITY
Paramoant (27)

Jane Froman
Benny Meroft Ore
Lewis & Vah
Arthur Murrdy Co

, BOSTON
MetrppoUtan (2D).
La Lage Co
Nelson's Elephants
Helen Morgan
Jimmy Sav»
Joyce Bros. & D
Ray & Naldi

CHICAGO
Chicago (2B)

Rosemary Derlng
Cockle Bowers

Oriental (29)
H'w.ood Bd Wagon

DALLAS
Casino (S»-Si)

iKed Nichols- Ore
B Mlnevltch Boys
Batt& 4 Mann
Stan- Kavanaugb
Art Jarrett
Lyn Murray C<r

DETROIT.
Mlohlgaa (29)

Kay Katya &. K
Mildred Law
Ray Huling Sc Seal
4 Kraddocks '

Donatelta- Bros Sc C
Stoopna^le Sc Budd
SPRiNGITBLD
Paramount (29)

Dave Apollon Co

Warner

NEWARK
Branturd (29>

In a Riiy Hutton Ore
Trado 2
PHILADELPHIA

Enrle ({i9)
Mary Small
A I Trahan Co
Brltt Wood

(22)
Ted Lewis Ore .

PITTSBl'RGH
Stanley (29)

Bunny Berrlgan Or
3 Si 3 McKenna
Nicholas & Roberts
JuCikte Heller

(22)
Johnny Perkins
Bl9ck Sc Sully
Buster Shaver Co
Stone St Collins
Lester Cole Co.
WASHINGTON

Earle (29>
4 Ortons
Marjorle Gatnsw'rth
Block & Sully
Harris-Claire- Sc. S

(22)
Fred Sylvester Co
Brltt Wood
Neila Goodelle
Helene Denlzon Co

Independent

CHICAGO
State l4)ke (29)

At Cluli e & P
Jue Pong
Fredericks & T^ne
Glfford & Pearl
Toby Wing
6 I^ucky Boys
INDIANAVOLIS

Ketth'H (»9)
Blackstone Co

Lyric (29)
Don Zeleya
Pansy the Hor.MC
Dr Hoffman
Bredwlna

Mile Lorraine
Hahn & DeXegre
Dot Miller Co
KANSAS CITY. MO

Tower (20)

Stanley Bros
Henri Therrlen Co
Morey Amsterdam
MEMPHIS^ TEXN.
Orpheum (29-2)

Major Jerome
Bud Sc Buddies
Whltey Foberts Co
Sid Page CO .

Shanghai Wing Tr

London

Week of Oct. 26
Autorlu D. H.

Fred Brexln
Canterbury M. H.
1st half (2&-Z7)

3 RagamufHny
Brent & Layne

2d half (:i8-aO)
Elliotts
Will Ray Sc Plnr.

Dominion
Trolse • Mandollors
Carleton Emmy
Truzzl
CAMDRN TOWN

tiauniont
a Mataa
Louis Almaer
Fred Brezln

CLAWPOkN
Kink

Dee & MAlzle
Dudley Dale Gang
Van Du.sen

E.\ST HAM
Gmiinda

Phlloo 4
ClnirtdPsio

El>.>IONTON
Empire

Phllco 4
Cingalese

HAMMERvSMITH
Palace

Van Dock
Pointer 3

ISLINGTON
lUue Hull

lat half (25-27)
Klllotts
Will Ray St Ptnr

2d half (28-3U)
3 Ragamufllns
Brent St Layne

LEWISHAM
Palace

Al Sandler 3
SIIKPH>RI>S IirSH

Pavilion
Van Dock
Pointer 3
STREATHAM

Palare
AI Snndlec 3

Barney Gallaafa
Betfy Bowker
3 Musical Roguea

Bertolottl'a

Joe Hembrea's 6rc
Angel's Rhuniba Bd
Cascade Billy
Grace Kaye
Anne White
Lillian Lorain*
Renee VUlon

ntll'e Guy OS's .

Ethel Gilbert
Ann Courtney
Spike Harrison
Emmett Casey
Chas King
Margaret Padula
Jerry White
Henry LnMarr
Jack Arnold
Rid Hawkins
Jerry Ryao

Calient*
Beth Raborn
Helen Shaw
Ruth Wayne
Carol Sis
3 Rhythm Boys
Callente Cabellero*

' Chateau Modern*
Jack Monte Ore
Maryon Dale
Consuelo Flowerton
Trlnl Plaza

Club 18
G Andrews Ore
Jack White
Pat Harrington
Jerry Blanchard
Frank Frocba
Jerry Kruger
Jerl Wlthee
Lillian Fitzgerald

Club S2d St.

Johnny Ringer Ore
Mabelle Russell
Blondy Scott
Bob Alda
Wally Wanger Co
Joe Herbert
Mickey Hale
Bernlce Horton

Club Gauolio '

Los Gauchos Ore
Pe'dro
Rlla Rpnaud
Chlqulla
Marlta
NLna
Dl Norak
Club Normandle

Buddy Wagner Ore
Joan Hin

Club Yumurl
Ellseo Gre'net Ore
Roalta OrlegJi
Dloaa Coatclla
Manchlto
Fellye De Fibres

Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Ore
Nlcholiia Bro.s
Tip, Tap *. Too
Avia Andrews
Tramp Bd '

Vodery'd Jublleers
Chocalatecl's
Teddy Hhle
Tondeleyo
Dynamite Hooker

R) Chlvfi

Don Alberto Ore
Velano & Vechns
Nurl Sis
Peplttt Lucicnta.s
Sevlllanaa
Rudolf d'Avaloa
Las Guarecltaa

KI Dorado
Cass Hagen Ore
Freddie Bornard
Al Mardo
Mildred Meredith
Martin Barneit
Kay Parsons
Mack Pepper
Uas»elt & Bailey

EI Toreador
Don .Tuftii Ore
Fnuato I>i» Igndn
Teddy Rodriguez

Cortes & Malda
Rlcardo De Caro
Tltl £ Pellln

lyeach Caslmi
Rubs Morgan ' Oro
Lou Breese Oro
Les Aurette
B.I and B.I
Llnd Carenzlo
Corlnne
Dormonde Bros
Irene Helda
Herman Hyde Co
Lns Juvelya
Lllyan, Dania, Malo
Lucienne & Aahour
Ketty Mara Co
Lea Menchlassi
Les Robenis
Roberton •

Germalna Roger
Nleo Ronehin
Carmen Torres

Frolics
Ralph Watkina Ore
Lou Holtz
Manya RobertI
Jerry St Turk
Bobby Short
Jean Kirk

Greenwich Village
Casino

Alberto Malenga Or
Prank McCormack
Ruth KIdd
Valerie Dumont
Madelyn White
Loulae Bryden

Harlem Tproar
' HoBse

Eraklne Hawkins Or
Soearras Bd
Bobby Kvana
Kddit Smith
Plaaa Sextette
Reo & Curley
Spoon n Brown
Bubblea Witaon
Yelma Mlddleton
Willie Jackson
T.oucey Lane
Wllion Crawley

Havana-Madrid
Nllo Menendez Ore
Jose Manziineres
Mercedf^a Co
Antonlta
Juan Martinez
fonauelo Moreno
flnra & Alberto
7 SPiiorito*
Baperanza Iris
Jeronlriio ViUarlno
Cesar Tapla
Carlos Vivian

lll«>kory ITfMixe

Joe Marsala Ore
3 Peppera
Adela Girard

H'lyw'd Kesrrtiirmii

Ml teh ell Ayrea Ore
K Jelesiiiek Ore
NTG Rev
.T()ey Ray
Mells, Kirk & H
Hotel Ambanandor
Larry Sflry Ore

Hotel Relmont-
Pluaa

Val Olmnn Ore
Ethel Shutta

Hotel Ulltnior*

Horace Heldt Ore
Bob McCoy
Larry Cotton
Lyabeth Hughes

Hotel Bomert
(Brooklyn)

Will. MeCune Ore
Hotel Commodore
Tommy Dorsev Ore
Edythe Wright •

3 K.i(|ulre9
Jack Tjeonnrd
Lee Caalaldo

Hotel Edison
B'llly Swanson Ore
ilaiaJ Kssni Hoiib*-

Rleli.trd Hlniber Or
J & K Vernon

Allfe Marlon
]<:ilse Gravea
Stuart Allen
Rullinl 3

Hotel Gov. Clinton
Phil D'Arcy Oro

Hotel Lincoln
laliam Jones Oro
Noll Sc Nolan

Hotel MrAlptn
J Aleasner Ore
Jcunne D'Arcy
Gon^iales St Mennen
Hotel New Korker
Glenn Gray Ore
Pope St Frick
Duke St Noble
Mfllei rark ' Coatral
Jerry Klatne Oro
Harry Spear
Castalne Sc Barrie
Gaby

,

Marley Si Elaa
Virginia Gibson
Hotel IMccadUly

Jeno Bartal Ore
' Hotel Pierre

Nat Brand\vynhe Or
Hftrold Nagel Oro

olel Ifaza
Diiohln Ore
Paul Draper -

Hotel BitK-Carlton
Rudolf Frlml Ore
Ralph Rosers. Ore
Holland' & Hart
Hlldegarde

ilot«l Ko€iMvelt
Guy Lombardo Ore
U««l«l Bil;VltV •taCM'
ISiiitle IVtli .Ore •

'

Dwight Plako
Lew Parkerson
Hotel St. 4^rcc

(Rroakirn)
Ell I>anrzlg Ore *

Bote) St. Merita
Erwln Kent Ore
Ralph (ronzalea Oro
Claire Vermont* .

Betty Sc F Roberts
.
Hotel Sc. - Heel*

-Emil Coleman Ore
Lola Elltnian

H«ii*i Tart
Geo.' Hall Ore
Dolly l>«wa.

Kolei Waldarr*
. Astoria

Leo Reisman.Bd-.
Paul & O Hartman
Eve Symington

Hotel We|ilnkton
Ed Mayehoff Ore
International Casina
Geo Olseh Ore
Taacha Bunchuk Or
Basil Fomesn Oro
Calgary Bros
Aninl
Jeanne' Devereaux
Maurice & Crane*
Jacq-ueline Mignao

Kit Kat Clab
Peg Leg Bates

Lam*
Rddle Darii Oro -

Hirado Ore
La Conga

Pancho Ore
'

Ramon Littee Bd
Hilda Salazar

.

Havana 3
Pancbito Riser

Le Coq Roac* -

Jose. Redrlques Ore
George Sterpey Ore

I.* Mirasa
Harry Hortnn Oro
Diaz Sc 'Lawton
(ii'ace Morgan
John Beck
Itajah Rabold
Ruth Tjong
Sing Trio

Leon Jt Eddla**
r.pu Martin Ore
Jrls Adrian '

.Tamea Keogan
Royal Duo '

• '

'

'Hulnes Tate & S
Eddie Davis .

Mary Burton.
Burnett & Watt
Alfredo Sc Dolores
Hawaiian 4

Little Old New York
.loe Howard
liddle Leonard

Lea Barbary
Arthur Behin
Bob Mllllkln
Chet Dougherty
Merry-Oo-Bound

Al Apollon Oro
Mlrador

Phil Romano Oro
Bobby Gilbert
Armando St Fleur'te
Roy Sedley
Ruth Denning
Denny Rogers
Jean & Gloria
Margie Hart

Uorl'a

Lou Ferris Orq
.

The Onks
Al Lambs Ore
Tommy Lyman
Gene Arohec

Faradla*
Jay Freeman Oro
LuclUe Johnson
Diamond Bros
Georgle 'Tapps
Readinger 2

Place Elegant*
Larry Maddl Ore
Bill Farrell
HeliKn Cagle
Jack Rose
Toto CangtosI
Marlfr- Basini

. Qaecit Mary
Joe Webb Ore
Valerie Dumiont -

.

Bernlco Horton
Bay 3on^3 ^

Balnboiv Grill
Eddy Rogers Ore
Helen Myers
Glover. .&> LaMae
Patricia Ryan'

Hnlabaw Knitm
Al Donahue Ore
Eddie LeBaron Ore
Durell* At^^under
Sheila Barrett
DarlO' &- Diane
SenatOB Ford

iTiera
Howard Laily Ore .

Eva Ortega
Charlea Wright
Baas . Bros '

'

4 New Torkers
Bamton Art

Tosha -Datsko Ore'
Anna Kouznetzova
Mara
Stnda Voella
Alex ^olslvakoff
Ell SplVack
Zachar MartinofC

;Bas^lan Bear
Cosrya Krumin
Karlo.
Lonya Kalbouas-

.

Elena Slavnaia
NIcholai Grushko
Julian Altman
Ivan KornllofC

BaHst^n Kretebma
Nicholas Mattbey Or
Michel Mlchon
Nadia Ludova .

Volodia Katov
Marusla Sava
Simeon KaravaeCt

Stork Club
W Feldkamp Oro
Gus Martel Ore

Veraalllea

M.Bergere Ore
Val Ernie Ore
Gomefl Sc Winona
Gali-Gnll '

Mark Plant
VoSikloo

Voodoo Dancers
Roy Rector
Billy Haywood
CUn Allen

Whlilla* Top
Fran Craven
Musical Tops (3)
Honey Johnson

W)Tel
Bob Asen Bd
Arllne Whitney
Evelyn Nesbitt
Bob Lee
Ginger . Sutton

'

Continental 3

Yacht Club
Eddie Elklns Ore
Frances Faye
Siboney 4
Henny Toungman
Roae Blaine
TJny Wolf
Bert Frohmaa
Peggy Seel
Antobal's Cuban 4

LOS ANGELES
Hall

Bruz Fletcher-
Charles- Lawrenc*
lleverl; %Vllshlr*

Nick Coc'hran
;i Debutantes
Muzzy Marcelleno
Augle Auld
Tort FloHlto Ore

mil more Uowl
1 1 Ml my Crier Ore
.lulle Gibson
The Stui>letons
<;iun Pope
.Tan Rublnl
:< Bllimorcties
Oelore.s & Aiir'dre

Dick Webatcr
3 ntiythm Rascal*
Cafe International

.rohnny Taylor
Bernard Bradley
Landry & Johnson
Karl St P Roblnaon
<iirl Kcvue
Jim Luneeford Or

Cafe- l4t HuK*
Pfirlc Ave Boya
Slttn Clare Ore

Club Hawaii
Charlie Borne
('urc)l Rich
Barbara Back

<'or<tuniU Vinivr

Baron & Blair
jVl Bernle
Cyril .Smith
Rmly Vallee Ore

Cosmo Club
Ciindy Candido
.Jiin(» Lovo
Elinor Troy

l<'an««us Uoiii
Eddie Beal
Louie Prima
HawullMii FuradlN**
.Sol l;riglUa On
Eddie Bush Ore
S.illnl Tuul Loo
Sol Hoopl Ore
Wanda

i.ltlle Club
J Ml I It .lone*
Paul ICondull
(ilrtdy.H Itagwell

,

Roa» Valyda

Omar'a Dome
George Redman Ore
Elmer
Ruth Mone
Hardy Sc Werner
Kathlyn Miller
Dorothy Black
PaclHc Sunset Club
George & Nanette
Fredri'kea Beaubeln
Dolores Del Rny
Buddy LnRue
Al Heath Ox'ii

Pnlomiir
Kay Weber
Busy B
Billy Burt
Mole & Jcs'ta
Bob Crosby's Ore
Hudsob Metzger Gla

TurlM Inn
Frank Sortino Ore
i>omirile Cvlumbo
Ken Henrysnn
The Blus Gls Rev
Henry .Monti
Marguerite Lewis
Thorn &luitn:ii.Niiii

MarguerUa del Rio
Juan d*- Martinis

Seven Sen*
Lily Gibson
Honolulu l>iin«'era
Jimmy Lowell Co
Somerxet lloiine

Janet Jordan
Somerset Swing B'l

Swing Club
Nan Blackatnne
4 Squlrea
Hal Brown
Prnnkle Gallnsrher
Swing Club Girl Hc\
Dorothy Roberts
3 Robert Bros
Fred Thomi)^!)^ c)i-,-

Tupay'it

Alice Hulelt
Judy Lane
Pat O'Shea
Chuck Fody On-
Arnold Sis
Barney Llnd
I^eonn liico
Agnes Jolilison

Trwadfro
Garwotfd Van Or(

CHICAGO
Blaokhawk

Kay Kayser Oro
Virginia Sims
Sully Maaon
Harry .Babbitt

ChM rare*
Bonny Fields
Georgas & 'Jalna
Granle Birrrle
Dolly Arden
Sunny Rice
Roslta Royce
Henry Busse Oro

Coloalmoa
Bob Tlnsley
Roscoe Alls
Inga Bors
Mile Zee Zee
Ashley & War*
Gladys Crane
Nlria Rtnaldo Oro

CInb Alubam
Harriet Norrls
Sklppy Sc Marie
Effle Barton
Chet Robinson
Dave UnoU
Eddie Perry
Paramount 3

Clab Paramonnt
Harry Vernon
Mile Jeanne-
Sonta
Rose Cfktallna
Haxton Sc Harvey
Mildred -Kelly
Joe Mussl

Gay 9A'*
Levr King
•Marne'
Marion Pariter
Colleen
Emmet Vance Oro

Harry'a -M. *.

Cabaret
Chaa Englea Oro
Jack Irving

Dorothy Wahl
Margie ^KeUy
Florence -Barlov*
Art Buckley
Al Wagner
Red Hoffman
Mildred Rorit "

Dorothy Jiihnston'

. H»-Ba« '

Armtda
Willie Shore -

Cheri
S 'C Notes •

Hotel niamari-k

(Walnut Koom)
Eddie Vnrzos Ore.
LoulsQ Glenn
DlOatanos
otel Br**oorl

Jaros Sis'

Earl Smith
Commodore Duo
Jo* Parlato

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Boom)
A''lncent Lopez Oro

Grand Terrace -.

Ada Brown
-Ifarl HInea
Geo D WasliJngton
Al Sc Anise
Edgewater Beach

Hotel
(Marine Boom)

Orvllle Tucker Ore
Bailey Sla
Bonnie Baker
Hotel Pnloer Hoaie
(Kmpire Koomi

The DeMarcoB
Alexander Gray
Wayne King Oro
Pierce Sc Harris
3 Cossacks
Pred Craig
4 Aristocrats
Abbitit Daiivera

Hotel Sherman
(College Inn) '

Franki* Masters Or
Jackie Heller
Donna Dne
Ahcarn Bros
CUas Carrier

Hotel Stereni.

(Cuntlnantal HnemK
i^Knde Williams Ore
Mualc Hall ,Boys
Plerra>& Temple
Covert & Reed
Carlos Molina Ore
Jerry McGlnty
Herbert Dexter
Irene St. Clair
Marya Sc Martin

Koyale Fralica

Sfark Fisher Ore •

Sid Tomdck .

Rels Bhos-
Karre LeBaroh S
Frances McCoy
Sinclair Sis
LeRoy & Sfiarp
Nancy Healy
Jack Hllliard

'

The BoM° Bowl
Bernard Sc H^nrl
•Dixie Painter
.loy Glynn
Ana Bolon

'

amy Scott Orb
Yacht Club

Oshlns Sc Lossy
Major, Sbarpe & M
Bill Blake
Jerrle Wlthee
Irving, Steele- St R
,Ted Cook Ore

Stamp'* Cat*
Bella Belmont
Vic Earlson
De Carlos St D
Ge.orge & Joan
Jacqueline Herman
Cleo Valenteen
Jack Hutchinson
Irving Braslow Oro
.Street! of Paris
Len iE^rker Oro
Mildred Bavth
Betty Herman .

Rita Roberts
Deana Johnson
Billy Robinson
Betty JC^nch

.1214 Club
-Francis Faye
Satch & Satchell
Helen Shaw
Jimmy Blako

21 Chib
Tommy Monroe
Sally La Marr
Corlies 8c Palmer
Anlt Rush
Doris Reed
Marlon Kingston
Richard Back
Molody Blender.s 3
Jean Rlccardl Oro

Venice Grille

Bob Ridley
Glsella Vnify
Jewell Ella
Fay Kay
Marty Barton Ore'

Vlhing t.'afe

BIHy Callahan

PHILADIXPHU
Aocliornire

Rochell & RInata
Marie Little
Catherine Smith
Johnny Graff Oro

Arcadia Int'l

Milton Kellem Oro
Don Renaldo Ore
Mayfatr Girls (8)
Rosaleen & Seville
Park &. Clifford
Howard Nichols
Mildred King
Marshalls .

Kee
Judge
Aronomink Farms'
Dick Thomas
Gladys . Jean
Don Rodgera
Jackie Valentine
Bill Donaghiie Ore

Bala Inn
Manny .LaPorte ,Or

Biirrltz Cufe
,Toe Reilly
Miller St Millard
Dorla Flelda
Dan Anton Ore
B*ll*Ta*-Slrutford
(Planet Koom)

Mayor Davis Ore
Ben Franklin Hotel
(Georgian Room)

Leo Zollo Ore
Dick Barton
.Toe Neary -.

3 Melody Blenders
Benny tli* Bum's
Deloyd McKay
Benny'a Swlngsters
Betty Benson
Serge Flash
Sue Ryan
C'arr Bros & Betty
Bobby Baxter
H Carrol GI.m (12)
LeRoy St Weaver
Betty Liane
Pola Borgia
Ray Oliver
Roxyettea

Cafe Metropwie
(Camden)

Bernie Berle Ore
Cedarwoo<l Inn
(Malaga, N. J.)

Clarenep Jllcli Ore
FranUy Srhluth
Warren Tliomns
Devere Sla

Club 15

Frank .Swanee -

Kathryn Ca-se
Eton Sl.>f

Dolly Nixon
Frank .Miilltvewa Or
Judy Garland

Chez Mario
James Craig
Melba Beauilreaiix
Jean Vli'kers
Patay Cinney
Mario VUlanl

Colony C'hih

Jackie May
Harry Adair Oro
Marianne.
Tooty Tttte
BUiy Rochetlo
May Hawea
Mona Reed
Bebe Allen
Lorene Rlioda

ErobuHHy <.'hil>

Helen Benton
Grace Manners
Pedro Blanco Ore
Helen Heath
Warwick Sia
Edilh RQark.
Gloria Mau.'jic'r
.Teannc Kflly
Evelyn }iurgei4.i
Clin: Hall
Evergreen Ciasino

Henry May Ore
Tom Barry
irnlatne 'Wynne
Eddie Lnng
Hclalne /fr'lkoiriil.-i n
June Cnlllii.s
noils Wfnalon

. 1B2S Locust
Rubb'r Legs Will'ms
Mercie Marques
Oilie Potter
l^atsy Evans
Lulu Maye
Bubbles Shelby
Jane Farrar
Linda Rae
Sam Woods Ore
Swing Kings .Ore
Honey Brown

HenrPs
Dorothy Bach
Conrad & Leona - .

Chas "Verna Ore

Hotel Adelphla
(Cat* Margnery)

Bob.Roltner
Joe Frasetto Ore
Don Cumminga
Betty Kean
Frank- Gaby
Moore & Revel
irarlton & Shoiita
S ,Jaoaleys
Floridians Ore
Agnes Toll*

Lambi Tavern
Larry Mell Ore
LittI* BathakeUer
Jack. Orlffln Oro
Marty Bohil
Naney Loe
Marie .Shaffer
Mayo & Sheridan
Thelma Shearon
Norman Marton
Lillian Bowman
Mlaatrel Tavern

Ed McGoldrlck
Mae Mack
Margie March
Mary Loftus
Doris Donnelly
Kay Kirk
Marrlot's Ore

Palumbo's
Eddie Thomas
Marionettes
Bobby Morro Ore
Maurice & RodcU
Lee & Lament '

.Snowball
Frankle Richardson

ICItx-Cnrlton
(Crystal Room)

Van Levis Oro
31 Club

Ocne Osborne
A I Friaco Ore
Billy Safford
liindaley Sis
Tex- Hendrlx
(Jeorge Oliver
I.ou & Willie

RUHHiun Xretchma
Sonya Kotllarskaya
(Jypay Rita
Gregory DnestroiT
"Vosha Kogosaov
Koly
Teva Gbrodetsky

Sliver Lnk* Inn
(Clementoh)

.Bill Honey Ore
H"tn Chollls
Ed Rlckard
AValton St Joan
Henrietta Boyd
Honey Sis

•i»Mi Centnry Tavern
f-ou Longo Ore
Powers Glrla (&)
Wataon Sis
Ted Pike
Itpth Calvert
Ruth Wiitson

ParrNh Cafe
rrrvnkle Fairfax Or
Irene Baieese
Ola Wright
Shin Bones St P
3 Parisettcs

Mutkln's itathskelle»

Steppe. Carlos
Dorothy Winters
Andre Faye
Pat Marsh
Dolly Vaughn
Victor Nel.sun Ore i

'rank PontI
1

Leonard Cooke
Grace O'Hara
Frank Sprlnpmaa
Peggy Shields
Pen Raymond
Puggy O'Neill
Al Shoenfiuker
Whltey Verlllo Ore

Walton Boot
Raye, Prince Sc C
Earl Denny Ore
John Sc E Chadw'k
8 Mademoiselles

M'ober's Rot Bran
(Camden)

Louis Chalkln-Oro
Ruy Miller
Blrdland
Murjorle Lane
Moe Glatt
Len Sarner
Int'l Instrumental t
Ilae Hart
Hugo klee
Sid Golden
Freddie Swift
Etdoradinna
Carmen D'Antonio

CbangI CInb
Dioe Hyder Ore
Valda Hutton
Taps & Joe
Victoria Vlgftl
smiles & Smiles
Blanche Saunders

'

Chuick Thompson-

Yorhtown Tavern
Bill Bllger Ore
Lou Foster

Osternian

(Continued from page 4)

But to get back tq Broadway, and
well be there any minute now, we
are looking forward to being, back
lor the election and we, for one
guy who Isn't politically well edu-
cated, would like to see Latiuardia
reelected.

. .We think he deserves a
chance to finish building New York.
Personally, while driving through
N. Y. State we found several orphan
parkways that we gave names to,

but can't print them.
Cohan and Harris

Also Ve are happy we will be
here lor the opening of 'I'd Rather
Be Right,' where two. partners re-
..unite once more, and we think it's

swell for George M. Cbhan to gi've

Sam Harris another chance.
While driving through the Catskills

we asked someone how conditions
were and he answered, 'Things are
so tough the hermits are living with
each other.'

We dropped into the new Yacht
Club, a cozy room with life- pre-
servers surrounding you in case you
go overboard when the check is

presented. The table next to us was
empty lor a few moments until Sid-. ,

ney Plermont, Harry Rosenthal and
Paul Small took possession of it.

Sidney ' seemed to be in " a -good
Loew's State of mind, Harry was
talking of his candid camera and
Paul SMall occupied the other three
chairs. Paul's a great fellow to have
in a night club in case the ringside
tables aren't filled. If we had a spot
and saw him coming in, we'd put
him on the floor and' put the show
on the table!

Squawking' About BilUngr

Incidentally w.e were happy to see
our name in the Variety index last

week, even if we w;ere listed under
Obituary. . .of course we could
change, our name back to Rosenthal
but don't w^nt to infringe on Harry
Rosenthal, who has spent years de-
veloping a band under that moniker.
We are certainly glad October is

Hearing an end. October is such a
drab, colorless, empty month... it

has about as much personality as
a night club owner paying off Lou
Holtz. Personally we have nothing
definite in mind for the next couple
of weeks. We have had several of-

fers from different places but have
definitely decided to hold out for
$1,000 ,a week. We figure that from
now on if the check is going to be
bad, we want it to be BIG and BAD!

A Salute to Eddie Cantor
We would like seriously to con-

gratulate Eddie Cantor oh the great
honors being bestowed upon him
during this, the Eddie Cantor Anni- •

versary Week. When we were 15
years bid Eddie was in the 'Follies'

and wrote our first monolog*. He
gave us some of his best gags and
started us on the right path and now
that he is on the radio we can't
blame him for taking them back.
Eddie .Cantor Week at least adds one
more full week to something, . .You
can't tell... it might start an entire
new circuit... a; Jolson weelc.a
Jessel week... a split week for in-
stance, the first half. ..Jack Pearl. ..

last half... Bert Lahr, breaking your
jump to David Warfield for a month.
But, on the level, Eddie has a
daughter a day for five personals,
and Saturday and Sunday should be
devoted to his charming wife, Ida. .

.

We congratulate them all and con-
gratulate those who thought up the
idea of giving a swell guy his flowers
while he can sm6ll 'em, and, al-

though we have no idea of the ar-
rangements for the big dinner, we
think the toastmastcr should be Gu.s

Edwards. . .don't you?
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RockefeDers Dropped $250,000 On

Yirginia'; Center Remains Problem

Closing o£ •Virginia' at the Center,

N. Y., last Saturday (23) again classi-

fies the house as the 'problem thea-.

tre' of Radio City. Center, a 3,381-

seater, is expected to continue as a

legiter but it is questionable whether

the Rockefeller interests will ^gain'

produce. 'Virginia' was their first

presentation although they were
heavily involved . in 'The Great
Waltz,' first operetta in the house
and to a lesser degree in 'White

Horse Inn,' last season.

'Virginia* represents a loss of ap-.

proximately $250,000, of which about
$75,000 was consumed in operation.-

Closing of the show means- that 350

persons are out of jobs.

One of the factors believed to

have been contributory to the failure

of • 'Virginia' was the uninspired

book of the play. It is denied that

the Rockefellers required the story

be written around the town. of Wil-
liamsburg, Va., where they expended
$5,000,000 in rehabilitating the his-

toric spot. However neither Lau-
rence Stallings nor Owen Davis are

musical show writers. Same goes for

Harry Wagstaft Gribble who revised

the show recently.

Report that the Center would be
razed if the show did not click is

discounted. House is open for

propositions but most of those made
were hooked up with the idea that

Rockefellers participate in the back-

ing. O
Reported that the Shuberts are

eyeing the Center with the possibility

of spotting The Three Waltzes' there.

Popular priced grand opera is also

mentioned.

ABANDONED 'MIRACLE'

COST CHAPPELL $15,000

It cost Delos Chappell
,
around

$15,000 to abandon 'Father ;]Vlalathy',s

Miracle.* The Denver socialite who
.is an ^occasional Broadway producer
decided to withdraw it after a run-

through of the play. After that ac-

tion there was sohie doubt whether
Chappell would rescind the notices

to the cast, but 'Miracle' was defi-

nitely off his hands late last week
when the players were paid off. Two
other managers are said, to have ex-

pressed interest' in the play.

Understood that Chappell had been
advised by friends not to present

the Bruce Marshall story which was
dramatized by Brian Doherty on the

grounds that it might offend the

church. Manager sent the script to

certain clerical dignatories but ob-

tained no definite opinion. General
tone of the churclimen's comment
was that it doesn't matter so much
what is said by the characters, but
the way it is said.

Most of the loss on 'Miracle' was
In the pay-off to the actors, who re-

ceived in all, $10,000. Al Shean came
from the Coast to play the lead un-
der a guarantee of four weeks. The
others received two weeks salaries.

A private performance of 'Miracle'

was given at tlie St. James Monday
(25) evening when Lee Shubert,
severtl people from the Theatre
Guild and others attended. Show-
ing was made with the idea that an-
other management would take over
the play. On hand too was a staff

member of a Catholic weekly who is

reputed to have said he saw no rea-
son why the church would object to
the piece, if minor changes were
made.

Peter Gerald's lOO^er

'Thank You, Mrs. Bryant,' being
readied by Dr. Saul C. Colin, is a
virtual monopoly for author, Pe'.er

Gerald, who will also star in the play
and direct it under the label, Peter
Godfrey. Play is due in next month.
Although denied, it is also reported

that he is the angel.

Picket a Crick?

Cast for a forthcoming legit

production is understood to be
preparing a 'reception' for a
drama critic from the Brooklyn
Eagle should one appear at the
opening.
Action in sympathy with the

strikers is planned, with the
cast refusing to go on with the

show if any writer for the pa-
per is recognized in the audi-
ence.

TMAT PICKETS

AUTO SHOW

FOR JOBS

Seeking additional fields of em-
ployment for its box office members
the Theatrical Managers, Agents and
Treasurers union is slated to give its

first demonstration in that direction

today (27) "by picketing Grand Cen-
tral Palace, N. Y., where the annual
automobile show opens. Decline in

the number of legit and passing 6f

most vaudeville theatres' has result-

ed in many ticket sellers being able

to get but occasional jobs, usually

sporting events. Union takes the po-

sition that its. jurisdiction includes

any place or attraction where tickets

of admission are sold.

The Burns detective agency han-
dles all .types of shows and exhibi-
tions conducted at the Palace, staff-

ing the -building from ticket sellers

to guards. Union delegation .called

on the Burns office with the Idea of
making a deal whereby its treas-

urers, would be employed In the
ticket booths. Agency fiatly de-
clined.

Last winter when the bowling con-
gress was held at a New York
armory, the TMAT picketed the spot
and won a quick victory, several of

its members getting the ticket jobs.

That move started the regeneration
of the imion which was dormant for

about eight years. An organization
wave set in and some 300 box office

men and women joined the union.

Clarence Jacobson, who organized

the treasurers for the imion, re-

signed last Sunday as its business
agent. He explained that his duties

with the Short Plays theatre, which
he started with Jack Dillon, would
not leave sufficient time for him to

devote to the union. He remains on
the board, however.
Theodore (Teddy) Mitchell plans

leaving the WPA so that he can be
more active as the union's head.

Lambs Re-Elect Gaxton;

Set Plans for Gambol

Immediately following the election

last. week of William Gaxton as

Shepherd of the Lambs for a second
year, it was announced that a pub-
lic Gambol and dinner dance would
be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Dec,

4 with Robert L. Hague chairman.

An installation show will, be held at

the club Nov. 7, that being a try-

out of material to be used at the

hotel event.

Other officers were also re-elected;

Fred Waring, Boy; M. S. Taylor, cor-

responding secretary; Raymond Peck,

secretary, and J. C. Cuppia, treas-

urer. New regulation makes living

ex-Shepherds directors, they being

Frank Crumit, R. H. Burnside and
A. O, Brown. Named to the board

for three years: Earl Benham, Ed-
ward Clark Lilley, Arthur Pierson,

John Hayden and John McCamus.
George M, Cohan is honorary Collie

and Joseph P. Kennedy honorary
chairman.

UNITY
MANY PROBLEM!;

BESn COUNCIL

Special Session Called • to

iron Out Many Entangle-

ments Precipitated by In-

ter-Unions in New Four
A's Setup—Chorus Mer-
ger Stymied

OTHER TANGLES

Special i^ieeting of Equity's . .coun-
cil was held Friday (22) for the
express purpose of bringing about
unity within the organization. Some
leaders believed that too many dif-
ferences had arisen and that Equity
should put its house in order. For
that reason the council sat as a
committee of the whole.

Rapid changes in the realignment
of the actor union set-up and the
formation of new unions within the
Four A's resulted iin a situation re-
quiring clarification. Absence of
Frank Gillmore for five . weeks is

partly contributable to the apparent
muddle.

The council okayed the changes
such as the re-formation of tlie

Four A's which is expected to domi-
nate the chartered unions, also the
forming of the new radio union. Yet
there are councillors who on the
Outside challenge the wisdom of or-
ganizing new artist unions instead
of making them branches of Equity,
but are not reported having voiced
such objection on the floor.

Those critics point out that the
Screen Actors Guild with its large
membership, and the Federation of
Radio Artists which has 4,000 mem-
bers and expects to have 7,000 be-
fore the eend of the year, have
rather put Equity in the "back seat,

legit branch having around 2,000
paid up membership. In answer to
that argument it is pointed out that
Equity rould not organize Holly-
wood but the SAG did, also same
premise would apply to the present
organizing of the radio field.

Equity Strong: As Ever

Administration leaders are heads
of the Four A's and contend that
Equity's position is as strong as ever,
if not more so. At Friday's session
there seemed to be agreement that
all the actor union groups could and
would be unified with Gillmore as
the executive director of the Four
A's. How differences of opinion could
be obviated was not touched upon.
Gillmore probably will move from

Equity's headquarters late this week,
his tenure in the re-created Four
A's starting next Monday (1). He
will share offices with Paul Turner,
Equity attorney and also lawyer for

the Four A's. Paul Dulzell, the ex-
ecutive secretary-treasurer, will take
over ciost of Glllmore's duties, latter

remaining as the titular president
of . Equity. Dulzell's resignation,
which is dated for Jan. 1, will not
affect his status as acting head of

the legit group.

. Reported that Gillmore expressed
himself as glad to shed the details
called for as head, of Equity. He
figures that the new post will not
be as exacting, what with the iriany

meetings, within and outside of the
association that he has been called
on to attend or preside over. By
leaving the Equity office he too will
not have to 'take it' from the oppo-
sition which fiares up every now and
then.

Proposal that Equity absorb the
Chorus Equity Association is a move
which cannot be completeed for some
time, if plan is agreed on. Chorus
is not merely a branch as generally
believed because its officers are the
same as those, topping Equity. It is

a separate identity, a chartered
union within the Four A's. The
charter would have to be turned
back, and that could not be done
unless so voted for by members of

Chorus Equity, which has about 600

paid up members.
The constitution of Equity would

have to be changed to permit the

inclusion of the chorus for which a

Unstamped Legit 1|cket Convictions

Indicate Government WiH CoDect

Free Rides

stunt pulled in Boston recent-

ly furnished the considerable

show crowd with a laugh. It

was known that 'You Can't
Take It With You* sold out Co-
lumbus Day matinee in advance
at the Plymputh. A fleet of

taxis was lined up in front of

that theatre, drivers yelling that

rides to the Copley where 'Room
Service' is playing would be
free.

'Can't' management said that

wasn't cricket and the taxi thing

was discontinued by the 'Sfer-

vice' bunch. r

EQUITY NIXES

PAUL DULZELL

RESIGNATION

notified Equity's council of his in-

notified Equity's council of his with-

clination on the eve of stepping in

as acting head of the association,

with Frank Gillmore leaving to as-

sume active leadership of the Four
A's, was declined of acceptance at

the council session yesterday (26).

It was known there was a strong

sentiment in the council favoring

Dulzell's continuance with the as-

sociation. He requested two weeks
during which time he may reconsider

walking.
Executive secretary-treasurer had

spoken his mind about the appoint-

ment of Edith L. Christiansen as

successor of Dorothy Bryant, leadei;

of Chorus Equity. Result was an
attempt to pass a resolution of cen-

sure at last week's council session.

The move was defeated by a nar-

row margin, it was reported, but the

incident did not apparently disturb

Dulzell, who. then affirmed his inten-

tion of leaving Equity. It has been
apparent that since Gillmore's ap-
pointment to the Four A's post, the

opposition group in the association

has been taking pot shots at Dulzell.

Opposish declared they would case

him out.
~

Dulzell however stated his reasons

for resigning were not related to the

opposition. The Christiansen inci-

dent was the decider he inferred,

because of her CIO affiliation. Miss
Christiansen stated she did not care

which labor group she worked for,

being primarily interested in or-,

ganizing the unorganized. Her prin-

cipal assignment in tlie new post will

be to bring choruses of night club.s

and out of town presentation houses
into the. Chorus Equity Association.

Gaige's London Trio

Crosby Gaige is negotiating for the

American rights to two J. B. Priest-

ley plays, now current in London,
and a third imminent. They are:

'Time and the JJonways,' and 'I Have
Been Here Before' Third was pro-

duced in Bradford last month, titled

'I Am a Stranger Here,' but title will

probably be changed.
Deal due to be .set v/ithin a few

days, as contracts are already drawn.

separate division would have to be
created. Difference in dues and en-

trance requirements are among the

angles to be ironed oiit. CEA, too,

is financially strong for such a body,
having a surplus of $125,000, most of

which invested so that it could be
easily turned into cash. That coin

has never been included in Equity's
surplus because technically it can-
not touch the money.
Another meeting of the council on

the matter of unity has been called
for next Tuesday (2) at which time
the topic will be the special order
of business.

That the federal prosecutor in-

tends making ticket agency clerks

equally liable with the brolcers for

failure to stamp tickets resold at a

premium for legit attractions, was
indicated by the first trials held last

week before Judge Goddard and a .

jury. Cases of Harry Schacht of the

Rialto agency and Thomas Burke,

latter b^ing . the clerk, also John
Dunleavy of Mackay's, who drew

'

convictions, were the indicators.

'

Failure to stamp calls for a fine of
$100 and that goes for each ticket so
sold. When the jury brought hi a
verdict of guilty on one charge the
bench sent it back for further de-
liberation, pointing out that It wrs
testified four tickets hud b:en sold
unstamped and therefore ther6 were
four counts. Actual amount of the
fines will be decided by the cpurt
but according to the procedure both
broker and clerk may be fined $100
each on four counts, which would
total $800.

' Mtsdemeanor Fines

That development In , the misde-
meanor cases against Broadway
agency people, made the charges
loom as being more serious than *

first expected. There are 27 agencies
Involved. Ticket men claim that the
stamping regulations are difficult to
follow and where there are a.alcs

from one broker to another, virtu-
ally impossible. Tickets are sup-
posed to bfi stamped with the name •

of the agency and the price ob-
tained. Brokers contend that th©
regulations also call for a pyramided
admission tax and doubt that was
the original Intent of the law. Gov-
ernment claims it has not been paid
the full tax and has been examining
the books of brokers for months
with the idea of estimating the
amounts due. Michael Atlas and
Walter Friedman of the Acme

.

agency pleaded guilty to the non-
stamping charge,

stamping charge. Wilfred Betts of
the Jacobs agency, Arthur Lennon of
the Park offce and Sam Mayer of
Beckhert's plead the same way.

Treasurers

Box office men who were assessed
large amounts in some instances
under the claim that any 'ice' from
brokers is an excess charge and
therefore the government is entitled
to half, propose to contest the assess-
ments in court. They were advised
however, to make payment under
protest but how they are to raise
the coin is a problem, save for sev-
eral exceptions. Few treasurers have
been employed regularly as shown
by the fewer theatres lighted for the
season since the depression.
Federal investigators' insistence

that any money received by box of-
fice people from agencies in addition
to the price of tickets in excess, is re-
futed by treasurers. There are in-
stances where an excess may be
established, when the b.o. sets the
amount rccfcived but it is contended
that as there usually is no such deal,

the claim of an excess docs not hold
up. They also contend that some
agencies pay nothing voluntarily oir

otherwise.

New Sponsors Reviving

luiatto' (or Road

.'Mulatto' is going to the road
again, the rights having been secured
by Hurst Ameyx, m actor, and Alice
L. Heath. The drama wa.' originally
presented by Martin Jones. It played
a

.
ra her lengthy ingagemenc on

Broadway, but was reported well in
the red when sent on tour. Road
dates in a ?rw spots provided better
busincFs than in New York, On the
Coast the show ,<-^ot very little coin.
Last season the .show was abruptly

stopped in Philadelphia by the
mayor, who disliked the miscegena-
tion theme. A committee was named
to rule on the play, and it agreed
with his honor.
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Pittsburgh, Pushover for Musicals,

laments Scarcity of Bookings

Pittsburgh, Oct. 26.

The one thing that's bothering

Pittsburgh, a pretty good legit bell-

weather for the road in general, is

, the scarcity of musicals. Hungry for

the girlie-girlie shows, this burg

stands a good chance of seeing more
than three months of a new season

go by without a single lyric flgating

out across the Nixon stage, town's

surviving site of the drama.
Since 'Star Wagon' launched the

season here late in September, Nixon
has had in turn 'Brother Rat,' 'To-

bacco Road»' 'Madame Bovary/ 'Ari-

vtony and Cleopatra' and 'Tovarich/

With ^Leaning on L-^ty,' 'Richard II,'

'Stage Door' and 'victoria Regina'

pencilled in for consecutive Mon-
days. That carries the house into

December and then management ex-

pects another ATS ^bscription play,

possibly 'Room Service,'- and another
straight comedy. These bookings
wiU extend to Christmas we^k,
which will be dark, and that means

.

there isn't a chance of a musical

coming along until after first of year,

or virtually 15 wedcs after season

has been under way.
Thaf'S acute here, because Pitts-

burgh in particular is one town
V^here song-and-dance shows, are

food and drink. There've been few
ever to lose money* Even last sea-

son the .customers cried loud and
long for music when seven put of

25 legit weeks were ^iven over to

this type of entertainment. Xattle

chance of the percentage Taeing any-
where near that this year.

Wise showmen figure any sort of

musical would, be a cinch to miop up
in the hinterlands the ^moment,
particularly after fare r <>f heavy
drama in general and costume
pieces in particular, 'there's been
a deluge of the latter.

So far only hope held- out here is

that £d Wynn may bring in his new
musical, 'Hooray for What,' before he
hits New York. If - that's but there's

a mighty good chanice tiiat Pittsburgh
niay go through an entire musical>less
•season unless the 'Shuberts come
back ^^f^Je'^'"^he Student Prince* and
'Blossom "time.'

Shows in Rehearsal

'Barohester

McClintic.

Towers'—Guthrie

Suffar'—George Ab-?

Murder' — Rowland

'Brown
bott.

*Mcvely
Stebbins.

"The Housemaster' — Ruth
Selwyn, Milton Shubert.

'Lower T h at A n gr « I s'

—

Norman-Bel Geddes.

Hobin Landing' — Sidney
Harmon.

'Places, Please' OBorn in a

Trunk')—Jack Curtis.

'The Bough Breaks'— Paul

Berney and Peggy Cleary.

'Golden Boy'— Group The-
atre. •

'Three Waltzes'—Shuberts.

T«o Many Heroes'— Carly
Wharton, ,

' -

'Hooray for What'—'Shuberts.

'Right Thi s .
Way* Alice

Alexander.

Tour Cents a Word'—Cheryl
Crawford.

'Ghost vt Yankee Doodle'—
Theatre Guild.

Mr. Disraeli'— Alex

Current Road Shows

'Youni;

.Yokel.

'Jnlius

Theatre.

'Mulatto'

Heath.

Caesar'—Mercury

(road)—Ameyx and

Par's Philly Deal

(Continued from page 6)

Inside Stuff-^L^t

'VIRW'WINDS' FOLD

AFTER BRIEF SOJOURN

Saturday (23) saw the passing

from Broadway of two early pro-
ductions. 'Virginia' was withdrawn
from the Center after playing eight

weeks. It will probably he the most
expensive failure of the season,.

I

Week of Oct. 24
'Amphitryon 38,' (Lunt and Fon-

tahne), Hanna, Cleveland.
'Antony and Cleopatra,' (Tallulah

Bankhead), Hartman, Columbus, O..

(25-27); £ngUsh, Indianapolis, Ind.,

(28-30).

'Behind Eed Lights,' Werba,
Brooklyn, N. Y. '

.

'Brother Rat,' Selwyn, Chicago.
brother Rat,' Royal Alexandra,

Toronto, Can.
'Doll's House,' Cox, Cindinnati.

Tollies,' Colonial, Akron, O. (25);

Weller, Zanesville, O. (26)- Midland,
Newark, O. (27); Fairbanks, Spring-
field, O. (28); Memorial Aude, St.

Louis, Mo. (29-30).

'Ghost of Yankee Doodle' (Ethel

Barrymore-Dudley Digges), Masonic
Aude, Rochester, N. Y, (27); Er-
langer, Buffalo, N. Y. (28-30).

'Hooray for What' (Ed Wynn), Co-
lonial, Boston.

'I'd Rather Be Right' (George M.
Cohan), Ford's, Baltimore.
'Leaning on Letty' (Charlotte

Qreenwood), National, Washington,
D. C.
'Madame Bovary,' Grand Opera

House, Chicago.
'Richard n' (Maurice Evans), Play-

house, Providence (25-26); Bushnell
Aude, Hartford, Conn. (27); Shubert,
New Haven (28-30).

.

'Rookn Service,' CJopley, Boston.
'Room Service,' Biltmore, Los An-

,geles.

'Stage Door,' Shubert, Boston.
'Tobacco Road,' Grand, Keokuk,

la. (25); Rialto, Burlington, la. (26);

Price, Hannibal, Mo. (27); Municipal
Aude, Kansas City, Mo. (28-30).

'Tonight at 8:30,' Curran, San Fran-
cisco. "

.
'

'Tovarich,' Nixon, Pittsburgh, Pa.
'Tovarich,'. Majestic, Houston, Tex.

(25-26); Texas, San. Antonio (27);

Paramount, Austin, Tex. (28); Or-
pheum, Waco, Tex. (29); Majestic,

Ft. Worth, Tex. (30).

,

'Victoria Regina' (Helen Hayes),
Philadelphia.

•• 'Women,' Erlanger, Chicago.
•Yes, My Darling Daughter,' Amer-

ican, St. Louis, Mo.
.'You Can't Take It With You,'

Harris, Chicago.
'Yon Can't Take It With You,'

Plymouth, Boston.
<You Can't Take It With Yon,'

Capitol, Albany, N. Y. (28-30).

•VIRGINIA'
Opened Sept; 2^ '37. Opinions

'divided .with the crepe hangars
in the majority. Anderson

.

(Journal) said, 'Virginia' needs
no excuse, and no explanation.
It Is quite able to stand and
dance on its own feet.' Lock-
rldgc (Sun) said, 'Only the in-

corrigibly flippant, would, ven-
ture to call 'Virginia' a musical
comedy,'
Variety (Ibee) said, 'Chances

'Blow Ye Winds' closed at the 46th
Street after four and one half weeks
of mild business. Averaged around
$5,000 weekly.

'BLOW YE WINDS'
Opened Sept. 23, '37. Deci-

sions were unanimously against.
Brown (Post) 9aid, 'His play
nice his boat gets stuck on a
sand bar In the first act.' Cole-
man (Mirror) said, 'A bit too
frail a barque to. weather suc-
cessfully the brisk Broadway
trade winds.'

Variety . (Kauf) said, 'It Is

just another miss.'

would play fair vrith each other,

burying the hatchet for all tim?.

It was agreed by Par, as part of

the peace pact, that there will be no
40% pictures and that there will be
only four in the lop bracket group
at 35%, while there will be no more
than eight in the 30% allocation un-
der percentage deals. The balance
will be set at 25% or" may be bought
on a flat rental basis.

Another concession by Par will be
the delivery of two of the six pic-

tures held out last year at terms
called .for under the 1936-3.7 contract.

These pictures may vary in some
spots but generally the two to be
handed, over at last season's teirms

will be 'Souls at Sea' and 'High,

Wide and Handsome.'
One of the questions to be settled

concerns the number .of pictures, un-
played since the strike began, that

are to be permanently shelved". Thi?
matter will be referred to arbitra-

tion by the Pizor-Sestall-Sablosky

peace-making trio if Par and ex-

hibitors individually* cannot agree.

These are pictures which were not
-picked up since last Axig. "1.

"

So far zs newsreels are concerned
from that date up to the present.

Par has agreed to cancel . the con-
tractual commitment for. the three
months oh these if exhibitors re-sign

for another year; otherwise, exhibs
1 will have to sign up for the news-
* reel for three months in lieu . of the
cancellation for .the same period. The

!

same plan will apply to shorts that"

had been conti-acted for from Aug. 1

last but were not picked up.
Par

.
had sought a uniform sales

policy under a settlement to govern
all Philadelphia exhibitors but dv:e

to resistance, agreed" that, exhibitors
could buy its product either on flat

rate or percentage, -as desired, and
that the company would not insist

on an examination of books- as to
profits.

It was also understood that when
pictures were purchased on per-
centage no split figures would l>e

set at which the rate of percentage
for Par- would increase, providing
so-called' overage. In oUier, words, if

a picture is bought at 35%. of the
gross, it would .remain 35% regard-
less of whether .the business went
far above calculations and brought
a much higher ratio of profit to 'the
exhib than the distributor. This is

a unique concession from Par but
in agreeing not to demand inspec-
tion of books it is. presumed that
Par still may check any theatres, on
percentage dates wliere a doubt
exists as to business being reported.

Pizor, in New York Friday (22),
expressed confidence that various
questions under the settlement would
be satisfactorily adjusted after yes
terday's Philadelphia meeting. In
addition to heading the UMPTO of
his region, Pizor is a member of the
board and the executive committee
of the MPTOA, being one of its most
active leaders. . His Phila. organiza-
tion went into the boycott against
Par on its own hook without any
word, one .way or another, from the
MPTOA, which took no part in the
strike moves but at one time Kuy-
kendall deprecated the fact that the
disputes had arisen. At that time
he pointed to the urgent need for a
system of conciliation throughout
the country for settlement of con-
troversifes between exhibs and dis-
tribs direct.

Arthur Hopkins* autobiographical stories 'Letters to a- Lonely Boy,'
which appeared in the last four issues of the Ladies' Home Journal, con-
cluding with the current (November) Journal, have been published in.
book form. First article is mostly concerned with the showman's early
days as a 'police reporter on a St. Paul daily. He covered the assassination
of President McKinley, being assigned to the story by a Cleveland paper.
Hopkins writes, it was reported that a German- fortune teller who read
the tea leaves predicted the murder to Mark Hannsu - one of her clients.
Anent reporters he comments:. 'A good newspaperman is necessarily im-
pertinent and heartless.'

Hopkins was born in Clefveland, his parents having c6h\e from Wales.
His grandfather was a minister in a Presbyterian church on- the outskirts'
of the city. Observations on life and conduct intersperse the story such
as: 'What many, of us call friendship is only tolerant intercourse, and too
frequently the tolerance is easily strained.' His first observation of the
art of the theatre was vaudeville, starting 30 years ago "vvhen he was press

.

agent for a variety house. In that capacity he met many players who"
became stars in the legit field. Pictiu-e a>f the showman appears to be
dated about that time, a phota which he had forgotten about.

Touched on was his first discovery 'On Trial,' which was produced by
Cohan and Harris. At that time he was in the booking department of the
Orpheum Circuit. Hopkins' career as a producer realy came with his
presentation of 'The Poor Little Rich Girl.'. His nurturing of Eugene
O'Neill and the presentation of that genius' first long play 'Anna Christie,'
led to a number of productions of O'Neill works by Hopkins. Manager's
association with the Barrymores and their triumph in Tlie'Jest,' provides
an interesting interlude, also that portion telling of the late Louis Wol-
heim's success in 'What Price Glory.'

N. Y. TAX CLAIMS VS.

CARROLL, GRANLUND

Income tax judgments against Earl

Carroll, producer, and Nils T, Gran-

lund (NTG), thet Hollywood restau-

rant m.c, were filed in N. Y, County

Clerk's office yesterday (Tuesday).

The State Tax Commissioner claims

Carroll owed the State $2,352 for

1929 and 1933.

Granlund is due to pay a total of

$5,607 on .income covering the years

1930-31-32,
,

Astonishing ticket demand for *Susan and God' at the Plymouth, N. Y.,
is somewhat explainable

, by the spread of the Oxford movement, first

known as Buchmanism. That , is a religious cult and is simply de-
scribed as a sort of self-psychoanalysis. The play's theme is an undertone
on the topic without niention of Oxford nor Biichman but there are mil-
lions of devotees, many of them wealthy persons.

Buchman gave an expose of psychoanalysis about 10 years ago to a group
at Oxford University, England, and the movement started then and spread
to other countries, Delicate handling of the theme by Rachel Crothers
features the work best understoodtby. those, interested in the cult. Just
where the coin angle comes in is not

^
.clear, the assumption being that

followers make. liberal donations. Anyhow Buchman travels first claiss

with a suite on the Queen Mary and so forth.

Usual procedure is for cultists to have luncheon, then repair to the lawn
and under the trees talk frankly about themselves. Instead of psycho-
analyst asking questions those assembled either speak their minds or ask
themselves the same queries. It is a system of morals and behavior akin
to Christian Science,

March of T^me used a song from 'I'd Rather Be Right,' the new Sam
Harris musical on its broadcast last week (21). David Mallen, known for
his impersonations of' George M. Cohan" at the Lambs' Club, played that
role on the air program.

The question of imitating the President's voice on the air did not arise
in connection with this broadcast, for the impersonation was of Cohan, not
the President, At first the authors of the play, Geor^ S,- Kaufman and
Moss Hart, -were opposed to M, of T.'s using anything, but Homer Fickett
of Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn had a transcription made at the
dress rehearsal 6nd flown up to Boston by Ruth Barth, where differences,

were ironed out at the proposed brpadcast okayed.
Jay Franklin's column in thie N. Y. Pbst last week (21) regarding the

Sam Harris show, 'I'd Rather Be Right,' stated that the show would never
have been shown during G. O. P. regimes. Column was distinctly annoyr
ing to the press dep&rtment of the Harris office, since Franklin had not
seen the show, and referred to George M. Cohan as an antiquated song-
and-dance man. Columnist also stated that President Roosevelt's -wife,

and mother were lampooned, but actually Mrs. F. D, R, isn't represented
as a character in the show.

Golduyyn'^Kotda

(Continued from page 2)

Thomas Dixon's Sequel

Thomas Dixon has nearly com-

pleted a novel Intended as a sequel

to 'Bitth of a Nation',' tentatively

titled 'The Flaming Sword.'

not appear as attractive to tb6 banker
mind. Thus, in any alternative sit-

uation to the Prudential scheme, the
inclusion or otherwise of Selznick
amounts to no small matter.
Should neither the Prudential As-

surance deal nor. the RKb-U.A. mer-
ger result> then, as the trade feels,

U. A., despite all possibilities, could
go on as if libthlng had happened.
Nor would it surprise, many if

David Selznick, despite all the talk

that's been around, stays on with
tJ,A., and the setup remains un-
changed.

If a Prudential deal is made, or the
one with RKO-U.A.,

.
internal

changes in U.A!, of course, must oc-

cur.

One thing that may be touched
upon- is that a change in control pos-
sibly might . mean that Dr, A. H.
Giannini, presiden{ of the firm, may
leave the company. Dr. Giannini has
a five:>year contract that has around
four years to go.

"

And that's another item for the

execs and bankers now talking

things over to figure. .

Special meeting, of the N. Y. Theatrical Press Agents was called to
determine the form for the organization's memorial to Ray Henderson, its

former president. It was decided to collect from drania critics and editors

throughout the country representative stories by Ray Henderson and use
these stories in book form, Katharine Cornell's tribute to her former press
agent, published in the N. Y. Times Sunday drama sfection, will be used as

the foreword.

Organization may publish the book itself, as it is not intended for sale,

but will be distritiuted among drama critics and others connected with the

theatre.

Observation of 'Pittsburgh reviewer last week that Tallulah Bahkhead's
'Antony and Cleopatra' was making a mistake eliminating final scene in
Shakespeare original in order to ring down curtain on star brought an
addition to Professor Strunk'i" adaptation during the play's engagement
at Nixon. Section referred to was restored to the drama, leaving OctaviUs
Caesar, played by Miss Bankhead's husband, John Emery, talking on the
stage at finish. When play opened in Pittsburgh,

.
Cleopatra's suicide led

right into the curtain.

In 'Adventures Among Immortals,' the Percy Burton book ds told to

Lowell Thomas, there is a reminiscence on Sir Henry Irving, described

as 'a great man but a lonely one' Burton says: 'Only one other man, our
own Lee Shubert, so impressed me with a senSfe ol loneliness,*

Biu-ton was a 'discoverer' of the late Ray Henderson, who was In a
Colorado Springs box office. Latter joined the Sir J. Forbes-Robertsbn
company in San Francisco and Burton rated him 'the brainiest helper I

ever had.'

Four young people who started with the original Chariot's Revue In 1924
are stars today and all, by coincidence, are presently in America. They
are Beatrice Lillie, Gertrude Lawrence, Margaret Bannerman and Jack
Buchanan. Miss Lillie i« currently making a Paramount pieture; Mls!}

Lawrence is In 'Susan and God' on Broadway; Miss Bannerman WiU star

In 'Three Waltzes' under Shubert aegis next month, and Buchanan is In
another Shubert musical, 'Between the Devil,' currently und«!rgoing book
revamping following its Philly tryout.

There were three agency t)uyi Smong the new shows on Broadway up
to last Saturday (23) when the deal for 'George and Margaret,' Morosco,
expired. The other two buys are for 'Susan and God,' . Plymouth, top
demand attraction and "The Star Wagon,' Empire, which is the runner-up.
• Buy has been continuous for the holdovers 'Room Service' and 'You Can't
Take It With You.'

Hugh M&cMulleh had his first directional job with 'Wise Tomorrow,'
which Was yanked at the Biltmore after three performances. He has been
in the script department of Warners, N, Y., office and Is a protege of Jake
Wilk. .

,

Closing of 'Tomorr.ow' allowed a. quick booking, that of 'Mahy Mansions,'
which arrived at the, same house tonight (27) on^ week ahead of schedule,

Beauvais Fox and Frederick Calvin are managers of the new stock play-
ing the Erie theatre, Schenectady. Stock is called the Empire i>iayets.
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lake It Easy Folds in London,

$85»000 toss, Backer to Marry

Revue s Star; 'Cavalier Looks In

London, Oct. 26.

'Laughing Cavalier,' William Mol-

lison's production of Reginald

Arkell's romantic musical play fi;om

painting of same name by Fran2

Hals, opened at the Adelphi (19) to

a receptive audience. Book, lyrics

and music of play, fea;turing John
Garrick in title role, are not

especially distinctive but it stands as

a beautifully splendiferous artistic

production. Libraries made imme-
diate deals.

'Waters of the Jordan* opened at

Arts theatre (24). Attack on British

Medical Association failure to inves-

tigate the cure discovered by un-

qualifiieid doctors is well written but

insufficient motivation for a play.

Second edifion of 'Take It Easy'

also folded after running ai week at

the Palace. Total loss on the pro-

duction has been set at $85,000 after

figuring in first show, etc. Revamped
as a vaudeville show but n,g. Backer
will now marry the show's star, Bar-

bara Blair.

•Punch and Judy,' depicting pres-

ent day descendants of Anthony
Hope's ' Ruritanian characters,

opened at the Vaudeville theatre

(22). Although clever, play by Val

Gielgud^ who also produced, just

misses.

PROF. MAUDE ADAMS'

CAMPUS PLAY SKED

St. Louis, Oct. 26,

Prof. Maude Adarfis (of the School

of Drama at Stephens College, Co-
lumbia, Mo.), 64-year-6ld actress

who left a retirement of 14 years to

teach dramatics to girls, says the rise

or fall of the legit stage in America
depends upon the dramatic standards

of the plays it produces, and on that

alone.

Miss Adams would not name
whom she thinks is the most out-

standing playwright, saying she

might want to get a play herself

next week. Although "Miss Adams'
60-day stay at Stephens College

is worth $10,000 to her, Pres.

James M. Wood, president of the

college, has not been able to de-

termine whether Miss Adams will

continue her work after the 60-day

trial period.

Planning to stage 'Chanticleer*

next month Miss Adams has the

school's French department making
its own translation of the play,- Eng-
lish department preparing verse for

It, and the music department train-

ing the students to sing. M'iss Adams
has interviewed 170 students for

roles, basing her choice on 'person-

ality' rather than on voice or other

attributes.

St. Loo Little Theatre

Ready for 11th Season
St. Louis, Oct. 26.

Under the guidance of its new di-

rector, Harold Bassage, Little Thea-
tre of St. Louis begins its 11th sea-

son Thursday (28) with Somerset
Maughan's 'The Circle' at the Artist's

Guild.
Margaret Mooney. 17 - year - old

daughter of Ralph Mooney, author,

will play the top role*

Ford East for Legit
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Wallace Ford left last weekend
for Atlantic City to rehearse for his

role in the stage production of the

John Steinbeck drama, 'Of Mice and
Men!'

Ford, who hag just finished 'Swing
It, Sailor' for Grand National, is

committed to thrae more GN pic-

tures.

lindemulder's N. 0. Group
New Orleans, Oct. 26.

Gerhardt Lindsmulder took over
direction of the Group theatre plays
for the coming year. He replaces
Audley Keck, now in Hollywood.
The list of plays for the year In-

cludes 'Headlines in Review,' writ-
ten by Lenox Anthony in New Or-
leans this past summer; Shaw's
'Andreocles and the Lion,' 'Panic,'

by Archibald MacLeish r.Tl ^l-ner
Davis' 'Ethan Frome.'

GORDON NIXES MIMICRY

INROADCO.OF'WOMEN'

Managers appear to have changed
their minds about the method of
readying road shows and the long-
used practice of having touring casts
imitate the players in the original
show is passing out. New idea among
the more, alert showmen is to have
the players engaged for the road
make their owi portrayals and
thereby eliminate stereotyped per-
formances.
That is one result of the press crit-

icism aimed at the cast of 'The Wom-
en' in Chicago, though it is not *^he

first instance where imitation proved
unsatisfactory in recent seasons.

Max Gordon, produce: of 'Women,'
felt that the Chicago company was
a capable outfit and wa:; surprised at

the notices. On viewing the per-
formance there he figured the fault

was -n the a, k. staging theory,

Sevei, X actresses had. been in-

structed to duplicate the perform-
ances of the rij .^ncipals in the num-
ber one 'Women' and it was quite

evident that their own talent had
been thereby jsubjugated. Result was
that their playing was not effective.

Since the Loop opening four of the
leads have been changed, with Rob-
ert Sinclair doing the restaging. All

woman show is drawing excellent

business, there, regardless of the re-

views.

'Deyil/ Shubert Musical,

Brought In for Fixing

Calling back Saturday (23) of 'Be-

tween the Devir after three days in

New Haven and a week in Philadel-
phia was accompanied by a number
of reports, "mostly indicated to be
incorrect. Known early this week
that the cast including three leads
from London—Evelyn Laye, Jack
Buchanan and Adele Dixon—remains
intact. Show will reach the boards
as soon as Howard Dietz revises his

book, author being confident that it

is top property.
'Devil' is one of three musicals

aimed for Broadway by the Shuberts
and it was to have been the first in

town. Firm has rarely brought back
a major musical for lay-off and fix-

ing, but it was decided there was a
better chance to get the show into

shape in New .York than by extend-
ing its try-out dates.

Report that Dietz would have a

collaborator was denied, also that

there were differences between the

author and management. Arthur
Schwartz, who composed' the score,

is on a short vacation in Virginia,

being due back on the job late this

week.
Other.impending Shubert musicals

are 'Hooray for What' and 'The

Three Waltzes.'
Variety's review from Philadel-

phia in this issue augurs promisingly
for the show, once the book is bol-

stered.

Deval Busy

Jacques Deval, French playwright
now in America, is currently work-
ing on a new play, 'Karen Von Sin-

gall.' Possibility that he may write

one for Joseph Buloff, now playing

in the Guild's 'To Quito and Back.'

Also some talk of a deal pending
between Sam Goldwyn and Deval for

a picture. Deval also has a 20th-Fox
commitment.

One for the Money
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

AUyn Josyln left last week for

New York to play in the Broadway
show, 'One for the Money,' which
George Abbott is producing.

He has just concluded in 'Holly-

wood Hotel' at Warners.

Lynchburg Ripe for Show
Lynchburg, Oct. 26.

Another legit show is skedded.for

the Trenton here in November. It's

'You Can't Take It With You.'

Season opened with 'Brother Rat,'

and jamup attendance convinced

Trenton management town was ripe

for road legits.

Staff In on 'Angel'

Four of George Abbott's staff

are in on 'Angel Island,' the
murder meller, which opened
at the National, N. Y., last

week to a sharply divided press.

Carl Fisher, Charles Harris,
Charles Washburn and Edith
Van Cleve have the shares, lat-

ter als-> appearing in the play.
First three named a^e also in

on the smash 'Room Service.'

Garson Kanin al£0 has a piece.

Latter is no longer with the Ab-
bott office.

FTP Moves Again;

Economy Slashing,

Plenty of Squawks

Further economies In the WPA
theatre project in New York ac-

counts for the moving of the- general

offices from the Chanin building to

the McFadden building, Broadway
and 63rd stireet, where five floors

were leased.

• General, tendency to conserve
money for the federal relief theatre
was further marked by an order
which will reduce the salaries of
supervisors. Idea appears to be to

place as many on the payroll as pos-
sible on securi.ty or subsistence pay
($95 monthly), a reduction of approx-
imately one-third. One result was
the picketing of administrative offi-

cer Paul Edwards' offices by super-
visors who charged he is 'playing
politics with taxpayers money.' Al-
leged the order followed his ap-
pointment of six executives at high
salaries. Those appointments were
made under Hallie Flanagan's direc-
tion some time ago, it was under-
stood. Edwards is said to be a $9,-

000 a year man. A delegation pro-
tested against him in Washington,

Additions to the staff include
Emmet Lavery of Poughkeepsie.
Lavery, who wrote 'The First Le-
gion,' is head of the new play de-
partment. He said it was time 'for

playwrights to join hands with the
federal theatre in the creating of
new audiences and new plays.'

With the supervisors: mollified
early this week by Edwards who said
there would be no general cutting
of salaries, a new group of ob-
jectors • appeared. .It .is called the
'committee of relief status profes-
sional theatrical 'employees.' Posi-
tion is that federal funds were al-

located to create work for the needy
unemployed of the theatre and
should be used for no other pur-
poses. Therefore the group seeks
the dropping of all non-relief per-
sonnel so that those with relief

status can be employed. Only ex-
ceptions would be required techni-
cians, stage hands. Under the pres-
ent arrangement 5% of non-relief
people are permitted on the pay-
rolls, including heads of depart-
ments.

The difficulty of obtaining relief

rating caused much controversy
among professionals who originally

missed the deadline set for appli-

cants. Those profs figured they were
discriminated against since they had
held out as long as possible before
being forced to seek WPA aid. There
was a way devised in which such ap-
plicants could secure certificates of

need from the Emergency Relief Bu-
reau, but the rigorous requirements
of the latter resulted in many not
attempting to secure reltei status.

A new schedule of royalty for

dramatists was adopted. They will

receive $50 per week (present rate)

for the first three weeks, $75 for the
following three weeks and $100 after

the sixth week.

Idea of raising admission prices
to 83 cents and $1.10 .top has not met
with response, but that may be
blamed on the shows rather than the
boost. In a recent week only eight
percent of th6 tickets sold for 'A
Hero Is Born,' at the Adelphi, were
the higher priced locations, the bal-
ance being 25 and 55 cent patrons.

Yokel's 'Hail Columbia'

Hollywood, Oct, 26.

Option on 'Hail Columbia' has
been taken by Alex Yokel, N. Y.
legit producer.

Emerson Treacy and Reginald
Borg authored the comedy.

Dramatists Leeway on New Pact

May Renew Hollywood Interest

In Broadway Legit Financing

TREASURERS CLUB USTS

NOMINEES FOR BOARD

Treasurers Club of America has

nominated 10 candidates for its

board, five to be chosen at the an-

nual election dated for Nov. 27 at

the Park Central, N. Y. Tliose named
are Walter D'Connor, Louis Lotlto,

John bit, Louis Bergere, Charles

Murphy, Harold Stehle, Julius

(Blutch) Stone, William Small, Sr.,

Arthur' NichoUs and Jerry Flynn.

There will be no opposition to the
officers' slate, headed by Allen
Schnebbe, who will -be named lor a

second term as president.

Detroit FTP Takes

Cinema for Initialer,

let Freedom Ring'

Detroit, Oct. 26.

• Detroit federal theatre will open
se'ason's first play Nov. 9 in Cinema
theatre, ex-downtown foreign pic

house, presenting 'Let Freedom
Ring.'

Cast will include Jay Michael,
Louise Huntington, Chester Adanis,,

J. Richard Gamble, Oxley Taylor,
Peggy Fenn, Douglas- Wright, and A.
Courtney White.. Vefhe Holdene will

direct.

Contemporary Theatre here will

produce 'Black Pit' as its initial

offering this season, opening in De-
troit Art Institute aude late in No-
vember.

2 NEW 'CYCLES7

Influx of 'ProsUe/ Spanish Revolt
Opuses On Way

Casual survey of plays in prepara-
tion indicates that there are about
two dozen prostitute roles beihg cast
or rehearsed.

Besides the 20 or more prosties
in 'Behind Red Lights' at the Werba,
Brooklyn, there are a half-dozen
such parts in the not-lnapproprlately-
titled 'Lower Than Angels,' which
Norman Bel Geddes is casting. Sev-
eral are listed in 'Code for Gang-
sters,' in preparation by Maurice
Barber.

'Journeyman,' which Sam Byrd is

planning to produce, likewise has
several. 'Mice and Men,' next on
the Sam Harris schedule, has a
'type' and another play, as yet with-
out title, calls for about a dozen
Polynesian ladies of joy. One of

John Golden's tentative productions
has eight or 10 such parts and
'Father Malachy's Miracle,' which
may or may not go on, has six or
eight 'types,' but with a Scotch ac-
cent.

Serious thinkers of the drama are
wondering if it's a trend.

A rash of dra^nas based on the
Spanish revolution has broken out
in managerial offices also in film

script departments in New York. In
one week no less than four such
plays were offered and it is known
there are others in the making.

Titles noticed are 'Siege,' 'The
Power and The Glory,* 'Battle' and
'Civa Espagna.'

.
None are said to

have been favorably received as yet.

Prof. Green at U. of N.C.
Charlotte, N. C, Oct. 19.

Paul Green, playwright and
scenarist, is teaching screen and
playwriting at the University of

North Carolina this winter.

The author of scripts for many
major picture productions and the
one-time winner of the Pulitzer
prize for his play 'In Abraham's
Bosom' lives at Chapel Hill, where
the U. of N. C. is located.

The Carolina playmakers are re
viving Paul Green's 'Johnny John-
son' Oct, 28-30. Kurt Weil, who
composed the music fpr the play, is

in Chapel Hill aiding with the pro-
duction.

The way was opened up last week
indicating that the Authors League

and Dramatists Guild are ready to

talk turkey to Hollywood anent

changes in the contract with mana-
gers which should lead to the re-

entry of picture money in the legit

field. That was an interpretation
given the move of the league's coun-
cil pointing towards the rcorgonizfl-

^

tlon of the Screen Writers Guildr
whereby the Coast organization will
have more leeway and Is expected
to end the authors battle there,

When the contract was negotiated
the Guild leaders were asked why
certain stringent measures were in-

serted ' at the Inslistence of the
authors. Latter frankly told the
managers that the intention was not
to squeeze them but that the sl<ow
group was unfortunately 'caught in

the middle,' because the principal
idea was to maintain cl6se control
of Coast writers and in that way
protect the craft from studio moves.

The present proposal reverses the
militant attitude of the Guild which
appears to realize that the Coast
writers are able to protect them-
selves. Expectation is that the SWG
and the opposed Screen Playwrights
organizations will cease firing. Gen-
eral idea is to bring the Dramatists,
Authors and Radio Guilds closer to-

gether, with the SWG an affiliated

unit. The writer organizations are
not labor unions but the same pro-
cedure is being pursued cs that of.

the American Federation of Labor.

Drops Domination

League's apparent decision to drop
.the attempt to dominate Hollywood
directly eliminates the necessity for
the regulations as set forth in the
contract with the managers but as
yet neither side has contacted the
other for that purpose. Some
changes in leadership noticed in the
nominations of the DG may lead to
the mollification of the picture end.
Sidney Howard was the prcz when
the contract with the managers was
made but the frequent changed
statements Issued during the strug-
gle with the legit showmen indi-

cated the board was steering the
course. Robert Emmet Sherwood
will be the new head of the Guild,
while Marc Connelly has been re-

nominated to head the League.

There are plenty of plays ready
for production if Hollywood again
finances. Those scripts are regarded
as borderline plays which the aver-
age producer hesitates trying. There
were a number of such instances
when the major film studios 'liackcd

the managers, Some clicked end not
a few were recognized as doubtful
picture material.

In addition to Sherwood officers

of the DG nominated are George S.

Kaufman, vice-president; Richard
Rogers, secretary, and Edward Childs
Carpenter, chairman of the board.
Election is dated Nov. 9. League's
slate in addition to Connelly: Elmer
Davis, vice-president; Inez Hflynes
Irwin, secretary; Lulse Silcox, treas-
urer, election being Nov. 10. Nomi-
ness for the Authors Guild: Hen-
drik Willem Van L6on, president;
Henry Pringle, vice-president, and
Margaret Widdemer, secretary. First
election of the Radio Guild will be
held Nov. 8.

Phiiiy FTP SpotHng

Negro Show at Walnut

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Federal Theatre Project will see
its initial action in a downtown logit
house when Negro sector opens up
with 'Jericho' at the Walnut next
Monday. Show sponsored, by a
group of prominent Negroes here,
which guarantees the nut for at
least two weeks. How long it goes
beyond that depends upon b'z.

Working on percentage deal with
house at $1.10 top.

Taking Over a theatre in suburb*
for continuous productions by i:s

white group has floparooed. With
the finish of 'Help Yourself last

Saturday night (23), FTP gav.T up
its Drexel Hill Playhouse. Spot,
seating 360, was too far from center
of town to attract b.o, at 55 cents
top.
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Plays on Broadway

ANGEL ISLAND
Mvslerv ilriuna In three acts presentod at

(lift'XadonHl Oft. 20 by Oeoiffe AbboU;
wjjttcii by Beinlo Aungua; stnged by the

jirflpi-nt^r; SS.:10 top.
^ ^ ^

CHrina ominBer
^fi^t^^'lJl'ou! I

wrth the 'scx Veverscd

traded attention on the other side.

There is no indication of picture ma-
terial and is comparahle to 'The Cap-
tive,' which was negative for the

screen. There is a similar strain m
the story, a sort of 'Green Bay Tree'

J,i>(i CJ rill nicer

Ciirtb
Sylvin Joidun...
.Tohn K^ivnniiugh
Slrtnev Powell..,.
J.ucy Powell. . .

.

Atinoe liatllmnr.
M.trc-o lOlwooO

.Carroll Ashburn I
In 'Tomorrow' Diana Ebury, a

.Eric AVoiiencott middlG-aged retired actress, is affec-

. .Ariene Fraiici.s t'onately interested in Joan Campion,

..Clyde Fillmore
rising young actress. So strong is

...Morgan Conway
| ji/^^lS^ui^^'Je t^at Joan breaksW

Arlene RIchfleld Louise Larabee
Ale<- Rkhneld David Hoftman
Tiitf. Thomaa CriUiam
jjftln ..Alma Diclcfion

frull :Mar.sh . .Joyce Arllng

Jpft Kinsslcy... Clayton Collyer

Bessie Doro Meranue

EMIth Van Clcve ,
— - - t, i. sir _-w

Mnidei Turner engagement to Peter Marsn, an an
Nigel i3inico teUlgent chap who is aware of what

T.™,..,i>P,. I

g^gg Diana is opposed by Joan's

sistei-, Tony, as well, while an ex-

husband and his new wife are also

hates of the strange woman.
Joan decides to break off with the

older woman but when Diana sud-

denly dies, she discovers the spell is

not broken. Diana's secretary, who
once was favored by the woman,
comes to remind Joan that the dead
woman's estate has been willed to

Ever since 'The Bat,' 'Cat and Can-
ary' and one or two other mystery
Smellers diverted playgoers many
managers have sought to repeat.

^^^^^^^^ ^ csiaic nao .^-w.* .t

Latest try is no better than many ^^^^ place is in that
others and loolcs doubtful. house. End tods the unfortunate

Jiist why George Abbott chose gjrl leaving for that purpose. It is

'Angel Island' for his directorial and somewhat puzzling what with Joan
managerial attention is his own se- telling Peter that he would be- better

cret; However, no producer has a off with* her sister who loves Tiim,

perfect batting average, and this although Tony hiftd promised to wed
time Abbott stepped oft on the U young artist who lives in the next
wrong foot. apartment Latter is called the Eng-

Play is well mounted in three set- lishmen and the only character with

tings and fairly weU enacted. But leavenmg lines.
. , .

it would seem that Hollywood has Leads are Gloria Dickson, who
outmoded the mystery type, unless came from the Coast to play the part,

some new angle can be devised. Josephine Victor as the bad mflu-

Likely the tipoff came last season ence, ^ Edith Barrett as the sister,

when a revival of The Baf at pop Theodore Newton as t^Jf flanfe- f"°

prices aroused no more than a flurry Naunton Wayne, a monologist, who
at the box office, although it was was in the original company, as the

:flgured that the revival was spotted artist. *oee

at the wrong end of the season. (iPotdcd Oct. 18, '37; published for
There is a difference in 'Angel Is-

[ the record.)
knd,' from most of the others. No
headquarters cops question the sur-
viving characters for the whodur.it
solution. That, however, wats also
true with 'Without Warning,' a short
lived mystery afrair at the same Na
tional last May.

It all happens during a house party
on. ah island off the coast of one of
the Carolinas. Guests are a hand-.

Sicked group of little attractiveness.
»ne plump dame brings her gigolo
Two couples are unhappily wed

Hebe pop taken refuge under the
Klan sheethood and rescued her.

This bit is screwy and inconsistent,

but so is most everything else in
this play.
Huth Gilbert gives a vivacious

portrayal of Sadie that is bound to
attract attention. George Mathews
does well as the symbol of strug-
gling labor. Others of the cast do
well in their respective assignments.

READY! AIM! FIRE!
. Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Alualoal comedy In two octs and 10 scenea
by (Jene £itone and Jack Robinson, pre-
sented by the Federal Theatre Project of
t^e Works Progress Administration; direct-
ed by Lorln Raker; choreOBraphy by Myra
Klnch; music by Clair LQ^nard; music
supervision by El. A. Montano. Costumes
bv Bertha Wfl[rdell. Conductor, Fitstcr Cope.
Orchestra arrangements by Koss Magglo
assisted . by Robert McQowan and J<'S>ster

Cope; dance music by Manuel Galea, Harry
Stoildard and Armando Loredo: vocal nr-
rangementa by JHoward Chandler. A«slst-
nnt dunce directors, Elmei' Maiden and
Onest Conley, Special lighting efCecta by
Ben ShalTer. ' Choral directors, Howard
Chandler and Robert Buchnni^n. Presented
at the Hollywood Playhouse, UoUyn'ood,
Oct. 22, MT; |1.10 top.

Dictator Schmaltz,,,.... Louis Lylton
Rupert... Rex Faulkner
King Leo. Klcliurd Cdwards
Franc Paul Roborts
HanV Hinkle. ........... ^ .. . Richard Ghn
'Bugs' Magee Peter Brocco
S'am Green AVllllam Rand
Messenger. . . . ^ .Jack AVacklyn
Photographer. .Larry Stevens
Dictator Borsht^. .Frank Roberts
Secret Agent XTZ HariT >forman
Sonva ., Sandra Carina
Louise ..' Carol Scott
Jailer Rex Faulkner
Blonde , Huth Howard
Radio Announcer. Hal Van Renssalaer

S I*atsy King
iCruperheimer Kuties. . ; t.Ruth Howard
Ned........ ..Harr}' Norman
John Dick Mason
Sound Man ..ISdwnrd Tamblyn

f
Billy Reed

Three Society Steppers. .{ George Vlerra-
•

• (.Randolph la Ferr
Strlpsy Nora Lee ...Margaret Graves
Bci-zorlcian Radio Announcer... DIok Mason
Lord High Chancellor George Carter

Plays Out of Town

FINALE
Beverly Hills, Oct. 19.

Comedy with music, In threo acta (four

Bceaes) and a prologue, by George Jame«
Biayney. Presented by the BlIssTHayden
Theatre, by arrangement -wltli Harry Clay
Biayney; songs, Bid Calne, Grace Hamilton
ond Fred Markus; seto by Ernest Glover;
Btaga- director, Harry Hayden. At Beverly
Hills, Oa,, Oct. 18, '37.

Marie Chevalier,... Inat, Blller

Peter Salon .....Robert Allen
Jason Clarke Jennings

Tony... Leonard
Eric Eaton. Walter Murrray
Robert Hobbs .R*y
Hlldegarde Eaton Muriel Cook
Jeft Fitzgerald Jomes Blakeley

Halle Vincent ^ Vivian IClng

WPA

PROCESSIONAL
Drama by John Howard- Lawson revived

by Federal Theatre Project of the 'WPA.
Directed by Len Ward and presented at

Mjutlne Elliott, N. J., Oct. 13, '37; 85c top

Isaac Cohen ...........S. Boonio

,„ - ^ ^ -.- . 1 Sadie Cohen Ruth Gilbert
Three men present hope to put over jg^.^ painski .Joe Kramm
a deal but require a concession from phiipott.<< Fred Baei

thp first guy who bumps oflE—done The sheriff.......
^"Sf,V*„i5-

to death with an ice pick. There Ma" in siik Hat,
^{^I^^Mush

are no clutching hands and lights
J^^^ E^phemia suwVrrFiimminB

are not doused too ire<iuently. but Isabel Bonner
during one flashlight' interval the

|
Dynamite Jim.. George Mathewa

second fellow is fatally blocked out
with a sock on the dome. The butler I Federal Theatre has done itseU
figures in the proceedings and is proud in this revival of John How-
anxious to have the culprit fotmd Lawson's 'Processional,' which at
because he has a police record. There the 85c top may recreate interest
is supposed to be a buried treasure gy^h as the higher-scaled original
in the house or on the grounds to production by the then torch bearing
complicate matters, and when the Tj^gat^e Guild did some 12 years
third victim is shot by the caretaker, u_-.i.

two guests say they thought he was _ *
. . u^„ ^n^a

the killer all the time, that being the Few revisions have been made in

take it or not curtain original script and it's still the sym-

Some of the Abbott 'stock com- bolic struggle between capital and

pany' players are in the cast. They labor set in jazz tempo, w«b a

will probably be on view in some- 1
sprinkling of the communistic idea

thing else soon. Ibee
I
If not something to sing about, the
show is certainly something to talk

about, in that direction.

Although drama is based upon
serious intent, there is also a tinge

WISE TOMORROW
Comedy drama in three acts prea«>l<;<l at I qY "the ridiculous incorporated tO

the Blllmore, Oct 15, by Bernard Klawanti; i ... .. . ^ mnmonf "5+ mav
wrlttpn by Stephen Powys; staged by Hugh nint that at any moment it may Oe
MacMuiian; $3.30 top; first night. velop into a comic opera. Divergent
Alice ; Florence Edney tempo makes it what it is, however,
TiMiy Campion Edith Barrett and they like it
Norman ^Veldqn ....Naunton Wayne pia„ Honipfq th» niruaff^A between
PMpr Marah..,. Theodore Ne-wton "ify dCpiClS tn« SiruggW DClween
Hplen Uellz Rosemory Ames capital and labor in a 80al town.

. Rr>i> loitury Calvin ThomaH Miners have barkened to the siren
Ooiin Campion Gloria DickBon song of a commtmist provocator.

rXy ouvfRiy^es-smim Town under martial law. But thai

Newsrniiii'.'.'.V.V.V.V.V.. Joseph- Tauiane does not stymie the jazz ambitions
and supressed desires of diminutive
Sadie Cohen, daughter of the coal
town shopkeeper. "The kid, evidently
a maniac for the pulps, craves

The Warners name did not appear
on the program : but the new play
from-London was their property. It

lasted three days on Broadway and
tliis review is published for the rec-
ord. 'Wise Tomorrow' was given a
bright presentation but that's about
all. Not diversion.
Why this play was chosen is mys-

tifying, even though it may have at-

Broadway career and sex excursion^
She finally achieves the latter anc
winds up happy in the thought of
approaching motherhood.
Previously the Klan has heard of

her shame' and would have dealt
with her accordingly nad not her

Marking the first time that the
Federal Theatre Project has ventured
to a top price of $1.10, 'Ready! Aim!
Fire!' has the earmarks of a solid
hit for this class of attraction. A lot
of oldtimers got together and by
their collective efforts have - as-
sembled a piece that ought to be
good ior a long run. First night
audience, a highly critical one com-
posed largely of professionals, re-
warded the players with generous
aipplause. Performance went off
smoothly with no hitches evidencing
the careful training and co-ordinated
efforts of the staff.

Story that runs through three
hours Qf hilarity is an ironic preach
ment against war and the basic
theme is amusingly maintained by
means of a series of satirical inter-
ludes plus some seriously symbolical
choreographic numbers that attain
heights of genuine distinction. Script
has a lot of witty lines that draw
plenty belly laughs, and an effective
musical score.
Specially meritorious performances

are turned in by Richard Glyer and
Peter Brocco, as a couple of nut
songwriters from Hollywood; £»andra
Carina, who plays a female spy;
Louis Lytton and Robert Lawler, as
the dictators of the rival kingdoms
of Moronia and Berzerkia: Carol
Scott, as Princess Louise; Richard
Edwards, as King Leo, and Margaret
Graves as Stripsy Nora Lee. Lat
ter's act is tame, far from the dyed
in-the-wool, down-to-cuticle stuff

that Main street audiences are accus
tomed to in Los Angeles, and could
be left out with no detriment to the
show.
Show in general turns out to be a

glorified vaude entertainment with
Elenty of speed and change of pace
esides some better th,an fair tunes

and an unusually able orchestra ac-
companiment. Billy Reed, Verra and
Randolph la Ferr draw heavy ap
plause with their fast stepping.

Presentation merits more . than
passing notice as the most ambitious
and expertly done effort yet staged
on this Coast under auspices of the
Federal Theatre Project. Up to now
the stiffest admish tariff charged by
FTP has been half a buck and the
new experiment's results are being
eyed with interest as the possible
forerunner of even more serious at-

tempts to drag the public into FTP
attractions. Morr.

Chances for this one to click on
Broadway, its hoped-for destination,

are slim at its current stage of de-
velopment, although it has a kernel

of something that may anuise know-
ing audiences. Basic idea of the

comedy is not new, bljt an adapta-

tion of the familiar marriage triangle

developed along semi-farcical lines,

with the serious theme never quite

overlooked.
Robert Allen, a wealthy young

American sowing his wild oats, mar-
ries Irene Biller, a French actress,

:Returns home when the call of
.
busi-

ness comes, weds a conventional so-

ciety girl and is getting along all

right when the. actress enters his life

again and clutters it up, this time as

the affianced bride of James Blake-
ley, a conceited sprig. Blakeley final-

ly tosses her overboard for Vivian
King, a little honey of Blakeley's

own class. Allen and Miss Biller find

they still are in love, but let things

ride, Allen clinging to his family and
Miss Biller presumably readying for

new conquests.
Character of Allen would carry

more glamour and appeal if he were
something more than a mere money-
grubber, a person upon whom dra-

matic action might impinge. Such a
modification also would give the
whole piece meaning beyond mere
persiflage. Piece has three good songs
sung by Miss Biller with excellent

effect. Numerous laugh lines are
meant for ears inured -to salacity.

Play needs sharpened situations,

pointed-up dialog and general tight

ening to go places.
Irene Biller carries the stellar bur-

den, and is better than the part.

Robert Allen also strives earnestly,

and with success. Muriel Cook as

the society wife is perhaps a bit out
of focus. Vivian King has only a bit

part as the deb who snares that du-
bious prize, Blakeley, but she is eye-
filling and satisfactory. Blakeley
provides a neatly drawn . characteri-

zatiop. Clarke Jennings, Walter
Murray, Phil Leonard and Ray Clif-

ford read their lines with profes-

sional skill.

Piece is admirably mounted with
in the limitations of the Bliss-Hay
den setup, the costumes, sets and
staging all measuring well up to the
standard established by Lela Bliss

and Harry Hayden. Morr.

Drake's Stager Rewrite
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

WiUiam A. Drake is rewriting 'And
They Hang Pictures' for the New
York stage with Ian Keith set " •

play the lead.

Yarn was originally scripted by
Ralph Murphy and John Decker.

BETWEEN THE DEVIL
Philadelphia, Oct, 23.

Intimate musical in two acts by Howard
DIetz and Arthur Schwartz, presented by
the Messrs. Shubert. Production by Has-
sard Short, settings by Albert Johnson,
book directed by Edward Clarke LlUey,
dances arranged by Robert Alton, gowns
designed by Klvette, At Chestnut Street
Opera, ijouse. week of Oct. 18, $3 top.

Peter Anthony V

Pierre Antolne] .Jack Buchanan
Natalie Rives Evelyn Laye
Harry Morley tieo G. Carroll
Claudette Gilbert Adele Dixon
Gaston .Noel Cravat
li'reddie Rlil Charles Walters
Maney, the Uullcr Ralph Sumpter
Mnrgo, the Jiltild. . > . , Doris Patston
Marie, French Maid. . . .Natashe de Renlcule

(
Andy Love

The Savoy Club Boys < Jack Lathrop
(.Bob Wacker

Walter Albert Aniato
(Ward Tallman

Bartenders..' 1 Vernon Hammer
Annabelle Scott .Vilma EUsen
Sir C?ecil Burbago Richard Temple
Henry Delacroix.. Charles LaTorre
Raymond Maurios, Prefect of Police..

Jules Epallly
Maurice Kelly

they do eventually after he's done
some beautiful stalling and dodging,
there's the devil to pay. In fact,
there's a .grand hair-pulling,, sock-
ing contest.
Lawyers • for both wives bring

charges of bigamy against Peter
(Pierre) and he has to go in hiding.
Girls, however, are soft-hearted;
they're both willing to fall on his
neck again whenever he visits them
clandestinely. He skips to Mexico,
but returns months later with a
quaint idea. He's got a villa some-
where near Mexico City and to this
retreat he invites his English wife
::or six months of the year and his
French wife for the other six. It
ooks like a swell arrangement as
long as the gals are kept apart.
Best comedy of the show is a scene

in the . second act when Pierre
(Peter), trapped by the gendarmes
in his French wife's boudoir, has a
trial staged, pleads his own case,
wrings the hearts of the police and
las both wives in his arms. Arthur
Schwartz's, score is a honey, with a
number of potential hits. 'By My-
self,' 'Why Did You Do It?' 'I Be-
lieve in You,' 'The Gendarme* (com-
edy) and 'I See Your Face Before
Me' are outstanders. They're given
plenty of reprising and can stand it

Cast talent Is high with three
Britons in stellar spots. Jack Bu-.
chanan, well-known over here, isn't
so well provided with material in
the first act as he could be, but in
Act II he shines with his singing of
•By Myself and the dance that fol-
lows, in the comedy trial scene and
in the song, 'Gendarme/ Evelyn
laye will amaze those who have
seen her only in 'Bittersweet.' Here
she's no serious, sentimental prima
donna, but a comedienne; more often
than not, a farceuse. Her rough-
house scenes with Adele Dixon are
rowdy and very funny. Miss Dixon,
a newcomer on this side, is a good-
looking redhead who knows how to
put . a song across and has person-
ality as well:: as comic ability. She
ought to be a strong hit.

In secondary, but important roles
are the afore-mentlohed dance team
of Vilma Ebsen and Charles Walters.

.

They have nothing to do with the
plot, but their dance specialties are'
strong and important. Another dance
specialty that's a pip is offered by
the Debonairs, six boys who do some
novel unison stepping. Leo Carroll
does a kind of mild heavy satisfac-
torily and Jules Epailly is amusing
as' the French prefect of police.
Sets designed by Albert Johnson

iriay not show as much originality
as some he's done in the past, but
they emphasize his (iolor judgment.
Kivette's gowns are a feature, fOoA
the show has some good-looking girls
to wear them. They aren't called
chorus girls, and they dance only an
occasional ballroom waltz for at-
mosphere. Accomplished directorial
hand of Hassard Short is easily
discernible throughout the whole
proceedings. If 'Between the Devil*
isn't a big hit it will be be-
cause somebody bungles the necesw
sary doctoring. Waters.

(Brought hack to N. Y. for re-
vision.)

The DPbonnlrs.
Harold. Murray
Jack Voeth
Harold Voeth
Buddy Hartelle
Edward Giile

Ruth Draper's Trek
Ruth Draper sails for London next

week to fill her usual date (omitted

last season) of eight weeks at the

Haymarket theatre with her one-

Woman show. That is the only

engagement she Will play this sea-

son.

Tinale* on B'way
Hollywood, Oct, 26.

Lela Bliss is taking 'Finale', east

for a Broadway production after a

little theatre break in here.

Irene Biller and Robert Allen have
the leads in the drawing room com-
edy.

Philly's first tryout of the 1937-38
season and a likely candidate for hit
honors, but not before strenuous
work is done in the right places
Oddly enough, most of the weak
nesses are in the first act, not the
last. The show starts off at a smart
clip; slows to a walk, is given
needed hypo by a dance specialty of
Vilma Ebsen and Charles Walters,
then the act ends mildly to leave
the audience divided. It's for this
reason that more work will be done
on this one before it goes out again.
Act II starts smartly and main-

tains a fast pace to the end. Both
acts have likely songs, but Act H
has the edge, and as for comedy, the
latter half the show has 75% of it.

There are resemblances to Cow-
ard's 'Design for Living' in Howard
Dletz's book which, while limping in
some of its earlier stages, has spar-
kle and zest Story concerns a young
man who can't resist a pretty girl.

In fact, he jauntily admits he's a
'two-woman' man. Unfortunately he
carries his weakness so far as to be
married to two at once. That's why
he's known in London as Peter An-
thony and in Paris as Pierre An-
toine. When the gals find out, as

ENGAGEMENTS
Bert Conway, Charles Crisp, How-

ard de SilvA IMLichael Gordon, Mar-
tin Ritt, Charles Niemayer, John
O'Malley, Mladen Sekulevitch, Alan
Wilson, 'Golden Boy.'
Robert Porterfield, Joseph Vitale,

'Four Cents a Word.'
. Katherine Emmet, Cyrilla Dome,
'The Bough Breaks.'
Grant Mills, 'The Christian Hero.*
Joey Ray, Leona Stevens, 'Right

This Way.'
Philip Tonge, Gavin Muir, 'The

Housemaster.'
Vaughan Glaser, 'Many Mansions.*
Katherine Emery, Shepperd Strud-

wick, 'As You Like It.'

Rosie Moran, John Barker. Victor
Morley, Marian Pierce, Charles
Arnt, 'Three Waltzes.'
Leo Chalzel, Will Ferry. John El-

liot, Don Tannen, Arthur Kay,
Charles Senna, 'Hooray for What.'
Robert T. Haines, 'Places, Please!*
Louis Calhern, Ian Keith, Nan

Sunderland, 'Robin Landing.'
Luella Gear, 'To. Be Continued.'
Selena Royle, Ben Webster, Lora

Baxter. Molly Pearson, Harry Red-
ding, Edgar Kent, Frances Amherst,
Alice John, Leonore Sorsby. Donald
Arbury, 'Young Mr. Disraeli.'
Gdorge Nash, Edward Butler, How-

ard Roberts. Capt. William Saunders,
'Ghost of Yankee Doodle.'

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON
Columbia Studio, H'wood
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ATS Hypos lovary' to $17,000 In

On; ten Strong 16G;W 13G

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Weather hurt legitimate theatre

trade last week. Nights were plenty
uncomfortable out-of-doors, with
cold winds and rains making the
people prefer their homes. Only
show which indicated enough
strength to buck the weather was
'Madame Bovary' supported by the
excellent subscription sales of the
American Theatre Society.

Other three ^Jiows are going along
in good fashion and are figured to

bound back into the higher figures

this week following the tough
weather breaks of the previous
session.
WPA is putting The Straw/ the

Eugene O'Neill early one, in the
Blackstone'- tonight (Tuesday) re-

placing the one-acters.

Estimates for Last Week
'Brother Rat,' Selwyn (1,000; $2.75)

(10th week). Down somewhat at the
register on the tough weather but
still a good profit at $13,000.

'Madame Bovary,' Grand (1,300;

$2.75) (2d and final week). Two-
weeker of the Theatre Guild show
got away to strong trade on power-
ful subscription sales. Only the sub-
scription cut-rates held down the
take last week to fine $17,000.

•The Women,' Erlanger (1,400;

$2.75) (6th week). Gut down by the

weather, with the femme patronage
being particularly susceptible to the

ice weather. Held to fine $16,500,

however, on excellent advance sales.

'You Can't Take It with Tou,'

Harris (1,000; $2.75) (38th week).
Going along week after week, and at

$12,500 is the current wonder show
of the loop.

WPA
'Monesh,' Great Northern. Playing

-to large crowds still, with strong

party play. _
'The Straw,' Blackstone. Eugene

O'Neill show opens tonight (Tues-

day).

'SERVICE' WINDING UP

4 FAT WEEKS IN L. A.

'DAUGHTER'S' SLIM TAKE
Florence Iteed aikd Road Co. Garner

Fair $6,500 In Indpis

Indianapolis, Oct. 26.
Florence Reed in 'Yes, My Darling

Daughter' at the English theatre for
three night performances and a
Saturday, matinee (21, 22 23),
garnered only a fair $6,500 despite
the assistance of a State Convention
of school teachers. Play was praised
by cricks, but stock market took the
rap for b.o. slump.

Los Angeles, Oct. 26.

George Abbott's 'Room Service'

winds up four profitable weeks at

the Biltmore (30) with house going
dark at least for few weeks. 'You
Can't Take It With You' is pencilled

in to open Nov. 16, but comedy is

playing to terrific biz in Chicago,
and may delay its Coast trip.

Florence Reed in "Yes, My Darling
Daughter* moves into the Biltmore
Christmas Day. Federals debutted
•Ready! Aim! Fire!' musical at the
Hollywood Playhouse (22). first $1.10

opus staged out here by FTP.
' Estimate for Last Week

•Room Service,' Biltmore (C-l>656:

$2.75) (3rd wk). Playing to steady
biz and at $9,000 still plenty profit-

able. One more week to go.

WPA
'Ready! Aim! Fire!' Hollywood

"Playhouse. Got away (22) to sub-
stantial start and sticks through
Nov. 21.

'Miss Quiz,' Mayan. Debuts (28)

with comedy slated to run to Nov.
21. 'The Weavers' follows.

letty' lOG, Baltimore;

Cohan Show Sell-Out

Baltimore, Oct. 26.

Legit has taken hold here in real

style. 'Leaning on Letty,' last

week's attraction at Ford's, main-
tained a very steady play to $10,000,

'I'd Rather Be Right,' the George M,
Cohan musical current at Ford's, has
the town by the ears with one of the
most tremendous mail order and ad-
vance sales - in the memory of old
timers. Demand from nearby Wash-
ington and steady block long lines

indicate absolute capacity for every
performance.
'Many Mansions,' a pre-Broadway

tryout scheduled for the Marylanc
this week, cancelled out at a late

hour, leaving that house currently
dark but listing Alex Yokel's 'Young
Mr. Disraeli' for next week.

Estimate for Last Week •

'Leaning on Letty,' Ford's (1,988;

$2.78). Got a steady play and good
reception from local crix, winding
up with $10,000.

No. 2 'Tovarich* Does Good
$6,000 Weekend in Dallas

Dallas, Oct. 26.

Local roadshow season opened
past weekend with three perform-
ances Friday and Saturday (22-23)
of 'Tovarlch,' in Interstate's Melba.
Takings were $6,000.
Gregory RatofI came in from

Coast to meet his wife, Eugenie
Leontovich, star of production, and
returned to Hollywood Sunday.

COHAirSW
BONANZA, HUB

Boston, Oct. 26.

Stock market slumps had no ef-

fect on this town, as far as the legit

picture is concerned, and last week
saw one of the biggest aggregate

takes over legit tills since the lush

days of 1929. Further indications

that the Hub is now regarded second

only to Chi as a road town, and that
there are some hefty pickings here
for the right show, is seen in the
Shuberts' shelling out for the refur-
bishment of two houses this season.
The Copley, renovated three weeks
ago. houses 'R6om Service'; and the
Wilbur, long dark and used as a
scene shop by M. &P. theatre (pix)
has been leased by the Shuberts.
Wilbur is sand-blasted outside and
is being re-trimmed for the opening
of 'Ghost of Yankee Doodle,' Nov. 8
or 15.

Big leader last week was 'I'd

Rather Be Right,' the new Cohan mu-
sical, which did smash business every
performance during its second and
last week here.

Maurice Evans in a single week of
"Richard IF dragged in a big $22,000
at the Opera House, taking second
money.
Joan Bennett's starrer, 'Stage

Door' is okay, but not big; 'Can't
Take It With You,' in 7th week, felt

the pull from newer and bigger
productions, as did 'Room Service'
in its third stanza.

Ed Wynn is slated to open in 'Hur-
ray for What?' at the Colonial Sat-
urday (30), at $3.85 top.

Estimates for Last Week
I'd Rather Be Bight' (Colonial)

($3.30) (2nd week, final) — Given
mostly raves by local press and busi-
ness built during final week, with
standees at every performance. Hit
around $26,300, zooming it into socko
class. Lampoon of New Deal drew
an army of local Republicans who
could aifford the $3.3D.

•Richard n' (Opera House) ($3.30)

(one week). Had stiff competition
from downtown shows, but whammed
in a handsome $22,000.

•Stage Door' '(Shubert) ($2.75) (1st

week). Attracted okay $13,000 for
opening week, but had severe op-
posish from 'Richard' and 'Right,'

both closing Saturday (23), while
this one remains two more.

'Can't Take It With Tou' (Ply-
mouth) ($2.50) (7th week). Skidded
to $13,300 in face of triple-threat op-
position. But still v6ry popular.

•Room Service' (Copley) ($2.50)

(3d week). Hemmed in by more pre-
tentious shows, this well-played
comedy did well to accumulate $8,000

for its third frame.

BANKHEAD'S 'CLEO'

SLIM $9,000, PITTS.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 26.

Tallulah Bankhead was alone in
her enthusiasm for 'Antony and
Cleopatra' here last week, and show
took it plenty on the chin. Never
got started and finished up at the
Nixon with $9,000, lowest gross yet
for the new legit season.

Cricks were unanimous in their
verdict that it was one of poorest-
acted Bard shows ever put on hpre,
with feeling general that star is out
of her element as the Egyptian
queen. Opening was fair, but after
notices appeared, window sale be-
came practically negligible except at'

mats, Bankhead's femme draw help-
ing.

Nixon now lined up solid through
Thanksgiving week, with 'Tovarich'
current, then 'Leaning on Letty,'
'Richard II,' 'Stage Door' and 'Vic-
toria Regina' following. Mail order
sale for latter is terrific.

Estimate for Last Week
'Antony and Cleopatra' (Nixon;

2,100; $2.75). Voted third-rate-Shake-
speare, despite appearance in cast
of Tallulah Bankhead, and never got
started after those panning notices
came out. Barely got $9,000 and that
represents a heavy loss for this ex-
pensive production.

'Doll's House' Gets Nice

$15,000 at Cass, Detroit

Detroit, Oct. 26.

Cass is dark this week after a
bumper $15,000 session last stanza
with 'A Doll's House.' Multi-name
cast plenty of help and play given
good notices.
Gross amassed on nine perform-

ances, including two matinees, at
$2.75 top. Two matinees especially
good, Saturday one (23) selling out
Ditto on coupla night performances.

Estimate for Last Week
'A Doll's House' (Cass; 1,400; $2.75

top). Multi-name cast and good
notices boomed this one over the
$15,000 mark, plenty good on nine
performances.

Tovarich' 8G, Buffalo

Buffalo, Oct. 26.

'Tovarich' (Marta Abba) scored a
socko gross, of $8,000 for five per-
formances last week, including extra
Friday matinee.

COWARD CYCIE DOES

$10,000 IN 'FRISCO

San Francisco, Oct 26.

Third week of 'Tonight at 8:30' did

better than average business at the

Curran theatre, but did not equal

two preceding stanzas in box office

take. Opera season, which is now
in full swing here, cut into trade

somewhat. Success of Coward cycle

has prompted management to hold

company for a fourth iand possibly a

fifth week. 'Warrior's Husband' got

off to a good start at the Alcazar

theatre Wednesday (20).

Estimate for Last Week
'Tonight at 8:30,' Curran (3d week)

(IJOO; $2.50). Competition of San
Francisco Opera Co. felt durmg the

third week of the Noel Coward one

act play cycle. Business was suf

ficiently strong, however, to warrant
holding company for a fourth week
Third frame netted a neat $10,000,

WPA
•Warrior's Husband' (1st week)

(1,269; $1.10). Public reception good

even tliough admission for down-
stairs tickets has been upped 100%.

Expect to have good engagement.

Future Plays

*Youth Inc./ comedy by MoUle
St^berg and Reuben Clurglass, will

be the Stagecrafters' first production
of the season.

'Interview^* by Dorothy Day, ac-

quired by Bushar and Tuerk for

mid-season production.
•Come Home With Me Now' by

Allen Boretz, slated for production
next January. William W. Schorr
will direct.

•The Rumor,* new ^lay by G. K.
Munro, set for production by Audrey
Wood.

WaD St Didoes Didnt Atfect Legits;

'Susan Tops at 21G, Ufagon 17|^G

With two or three anticipated

standouts coming to Broadway next

week and the number of shows in

rehearsal taking a hefty jump, No-
vember should see the season finally

get into stride.

Didoes of Wall Street brought

squawks from the night spots that
biz was dented but legit theatres
were not affected, grosses holding to

the levels of Columbus. Day week,

LONT'S $24,000

NIFTY FOR D. C.

Washington, Oct. 26.

Lunt and Fontannc lived up to
tradition here, filling every seat and
standing 'em up for every perform-"
ance of Theatre Guild's 'Amphitryon
38' last week to pull in $24,000 at
$2.75 top. Figure was just about po-
tential maximum with play being
second American Theatre Society of-
fering and bulk of audience getting
in at cut-rate subscription tariff.

Current is 'Leaning on Letty,'
bringing Charlotte Greenwood to
Capitol for first time in years.

Uext week brings 'Tovarich' with
Marta Abba and Rudolf Forster.
'Stage Door' scheduled week of No.v.

8 with Joan Bennett, ads already
going after flicker trade with in per-
son line.

• Washington Civic Theatre, semi-
pro group with heavy moral sup-
port of civic-minded element, opened
second play-a-month season last

week with four nights of 'Excursion,'
which hadn't reached here via the
road, to satisfactory take but noth-
ing to make history.

Interesting angle is that Columbia
Opera Company of New York,
launching Rialto, ex-film temple, on
auditorium policy, played to near
capacity thruout Lunt^Fontanne en-
gagement, both admitted to appeal
to same type trade.

^Tobacco Road's* $15,200

Phenomenal for St. Loo
St. Louis, Oct. 26.

Playing to capacity, with standees,
at seven of its nine performances
'Tobacco Road,' making its third ap-
pearance here in two years closed
week stand at .American Theatre
with swell take of $15,200. House
was scaled to $1.50 for nights and
$1.00 for matinees. Gross topped first

engagement two years ago when
settle was $2.00 and $1.50. For first

time in several years, third balcony
of American was opened to accomo-
date patrons.

*Yes, My Darling Daughter,' with
Florence Reed, Lawrence Grossmith
and Owen Davis, Jr., in leading roles
began a week stand at American
Sunday (24). House is scaled to

$2.50.

'ReginaV $30,500 Beaucoup for Phifly;W Folds, 13G,W Weak Si/zG

> Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Most of those high hopes every-
body had for Philly's legit season
when it finally made its delayed
start have been knocked sky-high.

'Victoria Regina' at the Forrest is,

of course, an exception, but even
this one with its impressive advance
had vacant seats in the orchestra up
until the end of the week. Balcony
is sold clean for entire three weeks'
engagement. This week's attend-
ance is figured almost sure to beat
the first week's, and by the get-
away week, as is so often the case in

Philly, they'll probably be storming
the doors. Last Week's $30,500 was
plenty big, however.

The sudden closing of 'Between
the Devil' after a Single week at the
Chestnut Street Opera House was.
the talk of the street.

'May Wine' limped through the
week at the Erlanger and manage-
ment finally decided to hold it for a
second week, especially when the
announcement of the closing of 'Be-
tween the Devil' was made. 'May
Wine' had a tough break when me-
chanical mishaps wrecked the first

night's performance and were the
main cause of some caustic panning.
The crix were four-to-one against
this one, and about even up on 'Be-
tween the Devil,' which had two
raves and two savage 'n.g.'s,'

Nothing new this week, with the
Chestnut dark. This house re-lights
next Monday with the Theatre

Guild's production of 'Madame Bo-
vary,' first ATS subscription play.
City's total of legit shows will re-
main at two, however, as the Er-
langer figures on ' being dark. Its

next booking is 'Four Cents a Word,'
try-out on Monday, November 8.

OnThursday of that week the Shu-
berts bring their operetta, 'Three
Waltzes,' into the Forrest. Other
bookings are in chaotic state with
'Richard H' on December 6 as only
definite booking.
The Locust opens on November 12

with a roadshow engagement of
'Hurricane,' but flgure.s on legit

bookings subsequently.

Estimates for Last Week
'Victoria Regina' (Forrest) (2,000;

$3.42) (1st week). Some empty seats
in orchestra first four nights, but
mats sold. Hayes show grossed a
rousing $30,500. Capacity is appar-
ently set for this and next week.
'May Wine' (Erlanger) (1,859; $2)

(1st week). Mechanical disasters at
opening hurt plenty. Notices were
mostly pans, but show picked up
some and holds this week, figuring
that 'Between the Devil's' closing
will help. $8,500 last week.
'Between the Devil' (Chestnut)

(1,646; $3.42). One week only. Sud-
den decision to close Saturday came
as big surprise. Various reasons ru-
mored, but fact remains .show wasn't
doing biz. Opened. Tuesday and had
extra mat Friday, very poorly at-
tended. About $13,000.

deducting the extra matinee. Thi.<?

week should be as good if not bet-
ter, dependent on whether the auto-
mobile show will help. It is qult«
evident that the holdovers are clean'
ing up mostly because there is liti**

fresh opposition.

Advance sale for 'I'd Rather Bk
Right,' much publicized Cohan musi«
cal, opened at the Alvin with a long
double line leading to the box office,
where three ticket sellers were on
duty. In addition the Music Box
staff is on the job,, plus others therf
being nine persons assigned to tich-''

ets. Most of the latter are handlini
mail orders, of which several thou-
sands have been received.

'Angel Island,' last week's sole ar-
rival, drew divided press and its

chances are in doubt, although busi- ,
ness is fair. This week has one new
premiere, 'Many Mansions,' Biltmore,
moved up one week. Another debut
is 'As You Like It,' something from
the country theatres, due at the Ritz
Saturday.

Next week in addition to 'Right*
there will be 'Amphitryon 38.' Shu-
bcrt; 'Golden Boy,' Belasco, and
'Julius Caesar,' Mercury (Comedy).
'Susan and God,' $21,000, again tops

the list with 'The Star Wagon;' $17,-
500, the other new success, while
'The Women,' 'Room Service' and
'You Can't Take It With You.' rid-
ing high. 'French Without Tears'
picked up and looks like a winter
stayer.

'Virginia,' Center, and 'Blow Ye
Winds,' 46th Street, closed Saturday.

• Estimates for Last Week
'Angel Island/ National (2d week)

(D-l,164-$3.30). Opened last mid-
week;, drew some favorable notices,
but generally doubtful press.
'Babes in Arms,' Majestic (29th

week) (M-l,752-$3.30). Moved here
Monday with excellent advance sale
registered; may stay through winter;
sole musical on list around $15,400.
'Blow Ye Winds,' 46th St. (Closed

Saturday after playing four and one-
half weeks; failed to improve;
around $5,000.

'Brother Rat,' Hudson (46th week)
(C-l,097-$3.30). Not as strong as
some other holdovers, but steadily
profitable and indefinite; around
$7,500.

'French Without Tears/ Miller (6th

week) (C-944-$3.30). Improved and
expected to stick through winter
period; last week takings $10,600.
'George and Margaret,' Morosco

(6th week) (C-961-$3.30). Another
English play doing fairly well and
also slated to stick; paced over $9,000.

'Havlncr Wonderful Time/ Lyceum
(36th week) (C-957-$3.304. Probably
benefited by the lateness of season
and now- listed indefinitely; last week
around $8,000 and okay.
'Lady Hag a Heatt,' Longacre (5th

week) (C-1.019-$3.30). Rated around
$5,500; has not materially improved,
but management hopeful.
'Many Mansions/ Biltmore (1st

week) (CD-991-|3.30), Presented by
Alexander Kirkland; "written by
Jules Eckert Goodman and Eckert
Goodman; opens tonight (27).
'Room Servloe/. Cort (24th week)

(C-l,050-$3.30). Drawing heavy
money as engagement, approaches
sixth month mark; last weelc takings
were $16,000.
'Susan and God,' Plymouth (4th

week) (CD-l,036-$3.30), Tops the
list with standees most perform-
ances; again grossed $21,000.
'The Star Wagon,' Empire (5th

week) (CD-l,096-$3.30). Season's
other new hit playing to virtual
capacity also with takings approxi-
mately $17,500.
'The Women/ Barrymore (44th

week) (C-l,048-$3.30). Only 'Susan'
getting more than this holdover,
which grossed $19,000 last week.
'To Quito and Back/ Guild (4th

week) (D-914-$3.30). Not getting
strong draw considering subscrip-
tions; around $12,000; 'Ghost of
Yankee Doodle' may follow in.

Tobacco Road/ Forrest (203d
week) (C-1.107-$1.65). Takings bet-
tered $6,200 last week with more
than a third of the gross being re-
corded Saturday.

'Virginia/ Center; Clo.sed Satur-
day after playing eight weeks; costly
flop,

'Yes, My Darling Daughter/ Play-
house (37th week) (C-878-$3.30).
Better last week when takings went
to around $10,000 mark; ' another
holdover sitting pretty.
'You Can't Take It with You/

Booth (46th week) (C-708-$3.30 ).

Draw as strong as ever; even with
road companies touring original
should round out new sca.son;
$15,000.

Revivals

Abbey Players, Ambassador; Dvib-
lin troupe clicking with 'The Far-
Off Hills'; date further extended
with rep.
'As You Like It/ Ritz; opens Sat-

urday (30).

'The Fireman's Flame/ American
Music Hall; old style melodriama,

WPA
'Proce.ssionaI/ Elliott; revival.
'A Hero Was Born/ Adelphi.
Eugene p'Ncill playlets; colored

casts; Lafayette, Harlem.
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Wash., Long Opera Desert, Now

Has Two Cos.; Union Troubles

-Washington* Oct. 23.

This city, which only six years

ago got around to acquiring its own
symphony and still gets its opera in

rare spurts, has started this season

with a wealth of grand opera. Co-
lumbia Opera Co. of N- Y., en-

couraged by the success of a return

engagement three weeks ago in

Baltimore, screwed up its courage,

moved into the .Rialto, recently
transformed from a picture theatre

^ to an auditorium policy, presented

>^nine different operas in seven d?ys
from bet, 19 to 24, and collected

approximately $9,000. Every per-

formance but the matinees was
complete sellout at 55c. to $1.65.

,

Previous Tuesday, (12) a new local

group, the Washington Popular Assn;,

had gambled on a performance of

•Higoletto! at Constitution Hall and
packed :'em td.get around $4,500 with
a 50c. to $4 scale. Performance used

an ali-professional cast, chorus of 12^

coming" from the Metropolitan, a.40-

/ piece orchestra drawji from the

National Symphony and principals

rouri(ic4 up. from all parts of the

..country. i

'
. Pop group is. headed by A. Conti-

. Berenguer, now sole, opefator of the

.
concert agency which opened here in

1934 as Beren-Brooks Bureau to

stage Pan-American musicals and
special concerts. Following the suc-

cess of 'Rigoletto,' the associatiqn has
annQunced a ^eries. of one opera a
month, beginning Nov. 22 with
'Barber of, Seville,' presented ' on

"saijie general plan, except that the

chbrUs will have to,,be secured else-

where, as Met singers will not be
avail&bile. Association gets by as

. lion-prpflt making, Conti-Berenguer

, being its only salaried officer.

Columbia group, which carries an
13-piece orch, ran into trouble when

; the muisiicians' local put a seven-nian

call On the house and required the

. opera scale of $8B rather than .the

;

repertory scale of $60. Since the
house had been a picture spot for

. years, the operators weren't aware
of the musicians' requirement until

two days before the opera was to
open. Troupe's impresario, Armand
Bagarozy, tried to get a standrby
rate' under a proposition to pay the

' local off anJl use his own men, but
" couldn't. Then he tried to get th?
repertory rate and spend the difter-

' ence in rehearsal time, but failed.

Besult was that seven local men
•Arere thrown into 18-piece orchestra
and played nine different scores, ar-

ranged to fit peculiar requirements
of imported company, with little re-

hearsal. Critics on first two shows
' were brutal, although by the end of

the week things were going more
smoothly.

Detroit Symph Siibs
Detroit, Oti. 26.

Replacing members taken by

NBC's Toscanini symphers, new
musicians with the Detroit Symph
ihis season include Carmine Copola,

flutist; Leonard Smith, trumpeter;

Theodore Seder and Kenneth Shultz,

French horn players; Gardell

Simons, trombonist, and Frank F.

Reeser, doublebass player.

•NBC's raid took John • Vander
Graf, doublebass .player; Philip

Sklar, bass player; John R. Wummer,
flutist; Frank Stagliaho, French horn
pUyer, and Jascha Schwa^zmanrii
cellist. Latter , three had been heard
regularly with ;the > Ford, . Sunddy
night concert, which uses, the De-
troit symph under the Ford label.

PHM SYHPHS

NiXING NBC

RAIDNDS

Only $1,887 New Sales;

St. Louis Symph Headed

For $16,000 Mck
St. Louis, Oct. 26.

With only 81 new season ticket

tubscriptiwis, amounting to $1,887,

obtained thus far in the subscriptim
campaign for the St. Louis Sym
phony Orchestra's -forthcoming sea
son, it appears that a deficit of

$16,000 will exist in the working
budget established oh the expectancy
rf ticket sales.

Total sale of 3,594 season tickets

to date is 692 less than the total for

the 1936-37 season and plans to wipe
out the threatened deficit by addi-
tional season' ticket sales will ba
laid by executives of the orchestra
association at a meeting to be held
during the current week.

Philadelphia, Oct. .26.

Every first desk man in Philly

orch has been offered a 'job with

Tosctmini's new National Broadcast-

ing Company, symph at considerably

more coin than he, is now getting, it-

was learned thi? week. All the offers

have been nixed.
"

NBC rep, in. q.t. confabs with the
men for the last couple of months,
has offered as high as. $15,000 a year.

Fattest envelopes now being received
are between $10,000 and $12,000.

Several second an^ subseqiient desk
men have gone over to the Tosca
group.

Principal reason for the turndown-
was the uncertainty of tenure in the
hew orch. While the termers offered
were for 52 weeks, the men .feared.

NBC might .tire of the, whole idea
at the end of that time, and then
what? Philly 6rch Assn. binders
are also only on' season-to-season
basis, but a tooter whose work is

satisfactory is certain' of a post for
practically the rest of his life. There
is also ah attractive pension system.

Other reasons for refusing bids
were that musickers flggered Philly
connection gave them more prestige
and . they are required, to do less

work. Creates more demand and
gives them more outside time.

Stoki's Philly Dates
Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Leopold Stokowski back from the
Coast to resume conducting the
Philly OrcM.- First concert, under
his direction is skedded for Nov. 4.

Wii: be an all-Russian program.

Stoki yrlll remain until Dec. 14,

leading eight regular concerts here,

a' Vouth Concert, and a concert
apiece in Baltimore and Washington
and. three iu New York.

JAP BAN WILL

KEEP CONCERT

TALENT OUT

Tokyo, Oct. 15. .

Severe • Jolt was handed impres-
sarios when the Finance Office "ref

quested' cancellation, of all contracts
covering foreign concert talent sked-
ded for future appearance. As only
vocal and orchestral talent was men-
tioned in the announcement; it is not
known if all artists are barred by
this 'request.' ... .

Specific . contracts mentioned by
Shigeki Ishii, directoir of the second
section of Finance Ministry exchange
bureau were those of Grace Moore,
Leopold Stokowski, Jacques Thi-
baiud, Tito Schipa, Alfred Cortot 'and
others.'' Reason iissigned was 'de-

sire to restrict exchange transac-v.

tions.' Ishii emphasized that ban
pertains to 'commercial appearances
only,' indicating that one and all are
welcome as tourists.

Coiumbia Artists And

Concert Bureaus' Coast

Tie; East Separate

Columbia Artists, Inc., and the Co-
lunibia Concerts Corp.; have ^lerged
operations on the Coast, with W.
Arthtlr Rush, 'formerly with Victor
Talking Machine Co., in full charge.
Consolidation, as affecting the Pa-
cific &rea only, has. taken the tag,

Columbia Management, Inc. Rush
will use Hollywood as lus headquar-
ters.

Under the new setup Lawrence
Lowman. CBS v.-p., will contact
Rush direct on material which Co-
lumbia Artist controls, while Arthur
Judson, head of the CCC, will work
with Rush on the- fornver's artists.

It's, the first time that the network
and its partner, the CCC, have got
together on an operations merger of

this sort. ..

Larry 'White, whom Lowman sent
out to the Coast several months ago,

will come under Rush's authority.

Cleve. Spph-Music Union Suit;

Interference/ Forceouts, Imports

, GAin CURCI SOCKS
St. Paul, Oct. 26.

Gain Curcl was a b;o. wow at
• Wadena, Minn,, last, week, pulling

'em in from as far as 200 miles away.
Coloraturo soprano warbled to an

• attendance of more than 2,000 for

the. town's annual big-time musical
splurge.

...Population of the burg Is only

2.500, but all seats were talcen, over-

flow running into the aisles and or-

chestra pit. SRO was certain sev-

eral days before the concert.

Jait Savltt orch, house band, at

KYW, Philly, pencilled in to play

Junior Prom at University of Penn^
syivanla Friday (29). Toot at Sigma
Delta Kappa fraternity dance in

Broadwood Hotel, Philly, Thanks-
giving Day.

Cleveland, Oct. 26.

Carl J. Vosburgh, manager of

Cleveland Symphony Orchestra,

brought his fight against the local

musicians' union to a head last week
by filing an injimctipn suit against
the AFL unit for Unwarranted inter-
ference as well as for trying to keep
six new musicians from fulfilling

their contracts.

Dispute centers around the alleged
'importation' of players by the symph
directed by Artur Rodzinski. Six-
teen men were engaged for the 1937-

38 season, of whom only 10 were
certified by Milton W. Krasny, prez
of union. • .

Five of those in the. string section
turned down, which included one
Clevelander, kepit

,
Leon Zawisza,.

David l^chwartz, Jac Goredetzky,
Theron McClure, Tom Brennan and
LeRoy Collins from playing in the
opening concert last week. Rodzin-
ski revamped the score to go on
without them, but music critics com-
mented on a noticeable lack of
balance in the symph.
Order threatening expulsion of the

six from the AFL if they partici-

pated, according to local officials,

emanated from Joseph N. Weber,
AF>I prez in N. Y., after Krasny
protested against favoritism to out-
of-town talent. Of the 82 men .id

troupe, 25 are localites or trainee
here. Rodzinski is accused of forc-
ing- out the original charter mem-
,bers, somepf whom are now in WPA
orchestras, and favoring students of
Philly's Curtis Ihst^ute.

Question of union recognition or
eligibility of its musicians is not .in-

volved, for the orchestra has. been
unionized for the. last 19 years. Vos-
burgh charges Krasny's battle to
protect local musicians, against out-
of-towners is a smoke-screen to gain
more power, and that facts are be-
ing distorted^ Pointed out that audi-
tions open to all Clevelanders are
held annually, although few have
qualified. Rodzinski recently hinted
that he couldn't find any here,
capable enough to work under his
baton.

Civic directors of Severance Hall's

symph, which has received dona-
tions reaching $3,500,000 since it was
founded, voted to fight the union de-
mands only two days before the
first concert. Krasny's attempt to
dictate its personnel through threats

of fines and expulsion, they said in

suit, is definitely unlawful and in-

jurious to organization. Petition

also names seven other union of-

ficials, Henry Pflzenmayer, Elmer H.
Wahl, Baddy Costello, Frank Cran^
dall, Edward Haug, Ralph Villonl

and Horace Vokoun.

N. Y. Concert Biz on Upbeat;

Ballet Russe Gamers Good Gross

RubinofF .Tour
Rubinoff is going out on a short

concert tour, on which he will head

a small troupe, chiefly in one-night

stands in concert halls. Tour opens

Friday (29) in Peoria, and the show

will work its way as far west as

Denver before disbanding, so Rubin-

off can play a -solo date in vaude at

the Palace in mid-November. .

Supporting the violinist in the

troupe will be Margaret Daum, so-

prano, and the piano team of Jacques
Fray and . Mario Braggiotti. , Admish
scales will be varied, according to

the size, pf the towns trouped. Top
wiU be $2.75.

GUILDSETS
DEALWfFH

DE FEO

American Guild of Musical Artists

last week signatured a pact .with

with George De Feo and his Ceh-
tury Grand Opera Co. of N. Y. cov-
ering recognition, AGMA shop and
certain m.inor provisos. Agreement
is for two years and covers all solo

singers, dancers, stage directors,

stage managers and prompters.
. While the deal does not set any
wage minimums, a general set bf

such requirements is being drawn up
by the AGMA board and will be sub-
mitted to various opera manage-
ments within the next couple of

weeks. Dates have' tentatively been
set for AGMA to huddle with Al-
fredo Salmaggi, Fortune Gallo, En-
rico bdierno, Armando Passer! and
other local impresarios., with' idea
of concluding contracts recognizing
ithe Guild. Meeting with J. Franklin
Viola and Armand Bararozy, of the
Columbia Opera Co. of N. Y., is

skedded for Monday (1).

Having ,signatured a deal with the
S. California Symphony Assn., Leo
Fischer, executive secretary of the
Guild, was expected to conclude a
similar one with the San Francisco
Grand Opera Co. either yesterday
(Tuesday) or today. He will go im-
mediately thereafter to Los Angeles
and -is due in Chicago, the end of the
week. He will powwow with the
Chicago Opera officials for several
days and' is expected back' at the
New York headquarters of AGMA
some time late next w^ek.

Efforts to bring about an amalga-
mation of AGMA and the Choral
Alliance, which is also affiliated with
the Associated Actors and. Artistes of
America, have made no further
progress. More meetings will be
held and no serious hitch is antici-

pated. Idea is that the Alliance
would become a subsidiary' of
AGMA, with status similar to that
of Chorus Equity and Actors Equity.

(Continued from page 1)

a pretty good chance on a test.

Another who wants to go Hollywood
is Bob Olin, who once beat Maxie
Rosenbloom.

After Boris Kaplan, in charge of
testing in the east, had interviewed
all the fighters, they were put
through emotional paces by Eddie
Blatt, h.o. dramatic coach, and
later were asked to show how
they'd walk across a floor, etc., by
Lillian Madeley. In addition to be-
ing prettied up under a makeup
routine, the pugs were photographed.
Photos, done by Lou Nathan, will
be studied pending further testing.

CONCERT NOTES
Stephan Hero set for fiddling dates

with the Rochestei symph Dec. 10,
National Orch Assn. in Carnegie
Hall Dec. 13 and with the Montreal
symph Dec. 19. ' Then tours for joint
recitals with Carola Gitana, Spanish
dancer.

Amparo Iturbl, sister of conductor-
pianist Jose Iturbi, begins a piano
recital tour Nov. 5.

Grosses continued to surge upward
in the New York concert biz last

week, offering fresh indication that
the new seasoa will chalk up some
terriilc b. o. figures. Philharmonic-
Symphony Society Orchestra drew a
packed house for its season opener
at Carnegie Hall last Thursday (21)

night Monte Carlo Ballet Russe
debuted , to standees at the Metro-
politan Opera House last Friday (22)

night, Harald Kreutzberg pulled an-
other super-capacity, house at the
Guild theatre Sunday (24) night,
and Richard Tauber was expected to
draw almost, a full house at Town
Hall last (Tuesday) night

,

How. big the b. o. may become is
shown by the sale for Yehudi Men-
huin's two recitals at Carnegie Hall
Dec. 6 and Jani 3. Entire house has
been gone for weeks for the first and
only stage seats are left for the sec-
ond. Top is $3.30 for the fiddler's
dates, with the house estimated at
better than $7«00Q each,

Estimates for Last Week
Philharmonic - Symphony Orch,

Carnegie Hall (2,760-subscription).
Thursday (21) night's opening, ca-
pacity, as usual for this, almost ex-
actly $4,860. Friday (22) afternoon,
also a ctistomary sellout, $5,100 at
same scale, but fewer press

. seats.
Sunday (24) afternoon, not us sharp
a drop as in tgrmer seasons, around
$2,800.

Monte Carlo Pallet Russe, Metro-
politan Opera House (3,500-$3.30).
Friday (22) night opening was a
smash, with several hundred stan-
dees, rated $6,500. Saturday (23)
night only scattered empty seats,
estimated $5,900. Sunday (24), night,
off a bit. .but still strong, $5,400^ Mon-
day (25) night, up again to approx-
imately $5,800. Last night (Tuesday)
expected about the same. Ballot
sticks until next Sunday (31), with
three extra matinees, then tou,rs.

Harald Krentzbergr, Guild theatre
(914r$2.75). Sunday (24) night.
Profiting by his sock notices several
weeks ago, the dancer packed in
super-rcapacity, with extra seats and
standees, despite Monte Carlo Ballet
opposish. -Rated $l,600i

Philadelphia; Orchestra, Eugentt
Ormandy conducting, . Serge Rach-
maninoff, piano soloist Carnegie
Hall (2,760-$3.50) Saturday (23)
night. All the. place would hold for
the Russian' ivory thumper, fine
$8,000.

Alfredo Salmaffffl opera company.
Hipp (5,500-99ft.) Saturday (23) and
Sunday (24) nights. First was clean
sellout for $3,400. Second also big,

$2,900.
Richard Tauber. Town Hall (1.560-

$2.75) Tuesday (26) night. Austrian
tenor is a b. o. natural since he's
been in pix. Anticipated $3,000.
Vienna Boys Choir and Joseph

Sohmldt, tenor, Carnegie Hall (2,-

760-$2.75). Not as strong a draw as
some of the other heavies in .town,
but doing well. Expected nearly
$3,000.

K. O. to Reno ?

(Continued from page 1)

by this decision, and in New York
by a similar one, legal men are of

the opinion that all states will make
similar moves as such matters come
up, virtually destroying the fame
upon which Reno has been built.

Illinois decision was handed down
in case of Dorothy Ferguson Jardine
versus Charles F. Jardine. In com-
ing into court, Mrs. Jardine asked
the annulment of her five year mar-
riage to Jardine on grounds that his

divorce from a former wife, obtained
in Reno, was by fraud since he was
not a permanent resident of Nevada
and had no intention of becoming'
so.

Jardine charged that since his wife
had paid for his former divorce so

that she could marry him, she was
a party to the alleged fraud, and
hence had no right to bring such
charges.
Mrs. Jardine's attorney, Benjamin

Ehrlich, based her case on a theory
that the State was a parent to mar-
riage and divorce; that it must give

a party with dirty hands the right

to clean them, or the State itself

would become a party to the fraud.

In granting Mrs. Jardine's petition

for an annulment the Supreme Court
declared Reno divorces to be illegal

when the plaintiff established resi-

dence there for the purpose of ob-
taining such divorce, and was not a
bona fide citizen.

If, and when, other states join Il-

linois and N. Y. in declaring such
divorces fraudulent, the sweeping
effect is expected to relegate the

Nevada resort to the obscure place

a town of its size ordinarily has.
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Swe«Iifit*k« Bye>Wliikinff

Only two of Npw' York's daily

newspapers, the Herald- Tribune and

The Sun omitted reporting the win-

ners of the Irish sweepstakes last

y/tek. Tribune carried' no explana^

iion for omitting the list which was

carried by the Times, but The Sun
published a front page story in re-

gard, to skipping its publication.

• Move on the part of. -The Sun
seems like either an attempt to clear

the matter up, or more .probably a

coy means of getting in a whack at

the New Deal's Mr. Farley, by put-

ting him on. the spot for not prose-

tuting papers which disregarded the

vague Post Office regulation. Tri-

bune's sileiice, but omission of the

list makes this .explanation credible

as hope - of embarrassing the Ad-
ministration.

Sun stated that it would carl-y no

VffVS for the ^sime reason as it gave
last Mfiy when the . Post Office 're-

fused to make a definite ruling on- the

printing of flews relating to sweep-
stakes.^ Sun stated there had been
no change in . the -attitude of N. Y.'s

Ppstnlastef 'Albert' Goldman, who an-

nounced last spring- that there was
a Federal law prohibiting the mail-

ing of newspapers printing winners
of lotteries.

Sun considered printing two- edi-

tions, one for the mails, .. and the

other for' local distribution,
,
.but

'dropped idea .' ^yhen it. was . found
that any subscriber might put. The
'Sun in the position of violating the

law by mailing his copy.*

\ Sua further stated that Po'strtias-

ter General Farley, ..under' consider-

able pressure frdm publishers,' was
understood to feel that Goldman had
been a bit too .sweeping in his zeal

for the law.

N. Y. Guild Benefli's $2,000

The -third ' annual, benefit of the

Newspaper Guild of New .York for

the Emergency Fund was held at the

Manhattan Opera House (22). Pri-

mary purpose of affair, aside from
cash' receipts, was to enlist coopera-

tion o£ Guild members in labor dif-

ficulties. Instead of soapbox ' ora-

tory, however, 'seiitithent was inore

subtly aroused in a" series of skits,

'Guild Parade, of 1937,* purported to

fihow the blatant skullduggery of va-
rious newspaper publishers; many
of whom were mentioned right out
loud, and hissed accordingly.

.

Douglas 'Montgomery, curirenlly

'reliearsing in the ' Rowland Steb-
bins production, 'Merely Murdier,'

volunteered his services to act ihe
role of Guild Narrator. Production
.was staged by Morris Watsoil, former
Ai'P. employee, whose dismissal last

yeiar was. tried before, the Supretpe
Court. He won a moral victory- for

himself and the entire newspaper
fraternity, but spurned his reinsfate-

ment; and is now affiliated with the

"WPA dramatic enterprises.
' .Every 'fllin company bought boxes
at $10Q. .

Rutgers Neilson, of RKO,
played host to Anna Neagle, Herbert
Wilcox -and-. M'itzi Green, Hortense
Schorr, of Columbia, was hostess to

Gloria Swanson, who epitomized
.glamour in a white brocade evening
gown with' 'gold leaves in her hair

and a chocolate brown evening cloak.

Paul Muni, accompanied by his wife,

Bella, received a three-minute ova
tion, when he took a bow from his

Warner Bros. box. Ben Washer, of

the Goidwyn office, entertained for

Mr. and. Mrs. William Hoehnel, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Barnes and Frank
Nu.§ent.

Presence of Mayor La Guardia,

Thomas Dewey, Comptroller Mc-
Goldrick and Newbold Morris in

center box was signal for prolonged
cheers and battery of flashlights. La
Guardia, responding to cris of

'speech, speech,' retorted:

'The reason . I am here tonight is

because I heard that if I came,- I

would meet Gypsy Rose Lee.'

(Laughter and applause). 'The only
difference between Miss Lee and
myself is that she strips herself,

and I' am stripping Tammany!'
.
Heywood BroUn, National Presi^

dent of the Newspaper Guild, took
center stage, to urge boycott of the

Brooklyn Eagle and the department
store, Abraham. & Strnus, because
it advertises in the Eagle,
Following the entertainment, there

y/as dancing to Richard Himber's
Essex House music in the main ball-

room and refreshments and drinks
at' the bar. Net pr'bceeds for the
evening wds $2,000. Dee .Lowrance
^vas in

'.
char'gje

. of, tickets, and
credited for' considerable, advance
over I'as.t'year.'

Current lineup of officers is: Hey-
w6od Broun, National pres.;. Carl
Randay, of N. Y, World-Telegram,
president Of New York Chapter;
James Kjernan,. N., Y. Times, and
Monroe 'Stem,' . Joufnal, . v.p's; Tom
Cas.sidy, Dai^y JJpws, secretary;. Nat
Einhorn, Brooklyn Eagle, treasurer

Strike's Comedy Angle

Some of th« Eagle vets are
peeved at the strike-breakers,
many of them from the Times-
Union which the Eagle took
over, because it was on account
of the T-U overhead that the
Eagle strike came about, in
Eome measure..

-•. Among the humorous side-
lights is the solicitude of the
cops at the Eagle who now
know the picketers fairly well
and make, intimate inquiries
on how's the wife, the, kiddies,
etc. One cop, a pretty good
tenor, did a personal appear-
ance at the strikers' Satiirday
night socials and clicked big.

Strike headquarters are
across the street from the
Eagle and during one in- •

clement day when a new pick-
eting shi'ft was slated to ap-
pear,- to coincide with the ad-
vent of the new shift of print- ,

ers, the cops came into h.q.

and wanted to know where the*
boys artf, why they didn't

show up on schedule, • and,
'Come on out, we're lone-
some.'

Jim Tully*s Gaess -

Jim TuUy in a story appearing in

the Nov. 6 issue of -Liberty tells of

the Joe Louis-Tommy Fa'rr fight last

summer and predicts .tl\at the Brown
Bomber will not be champion for

long. TuUy, former fighter hims&lf/

believes Louis will be defeated in

his. next contest, saying the fellow
is 'definitely on the ' skids. • Jack
Dempsey is quoting saying of the
Tully article: 'My old pal has said

it

Dempsey figures that light heavy-
weight champ John Henry Lewis
might turn the trick.

'

Philly Papers Drop 'Extras'

Two editions of the Philly evening
paperis hay'e been' dropp'ed for
economy reasons. They are the first

edition, ta'gged 'Ejftra,' which used
to appear at 10 a.m., and the 'Sports

E^tra,'
.
which appeared about 3:45.

Earliest 'edition to hit the street now
isl 'Postscript' at 11 a^th. ' This is fol-

Ib^ived by' 'Night Extra' around 1:30,

One Star Final' at 4, Two Star' at

5:30 arid Threfe Star' to catch final

scores.

Changes "apply iq Bulletin and
Ledger. Bulletin recently added two
extra sports pages as a covei* for its

final editions.' Regular .i>age one
then becomes page thre<e.

Why Peeler Was Out
- Reason Westbrook Pegler's column

did not appe^ar in - the N. Y. World-
Telegram last Tuesday (19) is under-
stood to be because of an attack on
all newspaper circulation contests.

Roy Howard is' Understood to have
nixed the coluriin bn'the ground that

&dme Scrippis-Howard papers use
contests, arid that' they might be used
more extensively in the future.

Life's. .Trademark Suit

Ultem Publications is named de-

fendant in U. S. district court by
Time, Inc., publishers of the weekly
mag, Life. Plaintiffs claim an
Ultem publication copies Life's for-

mat, in violation of the plaintiff's

trademark.
Suit is for a permanent injunction

and accounting of profits.

CHATTER
Alexander Woolicott's 'Second

•Readier' due out next month.
Richard English sold his story,

'Swing Simple,*^ to College Humor.
Fred J. Walker appointed San

Francisco bureau manager for In-
ternational News Service.

"Viking Press has sold British
Broadcasting Co. the television

rights for a trial broadcast of TTie
Waltz.'
- Bob King, Philly Bulletin reporter,

has been added to press corp in
Governor Eai:le's office in Harris-
burg.

,

'

Gene Fowler leaves Sat. (30)
for Hollywood to work on the script
for the Selznick picture dealing wit
the Associated Press.

,

Charie"^"t)ouglas Jackson, who has.

been assistant to Henry R. Luce of

Time, Inc., was appointed General
Manager of Life' last week. Ap-
pointment goes into effect Immedi-
ately.

Walter GunniisOn, grandson of H.
F. Gunnison, . former publisher of
the- Brooklyn- Daily Eagle is one of

the strikers on the picket line at

that paper.

-William Faulkfier has finished his

new book titled 'The Unvanquishcd,*
a series of stories dealing with the
Civil War.-

Not Riot—Just Newspapermen
Philly chapter of the Newspaper

Guild tossed a party last week at

Green's, upstairs beanery in Philly.

Figuring the affair would wax hectic

and last into the wee hours, the boys

sought precautions so the cops

wouldn't pinch the place.

Police headquarters sent out a gen-

eral order over the department tele-

type, warning all gendarmes that

uproar at Broad and Vine streets

wasn't a riot—]'ust the scribes—and

to avoid the .arpa as a plague.

N. Y. Trib's Shakeup
Personnel shifts at the N. Y.

Herald Tribune on Monday (25) in*

elude, moving Stanley Walker over

to the editorial and feature .
depart-

ment. He has been assistant manag-

ing editor. George H. Cornish, Sun-

day editor, remains at that post, and

was in addition appointed assistant

tp the managing editor. Henley Hill

remains as assistant managing editor.

Everett Walker has been appointed

to the post formerly held by Cornish

as editor of the second Sunday news

section. John Bogart becomes assist-

ant to Everett Walker.

Garrett Smith, on the Trib's copy

desk for several years, resigning -to

join News-Week and take Over the

law and education departments.

LITERATI DEATHS THIS WEEK
Georere Horace LorJmer, 69,. editor

of the Saturday Evening- Post for al-

most 40 years, died in Philadelphia,
Oct. 22.

.Known for his' editorial . conserva-
tism which was reflected in the
Post's pages, he brought - many
writers whose-namea - are now house-
hold 'wprds into the paper. The late

Ring jLprdner, Harry Leon Wilson,
Joseph Hergesheimer, Octavus Roy
Cohen, Mary Roberts Rinehart,
George PatuUo, Albert Payson Ter-
hune, F. Bcott Fitzgerald, Irvin S.

Cobb, Thomas Beer, Sinclair Lewis
and many others "were . writers
whose short stories appeared regu-
larly in the Post.

Funeral was held ' on Monday at

his home. Honprary pall bearers
included Herbert Hoover, Supreme
Court Justice Owen - T. Roberts,

Booth Tarkington, Kenneth Roberts,
Dr. Thomas S. Gates, president of

the University 'of Pennsylvania,
Caret Garrett, A: Atwater' Kent, Ed-
ward T. Stotesbury; = J. .Bertram EIp-
pincott, Wesley W. Stout; and Walter
D, Fuller;

Fred' G. Stoiffey', 67, editor of Co-
lumbus, Ga., Enquirer, died Saturday
(23) of heart attack. ^ He had been
ill for month and only- recently . re-

turned to his desk, where he was
stricken and died before me'dibal aid

could be summoned. 'Storey became
editor of Enquired when It Was ac-

quired by R. W. Page Corp., in 1930.

He was formerly connected with
Columbus Ledger. ' A son. Fired' -O,,

Jr., is with advertising dep't of At-
lanta Journal.

Capt. WllUani Elliott GonxaleS,

71, publisher of ' Columbia, S. C,
State, died Oct 20. He became
editor of The State following death

of his brother, N, G.. Gonzales, in

1903. Following seven years service

as United States minister to Cubai
he wias named, in 1920, as U. S. am-
bassador to Peru, post he occupied

for nine years. Daughter and sister

survive.

Mrs. Helen Clifford Wilbur,
author, playwright and newspaper
writer, died at Glehdale, Calif., Oct.

18, after a lingering illness. She was
the mother of Elizabeth Wilbur,
screen and radio actres.s. • A sister

and two brothers living at Glovers-

ville, N. Y., also survive. The body
was taken to Palo Alto, Calif., for

interment

Thomas B. Williams, 59, secretary

of the Pittsburgh Publishers Asso-
ciation, died on Oct. 21 at his home,
following two weeks' illness of

pneumonia.' He' was president from
1920-22, of the American Newspaper
Publishers Association, and had been
rndnaging editor' and business man-
ager of the Pittsburgh Piess.

Edward H. Harris, 57, secretary of

the American Newspaper Publishers

Association since 1934, who had been
sick since July, died on October 24

at his home in Richmond, Ind, He
was the publisher of "The Richmond
Palladium,' Indiana's isecond oldest

newspaper.

Reginald Charles Barker, 56, au-

thor of several frontier talcs, died in

Los Angeles, Oct' 26. Widow and
two sions survive.

J. Harry Lewis, 73, one of the four

organizers On 1900) of The St Paul
Daily News; died Sunday (17) after

an illness of four weck.s.'

Robert Hrtr'bi.s«rt;'41.' editor 'hf -Hhtr

Bernardino ''''.')• 6un, '.^!ed'- thieve

Oct. 22.

Football

By Dick Fishelt

The apple cart -was knocked over
when four tremendous favorites. Co-
lumbia, NYU, Syracuse and LSU, all

bit the dust. Experts have gone
beserk endeavoring to find a new
method of doping. We're still bat-
tling, so here goes,

Kentacky at Alabama
The boys from the Blue Grass re-

gion had an awakening against poor
old Manhattan. However, 'Bama is

riding the crest of a. crimson wave
and barring a train wreck of a ty-
phoon, Alabama should win out.

Texas. Christian at Baylor
Texas,- like the rest of the teams

in that sector, is above average, and
Davy O'Brien is worth his. weight

rates a fair average, but not quita.

enough to cope with Nebraska mob.
Colgrate at NYU

Both elevens have been pushed
around until it hurts-. The "Violets

are accustomed to it but the . Red
Raiders don't like it.. Andy Kerr
likes to put on a good show la New
York and this may be his best of
the season, over an injury-riddled

N, Y. squad—therefore, it's Cblgate.

Fordham at North Carolina
Carolina has come fast^ They

have shown a smooth attack, and an
excellent kicking; game. Thj& RataV
is still unbeaten and you can't take
that away firom them. The Ford-
bam Sophomores improving, with

Probable FootbaU Winners
And Proper Odds

(Oct. 30, 1937)
By DICK FfSHELL

GAME WINNER ODl>S
Kentucky at' Alabama Alabama. » 4/1'

Texas Christian at Baylor Baylor , 9/1
Ohio State at Chlcaeo --^ . . Ohio State .................. 4/1
Columbia at Cornell ...,.;.',...... Columbia ......... ; 5/7
'Vlllanova at Detroit: ' Detroit ..Even

Manhattan ai Georgetown . ...... . ..Manhattan 8/$
VaDderbUt si Georsia Tech Vanderbilt
Temple ai H«ly Crosa. Holy Cross ». . .Eves
Michigan at Illinois. . . .-: .Michigan 7/5
Notre Dame at Minnesota .Minnesota^ :

Nebraska at Indiana. Nebraska ..... . . . . i^,. ..' 7/5
Colgate ai NTU Cbleate' 8/5,
Fordham ai' North Carolina .Fordham ....»^ot 7/5
Navy at Pennsylvania . . . . i Navy ;.......,.,..,,....<,.» 9/5
Camee:le Tech. at Pitt.. ........Pitt ...» 3/1
Harvard ai Princeton Harvard f/S
Iowa at Purdue Purdue t .... ^« .. .« 9/5
Auburn at Bice '. . . . Anburn , 8/5
Oreson State at Stanford Stanford , 7/5
Penn State at Syracuse .... '. Syracuse ... ^. ...»...,..»'.. .* 7/5
California at UCLA California , 3/1
Northwestern at Wisconsin ......... Northwestern .............. 8/5
Dartmoath at Yale Tale 7/5

{Predictions Based on Fair -Weather}
COPY&IGHT, 1937, BY VARIETY/ INC.

in gold. The Baylor Beat's, selected

for the cellar in the Southwest Con-
ference, has been the dark horse
and now rates top. honors. They'll

outpass Christian to win.

Ohio State at Chicago
Chicago has some' topnotch profes-

sors and an excellent law school, but
they'll need more of a defense than
that to stem versatile Ohi6 State.

Columbia at Cornell

, Lou Little's Liphs were really Just

that against Ar'iny and Penn, btit

bogged down because of over-confl-
dence, and they took the' short end
from Brown. Cornell -seems to have
shot the works "and is now a dissi-

pated and depleted squad. Even with
Peck back in the lineup, Columbia
Will take to the air for a "victory.

Vlllanova ai Detroit
This is as close a game as the .sea-

son will produce. Both are unbeaten,
both well coached and both function
splendidly on offense. The only edge
goes "to Detroit' playing at home.

. Manhattan at Georgetown
Manhattan's another beautiful ma-

chine that> on its w.ay.to the junk
heap. Georgetown, never reputed as
a great squad, has done better than
expected. Meehan should salvage
something and win this one.

Vanderbilt at Georgia Tech
Vany slipped over a fast one on

Louisiana State, but played good
sound ball to do it. With Tech's loss

to Duke also went their enthusiasm,
and Auburn also trampled over
them. Morrison, a perfect ringmas-
ter, has his Vanderbilt boys hot and
should keep them that way. .

Temple at Holy Cross
Temple surprised with their win

over Carnegie Tech, aided, of course,
by plenty -of rain and mud. Holy
Cross' crusaders are still unbeaten
and untied. If Omansky is Off the
hospital list, he should get the only
score of the game.

Michigan at Illinois

Their only Big Ten victory of the
year was recorded by Michigan last

week and they seem to be improving.
Illinois' only claim to fame is their
scoreless tie with Notre Dame. It's

a tossup and Michigan wins.
Notre Dame at Minnesota

This seems to be one of the poorer
Irish elevens, but still carrying the
Notre Dame good luck charm. The
Gophers have top much manpower
and no charm, but they always get
plenty of touchdowns.

Indiana ai Nebraska
The Corn Huskers still moving on

their Minnesota' victory. Have 'ac'
quired a paJssihg game in addition
to their bruising tactics. Indiana

age, shd'uld continue making prog-
ress and remain unbeaten.

Navy at Pcnnvylvanla
The Middies have had two tough

Saturdays and have yet to register

a major victory. ' The Quakers ha.ve

been proven weak, in every dep9rt-
ment and particularly . from the
shoulders up. Navy will best 'em.

Carnegie Teck aC Pitt

Here's another of those traditional

shindigs, where past records must
be .disregarded. Tech • is pretty

good but Pitt should wiggle Gold-
berg and Cassiano loose profltably.

Hai;vard 'at Princeton
Big three rivalry can never- b^

competed with. It's the oldest of

the traditional setups. These two
clubs seem evenly matched -, withi

.

HarVard'is line having an edge. ' A
kid by the name of MacDonald
should provide. the winning margin.

Iowa ai P,ardue :.

Iowa , can't have ' too.:
. much as

they've been slapped plenty. Pur-
due's Boilermakers have a well bal-.

anced squad with Isbell, an ace-
tosser, Purdue's on the long end.

. Aqburn at Bice
Auburn, with two decisive wins

under their belts, against Mississippi
State and Georgia Tech,- cah't seem
.to miss against a scoreless wonder
team from Rice.

Oregon State ai Stanford

.

Oregon State was good against
their ancient rivals from (^egon,
while Stanford took, a nice' game
from Washington. On their records,
and from the game played at Palo
Alto, it's the Stanford Indians.

Penn State ai Syracuse
State is an average club and gave

Cornell a battle, but Cornell was
ripe. Without the sentiment stuff,

Syracuse has enough to win,
Califorifla at ULA

Cal is far and away the best team
on the Coast, While the Initials have
been inconsistent Without a mental-
letup, California's second stringers
should cop this one.

' Northwestern at Wisconsin
Northwestern had a corker with

Ohio State and is one of the best
in that Conference. It took the
great Pitt -team to give Wisconsin
their first setback of the year. A
real battle but Wildcats should win.

Dartmouth at Yale
The game of the day with the

eastern championship in the offing.

The Hanover Indians are ' still a
question mark because of the In-
clement weather during the Har-
vard game. Yale has proved a great
tenm.- w,ith CJliht Frank the ' out-
.•itandin}?' back of the natiooi Franfe
& Co. will go to town.
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Broadway

Herman Bernie back from Coast.

Bish Lehihan around, after illness.

- • George D. Lottman back from the

Coast
Vic Ratner will be a pop any

minute.-

Paul Muni is planning a foreign
sojourn,

J, C. Furnas, the gadabout, in mid-
west again.

McGrcptor Bond has been ill ait

Lambs Club.

Fredric Illarch due in from the
Coast this week.
Norman Stein under observation

in French hospital. .

Anna Sten studying up to apply
for American citizenship..

Hotel Astor opens a new cocktail-
dance room late this month,

Lillian DeCosta back to Par after

a long siege with pneumonia.

Mother of Gai)t. George H. Maines
died in Flint, Mich., last week.
John Abbott and Eddie Day, Lon-

don music pub];ifihers,. in town.

Legion post dinner to John Mur-
ray postponed until after election.
Pauline Quail, of the Louis Shurr

office, resigning io return to the
Coast.
Al Sherman, Columbia Pics short

j)ublicist, won. a pair of shoes at
screeno^
Jack Hobbins. defers his Coaist hop

until .Jack. B;f,efiman. (Feist g.m.) re-
turns to N. Y.
. Bill Norton.' cbmpainy manager of
Td Rather Be' Bight,* married in
Boston recently. '

'Bclle Shigonj for several years aS'

sistant to < Harry - Bestry, agent, re-
signed, last .week.
Walter

. Hutchin5on> 20th-Fox for;-,

eign manager, expected back in N. Y.
, early next mohtn.

Assftfclatioh bt Fbtelgn Press Cor
respondents 'holdihg- shindig and de
bate at- Astor hoteV Oct. SO.

Majority of -gals -in- second com
t)any .of "The .Women', wearing added
chest, pads to. app.eAi: matronly.
Milton Immerme^nn, who did the

sets tor ''Miirder in the Cathediral/ is

-designing Tales' G^urfield's home.
Joe Moskowitz's' ' contract with

20th-Fox- renewed.- • He returned to
New York -Monday- from the Coast.

Mrs.. Harry. Jlubin recovering at

home from .a. recent operation per-
formed at Johns Hopkins, Baltimore.
G. 'Maillard Kesslere, photog'

raph'er, heading new talent bureau
for commercial advertising and Hol-
lywood.
WB put on a masked Hallowe'en

party Friday night (22) at the War
ner clubrooms in the home office
building.
George Sklar has completed new

comedy-drama, 'Enough Is Enough,'
which, the William Morris office is

agenting.
N.Y. to L.A. plane travel light

these days since the last accident.
It's a.usual fall-off attendant to such
publicity.

Irving S. Brecher and Irving Mills
back to Coast, where Brecher takes
up new writing contract with Mer-
vyn Le Roy.

- Richard Kendrick is back in his
original role of 'Stage Door,' having
replaced Bernard Zandeville in the
road company.
Al Burks back to New York after

three months of high-powered ex-
ploitation on UA pictures in the Chi-
cago tetritory.
Al Snyder, vaudeville and bur-

lesque comic, now operating news-
stand in the HoteL Sharon, former
N.V..A. clubhouse.
Charles Snow, vaudevillian, has

retired to become president of Mag-,
niface Mirror Works, Inc., New York
and Bridgeport firm.

'Virginia' having closcfd at the
Music. Hall Saturday night (23),
Mona Barrie trained Monday to the
Coast and pictures.
Louis de Rochement, producer of

March of Time, hosted 75 Radio-
RKQ theatre and district managers
at the St. Moritz last week.
David Oppenheim, sonEjwriter. may

be addressed at No, 5775-NE, P. O.
Box Q, Lewisburg, Pa., where he
now is as jesult of an income tax
jam.
Rodney Bush now in 20th's home

office advertising department, suc-
ceadlng John Thomas, resigned to
join Batten, Barton, Durstine & Os-

' born.
Louis Sobol (Journal) was on the

short end of 10-1 bet. on Brown
against Columbia and took over
-Toots Shor's Tavern syndicate for
$250.

Arthur Zishm. head of Gensral
Foreign Sales Corp., is exoected
back at his desk this week after be-
ing bedded by a severe attack of
laryngitis.

Walter Fleischmann, B'way p.a., to
the Coast end of this week. Plans
residing there permanently, with an
eye to the sinus trouble that's been
botherin.T him.
Tony Howard and Irvin Marks.

London and Paris showmen, interest-

ed in 'Three Waltzes,' extending their
N. Y. sojourn until after the operetta
opans Nov. 11 in Philly.
Maurice Conn, head of Conn Pro-

ductions (Ambassador Pictures),

planed back to town from the Coast
Saturday (23), accompanied by T. H.
Richmond, publicity chief.

After 12 years as a Loew theatre
manageress—the only femme mgr. in

N. Y,—Chslle Jani."? resigns' from the

Ziegfeld direction. Put that class nabe

on the map and figures she could
take over .a small house, on percen-
tage, and do so likewise, for herself.

Sylvia (Mrs. Bob) Weitman, man-
aging director of the Paramount,
operated on for mastoids recently,

rallying satisfactorily. Peter, son,-

now on his feet but under doctor's
care.
Oscar A. Doob, Loew's advertis-

ing and publicity director, flies to
the Coast Thursday for studio con-
ferences on future ad campaigns.
He will be accompanied by Si
Seadler,
Bob Rosen, theatre manager with

Loew's for 10 jrears, has established
a personal service bureau, including
advertising novelties for 'theatres and
niteries, plus publicity, exploitation,
arranging contacts, etc.

Kajar, magico and only act em-
ployed at the annual Business Show,
Commerce building, N. Y., kept at-
tendees away from the non-theatri-
cal exhibits with his eight shows
a day for a typewriter firm. •

Steve Hannagan now has Porto
Rico pay-rolling him to put that
island over as a winter resort. Mean-
time Hannagan's Miami Beach pub^-

licists hie south this week, as they're
looking for an early Florida season.

Georgie Pirice, now owning, a seat

on the Stock- Exchange, -is in Philly
for a •w^eek's ,

engagement. Just a
flyer for that one week, although
the broker does many -benefits and
has a permanent WOR sustaining
program. -

'

Harry Rosenthal birthdayed the
Mrs., Marjorie, with an al' fresco
shindig at the Warwick, and Madge
and Henry Spitzer stagea a com-
bined anniversary " and birthday
brawl at LeOn & Eddie's a coupla
nights later.
• David E. Green, Publicity Asso-
ciates has added Prince George (of

Russia) as an account executive, and
already has 'Bairon George Wrangel
99 a. p.a.. associate. All he's missing
now are .Prince Mike Romaiioff and
Sir Josef Ginzberig.
Rockefieller' Pl^za skating ' pond

opens tomorrow (28) weather per-
mitting. Fifth Ave. dept.' store,

having rented rink initial day, will
put on. winter fashion show ' with
fancy skating exhibition by Maribel
Vinson and Karl Schafer.
Ezra Stone has joined th(^ faculty

of the American Academy' of Dra-
matic Arts, N. Y., from which he
graduated several years ago. Young-
est member of the faculty on recdrd,
Besides being in the cast of 'Brother
Rat,' at the Hudson, N. Y., Stone does
the preliminary . casting for George
Abbott shows.

Doris Fisher (Mrs. Jay Faggen)
and .Dorothy Gulman, p.a., are the
sole two femme lyricists of Broad-
way nitery revues. Miss Fisher,
with her father, Fred Fisher, scripted
songs for Harlem Uproar House;
Miss Gulman, p.a, for the Holly
wood, also did the lyrics with Abnsr
Silver for the same show.
Joe Connolly (King Features).

Jack Lait, editor of the Mirror, et

al,, had a bon voyage party all

framed for Mark Hellinger, but had
to call it oif on the columnist's vow
he'd never stand for one, or show up.
Hellinger sails Nov. 6, via the Canal,
to start on his new Warner Bros,
exec-producer pact, but will con-
tinue a once weekly (Sunday) col.

for the Hearst papers.

London

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

W. T, Benda, the mask man, here
for lecture.

Florence Bellman addition to Mon-
ogram office.

Iva GrifDith back at work at RKO
after long illness.

Jay Haas, Paramount advertising
supervisor, in town.
Leo Blank, Warner Brothers' dis

trict manager, visiting.

Lynn Root, Hollywood scenarist,
visiting in Twin Cities.

Harry Snaffen, Univcrsal's home-
office auditor, in town.

Paul Allison, RKO home-oflice ad
sales supervisor, a visitor.

University of Minnesota theatre
opened season with 'High Tor.'

•

Bill Adams, Universal salesman,
slightly injured in auto accident.

Bill Elson up from Kansas City to
look over his Seventh Street the-
atre.

Henry Kohn, National Screen as-
sistant Chicago branch manager, in
town.

Moe Levy, 20th-Fox district man
ager, back from a visit to Omaha
branch.

W. T. Carr and Ed O'Brien, War-
ner Bi'others' home office auditors,
visitors.

'Hy' Chapman and his Columbia
sales staff in Chicago for regional
meeting.

H. L. Snyder here ahead of Mord-
~-kin balletj in for three nights at
Lyceum.
Kay Kamen, Walt Disney business

manager, in town to address lunch-
eon club.

'100 Men and Girl* (U) first pic-
ture to run full week at the Roches-
ter theatre,

John D. Clark and Jim O'Laugh-
lin, 20th-Fox officials, here for S, R.
Kent sales meeting,

Paul Nathanson, son of M. L., the-
atre magnate of Toronto, ^visjiting

showmen uncles here.

Vic . Oliver applying for English
citizenship.
Leslie McdoneU on continental

skip for talent.

Dodie Smith .is writing a play for
Marie Tempest.
Green Room club running annual

'do' at the Carlton hotel.
Eddie Foy here for rehearsals of

new Prince of Wales show.
Cy Landry back on the Stoll tour

and indie dates, set for 12 weeks.
'London After Dark,' Walter Hack-

ett show, folds at the Apollo, Nov. 20.

Teddy Ehrenthal extradited from
Vienna, and now jailed in Budapest.
Ramona to do four programs for

HorliV.w's hour oh Radio Luxem-
bourg.

'Life of Emile Zola' went into
Paramount's Carlton Oct. 21 for four
weeks.
Sarah Churchill, Mrs. Vic Oliver,

has joined the Brighton Repertory
Company.

'People in Love' closed' at the
Ambassadors, Oct. 9, after 14 per-
formances;
Edgar Anstey, production director

for the March of Time, to N. Y. for
several months.
Metro Press receptionihg William

Powell at the Claridjge's. hotel on his
arrival from Paris.
Henry Sherek proud of the fact he

is the only English producer listed
in D'ebrett's Peerage.
Prime Minister Chamberlain rub-

bernecking Denham studios with
Alex Korda as guide.
The Scala, Berlin, vaudeville unit,

'Piccadilly,' in for the month of
October, to be held over.
B. I. P.'filmizatioh of 'Glamorous

Night' opened at Piccadilly theatre
for second West End run.
Adolph Zukor had a special tpUr

of inspection of the BB(J television
station at Alexandra Palace.
Vic Oliver came, back for four

weeks, and now booked tiU end of
January, doubling every week. .

,

' Mogador staging 'Balalaika' end of
November, which means the end' of
Mitty Golden's vaudeville season.

'

Frances Day and Arthur Riscoe
have teamed together again for mu-
sical in the West End. Their own
coin.
Mel Templeton acting as substi-

tute and alternate director for Jack
Buchanan during latter's Stay in New
York.
After 25 years in England, Joe

Coyne, once a West End leading
juvenile, returns to America to settle

down.
Leslie' Roberts, who staged the

Larrv Adler road show, joining with
Adler to run their own dance school
in London.
Present Cliff Fischer London Casi

no show skedded to fold Christmas
day, with the new one going in 10
days later.

vGrosvenor Sound Films in ' the
money again. Henry Boot, who was
responsible for the Pinewood Film
Studios, is the new angeL
Ronald Adam, actor, producer and

stage director of the Embassy thea-
tre, making film debut in London
Films production of -The Drum' at
Denham.
Eric Pommer flew to Paris to be

at the bedside of his dying father.
Shooting of Laughton-Pommer pic-
ture at Elstree was held up for a
few days.
Although Henry Sherek's contract

with the Dorchester hotel expires
March, 1938, the directors have al-

ready given him another year's con-
tract dating from date of expiry.
Bob Garr and Howard Deighton

are representing Will Mahoney
vaude unit. Also have another unit
here, which they are presenting in
conjunction with the Jack Hylton
office.

Earl Tucker, with the Walt Disney
Mickey Mouse outfit in London, mar-
rying Mimi Joel, non-professional,,
end of November. Bride's sister just
wed Dick Joseph, of the Mickey
Mouse Paris office.

Woolworth's dickering with Gau-
mont-British to purchase Grange
(Tinema, at Kilburn, to turn it into
a store. GB just completed a new
super, in conjunction with Hyams
Bros., in same locality.

- Jack Conway, Metro's producer of

'Yank at Oxford,' at Denham, yanked
Monty Berman, son of, Max Herman,
the costumer, into the mob scene,
during the student rag scene, and
now the boy is getting .film_ ideas.

New show at the Dorchester hotel
already framed. Opens Jan. 4, with
Henry Sherek having lined up
Wences, Bood and Bood, the Merriel
Abbott girls (holdover), and Naun-
ton Wayne, or the Three Sailors.

heavy biz for Hoyts. 'Girl in a Mil-
lion' (20th) proving ope of the best
nabe bets in years.
Robert Halliday, male lead 'Bala-

laika,' escaped serious head injuries,

when a lead weight dropped acci-
dently from the flies during a per-
formance. Actor was stunned, but
recovered and continued with- role.

Acts playing successfully for Frank
Neil incliide Nina Mae McKinney,
Roy Rene, Batie and Foster," Bob
Fisher, NAn and Felix, Harry Mar-
coni, "Tracey and* Hay, Jack Evans,
Yorke Di Sousa and Verdie and Lee.

Berlin

Brigitte Horney to Algiers.

.

Garbo's 'Camille' . okayed sans
scissoFs* *

'On the Avenue,' 20th-Fox, in
second month.
Exteriors for Willy Forst'S 'Sere-

nade' finished.
Xi^ameras roUing on Gigli's 'Mutter-

lied' in Rome.
Second season for 'Actress,' star-

ring Agnes . Straub.
Rose Bampton, American singer,

giving two recitals.
'Liane Haid In Prague for premiere

of 'Peter im Schnee.'
Premiere in Stuttgart of 'Monika,'

.operetta by Nico Dostal.
'It Happened One Night' in origi-

nal version at the Kamera.
Cascade, one of Berlin's pop bars,

unshuttered after four month's dark-
ness.
Bernardino Molinari to Germany

with, the Augusteum orch from
Rome.
Werner Krauss to play lead in

'Michael Kramer' 'al State theatre in
honor of Gerhart Hauptmann's 75th
Jbirthday.
Jenny Jugo and Gustav Frohlich

assigned to the leads in Heinrich
Oberlander's 'Die Kleine imd die
Grosse Liebe.'

' Richard Wagner's. 125th anniver-
sary to be celebrated from Feb. 13
to May 22 at Leipzig,' his natal town,
whero his entire works will be pre-
sented.

Chicago

Melbourne

Newspapers assisting . managements
to overcome the infantile paralysis
scare.
Government /reported readying

scheme to intro night trotting before
the year bows out.

Royal Melbourne Fair pulling
plenty of visitors from the stix

should lift theatre biz,

Stan Crick, Fox chief, may give
his boss. Sir Regent, run in Austra-
lia's Melbourne Cup, next month.
Expected that Williamson-Tait will

import further shows and stars now
that legit trade is on the up.»?rade.

Expected that when' Sir Ben Fuller
sets plans for a new theatre in Syd
ney he will follow with another on
Bijou site.

U's 'Three Smart Girls' pulling

Bert Gervis, new Consolidate head
here, to Milwaukee,

'

Lou Goldberg in the city on Major
Bowes unit bookings.

' Max Rheinhardt through Chi on
way to Coast to do 'The Gambler.*
•Madame Bovary* opening drew

the dressier mob of the season thus
far.
Dolly Kay thru on' way to Holly-

wood Clover Club opening Friday
(29).
New front on the MCA building

win set J. C. Stein back more than
$20,000.
Adolph Zukor stopped off in town

for a couple of hours on his way to
the Coast.

Clark, loop subsequent run house,
closed last week for re-seating and
a general go-over.
Frances Harris doubling between

'Monesh' at Great Northern and
Blackstone's 'The -Straw,' both
WPA bUls,
U. S. Attorney Michael Igoe and

former U. S. Attorney George Q.
Johnson got a special screening of
'Alcatraz' last week.
Frank Smith, RKO_ Palace mana-

ger, appointed director of Mayor Ed-
ward Kelly's Christmas Jubilee show
to be held at the Stadium for fourth
successive year.
Harold Harris, northwest booker

for Major Bowes, with Minneapolis
and Winnipeg headquarters, in town
last week for a look at Bowes' '2nd
Anniversary' imit.

Paris

Jack Warner in town.
Julien Duvivier to Hollywood.
Robert Armstrong in for rest.

King Vidor back to New York,
Fernandel writing memoirs for 'Ce

Soir.'

Yolande Yoldi packing for New
York.
Maurice Chevalier due back from

London.
Betty Stockfield vacationing at Ex-

position.
Marcel Pagnol sighing Raimu for

four years.
Istvan Bekassy through on way

to Hollywood.
.

Paul Vaillant-Couturier, editor of
'L'Humanite' dead.

'Souls at Sea' (Par) opening at
Paramount Cinema.
Jan Kaepura recitaling at Theatre

des Champs-Elysees.
Lucien Dalsace returning to films

after seven years' absence.
Myrtle Watkins at Pavilion de

L'Elysee, new uptown nightie.
Lawrence Tibbett singing 'Rigo-

letto' at opera at second appearance
here.

Charles Boyer and Michele Mor
?an off for Ciotat for scenes of 'Le
Venln.'
Roland Toutain signing with

Christian Jaque for latter's film,
'Trois de Saint-Cyr,'
Mitty Goldin planning revue by

Louis Verneuil for Mogador when
present show, starring Mistinguette,
closes.

Scenes of 'Quartre Heuros dii

Matin,' with Lucien Baroux and
Andre Lefaur. shot at' Lcs Hallcs
central market.

Hollywood

Lily Pons trained east.

.

Ray Olrastead to Seattle.
Ethel Merman in from N. Y.
Robert Benchley'out for N. Y. so.,

journ.
Eddie Cantor broiled out at Palm

Springs.
Beverly Roberts stricken by ap-

pendicitis.
Leo Robin back from N. Y. and

Bermuda.
Dick Powell will p.a. at Cleveland

auto show.
Edwin Knopf in from fortnight in

New York.
Filmites flockuig to desert spots

to bake out.
Frank McHugh vacationing in

Mexico City.
David Boehm joined the Metro

writing stpff.

Loretta Young preparmg for Euro-
pean vacash.
Myrna Loy and Arthur Hornblow

Mexico-bound.
The Gary Coopers on a motor trip

through Mexico.
Dolores Del Rio sunning herself

at Palm Springs.
Johnny Hyde returned from

Broadway ganders.
Eric Maschwitz checked into the

Metro writing staff.
Walter Pidgeon rifled a mountain

lion betwixt the eyes.
Ann Harding and Werner Janssen

trained in from N. Y.
Perry Lieber moved into that new

North Hollywood house.
Helen Gahagan winged to Cleve-

land on warbling chores.
Sig Marcus home from N, Y.

huddles with Myron Selznick.
. Anthony Veiller back at RKO
after absence of several weeks.
Lou Irwin back from N.' 'Y. ac-

companied by Benjamin David.
Katherine De MiUe and Anthony

Quinn honeymooning at Carmel.
Cecil B. DeMille po^lting the nose

of his Seaward seawzifd for a week.
Hal Wallis was host to George

Trendle, Detroit exhib, at Warners.
Nick Lukats, ex-Notre Dame grid-

der, ticketed into- Col's 'Start Cheer-
ing.'

Joe Breen in from eastern jaunt.
Disposed of his Washington, D. C,
home.

Silas Prime now handling stories
and •writers for the Hawks-Volck
agency..
Sam Kress, former druggist, now

biz manager of Metro's wardrobe de-
partment.
Edna May Jones, daughter of Mark

Jones, former film comic, contractee
at Universal.
George Barbier injured by a fall

while working in 'Tarzan's Revenge*
for Sol Lesser.
Sam . Wood vacationing In N. Y.

upon completion of Metro's 'Navy
Blue and Gold.'
Richard Carle forced by illness

to leave the cast of ^Lady Misbe-
haves' at Republic.
Max Reinhardt returned to the

Warner Burbank studio following
the Salzburg festival.
John Garrity east to handle the

Fredric March-Florence Eldridge
show, 'The Christian Hero.*
Freddie Bartholomew's sisters,

Hilda, 15, and Eileen, 17, are to be
screen-tested around Christmas.
Eugene O'Brien, who handled

stills for Warners for four years,
joining Columbia in similar capacity.
Nell Kelly, Broadway comedienne,

sigged termer at Paramoimt studio.
First spot will be in 'College Swing.*
John Boles took a gang from 'The

Yellow Ni.ghtingale* to Berkeley for
the USC-Cal game in a chartered
plane.
Tom Fizdale nulled in Saturday to

take over the Robert Taplinger pub-
licity offices which he recently ac-
quired.
Eddie Conrad, recently in from

N. Y,, has re-entered pix. First spot
is in 'Yellow Nightingale,* at Par-
amount.

F. C. (Corky) O'Keefe, v.p. of
Rockwell-O'Keefe. and Mike Midorf,
head of the band department, trained
in from N. Y..

Sydney
By Eric Gorrlck

Biz still on the icy side.
Bert Hollis cinches connection in

New Era Films.
Marcus show closed after eleven

weeks of capacity biz.

Dave Lake in New Zealand for
Metro sales convention.

Sir Ben Fuller sticking in New
Zealand on further deals.
Mel Lawton bringing back stage

presentations for a try at Prince
Edward for Carrolls.
Reported that 96 radio stations will

be used by politicians during the
elections next month.
Metro has two hits in 'Maytime'

and 'Saratoga.' Latter started slowly,
but has now built well.
Said that A. B. Marcus will take

around $30,000 for his cut on season
at Royal. Show is now on the rood
under Fuller-Snider-Dean direction.

Wrestling -continues to pull grosses
from theatres once weekly. Boxiii.?

will be introduced shortly and
should also take patrons away from
the pic houses.
Frank Neil current revue includes

Three Flames, Christy and Gould,
Pat Henning. Joey Porter, Earl
Earle, Dea Lang, Virginia Pope,
Marini and Andy, Mareski, Betiy
Raye, Joe Petersen and Ameri-
canadians.
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Dallas BIow-(M

Performers to Scatter Following Close of Fiesta

—

Where They Go
_ . .4-

.—.

N. Y. FAIR BIDG.

AHEAD OF SEED

New York's 1939 World's Fair al-

ready seems assured of opening on
time. Speed and progress made to

date, on the building program has
amazed veterans connected with the
Chicago 'Century' fair.

Actually the pre-conceived ' con-
struction program is only about a
month ahead of schedule but much
of the work originally scheduled to

get under way early in 1938 has been
started. Thus, fair officials believe
they will have all. the more time for

finishing touches in 1939.

Steel •work ' is Up- on six more
buildings, with eight structures,, rep'-

resenting a cost of more than $1,-

20.0,000, actually started; Largest of

these is the $200,000 liall of Com-
munications building.

New York Fair has invested about
$11,000,000 in construction contracts

and other commitments. The asso-

ciation has its . $27,000,000 . fund all

collected, and now it is largely a
matter of distributing space' to the
firms Seeking a spot at the exposi-
tion.

Th6 fair's first fire department-po-
lice station (including a first aid di-

vision) soon- will be completed im-
mediately adjacent to the Adminis-
tration Building, and a second is be-
'ing built on Horace Harding boule-
vard. Bulk of the fair's adminis-
trative crew moved intq the Admin-
istration Building last' August. Fair
saved $160,000 on', its cost, which
originally had been {estimated at

$900;000.

CARNEYS' BIG TAKES

SET RECORD SEASON

Chicago, Oct. 26.

^Carnival season just winding up
will go down as the greatest in out-

door history, from both the stand-

pbints of number out, and of profits.

It, is .considered doubtful that any
outfit, large, or small, will go into

winter barns minus swag.
In 1933, there were some 120

icarnies out; in 1935 and 193(8 the

number jumped to approximately
200; and this year there were an
estimated 300 working all parts of

- the country. They included all

types-^0 car outfits, trucks, and

,

gillies.

As always, the bigger shows
carried no dirt, and held gambling
down to a minimum excepting where
officials gave 'em the go ahead sign,

or wanted things to run full blast.

According to a consensus of opin-

ion, the Minnesota Statri Fair was
the best fair of the season. States

which gave carnies the b6st profits

for 1937 include New York, Penn-
sylvania, Wisconsin, Illinois, Okla-
homa, and California.

' Estimated profits for some of big-

ger outfits set Cetlin & Wilson for

$35,000, Capt. Shesley at $50,000,

Kennies Bros, at $75,000, Beckmann
& Gerety at $50,000* Royal American
at $100,000, World ol Mirth at $75,0-^0,

Ruben & Cherry at $60,000, Johnny
J. Jones at $50,000.

Gninter Beats Suit

St. Louis, Oct. 26.

George Zaharias, local wrestler,

won a court decision last week in

the circuit court in a $7,500 personal
injury case, in which, he was the
defendant. The plaintiff, Charles

' Norwood, custodian of an exhibition
hall in Evansville, 111., testified his

left leg was broken Feb. 4, 1936

when Zaharias, grappling with a
spectator between rounds of a wrest-
ling bout at the Auditorium, threw
the man against Norwood, knocking
him to the floor.

Zaharias claimed he was acting
in self defense in his aflEray with
the unidentified spectator who, he
asserted, burned him with a cigar

when he was on the. edge of the
ring.

QUICK ACTION
Elberton, Ga., Oct. 26.

Chief of Police Charles Johnson,
of here, revealed that Charles
Arthur Adams, wanted in connection
with $3,800 theft from Wallace
Brothers Circus had been arrested in
Chattanooga, Tenn., where Chief of

Detectives Hackett stated $3,500 had
been found in suspect's pockets.

Neb. Fair Take

Lincoln, Oct. 26.

State Fair here profited in 1937 by
$2,848.99, as compared to $7,481 in

1936. Board, after counting the bills

for this year's show in September,
said it had excluded \he $15,989
taken in by the grandstand because
it had to be . paid as interest and
principal to bondholders on the big
amphitheatre. Also, $23,979 was
spent in excess of the $10,000 an-
nually appropriated by the legisla-

ture for maintenance, all cutting into

the final count
Receipts in 1937 were $107,918 and

spent was $88,571.

EXTRA SUNDAY

SHOW THE ANS.
\

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Both Ringling Bros.-Barnum &
Bailey and the Al G. Barnes'-Sells-

Floto circuses have overcome pay-
roll increases necessitated by union-
ization of outfits, by playing more
Sunday shows than heretofore.

Payroll of former circus was upped
some $1,200 a day, but by playing
16 Sundays it was tken care, of
nicely. In former seasons never
played more than five or six out-

side New York and Chicago.
Ia.1 G. Barnes-Sells-Floto played 27

Sundays out of 32.

STRUCK AT CARAVAN

.Unpaid Fair Workers Build Flame
Banrlcr Agralnst Exit

Spartanburg, S. C, Oct 26.

A dawn - riot ended an all-night
'strike' at Dunn fair gi'ounds, during
which 100 laborers refused to leave
after organizing into a mob. Claim-
ing non-payment of wages for the
week, they sought to prevent the
carnival from leaving the grounds.

Efforts to settle the dispute failed,

So the big trucks formed a ° caravan
and drove rapidly through a huge
fire, built by the laborers at the en-
trance, scattering both the crowd
and the fire.

Squawk was directed at fair man-
agers and not at carnival but work-
ers held that the fair wasn't gonna
break-up until they drew their coin.

Trucks moved on to the carnival's

next stand at South Boston, Va.

Set B.A. Expo Fairs
Buenos Aires, Oct, 15.

Sello Azul, Ltd., obtained a con-
cession from the Argentine Africul-

ture Society to arrange exposition

fairs on the grounds of the AAS at

Palermo, a B.A. suburb." First fair

will open Nov. 1 and continue until

April 30, 1938. Exposition will in-

clude a show,. "From Wheat to

Bread,* under sponsorship of the Ar-
gentine government, an amusement
park and a theatre for open air

shows and others.

President of Sello Azul is Juan
Carlos Reilly. Martin B. Etcheverry

is appointed Vice-pres. Nivanor C.

Cafferata, Julio C. Gonzales Pinto

and Angel R. Elias are*the exposi-

tion managers. Concession of the

company by the AAS runs for five

years.

Circus Routes

Week of Nov.. 1

Blni^Ilng Bros.-Barnum & Bailey
Atlanta, Ga., 1-2: rohimb.us, ;i; ThoniH.i-

vllle, 4; .rttck.<!onvllle. Kin., 6; Ociila, 6;

Miami, 8-9: End of seaaon.

Franco - U. S. Pix

(Continued from page 4)

in New York and elsewhere allows

U to base fancy hopes on her Ameri-
can career.

Twentieth, with Simone Simon al-

ready firmly established, has Anna-
bella in, heralded by reputation built

in French and British flickers. Par,

building young Olympe Bradna to

top billing, also has Georges Rigaud

(to be known simply as Rigaud), top

leading-man of Paris films.

Metro's Contingent

Metro contingent, hot yet arrived

in Hollywood, but on its way, in-

cludes Mireille Balin and Jacqueline

Laurent, plenty promising ingenues,

and Julien Duvivier, ranking French
megger, signed by L. B. Mayer at a

very fancy figure (about $40,000 for

one pic).

RKO has Jacques Deval (author of

'Tovarich' and 'Cardboard Lover') at

work, with Jacques Thery, under
contract, now on a leave of, absence

to France.
Also on leave till year's-ehd is

Walter Wanger's Charles
,.
Boyer,

whose draw here as .
well ,as in

France is already a well-established

industry factor.

Two personalities recently arrived,

though not yet at work in Holly-

wood, are Jane Reiiouardt (Mrs.

Fernand Gravet) who, till a . few
years ago, . w;as one. of top stars of

French stage, but has never ventured
in films; and Henry Deooih, husband
of Danielle Darrieux, onetime lead-

ing sports' writer of French press

and more recently a scenario-writer

of rank in French films. Hollywood
may also find work for J[ean Murat,
veteran leading-man, husband of

Annabella, and. Else Argal (Mrs.

Jacques Deval) who was under con-
tract to 20th for short period, but
never appeared in anything.
Due to arrive late this, year or

early next are Tino Rossi, ; most
famous of French crooners, who is

reported 'from Paris to. have signed
a five-ye§r film and radio contract

for U. S., duplicating his air and
screen work in France, with com-
panies not named; and Germaine
Aussey, leading lady whose first

contract at 20th went haywiife, but
who has screen and radio proposi-
tions awaiting when she returns
from current visit to Paris.

Showmen Elect

Chicago, Oct. 26,

Executive session of Outdoor
Showmen's League held last week
renominated entire, present slate of

officers for coming year.

Slate is headed by J. C. McCaffery
who will have no opposition.

During past year, 400 new mem-
bers have been added by League,
and their benefit shows and drives re-

ported to have doubled any other
year's receipts.

Saved by the Bettors

Lincoln, Oct. 26.

Pari-mutuel windows netted the

Nebraslca state fair ^22,940 this year,

which would indicate the 14-day

September race go attracted a $200,-

000 handle.

This is an increase of $3,000 over
a year ago. The fair profited only

$2,848 this year, which without the

mutuel would have run up a 20G
deficit.

ATLANTA ABENA
Atlanta, Oct. 26.

• City Council last week put its

okay on application of 'Molly' Wil-
liamson, local sportsman, for per-

mission to erect 5;000-seat fireproof

auditorium for staging of indoor
sports events.

Opens N. Y. Office

San Francisco, Oct. 26.

Stanley Beaubaire, former editor

of the Stanford Daily, and more re-

cently a member of the Hearst news-

papers organization, will be in charge
of the New York offices of the

1939 Golden Gate International Ex-
position, according to announcement.

The New York branch, which will

open Nov. 1, will cover all phases
of promotion in the East. Beaubaire
will concentrate in the magazine and
radio fields and in travel stimulation.

G. L. Bowe, wlio will have charge
of the exhibits division, will work
with Beaubaire in the New York
offices.

RODEO AHENDANCE

UNDER LAST YEAR

World series rodeo contests were

concluded at Madison Square Garden
Sunday (24) after an 18-day series,

but instead of a turnaway on
,
the

final evening, as last year, the house
was considerably under capacity.

Attendance dropped when the stock
market started to do nip-up, and the
final week. failed to keep the earlier

pace.

At the half-way mark it was
claimed that takings were 10% aboye
last season, but the increase was
wiped out and the total gross re-

ported under that of 1036,

Wirths to Aussie

Three members of the Wirth Fam-
ily former top bareback circus act
are returning / to Australia. They
are Rill, Phil and Stella Wirth, sail-

ing today (27) from Vancouver for
Sydney. On the passenger list thiey

are using their original names, first

named being Mrs. Martin, the others
name being St. Leon.

Frank Wirth, who is the husband
of May, star of the turn, is estab-
lished in the fair booking and indoor
circus field. Phil was also . a fair

booker, but gave up his office, since
the Wirths intend staying in the
Antipodes for at least a year and
may remain indefinitely.

Film Courses

(Continued from page 1)

this subject as part of the high
school English instruction.

The University of Southern Cali-
fornia offers the biggest variety of
motion picture study with five dif-

ferent divisions of class work of-
fered.

Included in the list of colleges
and universities, offering presently
or having placed the study of mo-
tion pictures in their curriculum,
are Alabama Polytechnic,. Univer-
sity of Southern California, State
College, San Francisco (photog-
raphy); Colorado State College, Col-
orado University, Florida U, Uni-
versity of Georgia, Northwestern,-
Illinois State Normal, Illinois U,
Purdue, Ibwn State College, Kansas
U, Wichita U, Kentucky U, Univer-
sity of Maryland, Mass. Teachers'
College, Minnesota State College,

State Teachers' College, Winona,
Minn.; Missouri Teachers, N. J.

State College, N, J. Normal, Rutgers,
New York University, Columbia U,
N. Y.; Chautauqua School, Ohio
State, Western Reserve, Oklahoma
A. & M., Texas U., Wisconsin State,

Wisconsin State Teachers' .College,

Stevens Pt., Stout Institute, Wiscon-
sin U, Wyomin.i U, Albright, Alle-
gheny, Beaver, Bucknell, Miseri-
cordia College, Drexel Institute,

Elizabethtowh, Geneva, Gettysburg,
Grove City, Immaculata College,
Juanita, La Salle (Pa.), Lehigh U,
Marywood College, Mcrcyhur.st Col-
lege, Muhlenberg, Penn State, Rose-
mont College, Seton Hill College,
St. Thomas (Pa.), Su.squehanna U,
Temple, Thiel College, Penn.syl-

vania U, Pittsburgh University,
Villa Maria College, Villanova,
Washington & Jefferson, Waynes-
burg, and 14 state teachers' colleges

in Pcnn.sylvania.

Dallas, Oct. 26.

Dallas' exposition comes to the

close of its second year Sunday (31)

with the gait and labored breathing
of a marathon runner stumbling in

for third place.

A special train will take most of
the personnel of the Casino show
toward New York, direct from siding

on fair grounds, a few hours after
'

final curtain of the revue.

Chester Hale chorus goes back to^
Broadway, where the director has*
jobs promised for most of them. .

With the exception of four jnembers
of Lyn Murray's male chorus, the
Gauchos also turn toward New York.
Phil Eppcns, Thaxton Sprengler,
Leon Lawrence and William Cow-
gill will join Billy Rose's 'Show of
Shows,' how rehearsing in Fort
Worth.-

Borxah Minevltch's harmonica
band opens in Boston Nov. 11 fit the
Metropolitan. Stan Kavanagh goes
to New York, with a date' at the
Paramount dangling. Barto and
Mann go to Boston's Keith theatre,

and will go to Germany' in January
to fulfill engajtements.

'

Red Nichols plans a . vacation in
Mexico before taking liis band on
the road again. ...
Harold Donovan, manager of the

revue, will visit his Long Island
home for a week before joining
George Marshall in Washington.

Billy Rowley, .manager, of the
Black Forest, takes his troupe of ice

performers, to Houston next weeH to

try out a rink shoiy that is scheduled
to open in Indianapolis Nov. 17. It

will be headed by Melltft Bruner.
Show Boat company also will take

to the road with "Th? Drunkflird,*

according t^ Manager Bill Collins.

The show opens in Betmmont early
in November and likely, will hiber-
nate in San Antonio for the- winter.
George Black, manager of Little

America, reports his show likely, will

move to Rockefeller Center in New
York.

F.T.C. ON PRIZES

Cracks Down on 6. C. Vendor
Chargincr Prize Packs Are Lottery

Washington, Oct. 26.

Sharp warning to the Eaula Candy
Company to quit fooling its custom-
ers was issued last week by the
Federal Trade Commission,
Columbia (S. C.') bon-bon dispens-

ers sell their merchandise to oper-
ators and concessionaires and in
some theatres direct. Supposed to

contain pieces of candy and 'an-

other article of merchandise/ pack-
ages have been, criticized by cus-
tomers as a. disappointing buy, it

was charged, and contents ace of
'varying value.'

Respondents, Paul and Eaula Lou-
ise Botwin, were given 20 days to

'show that sa}es made in this manner
do not constitute operation of a lot-

tery method, in violation of the

F.T.C. Act.

Real leap for life'

Milledgeville, Ga., Oct. 26,

Teddy Thomas, of Model Shows,
Inc., occupying midway of Middle
Georgia Fair here, did an unsched-
uled 'leap for life' Wednesday (20)

night as 5,000 flrstnighters watched
his balancing act atop a OQ-foot pole,

featured free act in front of grand-
stand.

Performer was completing his

stunts on high perch when stakes
and. guy wires holding it in place
pulled out of soft earth. S\ylnging
like, a .pendulum, structure dropped
earthward, Thomas clinging to top
end until pole pulled from soil,

when he was still some 40 feet off
ground.
He let go his hold and plum-

meted downward, head foremost,
into a nearby wagon. He sufTered
bruises and lacerations and a pos-
sible concussion or fracture of the
skull.

THREE IN A CLEM
Charlotte, N, C, Oct. 26.

Three men with the Broadway
Shows of America, Hamp Walters,
Art Harris and R. L, Davis, were
given fines in county court at 'Salis-
bury, following arrest there for a
fight on the show groqnds.

Football Pools—Sweet Coin

(Continued from page 1)

first. Salesmen get 10-20% of their

total sales every week.
All ties count as losses again.st the

football pool investor, so ^at the

operators have two strikes on the

player before he even circles his se-

lections on the card. Only the tough-

est possible games on the weekend
list are offered bettors. Operators

hire the services of experienced

sport writers in various sections of

the country to make up their cards.

What the average bettor doesn't

know is that if he picked five

straight, even-money horses to win
and parlayed them, as he is in fact

asked to do by the football pool
operators, he would get odds of . 32

for 1 not 6 for 1. Therefore, for

picking six winners out of .six, .the

football pool player should get 64

for 1, for seven straight, 128 for 1,

for eight straight. 256 for 1, and for

nine straight 512 for 1.

Pool Proper

Tour Bet Conditions Fool Odds Pay-off Proper Odds Pay-off

50c 9 out of 9 75 for 1 $37.50 512 for 1 $256

50c 8 out of 6 50 for 1 $25.00 256 for 1 $128

50c 7 out of 7 30 for- 1 $15.00 128 for 1 $64

50c 6 out of 6 18 for 1 $9.00 64 for i $32

50c 5 out of 5 12 for 1 $6.00 32 lof 1 $16
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OBITUARIES
TVILLIAM HAROLD PITT

JAMES PERGOLA
William Harold Pitt, 31, news edi-

tor of Pathe News, Inc., and James
Pergolaj 37, cameraman for the

newsveelj passengers in a transcon-

tinental air transport Mvhicb crashed

October 17 in the Uinta mountains

of Utah, were flying to the Coast to

photograph the ideal air coast-to-

coast air journey. Seventeen other

passengers were killed.

Pitt, a native of Brooklyn, gradu-
ated from Columbia univefsity in

1928. For three years he was . em-
ployed .

as a statistician in a New
York City brokerage Arm, severing

his connection to join Pathe News
in 1931 as assistant to the news
editor.

He left, the newsreel for a year to

become head of the picture depart-

ment of the advettlsing firm of Carl

Bycir St .Associates and returned to

Pathe last July as news editor. He
was unmarried, and lived with bis

mother, Mrs. Pauline Pitt, and a

sister, Miss Pauline Pitt.

Pergola started, his motion pictufe

cateer as an assistant .cameraman
when be was 18. Within six years

be was working on feature produc-
tions". Prior, to entering the news-,

reel, profession be was employed by.

the Metro studios and
:
the Para-

mount studios in Long Island City,

Queens, :

When sound was perfected be
Joined Fox Movietone News, and had
been with Pathe since 1930.

He was one of the first- camera-
men to take sound motion pictures

of the late .John D. Rockefeller. He
also toured the country with Presi-

dent Roosevelt during bis political

campaigns. . He -was in Cuba for five

months in 1933 6overing the Cuban
r'evolution and covered the automo-
bile strikes in Detroit last winter.

He is survived by his widow and
a four-year-old. son. He lived at 9^9
Palmer avenue, Bronx.

ginning with a house in Bradford,
Pa., he gradually accuinulated his

string until the advent of the pic-

tures forced him out oiE business for

lack of attractions. He sold most
o£ his houses in blocks to the Loew
and other circuits. He never mar-
riedv

He is survived by two nephews,
Charles C. Reis, long with Samuel
Rothapfel at the Strand, Rialto,

Rivoli and Roxy, and Jack Reis,

manager of the R.K.O. Shore Road
theatre, Brooklyn,

night clubs for some time. Authori-
ties are endeavoring to contact rela-

tives.

The body is at a funetal home,
New Philadelphia.

BROOKS BOWMAN
Brooks Bowman, 24, "Salem, O.,

song writer, died from injuries suf-

fered Oct. 16, after an automobile ac-
cident near Garrison, N. Y. A grad-
uate of Princeton, he was formerly
vice president of the Triangle club
of that coUege and achieved' fame at

the age of 21 when his . songs 'Love
aad a Dime' and 'East of the. Sun'
became national hits. The songs-

were written for the Triangle club's

show 'Stags at Bay.'
After being graduated from

Princeton, Bowman went to Holly-
wood to write songs for Warner
Bros. He returned east recently to
have s.everal new songs published.
Siirviving are his parents, a brother
and a sister. Burial at Salem, O.

FRANK DAMROSCH
Dr. Frank Damrosch, . 78, son

of the late Leopold Damrosch and
brother of Dr. Walter Damrosch,
died at his home in New York Oct.

22, of a heart attack. He bad been
in poor health for some years, but
his death came unexpectedly, fol-

lowing a rally.

Dr. Damrosch was one of the out-

standing choral directors in this

country and occupied in that field a

position second to none. He was an
enthusiast oh choral music and the
director of many singing societies as

well as a public chorus which he
trained for many years. His out-

standing ability in this direction in-

duced James Loeb to endow the In-

stitute of Musical Art with $500,000.

Although not confined to choral

work, vocal music formed a sub-
stantial part of the Institute's ac-

tivities. From 1897 to 1905 he was
director of music in the N. Y. pub-
lic schools, giving up that position

whan the Institute -was formed. He
was director of many- musical so-

cieties including the New York Or-
atorio Society. Ill health caused
his retirement in 1933.

He is survived by his widow, a

dr>'n, a daughter, his brother, Walter,
three sisters and four grandchildren.

HARRY COOPER
Harry Cooper, 59, one of . the Em-

pire City Four, popular in vaudeville
for a quarter of a century, died in

New York Oct. 22 as the result of

a fool infection. ^
Following the breaking up of the

quartet he went to the legitimate
stags, playing comedy roles in

'Naughty , Marietta,' 'Hanky Panky'
and other musical shows. For a time
he engaged in \he restaurant busi-

ness, .but without much success and
he capitalized on his wide acquaint-

anceship by going into the insurance
business. He was active in promot-
ing benefits for charities, and never
lost touch with Broadway. He was
one of the founders of the Jewish
Theatrical Guild, of which he was
sacrelary for a time.

He is .survived by his widow and
a daughter.

His son, Irwin (Wyn) Cooper,

WMCA sportscaster, succumbed to a

heart ailment " last year, and both

parents never quite got over it. Wyn
Coopa.r was 27. .

MOSES REIiS

Moses Reis, 87, died in New York,

Oct. 25,- of bronchial pneunlonia.-
At the peak of his career he owned

m circuit of 128 legit houses In New
York, Pennsylvania and Ohio. Be-

FRANK McQIITRE .

Frank McGuyre, 54, assistant man-
ager of the Haag Circus, died of,

uremic poisoning Oct. 17 in a Lum-
berton (N. C.) hospital. He was
taken to the hospital after .being
stricken oh the show grounds at
Bladenboro, N. C. Mr. McGuyre.
spent the greater part of his life in

the show business.

He joined the Haag circus 37 years
ago, and with the exception of three
years spent with the Dow'nie Bros,
circus, remained in the employment
of the Haag circus throughout that
time.

Burial was in Talladega, Ala. Sur-
vived by his widow, one son and a
stepdaughter.

PHIL RYLET
Phil Ryley, musical comedy actor,

died recently in Los Angeles, where
he had been resident the past six

years. Yoimger brother of Thomas
W. Ryley, producer, he went on the
stage at the conclusion of his school

studies and was a featured player in

'High Jinks' and 'Katinka.' He was
with the Shuberts for 12 seasons and
with the Ziegfeld shows for eight

consecutive years, appearing in- 'Kid
Boots,' 'Sally' and two editions of

the .'Follies.'

He is survived by his widow, the
former Daisy Leighton, and a daugh-
ter. .....

- MAURICE ARNOLD
Maurice Arnold Strothette, 72,

conductor and composer, died in

New York Oct. 23.

Dropping his last name for "profes-

sional purposes, he was well known
for his compositions and was an ex-
perienced conductor of light opera.
He was a native of St. Louis, but bad
resided in New York since 1894, with
the exception of a year spent in Lon-
don as director at the Princess thea-
tre and a second year on a German
tour. His widow, a pianist under
the name of Johanna Clark, survives.

JOE KEIT
Joe Kelt, 51, professional manager

and music . publisher, died Monday
(25) of heart disease and other com-
plication^ in New York. He is sur-
vived by bis widow and two sons,

Jerry and Morton, the former now
connected with the Mario Music Co.
Further details are contained in a

story in the music section.

CLINTON HECHT
Clinton James Hecht, 31, -formerly

a screen actor under the name of
Clint Nixon, died in Hollywood
Oct. 22.

Mother, two sisters and two broth-
ers survive.

MAY BERNHARDT
May Bernhardt, 47, burlesque per-

former- with Columbia and Mutual
wheels' for many years, died of a
stroke Oct. 21 at her home in Hamil-
ton Beach, L. I.

Interment Glen Gardner, N. J.

HENRY CROCKER
Henry Crocker, 62, former stage

manager of the Coliseum,'LDndon, for
2*9 years, died at Thorpe' Bay, Essex,
Oct. 12.

, He had suffered from heart trouble
for some years and retired in 1934.

J. MARSTON VAN COTT
J. Marston Van Cott,. 43, secretary

of the Musicians' Union, Bakersfield,

Cal., died there Oct. 23 of monoxide
poisoning. Police called it suicide.

GENE CARMEN
• Gene Carmen, 35, film and radio

writer, died Aug. 19 in Los Ange.les.
From Warners scenario staff he
turned to air scripting and was ac-
tive in transcription field.

Widow and two- childr&n survive.

Mrs. Georg-e N. Wood, 64, mother
of Dorothy Day Gottlieb, director of
publicity ^or Tri-States Theatre
Corp., died at her home in. Des
Moines on Oct. 18.

Mother of Lenore Ulrich, Mrs. Ida
Ulrich, died Oct. 24 in home of an-
other daughter with whom she was
visiting at Milwaukee, Wis.

Sam Kelly, father of Judith Bar-
rett, Universal player, died in Dallas,
Oct. 21.

Charles M. Talley, father of Marion
Talley, died in Kansas City. Oct. 23.

FRANK CROSSLET
Frank Crossley, 55, vaude actor,

died Oct. 25 in an automobile carry-
ing him from Bradford, N. H., to a
hospital in Concord.
He was a native of- Manchester,

England, and served with the British
army during the World War. Com-
ing ,to this country, he teamed with
William West and toured for twenty
years with an act titled 'Willie, West
and McGinty.' Skit played its last

date in Philadelphia last week.

HERBERT SCHULMAN
Herbert Schulman, 27, manager, of

the Mayfair theatre, Philadelphia,
died at hi.s home Oct. 21 of pneu-
monia. He had been ill several
weeks.
Formerly with Warner Bros.,

Schulman was at one time assistaint

manager of the downtown A.rcadia.

He Ijeaves his widow, and an 8-

month-old daughter.

SAM WHITE
Sam White, • 25, professional tap

dancer, whose permanent address was
unknown, died Oct. 18, in Union hos-
pital, New Philadelphia, O:, from in-

juries suffered when he was hit by
an automobile while walking along
the highway' near 'there.

He had been appearing at district

Kruger's BIP Call
otto Kruger is sailing tomorrow

(Thurs.) for England to do a picture
for British International.

Actor starts work Nov. 8 in 'House
Master,' and returns to Hollywood
upon its completion.

MARRIAGES
Karl Barron, gabber at KYA, San

Francisco, was married to Gwen-
dolyn Sasso, radio actress, at Lark-
spur, Cal., Oct, 10. Barron formerly
on staff of WIP, Philly. Wife is for-
mer radio actress.

Ruth Schooler to Lawrence Wright,
musician, Oct. 24 in Los Angeles.
Bride is secretary to John Swallow,
NBC- manager in Hollywood.

Jacqueline Allen to Douglas "R,

Ornstein, at Las Vegas, Oct. 23.

Bri4.e is former film player.

Dorothy G. Tucker to Lawrence
Struble, Oct. 20, at Elkton, Md. Bride
is a former p.a. and now co-owner
of the Club Evergreen, Bloomfield,

N. J. Groom is a stock actor and
treasurer

. of Essex
.
County Sym-

phony Society, N. J.

Fred " Winters, WFBM. Indianap-
olis, spieler, to Alice Arnold, con-
tralto and former Federal player, in

Indianapolis, Oct. 23.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Stewart, daugh-

ter, Oct. 21, Santa Monica, Calif.

Father is on sales staff of KFI in
Los Angeles.
•Mr. • and ' Mrs. Marx Hartman,

daughter, in. Pittsburgh, Oct, 19,

Father is announcer at WGAE,
Mr. and Mrs. S. Cadwell Swanson,

son, in New York, Oct. 22. Father is

on the Lux account in the J. Walter
Thompson agency.

,

- 'Mr. and-'Mrs. Sam Marx, son. Oct.
25," In- Jaollywood; Father ia story
edilor for Sam Goldwyiu

News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten fheatricol news items as put»-

lished during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit for
these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

' George E. Quigley, former v.p. of
the Vitaphone Corp., di-vorced by his
first wife in Elizabeth,. N. J., on the
grounds he bad been unfaithful to.

her with his se^nd wife.- She con-
.tended his Mexican divorce was. not
valid.
Raid on Doyle's billiard - parlors

last week resulted in several arrests,
on the charge the players, were bet-
ting on each" shot in Kelly pool.
Judge held it to be outside the gam-
bling laws and sprung the lot.

Rodeo riders put on a special show
for Police Athletic League at the
playground. Seventh Ave. and 12th
St., last week for the benefit of the
neighborhood kids.
Unveiling of the oldest auto in-

N. Y. state to be one of the func-
tions at the opening of the auto show
today (Wed.). Selected from 300
entries. .

'
-,

Donald IJartman, 35, Los A-ngeles
gymnast, killed instantly when his
apparatus, broke at the Wilmington,
N. C, fair and he dropped 150 feet,
landing on his face.
Opera Guild to hold its third an-

nual At Home Nov. 26. Met orch.
and stars to assist.

Rockefellers inaugurate a dance
•exposition which it is hoped will
become an annual event. Two per-
formances at the Center and 15 re-
citals in- the Rainbow room. Five
ballet troupes will appear. Titled
Danse Internationale. First Center
performance Nov. 12.

Spnja Heine has hired three cars
in which to transport her troupe on
her coming tour.
Alice White, suing Sy Bartlett,

film Writer, for divorce, reached a
settlement out of court»under which
Bartlett agreed to pay her $10,000
over a period of two years and she
agreed to file an amended complaint.
Jewelry estimated worth $150,000

was stolen by holdup men in a day-
light robbery at a shop on the Sun-
set Strip partly owned by Hal
Roach, Included in the loot was
considerable jewelry belongiftg to
Simone Simon, Billie Burke, and the
estate of Ruth Roland. The two
robbers escaped^
Edwaifd Furmah .under observa-

tion • in Bellevue following charges
preferred by Millicent Green that
he had been annoying her with his
unwelcome -attentions. Furman was
in the road company of 'Dead End,'
of which she also was a member.' He
has been out of a job since March,
but persisted in writing to and. oth-
erwise annoying Miss Green.
Luis Angel Firpo, wild bull of the

pampas, in the toils in 'Buenos Air.es
charged with fraud in acquiring a
ranch there.
Florida has taken 2V^ acres at the

N. Y. World's, Fair for its exhibit.
Will spend plenty.,

Estate of the late Sylvester Z. Poll
reported to gross $3,853,274. Nearly
half is in the securities of the Poli
New England Theatres.
William Gaxton re-eleced " Shep-

herd of Lambs Club. New officers
to get the flag at Installation Gam-
bol Nov. 7. Annual winter gambol
set for Dec, 4 at the Waldorf.
About half of Col. de Basil's Bal-

let Russe troupe held at Ellis Island
Thursday because of faulty pass-
ports. Straightened out in time to
permit them to open on schedule
the following evening.

Fire at Port of Spain, TrinidSd,
last Thursday destroyed some 3,000
reels of Warner films and much
publicity, material. Much of the
film was fgr pending releases.
Westchestef County after roadside

billboards again.
N. Y. Sun refrains from printing

names of sweepstake winners in-
compliance with Postal laws. First
time it has been done.
Nick Schenck bought a countrjr

home at Great Neck, L. I., last week!
Three acre plot- facing the sound.
Ronald Cox, clothier, in Bellevue

with serious injuries after he fired
.five shots at Gertrude Elder, dancer,
in W. 45th street. Police say he re-
sisted arrest. None of the bullets
took efilect. Trouble said to . have
ariseiwover a loan made by the gii'l.

Prescott Van Wyck,. grand-nephew
of • the former mayor, before the
grand jury Monday to testify as to
his charge to Scotland Yard that his
wife was a bigamist. ' She's Lolita
Cordova, English dancer, and mar-
ried hini at Armonk after a round
of nite clubs,
Remainder of Edwin Franko Gold-

man's concerts at Kismet Temple,
Brooklyn, canceled. He's going to
Hollywood to discuss a picture deal,
he says. . .

lone Nugent, former actress, loses
her fifth effort to collect $75,000 from
Fred J. Emmerich.

Berkshire Symphonic Festival has
about- $70,000 of the $100,000 required
to erect a shed for the festivals at
Tanglewood, near Stockbridge, Mass,
About 1,000 contributors thus far.

Tallulah Bankhead bringing 'An-
thony and Cleopatra' to 'B'way
.earlier than anticipated.' Now due
in at the Mansfield Nov. 10.

Gaby Leslie, dancer, - spoiled Rob-
ert (Buddy) Wagner's bankruptcy
case in a Brooklyn court. Asserted
he was-ti''ying to dodge a judgment

for $840 obtained by her for salary
on a South American trip he con-
ducted. Law requires an interval
of six years between dunks and
Wagner took a bath in *33.

Outdoor section of N. Y. Public
Library shuttered for. the winter.
Supplied books to 72,000 during the
warm days. Gain of 7,000.
John S. Young picked by Grover

Whalen to be radio spokesman tor
thfe N. Y. World's Fair. To make fre-
quent broadcasts.
Met opera extends its season two.

weeks. Opens Nov. 29 for 10.weeks.
Opener not yet picked.
N. Y, Discovery Theatre, to en-

courage novices, has taken additional
space in the President for its Novice
theatre activities.

Washington announces that tur-
keys will be fatter, but fewer, this
year.
Richard Keene, who works for the

Louis Schurr agency, tried to sell

some actors for 'Too Many Heroes.'
Got a lead role for himself.
Grace church, Whitestone, L. I.,

first to be picketed in labor move-
ment." Claims the new church build-
ings employ non-union labor.

Cole Porter sustained • compound
fractures of both legs when thrown
from bis horse at Piping Rock Club
Sunday. Nag rolled on him.
N, Y. Elks to open a drive on traf-

fic ticket fixing and kindred evils.

Wilson Barratt working on the
sets for 'Three Waltzes,' 'Love of
Women,' • 'The Housekeeper' and
.'Merely Murder.'
RCA plans to supply experi-

menters with television parts—at a
price. Can build th6ir own sets and

,

change as' new devices come' on
market, same as early radio.
Pittsburgh adds 500 new men and

fleet of two-way radio cars to its

highway patrol.
Eighty N. Y. cab drivers staged

a sit-down strike protesting dis-
charge of fellow employee. ' Lined
cabs up bumper to bumper in street
outside Yankee Staidium and 'waited
for fares.'

. Sheila' Terry, actress, granted, in-
junction in Supreme Court, N. Y.,
restraining former wife of Roy Sfed-

le.v. dancer, from using her name.
Wall iStreet quotes odds on Mayor

LaGuardia's retaining job at 5 to 1.

Coast

Greta Garbo, in ohe of her rara
utterances for the press, character-
ized as ridiculous the report that she
plans to marry Leopold Stokowski.
'I will not deny,' she said, 'that Sto-
kowski and I are very good friends,
but as for marriage to him, no. It

is out of. the question.' -

Mrs. Hela Lindeloff Gump, who
acts for the screen under the name
of Hela Linda, filed suit in L. A,
superior court to invalidate the de-
cree of divorce from her obtained
March 19, 1936, by Richard B. Gump,
son of a Wealthy San Francisco im-
porter. . She charged she had been
defrauded in a property settlement.
Tony Martin filed articles with the

California secretary , of state legally
changing his name from Alvin Mor-
ris to the professional tag by which
he is best known.
Owners of two German shepherd

dogs • entered Los. Angeles superior
court in a fight to determine which
one should use the name 'Lightning'
in films. Harry Marks, one owner,
filed an action to restrain Earl John-
son, owner of the other, from using
the nanie.
Geza Herczeg,- Austrian scenarist,

must give his estranged wife, Leo-
poldine, $200 monthly, according to a
Los Angeles court order. Action
ended the temporary alimony ac-
tion in which the woman sought to
obtain $3,000 mo.nthly pending trial

of h^r separate maintenance action.
Judge refused her plea for $10,000
attorney fees.
Olive Hatch, former Olympic

swimmer, filed suit in Los Angeles
for $13,375 damages against Joan
Davis, 20th-Fox actress. Plaintiff
seeks $1,375 on a contract, in which
the actress was supposed to pay. 10%
of her earnings because the defend-
ant allegedly furthered the former's
acting career. Remainder of amount
also is sought for commish on a.

series of .pictures, on which Miss
Davis allegedly refused to carry out
her contract with the plaintiff.

Howard Hughes is testing a $100,-
000 Sikorsky amphibian plane in Los
Angeles. Flier has applied for radio .

frequencies often used on round-the-
world fiights.

Ernest Westmore, 20th-Fox make-
up artist, was treated for slashes on
his wrists, at -a Hollywood hospital
Oct. 26. Police described the wounds
as apparently self-inflicted.

Henry. Guttman, former film direc-
tor, convicted of grand th^ft of
jewelry, and money from Mr.<i.

Blanche Sewell, has. applied for pro-
bation and the hearing was set for
this week by L. A. Superior Judge
White, who directed that the proba-
tion department learn, what steps
Guttman h^s made toward restitu-
tion. Mrs. Sewell said she advanced
Guttman around .$60,000 for invest'
ment»
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Bingo Parties

(Continued from page 1)

lie Women's Benevolent Legion, and
garnered an attendance of about 500.

Admission was 40c, entitling the

player to 35 bingo games lasting

from 8:30 until after midnight.

Every fifth game is a special, for

which a dime is charged and a cash

prize of about $25 awarded the win-

ner. Prizes for th6 regi^lar games
include bridge tables, tea sets, floor

lamps, blankets and other house fur-

nishings. In addition there were 27

door prizes and $100 in cash, awarded

to lucky stub holders.

These Monster Bingos are made
possible by a p.a. system for an-

nouncing numbers which alfow large

groups to play the game. Committees,

plug .the event and sell tickets to get

a housie. Total cost of running such

an affair comes to about a $100, plus

the rent of the hall. This sum in-

cludes the use of cages, cards, prizes,

ah announcer to conduct the game,

and every other expense. Wii;h an

attendance of 500, the gross admi§h
comes to about $250, plus whatever
else- the organization can garner

from sale of special lottery ti^^kets.

Net to the organization for this^eve-

ning came to between $250-$300.

{Gross attendance often exceeds 500,

up to 2,000].

Operators very carefully stay but

of any feature of the game, other

than selling of supplies and oper-

ating of the game on request from
the organization. Sending a man
for such an evening costs about $5

and it's usually someone who has

another daytime Occupation and
picks up a few extra, bucks this way.
Revival of the popularity of the

game is believed to have started in

the middle west about six years, ago.

It- was also inttoduced at that, time

on Ralph Dellevie's National Tour?
cruises Under the name of 'Here

Comes Charlie' for the benefit of the

Seaman's Fund. It is now played on
many $hips under different names.

For the. English it's 'Housey-Housey.'

Italiailis call it 'Liicki-Lucki.' The
game is played at practically eVery

beach resort today.

As played in the hotels and lodge

auditoriums, it's an inexpensive

form of gambling with the sancti-

monious consolation and solace that

there's nothing wrong about it since

it's for a good cause.

Oklahoma City, Oct, 26.

A move to legallize gambling as a

means of financing old-age pension

payments has been launched with

the 'filing of an initiated constitu

tional amendment with secretary of

state, Frank C. Carter. Provisions

of the petition would throw the state

open to both dog- and horse races on
a legal parimutuel system of betting

with' the state td collect 5% of the

machine play plus an additional

track licence of $1,000. The tax com
missloner. would have charge of col

lections.

Slot machines, marble boards and
cOiri-operated devices also would be

legaiiied ahd placed under state

supervision.

STANLEY, PITTS.
(Continued from page 51)

stand, is too far back, and practically

out Of the turn until he steps out for

a slick ballroom rdutine with Olive,

DanciH'g is just fair, but a sock on
the incongruity of it.

' Le'ster Cole , and his Midshipmen
(formerly the Legionnaires) next,
niUe men all dressed up in Annapolis
fashion ' doing ' soAie ordinary glee
club 'work. Either arrangements
wiere .poor or numbers were badly
Elected because boys don't live up
to appearances. Cole handles most
of the vocals himself. With the octet
on hand chiefly for background hum
ming, and there isn't the necessary
gusto^" Act's divided into two sec
tipns, coming back for a college
niedley that leads into the curtain,
Teahi of ' Dbrothy Stone and

Charles Collins is not entirely at
home in the deluxe houses. Both
are first-i'ate hoofers, with back
ground and tradition, but they miss
the opulence of the musical ex-
travaganzas, handling their routines
as if in a $4.40 revue and- with nothr
ing resembling the sock needed,.in
the vaudfilm spots. They're a nice-
lobkirig couple, but need something a
lot flashier away from Broadway.
Next to closing is a pushover for

Block iand Sully, because laOghs
have been few and far between up
to their appearance. Air comics
smack gags back and forth like a
couple of Hubbels and Deans, and
malce each one count. Howls come
thick and. fast from the beginning of
thehr act to the end, and they have
to get' down on their knees to get
away.
Hard rain all day tumbled attend-

ance badly opening show. Barely
half downstairs and just a smattering
In the "balcony. Cofiert.

WHAT THEY THINK
Rudy Vallee's Mike Pioneering

Los Angeles, Oct. 23.

Editor, Variety:
Having read in 'Variety the state-

ment concerning my ideas of micro-
phones and colored lights to assist

the microphone performer, I feel

that perhaps I might state my ideas

in this particular direction more
accurately than you -listed them.

To many a performer, performing
before the microphone today, is

'blind flying', without the aid of any
instruments, or perhaps as a better,

analysis, like the driver of an auto-

mobile without a speedometer who
must wait until the traffic cop on a
motorcycle rides up alongside and
informs the driver as to the exact

speed at which the car was travel-

ing.

It is bad enough that the radio

performer has no conception as to

the receptivity in 'gain' or 'strength'

of power, but .likewise has no idea

as to whether the microphone is

even on. This obviously can only

result in a feeling, of timidity and
wonderment on the part of the per-

former about to approach the micro-

phone.

My nfext supplement to lights

which I offer only as a final solution,

would be a type of dial, perhaps^^

comparable to the one the Mbnitor

uses, but would inform the singer or

speaker, as to exactly what he was
doing with the vibrations of his

voice.

To the objection that most con-

trol men and engineers make con-

cerning this dial, i.e. (such a dial

would distract -and upset the singer),

I can only say that in the early days

of speedometers, the same argument
was 'promptly put forth by those

who opposed the speedometer on
the dashboard of a car. 'We know
obviously that it is easy to drive and
yet to keep an. occasional eye on the

speedometer. I have even predicted

and am happy to make this predic-

tion in writing, that there will even-
tually be evolved a type of gauge,

meter, or dial over the microphone,

or near it, with not only one needle

or indicator- to indicate one voice,

but several needles or indicators

with such keen selectivity that

when a quartet is singing, that each

voice in the quartet will know ex-

actly by. watching his particular in-

dicfitor or needle, whether he is too

loud or too spit. .

. At present, radio in many of its

branches is highly developed, but
the microphonic development has

come little beyond that of the

woodeh plow in India. It is still,

a

primitive instrument in spite of the

fact that'.it may .earn for those in

radio ov€r.$100,00(t),000 per year.

I believe that the feat on the part

of the engineet's that such an aid to

the performer would lessen the en-

jgineer'is worth and need, is respon-

sible for their opposition to any such

innovation'.

If you consider this letter worthy
of inclusion in the .back portion of

your, publication, , in. justice to your
very crude explanation of my
thought on -lights, which have been

already u-sed to a certain extent (red

for 'too close,' green for 'all right')

when used at the Time's Square stu-

dios in the. New Amsterdam Theatre

Building, I believe that you will not

only have made much clearer my
•actual thoughts fn' the matter, but

also perhaps help me in pioneering

something that radio
,
desperately

needs,' as it is nothing uncommon to-

day in programs, costing $300 per

minute,' for a group of singers or an

orchestra, or performer, to be badly

presented for several minutes, due

to the .fact that radio's present

clumsy methods of signs, or tele-

phone conversations from a control

booth to a production man, with the

subsequeiit slow replacing of' those

who are offe^nding with improper
balance. Also the motion.-picture

technique of.mo,v,ing microphone on

•jibs' or 'booms' to the various sec-

tions of the orchestra, instead of noisy

and distracting wholesale move
ments of sections of brass and saxo

phones to a stationery' microphone

as it is now' done in radio, must
eventually come, and will be of in-

finite help to those of us in radio.

Rudy Vallee.

Earic Hammons Explains
New York, Oct. 21.

Editor, Variety;
'

In reading over the article on

page 7 of the Oct. 20 issue, the article

reads as follows: 'Hammons also re-

vealed that of the 278,000 schools in

the country, a total of around 100,000

are equipped to show Alms and that

another 10,000 or more would order
equipment as soon as films are made
available.

I have already received letters and
telephone calls about this statement.

You will recall that what I said was,
that out of the 278,000 schools there

were 100,000 equipped . with clcc-

tricifi; (and of course, having elec-

tricity, they could, if they so desired,

operate motion picture machines). I

also stated that, in my opinion, just

as soon as a suitable number of films

were made available that at least

10,000 of the above would quickly

(in my opinion); order motion pic-

ture equipment.
E. W. ,Hammons,

President, Educational Films Corp.

Opposes Nitery Mixiiur
. New. Y6rk, Oct. 22.

Editor, Variety: ..
•

For several years, I have been
reading Variety.

This past sumfner you had an
article on 'Mixing 'in Night Clubs,'

which I found very interesting, and
have watched very carefully in each

issue to see if anything further de-

veloped to correct 'this unfortunate

situation. No doubt there are giiis

in the profession Who consent to

this type of work, but I can see no
reason why this should be essential,

to every dancer of singer, who is in

love with her work. My keen in-

terest is because I have a daughter

who is in show business, and, re-

cently it seems impossible to obtain

any engagements unless mixing is

agreed to.

Strange as it may seem the neces-

sary qualifications are . not what
type of -work one does; the Im-
portant question is, *Do you mix?'

If you say you do hot mix you are

politely told, 'sorry but I can't use

you.'

How long will a condition of this

kind be permitted to continue?

Isn't it time that this phase of the

business be given serious thought
and attention?

Forward strides have been taken

in cleaning up burlesque. How
about compulsory- :mixing in night
clubs? Can't this evil be eliminated.

(Mrs.) I. A. Le Vinger.

Under^rad Picks
New York, Oct. 19.

Editor, Variety:
In a radio poll just completed by

the New York University ''Varieties,'

most widely circulated student pub-
lication in the country, 3,376 students
voted the following programs and
radio personalities their favorites:

Favorite comedian: (1) Jack
Benny; (2) Fred Alien.

Favorite singer: (1) Bing,Ctosby;
(2) Kenny Baker.
Favorite announcer; ' (1) Hatry

Von Zell; (2) 'Martin Block.
Favorite 'orchestra leader:' (1)

Mark Warnow; (2) Horace Heidt;

(3) Benny Goodman.
Favorite children's 'program: (1)

Funny Things; (2) Uncle Don.
Favorite actor: (1) Don Ameche;

(2) Edward Robinson. •

Favorite actress: (1) Helen Hayes;
(2) Claudette Colbert.

Favorite s.cript writer;, (1) Harry
Conn; (2) Fred Alien;' (3) Jack
Benny.
Most unusual result p,f the poll

was the number of votes cast for

Mark Warhow arid Horace Heidt,

showing the students change in atti-

tude' towards pdpular music. Swing
music, apparently, i<5 losing many of

its former adherents.
"

Ben Baron,'
(Music Editor, N. Y. Varieties.)

In Re: Visual-Education
.

' New .Yorl^. 'Oct. 23.
Editor, Variety; '

^

As an educator' deeply ' interested
in the u.se of motion pictures for vis-

ual-edycational purposes, 1 am tak-
ing the liberty of expressing my
sentiments ih regard to the' lengthy
stories on page 7 of your issue of

Oct. 20.

Under the heading '16 Mm Films'
Boom Days' you write on the report
of Harry M. Warner, Stanton L.

Griffis and E. W, .Hammojjs. to the
Motion Picture and Distributors'

Association. Their report of the

plans for releasing over 850 the-

atrical pictures to the school market
on 16 mm film raises a very impor-
tant question. According to the pres-

ent plans of MPPDA, that number
of 'oldies' have been rated as accept-

able for use in schools.

.

The question is this: 'Is it proper
and fitting tq releqge 'oldie* .pictuyes

thqt were made for. tbcatripa^ enter-

tainment to .school.<i which want in-

structional pictures'?

It is my opinion and the opinion
of many colleagues who have
worked in the vlsio-educational field

for years that educational pictures

should be educational. It is my
opinion that it wotild be an act of

gross injustice to unload into the
classrooms of America travelogs,

novelty and assorted films which
w«re made between 1926 and 1935

just because the major companies
are beginning to realize that the

schools are a source of future profits.

Just because a major company has

an old travelog film on India and is

interested in extending the present

market into schools, does not mean
that students are going to learn

about geography, history, sociology.

Or anything else much from such a

picture.

The crying need in the United
States for specific Instructional films

will not be answered by the

MPPDA's plans. In Europe, partic-

ularly in England, France, Germany
and Russia, both the industries and
the governments hav? budgets for

the productions of specific instruc-

tional films with the result that the

world's finest educational pictures

have come from these countries in

the past.

It is my humble opinion that, the

MPPDA's plans for new 'bqom days'

will result in a boomerang. Jhelr
plans if carried through will retard

the initiative of small independent
companies who are making and who
plan to make instructional films for

the American school market. More-
over, it will serve to ret.ard the pres-

ent growing interest in visual edu-

cation oil the part of American edu-
cators, because inadequate 'educa-

tional' pictures Will cause depleted

budgets, poor educational results

and return to older educational

raethods.
(There are boom days for visual

education ahead, but these boom
days will come not through unload-
ing oldies, but through making, spe-

cial pictures which are needed for

the curriculum.
(Name withheld by request.) ,

Art Carney's Billinr

Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Oct. 13.

Editor, Variety;
In connection with yoUr House

Review covering Loew's State your
critic igave a grand write-up for 'Art

Thorson,' but the fellow he was talk-

ing about was Art Carney.

Art Carney has been with the

band only two weeks and that splen-

did paragraph would have helped
him considerably—just what he
needed!
The Herald-Tribune made the

same mistake, but I .wa^ quite sur-

prised to find Variety repeating it,

especially after Heidt distinctly an-
nounced the name from the stage.

Art Thorson Is also in the band and
does a character bit in a little skit,

but it is my brother who gives the
impressions of the President, etc.

Probably the mistake is partly
justified inasmuch as Art Carney is

not billed outside. He is a brand
new member and I understand it is

the policy not to push new members
too fast.

Philip R. Carney,

Dr. Bing, Et Al.^

(Continued from page 5)

Who Pronounced First

Detroit, Oct. 21.

Editor, Variety!
I noted in your issue of Oct. 13,

Radio Section, an article headed 'Ypu
Don't Say,' describing a' program on
pronunciation as be'ing originated by
Emil Mogul of the Aven Austin
Agency.

It might interest you to know that
the Industrial M«.rris Plan Bank of
Detroit held the first public 'pfo-
nounce-A-D'own (name cbineii by
tliis bank) m Api;il 1937 "at (Tonven-
tion Hall during the Detroit and
Michigan Ex'pos'ition. I enclose
copies of announcements and Pub-
licity.

The Pronounce-A-Down was the
culmination of a series of '^24 half

hour broadcasts on CKLW (Mutual
network) on proper pronunciatioa-r-
the first sponsored program of its

kind on the air.

The interest shown by the listen-

ing audience in the unique presenta-
tion of the subject and the volume of

letters received by our bank is what
created the idea for & public demon-
stration — and Pronounce-A-Down
was the result. A full description of

which will, be found on the front
page of the bank's house organ 'Be-

tween Ourselves,'

. ., R, M,,JK^i/icl..

Industrial Morj is Plan Bank.

where he was acclaimed by th(.u-^

sands. He was honor guest at a
number of civic events, as he helped
write new history for Spokane, the
120,000 metropolis of the Inland Em-
pire. The key of the city was his

and for a day he was honorary
mayor of Spokane. His pal, Bob
Burns, was honorary chief of police.

The Crosby calendar was a bu.sy
one. Thursday evening he broadcast
his regular Kraft Music Hall pro-
gram, and when that ended at 8
o'clock he and his . troupe, including
Mary Carlisle, Edmund Lowe. Con-
nie Boswell,. Johnnie Burke, John
Scott Trotter and Ken Carpenter, ,
who came north to' handle the
airing, were honor guests at a
banquet at the Civic hall. This
was a class affair with nearly 400
present, at $5 per. Proceeds were
for the benefit of his alma - mater,
as ,w«re also the proceeds of the
special show put on by the troupe at
the Armory the follo\ying evening,
when the fare was $3 top, and the
take at a gala ball at Natatorium
ballroom, Saturday evening. It is

figured that these benefits, all of
Which did practically capacity,
grossed $10,000, all for Gonzaga.r
Tickets were virtually sold out in

advance, for the city went behind
all the events in a big way,

In- between Crosby with Bob
Burns appeared at the Fox to par-
ticipate in thie finals of a talent
congest, which had been conducted
for the past two months, at theatres
in Montana, Idaho, Oregon and
'Washington. Ted Lesser, talent
scout for Paramount, was pFesent
to lend' his services

,
in the finals.

Winners — Howard Rhines, J'anet

Marie 'Waldo, Beth Andretta, and
Don Fox of Bremerton'i—win take

"

Hollywood tests. As a sidelight,

Lesser lamped' Barbara Ruth Rogers,
cashier at the State, made screen
tests, and rushed 'em to Par. She
wasn't in the contest

Dr. Lyle Moore directed the Uni-
versity Glee Club Friday night at

the show, and a feature Was Crosby's
warbling of a new number, 'Bvill-

dogs of Gonzaga,' writtert by Johnny
Burke.

With the exception of Miss Car-
lisle, who' was guest at Seattle Mon-
day «t the convention . of the Allied
Motion Picture Owners of the North-
west, and the belle of the . ball that

night at the Civic auditorium, all en-
trained back to Hollywood.

Connie's Oae
Spokane, Oct. 26.

Over the air on the Kraft program
Crosby asked Connie Boswell' what
she thought of Spokane and she re-

plied, 'It's a nice place to build a

city.' There were those among the
q^tizenry that were not pleased.

Blng's mother and father , and
brothers, Everett and Larry, also

made trip. Bing's wife, .Dixie Lee
Crosby, couldn't because of addition
to family expected around first of
year. Bing declared to Variety cor-
respondent that baby had better be
a girl. Nursery is . all ready for a
little lady. Ohly Crosby absent was
Bob, orchestra leader. Ted, local

brother, played host.

,
Bing's homeco;ning Is expected to

set him back at least $5,000, exp.enses
out of his own pocket,. His .appear-
ances here are expected to make
about $10,000 for Gonzaga athletic
fund.

,
^tars came out of friendship,

but Trotter's orchestra Jiad. to , bp
taken away from five naii6na)[ rpdip
programs for week and sut^stltutes

paid, 'Wire costs for radio progranri
from here were about $475 more
than in Hollywood, Crosby paying
difference. Troupe had best '

of
everything. .^11,

.
including ping,

stayed at
' bity-Univeraity. 'fiub,^

swankiest hpe, because Davenport
hotel w^s picketed by laundry;
strikers..

Dbn English, cr^ick' Paramo.unt
photographe.r,. came' with troupe and'
shot pictures tdi 'Life Goes to' a
Party' section of Life mag. Bing
visited the pickle works he labored
in as a boy, the schoolroom, ' etc.

Bing went out of his way to meet
old pals and made plenty of new
ones. Spokane went overboard for
her favorite son and the ' son was'
not lacking.

Ei-sliine Hawkins exits Harlem Up-"
roar House, Nov. 10, to go on tour
for Harry Moss' ARA via arrange-
ment with Jay Faggen., Soccares*
rumba band, now alternating, will
be augmented and replace Hawkins.
Tour opens at the Strand. ballroon>,

Philadelphia.
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MORE FOR HNER 10BUG08!
IS IT GOOD BUSINBS TO BOY

COSTIMR TOWeCOS FOR GAMEIS?

"YOU BET I've

been careful about

my nerves. Smoke?
All I want to. My
cigarette is Camel,"

says LOU GEH-
JUG.BasebairsIron
Man."With Camels
.1 don't worry about

jangled nerves."

*I SMOKE Camels
from breakfast to

bedtime, and my
nerves stay serene

and imniffled. You
see, 'I don't want
irritating , nervous

hiabits/' ' say*' wln^"

dow display expert, POLLY PETTIT.

"FROM- ANY AN-
tsLE, Camel is the cig-

arette for yours truly.

When I'm tired; I light

a Camel and back to

work I go with a 'lift'

in energy," FRANK
MULLADY, auto me-
chanic, says. "I smoke

Camels tight around the clock."

"AS A FASHION
designer spending
long night hours cre-

ating n^vir styles, I've

grown'-'to depend,on
the mellow compan-'

ionship Camels give

me/' - says the inter-

nationally famous de«

signer, RENEE MONTAGUE.

The pleasure you ^et ouf of a cigarette depends on

what's put in it. And in the case oif Camels

that means finer, costlier tobaccos!

THROUGHtheyears.Camel

has consistently spentmil-

lions of dollars more for

choice, ripe tobaccos!

That represents a way of

doing business that smokers

understand and appreciate.

Millions of smokers have

responded to the appeal of

Camel's choice quality. Be-

cause of it. Camels have an

attraction all their own!

It's a happy experience to

"I'VE BEEN a sports

reporter for twenty-five

years, with plenty of

rush and hard work
packed into each year,"

,

says JAMES GOULD.
"And for twenty-three

of these years — right

from the time Camels
were iirst brought out — I've been a
steady Camel smoker. Camels don't tire

my taste."

have confidence in your ciga-

rette... to know that, you are

getting the good things out

of-smoking thatyou hope for.

The plain fact that Camel does

spend millions ofdollars more
for ripe, more costly tobaccos

appeals to the common sense

ofApaerican men and women.

It /5 good business!

THE NEW
CAMEL CARAVAN
Two great shows in an
hour's entertainmeiit!

Includes "Jack Oakie College"

andBenny Goodman's"Swing
School"! Sixty fast minutes of

grand fun and music. £very

Tuesday night at 9:30 p m
E. S. T., 8:30 p m C. S. T., 7:30

pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T.,

"WABC-Columbia Network.

"DUCK, SWORDPISH
STEAK, and Boston
cream pie—my favorites

—aren't the most digest-

ible fobds.ButwithCam-
els at meals^ my diges-

tion does a swell job,"

says BRUCE WALUS,
college senior.

•1 OFTEN SAY •
woman who runk •
home need9 healthy

nerves as much as

any athlete. Sa I
smoke the cigaretta.

that I know is mildl

—Camel," says MSS^
ROBERT FENNI-
MORE, New Yotk

housewife. "I can smoke Camels from
one end of the day to the other and
never have ragged nerves."

"FOR YEARS
I'VE chosen Cam-
els. Their mild fla-

vor appeals to my
sense of delicacy.

Even after I've

smoked' steadily,

I notice Camels
leave no after-

taste," remarks MAXINEHOLLEN, de-

partment store salesgirl. "When I'm all

in, I get a 'lift' with a Camel in a jifify."

COSTLIER TOBAeCOS

IN A MATCHLESS BLEND

ft

Camels are a matchless blend of finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS » Turk-

ish and Domestic. The skillful blend-

ing of leaf with leaf brings out the

full, delicate flavor and mildness of

these choice tobaccos. That's why
Camels have given more people more
pleasure than any other cigarette.

Jmit|1i(. 193t, R. J. R«yaald9 Tubuea Co.. WInitoifSalam. M. 9,
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